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Karl Jaspers

PHILOSOPHICAL AUTOBIOGRAPHY *

P ROFESSOR Stliilpp has asked me ioi an account which
would sliow liow my life expeiiences led me to philosophiae,

what 1 was looking for on this load, and how my wiitings came
about The task seemed appiopriate to me, at any late, foi a per

son of my age Foi, all philosophy — because it is an activity of

the human spuit -< is, m its themes as well as its causes, intimately

connected with the life of the peison who is philosophizing

This connection is present even if this life, like my own, was
simple and secluded and is devoid of any happenings that could

make it univeisally mteiestmg oi, at any late, could aiouse only

that mteiest which each human life may have foi oihci peisons

Although theie is nothing in the actuality of evciyday life that

would not, in some way, he i elated to philosophy, I shall confine

my lepoit to those facts which became directly significant foi my
wiitings, and even in legaid to ilitin I shall make a lestiicted

selection Thus I shall speak ol only a lew of the expeiiences which
wcie desciibed oi ic/Iected in my niitings And as to the people

to whom I owe so iniuJi, I shall not speak of those whose veiy

being was disclosed to me in oui fiicndship, but I sliall only dis

cuss those whose thinking as such hid a direct influence on my
work

Fuitheimcnc, 1 shall not lendei a coinpiehensive account of the

ideas expiessod m my wiiungs and even less aigue their factual

justification They will be menuoned in pail only, but will no
where be discussed in detail Tliey will be intcrpieied as leac-

tions to life situations, but always with the aim in mind to make
then timeless meanu^ felt

I CHlLDHOOn AND YOOTIl

I was boin on February 23, 1883, in Oldenbuig, close to the

coast of tlie Noiih Sea My fatliei (1850-UM0) was descended
from a family of meidianis and faimers who had been living lot

*Fron] the oilginil Getmnn mannscnpi, wtittcn expic^aly foi this volume,
tnnslitccl by Paul Arthur Scliilpp and LueJnig B hehhie

r
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(>ui(.iaUous 111 (lie (lisliul (il |cvci, lie Iki mu •! (iiiist, lii{^li (Oi)

kUlilc oL the diMiut, iintl diutloi ol a I)<iiik Fit disdiui^ul liis

duties iiiciiiuloiisly ind with dtviituui Ills livmite piiisuiis,

hosvtvti, svnc painting and hiuuing lit loaud iiu - by liis c\

ample IS will as in diiism iiKiininis, by Ins iiidgiiiini in i

spiiit ol uMson. icliabiluy, iiul laitliliilniss Aiy iiioiliei (iK(i'>

uHi) disiiiuUd lioni a ianiily ol iainiiis, ulio sinu iniii iinmi

niuiial had liLcti ostablishul in lIiU|ading(n li nr is hii inhniti

love whiiii made iny ihildbood <ind that ol iny bioilu’i and sisui

sunny and oiu laiei ycais cxiccdingly happy I In boiindliss

vigoi and spiiit filled ns with (ouiagi and diiiiininatioiij liei

deep iindci standing ol oui aims ind (dials, whiili 1 n iiansiindcd

all I onvctuion ility, siinuiliied oui etuhnsiasni, hii wisdom <> ivi

ns waimih and the .issiname ol scitiitiy

At the liumanistK (jymnauinn, svhiih I attuuled, I got into

tumble with the piintipal I icfused to obey blindly in tain iigii

lations whii h seemed tome iimeasonable My lathi i had bioughi

mi up m Stull a way tli.ii, at a viiy laily agi alieady, I i\[)i(iLd

to leieive an answei litim him to iveiy (pu'siioii T would ask iind,

liutheiinoie, not to be lompelletl evil to do anything tin mi m
mg ol whiih was not ileai to me>-bi it ivoii out ol i siMisi ol

levcience lot the (laditional whub as stub svould liavi (hi [mmvii

oL pcisuasion Ihus instuuieil by my ratlin, 1 upliild the pun
eiplc that theie was a dilleienie between tiu* nuiessaiy oide‘i in a

(lasuooin and that ol militaiy di&iiphiii, whub wait being iiitio

iluiecl inin school life without any jnsiifitalion buih an atittiuU

bcii lys a spiiit ol tebclUon, I was one day solemnly told by tin

punt ipal He was awaic, he taid, that it was lainpant in my laniily

III most emphatically njeiteil suih a spun Oiu tUs.igitimini

leaihed its ehinax when 1 icluscd to jum one ot thi ilnee siliool

fiateiniiics— paticined aftet umveisity students' fiatennuies*-

which had been appiovcd by the pimcipal The seasons 1 stated to

siccount Cm my leCusal to entei suih a "Ciateinity” weit that ihcst

gtoups matle distinctions on the basis oC the social status and
occupation o[ the parents and not on that oC pctsonal iuendsbip
I Eoimd myselL lompletely alone m ray ptuni o! view My lellow

students, having oiiginally shown .t sympathetii undeistaniliiig,

latci aitiully icjeitcd my attiUidi When a (uind ol mine hail

aecompaniecl me on a week’s Inking tup m tltc moimi,uns, lus

haieimiy tlucatencd to expel hnn unless ho disiontinued lus

friendly nssoeiation with me When he spokt to nu dimit tins

mattei , I gave him the advice to stay in the (i ati i titty 1 Ins he did
But the pimcipal made U cleai to me that my teai Iicts would keep
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a Wcildiful eye on me My fathei tiled to compensate me loi what

I had lo&i He leased latge hunting grounds Now I could spend

my spaic time in a gicat diversity of magnificently beautiful seen

iiy, avoiding lo my heart’s desne
The external data of ray fuitlier life aie quickly told Aftei my

giaduaiion (Abttmium) fiom the Gymrmiv,m I was matiiculated

lot lliiee scmcstcis as a student of juiispiudenee Then I enrolled

as a student of mcdieine, passed, in 1908, the medical state ex

amination, and leceived tlie degree of Doctor of Medicine in

1909 I now slatted to woik as a (voluntary) assistant in the

psychiatiic hospital of the Univeisity of Heidelberg In 1913 I

habilitated myself as Pnvatdoxent in psychology in the Philoso

pineal Faculty In 1921 I beeame a full professor of philosophy

time, afici I had declined oifeis of positions fiom the univeisi

ties of Gieilswald and Kiel In 1928 I declined a call to the Um
veisity of Bonn In 1937 Uie National Socialist regime depiived

me of my piolcssional status, but in 1945 I was again le instated

in my olliec with the consent of die American occupation autUoii-

tics In 1948 I accepted a call to the Univeisity of Basel, where

1 am teaching at picscut

1 he tout sc of ray inner (intellectual and spn itual) development

dining my youth descivcs at le<ist a few brief pointers At the age

ol stvcniccu I lead Spinora He became my philosopher But I

had no intention whatsoevu ol making philosophy my majoi

subject of study 01 my occupation On the contiary, I studied law

loi thicc scmcstcis, with the pin pose of later making the practice

ol law ray lilc's woik Howevei, the abstractions which were used

to lefei to social life— a life still entirely unknown to me —
piovcd so disappointing that I occupied myself instead with

pocliy, ait, giaphology, and die theatie, always turning to some

thing else Though unhappy in this state of dispersion, I was

happy m p,uLiculai expeiiences of greatness, especially in art

I was discontent widi myself and with the state of society, with

the false beliefs prevalent m public life My fundamental leaction

was something is radically wiong not mciely witli humanity, but

also with myself, .U the same time, howevei, I felt the magnificence

of that othoi woild, namely, of nature, of ait, of poetiy, and ol

M « me I leiaincd a basic faith in life- an elcmenud confidence

whuh piucdcd cvciythmg else — which wa-, inspired by my be-

loved paicnts, in wliosc solicitude I found a sense of security My
(hoi<( ol a walk of liJc was my own private decision

How magmhicnt the solitude in nature nniouchedt I enjoyed

It m Sils Malta (Isngadm) and on the shoies of the North Sea
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How enraptming the contemplation o£ beauty in lulyl On ]Oui>

neys I was swept offmy feet

But solitude always became pamful aftci I had indulged it a

while I felt diawn to people What should I do} Life lud to lind

a foundation, foi howcvei maivelous spcufiL cxpciicnics, siaitci-

mg one’s attention among them had a devastating cAa t It be
came necessaiy to entei upon a concicte path of leading one’s own
life, above all my univeisity studies now had to have a (deliniLc)

goal I wanted to discovei what knowledge is possible, medieinc
seemed to me to open the widest visrn, having all of the natnial

sciences and man himself as its object of investigation As n
physiaan I could find my justification in society

I made this decision, in 1902, while at Sils Maiia In a nicino

landum which I prepaied foi my paients and in whitli I asked foi

their consent to my change of study from juiispiudente to medi
cine, I sviote m my clumsy svay of svriting at that time "My plan
IS the following I shall take my medical slate examination atlei

the presciibed numbei of semestcis If Uicn I still believe — as I

do nosv~to possess the necessaiy talent foi it, I shall Liaiisfci (o
psychiatry and psyehology After that I shall fust of all stau piat-
ticing as a physician in a mental hospiul Eventually I niighl cniei
upon an academic caieer as a psychologist, as foi example Kiacpe*-
lin m Heidelberg— something svluch I would not, howcvei, taic
to express because of the unceitainty and of its being dependent
upon my capacities Theiefore, I had best sute it (lus way
I am going to study medicine in oidci to become a physician in
a healtli resoit or a specialist, c g , a doctoi for the mciiuilly ill

To myself I add tlie rest will come if and when And finally, once
I have got tliat far, and then sliould not have the couiage nor be
lieve myself to possess the necessary qualifications to entei upon
an academic career, I shall not at all be dissatisfied

’’

In my choice of medicine what was of greatest importance to me
ivas to learn to know actuality I strove to achieve this aim by
every means at my disposal In my studies I was diligent and I
enjoyed to the full the numeious possibilities of acquuing knowl
e ge In my ti&vels I sought to accomplish whatever was possiblem the way of gaming firsthand acquaintance with various leaions
historical aties, and of woiks of art
In all this, however, the basic question, viz , hosv one ought to

live, remained unsolved The pursuit of my studies svas some-
thing prehminary It svas at the same time useful as a pieparation
for a profession But that is not life itself Without leading Uie
philosophers, using allmy time to study the concrete subjects ot my
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lieldt I was nevertheless coniinually philosophizing, even though

unsystematically (unmethodically) Philosophy couises in tlie

Univeisity 1 soon dropped Against philosophy pioCessois I had

an antipathy because they did not tieat what leally mattered most

to me As pei&ons they appeared arrogant and opinionated As a

peisonalily only Theodoi Lipps in Munich made an impiession

on me Howcvei, tlie content of Ins lectuies scarcely intciested me
"With the exception of the geometio optical illusions, to tlie

knowledge of which he had contiibuted m an rngemous fasliion

That, howcvei, was only one specialized pioblem in tlie field of

psychology

All of life’s decisions weie paidally conditioned for me by a

basic fact of my existence From childhood I had been otgamcally

ill (bioncluectasis witli caidiac decompensation) While hunting

I sat many times bitterly crying somewhere in the seclusion of the

foiest, as the strength of my body failed me Not until I svas eight-

een years of age did Albert Fraenkel in Badenweiler make the

coirect diagnosis Until then I suflcied frequent attacks of fever as

a icsult of the false treatment of my ailment Now I learned to

aii.inge my life on the basis of the conditions imposed on me by

tins disease I icad an essay by R Virchow which described mv
illnos in eveiy detail and made the following prognosis “Those
afflicted with this disease will die of pyemia m then thirties at the

latest “ 1 realized what leally mattered in tieating it Gradually I

acquued the methods o£ ttcatment which in poit 1 invented my-
self It was impossible to carry them out correctly if I followed

the manner of life of normally healthy people If I want to get any

work done, I shall have to risk doing what is harmful to my
health, on the other hand, if I want to stay alive, 1 shall have to

apply the strictest discipline by avoiding everything harmful Be-

tween dieae two poles my life has had to be run It was often in-

evitable to sink beneath one’s own level by allowing fatigue and
poisoning of the body to set m, and it became necessary con-

stantly to recover from such a state The illness was not to become
tlie chief concern of life by constantly worrying about it The task

was to treat it, almost without being aware of it, correctly and to

woik as if the illness did not exist Everything had to conform to

11, without becoming victimized by it Again and again I made
mistakes The requirements which resulted from my illness en
croadied on every hour and on all my plans I shall omit here an

elaborate account of the concrete course of my illness, something

I should like to do at another time

As a consequence of my illness I was unable to participate in
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the joyful diveisions of youth Hiking became completely impos

sible for me as eaily as in my student days I was likewise iiiialilo

to go horseback riding, swimming, oi dancing The illness kept rat

from bodily excesses Fiutheimore, it made mtlitaiy sciviie im

possible and with it soldier’s death in svaitimc “One must be sitk

m oidei to get old,” says a Clunese piovcib Ii is astonishing how
strong a love of good health can develop in a cliiome, siationaiy

disease The degiee of health kept becomes all the iiioie conscious,

affords the more happiness, and becomes pcihaps even moie healthy

than any noimal state of good health

Another consequence of my illness was a ceilam innci attitude

svhich determined my manner of woikmg Because of constant in

terruptions, life had to become moie concentrated, if one wanted
to lead a meaningful life at all 1 had to rely on a lelaxed mannci
of doing my studies, on grasping the essentials, on suddenness of

inspiration and on speed of making outlines at some favniablc

moment My chance lay in tenacious endeavoi to sei/e every good
moment and continue working under all circumsianccs

Sull another consequence of my illness was that I could make
appearances in public only as long as certain caicful piccaiilions

were taken and the appearance was brief Only in veiy exceptional

cases, of great importance, did I venture to travel to give Icciuits

and to participate in public discussions, and always at the price ol

upsetting the normal state of my health

Finally I svas dependent, m all my social life, upon the kind
attitude of those who would permit me to disiegaid the foims ol

social etiquette, who svould come to me and be satisfied with a
brief visit of fiom one to two hours Often I was not understood
People would interpret as pride and aloofness what actually was
bitter necessity

The claiity of my thinking was scarcely bluried by the inhibi
tions and conditions which resulted from my illness My charac
ter, however, was indeed veiled by this enforced loneliness in spite
of the fact that I came to know many people and in spite of the
friend I had m the person of Fntz zui Loye Frequently I was
overcome by melancholy In such moments I thought that every-
thing would soon be at an end anyway But still more hcquently
I was literally lifted by a sense of marvelous expectancy of what
might still possibly be accomplished
My friend Fntz zur Loye, who died at an early age, came from

my own province and was very much like myself, so that, during
<MT first years of university study, we were intimate associates
Our studies constituted the real bond between us Together wc
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wotked at tlic microscope and did our experiments The mood
existing between us was sober I Celt his liankness with which he
dealt with me in my illness— witliout any pitying silence — as

bencliuent Rather he accepted it as a factor which had to be
taken into account in evciy undertaking "I am going dancing to-

day at Mmaspiing You can’t go along, it would be too stienuous

Cor you ” Oi just beCoie a field trip oC the class in botany
“That’ll take too long, you would not be able to enduie it

*’

In such Cashion he dealt witli the saciifices I was compelled to

make To make up Coi it, he would leport to me in brieC descrip

tions whatever he had seen oi experienced A dependable affection

united us We were students together in Munich, Bcilin, and
Gottingen, took a couise m graphology with Klages, attended tlie

theatre He liked my industry despite my afiliction A loving iiony

placed everything in the proper light and perspective In Gottin-

gen we attended the lectuies of a physunst, Riecke, whom we le

spected but otlierwise did not parucularly like He had wiitten

a two volume textbook “Whai Riecke is able to do,’’ my Ciicnd

said to me, “you can do too You will be writing textbooks some
day and become a pioCessoi

’’

My reserve in the presence oC people had the appeiiance oC

cool indiffeience This was pait oC my hciitage which I owed to

my native region It was Counded, moreover, on the Cact that I

did not expect too much from people, and it was intensified by
occasional disappointments But this rcsei ve was actually a painCul

lestramt, in my soul theie was something altogedier different

Loneliness, melancholy, sell consciousness, all tliat changed when
I, at the age oC twenty-Coui, met Gertrud Mayei UnCoigetuble

when, accompanied by her brotlici, I fiist enteied her rooml She
sat at a laige desk, arose, with hei back still towards the visitoi,

she slowly dosed a book and turned toward us I followed each of

her movements, which, in hei quiet claiity, without aitificiahiy

01 conventionality, unconsciously seemed to expiess the essence

of puiity, the nobility of her soul in her (very) appearance It

was as if self evident that tlie conversation soon turned to the basic

questions oi life, as if we had already known each other for a long

time From the veiy first hour there was between us an inconceiv-

able haimony, something never expected to be possible

Yet, the diilcience between oui icspective dispositions was cx

iiaoidinanly great Geitiud’s spun had been daikened by seveie

blows of fate, which she could not take with hei into a life which
was supposed to take its course unquestioningly Her only sisiei

was a victim of a lingering uncanny mental disease, winch made
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her constant confinement m an mstiiuUon neccssaiy A pluluso

phically minded friend of Gertiud's, tlie poet Waliei Cald, had

taken his own life

In contiast to me, who was suffering only fiom my own illness,

the veiy foundations of dungs had been tom asundci foi lici, load>

mg to insoluble questions In hei 1 saw the icaliiy of a soul which

refused to live by illusions She was capable of mimite cnduiatuc

in silence

In her my own affirmation of life encounteicd the spiiit who
from now on would pievent any pieraatuie acquiescence on my
part Now philosophy began, m a new way, to become a serious

concern for me We found ouiselves united in its puisuit, but had
not reached the goal Thus it has lemained until to day thiough-

out a long life togethet

The gloom and consaousness of constant danger induced an
inescapable seriousness in her But, out of this soil giew the infinite

happiness of hei immediate presence I expciicnccd the deep satis

faction of love which has been able to give meaning to each day
even until now
Gertiud comes from a pious Jcwisli family, which since the 17tli

centuiy has been living in die Province of Biandcnbuig When
we met m 1907, Geitiude was in die midst of preparing foi die
Abttuuumj which she planned to take as an extern, in older to
puisue giaduate university studies Ilei goal was philosophy The
experience she had gain«i as a psyduatiic muse had not been
able to keep her interested m this piotession She now was daily
studying Greek and Latin When, m 1910. we had been maiiicd,
a cordial, mutual affection and complete confidence bound me to
my parents in law The father had gotten ovci hu (initial) anti-
pathy against the marriage of his daughtei to a non-Jew, and the
mother had found her pious expectations as to Iiei daughter's love
confiimed

During the years of National Socialism we were confronted by
catastrophies in our proximity as well as in oui wider environ-
ment, which again and again sve considered inescapable even foi
ourselves, yet sve never entiiely gave up hope We seemed to be
mnaculously protected aswe weie spared the woist fate Being tlms
spared, yet, in view of oui own survival, having a sense of shaied
^lit, we felt increasingly challenged to live light and to woik to
the veiy limits of our capacity

II “Psychopathologie”

From 1908 until 1915 I was working in the psychiatiic hospital
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m Heidelberg, in the beginning, right after my State Examina-
tion, as an intern, latei — aftei half a year’s mtenuption, duiing

winch time 1 received some training in the depaitment of neu-

lology o£ the ho&pitcd £oi internal medicine— as a voluntary re-

seatch assistant 'These yeais aie the only ones ol my life which,

in association with scholars, I spent dealing with the daily pi ac-

tual tasks The moving realities weie not only o£ a medical, but
also of a sociological, juridical, and therapeutic nature

Head of the hospital was Nissl He was an excellent reseaich

man, a brain histologist who, — togethei with Al/heimei — dis-

coveied the hisiopaihology of the cerebral coitex in paialytics

But 1 svas mostly impressed by his self atticism It is tiue, he
earned on his woik witlt bold expectations as to what was scien-

tifically possible in getting knowledge of the mentally ill, but he
was incorruptible in his awareness of whatever did not coincide

svith his expectation Although it surprised him, he insisted on
cmphasiring, even more sharply than his critics, tliat theie existed,

eg , no coiiclation betsveen the seventy of senile dementia and
the si/c of the dbnoimal aiea in tlte ceiebial coitex He took his

departuic fiom the principle which had been pievalent since

Giiesingcr mental illnesses aie diseases of the brain 'While be
made important discoveries on tire basis of this presupposition, he
undermined at the same time tire general validity of this proposi-

tion While he analyzed his findings methodically, he lecognired

the limits of their significance When he became the director of

die hospiul, he was a specialist in histology, but was by no means
at home m clinical psychiatry He demonstiated that anyone who
proceeds really scientifically in any field and has done scientifically

fruitful reseaich is capable of quickly grasping what is scientifically

essential in all fields Nissl’s clinical lectures, which weie oiig-

mally largely based on Kraepelin’s textbook, became from year to

year moic independent and original He learned fiom his assist-

ants, and yet was perhaps supeiioi to all of us in the integrity of

his humane way of viewing realities The discussions with his

assistants took place with an attitude of ladical unaflectation with-

out any distinction as to lank, etc Even though the discussion

might become impassioned, it nevei passed the bounds of pio-

piiely Nissl’s authoiity was invulnerable because of tire character

of his personality, not mciely because of his olficial position This
sclrolar possessed an exceedingly gieat amount of kindness to-

wards his patients and Ins assistants, he svas externally haish,

temperamentally easily moved to angei, and m his actions extia-

ordinarily conscientious and cautious A warm and benevolent
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atmosphere ladiated fiom him As a pcison he w,is inriniidy

modest, a man who suffered pioloundly, and was tonvmccd of

the state of decay of man
A number of distinguished physicians woiktd with him in the

hospiul If on occasion and by mistake an assistant had been m
cepted who did not fit into this gioup and who would violate the

unwritten piinciples of this spiiitual community, he would altci

some time dmppeai wiiliout anyone having been aiiogint in his

tieatment of him The leading authoiities weie my teachci Wil

manns, the deputy chief, then above all, Giiihle, who kept cvciy

thing moving by hu ciittque, his veisatihty, and spontaneity,

furthermore, the infinitely conscientious Wettel, gicatly giliccl

with empathy, tlie humane Homburgei, an until ingly active Inain

histologist, the still veiy youUiful Ranke, whose mind was open
toward all scientific possibilities, and finally, Mayei-C.ioss These
physicians tianslated into leality a spuiiual way of living with
eacii other which had been made possible by Nissl Gmhlc’s initm-
iive saiv to the legulaiity of oui meetings Foi the cmne staff of

all physicians in the hospital thcie woic fust of all the stall meet
mgs, the demonstrations with patients, and discussions of cxpcit
repoits Theie weie, furthermoie, scientific evenings, spent with
Nissl, on which occasions recent papeis on specific themes wcu
leported on and discussed And finally, thcie wcic piivaic gathei
mgs at night m a smallei dicle, wthoiit Nissl, in Giuhlc’s loom,
wheie we discussed, with the greatest freedom and aidoi, whatcvei
scientific interest lay closest to tlie heau of each individual Those
talks weie continued during our woik tlie next day Whcievci
one met, going up the stairs or coming doivn, thcie was an ex
change of opinions It was a remarkable life of univcisal spon
laneity, permeated by the generally shared consciousness that we
were furtheiing a magnificent realm of knowledge, with all the
airogance of knowing too much, it is tiue, but at the same time
also with the kind of ladical ciiLiasm whicli could tear apait
every position Whoevei wanted to get any work done had to take
caie not to waste his time and enei^ in conveisation The "spiiit
of a house" had grenvn up, belonging to no one individual, but
to the combined activity of all, eacli single one of whom, never-
theless, stubboinly pursued his own course Tlie toim of one of
the finest tiaditions of German academic life was once again
realized in this hospital

"

My position in this group was peculiar (abnormal) I svas only
a voluntary assistant My illness made it impossible for me to be
come a legular staff assistant I did not live in the hospital, did not
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Like my meals with the oUiei physicians, and I felt sad about this

Lict Bui I had the peimission to collaboiate with them in tlieii

lesearch I found the director and lire physicians kindly disposed

towaids me, was picsent at all the vaiious kinds of gatlieiings foi

scientific discussions, took an active part in tliem, and participated

in the waid lounds

1 w<is allowed to select my own cases for moie detailed study

Wilinanns placed a special room at my disposal, in whicli 1 con

dueled intelligence and otlici tests, winch at that time were just

coming into use 1 examined blood piessure with Recklinghausen's

new apparatus, which foi the fiist time made it possible to read

off easily and continuously the minimum and maximum of blood

piessure and thus permitted observation on what was taking place

duimg psychic changes However, I never published my results

Occasionally 1 was asked to make a report in court and to rendei

expert affidavits m regard to accident insurance Once, during

Hombiugcr’s illness, I substituted fbi him at tlie policlinic I be

came examining physician for neivous and mental diseases of the

students' healtli insuiance Witliout being engaged in the legulai

daily loutine duties of an assistant, the whole experience ol a

psychiatrist was in this way made accessible to me The disad

vantage oL my position became an advantage 1 could see and
investigate eveiything without having my time occupied by

loutinc duties Besides carrying on my own investigations 1 did

not have a single patient fiom whose case 1 did not leam and re

member something I watched what my colleagues weie doing,

lefiected on tlieir procedutes and my own, raised them to a higher

level of conscious awareness, criticised them and pushed on to

methodically pure procedures and formulations

The common conceptual fiamework of the hospital was Kraepe-

lin's psychiatry together with deviations from it, resulting in

points of view and ideas for which no one person could claim

oiiginal authoiship Thus, e g , the polarity of the two broad

spheres of dementia praecox (later called Schizophrenia) and of

the manic depressive illnesses was considered valid The idea of

the clinical entity was being discussed, our observations weie con

tinuously related to this idea, but without really knowing what it

actually was We distinguished the development of a peisonality

which uncleigoes natiual and understandable changes in the

various phases of life, i e , ‘'biographical" changes, from “pioc

esses" which, in a violent bieak, cause a radical change, for reasons

which, without knowing their nature, weie held to be organic

At that time, around 1910, somatic medicine was still prevalent
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in psychiatry. The influence of Freud was limited to small circles.

Psychological efforts were considered subjective and fruitless, not

scientific. An exception were the psychological cxpcriiucnis in-

troduced by Kraepelin on the basis of Wundt’s psychology, espe-

cially those concerning the “work curve” (fatigue and recovery)

,

the investigations concerning the psychological effect of drugs, of

alcohol, tea, etc. However, these experiments were imsuited for

the investigation of mental patients. The experiments themselves

came quickly to an end and did not produce further results ’til.

somewhat later, investigations with mescalin produced a few nctv

results.

The realization that scientific investigation and therapy were in

a state of stagnation was widespread in German psychiatric clinics

at that time. The large institutions for the mentally ill were built
constantly more hygienic and more magnificent. The lives of the
unfortunate inmates, which could not be changed essentially,

were controlled. The best that was possible consisted in shaping
their lives as naturally as possible as, e.g., by successful work
therapy as long as such therapy remained a humane and reason-
able link in the entire organization of the patient’s life. In view of
the exceedingly small amount of knowledge and technical know-
how, intelligent, yet unproductive psychiatrists, such as Hoche,
took recourse to a skeptical attitude and to elegant sounding
phrases of gentlemanly superiority.

In Nissl’s hospital too, therapeutic resignation was dominant.
In therapeutics we were basically without hope, but we were hu-
mane and kind and prevented, in so far as possible, any calamity
which might unnecessarily result from the condition of the men-
tally ill. Our attitude towards the patients was humane without
being pathetic, it was cheerful and tolerant. The psychiatrist’s
“gentleness” was held to be the self-evident attitude not only to-
wards patients, but also with regard to life as such. We took a
^eat interest in questions of a sociological and juridical nature
Tramps, e.g., were successfully investigated by Wilmanns. A For-
ensic-psychiatric Society in Heidelberg brought jurists and physi-
cians together for regular lectures and discussions.

I found all this on my arrival. Deeply affected by all factual data^d by every method, I aimed to appropriate whatever there was.
1 he inordinarily voluminous literature in psychiatry of more than

unfounded chatter.
Nevertheless, pearls were discovered therein when on occasion anauAor actually communicated real insights in a conceptually dearand precisely recognizable fashion. Frequently, the same things
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were being discussed in different terms, in most cases in a very
obscure manner. Several schools had each its own terminology. It

seemed as if several languages were being spoken, with deviations

to the extent of special jargons at the individual hospitals. There
seemed to be no such thing as a common scientific psychiatry

uniting all those engaged in psychiatric research. During the reg-

ular demonstrations of patients and the discussions among physi-

cians I sometimes had the impression as if we were always be-

ginning all over again; then again that we merely subsumed
the particular facts under a few miserable generic types; whereas
at other times it would seem to me that what had already been
said was constantly being forgotten. As often as I was pleased with
what I had learned, just as often it seemed to me that no progress

was being made. I felt as if I were living in a world of an insurvey-

able variety of ways of looking at things, which were at our dis-

posal in chaotic disorder, yet each one of which individually was
of an intolerable simplicity. Psychiatrists must learn to think, I

once opined in a group of physicians. “Jaspers ought to be
spanked,” Ranke remarked with a friendly smile.

It now occurred to me that a cause of the intellectual confusion
lay in the very nature of the subject itself. For the object of

psychiatry was man, not merely his body, perhaps his body even
least of all, but rather his mind, his personality, he himself. I read
not merely the somatic domga: mental diseases are diseases of the

brain (Griesinger) , but also the tenet: mental diseases are diseases

of personality (Schiile) . What we were dealing with was likewise

the subject of the social and cultural sciences. They had the same
concept, only far more subtle, more developed, more lucid. Once
when we were recording verbal expressions of patients, in states

of confusion and of those exhibiting paranoid chatter, I said to

Nissl; we must learn from the philologists. I began to look around
for what philosophy and psychology might perhaps have to offer.

In this situation, in 1911, I received Wilmanns’ and the pub-
lisher Ferdinand Springer’s invitation to write a text on general

psychopathology. I had already published a series of articles on
“Homesickness and Crime,” on intelligence tests, on hallucina-

tions, on delusional ideas, on the course of diseases: all illustrated

by detailed case histories. These writings made those men feel

that a certain confidence in me was justifiable. I was startled; but
at the same time I was sehed by enthusiasm and buoyancy (and

felt challenged) to bring order at least into the factual data and
to further the methodical consciousness as much as possible. I

wanted to do this the more as I felt myself supported by the spirit
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of the hospital and the knowledge we all shared. In this drcle it

was not too difficult to write a general psychopathology, further-

more, it was high time to carry out this task. I was commissioned

to undertake it.

My own investigations as well as my reflection about what was

being said and done in psychiatry had led me on tracks which

were new at that time. Philosophers gave me the impetus for two

essential steps. As method I adopted Husserl’s phenomenology,

which, in its beginnings, he called descriptive psychology; I re-

tained it although I rejected its further development to insiglit

into essences (Wesensschau). It proved to be possible and fruitful

to describe the inner experiences of patients as phenomena of

consciousness. Not only hallucinations, but also delusions, modes

of ego-consciousness, and emotions could, on the basis of the

patients’ own descriptions, be described so clearly that they be-

came recognizable with certainty in other cases. Phenomenology

became a method for research.

Over against the psychology of theoretical explanation, Diltliey

had put another, “descriptive and analytical psychology.’’ I adopt-

ed this approach, called it a “verstehende Psychologie” and worked

out the already practiced procedures — which had actually been

applied by Freud in a peculiar fashion — by means of which, in

contrast to the directly experienced phenomenon, one is able to

comprehend the genetic connections within mental life, as well

as meaningful relations and motives. I searched for the method-
ological justification and a systematic organization of these pro-

cedures. An abundance of known but unorganized psychological

approaches, together with a description of the facts, seemed to me
thus to find their rightful place.

I shall not report on the conceptually clear formulations of the

psychology of performance (as compared with phenomenology
and "verstehende Psychologie”)

,

not on the separation of the phe-
nomena of expression — whose meaning is understandable — from
the non-meaningful somatic phenomena accompanying mental
processes, not on the remaining methodological elucidations of the
factually existing insights. I should like to point out only one
thing. Everywhere I fought against mere talk without real knowl-
edge,^ especially against the “theories” which played such a big
r61e in psychiatric language. I pointed out that the psychological
theories had been developed in analogy to those of the natural
science, to be sure; but that they never acquired the character of
scientific theories. For them there could never be a continuously
advancing development of knowledge about a basic process
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dominating all mental phenomena. Proof and refutation based on
experience, coupled with continuous search for counter-indica-

tions, could not be obtained by co-operative research. For in this

field it was indeed only a matter of analogies, which at best seemed
only to have a certain degree of plausibility, but which were pos-

sible in various ways, which never agreed, never could be checked

radically. They were mistakenly transformed into factually present

basic processes. I tried, however, to find in every idea, thus also

in this type of theoretical thought, that factor which had a positive

value for science. Thus I presented, in my Psychopathology, a

systematic arrangement of theories, i.e., of the means to describe,

by way of analogy, what otherwise would remain outside of the

horizon of cognition. What mattered was to survey all possible

pictures without lapsing into any. At that time the theories of

Wernicke and Freud were held to be valid above all others. Both
are now forgotten; Freud’s theory is no longer considered as uni-

versally valid even by psychoanalysts today, since it is to a con-

siderable degree regarded as being dated.

The belief that it was possible to develop methods which would
enable us to comprehend man as a whole (as to constitution,

character, body-type, and disease-entity) persisted, in ever new
guises. Despite the fact that, within limits, all of them were fruit-

ful, the supposed totality every time proved to be a totality within

llie one comprehensive totality of being human, never this total-

ity itself. For the totality of man lies way beyond any conceivable

objectifiability. He is incompletable both as a being-for-himself

and as an object of cognition. He remains, so to speak, “open.”

Man is always more than what he knows, or can know, about him-

self.

The scientific urge for the systematic treatment of the entire

field stood behind my desire to bring all of these points of view

together. In my psychopathology the object was to bring to con-

ceptually clear consciousness what one knows, how one knows it,

and what one does not know. The basic critical idea was to gain

insight into the problem of the ways by which an investigable

objective comes to be perceived.

To ask such questions lay early in my nature. When, in my final

pre-clinical examination (the Physikum), I was asked about the

structure of the spinal cord, I replied by enumerating the methods

of investigation and of what became evident by their use. The
anatomist (Merkel in Gottingen) was astonished and praised me,

which in turn was a surprise to me.

The systematic treatment demanded that no method, which had
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a principle of its own, should be omitted even if only a minimum

of knowledge was obtained by it. Every approach to reality was to

be kept open by bringing it to conscious awareness. Yet at the

same time the presuppositions and limitations of each were t o be

made distinct.

For this reason I was from the beginning opposed to any schools

of thought in so far as they excluded anything, and went along

with them in so far as they turned up something real. The greatest

possible open-mindedness of scientific opinion was to be attempted

in psychopathology.

The guiding principle of my book on psychopathology, there-

fore, was and remained this: to develop and order knowledge

guided by the methods through which it is gained — to learn to

know the process of knowing and thereby to clarify the material.

That meant at the same time, however: methodological investi-

gations in themselves do not really matter so long as the methods

do not lead to factual knowledge. According to the old saying,

progress is not made when one just talks about swimming while

standing on the shore, one must jump into the water. I set up the

following as my goal, therefore: in my book on psychopathology

there shall not occur any purely abstract logical discussions. They
are to be reported on only when their meaning is demonstrated

on evident data. Every method has value only through a body of

real content, i.e,, through whatever becomes observable by means
of it. The basic empirical attitude of the book demanded that

perceptibility and factuality remain prerequisites for anything to

be recognized as knowledge in the field of psychopathology. At the

same time, however, the heterogeneity of the factual itself was to

come to the fore. The facts and observations do not lie upon an
identical level. Rather, they prove themselves to be essentially dif-

ferent by the manifoldness of the ways by means of which one
reaches them. Therefore the reader of the book was to become
acquainted not merely with the subject material, but was to learn
to think about the question in what way and within what limits
this material might be factually valid. The principle of my presen-
tation was: nothing was to be said that was not verified in the
book by example from experience and observation.

This principle of methodological reflection and discipline ap-
peared the more important as the object of investigation in psy-
chiatry is man himself. He is distinguished from all other things in
the world by the fact that in his entirety he can no more become
an object of inquiry than can the world in its entirety. Whenever
he becomes known, something of his appearance becomes known.
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not he himself. Every knowledge of man as a whole proves to be
a deception which arises from the fact that one way of inquiry is

elevated to the rank of being the only one, one method is made a

universal one.

The principle of ascertaining tlie manner of knowing by means
of becoming aware of the specific method in question, liberates

man again from the pretention to being known in toto. It was the

physician’s task to preserve the humanitarian approacli by not los-

ing his consciousness of the infinity of each individual human
being. Only thereby is any humane physician capable of maintain-

ing the necessary reverence for each person, even if the latter be

mentally ill. Man, and every individual, is to be saved for the

consciousness of the physician and investigator. Never can the bal-

ance, so to speak, be struck by scientific means. Every sick person

is, like any other person, inexhaustible. Never does knowledge
reach a point where the personality with its hidden mysterious-

ness can not at least be sensed — be it even as mere possibility, as

still reflected in wondrous leftovers (of the original personality)

.

A book thus conceived could very well turn out, in its first draft,

to be a surprise; but it was also bound to be defective. In later

editions I have tried to refine and to sharpen the structure, to

grasp the facts in a wider perspective. For decades, the book re-

mained important to me as distinctly my own. Later, occupied by
new tasks and living away from the clinic, I no longer undertook

independent psychopathological investigations, aside from a few

pathographies (Strindberg und Van Gogh in comparison with

Swedenborg and Holderlin, 1920; and about Nietzsche’s illness in

the pertinent chapter in my book on Nietzsche, 1936)

.

In the clinic my work on the book from the very beginning

encountered sharp criticism, both friendly and hostile. Both were
an aid to my work.

The sharpest critic was Gruhle. He seemed to grant the validity

of nothing whenever I reported on anything in our meetings. I

became greatly excited. His criticism was a fertile stimulus. One
evening I had reported on the contents of a short article dealing

with the phenomenological method of research in psychiatry, i.e.,

about my experiments and plans. Gruhle, it seemed, was tearing

everything to bits. Only then, certain now to be on the right track,

I wrote the article in a very few days, formulated everything more
clearly, and submitted my manuscript to Gruhle. To my great

surprise and joy he now agreed.

Other criticism was hostile. An assistant of my own age offered

a reproach which, in many different forms, I encountered again
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and again, even later on with reference to ray philosophizing. I

was accused of wanting to dissolve the dograatism-of-bcing in favor

of a critical elucidation of all possibilities of research; by so doing

all theories were put into the unstable position of mere analogies.

He retorted: “You have no conviction at all. One cannot do re-

search in such fashion. There is no science without a continuous

theory. Only by way of theory does it become a science. You arc a.

relativist. You destroy the firmness of the physician’s point ol

view. You are a dangerous nihilist.’’

The greatest and unforgettable impression, however, was made

by Nissl’s critical and helpful attitude towards my work. He tvas

so greatly satisfied with my dissertation, “Homesickness and

Crime,” that he gave me the best grade on it and agreed to my
desire to work in his hospital. The first conversation we had, when
I told him my desire, was brief. He replied to my request: “Gladly,

what do you wish to work on?” Whereupon I said: “During the

first few weeks I want to orient myself in the library to find out

what is there.” He looked at me in astonishment and said rather

brusquely: “Well, if you want to do that sort of monkey-business,

go ahead!” I was depressed by this reply, angrily wanted to give

up my entire work in the hospital, but reflected: “I must pardon

this venerable scholar for venting his anger on a young man; the

hospital is unique, in Germany I would not find another one like

it; it is my career which is at stake, I must not be proud.” Thus I

began my work. Nissl let me have complete freedom, listened to

lectures I gave, and expressed himself to an assistant: “Too bad
about Jaspers, such an intelligent fellow and engages in such

monkey-business.” Once when, because of the precarious condition

of my health, I was late for a visit, he greeted me: “But Mr.
Jaspers, how pale you look! You do too much philosophy, and the

red blood corpuscles can’t stand that.” One day, after having
known me for years and after the publication of my article on the
phenomenological method of research, he came to me into the
outpatient clinic asking whether he might listen in while I was
engaged in phenomenological exploration. I was lucky with a case
of initial schizophrenia. Nissl expressed his great satisfaction, say-

ing that there was some merit in it after all. When later I received
the proofs of my book on psychopathology, I thought it proper to
show them to him both as my chief and as the man to whom I

owed my chance to carry on my work. For days I saw him carrying
the proofs around with him in the pocket of his (white) physi-
cian’s gown. To me he said never a word. But I was told by Wetzel
that he had said to him concerning the book: “Magnificent. It
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leaves Kraepelin way behind!” After approximately three weeks,

he asked me to visit him in his home in the afternoon. On this

occasion he declared: ‘‘I consider your book good; surely you in-

tend to habilitate yourself, don’t you? Unfortunately, I have al-

ready accepted too many people for habilitation. The faculty won’t

admit any more. You would have to wait until one of them re-

ceives a call or leaves for one of the clinics. Therefore I have made
inquiries: Kraepelin in Munich and Alzheimer in Breslau are

both ready to habilitate you immediately. The choice is yours.”

I replied that I liked it in Heidelberg so much that I preferred

to remain here and to wait. But perhaps I could habilitate myself

in the psychology department of the philosophical faculty. “We
initiate a sort of colony there, and later I can return to the hos-

pital.” “Excellent!” Nissl said and gave me recommendations as

did Max Weber and Kulpe (Munich) . In 1913 I habilitated my-
self for psychology in the philosophical faculty under Windelband.
At that time I was not aware of the fact that this habilitation

would result in my transfer from the world of medicine into that

of philosophy in the university. I had forgotten the memorandum
I had sent to my parents from Sils-Maria. Now I was teaching psy-

cliology, sad that I had to do it outside of the hospital. There was
no psychological institute, but I saw to it that I could illustrate

my lectures by means of many plates, with simple experiments.

That in the years to come I did not return to psychiatry seemed,

at the outset, to be due to the compulsion of an external fact: the

state of my health. During the first World War, the then dean of

the faculty. Professor Gottlieb, asked me whether I would accept

a call as successor to Nissl, who had gone to the research institute

in Munich. I asked for a few days time to think it over. With my
wife I reflected whether it might not be possible if we received

an apartment in the hospital itself, and if I were to a considerable

extent relieved of practical obligations. We reached the conclusion

that it was physically quite impossible. I could not take upon my-
self the responsibility involved in the expert direction of a hos-

pital. At that time it was difficult for me to desist. To maintain

the spirit of a hospital in co-operation with like-minded colleagues,

along the lines already undertaken and to develop that spirit in

research as well as in the physician’s activity, this seemed most at-

tractive to me. It seemed to be so much more (enticing) than,

with mere books and manuscripts, and within the limited area of

accidental experience and on occasional journeys, to be restricted

to an academic teaching career.

In looking back it all seems remarkable. What at that time was
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enforced by my illness and was done reluctantly, viz., the definitive

choice of the philosophical faculty, was indeed leading me to the

road for which I was destined. From early youth on I had been

philosophizing. Actually I had taken up medicine and psycho-

pathology from philosophical motives. Only shyness in view of the

greatness of the task kept me from making philosophy my life’s

career. Even at that time I still did not consider doing that. My
aim was the teaching of psychology while occupying a chair for

philosophy; a chair which, however, existed for philosophy in

name only, but actually was psychology. Submission on my part,

however painful at the moment in view of the necessary renuncia-

tion, in truth meant the good fortune to open up the area of what

lay within my possibilities. In the years to follow this became

philosophy. I remained loyal to the pursuits of my youth. My Psy-

chopathology never became a matter of indifference to me. For

decades I worked earnestly and in ever new endeavor on the prep-

aration of new editions of the book.

The memory of the intellectual fellowship of our hospital in

Heidelberg has accompanied me throughout my entire life. My
later work was quite independent and was undertaken at my own
risk, sustained by the affirmative and co-operative attitude of my
beloved wife, and encouraged by a friend, but without contact

with any professional group. The comparison enabled me to meas-

ure how diffused, artificial, and unreal is the professional associa-

tion of teachers of philosophy, no matter how often its representa-

tives may meet each other in congresses or express themselves in

journals and books.

III. “PsVCHOLOGIE DER WeLTANSCHAUUNGEn”

After my habilitation in the fall of 1913, it was my task to give
lectures on psychology. I began, in the summer of 1914, to lecture
on the subject: psychology of character-types and of ability, and
in the following semesters lectures on empirical psychology: the
psychology of sense perceptions, psychology of memory, investiga-
tions in the area of fatigue. Furthermore, I gave a pathographic
course dealing with numerous sick personalities in history.

Decisive, however, for the further course of my thinking was the
fact that, based on Aristotle’s remark that, “The soul is, so to
speak, everything,”! began to occupy myself in good conscience,
under the name of psycholo^, with everything it is possible to
know. For there exists nothing whatever that does not have a
psychological aspect in this wide sense. I did not at all accept the
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delimitation of psychology as formulated by Windelband and
Rickert, which at that time prevailed in Heidelberg circles. What
I had begun under the title of “verstehende Psychologic” in psy-

chopathology now became identical with the great tradition of

intellectual and philosophical understanding. Thus I gazed on the

wide expanse of the world of history and into the depth of what
is understandable in man. I lectured on “verstehende psychology,”

more specifically on social — and ethno — psychology, psychology
of religion, the psychology of morals. Among these lectures there

was one which became the most important to me. Under the title.

Psychologic der Weltanschauungen I developed them into a book
and published it in 1919. This book became my approach to phil-

osophy, but without my being aware of it at the time. A number
of motives became intertwined in the book. They are the follow-

ing:

Even during the period of work in the hospital I had a startling

experience. In the conflict among scientific points of view and the
living personalities it was not merely what was empirically and
logically equally correct for everyone which played a role. The
difficult task, for the fulfillment of which Nissl was a model, proved
to be: to work out what is thus compellingly valid. In our discus-

sion almost always another factor was noticeable. What was inter-

esting in this was not our need for self-assertion, not our desire to

be riglit, but rather a something which seemed somehow beyond
our grasp, although in the discussion it was determinative and ap-

peared to erect barriers among us.

In the personalities of the research psychiatrists, who were giv-

ing public lectures, this factor, which, quite independent of scien-

tific accuracy, produced either a feeling of affinity or else of hos-

tility. Thus Freud and Hoche, whom I never met personally and
who, compared with each other, were quite heterogeneous, were
at that time for me representatives of forces to which I did not
turn a deaf ear, scholars whose writings I felt compelled to study.

I resisted them, however, inwardly with thoughts and impulses
that went far beyond the contents of their discussions. They ac-

companied my youth, so to speak, as my enemies, who were deter-

mined to effect something by way of our science which is not
science at all; and they did this in an attitude which I felt to be
rc'prehensiblc and against which a point of view needed to be
clarified and asserted, which came from a totally different source.

The nature of this point of view I wished to bring out and get

clearly before us, no longer by following their example, but in

view of history and of human beings as such.
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At the very moment when the question concerning the original

Weltanschauungen arose, the magnificent tradition of tlic thinkers

who had developed this kind of psychology, soinetiiiics not iit all

under the name of psychology, came to light. Hegel’s Phenomenol-

ogy of Mind, then above all Kierkegaard, whom I had been study-

ing since 1914, and secondly Nietzsche, struck me as revelations.

They were able to make communicable a universal and at the same

time quite concrete insight into every corner of the huniau sotil

and to its very deepest sources. In my book I placed Kierkegaard

and Nietzsche side by side, despite tlieir apparent foreignness (to

each other) (Christian and atheist) . Today their close connection

has become so self-evident that the name of the one recalls that

of the other.

In my book. Psychologic der Weltanschauuyigen, a tension pre-

vails. It is expressly stated: tire book does not intend to be philoso-

phy; philosophy, in the highest sense of the word, is prophetic

philosophy; psychology understands all the possibilities of philo-

sophic points of view by looking at them; philosophy itself pro-

vides us with a Weltanschauung. “Whoever wants a direct an.swer

to the question how he should live, will, in this book, look for it

in vain.’’ The essential things are the concrete decisions of pm sonal

destiny. In the book, however, only elucidations and po.ssil>ilities

for self-reflection were given. By offering means of orientation,

it appealed to the unflagging responsibility of the individuals, but

it did not attempt to teach people how to live.

What I was at that time doing made two points clear to me la t ci-

on: firstly the task of a philosophy which is philosophy in e.ssence

and yet not prophetic nor proclamatory philosophy; secondly the

demarcation of that type of psychology which one may call scien-

tific psychology from that psychology which itself is already phil-

osophy.

Firstly: what I intended at that time with the distinction be-

tween psycholo^ and a prophetic philosophy has remained the
intent of my philosophizing until today. To be sure, this philoso-
phizing is by no means merely contemplative. Even the Psycholo-
gy der Weltanschauungen had not been just that, without my
being aware of it at that time. However, with all its appeals, its

conjurations, its representations, philosophy docs not want to in-
fringe upon the freedom of the other person, who must find him-
self in his philosophizing: philosophy in its completeness and as a
totality of ideas is unable to relieve him of that task. Neither Plato
nor Kant are creators of prophetic philosophies in that sense of
the word which I had in mind when, at that time, I spoke of
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prophetic philosophy, looking at it from a distance. Prophetic

philosophy would be a substitute for religion. However, what tliis

type of philosophy is and what it can accomplish, later on became
for me the big problem. In my Psychologie der Weltanschauungen
I was, naively, engaged already in philosophizing without knowing
clearly as yet what I was doing.

Secondly, the name “psychology” could not be kept for these

attempts. My way from psychology by way of verstehender psy-

chology to existentialist philosophy caused the old task to become
urgent in a new form: the demarcation of a scientific psychology

and the methodological knowledge concerning its possibilities and
its limits. Subsequently, I have carried out this demarcation along

the lines of my Psychopathology. In this scientific situation verste-

hende psychology has an ambiguous character. Consequently the

question concerning scientific psychology must be formulated

quite sharply, to be sure; but the answer which is universally valid,

effected, and accepted by all scholars, is not yet given.

The purpose of unobligatory consideration expressed in my
Psychologie der Weltanschauungen and the factual obligation

which becomes noticeable to the reader in trying to think with

the author has unfavorably influenced the opinion about the book.

One saw in it a gallery of Weltanschauungen, from which people

were free to choose. Actually, however, it is the ascertainment of

all possibilities as one’s own and the elucidation of the largest

possible realm in which the ‘existential' decisions occur which no
thought, no system, no knowledge anticipates. Everything which
in the book is displayed in graphic thought contains tensions,

because of which there is truth everywhere and error also. My
interest was no longer exclusively the psychological one in types

of Weltanschauungen, but the philosophical interest in the truth

of various philosophic points of view. I outlined an organism of

the possibilities in their movement, recognizing myself in, and at

the same time rebounding from all of them. It was a philosophy

not yet conscious of itself. My present attitude towards this book
is, therefore, one of affirmation as to its content and its tendency,

but one of dissatisfaction with its form.

My authorization to lecture at the university was expressly for

psycholopfy with exclusion of philosophy. I did not feel this, at the

time, as a restraint, but rather as relief from the necessity of teach-

ing philosophy, a pretense to which appeared to me enormous.

Nevertheless, my philosophical impulse impelled me, under the

cloak of psychology, towards a consideration of totality. I did not

aim at a prophetic philosophy and had no conception as yet of
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that other philosophy— although secretly I was already groping for

it — which, neither in the form of the pseudo-scientific nullities

of an alleged technical philosophy nor in that of presumptuous

pronouncements of the now definitively grasped truth, had been

able to appeal to me. The compulsion necessitated by my academic

situation to teach psychology released pertinent necessities which,

without that compulsion, would scarcely have become clear to me.

Inasmuch as I was philosophizing without being aware of it, I

could later on comprehend this factual procedure in such a way

that it appeared to me as a fulfillment of the task of philosophy

which I then believed to recognize in all great historical philosophy.

The foundations of my Psychologic der Weltanschauungcii

logically can be subject to questioning. They represent a lack of

clarity, which, at that time, was fortunate for me because fruitful.

I did, at that time, not really see through the methods which I wms

using, although I spoke about them in the book and although I

had insisted so intensively on methodological clarification in my
work on psychopathology.

Knowing what I was about, I threw myself into the abundance

of possibilities in order to find, through this process of understand-

ing, direction and impetus in my own being. Unforgettable those

years in which — under the pressure of the first world war, in the

midst of hardships which we, at that time, shared with all other

citizens — I found with my wife the happiness of thinking in this

manner, in which we philosophized and, more clearly than before,

found the way to ourselves. Unforgettable, too, the never-to-be-

repeated inner buoyancy of those years, which would scarcely have
been possible in a pure, objectively scientific type of knowing. This
intellectual and human fulfillment of our co-operative work flour-

ished at that time very quietly, not exposed to negative criticism,

unnoticed, shared from afar by a few listeners who were fascinated

and some of whom remained attached to us by bonds of friend-

ship, for the most part women, as is natural in wartime. When, in

1921, 1 learned that Geheimrat Professor Martins in Kiel had said,

during consultations concerning his successor, that in the reading
of my book he had had the feeling that once more a new spring
was budding in German philosophy, it came as quite a surprise.
The judgment was an exaggeration; but it did do justice to the
mood in which the book had ripened for us.

My book on the Psychologic der Weltanschauungen appears, in
historical retrospect, as the earliest writing in the later so-called
modern Existentialism. Decisive was the interest in man, the con-
cern with himself on the part of the thinker, an attempted radical
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integrity. Present are nearly all the fundamental questions which
later on occurred in lucid consciousness and in broad expansive-

ness: about the world, what it is for man; about the situation of

man and about his ultimate situations from which there is no
escape (death, suffering, chance, guilt, struggle) ; about time and
the multi-dimensional nature of its meaning; about the movement
of freedom in the process of creating one’s self; about Exis'tenz;

about nihilism and about shells^; about love; about the disclosure

of the real and the true; about the way of mysticism and the way
of the idea; etc. All of it, however, was, so to speak, comprehended
in a quick grasp, and had not been worked out systematically. The
mood of the entire work was more encompassing than what I suc-

ceeded in saying. This mood became the foundation of my further

thinking.

One motive of my work was to bring into view the greatness of

men, without deception, i.e., not in the veilings of bad myths and
not by unmasking — as in a false nihilistic psychology — but in the

clarity of realistic observation. The actual nature even of the

inimical forces could become more evident, not in personalities

of lower rank, but in superior personalities who are strong in

thought, creative and of inner consistency.

Among my contemporaries, the actuality of human greatness,

the standard for men historically distant, became embodied for

me, in a singular, marvelous fashion, in the person of Max Weber.
I got to know him in 1909 through Gruhle. Weber died in 1920.

His thought as well as his nature became as essential for my phi-

losophy, even ’til today, as no other thinker. I gave public testi-

mony of this fact in my memorial address of 1920 and in a small

book of 1932. Not until after his death I became increasingly con-

scious of what he had meant: in my philosophical writings he
often is present. Throughout my life I have confronted the task

of trying to understand his reality. Even in those years he had
already influenced the draft of my Psychopathologie, and still more
so that of my Psychologie der Weltanschauungen, in the introduc-

tion to which I emphasized the meaning which his constructions

of ideal types in the sociology of religion had had for my work. At
the time this book appeared, in October 1919, Max Weber went
to Munich. Only once more I talked with him during a longer

visit which lie paid us while passing through Heidelberg. On that

occasion, mentioning the book only in the hour of departure, he

.said, in his forceful warmth: “I thank you; it was very much worth-

* Editor's Note: For an explanation of this term, "shells,” consult footnote 48 in

the essay by Dr. Ludwig B. Lefebre (this volume).
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while; I wish you further productivity.” Those were his last words

tome.

IV. Rickert

After Windelband’s death, Heinrich Rickert, in 191(5, tvas c:alk>d

to Heidelberg as head of the department of philosophy. I Avas to

teach with him for many years, until 1930, first as a Privatdozciil,,

from 1921 on as a colleague in tire same university. When he came,

I was Privatdozent in psychology. He enjoyed conversing with the

young man . We met frequently and discussed unreservedly. 1 had

so to speak a “fool’s freedom” (Narrenfreiheit) with him. After all,

I belonged to a diflEerent sphere, to psychopathology and psychol-

ogy, and had, according to the absolute separation between phi-

losophy and psychology, insisted upon by the Windelband-Rickert

school, nothing to do with his field. “What are you after?” he said

at our very first meeting. “You sat down between two chairs, you

have given up psychiatry and yet are not a philosopher?” To which

I replied: “I am going to get an academic chair in philosophy:

what I shall do with that, will be my affair according to the free-

dom of the teacher, in view of the indefinite structure of what, in

a university, is called philosophy.” Rickert laughed heartily at

this impertinence.

He disagreed with my Psychologic der Weltanschauungcn of

1919. 1 had given him the proofs to read. He advised me strongly

to strike out one note in which, side by side, I had quoted as de-

lineations of “systems of value” Miinsterberg, Scheler, and Rick-

ert: “Not on my account, but for your sake, since you would ex-

pose yourself through such a misunderstanding of my philosophy.”

I gla^y acceded to his wish, in view of the insignificance of that

note. After its publication he -wrote in Logos what, in view of hi.s

philosophical standpoint, had to be a devastating critique, but one
which was still done in a friendly spirit that did not result in a

complete break with me. For, his reprimand concluded with an
affirmation: “We gladly greet this (philosopher) in his embryonic
state.”

In my many conversations with Rickert throughout the years
until 1922, one question above all others was important for the
development of my thinking. Rickert claimed universal and com-
pelling validity for scientific philosophy; I doubted this claim. In
the discussion with him what had previously been surging darkly
within me became clear.

From an early age scientific insight had been an indispensable
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element in my life. I never would tire of finding out what can

be known and how one gains and proves this knowledge. That
concern remained alive in me throughout the years even tliough,

in my later years, it was gratified only by the reading of scientific

treatises in all fields of research.

But tills did not suffice. Scientific knowing par excellence was

critical knowledge which knows about its limits. Since I had read

Spinoza I was reflecting in a manner which, scientifically, was not

tenable. On one occasion, when Nissl ran into me in the hospital

and, as was his custom, inquired about any results of my work,

it came to me as quick as a flash — inasmuch as I had just been en-

gaged in dreamy cogitation — that there is such a thing as mean-
ingful thinking without results. But this insight had at that time

no consequences for my work; I was a psychiatrist and a psycholo-

gist and had no thought of making philosophy my profession.

This became the ever recurring topic of discussion between

Rickert and myself: I attacked his philosophy relative to its claim

to be a science; (my argument was that) what he was advancing

was by no means compelling for everyone, least of all as stated in

Iiis value-theory. I tried to demonstrate this on specific theses. And,
on the ivhole, I stressed the point that his philosophy — as, for that

matter, any other — had never found universal concurrence, which,

after all, is accorded to scientific knowledge. In saying this, I de-

veloped an idea of philosophy as something altogether different

from science. It was to do justice to a claim to truth of a sort which
science does not know, resting on a responsibility which is quite

alien to science. It would perform something unobtainable by any
science. On this basis, I declared against his type of thinking, say-

ing that in reality he himself was no philosopher at all, but was
doing philosophy like a physicist. The difference was merely that

he was producing cunning logical analyses which, in their entirety,

(actually) were soap bubbles, whereas the physicist was gaining

factual knowledge whenever he realistically proved his specula-

tions. Rickert was amused by all this, (treating it) as the idle chat-

ter of a young man who had strayed from the proper path of aca-

demic work, who might scarcely entertain any hopes for a univer-

sity career. Once when, as he advanced a point of view, I referred

to him on the spur of the moment as a philosopher, he called in

amusement to his wife who was just entering the room: “Wifie,

Jaspers has just declared me to be a philosopher.”

Rickert was a keen thinker, a greatly devoted disciple of Goethe,

a gifted author, a superior personality in the faculty, a friend of

Max Weber. As long as Max Weber was alive, Rickert and I re-
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mained on friendly terms in spite of the Psychologic der Weltan-

schauungen. The presence of Max Weber was like a protection of

all good possibilities and (constituted) at the same time the limi-

tation of Rickert’s self-confidence. At a Sunday gatliering in Max

Weber’s home, when Rickert was talking about his system, the six

areas of value, and of one of the areas — the “erotic” —as “philoso-

phy of the completed values of the present” and started philoso-

phizing about love. Max Weber suddenly interrupted full of

anger: “Now stop talking in this ‘Cartenlauben’ style; this is all

nonsense!” This is what a soft pathetic attitude was called at the

time, after a sentimental, small bourgeoisie magazine, viz., the

Gartenlaube.

Max Weber had recognized part of his own methodological in-

sights, which he had gained as a historian, an economist, and a

sociologist, in Rickert’s book, Grenzen der natiinoissenschaftlicheti

Begriffsbildung. Max Weber, in his magnificent immoderation,

was so grateful that, in such logical questions, he always referred

to Rickert and permitted many of his own expositions to appear

as a mere consequence and application of Rickert’s thought.

When Max Weber died in 1920, it was for me as though the

world had changed. The great man, who had justified its exist-

ence to my consciousness and had given it a soul (and meaning)

,

was no longer with us. It seemed as if that last resort had disap-

peared where, in rational discussion, the absolutely dependable,

though directly not expressable guidance had resided; that resort

from whose deep foundation there came broadest perspectives,

the possible insight into the momentary situation and the judg-

ment of actions, events, and asserted knowledge. Max Weber was
the authority who never proclaimed, never relieved you of re-

sponsibility, but who encouraged whatever had secured his ap-

proval in the severity and clarity of his humane thinking.

After Max Weber’s death I hesitated to go to Rickert for fear

that he might use inappropriate words in the face of this event,

which cut so unforseeably deep into our intellectual as well as into
our German existence. Not until the fifth day did I decide to see

him. At first we exchanged a few words of deep emotion which
set me at ease. But then Rickert began to speak of Max Weber as
of his disciple; to be sure, he paid tribute to the eminent person-
ality, association with whom he had found congenial; but he also
emphasized the tragic wrecking of his work and the slight chance
of any influence of his insights. Now the disaster had occurred. I

became angry and went so far as to say: “If you think that you
and your philosophy will be known at all in the future, you may
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perhaps be right, but only because your name is mentioned in a

footnote in one of Max Weber’s works as the man to whom Max
Weber expresses his gratitude for certain logical insights.”

Since that time the relationship between Rickert and myself

was disturbed. Those moments had demonstrated an earnestness

which barred him from granting me a “fool’s freedom” any longer.

When, a few weeks later, I had given my commemorative address

on Max Weber before the student body of the University of Heidel-

berg, at their invitation (tlie Senate of the university had declined

an official university commemoration) and when Rickert had
read it, he angrily addressed me as I entered to call on him; “That
you construct a philosophy out of Max Weber may be your right-

ful privilege, but to call him a philosopher is absurd.” From then

on Rickert was my enemy.

In 1921 the second chair for philosophy was vacated because of

Heinrich Maier’s leaving for Berlin. I, for my part, had had calls

to Greifswald and Kiel, but wanted to remain in Heidelberg, that

unique town, intellectually so spirited, and through memories so

dear. At first Rickert did everything to prevent this. As early as

1920, when opportunities to receive calls seemed to exist for me
because of chairs that had become vacant, he said to me that he
considered my appointment very improbable. For I was no phi-

losopher (he said) and I stood, after all, outside of the fields for

which appointments were to be had. I answered proudly: “I don’t

believe this, for that would be a disgrace for the German univer-

sities.” Now he accounted for my disqualification by saying that

in consequence of my background and my temperament I was

dominated by the mode of thought of natural science. However,
Rickert was wrong. Those calls actually came to me, even though
effectuated by (other) faculties and the government against (the

wishes of) the representatives of philosophy. In Heidelberg too,

Rickert’s argumentation against me did not succeed; his own can-

didates proved to be unconvincing. Both the appointment com-
mittee and the faculty enforced my call, to which Rickert on his

part finally gave his consent.

Rickert’s rejection was an expression of a more universal one.

Within the circle of professional philosophers I was rated as an

outsider. Already my habilitation in 1913 met with the indigna-

tion of the young people who had studied philosophy and were

thinking on their part of habilitating themselves. I was not even

the possessor of a Ph. D. degree, I was an M. D. I lacked the tradi-

tional philosophical education. Thus I remained an outsider even

after I had become a full professor. Rickert and other instructors
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in philosophy tried, to build up the notion that I was only a ro-

manticist, and an untalented one at that; that I was confused and

arrogant, and had written only one good book, my Psychopaiholo-

gie, and unfortunately had digressed from the field of my real

talent. When, sometime later, Rickert was writing about Heidel-

berg’s philosophic tradition and every young Privatdozenl was

mentioned by name, I was ignored. In spite of all this, Rickert

had one pre-eminence which made him stand out above his pro-

fession: he had a sense of humor. When I was paying him what

was to be my last visit before his sudden unexpected death, he

had just read my recently published Nietzsche and said: “I thank

you. I consider it an excellent book, Herr Jaspers; it is, I hope you

don’t mind my saying so, a scientific book.”

V. “Philosophie”

When, on April 1, 1922, I took over the full professorial chair

for philosophy in Heidelberg, I was, indeed, by my own standards,

not ready. Now I began to undertake the study of philosophy in

a new and more thorough manner. Counter to all my former aims

and goals, I ventured to make philosophy my life work. My task

became clear to me. Max Weber was dead. It seemed to me that

tlie philosophy of the academicians was not really philosophy; in-

stead, with its claim to be a science, it seemed to be entirely a

discussion of things which are not essential for the basic questions

of our existence. In my own consciousness I myself was not origi-

nally a philosopher. But when the intellectual world is empty of

philosophy, it becomes the task at least to bear witness to philoso-

phy, to direct the attention to the great philosophers, to try to

stop confusion, and to encourage in our youth the interest in real

philosophy.

In 1920 I stood at the crossroads. My Psychologic der Weltan-
schauungen had been successful. It was read a great deal at that
time. During the years that it took form, manuscripts for univer-
sity courses in the psychology of religion, in social and ethnic
psychology and in the psychology of morals had developed simul-
taneously. It would have caused no difficulties to complete three
new books. A large amount of literature was at hand for use, in
order to give a presentation of wide horizon. I could have branched
out on the level I had reached, viewing things in a way which
probably had content but was philosophically unclear. The temp-
tation was great to publish such a book every year or two, each
one supposedly momentarily successful. I resisted that temptation
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because of my awareness that what was alive in my own inner at-

titude as well as in my esteem of men and of things could not

conceptually become clear by such procedure. Replacing philoso-

phy by an ever so extensive psychological approach and by the

use of ever so interesting historical material was, after all, an eva-

sion of the serious task of having to understand oneself, one’s own
existence. It would have remained an irresponsible occupation

with a mere abundance of objects. For the task I set for myself

there was needed my own methodical reflection and a thorough

inquiry into the few original great philosophical works. I still con-

tinued to occupy myself with history and with the realities which

come to one from all of the sciences, but now only incidentally, in

my more tired hours. My chief concern now became the ascent to

the height of philosophy proper. That was a slow process. The
sudden intuitive insights into what actually matters acquire firm-

ness and coherence only through a kind of work which now as-

sumed a new character. Not the acquisition and increase of

knowledge could create it, but only the forms of thinking and
the operational procedures which, exercised in one’s contact with

great philosophers, really could not be learned. Another level of

thinking had to be gained. That meant the decision to make a

new start from the beginning.

I was reflecting about this situation at that time. To be occupy-

ing the chair of a full professor, I thought, gives me complete

freedom. I need no longer to publish anything in order to acquire

a professorial appointment. I am drawing my salary, which, ac-

cording to the established tradition, does not impose upon the

professor any conditions, restrictions, or controls, but which means
that he devotes his energies, altogether but freely, to his self-set

task, and thereby, through his instruction gives youth an insight

into this kind of work. I decided that my publications, for the

time being should cease. Two writings — one about Strindberg

and van Gogh (1922) and one about the idea of the university

(1923) — were simply revisions of manuscripts which actually

stemmed from the time prior to my appointment as a full professor.

When year after year, until the end of 1931, nothing appeared

from my pen, the result was that some of my colleagues, whose

attitude towards me was not friendly, said that now that I had be-

come a full professor, I had become an epicure who no longer

worked. The longer this lasted the more definitely people became

convinced that nothing more could be expected of me. The time

of my Psychologic der Weltanschauungen was looked upon as a

mere straw fire. Rickert openly showed his contempt for my
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“super-science.” It was said that I had sacrificed my competence

as a psychopathologist which had established the basis for my
scientific reputation. My reputation at the University of Heidel-

berg sank to the point that I was considered “done for.” What
seemed strange was that I had so many students. This must have

rested upon characteristics of mine which earned me the title

“seducer of youth.”

My lectures and seminars were by no means perfect. After all,

I was engaged in the midst of work which was only in the process

of becoming. Compliant students of my departmental colleagues

reported that my lectures were uninformed and frivolous, the lec-

turing of one who had never studied philosophy. Other students

were fascinated because, in atmosphere and possibilities, a world
was opened before them of which they otherwise scarcely would
have become aware. To me my lectures were a way of achieving,

they were not the repeating of a finished doctrine.

Following the traditional division these lectures were partly

historical, partly systematic. In my lectures on the history of phi-

losophy I presented ideas and images which I had made my own
in my studies, the characteristics of the epochs and the meaning
of their rational structures and methods. Unsystematically, with-
out binding myself to chronological order, I lectured on all periods
of the history of European philosophy. In doing this, I appeared
to myself somewhat like the conductor of an orchestra who pre-
sents the past in the present.

More difficult, more personal and essential, were the lectures in
which I tried to gain the fundamental knowledge which, through
my own discernment and personal assimilation, convincingly ac-
quired reality within me. It no longer was a matter of communi-
cating ever so grandiose opinions, but truth itself was the main
concern, truth as an individual of today may be able to think it.

That was a slow process. In lectures on logic, the theory of cata-
gories, metaphysics, and ‘existential" analysis I, to begin with, ex-
pounded what seemed to me essential still in the guise of what I
was intent on overcoming, viz., the logically-objective and the
psychological. Sudden success alternated with painstaking abstrac-
tions. Listeners to my lectures would later, on occasion, reproach
me because they missed., in my books which resulted from my lec-
tures, many a concrete illumination which the lectures themselves
had contained.

Nothing of what I presented in lectures and seminars becameknow to the public for a decade. Academically I lived in the
world of philosophy professors, a world very strange to me indeed.
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Whatever I did intellectually was at one and the same time both

cautious and daring, was at times thorough, and at some other

times wanton. What the others were doing and what I was trying

to do ran parallel without ever touching. I did not combat the

others as opponents. Whereas Rickert, in his lectures, often at-

tacked me to the enjoyment, and sometimes to the indignation of

the students, I taught as if the otlier academic philosophers did

not exist at all and never attacked my colleagues. On the whole, I

felt to be on the right track. Nevertheless doubts assailed me. My
isolated position among my colleagues compelled me to find my
justification in my own work.

From 1924 on, I had systematically been preparing a work
which, in December, 1931, was published in three volumes under
the title, Philosophie. As yet it had neither shape nor direction.

My notes for the work kept expanding. Even while traveling I

earned my notebook with me. Often I would put down a sentence.

The individual detail preceded the whole. It was not devised from
a general principle, but it grew together. The arrangement of the

whole was secondary.

Whatever did not necessarily belong to the subject was elimi-

nated. This subject was the question concerning the actual nature

of philosophy, within which dimensions it moves; not, however, by
merely talking about it, but ratlier in the unfolding of concrete

experiences. Whatever I encountered in my association with peo-

ple, in faculty meetings, in the newspapers, on the street and on
journeys, above all, however, what revealed itself to me in con-

fronting beloved persons and their fate — all that was translated

into formulations in which the original point of departure was no
longer discernible. Whatever became clear to me in the great

(classical) philosophers was appropriated as present truth; but

here also in such a manner that the source was often scarcely dis-

cernible any more. Modest, seemingly accidental, occasions brought

insights. Such work is, to be sure, work which requires planning

and direction. It can, however, be successful only if something

else is constantly effective: namely, dreaming. Often I gazed out

on the scenery, up at the sky, the clouds; often I would sit or re-

cline without doing anything. Only the calmness of meditation in

the unconstrained flow of the imagination allows those impulses

to become effective without which all work becomes endless, non-

e.ssential, and empty. It seems to me that for the man, who does

not daily dream a while, his star will grow dark, that star by which

all our work and everyday existence may be guided.

My philosophical endeavors proceeded under two presupposi-
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tions which — remembering Max Weber — had become clear to

me in my discussions with Rickert. First of all: scientific knowl-

edge is an indispensible factor in all philosophizing. Without sci-

ence no veracity is possible today. The accuracy of knowledge in

the sciences is entirely independent of philosophical truth; it is,

however, relevant for the latter, yes even indispensible. Science, on
the other hand, cannot understand why it itself exists. It docs not

reveal the meaning of life, provides no guidance. It has limits of

which it is itself aware insofar as it is clearly conscious of its

methods.

The second presupposition was: There is a type of thinking
which, from the point of view of science, is not compelling nor
universally valid, which, therefore, yields no results that as such
could claim validity as forms of knowability (Wissbarkeit). This
type of thinking, which we call philosophic thinking, leads me
to my very self; its consequences arise out of tlie inner activity of

its own procedures; it awakens the sources witliin me which ulti-

mately give meaning even to science itself.

It is important, therefore, to bring the sciences to their greatest
possible purity as cogent and universally valid knowledge which
is conscious of its own methods and to conceive of their results as

such. At the same time, however, it is also of importance to (work
out) philosophic thinking along equally pure lines - philosophic
thinking which is not opposed to science, but always in alliance
with it, which is not a super-science, but performs a type of think-
ing which, in its purport, is radically different. The gravity of re-
sponsibility for the purity of science is inseparable from the grav-
ity of the type of philosophic thinking which confronts me with
myself.

These two concerns have gone witlr me through my whole life:
a constant interest in science, the insistence upon a basically scien-
tific attitude in a person who claims to be a philosopher, and the
assertion of the indispensability of science and of its magnitude:
and secondly, an interest in philosophizing, the insistence on the
serioumess of thought which transforms, without having factually
objective results, the assertion of the dependency of the meaning
of science (not of its correctness) upon philosophy.
The consequence was that I tried to assert myself against the

attitude of contempt for philosophy on the part of too many repre-
sentatives of the sciences as well as against the contempt for the
sciences on the part of fanatical, irrational modes of philosophizing
Another consequence was this: In contradistinction to the sci-

ences which separate the person engaged in research from the
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substance o£ his findings, I consider the person engaged in philoso-

phizing inseparable from his philosophic thoughts. Nothing in

philosophy is separable from man. The philosophizing person, his

basic experiences, his actions, his world, his everyday conduct, the

forces which speak through him, cannot be disregarded when one
accompanies him in his thoughts.

The time of our joint labor on my Philosophic is for my wife

and me a precious memory, especially as her beloved brother and
ray friend, Ernst Mayer, collaborated with us so intensively (more
about this in the next section) . We were passing through the

first mature stage of our lives. The values of philosophy had made
both of us become more conscious of our own selves. Against the

backdrop of the sinister threats of life and of the terrors which we
had compassionately shared, our labor in translating all this into

thought became a kind of wistful happiness. Finalities became the

theme — but at a moment, a brief interval — of personal peace of

mind, of contemplation which found expression in language. My
wife transcribed my manuscripts which others found illegible. She
read my notes and noted down her own thoughts which, aside from
our conversations, became a sort of correspondence in our home.

Especially during the last year of our work we were untiring.

The day after the manuscript had been dispatched to the pub-

lisher, in October 1931, we left for Bellagio in order to have a

respite before continuing our work. In the pure beauty of Lake
Como and its villas, and of the sun, we incredulously enjoyed the

antique faith in the here and now.

I do not wish here to report on the contents of my Philosophic

(published in December 1931 with publication date of 1932) . The
diflEerent ways of doing philosophical thinking are arranged in it

according to modes of transcending. As a whole it is not a system.

The individual chapters need not be read in the order in which
they occur. But each chapter, in its entirety, is a movement of

thought which the reader has to engage in at a stretch. The book
does not have the title “Existential Philosophy.” For it was my
intention, in our spiritually modest present situation, to find a

form of philosophia perennis in its total range. For this reason,

only the second volume has expressly the title Existenzcrhcllung

(illumination of Existenz), which I had been using for eight years

in my lectures. Metaphysics was not to be rejected, but appro-

priated.

In my simultaneously appearing Geistige Situation dcr Zeit

(English translation has appeared under the title, Man In the

Modern Age)— for a moment pin-pointing the intent of the whole
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under the name of
“
‘existential’ philosophy” - I formulated the

task as follows:

Exisienz-philosophy is the way of drought by means of which man

seeks to become himself; it makes use of expert knowledge while at

the same time going beyond it. This way of thought does not cognise

objects, but elucidates and makes actual the being of the thinker.

Brought into a state of suspense by having transcended the cognitions

of the world (as the adoption of a philosophical attitude towards the

world) that fixate being, it appeals to its own freedom (as die illumi-

nation of Existent) and gains space for its own unconditioned activity

through conjuring up Transcendence (as metaphysics). (Age, 159)

VI. Ernst Mayer

During the decade of my intentional public silence (1923-.^!)

my friend, Ernst Mayer (1883-1952) proved to be of irreplaceable

importance for my own work. Ernst and I were united by the

common sharing of one inexlraustible devotion. It actualized itself

in an always ready reciprocity throughout an entire lifetime.

We first got acquainted in die summer of 1907. Both of us were

students of medicine in the same class and of the same age. I was

astonished by the obstinacy with which Ernst seized questions,

even questions which ordinarily would be touched on only inci-

dentally or' not at all or merely as an object of curiosity: the

fundamental aspects of medical knowledge, philosophical propo-

sitions which occurred in books or in lectures, questions about the

nature of friendship and the worth of women, the personalities of

our teachers and the accidental occurrencies in every-day life. In

so far as the quantity of the content was concerned, our studies

were carried on rather carelessly; but a specific case (for instance)

could very well be thought through penetratingly. Ernst was al-

ways looking for the essential and therefore also for the methods
of asking questions and of investigating. He did not care for ex-

tensive study of books, but intuitively always seemed to find the
most imporunt passages. This kind of student I had never yet

come to know. None of the sophisticated talk, which at that time
was so widespread, but careful continued questioning and perse-

verance; all these testified to a seriousness from which I did not
withdraw. “We discuss everything except medicine,” I wrote to
my parents concerning my new friend.

By nature I was reserved. It was difficult for me to come close
to others. Since my school years I suffered under loneliness despite
some relationships. To begin with, I was reserved also toward
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Ernst Mayer, tried to keep him to whatever was going on in our

medical courses and what we heard in the lectures. This did not

succeed, however. Ernst’s unrestrained approach to me was not

without risk, because, measured by conventions, capable of being

misunderstood. But he was calm spiritually, unusually tender, and

at every moment tactful. How deeply moved Ernst turned towards

me from the very beginning his wife told me later. Used to going

it alone and to keep away from all others, he is supposed, on my
entry into the anatomy class, when he saw me for the first time,

to have thought to himself: there comes the first German studentl

At that time he had reported this to her at once. Touching for me
was tliis open affection for me and the interpretation of my ways.

Never yet had I met up with such an affirmation of my essential

nature and of my possibilities coming from such depth. My reser-

vation melted without subsequent breach, without any immodera-

tion, without any sentimentality. I responded to this affection

astonished and happy. There was not a trace of deification towards

me, but rather sharp criticism. As, for example, concerning my
manner; in those days, (I tended to be) quickly judging, easily

disdainful, simply asserting, without giving reasons: “How can you

be so quickly contemptuous of something which for me obviously

has great significance!’’, he countered when I tore to pieces a book

by Rickert which he was just studying, without my having paid

any attention to the particular connections in terms of which he

was interested in it. We could excitedly carry on a controversy

against such other; but it was strange: somehow I did not feel my-

self attacked, but only reminded of my own essential nature.

At the end of summer 1907 we separated. On July 14 I still had

become acquainted with his sister, later my wife. Ernst continued

his studies at another university. Never again did we live in the

same community. We saw each other only on visits, often, how-

ever, for days and occasionally for weeks; but then always in that

profound understanding which was unshakeable even when in

the foreground there were differences of opinions, even in im-

portant matters which were discussed unreservedly.

Our discussions had a very variegated character. Dwelling on

relevant themes such rational discussions could last for days, pro-

ductive because of the perseverance with which he defended a

position and aimed to convince me. Never in friendship with a

man have I experienced such a concern that I might get caught

in an error, that I might be unjust in an expression, might remain

blind to humaneness. Wonderful too were other discussions re-

sulting from already achieved understanding, with much calm-
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ness, and his suddenly clear judgments. Some of his sayings, which

thus arose, were taken over into my Philosophic: “I did not creat e

myself” . . . “but what if I remain away from myself?”

In 1910 Ernst established himself as a physician in Berlin and

remained there until he had to flee in 1938. His being a physician

was most uncommon. I shall try to describe it.

Ernst had to live his life under serious biological limitations.

He was disposed to mental illness by heredity and Iris youth had

been overshadowed by depressions. But his spirit gained distance

from and prevailed over the uncanny heritage. It was as if a wound

in the root of his constitution had produced this marvelous hu-

maneness in him. Something surrounded him which in all reason

was more than reason, but not something alien and demoniac, but

the limitless becoming clear of what, in essence, he was. Sociolog-

ically nowhere reliably adapted, but rather everywhere either

openly or surrepticiously pushed out, he became, in a collapsing

or violent society, man qua man. The otherwise firm forms of

deportment, of distance-keeping dignity and of manly pride were

rdles which he still played where it seemed called for, but which

he did not at all find crucial. He could, so to speak, abandon him-

self, disarmed by his humaneness, and thereby awaken others. No
vitality permitted him to make his place in the world with his

elbows. But it is not to be described how all his unrest died away
in considered calmness, when he knew himself on the right track

and when he was helping the sick.

Such an attitude toward human beings predestined him to be
a physician. Whenever he saw disaster he felt himself called to

intervene, even when not called. He sympathized, as if his own
fate were at stake. He grasped the total situation of the sick per-

son, penetrating him with reason and kindness. Confronted by
the opposition of the vulgar he had to limit himself, it is true, to

material medical help; but, whenever anyone got around to talk,

he helped him beyond everything merely medical. He never acted

as savior. Enchantment did not proceed from him but rather

awakening. The sick person came under an appeal which brought
him to reason. Under all circumstances he wanted to help. He
wanted to recognize no situation in which it was no longer either

possible or sensible to do anything. Alleviation, assistance, momen-
tary silence — none of these may stop, no patient must feel him-
self forsaken. Aptly he quoted: “Even at the grave he still plants
hope.”

Such a person is not the right physician for everyone nor even
for everyone the right friend. It could be most irksome. There-
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fore, those who came in contact with him divided. On the one

liand, there were those who were engaged by him in their inner-

most nature and did then not let anything divert tliem in their

faithfulness to him. Others could not stand him; in the severity of

his demands, in the inexorableness of his insight, they misunder-

stood his kindness. When he himself saw the terribleness of human
failure, he might have exclaimed anxiously: “Too bad about

men.” Being physician and philosophy in him were united into

one. Being physician was his concrete philosophy.

For my philosophizing Ernst had the greatest possible signifi-

cance, both by way of his being as well as in terms of what he
said. In the working out of my three-volumed Philosophie more
specifically he was an immediate participant. Without him that

work would never have become what it is. In 1927, in his own
modest way, Ernst expressed the desire that I might send to him
notes for my work, which, after having used them, I would throw

into the wastebasket anyway. Upon that I sent him carbon copies

of my first connected manuscripts. This started his collaboration,

a back and forth of questions and discussions, of suggestions, most-

ly in written form, orally continued at each meeting. He was
matcliless in sacrificial selflessness, in which he treated my task as

wholly and completely his own. He did not merely read all of

tlie manuscripts, but wrote critical notations on all. He co-oper-

ated to the very point of the construction of the chapters, of the

matter of content, as well as that of style. He brought to me not

merely the mighty impulse of his participation and of his demands,

but also those of his enrichments and improvements in great num-
bers. It was his joy when I seemed to succeed in achieving some-

thing: it was his pain, greater than my own when something

appeared to him as incomplete. He did not find me sufiiciently

careful, scolded my frivolity both in serious discussions and joking-

ly in the case of trivials: if a suit is excellently manufactured and
in the end a trouser button is missing, everything is ruined. Many
a weekend he spent in a small castle in the vicinity of Berlin in

order to work freely on my manuscripts, undisturbed by his prac-

tice and by men, in quiet absorption. Even during his practice,

he often would go for a while into the Cafe Josty at the Potsdamer
Platz in order there to plunge into a particularly difficult passage

of my manuscript. In his medicine kit he always carried something

of my sketches, in which he would still be reading even while

walking. To the very last day before dispatching the manuscript

to the publisher he telephoned from Berlin to Heidelberg in order

to remove some deficiency.
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Our work grew together in such a way that, at the end, it was

impossible to separate what had proceeded from the one and what

from the other. It had been a collaboration in the development of

the work itself not just an improvement after its conclusion.

This could not be repeated. We tried it with my Nietzsche book.

Here too Ernst contributed much; but there did not occur once

more that marvelous unanimity of the work.

In those days I saw my friend as follows: He did not read mucli.

For the study of larger works he had, in view of his practice,

neither time nor inclination. But even one significant sentence

would release philosophizing in him. What he grasped — in phi-

losophy, science, poetry, music, art, but also in politics — was of

central importance. It was as if out of the depth of an encompass-

ing vision he were able to fathom the very foundations: Just as I

myself, his other friends were struck, informed, surprised when, as

with a single stroke (and from quite sparse data) , he seemed to

grasp the most essential points. He himself did not write, however.

True, in the twenties he published two papers on questions of

medical conduct, rich in content, which carried tine stamp of his

personality. But he decided to write even those papers only after

I had declined, in the existing pressing situation, to speak on their

theme. In his modesty he seemed to think the friend could do it

better and then, in fact, proved the contrary. He carried out the
renunciation which, at tliat time, he considered self-evident: in
view of his extraordinary intuitive talents to possess such little

capacity for work; in view of such superior powers of judgment to
create no corresponding intellectual work; in view of such great
ability to get at the heart of a matter in the sudden grasping of the
totality of a situation, of a person, not to let himself be carried by
the power to construct a consistent course of thought.
This changed when, by the despotic act of Hitler-Germany, he

lost his practice and was himself forced to flee. He got into the
terrible situation of the emigrants. In Holland, as an emigre who
had crossed the border illegally, he was first committed to a camp,
to a monastery where he was soon granted a monk’s cell in order
to be able to follow his philosophical studies undisturbedly. Re-
leased as a result of the intercession of highly placed persons, he
was for a short time free, until, after the criminal invasion of Hol-
land, the threat of likely murder forced him and his family to go
underground. Three years they lived in concealment, kept by the
unforgettable humaneness and sacrificial devotion of a Dutch
woman, Maria Van Boven, and attended by a small underground
group of Dutch students. There, in seclusion from the world, and
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in daily danger of his life, his philosophical attitude lifted Ernst

above the terrors and the anguish of the situation. His wisdom

guided the order of the day in this seclusion, determined the cau-

tion of all inmates upon which success depended. In this period

of intense attention toward the outside (world) and of complete

quietness within, his philosophizing found voice. When the house-

work, to which he had assigned himself, was done, he would sit

many hours of each day at his guard-post behind the draped win-

dow, on his knees his manuscript, which grew from year to year,

until we saw each other again in freedom.

From 1939 to 1945 we had been completely separated, since

1941 also by the impossibility of correspondence. During this

time, without knowing anything of each other, both of us had

worked on the foundation of the jointly achieved philosophy and

brought to each other, when we met again, the manuscripts of

our books; Ernst his Dialeklik des Nichtwissens (Verlag fiir Recht

und Gesellschaft, Basel) and I my Von der Wahrheit (Piper-Ver-

lag, Miinchen)

.

Only after his death did I see his contribution to the Festschrift

dedicated to me by Klaus Piper on the occasion of my seventieth

birthday: a simple and yet ever so difficult basic conception of the

relation between my book Von der Wahrheit and my Philosophic,

a conception which was clarifying even to myself. Once more I

sadly experienced the way of his singular thinking along with me
as well as thinking on ahead.

Behind he left an extensive work on nihilism, of which I hope

that it will soon be published.

Of the connection of our work, in remembrance of the years

1928-.31, I would almost like to say: my works are just as much
his, as his are at the same time mine — if this were not saying too

much, after all.

VII. University

Twice, immediately after the first and after the second World
War, I published an essay on the Idea of the University, both

times under the same title, with a view of bringing this idea more

clearly to focal consciousness in myself, in the students, as well as

in the professors. My 1946 essay is unchanged as to sentiment, but

newly written and changed in order to serve the recreation of the

German university. Both times, however, my word remained with-

out effect; I am glad nevertheless to have said what I did in the
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spirit of our great tradition, and in the inextinguishable hope lor

a resurrection of the idea. I shall now report of the experiences

and attitudes from which those two essays proceeded.

Ever since my student days the university was the institution to

which I felt I belonged. Important teachers I viewed with rev-

erence, all of them, even those of whom I disapproved, with re-

spect for their position. The buildings, the lecture-rooms, the

forms of the tradition were objects of reverence for me.

What it really was which lent to all this a still visible lustre I

did not yet clearly discern. But the mood in the work of this world,

the attitude towards the officials who represented this authority,

the memory of the preceding generations brought not only a con-

sciousness of order, but of the great tasks to be fulfilled by the

intellectual professions which carried, and were expected to fill

with meaning, the entire life of society.

Disappointments came, of course. The majority of the students

simply did not come up to the idea. The fraternities and student-

corps, as they had now come to be, meant for me an impersonal

life alienated from spiritual endeavor, a life of saloons, duels,

drilled-in forms of conduct. This life guaranteed to these priv-

ileged ones later advantages — based on connectums with (he

alumni—, if one just barely met the average norms of studies,

nationalism, and obedience. Among the students, aside from a

few, I felt myself a stranger. Nevertheless, they put up with me
well enough and occasionally even regarded me with astonished

respect, because of the objective interest discernible in my man-
ner. For, I went my way quietly and unobtrusively.

But the fraternities became an exciting problem for me, since

they determined the tone of university life and were held in highest

esteem. It became a question of the freedom of the students’ life

and studies. Such freedom demanded the spontaneity of personal

friendship and self-consciousness in going one’s own intellectual

way. These appeared to me threatened by the requirements of a

fraternity, which, for trifles, robs time and strength and produces
a self-consciousness merely from a sense of belonging, made notice-

able by the colored ribbon (across the chest) . Instead of living

for the pursuit of knowledge, out of intellectual adventure, and
one’s own responsibility, one gave way to the aims of a privileged
social set, and submitted to the imaginary notions of youthful
happiness held by the older alumni. Instead of doing one’s own
thinking, one became stamped by conventional opinions which,
in view of one’s own inner insecurity, were fanatically expostu-
lated. That these students had no contact with the intellectual
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movements of the age seemed to confirm my judgment that they

were not really students. The experiences of my youth as well as

later observations have taught me to see in these organizations a

fatal trend of the German universities. None of the spirit, which
after the wars of liberation had originally led to the founding of

these fraternities, was left in them. No real education took place

in them any longer but only the training of a familiar type. And
this type itself I hated.

Another problem for the freedom of study came with the rise

of study regulations and controls. In the 19th century the German
student had actually studied freely. If he did not learn enough, he

flunked the exams. As a child I still experienced the difficulty of

the situation when pre-legal students, who had not reached their

goal, had to accept another, non-academic occupation. In the

study of medicine regulations were now introduced, which finally

guaranteed a definite passing of the examinations, if need be with

a condition, i.e., a second examination in one or another special

subject. The problems which arose in view of these situations

were now and then being discussed. In Gottingen I lived in a

boarding house in which a worthy elderly lady cared for a small

group of recommended students in surroundings which were in

harmony with professional tradition. I was the youngest. When,
on one occasion I spoke concerning studying and the students’ life

and their complete freedom as a necessary condition for any real

intellectual understanding, an elderly medical man replied: “That
is all very nice. But you are mistaken. It just doesn’t work that

way. The average student has to be led.’’ Even today I still feel

how confounded I was. My answer was that I wanted only what
was possible for every human being. That, I insisted, was not a

matter of superior endowment — average endowment was, in gen-

eral, quite sufficient—, but merely that of urge towards real

knowledge, and with that of a venturing and of a conscientious

attention to the demands of one’s studies. The universities are no
mere schools, but institutions for higher learning. Kuno Fischer

in Heidelberg had said: “The higher school is no mere ‘high

school.’ ’’ Even if the university was not intended for everyone,

everyone nevertheless had the right to select himself for it, pro-

vided he was aware of what renunciations were necessary. Anyone
who was studying merely in order to pass an examination or to

procure for himself a better position, who, instead of gaining

genuine knowledge, wants to have mere examination knowledge
poured into him, does not belong in a university at all. In that

case, my partner opined, the majority of students does not belong
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in a university. It is bad, if you are correct, I replied; for that

would be the end of the university.

The other disappointment were the instructors in the universi-

ties. Only a few teachers demonstrated and proved the reality of

the higher learning. Men publicly well known often appeared to

me — altho meritorious, of great ability for work, instructive in

orienting the students in their subjects — nevertheless as if they

were standing apart from the idea of the university and its spirit.

It looked more like “pomp and circumstance,” to which must be

added intrigues and propaganda. At the base of the tremendously

hard work of the professors there seemed to lie an ‘existential’

rooflessness and confusion. They claimed the highest pretensions

for their own importance. Masses of students enhanced such mas-

ters and in so doing achieved status for themselves. What they

were in reality I experienced later, especially 1918- 19 , in concrete

situations of fate. They were what, in my parental home, named
after a large German (political) party, used to be designated by

the invective “liberal nationalists,” i.e., men without determin-

ation and without courage in matters of public affairs.

Ever since I first, ominously, heard about the university in my
childhood, it meant to me an instance of truth as such. Later it

became clear to me that this was the supra-national, occidental

idea (of the university) . It was one of the greatest disappoint-

ments in 1914 that the universities— in the Anglo-Saxon camp as

well as in the German — became partisans. It was as treason

against the eternal idea of the university. For me the university

had been that which could maintain the truth against national

realities. But what had already become apparent before 1914 now
became complete: everywhere in the world one was obedient to
this national reality and conformed to it, one proceeded to justify

it. “Whose bread I eat, his song I sing”* had become terrible

reality. The very responsibility of the university as a super-political

and supra-national Occidental court of appeal had been lost.

I experienced this more concretely by the necessity for personal
decision in 1919. Because of what were meant to be revolutionary
changes in the constitution of the University, I had, at that time,
as a Privatdozent, been elected to the (University-) Senate. On
one occasion the following matter was before us: The Rektor of
the University of Berlin called upon all German universities to
join in a document of protest against the conditions imposed by
the later dictated peace-treaty of Versailles, which had become

•Editor’s Note: "You don’t bite the hand that feeds you," is the American
equivalent of this German proverb.
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known. When it was my turn, I said: It is my advice not to sign

this protest. All of us agree on the disaster and injustice of the

conditions as they had become known. What each one of us as

German citizens should do was not the issue. But the more clearly

we, as German citizens, faced extremes (of suffering), the more
clearly we should preserve to the very last that realm whose mean-
ing surpasses all nations and peoples. We sit here as representa-

tives of the university. True, just as in the case of the churches,

the university exists by virtue of state-taxes. But also as with the

church, the university’s task is supra-national. As the Senate of

the University we are concerned here only with this latter. We are

primarily an Occidental, not a German university. Our origin lies

in the European Middle Ages, not in the territorial states, which
have merely taken us over. We should keep our task pure and not

push ourselves into problems which we did not have the power to

solve. If, nevertheless, we did mix in these problems, it would be
a blot on the realization of our idea. Never had it been more
necessary than at this moment to maintain a supra-national status

of human community. Moreover, the protest, because not a deed,

would be as invalid as the claim to the authority for such a declara-

tion would be unfounded. For the world did not at all acknowl-

edge any such authority on the part of the university.

This expression by the young Privatdozent produced astonish-

ment. A few spoke even after I had spoken. Gradenwitz, a teacher

of law, a Jew and anti-Semitic, spoke, completely ignoring what I

had said, to show that a Privatdozent has no business to have an
opinion in this (august) body. Dibelius, the well known theo-

logian, expressed himself by careful consideration of my state-

ment, declined my comparison with the churches, and concluded:

it would be no blot on the university, if we made the protest our
own. By unanimous vote, with one abstention, my motion was

turned down. It was Ernst, a pathologist, a Swiss citizen, who had
abstained from voting. On the way home he told me warmly that

I was right and that he had abstained only because he was Swiss,

and, as such, had no business to participate in this matter. But, I

replied, this was a matter not of the Swiss nor of the Germans nor

of the Allies, but of the Occidental idea of the university. To
which Ernst opined that perhaps this ought to be so, but in reality

it is, unfortunately but certainly, not so.

That the intellectual freedom of the university was being

threatened even then became clear to me in an event of 1924

which kept the university in commotion for years. A Privatdozent

of statistics, Gumbel, recognized because of his scientific works.
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went before the public with passionate political interest. Ills

brochures with blood-dripping covers disclosed the existence of a

secret military establishment, the so-called “black Reichstvehr.
’

They also attacked the re-establishment of the German military

at that time. In public speeches Gumbel as a pacifist addressed

the people. He used the words: “. . . the men who — I would not

say fell on the field of dishonor, but - lost their lives in an awftil

fashion.” The wrath of nationalistic professors, which had

awakened long ago anyway, picked on this sentence: (Unnhcl has

insulted the honor of the fallen German soldiers; this is unbear-

able; he is a disgrace to the University, his right to teach must be

withdrawn. Disciplinary proceedings were instituted with the aim

of denying him the right to teach. I was one of the members of

the board of inquiry, which consisted of a member of the law

faculty, a representative of the not full professors and of myself as

representative of the full professors of the philosophical faculty.

The sentence had to be passed by the faculty on the recommenda-

tion of this board of inquiry, but for its legal validity required

confirmation by the Ministry of Education.

From the first moment it was clear to me: what is at stake is

academic freedom. This is destroyed in its very roots if the facult)'

member’s opinions may be examined. I had long been well in-

formed on the history of our university and knew the constitution

of 1803, which had been composed in the spirit of our classical

period. At that time one still knew what a university is and what
dangers threaten it. It contained the regulation which was omitted

from the newer constitutions of the 19th century: the tight to

teach may be cancelled only for actions which are condemned by
a court of criminal law. This meant that one could not be de-

prived of the right to teach on the basis of one’s Weltanschauung,
nor on that of tactlessness: and still less because of one’s politiciil

conviction.

In our board of inquiry I called attention immediately to these

real conditions of our freedom. If today, because of political

pacifist convictions and because of actions disclosing a political

breach of treaty (even if that breach be that of the Versailles dic-

tate of peace) an instructor can be reprimanded under the guise
of an insult to national honor which carefully veils those facts,

then tomorrow another one (may suffer this same fate) because
of his atheism and day after tomorrow still another because of his
nonconformity to the existing regime of the state. But the old
regulation (of the University) was no longer in force.

Now the accusation was: Gumbel’s words were said to have
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offended the sense of honor of the German people, especially of

the ex-servicemen. In doing this one boasted of democracy. With-

out adopting this thesis as my own, I agreed to that. But I de-

manded that the factuality of tire offense would have to be con-

firmed by the deposition of witnesses. Those who had heard Gum-
bel at that particular lecture, all of them ex-servicemen, would be

the legitimate witnesses. Thus a considerable number of men were

interrogated. Surprisingly it turned out that almost all of tliem

were not at all offended, but actually agreed with Gumbel.
The result of the investigation was an opinion drawn up by

the tliree members of the board, in which it was proposed that the

right to teach should not be taken from Gumbel. However, before

this opinion reached the faculty, it became known among the

professors. A storm of indignation arose. The theologian came
even before 8 in the morning to the legal member of the board

in order to inform him (of this storm) and to aid and abet it by

a few strong remarks.

Thereupon both of my colleagues on the board requested me to

agree to annul our already given signature on the opinion and to

compose another opinion. I told both that I was agreeable to the

annulling of their signatures. But the present opinion was to go

to the faculty as my own. They might compose a new one on their

own responsibility without me. This was done.

After a session which lasted four hours, the faculty decided —
with all votes opposed to mine — that Gumbel’s right to teach

was to be withdrawn. This motion had to be referred to the Min-
istry (of Education) . According to custom, the faculty loyally

left to me the right to submit to the government a separate opin-

ion, opposing the resolution of the faculty. This I waived. For, I

said to myself, the Socialist government, which, after all, we knew
from its statements as well as actions, would, for party reasons and
in support of the similar-minded Gumbel, reject the motion of the

faculty in any case, but not in any sense in behalf of the academic

freedom of the university. My concern was not for Gumbel, but

for academic freedom. If the entire faculty was unable to see its

being endangered by the faculty’s own action, then the rejection

of the motion by the government might, it is true, save Gumbel,
l)ut not academic freedom.

When I returned home from this session, full of despair I said

to my wife: the freedom of the university is done for; no one
knows any longer what it is; I give up the battle and shall only do
philosophy. — What, she replied apprehensively and challenging,

you surely are not going to lose your wings!
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I shall not relate what happened through the years. Gumbcl re-

mained Dozent, and made renewed provocative remarks. Once

more there were disciplinary proceedings (against him) . Bccaii.sc

of a complicated situation and as the result of a fascinating speech

on academic freedom by Dean Ludwig Curtius, the faculty now

reversed itself, decided to keep Gumbel in his position. But the

faculty was not grateful to its dean for having brought it to a

right resolution. Several colleagues felt they had been taken in.

It was a grotesque confusion. Those years saw the beginnings ol

those motives and of that thoughtlessness at the University, which

unsuspectingly and against one’s own will brought National So-

cialism to power, which then, by trumping all such battles as

trifles, with one stroke extinguished the university as the actuality

of the free spirit.

The idea of the university lives decisively in the individual

students and professors, and only secondarily in the forms of the

institution. If that life would become obliterated, the institution

can not possibly save it. That life must, however, be awakened

from person to person and must be encouraged to become con-

scious of itself and be more effective by new publications tvhicb

are appropriate to the existing situation. The student is on the

look-out for the idea, is ready for it, but is really helpless, if he

does not encounter it coming from his professors. In that case he

must actualize the idea himself.

Within the university the idea of the professor of philosophy

became the justification for my own empirical existence. So long

as there is such a thing as the freedom of the Occidental university,

the realization of that idea depends entirely upon the individual

who comprehends it and is entrusted with its realization. As pro-

fessor of philosophy he is master within the four walls of the area

of his teaching activity. He may arrange this area to suit himself.

He must prove himself to a youth which in harmony with its

nature has as yet more regard for truth than do more advanced
ages. It is his task to point up the great philosophers and to see to

it that they are not confused with the minor ones. Thus the per-
ennial basic ideas become known in their greatest figures. He must
awaken an openness for everything knowable, for the meaning of
the sciences and for the actuality of life. All of this he must en-
compass and penetrate by the basic operations of thinking which
cause us to soar. He is to live in the idea of the university and in
doing so acknowledge his responsibility for productive, construc-
tive, creative activity. He must not cover up the ultimate limits,
but instruct in the ways of moderation.
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What I myself owe to the Occidental idea of the university and
to its, however blurred, reality in Germany is really quite extra-

ordinary. Complete freedom in our era is like a fairytale; so is the

modest empirical existence with just one occupation: to think;

and — the necessary calm for this.

The temptations of the institution are great, but not com-
pelling: the scatter-brainedness — the emptiness whenever admin-

istration occupied one for a time to the exclusion of everything

else — the busy idleness. The freedom of the professor, which may
never submit to any kind of control, may, it is true, seduce a

specific individual to laziness; but it is also the freedom to dream,

to that apparent do-nothing of which no one knows what actually

occurs. Here lies the source of everything essential. Whoever is

not willing to put up with failure of some individuals, would
have to destroy with freedom at the same time the productivity

and with that the spirit of the university.

VIII. Political Ideas

For want of one’s own realization a content of philosophizing

may accrue from even the slightest contact with this reality on the

part of others. Paradoxically that content gets nourishment and
passion from what had to be foregone. I felt this especially in the

area of politics. It would be too exacting to say that I had put
thinking in the place of action. But, on a modest level, something

analogous to that happened to me.

Since my childhood I had heard about politics. My grandfather,

father, and two brothers of my mother were state-representatives

in Oldenburg, and at the same time liberal, democratic, and con-

servative. For decades my father was president of the Oldenburg
City Council. In those days the Council was concerned entirely

with administrative tasks, schools, buildings, streets, canals, rail-

roads, etc. Great commotion arose when a secretary of cabinet

rank had not done well; his errors were held up to him and yet

the Grandduke did not dismiss him. But this was an exception.

Almost always it was possible, by common deliberation, to reach

the goal in a reasonable manner. My father enjoyed doing this.

One day, however, as a personality respected in city and country,

he was supposed to be elected to the Reichstag (Congress) by the

combined efforts of several who, ordinarily, could not get to-

gether on anything. This he declined, however; he had (he said)

something better to do in Oldenburg than to run around in

Berlin, make speeches and listen to speeches without being able
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liberalism, the fiecdora and maniColdnc&s ol pcisoiial hit, iht

magnitude of the Occidental tradition This was Max Wcbti’s

attitude which 1 now shaicd

This calls foi politics on a gund scale, i c , a poliiu s »L siuo

and measuied judgment, of self limitation and of icli,il)lt c allying

out of pledges, a politics which is oiicntcd lowatd (he totality ol

human events and which so acts, tlimks and speaks that the woild

turns to It 111 confidence

This is why Max Wcbci stood against the political actuality o(

William the Second’s empiie, against the obscuiity ol political

thought, against the veiling in a pseudo constitutionalism, against

the biaggadocio conduct of the Kaisci in ioicign allan s, against

die arbitiary, constantly cdianging inteivention Bcfoic lOH he

suffered immeasuiably politically, ivhile his illness prevented any
kind of activity, even that of liis academic duties as a pioftssoi lie

saw we arc losing the confidence of the cniiic woild Political

stupidity, not the war-mongeung of the Kaisci and of his tic'atui cs,

will lead to wai. which is the most temble laic foi tmopc When,
m 1913, my wife happened to meet Max Wcbci on a tiain, he had
just read the papeis, was in gieat agitation and almost scicamcd
that hysteiic will yet diive us into wai

Since 1917 Max Weber— slowly iccupciaUng fiom his illness—
burst foith svith political wiiiings He still wanted to hojic th,ii

the Germans might yet get thcic by way of a genuine clcnicxuuy
as over against the unbcaiable type of Ludcndoill who wanted to
stamp over all of Euiope, against ilie selfishness of the laige land
holders, against the political piovmciahsm of big iiidusiiy, against
the political nariosvness of the socialists of the unions and ol the
labor leadeis who, without compiehension of tlic immensity ol
politics, do not see what is at stake but, full of illusions, want to
carry out then ruinous plans But upon what did Max Wcbci
count, foi svhat powers did he hope? Foi something which did not
yet exist in Germany, although it seemed to be the most natutal,
the most reasonable, and the most self evident

His speafic demands dining the war coiiespondcd to this Fiom
the very beginnings, all the way thiough, and at the very lu iglii
of German victoiies he declared No expansion of oiu boidcis, no
annexation of a single squaie mile, foi Geimany it is sufiicient to
have stood its giound, i£ it demonstrated that it rtesnos dhsoliucly
no craquest and that it has the power to asseit itself against a
worl^ then it is fulfilling its great-world historical task, to salvage
the Between ’ For this reason he was at all times in favoi of a
peace of arbitration without claims on eithei side, so to say foi
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tlic combined lecognition o£ Uie aioi ol having gotten into this

inLctnccinc wai at all Pic put ioidi tlie following thesis even in

ca% of an occupation by the Biituh and the Fiench we would not
lose oui es&entidl natuie, because they would neitliei want to noi

could they destioy u Undet Russun domination, on the othei

hand, we would cease to lemam Geimans, just as all othei peoples

could not icmain themselves under sucli a icgime For this reason,

Ma\ Webei saw the only leally great achievement of Geimany in

the Fust Woild Wai in having stopped the power of Russia at

least foi this once
M<ix Webei uras the last genuine national Geiman, genuine,

because he lepiescnted the spit it of Baron von Stem, of Gneisenau,

of Mommsen, not the will to powei for one’s own empiie — at any
piice and above all others—, but the will to realize a spiiitual and
jnoial existence winch holds its ground by power but also places

tins powei Itself undei its own conditions Max Weber, who very

early savr tlie tremendous danger into which the Germans came
due to the couise oi the empiie of William, knew that theie is a

limit which means luin, after winch the suivivois continue, but
m 1 vegetative state which is -without political meaning and theie-

loic witliout common greatness Politics can exist only in ireedom

Wlicic tins IS desiioyed thcie only lemains piivate life insofar as

this IS sulTcied to exist When, in January 1919, I asked Max
Wcbci what could be done if the communists came to power, his

leply was then I am no longer interested in the matter

Tins meant lesignation before the leality of brutal might
against winch the individual is no longei able to do anything This
insight coiiesponds to the fact tliat Germany could not be freed

of National Socialism fiom within itself, but only horn the out-

side, that no totalitaiianism can be oveicome horn within but at

best can only be tiansfonned into anothci kind (of totalitarian-

ism) by bloody revolutions The end of genuine politics suspends

the intciest for politics, but real politics is possible only if the

result IS cilectuatcd through tire persuasion of otheis by discourse

pio and con, in which the education of public consciousness takes

place by means of a free combat of minds

Completely outside ol the hori/on of Max Weber, and of every-

thing winch he developed m predictions concerning future possi-

bilities, remamed such actualities as the murder of millions of

Jews by IIiilci Geimany, the unrcstiicled transformation of man
caiucd out by way of tciroiism, and man’s annihilation into mere
function in the SS state of the concentration camps

Max Wcbci *5 political thought corned my own Feihaps in basic
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attitude I may never li.ive been in complete agiCLment with him

I lacked the consciousness o£ Uic gicatncss oi Fiussia and ul lUs

marck, which I lecognued only theoietically and, at hcait, with

aversion 1 lacked tlie militaiy spuit 1 was <ible to admiie it, but

could not actually veiiliy it myself I lacked the heioic inclination,

the giandeui of boundlessness, whicli iicvcithclcvs I liked iii Max
Webei But Max Weber’s basic insights I simply learned and took

over The lollowmg weie the politic<il cxpciicnces wliiih wcic
lelevant and essential loi me
As eaily as 1908, when, on the occasion ol the Inst lound flight

of the (dirigible) Zeppelin an intoxication went thiough the eii

tiie German population, 1 was unable to paiticipate, despite my
admnation for die technical acliieveinent and my delight with
It The foim of the intoxication teiiiGed me This lepeatcd ilselL

in 1914 at the beginning of die svai die wai enthusiasm, a mix-
tuie of exaltation and sense of destiny, which earned cvciything
before it (veiy soon, when trouble arose, this intoxication piovcd
to be a meie stiaw file) was alien and uncanny to me I was happy
when I met individuals who did not paiticipatc, as loi exampU
a young peasant fiom Oldenbuig who disliked a speech of the
Kaisei on "Wai £oi the Gcinian Gultuic "

"nonsense,” he said,

“Geiman cultuie— the otheis aie no baibaiians eithci — wc aic
attacked and stand oiu man, that is all ” This mass inovcmciil was
theie again in 1918, when the levolutionary intoxication ol the

collapse led to the self confident expectation of now cieating gloii
ous human conditions And then this intoxication letiuncd gio
tesquely once more in 1933 with all die symptoms of a mass delu-
sion Constantly raoie* questionable foi me became the saying Vo\
popuh vox det, insofar as the voice of a people is supposed lo
speak through its masses I was unable to lestiain niyscll fioin in
wardly despising everyone who paiiiapated m such suites of in
toxication

During the first war a political club came into existence con-
sisting of piofessors of all the faculties in Heidelberg A club which
met often—dmmg the scmesteis sometimes weekly~ to talk about
the political and military events, to listen to lectures by its mem-
bers, and to discuss When die club constituted itself, alinnsi ,ill

prominent professors, altho in a select minonty, belonged Allied
Webei was m combat and therefoie was not a member Max Web
er, the only truly political, intellectually super loi and imivcisalh
infoimed man, was not invited They called him a caUmity bowl-eg they asserted that he dominated die discussion, they wcie
afraid of his immodeiation Indeed, no supeiioi pcisonality was
wanted in this circle of mutual admnation and high self esteem
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Max Webei was pained by the exclusion, £oi, isolated as he was by
illness, he was by nduue social and not at all proud

Aftet some lime I was invited to membeiship, despite the fad
that I was only an unsalaried lecturei (Pitvatdozent) From 1915

until 192^ I attended the meetings Theie I came to know the

political thinking of our academic woild on its best possible level

It was not at all uniCoim Vciy passionate discussions took place

The fieedom of expression was almost unlimited I could take the

UbeiLy 10 express my own points of view unresetvedly as they

changed, without incunmg personal dislike For example In

spite of the veiled news reports it became clear, in July 1918, that

tlie so called LudendoiS offensive had not merely miscariied but
had been superceded by a mighty counter attack, of the Allies I

developed the idea our defeat is certain But it might still take a

long time There had been mutinies in the Fiench army, not in

ours The offer of peace on our pait would at this moment be just

still possible We should make some radical renunciations, for in

that case what would be safe would still be tremendous as over

against what would remain after a real defeat Therefoie, tsven

giving up of Alsace Lorraine would now be necessary, as well as

acknowledging the injustice of violating the borders of Belgium
in 19H and therefore restitution to Belgium Beyond this no bene
fits but a reconstitution of the old border in the East, despite our
present ocaipation of Russia, and, finally, die introduction of a

genuine pailiamentary demociacy m Geimany Such views at

that time in Geimany weie like treason and were possible to be
expiessed only in this humanly decent circle Oncken, the excel

lent historian, replied m his noble fashion in his view my concep-

tion was to be rejected, but it was nevertheless very notewoiihy

that such a conception was today possible at all

Neither in the first World War nor aftenvards did I speak in

my lectures or in my writings on political matters I was a bit shy,

because I had not been a soldier For, politics is concerned with

the seriousness of power which is based on staking one’s life I

lacked this legitimation The shyness diminished as I became
older Most of all, m the twenties I saw the obvious political fail-

ine of the military attitude I recognized in it the false political

claim My anger was aroused by the then appearing books of Ernst

lunger, the fascinating authoi and bearer of the order pour le

mMte They seemed to me to be a moral political disaster In this

irresponsible romantic and adventurous squandering away of life

there manifested itself the very opposite of the high seriousness of

a politics grounded m the very stake of life itself

That I got on the road of speaking in public on political mat-
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tcrs came about thiough A task I was assigned I was commissioned

to sviite the one thousandtlx volume in the little Gosclieii Scijcs

The theme I svas given was tlic spnitual movements ol oui age

I changed the theme immediately to Dtp gctiUg<* Silualwn dtt

Zett (
Engl ish tianslation oX 1933 Alan In the Modt i n Ago) IJy it

X meant to say I do not perceive the movements, I do not know

what happens ovciall I can only show the siimition and its aspects

I can engross tlic icadei, call to his attention, teadi him (o sie,

but I cannot give him an histoiical suivcy ol the piesciit

The theme atuacted me Xoi vaiious icasons I could speak ol

politics gioundcd upon the total moial spiiilual situation ol om

age Out o£ my woik, Philosophte, svhieh was in plot ess, I toiild

now eliminate everything svhich conecined the picseni (pist as I

had alieady taken out all excuisions into the philosophy ol histoiy

for a later svork) As I gatheied up the sheets, theic still was need

foi bringing in some ordei and foi many additions, but in piin-

ciple the book ivas theie when I accepted the commission in 1029

The little book was completed m Septembei 1030, just as the elec-

tions to the Reichstag, svliich for tlie fiist time wcie suttcssful foi

National Socialism, became known At the uinc I wioie the book

I knew veiy little o£ fascism and of National Socialism, whose mad-

ness I still held to be impossible m Geimany I left the m,imisitipt

lying in my desk After so long an inteival m my piibliiations I

wanted to come before the public with my Phtlotophte and not

with a little volume svhich, m any case, needed the Phtlosophta

as its foundation Thus I saw to it that the GetUtge Stlualton dot

Zett appealed only a year later, in the beginning of October 1031,

and, immediately thereaftei, in Decembei, my Phtlosophte

Since 1933 unexpected expeiiences became unavoidable The
extent of man’s capacity foi monsiious deeds, of the intellcc tually

gifted for delusions, of appatently good citi/ens for peihdy, of the

seemingly decent person for malice, what is possible to the mob
in the -way of thoughtlessness, of selfish shoii sighted passivity, all

this became real to an extent that the knowledge of man had to

undeigo a change In brief, what foimeily svas not even so much
as considered svas now not merely possible but actual. History

seemed to have received a jolt A subsequent consideiation of the

entirety of woild history made it become deal, hosvevei, that these

impossibilities were not at all new in their roots, but mexely m
their (particular) appearance, that the prejudices of an age had
clouded our view in spite of the intellcctiial xange of its ronscioiis

ness

Ac the same tune, however, the unswcrvability of sperifu indi-
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vtcluiils, the faithfulness ol loving petsoiis. the powei of helping,

of daring, of lavish sell giving, tliL piudence and caution in the

midst oi helplessness with its hidden lustie of mutual undei stand-

ing became visible All of this became, so to say, as nevei belore a

guaiantce ol the undestructibility of what it leally means to be
human Heioic vcntuies occuired — too late, incfTicient, not equal

to the situation, and tlieiefoie ambiguous — which, though they

weie not lepiesentative oi any communal consciousness, became
nevei theless a gieat question foi us

In spite of the devilislily enfoiced anonymity of innumeiable

ones whose death no mouUi lepoited, one heaid occasionally of

men who weic able to die in the humiliating ind.ig;nity of toiment,

ol toitures, staived and poisoned to the very point of being unable

to icsist Among the muidered Jews were diose of whom it was
told tliat they, denuded, delivered to destruction, like vermin, re-

mained pious and ceitain of God, to the utmost, tliat they— like

the foity soldieis of the Roman legion touchingly depicted on a

By/antine ivoiy tablet— went to their death nude, amidst simple

attestation of then mutual love And there sveie others among
lliose who lesisled the legime, among those sent to concentration

camps because of a careless woid, among tlie executed and the

hanged, nnong the displaced and murdered from the lavished na-

tions, who died no less piously

Indeed, foi (hose who kept on living the world was so gieatly

changed, that it was not yet possible to grasp what leally had hap-

pened, and what the piescnt situation meant The piophecies,

especially those of Nietzsche, were like non committal visions

which now paled because no nihilistic actuality had yet coiies-

poiided to them and because piecisely what was now happening
had not been loieseen Something immutable m oui origin, some
thing whose meaning could not be changed by any historical

latastiophe, might uphold us But this (presently) changeable had
to be seen and giasped anew horn the (vantage point of the)

immutable
Before this task one stood questionmg, listening, not knowing,

waiting, while the disastei threatened eveiyone

Inwardly my wife and I expeiienced this threat to coiporeal

existence without being able to defend ouiselves through long

yeais Outwaidly no haim was done to us We learned from the

police by the usual indisaeet lound about way, that it was planned

to sliip us off on Apiil 14, 1945 Other transpoits had already

taken place in the pieceding weeks On Apiil 1, Ileidelbeig was
occupied by the Ainci leans A Geiman cannot foiget that he owes
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his and his wile’s hit lo Ameiicans against Otituans who lu the

name of the National Socialist Gcinidn Slate Wiinlctl to destioy him

My expeiiences liom 1033 to 1016 I need not licic icpoii in

detail Fiom 1933 on I was excluded lioin any co opciation lu ihc

administialion ol the Univeisity, hom 1937 lobbed ol my pioics

soislup, from 1938 no longei alloivcd to publish I he basic cx

peiience was tlie loss of the guaiantce ol judicial lights among

one’s own people and. within one’s own countiy 1 he leal abaii

donment could not be balanced by die fiicndly attitude* ol spccilK

individuals who did not give up then mtcicouisc with us, not by

the fi lends all of whom, witli a single exception, icinaincd Laith

lul, not by meichants and woikmcn who helpfully stood by my
wife, not by the innei closeness ol those neaicst to us All ol this

felt good It pieseived tlie community with tlie Geimaiis and the

consciousness of belonging, even though it was ccitain th.it these

Germans, who now became the gentimc Geiraans to us, wcie a

small minority The situation compelled this leluctaiit icvcisal

of the exclusion fiom tlie Geiinan chainctci which the N uional

ists and die National Socialists had earned out against this minoi

ity and against us by woid, piint, and deed I pcimitlcd the at

tempted, even though ineilective, peisonal help on the pait oi a

few National Socialists, whenevei I, by appeal to an unwiitun
judicial claim, turned to olReial authoiities In seveial eases, how
ever, I quiedy gave up, as when one of the National Soiiahsi

piofessors answeied me The pioccduies against the Jews ivcic in

piinciple coirect, but he would try to see wlietliei he could <u

complish anything in behalf of my wife, oi when anothci luquiic’d

of me whethei my wife had not done anything blamewoithy
In diis situation, and witli mcreasmg dangei we watched powei

lessly, for twelve ycais, thoughtfully caicful and e.iuUQUS, hccdlul
of the Gestapo and the Nazi authoiities, deteimmed to commit no
act and to utter no woid which we could not justify Foitune was
with us I did not tempt it by any impiudence

It was a time fox leflection, all the moie so because the hygienu
conditions of life remained good According to the "mechanics of

the statutes’’ I did not meiely receive a pension, but also was pio
vided with food and fuel 'True, there was no conciete hope of

surviving the tyianny or for an 'afterwaids ' But no one could
know this When, in 1938, a young fiiend said to me Why aie you
writing. It can never be published anyway, and one d.iy all of yoin
manuscripts will be burned, I lephed playfully One nevci knosvs,
I enjoy wilting, what I am dunking, becomes cleaiei m Uic pioi
ess, and finally, in case the overthiow should oeciu someday, I do
not wish to stand there with empty hands
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Until the &pung ol lOlO, I hid tlie good fortune of Iriend&hip

with Ilciniuh /immei, the Indologist, who, under the piessuie

oi those days, had to cmigiate ivith his family, first to England,
and aftciwaids to ihe USA Those weie the last bioadly conceived

and pcneiiating intellectual conveisations I had with a man iti

Ilcidclbcig lie gave me much fiom his immense knowledge,
wanted to caie foi me, biought me miieh liteiatuie and tiansla

lions fioin the Chinese and Indian woild
Rut those twelve yeais meant an incision into life of a veiy

pciuUai kind On the one hand, thcie took place the inner gam-
ing of distaiKC Jrom Gciinany as a political stiucture With almost

no exeepiions, all Gcimins, even old fiiends, desiied a German
vutoiy, wheicas I, iii the exaltation of victories, despaiiingly

looked about foi signs of a possible change, encouiaged by Church-
ill's altitude and speeches in September, 1940 As eaily as 1936 I

had hoped foi the entry of the Allies, which I had been desiring

since 1033 Now all hope tinned on tlie defeat and annihilation

of llitlei Gcimany, in ordei that the siuviving Geimans might be
enabled to iccieatc then existence fiom then i exits, anew and
decently

Ihc consciousness of being Geiman became a question What
docs It mean to be a Geiman? Othei peoples accuse us of always

meditating on being Geiman, of wanting to be German, and of

making what is natural into something artificial and toiced This

consequence was not nccessaiy But foi the Geiman the question

is, uiifoi tunately, unavoidable, especially since, on the part of his

countiymcn, the woid Geiman is evcilastmgly being boomed into

Ins eai

Ihe naluial unquestioned being Geiman, in which I lived, was

language, home, heiitage, ivas the gieat intellectual tiadition in

which I paittcipatcd from an eaily age Not powei as such, powei

m the set vice of the moial-political idea was the task Nevei would

M,ix Webci have sold the soul of the German for powei, as did

the majoiity of the population of the German tcnitones in 1939

Theicfoie our despan of the German of 1933 and of all the foi

lowing ycais What is Geiman? Who is German? When, in 1933,

my wife, who, as a Gcnman jenvess, im betrayed by Geimany. le

iccietl Geimany winch she loved moie perhaps than I did myself,

I leplied definilely and insolently — in ordei to bring her back to

alTnmation — Think me to be Geimany
Novel thcless, my gaining full pei sportive on the German cm

pne since 1939 binnght to my conwousness how completely and

unavoidably my wife and I aie Germans The lesulling questions

icmatned insoluble
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To the few, among whom I was one, it was since 1031 piobiblc

and since 1939 ceitain, tliat the events m Geimany meant the end

of Gelmany Geimamae The svord n^assed quietly fioin

mouth to mouth whether Hitlei Germany would win oi lose (that

It would lose became ceitain to us in die autumn oL 1041) , in any

case there would no longer be a Geimany But so iiicUiy Gciinan

persons, speaking German, paitakeis in the events, ougmating in

the lost German state, would survive What shall they do, what
gives then existence value, do dicy lemain Gcinians and in what
sense, do they have any task? — such questions weie bound to foiec

a German to come to his senses The very sense oC having lost the

being Geiman tiansmitted to us by geiieiations^ had to turn
memory back to the oiigins, if one svished again to become tiuih-

ful and svorthy of one's forbeais Tlie question has even today not
yet been answered, die coming to senses not been earned out Yet
It burns in the soul of eveiy genuine German

Since 1933 one thing became the self evident basis of my Gei-
man self consciousness Political Germany— founded as Lutlc'
Germany on the basis of the tiends of 1848 by Bismaick, out of
fateful nntrudifulness clothed m die idea of cmpiic (an idea
which came from the Middle Ages), as Second Empue spiiitually
as deceitfully founded as the lailroad depots which, m those days
were built in Gothic style, — (tins Geimany) is not Geimany as
such, but, viewed flora die standpoint of woild histoiy, mciely a
short time political episode Germany -that has for a thousand
years, been something entiiely different, something much moie
full of content The glcnious Occidental idea of empiic perished
already in the thirteenth centuiy What is Geiman is held togethei
only by the German language and by die spiritual life which mani-
fests Itself in It, die religious and moial lealiiy which communi-
cates Itself m it This Germany is extiaoidinaiily many-sided
The political aspect of it is only one dimension, and an unhappy
one at that, a history which proceeds ftom one catastrophe to
another What is German lives in the gieat spiritual realm, spnil-
ually creating and battling, need not call itself German, has
neither German intentions nor G«man pride, but lives spiiitually
of the things, of the ideas of woild-wide communication
That there is possible in this something durable and truly politi

cal ivas apparentm the Middle Ages in the freedom spicad abioad
in the Occident In progress and transformation of the Middle^ this IS even today still present m Holland and in Swit/ci
land In the Prussian German temtoiy it has been lost since the
seventeenth centiny
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riic woid Geiman has iwo meanings, therefoie One is tlie one
Avhidi, on the basis oE the cmpiie lounded by Bismarck, is meant
by the Gcimaiis ol tins iciiitoiy and all the rest o£ the woild,

namely, the national existence o£ tlie so-called German unity The
otlici meaning is that intended by Buickhaidt, when, at the be
ginning o£ the loitics, he wiote tliat he consideied it to be hu task

to show the Swiss that tlicy aie Germans (a sentence which
Buickhaidt nevei icpeatcd, when, even befoie 1848, he saw that

Geimaiiy did not move iii tlie diiecUon of federal freedom of a

conscivaiivc type, but ralhei toward that of a state of centralized

powci, ol a icclmical rational cliaiacier) The meaning intended

by Buickhaidt nobody uiideistands any longei today It is, hoW"
cvei, the last ictugc in which alone can be found svhat would again

make It possible to develop a decent political existence m the for'

mer Geiman impeiial teintory of Bismarck When, m 1914, fot'

eign piopaganda wanted to split Germany into Weimar and Pots

dam, 1 icsisted In the then existing situation the self-determina*

tion of a state was to be weakened “Weimar” tins was by no
means tliat total, gical, spiritual-political Germany of a thousand

ycais, in svhich it was, after all, only an impoitant link Potsdam

had a had name, even among us, but it was not, aftei all, identical

with tlic Gcimany that fought at that time That today, howevei,

— in the essential inteiest of the Germans tlicmselves, not in that

of toicign desiic to weaken us— Geimany must be taken in two
senses, tins fact should not be confused with the superficial anti-

thesis of Wcimai vcisus Potsdam Such a separation today means

Germany’s political existence can no longer be grounded either

moially or spiritually upon restoration tendencies, nor upon the

mcmoiies of the last ccntuiy and a half After the sliockmg inner

and outei catastiophes it must rathet be created anew from its

depths in the new situation with a view to tlie world situation and
to het CO lesponsibility m it This deptli is laid bare by the il-

lumination and Clmeal analysis of the historical episode that led

into catastiophe

While I dwelled upon such thoughts there grew m me at the

same time the diive toward woild citizenship To be, first of all,

a man and then, out of this backgiound to belong to a nation,

this seemed to me to be tlie essential matter How longingly I

soughi cl couit of last resort above the nations, a law which legally

can aid the individual who is lawlessly being lavished by his statel

When there is inhuman injustice, there ought to be a safeguard

against the slate which commits the dime The solidarity of all

states could constitute this supia-national comt The principle of
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non mteiLeience in the mteinal ailaiik oI a state is the doak lot

tile admission oi injustice The claun to absolute sovcieignty is

tile claim also to be allowed to act eiimindlly aeeoiding to one's

own soveicign will Foi, an old pimciple asset ts that the king (now
the state oi the dictator) stands outside the law, that he is not

liiinselE subject to the law Against such sovcieignty stinds the

lesponsibility ol all states not to toleiaic uihuiiiamiy and laivlc'ss

ness m any state without action, because in tlie long tun cveiyuiie

IS thieatened wlienevei such a crime happens, no niaitei wlienc

Such ledectiotis oecuned to me fiist when, in 1933 , the Vatuan
eondiided a Concordat with Hitlei and tlieieby not only ineicased
Ins piesiige tremendously, but fiist aeeoided to his legimc actual

intcinauonal lecognition as a tieaty making powci They came to

me with increased stiength duiing the 1986 Olympics m Bcihu
when die Hitlei legime was suppoited by tlie paituipation ot the
countries of die entite woild They came to me once again wlicn
the lesuli of die International Congicss in Evwn in 1988, whcic
possibilities foi relocation of Jews fleeing from Gciinauy were to
be decided, was that die possibilities foi lelocation of Geinian
Jews the woild ovei were actually much woise than bcfoie
When on April 1 , 1945, die Amciicans had occupied nciclel

bcig, and I seemed to be living in a fanyule, wlitac the woild can
change overnight- when at die city hall I lead the lust lcg<il

deciees and detected in them foi the fiist time again a decent Occi
dental note whicli was now again to be siandaid among us, I fell

great hopes Widiin three days 1 was alieady one o£ a commission
of thirteen piofessors, chosen upon my suggestion, lor piepaiuig
die le opening of the pi ovisionally closed university The CIC, a
police institution still unknown to me, lepiescntcd at the time by
two lively, educated, and well intentloned young men, g.ive us
sviitten pel mission £01 meetings and we svent to svoik at once The
university was my osvn concern Heie I felt I could say and pio
pose something A few colleagues granted me dieir affection and
then confidence in unloigettable fashion Without being able to
ecome dean or rektor, I let myseU m foi somediing, by way of

svoik. speeches, and proposals svhich I could not really cany out
svuhmy (limited) stiength

Nosv confronted by diese nesv questions, my wife and I found
Hannah Arendt Blucher, svhose longtime affection had not wined
thiough die decades, very helpful Her philosophical solidauty
remaiM among the most beautiful expeuences of those yeais She
came from the yoimgei geneiaoon to us oldei ones and broimlit
us what she experienced

**
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Fmiqiaiccl smct 191*3 and having wandered over the woild,

high spiiited undci infinite diflicultiest she was thoroughly ac-

qiiainlod with the violent tenor of our existence, when such exist

cncc, torn from the countiy of its oiigin, is at anybody’s meicy
without any rights She had tried to find a foothold, ahvays had a

foothold, but could not be bound by any of them m such a way
as to set them up as absolute svithout ciiticism — with the excep
lion of the hisloiuity of hci love and of whatevei tasks she had at

that time undei taken Hci inner independence made her a citizen

of the woild Hei faith in the unique power of the American Con
stiliuion (and in the political piinciple which had held its ground
as the 1 datively best) made her a citizen of the United States

Betlci than I had evei been able befoie, I learned from hei to see

this woild of the greatest attempts at political freedom and, on
the othci hand, the structures of totalitarianism now and then

slightly liosilaling, but only because she had not yet famihaiized

liciself with the caicgoiies, methods of lesearch, and insights of

Max IVebci Suite 1918 she visited us repeatedly for intensive dis

tusMons and m oidci to make suic of a unanimity which could

not he i.itionally defined With her I was able to discuss once

again in a fashion whith I had dcsiied all my life, but had from
my youth on — with the exception of those closest to me, who
shall d my fate — ically expeiicnred only with a few men In (an

atmosphcie of) complete unicservedness which allows of no men
tnl loscivatinns — in abandon because one knows that one can

ovei shoot the maik, that such oveishooting would be corrected

and that it demonsiiatcs in itself something worthwhile, viz , the

tension of perhaps deep seated dilFeiences which yet are encom-

passed by such trust that to differ does not mean a lessening of

affection, — (in such an atmospheie to realize) the radical and mu
Uial letting fi ee of the other, where abstract demands cease because

(hey me extinguished in factual fidelity

Since 1945 1 could actively participate in politics even less than

in the univcisUy Many an American came to me in those days in

01del to inform himself and to get my opinions At that time, when
the Americans were still appointing the temporary governments,

they asked me if I wished to become Secretaiy of Culture The
pioposal could not go beyond mere conversation A painful remin

elation foi me Asked my opinions, during the always informal

talks with those men — some of them outstanding—
,
who were the

first to come to Germany, I heard and said much, alternating be

tween the verve of envisaged possibilities and hopelessness in

the face of the realities
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political pondcimg became paiticulaily penetiaung wluii Uic

transformation of the initial administration of Geiiiiniiy otcinied

In the beginning Geiman personalities had been appointed by

the occupation authorities, nosv a paily goveinment, on the basis

of geneial elections, was supposed to leplaee the foiniei as a le

sponsible demociatic German icgime At that time 1 siid to an

Anjeiican, “You aie pursuing a patli which is disastious loi Gei-

many. For the best who could be found in Gexmany old paity

membeis aie being substituted, people who pioved then iiKapac-

ity befoie 1933 Not good, but politically coirupt Geimans will

rule In leality it will lemain as it is now the occupation auiluni

ties will exercise factual soveieignty in ultimate decisions But

this tiuth IS being veiled by an appaicnt independent c You ought

to admmistei this Geimany quite openly undei yoin own icspon

sibihty by using the best, the most leasonable, and the most patii

otic Geimans In tliat case the educational pioeess which Instoiy

has denied us will be able to begin from the bottom with at least

a certain Geiman independence This dors not happen by way oi

good advice, nor by lectures oi wiitings, nor by means of tlic

pathetic of ‘glonous democracy,’ but by prat lice This lattci, liow-

ever, can only start in the communities liook at this example
they complain just now about Uie much too high pi ices of potatoes

m Heideibeig, wheieas the farmers aie complaining that they aic

getting mudi too little (I seem to lecall that the fainici was get

ting three marks pei hundred weight, wheieas the city tonsumet

paid twelve masks) V/hat happens? Rvesybody demands govesn-

mental legulations Correct, howevei, would be this that Jaim
communities through elective representatives come to an undci*

standing svith Heidelberg in order to achieve the goal laiionally,

by reasonable methods and on then tnvn responsibility Through
concern with concrete questions one learns how to do things, anti

that everyone shares in responsibility Wheieas with us we still

find obedience on the one hand and administiative buieauciacy
on the other Let the communities get practice in ordeiing their

own affairs to an ever increasing extent Only thus can men de
velop who arc able to think politically From among them will

then come, m public discussion, the men who, svhen new paities
will be founded, will make an impression and gam confidence
How all of this 18 to take place in detail I do not know But not
before the expiration of isventy yeais can Germany be ruled by
men svho are freely elected Tlie loosening of the poweis and
responsibilities of the occupying authoitties diould take plate step
by step Until the power of reasonable men — who exist m Ger-
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many and, I behcve, in good measuie— has matuied Now, when
the presupposition is lacking in the mood o! die population, when
the ovciwliclming majoiity of Geimans does not yet know at all

what IS genuinely teal oi svhat tliey want or what or whom they

shall elect, to loice paity demoaacy upon them is notliing else

than to substitute for the authoiity o£ the Germans selected by
you the authoiity of paity hacks, party buieauciats, and their

du talnis
"

riic Ainciican lephed “Pcihaps you are right, I even think so

But It just won’t do In the first pla^, our American people wish
no rolonial administiation What you suggest looks like one Sec-

ondly, we cannot do it because of the Russians We dare not give

them an example of dictatorial administration which would serve

at tlie same time as a justification for doing the same thing only

with a totally diifeieni pinpose and m woise fashion
"

In die aiea of such experiences and possibilities 1 have given

many an address In 1946 I published The Question of German
Guilt, taken fioin my lectuies on Geimany during the winter

scmcstei, 1946-46

Inasmuch as coopciation in active politics was denied me, I

could only lellect, wiitc, speak This leflection led to the funda-

mental questions of Instoty, to the question concerning world

histoiy and concerning our own situation in it {The Oiigin and
Goal of Histoiy, 1949

)

Philosophically there lemamed the task to clarify foi myself the

moial piesupposiuons and the leal conditions of politics, and
secondly to oiicnt my political thinking on the anticipatoiy

standpoint of die woild citizen

Wheicvei m the woiId I felt the grand breath of the kind of

political thinking which lecognizes responsibility foi humanity,

1 c.> for the tieedom of man and human rights, where theiein I

felt at the s<ime time stiength and coinage to saciifice and the

iQUl pledge to the one unique giand idea, there I have listened

and gamed hope Helpless myself, I had the uige at least to think

and icpeat whatevei could be helpful on this road to political

(onsciousness

The decisive (point) is dns there is no lasv of nature and no
law ol hisloty which dctei mines tlie way of things as a whole Tlie

Cuunc depends upon the lesponsibility of the decisions and deeds

of men and, m the lasi analysis, of each individual among the

billions of men
It depends upon each individual By his way of life, by his daily

small deeds, by his great decisions, the individual testifies to him-
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self as to what is possible By this, his picsciit iiLtUciUiy, he con

tributes unknowingly toward the iuiuic In doing tins, ho daic

not tliink of himself as unimpoitant, just as he claic not do so in

elecuons wheie his is just one among inilhoiis ol votes

During this decade the insight, which foi thousands of yeais

had been self evident and whidi had been ioigotten loi a shoii

time only, became dominant in me too pliilosopliy is nut without
polities nor witliout political consequences 1 was suipiised to set

this connection, which is so appaiciit in tlie cntiii histoiy oL phi
losophy No gieat philosophy is without political Ihouglii, not even
tliat of die gieat metaphysicians, not that of Plotinus, nut at all

diat of Spino/a, who even went so lai as to take an at live, spii iiual

ly effective i61e Fiom Plato to Kant, to Ilcgcl, to Kicikegaaid
and Nietzsche goes the grand politics of the philosophcis What a
philosophy IS, it sliows in its political appealance This is nothing
incidental, but of cential significance It was no accident that Na
tional Socialism, as well as Bolshevism, saw in philosophy a deadly
spiiitual enemy

It seemed to me that only aftei I became deeply sLiiicd by poli-

tics did my philosophy become fully conscious of its vety basis,

including us metaphysics

Since dien I inquue of eath philosophei conccming his politi
cal thinking and action and see die magnificeni, honoiable and
effective line of this kind ol dunking in die hisioiy of the genuine
ly philosopliical spirit

IX "Piiii osopuiGAi Lone"

Wlien I grasped that philosophy is not science m the sense ol
a compelling and univeisally valid knowledge, this was by no
means to imply that philosophy is abandoned to ailntianness,
whim, or the subjectivity of taste On the coniraiy, as ovei against
scientific conectness, which as conceins method is univeisally val-
id, the truth of philosophy is unconditional liiiUi, in whose con-
sciousness potential Existenz achieves histoiical leality Scieniifu
truth can be stated in propositions which aie unequivocal foi the
intellect Philosophical tiutli can be communicated only m m
direct thought-movements and cannot adequately be rapiuicd
in any proposition

Now the problem is to think and stale philosophical luuh not
mwely fectually, but to gam insight into die ways of its communi-
cability Only thus does philosophical thought become puic m
reflection and is disciplined by its own conscious methods
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To become comcious o£ tlie methods oC thought and theiem ot

those of philosophical thinking, this 1 had prepared long ago As
eaily as 1921 1 deliveied a ioui-houis lecture course on "philosoph-

ical systematics ” Still within the horizon o[ the universal psy-

chological conception o£ my youth, those lectures were aimed at

a deepening o£ that conception Even then I devised a scheme of

categoiies, altliough external ones, ordering them like a botanist

I alieady reflected on the methods of all cognition, pioceeding

£iom tlie ba&ic contiast between Verstehen and explanation, but
aiming at tlie question of the speciflcally philosophical kind of

thinking A few pages in my Psychologte der Weltanschauungen
maiked tlie beginnings of this In my Phtlosophte the matter is

discussed at many points In the winter-semester 1931/82, after tlie

publication of my Philosophtej I developed the concept of the

‘Encompassing,’ which is basic to my philosophical logic, and dis-

cussed It in public first in my Gronmgen lectures, Reason and
Existent (1935) The mateiial for tlie theme had multiplied in

the course of the years In my last series of lectures (befoie my
dismissal in 1937) I delivered it in a four hours senes under the

title, “Tiuth and Science" What was at stake was to find the

vciy ancient, factually practiced methods of philosophizing For

me It was almost as if I weie rediscovering the world of philo

sophic dunking in its self consciousness In my Philosophical Logic

I sought to depict the entire matter in its systematic connections

I went to woik foiming the many pages, notes, and manuscripts

into a single (coherent) whole

Tins woik was taking shape in the years of our most bitter

agony, during die peiiod of National Socialism and of its mr At
a time when we had to negate the state in which we lived as a

aiminal slate and had to desire its nun at any price, we found

peace in woiking out this seemingly most abstract and woild-

detadied dieme In those years of distress, which we did not share

— as we had done m the first world war— with all Germans, but

with those persecuted, tortured and murdered by Germany as our

real fellow sufferers, the work on the philosophical logic was one

of the forms of self assertion As always before, my wife read my
manuscripts and made notes on them for me Both of us found in

It the film guide of daily work It took place under a shadow

which hung over eveiy day, not in the youthful buoyancy of the

time of our Psychologic der Weltanschauungen^ nor in the confi-

dent height of life at the time of oui Phtlosophte We were sur-

rounded by the silence of concealment in the situation of being

forced to endure and of sudden terror We hardly thought of
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readeis We wiote loi ouiselves— unlcto tlic uupiobabiliiy ol &ui-

vival should again bung us togethci 'with oui old lilends

Many parts oC tlic manusciipt m those days weic icad by Maiia
Salditt She accompanied oui labors ivuli lici sympathy, and en-

couraged us in out foisakenness by the veiy £act chat she lound oiii

work important, one among £cw unloigcttablc othcis Ovci dec-

ades die peimitted me to paitiupatc m the ptublcius uL hci v(x.a-

tion as a teadiei I saw liei stand hei giound in lici instituLiun

duiing tlie Nazi peiiod, quicdy siippoitcd by an excellent pinut
pal I see hei stand liei giound in the spiiitual thaus oL Geimany’s
present, unsweivingly passing on to youtli the gloiics ul iiadiLioii,

arousing truthCuIness. suffermg the Loices o£ icguucuuuon with-

out being destioyed by diem The philosophical uansloiniaiiuu
of her heiitage of pious Cadiolic faith, enabled hei lo atcomplish
a naturalness in metaphysical diinkmg, which not ineiely pleased
me, but brought me into pleasant contact svith the contents ol

Catholic depth Mechthild von Magdebuig was one of liei Ltvoied
personalities Hei knowledge of my way of thinking became so

extensive and leliable that I owe hci pieeious indues to my Psy-
chopathologte, Phtlosophie and Philosophical Logic, whuh can bt
of extiaoidmary help to the icadci in the diselosmc of the woik
as a whole

The spiritual mood in which the "philosophual logic" gicw, on
the foundation of thinking performed duoughoui an cninc lile,

was the tendency to see m the absliacuon of basic knowledge the
genuinely conciete which obtains under all uicumsianccs Tiuc.
m logic only die aseeiUmment of die lealms m whieli tiiuli and
Being aie given to us could be gained, hosvevei, the content ol
tradition, whidi speaks m diese lealms, co opciated in this ascei-
tainment

The book was wiitteti wuh tcgaid to the disaster of uniruiU, of
distorted truth, of evil I svanted to secure one’s own decision in
die claiity of the decisive eithei oi, wheic tlieic is only 'waiding
off, and no longer appropriation But, at the same time, I svanted
to increase the readiness under standingly to enter into every pos
sibihty of a tiuth even in untruth itself The questionablen^sea
of every truth whidi expresses itself m self assmed universal valid-
ity, the arrogance of possessing truth, was to become lust as deai
as the reliability of a basis 'which eludes diiecL objectification
Were I to emphasize a few themes m this work, I would name

the following*

1 The situation of philosophy is as follows the one uuth in
totality IS not to be had, rather manifold truth is met in historical
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form The community o£ all men is not possible, theiefoie, by
means of a universal acknowledgment of any one and only truth,

but only by tlie common medium of communication To make
this medium conscious, available, and reliable is the task of philo-

sophical logic It recognizes, on the one hand, tlie conditions of

the leali/cition of the unconditional will to communication, and,

on tlie otlici, tlie forms of the luptuie of communication and the

significance and consequences of such luptuic

2 Communication demands tlie self consciousness of leason,

1 e , knowledge of the forms and methods by which thinking takes

place, of the orientauon m the task of thinking to tlie veiy point

of ascertaining its origins To the degree that the becoming self-

conscious of reason succeeds, the superiority of thought over itself

IS gained, one who thinks philosophically becomes master of his

thoughts, instead of unconsciously being bound to trains and
foims of thought

3 In ordei to get into the realm of origins a type of thinking

has to be peiformed which seems impossible We think m objects

which we intend The fundamental philosophical operation at all

times IS. more or less consciously, to tiansccnd towards that out

of which the objective as well as the thinking of the subject in-

tending the objective arises What is neither object nor act of

thinking (subject), but contains both within itself, I have called

the Encompassing This latter does not speak for itself either

thiougli the object or thiough the subject, but through both in

one as that which is the Transcendence at one and the same time

of consciousness as well as of Being This fundamental thought,

although difficult to perform, itself first clarifies the process of

philosophizing and makes that piocess itself only leally possible,

and yet, once grasped, it is, at the same time, extraordinaiily sim-

ple, yes altogethei self evident

Tiue, with the unfolding of this fundamental thought in philo

sophical logic, a scientifically compelling basic position is not ar

quiied, but while there is gained the idea of the widest possible

realm of content, there is still no commitment to a specific truth-

content It IS an attempt to gain the medium of communication

in the widest imaginable sense

4 If It 18 the paradox of philosophizing that in the objective it

does not yet possess an object, what, then, is philosophical think-

ing? If we call objectified thinking rational, then any thinking

which, guided by the objective, goes beyond this is itself no longer

lational, although at each step bound to rational acts

That such a kind of thinking is grounded m itself can be ac-
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tualued only by itself That it is necessaiy, can laLionally be tom
piehended at the boundaty of lationality Philosophual logic

mustj theieforej in the fiist place, point to the self entlosiue of the

rational, as it has long since been known, by the statement oL its

foimal piinciples (the piinciple of contiadtction, of the excluded

middle, of the sufficient leason, of the invalidity oL tautologies and
ciicles) As a philosophically essential kind of knowledge, philo

sophical logic IS inteiested in the insoluble piobletns which tiiin

up witliin the rational itself in the possibility of necessaiy foun'

dering of lationabty on itself, if it places its confidence in itself

alone, absolutizes itself, comes m contact witli inlinily

Philosophical logic must demonstiate, moreover, how the m
sufficiency of the rational for grasping the fundamental philosophi-

cal questions leads to the point of disclosing a type of thinking
svhich violates the principles of the rational, moves in contiadic-

tions, tautologies, and circles — not, however, in order to violate

them arbitrarily or at will, but out of anothei type of order which
becomes methodically transparent

Universal communicability in such anti logical and alogic.il

forms 18 not possible in the same fashion as it is m the forms of
the sciences The philosophical content which desues to communi
cate Itself m such operations is dependent upon being met by
others ^Vhereas scientific knowledge is achieved by peiception in
the forms of rationality open to eveiyone, the achievement of
philosophical thoughts is given m historical reality and in the
possibility of the Exxstenz of one’s fellowman Piopositions and
sentence sequences, which for the one remain always just so much
empty, “objectless” talk, are for the other the medium of the
presence of profoundest tiuth

Philosophical logic can bring all of this to consciousness, with
out bringing it to acceptance as cogently ceitain In this realm it

only opens possibilities which may appeal sensible oi senseless
lo the listener

5 Philosophical thinking brings about a break through tlirough
rationality, which lattei would like to raise itself to an absolute,
but the break-through lUelf is accomplished by rational means
Philosophical thinking goes beyond the intellect without losing
the intellect The medium of thinking reached theieby has, since
time immemorial, been called reason in contradistinction to m
telligence

The break through itself must not again be made into a new
conclusion in an objectified structure winch, so to speak, as a
tremendous cirde of circles, agam captures m knowledge what
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can, aftei all, be piesenied in totality only as something uncap
tuied The purity o£ metaphysics becomes methodically possible

only by discarding all objective knowledge supposedly grasped by
It, It can move without deceiving

These hints must sulHce heie Woik on these tasks has wondrous
consequences One is moved by the power o£ the matter, which
in the objective sense, vanishes at the same time In the loimal

asceitainment alieady there develops a calm in the openness for

the pme conhontation with Being which speaks to us m all modes
of the Encompassing

Foi woiking out the Phtlosophtcal Logic 1 devised a scheme for

myself

The foundation (Volume I) was to illumine the meaning of

tiutli from all sides The widest lealm of the potential was to be
tiodden, airanged in realms of different origin, all referring to the

One which nowhere is to be grasped as such, the one Center, the

one All Encompassing
In the Uius achieved realm there was to be executed the entire

lange of the categoiies (Volume II) by means of which thinking

pioceeds, as well as the metliods (Volume III), by which the

tlioughl opeiations aie in motion cairied out all of these were to

be shown in their piinciples and to be developed to an indeter-

minate limit On the strength of the Encompassing, which leads

the way, tlie technique of the thought forms and thought move
menis was to become known and thereby to become recognizable

again in factual thinking

Innally, it was my intention to show the world of the factual

sciences as well as of factual philosophy in then fundamental forms

and transfoimations in a theory of the saences (Volume IV)

Only the fiist volume. Von der Wahrhett, is finished In 1945,

in the joy of the beginning of a new life, I gave it into print The
theory of the categories and the theory of methods— though

sketched m bioad areas — are far fiom ready foi the press and
are, for the moment, discontinued, in the hope to find time foi

them sometime in the future The theory of the sciences has not
yet really been begun Only scattered notes indicate a start

X Theology and Philosophical Faitii

When 1 began to philosophize, it never occurred to me that I

could evei become interested in theology When I lectured on the

psychology of religion (1916) , it is true, I came also upon theolo-

gy and, tor my information, even studied a dogmatics by Marten-
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sen (especially because he was the gttat opponent ot Kieikegadrd)

,

but without any (leal) paiticipation on my pait

In my childhood I had little connection with ecdcMasiical ich

gion In school theie was leligious instiuction, Uiblical histoiy,

catechism, and church lustoiy Involuntaiily ideas weic deposited

in tlie mind oC the cliild which, although without paiticuLir ino

mentary effect, were neveitlieless not loigottcn When it was time

for conhimation, this took place as something which was pait ol

tlie moies, witliout leligious emphasis, with a holiday which

brought purely worldly presents Tlie instiuctiou given to those

to be confirmed was a joke to us and ridiculous (tlie pastoi gave

the geogiaphy of hell, told with giotcsque phantasy that the Pope

goes daily into the Castle o£ Angels in oidei to toucli the heaped-

up gold, asserted diat the fact that the stats did not collide pioved

God’s guidance, that we svould be saved by the fact tliat Christ

was nailed to the cross, etc ) My patents ignoied tlie ecclesiastical

world I characterue the atmosphete hcie

In my last yeai in the Gymnasium ~coiifiimation was alieady

a tew yeais behind me — I came upon tlie idea that, fot the sake

of veracity, I would have to leave the chtuch When I disclosed

my intention to my fathei, he said something like this My boy,

you may, of couisc, do as you please But, in your osvn mind you
aie not yet cleai about what you mean to do You ate not alone

m the world Co-responsibiUty lequiics tliat the individual should

not simply go his own way We can only live together with oui

felloivmcn, if we conform to die regulations Religion is one of

the legulative foices If we destioy it, unforeseeable evil will bieak

through That much lying is connected with die chuich as, indeed,

with all human institutions, m this I agree with you The sitiia

tion will be different, perhaps, once you aie seventy years ol age
Before death, when we aie no longei active m the woild, we may
deal the deck by leaving the church

When my fathei was past seventy he did, indeed, leave die

church In the lespective office he asked that the matter be treated

confidentially After a few days the pastor came My fathei “Rev-
erend Sii, It would be better for both of us, if we did not discuss

the matter My reasons might offend you My decision is final
”

The minister kept insisting Theieupon my fathei “I am old and,
befoie my death, arrange my aflaiis Wliat the chuich teaches and
does I have raiely appioved Just one example A Jew yeais ago
a young man commuted suiade The chuidi piiblici/ed a con
demnation of suicide, a clergyman refused to conduct the ftineial
I thought what empmvers the church to such condemnation? And
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how can you, unable lo leach the dead any longer, so toitine his

relatives! You, Reverend Sir, will understand why I did not wish

my leaving the church to become unnecessarily public It will

mean nothing to odiers “ — To us my father said he had heard so

much lacdessness on the part of cleigymen at giaves that, at his

own buiial, he wanted to spare his relatives that sort of thing

When my father lay dying, m his goth year, and was taking

leave, he opined to his pious woman physician, who had been

dose to him Faith, love, hope, it says — of faith I do not think

highly

Even aftei the first woild-ivar 1 had still no interest in theology

Insofai as it was not a mattei of scientific histoiical research, which

as such might very well belong to the philosophical faculty, theolo-

gy appeared to me so brittle that it might very well interest me
as a symptom of the age, but not as such And yet, to pay no at-

tention to theology proved, in the long run, to be impossible Its

factualiiy made itself noticeable eveiywheie One day 1 actually

became conscious of the fact that I ivas talking about matters

which theology claimed for itself Alter a lecture-course in meta-

physics (1927/28) at the end of the semester a Catholic priest

came to me in order to express his giatitude as one of my hearers

and to express his agreement “I have only one ob|ection to offer,

that most of what you have lectuied on is, according to our point

of view, theology ” These words of the intelligent and impressive

young man look me aback It was obvious I was discussing mat-

ters — as a non-theologian — which otheis considered to be dieolo

gy, yet I was philosophizing This had to be clarified

The leality of the church and of theology dare not be neglected

tn philosophiring We do our thinkmg horn an independent basis

which the chuiches do not recognize and which as such has no
connection with die churches The consciousness of the independ-

ent power of philosophy, down through the millenia, long before

as well as outside of Christianity, became constantly more decisive

for me I do not take my stand against the church and theology

as enlightener in order to negate them, but as the servant of that

gieat independent truth True, 1 wanted to be a member of a

congiegation conesponding to my historical heritage in view of

the great regulative forces of the Occident Hosvever, I had to

assert the life giving meaning of philosophy, which cannot be
(raced upon anyone nor be pronounced as univetsally valid, but
which should show itself to everyone who is born to ii and who
seeks It with a puie mind

First of all, dien, m my lectures on history of philosophy, the-
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ology -was touched upon as unavoidable But aCteivraids I came to

speak of something with which I had not giown up, but to wludi

I came only in the process of philosophumg ktci on, with the

astonishment, deep emotion and respect which this ticmcndous

phenomenon extorts the more closely one comes to know U
Throughout I lacked— and dieiefore never had to get ovei — any

specific ecclesiastical confessional faith If Kicikcgaard, to the

query, why he believed, replied "Because my tithei told me to,”

then my father told me something quite diffeient Only quite late

did I become entiiely conscious of philosophical faith No one
taught me to pray But ray parents reared us stiictly in levciencc

of the leading ideas of tiuthfulness and fidelity, in constantly

meaningful activity, in free turning to the magnificence of natuie
and to the contents of spiritual creations They allowed us to glow
up in a full world

When, at the age of 18, I began my studies, I attended philo
sophical lectures I was disappointed, because I did not find any-
thing like what the ground had been laid for in my paiental home
With the gieatest respect for the fai away philosophy, winch had
become perceptible to me m Spinoza and which yet I did not
know, not permitting that philosophy should be confounded with
these mere theories of the (lecture ) desk, I tinned to reality in
the study of mediane When, step by step, I then came to philoso
phy, so to speak returned to it, and finally to theology— even
though I may have touched it only from the outside —, it is pos
sible that this made possible foi me a heshness of conception pie
cisely because I was not from the beginning a part of it I lacked
the self evident gioimd which seemed to cany the otheis It is

another, foi my consciousness deepei, foundation from which I
came to the traditions of the histoncal foundation of the Occident
A mighty impulse to the question concerning faith came to me

from my wife Quite early, and without any actual bieak and m
substantial fidelity to her heritage, she had tiansformed the mUio
dox Jewish feith m herself into Biblically grounded philosophiz-
ing Her life sm permeated by religious leverence Wherevet she
met with the religious, she had respect Since Geitrudc has come
to us, my father said once, Christmas becomes each year more
Christian This life without dogma and without law, from child-
hood on touched by the breath of the Jcsvish piophets. was guided
by an unshakable moral unconditionality I felt myself wondious
ly related to hei and became encouraged to bring into the focus
of consciousness what, under the veil of the intcllpct had been, it
IS true, effective but hidden
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The giowth of philosophy into an original power of faith> not

ineiely for one’s self (where it had always been self evident), but
£oi the public teaching of philosophy, did not always seem pioper

to me An exorbitant claim, which is not represented by any com-
munity To the "Recontres tntemaUonales" the conversations on
humanism in Geneva in 1949, representatives of Communism, of

Gatliolic and Fiotestant Theology, and of philosophy had been in-

vited 1 expellenced tliat all those otheis could speak as representa-

tives of mighty sociological powers standing behind them, from
which they derived then basis as well as their self-assurance,

wheieas a lepresentative of philosophy has nothing behind him
aside fiom an intellectually, it is true, uniquely magnificent but

sociologically not at all existing history of philosophy While I

had to stand there, so to speak, all alone, the question which I

had long ago felt became mighty real Are we representatives of

philosophy, in our helpless weakness, not doing something ab-

surd, something illusoiy, while all the time we aie so clearly

convinced?

The self consciousness in this situation lehabilitates itself, first,

by pertinent leflection on the pimciples of philosophy, and, sec-

ondly, by bunging back into our consciousness the university as

the institution of independent philosophical truth

Fiisi From an early age there never was anything m my mood
of the type which sees philosophy as a science whicli, arched over

by ecclesiastical faith, led and limited by such faith, becomes ex-

panded by It uito the world of faith which tianscends all science

Just as little was there ever in me the mood — only seemingly

coniradicioiy to the former— winch sees m philosophy a “scien-

tific Weltanschauung’* Foi both, for philosophy as the piaeamhu'
la fidei and as scientific Weltanschauung, philosophy is a kind of

knowing in the sense of the learning of universally valid facts,

something which, like othci sciences, is a mattei for investigation

andiesearch

Incieasingly full of content, incieasmgly real, genuine philoso

pliy showed itself to me, philosophy which has gone through the

millenia and which, at its high points— Plato and Kant— was con
scions of Itself in pst this sense Tbe essence m it are the philo

sophical thoughts in the meaning of their own origin, undeducible

fiom anytlung else They aie forces of life realization Nowhere
docs philosophy render results as means foi the planned making
of the world But it does bring the basis of consciousness into clear

focus, which alone gives limit and meaning to the results of science

and the possibilities of planned creativity
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The composing ol philosophizing in iviiiten woiks always seeks

the cominunicdtion loi the philosophit-al faith in Uic liistoiical

foim of Its authoi, who thinks ol it in its relationship to tiaduion

In this kind ol communication indiiecmess cannot be oven oinc

m contrast to tlie diiectness in all the sciences It succeeds aided

by tlie ivill lot maximal diicciness, is lost in that total diiectness

in which tlie object becomes absolute and iheicwilli philosophical

ly empty The indiiect communication of Kicikegaaid, though as

intent lejected by uSi has, as methodical consciousness, nevei the

less biought to clarity this inescapability of philosophical com-

munication

Secondly The self consciousness of philosophy was won back

for me as tlie puipose and idea of tlie univeisity In us modem
form this institution is the uansfoimation oL theologically guided

knowledge into an independent will to knowledge, which has its

meaning not in the domination of any specific philosophy, but in

the living peimeation ot the whole by philosophizing

The university as such is no longei Cluistian and still less sec-

taiian It would not lose its significance, it would lathei cnlaigc

u, if the theological depaitmcni had scveial sections, which would
teach the Biblical (Catholic, Piotcstant, and Jewish) and the

Buddhist forms of &ith tbiough faithful helieveis

The guidance of the discerning poison by way of faitii can be

el£ected eithei by tlie theologically commumcaling religions in

their respective Insioiical foims, oi else, with a view to those

othei, alien, orthodoxy bound possibilities, it can take place ns

original pliilosophinng The polarity, lehgion — philosophy, be
longs to the umveisity

What, as philosophy, stands as complementaiy to, not ncccssai

ily opposing, religion, is, for the majority of students, at the same
time the potential justification of then hfe Today one must leck-

on witli the great mass of ecclesiastically non believing youth
Whether one deploies tins oi not, for this youth philosophy is

the only possible illumination of their faith and (the only svay

thinking, in which this youth can become conscious of its

unconditionally recognized ties

This philosophical guidance may be clarified It has a chaiactet
veiy diffeient fiom Uiat of the dogmatic theologies In philosophy
the following applies everyone is leCencd to himself; — theic an
no such things as human guides analogous to the priest, -- doc innc
furnishes impulse, but offeis no ceitamty, —there aie no holy
witmgs, but only the great philosophical tradition of miUcnia m
the Ocadent, in India and China
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Science m the nairower sense is for philosophy as for theology

a means and a field But its relation to philosophy is closei Foi^

only philosophy understands and desires the unlimited and many-
sided sciences Philosophy has always been ready to justify and
piotect modern saence against anti saentific forces

To be sure, philosophy has often misundeistood itself and
identified itself with modern science, or through the centimes,

has claimed to be “anothei science ” To bring it out of this lapse

and back to itself, to purify and clarify it, is a piesent task

The philosopher is not a prophet He does not set himself up
as a model But he does represent the being-human even in its

often faulty aspects He wants to remind, hand down, conjuie,

appeal He makes no claim to discipleship, but, if successful, pro-

vides the occasion for the other’s coming to himself He is not in

possession of truth, but, within time, he lives in the earnestness

of the search (for truth)

The philosophical university is the realm of cognition which
knows no limits m its endeavor Out of a multiplicity of faith

there meet in it the various presuppositions of dunking in mu-
tvnl observation m order to question and to doubt each other

At the base theic is an encompassing faith, which no one can call

his own in any definite form faith m the way of truth, on which
all can meet each other who search sraceiely They remain open
m Uieir thinking, they do not isolate themselves Othei foims of

faith are not eicduded, to do so is held to be the distinguishing

mark of untrue faith This realm of the university contains every

possibility of specialized scientific research Its spiritual life, ovei-

arching and penetrating, goes on in the tension between theology

and philosophy

Since my Pktlosophie (1931) 1 have publicly advocated philo-

sophic faith ns the meaning of the philosophic doctnne In the

book, Der Phtlosophische Glaube [inaocuiately translated m the

English edition as The Perennial Scope of Philosophy, Ed]
(1947), I have formulated it expliatly

XI The Idfa of a World History or Philosophy

Since 19S2, 1 have given lectures on the history of philosophy,

without any over-all piogiam and without any specific plan of the

Older m which I wanted to take up the vaiious periods or leport

on the great thinkers Consequently I have lectuied on Modem
Philosophy From Kant to the present Kant and Kierkegaard

Nietzsche From Augustine to Thomas From Thomas to Luther
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Greek Philosophy Plato Chinese Philosophy Indian Philosophy

(the lattei two only alter 1945) 1 published some specific histoii

cal works Nietzsche (1936) Descartes (1937) Ilistoiy was im-

portant to me as an appropiiation tor the sake of philosophi/mg,

not for Its own sake

As a result of the terrors of National Socialism and the expcii-

ence of being excluded within one’s own state, my hisloiical in

terest undeiwent a transformation Philosophical logic was by no
means my only woik at that time Since 1937 I have acquired new
infoimation about the world by reading Spiritually I gladly lai-

ried in China, feeling there a common origin of being human as

over against the barbarism of my osvn surroundings 1 tinned in

loving admiration toward Chinese humaneness Of evenings niy

wife used to read to me in those years, accoiding to our mood,
Shakespeare and Aeschylus, as well as books on English history

and Chinese novels

A much more rigid examination of minds set m for the entire

Occidental history The question arose, in which sense they were
the creators and protectors of the spirit winch was able to resist

terror, and in which sense they actually became the guideposts

towards making such terror possible Discriminating the liuly

great, the indispensable and essential had been close to my heait
^roughout my life Now this inclination to greatness achieved
an intensification with a much dealer view
At the same time, however, my interest was in humanity as a

whole, where the foundation as well as the standard was to become
perceptible in order to hold its own in today's wot Id Totalitaii
anism meant the most radical rupture of communication fiom
person to person and therewith, at the same time, the end of man’s
being himself It became clear that the rupture of communication
in favor of violent wilfulness is always not merely a thieat to per-
sonal existence and the real danger of losing oneself, but that this

altemauve finds its expression m the great posvers of history
As over against that, to philosophize means we aie wcnking on

the presuppositions for the possibility of universal communica-
tion We must clearly elucidate these presuppositions That in
which men are able to find themselves is, on the one hand, what
IS indeed elaborated in philosophical logic, but which is already
realized in every genuine conversation On the other hand, it is
the knowledge of a common history, which concerns all of us lecip
rocally The realization of a svorld history of philosophy can
today become the framework for unlveisal communication It is
the presupposition for a maximal illumination of self conscious-
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ness in the discussion with one’s lellowman, botli in what concerns

me as well as in the detachment o£ reflection

As soon as this is understood the desire to achieve a conscious

view o£ the totality of the philosophy of mankind becomes urgent

We human beings on this globe share a great spiritual histoiy But
this IS not, m the first instance, based on factual community
Rather, the mutual contacts in history up till now have been

tiansitoiy 01 hilled entiiely Isolated developments, side by side,

forgetting one’s own past— this was frequent, both in world his

toiy at large as within any specific limited history There was no
factual continuity of the whole, only partial continuity To in-

ciease communication and continuity, this is the great human
concern, especially in philosophy, which latter is response to as

well as preparation for life

In 1937 I conceived the design of a world history of philosophy,

which was to be promoted alongside of and together with the phil-

osophical logic It was. It IS true, clear to me that an undertaking

of such dimensions is impossible for a single mind, if the entiie

material was to be historically known and treated But the neces

sity foi tins task was just as cleai to me Because the conception of

Its entire history is indispensable for philosophizing itself and can

be performed only by a single mind, tlie impossible will have to

be attempted

In contradistinction to the great encyclopedias as collections of

materials, which aie achieved by the teamwork of many and which
certainly are indispensable and meritorious, — an overall view,

attempted by the philosophizing of a single peison. must set its

task quite differently not to know eveiything, not to give com-
pleteness of material, but a concise description of the fundamental

modes of the histoiical conception, constantly illustrated by sig-

nificant examples, — to arouse tlie mind to a sense of histoiical

wholeness, of hieiarchical Older and of greatness, and of the few
singularly great men, — to find orientation in what is essential in

a given period, in a given problem, in the forces that effect the

thinking, — to gain intuitive insight into the great historical in

dependent origins in China, India, m Asia Minor and in the Occi-

dent, — to make perceptible the historical itselfm distinction from
the abstractly universal

The work on the world history of philosophy, with which 1 am
at picseni occupied, intensified tire consciousness which, since my
occupation with Chinese philosophy in the 'thirties, had become
self evident, but whuh formulated itself only later we are on the

load from the evening glow of European philosophy to the dawn
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of world philosophy On this load all of us individuals will be lelt

But It will go on into a futuie which, m addition to the most

terrible, also shows the biightest possibilities

XII Concerning My Writings as a Whom

If I look upon my whole spiiitual development, I seem to sci

something which has remained tlie same from my childhood on

The basic disposition of youth has claiified itself in the couise of

life, emiched in content by knowledge of the world, but theie

have never taken place any changes of conviction, no bieaks, no

crisis, no regeneiation The only gieat turning point in my life

was the union which my wife and I concluded with eacli othei In

this union what had been tliere before was not meiely stiengtli-

ened but infinitely expanded I lived out of the heiitage of the

paiental home With all latei insiglit 1 could always let tlie light

fait theie m oidei to bung it to full consciousness

Another turning point in our life came by way of the tians

foimation of oui sense of existence by die continuous tincat on

the pait of the National Socialist aiminal state, which could make
our peisonal futuie appear as hopeless To whomever Ins life in

the course of events appears as alieady foifcitcd and lost, to him
u is, after survival of the danger, as if it had been granted to him
once again But no world catastiophe was able to touch oi iceast

the innermost With renewed shocks it only bioughi new verifi-

cation and new examples in which what already was became cleai

Wliat this 18, 1 can say only through the totality of my writings

In how far the foundation lies in the conceivable expeiienccs of

childhood, diis cannot be estimated in having to stand outside

already as a pupil, in the illness, which denied most of the natuial,

blossoming life, in die happy piesence of a leasonably dunking
hunily, peimeated by love and reliability, m the trusting life-

affirmation of the patents, in die community of attitude shared

with the beloved sister, which held Uue throughout a long life, m
the conservative libeial, oppositional attitude of the families on
both sides of the house, which mclmed towards demoaacy by way
of aristocracy

a I shall sketdi two majen interests in my wiitings

The essence of man becomes consaous of itself only in ultimate
situations For this reason, even from the days of my youth, I tiied

not to veil the moat extreme from myself This was one of the mo-
tives which caused me to choose medicine and psycliiatry to come
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to know ihc limits ol huin'in potentialities, to giasp the signifi

cance of wlui in public is readily veiled and unnoticed
As fell as I can think back I was moved by the experience of

undci standing and of failuic to undeistand one’s Cellowmen Even
as a pupil I sullcicd when, aftei a quanel, a good mood was sup
posed to be icconstiiuted by way of conventional hiendliness I

was the impetuous, snuggling one, because I diove tosvards claii-

ty If tlie claiification svas lorbidden by, say, the authoiity of a

teacher, and the mattei ended by a word of command, I felt toi-

mented Hosvevei, I wanted still more m spite of beloved patents

and sistei, in spite of friends, I was consumed by a yearning foi a
kind of ( ommunication which would go beyond every kind of

misundeistanding, beyond eveiytlung tempoiaiy, beyond every

boundary of die all too self evident Man comes to himself only

together with the other man never by meie knowledge alone We
become oui selves only to die degree to svhich the other one be
comes himself, become fiee only in so far as the othei one becomes
fice For this icason, the problem of communication betsveen man
and man was foi me fiut of all the practical (from the time I went
to u hool) , and later on, the philosophically thought-out funda-

mental question oi our life In the final analysis all thoughts could

be judged by Uris tout listone question, do they aid oi hinder com-
munication Tiiuh Itself could be measuied by this standard

tiulh IS what really unites us, and undei this claim to measure

the kind of liuth on the truth of die union which becomes possi-

ble ihiough It Only with the beloved svife did I come upon the

path of the loving struggle, upon the path of life-long, never com-

pleted, unrescived and dierefoie inexhaustible communication

In Irodr of these diiections (of the experience of ultimate situa-

tions and of the illumination of communication) I have reached

no end
b The consciousness of being on the road and of achieving

any success in our temporal existence only in the foim of incom-

pletion and of the nesv "further,’* biought me — by the good for-

tune of professorial existence, which assures unlimited freedom of

work— to iho study of the great dead (ovei a period of marry

years) Systematically I proceeded to appropriate the tiadition

wheicvei t lUotight to understand something Antiquity and

Bible— mediated to the child, but for many years held in the

b*ukgiouncl — weic only now consciously taken seriously as the

foundation of our Occidental historical life, not as authorities, but

as the task to listen to them and to translate them into the present

From very early my longing went towards greatness I felt rev-
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tfrcnce for peat men and for great philosopheis, who aie uiecov

erable foi all of us, from whom we get oiu standards and whom

we yet do not deify Fot, each man is supposed to become himself

even as over against the greatest Authority is true, but not abso

lute Defiance of the peat is pernicious untruth, whcieas m
pendent patient experience m study is the tiue foim of appiopiia-

tion

The first among the philosophers who lent me wings was Spi

jio/a At the university I read Feclinci, Wundt and Sthopenlniuci

occasionally, but did not yet understand Kant The significant c of

these authors for my thinking was small I had immeised myself

completely in the sciences

When, at the age of 24 ,

1

came to know my wife, she directed me
to Plato We lead parts of a few dialogues together In so far as

time and strength permitted, I then began to study K.int in occa

sional seminars— alongside my psychiatnc work I undei stood his

Theory of Ideas (Ideenlehre) I got to know Aiistotle and Descai

tes a little

During World Wai I we studied Plotinus moie thoioughly, but

above all there was the illumination thiough Kierkegaard To
Kierkegaard I owe the concept of Existent, which, since 1Q16, has

become standard foi me in order to understand Uiat for which I

had, until then, exerted myself uneasily But of equal power svas

the concept and claim of reason, which, through Kant, now be-

came constantly cleaiei

I sou^t the grandeur of thinkmg m philosophy The fluent

levelling in textbooks and lectures was unbearable I developed a

conscience against the confusion of ranks The philosophical au
tbors whom I had read as a student turned out to be unimportant

There was a real connection betsveen the rank of a plnlosophci

and the truth of his thought Their truth could not be got m the

form of results and doctrines

c In my own philosophical woik I had meant to proceed on
the path I had felt in my youth and which I had now seen moie
clearly, the path which had been trod through millenia by at least

a few the path of a fundamental knowledge of man, whidi makes
yoom for all possibilities and is able to unite men despite the man-
ifoldness of Aeir faith and of their life

I desiied that kind of philosophizing which can be accessible

and convincing to man as man, not, however, as the esotetic affaii

of a few aristociats Rather, I would like, so to say, speak as a man
on the-street to the man on the street Not as if eveiyone, just be
cause he happens to be a certain way, could derive therefrom an
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absolute claim to be the way he supposedly is But because to

everyone is given the possibility, by reveient gaze upon the gieat,

to come to himself under the unconditional guidance of love and
leason within the framewoik of eternal order

d Desirable to me was the common thought, which is not the

one universally valid knowledge, but the making possible of com-
munication, a Koivi^j which is not a watering down, but the con
sciously approached realm in which we all can meet each other

I sought this realm, in whicli the tiue contents become audible

as tiuths even when they confront each other in opposition I

sought those contents even where I am not participating in them
in my own leality This kind of philosophizing was to make possi-

ble every free absorption of those contents, but it was also to

result in the recognition that no man is everything, not even the

greatest, and that I, when I become decisively real and know
wheie I stand, am the more decisively m need of otheis

Yet, from an early age I confronted the boundary which denies

this harmony in reality total demolition of communication, ab&o

lute self will, evil A philosophy which sees in this world, in the

leality of the given present, eveiythmg basically in good order,

appeared to be plainly untrue

Tiue enough, m philosophizing I too am searching for the point

where all opposites are extinguished But, inasmuch as I am not
there but here, what I thus think must show itself m its conse

quences for my life and conduct m this world In it I must know
wheie I stand In biief the world as a whole cannot be under-

stood as rational, but I can decide in it, side with reason

What I wanted to realize m philosophizing, therefore, is what
in connection with the word "leason”— lecapturing its meaning
from Kant and Lessing—, I have thoroughly discussed The One
which is intended may be cncumscribed by some such formulas

among oiliers, as these the will to reason out of reason, which
nevertheless must steadily be home by another, namely by Extst-

enz, the consciousness of origins which themselves cannot be
proven, — the basic will to let one’s self be filled in action by the

genuinely given present thiough which eternity speaks, — etc

This kind of reason gives itself an objectification m the existence

of an historical reality and in thinking its order

e To know wheie one stands and what one ivants causes one

to look upon one’s own age within the horizon of histoiy My re

flections as a student, to tlie effect that, for the duration of our life,

things would lemain as they then were, meant not to be concerned

with one’s age It was only of incidental interest Life did not have
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meaning pumaiily £or this particulai age The meaning was time-

lesi> Only since the eiuption o£ the ^var o£ lOH did what happens

today, what tlie age is, become a peinianent question Toi me loo

What got at mt, what I paiticipatcd in, this, fiom now on, I le*

fleeted upon and judged accoiding to its motives and consequences

in tins age

It would be in vain to want to undeistand one’s age fiist in

oidei to find out thereby what coriespondmgly would be the task

of philosophy One cannot figure out what tlie age demands, what
the age is, and then proceed systematically to do justice to that de
mand Eveiy man, by originally living as be is, is already a moment
of his age But, in retiospect one may become conscious of the sitiv

ation in one's own age and examine critically in whidi sense one
has appropi lately thought of this situation as one sees it now, and
what one really wants in this age Even then, however, the mean-
ing of philosophiring remains something which sui passes every

age and all time

Looking upon histoiy one seems able to distinguish periods of

originality, of classical petfection, of cnsis, as well as pci tods of

preparation and peiiods of pieservation Ti is only one vieivpoint

which permits such distinctions If one entiusts himself to it Cor a
moment, oui own age may offei tlie following aspect

This M not the age of the great unique works, like those of
Laotse, of the pieSouatics, of a few Platonic dialogues, of a few
Bible texts The age u more neatly analogous to the wotId philos-
ophy of late antiquity, to the type of thinking of the Stoics, of Plo
tmus, of Boetluus, a type of thinking which was common in laigc
circles

The intent of creating complete woiks seems in vain today In
opposition to indolence, to watering down, to chaos, the tempta-
tion today is— instead of finding and lealizing life out of its ori-
gin -to create disciplined woiks of au in poetry, m philosophy,
and in art, works which actually possess a peailiat soil of finish,
through winch there speaks a discipline, a finding of simplicity, a
seamless construction, a well developed language - but which be-
come questionable in view of their claim to the independence of
a meie work The resistance to the formlessness of present day
nullities is good, good, tlierefoic, is also what happens heie, be
cause It reminds and warns But it becomes false whenevei the in
tent of this sort of thing wants to place itself alongside the intent
of the gieat old masterpieces oi whenever theie occurs m the con-
tents an artificial, insincere and in one’s oivn life not icali/ed ful-
fillment

Today the way to truth seems to be another one The new for
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philosophizing (today) is the unique reality oi modem science,

together with its misconception o£ itself in an absolute technic and
the consequences of both tor oui entire existence Evety philo-

sophical effort today, which by-passes or i ejects this reality, whicli

does not allow it to become the coineistone in the stiucture of

encompassing baste knowledge, comes off the losei and becomes

untrue The cheap and untrue accusation of science and of technic

is of no help Of no help is the lecipe whicli suggests that the de-

fective can be biought in oidei by lecouise to an ovei all plan

(while the energy of tlnnking meaningfully labors on plans and
on the delimitation of the plans foi the dilhcult tasks of the cilIsI-

ing oidei of oui age) Nor is it of any help to turn tlie gaze aside

upon a supposedly envisioned metaphysical total piocess, which,

in the false consciousness of a (supposed) necessity, paralyzes fac-

tual cognition as well as effective action The great metaphysicians

of tl\e past fuimsli us uieplaceable means of thought, but not in

such fashion tliat, in penetrating the pxesent situation, we could

apply them as a cure The most marvellous philosophy may seduce

to evasion

f In all science, however, there remains, in the natuie of the

case, the old philosophical tadt from greatest univeisality to ar-

iive at the simple, fundamental knowledge on which the com-
munal spiiU of a period rests

If an unfriendly obseiver weie to view the totality of my wiit-

mgs, he could say contemptuously All knower Wheieas, if a phil

osophically thinking person views them, he will recognize the

natuie of the case namely, the necessity of having to become uni-

versal in philosophizing

This umvetsaliiy is precisely not the way to the impossible

know-it-all, but to the all unitmg, — relating— basic knowledge,

which, as an encompassing consciousness, would like to make it-

self philosophically communicable
Tlie bieaking down of human affairs into depaitments is m-

human only when the individual sees everything from his own
specialty, from his own point of view It is human to live m the

consciousness of the encompassing Totality by working his own
field m his profession m such fashion that it can become like an
echo of the Tolaliiy Everyone must piove himself in his own spe

cialty, but no one needs to waive the encompassing consciousness

This IS something surpassing, which yet cannot leali/e itself m an
imaginary realm above all, but always only in the form of peisons

Philosophizing stands against the decay of the real spirit, against

the dissipation of men It demands concentration

It IS perhaps foolhaidy to set one's self die task to work on this
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all encompassing and concentiaung consciousness as a commuiu
cable one It u not likely that anyone who has not himscIC been

active as a specialist will do it successCully The histoiy of pluloso

pby shows this specialization on the pan ol most of the modem
great philosophers But then theie is this, foi the individual dan-

gerous leap of stepping out of one's specialty into the encompass

mg totality, not merely as everyone is supposed to do it, but with

the intention of cooperating on the encompassing eonseiosuncss

by communicable work m the profession of plulosophi/ing. Now
this leap demands indeed a paiueipation in eveiy possible intel-

lectual endeavor and m the understanding of all leaUtics, and
therefoie does tend to seduce one upon the confusing patli of

knowing-it>all

But philosophy proves itself piccisely by not letting itself be
pushed into any 'knowmg-it-all,' by not peimuting itself to be cap
tivated by all the inteiestmg items which lie on the side of tlie

load, but lather to stop the veiy moment that the fundamental ~
that which unites everything with die encompassing geneial con
sciousness — seems to have become cleai

The philosophei ventuies upon sometlung which advances only
widi the few great men of original genius, an advance which in

each instance is marked by their name We others, diroughout all

ages, laboi on the lealization, the appropriation, the exptinsion of
what has been created, and do so in each lespective Woild-iealily
and woild oiientation. This work is necessary, it wants tliat to be
come universally human which, in die gieat ones, has a hidden
ness difiicuU of approach

It IS a fundamental demand of being human that each indmd
ual participate understandingly in the totality of life, while, in his
piofession, he achieves excellence by way of his specialization If

all weie only specialists, humanity would be delivered up as pity
to him who, by violence, foices this entire mass under his will He
can do this only if the speaalist docs not know, with heait and
head, upon what everything depends and upon which even his
specialization m us development is ultimately dependent
Philosophy has been called the specialty of the general That is

a paradox But philosophy has to work with those forms of knowl-
edge In which what is essential for the appiehension of things can
become the mode of thought of eveiyone In that case the con
sciousness of the world and of Transcendence, the Cxeedom of
being one’s self, a univeisal consciousness would all lealize them-
selves as the spirit of the public, in simplicity, in truth and in depth
Once upon a time the Occident constituted this public con-
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sciousness Today it is dominated by a sense of the decline of this

consciousness into shallowness and into an aggiegate of unielated

performances What is demanded is a ’^syntliesis” of knowledge,

but sensibly one does not mean by this an encyclopedic digest of

the results of all sciences, but the kind of basic knowledge which

cames and permeates all sciences and all practical thinking

It seems to me that those men who, having come fiom special-

ization, venture to work thoughtfully on such basic knowledge,
aie summoned to concern themselves with everything which is

essential in human existence Whether, by doing so, they pioduce
something which serves the public mind, or scatter themselves in

multipliaty, this should not in advance be decided by prejudice

One should observe whether, in thinking along with others, one
feels that it is worth while Let it happen Do not reject our type

of labor as an impossibility Let’s not make a piogram from the

outside for what is here to be accomplished Let’s at the very least

listen to the great philosophers of the past and let us, by our pres-

ent philosophising, facilitate and deepen our understanding of

them

g It IS improbable that, for the basic knowledge which unites

Itself into our world, we shall already be able to find the systematic

which, as a whole, could last Rather, the following should be con-

sidered

A system which closes itself has become nonsense There can be 1

systematic only

If, m the unfolding of thoughts, in bringing the scattered to

gethei, there is a growing satisfaction in the consciousness of agree

ment in such a way that new observations operate like confirma-

tions or like the occuirence of what was still missing, then sudi an
experience may have many diffetent meanings

Such designs, as for example, that of a world-vision, may appear

like a delusional system of (he mentally ill But if the system, pre-

cisely thought through, stands before one’s eyes like a revelation

of the way things really are, the anxietywhich consumed the patient

stops

Oi, such designs are merely an ascertainment of the present giv-

enness of one’s own thinking, of its possibilities and limits, of its

foims and of the worlds open to it Thus it was in grand style m
Kant, He had delimited his task to the self assurance of reason

How, in the process of his methodical illumination, he is led to

new points and how everything fits together— in its totality pre-

cisely confirms everything specific and each speafic is compre-

hended as belonging to the whole — thU became for him the great
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philosophic calm Tiuc, he did not know what the woild, God, oi

itnmoitality are, but he did know how these weie to be thought,

which oiigins, what meaning and wliat significance these thoughts

have

Peihaps I have experienced something ol this Kantian joy, even

il much more icstiamed The potentialities o6 the sysicmaue of

leason within the modes ol the Encompassing, in winch we aie

and in whidi we find ouiselves, tins too has iem<iincd in suspense

and unfinisliable £oi me But (he systematic, which became a inul>

liple one, m its peculiar ways has biought togethci what was scat-

tered, has seen in lelation&hips svhat svas isolated Theic aiosc the

form of a type of philosophical thinking nth in telationships, in

which the one is supplemented and pioved by tlie other, without

lonnding itself out unequivocally as a thought form in the system,

but in such fashion tliat each systematic lemained in an encom-

passing lealm which, in its totality unpeiceivable, svas in the pioc-

ess of tianscending, touched but not paced

Already in my Psychol}athologie this kind of systematic was pies

ent, vu , the organwation accoiding to methods of rescaidi In my
Pktlosophte there are, conespondingly, the methods of tiansicnd

mg in world orientation, illumination of Extstenz and metaphysics,

in Von der Wahrheit the modes of the Encompassing, in svludi we
aie and svhich sve are ourselves The meaning of tlie One unites

with the manifoldness of the figuies of ilioughl The clarity of the

diffeientiations points to a foundation and to a goal, where the

diffeientiations are surpassed and lose tlieir absoluteness

The unity of my thinking, if it exists, consists in its reference to

the simple, encompassing basic knowledge, svhich, nonetheless, can
find no final form, and in the fundamental will to communication
Yet theie is in my woik no such thing as a comprehensive unity of

the whole, but a senes of unities m an open field, which in the in-

finite One has both centei and cucumfeience, and, although oin
thinking can reach neither, it is true to the degree that it refers to

them and is illuminated by them
h A philosophical svoik is also characterized by its mode of

writing Writing essays in school cost me effort I was reproached
for heavy-handed writing, fussiness, and writing at too great length
A dassmate once consoled me You may have no flourish of abun-
dant words, but you are, on occasion, at least serious m what you
aie writing about
My earlier woiks, the Psychopatholos^e and the Psycholof^ der

Weltanschauungen, 1 wrote without mudi correcting afterwards
With my Philosophie and Afan i« the Modem Age there began a
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woiking ovei o£ wliat 1 had written This was ued in with the

elEEoTt to philosophize metlioditally and above all witli the contin-

uous ciitical demands o£ my friend. Einst Mayer Since then I

have published nothing without havuig woiked ovei the hist tran-

saibed text

Without exception, my woiks aiose fiom a mass of sepaiate

notes, that had been collected One day these weie brought under
an ordering point of view, items elimmaied, and a coherent lepio

duclion made by filling in the gaps Wlienevei an idea objectified

Itself into an oideily sdieme, nothing would be deduced, but lath

er already existing notes weie used The most comprehensive

thoughts of order m my books are the least important, because

they are lational tlioughts, used only for grouping

In style my writings differ according to the natuie of the sub
ject-mattei Where 1 had scientifically something to say, 1 wiote

objectively on the matter, where 1 philosophired, 1 wiote from the

standpoint of the Encompassing
Because theie has been, m my philosophizing, tire will to reason

m the idea of possible commumcaiion, my effort has been duected
inoic at 'extslenltal' clearness than at logical clarity (though I

esteem this vciy highly and strongly stiive aftei it), moie at the

obligation of an intended thought than at the beauty of poetic

expression

1 In my wirungs which, svithout exception, sveie wiitten in

calm impaitiality, there lives a will lo eilcctivencss to do what-

evei possible in oidei to howevei tmy a clegice to fuither reason

in the world To do this by way oL aeating disquiet in the reader

by piovoking him to his potential Extstem, to encourage him in

becoming himself, to conjuie up in him the possible meaning of

Being, and to let his lliought foundei on the uncompiehended It

is a tendency in svhich I stand, loi svliich and in whicli 1 tliink, to

which 1 would like to encouiage others

In these writings Iheie is no piesupposition to the effect that

somehow truth will assert itself oi that the world, from its incep

tion, 18 guided by leascm The expeiience botli of history as well

asm the pieseni beais svitness rather to the contiaiy, in so far as sve

take oui measurement on humanly accessible reason— and only

tins can we call leason

This IS why so much depends upon what the individual is will-

ing to live <ind svoik for He must knosv where he stands His own
essence and the turn of events depends upon lus finding important

even his tiniest decisions He is of eternal significance in the face

of that Transcendence, which makes him really become himself if
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he gives himself to it, wheie he is no longei tlneatened eiihei b;

success or by foundering He is of tempoial significance by hi

deeds m the woild The woild does not puisue its path of itscl

obeying deEnite inexorable laws— on the analogy with natuid

laws, ratiiei, what becomes depends upon each individual huniat

being to a degiee which, on die whole, is quite incalculable

What I have wiittcn I have, tor the most pait, picviously lec

tuied on as an academic teadier Weie I to speak ol a pcdagogica

will, such was, in my case, never planned Real education has al

ways seemed to me to be sell education It is a mattei foi the indi

vidual Yet, in teaching one cheiishes the hope, by calling atten

tion, by thinking ahead, by actingahead, and by the commumcatioi

of modes of compiebension, to encourage in youth what keep

pushing tov;ard$ the light 1 have not tiled to inteifcie with th(

individual, but have let him feel the stringency of the cteinal oi

der It dare not become soft In complete tolerance there hides th(

strictest claim This claim is heaid by the individual Tliat it ma;

be heard moie cleaily, moie decisively, this can be fuitliered by j

philosophi/ing which communicates itself

Xni Ace

A letrospect into one's own life, especially when one is older

leads to an ambiguous mood It is as if one weie concluding some
thing whicli is still going on

It IS witlun the nature of philosophy that the tiuer it become
the less it is able to lound out or to complete itself

Having become aged the thinker feels himself less than evci a

the end Kant said when we are precisely so fai along that we cat

Uuly begin, then we must wiUidiaw and leave the mattei again ii

the han^ of the beginner

One’s consciousness is agitated by the fact that one has not ye
said the essential thing, not yet found wlut announces itself

For this reason a philosophical retrospect becomes a bettei plai

for future work The expansive power of leason is not enclosed ii

the biological circle of life One may get into the mood para
doxical for old age — that, by viitue of one's spiritual experiences
the vision opens to new distances
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JASPERS ON SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY

T here aie several highways leading to the heart ol Karl

Jaspers' thought One illuminating access to his mind is

gained through a study of his distinction between science and phi-

losophy This cential pioblem holds a piominent place in the

two major statements of his doctrine Phtlosophte and Von det

Wahrheit Jaspers is also careful to mention it in most of the

populai summaiies of his philosophy, imtten during the last few

years Hence an analysis of this doctrine is indispensable £oi ap

pieciatmg his characteristic approadi to philosophical issues The
present paper deals with four mam points the i elation between

philosophy and our age of science, the attitudes of Descartes and
Nietzsche towaid science, Jaspers’ philosophical mteipretation of

the nature of science, and the relation between science and phi-

losophy In the final section, a brief ciitical compaiison is made
between Jaspers and the philosophies of natuialism and Tliomism

I Philosophizing in The Age of Science

One often comes away from a reading of Jaspers with the im-

pression that he is not quite sure, m his own mmd, concerning

tlie piecise relationship between science and philosophy ^ Foi, at

one moment, he defends the possibility of a separation of philos-

ophy fiom the special sciences He points to the profoundly phil-

osophical remaris tliat emanate from a child, looking at the world

m a pre-scieniific way At another time, Jaspers stresses the in-

dissoluble bond uniting science and philosophy, such that the

former provides a necessary prepaiation for the latter Again, he
seems to waver between praise for the pre Sociaiic fusion of tlie

two standpoints and a plea foi then rigid, systematic differentia-

tion Thus, we aie led to inquire whether or not there can be
genuine philosophizing apart from a scientific formation of the

iCf for liutincc, Extstenx, lOf Wtsdom (New Havetij 1951) 8fE, 740, 168C«

Treason, 80iE
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mind, and whether it is desirable to make a foimal distinction

between the scientific and philosophical appioaches

This apparent indecision on so ciucial a question can be le

moved, as soon as we attend to Jaspeis’ unobtrusive but highly

significant use of the temporal quahhci "today " He admits that,

in piimitive epochs, philosophical inquincs preceded scientific

investigations, and that thcic aie still transient gleams of pic
scientific philosophical insight on the pait of children in oiii own
time But as far as the mature mind of today is conccined, phil

osophical inqmiy cannot be cairied on successfully, unless the
methodology and meaning of the sciences ate grasped, at least m
then principal features Similaily, it was quite possible for the
early Greek thinkers to merge science and philosophy m a single
vision of nature, and for the tradition of a “natural philosophy”
(coalescing philosophy and tlie sciences in a single whole) to

flouiish throughout the classical and medieval periods Yet these
conditions were only possible because science, in its typically
modem articulations, had not yet developed Now that this his
toncal development of the sciences has transpired, howcvei, we
cannot close our eyes to it In out eia, the philosophci must iccog
nize explicitly that his method and aim are quite distinct from
those of the various modern sciences

As a rough anticipation of his moie detailed distinction be-
tween the two, Jaspers proposes that philosophy seeks the mean-
mg of Being as such and of the woild as a whole, wheieas the
modern sciences concern themselves about the paiticular objects
and special aspects within the world Why is it impossible today
to Ignore this basic contrast or to elaborate a philosophy, without
formally attending to it? The fundamental answei is that plnlos
ophy IS essentially a mode of praxis, an aflFair of inner activity, a
deed m the foim of thought * That is svhy Jaspem prefers to speak
of his woik a» an active phtlosophiztng, rather than a static, fin-
ished body of doctrine or a philosophy Every piactical activity oi
vital operation is bound up with the concrete conditions of life
In man's case, this means that the work of thought or philosophi/
mg 18 inextricably associated with, and deeply affected by, the
prevailing historical situation One of Jaspers' chief doctiines is
that human existence and all its modes aie involved In various
situations He allies this doctrine of situational existence to phil
osophical thinking, which is a supreme mode of existence and
practical human operation A man cannot engage in this activity,
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m complete abstraction from the situations of his temporal exists

ence Man’s total involvement m situational being would be
called in question, were piesentday philosophizing detachable

from the historical conditions of modern life

In both of his extended accounts of the modem age >- Man tn

the Modern Age and The Ottgtn and Goal of History — Jaspers

signalizes the paramount rdle of the sciences in the formation of

post Renaissance society * He calls the scientific and technological

achievements since the seventeenth century the “simply new”
f^tor, injected into the mainstream of history It is their presence

which sets off the modem Western world, in a radical way, from
previous Western civilization and from the entire Oriental de-

velopment The most general description of our historical situa-

tion IS the age of science and technology Hence philosophers

cannot divoice themselves horn this concrete scientific setting for

all activity, and cannot evade the task of interpreting the scientific

enterprise and differentiating it from then own This supposes,

howevei, that the philosopher has at his disposal a precise account

of the rhaiacteiistics of the modem scientific spirit

As a preliminary contribution toward such a description, Jas

pers proposes a distinction between the broad, neutial meaning
of “science,” and one that is suffiaently limited to convey the dis-

tinctive featuies of the modem approach to nature and man In
the widei sense, scientific thinking is regulated by empirical re-

spect for facts and a concern for rational communication of find

mgs The scientific mind proceeds m a deliberate, methodical

way, and is fully aware both of the method being used and of its

limitations Constant questioning, fresh consultation of new situa

tions in experience, and openness to criticism, are hallmarks of

the scientific attitude Philosophy qualifies as scientific thought

in this broad meaning It welcomes searching questions and crit-

icisms, It roots Itself firmly in the soil of existence (Dasetn), to

which It must always return, it employs a methodic manner of

investigation, and is fully aware of its methodological principles

and their confines, it organizes its truths in the light of a unifying

principle, so that rational commumcation among men will be
promoted To this extent, then, philosophy is scientific, without

theieby being aggiegated among the saences*

A profound caesura opens up, however, between the specifi-

cally modem, Western approach in the sciences and the outlooks

of the previous ages There are several unique traits, marking off

9 Age (new impremon of English tnnslatlon, London, 1951), 13Sff, Ongtn, 88ff

^Sxitteru, 0, Reason, I4Qf, Scope, g9f
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this new conception o£ science '' (1) Scientific leseaich is animated

by tlie will to know all that is knowable Consequently, iheie is

nothing too insignificant Coi careful study, notliing unwoithy of

investigation Modern science recognizes no limits to us activity

Eveiy leal thing and eveiy soit ol possibility provide piopei ina

tenals for analysis A diive towaid novelty and discoveiy impels

scientific inquiiy to explore all lire corners of the univcise (2)

Correlative to the unrestricted content of science is its umesliictcd

inteirogation of all previous convictions No belief is too sacicd

or too firmly established to forbid a radical questioning of its

soundness (3) There is something provisional about all scien

tific theories themselves They must submit to the test of ficsh

experience and experiment, and hence must be piepaicd foi con
stant revision and even replacement The scientific attitude in

eludes a willingness to test new hypotlieses, even those that seem
to contradict facts or outstiip oui sensuous intuition of the woild
Hence the sciences aie essentially incomplete and subject to the

law of linear progress, in which each succeeding generation takes

a measurable step beyond the position of its predecessors

(4) Neveithelcss, the scientific movement aims at a ceitainty

that is coercive and indubitable The ideal of mathematical knowl-
edge has exeiciscd a strong attiactton over scientific minds, buoy
mg tliem up witli the hope that all fields of scientific woik can be
impenetrated with mathematical daiiiy and ceitainty The aim
of scientific inquiry in the seveial fields is to bung the objective

evidence to a cleai condition, wheie it imposes itself upon tlie

impaitial mind, with compelling foice (6) This pm pose is pio-

moted by the iigorous way in which scientific metliods and cat-

egones are applied A sustained effoit is made to univcisali/e the
method and categories of a given science, m oider to test then
scope and cast new light upon fiimiliar situations Univeisally
valid knowledge is the lodestone guiding eveiy construction of a
scientific world of discourse (6) Viewpoints aie not prolifeiaied
for then own sake, however, since scientific explanation is also

regulated by the requirements of economy and simplicity of
means In regarding an object from every side and with the help
of all the scientific perspectives, the investigatoi intends to bung
out Its systematic connections with the rest of the universe Even
though the object can never be located definitively in lespect to all
Its relations in the cosmos of being, still Us position in the cos
mos of interrelated sciences can be ascertained Although the
sciences do not achieve a total unity, grounded in a comprehensive

B Theie dwTsctenidct ate conveniently cnutneiated In Ougtn toe etl
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knowledge o£ all reality, they do tend toward a bysteniatic mtei*

connection of methods and categories

(7) Jaspers defends the speculative chaiacter of scientific knowl-

edge Whatever other ends it may serve, its piimaiy function is to

satisfy the will to know all that is knowable This does not mean,

howevei, that scientific knowledge is cut off from the practical

control of nature, but only that such control depends upon the

speculative soundness of the knowledge Indeed, the practical

orientation of knowledge is one of the indigenous features of the

modern saentific outlook There is no historical parallel to tlie

success with which modern science has satisfied human needs In
subjecting so many aspects of nature to human dominion, scien

tific technology has not only changed the face of the woild aiound
us but also piofoundly modified the inner life of man himself

Our 1elation with the natuial world has been made more remote

in one lespect (due to tlie regimen of machines and the demands
of industrial production sch^ules), and yet in another respect it

has been made more intimate (due to increased leisure and pei-

fection of the means of communication and instruments of ob-

servation) Tlie tremendous potentialities of technological control

over mass societies, foi good and for evil, set off out way of human
living in a scientific epoch

II The Historical Lesson ae Descartes and Nietzsche

The impact of science and technology has been felt just as

sliongly in philosophy as m the other areas of human life In sev-

eial autobiographical sketches, Jaspers has outlined the condition

of philosophical instruction at Heidelbeig and other German uni-

veisities, aiound the turn of the present centuiy'' Philosophy

courses weie generally confined to epistemology, psychology and
hisioiy of philosophy The latter discipline tended to be a sheerly

"objective" recital of what had been taught by thinkers in the

past, with no hint that the philosophical tradition was still living

and relevant for the pioblems of modern life The doctrinal

couises were made as "scientific" as possible, in the hope of appro-

priating to philosophy some of the great prestige of the sciences

Evidence, methods and pioofs were tailored according to the

model of the mathcmatiCcil oi biological sciences Professors vied

with each other in presenting philosophy as one saence along

with all the others or, at tlie veiy most, as the summation of the

other sciences For, unless philosophy weie shown to be the meth-

9 CxtsUnXi 2il, Reehewchaft, 170ff, 82Sf
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odology of the sciences or then highest generalwation, ii could

achieve no leipectable standing in the university coinniuniiy

Jaspeis himself lemained unconvinced by the scientific pie-

tences of the reigning philosophies, especially positivism and

idealism In the lattei pait of the mneteentli ceniuiy, idealists like

Lotse attempted to deal in a scientifically stiingent way with the

problems o£ God, the soul, freedom and moial lesponsibiliiy The
shaky lesults of this effort to ape the sciences led many people to

deny the spiiilual nature of man and his fieedom, simply because

these latter weie not susceptible of becoming objects of scientific

demonstration Positivism piofited by this disillusionment with

idealism by suggesting that the limits of leal being coincide pie

cisely With the limits of scienufic thinking The practical advice

was that man should not bothei himself about such issues as

God, the spiiitual soul and freedom, since they he beyond the

possibility of confirmation or rejection tbrougli scientific method,

and hence can be piesumed to be meie fictions of the mind Botli

idealism and positivism accepted a common platCoim that all phil-

osophical problems can be settled tlnough use of the scientific

method Even Edmund Husseil allowed this fundamental pie-

supposition to go unchallenged^ In announcing that phenom-
enology provides a way of transforming philosophy into a strict

science, he simply begged the question of the appiopi lateness of

such a tiansfoimation Jaspers’ admiiation for Husserl was quali-

fied by tlie belief that philosophy loses its distinctive appioach to

reality just as effectively when its mam task is to supply the found-

ations of scientific knowledge as when it is tieated as the system-

atic summary of the othei sciences

Jaspers reports that he wiote his work, Deicmtes und dte P/»-

losophte, mainly to bring out into the open the liisloiical souice of

the modem confusion between science and philosophy Whcieas
Husserl’s Midtiations Cmtistennes tried to execute the Cartesian

project in a more rigorous and ladical way, Jaspers* book casts

doubt upon the svay in which Descartes and Husserl conceive
philosophical method and tiuth Descartes was so impiessed by the

success of his analytic geometry, that he tried to reconstruct phi-

losophy along the lines of a mathests umversalu Although he dis

tmguished between ordinary mathematira and philosophy, he
letained in philosophy the mathematical conception of evidence
and certainty To this extent, he absolutized one scienufic method,
so that he mightrevamp philosophym the form of modern science,

Having capitulated to the impenahsm of scientism, Descartes was
t Vox Jasper^ admate ot HuawiI, cf Reeheniekaft, 337f
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theieafter unable to do justice either to the sciences or to philos

ophy Both were eventually the losers by the Cartesian adventure
in interbreeding

Within a half century after Descartes' death, most piactismg

scientists had abandoned Cartesian physics Foi, even though he
recognized in advance most of the salient features of modern scien-

tific research, Descartes perverted their meaning, due to his

methodological piejudices * For instance, he hailed the trend to-

ward realizing the unity of science But, at the same time, he arti-

ficially imposed the ideal of a systematic deduction of all scientific

truths from a few principles, instead of acknowledging that the

idea of unity can be realized m different ways, in diffeient sciences

Although Descartes accorded a definite r61e to experience and
expeliment in his theory of method, his actual construction of

physics was excessively deductive and divorced from a direct test-

ing of facts The arbitrary results of his physical deductions were
a steep price to pay for vindicating his monism of method and
knowledge Another unfortunate consequence was his lack of in

sight into the nature of historical knowledge He ivas obliged to

depreciate the humanities as constituting merely inexact bodies

of opinion, since it was difficult to conform them to his mathe
matical notion of certitude

Although the consequences of Cartesianism for philosophy were
less palpable, they were just as disastrous In order to obtain clear

and compelling evidence in philosophy, Descaites had to reduce

the human self and God to the status of objects for scientific im-

deistandmg The self or thinking thmg was treated only in so far

as it seived as a counterpart of the body or extended thing Despite

Descartes' high lespect for freedom, ±e latter was definitely en-
dangered through his coi relation between mind and body Spinoza

drew the inference that, if bodily states are stiictly determined,

then mental states are subject to an equally rigid determinism

Universal determinism is the condition under which alone both

mind and body can become the objects of clear and cogent mathe-

matical demonstration If philosophy can deal with man’s inner

life only from the standpoint of what indifferently is evident to

all observers, then there must be a methodic elimination of free-

dom and 'existentiaV content from the thinking self Descartes

could not rescue freedom and Existent by an apppeal to the self’s

relation to God, even though he made a strenuous effort to do so

For he admitted God into philosophy only in the degree that He
supported a mathematically dominated body of knowledge The

8 Detearlts (second ed , Berbn I94S), S6ff, Reehenseheft, 364
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Gartesun God was no longei the givei of JSxntetiz but the guai-

antoi of the cutciion of cleai and disUnci knowledge This sys

tematic adaptation of tlie docliine on God to the exigencies oL

the unity of seicnce undermined belief in IIi» Ti inseendcnee and
thus paved the way foi subsequent tlicoiics of pantheistic imina

nence

In Jaspeis* view, then, Descaites was the mam souicc of the

typically modern ovei evaluation of scicme Jaspcis lelcis to this

scientism as the “supeistition of seienee It consists in a tlicoiet-

ical absolutuing of some aiea of scieniifie knowledge, which is

confused with philosophy, and in a piactieal tendency to expect

everytlung fiom science® Since scientific leseaich can puisue an
endless comse among objects in the woild, the mfcicnce is made
that there aie no boundaiies whatsoever to scientihc knowledge,
and tliat theie can be a total scientific woild-pictuie compiehend-
ing all leality On this basis, science is asked to ascertain all values,

to decide upon what ought to be done in moral conduct, and to

set the ultimate goals foi human life Within this scientistic pci-

spective, philosophy has no distinctive office of deteimining the
norms and ends of oui existence the lattci aic exclusively imma-
nent and relative ones, which fall completely within tlie range of
the sciences The only r61e allotted to philosophy is to supply the
general logic of scientific method and of valuational judgments
Individual interpretation and free choice are no longer to be
centrally important m either ethical tlieory oi moial practice
Impeisonal scientific inquiry and public evidence aie to be the
sole deteiminants of the hierarchy of values and actual conduct

Nietzsche’s passionate attack upon the ideal of scientific tiuth
can only be undeistood against the backgiound of this modern
suirender of philosophical functions to tlie supeistition of
Jaspers does not regard Nietzsche as an enemy of science itself
but rather as a resolute foe of modem scientism Science contains
one mode of truth but it is not the truth, in an unconditional way
Behind our scientific mquiiies lies the passion for knowledge, a
drive that can be properly assessed only on philosophical grounds
Because the will to ttuth rests upon a non scientific basis, science
cannot pretend to attoin to any absolute truth Both the ends of
scientific work and all its other valuational aspects stem fiom
philosophical commitments, whose justification cannot be under-
taken by the scientific method itself The meaning of science can
not be fully apprehended from within the universe of science
Itself

ehmimto the dimension o£ Tranecendenee, jaspen
also legaida the absolutiang of the finite world aa a form of unbelief, ct Scape, ll9
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Jaspers gives a metaphysical mterpietation ot Nietzsche’s ait-

ique o£ science Nietzsche detected something more stiiring at

the heait of scientific investigation than the scientific mind is

aware of a search after the meaning of Being as a whole There is

an essential incommensurability between the dynamism of the

search for tiuth and tlie actual lesults obtainable tlirough the

scientific method Science alone cannot quench the deep human
thirst fox metaphysical and absolute truth, which animates the

scientific will to knowledge Scientific method can yield an amount
of certainty, within a limited sphere, but it can nevei bring to

man an uttei peisonal security, such as will eliminate the risk of

mterpietation and deasion Even were the saentific description

of the world a complete one, man would still be faced witih the

question of what attitude he is to take toward a world so described

Even tliough he may desire to do so, man cannot transfer to an
impersonal scientific process the responsibility for making a phil-

osophical interpretation of the total meaning of being, and for

determining his own individual lelation to being

Yet Jaspers’ ironical criticism is that Nietzsche himself is guilty

of absolutizing one zone of scientific knowledge into a philosoph-

ical whole Nietzsche has an. elusive conception of philosophical

truth Fundamentally, however, he teaches that the scale of human
values » to be determined by the relative ability of goals to

heighten life itself The inciease of life means an increase in the

vigor of the will to power Jaspeis stigmatizes this will to powei
as a will to illusion, and sets it in essential opposition to the will

to truth Nietzsche associates the will to power with his theory

that the univeise consists in a grand aide of becoming, which is

incompatible with any stable order of transcendent being But
these metaphysical ovei tones derive from an identification of bio-

logical categories with the meaning of Being as such Nietzsche has

his own unacknowledged absolute, although it is a totally imma
nent one He himself falls victim to scientism, when he converts

the biological view of process into an unconditioned account of

the world, and when he states that sovereign becoming is man’s

substitute for the peimanence of Being

Jaspers extends his analysis of the overevaluation of science into

a study of contemporary tendencies When the sciences are cut

ofi fiom any unifying philosophical piinciple, they lack a guiding

idea that can establisli order and hieraichy among them Conse-

quently, each sepal ate science tries to absolutize itself and impose

lOMfflzwAe (third ed. Balm, 1960), 176 84 In the present paper, the histoncal

Bocuraqr ot Jaspers' poitralts of Descartes and Niebsclie is not diuusied

n Wahrheth 696f
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Its perspective upon the othei sciences Jaspeis singles out anthio

pology, psychoanalysis and Maixism as piime examples ol scien-

tistic impel lalism The abeiiations oi lacism in Nasi Geimany
aie atmbutablc to the false inteimixtuic oi science and pliilos

ophy, at the level of biology and antliiopology Unconditioned
truth was claimed foi the concept ol a puic lace, lunning in the

face of both the empirical evidence and the essential bouiidancs

ol scientific geneialisation Smiilaily, Fieud and Maix mistook

their own consideiable scientific discoveries for total philosophical

explanations Hence they drew an unbalanced picliue of man, as

being determined ultimately by unconscious impulses oi lelations

of economic production On a puiely scientific basis, theie is no
piinciple of integration which un take account of the findings oi

psyclioanalytic and Maixist rcseaicli, without electing tlicm into

complete desciiptions of tlie ultimate deteiminants of human
existence Human freedom and tlie goals of human life are at

stake in tlie discussion about the lelations between science and
philosophy

III A Philosophical iNitapaCTAiioN oi< ihl
MrANiNG or Sen nce

Jaspeis does not believe tliat a cultuial desciiption of oui scien-

tific age and an immanent ciitique of tlie sciences aie suflicicnt to
establish the pioper meaning and scope of science Foi the saenecs
themselves aie incapable oi sewing upon the fundamental sig-

nificance of their own form of thought This is a task peifoim-
able only by philosophy The latter is sufliciently close to the
sciences to be well inloimed about tlieir metliods and contents,
and yet sufficiently independent of tlicm to take a compiehensive
view of them

Unlike Nietzsche, Jaspeis docs not legaid the will to knowledge
as a vaiiauon of the will to powei Rather, the speculative quest
of knowledge is an authentic and oiigmal impulse of human na-
ture Yet it does suppose the validity of the proposition that ihe
world is knoivable This proposition can be taken in two ways
(1) objects in the world aie knowable, or (2) the woild as a
single whole of being is knowable “ Jaspers agiees with tlic fust
w For typicil treitmenti of these three atnndpolim, cf Age, 149 68, Reason, 8 87Sm am jQspen* mining against the social consequences of icsurgcnt scientism In
address at the reopening of the School o£ Medicine In Heidelberg University

German Scholaralilp/' The Amenran Scholar, XV (1946),
180 88 ' '

is
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statement, but denies that the second one is tiue The peiversion

of science into a substitute £or philosophy is due precisely to a

confusion between these two ways of inteipietmg the knowability

of the world Because the objects in the world are knowable
through the scientific method, the conclusion is dratvn that the

truth about the world as such is also available to scientific undei-

standing Fiom heie, it is only a sliort step to the further assertion

that the leal is coextensive with the totality of objects in tlie

world and that, therefore, the only philosophical truth open to

man is that supplied by the scientific method

(1) Jaspers construes in a strictly Kantian ivay the proposition

that objects in the world are knowable “ Science (Wtssenschaft)

IS concerned only with knowledge (Wtssen, Erkenntnts) or what
IS knowable (mssbar) “Knowledge” is not an indeterminate gen-

eial term, covering every relation between the mind and things

Instead, it connotes one definite sort of thought that in which a

polar relation is set up between the subject and the phenomenal
object An object of knowledge is not being simply as such, but is

some particular, empirical mode or appearance of being Hence
knowledge cannot extend to the being of things and must remain
content with their objective appearances Furthermore, knowl
edge ahvays involves a presentation of the object to the subject

Knowing transpires within the context of the subject object rela-

tionship This dichotomy governs what can be known about the

subject, as well as the object Knowledge embraces die subject

only in so far as it is correlated with the object It is only the mind
as an empincal subject or appearance that enters into the field of

knowledge Just as knowledge is limited to the objective appear-

ances of things in the world, so is it limited to the objective pa-

pearances of the knowing subject itself The latter can be held at

arm’s length from itself, as it were, and can thus become an object

of knowledge for itself But what is kncnvn, here as elsewhere, is

nothing more than the objective appearance Knowledge reaches

to the object-being but not to being in an unqualified way,

whethei it be the being of our self or the being of (he world
These general conditions of knmvledge apply strictly to scien-

tific investigation Although every sort of empirical conscious-

ness is faced with its object or counterpart (Ge^enstand), the scien-

tific mind lays down cei tain standards foi reliable knoivledge The
scientific interest is to secure the maximum clarity, logical neces-

14A lunMnajy ot the Kantian bails of Jaipen' theory of knowledge is given In

fcopt, 6 9, 25 20 On the subject object relationship, cf P^cAofogle (third ed Her
lin, 1425). 21 28
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sity, universality and communicability in its detciminatc object

(Objekt) Scientilic inquuy is guided by the ideal oC lational ob
jectivity, g;uaianteed by evidence that is universally valid and
compelling in an impeisonal way Yet even the lational objectivity

of scientific knowledge conforms to the general lequiicments oj

objects of knowledge The categories and methods employed by
the sciences to bung the empmeal mateiials to the condition of

reliable objects, known with indubitable ceititude, can opciati

only within tlie sphere of the knowable Consequently, they yield

knowledge only of die appearances oi object being of things

Within this realm, scientific understanding can obtain some neces

sary and universal truths, along with many probable and stitis

ttcal statements Jaspers intends to show, howcvei, that objectivity

IS not the sole mode of being and that scientific findings cannot,

theiefoie, be taken as exhaustive of reality

(2) No limits can be assigned for scientific rcscaich, within the

field of objects in the world Endless progress can be made in the

more precise and comprehensive knowledge of these objects Yet
there is a capital difference between piogiessivcly (oming to know
more about objects m the woild and coming to know the wot Id

as such Theie are no restraints or limits (Hchianken) plated upon
scientific reseaich at the intramundanc level, but thcic aie essen-
tial boundaries (Grenze) which it cannot trespass “ Although it is

customaiy to speak about the scientific viesv of the world, Jaspers
denies that science can furnish an image oi system of the world
as a whole The latter is what Kant called a regulative idea, stimu-
lating scientific investigations but nevei itself becoming an object
of scientific knowledge Because the woild cannot present itself to
oui mind in the form of an object, it falls outside the region of
the knowable and thus lies beyond scientific inquiry

If science can know dungs m the woild and laws about the
woild, but never the total being of die woild as such, then die
unity of science cannot be realized dnough a single scientific
method and body of doctrine Jaspers offeis several special argu-
ments in favoi of his thesis that the positivistic conception of the
unity of science is impossible of fulfillment ” (a) From the fact
that scientific thought is a mode of knowledge, it cannot avoid the
bifurcaaon of subject and object The cleavage between con
sciousness and its empirical objects cannot be overcome by means

IS Pkilosophu, 4 S, 74 75

1® On Urn Kantian dudnetion, see Wahtluit, 96, Ongtn, 94

iyht^hte, 78110, Wnkrhett, 96108, Detearles, 47 48. Anh Reason, 8780.
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of scientific knowledge, which u uiutble to embiace the two poles

within a higher unity Theie is a scienafically unresolvable ten«

Sion between the private woild of the knowing subject and the

public woild of objects The empirical knower may himself be*

come an object of knowledge and thus be included within tlie

objective world studied by the scientific method, but this woild

still retains its otherness from consciousness as such Even the

maximum conceivable objective unification fails to bung all the

factors in the woild to a total unity of knowledge This is not

mciely a factual limitation but an essential boundaiy of all scien-

tific thought

(b) Jaspers legards scientific knowledge as something moie
than a puie methodology Methods can be taken in isolation, but

only for purposes of more exact and orderly analysis At some
point, this isolated consideration must give way, and methods
must be restored to the concrete setting of the contents and ob-

jects of scientific inquiry Metliod is not cultivated m and for itself

alone, but always for the more adequate exploration of the objec-

tive structine and laws of empirical being But objects are not
homogeneous in then mode of being Jaspeis distinguishes fom
different domains of object being in the world matter, life, soul

oi consciousness, and spirit Scientific knowledge is intentional,

in the sense that it is directed necessarily towaid these spheies of

objective being, each one of which constitutes an iireducible

world of Its own Because of tlie intenuonal chaiacter of scientific

thought and the basic differences among the four objective orders

to which it refers, scientific knowledge can never leach perfectly

homogeneous unity, either m content oi in method Fnrtliermore,

theie IS something endless about scientific lesearch into opaque
mattei and into the richness of the oiganism and consciousness

Since only tlie finite can be expiessed m an objective concept, the

scientific view remains essentidly incomplete and open The pto

giessive nature of scientific leseaich would be violated, if its find-

ings and methodological innovations could be expressed in a
rounded off image of the world Such images are due to the desire

to convert a science into a philosophical explanation

(c) Because the several realms of objects aie mutually iireduc-

ible, theie must also be internal and ineducible differentiations

in the methods fitted to study them Inorganic mattei, the organ-

ism, inner consciousness and the lational spirit call tor diffeient

scientific approaches Each science assumes its osm perspective on
the woild and develojis its osvn proportionate method Although

the method piopei to one science gives some insight into the stiuc-
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ture of another domain of objects, there remains a need for a

method specially fitted to examine the latter domain in its charac-

teristic features. The psychiatric method is not rendered super-

fluous, for instance, by the physiological study of states of the brain

which affect our mental states. Instead of following the tradition

of Leibniz and the evolutionist in respect to the continuity be-

tween the various objective spheres and scientific methods, Jaspers

emphasizes the discontinuities and the need for a leap from one

method to the next. Although he recognizes certain generic traits,

common to all the sciences (the broader meaning of “science”)

,

he points out that actual scientific work requires several specific

scientific methods. There is an analogy between the various levels

of meaning in the world, but intrinsic methodological adjustments

must be made to pass from one to the other.

The pluralism of scientific methods explains why a given scien-

tific explanation can be universally valid and yet relative, rather

than absolute. A proposition may be universally valid and correct

within the perspective of a certain science, but its truth is limited

to this determinate sphere. Hence it is relative to the method and
objective standpoint of the science in question. Thus, while the

general constructs of mathematical physics determine something

about the structure of all material things, they do not yield an ex-

haustive account of the nature of organic functions. Mathematical

physics neither displaces nor assimilates Goethe’s report on the

world of immediate sensuous perception. And from his own ex-

perience in psychiatry, Jaspers is aware of the need to keep the

study of mental disorders free from the “nothing-but” arguments

of philosophical scientism, which seeks to explain these disorders

in terms of constructs drawn from other sciences.

(d) The absolutization of any one scientific standpoint also

breaks down in the face of the distinction in kind between the

natural sciences and the humanities. This distinction is not abro-

gated by observing that the methods of the natural sciences apply
to man. The fact of their application is undeniable, but equally

undeniable is their limited competence in dealing with human
nature. Following Dilthey, Weber and Simmel, Jaspers underlines

the differences between the explanatory and the Verstehen ap-

proaches in psychology and psychiatry. The explanatory method
seeks causal reasons and objective connections, based upon the

constant operation of universal laws of cerebral and mental action.

The attention of the method of Verstehen is focussed upon the
genesis of subjective states of mind and connections of meaning,
rather than causality. The natural sciences use the explanatory ap-
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proach, whereas the humane sciences use Verstehen. The latter is

historically orientated. It calls attention to those ideal aspects of

human development which cannot be stated in objective, univer-

sal causal laws. The humane disciplines pay special attention to

the unique correlations of meaning and the unrepeatable se-

quences of events which actually shape individual and cultural

growth.

Yet these arguments do not add up to the conclusion that the

various sciences are totally discrete and unrelated to each other.

It can only be concluded that the sciences are not united through

a single method and mode of knowledge, and hence do not yield

a total conception of the being of the world. In Jaspers’ termi-

nology, they fail to constitute a system of world-knowledge, even

though they can be organized into a unified systematic of knowl-

edge.^® Whereas a system bases the unity of science upon the unity

of the world as a given object and upon a single scientific method,

a systematic appeals to the non-objective idea of the world and a

multiplicity of methods in scientific research. The Cartesian ideal

of the unity of science is legitimate, as long as it recognizes that,

in our world, the pathos of unity needs to be reconciled with the

actual multiplicity of scientific methods and determinate spheres

of objectivity. The principle of unity for a systematic of knowl-

edge is drawn from scientific understanding itself, rather than

from its methods and objects. The understanding employs its

categories universally and compares the meanings disclosed at

various levels of knowability. Because it is regulated by the idea of

the world. Although the world as a whole is never forthcoming

as an objectively determined appearance, the idea of grasping its

total reality provides a ceaseless stimulation to scientific research.

An unending conflict exists between the understanding’s demand
for total unity of explanation and the pluralizing effect of actual

research methods and findings. From this fruitful tension springs

not only the drive toward further scientific inquiry but also the

desire to gain a fuller acquaintance with the world’s reality than

the sciences can supply.

There are two false routes by which the human mind seeks to

fulfill the need for a deeper grasp on being. One is the way of

scientism, which refuses to recognize the essential boundaries of

scientific thought. The other is an appeal to sheer feeling and pur-

Philosophie, 144, 128ff, 232-40; Rechenschaft, 364-65. On the general conditions

for a systematic of the sciences, cf. Psychologie, 17-20. The problem of a systematic

of the sciences or total views dealing with man is examined in AUgemeine (fifth

ed., Berlin and Heidelberg, 1948), 625-28.
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ported irrational sources of insight. Jaspers is just as strenuously

opposed to the latter alternative as to the former. He grants that

there are irrational and idiosyncratic aspects of empirical being,

which the sciences overlook and which are added proof of the im-

possibility of a complete scientific system of the world. But he

denies that these aspects must be approached philosophically by
means that are also irrational or purely sentimental. Reason is not
only the heart of scientific understanding but also the proper

medium of all philosophical insight. Philosophy moves beyond the

sciences, but it does not abandon reason (at least in its Kantian

meanings) as its principle of discovery.

IV. The Relation between Science and Philosophy

Scientism and irrationalism bear witness that the human mind
seeks to apprehend more about being than the sciences can pro-

vide. Truth is wider than the truth about being as such. To know
objects is not the same as, and is something less than, to grasp

being. But from Jaspers’ critique of science, it is evident that our
grasp on being cannot be an instance of knowledge, since the lat-

ter is confined to the region of objects. We cannot know being as

such, even though we may be able to use reason to apprehend it

in some non-objective and non-knowing way. Jaspers must now
present some evidence to bear out his contention that being is

wider than object-being and that truth embraces something more
than scientific knowledge.

To do this, he returns once more to a salient point in the pre-

vious analysis of knowledge: the dualism between subject and
object. The two members of this polarity are not placed indiffer-

ently upon the same plane. Descartes’ mistake was precisely to

think that the self which is correlated with the material thing and
with the requirements of scientific objectivity, is the total self. This
is the source of the naturalistic fallacy, which argues from the fact

that man is one object along with others in the world, to the un-
warranted conclusion that he is nothing else than such an object.

But human reality displays itself as a ground of Existenz and free-

dom, as well as an instance of empirical being or objective appear-
ance. Free, ‘existential’ decision does not lie within the range of
objective universality, necessity and certainty. It opens up a vein
of being that is determined through the unique and free activity
of the individual, who is confronted with moral conflict and un-
certainty. Here is a dimension of reality that is present in the
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world, and yet is something other than the objective appearances

of the world.

We have some experience of the inner reality of freedom and
human Existenz. Jaspers refers to this experience as an awareness

of the being which man is. Whereas science provides knowledge
of objects in the world, philosophy rests on an awareness of the

being of man and the being of tihe world as a whole.^® Since this

awareness is a form of non-objective and non-knowing thought, it

is not subject to the split between the objective and subjective

factors in knowledge. Philosophical awareness synthesizes both

factors within a single whole of being. We also recognize that

man’s freedom is not satisfied by a purely immanent union with

the being of the world. It seeks to transcend the world and even
the human self, in its search after the unconditioned being or the

One. Human existence is oriented not only toward immanent con-

tacts with being but also toward Transcendence. Thus, we grad-

ually become aware of being as the Encompassing (Das Umgrei-

fende). Philosophical thought is a non-knowing awareness of the

Encompassing, considered as the being of the world, the being of

man’s inner activity, and the being of Transcendence or God.
Since scientific thought remains wholly objective and finite, it

cannot attain to the encompassing whole of Being. This accounts

for the distinction in kind between science and philosophy, a dis-

tinction which scientific progress is incapable of removing or at-

tenuating. Philosophy draws its vital strength and truth from
inner awareness rather than from any sort of knowledge. Hence
philosophy has an origin that is intrinsically independent of sci-

ence. For philosophy to return to its origins does not mean to

return to scientific thinking as its source. The wellsprings of phil-

osophizing lie deep within the individual man, in so far as he is

a free existent, straining toward Transcendence.

Scientific and philosophic progress do not have the same im-

port.®®. The former entails a displacement of previous views, in

favor of ever more adequate explanations, whereas the latter leads

to a renewal of the continuous tradition of perennial philosophy.

19 On inner awareness of Innewerden, see Existenz, 18-24; Wahrheit, 155, 346-47.

The contrast between man as a scientific object and as a free, existing subject is

developed in: Scope, 54-62; Wisdom, 63-65; Existentialism, 68-69, One of the major
epistemological questions raised by Jaspers" philosophy concerns the way in which
"^thought"" and “reason"" can serve as common foundations for both scientific knowl-
edge and *existential* awareness.

Scope, 174-76; Wisdom, 140-41. Because of the sharp contrast, Jaspers some-

times denies that progress applies in any way to philosophy. Philosophical reflection

on the origins of Being is the heart of the ideal of a philosophia perennis.
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Gabriel Marcel expresses the difference as that between solving a

problem and contemplating a mystery, and Jaspers would accept

this as an apt contrast. There is no question about the improve-

ment of modern physics over its Greek antecedents, which are now
studied merely in the spirit of curiosity and historical exactness.

But the Greek philosophers are still our masters, and we are priv-

ileged to enter into a living dialogue with them and share in their

abiding wisdom. Philosophical inquiry does move from point to

point, but tries deliberately to capture the meaning of the source

of freedom within us and the tendency of that freedom toward
Transcendence. Every man, in every age, is capable of becoming
aware of the Encompassing and thus of exploring the meaning of

being in a philosophical spirit. Philosophizing aims at penetrating

the origin of being within us and beyond us, rather than moving
from one scientific construct to another.

Once having vindicated the essential independence of philos-

ophy, Jaspers is then required to harmonize it with his previous
view concerning the practical character of philosophizing. Since
the latter is a practical deed, it is indissolubly bound up with con-

crete historical situations. Granted that our historical era is dom-
inated by the sciences and their practical consequences in tech-

nology, philosophy cannot now be dissociated from these dominant
factors. Although he does not express himself with all desirable

clarity on this issue, Jaspers is advancing a dual affirmation. In its

abiding origin, philosophy is independent of science; nevertheless,

in our historical situation, philosophy is closely connected with
the sciences and even uses them as instruments of its own thought.
There is no contradiction in maintaining both that philosophy
has an autonomous origin within man’s existence, and that it re-

quires science today as its indispensable tool and condition of
development. Jaspers complicates the discussion sometimes, how-
ever, by stating that philosophy is science.^i The precise sense in
which this proposition is meant, must first be clarified, before
considering both the dependence and the independence of philos-
ophy in respect to science.

As we have already established, philosophy can rightly be called
“scientific,” in the broader usage of that term, without confusing
philosophy with any of the sciences. Given Jaspers’ account of the
nature of scientific thought, however, it is now possible to find an
even more intimate connection between philosophy and science.
Even when “science” is taken in the restricted sense of the scien-

21 For a condse statement of Jaspers’ position, see his essay on "Philosophy and
Sdence," induded in FFisdom, 147-67.
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tific methods and objects of knowledge, philosophy can be said to

be present in scientific thinking. The scientist, as a human indi-

vidual, shares in the human spirit and reason. Hence his inves-

tigations bear definite traces of the influence of spirit: they seek

not only to reach the scientific goal of universal and cogent knowl-

edge, but also to convey something more. This additional purpose

is to obtain a total grasp upon being, and only philosophy can

satisfy this tendency. Although the search for the One and for the

totality of Being is a properly philosophical impulse, it finds ex-

pression in the work of the scientist and thus lends plausibility to

the claims of scientism. Because of the presence of a philosophical

aim, the sciences respond to the rational idea of the world as a

whole and lend themselves to exploitation by scientistic minds.

Science cannot fully clarify its own significance, because part of its

import is to be an outlet for the philosophical quest itself.

Philosophy and science are distinct but indispensable for each

other, especially within our historical era.^^ The greatest service

rendered by philosophy to science is a clarification of the latter’s

structure, its limitations and its distinction from the philosophical

enterprise. Nothing is thereby contributed by philosophy to the

particular content of the sciences or to the correctness of scientific

propositions. But science is enabled to carry on the work of self-

criticism, and is saved from making futile inquiries into problems
beyond its competence. With philosophy’s help, science can re-

strain the tendency toward absolutizing scientific knowledge and
giving the hegemony to some one scientific approach. Jaspers

criticizes the view that science is wertfrei or indifferent to values.

It is wertfrei, indeed, in the sense that it cannot set the ultimate

goals of moral life and cannot supply the norms for moral obliga-

tion. Still, science is not wertlos or completely devoid of valua-

tional factors. For, scientific work is sustained by the will to gain

knowledge for its own sake. And in a negative way, its progress

depends upon a resolute refusal to follow the path of a scientistic

absolutization of knowledge. In both respects, philosophy co-

operates by strengthening the will of the scientist, so that he may
pursue speculative knowledge and avoid scientistic superstition.

Nevertheless, the contribution of philosophy is not wholly dis-

interested. For, philosophy itself stands to profit by the purification

of the scientific attitude. 'There is a definite sense in which science

is the condition and tool of philosophizing, even though the

22. On their mutual service, cf. Philosophie, 272-82; Existem, 7-10; Allgemeine,

641-44; Wahrheit, 156-57; Rechenschaft, 348-50. The question of whether science is

wertlos, as well as wertfrei, is dealt with in Wahrheit, 322-23.
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source of philosophizing is autonomous. To appreciate the recip-

rocal benefit conferred by science upon philosophy, however, some-

thing further must be said about the philosophical search after

Transcendence and the meaning of Being as a whole. Although

this search characterizes philosophical thought, it can never wholly

succeed in its purpose. When metaphysics tries to express the

meaning of Transcendence and the Encompassing (Das Umgrei-

fende

)

in the form of thought, it inevitably becomes entangled in

antinomies. For, it becomes confronted with the decisive difference

between being an existing center of freedom and being ordained

toward transcendence, on the one hand, and expressing these con-

ditions in human thought, on the other. The realities of Existenz,

freedom and Transcendence are of a non-objective nature, where-

as every attempt to give expression, in thought, to our experience

of these modes of being must submit to the conditions of objec-

tivity. Indeed, the various modes of the Encompassing do not seem

to be real, as far as the human mind is concerned, unless they are

related to the concrete milieu of empirical being or the world of

objective appearances.

Hence philosophical transcendence must be accomplished with-

in the world of objective, empirical being rather than by a with-

drawal from it. If the reference to empirical being must be re-

tained in our philosophizing, then the interests of philosophy are

promoted by the advance of scientific knowledge of the objective

world. This accounts for the close alliance between philosophy

and science. Philosophical thought cannot avoid using the cat-

egories of objective understanding, so that it may communicate
philosophical truth in a clear, universal and rational way. Hence
the conditions of objectivity are fundamentally insurmountable

for philosophy, which must avail itself of the most highly de-

veloped forms of the scientific categories and methods.

Jaspers has a favorite formula for bringing out the mutual dis-

tinction and dependence of philosophy and science.^® Although
scientific knowledge is universally valid, it is also relative to some
determinate sphere of objectivity; conversely, philosophical aware-

ness is absolute in its origin but relative in its objective expression

in thought. Scientific knowledge is not absolute, since it does not
convey the total meaning of being and does not fill our lives with
an unconditional value, for which we should be ready to die. On
the other hand, philosophical awareness is not universally valid

and coercive knowledge, since it does not belong intrinsically to

the sphere of knowledge. Whereas scientific truths can be demon-
23 Wakrheit, 73S-S8; Scope, 90-92.
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strated and used as principles of deduction, philosophical truths

can only be elucidated or evoked in consciousness. The reality of

the Encompassing cannot be demonstrated or deduced from some-

thing else, since it signifies the origins of being and hence has

nothing prior to it. Moreover, the reality of the Encompassing can-

not be employed as a premise from which any necessary deduc-

tions can be made: it provides no blueprint for the conduct of our

lives. Freedom, uncertainty and risk remain the indelible marks
of philosophizing.

Given this contrast between coercive, objective, non-absolute,

scientific knowledge and free, non-objective, absolute, philosoph-

ical reflection, it follows that the philosophical use of scientific

categories cannot consist in a direct and positive expression of

philosophical truths through that medium. Jaspers’ paradoxical

view of metaphysics now comes into play, in order to deter-

mine the ultimate sense in which science benefits philosophy.^

As scientific knowledge becomes more perfect, we can see more
clearly that the systematic of the sciences cannot actually attain to

a complete system of knowledge. This failure of the sciences to

achieve a total system of the being of the world provides philos-

ophy with a most significant clue, since it serves as a warning
against any identification between object-being and Being as such.

Out of his experience of the essential boundaries of scientific

thought, the philosopher is led to cultivate a form of unknowing
or non-knowledge: the inner awareness of Being or the Encom-
passing. Simultaneously, he recognizes the fate to which he must
submit. He cannot express his philosophical awareness of Being,

apart from the objective conditions of thought. Philosophizing is

an objectification of a non-objectifiable reality! This is the para-

doxical situation of the philosopher. He must use objectifying

thought and knowledge, in order to express that which surpasses

all objectivity and knowledge: Existenz, Transcendence and free-

dom. Hence he cannot treat the objects in the world and the sys-

tematic of the sciences as direct means of expressing his aware-

ness. From the philosophical viewpoint, the world and its objects

are so many signs and ciphers, which are not the Encompassing
and yet which are our only context and instruments for thinking

the Encompassing as real being, and for communicating our
insight in a rational way.

In sum, science and philosophy are engaged in a friendly

24 The entire third book of Philosophie (675fE.) is devoted to a study of meta-
physical thinking, as an effort to express Transcendence within the sphere of em-
pirical being.
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struggle between different but interwoven ways of thinking. Their

conflict is not that between enemies but between bretluren, who
are engaged in an edifying contest to uncover the truth. Philos-

ophy assists science to remain loyal to the truth about objects

known in the world; science helps philosophy to concentrate upon
the truth of Being, and the deliverances of our awareness. The phi-

losopher maintains a threefold freedom, in respect to science.^’’

He must have freedom for the unrestricted study of scientific

methods and findings. He must also secure his freedom from
scientism and every plan to substitute an absolutized brand of

scientific knowledge for philosophy. And above all, the philos-

opher has to maintain his freedom to contemplate the being of

the world, of free human existence, and of Transcendence. Al-

though he can never bring his awareness of these modes of being

to perfect conceptual formulation, he can give it his complete,

absolute belief, and can freely shape his life in response to its

demands.

V. A Comparative Appraisai,

One way of evaluating Jaspers’ position is to compare it, on a

few scores, with the views of American naturalism and Thomism.
Jaspers’ own thought can profit by such a comparison with other

doctrines; it can also make valuable contributions of its own to

the common themes of discussion. Perhaps an intensive study of

Jaspers will help to break down barriers and initiate a much-
needed dialogue between Kantianism, naturalism and Thomism.

Jaspers and the naturalists give different descriptions of scien-

tific knowledge. Jaspers’ account fits in well with Newtonian
physics and the Kantian philosophy of science. But it does not pay
sufficient attention to other theories of science, based upon more
recent developments in physics. Thus, whereas Jaspers highlights
the ideal of cogent, certain and universally valid propositions, the
naturalists stress the importance of probability and the use of
statistical averages. Jaspers regards the latter as a failure to attain
the scientific standard of knowledge, whereas the naturalists tend
to revise the standard account itself, in the light of what can
actually be attained by the human mind in this field. Again, Jas-
pers defends the basically speculative character of scientific knowl-
edge, even though he grants that its practical consequences in
technology have shaped the world we live in. From an oper^tion-
alist standpoint, however, practice is something more than a con-

25 Wahrkeit, 104-05; Rechenschaft, 349.
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sequence of scientific knowledge. The very meaning of the scien-

tific concept or theory is located in the practical directions and
operations to which the concept leads the investigator. Mutual
benefit would result, if Jaspers paid more attention to the charac-

teristic procedures of post-classical physics, and if the naturalists

a^eed to reconsider the question of the relation between specula-

tion and control.

Naturalism does not distinguish as sharply between science and
philosophy, as does Jaspers.^® This is in line with the Hegelian
parentage of naturalistic thought, since Hegel claimed to over-

come the Kantian distinction between science and philosophy,

knowledge and faith or interior awareness. Hegel achieved this

unification, however, only by universalizing his conception of a
single scientific method. Although the naturalists take an em-
pirical and non-dialectical view of scientific thinking, they do re-

tain the Hegelian thesis of a single scientific method. Hence a
head-on clash between Jaspers and the naturalists over this issue is

unavoidable. Even when the naturalists employ Comte’s distinc-

tion between the one method and the several techniques or pro-
cedures of science, they fall far short of Jaspers’ sharp differentia-

tion of methods among the sciences. His vision is directed toward
the concretely different ways in which chemists, psychiatrists and
sociologists deal with the same empirical materials, whereas the
naturalists look to a general logic of the sciences for confirmation
of their monism of method. Jaspers presents a definite challenge
to the naturalistic position, since he argues that the distinction

between a broad, general meaning for scientific method and the
more restricted meanings is no warrant for concluding to the
singleness of the scientific method. He believes that the differen-

tiations required by research in the various sciences affect scien-

tific method itself in an intrinsic way, and cannot be relegated to
the region of subordinate techniques and procedures. The ques-
tions he raises for naturalism are: whether there is a sufficiently

definite and significant content in the broad meaning of scientific

method, and whether the procedures of the several sciences involve
intrinsic differentiation of method itself.

Jaspers, in turn, could profit by a serious consideration of the
naturalistic program of combining a monism of method with an
anti-reductionism of content. He has not made this study, because
of his definition of naturalism as the identification of being with
the object-being studied by the sciences — an identification en-

26 The naturalistic program was set forth in the symposium. Naturalism and the
Human Spirit, edited by Y. H. Krikorian (New York, 1944).
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tailing a most radical sort of reductionism. There is a conflict here

between opposing views of what actually constitutes a reductionist

standpoint. Naturalism claims that reductionism is successfully

avoided as long as one admits the emergence of new values and

fuller realizations of natural traits, without resolving these emer-

gents entirely into their genetic conditions and causes. But Jaspers

lays down more stringent requirements for an anti-reductionist

philosophy. It is one that refrains both from equating the real

with the field of scientific objects and from holding a total evolu-

tionary development of life, consciousness and spirit from matter.

Naturalism would be unable to meet these conditions of anti-

reductionism. For, it is suspicious of any claim that a zone of

reality exists which is not accessible (at least in principle) to scien-

tific inquiry, and which can be approached only in some interior

and non-objective way. If the real is that which is accessible in

principle to the scientific method, then the distinction between
being and scientific object-being is broken down. Furthermore,
naturalism regards mind as an evolutionary emergent from mat-
ter. It attempts to avoid reductionism on this score, by castigating

vulgar materialism in a very severe way. On the positive side, how-
ever, naturalism does little more than endow matter with a vague
dynamism for bringing forth whatever has to be brought forth. It

also points to the progress already made in giving a scientific de-

scription of religious, esthetic and moral states. Jaspers’ contention
is that successful description in terms of another science does not
establish causal derivation of the reality under description from
the purely material mode of being.

Another area for mutual exploration centers around the prob-
lem of values. Naturalists have done considerable work toward
establishing a positive relationship between scientific inquiry and
the realm of values. They have attempted to reduce normative to

factual statements, as well as to furnish a purely naturalistic ac-

count of moral obligation. Jaspers seems to be content with repeat-

ing the Kantian dichotomy between what is and what ought to be,

since this accords neatly with his distinction between scientific

objects and modes of being that are grasped through philosophical
awareness. In this respect, naturalism comes closer to the approach
of metaphysical realism to the basis of moral obligation. There is

pressing need for a synthesis between the naturalistic emphasis
upon the reference of moral choice to factual situations, subject to

|iscientific ascertainment, and Jaspers’ equally valuable defense of
I the free individual, as the focal center of actual moral life.

(
Contemporary Thomists will find Jaspers’ distinction between
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science and philosophy quite instructive. His way of distinguish-

ing them bears some resemblance to Maritain’s distinction be-

tween the empiriological and the ontological analysis of nature.®^

For both thinkers, the crucial issue is whether or not the discipline

is formally directed toward a grasp of being. Maritain maintains

that the empiriological sciences deal with sensible being, but only

in so far as it is observable and measurable; Jaspers allows that

the sciences attain to object-being but refuses them any access to

being as such and as a whole. Maritain’s conception of empirio-

logical science is more operational and less speculative than Jas-

pers’ view of scientific knowledge. Furthermore, Maritain regards

the ontological approach to the world, self and God as capable of

yielding genuine knowledge, not merely experiential awareness.

But the question presents itself of whether the contrast between

the empiriological and the ontological studies of nature can be

rigorously established, apart from the Kantian distinction between

appearances and the thing-in-itself. The decisive feature of Jas-

pers’ theory is that the difference in attitude between the scientist

and the philosopher is regulated by a difference between objective

appearances and the being of the world.

There are two strains of thought discernible in Jaspers’ specu-

lations on this problem. One is the orthodox Kantian correlation

between knowledge and phenomenal objects. But there is also a

tendency to give a more metaphysical interpretation of the object

of knowledge. Jaspers refers to the latter both as an appearance

and as a mode of being. Yet, granted that what we know in the

world is a determinate mode of being and not Being as such or in

its fullness, there is no evident need to equate determinateness or

particularity with phenomenality. From the fact that our initial

knowledge is particularized, it does not follow that it must also be

phenomenal and in no way manifestive of being. A determinate

mode of being is still a mode of being and gives knowledge of

being, under some particular aspect, and not merely knowledge

of appearance. Such knowledge is not formally metaphysical, but

it can provide a basis for the metaphysical judgment that separates

being-as-such from any of its particular, sensible modes. Such

knowledge is also not fully exhaustive of the reality of the actual

thing, which contains unsounded depths that are not conveyed by

our concept of the object or even by our existential judgment

about it. Metaphysics is grounded, however, not in a pretended

insight into reality as a whole but in the human mind’s ability to

27 Jacques Maritain, Philosophy of Nature (New York, 1951), 73-88.
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recognize that the existent thing is indeed an instance of being.^®

Thomists can make constructive use of several features in Jaspers’

notion of metaphysics. Thus, his remark about the indissoluble

bond between metaphysical thinking and the context of empirical

being need not issue in a doctrine of paradoxical assertions about
the Encompassing. It can serve as a realistic reminder that meta-

physics never ceases to be a human discipline, and hence never
ceases to bear a vital reference to our experience of sensible things

in the world. This is re-enforced by Jaspers’ own observation that

metaphysical transcendence does not abandon the world but oc-

curs within the world. For Jaspers himself, this reference of meta-
physical speculation to the world of objects leads to endless

antinomies, since he phenomenalizes the object of knowledge.
Yet, if the being of existent things is firmly retained, then the split

between science and philosophy, knowledge and awareness, can
be healed. Our grasp on being is not an instance of non-knowl-
edge but an instance of knowledge, in which we recognize the act

of being exercised by the sensible thing and also the presence of
this act in nonsensible modes of being. The levels of analogical
meaning of knowledge extend farther than Jaspers’ phenom-
enalism will allow. They reach from our particular sense expe-
riences and the scientific knoxvledge of things to the metaphysical
knowledge about being-as-such and its causes and principles.

James Coixins
Department of Philosophy
Saint Louis University

28 For a more detailed Thomistic analysis of Jaspers* thought, cf. James Collins,
The Existentialists: A Critical Study '(Chicago, 1952), 80-114.
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THE CONCEPT OF THE ‘ENCOMPASSING’
IN JASPERS’ PHILOSOPHY *

Sketch of the Previous History of the Concept

A DEVELOPMENT of the previous history of the concept

of the Encompassing (das Umgreifende) will not be at-

tempted here. For such purpose a separate study would be re-

quired. Such a study would, indeed, contribute much interesting

material, but very little new for an inner understanding of Jas-

pers’ philosophy. It would amount primarily to a comparison
between latent meanings of the concept and Jaspers’ use of it.

This would lead into the thicket of problems of historical inter-

pretation. For, in an historical approach, we would first have to

distinguish between a history (or, more narrowly, a word history)

and an actual anticipation of the essential hypothesis of the con-

cept of the Encompassing. In this case interest would center on
whether the concept appears in a relevant connection or whether
it arises from an alien, accidental use of language.

If, moreover, one considers all philosophizing as philosophizing

from the Encompassing, as Jaspers does, then a historical repre-

sentation of the Encompassing would necessarily have to remain
sketchy, lest it become a total history of philosophy. For, where
everything is thinking out of the Encompassing, the only mean-
ingful approach would be to portray those formulations in which
the thought achieves new lucidity. We shall, therefore, limit our-

selves to indicate the most important earlier stages of the concep-

tion, especially in view of the fact that a special study of the prob-

lem is already available.^

Philosophizing is a thinking from out of totality. We speak of

philosophy only where there is the intent to penetrate unity and
totality. The teachings of the great Greek natural philosophers

• Translated from the German by Matthew Cohen, as revised by Ludwig B.
Lefebre.

1 Cf. Mader, H. K.: ProblemgeschichtUche Studie zur Periechontologie Karl Jas^

perf. Dissertation, Vienna 1952.
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begin that way: Everything is; water, air, fire, spirit, etc. That is

to say, thinking begins with the operation of embracing, of locat-

ing in totality. This actually constitutes the beginning of phil-

osophizing, by comparison to which the further interpretations of

this “everything” appear accidental and optional, and very much
bound to some particular time. In order for Being to be thought

of as fire or water, everything must previously be thought of under

the concept of Being. Thus, the beginning of philosophizing does

not really lie in the first fragments which have been handed down
to us, but in the drinking which preceded them. More detailed

qualification of Being signifies, conversely, almost a decline in

thinking. Only by means of its own reflection could thinking be

led out of these limitations, into which, in its naivete, it had
necessarily fallen. Perhaps diere is something similar to this in

Anaximander. Thought, with him, acquires a meaning related to

Jaspers’ conception, which may justify our introducing a short

quotation here. In Anaximander we encounter the concept oLApeiz

ron, in connection with the formulation Kal Ttapi^xeiv datavra

Kocl iravra Ku|3Epv5v (which has, to be sure, been contested

strongly recently). Notwithstanding the difficulty of whether the

Atieiran is to be understood as infinite or as undetermined, this

much seems certain: Anaximander thought of it in the manner
of an Encompassing~bf all the elementaT’ffiaTerials contained in

it; and not, indeed, as a mere summation of all things, but as

^mething that peneitfato, rules' and regulates everything. Being,

therefore, is really thought of"as Being and not as a mere heap of

;ali existing things. 7
~

When thought, after its first, great beginnings, began to split

up, Jb^xato re-united it once more aM~gaWrt Tts final uiiiLy xil tire

concept of the Idea. This unity was no Ionger~cosmologicah-bttt.

Ideal, not one to be found directly in nature, but one still to be
formed. The Ideas are not reality but belong to what we, since that

time, have been calling ideality. This ideality is an encompassing
unity of the perceivable. This was necessary because out of the

multiplicity of the sensory emerged nothingness. By means of the

Idea thinking, and thereby Being, were protected from the schisms

of the Sophists. And the concept of the Idea has held our think-

»ing together ever since. But thinking in Ideas stpod, for Plato,

again und^r an Encompassing: the highest Iclea of the One and
the of the Ideas i?, to a certain extent, also an

,

Encompassing ot all Encompassings. 1 o'how great an extent the
icohcept of-the-Encompassing is anhedded in Platonic philosophy
is shown not only by the frequent appearance of the concept of
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periechon, but also by the fact that this word, in Greek, signifies

not only an encompassing but also a superiority of the encom-

passing over the encompassed. The concept, therefore, implies not

only a quantitative encompassing, but a qualitative gradation,

which finally binds the Ideas, as in a hierarchy, to a highest.

The concept of the Idea received such dignity through Plato

that it became a fundamental idea of all later thinking, either in

acceptance of the concept or in analysis and critical rejection of it.

The history of the Idea in Western thought is, at the same time,
'(

“
a history ot tne idea'of the Encompassing, wtiich accompanies it.

The two main stetions on this roacTare Kant ana Kl^fRggaaTitri

Thes^ two are also, hingraphiVally, speaking. tEe 'mosF'impo'ftant
statioiirih the development of Jaspers’ thought. Kant was his

i

sTaflmg-pomt,' and this explains his conscious emphasis on the
j

sf^ificahce of ideas in the whole of Kant’s philosophy, as opposed

to a Kapt interpretation limiting itself to its categorical aspects

(cf. the essay on Kant’s theory of Ideas in the appendix to the

Psychologie). Plato and the Pre-Socratics became only late, and
only after Jaspers’ own views had matured, the subject of years of

systematic study. Thus, those beginnings, which might be re-

called by the concept of periechontology in logic, were fragments

of alien thought, in which the thinker recognized himself.

The document in which Jaspers discusses this Kantian point of

departure is the parenthetically mentioned work on the theory of

Ideas. In this work the ruling principle of the formation of Ideas

is expounded: to make the unconditional, or totality, the guide.

Totality and non-limitation are the essence of the Idea. Totality

and non-limitation are reciprocal ideas. The Idea is the uncon-

ditional among the given conditions. The unconditional embraces

within itself the totality of the developing conditions. As such a

totality the Idea is simultaneously subjective and objective. The
j

subject-object division, which forms the essence of intellect, has
f

no absolute significance for the Idea. Ideas go beyond intellect, by '

embracing its boundaries together with intellect itself.® The Idea

undergoes a subject-object division only to the extent""that _it

opei^es methodqlo^cally in the medium of the intellect.® The
Idea, therefore,, is the final Encompassing of subject and object.

Se^ thus, the Idea forms the highest point in Kant’s thought, and
this significance <!BE the Idea fs stressed by Jasper^ expressly against

thQ,Jnterpretation of Kant comrnon at mat iiSSie, in which Kant'

was limited to the Transcendental deduction and the problems of

2'fcf. Psychologie, (2nd and 3rd ed.)i 477.

»rbid.,m.
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the categories. Over against this, Jaspers pointed out, — to be sure

without much resonance at the time, — that the distinctive feature

of Kantian thought consists in the union and unity of all the

faculties of man’s nature. He found in Kant’s theory of Ideas the

representative achievernent of this basic intention. Kant’s concept

of the Idea has remained representative for Jaspers to this very

day, and lit is the encomj^ssing aspect oflhe Idea which Jaspers

stresses from the beginning. The Encompassing is understood as a

mutual encompassing even as early as the Kant essay. Thus: the

intuitive (das Anschauliche), as something irrational, goes beyond

the intellect, but is encompassed by concepts. Ideas go beyond the. ..

intellect by_encompassing it.^ The relationship of the Idea to the

congE^te i?idiYi.dual reality is described by Jaspers as a surpassing

(Uehergreifen).^ His later philosophy, therefore, is already, ^re-

pared, even to the point of the choice of words.* The basic Kant-

ian conception of the subject-object division, his deduction of the

basic unity of nature and freedom beyond all possibility of knowl-

edge (at the beginning of Kant’s Critique of Judgment), and his

discourse regarding the common root of sensibility and intellect

almost naturally call forth the concept of the Encompassing. Thus
it is, perhaps, permissible to say that Jaspers’ philosophy, after all

the deviations from and misinterpretations of Kant,’ is the natural

4.eYelopment of Kantian thought under contemporary conditions.

What distinguishes the Idea in the Kantian sense from the con-

rept of the Encompassing is the change which meanwhile JTas

taken place in subjective Consciousness. For Kant philosophy has

the character of a possible science and its concepts (the Ideas, too,

therefore) claim scientific exactitude. They are not achieved in

the basic experience of transcending. Transcending does not be-

come thematic in Kant’s philosophy, although carried out by him
at decisive points. The reduction of conceptuality, occurring by
means of transcending, is, therefore, not recognized. The possible

significance of a symbolically pregnant language (the “cipher,”

as Jaspers later calls it, using one of Kant’s own terms) is always

misjudged by a philosophy with "scientific” claims./

This break with the scientific claim took place in Kierkegaard.

He blasted the concept of philosophy as a rigidly organized dis-

cipline as perhaps no one before him; but, in the final analysis,

not against philosophy, but in its behalf. For philosophy experi-

enced, in Kierkegaard, an equally unique enrichment. What Plato

•Translator’s Note: We translate the German "umgreifend" by encompassing,
and the German “Ubergreifend** by surpassing.
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had accomplished for objective consciousness with the concept of

the Idea, Kierkegaard did for subjectivity with his concept of

Existent. Against the decline of the inwardness, — once so charac-

teristic of the Christian relationship to God and of Christianity’s

concept of the human soul, but now disintegrating into psycho-

logical, sociological and metaphysical fragments, — he set his own
‘existential’ thinking. Although Kierkegaard still regarded it as

Christian, this kind of thinking is actually a form of philosophiz-

ing and, as such, separable from Christianity.

Kierkegaard made up for the blasting of the traditional struc-

ture of philosophy by making this deed the theme of his philos-

ophizing. Through him occurs the thematization of the basic ex-

perience of the limits of hvLTiiarLExistenz. without which experience

ari modem philosophizing acquires the character of a mere anti-

quarianism. Since Kierkegaard our thinking has, so to say, ac-

quired a reverse side, which is able to give the lie to the front.

He carried out the experiment, using himself as the object, of

pursuing thought, out of its objectification in the Idea, back to its

status nascendi, i.e., to the thinking person. With Kierkegaard,

and, in a different sense, with Nietzsche, thought went back to

before Plato in whom it had experienced its initial ideal objec-

tification. The manner of existence in the Platonic Socrates was,

for Kierkegaard, the first problem of philosophy (the predilection

of modem thought for the pre-Socratics has its origin here)j-^Ine

Fnrnmpa.ijsinpr nf fhmiijht in which we have lived since PlatoT^
spite of the inroads of Christianity, has become problematic shice-

Kierkegaard. The Encompassing must be achieved anewjTiuFhOW
no longer once and for all, uniformly binding for all people, but
in the subjective adoption by each individual. And the conscious-

ness that the truth of our subjective existence determines the

truth of our objective thinking necessarily forced a new, more
original understanding of truth. Just as the naive truth of physi-

ologists became untme when they discovered the spirit qua logos,

so can objective truth become untrue as soon as thinking is. con-

fronted with its own existing. 1 hefe are-truth's'which can be un-

tfiTe tor ine/^nce Kierkegaard this is to be understood as follows:

nuPruth is tied to our origins. From now on one can speak of truth

only in an encompassing sense, in which is contained both the

subjective and the objective. In the conception of the origin of

truth the philosophy of the Encompassing remains tied to the

thought of Kierkegaard.

It can only be of biographical interest to know at which point

in Jaspers’ works the Encompassing is spoken of for the first time
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and mentioned expressly. The word is used occasionally in his

Philosophie of 1931, but without his.making any systematic use

ol: itTSut the university lectures of the following years were al-

~r5H)^ bised on the TTnfnmpa»ging,_u-nrlf»r tlip

'

"ot^Philosophical Systematics. It was a new onset of thought, after

the tirst complete presentation of his philosophy. ReasonjanA Ex-

Ts f.p.M.. a spries o f lectures, originally delivered at Groningen, was

the first publication using the new concept. '1 he lectures were

taken_oyer, partly verbatim, into Tiis Ton" der Wahrheit (Phil-

osophische Logik, vol. I). The concept was fully developed already

at its beginning. Betwepn-rhese two honks are tlie small Existenz-

~philosophie of Perennial Scope of Pkilosoph'V (German

edition 1948, American edition 1949'), — in which the concept is

presented under the aspect of its relationship to revealed reIi-~

gion—, and the historico-philosophical work. The Origin and Goal

oj History (German ed. in 1949. American edition .19531, whicb^

introHucesliie idea of tlie Encompassing into historical thought.

II. The Subject-Object Division and its Transcending

ne basic thought commands every great and genuine philos-

ophy. That thought forms the secret guide which thinking, on all

its paths, obeys and which, whether strong or weak, sooner or

later, aims at a few underlying concepts. Such a basic idea, how-

ever, is not tlie property of one individual thinker. True ideas are

the ideas of their time. They determine the thinking of their time.

They agree, therefore, with the thinking of contemporaries. Thus,

if one were to seek agreement between Jaspers and the early

Heidegger, for example, one could, — making allowance for their

different inferences, — formulate it thus: the philosophizing of

both thinkers revolves around the difference between ‘Being-in-

itself’ (Sein an sick) and ‘what is’ (things) [Seiendes (Dinge)]. What
Heidegger designates ‘ontic-ontological difference’ is — as far as

the difference is concerned, not the further interpretation of Be-

ing, but — the difference between Being-in-its^ and the manner
in which Being becomes an object to u^ln this underlying

thought, arising, perhaps, out of a mutuM conviction as to the

finitude of man, both philosophers find themselves together in

opposing the idealistic attempt at an infinite extension of thought.

The experience of the difference and the systematic formulation

of this experience, however, lead them into different directions.

They develop the two basic possibilities which can present them-
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selves in such a fundamental situation; a premature anticipation

of Being by a renunciation of all objective being, or a philosophy

of the Encompassing, which does not desire to pass over the objec-

tive world, ^n Heidegger we have a philosophy which loses pa-

tience and counter to its own trend, conjuringly tries to

grasp Being.Tn Jaspers we have a philosophy of the “longer way,”

as Plato teims it, whiclyitilizes knowledge in order to make faith,

in the end, believableflleidegger strides thereby on the paths of

classical Western ontology; Jaspers has before him the great ex-

amples of Plato and Kant, in a venture similar to theirs: in a

situation where knowledge becomes too plentiful, to return to the

simple basic possibilities of knowledge and, opposing both mean-
ingless multiplicity and the surrender to one — presumably abso-

lute-mode of knowle<te, to point the way towards philoso-

phizing in possibilities.^^he basic idea of the philosophy of the

Encompassing is: always to hold ail possibilities open as ways to

pos^ble~truth, without losing the consciousness of the unity of

Being, jaspers himself has presented this basic concept in varTous

ways. I shall attempt here to render one of them. \

All philosophy looks toward a totality of Being and makes basic

divisions. Systematic philosophizing consists of the maintenance
of one fundamental concept in all of the ramifications of these

p .fondamental relationships.

>i'k'6ne of these fundamenta,>^^'^One of these fundamental divisions is that Being always appears

. Ao us divided into subject and object. Since kant this idea-fiai a

permanent place in philosophy. Whenever we think we think

something, and, indeed, something definite. Every intentional act

has an intended object. The phenomenology of Brentano and
Husserl, reaching back to medieval concepts, made the concept of

intentionality the leitmotif of its thought. Every intentional act is I

a specific one and, therefore, a partial one. Thus we always know
|

that there are many other objects besides this particular one. Our A

recognition of objects occurs always within an objective horizon.-^t

Thinking without an horizon would be infinite thinking. Hori-

zons, however, depend on the position of the observer and are

able to shift and broaden if this position changes. Thus, a horizon

presents only the extent of all objects known to us from one point

of view. But all objects together do not make up everything.

There is something which we can never find among all objects and
yet it is absolutely certain. It is we ourselves. It is the subject. But

,

“subject” is merely a name for it which deceives us and leads us to

believe that the subject is a nameable object like the rest of them.

It is the basic insight of the Kantian transcendental philosophy
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that the subject can never become an object. What becomes an

object is a detachment (Abldsung), behind, which the actual sub-

ject withdraws further. That which thinks is, never thought of, for

''everything that is thought of is thought of as an object. Eve^-

thing which is to exist for us niust somehow become an object for

us. For the subject “being” is always being-object. This “being for

us” (fur uns sein) of Being is what Kant terms “appearing”

(erscheinen). (This concept, since Kant, signifies a revolution in

the consciousness of Being. Kant illuminates this consciousness in

a new way, by leading us back from the things to which we were

at first completely and blindly attached, to the consciousness of

these things: from the representations (Vorstellungen) to the possi-

bility of representations.')We become aware that the things are

imagined things (we imagine the things the way they appear to

us), and that everything which appears to us as a thing is enclosed

in transcendental forms of appeapji'ce, which are identical with

the “basic faculties of our mind.’nn knowing them we take hold

of the things and thus, as perceiving subjects, we become free to

know, because- we recognize that we determine the form in which
the things come to us. Behind the things we look for the condi-

tions of their being things. We become conscious of ourj^owl-
edge; that is, in a real sense, we are just beginning to know^o be
conscious of the subject-object division already signifies tnat we
think from the Encompassing of both; for the concept drives at

once beyond itself. We experience an insufficiency of the possi-

bilities of being as they reach us in the subject-object division.

Thought awakens within us the consciousness that precisely the

essential, because of which we exist, cannot be gprasped in this

division, but that it precedes or follows the division. Thereby
thought frees us for the secwld ^revolution in consciousness. A
further insight leads to this.

|
.^Whatever we perceive is for ps always in the foiro of an object.

BuTalToTBjFc^^ is not yet the totality„bf Beipg/The obje^is
just one side of it. The insight that objects are there only for a
^b|gci makes possible, at times, the return to the subject. But the

subject withdraws from customary thinking.) If, now. Being is

more than object, and if, in philosophizing, we always keep^Bdng
In mind as a totality, then the thinking ot the Encompassing of

^ibis£l-and_ob!ect can no longer be a thought with a definite

Ject. If the turn from object to sufiject signifies a tfansforma'Hbn
of our direct consciousness, then the manner of our thinking must
also be transformed, ^he way in which we think of the Encom-
pttssing pan no longer be the way in which we think of specific
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objects as objects. Thinking must acquire a new dimension, it

must become movement, become dialectic. It must rise up againsa „

iteelf, contradict itself, and thereby revoke itself in its definiteness,

thinking which occurs in the reversal is termed “transcend-

ingtKmkin^by Jaspers. All'philosophicaT~thinking is, according

'"to jas^s, Bk'sicall^tralhscending thinking. What is termed phil-

osophical speculation is any leap from obvious facts and immediate
convictions into the encompassing horizons of thought. This leap

from the reality of the given does not signify the abandonment of

finiteness; for the leaper falls back again and again to his point of

departure,^he flight into infinity is, in itself, a finite act. ThisV
means, fof example. tl t̂ in the attempt to grasp the Encompassing 7
conceptually, we necemnlv~deg:e'iierate into talse symbolization./

iris tKiem^ of philosophy toillummate the necessity of these

falsifications which arise from the nature of our consciousness and,

thereby, to bring about the unique transformation of conscious-

ness of thinking. |rranscending from the objective to the Encom-
passing; even in tifee process of falling to perceive the fall, and by
conscious logical operations to follow the tracks which we leave

behind in the motion of transcending.
|

What, in transcending to the Encompassing, occurs on the part ) t

of the thinker is an equivalent transcending of all customary man- .1

ners of thinking. Transcending from the objective to the Encom-
|

passing demands from the thinker a corresponding transcending i

qf his intentionality.

. AXustomary- thinking is discursive-progressive, because it por-j

trays. It portrays something momentarily unknown, which is to]

become known, in terms of something already knotvn. We grad-

ually approach the object to be recognized by taking every single

step leading to it. We bring the criterion for the truth of some-

thing new always with us from something already known. Because i

our thinking is always conditional, it always takes the direction}

from a condition to something conditioned.

However, Being, the absolute as opposed to everything that is

finite and relative, can^no longer be conditioned by our thinking.

It cannot rely on something butside'itself tor the principle of its

truth and of its proof. It mjist contain, simultaneously, the truth

and the criterion of truth.^ must be the object of knowledge and

the criterion of knowledge at the same time: the old Spinozistic

conc^rp? ci/t' tn thp tSnlrmg-Qi the encompassing Being,
thought itself would have to become encompassing. It would have

to outstrip, in one leap, all the steps ot the discursive develop- 1
'

ment. This would mean, however, that thinking would no longer
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have any actual movement, no approach to Being. On the con-

trary, the chain of discursivity must be broken — where the En-

compassing is concerned — in order to attain an opening of con-

sciousness for the Encompassing. Therefore, in transcending

takes place really less of a movement of thinking than a counter-

movement of Being, through which Being reveals itself.

Jaspers has various terms for this openness of consciousness. He
calls it “fundamental knowledge” (Grundwissen), “philosophical

faith” (philosophischer Glaube), and “self-awareness” (Innesein).

Philosophical faith, to be sure, is to be distinguished from the

religious faith in revelation; but the two have this in common:

the faith, by which I am convinced, and the content of faith, which I

adopt, —/idei qua creditur and fides quae creditur—, are inseparable.

The subjective and objective aspects of faith constitute a whole. Were
, I to take only the subjective side, then faith would be something like

credulity, a faith without an object of faith, which believes only itself,

so to speak. ... If I take the objective side alone, all that remains is

the objective content of faith, a “stock” of tenets and dogmas, some-

thing that, in a sense, is dead.

For this reason one can neither say that faith is an objective truth,

which is not determined by believing, nor that faith is a subjec-

tive truth, which is not determined by the object. Faith is onelj

even in what we separate as subject and object, as faith jrorrui

which and in which we believe. ''

Faith is, therefore, a manner in which we conduct ourselves to-

ward an Encompassing of subject and object. What is thus in-

herent in the structure of faith can become, as philosophical faith,

the actual philosophical manner of conduct. Faitli does not bind

us to a content as an object, nor does it allow us purely subjective

arbitrariness. As a believer one can say neither what, nor whether
one believes, nor does it depend simply on my will whether I want
to believe. Faith, rather, is a simultaneous presence in these po-

larities of subject-being apd object-being.

^ This presence Jaspers also designates self-awareness. For, we do
not realize the Encompassing by the outer waiy of knowledge, but
rather by an inner transformation of thinking, by means of which
we do not move toward another object but toward the actual

origin. But this way inward is to be distinguished from what is

meant by the introspection (= Verinnerlichung) of the mystics.

The mystic abandons, therewith, the realm of communicability.

His language becomes obscure and incomprehensible and at last

breaks off wh^n the final stage is reached. Self-awareness, on the

other hand, is to be understood as a philosophic act whidi aims at
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attaining clarity regarding itself, which wants to communicate and
which strives, for this reason, to become comprehensible and to

retain self-control even at its extreme limits^lt does not wish to

fuse with the other which, in submersion, is experienced as the

godhead, but wants with an intensified consciousness to regain it-

self. In self-awareness I become one with the Encompassing of

myself also, with myself as I actually am. I experience my origin

or ground because I am freed, by the awareness of the Encompass-
ing, from the attachments to the definite being, which always

places us,under conditions and demands a definite countenance

from u^’ ^elf-awareness, therefore, does not communicate itself by

trying to convince, but by reminding lis of our own ground, of

the “pre-knowledge,” as it were, which, as a s^et unrest, protects

us from all the trivialities of philosophizing. Jaspers himself re-

minds us of Schelling’s tenet of the “secret co-knowledge with

creation” (geheime Mitwisserschajt mit der Schopfung), which re-

fers to the knowledge of Being, already basically present, that can

be philosophically awakened, — or of Plato’s theory, that we can

recall what we saw in our pre-earthly existence. Awareness com-
municates itself also as an appeal to the freedom, which everyone

is, even against his own will, and which, — in its unconditionality,

which it knows has been granted to it by Transcendence, — can

become the pointer to this Transcendence. In all these ways of
j

philosophizing and communicating we are concerned with keep-

1

ing our own basis attuned to the grounds of Being.

, For this reason Jaspers calls transcending consciousness also

!

philosophical fundamental knowledge. Where I, in faith, realize

the Encompassing, I know of it from my very foundations. This
foundation is the basis of our being human. The certainty of our

fundamental knowledge is not a scientific one, therefore, but an
assurai^ce. Its success involves the entire nature of man. It is the

j

encompassing knowledge of ' knowing, before all particularized
|

knowledge^his fundamental knowledge can therefore constitute

a “secret ^ide for our thought, transforming the multitude of

single, dispersed items of cognition into a knowledge of the basic

general possibilities of being.” It is a knowledge which directs us

in all further ramifications of our thinking and willing. What we \

know basically imthis way determines in what way we know every-
|

thing else, what it means for us, what becomes essehtial to us and
what remains merely secondary. From this basis of our knowledge

j

no specific knowledge can be deduced, even as it, in itself, is not
|

deducible. But it implies an advance decision from the conse- i

quences of which we cannot escape. ^ '
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As fundamental knowledge it forms, in its simplicity, a con-

necting link. For, by becoming basically like oneself, one becomes

like everyone else. It is that which “basically” we always know,

and have always known, philosophically, not something newly

acquired. What, to a consciousness trapped in objects, appears as

an impossible concept, appears later as profoundly self-evident.

Self-evident; yet in such a way that this knowledge, once awak-

ened in man, demands new realizations, greater clarity, and new
manners of self-representation. Thus Jaspers can designate his

Philosophische Logik as a study in fundamental knowledge, for

which he attempts to delineate possible and, in our present his-

torical situation, practicable ways.

III. The Seven Manners of the Encompassing

The basic structure of the Encompassing is the simultaneity of

subject-being and object-being. However we understand Being, it

cannot be merely the subject or merely the object. To reach for

Being always means to progress to the Encompassing from the

limitation of one of the poles.

If by Encompassing we mean what we call Being-in-itself, then

there can be only one Encompassing. There cannot exist another

Encompassing next to the Encompassing. For, in the change-over

to the Encompassing we abandon precisely this multiplicity of

objects^ In transcending object-being we susp.end the possibility

of separation and variation. But from the manned .Q.f 'the,_tpin-

scending movement there arise /or us various manners of the En-
comgassing^These manners arg_not the Encompassing itself, jDut,

IKe expression ~6uf finite approach to the Encompassing. For
finite thinking the One again and a^in assumes finite perspectives.

Thus the Encompassing is, for us, in one' sense the being that

we are ourselves and, secondly. Being as Being-in-itself. From this

basic formulation Jaspers develops a system of seven modes of the.

Encompassing (Weisen des Umgreifenden). These seven modes
are:

Ê istenz; Transcendence; existence (Dasein); consciousness-as-

such (Bewusstsein uberhaupt); spirit; world; reason.

Jaspers has retained this seven-fold division since he first pre-

^nte^^it in in the course of time, the

systematics of the inner relationships have cTiahged; We shall at-

tempt, m our presentation, to limit outselves to wh'at has remained
constant as underlying thought through all the various trans-
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formations, and of which all deviations may be considered exten-

sions.

The being which embraces us is called “world” and “Tran-

scendence.” The being which we are is called “existence,” “con-

sciousness-as-such,” “spirit,” and “Existenz." The common medium
of their realization is “reason.” That we exist as existence, con-

sciousness-as-such, spirit, and Existenz signifies that in them we
become conscious of our being

We are existence. Like everything living, we are bound to oui:;V'

corporeal existence by our vital functions. We live with our

bodies in environment, into which we reach by means of tools,

forms of social intercourse, language, and our total conduct, there-

by objectifying ourselves. The forms of our existential realizations

become, when objectified, objects of scientific research, as physi-

ological functions, psychological experiences and sociological

manners of conducyBut what becomes, in this way, the subject

of research, — such as matter, life, soul or consciousness —, is no
longer the Encompassing of existence itself. We are conceived of

as a type of being among other types, but not yet as actually hu-

man. jFor, as humans, we always find ourselves encompassed by a

vital fexistential mood, supported by an obscure basis, — from out

of which the conscious psychic occurrence arises only as a brief

reflex —, and embedded in a general behavior pattern, in which
we exist as functioning parts of the body of humanityi Objectified

from this Encompassing we become the world for ourselves, we
encounter ourselves as objects, in the world, objects which possess

material and temporal existence and which appear to a living,

feeling and observing subject with whom we, objectifyingly, iden-

tify ourselves.

Everything which exists for us must also become, in some sense,

existentially real: as, for instance, the influences working on my
body and the changes occurring in it constitute the manner in

which I am conscious of it. Of everything which is not existence

we know only insofar as we encounter it in the shell of corporeal

existence.

We are consciousness-as-such. All life other than that of man is

merely an existence in an environment. Human existence, on the

other hand, appears so full and rich because the following modes
of the Encompassing enter into it. Whereas as mere consciousness

.of existence we are a dull and undifferentiated part..of our en-

vironment, as consciousness-as-siiHTwe achieve a clarity of reflec-

tion, in which everything appears in the subject-object division.

Only what enters this division becomes for us unequivocal, objec-
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tive, fixed being. Consciousness-as-such is, so to speak, the receiving

apparatus which in its categories provides for every objectivity a

means for becoming objective. In this way everything that exists

must manifest itself in an objective manner and, by means of this

fixation, attain communicability. For only what is in an identical

fashion valid for two consciousnesses is communicable. As living,

individual existences we share a, more or less, similar consciou.s-

ness. But, by entering into the unequivocation of reflection, we
are, above and beyond this, consciousness-as-such. Jn^jcoag^us-

ness-as-such we think of ourselves., as aiming at Being not oltly

along similar lines, but in an identical irianner. As compared to

empirical consciousness, this forms the encompassing validity of

consciousness-as-such, which, being true, can only be one. We
penetrate our mere environment and break through to the idea

of the one world, to which . . . environments belong. And, beyond
the worldly being, we have before us the timeless meaning of one
truth for all people throughout all time.

^
Spirit is the third mode of the Encompassing. As spirit we

participate in the world of the spirit which becomes, for us, the

practical impulse of our empirico-temporal existence or of the

theoretical directive^gf our research. Ideas are totalities of mean-
ihg which "establish a context of understanding. We seek such

totalities as objective ideas in reality. We examine reality by
means of the guiding ideas of world, soul, life, etc. We seek unity

and relationships before any experience and beyond all possible

experience. And from out of the world something always meets
us halfway which corresponds to our subjective ideas. We cannot
prove this, but we have the totality of our increasing understand-

ing and the dovetailing of new perceptions into old conceptions,

i.e., the ability to secure, by comprehensive designs, something
still unknown in basic possibilities, and this seems to confirm us.

We do not investigate mere emptiness. We do not outline our
practical plans blindly or without hope for success. We expect and
receive answers which confirm or condemn us. The "idealist” is

not the lost dreamer but the far-sighted planner,

ji
As spirits we participate in the

“
realm of the spirit.” We take

I

in everything that has ever taken place in history, in lasting
experiences, human wisdom, unique revelations, artistic visions,

politteai destinies. Spirit is, theretore, a temporal occurrenciT m
' contrast to tHe timeless abstraction of consciousness-as-such. S^'rit

. is’ bouftd lo conieius, where'Tt appears' as"tH^totality of compi^
henisible relationships. It intends something temporal, occurring
here and now and something manifest, even though elevated to
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reflection by knowing it. Nature, even in its power and sublimity,

'’is “spiritless'* because what it is is not again contained in a knowl-

edge of-itsel£. Spirit is. to a certain extent, a second nature: nature

elevated to reflection. We look at ourselves as natural beings, from
without; we make ourselves explicable objects of investigation. As
spirits we are in conscious relation with everything that is under-

standable to us. We transform the world and ourselves into com- ‘

prehensible totalities.“From within ourselves we understand our-

selves as all-en(^on âssing being, tolySonTeveryiEEing is spirit andi
spi^only.”
\Txistence, -'consciousness-as-such, and spirit are ways in which
we find ourselves participating in the world, if we illuminate

our being. What we are, and as what we objectively encounter

ourselves in these modes of participation, we call, at the same
time, world. But in this worldly being not all our possibilities are

exhausted. This being is only what we are “in reality.” But we,

are not merely reality but also potentiality. What we actually are

as such potentiality Jaspers calls Existenz.We are never Existenz

in the mode o£-rgaflity but only in the mode of potentiality. Exis-

tenz IS our basis. It is always ahead of uFfrecause of the factuality

~^s£i:^FexIstencer~but we c.'iTT--rati -tt-rrp-w4i1i ii 1iii -TyTT?rrTvmg~bur
kuthentic being."As Existenz we never become objects to ourselves,

ih-contrast to the other modes of the Encompassing. Existenz does

not become appearance. What appears, appears as reality. For this

reason Existenz, for the kind of thinking which only knows reality,

is as much as nothing, a fabricated illusion.^ Compared to all

worldly being Existenz always remains unsettled, without clarity,

without visible effecdptt never advances to the side of the object.

It is, in a sense, the absolute possibility of being subject^ under-

stand myself it it, where I am I, completely as myself. Such modes
of understanding, philosophically reflected as “illumination of

Existenz,*' come to light in a consciousness of the unconditional,

wherever it enters into life as absolute validity; wherever a total

and unconditional decision is demanded; wherever our existence,

our knowledge, our spiritual world, seem insufficient to us and a

final dissatisfaction arises with everything worldly; in the con-

sciousness of immortality as a timeless security in eternity. \
But inquiry into Being does not stop even with the return to

the basis of our own Existenz. The Encompassing, which I am and
which I know as existence, as consciousness-as-such, and as spirit,

cannot be understood out of itself but points to something else.

The Encompassing that we are is not yet Being itself, but appear-

ance in the Encompassing of Being.
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. Encompassing, which we are, has its boundary, first of all,

actuality, in the fact. Even though we “produce” everything we
perceive, as far as its form is concerned (since it must enter into

the ways in which it becomes objectified for us), we do not produce

the slightest speck as far as its existence is concerned. Thus Being

is that which, though there are no limits to the investigability of

its appearance, continually retreats as itself; it shows itself only

indirectly, whether encountered in the guise of the definitely exist-

ing or in the lawfulness of occurrences. This we call the world.

World, therefore, is the Encompassing which we are not, al-

thouerh we participate in it. Forj^e |^t that there is a world is

not identical with the fact that we exist. World is always more
than we are^ in the'factuality of its existence (which is independ-

ent of us), as well as by being, as an idea, always more than ema-

nates to us from it as appearance. J[tJs never an object, but the

totality in which we encounter objects. Just the same the world is

never the “entirely different” for ushThis, the “different,” is th?,

second boundary we meet in being ourselves. (Though the world

in its existence is independent of us, it is still not the cause of our

existence. It is the boundary we meet when transcending outward.

^If we transcend inward with the question as to our own cause, then

we strike the “entirely different” of Transcendence. It is the funda-

mental experience of our finite nature tliat we are not here be-

cause of ourselves/In our empirical existence we are limited to a

narrow temporal ‘dimension. Where we, in consciousness of our
freedom, experience ourselves as acting unconditionally and time-

lessly, we know that precisely this freedom does not originate in

ourselves. We cannot want to be free, just as we cannot want to

be unfree. In certain “ultimate situations” freedom can become
lost. “We can stay away from ourselves,” as Jaspers say^The para-

dox is that, in our freedom, we are given to ouraelvesjaWhere we
most deeply experience ourselves as ourselves, we ecp^ence our
origin from something else. This “else” Jasper^ “Tran -

scendence.” Theologically speaking this Transcendence is the

Concfeialment“oFTj6dr the conscioushess of 'dependence^ tHe^:on-

'cept ot being created as a creatufe~in the act of creation.

Existenz never becomes producible objectivity for us, and
Transcendence can never be mistaken for our own subject-being.

The consciousness of origin and the yearning— which never
leaves us in spite of worldly security — for security in the tran-

scendent, is simultaneously always consciousness of the state of
separation. Where this consciousness is lost, there arises self-deifi-

cation or fanaticism; where Transcendence is absorbed in the
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world, there arises Pantheisra; where the separation itself is de-

nied, a pure cosmism.

But Transcendence becomes jusit as empty when there is no re-

turn to the basis of Existenz. It becomes an “indiflEerent unknow-
able whose being, in its immanent insignificance, is as much as

nothing.’^ Or it becomes a rationally constri^cted greatness, an

“Stre supreme” to which one can ascend oii a conceptual step-

ladder, In these errors Transcendence is always misunderstood

and, as a consequence, one’s own being is brought into disorder.

This always seems to occur out of an obstinacy, which claims to

rely on itself and denies recognition; or because one forgets him-

self and throws himself away, as the result of unadmitted despair

and of an unreadiness to settle accounts with oneself. In both there

is a lack of frankness, of honesty, of readiness for criticism which
talks about everything and knows no reservation. It is, all in all,

a^ck of reason^^ tr-*"

l^^Jtfeason enters consciousness-as-such as intellect; it is also the

'“rapacity to extricate oneself, by reflectiori; rrom the narrow con-

fines of the intellect. It is the “faculty of the ideas.” as Kant
termed it, and, thereby, the way out of the particular into the

general. Reason will not let us forget the totality ana me essen-

tiah It governs existence in the form of a reasonable attitude,

which guides the physical-material organization of our life; it

protects us froq^ncontrolled actions; maintains us between ex-

cess and asceticism; lends our actions continuity in the totality of

our lives by way of reasonable goals; balances the day and night

sides of our nature; regulates our co-existence with others in a

reasonable manner. It touches us, as love, at the very foundation

of our Existenz and thereby becomes the language in which God
speaks. ^
Without reason Existenz, which rests upon feeling, experience,

unquestioning impulsiveness, instinct and arbitrariness, would
become wilful self-assertion,j^tance from the world and reserve

in confronting Transcendence! Without reason Transcendence
becomes demonic superiority, which,attacks us as if from an am-
bush (aus einer Hinteru^lt); faith oecomes superstition; love be-

comes fear. The world'becomes a cl^s in which there are only

isolated spots of clarity. Existence rails into disorder, loses its

humanity, goes astray in asocial perversions. Spirit-Regenerates

into ridiculous hypostasies, unworthy of belief. What had been
living spirit becomes dead materialization. There arises the pic-

ture of beautiful harmony, to be speculated about but not to be

lived. Without reason consciousness-as-such is a mechanical think-

\

i'
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ing device, on which we practice the large multiplication table of

the world.

In all of these manifestations^eason is more of a negative thing,

sdSietKing which regulates and' maintains order. It is most itself

"wESr it bringsthe other to itself. It is unrest where stagnation

threatens, a forward drive where there is a standstill. Reason is:

becoming transparent and causing to be transparent. It prevents

popular and obvious abiolutizatibns of one mode of the Encom-

passing by demonstrating the significance of every mode in the

totality of meaning. It makes every single mode of the Encompass-

ing true, because it bears in mind the totality of all the modes. It

knows that truth lies only in the whole. It is everywhere on guard,

wherever anyone believes he is able to have a private rendezvous

with truth. Reason is always insufficient when it is enclosed defin-

itely in specific forms; it is always too much when it appears as its

(f'O

own substance.

J[f we consider these seven modes of the Encompassing in a uni-i

Jyin^smvey, questions arise as'lcrthSlr systemati'C felatioiiship and
Iheir order. As long as we aire concernedlvirh

our knowledge always takes place by our seeking relationships. We
attempt to derive things frorn each other. Our thinking always

deals with conditions and the conditioned. We grasp relationships

by understanding the circumstances of conditions. The fundamen-

btal idea of the Encompassing, however, is that it does not occur as
"

^an object in the world and , therefore, cannot be dcrived
,

Jrdin

other objects. Especially, the. Encomp^tssing cannot be . derived

from one of its own parts, y/e do, indeed, transcend from the par-
•

-ricular to the Encompassingrbut transcending isliot cterivihg. We

utilize special paths of thought to soar up to the KncompisSffl'* We
seek, in ultimate situations, to extend our experience of being to

the Encompassing. But we still cannot demonstrate the Encom-
passing thereby. For, we cannot derive thought itself from w'hat is

being thought. From something which is for us we cannot derive

our being. From the many existing things we cannot derive Being.

What happens in transcending is not that thought becomes con-

vinced, but that we become consciously aware of something which
we had previously only obscurely divined. It is not so much that

thought is compelled by conclusive evidence; what happens is

more a liberation from thought and an entering into a new kind
of consciousness.

It is equally impossible, however, to derive a specific being from
the Encompassing. It is the old dream of philosophy to let every-

thing else emerge from a highest being, step by step, by emanation,
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development, or causality. Even in modern scientific cosmologies

this thought is dominant. But such attempts see reality always as a

model, the step by step reconstruction of which they then carry

out. They are therefore inadequate for everything which does not

fit that model. The symbol of the inconceivable in the idea of cre-

ation corresponds to the thought model of such attempts: man is,

as if he were created in the image of God; the world is, as if it had
emerged from a reasonable and order-creating will.

There are attempts to derive all t^j^tegories ofjthe conceivable

from one highest principle of consciousness-as-such. But, such pro-

cedures gradually introduce, with the principle of derivation, pre- A r/
icisely wharis to be derived. before we derive the categories,

we already use them in the derivation. At the root of all these at-

tempts lies the misconception ot regarding Being itself as some-

thing conceivable, from the implicatmns ot which one can develop

everything else. One confuses the Encompassing with oSjeictive

being and commits the philosophical sin wHfc^pe’iverts all philos-

ophizing at its roots. For this reason philosophizing, which remains
in the mode of transcending, does not derive the objective from
itself but learns to see it correctly, in its place, and with its par-

ticular significance in the whole. Such philosophizing constructs no
systems but opens up possibilities, it creates elbow room for deduc-

tions in particular sciences.

Nor can the modes of the Encompassing ever be derived from
each ot^r. They do, indeed, refer to each other, but in each modp
fEe~Encompassing has its own origin. Their relationship is not one
of mutual conditioning or of homogeneous, reciprocal effect, but

ot supplementmion and intensification. There is no one Encom-
p'assing from which we recognize all the others. Rather do we be-

come conscious of the modes of the Encompassing by pursuing, fur-
'

ther-and further, the inquify into Being. In every mode thfe ques-

tion. whether thp totality of Beiupr has alr^dy been grasped, arises

anew. Thus, the relationship between the modes bt the Encom-
passing canno^t be one which emerges trom a single one ot tEem ,

nor can it be a logical relationship of condition and conditioned,

di cause and effect, of higher anci lower, etc. Moreover, the rela-

tionship becomes apparent only if all the modes are yisualized. It

is^ therefore, an interdependence with reference to one truth

which, however, is never completely attainable. The system re-

. njaiHsTTlTPrpfnrp, pr^^n'cinnal Pvpprimf^Tltal

.

The Encompassing is, in eyery form, a polarity of subject and
( >object2 ^ ^

^ I am as existence: Inner world and environment.
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I am as consciousness-as-such: Consciousness and object.

I am as spirit: The idea within me and the objective idea ap-

proaching me from the things.

I am as Existenz: Existenz and Transcendence.

The Encompassing that I am encompasses simultaneously the

Encompassing which is Being itself, and is at the same time en-

compassed by it.

Existenz and Transcendence form the two extreme poles of the

seven modes, i he^re quasi the equivalent of subject and object

of the Encompassing itself: Existenz as that which 1 am in thos^ of

"rnjTpossiDilities which 1 realize; Transcendence as the absolutely

difEerent and the other-worldly. And just as it is true for objective

relationships, that there is no subject without object, it is equally

true that there* is no Existenz without Transcendence^ Between
these two^poles lies that being whicHThcludS^dur being and that

being, which we are not. The world is, as existence, consciousness-

as-such, and spirit, our own being and is, at the same time, as pure

world-being, something else, in which we do not participate. The
common, unifying bond of all the modes is reason. It must be pres-

ent in all the modes before we can speak of them.

If Existenz and Transcendence form the poles of Being itself,

theiTthere exists between Existenz and reason a polarity”m that

being, which we ourselves are. Reason Has‘substaiiee eiS^tlirough
Existenz. Existenz is illuminate^Toniy tlirough reason. ReaiorTde”
pends on something else. Without substance it would be mere in-

tellect, hollow and groundless. “Existenz really comes into its own
under the sting of the inquiry of reason.”

“Without reason it is in-

active and dormant, as though not there.” Thus reason and Exist-

enz'do horconstitute mutually exclusive forces within the Encom-
pasShg..Arhe 'd&isidrT is not to be made between rationality and
inwaiuTmess, as for instance in the form of a choice between ideal-

ism and vitalism. These simple alternatives are equally simple un-
truths. Truth is neither solely in the clarity of reason, nor in the

inwardliness of Existent. Either extreme would amount to a denial

of man’s poteiuialities and thus would deny the truth of Being.

“ToTwbat extent Jaspers places the accent of his philosophizing

on these two poles is evident from his first systematic presentation

of the philosophy of the Encompassing, which bears the title

Reason and Existenz. If one were to proceed further, it could be
pointed out that, biographically, all of his philosophizing has taken
place in this tension. It began as the philosophy of Existenz and

I
wants to be understood today as the philosophy of reason. It once

]\ stressed the 'existential/ out of opposition to the situation as it
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existed at that time, and now stresses the connection with the tra-

dition of reason, out of a situation, which, in the meantime, has

changed.

What appears here as the conditioning of the situation of the

thinker, is valid for the philosophy of the Encompassing generally.

In an existence, temporal in its innermost essence, there can be no

rest. Repose in the truth signifies a completed truth. No temporal-

ly finite being can ever attain completion. As long as we live, that

is, as long as we have a future before us, there are advances and re-

visions, improvements and criticism. Each moment can reveal new
truths to us, and, just as permanently, there threatens the danger

of falling prey to untruths. In the thinking of temporal existence,

therefore, the modes of the Encompassing have always to be run

through anew in an endless circle.

IV

The Encompassing In The World, In History, And In Logic.

The Encompassing As World.

In our everyday intercourse with worldly things we recognize

that we are already placed in a large context, which determines the

possible ways of our relations to these things. Always we already

know meaning and purpose, and we adjust our actions accordingly.

It is possible for us to name the things because we can determine

their places in the system of co-ordinates of the concepts previous-

ly known to us. In our scientific penetration into the relationships

of the world we are always led by previously accepted ideas. With
them we ascertain the extreme possibilities which we could en-

counter. The fact that we look for continuity and totality is not a

result of experience, because experience itself is only possible on
the basis of continuity and totality. We bring these ideas with us

when we begin to assemble scientific experiences.

If, however, we attempt theoretically to achieve a unified picture

of all available experience, we realize that we do not yet know all

the possible data of experience and that our theory is only capable

of giving us a temporary picture. A new experience may, at any

time, prove the incompleteness of the theory. Precisely because

the formation of our experience is guided by the idea of continu-

ity, we know that there can be no point, from which no further

experience would be possible. Experience, therefore, can never

confront us as something complete. If we designate the totality of
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possible experiences as “world,” we can say that the world can

never be the object of a closed and complete experience. The
world is, therefore, never an object of our research, although, in

all our research, we aim at it as the epitome of all experience. We
say then that the world is an idea and that our experience always

occurs within this horizon of the idea of world. If we think of the

spatial cosmos, we shall always find ourselves within a spatial di-

mension. A cosmos limited in any way is inconceivable to us. Space

is thus the horizon of all spatial experience. But, in the idea of

world we overstep even space as such, for our idea of world is not

limited to space. We ask: everything is in space, but what is space

in? We know, since Kant, of the dependence of our representation

of space on the peculiar make-up of the human consciousness. In

pondering this question we seek to transcend this dependency. In

a certain sense, this question is senseless, i.e., if, in using the words

“what in,” we are only inquiring after a new spatial dimension.

But the question assumes a deeper meaning if it signifies our in-

tention to soar, beyond all spatial limitations, into an Encompass-

ing, which is no longer bound to our manner of representation. If

we mean the world in this Encompassing, it is then no longer an
object, because we are no longer capable of conceiving it. It is ob-

ject and subject, because we ourselves are included in what we
mean by it. It is not a goal of research to be determined qualita-

tively. The world is not what we investigate but that we investi-

gate. It is possible that there are things and qualities for us because

we refer to them from out of the relationship of an encompassing

world. Objects without a world to which they belong could not

become a valid experience for us, for then we could not bring them
into relationship with our remaining experiences. This is the

meaning of the idea of world as the unity of our experience.

The Encompassing In History

When we think of the world as cosmos, time appears to us always

in spatial form. We project time onto a spatial dimension. Time
becomes a dimension which can, for instance, appear as a fourth

dimension in a space-time continuum. In this mathematical form
time has lost its particular character as a condition belonging to

the essence of man. In history we seek this time as the temporality

of man. For, in whichever way we understand history, it is always

essentially human history, no matter how much we are concerned
with the non-human conditions of historical occurrences. What is

of primary interest to us is the form in which man appears in his-
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tory at different times. The unrepeatable, unique manifestations

of his desires and feelings form the contours of history — not what
remains the same or develops according to laws. In history we
search for freedom, where it breaks through nature and its lawful-

ness. Wherever we encounter an action out of free conviction we
face something that is inconceivable in terms of nature. Freedom,

as one of man’s temporal possibilities, opens up a dimension which
remains hidden from us as long as we consider the world merely as

cosmos. It is a new, the “historical,” world which opens itself to us

here.

But, if we seek freedom in history, we realize that we can only

find its manifestations. We find the tracks and the effects of what
has occurred out of freedom, but not freedom itself. Whenever we
are touched by the free nature of man in another era we know that

we have already transcended history beyond the present. If we de-

scend all the way into time we attain simultaneity. Wherever man
becomes most real he becomes timeless in time. We aim at an En-
compassing of all of man’s temporal forms of appearance, because

we are ultimately seeking man in history. We find freedom to be
the same throughout the millenia. But this is not the sameness of

a natural law but the binding force of human nature, true to itself.

We have a common history because man is man and is able to re-

main true to himself under the most extreme conditions. That
there is one picture of man, in terms of which we can see every-

thing, permits us to understand even his last deviations — his de-

cline into the animal and his ascent into the apparently super-

human — as possibilities belonging to him. There is no history of

geniuses and of subhumans alongside that of man, analogous to a

possible history of plants and animals for example.

Thus it is from the one idea of man that the concept of history

arises. But we do not in history seek only man as he is. We search

for what he ought to be, how he yearns to see himself, how he
understands himself, that is, we seek meaning in history. In con-

trast to everything else in nature, man is not simply what he is. He
is, in a more eminent sense, what he is not. Man is not a factum
but a faciendum. His measure is not his reality but his potentiality:

not the normal but the exceptional.

Freedom is the way in which one is to conduct himself in view

of his potentialities. Wherever man thinks and acts from freedom
he indicates what he would like to be. What decisions he makes,

as a free man, also means what he wants to be in the future. The
future, in the final analysis, means his end; the end, as he sees it

as the end of human history. Proceeding from this end, as the goal
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of human history, we give ourselves to understand what we take to

be the meaning of our temporal existence.

But our present actions decide not only our future but also our

past. What I do today can transform the meaning of my entire life

to date. In everything I do I make my past necessary. What was

pure possibility becomes highest necessity, for I understand myself

from my past as necessarily bound up with it. Although I am free

in the direction of the future, I appear to myself bound to every-

thing I have already been. That there is such a thing as “fate” is

always true only for the past, not for the future.

The question concerning man’s origin is thus an unavoidable

challenge because of his ending— if being human is to have mean-
ing. For this reason one always finds at the beginning of history

the question concerning the origin of man. For what man is to be

is determined by what he is capable of being. What he is capable

of being is determined by the way he is constituted originally.

Therefore history attempts to find an encompassing bond in its

inquiry into origin and goal, for the meaning of history is at the

same time the meaning of man. But the actual sphere of history is,

thereby, again transcended, for origin and goal themselves do not

belong to history (the beginnings are already set, the goal is still

ahead of us) . Yet it is out of history that the demand arises to

reach beyond it into the Encompassing. Purely historical knowl-
edge remains always unsatisfying; it is never the end. History is

encompassed by a horizon in which the temporal blends into the

eternal and the relative is consummated in the absolute.

The transcending of history takes place as a thinking to the end
of historical perspectives. For history is incomplete in either direc-

tion. It flows from the infinite to the infinite. From this fact arises

the dissatisfaction with purely historical knowledge. Nor do we
have any point of Archimedes outside of history. For this reason
all flights into the Encompassing become delusions when they

place themselves outside of history. “It remains the basic paradox
that only in the world can we live beyond the world.” In his phi-

losophy of history Jaspers indicates the directions of such tran-

scending.

The unhistorical-eternal speaks to us through the great and en-

during works of man as he stands in history. In art there appears
something in time which is more than time. The historical past

becomes contemporary in everything great and absolute, some-
thing which is beyond all times.

In the steady change of history we begin to ask for its meaning,
for the unity of origin and goal. This unity, in itself, is no longer
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history. It never becomes present. The meaning of history always

remains open until the end. But in history we always aim at this

meaning, whenever we attempt to give meaning to our lives. As
individuals acting in history we overstep it in the unconditionality

of our decisions, in the absoluteness of human ties. The transitori-

ness of what is produced by action points back to a Being—
athwart of time —, founded on freedom, in which we participate

by being free.

In everything the Encompassing of history remains man, who
makes history and who attempts, through reason, to ascribe to him-

self a meaning in history. But there is something beyond man.
Something in man’s origin, which is not historically derivable,

points to Transcendence. He knows himself created by Transcend-

ence, not as far as his mere existence is concerned, but in his hu-

man dignity.

The Encompassing In Logic

If history opens up a new dimension as compared with all natu-

ral occurrences, logic appears to be unlimited in its objective realm
— insofar as it is concerned with the pure possibilities of thought.

If we consider only the possibilities of thought and disregard the

possible actual existence of what is thought, the utmost breadth
seems to have been reached. Logic could be considered the uni-

versal science. But this universality of logic is only apparent. Pre-

cisely where it pushes toward the boundary of the Encompassing
it demonstrates its subjection to particular conditions. What logic

thinks demands an Encompassing, but it is not yet the Encompass-
ing.

The most fundamental operation of logic is the disjunction. It

is concerned only with the simplest differentiation of objects. By
means of a complete disjunction it must be possible to assign an
unequivocable place to every conceivable object: the object must
be able to be confirmed or denied. This is the minimum of deter-

minateness that must be expected from an object of logic. Without
this minimum it would escape from the grasp of logic, the first

function of which always is determinateness in the direction of

unequivocality. If one were to attempt to overstep this boundary
an object would encompass both sides of the disjunction; both con-

firmation and denial would be applicable to it. If logic is concerned
with possibilities, we would here confront the presence of an im-

possibility. Such an object would logically be an impossible object.

It would overstep the possibilities of logic in so far as there would
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no longer be any rules to determine its logical treatment. Such

“objects” have appeared in logic since antiquity, wherever there

has been talk, in the proper sense, of logical paradoxes. The fun-

damental pattern of all paradoxes consists of there being two cor-

rect answers to an alternative question, i.e., a thing fulfills both

possibilities of a disjunction, thereby encompassing the basic

scheme of logic. If the minimum for a logical object lies in the

condition of its disjunctive determinateness, then this Encompass-

ing must be unconditionally, i.e., absolutely, valid. Wherever our

thinking normally separates into discursive members, such as the

condition and the conditioned of a syllogism, the extent and con-

tent of a concept, etc., there, in the paradox, the members fall to-

gether and are not to be differentiated. The movement of thinking

suddenly gives way to an unstable condition of suspension. Thrown
back upon itself it senses its own limit in that which lies beyond
all determinateness.

By analysis, it is possible to show how, in all known paradoxes,

the absolute and unconditional appear, at some hidden point: as

the quantity of all quantities; as unconditional truth without stat-

ing a criterion of truth (Epimenides) ; as absolute condition, in

which condition and conditioned fall together (Euathlus) ; as ab-

solute concept, in which extent and content are no longer distin-

guished (heterological) , etc.

What, in antiquity, was discovered, almost accidentally, and be-

came an odd sport, and what has appeared as a boundary problem
in modern mathematics, becomes, in philosophical logic, a con-

scious operation of transcending. Jaspers calls it “formal transcend-

ing,” in distinction to all contentual overstepping of boundaries in

the reading of the immanent cipher-script of Transcendence. The
distinguishing feature of this formal transcending is the fact that

it is possible here, to some extent, to overstep logic by means of

logic. All genuine speculation has, according to Jaspers, been such
a formal transcending, in which thought, under extreme stress,

found itself in an “ultimate situation in logic,” and where, at the

last moment in the speculative flight, it (thought) was discarded

as an instrument which had become useless. All pure and reflec-

tive speculation is conscious that it thus attempts, in a final exer-

tion, a leap into an Encompassing where logic fails. Plato, Nicolaus
von Cues and Schelling are the great stations of this Occidental
speculation. But long before them the Rig-Veda knew such a way
of thinking in questions concerning the origin of Being, and in

Zen Buddhism the paradoxical questions of Koan belong to the
methodical training as preparation for meditating submersion.
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V. The Significance of the Philosophy of the
Encompassing in Our Contemporary Situation

Jaspers’ philosophizing, too, originates in and aims at Being.

The introductory chapter of his Philosophic states this expressly.

No philosophy can get going without it. But, just as every form of

philosophizing determines its nature in advance by the way it asks

this question, so it is also true of Jaspers that his thinking in the

Encompassing arises from the way in which he inquires into Being.

All genuine ontology asks: What is Being? It expects a straight-

forward answer in which an attempt is made to say what Being is

in any given case. By asking “what,” we ask for what can be said

concerning certain things. The “what” asks for the concept of

things. The presupposition of such asking is, however, — whether

the questioner consciously realizes it or not—, the already definite

pre-givenness of the things, of their being. To ask, “what is this?,”

presupposes that it is already known how this thing is, what it is,

in order to be able to be spoken of as such. If, then, the “what”

(asking for the concept) always already presupposes the “how” of

being, it is obviously not in a position to ask for being. “What”
does not ask for the mode of being but for the distinguishing

nature of a thing, i.e., not for existence but for essence. But if the

“tvhat” question cannot even ask for the being of things, it can

even less ask for Being itself.

We inquire into the mode of the being of things by asking

“how?” For, the “how” asks for the “is,” and the question appro-

priate to being can only be that which first and foremost goes by

the fact that it is. How a thing is what it is, constitutes its mode
of being.

It is precisely this latter question which is asked by Jaspers.

Starting with the basic thought of Kantian philosophy, — the

separation of the thing-in-itself from appearance — , his question

always is how Being, as Being-in-itself, can become appearance

for us. How Being is for us is, then, Jaspers’ basic question. Be-

yond asking: “What is Being?,” he asks: “How can we and how
must we think Being if we want to speak of Being?”

The fundamental difference, thus, between “periechontology”

and the ordinary form of ontology is that the former does not

assert directly what Being is, but how Being could be for us.

Whereas all ontologies are destined, from their very beginnings,

to assume the form of a particular science, thinking in the En-

compassing intends a new basic orientation, affecting all possible

relations with what is. Where the early Philosophic began with a
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“world orientation,” that is with a survey and ordering of the

ways of our knowledge in and about the world, thinking in the

Encompassing unfolds as a comprehensive orientation in being.

We are no longer concerned with the methodical ascertainment

of scientific world investigation, but with the ways in which we
can encounter what is. Not what it is can become object for us, but

that it is is the original starting point from which arises tlie sys-

tematic form of the seven modes of the Encompassing. For the

same identical Being is encountered differently in the various

modes; and in the quest for them we are spurred on by the ques-

tion of how Being can appear to us in yet another manner.

By knowing of the forms of appearance of the one Being, we
are prevented from considering the various individual points of

view, which the giant ferriswheel of the world presents to us as

the only real ones in any given case. As soon as we know that we
are turning, we believe that heaven and earth are standing still.

'-No new knowledge is to be attained by thinking in the Encom-
passing, no higher, no metaphysical knowledge] No rear-world or

super-world is to be unlocked, and, finally, there is to be no peek-

ing, by means of some logical trick, around the comer behind

which Being is (supposed to be) hidden. Instead of all this a

transformation in the consciousness of the thinker is to be brought

about, by means of which he is to come into a different relation-

ship to Being. What we are here concerned with is not to know
Being but to know of Being, what we can know of it in its forms

of appearance, and why we can know only this. If, in the con-

sciousness of one who presses for knowledge, this not-knowing

leaves a disappointing emptiness, then his consciousness attains,

through the transformation, the strength to transform this empti-

ness into fullness in view of the knowledge that not-knowing is

the correct relationship to Being. For the logical operation of

transcending leads us reliably to a point where it is clear that

Being is of a “kind” which is not knowable. As concerns all

worldly objects, it would be unsatisfying to remain in ignorance

of them; but Being permits us to find rest in the fact that it re-

mains unrecognizable. Only the inconceivable is a true non plus

ultra for thought.

The new relation to Being also takes in scientific cognition.

Whereas every real ontology degrades the value of the specific

sciences or even makes them superfluous (because it considers

their discoveries either as derivatives of its own principles or as

emanating from a false understanding of Being), such philosophiz-

ing as Jaspers advocates utilizes scientific thinking as a necessary
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transitory stage. Without exact knowledge the Encompassing

would become a mystical eccentricity, the systematic form of the

seven modes a mere game. For, transcending, as the immanent
approach to the Encompassing, always starts from a firm founda-

tion, upon which one treads towards both the inner and the outer

horizon.

Today there is a conflict between a certain form of philosophy

and a certain conception of the sciences, reminiscent of the scan-

dal in which, according to Kant, philosophy found itself as long

as it was unable to prove the existence of the material outer world.

For, in the struggle between positivism, as a purely scientific

world-view, and a meta-scientific existential ontology, nothing

more or less than a reciprocal denial of the opposite type of think-

ing is at stake. It concerns the meaning and significance of West-

ern science, which is misunderstood, absolutized or damned by
both sides. Kant, in his time, considered it to be the urgent mis-

sion of philosophy to put an end to the scandal by means of a

compelling proof of the reality of the outer world. To do this it

was necessary to clarify what could be meant by the concept of

reality. The distinction between the “thing-in-itself” and “appear-

ance” was the means by which the different meanings of reality,

— for a human and for an absolute consciousness —, were ex-

plained. What is real in an empirical sense is not yet real in a

transcendental sense. A similar distinction seems to be necessary in

the present quarrel over the reality of scientific truth. The man-
ners of thinking do not seem differentiated enough to do justice to

the matter. Serious philosophy today must feel no less called upon
to clarify a situation, in which, in a special sense, the very reality

of what we consider valid reality, is at stake. For, to have doubt in

the objective validity of the sciences, is basically to doubt the ob-

jectivity of the objects of those sciences.

It is in the very nature of quarrels among Weltanschauungen
that the various conceptions become progressively more side-

tracked in the pursuit of their own paths, and that a clarification

becomes possible only when the problems are transferred to an-

other level. ^It is to Jaspers’ credit that he has opened up an en-

compassing jperspective which can assig^to the embattled posi-

tions their actual places in the ord£rj,Jm his own evolution from
medicine to philosophy he outgrew the sober confines of the

sciences and entered into the open expanse of all possibilities of

thought. This outer evolution indicates that, biographically, he
went through an inner struggle similar to that going on between
positivism and metaphysics today. What was first indicated in his
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world orientation — an orientation about the realm of scientific

world investigation —
,
grew into final formulation in the concept

of the Encompassing. But, from this encompassing expanse his

thinking today admonishingly points back to the indispensable

condition of scientific research.

The relationship between science and philosophy has become

an ever more important issue for Jaspers, and he is one of the few

who attempt to endure the tension between the two. The Encom-
passing is the guiding idea under which both are to be united.

Without the Encompassing philosophy would remain, as a science,

one-eyed, incapable of looking into the dimension of depth. But,

on the other hand, man does not have to overthrow science in

order to save his being human. If some quarters desire a new
“saving knowledge” alongside the pure “ordering knowledge” of

science, we must reply that no truth can bypass the truth of sci-

ence. For the evil consists precisely in the divisions of our modern
consciousness and in the co-existence of truths. The task, rather,

is to transform the scientific consciousness by a new ascertainment

of Being.

By means of the concept of the Encompassing Jaspers is able to

revive all the old, great contents of philosophy. With this concept

the history of Western metaphysics acquires meaning even under
the conditions of our critical and historical knowledge. True, this

history is not completed; but it begins to become comprehensible

in a new, and authentic, sense. For, the coming to consciousness

of the basic modes of the Encompassing brings us complete free-

dom of thought by indicating the directions which lead out of the

dead-end streets of rigid interpretations of Being. In the reversal

thus consummated the limited meaning and value of all finite

things is clarified by orientation on the encompassing totalities

to which they belong. The logic of the Encompassing as the

organon of Jaspers’ philosophy is the attempted integration of

our disintegrating consciousness of Being. Its idea is the union of

all ways of knowledge on the basis of the limitless illumination of

the sciences and of the integration of the basic experiences of all

human history, — from China and India to the Occident of the

present —, in order to achieve a new, encompassing consciousness

of Being. It is, in a sense, the logic of an era of beginning planet-

ary integration. It is an attempt which may provide a starting

point, from which the logical consciousness of the present may
continuously be developed. Completely new approaches to the
Encompassing may be opened up precisely in the present state of

analysis of scientific problems, such as in formalistic logic. To
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work on their development seems to be one of the fundamental

concerns of present-day philosophizing.

Kierkegaard saw his mission in reminding man of the simple,

basic conditions of Existenz. Perhaps today’s task is to appeal to

the simple, basic possibilites of our being. That these possibilities

long for realization makes of philosophy an “inner action,’’ by
which we practice our own possibilities of being. Jaspers under-

stands his philosophical logic as such a “practice in basic knowl-

edge,’’ “whose seven liberal arts’’ are the seven modes of the En-

compassing. This thinking, as Jaspers understands it himself,® is

“the necessary and natural conclusion of Western thought to date,

the unprejudiced synthesis by virtue of a principle which can ab-

sorb, because of its breadth, everything which is true in any way.’’

And it is “the point of departure for future thought, . . . for, far

from being the final word, it opens realms where research and
life, Existenz and history may enter without limitation.’’

VI. Critique

/My criticism is not directed against the basic concept of the En-
compassing, but against the systematic representation it is given

by Taspers,- As concerns the basic concept of the subject-o^ect

division, which indeed finally calls forth the concept of the En-
compassing, Jaspers is able to refer to the tradition of Kantian
thought. In this respect the philosophy of the Encompassing ap-

pears to be assured and secure for our future philosophical con-

sciousness. One may also agree with Jaspers that his philosophy is

the natural and necessary conclusion of Western thought to date.

But the “origins,” as he terms it, out of which he thinks of the

Encompassing in the svstematics of his seven modes, can no longer

refer to such a tradition, even if Jaspers remarks occasionally that

tlig Encompassing has repeatedly been conceived from certain

stzimpoints.^ THIs seemFro bTli' risky backward projection of
his own thought.fNor can the connection between the, seyen modes

claim to be really systematic./Although I have attempted, in this

presentation, to put in, on my part, several additional systematic

points of view, I still cannot help but feel that the seven modes
were taken up with a certain m-bitrariness.

/Indeed, the number'*'^’ seems very strange and recalls no
preidous philosophizing, neither the 4 of Plato, nor the 10 of

Aristotle, nor the 4 and IBofKant. "i'he" asyinmetry of the 7 corre-

* Wahrheit, 192. 7 Cf. Reason, 54.
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spends to ..the jack of equivalence of the indlyJd.u.al.-modes.r*rran- .

srp~iidgprp, for.exairipie, is a mode distinguished from the others,
j

Jn a certain serise it is tliie~onIy~^n:uiue Encoinpgtgg^ing, the EfF~j
compassing of all Encompassings.' 'Oh -Ehe—OTheTiTanH, Existenz

i

^rfHponSTvery pDorly-

t

c the concept of ah'"£ncompassing. There
|

many Existenzen, but just one i ranscefideiiLe. Aiid~~lireie-is I

likfi34dse_onl^oneL^irit,_on^onsciousness-as-suchj^n? world—
;

jut many existences. And when Taspefs,'~l'n Tils The Ferehjiial !

Scope of Philosophy,^ in describing the polarities in modes of the
j

Encompassing, designates Existent as an Enojtnibassmg of Existenz

and Transcendence, he is using risky phraseology and cannot in-

tend Ihis ~fo~mean the samp thing ^the Teing encdTiipa55EC^.o.f

.subiectang~obiect in consciousness-as-si^. Systematics and con-

ceptualization are really opposed to ^ch otEerTiere,;^^

/in general, there is ii:nc^ompaisihg~which~we are and Encom-

passing which we are not and Encompassing which simultaneously

we are and are not. In making this division, however, the basic

idea of an Encompassing of subject and object is almost invali-

dated again. As a consequence thereof, the world appears twice

within the system: As existence, consciousness-as-such, and spirit,

and again as world. This “objective” world, would actually have

to be understood, however, as the thing-in-itself, and therefore as

Transcendence, if one accepts the basic Kantian postulate of the

subject-object division, and of the phenomenal character of the

world. Here comes to light a twofold understanding of the world :

as Kantiap subjective idea and as an objective, actual world
(cosmos).

I

~

Ŵhereas Existenz and existence do not actually fit into the . sys-

tematics of the Encompassing, one misses the presence. .of. .o.thfir

concepts, or, at least, a reference to them, e.g., space and time, or

better, spatialitv and temporality^Occasionally there is, quairex-

perimentally, mention of other modes: (Life, the idea, thinking.®

Or, certain subdivisions are used:)^atter, living body, and soul,“

in connection, to be sure, with the idea of stratification. Final ap-

praisal depends, of course, on Jaspers’ doctrines of categories and
methods, still to be published)(]But, in general, it may be said that

the system, as it stands, does not establish the relationship of the

modes. From a systematic point of view several modes might be
missing and others could acceptet?*^ The idea thus arises that

the systematics of the seven "modes" is based on something pre^
supposed and undiscussed. iVVhatever this ground is on which Tas-

pers finds himself in the first place when he asks concerning^jAe
nature of Being, remains yet to be examined. For Being, as Being

8 Scope, 15. ’ 8 Reason, 69 £E. lo Reason, 64.
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itself, is already thought of in a certain way (the concept of

God); the Being which we are is already interpreted in a certain

way (the idea of man); the nature of logic has already been de-

cided in a pre-concept, if the inquiry into Being leads to such

systematics.iThe concept of God and the picture of man are not

developed iii Jaspers’ philosophy (perhaps, indeed, in no phi-

losophy at all), but are brought into it and then, perhaps, clari-

fied. ';That we have and when we have a consciousness of actual

Being, that we understand, and how we understand the upsoar-

ing to Being as our own truth, is already anticipated if, out of it,

the origins are experienced as modes of transcending.

Regarding the original inquiry into Being and iw first turn, a_

second tum-arbund is really necessary nowf ai_what must Being

be pre-understood in order that it may be recognized in such forms

"of appearance? The answer would enable us to decide what

among that which we encounter is to be understood as ah ap-

jpearance of Being.

\ Some will be deterred from agreeing with the philosophy of

theTncompassii^, beyond its initial thoughts, because the modes.

of Being are contentual interpretations from the start . There can

be no argument re^fding contents. One can deny that every^
thing tnat exists has tire duiactei -ofijeihg. One can deny thatlhe

objective spirit is more than a 7'‘flouri|h,_ which existence some-

tifhes allows it^lf.”_Whether thinking is more than afgumenta-

tiSi, whether to think contradicts the nature of man, depends on

f
e logic which asserts this contradiction.

Thus, our criticism seems to concentrate 'bn the question of the

valid logic of Sh’i^j^ind of thihkinjg. But -the philosophy of the

Enfcdmpassing recbmiizes ho encompassing logic ! Its idea of truth

is that there is truth in every mode of the Encompassing and that

no mode can replace anotherilts concept of truth is always bound
to content, ^d only one of these contents is the so-called formal

logical one. pThe contentuality of this thinking indicates that, in

^e final'anaiysis, it refers to basic experiences, which enter phi-

losophizing as contents. I dohT“ believeTmisimBerstahd”the'’phi-

ibsophy of the Encompassing when I believe that the question

concerning the basis for the justification of this kind of thmking

would be answered by reference to final, baac experiences^It is

part of the idea of philosophy that these experiences are 4eflect-

ingly accepted into philosophizing and that philosophizing itself

presses toward such experiences of Being. But, perhaps, they are a

limitation in their factuality. Where they are lacking in the other,

agreement is impossible. )
'

(
The demand for an encompassing, no longer contentual, logic
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signifies, within Jaspers’ thinking, a gain in the importance of

cohsciouMiess-as;Such in all modes of the Encompassing. It is per-

h^ a just criticism that jiaspersjremains u tliis ppim.

presence of the subject-object division in all of the modes

really means that consciousness-as-such has validity, .fox .exery-iind

of~truth . Thus.Jaspers .states.that...thfi-llstruatme,xif...o.ur .jhinH^

as (part of) consciousness-as-such . includes .eytryt.liing .tvitlmx

itseli?*^^ But when this thought is not maintained, and conscious-

ness-as-such is considered merely one mode among others, the

reasonTlies, in my opinionjTrr‘nie~cdnfehTEuaTunTefsfaridrng"pf

this thinking.

I On tire basis of Kantian philosophy, it really would have to be

accepted that, in thinking, we always execute only formal struc-

tures, but that the contents must be given to us in some other way.

We do think contents, but we do not think contentually. There
can be thoughtful agreement only about the formal aspects of

thinking. Contents seem historically to come and go. What brings

us together in them seems like an incomprehensible fate. )

( It is obvious that the question of the relationship of conscious-
ness-as-such to the other modes of the Encompassing- becomes de-

cisive for every form of presentation . For in every presentation
we subject ourselves to the conditions of a general consciousness

in so far as we demand communicability. What cannot become
universally valid can not become presentation. Criticism frpjn

this side would, therefore, have to demand elimination of every-

t^ing con'tentual from the presentation. But,~ oirtEe dOiefTianH,
we always refer to contents!) Indeed, everything formal aims, in

the final analysis, at contents. ((Therefore, the contentual would
have to be linked together in such a way as to remain the perma-
nent contour of thought.! The presentation would have to aim
toward a certain empty form, in which the basic idea of the En-
compassing and the forms of transcending are described)COne can
appeal to contents only by pointing to history and to the phil-

osophical tradition.

(J

a

spers’ criticism of objectification would thereby become still

more pointed. For, where thinking objectifies, it solidifies certain
contents. In a certain sense the seven modes are stil l too objective.

because they are too contentual. The remaining reproach is that,

in Jaspers' logic, the criticismrbf objectification does noTheromf^
a systematic operation . In its essence it remainr (a form'd]^ self-

correction, which practically has to be done again and again.

The objectlessness of the Encompassing does not yet neces-
11 Wahrheit, 244.
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sarily signify a lack of systematics. Excluded by the systematics

are the contentual interpretations. 1

( For the “derivation” of the inodes of the Encompassing this

criticism means that they may not be drawn from experience nor

from historical self-interpretation but, rather, from a formal

sykem, which then would in itself have to be suspended again.

Only thus would every objectivity be removed from the concep-

tion of the Encompassing.
(The Platonic Parmenides seems to me

to be a model of this.^) Carrying the formalization further would
^so have to be extended to the concept of transcending. Of all

the ways of transcending, Jaspers himself considers only the formal

to be an actual philosophical consummation. (Where Transcend-

ence appears, in the ciphers of world-being and in the symbols of

art, it is only in so far as it is translated into the structures of

thinking. The silent language of the symbols always remains, as

such, non-committal. It is restricted to content.

)

(^That the formalization is going to be carried further and
further would seem to be unavoidable. But this does not mean
that the contents will be lost. For the contents do not come from
philosophy. Philosophy cannot, therefore, invalidate them. It is

my conviction, moreover, that any further thinking through of

the idea of the Encompassing also aims at its formalization; for

the path to ever further formalization seems to be the path of

thinking itself.

.Gerhard Knauss
Sendai

Japan
..

,te'\
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Edwin Latzel

THE CONCEPT OF ‘ULTIMATE SITUATION’
IN JASPERS’ PHILOSOPHY *

**The meaning of philosophizing lies in a single thought, which as such is inexpres-

sible: the awareness of Being in itself; each chapter of this work should make it

accessible; each should represent the whole in smaller form, but at any given time

one chapter leaves dark what will be illuminated only by the rest”

(Karl Jaspers in the Foreword to his Philosophie)

T he philosophizing of Karl Jaspers has as its goal the

disclosure of the place of the authentically real. It is not con-

cerned exclusively with the authentic being of man, although the

latter is, of course, always kept in view. For, self-realization is re-

garded as a prerequisite to our catching sight of the authentically

real. “Catching sight of’’ is perhaps not quite the correct expres-

sion. I cannot catch sight of authentic reality— either of that

which I myself am capable of being in my better hours, the after-

glow of which lights up the reality of my every day, or of that

which I myself am not— in the way that I can catch sight of the

things of the world.

The latter stand over against me in objective clarity. They in-

clude objects which I make use of every day — e.g., clothing,

household utensils — as well as objects which, although they do
not directly affect my everyday reality, arouse my impulse to know,
and are rendered investigable and knowable in the various

sciences.

My everyday world and the multifariously articulated world of

science are not the whole of reality; indeed, they are not authen-

tically real. I feel lost in mere everyday activities; the everyday

world tastes flat and dull. Science provides me with universally

valid knowledge about things in the world, and this knowledge
lifts me up. I am no longer lost in my everyday activities. However,
I cannot really know any one thing completely. In the world which

science discloses everything is related to everything else: every

solution of a problem raises new problems. The more penetrating

* Translated from the German manuscript by Geoige'L. Kline.
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my scientific orientation in the world, the more profound are the

enigmas which confront me. I should have to know the world as a

whole in order to know any single thing completely. But the world

as a whole is not an object of science; it is not given to me objec-

tively. Rather, it is that within which all scientifically investigable

objects are given.

The world as the encompassing whole (umgreifendes Canzesy-

thus evades the grasp of the investigator, moving farther and

farther atvay from him as he advances. The more exhaustive and

intensive his investigation, the clearer and more articulated the

objective world as it constitutes itself in his investigation, an in-

vestigation guided by more or less conscious leading ideas — the

more forcibly is it brought home to him that the world of science

possesses only an intermediate kind of reality and is not authentic

reality.

The human beings with whom I come into contact are also a

part of the environment which is disclosed to me in my everyday

existence (Dasein). Such everyday human relationships can take on
many forms, starting with indifferent co-existence, moving through

relentless struggle for existence, to co-operative activity in the serv-

ice of a common idea, e.g., that of an occupation or organization.

To be part of such an idea-oriented community serves to discipline

and stabilize my everyday existence — which would otherwise

readily fall into fragments. However, this common world, defined

by ideas, is still not authentic reality.

Thus, neither the world of everyday existence,® nor the world
of science, represents authentic reality; indeed: “The reality of

existence and the objective world of science are dependent upon
each other for their being.”® They are related to one another. We
shall attempt to clarify this point by means of an example from
Jaspers himself;^

As a living existence, I live at any given time in a landscape, in

which I am embedded and firmly rooted. But I can free myself
from it, set it over against me, in order to know it scientifically.

What happens in this process?

The landscape and I do not both remain the same. Previously

1 Cf. Wahrheit, 85ff. 2 Ibid., 53fl. 4 Ibid., 64f.

8 Philosophie, 2nd ed. (Berlin, Gdttingen, Heidelberg, 1948), 64. (Page numbers
without any other indication will be used in the sequel to refer to this second edi-
tion of Jaspers’ Philosophie. It is to be regretted that this new edition, which exact-
ly reproduces the text of the three-volume first edition of 1932, does not give the
page numbers of the first edition. Dr. Maria Salditt is to be heartedly thanked for
providing a subject index to this new and technically more convenient one-volume
edition.)
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I was firmly rooted in my landscape; no one else could have had
exactly the same relationship to it. But now, if I want to know it

scientifically— and thus not as it is for me alone, but as it is “in

itself” and for everyone else — I must suspend all merely personal

or private relationships. I must leave behind my unique, concrete

existence, with its fullness of life, and my personal consciousness

and become mere “consciousness-as-such”® which can be the same
in every human being.

What I, as consciousness-as-such, know — and this can, in prin-

ciple, be known in the same way by everyone else — is no longer

my landscape, but “nature in its determinateness. It is no longer

animated as a landscape; it does not respond as the ‘totality differ-

ent’ (from myself but stands there as a mere object.”

This world of nature, which constitutes itself in consciousness-

as-such, becomes accessible to and usable by me, when, having

returned into my existence to my “full, irreplaceable life in space

and time,”® I relate it to my needs and purposes.

All the other concepts of the world (the worlds of technology,

society, economics, etc.) — like that of the world of nature — ac-

crue to me “out of the realities of my existence. I place these reali-

ties over against myself, removing them to the objective world
as something other, without being able to cease to live in them
as existence.”^

Where, then, is authentic reality to be found, if neither the

world as “the immediate whole of existence,”® nor the objective

world of science — of consciousness-as-such — represents such re-

ality?

I cannot grasp the authentically real in the objective categories

of consciousness-as-such; I can only grasp it in living experience,

in the depths of my concentrating nature, through the process of

self-realization.

If authentic reality cannot be grasped in the concepts of con-

sciousness-as-such, since my every attempt to communicate with

my fellowmen is bound up with these concepts, how can I com-
municate my experience of authentic reality to others? How is

philosophy as such possible, since philosophy has but one purpose
— to disclose the place of the authentically real?

This question is of decisive importance for all of Jaspers’ phi-

losophizing. It must be clearly comprehended, for any correct un-

derstanding of Jaspers’ total philosophical work depends upon it.

When this question is answered, the paradox — that, in a philos-

ophy which, both in its final intention and in fact, is concerned

5 Cf. WaArAett, 64ff. ePhilosophie.Sl7. tlbid., 64. 8 Ibid.. 57.
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with the authentic reality of Being itself, and not of any partic-

ular kind of being, there is a great deal of discussion about the

being of man — is resolved.

If man cannot know authentic being through the objective

categories of consciousness-as-such; if he can only experience this

being in his own high moments — moments in which he is more

than mere existence, more even than a mind guided by ideas,®

then the philosopher, too, who has himself experienced this be-

ing, cannot express it directly. He cannot absolve others from the

experience of being, he cannot have this experience for others and

then say directly to them: this is what being is like. Authentic

reality. Being itself, must be experienced directly by every indi-

vidual; the philosopher can only attempt to assist others in attain-

ing their own experience of Being.

For man, self-realization and the experience of Being coincide.

When we philosophize we are seeking authentic being, by break-

ing a trail toward self-realization for ourselves and for others, using

philosophy as a means of communication. But fundamental diffi-

culties immediately present themselves:

1) If I make self-realization my direct goal, I shall be most cer-

tain to fail to reach it.

2) The inner performance in which I become my own authen-

tic self are not objectively comprehensible, and hence cannot be

directly communicated.

3)
These inner performances constitute what is most personal

in me. In them I attempt to become myself, not a self as such.

Quite apart from the question of communicability, then, how can
anyone else help me in my self-realization, since I am not attempt-

ing to become himself, nor yet a self as such, but precisely myself?

Let us examine this problem in greater detail.

1) I cannot directly undertake to become myself, or, what
amounts to the same thing, aim directly at authentic being, either

in me or outside of me. “I cannot will what I really want.”^® We
can express this as follows: my becoming authentic is related to

my becoming whole. But what does it mean to say I “become
whole”?

It does not mean that I realize everything which inheres in me,
not even all of my positive potentialities. My finiteness forbids
this: the span of my life is too short. But I cannot neglect any of
the basic possibilities of my being as a man (Jaspers carefully dis-

tinguishes the three forms of this being — existence, consciousness-

as-such, and spirit). I must entrust myself to the Encompassing,
9 Cf. Wahrheit, 71ff. W ibid., 180 (italics mine).
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“to encompassing life — out of the affirmative strength of my exist-

ence — to correctness as such, and to ideas of the spirit.”^^ None
of these basic possibilities should be permitted to become au-

tarchic. As mere existence, I would be confined to the biological

realm, I would not be essentially human. As mere consciousness-

as-such, I should be replaceable at will, and wholly without indi-

vidual reality. As mere spirit, I should be “rarified;” I would deny
my finiteness and thus become false. Each of these kinds of being

requires the other two, if their expression is to be pure. Only as a

whole man, a human being who continually lives all three of

these kinds of being— all of which reciprocally condition, sup-

port, and enhance one another— can I become authentically my-
self.“

2) I can turn not only things, but myself and other human
beings into objects of investigation. And just as the world as a

whole, as encompassing Being, eludes the apprehension of con-

sciousness-as-such, so I, as consciousness-as-such, am able to grasp

neither myself, nor the encompassing aspect of my full being as a

man. I can experience myself concretely in the process of living

as existence, as consciousness-as-such, as spirit. But I myself am
always infinitely more than I can objectively know about myself.

What I can objectively know about myself and about other human
beings is no longer the encompassing aspect of our existence or of

our being as spirit; it stands over against me, objectively, like the

investigable things of the being of the world. Indeed, it belongs

to this world itself. “World” is to be taken here not in the sense

of an encompassing being, but rather as the objective world to

which I am related as consciousness-as-such. (It is important to

keep these two meanings of “world” distinct in Jaspers.“)

Since only in becoming my encompassing existence or my en-

compassing spirit I can experience them, i.e., since, then, I cannot
know objectively; and since, therefore, I cannot communicate this

becoming directly to others in the categories of consciousness-as-

such, becoming my authentic being— myself must be even less

communicable.

3) Even if the philosopher could in some way communicate to

Ibid,, 181. “Correctness” means the truth of consdousness*as-such. Cf. ibid., 67.

12 Ct ibid., im
13 Cf. ibid,, 141 ff., for a diagram of the structure of being, and an interpretation

of the diagram. — I myself become a part of the objective world, which is there for

consciousness-as-such, when I am objectified in the categories of this consciousness.

But as encompassing existence, as encompassing spirit, and as the encompassing

aspect of consciousness-as-such, I am not part of the World as encompassing Being,

but am an autonomous Encompassing.
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us this experience of his own being himself, he would have to call

upon us not to follow him. For, if our authentic self is what is

deepest and most original in us, we should become false to the

core, if each of us, instead of soaring upwards from his own origin

toward authentic reality, should attempt to live from alien sources.

Is a philosophy, then, which communicates itself in written

works, meaningfully possible? First, we must clarify the problem

of communicability, which is the basic presupposition of such

possibility; and then we must ask what meaning such communica-

tion could have, assuming that it is possible. This is the problem

of the appropriation, or assimilation, of a philosophy by other hu-

man beings.

Now that we are aware of the goal of Jaspers’ philosophy, we
are in a position to exhibit the fundamental complex of problems

which necessarily inheres in such philosophizing: these problems

follow from his basic presuppositions. We do not wish to develop

abstractly the answer to the question of the communicability, or

the possible methods, of philosophizing, thus understood; or the

second question — whether such a philosophy is wholly bound up
with the personality of the individual who philosophizes, or

whether it can be meaningfully appropriated by others. Rather, we
shall examine the philosophizing of Jaspers as it lies before us,

and see how he philosophizes concretely; we shall follow the way
in which he communicates a self-consistent train of thought. In

the Foreword to his Philosophie, Jaspers writes:

The meaning of philosophizing lies in a single thought, which as

such is inexpressible; the awareness of Being in itself; each chapter of

this work should make it accessible; each should represent the whole
in smaller form, but at any given time one chapter leaves dark what
will be illuminated only by the rest.

We shall select from the second volume of the Philosophie, entitled

“Illumination of Existenz,” the chapter which deals with “ulti-

mate situations” (Grenzsituationen). But, before we examine Jas-

pers’ method and achievement, we shall atttempt to sketch the

history and the significance of the concept of ultimate situations

in Jaspers’ work as a whole, and thus at the same time justify our
choice of this particular chapter.

*****
The concept of ultimate situation, like that of “foundering”

(Scheitern), has entered into the vocabulary of a broad public,

and, though it has often been re-interpreted and misinterpreted,

it defines the general public’s image of Jaspers’ philosophy as a
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whole. If we examine Jaspers’ philosophic work up to now, we
find that this concept is today neither the most central nor the

most profound; but perhaps it is still the most characteristic for

the “climate,” the whole atmosphere of this kind of philosophiz-

ing. It represents, so to speak, the original philosophical intuition

of the young Jaspers, which retains its fruitfulness even in his most
recently published works. This concept thus permits us to view

Jaspers’ entire philosophic production in perspective.

In 1919, Jaspers, who was then a Professor of Psychology at Hei-

delberg, published his Psychologie der Weltanschauungen. In

1941 he was to call this book “a rash work of my youth.” However,
he still acknowledged its content as his own, although he con-

sidered its form unsatisfactory. Even in 1919, Jaspers’ psychology

had, without his being aware of it, taken on the character of what
he was later to call an “illumination of Existenz.”^*

The Psychologie der Weltanschauungen was intended as a work
of verstehende psychology. In reality it is already the work of Jas-

pers the philosopher— not only in the section on ultimate situa-

tions, but also in its entire substance. Moreover, his later philo-

sophical works are only a systematic development of what is sub-

stantially present in the Psychologie, but which was developed,

clarified, deepened, and at the same time brought to ever higher

consciousness only in the greater tranquility of the subsequent

great works. Anyone who has carefully studied Jaspers’ chief phil-

osophic works, works which were shaped with ever more conscious

discipline^® — the Philosophie (1932), and Von der Wahrheit (the

first volume of the Philosophische Logik, 1948)— and admired
their masterly architectonic, must have become increasingly fond
of the unruly philosophical fledgling of 1919 and the powerful
elan of its spirited attack.

We have called the concept of the ultimate situation Jaspers’

original philosophical intuition. It provides him, in the Psychol-

ogie, with the leading points of view for his characterization and
classification of psychological types, and hence serves the purpose

of the book as a whole. Let us recall the construction of this con-

cept.

“When we speak of Weltanschauungen, we mean ideas, what is

ultimate and complete in man, both subjectively, as experience,

power, and conviction, and objectively as the formed world of

objects.”^® Chapter I, which is called “Attitudes,” considers various

Weltanschauungen from the standpoint of the subject; Chapter

14 Rechenschaft, 362, 334£. 15 Cf, ibid,, 363.

16 Psychologie, 2nd rev. ed (Berlin, 1922), 1.
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II, called “World-views,” illuminates them from the objective

standpoint. Chapter III carries out the synthesis; it inquires into

the living totalities of the spiritual types. These types surpass the

attitudes and world-views which in themselves are abstractions.

The discussion of the phenomenon of ultimate situations, a

phenomenon “whose fundamental significance goes beyond any

psycliology of ‘attitudes’ or ‘world-views’ ” (as Martin Heidegger

noted in 1927^’^), is to be found in the Introduction to Chapter III.

Of course, Jaspers was aware, in working out this section, that he

was not speaking as a psychologist; he asserted that this exposi-

tion “is not yet psychology.”^® Even here, in the Psychologic,

where Jaspers examines the phenomenon of ultimate situations

for the first time, this phenomenon is so profoundly grasped and
systematically thought out that the “systematic exposition of ulti-

mate situations” in his Philosophic of 19S2 — although it repre-

sents a new arrangement of the material — introduces no substan-

tial modifications. But of this later. Here it is sufficient to repro-

duce the “definition” of ultimate situations from the Psychologic,

and to make clear the function of this concept in that early work.

The concept of ultimate situations is introduced in the context

of general considerations concerning valuations, tables of values,

and value-collisions, formulated in the immediately preceding

section.^® The infinitely multifarious, concrete, particular situa-

tions in which man experiences the destruction of values and the

constraint upon value-formation

do not appear to the individual at first glance as absolutely necessary;

they could have been otherwise. No matter how true this may seem to

the acting human being, he stands beyond all particular situations in

certain decisive, essential situations, which are related to man’s being
as such, a being which is unavoidably given with finite existence; situa-

tions beyond which his vision does not carry, since his gaze is directed

upon objective things within the subject-object dichotomy. These
situations, which are felt, experienced, conceived, everywhere at the

limits of our existence, we call “ultimate situations." What they have
in common is that— within tlie objective world as dichotomized into

subject and object— there is nothing firm or stable, no indubitable
absolute, no enduring support for experience and thought. Everything
is in flux, in the restless movement of question and answer; everything
is relative, finite, split into opposites — nothing is whole, absolute,

essential.®®

17 Maitin Hefdegger, Sein und Zeit, first half, 6th ed. (Tfibingen, 1949), 249.

18 Psychologie, 232. 1» 76id., 2203. 20 Ibid., 229.
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The antinomian structure of existence, suffering, struggle, death,

chance, guilt, are discussed in detail as ultimate situations.

The concept of ultimate situations functions in Chapter III as

“a vehicle of construction and systematic exposition . . .

,

when we
attempt to pass from an intuitive grasp to a conceptual fixation of

spiritual types.”^^ “If we inquire as to the spiritual type, we ask

from where man may receive his support.’’^

There are, of course, people who lack any conscious experience

of ultimate situations. They live in the unquestioning security of

a traditional world-order, recognizing no form of life except their

own. For them, “a Weltanschauung is no longer a specific process

in an individual human being” and “a consideration of this kind

of Weltanschauungen is possible . . . only at the level of social

psychology.”^ Jaspers does not discuss them further.

However, where ultimate situations become consciously expe-

rienced, a “vital process”®^ is released:

The conscious experience of ultimate situations, situations which
previously had been covered over with the hard shells of objectively

self-evident forms of life, world-views, beliefs and ideas; and the move-
ment of limitless reflection, of dialectic, initiate a process which ends
with the dissolution of what was previously a self-evident shell.®®

But man cannot live entirely without “shells” — “any more than

can a mussel from which the shell has been removed.” “Thus in

the life-process one shell is dissolved only to make room for a new
one.”®®

The process of living thus includes both a dissolution and a forma-

tion of shells. Without dissolution rigidity would set in; but without
shells there would be destruction. Both dissolution and shells can,

however, be detached, in a sense, from the living whole; the result is,

on the one hand, nihilistic processes and, on the other, an ultimate

crawling into one's shell.®?

Thus we see in advance the organization of the chapter of spirit-

ual types: after a consideration of the processes of dissolution

(“Skepticism and Nihilism”®®) comes the discussion of shells

(“Support by Limitation: Shells”®®). “With this we grasp aspects

of the process whose core is life in its infinity; we shall describe

this [process] in the third Section” (“Support in the Infinite”®®)

The Psychologic der Weltanschauungen thus provides the basis

for an understanding and classification of spiritual types by dis-

21 Ibid., m. 24/&M.,280ff. 27 16,u, 288.

rtlhid.,StSS. 26/6f<i.,281. 28 /6,U, 285£E.

28 /bid., 281. 2«76id.,281£. 29 /bid., 304ff.

80/bid.,S25£E.
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cussing ultimate situations and the "vital process” wliich is initi-

ated by the experience of these situations; hence they are both of

fundamental significance.

The chapter on ultimate situations in the second volume of

Jaspers’ Philosophie is only one among eleven others, each of

which is intended to represent the "whole in smaller form,” mak-

ing us aware of authentic reality. The idea of ultimate situations

is here deepened and rendered fruitful in new ways; but one

would fail to recognize the “pathos” of the work of 1932 if one

were to examine it solely with respect to this chapter. This chap-

ter is indispensable in the general plan of the Philosophie, but it

is not the decisive chapter. Jaspers’ early prototypal intuition of

ultimate situations is here overshadowed by the fundamental ex-

perience of his mature philosophizing — the experience of
“

‘exis-

tential’ communication.” This was foreshadowed as early as in the

Psychologies^ but it was the complete break-through of this fun-

damental experience which finally changed Jaspers from a psy-

chologist of Weltanschauungen to a philosopher — a philosopher

who had become aware of his true mission.^

In his Way to Wisdom, An Introduction to Philosophy (1949),

Jaspers sees in the experience of ultimate situations (for example,

in the Stoics) , together with the experience of wonder (Plato,

Aristotle) and doubt (Descartes) one of the sources of traditional

philosophizing. “But for us perhaps none of these is the most
ftindamental, absolute source”: “.

. . wonder, doubt, the expe-

rience of ultimate situations, are indeed sources of philosophy,

but the ultimate source is the will to authentic communication,
which embraces all the rest.”®® “To experience ultimate .situa-

tions,” he writes in the Philosophie, “and to exist is one and the

same thing.”®® And again: "Our most luminous moments spring

from communication; and the result of communication is the

weightiness of life.”

* * # * *

We have given an introductory sketch of the complex of prob-
lems inherent in Jaspers’ philosophizing: this complex of prob-
lems comes to a focus, on the one hand, in the question of the

communicability or method of such philosophizing, and, on the

81 Cf. Psychologie, 125ff: "a loving struggle of souls with one another." And in
the chapter on ultimate situations in the Philosophie, 502ff: **a loving struggle for
Existenz**

82 Wisdom, 19-27. For Jaspers the consciousness of ultimate situations is a deeper
source than either wonder or doubt.

88 Philosophie, 469.
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other hand, in the question as to whether this philosophy must
remain wholly bound up in the personality of its creator. We shall

now attempt to clarify these questions by reference to the way in

which Jaspers works out the chapter on ultimate situations in his

Philosophic.

Jaspers takes as his point of departure the concrete reality of

existence. The first section, entitled “Situation,” offers us univer-

sally valid knowledge, in the form in which it must appear to

everyone, namely, in consciousness-as-such. “Every assertion which
I encounter,” he writes, “is . . . either testable by intellectual

methods and hence is a cognitive assertion, proper to the inves-

tigatory world-orientation, and laying claim to universal validity,

or else it is a philosophical assertion.”®* But this still leaves us out-

side the realm of authentic philosophizing. We must take account

of the situation-bound character of human existence.

“A situation is not merely something which conforms to natural

law; it is a meaningful reality which is neither psychic nor phys-

ical, but, as a concrete reality, is both together, and this reality

means advantage or harm, opportunity or limitation for my
existence.” A whole series of sciences are concerned with this

reality, investigating either universal, typical situations or histori-

ically determined, non-recurrent situations.

As existence I am so completely interfused with the situation in

which I now find myself, in which “I act or let myself be acted

upon,”®® that I can never know more than a few of its aspects. Only
a person who stands outside of this situation — someone else or I

myself in retrospect — can survey it more fully, though never, of

course, in all of its possibilities. In retrospect I might recognize

which possibilities I missed because I was not, in general, aware
of them. But, at the moment when I recognized them, the situa-

tion — as a result of this knowledge — would already have become
different. On the basis of my knowledge of these possibilities I

could have entered actively into the situation, thus modifying it.

“Situations exist insofar as they change.”^ But, although I can

change the given situation, and can calculatingly introduce desired

situations, I cannot “leave one situation without entering into

another.” Existence is a “being in situations.”®^

The second section, entitled “Situation and Ultimate Situa-

tion,” leads to the limit of what I and, in principle, everyone else

as consciousness-as-such, can know; it completes a “philosophical

S'! Concerning the relationship of "science and philosophy” in Jaspers, see the

references in the subject-index of the Philosophie.

ssibid., 468. se Ibid., 468. Ibid., 469.
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world-orientation.” Here “the limits are sought beyond which
there does not have to be any further world, nor yet a nothing-

ness,”®*

Situations such as the fact that I am always in situations, that I can-

not live without conflict and suffering, that I unavoidably incur guilt,

that I must die — these I call ultimate situations. They do not change,

except in their appearance; with respect to our existence they are ulti-

mate. They are not surveyable; in our existence we see nothing else

behind them. They are like a wall, we come up against, and upon
which we founder. They can not be changed by us, only brought to

clarity — without our being able to explain or deduce them from any-

thing else. They are a part of existence itself.®*

“The word ‘limit’* expresses tlie idea that there is something
else, but at the same time that this something else is beyond the

reach of consciousness in existence.” Thus as a consciousness-as-

such I am in principle unable to grasp the specific limiting char-

acter of ultimate situations; I can only state as an objective fact,

like any other, that I am always in situations, that there is death,

struggle, suffering, guilt. This is all part of human existence: man
lives and, like all other living creatures, is subject to death. He
experiences joy and sorrow. Human existence in its everyday
reality attempts to avoid those situations which it experiences as

an encroachment upon its life-impulse; but it does not dare to

admit that it cannot escape them, even though it sees itself in fact

constantly delivered up to them.

Authentic reality, the dual aspect of ultimate situations, be-

comes palpable to me only when I am no longer mere existence,

which experiences this reality only negatively, as a boundary, and
hence as a source of suffering; nor yet a consciousness-as-such,

which merely registers it externally — but a potential Existenz.

Just as situations are a part of consciousness-as-such, so “ulti-

mate situation and Existenz” — the title of Jaspers’ third section -
belong together; “to experience ultimate situations and to ‘exist'

is one and the same thing.”^®

In the first and second sections, to which we have just referred,

Jaspers leads us step by step to a limit beyond which “there does
not have to be any further world, nor yet a nothingness.” Situa-
tions are a reality which can be grasped by consciousness-as-such,
and hence^ can be scientifically investigated from multifarious
points of view. Ultimate situations as a reality sui generis can not
exist for the mere intellectual understanding of consciousness-as-

ss Ibid., 46. Si Ibid., 4m. *0 Ibid., 4m.
* Editor’s Note: cf. glossary.
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such. Here intellect comes up against an absolute limit. For ulti-

mate situations are not a mere sub-species of situations in general.

In introducing the term “ultimate situation” — and the related

term “Existenz” — Jaspers goes beyond the realm of the objec-

tively knowable. “To experience ultimate situations and to exist

is one and the same thing: ” not only is this proposition not prov-

able in any universally valid way; it is, for the pure intellect,

wholly without meaning. “Ultimate situation” is not an intellec-

tual concept, nor an objective category, but rather, as Jaspers calls

it, a signum, a mere index, which points to the fact that given

situations can attain a particular depth for me, a depth which is

conceptually not exhaustible. The depth which slumbers in ulti-

mate situations becomes palpable only to the depth which is in-

herent in me as the potentiality for becoming authentically my-
self, or — to use Kierkegaard’s expression — authentically to ‘exist.’

Existence attempts to avoid ultimate situations; but in such

situations self-being can become aware of authentic being by a

leap. “Stages of the Leap taken in the Ultimate Situations in Be-

coming Existenz” is the title of the fourth section. “But how does

Existenz realize itself in ultimate situations?” Jaspers asks in this

section. The answer is: In ultimate situations I accomplish in

three stages — by a conscious inner act — the leap from existence

to Existenz, and hence the birth of my authentic self.^^ What I

have to do — by acting purposively in my existence — to avoid

where possible ultimate situations, is something that I can make
clear to everyone. Here intellect speaks to intellect, as in the case

where a physician gives advice for saving human life. But the ac-

tivity with which I react in authentic significance to ultimate

situations— situations in which I, as existence, must in the end
founder — is quite different, in that I release the profound ‘exis-

tential’ fruitfulness of this activity. And when Jaspers attempts to

describe this inner ‘existential’ action to us, he can no longer ap-

peal merely to our intellectual understanding: the authentic real-

ity of these inner fulfillments in which I realize myself remains

inaccessible to this mere intellect and to all mere psychology. Here
I understand only what I myself have the potentiality of being.

Here, as elsewhere in ‘existential’ philosophizing, mere intellect

no longer speaks to mere intellect, but potential Existenz speaks

to potential Existenz, through the medium of the concepts of the

intellect — for these concepts can not be avoided. Where authen-

tic human Existenz is involved psychology becomes an “illumina-

tion of Existenz.” Long passages in the second volume of Jaspers’

a Ibid., m.
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Philosophie — which bears this title — including the chapter on

ultimate situations, can be read as psychology. However, to con-

ceive them as psychology, as giving objective knowledge about

man, is to misunderstand them in a radical way. They are not

intended to provide definitive factual information as to what man
is. In such seemingly psychological discussions one should listen

closely for the ‘existentiaV undertones; these undertones — or, to

express the point somewhat too sharply, what stands between the

lines and cannot be said directly, because it cannot be captured

in our concepts — represent the real essence.

I understand only that which I myself have the potentiality of

being,^® that which finds an answering echo in me. The illumina-

tion of Existenz sets strings vibrating in me, strings which rigor-

ously objective thought cannot touch; it speaks to potentialities

in me which might otherwise have remained hidden from me, but

which may be decisive for my authentic being as human. Illumi-

nation of Existenz attempts to arouse and sharpen my sensitivity

for what is essential, for what is genuine and what is false. It at-

tempts to sensitize me to what is relevant in making my life a truly

human life.

Let us consider the three forms of the leap in which Existenz

realizes itself in ultimate situations.

If, in ultimate situations, I have touched upon the fragmentar-

iness and doubtfulness of my existence and of that of the world in

general, I can attempt to release myself from all ties, to set myself

over against everything, including my own existence, to be only

a disinterested and incorruptible eye: I wish to see and to know
what may be the matter with the world and with my own exist-

ence. The knowledge which I am able to obtain as a disinterested

observer serves as my only secure point of anchorage: “I look

imperturbably upon the positive which I validly know, secure in

this knowledge of my being.” The first form of the leap leads

“from world-existence in view of the doubtfulness of everything,

to the substantial solitude of the universal knower.”^®

But only for fleeting moments can I be a mere eye which wants
to see only what is. I remain embedded in my existence; my ex-

istence “contains the germ of my Existenz,”** which enabled me
already to complete the first leap. And as potential Existenz I sur-

pass the knowledge which I have gained in the solitary point-

likeness of consciousness-as-such.
42 Thus I cannot understand God, nor can I understand an animal. All that I

can authentically understand is the reality of man, and everything else only insofar
as it enters into human reality.

42 /bid., 472. 44 76id.,472.
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The world cannot remain as a merely indifferent object of

knowledge; my own being is involved in it. The experience of

foundering in ultimate situations had disturbed me; I had at-

tempted to entrench myself in consciousness-as-such as in an im-

pregnable fortress. The surging atmosphere of the world around
me had begun to divide itself up for me, as a consciousness-as-

such, and had become surveyable realm by realm. As potential

Existenz, which is concerned with becoming real, I seize this

knowledge, without which I would remain entangled in the ob-

scurity of world-existence; but it offers me no satisfaction. I sense

that what authentically concerns me speaks to me only at the

limits of what is objectively knowable in the being of the world.

“Here being-world separates itself from Existenz for me; the

former I can knowingly leave as a specific dimension of being.

But I cannot escape from the latter by considering it; I can only

either be it or not be it.’’^® And the ultimate situations, from which
I previously separated myself in my attempt as situationless

knowledge as a disinterested observer, now become of decisive

importance for me. I catch a glimpse of their depth, and grasp

the fact that they compel me to decide whether I dare expose

myself to their authentic reality and in so doing to realize myself.

Ultimate situations become an object for my consideration. As
potential Existenz, I examine them for their hidden potentialities.

I cannot analyze them from a cool distance in a way which is uni-

versally valid for consciousness-as-such. I know that I myself am
affected by these potentialities and I attempt to make them clear

to myself by “illuminating consideration.” The second form of

the leap thus leads “from a consideration of things in view of my
necessary participation in the world of foundering, to an illumina-

tion of potential Existenz/’*^ By reference to potential Existenz, I

illuminate for myself the possibility of my becoming authentically

real, of existing in ultimate situations.

No matter how deeply I, as potential Existenz, must become in-

volved in order to complete this “illuminating consideration” —
“I am not yet what I know in philosophizing.”^’^ It is only the

third and decisive leap that leads me “from existence as potential

Existenz to real Existenz in ultimate situations.”^® “What I know
paves the way for what I can become.”^® But Existenz which really

stands in an ultimate situation no longer philosophizes.

Here we must pause. Our consideration of the first section of

45 76M.,471. a Ibid., m. Ibid., All. iS Ibid., 472.

49 The three forms of the leap are bound up with one another, they are genuine

only when they remain related to one another. 472f.
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the introduction to the chapter on ultimate situations has carried

us far enough into Jaspers’ complex of themes that we can now
attempt to clarify the questions and difficulties which were

raised at the beginning. Let us review tliem briefly:

Jaspers is attempting in his philosophizing to reveal to us the

place of the authentically real as such. Authentic reality is some-

thing which I can grasp only in the living experience of self-

realization. That authentic reality which I can myself become
has, since Kierkegaard, been called “Exislenz.” However, if I aim

directly at such ‘existential’ becoming, I am most certain to fail

to achieve it. In addition to this difficulty, which is present even

for the person who does the original philosophizing, two further

difficulties appear: How can the original philosopher tell others

about the inner fulfillments in which he realizes himself, if they

can not be grasped in the objective thought of consciousness-as-

such? And: How can his self-realization be of any help to others

in their self-realization?

1) The Philosopher cannot aim directly at his oiun self-real-

ization.

According to the philosophy of ultimate situations, to be in

ultimate situations and to exist is the same thing. Hence, if I

should set up ‘existential’ becoming as my direct goal, I should

have to seek out ultimate situations for my existence to founder

in, in order that I might at the same time realize myself. I should

have to want to founder. Jaspers never tires of protesting against

this fundamental misunderstanding. It is so important to become
clear on this point that we shall quote at least one passage in

extenso:

To will this foundering directly would be to admit a perversion in

which being itself would be wholly darkened into nothingness. We do
not find genuine revelatory foundering in just any shipwreck, nor in

every annihilation, self-surrender, renunciation, or refusal. The cipher

of immortalization in foundering becomes clear only when I do not
will to founder and yet dare to founder. I cannot plan the reading of

this cipher of foundering. I can plan only that which provides perma-
nence and stability. The cipher does not reveal itself when I will it,

but only when I do everything to avoid its reality; it reveals itself in

the amor fati. But fatalism would be false, if it gave in too early and
hence failed to founder.*®

Only if Ido not seek out ultimate situations, if I do no f attempt
to founder, if I do everything to avoid this, can the inevitable

foundering of my existence become a gateway to my authentic

no Ibid., 867.
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being as a man. And I need not at all will to founder. The ulti-

mate situations in which I inevitably find myself, continually

confront me with the reality of necessary foundering and compel
me to decide whether I dare, by actively suffering ultimate situa-

tions, to “transform ruin into a function of Existenz.”'^^

Hence in philosophizing I cannot aim directly at my own self-

realization. But I may well arm myself for what Jaspers calls

“genuine foundering,” by reconnoitering and anticipating in

thought, as potential Existenz, the potentialities of ultimate sit-

uations, which remain for my active mastery of this necessary

foundering. But the question remains as to whether this anticipa-

tory insight into the necessity of foundering necessarily prejudices

the originality and spontaneity of my active struggle against this

foundering. And the danger of appropriating or assimilating Jas-

pers’ philosophy is that, in this process, philosophizing about ulti-

mate situations, in complete opposition to his intention, could

be turned into a kind of “shell,” a covering which would hinder

a really genuine, original, and spontaneous foundering."®

Authentic self-being “cannot be forced.”"® Man’s situation as

potential Existenz is paradoxical: he must will the impossible:

only by so doing can he attain the possible, which he cannot will

directly. Even as potential Existenz he must will to become whole
in the world. He cannot overleap the reality of his existence. “In

existence I am as a will to become whole (Ganzwerdenwollen
The philosopher, according to Jaspers, “hungers for the world;

he seeks to know it as nature and in the breadth of its historical

objectivity, to experience it in the factual, historical concreteness

of his own existence.”®" The philosopher’s “incessant impulse

presses forward as a will to become whole; nowhere does it find

lasting rest.”"® In its attacks upon the reality of existence, the will

to become whole is constantly being brought up short by the re-

sistance of ultimate situations. In these situations it becomes clear

that the goal has been placed too high ever to be attainable: man
as a finite creature can never round out the reality of his existence

into an encompassing and harmonious whole. He cannot become
really whole. But he must repeatedly will the impossible, in order

to achieve the possible, which “is not to be planned and becomes
meaningless when it is desired, namely, to experience Being in

foundering.”®^ The ultimate situations constitute “a barricade of

restraints for potential Existenz" in its “drive against them comes

SI Wahrheit, 885. S2 See note 108 below. B8 ibid., 865.

Si Ibid., m. ssibid.,m. ssibid.,m.

ST Ibid., 879. (concluding sentence of the Philosopkie.)
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to itself in existence.”®® Without the will to become whole there

is no authentic experience of my finiteness in ultimate situations,

which hurl me back upon myself, no genuine foundering, and
hence no becoming authentic.

Jaspers’ philosophy of ultimate situations illuminates in detail

the necessity of foundering; but Jaspers is just as keenly aware of

the necessity of the will to become whole as a presupposition of

genuine foundering. He does not discuss the -latter at equal length,

but for Jaspers the impulse to become whole is, perhaps for that

very reason, such a spontaneous, powerful and self-evident pre-

supposition — indeed, it supports his whole life’s work®® — that in

the creator of the philosophy of foundering there is no danger of

any premature resignation.

2) The Problem of Communication. The significance of this

problem for Jaspers becomes evident from the fact that for large

stretches his philosophy becomes a philosophizing about philos-

ophizing, about its potentialities and its method.

The way in which Jaspers introduces the idea of ultimate situa-

tion is characteristic for his procedure. His point of departure is

the concrete reality of my existence. As consciousness-as-such I

separate myself from this reality and analyze it from changing
points of view. But in so doing I never grasp the whole of my
existence: Existence as the Encompassing evades objective knowl-
edge; this knowledge is brought up short against ultimate limits.

As potential Existent I sense that it is precisely here, at the limits

of the objectively knowable, that authentic reality awaits me.
How does Jaspers succeed in communicating what is not ob-

jectively conceivable? Let us now examine the further construc-

tion and elaboration of his chapter on ultimate situations.

The three principal parts of this chapter complete the “illumin-

ation of Existent” in the sense already mentioned. Jaspers thus
reaches the point where he must be able to take the reader with
him to the second leap, which leads from existence to potential

Existent. His desire to implicate the reader in this leap is prob-
ably the chief reason why Jaspers rearranges the grouping of the
ultimate situations in the Philosophie, as compared to the Psychol-
ogic der Weltanschauungen.

The Psychologic presents the following outline:

S8/6,-rf.,610.

5®Cf. Rechenschaft, 826: "a plan of life." This autobiographical sketch which
impresses one by the parsimony of its tone, will soon be recognized as a classic

(823fi^. Concerning ultimate situations as the source of Jaspers’ philosophizing, from
the very beginning, cf. SSOr-*
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I. The Antinomian Structure of Being
II. SuflEering

III. Particular Ultimate Situations:

1. Struggle

2. Death
3. Chance
4. Guilt

In the work of 1919 Jaspers, who is still, in intent, a purely

descriptive psychologist, finds it convenient to start from what is

most general, from the antinomian structure of being. “If this

structure is a limit of the objective world-view, the suffering which
is bound up with every life is its subjective correlate.’’®® Struggle,

death, chance, guilt are “only special cases of something more
general.”

The chapter in the Philosophie begins, on the contrary, with

my fully concrete human existence. The fact that I am a man or

woman; that I live in this time and in these surroundings, that I

belong to this nation, this family; in short that I am not a “man
in general,” with all the potentialities of being as man, but am
bound to the non-recurrent, concrete reality of my existence, and
that as existence I always find myself in a specific situation: this

discussion of the “ultimate situation of the historical determinate-

ness of Existenz" as the first ultimate situation, follows naturally

upon the introductory sections of the chapter, in which the ulti-

mate situations are contrasted with situationality as such. It intro-

duces the reader, who already knows something about the three

leaps of self-realizing Existenz, to the fulfillment of the illumina-

tion of Existenz.

This is carried further in the illumination of “particular ulti-

mate situations” which “confront everyone as a general feature of

his otherwise specific historicity.”®^ “Death” and “suffering” are

ultimate situations to which I am exposed without any effort on
my part; but I actively and inevitably help to give rise to “strug-

gle” and “guilt” as ultimate situations.

All of these ultimate situations point toward the fragmentari-

ness and contradictoriness, not only of my existence, but of the

total reality of the world. Thus, the illumination of the “uni-

versal ultimate situation of all existence,” as the most general and
relatively most abstract ultimate situation, includes everything

hitherto said and concludes the chapter on ultimate situations, a

chapter whose systematic construction may be indicated in the

following way:

60 Psychologies 232. 61 Philosophie, 474.
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I. The ultimate situation of the historical determinateness of

Existent.

II. Particular ultimate situations:

1. Death

2. Suffering

3. Struggle

4. Guilt

III. The ultimate situation of the doubtfulness of all existence

and the historicity of the real as such.

Suffering is now treated, from a different point of view, as a

particular ultimate situation. All of the ultimate situations which

were introduced in the work of 1919 recur here, partly under dif-

ferent names.

Philosophie

I

11, 1

II, 2

II, 3

II, 4

III

Psychologic der Weltanschauungen
= III, 3

= III, 2

= II

= III, 1

= III, 4

= I

This entire chapter is impressively constructed and closely rea-

soned: the illumination of particular ultimate situations is placed

in a framework of illumination of the historicity of my human
existence, and the illumination of the historicity of the reality of

existence as such. This powerful equilibration is, however, only

a “bonus,” which is found, to be sure, in all of Jaspers’ works.

The organization of this chapter, however, is — like that of the

entire Philosophie, in which sensitivity and constructive power
are held in a remarkable balance, — not primarily determined by
aesthetic considerations. Its sole and deliberate intention is to

force the reader into a real fulfillment of ‘existential’ philoso-

phizing.

We have already made it clear that ‘existential’ philosophizing

cannot be confined to intellectual operations alone. It is, how-
ever, evident from the chapter which we are discussing that ‘exis-

tential’ philosophizing does not proceed illogically, but implies a

more than formal logic; that it is not “irrational” but super-ra-

tional; that in Jaspers it is not unsystematic, but rather contains

the most rigorous system conceivable.

The systematic rigor with which Jaspers has thought through
the chapter on ultimate situations becomes evident when one at-

tempts to lift out its pervasive fundamental ideas. The leading
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points of view which recur in the illumination of every particular

ultimate situation include the following:

1) It is existentially disastrous to seek out the ultimate situa-

tion directly.

2) I inevitably find myself in ultimate situations.

3) Every ultimate situation has a dual aspect: a negative char-

acter with respect to my existence, and a potentially positive

character for me as potential Existent.

4) In the ultimate situation I achieve myself as Existent.

5) I can illuminate for myself the ‘existential’ necessity of the

ultimate situation.

We shall spell this out in detail, thus obtaining a vista of all

three parts of the chapter:

1)

The senselessness of a direct seeking of the ultimate situa-

tion:

I. The ultimate situation of the historical determinateness of

Existent:

This limits my freedom of action, and represents a re-

straint upon and a resistance to the development of my
existence. “Although this resistance may in part be over-

come ... by rationally purposive activity, it is tvhen the

possibility of such action is grasped with all of one’s

strength, and only then, that the insurmountable ground
of resistance reveals the ultimate situation.’’®®

II. Particular ultimate situations:

1) Death:

“Death can have depth only if there is no flight toward

it; it cannot be willed directly or externally.’’®*

2) Suffering:

The struggle with suffering is a condition of human
existence: “Everyone takes some part in the struggle

and demands of himself the highest effort in this

struggle — so long as he is honest and sees the situation

clearly — making use of every rational and empirically

meaningful means.”®*

3) Struggle:

If one should want to produce struggle and war in any
form whatever, “they would be robbed of their essence

as a possible appearance of Transcendence to Existent.

All planning and willing must aspire to exclude

them.”®*

Ibid., m. (Italics added) Ibid.. 491. ei ibid.. 492. ^ Ibid., 616.
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4) Guilt:

“Avoidable guilt should really be avoided in order to

reach authentic, profound, unavoidable guilt — but
here, too, without finding any rest.”'“*

III. The universal ultimate situation of all existence:

We must “do everything possible to a^'oid and to im-

prove upon that which, if it remains and overpowers

us against our will not only may lead to annihilation

but may also contain within itself a potential revela-

tion of autlientic Being.”®"

2)

The unavoidability of the ultimate situation:

I. The ultimate situation of the historical determinateness of

Existenz:

“My inevitable dependence upon natural forces and
upon the disposition of the will of others is a confining

aspect of the ultimate situation.”®®

II. Particular ultimate situations:

1) Death:

“I must experience the end; but (as mere existence)

I live by forgetting the inevitability of death and the

end of everything.”®*

2) Suffering:

“There are the greatest differences in the kind of suf-

fering and in the degree of torment. But in the end
the same thing may confront all men and everyone
has his part to bear; no one is spared.”"®

3) Struggle:

“If I want to live I must be a usufructuary of some
application of violence; and I must therefore, suffer

violence myself at some time or other.”'^^ “If I wish
never to live at the expense of other life, I must re-

nounce life.’”^^

4) Guilt:

“By actively participating in life, I take . .
. (some-

thing) from others.”^® “Every action has consequences
in the world which the agent did not anticipate.’”^*

“Whether I act or refuse to act, there will be conse-
quences, and in either case I incur unavoidable guilt.”^®

60 76id.,508. e9 76W.,48S. 72 Ibid., m.
70lWd.,492. nmd.,m.

68 Ibid., 477f. n Ibid., 501. 74 iMd., 506.

76 76,u, 507.
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III. The Universal ultimate situation oE all existence:

“In this ultimate situation value is seen to be bound
up with conditions which are themselves value-negat-

ing. Something undesirable must be accepted with

every transaction.”^® “The doubtfulness of all exist-

ence indicates the impossibility of finding rest in it as

such.””

3) The dual aspect of the ultimate situation.

I. The ultimate situation of the historical determinateness

of Existent:

“Determinateness, which seemed only resistance and
constriction, assumes the impenetrable depth of the

appearance of Existent itself, when comprehended as

an ultimate situation.”^® My origin, “as an ultimate sit-

uation, is that which at the same time limits and fulfills

me.”’’® I feel myself a plaything of contingencies, and
I experience myself “as at one with the chance which
I have seized as my oiyn."®® I experience “Being ‘exis-

tentially’ in what is objectively a limitation.”®^

II. Particular ultimate situations:

1) Death:

“Suffering, at the end, brings an awareness of Exis-

tent.”^^ “Neither longing for death nor fear of death,

but the disappearance of (outward) appearance as the

presence of Existent, becomes the truth.”®®

2) Suffering:

Suffering annihilates factual being; but “the truth of

happiness rises upon a foundation of foundering.”®*

3) Struggle:

“Struggle and warfare, whatever form they may take,

are equally dreadful in their consequences. . . . These
occurrences . . . are a potential appearance of tran-

scendent Being for the Existent ^vhich reveals itself in

danger and foundering.”®®

4) Guilt:

“Exploitative usufruct obligates us to make some con-

tribution. Impurity becomes the claim to will only in

the most luminous reality, in order to bring the orig-

inal volition to clear expression.”®®

78Jb»U,509.

77 Ibid!., 508.

IS Ibid., m.
n Ibid.. 419.

80 Ibid., 481.

81 Ibid., 482.

82i6id.,483.

88 Ibid., 484.

84 Ibid., 493.

85 Ibid., 615.

86 Ibid., 508.
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III. The universal ultimate situation of all existence:

“Historicity, as an incessantly self-destructive creation,

is tlie only phenomenon in which I become aware of

myself and of transcendence.”®’^

4) The awakening of Existent in the ultimate situation:

I. The ultimate situation of the historical determinatencss

of Existent.

Potential Existent arises “in those moments in which

the particular and accidental — that which could also

be otherwise — is freely taken over by me as belonging

to me, or where the possibility of taking over this

reality is rejected because of the danger of an eternal

mulilation of my own being in this guilt.”®®

II. Particular ultimate situations:

1) Death:

“Whatever remains essential in the face of death has

been "existentially’ fixed: whatever falls away is mere
existence.” Death is not an ultimate situation for po-

tential Existent if it “does not serve to awaken its

potential depth, but merely serves to make everything

meaningless.”®®

2) Suffering:

“If all of existence were happiness, potential Existent

would remain dormant.” “Only when Existent has

reached the stage which is required if it is to remain
itself in happiness does happiness become the phenom-
enon of Being, before which suffering, as stimulant,

retreats.”®®

3) Struggle:

Struggle is “a factor which helps to create man and
leaves its mark upon him.”®’

4) Guilt:

“Responsibility is the readiness to take guilt upon
one’s self. Because of it Existent appears to stand under
a pressure which is not to be abrogated.”®®

III. The universal ultimate situation of all existence:

The ultimate situation of the antinomian structure of

existence, constitutes a “barricade of restraints for

potential Existent;” in its “drive against them Existent

comes to itself in existence.”®®

sr Jhid., 512. 00 md., 493. n.i Ihid., 510.

88 478f. nmd..m.
89 Ibid., 486. 92 Ibid., 507.
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5) The ‘existential’ necessity of the ultimate situation:

1.

The ultimate situation of the historical determinateness
of Existenz:

“Only out of a historically determined origin in the

ultimate situation is satisfaction a fulfillment, time a
phenomenal realization, in which the soul marv^els at

its profound harmony with itself.’’®^

II. Particular ultimate situations:

1) Death:

“If there were no passing away, I would be an infinite

duration as existence and so would not exist.”^^

2) Suffering:

“It is curious that pure happiness appears empty.” “If

all of existence were happiness, potential Existenz
would remain dormant.”®®

3) Struggle:

“Absence of struggle . . . would produce an ‘existen-

tial’ void together, perhaps, with manifold relations of

existence with existence.”®'

4) Guilt:

“.
. . Guilt shatters most radically every trace of self-

righteousness of Existenz which is in the process of

realizing itself.”®* Jaspers here refers to the unavoid-
able, objectively incomprehensible guilt, ignored by
rational morality, which consists in the fact that I can
realize ‘existential’ communication with a few persons
only. I cannot ‘existentially’ do justice to everyone I

meet.®®

III. The universal ultimate situation of all existence:

“Since true Being is experienced either in the ultimate
situation or not at all, a world without antinomies, in
which enduring absolute truth would be something ob-
jectively present, would be a world in which Existenz
would cease to be, and with it that being in existence,

to which Transcendence can become palpable.”^®®

In what precedes we have laid bare the framework which under-
lies the construction of the chapter on ultimate situations. After
this it would have been relatively easy to transcribe the entire

94j{,id.,479. 90 Ibid., m. 98 Ibid., 507.
95 Ibid., 484. 9T Ibid., 505. 99 C£. ibid., 347.
100 Ibid., 511. We were able to take almost all of the quotations used in our sys-

tematic outline (notes 62£E.) from the chapter on ultimate situations: we have dted
another chapter several times (notes 65, 85, 91) only in the cases of the ultimate
situation of struggle.
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chapter so as to provide an outline of the complete, self-enclosed,

and rigorous system of a philosophy of ultimate situations. But, it

is precisely this which Jaspers did not wish to provide: he would

see in any such attempt a fundamental falsification of the mean-

ing of his philosophizing. Philosophizing, as he understands it,

cannot result in any fixed or coherent system of knowledge. It

wants to be something more, and more difiicult, than that: the

question is not one of increasing, ordering, and rounding off tlie

area of my knowledge, but of modifying my whole conscious atti-

tude. And our attempt to lay bare the systematic skeleton of tlic

chapter was intended only to show concretely that it is not any

lack of logic or system-building power which prevents Jaspers

from producing a system.

Logical clarity is an indispensable presupposition for the il-

lumination of Existenz; but by itself it is insufficient. Indeed, by

itself it is deceptive; for, where thought deals with authentic,

‘existential’ reality, it “cannot demonstrate itself by giving reasons,

but can only try to convince by a [non-logical] appeal.” “Argu-

ments do not run in a linear series, with truth standing as the

result at the end."^*’^ This proposition also applies to the illumina-

tion of particular ultimate situations in Jaspers; hence, no sy.s-

tematic outline can in any way replace a study of the original text

.

Jaspers himself, in his discussion of tlie methods of the illumina-

tion of Existenz^’^^ formulates the supra-logical ordering-principle

which lies at the basis of his work: “The ordering of questions,

thought and perceptions is such that the spark of self-being, which
cannot be directly communicated since everyone either lights it

in himself or not at all, may be struck in the co-thinker,” In his

foreword to a book by M. Dufrenne and P. Ricoeur, entitled Karl

Jaspers et la philosophie de Vexistence Jaspers repeats what he
had already said in the foreword to his Philosophie: that each
chapter of the Philosophie was planned as a self-contained whole.
Each chapter, he now adds, should be read at one sitting. Its truth

does not reside in any single assertion; this truth can become
manifest only in the movement which takes place in the reader
who is inwardly swept along, compressing tlie whole into a single

thought.

In the philosophizing of the illumination of Existenz potential
Existenz wants to speak to potential Existenz. The illumination
of Existenz, as expressed in a written work, is therefore an ana-
logue of what Jaspers calls ‘existential’ communication: “In the
expression of the universal, as the form of thought which illumi-

101 Ibid., SOS. 102 Ibid.. 802ff. 108 Paris, 1947.
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nates Existenz, potential Existenz appeals both to itself and to

others, in order to become fully itself in both.”^°* The “formula-

tions which carry [this thought] constitute the unifying grip of

the philosopher’s potential Existenz, with its impulse to communi-
cation.’’“® 1

The threefold function of universality^®* and objectivity, with

which thought that enlightens Existenz — like all thought — re-

mains bound up at every step, may also be shown in this chapter:

1) Moving to the limit (or boundary): We recall Jaspers’ sharp

distinction between ultimate situations and situations in general.

2) Objectification in psychological, logical, and metaphysical

language: here we shall merely point once more to the possibility

of misinterpreting thought which illuminates Existenz as mere
psychology. Although it is true that Existenz cannot be under-

stood psychologically, it is equally true that Existenz becomes
clear to itself only in what is understandable, and realizes its own
non-understandability only in a maximum of understandability.^®^

On the other hand, all inadequate reactions to ultimate situations

are psychologically comprehensible. And here in particular, in

his inexorable exposure of “apparent solutions,” “deviations,”

“false concealments,” and “possibilities of escape,” in all ultimate

situations, Jaspers reveals himself as a master of the “psychology

of unmasking.” Indeed, in our systematic presentation of this

chapter we might very well have indicated the danger of false

reactions as a sixth pervasive leading idea.

3) The invention of a specific universal for the illumination of

Existenz: words like “Existenz” and “ultimate situation,” are

tignflj indices, which do not point directly to the reality of exist-

ence (although as words they are derived from the latter), but

point, on the basis of this reality, to ‘existential’ reality, and hence,

like the psychological categories employed in language which
illuminates Existenz, they can be understood only by a potential

Existenz. Only in the latter do they find an answering echo and
“a tvholly personal fulfillment.”

Thus the forms of the universal, which are used as media by
any illumination of Existenz at every stage of thought, can be ex-

hibited. However, we cannot indicate how, by a combination of

single steps, the philosopher can ‘existentially’ “charge” a self-con-

tained train of thought so as to generate an ‘exhtential’ “poten-

tial,” from which a spark may leap into the soul of the adequately

prepared reader. At most we can indicate certain specific pre-

104 philosophie, 30.*!. 105 Ibid., S03f. On 'existential’ communication see 338fF.

106 Ibid., 304. 107 Ibid., 305.
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requisites on the part of the philosopher: a steady ga/c, a sensitive

ear for the reader who is his potential partner in the illumination

of Existent, and whose possible mode of reaction must be sensed,

as well as an unusual awareness and the most rigorous discipline,

combined with uncommonly pliable and elastic thought. Further-

more— indeed, above all — he must have his own spontaneous

originality.^®®

3) The Problem of the Appropriatio7i of Jaspers’ Illumination

of Existent

Here we may be brief. We are not concerned once more to

point out possible misunderstandings. Our question tvas formu-

lated at the very beginning: How can anyone else help me in my
self-realization, since I do not wish to become himself, nor yet a

self-as-such, but precisely myself?

The co-enactment on the part of the reader of trains of thought

which illuminate Existent is merely an analogue of ‘existential’

communication. As in the case of the latter -ivhen it is successful,

it is the case here too that two persons do not become a self as such

together, but each one becomes himself. And here we see that the

dependence of thought which illuminates Existent upon a uni-

versal, objective language has its positive aspect as well.

The person who does the original philosophizing cannot force

the primordially personal process of becoming himself upon an-

other directly. He must translate the ‘existential’ event which is

108 This explains why it is so difficult, if not impossible, to imitate Jaspers* per-

formance of thought as an illumination of Existenz — difficult even to re-enact this

thought in a genuine way, especially in the case of the illumination of ultimate sit-

uations. Awareness can interfere with the *existential* experience as well as intensi-

fy it, and the danger of interference is much greater here than in the case of the

original illumination. Anyone who re-enacts the illumination of ultimate situations

must ask himself, at every moment, whether he still has the “right to philosophize*'

of which Jaspers speaks in Von der Wahrheit (1046): whether his (anticipatory) in-

sight into the fragmentariness of all existence does not after all merely intensify his

impulse toward unconditional realization in this same existence. He will have to be
sensitive to the danger of premature anticipations as well as to that of going beyond
himself; he will have to take heart what Jaspers says (Philosophie, 4150) about
everyday activities as a ‘‘preparation for and broadening of hisloriad Existenz**

The mere re-enactment of trains of thought which illuminate Existenz becomes
authentically fruitful only when what has been read has long been **creatively for-

gotten/* that is, so deeply transformed into my own essence that I find my way in

the concrete situation by means of my own original and spontaneous philosophizing.

The task of “illumination of Existenf* would be complete only “after it had made
itself superflous; when everything that it teaches had been ‘creatively forgotten*

again, that is, when one no longer talked about Existenz, but simply existed in a

straightforward and self-evident way.** (E. Latzcl, “Bemerkungen zum Umgang mit
Existenzphilosophie,*’ Zeitschrift fur philos. Forschung, VI, 410). Concerning “crea-

tive forgetting** cf. W. Metzger, Die Grundlagen der Erziehung zu schopferischer

Freiheit (Frankfurt am Main, 1949), and G. Pfahler, Der Mensch und seine Ver-

gangenheit (Stuttgart, 1950).
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taking place in him into a universal language, if he is to make
himself universally intelligible. In this universal language, if it is

successful, what is most personal in the philosopher literally

vibrates along. The reader, on his part, must retranslate this uni-
versal language into the primordially personal process of becom-
ing himself.

Thus, where there is a genuine illumination of Existenz, the
potential Existent of the philosopher may kindle the potential

Existenz of the one who thinks with him, transmitting to the
latter the impulse to become himself. But the distance between
them remains. That which is primordially personal is not touched,
precisely because no human being can simply transfer his inmost
experience to another, but can only appeal to the other’s own
primordial ‘existential’ potentialities. Illumination of Existenz
cannot create or transfer life; it works as a catalyst, arousing, re-

leasing, enlivening, setting in motion my inherent ‘existential’

potentialities.

Jaspers himself says that his thought which illuminates Existenz
is universally intelligible, but only for potential ExistenzP^ This
statement must be further qualified if it is to be understood cor-

rectly.

Only human beings “who share the same potentialities of ful-

fillment of being are able to say to one another what could not
anywhere else be heard.’’^^° At just this point, where the historical

restriction of philosophizing itself is discussed, we see the limita-

tion, but, at the same time also the strength of Jaspers’ philosophy

of the illumination of Existenz, which is aware of this limitation

and affirms it.

Not all human beings have the same potentiality for fulfillment

of being. In the first volume of his Philosophische Logik (Von der
Wahrheit), Jaspers describes a fundamental human attitude for

which there is no ultimate situation. In this passage Jaspers’ lan-

guage regains the plastic power of direct portrayal which we ad-

mire in his Psychologic der Weltanschauungen. These passages

are so important for us, who are hearing Jaspers say so much about
the ‘existential’ fruitfulness, indeed, the ‘existential’ necessity of

ultimate situations, that we may be permitted to reproduce them
here.

Out of our experience of ultimate situations — in the shatteredness

of being— we are seized from time to time by a longing for the tran-

quility of man in a world that protects him. The failure to see ultimate

110 Philosophie, VI (foreword)109I&jU,S08.
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situations does not appear to us in such moments as a lack; it seems

rather like a heavenly happiness whicli we have lost. What i'or us

would be an escape into untruthfulness was at one time truth beyond

question.

It is evident that the world is an enduring order; this order is eter-

nal Being, and this Being is the corporeal presence of heaven and
earth, and of man within them. Man knows himself to be safe within

this order. Violations of this order are isolated and transient disturb-

ances which can be restored to order again. Guilt, being avoidable and
expiable, calls forth only a temporary and limited disorder. I’hcre is

no despair. Man lives solidly in a solid and substantial reality. The
world is not distinct from Transcendence. The divine is present, and
what is present is divine. Order is botli sensory and supersensory. In-

deed, such distinctions are not yet made, since tire tensions of a dilfer-

ent fundamental experience, which might generate diem, are lacking.

The human being who appears in sucli an unquestioning state has

a dignity of his own. He attains the high realization of a formed
existence, of beautiful bearing of an ardent life. The turbulence of die

instincts is disorderly, but it is sdU natural. Of course, uninhibited

individuals, who destroy the order, occasionally appear, but even they

remain bound, in the general view, to this order. The individual, from
his place of safety in this encompassing order, is capable of heroic

courage. He is able to die calmly, to develop a pure, childlike, un-
affected humanity. His lament, though moving, is innocent of accusa-

tion. Although he is without experience of die all-shattering ultimate
situations, he can suffer deeply. But even in his lament there is an
endurance of suffering which is contented and tranquil. His innermost
oneness with the course of things, a course which is eternally and
basically ordered and moves in endless cycles, holds his affirmation of
being upright.

This fundamental attitude is closely approximated by life in pre-

Buddhist China, die records of which give us a glimpse of the in-

comparable magic of a life without tragedy. A happiness which is not
at all superficial speaks to us from this world, a world which was as

full as any other of actual suffering.^

Our long quotation is a testimony to the inner breadth of Jas-
pers’ thought — a breadth which has been increasing since the
Psychologie — and to the impartiality and profound sympathy with
which he approaches even what is inwardly remote from him. He
sees in it, not his own truth, but another truth. At the same time,
this passage is evidence of the extreme honesty of Jaspers’ self-

awareness, which is perhaps his greatest strengdi.

We shall leave the question open as to whedier a true and full

life is possible today without a complete experience of ultimate

lu Wahrheit. 879£.
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situations. But even after experiencing ultimate situations, not

everyone will recognize himself in the same way in Existenz-

illuminating thought.

Everyone will have to relate his own experiences to such

thought. And, he will appropriate it in himself in accordance with

his own human substance and his achieved inner maturity.^^®

Much he will not begin to see clearly until very late and much,
perhaps, never. Perhaps he will inwardly oppose many of these

things — and their particular formulations— in a decisive way.

He may think that there is too much talk of “awakening:” “phi-

losophy as a means of arousing people”! Perhaps he will forbid

himself any repeated reading of particular passages, fearing for

his own impartiality. In the chapter on ultimate situations there

are particular passages which seem questionable when re-enacted

by the reader. Perhaps many people will accept this kind of

thought once, in order later to assert their own independent posi-

tion over against it. And, perhaps, that in itself is the decisive test

of the inner truth of this thought, the decisive test even for those

who re-enact it: whether this jBxfjienz-illuminating kind of think-

ing succeeds in placing the reader at a critical distance even from
itself.

Each chapter of Karl Jaspers’ Philosophie is intended to repre-

sent “the whole in smaller form, but at any given time one chapter

leaves dark what will be illuminated only by the rest.” We have

attempted to understand one chapter, in its planned inner unity,

and on its own merits, and thus to exhibit the meaning and

method of thought as the illumination of Existenz.

Edwin Latzel
The Library

UniversitXt Bamberg
Bamberg, Bavaria, Germany

112 Cf. note 108.

ns We have deliberately refrained from expanding our treatment of ultimate

situations to include other works (the subject indices of Philosophie and Von der

Wahrheit provide convenient references to the relevant passages) — but cf. footnote

100. This restriction seemed reasonable. Many expositors and critics of Jaspers' phi-

losophy are weak because they are not conscious of missing the point of his philoso-

phizing when they bring together all the discussions of a given subject without

regard for the special function oS the particular discussions in their special contexts.

Let us state emphatically that the idea of ultimate situation first demonstrates its

full depth and fruitfulness in the third book of the Philosophie — the Metaphysics.

This idea was first disclosed to us through our appropriation, that is, real re-enact-

ment, of Chapter III ("Existential Relations to Transcendence,” 736ff) and the

fourth (and last) part of Ch. IV of the Metaphysics (“The Passing away of Exist-

ence and Existenz as a Decisive Cipher of Transcendence," 868fE). The first volume
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of the Philosophische Logik (Von der Wahrheit) justifies the result of the illumina-

tion of reality negatively, by reference to ultimate situations. "Only through the

latter is there movement, in which that which originally inspired me, the afiirma-

tion of being, may perhaps finally appear as free of deception." (872) The original

intuition of the young Jaspers becomes fruitful once again, in a new way, in his

interpretation of the tragic (Tragedy, 23f).

The literature on our theme has grown to almost unmanageable proportions; we
shall single out only four works:

Gabriel Marcel: "Situation fondamentale et situation-limite chez Karl Jaspers."

In: Du Refus a ^Invocation, (Paris, 1948)

M. Dufrenne et P. Ricoeur: Karl Jaspers et la Philosophie de Inexistence (Paris,

1947), (see especially: "Situations-limites et historicit<5," 17311).

P. Ricoeur: Gabriel Marcel et Karl Jaspers (Paris, 1948), (see especially: "Lcs

situations-limites" 122fE).

B. Welte: "Der philosophische Glaube bei Karl Jaspers iind die Moglichkcit

seiner Deutung durch die thomistische Philosophie." In a symposium, Jb.f.

Philos, Bd.2. (Freiburg i.Br. 1949).
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KARL JASPERS AND A PHILOSOPHY OF
COMMUNICATION

A. Report

I

T he problem of communication towers over Jaspers’ phi-

losophy, because it has stamped its mark on his oivn past life,

and because the future of mankind will depend on its efEective

solution.

The historical timeliness of the problem needs no discussion.

In a world interdependent as it never was, and tom by strife as

never before, the “absolute will to communication,” including

the honest and patient negotiation of even the most rending dif-

ferences, has become a question of life or death. “In today’s misery

we have learned to recognize the crucial claim which communica-
tion has upon us.” This is the note on which The Perennial Scope

of Philosophy concludes.

But the central position of this problem in Jaspers’ work bears

witness not only to his sense of historical responsibility as a

thinker; it is also the expression of an urge which pressed upon
him since his youth.

“Having its source in the solitude of self-communication, the

search for truth pushes toward communication with others.”^ This

is, on Jaspers’ part, not merely an objective statement. It is the

formulation of an inmost experience. It has both philosophical

and autobiographical relevance. It marks one of those points

where private matter issues in the realm of the personal, and the

personal becomes the soul of philosophical theory.

Existentialist and particularly ‘existential’ philosophy® suggests

more than others do this type of intimate relation between a man’s

doings and his writings and makes their discrepancy a particularly

1 Wahrheit, 644.

2 Jaspers' philosophy is both — or, rather, it is prior to either alternative: an
analysis of existence which is, at the same time, an *existential* expression. It repu-

diates, therefore, an ontology which abstracts from the ontic ties and fetters of

human life.

211
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grievous event. On the other hand (and much as this fact has been

sinned against, for instance in the Kierkegaard interpretation),

no philosophy can be understood in its positive meaning and not

only in its shortcomings, and in tlie treatment of its problems as

well as in their selection, by mere reference to the private predica-

ments of its author.

This does not exclude the mood in which a question is asked in

life from being reflected by the tenor in which the philosophical

answer appears. The very fact that communication is introduced

by Jaspers as a break-through of individual solitude echoes a long-

ing for it which actually haunted him even as a high-school boy
and gave him early that experience of human finitude and of the

cleavage of Being that was to pervade his whole philosophy.®

It was an authentic experience of lonely limitation — different

from the knowledge of the factual finiteness of life in time (Locke)

,

from the recognition of the finite intellect’s dependence on the
world of the things-in-themselves and their affection (Kant) , etc.

Although Jaspers is inclined to see in it a result of and reaction to

the unauthentic and conforming life of the middle classes in the
German empire around 1900, it will not be awry to attribute this

incommunicado attitude also to the Northern and German temper
within and around him — to inhibitions such as those of the Noi th

German figures in Thomas Mann. Conversely, this temper serves
as the sounding-board for the single voices to which he himself can
respond in the polyphony of human life. He selects as his peers,
above all, writers such as Plato, Kant, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche and,
in his own Heidelberg, Max Weber. Max Weber was to Jaspers
“the philosopher,” the paragon of “human greatness.” He — and
he almost alone — “faced the agony of our time, diagnosed it on the
strength of his comprehensive knowledge and, in a decaying world,
rooted himself in his own ground.”*
He rooted himself in himself. The miracle and blessing of hu-

man communication is so great an event just because it is bound
up with the process of personal emancipation and is, thus, in its ;
climactic mood a beckoning from peak to peak of existence:

massed around us arise

the summits of time;

and, neighbors, dwell, yet exhausted the dear ones
on the most separate peaks.®

For Jaspers the truest, most intimate communication has this para-
8 Cf. Reehenschaft, S23f; Wahrheit, 887f! Scope, 62f.

1 Reehenschaft, 32M, 340; Philosophie I, viiif.

8 From Hoelderlin's ode Patmos.
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doxical feature about it: that it respects, emphasizes and inten-

sifies the differences between one existence and the other, instead

of dwarfing, slurring and hiding them, as is the rule in the ano-

nymity of average life. Hence, ‘existential’ contact is an unforesee-

able occurrence and, as it were, a gift of grace. Its experience seems
contingent to us who know the whole of Being only in its divi-

sions, and to whom a true community of persons rests on the in-

sularity of Selves. There is no genuine solidarity in the mode of 1

the “We” except to those who are entitled to say “I,” to endure
j

the harshness of selfhood, subscribe to the principium individua-

tionis and respect the distance of even the closest friend. Such con-

tact in which each Self holds, reveals and cultivates its own ground

'

— such contact is always the delicate child of the favorable mo-
ment—the Kaipdq; it is always meeting and encounter at once—

a

“loving struggle” between Self and Self and for their mutual mani-
festation, in contrast with, and transfiguration of, the selfish strug-

gle and competition in the flatlands of ‘common’ life.

Conversely, since our God, being God, is also the God of our
enemies, there ought to prevail — just as in the Bhagavadglta —
even in the hostile struggle of fated antagonists, the recognition of

the common ground from which all existences originate. Such
tragic conflict should be fought out in a spirit which does not ex-

clude all possibility of a positive contact and communication at

some time later® — a postulate which echoes articles in the political

philosophies of Grotius, Kant, et al.

All genuine communication is in a kind of restless Heraclitean

flux. Each moment is unique, not to be arrested and not repeat-

able. It is the fleeting contact of two poles whose polarity cannot be

eradicated without annihilating the very possibility of communi-
cation. It takes place between Selves

which move toward each other out of their solitude, although it

is just on account of their communication that they know of

their solitude. ... In all suspense of solitude by virtue of com-

munication, there grows a new solitude which cannot disappear

without my ceasing to exist as a condition of such communica-
tion.’^

There is no 'exisienitaZ’- relationship without duality of the re-

lated partners; and no duality without some degree of dualism

between two Selves either one of whom realizes and validates his

6 Wahrheit, 818f, 667, 977f.

7 Philosophie 11,61. It must be added, however, that the delicacy of *existential*

relationships does not exclude either the continuity of a life in which a Self has

chosen itself together with the other, or the solidarity of an interplay in which
either partner can live faithful to the other just because he lives faithful to himself.
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own individual selfhood in this process of communication. To be

sure, all communication points and strives beyond itself toward

a perfect union in “sublime moments” which have the quality of

the eternal; but they do not last, or else they prove illusory in

time.®

The ultimate solitude of the Self is thus confirmed rather than

suspended in the solitariness of the “festive night of communion"
(die hohe Nacht. . . , die einsam war, obwohl die Nacht. des

Bunds.f All this preserves and synthesizes the decisive experiences

of Jaspers’ youth.^®

It countenances the absolute will to communication in unity with,

and as the very action of, achieving selfhood. “The possilsilities

of communication (thus) become the principal question of man
as he makes his way toward himself.””

II

Social contact, not contract. A pressureless touch of ardent, yet

restrained powers,” a drawing of Existenz toward Existent rathci-

than a being together and sharing life in life’s outer institutions

and expressions. True co-Existenz in the consummation of face-to-

face relationships is no less intensive and forceful for being un-
obtrusive, a model of non-violence.

This is the spiritual intensity of an ‘existential’ dialogue such as

pictured in the penetrating look by which, for instance, the apos-
tles and prophets on the chancel walls of the Bamberg cathedral are
interlocked in their mighty disputations: as it occurs at the height
of a discussion about mankind’s great objectives, man’s ultimate
concern in Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure and in Dostoevski’s
and Thomas Mann’s philosophical novels, or (to choose just one
factual example from recent intellectual history) as it was alive in
the highly charged controversy between Eugen Rosenstock and
Franz Rosenzweig in 1913 and ’16; “much to their own surprise
the two partners found themselves reluctantly put under the com-
pulsion to face up to one another in a struggle with no quarter to
be given or asked for.” “For only in this last extremity of a soul

8 Wahrheit, 380.

9 R. M. Rilke, Brieftuechsel in Gedichten mit Erika Mitterer, 43,

10 Hence the autobiographical flavor of such analyses as in Philosophie It, 59 73
et passim, ’

' ’

11 Rechenschaft, 256.

12 Cf. R. M. Rilke, the last section of the second of the Elegies of Duino.
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in self-defense is there hope to realize the truth in the questions

oflife.”i»

Whereas the face-to-face relationship will not always be of this

nearly convulsive tension, it will always need a vigorous impulse

to break through the conventionalities of appearance and over-

come the inhibitions that work against one’s baring his soul to

himself as •5vell as to others. Beyond the tragedies of passion and
disillusion, the human drama may thus reach an elevation and a

composure which allow men to meet freely as members of a great

family. Not similar as particular samples of human types, but re-

lated as free and individual partners in the interplay of mankind,
they may celebrate a holy day, as it were, of human brotherhood.

This is what happens in Lessing’s philosophical play, Nathan the

Wise, which to Jaspers is full of God in its “unfathomable sad-

ness and its smiling calm.’’^^ ^
This pure fulfillment of true interpersonal Existenz hovers over

the abysses of human life — over all the deviations from truth by
way of appearances and affectations, all the necessary and lazy com-
promises, all tlie handicaps and breakdowns of ‘existential’ inter-

course which are due to the general and individual limitations of

language, to callousness or timidity, bad conscience and bad will,

suspicion and prejudice, egotism and disappointment, over all tlie

excommunications due to tribal hatred, but also over all the per-

versions of communication in idle talk, trickery and lie, all the

pseudo-communication in the medium of sentimental and diluted

ideologies — such as the protestations of love for humanity where
there is no love for one’s neighbor.^®

The positive and deficient modes of communicative life — on
the levels of mere existence (Dasein), consciousness-as-such, spirit

in the medium and order of ideas, Existenz in the realization of

the Self— these modes are carefully listed and examined in Jaspers’

works. He acts with the eagerness of the ‘existential’ thinker, at-

tentive to the possibilities, painfully aware of the dangers and re-

strictions of man, every man; with the mild and circumspect

knowledge of a physician of the soul; with that uncanny refine-

ment that penetrates into the most hidden secrets and all the

different strata, structures and powers of the inner man — with a

perspicacity that has grown in the school of Kierkegaard and
Nietzsche.

iSEugcn Rosenstock in the Introductions to this correspondence, Franz Rosen-
zweig, Briefe, 638, Cf. Philosophie II, 66, 116; Wahrheit, 48,

14 ct Wahrheit, 951, Tragedy, 86.

15 Cl, e.g., Philosophie 1,16; II, 591, 81fiE; Wahrheit, 428f, 543flE, 56611, 661ff, 983fl;

Rechenschaft, 350,
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It must be confessed that, to the reader, this method has its dark

as well as its bright sides. The patient way in which Jaspers ac-

cumulates a superabundance of observations, the way lie surveys

at each point each and every possibility, sometimes taxes the pa-

tience of the reader who loses sight of the woods for the ti'ces.

Jaspers’ force, but also his apparent weakness, is in a mosaic style

of agglomerating marvelous details in an often superb phrasing,

full of a mellowed wisdom which is quite beyond compare in to-

day’s literature. Yet he proceeds without the artistic mise en scene

which contributes to making Kierkegaard a breath-taking experi-

ence, and without the dramatic and aggressive verve of the baroque

yet forceful diction of a Heidegger — so much his inferior not in

intensity, but in prudence, originality, and true unity of thought.

The lack of stirring effects is the price Jaspers chose to pay for

speaking from the depth of incommensurable Exisienz to the

depth of free Existenz in his readers, appealing to their self-con-

cern rather than to their compliance with the author. To his whole

philosophy, to philosophical communication as he understands

and wills it, applies what he says with regard to a specific issue and

to the objection that its treatment leaves the reader without any-

thing to hold on to: “This form of discussion cannot be avoided

if one wants to reach what is at stake in philosophy. Such discus-

sions shall not result in obtaining and securing objective knowl-

edge about a phenomenon, but rather help to open our soul more
widely to the possible.” The possible is in this case the possibility

of the Kierkegaardian “exception.” The very exception to the rule

shows “what man can be,” omnipresent as it is in all possible

Existenz. It is no object of unambiguous appearance and knowl-

edge. Still, “if I were to renounce this docta ignorantia, I would
evacuate a domain of truth in which all other truth has still to

present itself for me to verify itself in its true substance.”^®

Ill

We must stop at this point for some needed elaboration. To be
sure, such an exposition cannot be complete. Within the scope of

this particular essay, we cannot reproduce the whole network of

communicative relations, their extent and their limits and, thus,

practically the articulation of Jaspers’ philosophy of Exisienz. The
problem of communication brings out, indeed, the problematic
nature of human life as such, both in its defaults and in its essen-

tial limiutions. It is the mainspring of Jaspers’ anxious inquiry.

18 Wahrheit. 758E.
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“The experience of the shortcomings of communication engenders

the mood of the pliilosophical enterprise.”^’^

Communication thus becomes the cornerstone as well as the

stumbling block of this type of existentialism. It is a necessary

problem — not-wendig, ‘meeting a need’ in the sense of ‘necessary’

which Nietzsche liked to play with: even where a problem cannot

be solved without a remainder, we are helped by facing and recog-

nizing it in its inevitability.

I restrict myself now to this insoluble aspect of the problem. It

is caused by the non-objective status of the two QorTgJative, yet an-

tipodean, terms: ‘Existenz’ in Kierkegaard’s nomenclature and

‘Transcendence’ proper in Jaspers’ sense.^® In this strict and ulti-

mate sense ‘Transcendence’ combines the meaning of the I^ntian

concept — ‘that which is beyond the scope of human knowledge’

— with the religious overtones and the forbidding ring of the

totaliter aliter of dialectical theology: that tremendous mystery of \

the one ground of Being which defies the grasp of “intentional
|

consciousness’’: that rock of absolute Being which gives no direct
j

answer to our questions, but is like the voice of silence itself; the

fixed star of Being in the night of ExistenzP

Transcendence speaks in its very silence. But it speaks only to

Existenz^, to the free and attentive listening on the part of reason,

i.e., the unobstructed Vernehmen der Vernunft (to employ the

German expression in which, following the supranatural sensual-

ism of Hamann, Herder and Jacobi, Jaspers profits from the pecu-

liar wisdom of his native language).®^ Transcendence “speaks” in^

a not really and truly communicable way to absolute conscious-

ness. It uses the cipher of some particular phenomenon in its over-

whelming presence — such as the spreading of the heron’s white

wings against the blue sky in the decisive youth experience that

is reported of Ramakrishna.

But this example is not taken from Jaspers and the sphere of

personal co-Existenz, which he prefers. To him, revelation, the

17 Rechenschaft, 351. l® Cf. Wahrheit, lOSfiE.

19 All these metaphors are used to circumscribe an experience which cannot be

communicated directly. Besides using Jaspers’ own evocative language, they borrow

from certain significant passages in Thomas Mann’s writings. This is done to show

the free convergence between the metaphysician and the artist as mouthpieces of

the, perhaps, most intense experience of their generation. (Cp. Philosophte III,

219ff, with Joseph der Erndhrer, 382, and Doktor Faustus, 285, 745). The same could

be done with reference to R. M. Rilke where the Angels symbolize a similar tran-

scendence; cf. also Rilke, III, 399: **Nichts ist so stumm / wie eines Gottes Mund**

("nothing as mute / as of a god the mouth.”)

20 Cf. Wahrheit, 110. 21 Cf., e.g., Wahrheit, 115.
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incomprehensible and, thei'cfore, ineffable presence of Transcen-

dence, is a unique event which happens to a man in a single hour

of human history and historical a^vareness.““ Human language/

communicates but an echo of this absolute experience in the niyth-

ical accounts of religion and art and the spcculati\'e accounts of

metaphysics.^®

What really happens to Existenz in these experiences is ilie

Icarus flight of reason into the sun of ultimate reality — the as-

surance and recognition of that unfathomable unity which trans

cends the unifying efforts of reason just as reason itself transcends

the data and spheres of particular objects. Yet death is swallotved

up in victory. Facing the eminent presence of the transcendent

One and surrendering to it, man is granted in return that freedom
of Existenz in which he grows beyond the conditions of his natural

and historical worlds.®*

It is, nevertheless, within the medium of his world that he grotvs

beyond it, fulfills his mission and delivers his message. Although
his work in the world is, on the one hand, nothing but the daily

new fee he cannot help paying to the needs and claims of life in

the flesh, it is also sanctioned as the avenue of communication in

the co-Existenz of man with man. Self with Self.®"

But, as the tvorld ceases to be man’s ultimate concern, as lu'

ceases to cling to it and his position in it, it loses the pressure of
its weighing on him and is reduced to appearance, seen as it tvero

from afar and studied like a cryptogram. To use the favorite term
Jaspers may have adopted from J. G. Hamann: man sees in the
books of nature and history the “ciphers” of Being, whose presence
they announce, but whose nature they do not disclose — incom-
municative as it is in this very communication. Or rather — in a
way such as followed out in Talmud-discussions and lately by
Kafka in the analpis of his own parables — infinite meanings sug-
gest themselves since no definite reading of the ciphers can be
established. One reading leads to the other, and one confirms the
other insofar as the truth of the cipher does not lie in anything

22 Wahrheit, 693. 23 Cf. Philosophic, III, 129II. 24 Cf. Wahrheit, lO-lff.

26 The emphasis on the ultimate validity of Existent and co-Existenz of indi-
vidual Selves constitutes the decisive difference between Jaspers' teachings and those
of Sathkara as well as the BhagavadgUa. Jaspers’ way of having reality transfigured
into the appearance of Transcendence is often reminiscent of the Hindu doctrine.
But, whereas Jaspers confesses to the unity of absolute Transcendence (what the
Hindus may call the nirguna Brahman), he sticks to the plurality of Selves (in.stead
of the oneness of Atman). Hence he cannot fully subsaibe to the identity between
Brahman and Atman. Even though everything may originate from the same com-
mon ground, the individual Self is more than the role which the person plays on
the stage of this world- and, still, it is not, ulnmately, the Absolute ‘in person.*
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apart from it but rather in the unambiguous, absolute presence

which asserts itself in each attempt to penetrate into its nature.

The manifest mystery of Transcendence is there— not to be dis-

pelled, but to be enhanced in the spirit of devotion and full ab-

sorption. The cipher is the presence of the transcendent and the

transcendence of the present.-*®

“Transcendence is not an object of (rational) proof, but one of

witness. It is both infinitely close to Existenz and infinitely

distant from it. True Existenz is defined by its orientation toward

Being qua I’ranscendence, the intimate awareness of its distance.

This is done as early as in Plato — “left to herself the soul strives

toward and reaches contact with true Being” — and has found its

Christian sanction and version in the Augustinian tradition and
recently, above all, in Kierkegaard. Still, there is a century and,

literally, a 'world’ between Kierkegaard’s thesis: “The measure”

(not of man, as in Plato, but) “of the Self is God” and Jaspers’

saying: “The depth of my Self has its measure in the Transcend-

'

ence before which I stand.

It belongs to Jaspers’ Christian heritage that this stand will dif-

fer with each individual. No Self is exchangeable, none expend-

able in the economy of the whole. Each has to stand its own
ground as it approaches and is approached by the All-Encompass-

ing. Since there is no common platform on which the different

Selves communicate — apart from tlie unity of Transcendence by
which they are encompassed, their communication will be both
needful and painful. Even the absolute will to communicate can-

not but recognize the radical differences amongst the various

modes of being and the still more profound separation of one Self

from the other in the very act of communicating which frees each

Self for itself.

In his interpretation of the Abraham-Isaac story, Kierkegaard

emphasizes the impossibility of communicating in general and
rational terms what is said to the ‘single one,’ to each individual

one in a singular way. Hence each individuum est ineffabile: no

20 Cf. Philosophie III, 144ff: Wahrheit, 896, lOSOff.

2T Philosophie III, 204: **Die Transzendenz wird nicht bewiesen, sondern von ihr

xvird gezeugt/*

28 Cf. Plato, Phaedo, 65f, 79D; Kierkegaard, The Sickness unto Death (transl. by
W. Lowrie), 126ff: '‘Gradations in the consciousness of the Self (The Qualification

“before God”).” Cf. op. cit. also: “By relating itself to its own self and by willing to

be itself, the self is grounded transparently in the Power which constituted it.” A
note in Kierkegaard’s Journal of 1854— E.P. IX, p. 240— makes no sense in Dru’s

translation, p. 532. It should read: “The Existenz of a Christian is contact with Be-

ing.” As to Jaspers, see Philosophie II, 49; also Wahrheit, 541ff, 49, 104flf, 175, 631fif,

639ff, 677, 1054 et passim; Scope, 17, 64f, 70£E.
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objective statement can ever convey the lull truth about it and

its calling."® This fact cannot be reduced to the incompleteness of

all knowledge in die continuity of the process of scientific expe-

rience. It belongs to a different dimension of problems: Existoiz

is no object of objective determination; ‘existential’ revelation of

the Self, however incomplete, is qualitatively dilferent from, anti

superior to, any appearance; and ‘existential’ truth is not a discov-

ery of independent facts, but part and parcel of truthful Existenz,

its recovery and performance. Hence the Self may be compared —
cum grano — with Kant’s intelligible Ego which is alive as

the source of free actions although we know only of the appear-

ances it makes on the stage of time and space.

The Self has its original being, its true actuality, only in wliat

cannot be stated as an objective event: in acts which cannot be

accounted for in a causal way, but in which it accounts for itself

— responsive and responsible acts in which the Self is actualized

by choosing both itself and the Thou which it addresses, and

whose claims it fulfills in its own way, in a devotion in whit:h it

finds its own fulfillment.®*

The language of such productive and mutual communication is

more eloquent than words may ever be. (Communication may be

crowned % silence just as well as it can die in it.®' But it is never

a communication which is objectively secured like tiiat of two
vessels through which the same water is channeled. Even in the

case of the most intimate relationship and the most reliable soli-

darity it resembles less such a lasting status than the flashing of

sparks from one pole of a battery to the other.®®

The precariousness of this relationship on the level of growing
selfhood — not in the gregariousness of animal life or in the com-
mon fronts of the objective mind and in the fight for common
causes — this lasting discontinuity between I and Thou in the

midst of their impassioned struggle for one another, may tempt
men to discontinue their relations altogether in a mood of des-

pair or defiance.®®

But such tendencies are counteracted not only by the pathological
longing for close community, but above all by the resoluteness of
the will to total communication — a will to unity in co-Existenz,

pervaded, sustained and directed, perhaps, by the unity of the all-

encompassing Being.®* Even in the case of what, with Kierkegaard

2« Cf. already Psycholope, S-IStt. »o C£., c.g., Philosophie 11, 1911., 182£.
SI C£. Philosophie 11, 7411; Wahrheit, 416, 982.

«2 C£., e.g., Philosophie 11, 62. 3.1 C£. Philosophie H, Slff; Wahrheit, 983£.

84 C£. Philosophie III, 12211; Wahrheit, 114£E, 821, 878, 971£E: Scope, 441£.
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and Nietzsche, Jaspers calls “the exception” — i.e., the man in

whom singularity and loneliness have become so intensive as to

exclude him from all others and effect a sort of ex-communication,

even in the case of the man who writes ‘white papers’ in “invisible

ink” — even there the enforced silence is interrupted again and
again by outbreaks from solitary confinement, by passionate out-

cries to God and man or by the more artful contrivances of in-

direct communication.®®

But even under the most favorable conditions, my meeting and
community with other Selves, above all with my ‘predestined’

alter is as it were a gift of grace (a gratia cooperans) and
constitutes the secret of an invisible church. There is a realm of

the spirit. But “the idea of a realm of Existenzen as a totality, with

me as one of its accredited members, is unfounded, if this idea

pretends to be objective knowledge.”®^

Co-Existenz has its enactment and actuality not in terms of the

world, not in a re-public of life interests, activities and institutions,

in a cosmos of the objective mind, in any universal organization.

It is not manifest in any embodiment as such. This does not free

us from our social obligations in this world. 'Existential’ commun-
ity is not a matter of management.®® Still, the right growth of the

social body may prove indispensable to true co-Existenz as the

work of the soul, to the realization of Selves in historical commun-
ity and the consolidation of the “absolute will to communication”
amongst men of all classes and races.®®

The realm of communication is thus the middle realm that

stretches between Existenz and Transcendence. It is the human
‘world’ of ‘existejitial’ relations. In it communication — boundless

communication — appears^ a postulate and perennial task. This
claim is endorsed by an absolute will to communicate; and it is

validated both by the common ground in which all Existenzen

are rooted and by their common direction toward truth — the one
truth in its different realizations, in the different ciphers and
cipher-readings through which it speaks to and through different

human beings.^®

SB Wahrheit, 748ff. 88 Cf. Philosophie 11, 70ff.

37 Philosophic II, 420. Cf. Origin, 228; Wahrheit, 741; Age, 222ff.

38 Jaspers' religious individualism is liable to overdo the objections to world or-

ganization and total planning and join ranks with ‘liberals’ who may have become
the mouthpiece of powers with which he would hardly sympathize: cf. Philosophie

TT, 366; Age, passim.; Origin, 180ff, 281fP.

30 Cf. Philosophie II. 69, 91ff. 426ff; Wahrheit, 615f, 965f; Ongin, 269f.

40 Cf., e.g., Philosophie II, 417ff, 427, 434; Wahrheit, 951; Tragedy, 87.
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It must be added, however, that tlie scope of comnmnication

does not reach any farther than the need for it, i.e., not beyond
the realm of existence and Existenz. “Communication presup-

poses the partition” (of the One) “into the many.”"*^ The One
may serve as the ultimate warrant and locus of communication,

but it does not enter it as a partner. It is not a unit of being; whieh
transcends towards others; it is unity and transcendence as .such,

all-encompassing, rounded ofiE in itself and self-sufficient — ncM. in

need of the approach of communication, whose necessity marks
in itself a defect. Whereas Transcendence proper rests in itself, all

other transcendence, every going beyond the particular, is ulti-

mately transcendence towarci the One which may direct our in-

tentions and is thus intimately present, but can never be reached
and is thus infinitely far away. “Communication is the organ
through which in time we turn back toward the One.”‘‘®

Our place is within the schism of being; our end is unity, but
our way is union. It is unification through reason as the executive
of the absolute will to communication. Reason is not unity, it is

the restless search for the One in which everything comes to rest.^'"’

The movement of the lofros, therefore, the synthesis of communi-
cation, is stilled in and by that unity of Being toward which wc
strive. Reason itself, logos as rational account, is an upAvard way.
a process of synthesis rather than a finished system. “It is a delight
for each spirit continuously to ascend toward the principle of life.

however inaccessible it may prove Hence it comes to pass that
the inaccessibility or incomprehensibility of the infinitude of His
life is the most highly desired comprehension.”**

All transcendental use of the logical categories, all attempts to
submit Transcendence to the judgment of the finite are over-
stepping the bounds of rational communication. To Jaspers, even
the sublime tautology of the Eheye asher Eheye, the Sum qui Sum
( T am that I am”) is, in the use of the first person, as inadequate
an expression of the All-Encompassing as is the Est quod Est (the
Being qua Being) in the Greek tradition from Parmenides to
Plotinus. The categories creep even into this final tautology.

« Wahrheit, 380. 42 Wahrheit, 381; cf. 387. 43 Cf. Wahrheit, 114fT, 118.

44 Nicolaus Cusanus. Idiota de Sapientia, liber I: in Nicolaus von Cues Philo-
sophische Schriften I (Stuttgart, 1949), 304f. Cf. Philosophie III, 12.31: "The ’despair
at the nothin^ess of human life dissolves in the ascent. This that the Being of the
One actually is, that is enough. What I am — I, whose being vani.shes without re-
mainder,— that is of little account, if only I persist in the ascent ns long as I live.”
In the tenor and teaching of "learned ignorance," in the theory of the "complication
in God” as the incomprehensible Encompas,sing, etc., Nicolaus is one of Taspers’
most important spiritual ancestors.
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whether it is pronounced in the mode of being an object (“it”) or

in that of a subject (“I”)45 — whereas Transcendence proper thrones

above the difference and the contrast between subject and object

and, is, thus, beyond the grasp of human understanding, not to be

couched in the terms of human language and communication.

God is Being itself (ipsum esse) “without any subjective admixture

by way of human apprehension. That is why he is the Being that

is when man fades away.”*®

But whereas in the literal sense there is no ‘communication’

between divine Transcendence and human Existenz, which would
explicitly let us know God and secure his assistance, we are as-

sured of his presence in the act of our personal ascent: by the

spur and directive power in our absolute will to communicate
with our neighbors.*'^ “The One is like an^ttractive force that

works from aiTinaccessible distance, yet is present through reason

and overcomes all separation.”*® It overcomes also the distraction

within ourselves. The flight of time is stopped in our inner con-

centration, in the concreteness of the ‘existential’ moment, in the

free and resolute fulfillment of its present claims. In this ‘present-

mindedness’ the eternal, the metahistorical finds its historical

realization.*® In an ‘existential’ sense, eternal history is made wher-

ever two people meet in this absolute spirit. In other words, wher-

ever they meet in the spirit of unconditional presence for one
another, there is the Absolute present in their midst.

Man’s love for God has its proper actuality only in this loving

communication with his actual Thou in a concrete situation of

human life. Although this love evaporates if squandered in un-

worldly reverie, it becomes substantial and productive in the ab-

solute seriousness of the partnership between man and man, as

sustained appeal to one another’s self-hood. Such co-Existenz is,

within the medium of this world, a kind of holy communion and
divine service. To speak with Franz Kafka: “The relationship to x

our neighbor is the relation of prayer.” Being founded in actuality
j

proper and by it, being oriented by and towards its unity, all true
'

communication has its locus in God — is an amare in Deo (a lov-

ing in God) — even though there seems to be no communication

45 Philosophie III, 67.

4C Wahrheit, 702. C£. my discussion of the problem in section XIV infra,

47 Philosophie III, 12S. Wahrheit, 987ff. 48 Wahrheit, 118.

49 Cf., e.g., Philosophie II, 127; Wahrheit, 969f; Origin, 275. It is a characteristic

tendency of Existentialism to enhance historicity to a point where the sense for the

metahistorical content of the moment breaks through.
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with “Love in the communication amongst men wlio have

become Selves is the highest possibility there is within this life.”'"'’

IV

pTruth and verification belong together, not only in the objective

truth of the scientific method, but also in the personal truth of

truthful Exislenz. According to Jaspers, this truth has to be pro-

duced and authenticated as it frees our Selves in the decisions—even

the fatal decisions — of genuine life. It is the truth, the d-XTjOsia,

the revelation of (not only about) life — a life which may come true

even and precisely in its death. It is the truth of an individual Self

which posits itself on its own ground — but not in a selfish way.

On the contrary, man can bare himself altogether only in an act

of love in which he communicates with his alter ego. Our fellow

being is our companion as partner in a common love for Being as

such — for Being as Transcendence pi'oper. Transcendence is the

ground — not merely the sum total — of all phenomena, the “com-

mon depth”®2 which is not our habitation, and in which, never-

theless, we live, move and have our particular being; it is the

“other side of nature”;®* and it is tlie only locus in which two lines

of personal life, surpassing this world and independent in their

original spring, can ultimately meet.®'* A philosophical thought is

true as far as its actualization both needs and promotes communi-
cation and community — without losing, however, its I'oot in in-

dividual Existent.^

‘Existential’ truth is alive only in this triadic relation — Exist-

ent, co-Existenz and Transcendence. Its realization is, therefoi'c,

at the same time the realization and manifestation of the individ-

ual Self. Anchored in and individuated by this Self, it owes to the

latter’s authenticity and personal rootedness in its own ground
that radical and absolute character which, in philosophical thought,

takes the place of the universal validity of objective knowledge.
Kierkegaard’s famous dictum that “subjectivity is the truth” is

thus renewed in the sense that ‘existential’ truth is individual. It

50 Cf. Philosophie III, 123; 164ff; Wahrheit, 380f; 897 — ideas which can be con-
sidered as Jaspers’ personal synthesis of Platonic and Kantian thoughts with
thoughts of Max Scheler.

51 Wahrheit, 1010. I have dealt with the never satisfied longing of Existenz for
co-Existenz through communication in the model case of Anne Frank, The Diary of
a Young Girl, (Judaism, 1, 4; October 1952).

52 Cf. Rilke, Sonnette an Orpheus 11. XIV. 63 Cf. Rilke, W.W, IV, 281

.

54 Cf., e.g., Philosophie II, 50ff; Wahrheit, lOOlff; Origin, 156f.

^^Philosophie II, 62, 70f, 110, 116; Scope, 45f; Wahrheit, 370II, 546f, 587ff, 973ff.
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is a truth which has its concrete meaning as the truth of the in-

dividual subject. It is animated, not conditioned by personal ap-

propriation and propulsion. The individual truth, as the truth of

the individual, causes neither indiflEerentism nor relativism. The
truth of the second person concerns me deeply just as I am deeply

concerned with and for this person himself. Such personal truth

is not subjective and relative in the sense that it is a matter of

taste which one, out of a medley of propositions, I select and em-

brace. The truths of others have neither the same claim nor the

same eflEect on us as has the one which “makes us free” because, in

standing for it, we gain and stand our own ground.

By sympathizing with others and their truths, i.e., the ways in

which truth presents itself to them, I encourage them to be them-

selves and may help their possibilities to ‘come’ actually ‘true.’

But, for all this, there is no import trade of personal truths: they

do not become factors of my actual life; I do not witness them
myself nor do I bear witness to them by my life. They express

points of view which, to me, are grouped around the one and
somehow unique point which I hold and may have to keep; they

are not central to me, though — from my viewpoint — I can under-

stand their centrality and vital meaning for others. The truth of

others which I ‘appresent,’ recognize and respect can never take

the place of the truth which presents itself to me and whose bom
representative I ‘happen’ to be.

This concept of personal truth is the existentialist version of

a phenomenological fact which has been set forth by Husserl with-

in the framework of his “transcendental reduction.” Husserl, too,

starts from the sovereignty of an ego which can never be properly

accounted for as part of its world. Its consciousness had its own
kind of comprehensiveness, different from that of the world.

Hence, all the other egos appear within the world of my conscious-

ness. But they appear there as subjects of consciousness in their

own right. Even so, as far as I am concerned, they are just as little

co-ordinated with my own ego as they are merely objects and con-

stituta of my mind.

The incompatibility of the co-existence with me of the other

ego within the world of my primordial consciousness vanishes

when I see that my primordial ego apperceives of the other ego

as another one in an appresentation which, in its own nature,

can never be transmuted into, and verified by way of, authentic

presentation.

“I must first explicate what pertains to myself in order, then, to

understand that, within this egological sphere, existential sense
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can accrue also to what does not properly belong to me and is

present only by way of analogical appresentation,” i.e., as a being,

a subject, a personal agent like me, but always kept in a consti-

tutive orientation toward me as the primordial ego of transcen-

dental reduction.®®

The ‘existentially irreversible relation of the ego to the alter

ego leads to a communication in which the other person is both

respected and challenged, wooed and questioned in its otherness. ''

As the truth of the one evokes and encounters the truth of the

other, one Existenz depends on the other for its realization (and

its experience of reality) through support, complementation and

resistance.

An ‘existential' truth, common to all, one in which the original

schism amongst Existenzen did not assert itself as both the spur to

communication and the ferment of individual thought, would be

without the salt of life; it would belie our deepest experience.

Obviously, this applies to Jaspers’ own philosophy — and he

knows it. In the succession of Nietzsche, he speaks of the ‘existen-

tial’ postulate: “Don’t take after me; take to thyself. Selfhood

awakes selfhood.’’®® And, heeding this warning, he tries not to lead

us into temptation by presenting us with a rigid homogeneous

system whose alleged objective validity leaves no room for per-

sonal experiences and decisions. Hence his philosophizing is in-

tended to be an eye-opener rather than a systematization of im-

personal data. It describes the different modes and dimensions of

human life, but leaves and keeps this space open for the changing

contents of personal historical experience. Following Kierkegaard,

it draws attention to the possibilities of original Existenz and co-

Existenz; it conjures up transcendence and appeals to the absolute

will of communication.®®

66 Cp. Philosophte II, 416ff; Reason, lOOf, with E. Husserl, Cartesianische MedU
tationen und Pariser Vortrage (1950), 148, 176 et passim; Wahrheit, 741f. It de-

serves to be noticed that the translation above of German **Seinssinn** by ‘'existen-

tial sense” follows the example set by *'sens existentieV* in the French edition of the

Meditations (1931), p. 128. This comparison does not deny the radical differences

between HusserFs and Jaspers* positions. Husserl identifies the Absolute with the

sphere of transcendental intersubjectivity. To Jaspers, Transcendence proper has a

special relation to Existenz as the ground and tie of all modes of comprehension;

but, as all-encompassing, it is beyond both world and consciousness as two specific

and overcrossing modes of comprehensiveness.

67 The ambivalence of this dynamics has its analogy in an ever recurrent theme
of Thomas Mann's novels, though in Mann the "loving struggle** takes place not

between Existenz and Existenz, but between spiritual existence and naive life.

68 Philosophie II, 437. Cf. Reason, 41.

69 Cf Philosophie II, 117; Wahrheit, 5ff; Reckensekaft, 123, 290ff.
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He thus summons man to see for himself and take his own stand

on his own ground: “no man can help the other in tire essential

issues of life”;®® nobody can make up the other fellow’s mind in

those decisions in which freedom and selfhood come into being.

Even so, Jaspers’ own philosophy cannot but plead its own cause.

As far as it is true to itself, it cannot be presuppositionless. It does

not leave “eveiything in suspense,” as the saying goes. It rests (or

it ought to rest) on a primary and ultimate decision. And it can-

not help inviting us to make an analogous decision — and even in

the same spirit, in the spirit of self-responsibility qua responsibil-

ity for the making of our Selves.

To Jaspers each Self is rooted au fond in the will to be itself.

Jaspers’ thought thus embodies the Greek ethos of self-realization

together with the Jewish-Christian concept of the Self— and,

hence, with all the structural changes which have turned the clas-

sical etlios into Christian self-concern (though without the obses-

sion by the idea of salvation as the unum necessarium of the

individual soul).

B. Discussion

V

It is now time for a somewhat different ‘existential’ emphasis

to assert and vindicate itself in a cautious and modest attempt to

re-arrange some of the lines in Jaspers’ great design. I shall try to

restate his position in such a way that certain ideas can evolve in

reply. In their tentativeness these proposals are certainly no match

to what has actually been done in his life-work; they are, however,

the only way in which I am able to thank him for his work.

If taken as a criticism, this will be a sufficiently immanent criti-

que not to run the risk of subjecting Jaspers’ philosophy to a

measurement by quite incommensurate standards. On the other

hand, it ought not to be restricted to problems of mere logical

consistency — a consistency which is never seriously impaired in

a thinker of Jaspers’ rank, resoluteness and strength of vision. The
discussion which follows ought to penetrate into the dimension of

the original impulses of his thought and Existent. It is here — and

here only — that minds can meet in productive concurrence and

conflict.

The questions I am going to ask do not challenge the right of

60 Wahrheit, 846.
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a philosophy such as Jaspers’ to declare against a definite and uni-

fied system of ontology. If Being, as it represents itself to us, is

not of a piece, but divided into heterogeneous modes of being,

how could it be adequately represented in thought by such a sys-

tem? The transcendent whole within which these forms of being

and transcendence are supposed to appear and figure may provide

a firm ground for faith (pistis, emunah)

,

but its recognilion (in a

“Periechontology”®^) cannot be implemented by systematic cogni-

tion. It is Jaspers’ contention that tlie desideratum of communica-

tion results from the multiplicity and even disunion of the utter-

ances of the transcendent unity of Being. The state of affairs with

which we are thus confronted is “borne out in ever other and still

analogous ways by logical elucidation as well as practical and philo-

sophical orientation within this world, and by the processes of the

illumination of Existent as well as by those of a metaphysical

transcending’’ toward the One of Being. Clearly, it would be

meaningless to discuss a philosophy without some share in its basic

experiences — in Jaspers’ case without a sympathetic understand-

ing of the motives which make a strictly systematic account of

Being impossible. Still, we may venture a few suggestions to give

‘communication’ a broader and even more positive sense than it

has in Jaspers and to move in this way a few steps closer — if not to

a system, then at least to a syndesmos, a b’rith, a covenant of Being.

This will be expressed in terms of a guarded dialectic which
goes somewhat beyond Jaspers’ listing of the mutual references

and relations amongst the modes of being, beyond his recognition

of an interplay, through animation and incarnation, immersion
and convergence, of tendencies within and between the world and
ourselves.®®

VI

Jaspers’ vision of Being shows it as both internally torn and in-

terrelated in its modes (“eine in sick bezogene Zerrissenheit”). His
method is, therefore, to move cautiously in the open realm of hu-
man thought, between the extremes of absolute monism on the

one hand and absolute pluralism on the other.*® The original

schism lies in the difference of origin (i.e., origination) of the

heterogeneous modes of being and transcendence.

The German language allows us to interpret these differences

of Ur-sprung (1) as a breaking forth from the ground in different

61 Wahrheit, 158ff. 62 Wahrheit, 261.

68 Cf., e.g., ibid., 130£E. 64 Ibid., 261.
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directions, caused (2) by a break, a cleavage (Sprung), by such a

rending of the globe of Being into continents that no continuous

way, but only (3) a leap (Sprung in this sense) can lead from one

to the other.®®

The irreducibility to one another of the encompassing modes

of being — the being which we are, that which the world is and

that which is absolute in absolute Transcendence — reminds us of

the essential irreducibility of the three primeval elements in Franz

Rosenzweig’s existential philosophy — “the mythical Greek God,

the statuesque Greek world, and man as the tragic Greek hero.”®®

In Rosenzweig these potencies are separate as far as their ideas

are concerned; and they remain separate in the paganism of the

past, but are drawn into a circuit of universal communication in

the epoch of actuality proper — the Jewish-Christian age: in the

historical egress of the elements from their solitude; their con-

crescence in the manifest works of Creation, Revelation and in

that configuration of the “Star of Redemption" which becomes, in

the end, the shining forth of the face divine.

Jaspers’ “philosophical faith,” however, does not admit of any

such absolute communion. Despite its evocative character, its ‘mu-

sic of abstraction,’ it never belies its indebtedness to Kant’s sober

and critical thought. Transcendence remains to him, as to Kant

an a-logon, both ineffable and incommunicative, — the strictly un-

known and silent God, the Ain Soph of Jewish mysticism. Its pres-

ence may be experienced; but it cannot be personally addressed

and revered in its ‘proper name’.®"’^ And to this silence corresponds,

at the bottom of the scale, even in the dark recesses of our own
animal lives, the muteness of nature. Nature’s physiognomic ex-

pression, eloquent and fascinating as it may prove, is not com-

municative language, it is not empirically controllable and neither

responsive nor responsible in itself.®®

Communication as such may also serve as expression and symbol

of Being; it may do so even unintentionally: each of our utter-

ances can be considered a symptom and symbol of our own being,

of our historical situation, etc. But not vice versa: a symbol — such

as the swastika — is not necessarily communicative, does not bring

true selves together, even where it serves as tie or is made the idol

o«Cf., e.g., Wahrheit, 124ff, I63ff, 217£. The idea of the ''leap," prwupposing as

it does a chasm between the Finite and the Infinite may have its origin in Tertul-

lian’s De Praescriptionibus, and from there found its way to Lessing, and, through

him to F. H. Jacobi, Schelling, Kierkegaard and their successors.

08 F. Rosenzweig, Der Stem der ErlSsung, I, 109.

67 Cf., e.g., Wahrheit, 643f. «8 Cf. Philosophie III, 142ff: also 643f. 897f.
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of a community — or rather of a Bund. In tiiis case it becomes tlie

signum of a blind, fanatic exclusiveness which claims the monopo-

ly of an absolute status for its blatant historical particularity'*** and

chokes the actualization of selfliood as well as of personal co-Exist-

enz in the only true Bund in the all-comprehcnsive One.

The imminent triumph in 1932 of a fetishistic cult of racial

symbols may have contributed to Jaspers’ insistence on the quali-

tative differences between one mode of language and the other.

But it was only a reminder of tlie early and fundamental experi-

ence; the radical contrast between animal growtii in gregarious

life and self-making in co-Exislenz — a contrast within the contrast

between the being tliat we are and the being which we are not.

Here is the source of his strict opposition to a naturalism of con-

tinuous evolution.

Hence die term “communication” proper is restricted to the

human realm — a realm that, in a way and despite its specific com-

prehensiveness, is only an enclave within die universe of Being.

Communication is the distinctive and “universal condition of

man’s being. It is so much his comprehensive essence that both

what man is and what is for him are in some sense bound up with

communication.”^® He communicates communicability to tlieni.

They are actually present in the meaning which they have in his

world and which is expressed in terms of his language, in the

meaning of words. “The Encompassing which we are is, in every

form, communication; the Encompassing which is Being itself”

(i.e.. Being in the modes of die world and Transcendence) exists

for us only insofar as it achieves communicability by becoming
speech or becoming utterable.’"^^ Since, having the logos, man is

communicative, things become communicable through him.

Again, although there are many “communicative situations,”

communication in its truest sense takes place only in Existent and
co-Existenz, in the free and full expression of Selves who “selve

themselves” (in the language of Gerard M. Hopkins) in the proc-

ess of their mutual self-revelation. Notwithstanding their original

“otherness and ultimate solitariness,” they “mean” to one another
what no thing can mean to them, they owe one another impulses
that no thing can convey. The single Self communicates with the

other single Self by communicating to it an incentive to selfhood.

The evocative power of this appeal from Self to Self creates in the

world a community of inwardly grounded Selves that is not of
this world— the existentialist counterpart to Husserl’s “transccn-

89 Philosophie III, 25; a warning (1932 1)
against totalitarian rites.

n Reason, 19. nibid.
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dental intersubjectivity” or “community of monads.’”'- Althougli

they remain apart as individuals, none of them appears to the

other merely as a mute and distant image; in all such communi-
cation men speed one another in their different ways toward the

One of Transcendence in which alone they find and love each

other in truth.''®

It bears repeating that, while being restricted to the human
sphere and grounded in the relation between I and Thou, true

communication aims at an expansion beyond any historical limits.

Its horizon is kept open, by the absolute will to communication,

to a universum of mankind. And the idea of this historical univer-

sality is historically authorized by the fact that the historical birth

of man as we know him now — man who sees himself, his chances

and his limitations within the universe of Being— that this birth

took place more or less independently in China, India and Greece

at approximately the same time: the “pivotal age” of universal

history about 500 B.C.''^ The origin and end, retrospect and pros-

pect of history belong together. The possibility of ‘existential’ self-

hood is not the prerogative of any particular tradition. This means
an appeal to each of us to verify a common historical possibility

by realizing it in ourselves and through ourselves, entering human
communication and working for a human community which may
never become all-inclusive, but excludes all exclusiveness.

On the other hand, communication, according to Jaspers, has its

legitimate place in the human realm as such. We have seen that it

does not extend upward to God or downward to nature. When-
ever the tendencies of the German language tempt and lead him
to trespass beyond the boundaries, he is anxious to stress the mere-

ly figurative sense of these expressions. His philosophical criticism

shows not only in a metaphysics which declares the doom of all

human striving, its being wrecked on the rock towards which it

cannot but steer; it shows also in the way he discredits a “Sprach-

denken” which is highly favored in contemporary German phi-

losophy. I.e., he warns against relying so much on the wisdom of

language as guide to the mysteries of life that, under this dictate,

philosophy may forsake the directives and responsibilities of

thought.''®

In this combination of bold metaphysical synopsis and cautious

criticism, he gives the word ‘language’ itself a universal sweep,

while emphasizing the merely metaphorical character of this

broader use. Language proper, human language is, with him, dis-

72 Cf. E, Husserl, Cartestamscke Meditationen, §§55f, 74 cf. Orighij Iff.

73 Cf., e.g., Philosophie H, 109; Wakrheit, 979. 76 Cf. Wahrheit, 434ff.
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tinguished by the specific difference “communicative” — it is com-

municative language.'^® As will be seen later on (especially in sec-

tion X), I shall deviate from this terminology by giving the specific

difference the status of the genus. This will make a real difference

in interpretation, because it may allow us to point out the fxinda-

mentum in re of Jaspers’ figurative speech and sketch the outlines

of a philosophy of communication in which a philosopliy of hu-

man language will have its proper place.

VII

Jaspers’ restriction of the meaning of ‘communication’ is, of

course, more than a philosophical expediency. It is the outcome
of a philosophical decision made on the strength of that most deep-

seated experience of his early life, from which the present essay

takes its bearings. Whether or not the light in which Jaspers sees

his youth now is quite the same as that in which once he saw him-
self, there is no doubt that his interpretation is authentic as re-

gards the inner growth and motivating power of those childhood
impressions. They actually were to set the mood of his life and
thought. Hence the problem of communication was and remained
for him (and in more than one sense) an exclusively personal

and interpersonal problem. Such a communication with and
within nature as we sense and enjoy through the senses as organs
of our communication with the sensory world early became ques-

tionable to him for ‘existential’ reasons, i.e., in view of the obliga-

tions of personal and interpersonal Existenz. "All intimacy with r

nature in a lovely world became problematic to me if it does not i

lead back to human community and serves this community as i

background and medium of expression.”"

Inasmuch as human reason (Vernunft), the distinctive gift of
human beings, has its proper fulfilment and climax in the prac-
tical reason of the conscientious and responsible Self, listening to
the voice of conscience may deafen man’s ears to the Vernehmen
of nature, to the listening to what may appear as mere siren song.

It must be granted that, similar to Rilke, Jaspers deplores the
modem displacement of pure and primitive nature by nature as
material for managerial contrivances." Occasionally he conjures

T« Cf. Philosophie III, 142ff.

Rechenschaft, 351f. Cf. Philosophie HI. 180ff. Led as they are by a specific in-
terest and purpose, the following thoughts cannot pretend to do full justice to the
richly faceted concept of nature in the section “Nature** in Philosophie III, 173-186.

78 CL Age, 57; cf. Rilke, Sonette an Orpheus, 1, 18, 22, 23, 24; 11, 10.
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up in passionate words the passionate mood of the elements raging

over his native country, the land bordering the German Ocean;

here he has an experience of infinity, which connects him with the

very mainspring of things — a lasting ground on which to stay.'^®

More often, however, he speaks as a conscientious trustee of

selfhood, enhancing its status of responsibility over against the

“nuggatory character of mere natural events.” Where nature is

loved, it is actually God who is loved in her.®® More often than

not, nature appears as mere “empirical matter,”

being there to be dominated and moulded, or as an object of

loving contemplation, yet without responsibility on our part

and without response on hers, or to be destroyed in those of her

appearances that prove annoying and confining, and without

proper significance even where she succeeds in getting the up-

per hand.®^

Utterances like these cannot but evoke an attitude somewhat
derogatory to nature and that ‘cosmic piety’ which I consider as

an aspect of religion that cannot be despised and is not to be re-

duced to admiration of nature as God’s handiwork. Similarly, the

message of art — at least as communication to the second power,

i.e., communication of a communication with nature — becomes
truly significant to him not for what it says, but only for what it

does not really say, not as creation as such, but as the creation of

ciphers for Transcendence, i.e., only insofar as it speaks to us

qua Selves.®®

Consequently, the enthusiastic— not necessarily mystic — expe-

rience of a union with nature in which we “lose ourselves” is under
the verdict of being somehow unsubstantial, distracting and de-

tracting as it may prove from the realization of selfhood. In any
case, says Jaspers, the immediate awareness of the life of nature

through tlie natural life within us, this “mysticism of a union
with nature is known today only in dim reflection — as, for in-

stance, in the mood of being married to the landscape around
us.”®®

It may be possible to give a somewhat more positive account of

what happens to man here (and not only as a vanishing mode of

79 Wahrheit, 897. The same experience has been stressed by Thomas Mann.

80 Wahrheit, 112f; per contra, 271; the world is not only cipher; it has its own
“depth and width."

81 Wahrheit, 743; cf. 78, 88; but c£. 146f, where it remains an open question

“whether there is from nature a friendly advance in which the spirit may recognize

itself."

82 Cf. Philosophie III, 192fl. 83 Wahrheit, 1006.
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experience) and of the productivity that rises from tiiis communi-

cation with nature. It may also be asked whether Jaspers’ appraisal

of this experience gives nature its proper due with regard to

Existenz. Although in Jaspers’ Existent is not unworldly, it is ‘un-

natural’ in the sense that, in its personal decisions and activities,

Ex-sistenz proper ‘stands outside’ of the course of natural evcitls —
an alien to the natural order. This alienation of the Self from na-

1
tiire is in line with Christian dualism such as is still alive in the

extreme conclusions drawn by Jaspers’ intellectual ancestors, Kant

as well as Kierkegaard — Kant who removes intelligible, moral ex-

istence from the life and world of the senses, and Kierkegaard,

who even in his own personal equipment feels “in almost every

physical respect deprived of the conditions for being a whole man,”

of the “animal side of humanity.”®^

VIII

It is not my intention to deny the qualitative differences in the

dynamics of nature, conscious life as such, spirit and Existent, but

to plead for a qualification of the “transcendental contrast” be-

tween ttvo main modes of being and representation — a contrast

which has been almost a German Credo from Kant to Jaspers and
from Schiller to Mann.®®

This is the German version of a European movement to which
both Greek Idealism and Christian contempt of the world have

contributed. It proves man’s superiority to the outer world not in

unworldly asceticism but in the technique of mastering and ex-

ploiting nature in a reckless way. It seems to me that here for once

Jaspers fails to check or, at least, to keep in check the peculiar

assumptions of the technical civilization of our Western world. To
declare nature in itself as “essentially foreign and impenetrable
to us,”®® something that becomes my world only through my work,

84 Kierkegaard, Journals, etc., quoted from Reason, 41.

85 Just as in Jaspers man is subject to both the “law of the day“ (Oesetz des
Tages) and the “passion for the night” (Leidenschaft zur Nacht) and, thus, pays
tribute to two modes of Being between which no synthesis can be achieved, so does
Thomas Mann’s Hans Castorp decide for life while keeping faith to death; and his

Joseph -a Gilgamesh nature -hVes in the City of the Dead: his is a sympathy in
which veneration for death and friendliness to life meet without being synthesized.
Since Kierkegaard, the wretched conditions of life have led men to see a mere euphe-
mism in all dialectical synthesis k la Hegel. With regard to modern sciences as such
and the contribution of Biblical religion to its growth, a different and complemen-
tary aspect has to be acknowledged — the loving, yet realistic interest in God’s crea-
tion: cf. Origin, 90f.

86 Wahrheit, 88; cf. Philosophie III, 173.
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runs counter to an experience of nature which is not restricted to

children and so-called primitive peoples, but is enhanced, above

all, by the high cultures of the East. The Stoic teaching of univer-

sal sympathy, the Confucian doctrine of the consonance between

the orders of Heaven and Earth, moral design and physical nature,

are experiences of faith which are not a monopoly of the creature

to the exclusion of the Self (even though the concept of the Self

differs from that of the Augustinian tradition) . The Chinese “un-

broken love for the world,”®^ the deep Eastern feeling of unity

with the “aesthetic continuum” (Northrop) , with nature in the

delicacy and unreduced richness of her qualitative features and
changes, a “nature that is ours” and with which we are in tune,

has its own right and truth. When we read the I-Ching, it does not

seem to us that “the cipher of nature as such ceases to be the real

thing when Existenz steps forth.”®® An inner awareness and careful

control of nature’s situational changes seems here to convey to

personal action their own touch of responsiveness and responsi-

bility. They provide cautious tact and serene composure in com-
munication with men and things. The underlying mood can be
given a sort of phenomenological justification in the wake of phi-

losophies such as Whitehead’s.

Jaspers accentuates communication as an action of human life

and ultimately an act of Existenz proper, as the drama of self-

realization in the dialogue between Selves who struggle together

to free themselves in and for themselves. In this emphasis on in-

terpersonal communication the communication with nature is

somehow discarded. According to Jaspers, nature as such is below
communication, just as Transcendence is above it.®® Whereas im-

personal life does not really and freely communicate with nature,

but may be absorbed in a loving union with the life of the whole
in which the individual is drowned, personal Existenz appears

often as estranged from nature.®®

Yet, is it entirely true even for modern man that he knows the

“marriage with nature” only as a faint echo of former days?®^ If so,

the art of a Cezanne would be an atavism of merely romantic and

87 Wahrheit, 112. iS Philosophie III, 182. RO Cf. Philosophie III, 181.

90 In view of Jaspers* native country, it may not be wrong to point to Rilke’s

three poems on an island in the North Sea, whose inhabitants are silent and lonely,

since there can be no communication between them and the vast space around
them: **nah ist nur Innres: alles andre fern**: “near is but what is inside; far away
the rest.” (Werke, III, 93ff).

91 It would not be fair to point to this passage (Wahrheit, 1006) once more with-

out acknowledging, even in the same work, passages of a much more positive tenor:

cf., e.g., 91, 897, 1037. Also Philosophie III, 176f, 179f, 196£.
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sentimental interest, not the presentation of a netv tnith and a

new and more intensive presence of Being. In the loving struggle

with his motif, Cezanne feels how he penetrates to the roots of

things, how he germinates with their seeds and comes to light

again in their growth. In performing his orvn marriage with the

landscape (such an intimate union that he fears his eyes may bleed

when he tears tliera away from it) he feels empowered to fulfill

the inmost longing and secret of nature for a perfection of her

appearance in the marriage he performs between color and color.®“

Nature becomes “more truly being” in this union in rvhich both

the artist and nature are one — as visions. The face of the universe

(its "Gesicht”) and the face and sight of the artist (his Gcsicht) co-

incide with one another like the hands of a clock in the midnight

hour.®®

Highly imaginative as the artist’s account of his experience is

likely to be, dependent on certain philosophical prefigurations as

it is in cases such as in Flaubert’s, Cezanne’s, Claudel’s or Proust’s

— it is not merely imaginary and derivative. It is an adequate

and authentic expression which communicates a communion. It

breathes the mood of what, with the artist liimself, the philosoplier

ought to recognize as a real communication with nature, a funda-

mental mode and consummate fulfilment of human prehension —
a perfectio cognitionis sensitivae quae talis.^* This is so because

the artist acts somehow as the executor of intentions that are in-

herent in sensory perception.®® 'They are recognized in phenomen-
ological analysis, but remain mostly undeveloped or suppressed in

practical life and are methodically suspended for scientific pur-

poses. Wherever perception reaches a state of immanent perfec-

tion and fruition, a mutual osmosis and concentration takes place:

our whole being is absorbed and as it were colored by a qualita-

tive content — which, on its part, seems to achieve a new, con-

densed and deeper presence from the depths in which it is received.

I point to these facts, not to blame Jaspers for not sufficiently

acknowledging the function and significance of aisthesis (sense-

impression) and aesthetic experience, but to extend to tliem the

recognition as organs of ‘communication’ in a somewhat broader
sense: as a circulation of energies and the transfer of a ‘telling’

mood in the circuit from nature to the artist and the spectator.

C£. Joachim Gasquet, Cizanne, 61, 83, 101.

93 Cf. R. M. Rilke, *'Der Tod des Dichters,*' “Der Magier*’ (Gemmmelte Werke,
(1927) in 30, 431). C£. also Jaspers himself, Wahrheit, 917; Origin, 275.

94 Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten, Aesthetica I, p. 14.

95 See below, p. 41.
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Since he reserves ‘communication’ to the sphere of human life

and, above all, personal co-Existenz, Jaspers himself is inclined to

see in beauty only a more or less spectacular surface phenomenon
presenting itself to the living creature for its enjoyment and the cel-

ebration of its festivals.®® And art is given real significance and (not

quite convincingly) even an indispensable r61e as a mediator be-

tween mere life and personal Existenz — and, hence, in orientation

toward the latter. According to Jaspers, artistic expression achieves

a contact with potential Existenzen other than the artist’s in tlieir

search for Being as such. It discloses the space of authentic possi-

bilities — to aesthetic contemplation. But to see new possibilities

of Existenz has not yet the resoluteness of an 'existential' reply to

them. Contemplation does not transform possibilities into actual-

ities of our personal life. Even so, experienced in its true great-

ness, the great work of art is something “like” (I) communication:

it speaks and, perhaps, appeals to us in the language of another

Existenz;^’’ and through the concentration and intensity of its ap-

pearance it objects to the distractedness and deformity of our

present state: "Da ist keine StelleJ die dich nicht sieht. Du musst

dein Leben dndern.” (“There is no spot that does not spot thee.

Thou must change thy life.”) ®®

It may be possible, however, to see in this appeal the highest

but not the only function of art. It may be possible to assign to

art an even fuller meaning in what it does for the totality of our
human being. The work of art may co-ordinate, in a symbol, thej

antagonistic factors which Jaspers calls “law of the day” and “pas-

sion for the night,”®® the passionate lure of the abyss; i.e., rough-

ly, the rational working for the One of Transcendence and the

irrational, intoxicated headlong fall into it — la morale de se

perdre et mime de se laisser dipirir?^°

However, art as communication may imply even more than a

likeness of actual communication with the positive or negative

form of other Existenz. In fact, the title “passion for the night”

seems to stand for many irrational phenomena of entirely different

nature and origin. The irrationality of the demonic mode of ex-

istence or of the Kierkegaardian ‘exception’ is the polar opposite

98 Cf. Philosophie HI, 110. 97 Cf. Philosophie III, 192®.

R. M. Rilke, **Archaischer Torso Apollos,” Werke, III, 117.

89 Cf., above all, Philosophie III, 102ff.

100
1 quote from the carnival scene in Thomas Mann’s Magic Mountain, just be-

fore Hans Castorp's ‘fall,' when he forsakes Settembrini's “order of the day" and
succumbs to the “passion for the night.” Jaspers' section on these two forms of

Existenz is as it were a philosophical commentary to Thomas Mann. See below, n.

250.
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to the irrational of mere and pure elemental passion. 'I’hat does

not mean that the extremes cannot meet. They do in all the Lu-

ciferic existences which show man riding a bare-backed beast. But
the elemental can have its own depdi, consummation and bliss. It

need not serve as symbol for the ‘existential’ intercourse beuveen
the soul and her bridegroom, as in the medieval interpretations

of the Song of Songs. The flesh is its own mystery. And without

any spiritual allegorization, art may just embody in its medium
the dynamics of bare organic and even inorganic nature. It may
initiate us (as, in its way, surrealism wanted to do) to the secrets

of our own animal and subliminal being and have only the crea-

ture, not the person in us, as its sounding board. Or all this could

go together — and in the truly classical works of art does go to-

gether. The artistic mood (“Stimmung”) in this sense tvould be a

“tuning” and stirring of both our lower and higher powers of

‘representation’^®^ — a fugue in which they all may have a voice.

Within the realm and by virtue of imagination, art may antici-

pate the fulfilment of an infinite task — that of the integration of

human being in actual life. This is part of art’s ‘blessing.’ The
periodical rhythms of organic life may co-operate toward a total

impression in their conflux with the free rhythms of personal Exisl-

enz. In the straits of active and competitive life a pointed and even
one-sided response to the challenge of a situation may prove neces-
sary. And, in fact, the individual artist cannot help reverberating
the particular needs and tendencies of his age. It is however, the
privilege of great, magnanimous art — and a token of its greatness
— to be a symphony of nature and of historical life, but so that the
personal tone of the artist himself vibrates through the chorus in-

toned by his class and age and tliat of many ages and genera-
tions.i®2 Art thus discloses - if not tlie sum total, so at least— the
complex structure and dynamics of our natural as well as personal,
historical being. It provides a broadened, sympathetic understand-
ing of the pluriverse of nature, man and men.^®®
The mood ("Stimmung”) of artistic communication thus has

different dimensions of meaning; and just as in this experience we
101 This is Kant’s concept of the artistic mood (Stimmung); cf. Critique of Judge-

ment § 21 et passim. Jaspers, too, refers to this experience and its Kantian interpre-
tation by qualifying it as a playful prefigurement or reminiscence of actual, but
actually never perfect, unity: cf. Wahrheit, 701.

102 See also below, footnote 117.

lOSin this function art may serve a purpose not dis.similar to tliat of Jaspers’
philosophy: as a panorama of human possibilities the latter, too, makes us ready tor^gmze and respect otherness and to co-exist with otheis in the communication
of ‘heterogeneous’ selfhood.
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are tuned to things, give them an ear and a voice, so, according to

Kant, things seem strangely tuned to us as they chime in “with the

free play of our cognitive faculties in apprehending and judging

nature’s appearance. This is the aesthetic variety of that ontolog-

ical movement in which the mind functions as a final cause rather

than as an efficient cause (in an idealistic sense). It is as if nature

had aimed at man and communication with and through him.

In artistic communication we have a traffic with things that

yields returns to either party.^°® “Grateful to nature, who brought

him into being, the artist renders her a second nature — but a felt

one, a thought one, a nature perfected by the work of man.’’^®®

The ontological function of art in creating a new mode of pres-

ence bears out art’s androgynous nature, the unity of receptivity

and productivity in the artistic process. But the artist acts here

only as a representative and mouthpiece of man. He continues and
brings to a specific consummation a movement of consciousness in

general and of aesthetic consciousness in particular. It is not only

the artist, it is man who experiences with Rilke how “all these

things . . . strangely concern us.”^®’’ The entreaty to which the

artist responds in his medium has its (moral and) religious repre-

sentation in the feeling that, somehow, we are counted upon, that

“the earnest expectation of the creature waiteth for the manifesta-

tion of the sons of God,’’ “the delivery from the bondage of cor-

ruption.’’^®® (A unison of the artistic and religious versions of this

experience is in Cezanne’s longing to become in his painting the

redeemer of the vacillating universe.^®®) The message of things

and the mission of man belong together. This overcoming of mere
juxtaposition, this universal communication of things and with
them will be intensified by that communication which Jaspers em-
phasizes above all: the communication amongst Selves in the

boundless concern for personal Existenz and co-Existenz.^^°

104 Kant, Critique of Judgement, Bernard tr., § 67 (286).

105 Mutatis mutandis, this applies to non-representational as well as representa-

tional arts. “‘Traffic with things” means here each contact with Being.

300 Goethe, Note to “Diderots Versuch fiber die Malerei.”

107 Rilke, Duineser Elegien, Ninth Elegy, Gesammelte Werke, 297. The German
words are: **AUes das Hiesige, . . . das seltsam uns angeht.** In a profound ambiguity
**angeht** implies three things: “all this affects, concerns and entreats us.” Our con-

cern with things becomes our concern for them, our heeding of their demand.
108 Epistle to the Romans, 8:19, 21.

109 Cf. J. Gasquet, Cezanne, 82, 93. In Rilke's poems, cf., e.g., Sonnette an Orphe-
us I, xi and II, xxviii — the complementation of the natural order by the human
one. We shall meet a similar conviction in Paul Claudel (see below, 61 f).

110 Cf. Wahrheit, e.g., 114f, 134, 978, 979. Every thing with which we are con-

cerned has its true significance with regard to life and Existenz in human commu-
nity: cf. op. cit., 378. Cf. also Origin, 2i8f.
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The artist thus does not embark on a new and strange enterprise

of his own, and the experience he undergoes and creates is not

unrelated to human experience as such. Even in his own line he

brings to perfection only what is in staUi nascendi in all percep-

tion. It is his privilege to show the indefiniteness and transitoriness

of phenomena in the glory of a definite and lasting expression. But

the artistic figure has its prefigurement in the perceptions of aver-

age life. Perception is as it were an interplay of question and

answer, a sort of primitive communication between man and the

outer world. Merleau-Ponty defines “sensation as co-existence or

communion,” as a real give and take. A sense-datum becomes a

definite color only through my co-operation. I must give it the

right reception in the right bodily attitude^^^ for it to adopt the

character, e.g., of a sky-blue which gathers in the space I provide

for it. “The sense-datum presents to my body a sort of confused

problem. And I must find the right comportment which will en-

able it to determine and declare itself as blue; I must find the right

answer to a badly formulated question.”^^^

In its way, perception has a defining power analogous to that of

conception. Certainly, not each perception has the idiomatic

strength of artistic expression; but each contains potentially what
is actualized in the style of a work of art; each can be the germ-
cell of such a definition of style as the famous homo additus rebus.

The power of perception has found nowhere a more eloquent and
subtle formulation than in Rilke. I quote (in translation) a few
striking lines from a posthumous poem (though this is not the

place to bring out all of its profound implications):

We live translating things which we transcend.

To give a tree true presence we extend

Space from within to it and let it be —
Surrounded by surrender. Our abstention

Defines the measure of its full extension.

We are the land. Within us grows the tree.^“

IX

Psychological analysis and artistic wisdom thus confirm one an-

111 Cf. the general problem of "Einstellung” in phenomenological analysis. Greek
itrioraaSai may have meant originally: “to place one.self in the attitude required
for ... ” ^

112 M. Merleau-Ponty, Phinominologie de la Perception, 274f. Reference is made
to gestalt-psychological investigations, particularly by Heinz Werner. What is said
here about vision applies equally to other spheres of sensation.

118 R. M. Rilke, spate Gediekte, ISO; cf. 84,
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other in considering perception and even sensation a co-operative

process between man and nature in their communication and

communion. The same holds from the point of view of epistemol-

ogy in its classical pattern as well as in some of its modern scien-

tific forms. We can still subscribe to Thomas’ saying that “all that

is received in another medium is received in accordance with the

nature of the receiver. That “truth superadds something to

Being”^^® thus applies already to the “manifestative and declara-

tive being” of the object of perception.

Similarly, the universe of modern science appears as the product

of a co-operation of subject and object in an electro-magnetic field

wherein they communicate. And, looking down from the concept-

ual plane of statistical mechanics, the physicists may be inclined

to consider the Gestalten of conscious perception as being based

(to speak with Leibniz) on petites perceptiones — discrete units

which sensory apprehension integrates to bring about the homo-
geneity and continuity of our visible world.®^®

It may be profitable to extend the reference to Thomistic meta-

physics and epistemology from the discussion of the phenomenon
of perception to that of conception. This does not imply a com-
plete identification with Thomism. Nor does it deny an element

of the metaphorical in the Thomistic analyses of the process of

knowledge. But to see them in this light will not detract from
their merit; the farther we go both in abstraction itself and in its

description, the more must we move in a realm of figures, and the

question is only how striking they are as reminders of ‘the real

thing.’ In our context— unable as we are to write here a whole
theory of knowledge — the Thomistic doctrine will help to focus

attention on our central point, that of communication. This is,

however, no mere pragmatic advantage. The Thomistic theory is

perhaps the most thorough-going in classical philosophy. And it

has the additional value of pointing to depths of experience of

which we must take some soundings for the purpose of this paper.

This is ground which, in our days, has bom fruit again in French
writers such as Paul Claudel and Gabriel Marcel and in that Ger-

man synthesis of Phenomenological and Thomistic Existentialism

114 Thomas Aquinas, Commentarius in 1. de Anima 11, lect. 24: Similarly Jas-

pers, Wahrheit, 124: It is so that in the process of comprehensive awareness *'each

sphere of comprehension reveals as it were its peculiar light, its color, its main char-

acter.”

115 Acquinas. Quaestiones Disputatiae de Veritate, Qu, I, a.l. ad resp.: “Truth is

superadded to Being.”

116 Cf, e.g., Hermann Weyl, Philosophie der Mathematik und Naturwissenschaft,

154.
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for which Hedwig Conrad-Martius has paved ihe way and Edith

Stein found a clear and impressive formulation.''’^ In spile ol his

personal decision against the absolute systems of thought of an

Aristotle, Thomas, and Hegel,^*“ Jaspers is so close to tvhat is here'

at stake that the following remarks will not be out of place.

We have seen that in the communication between senses and

sensory things our receptivity defines but docs not create tlic sense

in which sense-data appear. We do not make the blue come ‘from

the blue,’ rather we follow out suggestions that arc offered to us

by way of affection. It is the same way with cognition: tilings ‘make

sense’ both to us and through us; Sirmgebung and Sinnlindung,

the founding and finding of sense in the understanding go hand in

hand; cognition is ahvays re-cognition of what wc owe to things

(to “think” and to “thank” belong together) . Disclosure on the

part of things and discovery on our part, penetration into tlieir

secrets and opening of our mind to their manifestations, intu-ition

and at-tribution, ex-plication and de-termination are complemen-

tary aspects of each process of knowledge, even though sometimes

one, sometimes the other aspect may prevail. As the very word in-

dicates, there is an element of receptivity in conception Just as

there is an element of productivity in perception. Knowledge — 1

shall come back to that — is a refined way of consciousness, and

consciousness (con-scientia) an apprehensive way of ‘co-existence’

(not merely in Jaspers’ sense) and communication in a comnicr-

cium of give and take.^^®

In his Psychology, Aristotle has described the growth of human
life as it reaches higher and higher levels of assimilation and
appropriation. We can consider knowledge as appropriation on
the intellectual level — appropriation of the present we receive

through the self-presentation of things to our senses. Compresence
is of the nature of the subject as well as of the object of conscious-

ness.^^® Just as intentionality (objective reference) belongs to con-

117 Cf. my review of Eclilh Stein’s Endliches und Ewiges Sein, in Philosophy and
Phenomenological Research, XII, 4.

118 Cf. Wahrheit, 965 — these names represent a kind of triad in Jaspers’ mind
and appear repeatedly in this conjunction.

118 Even where we are givers in establishing new meaning and relations, this may
be felt as a gift that is granted to us. That is just what happens in the tnost ‘in-

spired’ moments of human life, so that Sinngehung, founding of new sense, would
seem an absolute process which goes on through us rather than by us. ('I’liere was
something of this religious ethos in Husserl’s speaking of noesis in absolute con-
sciousness.) See also below, p. 294.

120 Although the whole of the present essay ought to give some plausibility to
this thesis, I must forego, at this point, its detailed systematic and historical dis-

cussion — its comparison, for instance, with Samuel Alexander's epistemology.
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sciousness, so realitas objectiva (its position as an object of repre-

sentation and hence, a reference to the subject) belongs to the

realitas formalis (the substantive status which a thing has in it-

self). The transformation of one mode of being (of realitas) into

the other takes place through the in-formation of the mind: the

mental concept bears out the re-spect in which the mind receives

the intellectual a-spect of the thing, the intelligible species.

The study of this connubium between things and man may lend

some higher precision to earlier statements (pp. 230f). Perhaps, it is

not so that it is up to human communication to provide for the

communicability of things and convey meaning to them. But the

mind grasps specific meanings by abstracting them from particular

phenomena. The contribution of the mind would be, above all, in

its liberating function: it frees and defines the obtuse meaning of

things. The contribution of things, on the other hand, is in the

potentialities of the communicable forms which they embody. The
views of Parmenides and Plato complement one another: Reason,

says Parmenides, is pronounced in the rationality of Being.^^^ But

it is also as Plato’s Phaedo has it: the eidos shows in the explicit-

ness of the logos. The meaning of things is their manifest essence:

i.e., this essence as it comes to the fore in the meaning of words

and in their definition.

The communication (symbiosis) with things thus leads to the

promulgation of their essence by the communication of their

meaning. The classical tradition tries, however, to deepen the

meaning of communication itself by rounding off a golden chain

of communication which has its beginning in God and leads back

toward him. It leads toward him: the language of abstraction re-

turns to the ideas the status beyond matter and (maybe) the uni-

versality which they originally enjoyed in God; it ‘re-presents’ them
to him.“2 And communication has also its beginning in God who

^21 Parmenides, £r. 8, 35 (Diels).

122 That this conception of the work of thought and language is no mere reli-

gious philosophism but rather the outgrowth of a general and basic experience be-

coines probable by artistic parallels such as the following lines from Rilke’s Stun-

denhuch. They show God coming again into his own by the return of his songs

through the mouth of man:

Er mochte sich wiedergewinnen “He wants himself back as he spent

aus seinen Melodien. himself in his melodies.

Da komm ich zu seinen Knien, So I come to nest at his knees.

Und seine Lieder rinnen And his songs return in the end,

rauschend zuriXck in ihn, ringing and rich, to his peace.”

Similar ideas may be found from the time of the Bible to the novels of Mann
and Joyce.
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communicates to all things that share in being which is appor-

tioned to them.

It is not for me to endorse the literal truth of these statements.

But I recognize in them the thoughtful expression of two deep-

rooted experiences. First of all, they bear witness to man’s trustee-

ship in the economy of the universe — they are, thus, a particular

version of the responsible trust which gives human life its, per-

haps, greatest strength and deepest significance: that we are count-

ed upon, and that our accomplishment or failure will be of uni-

versal consequence. Secondly, this metaphysical doctrine bears out

what is implied in the nature of finite and temporal being: it is

always out of hand as it always passes away in the passage of time.

Temporal being is balanced precariously on the needle-point of

the one present, yet vanishing moment.^*® Vita mancipio nulli da-

tur. As far as we have part in Being, it seems given, communicated
to us — and by whom else (so man asks) if not by the One who
has Being actually at his disposal and can dispose of it as he pleases.

This is the Possest of Cusanus, the “Lord of Being” — of his and
therewith all Being — in Schelling.^®^ In its analysis of Being, phi-

losophy may redeem the simple wisdom of Job: "the Lord gave,

and the Lord hath taken atvay; blessed be the name of the Lord."
The ideas of creation and perpetual re-creation have their ori-

gin in the experience of being as something communicated to us:

all particular being is felt to spring from a creative source; it is. in

one way or the other, enjoyed as long as the communication with
this source lasts.^®® “God is the place of the world, but the world
is not his place,” this adage is the theistic counterpart of the idea
of Transcendence in Jaspers — the Transcendence which is present
to absolute consciousness, and to which we owe the gift of our true
Selves, since this consciousness frees us from slavery to the world.^®"
To take a few more steps in this way of thought: the actus essen-

di (the act of being, being in its actuality), in which things orig-
inate, communicates to them both their Quod, the facticity of
their being, and their Quid, the specific nature which is their part
- and hence, the peculiar r61e they play, the place they occupy in
relation to other things. The space of Being is, as it were, parceled

128 For a profound phenomenological evaluation of this aspect of time. cf. H.
Conrad-Martius, "Die Zeit” (Philosophischer Anzeiger, 1927/28). This does not ex-
clude other, seemingly contradictory, characters to appear on other levels of consid-
eration of this most puzzling of all phenomena— time.

121 Schelling, Werke, I, x, 260; II, Hi, 29.i5. m More details below, 287ff.

Cf- also 109, 594, 677, 988, 1086; Philosophie
XII| 192|nCti
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out to all the particular beings which represent the whole in a lim-

ited and qualified manner. They restrict and define each other in

the How and What of this representation, in the qualities and

functions which they enact and exhibit.^®^ Each of them is aliquid

(something) , i.e., an aliud quid (something different) , a being

holding its own ground in its own way. And each substantive be-

ing (in difference from a mere phantasm) is what it is in the dis-

tributive unity of the whole — in actualizing its both specific and
individual essence. None of these entities is self-contained, none
can be defined apart from the system of forms and things with

which it communicates.^® This applies first of all to the dialectical

system of ideal forms, the community of ideas (the Platonic eidos

already is considered a meros, a part subsumed under the all-sur-

passing One). But it applies also to the space-time field of actuality in

which each point is virtually the whole field. Each is endowed with

a power of communication and is, thus, absorbed in an all-perva-

sive community of being in which a principle of the ‘all-together’

(omnia in omnibus) prevails and ‘simple location’ proves a fallacy.

The reference to Whitehead’s term is intended to give some jus-

tification to the language of the preceding paragraph which sounds
too peremptory partly because, within the present essay, it has to

be allusive and cannot fully justify itself. In fact, if it has any
truth, it is only that of a first approximation. The picture it gives

has still too much the character of an objective survey of a total

configuration and seems, therefore, more adequate as a description

of an ideal structure or of objective events than of personal deci-

sions and actions. As it stands, it would seem to neglect the his-

toricity of all being, the peculiar historicity of ours and of our
position and the limitations of our finite knowledge. But it may
appear even more dogmatic than it is, if measured by the stand-

ards of Kant’s metaphysics of scientific experience. (The ghost of

Kant rises here because actually we are moving now within a realm

of Kantian transcendent ‘ideas’ rather than of Kantian objects of

knowledge.^^®)

127 This conception might account for a religious experience of man's being on
earth — the feeling that he is installed in his ofl5ce, given a place in the order of

being, not only — as Heidegger had it— thrown into the whirl of this world: cp.

Heidegger, Sein und Zeit, 175ff, with my Philosophie des Grafen Paul Yorck von
Wartenburg, 94.

128 Cf. Paul Claudel, Art Poetique, 101: “I am as far as I am limited by the ob-

jects that surround me, as far as I experience this limitation and am informed by
it.”

129 More specifically — we move in the orbit of problems discussed in Kant's in-

genious chapter on the "Transcendental Ideal:" Kant, Critique of Pure Reason,
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My excuse is twofold. First, the scientific situation has shifted

since Kant’s time to a point where certain metapliysical assertions

which would have been anathema to Kant have become meaning-

ful again and represent, at least, a fair risk. I take this risk because

— and this is the second excuse — I try to envisage “communicii-

tion” as a point of affinity between scientific, religious and artistic

experiences. To be sure, this is an imaginary center from tvhich no

system of metaphysical propositions can be derived. Tlic unity of

experience exists only in its variations. But as variations they point

back to a plastic substrate or, rather, to a fundamental, yet chang-

ing dynamics whose change we see reflected in that of the meaning

of "communication.” In these dialectical turns “communication”

seems not deprived of each and every identity; it is not degraded

to a mere homonym. It will show a similar controllable ambiguity

as Leibniz’s —• otherwise antipodean — term “representation” or

“expression,” which undergoes significant variations of meaning

in its application to the different levels of tlie monadic scale.

X

In all these considerations and, indeed, in my whole approach to

philosophical problems, I am guided by an interest in a general

metaphysics^ that does not deny the difference and even discrepan-

cy between our being — above all Exislenz in Jaspers’ sense — and
worldly being, but that would like to have this difference vaulted

over by slightly more positive determinations than the reference to

mighty, yet evasive Transcendence. I do not belittle — indeed, I

emphasize — Jaspers’ distinction between the “mute language of

being", (such as the physiognomic expression of nature) on the one
hand, and — on the other — “communicative human language,”

the more or less true and honest (“redliche") intercourse amongst
— idgaZfter — responsive and responsible human beings.’'^® But I

want to ‘formalize’ the idea of communication so much that the
affinity between both languages comes out, and that even the Bib-
lical concept of the Universe as a vast responsory may find a certain

‘response.’ (The objective determination of things is for instance

in Genesis 1 the outgrowth of their personal designation, their be-

B599ff. Jaspeis’ own characterization of Transcendence as the "grotincl of all actu-
ality" (Wahrheit, 90, 92, 107, etc.) looks very much like a metamorphosis of Kant’s
description of the Transcendental Ideal as “underlying all things as their ground
and not their sum total:” op. cit., 607.

180 cf. Philosophie III, 142ff: and— somewhat modified — Wahrheit, 546ff.
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ing both called into being and given a specific calling to which
they respond.)

No doubt, we modify the meaning of the word when we first use

it simply the way one speaks of two vessels which ‘communicate,’

then — with regard to their content — declare that they communi-
cate it to one another, and when we finally deal with the ‘commu-
nication’ with and amongst people about a certain issue. But the

second communication is made possible by the first one — the

establishment of some contact; and the two latter ones are con-

nected as modes of exchange: the second — communication to

others — gives them a share in something, just as the third — com-

munication qua Mit-teilung — makes others participants in our

knowledge and personal understanding of things and lets them
take part in our life in the light of this understanding.

This unification of life in the communion of men will not blind

us to the complementary fact of polarization in personal co-Exist-

enz. Here communication is no longer mere flux from one vessel

to the other. No positivistic import-theory will ever do justice to

the polar relationship between I and Thou in which intimacy and
tension are one. Here is nothing transferred that is not received

and assimilated. (There are, of course, mass epidemics of public

opinion, etc.; but they are just forfeitures of personal status and
value.)

Jaspers is perfectly right in stressing the inner independence of

either partner in personal communication and relationship. This
independence is a constituent of true personal correlation; it adds

to the latter’s intensity rather than weakening it. It has one of its

expressions in that (not impersonal, but impartial) objectivity

only man can afford — in every regard. First ‘with regard to’ the

world (which thus — and thus only — will be thrown into relief

and appear as a self-contained context of being). The same holds

true with regard to my fellow-being (who will be closer to me in

due distance, i.e., when I release and respect him in the otherness

of an alter ego); and finally even with regard to myself (who can

thus become an object of my own concern and a product of my
own making)

This character of correlation is maintained and enhanced in the

covenant of Biblical religion, where both distance and intimacy

are given their maximum values.^®*^ The paradoxical independence

181 In contemporary German philosophy, these features of Existenz and co-Exist-

enz have been delineated not only by Jaspers, but also by writers such as Max
Scheler — and particularly Martin Buber from Ich und Du on to his more recent

booklet Urdistanz und Beziehung (1951).

182 This point has been made first, perhaps, by Adolf Reinach and then by Kurt
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of finite man face to face with infinite God is brought out for in-

stance in Abraham’s pleading for Sodom and Gomorrah and the

post-Biblical commentaries that extol Abraham for walking before

God, not merely with him as Noah did.

There are, thus, different shades of meaning, and qualitative

leaps involved in the use of the word ‘communication’ as we as-

cend from nature to the personal level. But the inner connection

of these different meanings can also be seen in religious experi-

ence. A genetic relation may prevail between interpersonal com-
munication in the intensity of ‘existential’ partnership, in the

covenant between I and Thou, and that prestage or remnant of

personal relationship that may appear as cosmic piety, most elo-

quently in William James:

We with our lives are like islands in the sea, or like trees in the forest.

The maple and the pine may whisper to each other with their leaves

and Conanicut and Newport hear each other’s fog horns. But tlie trees

also commingle their roots in the dark underground, and the islands

also hang together through the ocean’s bottom. Just so there is a con-
tinuum of cosmic consciousness, against which our individuality builds
but accidental fences, and into which our several minds plunge as into
a mother-sea or reservoir.^*®

Is it only our natural being— as Jaspers has it^*'*— that communi-
cates quasi bodily with nature at large and is — by Einsfiihlung^^^
connected with the very ground of all things? Is it here not often
our whole being, including our personal one, that enjoys a peace
beyond understanding, because it realizes a ground beneath the
ramification and divergency of our modes of life — beneatli tlie

opposition of creaturely life in the shelter of nature, and personal
Existenz in the exposure to the unfounded freedom of decision?
In and through the enjoyment of nature, in the communication
of aesthetic and artistic experience we feel a quasi heavenly bliss
- not exclusively that of the children and favorites of nature. Here
even a naturalist such as Dewey speaks in a tone of higher comfort
than that of an organism however well-adjusted to" its environ-

Stavenhagen, two pioneers of a phenomenology of religion. Cf. Adolf Reinach
Gesammelte Schnften, xviiill; and K. Stavenhagen, Absolute Stellungnahmen (1925).

James, "Final Impressions of a Psychical Researcher” (1909), Memories and
Studies, (1911), 204.

'

134 Cf. Wahrheit, 1006, 897.

136 The term •Einsfmiung' means ‘feeling one with’ and is contrasted with 'Sin-
fuhlung; (empathy, feeling oneself into another person or thing) by Max Schelcr inms Wesm und Formen der Sympathie, 16ff.
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ment: “Through the phases of perturbation and conflict, there

abides the deep-seated memory of an underlying harmony, the

sense of which haunts life like the sense of being founded on a

rock.”^®® And it is not merely Chinese conformity with nature or

aesthetic gourmandise that is expressed in Kuo-Jo Hsii’s (around

1075 B.C.) account of how he enjoys the paintings of his collec-

tion “in a quiet communion, blissfully unaware of the extent of

Heaven and Earth and all the myriad complications of exist-

ence.”“'^

The system of knowledge is an outgrowth of the real context of

forms and things and men in their mutual ‘definition’ and delim-

itation. Our intellection is an inter-legere or (as Thomas has it)

an intus legere trying to penetrate into things toward their essence

(usque ad essentiam rei): it is or was, at least, intended to be an
“intimate penetration of truth,” in some aspect or other.“® Its sys-

tem is an ectypal, a synthetic and tentative reconstruction of the

original (archetypal) structure. I.e., it is not, as in Neo-Kantian-

ism, a pure construction in its own autonomous style, but even in

the boldest, most abstract ventures of constructive imagination it

remains somehow guided and is certainly controlled by the nature

of things, is confronted with their objections, supported by their

concurrence, and exploits a previous familiarity with them. Alto-

gether, that “free engagement” of ours of which Sartre speaks is

preceded by a rootedness in being which he denies; I find myself

engaged owing to what Marcel calls “an anterior encompassment
of myself on the part of Being.” (In Marcel, ‘engagement’ — the

word and the idea — has an overtone of religious betrothal.^*®)

At this point, i.e., in the account of the nature of knowledge, the

lines which I try to draw converge again with those of Jaspers.

Whereas he reserves the word ‘communication,’ German ‘Mittei-

lung/ to information in the medium and tradition of language,

and uses ‘Teilnahme’ for that participation in being which takes

place in knowledge, his description of knowledge comes very close

to that presented with the help of my formalized concept of com-

munication:

In the simile of participation is stated that the subject takes in, as

it were, something of the object — not, to be sure, its material reality,

but its essence. Whereas in the outer world things and organisms af-

136 John Dewey, Art as Experience^ 17.

137 Kuo Jo-Hsii, Experiences in Painting, 1; cf. 127, n. 180.

188 Thomas Acquinas, Summa Theologica, 2-2ae, VIII, 1, c; XLIX, 5, 3m.

139 Cf. G. Marcel, e.g., Eire et Avoir, 18, 16, 56, 60fE, 159, 203£, 254; X)u Refus
d ^Invocation, 44, 94.
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feet, touch, destroy, devour each other, knowledge represents the en-

tirely different relation ... of a boundless expansion of the thinking

subject without being eo ipso an extension of its power over things.

Participation is the simile for compresence, assimilation — . . . this

puzzling phenomenon of being together with all things of this world

and, at the same time, transcend them as a thinking being.'"'*

There is religio in Jaspers’ acknowledging -- not only, as the

Marxists and other sociologists do, the SamsgelnmdciiliMit. of all

thought, i.e., its conditionedness by being, but above all, — the

Seinsverbundenheit of true thought, its connection with and obli-

gation to Being.^''^ Here I am in full and grateful agreement with

Jaspers. Indeed, knowledge grows from communication with Be-

ing and beings; it is a superior form of it, able both to utilize

and to deepen this relationship.

XI

In this sense knowledge is “recollection” and is acknowledged
as such by Jaspers himself. Platonic teaching and Goethian senti-

ment blend when he speaks of the high moments in which we
seem to be let into the secret and to enjoy the knotvledge of by-

standers of the creation itself — a Mitiumenschafl niit. der Schdp-
fung — a mood “as if au fond we had been witnesses to the origina-

tion of all things, and as if this knowledge had been veiled to atid

forgotten by us in the narrowness of our world.”"®
It is thus in the profoundest depth of myself that I feel at one

with the ground of this world. This happens in the absorption by
philosophical meditation and speculation as well as when I am
surrounded by the spectacle of nature.

“When the soul of the landscape speaks, that is nothing in objective
terns; as an experience, however, it is the bodily presence of some-
thing (I) known to a Rembrandt and Shakespeare. It is .something
like (!) a revelation of Being . . . Something (!) emanates from there
that makes me independent (of the world of appearances) because it
keeps me in contact and communication (Verbindung) with the ground
of things."

Without actually being a believer, I thus become a brother to
those who enjoy this connection with the Infinite in the holy
communion, in the reception of the Eucharist.^'*®

140 Wahrheit, 238. 141 Ibid., 262ff, 314.

^ mil der SchSpfungf is taken from .SchelHng; ef.,
e.g., Werke, II, III, 303. It is a favorite term with Jaspers: see, c.g., Philosohhk III

quotation is from pp. 175f.'
14S Wakrhett, 698, 897. (The exclamation marks are mine.)
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Passages like this have their own ‘existential’ significance in the
way they express experiences o£ such significance: tliey have it be-

cause they are no precise objective statements, but, by all sorts of

‘if’ and ‘quasi,’ protected from being mistaken for definite asser-

tions of an impersonal truth. This guardedness shows Jaspers’ hon-
esty and his critical sobermindedness prevailing even in the tran-

scendent flight of “absolute consciousness,” the Icarus-flights in
which the Infinite is ascertained by its imperviousness to the finite.

But this attitude is also the result of Jaspers’ primal experience
which is, of necessity, the Alpha and Omega of our discussion —
the partition of the modes of being and the ultimate solitude of

the Self. Although the Self may relate itself to the transcendent
One, though it may exist on the strength of faith in it, it will never -

enjoy a perfect union or grasp the absolute unity. We understand
only manifoldness within a unity we do not understand.
That is why man’s will to communication can never be fully sat-

isfied, and why the feeling of communication between the ground
within us and the ground of the world — the Mitwissenschaft mit
der ScAdp/ung — remains in the state of an “as if” or, at best, a
matter of indistinct divination, merging in silence.

Jaspers, the moralist and critic, moves but warily toward a posi-

tion such as is confidently held and proclaimed by the poet, Paul
Claudel. Claudel’s famous plays on the words "connaissance” and
“co-naissance” (cognition and recognition) , ‘‘connaissai%ce and
reconnaissance,” genesis and gnosis, causer (to cause) and causer
(to converse) , etc., are the result of artistic introspection as well
as metaphysical thought and the linguistic musings of a master of

language and have added significance due to this co-operation. Co-
existence is co-naissance because to exist together means “to be
born together,” to originate from the same source (though accord-
ing to specific intentions — intentions and forms that complement
each other in the one act of creation). All things conspire thanks
to the unity of the creative spirit.

This universal sympathy and correspondence has only a more
discerning expression in human con-sciousness and con-science, in
human knowledge and communication, in philosophy, science and
art. Just as Leibniz speaks of universal representation, Whitehead
of universal prehension as the organ of universal nexus (“actual

entities involve each other by reason of their prehensions of each
other”) so does Claudel assume a mutual knowledge amongst
all things: “Nature knows by way of its oceans and mountains, its

mines and volcanoes, and by the minute points of its leaves of
144 A. N. Whitehead, Process and Reality, 28.
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grass, just as we know by way of equation, tlieorem, syllogism and

metaphor.”’^*®

The particular artistic ingredient in Claudel’s account consists

in the conviction that the knowledge which is communicated to

us, in our co-existence and cognation, is in return communicated by

us through the creative word. This word is, so to speak, the final

procreation of the creative word in the beginning; a product of

the synergism of the human poet with the poeta mundi: the pres-

entation of an eternal presence, in the form of the word, to things

which pass and, therefore, need to be represented.*"*®

Profdrant de cheque chose le noin,

Comme un phre tu I’appelles mystirieusement dans son principe, et

selon que jadis

Tu participas h sa creation, tu coophes d son existence.

The artist realizes, intensifies and communicates a communication

which is founded in the configuration of things; he consolidates

the “liquid tie” amongst all creatures, including himself;

Je connais toutes choses, et toutes choses se connaissent en moi.

J’apporte d toute chose sa ddlivrance.

Par moi
Aucune chose ne reste plus settle mais je I’associe d tine autre dans

mon coeur.^*^

Calling things to universal consecration,*"*® the artist does not
cause but restores the engagement and performs the marriage of

things.*®® That is, at least, what he feels in heeding his mission.

145 p. Claudel, Art Poitique, 65 (Mercure de France),

146 p, Claudel, op, cit,, 150.

147 p. Claudel, Les Muses, 24: “Stating of each thing its name, like a father you
call it mysteriously according to its principle and, just as of yore you participated in
its creation, you now co-operate in its existence" — the same motif which we met
before in Cezanne, Rilke and other artists. Cf. also Claudel, La Ville, 425.

148 Paul Claudel, Cinq Odes, (Uesprit et Veau): "I know all things and all things
know themselves in me./ I come to every thing's rescue./ Through me/ No thing
remains lonely any longer. No, I connect it with another one in my heart."

I must refrain from accumulating evidence by extended quotations from Rilke's
poetry in confirmation of Claudel's experience. I restrict myself now to referring to

pp. 237 and 243 above, and to such poems as Rilke, Ausgcwahlte Werke I, 404;
Spate Gedichte, 23, 84; Aus TagebUchem und Merkblattem, 25. — There is, how-
ever a difference which should not be overlooked; the profound resignation, both
modest and full of loving pride, in which the later Rilke restricts the realm of the
poet to the human realm. This may be compared with Jaspers' emphasis on the
limitations of ^existential* communion.

149 Goethe, Faust, v, 148.

150 Cf. Gasquet, Cezanne, 80, 93; Paul Claudel, Connaissance de VEst, 163.
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The purpose o£ the preceding section has not been to subscribe

to the words of the poetic account of the artist’s function, but to

substantiate Jaspers’ allusion to a Mitwissenschaft mit der Schop-

fung by reference to the testimony of some who know creative

communication better than most of us, because they participate in

it more actively.^®^ To take this evidence seriously seems to me one

of the main demands on a philosophy which is not an ancilla sci-

entiarum but in the ramifications of experience tries to show their

origin in, and ‘working out’ of, a common ground.

For this reason, and without detracting from the qualitative dif-

ferences of the modes of being on which Jaspers insists, I am in-

clined to use “co-existence,” “community,” and “communication”
in the universal sense to which the artists confess as “the real thing.”

This means to ground the objective and measurable external rela-

tions amongst phenomena — the residue of methodical abstraction

on the part of the scientist — in internal relationships such as they

are experienced and set forth by, e.g., the artist.

Such a philosophical account will be necessarily couched in

somewhat personalistic terms. But we should not be overly afraid

of the bogy of anthropomorphism. As, so to speak, a penultimate,

the heterogeneity of natural and personal being is not to be ques-

tioned. Still, general metaphysics cannot describe certain universal

features of being without using, in a formalized and neutral sense,

terms which are psychological when applied to the realm of human
consciousness. In other words: we do not indulge in Einfiihlung

(empathy) in Theodor Lipps’ sense, we do not project ourselves

into things when assigning to certain data of outer experience

names that have a specific meaning and familiar ring in and
through inner experience.

We had already occasion to point to such indispensable meta-

physical categories as the practically equivalent “expression,” “rep-

resentation” or “prehension.” Other instances would be orexis and
mimesis in Aristotle, which mean “desire” and “imitation” proper

only in their application to the animal realm. There is also the

conatus concept of Hobbes and Spinoza who certainly cannot be

accused of confosing the “order of things” and the “order of ideas:”

in Spinoza conatus as such, as a neutral term, means “impulse;” it

101 This will not blind ik to the fact that, from the point of view of inter-per-

sonal life, the artist and artistic communication have their own problems and short-

comings.
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means “will” with regard to the mind and “appclitc” with regard

to the whole of mind and body.^®“

We treat “communication” and “relationship” in a similar way.

i.e., without imputing consciousness to all things that communi-

cate with and are turned toward each other. The only implications

are those of actual intercourse in a shared existence :md of a

positive or negative attitude toward one anotlier, both pull and

tension in a universe of forces. It is in this dynamic sense (not

in the well-worn of merely objective relation and rcfereiue) that

Rilke uses for the fugue of being the tvord “Bezitg” — a noun
which derives from “ziehen,” (“to draw,” “to pull.”) ’’'’•* There is

tension in this draw and draw in this tension.^”'* "Bezug” implies

“intention” and, therefore, “tension” bettvecn two that “mean”
one another, tend toward one another (in German incinen — to

mean — and minnen — to love — have the same root) —and, never-

theless are not one.^®® This tendency tvhich draws things together,

towards the unerhorte — toward the fabulous center — ap-

pears thus as inclination:

Inclination: word abundant with truthful meaning!

Young one — the one of the heart that still silently pine-s;

no less the bent of the hill whose softest leaning

toward the lawn which receives it inclines,

let it also be ours to add to our essence;

or let the bird’s overflowing flight

draw the space of our heart, displace future by presence.’®"

There are ‘intentions’ that are alive in a landscape as a tvhole

of experience, not merely a sum of objects. But it is only in man

152 Spinoza, Ethics, Part III, propositions 7 and 9, schol.

153 Rilke uses the term in many linguistic combinations. Cf. Werkc, III, 324,

356, 386, 417, 453, 454, 463; Aus dem Nachlass It, 49; III, 5, 22; Brkfn an sehuin
Verleger, 393; Briefe aus Muzot, 196. Cf. also M, Heidegger, Holsiaege, 260(1; O. F.

Bollnow, B.ilke, 190£E.

154 Rilke, Werke, III, 324; Aus dem Nachlass, III, 25.

165 Cf. Rilke, Werke, III, 365, 366.

166 Rilke. Nachlass III, 67.

Meigung: wahrhaftes Wort! Doss wir jede empfandon,
nicht nur die neuste, die uns ein Harz noch verschtveigt;

wo sich ein Hugel langsam, mit sanften Celanden
zu der empfanglichen Wiese neigt,

sei es nicht tveniger unser, sei uns vermehrlich;
Oder des Vogels reichlicher Plug
schenke uns Herzraum, mache uns Zukunft entbehrlich.
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that these intents of nature are realized in the new presence they

acquire through the ‘intentionality’ of consciousness.^®'^

That this approach to things is not merely the outcome of

poetic sentimentalism on the part of unthinking dilettantes, can

be shown, for instance, by reference to metaphysicians of the

last hundred years from Fechner to Bergson and Whitehead. I

(juote from the latter and his characterization of “physical

purposes:” “The subjective forms of these physical purposes are

either ‘adversions’ or ‘aversions.’ The subjective forms of physical

purpose do not involve consciousness unless these feelings acquire

integration with conscious perceptions or intuitive judgments.”^®*

Above all, however, considerations like these are not at all

foreign to Jaspers’ own thought. They give them only some more

assertive weight and a slightly stronger ‘monistic’ tenor. We saw

that Rilke’s “Bezu^’ meant partnership in uni-versal communica-

tion and communion, compliance with the pull toward the center

of gravitation. This may be compared with the significant pas-

sages in which Jaspers speaks in a quite similar vein of “infinite

relatedness” and the One of Transcendence: “This One — present

as it is. by virtue of reason, as if from inaccessible distance — is the

attraction which overcomes all schism.”^®®

XIII

“On this principle, then,” to speak with Aristotle, “depend

the heavens and the world of nature.” As giving direction to all

striving, Transcendence is, thus, both an ideal limit, infinitely

remote — and an immediate presence, the inmost stimulant and

guide of reason and love. Its function resembles that of Aristotle’s

Unmoved Mover, “who produces motion just by being loved.”

107 The universalization of the concept of intentionality would, in my opinion,

establish the proper frame of reference in which Husserl’s claim of the absoluteness

of intentional consciousness could be endorsed. Cf. my article, “Art and Phenom-

enology” in Philosophical Essays in Memory of Edmund Husserl (edited by Marvin

Farber).

108 A. N. Whitehead, Process and Reality, 406; cf., e.g., 124; 173: “The datum” —
says Whitehead in criticism of Kant— “includes its own interconnections, and the

first stage of the process of feeling is the reception into the responsive conformity

of feeling whereby the datum, which is mere potentiality, becomes the individual-

ized basis for a complex unity of realization.”

'y^>^'Wahrheit, one of the references to **Zugkraft** on 118; cf. 109; 681: “It is

always the One which moves us to produce the unity which insinuates itself to us.”

We feel the *Hnfinite relatedness'* of all things and “experience the One as the all-

pervasive attraction which, from the realm of Transcendence, keeps together what

to us is scattered and threatens to slip into chaos.” (My italics!)
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Whereas, in Jaspers, reason is not the One itself, but a reflection

of its splendor, the “bond” of all unity, the organ of loving

union and communication, — the One ‘in person’ is unity pure

and simple and, therefore, beyond reason, beyond love and trutli.

It is beyond all the restlessness of our actions wliicli only shows

the vanity of our projects, the nothingness of our ‘achievements,’

the fragmentariness of this life, tire discordances and contradic-

tions of this world through which we needs must go to fulfill

ourselves and recognize, at tlie depth of all struggle, the lasting-

peace of the One — and acquiesce in it.^““

Transcendence is not really the truth which will set us free,

according to Jaspers. “To speak of truth with regard to it, would

mean to apply to it possibilities of immanent (i.e., worldly)

being and imply the possibility of falsity. We can speak of it in

this way only figuratively, confounded as we are when all ques-

tions come to an end.’’^®^

According to Jaspers, Transcendence is not itself the love which

animates our will to communication, though, as the Infinite, it

may be the locus where the parallel developments of all Selves

can meet. “In the beloved one I love the lover: I love in him
what we love in common: Being itself.”'®" “Although it is through

love that God can be felt, God is not love.” It is only by way of an

edifying symbol drat I can speak of Him as “h)ve.” Taken in a

strict sense, such language would “impute to Deity that move-
ment, imperfection and striving that inhere in the nature of

man.”'®®

It is obvious that this (Aristotelian) one-way conception of

love which removes God from correlation, correspondence, and
communication with man, abrogates the idea of the covenant —

160 cf. Wahrheit, 328. The Beyond seems here even more radical than in Brad-
ley’s Absolute — that harmonious system in which all the contradictions of the phe-
nomena are transmuted and absolved. Obviously, the difference between the being
of Transcendence and that of the world (like the Greek distinction between Being
and Non-Being, etc.) is largely a difference of value. The reality of things and the
world as their transcendent unity is not denied. They are rated as appearances (not
as phantoms) because, in their transitoriness, etc., they point beyond themselves to
the integral being of Transcendence. **Le monde existe, , . , il est^ puLsqtiHl est ce
qui n*est pas, , , . Dieu seul est cela qui est** (“The world exists; it is since it is

just that which is not . . . Cod alone is the Being that is", (Claudel, r/trt Podtique
(Mercure de France), 145.) This interpretation of the Eheye accords, by the way,
with Hermann Cohen’s interpretation of the unity of God as his imiqucncss.

iw Wahrheit, 638; cf. 981.

102 Wahrheit, 1001. This idea, which originates in Plato’s Symposium^ Itas found
its classical Christian expression in Augustine’s ipse amor amatur, “it is love itself

that is loved" (Civitas Dei, XI, 28),

163 Cf., e.g., Origin, 242; Wahrheit, 1012.
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just as Spinoza did, though not in Spinoza’s way. Jaspers’ idea

of love is moulded after the demon Eros in the Symposium rather

than in the image of Jewish zedakah, hesed and ahawah, of Greek
agape and Latin caritas. Whereas the latter terms apply to both

God and man, whereas in the New Testament as well as in the

Old, God’s antecedent love encourages finite man to lift his eyes

up to Him in the gratitude of responsive love — “we love Him,
because He first loved us’’^®^ —

,
Jaspers sees in love only the human

striving for union in God through communication with man,

hence in the need for communication a mark of our finiteness,

of the particularity which, in the return to the One, we try to

overcome. And he has little respect for charity, which he does not

take in the sense of the foremost of the theological virtues, but

preponderantly in the degraded sense of a social expediency. It

is to him not the condescendence in God’s love for needy man
and man’s imitation of God in compassionate love for the poor.

Since this terminology is not accidental, a detour will prove

necessary to show its symptomatic meaning as to the relations

between man and man as well as between God and man. For
it is well to remember that “all modes of love are interrelated:

each one has its actuality and consummation only in and through

the other.’’!®® The depreciation of charity will reflect upon social

as well as religious community. “God is present to us only through

man, man through God. Man and God are lost to us only one
with the other;’’!®* ^nd an attenuation in one way of relationship

will be indicative of an estrangement in the other.

Charity is to Jaspers mostly the condescendent attitude of man
toward man — incompatible with true love, which is a noble

love among peers, a mutual summons to truthful selfhood. Char-

ity, on the other hand, is to him a mere compensation, on the

part of the State or the Church, for the most dangerous inequali-

ties in the economic order, “without neighborhood of one’s own
self to that of the other. It goes together with the maintenance of

class-levels and lacks the unconditionedness’’ of free communi-
cation.!®^

The emphasis on the neighborhood of free Selves on the peaks

1641 John, 4:19. As to the Jewish teaching, cf., e.g., Franz Rosenzweig, Kleinere

Schriften, S64f.

165 Wahrheit, 1003. 166 Wahrheit, 1002.

philosophie II, 385. A milder expression 278f: 'There is love in charitative

assistance; yet in its decline it becomes self-gratification in indiscriminate compas-

sion.” Cf. also Age, — this harsh aristocratic document of 1931 — with too lit-

tle productive sympathy for man in the gigantic struggle and experiment of modem
life.
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of Existent prevents Jaspers from fully realizing the power of

compassionate love in which men meet “in the valleys of human
needs, in tliose extremities in which we all are naked and poor,”

in which we “
‘render the deeds of mercy’ for which we pray,”

that “disillusioned yet not discouraged love” in which we bear

with one another and show that patience without tvhich human
community is doomed, but with whose help tve may be able to

do something to heal the wounds caused in our time by impatitaice

and passions.’**®

What is in question here, are not only tlie dehors of social man-

ners, the inevitable compromises and appeasements in the exter-

nal organization of life on the biological level. As an ‘existential’

motor, social conscience enters and surpasses all “security admin-

istration of the outer life of tlie masses (Masscnordmtng hi Da-

seinsfursorge) that provides for the satisfaction of their needs.”’”*’

Social equity is a holy task before it becomes a matter of expedi-

ency. Social care xvould not work, and the wheels of social legis-

lation would not turn, were it not for the prophetic pas.sion and
compassion of those without whom all social politics tvould he

soulless indeed. It is not enough to put in control of the a]t[>aratns

of social organization “a metaphysically founded basic attitude

revealed in ethos that guides the organizational plans,”’"” if this

is the exclusive ethos of self-realization. What is needed is less a

policing of social and socialist activities by an ethos that is alien

to them than their inspiration by a trustworthy and congenial

moral faith.’'^’

Jaspers’ ethics of self-realization through self-communication is

not quite of this type. Certainly, only a quack could offer a pana-
cea for all the sufferings of our time. And an ideal of life is not
discredited by the fact that it appeals only to an aristocratic

minority among men.”’^ A philosophy has a right to be esoteric.

It is courageous and honest to stand, without compromise, against

the falsification of ultimate human truth, against a much propa-
gandized progress - toward the abyss. But it seems an objection

168 Cf. my Geschichtsphilosophie der Gegenwart (1931), 41f; and my paper, “Re-
ality and Truth in History,” Perspectives in Philosophy (Ohio State University,
1953), 43-54.

Situation, 27 (my own translation above, because the translation in Age, 33,
completely fails to render the telling phrase, Massvnordmmg in Daseinsfursorge);
cf. still the more cautious version in Origin, 172(E (with the partly justified warning
against a “total planning” at the price of totalitarianism),

170 Origfn, 192. 171 See below, 283f.

172 Cf., e.g., Age, 220ff. The problems of tliat little book are treated in a some-
what more academic fashion in Philosophic II, 363ff.
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to a social philosophy — as responsible social action — , if it helps

to undo what little can be done, and, after 1918, could be done
for human communication even under the most adverse circum-

stances; and if it helps to bring about the very opposite to its

professed (and sincere) purpose.^’^® It is sadly ironical that Jaspers

admired no one more highly than Max Weber, the democrat —
and had no faith in democracy And it is tragic that his plea in

1931 — to “save" in the time of the revolution of the masses,

“the efficiency of the best who are the fewest’’’^'^'^ — had its direct

reply in the overthrow of social democracy by national socialism,

the most vicious blend of tyranny and ochlocracy.^'^®

This much had to be said — though sotto voce and in grief,

not to rub salt into the wounds of the past nor to detract from
the respect for one of the few sages of our time; but because it

may help us to go to the root of this problem — which is not only

the problem of an individual philosophy.

XIV

Why this lack of sympathy, i.e., of compassion for the ‘masses’?

Why this undervaluation of charity, which — over against com-
passion — had been endorsed even by the Stoics? Why the almost

exclusive concern with and for the “happy few,” the Self and
the Selves?

The answer cannot be as simple as to see the cause in a mere

178 If this was the effect of Age,— highly advertised and widely read as volume
1000 of the GSschen Library — it must be remembered that in 1931 the democratic
process was at a low ebb in national and international a&irs, and that even its most
ardent defenders could not but almost despair of its workability. Even then Jaspers

spoke out against the pseudo-authority that prevailed in the totalitarian movements
of both Fascism and Bolshevism: op. cit., lOOf.

174 .dge, 106f. It may be conjectured that it was just Weber’s failure to win a
candidacy in the Democratic party that added to Jaspers’ skepticism as to the

chances of democratic government. Cum grano sails, his case can be compared with
that of a Plato who was a deadly foe of tyranny while despairing of a republic in

which a Socrates was doomed. '

175 Age, 221 (Jaspers’ italics in the German edition only).

176 In fairness to Jaspers, it ought to be stated (1) that, obviously, his advocacy

of the best, the kcAXoi k’ dyotSoi, had nothing to do with a defense of privileged

classes; (2) that the problems of FUhrer, nobility and mass were no longer political

problems to him. He did not want for his ‘noblemen’ any distinctive position on
the political scale. He did not believe in the possibility or desirability of a minority

rule; he wanted for them only elbow space for their self-realization as anonymous
workers in the order of the whole, the inevitable "mass order’’; and he saw in them
the torch-bearers who could carry the light of selfhood through the dark of our

decaying world into the world of the future: cf. Age, 227, 229f.
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intoxication by the idea of the Self. Nor can it be given on

strictly Christian ground, viz. that ‘after all,’ at the ‘last judgment,’

it is tlie individual self that counts and will have to account for

itself. To Jaspers, this would be only the mythical garb of the

‘existential’ truth.

It is of the nature, at least, of Jaspers’ philosophy that the first

root and the final reason is to be found in a very personal

sentiment — in his thirst for and insistence on a truly personal

communication with truly personal Selves, i.e., with men who
were not products of circumstances and parrots of conventional

phrases, but makers of themselves and free to communicate the

genuine truth of authentic experience. This longing for free

communion in a covenant of personal greatness is not likely to

find quick and frequent response and was more likely to find it

in the dialogue with his brothers in destiny, his ‘contemporaries’

in the past than in the converse with people on today’s main-

street. The following sentence has a strong autobiographical

coloring:

If practically everybody whom the individual now encounters in

life seems to lack value and distinction, if disillusionment is heaped
upon disillusionment, then it becomes the measure of man’s own
stature how far he succeeds in breaking through, in finding indica-

tions for his path amid the dispersed embers of the true, and in

becoming certain where it is tliat man really is man.^'^’’

‘The individual against the masses’ will become the watchword
particularly in a mass-civilization like ours, which represents a

menace to the independence of the Self and the spiritual dignity

of life. It is on the way of this reaction tlrat Jaspers has found
succor first in Nietzsche and his critique of our time — to some
degree even in his concept of the “superman” (though not as

the “blond beast”) —and, since 1913, in Kierkegaard and his

fight for the “individual” as the “exception,” against the tyranny
of “the masses, the numbers, the public.”^'^®

“And yet, to be the Exception under polemical conditions . . .

is in one sense so frightful, almost deadly. Not only is it the

greatest possible, almost superhuman exertion; but the attitude

of opposition to others, and such a degree of opposition, is deadly
to all human sympathy.”i^» It must be asked, however, whether

177 Age, 217 (in a slightly revised translation).

178 The Journals of S0ren Kierkegaard (translated by Alexander Dru), 207.

179 Kierkegaard, op, cit., 517. Jaspers, too, recognizes in the unconditioned Self a
**quasi-unnatural severity ... and violence” — but, strangely enough, only ^against
itself,” Age, 210.
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this position is as unavoidably Christian as it appeared to Kierke-

gaard. Christianity preaches, after all, the brotherhood of men
and not only the neighborhood of a few individual Selves in

their diaspora in the world^®® (a phenomenon whose value I

certainly do not want to underrate) . But even the bearer of

Christian election and predestination cannot be equated with

(somewhat maliciously phrased) ‘the exceptional Self.’

Still, there must be in the Protestant tradition, from which

Jaspers as well as Kierkegaard and Nietzsche rose, an element

which favored their extreme reaction to the time. I see it in the

inwardness of the Protestant man, a deep and absorptive self-

concern, in comparison to which all social concern, concern for

the outer welfare of man, is liable to appear shallow and second-

rate. It is this attitude which prompted Luther’s stand in the

Peasant’s War, determines Nietzsche’s understanding of religion

(“a religious man thinks only of himself”) and has an echo

throughout Thomas Mann’s work, first of all in his Reflections of

an Unpolitical Man. Despite his disowning of Christian unworld-

liness and his strong sense of social justice, there seems a residue

of this feeling in Karl Jaspers.

Although religious and theological problems enter this paper

only as far as they involve, and are involved in, the problem of

communication, it is pertinent to point to the contrast between
Protestantism of tlie type mentioned and Judaism in the question

of social ethics and religion. The Jewish God is, emphatically,

the God of the needy, the stranger, the widow, the orphan and
the poor. And there is — Kierkegaard’s stirring interpretation of

the Akedah (the Abraham-Isaac story) notwithstanding — no
such thing in Judaism as the ‘‘teleological suspension of the

ethical” by virtue of the religious. To the Jews, the covenant

between God and man is itself a moral contract binding on either

partner: they are defined by their positions on it. God is the God
of the covenant and, thus, the God of man, just as man is — not the

animal rationale or the homo faber, but — the man of God. ‘Ze-

dakak’ (justice seasoned by charity) of both God and man means
their standing the test in a common trial, in a correlation (b’rith)

of mutual responsiveness and responsibility.

That to the Jews correspondence in co-operation belongs to

the very nature of God as well as man is to be emphasized over

against the Augustinian Neo-Platonism in the interpretation of

God’s name in Exodus giisflf, the translation of Eheye asher

i&OAge.mt
181 Nietzsche, Werke (KrSners Taschenausgahe) vol. 77, 281.
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Eheye by the Sum qui Sum. It is no overstatement on Gilson’s

part to call this formula the very cornerstone of Christian philo-

sophy.^**® One feels the trembling of Augustine’s heart in the

exclamation: “Behold! This is the great Is, the great Is.’’^®® And
we have quoted (pp. 222f, 228f) reverberations of this Christian

Leitmotif in Jaspers’ own thought. It is not possible at this place^®*

to analyze in detail what has happened to the holy name by as-

similation into the medium of hellenisiic and scholastic philosophy.

Suffice it to say that the promise that is implied in the name: “1

shall be with you the way I shall decide to be with you whenever

you seek me in your need” has completely disappeared in Philo

as well as in its Latin version and, therefore, also in the English

“I am that I am.” The phrase is rendered into Latin not only in

the tense of the eternal present to designate the Immutable Being

(Esse est nomen incommutabililatis); it is also said to denote the

self-sufficiency, self-containedness, the inner absoluteness of Being

as such, apart from any relations: “I am that I am — this is the

name I own as my proper name; that I am the God of Abraham,
the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob — this is wliat you may
own,” since “it is both true and comprehensible to you.’’^®'*

Seen in this way, God is no longer essentially the God of the

Covenant. In Jaspers, “Bezug" — the being drawn of liungs toward

one another and, thus, toward the ultimate ground'®" — may have

its reward, but it has no authorization, has no response and is

none. In responsible action, we may answer for ourselves by
answering the claims of our fellow beings: but ‘in this respect,*

i.e., in our respect for them, we do not answer a question of

which they are the carriers rather than the authors. The irrever-

sibility of a relation which is no mutual and personal relationship

gives it tlie character of Schleiermacher’s “absolute dependence”
on the Ab-solute which, as such, is under no personal com-mit-
ment to us.^®^

182 E. Gilson, UEsprit de la Philosophie Mididvale 2, 51.

183 Augustinus, Enarrationes in Psalmos 101:8.

184 This will be done in an article Eheye asher Eheye vs. Stm qui Sum,**

185 Augustinus, Enarrationes in Psalmos, 134:6.

186 See above, pp. 253f.

18T Jaspers* conception of divine Transcendence has much in common with
Schleiermacher's idea of God as the absolute One, the living yet impersonal and
transcendent ground which excludes all contradictions just as the world in its tran-
scendence includes them all; and which in contrast with worldly transcendence, can-
not be approximated as the terminus ad quern of progressive knowledge. Cf. par-
ticularly Schleiermacher*s Dialektik, § 218-227; also Appendix B (Jonas), pp. 152ff;
D 476; E, 526ff. Bradley's concept of the Absolute is also of tliis type.
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This is, indeed, what seems to follow from the “Sum qui Sum.”
But it has dangerous implications. It threatens both the personal

and creative nature of Deity. A person belongs into a social con-

text. In the social grammar it is a first, second or third person.

“Personality,” says Jaspers, “is that mode of being oneself which,

in its very nature, cannot be alone; it is something related, must
have something else apart from it: persons and nature.” As per-

son, “Deity would be in need of man for the sake of communica-
tion.”^®® But this would be a violation of divine majesty. It is

only consistent with this consideration that Jaspers substitutes

an incommunicado Transcendence for God qua person, God in

loving communication with his creatures. At the same time, he
points at the idea of Trinity only as a way of Theism to extricate

itself from the dilemma brought about by the ‘needless’ insistence

on a personal God; the communication amongst the three persons

is supposed to place God’s personal being beyond the dependence
on beings outside.^®*

Yet is it not obvious that, in this way of arguing, personal

relatedness, which seems not unworthy of an infinite Being, is

reduced to mere relativity and objective conditionedness, which
is, indeed, contradictory to the very idea of the Absolute? Some-
how Jaspers is still committed to the original Greek idea of the

true and supreme Being as unmoved and immutable (for what
should cause it to move and to act? “The circumstances of action

would appear trivial and unworthy of the Divine.”^®) Under the

present aspect, at least, this appears the reason for his exempting
Deity from all relation and giving it the status of anonymous,
absolute Transcendence.

But the absoluteness of the Divine need not be interpreted

literally as unrelatedness. Nor is monotheism compelled to give

way to the monism of an “all-encompassing” substance which
cannot tolerate any substance besides itself without being limited

and, therefore, deprived of its boundless infinitude. The Absolute
would not be mediatized nor would any status of being be com-
promised by free relations with other beings. The substantiality

iUPhihsophie III, 166.

3.89 A similar reflection, but in faithful adherence and justification of the Catholic

dogma, appears in Edith Stein's Endlkhes und Bwiges Sein, 324: eternal creation,

the circle of creative love within Deity is necessary because the mere correlation of

love between Creator and creature would make God in his love dependent on the

creatures and their love* (This circle of eternal creation within God is as it were,

the Christian counterpart of the noesis noeseds— the thinking on thinking— in the

God of Aristotle.).

190 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, X, 8, 1178 b 17f.
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of a being would even be enhanced wherever it cnicrlains a rela-

tion that implies an element of the creative, i.c., tvhcrcvcr it

posits another being — eitlier altogether or by giving it an entirely

new r61e and status. A person, for instance, would not be its true

Self, did it not give and were it not given recognition as a Icllow

being. Thanks to this relation it is not merely another subject

or object. As to God, there is no competition of things with divine

Transcendence since, in the ontological order, 'I ransccndencc

would not be at par with the beings with which it deigns to

communicate. They are not founded in and by themselves, but

taken to owe their actuality to an act of communication of being,

their nature to their calling in the distribution of parts within

the whole, and even their freedom, perhaps, to a sort of divine

self-restraint which entrusts the creature with an active and re-

sponsible function in the process of creation.'**^ Divine excellence

would not be impaired by this relation to beings that depend

with all they are on God — not, indeed, as a first cause but as a

ruling and creative power — in this sense on divine authorship,

so that the primary initiative and ultimate merit would remain

his.

Is it not enough, then, to secure for God that position of abso-

lute sovereignty which makes him, for instance in Augustine, the

“Lord of the Soul?” ’‘Est Detis in nobis" — “God is within us,”

declares Kant in his Opus Poslumum-, “not as an eternal substance,

but as a moral relation within me:” i.e., the Absolute is present

in my unconditional respect for the moral law and, therefore,

my recognition of the moral agent in my fellow beings. The Holy

is here revered as the spirit that creates true human community
and rules in it: “where two or three arc gathered in my name,

there am I in the midst of them.”^®^

From a more universal point of view (from which the difference

of the moral and the natural orders does not disappear, but seems

somehow provided for in the ordinance of the whole and vaulted

over by it) , God would be the power of powers, the binding and
ordering power, which gives things a hold in their own concrete-

191 In German *to relate oneself' (sich verhalten) has a mcaninjiffiil ambiguity

which has been exploited by Rilke and is relevant in this context. The relationship

to others is here maintained by containing oneself (sich verhalten qua restraint) and
setting them free. (See above, the poem on p. 240.) The Self-containedness of God
would thus be an act of supreme resignation rather than a spurning of all relations

by virtue of absolute transcendence. In one of its aspects, his Transcendence would
be a product of this abdication so that he appears absent thanks to the discre-

tion of his presence and is present in the terror of his absence.

192 Matthew. 18:20.
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ness and in the concrete universe of subservient powers to which
they belong and in which they have a chance to establish them-

selves for a time.^®® It is this conception— that of the power of

powers — which, according to the tradition, underlies such names
of God as Elohim and Shaddai. A monotheism of this type in-

cludes, therefore, rather than excludes a host of subaltern powers
— the gods and goddesses of polytheism. That is to say, it can

recognize the spirits of the different spheres and outlooks of life,

but adds the faith in a unity of the spirit which relates them all

with one another as constituents of the concrete unity of the

world and of all mankind.
Newton’s famous scholium to the Principles lodges the nature

of Deity in precisely this relation (not relativity) of Lordship.

‘God’ is to Newton a vox relativa: Deitas est dominatio Dei. And
Schelling has most eloquently commented on this concept of

God as, at once, “the Lord of Being’’ and the Lord of the Cove-

nant:

one could say: God is actually nothing in himself. He is nothing
but relation, pure relation. For he is nothing but the Lord. What-
ever we attribute to him over and above this, makes him mere
substance. . .

. Just because he is not concerned with and for him-
self, but sui secimis (secured in and not burdened by his existence),

He can be engrossed in the care for other things. He is, so to speak,

altogether ecstatic, hence free from self-concern and devoted to the

liberation of everything else.^®'*

It is true that Schelling himself did not stop at the idea of God
as the creator of the world nor even at that of the intimate rap-

port of man and Deity. In this rapport man is God’s paramount
concern, since man is the vinculum of divine unity and realizes

the unity of the divine aspects (just as, in Jaspers, man’s reason

is the tie of all modes of transcendence). God’s absoluteness is

not properly accounted for, according to Schelling as well as

Jaspers, by a concept which still contains — as creation does —
the correlation with something extra Deum^ or at least, praeter

Deum. Creation — it seems to Schelling, though we would ques-

tion two of these equations — creation is causality, causality is

correlation, correlation is relativity. Hence, he moves towards

that Absolute Voluntarism in which the divine Will ceases to

appear “transitive and to move a Being apart from itself: it is

an immanent Will that moves nothing besides itself.’’^®

188 Cf., e.g., Plato, Philebus, 27A.

194 Schelling, Werke, I, X, 260.

195 Schelling, op. cit, 277.
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The detailed reference to Schelling has been necessary because

this Absolute Voluntarism, characteristic as it is of the German

philosophical tradition, finds a new and most radical representation

in contemporary Existentialism, above all in Heidegger’s Holz-

wege. But, thanks to the early and close relationship to Schelling,

the common inheritance from Nietzsche, this tendency, though

less conspicuous, may still have its sway even in Jaspers’ thought.

In reformulating Nietzsche’s will to power, Heidegger insists

on that immanent Will that wills but itself. “The substance of

Being is Will.” The Will is the immanent nature of every one

thing as each thing gathers and collects itself in itself. In this

concretion each has its being as a self-willed entity. This— and

not the love of Christian faith — is taken to be the actual and

active principle of the present world.“®

Jasper’s agnosticism as to the inner nature of ultimate Tran-

scendence does not allow him to indulge in any such outright

statement. He even denounces the dogmatism of Nietzsche’s

principle of the Will to Power as “the ultimate substrate and

substance of everything. And there are decisive differences

between him and Heidegger — indicated, for instance, in Jaspers’

enthusiastic praise of both reason (the archvillain in Heidegger’s

show) and love. But, for all this, reason is to Jaspers but the

will to unification,^®® not transcendental unity itself; and love in

its highest sense is restricted to the never secured, distinctly human
sphere of co-Existenz. All correlation and, therefore, all love is

banished from the icy heights of pure Transcendence.

Under these circumstances, what can it mean to call Transcend-

ence “the power through which I am myself,” the One “that

attracts us and gives us hold?”^®® What is it actually that gives

reason the confidence to disclose the substance of Being? Accord-
ing to Jaspers, the substance of thought is will. What, then, is

the inmost nature of that one actuality which is illustrated by
each true, i.e., well-founded act of thought? Is it also will — but
the absolute, absolutely self-assertive Will (not the wilfulness of

the selfish individual nor the particularity of a will which still

lives in the never satisfied intention of union with the One) ?

Is the unifying power of reason — this reflected splendor of pri-

meval Unity— , is reason’s will to total communication, after all,

but the Absolute Will itself, whose light, broken in the manifold-
ness of human Existenzen, converges again towards its original

196 cf. Heidegger, Holxwege, 216, 234, 256£. This does not mean that Heidegger
identifies himself with this conception of the Will.

19T Wahrheit, 272. 198 Cf. ibid., 701. 199 ibid., 79. 1 1 1

.
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source? If so, this may, to some extent, hold of all modes of true

thought. Indeed, says Jaspers, “the identity of Being and thinking

has, perhaps, to be sought eventually in the identity between the

actuality of the Will as it prevails in thought, on the one hand,

and of pure Being, on the other.”^®®

Somewhat wary hints like this one seem few and far between
in Jaspers’ writings. But they may help to explain the ‘existential’

analogue to the stoic amor fati concept, for instance in the last

pages of Philosophie. Our love in God would be the community
we find in the acceptance of common historical destiny. Instead

of both dreading and enjoying the correlation and communication
with the Divine, we would freely join in the free surge of the

Absolute Will which may throw us high and throw us away
without husbanding care. To become Selves before Transcend-

ence would include becoming free from the fear for our particu-

larity, free and ready for the great venture and sacrifice of Exis-

tenz; it would mean to obtain composure in the active suffering

of our nothingness, to be able to fulfill ourselves in the very ship-

wreck of our intentions, in which Being proves its Transcendence

to finite man.
This is, I suppose, a fair r^sumd of the famous concluding lines

of Philosophie, but given in a tenor which slightly accentuates

the dynamics of those pages so as to give them a more deliberate

slant toward absolute voluntarism. Read this way, Jaspers would
insist on a bold ‘going with’ natura naturans,^^ with the creative

will in which ours is absorbed and carried beyond itself. We
would have a heroic variety to the Bible’s “not what I will, but

what thou wilt’’ — heroic, because man would not be supported

by confidence in a power of love as the ruler of that movement
to which he is to confide his life.

The recognition of such an undercurrent in Jasper’s thought, of

a metaphysics of the Will that wills itself would go far in explain-

ing the self-containedness and all-encompassing, even — from the

human perspective — the recklessness of 'Transcendence, in which
correlation and communication are left behind. In German tra-

dition, the denial — not of God, but — of a God “to hear our

lamentations” goes back to the Spinozism of Goethe’s youthful

storm and stress poem “Prometheus.” And the cruel harshness

of the world regime to which we have been subject during our

lifetime cannot but lend strength to such a philosophical faith.

200 SlOf.

201 This is the way Heidegger interpreted (Holxwege, V&hft) Rilke’s poem, “Wie
die Natur. . . . SpSte Gedichte, 90. Cf., c.g., Wahrheit, 997.
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There is, weirdly familiar to us, something demoniacal in the

absoluteness of such an irresponsive and irresponsible Will,

whether our own wills are sparks from it or not, whelhcr — en-

throned in silence — its unity transcends the unifying efforts of

our reason altogether, or reason tries to draw us back into the

current and dynamics of an absolute, absolutely self-willed move-

ment. In any case, and in tune with the original mood of Jaspers’

thought, the unity in question would be beyond duality as well

as dualism. It would seem to be an absolute, monolithic unity

rather than the unity of the spirit in an absolute relation. But

it may be submitted that, in the long run, an interpretation of

Deity in terms of— sit venia verbo — a more constitutional mon-

archy will not only be milder, but may be farther-seeing and do

better, and may thus carry the day — even if only the day after

next.

XV

In fact, there are in Jaspers himself strong, though carefully

qualified indications of a more parliamentary procedure, of a

dialogue of life that does not leave out even the Highest. The
main trend of Jaspers’ philosophy and, on the whole, his concept

of Transcendence run actually counter to an excessive voluntar-

ism. The mystery of Transcendence cannot be simply equated
with the incomprehensibility of an absolute, absolutely uncom-
mitted Will. Jaspers is loath to read into Transcendence the

dynamics of human life. To the “eternal peace which all strug-

gling and striving find in God, the Lord’’“‘’- corresponds — to be
even, somewhat ambiguously, identified with it — the “stillness

of pure Being itself.’’^®*

Similarly ambiguous as the “calm in God” seems, at first, the

“guidance” granted by Transcendence to Existenz and faith.^®*

To clarify the sense it has in Jaspers will help to determine the

proper locus of his theory of Transcendence in comparison with
monotheism. Now, “guidance” partly means, in voluntaristic

terms, that the Absolute Will guides ours just as one movement
takes the other in tow, or as in a machine the particular motion
is regulated by the working principles of the whole — with the
difference, however, that we freely entrust ourselves to the order
of the One. Aware of it in an ultimate certitude (Grundgewiss-

202 Wahrheit, 328 (a quotation from Goethe). My italics.

203 Ihid., my italics. Cf. op. cit., 180f. 204 Cf., e.g., Scope, 17.
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heit) and contact, we are in a kind of “permanent dialogue (!)

with Transcendence.” But there are no certainties in this certi-

tude. There are no clear-cut prescriptions to be gained from this

“dialogue,” but only challenges to try and risk and to leap into

an opaque situation. It is only owing to this resoluteness on our
part that the “hints and signs awaken” to the significance they

can have for us.^®® Hence, the “guidance” which Transcendence
gives, means often not more than this: that our trust in it sets

us free — free from identifying ourselves with our worldly projects

and with the state and course of worldly affairs.

In any case, the Zugkraft (attraction) of Transcendence, to

which Jaspers frequently refers, seems the attractive force which
draws reason in us toward the center of unity rather than the

tractive power which draws us along.^®® As the “fountainhead of

strength,” Transcendence is the independent value in its relation

to Existenz, as the dependent one — dependent even and just when
the Self realizes and asserts itself: “The T am’ combines the weight

of my being irreplaceable and unique with the defect of existing

only owing to, and in view of, Transcendence which gives me to

myself; I thus experience the most radical dependence in the

most authentic act of being my Self.
”2®’’

While thus maintaining its superiority, Transcendence seems

turned toward us in a way which gives to its “guidance,” after

all, much of the flavor of personal correlation in what Jaspers

himself compared with a personal “dialogue.” Not only Existenz

is oriented towards Transcendence; Transcendence is also ori-

ented towards Existenz. “Without Existenz the meaning of Tran-

scendence would fall away.”®®® However qualified this correlation

proves to be — Transcendence is present only to Existenz, whereas

Existenz is altogether due to Transcendence — still, it seems as

if we were counted upon and can count on Transcendence: “It

is only to Transcendence that I can surrender unconditionally.”®®®

It is on its guidance that I can rely. Love transcends everything

in a move toward Being itself. “There is working within us from

our depth something that fills us with longing and hope. It is the

ground of confidence that it will speak whenever we are in need.

It connects us with Being prior to creation, with fathomless

(abgrundige

)

Transcendence.”®^®

Utterances like these — and there are many — are animated by
a personal warmth such as seems adequate only in communica-

206 Wahrheit, 698£. 208 Ibid., 79.

20a Cf., e.g., ibid.. 111. 209 ibid., 110.

207 Ibid., 621; cf., e.g. 110, 164. 210 ibid., 991.
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tion with a personal element in Transcendence: “as far as we are

personally affected as individuals, as far as we enter qua persons

a relation to Transcendence qua person, we call it God.”^^^ ‘God’

is a name that is not merely “sound and smoke” as tlie vague

sentimentalism of the young Goethe called it,®^“ but it does not

cover the whole of Transcendence either. God may be said to be

personal, but qua Transcendence, he is no person — no-body to

communicate with. Communication is and remains “what makes

men human.”^^^ Being in its fullness, the being of an intellectus

archetypus for instance (seinsurspriingliches Denken), is beyond

the schisms of subject and subject as well as subject and object,

with no need for bridging the gap between them through Meinen
und Beziehung, i.e., intentions and intentionalities of will and
perception, through any contrivances of communicative language

or other means of communion.^^^

Hence — finitum incapax infiniti (the finite cannot grasp the

infinite) —Transcendence, according to Jaspers, cannot be grasped

in the categories of either subject or object. But does the Sum
qui Sum for this reason have no preferential status at all over the

Est quod Est?^^ If not, how could Transcendence affect us, as

person to person? How could it assume the r61e of a guide? How
could reason appear as “the reflected splendor of the One?”^^®

Does not Jaspers’ own analysis suggest that Transcendence lies

beyond both subject and object, but — perhaps as absolute Will
— in the direction of the former rather than the latter? (Just as,

for instance, Descartes’ creative substance, although being above
res cogitans as well as res extensa, is more closely related to the

former and its freedom.) And, if we may come back to our ex-

panded use of ‘communication,’ would it not be possible to speak
of communication on three levels — the impersonal one, that

of things, the inter-personal one between man and man, and the

suprapersonal as the way in which — being superpersonal itself—
Transcendence speaks to us? The transition from the first to the

second level would consist in our giving a hearing to the entreaty

and a voice to the meaning of things.®” The transition from the
second to the third would be our listening to what, in an ascending
scale, may be called the ‘voice’ of reason, conscience, the Super-
Ego, God; and also that communication in which we lay ourselves

ni.

212 Goethe, Faust, v. 3457.

218 Wahrheit, 6£; cf. Scope, 79f.

214 Wahrheit, 387.

216 See above, pp.

216 Wahrheit, 185.

217 See above, sect. VIII.
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open (whether in prayer or not) to powers which strengthen us

to make up for our failures.

These suggestions are tentative. They are not simply true or

false. They are more or less adequate interpretations of what
we would like to call ‘uncurtailed’ experience. They represent

a mode of "absolute Empiricism.” They are ‘existential’ pro-

posals, not demonstrable propositions. Still, they have a sort of

pragmatic verification in what they can do for us. They may
give us a deepened feeling of life and seem to illumine the world’s

depth in their own, slightly magic way — as reminders in which
something like that Mitwissenschaft mit der Schopfung, that

original familiarity with the creation, wakes up of which Schel-

ling and Jaspers speak. I am not tempted to overrate the strict

validity of these interpretive formulas. But they have their value

in the inner concentration and the meditative mood from which
they spring, and which they may create — an intellectual atmos-

phere which keeps the avenues open for new experiences and
their account, or for the renewal of old ones which we forgot —
or, finally, for decisions which philosophy may bring into sight,

but which it cannot make on anybody’s behalf. This attitude

certainly does not go against the grain of Jaspers’ own philosophiz-

ing. It is also a “faith in communication,” wider (though, per-

haps, less firm) than Jaspers’ "philosophical faith.”^^®

XVI

Although not quite satisfied with Jaspers’ account of incom-

municable®^® and incommunicative Transcendence, I do appreci-

ate his reasons. His position may be partly clarified by a brief

comparison with a significant passage in Husserl’s Ideas concern-

ing a pure Phenomenology and Phenomenological Philosophy.

Husserl speaks there of the stream of pure consciousness and the

transcendence, with regard to it, of God, of the Ego and of the

world. But transcendence means something different in each

case. God’s absolute Transcendence would be, as it were, “the

polar opposite” to the merely relative transcendence of the world.

And it would also differ from the status of every ego of pure

consciousness: my ego shares in the absoluteness of consciousness

and transcends it only in the sense of being not a part of the fleet-

218 cf. Seo#)e,45f.

219 Cf., e.g„ Philosophie I, 58: **Existenz is related to what it is not — the other

which appears incommunicable in its decisive presence and always garbled in philo-

sophical expression.”
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ing experiences through which I live. It is the subjective pole

flanking consciousness on one side, whereas the object of inten-

tional experience flanks consciousness on the otlier.^-"

Although at this point he is Husserl’s equal in the cautiousness

of his distinctions, Jaspers has the merit of locating Transcendence

more precisely by characterizing it in two ways. First, he correlates

it to Existenz, whereas the world is the coiTclate, “the other,” to

consciousness-as-suchP'^ Secondly, the Divine does not only have

to him a transcendence that differs from those of the subject

as well as the object; it is Transcendence pure and simple. Hence,

being absolutely unlike any object, it can never become an object

of knowledge; falling not under the specific category of ‘subject,’

it cannot be of the nature of a person, an individual Self. It

plays no part in that communication which constitutes inter-

personal life; and its presence is not communicable in positive

terms, but only by the neti, neti of negative theology. Everything

has its being from and toward it: but — being all-comprehensive

— Transcendence is not comprehensible in itself.^®^

XVII

These formal arguments, somewhat in the style of the Neo-
Kantian school with which Jaspers was familiar through its repre-

sentatives at Heidelberg, carry enough weight with the philoso-

pher Jaspers not to be neglected in the statement of his position.

Yet he did not reach this position because of them.

We have traced the sources of his philosophical faith in the

decisive experiences of his life, including the productive inter-

course with those thinkers who helped him to understand himself

and articulate his ideas. His way through Kierkegaard in reacting

to the general ‘intellectual situation of the time’ explains his

opposition to the positivistic as well as dialectical schemata of

evolution. As concerns the problem of Transcendence, this way
leads to a marked affinity of his thought with that of the ‘theology

of crisis.’ They are contemporaries in position and opposition —
despite all the differences between his struggling for ‘existential’

truth (increasingly under such auspices as Lessing’s^®®) and the

reliance on revealed truth in the sophisticated ‘fundamentalism’
of the Barthians.

320 Cf. E. Husserl, Ideen xu einer reinen PhSnomemlogie uni phSnomenologi-
sehen Philosophie, 51 and 58.

SSI Wahrheit, 19. 222 Cf., e.g., ibid., 1050.

338 Cf., e.g., Wahrheit, 119, 853, 918, 949lf! Tragedy, 83£E.
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In the paradoxical union between intimate closeness and infinite

distance o£ the Divine — this signum of the religious phenomenon
— Jaspers stresses the numinous character of Transcendence,
though not to such an extent that the immensity of the mystery
overshadows the confidence felt in the presence of the One. This
is not a short-range confidence and security. The ruling of the

One is revered in the very wreckage of our projects. Self-realiza-

tion confronting Transcendence may need (and triumph in)

the freedom of self-abdication for the sake of possibilities which
are not ours, and the freedom of self-sacrifice which knows of “infi-

nite hope even though not for us” (Franz Kafka). In the ship-

wreck of their ovra world, in the face of nothingness, men may
still be able to endorse the claims incumbent on man for a world
yet to be.®^

Communication with the past is thus complemented by the

communication with the future, the reverent devotion to the

former by sacrificial devotion to the latter. The inner freedom
of this historical attitude rests on a religious ground which —
mutaiis mutandis — may still be the ground of the religion of

our fathers — though it is no child’s faith.

It is equally far from panicky fright of the unknown as from
naive familiarity with it. Precisely in exploring things and extend-

ing the realm of comprehension and communication we may learn

to revere the One in silence. Transcendence is strictly a dimen-
sion of its own. For Jaspers to deny it the status and attributes of

a person and urge restraint in ‘thouing’ God is, however, not

only to assert, as a metaphysical recognition, the absolute disparity

between God and man; nor is it, so to speak, a mere postulate of

‘taste’ — in tune with a time which brings this otherness home to

us, a time of agony, a time full of incomprehensible suffering on
the part of millions of innocent people; it seems to him also a

postulate of the moral life. “Communication with the Deity tends

to obstruct communication amongst men . . . Communication
from Self to Self as the true actuality in which Transcendence can

have a voice, will be crippled by a direct and obtrusive approach

to Transcendence as a Thou.”®®®

It must be said, however, that this last point which concerns

us here particularly is not beyond doubt. There is, on the one

hand, a non sequitur in the contention that to love God first will

stand in the way of loving our fellow man. Christian doctrine —
224 Age, 230. A somewhat similar ethos o£ religious rather than heroic resignation

in Hermann Hesse.

22^Philosophte III, 166f; cf. 11, 272f.
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such as we have it in Bernard of Clairvaux’s “Sermon on the

Song of Songs’’ or in Luther’s The Liberty of the Christian Man
— has it that the filiatio from God engenders the imitatio of God
in the love for his children: “from the love for God flows a free,

willing, cheerful life of gratuitous service to man.’’^““ From the

human point of view, this order of love has the great advantage

of giving the imperative of love a universal scope. It cannot

be narrowed down by racial definitions or class distinctions as

to which men have a title to my love — or even as to which of

God’s children I may consider my fellow beings. Is Jaspers’

position equally well protected against the creeping in of danger-

ous discriminations?

It could be, if it were on equal ground with the Jewish teaching

for instance of a Hermann Cohen: “The correlation between

man and God can become an actuality only through the correla-

tion which it implies — that between man and man.’’“^ In the

Bible, this latter love is kindled by compassion — compassion

which is so little in evidence in Jaspers’ writings (even as it is

fought in those of Nietzsche) . There is, however, compassion in

all human love, since there is suffering in all human beings. It

is through compassion, according to Cohen, that the ‘other’ being

becomes my ‘fellow’ being with whom I bear and for whom I

live. This is religious socialism which is not contrary, but com-
plementary, to religious individualism. Co-Existenz is here largely

communication in suffering with and for my fellow creatures.

It is noticeable that amongst the ‘existentials’ of Heidegger as

well as of Jaspers, the ‘living with’ — also co-Existenz in the

literal sense — has a conspicuous place, whereas the ‘living for’

is somehow discredited. The care for the other— Heidegger
argues — tends to put him under tutelage instead of helping him
to become free to care for himself, for his Self. Exemplary ex-

sistence (Vorausspringen), not compassionate as-sistance (Ein-

springen) is the watch-word.^^®

In the same vein, and for the same reasons, Jaspers had to

deny that anybody can help the other in the essentials of Exis-

tenz.^ The essential thing is self-realization, not devotion. No-
body can ‘leap’ for the other. Communication with others is, after

all, only a means for self-realization, the relation to others only
a means for that relation to oneself which is one half of Existenz

22C Luther, Von der Freiheit eines Christenmenschen, S6 W; cf., e,g., 88 W.
227 Hermann Cohen, Religion der Vernunft aus den Quellen des Judentums, 133.

228 Cf. M. Heidegger, Sein und Zeit, 1, 122.

229 Wahrheit, 846.
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(in Kierkegaard’s definition) , and which — as faithfulness to one’s

demon, angel, entelechy — I do not wish to deny, as Buber does.®*®

The contact with others elicits selfhood. As the vehicle of this

appeal communication is indispensable to concrete Existenz.

Indubitable as this may be, it is more emphatically asserted than
convincingly shown.^^i Communication “seems (!) to produce . .

.

that which is communicating: independent selves.” Hence, my
freedom is not without that of the other, my Thou.®®^ No argu-

ment is needed where decisive experience speaks — once more,
the experience of Jaspers’ youth: the insufficiency of the lonely
individual, a life without adequate response, in this sense an
‘ex-communicated’ and frustrated existence. Finite existence is

in search of co-Existenz. (“It is not good that man should be
alone.”) E contrario, the Infinite, the self-sufficient Being, seems
beyond the need of communication.®®®

The way toward my Self thus goes through my Thou. The
absolute will to communication is for Jaspers an ‘existential’

imperative. But, whereas this will make us ready to welcome or,

rather, to re-cognize the friend when he comes, he may fail to

do so. His appearance is a datum, a gift — not a factum, an achieve-

ment.®®^ And, inasmuch as love in communication with free

Selves — “personal love — is the first and original one in which
all love for Being finds its consummation,”®®® there remains an
element of metaphysical chance in our Self-realization as well as

in our love for God in whom the lines of love meet and the

union between Self and Self is performed. When philosophy

has said all it can, there remains for the individual thinker the

possibility of Atheism which the philosopher, faithful to his

ground, may reject but whose menace he cannot ignore as the

human being he is.®®® Life is never exclusively true or untrue,

faithful or feithless.

280 M. Buber, Between Man and Man, 167. As to the different angles of the prob-
lem of self-realization, see below, section xix.

281 "The questions: ‘why is communication?’, “Why am I not alone?’ can be just

as little answered in a positive understanding as the question about selfhood:’’ Phi-

losophie II, 60.

282 Reason, 92; Philosophie II, 57; cf. Origin, 154f.

288 This corresponds to the Greek idea of the Good as the Self-Sufficient; hence

the Aristotelian praise of the self-sufficient contemplative life. It is in adaptation to

this concept that one of the Hebrew names for God— El Shaddai— has occasionally

been interpreted as "The Self-Sufficient Being." It will be better to translate El
Shaddai, in accordance with the original meaning of Eheye asher Eheye, as "the

Power of Powers,” "the almighty power that suffices to satisfy all needs," "sufficient

to bring into being and keep alive” whatever it wants: cf. Maimonides, More Ne-
bukhim. Book I, ch. 61.

284 cat. Philosophie II, 59, 71. 286 Wahrheit, 1002. 286 Cf. Reason, lS7ff.
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Jaspers takes exception to the worldlessness of Kierkegaard’s

Christianity. Yet, however excruciating Kierkegaard’s solitary

existence may have proved to be, his worldlessness, his failure to

communicate with others as the ‘exception’ he was, tvas com-

pensated for by the fact that, ‘after all,’ he was not threatened

by godlessness; the one communication with the divine Thou
seemed always open to him: “It costs exertion! But how blessed

to be so near to the source as I am. If thou, O God, art like the

source, I am the man at the source. No one can help me, and in

a sense I understand no one. But I have the source so near, oh,

so near.’’^®^

This exacting comfort may not be ours. I for one am siding

with Jaspers in seeking a way through the world toward a God
who often seems so far away that the most we can do seems to

expect (and expect in vain) his message like that in Kafka’s

parable — “a message from a dead man. But you sit at your win-

dow when evening falls and dream it to yourself.’’-®®

Or is it no death message, after all? The correlation of Existenz

and Transcendence implies (in personal terms) that God is alive

if he is alive in us and our living faith, even in our struggle for

faith.®®® That he is dead does not mean that he does not exist

(such an objective statement has no place in the syntax of reli-

gious experience). It may mean that our soul has become dumb,
and that the circulation between Existenz and God has ceased

to function. “For who will give thanks ere he receives, and answer
ere he has heard the calling?’’®*® The very term ‘Tran.scendencc’

which Jaspers uses seems to indicate for God a state pending,

as it were, between life and death. A correlation with strict ‘Tran-

scendence’ as one of its partners is not only paradoxical — like the

covenant between the Infinite and the Finite — but paralytic. Yet,

is all silence that of death? Perhaps, the Nietzschean netvs of the

death of Great Pan was not altogether verified by the fact that

nobody seemed to care: maybe, some people did not care because
they knew it was not altogether true. Transcendence is absence in

presence. And one of its forms may correlate to the state of ex-

pectancy of a presence which we do not, or do no longer, enjoy and
the feeling of a void and a need which is not, or is no longer, satis-

fied. Transcendence is like the other half, the dark haif, of the
287 Kierkegaard, Journals, 521.

288 Franz Kafka, "An Imperial Message,” in Parables.

230 "Faith” - says Kierkegaard - "is an infinite anxiety as to whether one has
faith— and, behold, just that anxiety is faith": cf. Journals, 243.

240 From Hdlderlin, "Der Mutter Erde": "Wer will auch danken, eh’ er empfangt.
Und Antwort geben, eh’ er gehfirt hat?”
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moon, which is nevertheless there for us — there as the comple-

ment of the one we see; or, to speak with Rilke,®*^ it is like the

“other opposite” of the swing — the half circle which we cannot

‘swing,’ and which is familiar to us as that which, in turning us

down, directs our ascent.

XVIII

But the way of this ascent, the rise to Transcendence may be —
if not less steep, then at least— less narrow than it appears under

Jaspers’ presuppositions: it need not lead exclusively through

self-realization; and, above all, this realization itself will not be

restricted to communication with our peers and the loving strug-

gle with our predestined Thou. To argue this point will help us

to recapitulate some of the principal issues of the present paper;

and, again, it may be helped by looking, in the following sections,

at man — to use expedient terms — as creature, as creator, and
as both.

It is the creaturely feeling which prevails in the ‘cosmic piety’

not only of primitive religions but of most of the pagan creeds,

and — in combination with social piety — for instance in the

teaching of a Kungfutse. Cosmic piety can be found even in the

naivete achieved by sceptics such as Montaigne — the feeling

that, through our whole bodily being, we are in contact and
communication with the life-giving powers of ‘mother’ nature,

on a much broader front and in a greater depth than in the

pointed way of our juvenile intellect: “the simplest way of giving

oneself up to nature is the wisest way of doing it.”^® From this

half indulged and half affected ignorance the faith of a naturalist

may branch out in many directions, for instance in that of a

scientific naturalism such as Spinoza’s. The element of the crea-

tural is retained here in the subordination of man to the universal

order, the rejection of his claims to a privileged status within the

whole. The religious reverence consists here of the feeling that

we are rooted in a deeper ground than that of natura naturata,

the phenomenal world; we confess to a nature which we cannot

understand in the infinitude of its infinite attributes. The “face

of the whole physical universe” gives not the full expression of

natura naturans. In the “union of the mind with the whole of

nature” we have the fruition of the One sui communicabile, i.e.,

the One which, thanks to its own goodness, communicates to us

241 Rilke, "Schaukel des Henens,” in Neue Literarische Welt, January 10, 1952.

242 Montaigne, "De I’Expirience"
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its eternity of joy, and which kindles in our souls the desire to

communicate to others and share with them the same happiness.^*

I refer to this well known example of scientific ethos for two

reasons. First, it shows the making of a Self which does not take

place directly within the medium of co-Existenz. (‘Existential’

communication appears here as a result rather titan as a means

of self-realization.) Moreover, it represents devotion to a ground

of being in which man and world, and, again, the series of things

and that of ideas, the Encompassing tvhich we are and that whicli

we are not, are grounded as different expressions of the same

order and do not form a transcendental contrast. But, whereas

the peace in God-Nature may still seem immanentism to a Kierke-

gaardian Self in its confrontation with divine Transcendence, I

submit that this Deus sive Natura has become both an abstract

part and a necessary aspect of every image in which Deity may
appear to us today.^^*

The second reason is that the philosophical ethos of an amor
intellectualiSj in which nature is embraced rather tlian mastered,

is kindred, on the one hand, to the love of Existenz for Tran-

scendence (“he who loves God, cannot attempt to make God love

him in return’’^*”) . And it is akin, on the otlier hand, to that

ethos of the artist which, in the rehabilitation of Spino/.ism, was
extolled by Herder and K. Ph. Moritz and incarnated in Goethe.

It is noteworthy that from Spinoza Goethe derived, together with

the unselfishness of devotion to the order of Being, an idea of

art which sees art as congenial to nature in the inner necessity

and purposelessness of communication which distinguish both.

Goethe’s gratuitous spending to men of his art as a gift of nature
was thus to be kept apart from the complementary handling of

things in practical life and in the service of human ends.®*®

It has been said of Goethe that he made himself, “out of a

dark product of nature a clear product of himself.’’®*^ He thus
verified the incorrect, yet revealing etymological definition of
person as per se una. But he did it in three media: not only as

243 Spinoza, Tractatus de Intellectus Eme'ndatione, Opera, ed. Gcbhardt, II, 5ff.

244 In other words: whereas Jaspers leans toward a negative theology, in which
the categories of the personal and the impersonal are equally inapplicable, I see in
Transcendence a Beyond in which the personal and the impersonal are both emi-
nently actual and far (but not equally far) surpassed.

245 Spinoza's Ethics^ V, 19.

24C Cf. Goethe, Dichtung und Wahrheit, Books XIV and XVI. Also Herder, Gott,
especially 3rd Dialogue, and K. Ph. Moritz. Von der hildenden Nachahmung de$
Schonen.

24T F, w. Riemer, Mitteilungen Uber Goethe (ed. Pollmer, 135),
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persona dramatis, as an actor and agent on the stage of inter-

personal relations, but also, and above all, through the study of

nature and in the concentration, integration and composure his

life gained in the medium of art, the composition of his work.
Art was the center-piece, the outcome of empathy, communication
and communion with nature (including man) . It was the fruit

ripened in this communication — to be communicated again to

the reader and spectator and to convey to them a similar freedom
of unbiased, impartial outlook, a similar katharsis from the pas-

sions. Art was thus believed to be a service to nature,®^® but also

one to man. And, indeed, its human mission should not be
slighted for being indirect, through the mediation of the work,
not in personal intercourse of immediate action and reaction

within a concrete situation. Suum cuique.

While being a child of productive solitude, the making of the

Self in the work of art may thus provide for new possibilities

of communication amongst Selves in their self-constitution, co-

Existenz and relationship. Conversely, communication in life as

well as through art may not be less intensive and, in a way, pro-

found, for being not altogether, nor even predominantly, on the

level of proper selfhood.

Nature, also nature in man, has its own heights and depths —
which, in fact, Jaspers does not overlook.^^® He is also eager to

point out, over against the tornness of Being, the interrelations

and even the interpenetration of every mode of being and com-
prehension with every other. Still, Existent always enjoys a pre-

ferential status. The orientation toward it is responsible for the

unilinear hierarchy of these modes which seems to prevent Jaspers

from doing always full justice to forms of intercourse different

from communication amongst Selves.

For this reason, I take the liberty of using another reference to

Goethe — to The Elective Affinities and the ruling there, within

the human sphere and in competition with the moral order, of

an analogue to the natural law of gravitation. The attraction is

not simply toward the other sex, but it is just as little that which
elicits communication between one Self and its Thou — it is a

blessed and fatal being drawn and “flowing out” of one being

towards the other, for them to enjoy perfect peace in “purely

being together,” “without need for either glance or word or

gesture or touch.” Edward and Ottilie have their beings con-

centrated in a relationship whose speechless happiness is not
that of eloquent silence beyond communication, i.e., in view of

248 See above, 239£E. 2*8 Cf., e.g., Wahrheit, 271.
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the ineffable, but an effortless and delightful calm in one another’s

presence. It is like the fitting togetlier of two halves of one lovely

fruit.^®® This is a perfection such as cannot be found in the un-

ending struggle of personal life, and gives a glance into mysteries

of Nature and the dynamics of universal rapports, — a glance

which adds to indications we found in previous sections (XI, XII)

under the titles of co-naissance, in-tention, in-clination, ad-version,

etc., — tlaere from tlte point of view of cognition and a general

metaphysics.

XIX

Let us now move from a self-realizatio.n whose organ is not di-

rectly inter-personal communication, and from a communication

which is not properly an organ for the realization of personal

selfhood, to self-realization by way of communication among
j

individual Selves. This leads to the problem of the ethical status

of the two factors — self-realization and communication — in rela-

tion to one another. For reasons which should be evident from

previous statements (sections XIV-XVII) I give preference —
though both are insepai'able — to an ethics of free devotion, an

ethics of self-giving over against one of self-realization. That
means, in a way, a conversion of the means-end relation in

question. From the moral — and, perhaps, the metaphysical —
viewpoint, self-realization would become a factor in the order

of communication, communion and community among free

Selves. An indispensable factor — since the individual l$elf would
be a constituent of this order; and since, without being somebody
myself, I cannot possibly be anything to anybody. Even so, the

shift of emphasis will make a practical difference.^®^

250 Jaspers himself deals with these problems in discussing what he considers two
types of Existent *‘the law of the day and the passion for the night/' Relevant arc
particularly the thoughtful though enigmatically phrased paragraphs on eroticism

in Philosophic III, 105f, 187ff. But with him the profundity and transparence of the
erotic depends on its becoming a human cipher to Existent: “Eroticism becomes a
cipher in the sensualization of the intercourse of human beings in the state of abso-
lute communications’' (189). But is this the key to the mystery of a love such as

Romeo's and Juliet's?

251 Here, as so often, it is important to distinguish between the axiological, ethi-

cal and metaphysical perspectives. Axiologically in objective evaluation — there
may be no act superior to the making of the Self by itself. But this making will not
normally be the moral objective. It seems an offshoot rather than the aim of human
striving. The moral spirit is one of loving respect for man; moral action is to be a

contribution to an order of life in which this spirit prevails — and as an action of
love and respect it is devoted to my fellow being and true fellowship rather than to
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It will make me less dependent on meeting my predestined
Thou, together with my peers and contemporaries of all ages—
the supreme challenge which may yield me the supreme profit

of gaining myself. Freed from the preoccupation by paramount
religious self-concern, I ought to be ready to recognize my Thou
in everybody with whom and for whom I can do the works of

love, who, in his sufferings, is the object of brotherly charity—
for we, too, have been in ‘the land of bondage’ —, and who as a

free personal agent commands our respect and is our ally in

establishing a ‘kingdom of ends.’ It is true that the concrete situa-

tion will exercise a selective function as to who can actually

figure in this r61e of the present Thou. But this Thou will then

step forth from a space of Thouhood, i.e., as an individual repre-

sentative of an order to which I belong as a person and constitu-

tive member.^®® This order is alive in my responsible response

to the claims which the Thou presents, and which I have to

recognize in attending and making myself available to whatever
or whoever speaks to me and lays hold of me through them. As
human claims, they have a holy right and place me confronting

the Holy, even though they may be arbitrary and illegitimate as

to their special contents and objectives. This openness and pres-

ent-mindedness, both in respect to and respect /or the other

human being as my fellow being in the personal realm, recognizes

the other as both second person and alter ego, an agent like me,
and in his own right. And this rootedness in common ground and
readiness for communion and ‘community service’ is the best

guarantee of that unqualified will to total (i.e., complete) and
boundless (i.e., universal) communication which, in Jaspers, is

Vernunft itself as the gift of Vernehmen, reason as attention to

the voice of the One in the claims of the many.
The need for such a warrant, for a representative of universal-

ity, has been acknowledged by Jaspers himself. This is evidenced

myself (even though, in fact, it adds to my growth). And metaphysically the Holy,

the Absolute, may be experienced in just this sacramental spirit, as the highest ex-

pression of that unity in actu, i.e., that power of unification through which the uni-

verse is permanently renewed. It transcends, it seems to me, the unifying power of

reason in us not as a sort of monolithic unity in static perfection; it transcends it

only in the sense that our reason respects and tries to join it in its universal sweep

in which we are given a distinguished co-operative part.

262 Over against the nihilism of a ‘love’ for everything and nothing— a mere and
empty declamation, the warmth of humanitas, philanthropy (just as that of the love

for nature) has its own right and is not to be disposed of as condescendingly (as in

Philosophic II, 279) as mere “extenuation" of true and ardent love. Cf. also Max
Scheler, Wesen und Formen der Sympathie (192S), llSff— in contradistinction to

Scheler's earlier writings.
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by the fact that (1) the introduction and rehabilitation of reason

as a major term, (2) its intimate connection with Existenz and

(3) the decree, as it were, which equates reason with the will

to absolute communication date only from 1935. They appear

in the lectures on Reason and Existent, given at the University

of Groningen nvo years after the appeal of reason and to it and

the will to such communication had been abrogated by Adolph

Hitler.*"* Hence the change of terminology is somewhat of a

conversion; it is, at least, of more than terminological relevance.

Although communication remains even now a vehicle of self-

realization, “the historical narrotvness of communication" is no

longer played off, as an inescapable guilt, against a superficial

and “imaginary universal possibility” of doing justice to all

others. And it seems now left to reason to give the secure con-

fidence that intensive communication in small circles will lead

into the “historical width of a possible unity with all mankind.”*"^

What I would call the formal equality of men as personal

agents, tvhich vaults over the material differences of the individ-

uals,*"® is thus intensified to kinship by reason. In this way, reason

now serves in Jaspers once more to define man — not, however, as

a rational animal, but rather in his existence as a unique personal

Self, living with other Selves in unique historical communication,

in relations of his and their own making.

XX

The authorship and authenticity of man in these inter-personal

relationships shows communication in our sense on the distinctive

human level of personal response and responsibility. It is by way
of communication of all sorts — social and political, artistic and
philosophical — that man realizes himself as a “second maker,”

253 A pre-stage of the recognition of the quasi superrational function of reason
can be seen in the Appendix on “Kant’s Theory of Ideas” to the Psycholope der
Weltanschauungen (cf. also Reason, 49f). The three volumes of Philosophie (1932),
however, fail to assign reason a distinctive and a distinguished rAle. They speak, e.g.,

(II, 116) with regard to objective and empirical knowledge of 'the rationality of
mere life,’ of ‘reasonable consciousncss-as-such’— two functions which are heteroge-
neous, according to Wahrheit; only a leap can lead from the comprehensiveness of
"consdousness-as-such” to reason as the bond of all modes of comprehension.

264 Philosophie II, 60j III, 123, in contrast with Wahrheit, 837: "In the genesis
of man by way of reason, the One of Transcendence is felt by the One of actual his-

torical Existenz: the unity of Existenz appears together xvith the emergence of the
unity of all history.”

285 "Our respect is due to the human being as such and has no degrees” (Simone
Weil, L’Enradnement, 20).
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Die Mitwissenschaft um die Schopfung, tlie recollection in which
he proves privy to creation, is translated into life and ‘worked
out’ in the creation of social, moral, political order and com-
munity, in education and in all communications via language
and art. In all these realms not only Being as such seems com-
municated to us from the source of all being, but also — and in
particular — creative being, that spark of creativity which Jaspers

calls reason. The image is Plato’s: the spark seems transmitted

to us from an ever turning “wheel of fire,’’ the creative spirit that

animates the whole.“°® Don’t we thus partake in that “formation,

transformation” in which “the eternal meaning is eternally enter-

tained?”2”

But (reads the counter-question) are these not merely high-

sounding phrases, rejected not only by the cynicism of our age,

but contrary to any sober appraisal of our condition? They will

have to be qualified indeed. They appear completely meaning-
less, however, only to a life which has lost its meaning completely.

It was not mere hybris on Michelangelo’s part to represent, in

the Sistine Chapel, the Creator in the image of the artist himself.

It is through his own creativity that man becomes atvare of the

creativity in which he participates. The narcissism in contempo-

rary art, a poiesis poieseos which adores itself in its own mirror,

is caused by the mechanization of an age in which the creative

impulses have atrophied in most other realms. This accounts

for art’s functioning today often as a religious substitute, a rem-

nant of fuller religious experience: “The relation of art to life,”

says Wallace Stevens, “is of the first importance in a sceptical

age since, in the absence of a belief in God, the mind turns to

its own creations and examines them, not alone from the aesthetic

point of view, but from what they reveal, for what they validate

and invalidate, for the support they give.”^®®

But— to repeat an earlier quotation — “man and God are lost

to us only one with the other.

”

2®® To the average estrangement

from God correspond self-alienation and man’s alienation from

man. That is why “alienation” has become so important a philo-

256 Something of this Platonic feeling and Christian Neo-Platonism is still alive

in Jaspers* descriptions of reason as deriving from and working toward the One of

Transcendence: cf., e.g,, Wahrheit, 116ff.

257 ‘‘Gestaltung, Umgestaltung, / Des ewigen Sinnes ewige Unterhaltung’* . . .

Goethe, Faust II, vv. 6287f.

268 Quoted from William Van O’Connor, The Shaping Spirit: A Study on Wal-

lace Stevens, 68.

269 Wahrheit, 1003.
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sophical category — particularly, but not only in Hegelianism and

Marxism.

‘Self-alienation’ — that means, first of all, with regard to the

individual Self a lack of true individuality and authenticity, a

lack of rootedness in his own ground: and it is against this robot

existence that thinkers like Kiei'kegaard and Nietzsche as well

as Jaspers remonstrate. Jaspers’ zealous insistence on the need

for roots (enracinement) is not a completely timeless demand.

In its urgency it is to him, just as for instance to Simone Weil, a

countermovement to the growing uprootedness of the masses.

“Misery is deracination’’-«® — as an, at once, personal and social

phenomenon.
As a matter of fact and — paradoxical as it is — almost as a

matter of course, Jaspers has not only been antagonistic to this

state of estrangement, but was also subjected to it as its child

and, at one time, its victim.

Jaspers could not fail to see this alienation of man from man
and that between man and world as a product of the inhuman
conditions of human life in the factory world of the 19th century

— a world in which man became an object among objects to be

employed and exploited instead of being respected as speaker and

hearer in interpersonal communication. But he may have re-

signed too easily to this state of affairs as the ultimate fate of

modern man. He felt and feels the obligatibn to stand for Existenz

and the community of free selves — metaphysically destined as

they are for one another — against the technique and routine of

mere existence (Dasein), society and mass civilization.-®^ German
social philosophy ran along the lines of these alternatives between
community and society, culture and civilization: and people like

Tonnies and Spengler seemed to be vindicated by the social and
technical developments all around. In view of all this, Jaspers’

deep concern for the inner freedom and the culture of tlie soul

could not but paralyze the zeal for reform and deepen the feeling

of the abyss between the two ways of life.®®^

260 Simone Weil, UAttente de Dieu, 181.

261 The new technical age of mass civilization has led not only to a decline of
inter-personal communication proportionate to the growing shallowness of personal
life and to a — partial — disruption of direct communication with nature; it has not
only invented new means of social intercourse; it has even created mechanical sub-
stitutes for social communication — robots which behave more and more like per-
sons, whilst persons behave more and more like robots. This technical development
confronts a philosophy of communication today with problems that lie outside of
the range of the present paper.

262 The lasting difference between an inter-personal community of love and a
more or less impersonal organization of society in the management of individual in-
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It is only in his reaction to Hitler, i.e., in his more recent

writings — especially in The Origin and Goal of History — that,

in spite of the old dualisms, the will to an order of existence i

worthy of human beings, the will to a social democracy has as- j
serted itself more strongly. It has issued in constructive proposals

which try to liquidate the phenomenon of the masses rather than

to perpetuate it in a spirit of aristocratic despair. Higher liberal

education and responsible partnership in the social and political

enterprise are to free the potential Self in all men and make
democracy a working concern rather than a form on paper

But this order of inner political freedom will do away with

the strict separation of outer and inner life. This order will be
an ordre du coeur in which the interest of our whole existence

is engaged and alive — it is not only an organization of selfish

interests and powers or, neutral in itself, a mere protective shell

for the “high goods of inner liberty, of faith, and of the spirit.”^®*

True democratic politics is more than a “lower plane of human-
ity,” more than a conditio sine qua non for the free existence of

the Self.-®® Justice can be the sword of love. And, although the

institutional separation of Church and State will prove desir-

able,^®® Jaspers may agree that the energies — though not the

tenets — of faith ought to contribute to an earthly city after the

dream and in humble imitation of a City of God. Our deviations

and shortcomings will always provide material for the distinction

between loving community and organization of bodily interests,

but it may be a less thorough dichotomy than it appears in Jaspers

even now. The uniqueness of the Self will remain a matter of

deepest concern and respect. It shall not be sacrificed on the altar

of the body politic. In the attempt to bring both sides closer to-

gether, I may find a common denominator with Jaspers in this

sentence by Martin Buber: “True community and a true com-
monwealth will be actualized only to the extent to which those

Single Ones will be actually present out of whose responsive and
responsible existence the res pnblica is rene^ved.’’^®’’

terests, class interests, etc., is not to be denied. The question is only whether nothing

can be done to diminish their distance and tension and turn hostility into mutual
aid. To accept lovelessness as the inescapable law of social organization may be grist

for the mill of a theology which surrenders sinful man to God and his love and
mercy; yet it is almost suicidal in a philosophy in which divine Transcendence

speaks only to individual Existenz— but not even to it in the voice of Inve.

203 Cf. Origin, 189f, 151fiE. aoo Ibid.

204 Ibid., 164. 266 Ibid.

267 Martin Buber, Dialogisches Leben, 255.
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XXI

What applies to man’s relation to himself and his fellow-beings,

applies a fortiori to his relation to God. We consider it partly an

outcome of the torn conditions of modern life, of its decline into

mechanical dependencies, of its estrangement from the creative

source of life that, with aotli century theology, Jaspers stresses

more God’s distance from man than God’s proximity to him.

He speaks of God rather in the anonymous term of Transc endence

than in the personal confession to God the Father.

And yet, however remote the Deity my appear to our intelleclus

quaerens fidem., to an intellect in search of faith — in the process

of what Jaspers calls “formal transcending’’-®* — God does not

cease to be intimately close to us, according to Jaspers, in the

guidance, support anci security we experience in that free adven-

ture which is at once the making of a Self and the ascent toward

Transcendence. (And, let me add, we may feel this presence also

in an encounter with stern objection when we deviate from per-

sonal truth.)

There is, then, a creative element which sustains the surge of

man’s self-realization and self-renewal — to speak with Leibniz,

the ‘monadizing’ of the monad. And of the same or a similar

order are the creations of the State, of a work of art, but also a

philosophical authorship which “consists in working back from
the intellectual and social plane to a point in the soul from
which there springs an imperative demand for creation. ’’2*® We
move almost in a circuit of mutual demand and supply, in which
we are granted powers which we need and use not only for our-

selves. This is the basic religious experience of which we spoke

before — the feeling of being counted upon for co-operation with

the Divine, for continuing the work of creation and translating

it into a new language on a new level of being. Even the machine
and its products can serve to exhibit the purity and beauty of an
order which has been latent before in the products of nature,®™

and can thus become an inspiration to modern art. Hence crea-

tion may well appear to the philosopher “as God undertaking
to create creators’’ and, thus, “join to himself beings worthy of

his love.’’®’’^

Strong and vague as it is, the deep-seated feeling of such a con-
geniality and communication with creative impulses that are at

nos Philosophic ni, 36ft.

289 H. Bergson, The Two Sources of Morality and Helicon, 242.

2TO a. Origin, 116£. an H. Bergson, op. eit, 243.
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work in the universe would tend to reveal this world as their

fabric. It gives nature somehow the transparency of creation and
justifies to some extent the anthropomorphism of speaking of

Transcendence as God qua poeta mundi, in whose likeness and
to whose likeness we are made — and make ourselves as far as we
free the creative Sian in our souls and others. Conversely, in

a technical age, which may still be inventive, but in which creative

inspiration is on the point of expiring, “Transcendence” will be
just as taljoo and obsolete a term as the name of God. And
nature will appear mute, a mere material to be moulded and
managed. It will be left to the ‘quixotism’ of the philosopher and
the ‘old-fashioned romanticism’ of tlie poet to entertain a thou-

like intercourse with kindred powers in nature. Only “to him who
in the love of Nature holds Communion with her visible forms,

she speaks a various language.”^^® Even now, however, this lan-

guage is not dead. Although it is not the language of modern
technology (or is not always audible in it), it has remained fa-

miliar to us in our life with things or is murmured to us in mysteri-

ous words when we bend over the fountains of this earth

:

“Still we know the enchantment of Being. Creation

still wells up in a hundred springs. A play of pure forces

none can touch but who kneels in profound admiration.”^^^

In its scientific aspects, ours is a “disenchanted world” of objects,

leveled down and classified as mere specimens of species and
genera, easy substitutes for one another — just as even individual

man has become an easily replaceable and expendable commodity.
But things as factors of our personal world are no mere manu-
factures, identical samples of the same make. To speak %vith

Peirce, everyone of them has its “Firstness.”^^® Even without

individual selfhood, they are individual creatures — to be told

from each other the way the shepherd can tell his sheep apart.

If the Leibnizian omne individuum sua tota entitate individuatur

272 It will be understood that my own doubts, as far as the terminology is con-

cerned, do not apply to the transcendence of God but to God as Transcendence. I

agree with Jaspers, above all, in the contention that, in his own nature, God is

always more than my God and our God — namely, God.

278 w. C. Bryant, Thanatopsis,

274 Aber noch ist uns das Dasein verzaubert; an hundert

Stellen ist es noch Ursprung. Ein Spielen von reinen

KrSften, die keiner beruhrt, der nicht kniet und bewundert.

Rilke, Sonette an Orpheus II, 10. A similar, more strictly Christian, statement in

Simone Weil, VAttente de Dieu, 181: “Each human being has his roots here below
thanks to a certain terrestrial poetry, this reflection of celestial light which is his

link, more or less consciously, witl^ his universal fatherland.*’

276 C£. Charles S. Peirce, Collected Papers I, 303ff, Similarly William James.
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(“each individual is individuated through its own whole na-

ture”) is true — as I think it is — it would be so as the product

of a unique art and a unique ‘principle’ through wliich it has

its ‘beginning’ — “in the beginning was the Word,

—

and

through which it is endowed with its cntclccliy, the individual

law of its being. Notv, this is just what tve understand by ‘crea-

tion.’ It has its I'eligious expression in such a saying as that of

the Talmud: “Man coins with one and the same mold many
similar coins. God’s creation consists in the fact that each of

his coins, each of his creatures is produced in a mold which is

new and different for each of them.” This is the lasting distinction

between God as creator and man as worker.

To speak of man as a second maker is not to deify him: it only

attests to man’s peculiar communication with the ground of all

particular being and individuality. I have tried to show the

actuality of this experience somehow in the spirit of Bergson.

And I have followed his method even more extensively than he

did, prolonging the lines of all sorts of prehension and pursuing

them all toward the point of their eventual intersection. (As is

well known, Berg.son had concentrated on giving scientific knotv-

ledge a meaning through which it confirms, anti is confirmed by,

the claim of mystic intuition — the claim to load l)eyond a cotn-

munity of tradition and learning to a direct getting “into touch

with a transcendent principle,”-'** Vamor elie move il sole e I’altre

stelle.

But even in the highest moments of productive communion
man participates in creation only as both creature and creator.

To enter into communication with Transcendence and partake

in the work of creation is, therefore, an elating and strengthening

experience, but also an humbling one. It elates us by making us

co-workers with the Deity: we try to be ‘on God’s side’ in our
small section of universal history, to follow the dictate of reason

such as is audible in the historical moment, and to empower Deity
in this world by furthering, on our part and under the particular

conditions of our lives, the life-giving powers of the whole. Thus

276 To speak of the “word of God” need not— and, e.g., in Augustine, does not
~ show that anthropomorphic naivete which Jaspers attributes to prophetic religion
and tries to overcome in his own philosophical faith: cf. Scope, 81.

277 The above quotation — from Seder Elijahu Rabha II— is given in the version
of Leo Baeck’s admirable essay "Individuum Inelfabile" in Eranos Jahrbuch (1947),

p. 387.

278

Bergson, op. cit., 286.
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only do we become, in our finite way, ‘creative mirrors’ of the

Infinite as the source of all creation.^^®

(Co-operation with God and men thus becomes the primary
directive of human Existenz and co-Existenz. And it may be said

in parenthesis that, to the present writer, co-operation seems a

worthier and more promising procedure especially in economic
life than the free play in the competition of individuals of which
Jaspers makes the most®®® — a strange and dubious parallel, in

the sphere of business life, to the ‘loving struggle’ in the com-
munication of free Selves on the way to themselves and on the

level of Existenz.)

We are strengthened by this communication. It gives us the

confidence of drawing, in our own creative attempts, from eternal

and inexhaustible resources for the formation of ourselves as

well as our works.®®^ It is a sobering thought, however, that the

power of self-productivity and productive communication is not
at our sovereign disposal: it is communicated to and can be
withdrawn from us. Through concentration or distraction, de-

votion or selfishness, we can open or close the floodgates to the

waters of life: but we cannot smite the rock and cause water to

come out of it. The productive spirit feels in need of the grace

of ‘inspiration.’®®® The poet is not altogether, as the stage-director

in Faust wants him to be, in command of his poetry.

And as to the making and remaking of ourselves — it seems

only the personal form of what had been organic communication
of ever new life in the creaturely world: that re-covery and re-

creation which represents an ever recurrent phase in the universal

periods of “Die and Rise.’’ Goethe’s Faust shows the unique con-

creteness of his experience in this regard also.

All the spheres of being are passed through as we are led, in a

sequence of resurrections, from the revival of nature in the

rhythms of day and night and of the seasons to the rebirth and re-

279 These words may be reminiscent of Max Scheler; but they could also be used
as a rendition of the main tenets in the historical philosophy of religion of Ernst

Troeltsch — another former member of the University of Heidelberg with whom
Jaspers is connected in various ways. Cf., e.g.. Scope, 72.

280 This does not mean that Jaspers indulges in the ideas of liberalistic laisser-

alter politics. With detailed references to writers such as Walter Lippmann, F. H.
Hayek and J. Wilhelm Rbpke, he defends a very liberal socialism in Origin, 172ff,

281ff.

281 Just as in Hebrew boro, **to create,” originally means “to cut out of a whole;

to clear a wood,” so German **schaffen** (“create”) is originally the same as ”sch6pf-

en” (“draw”): a fact which has been sagaciously exploited by Paul Natorp in his

Praktische Philosophic (1926).

282 See also above, 242.
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juvenation of man. The revival at Easter in the imitatio Christi

has something like a hellish travesty in Faust’s being restored to

youth in the kitchen of the witch and a sort of pagan counterpart

in his re-awakening in the morning glory of a new day after a

night of despair: the powers of life are renewed in the dance of

the hours and through the refreshing balsam of nature’s spirits.

And there follotvs, for instance, the renaissance of a past historical

world — Helena’s union with Faust — and finally his redemption

from the grave thanks to the victory of divine love.

This example is intended to illustrate what accrues to man’s

whole being through wholesome communication with all the

formae formantes of his world. But even on the strictly personal

level of Existent and coExisienz I am inclined to give communi-

cation still more credit than Jaspers does. To him, personal

intercourse seems to be, above all, of the nature of an evocation

— a challenge for each partner, to realize, perhaps to transform,

his own Self in the face of the other and in loving struggle with

him. But does it not also belong to the mission of such relation-

ships to be a transmission of historical possibilities which are not

originally ours, even though the capacity of receiving such a

message, of appropriating such a communication, must be presup-

posed? (The universality of such communication is — not actually,

but basically —• secured, first of all, by the community of human
pathos, i.e„ by the same raw material of basic experiences, the

exposure to the same elemental powers, in all of us.) In this

growth and plasticity of our own being, in this enrichment of

our own historical heritage by foreign tradition, lies what hope
there is for the formation of the One World without which man
is lost, but which cannot be enforced by arms or bought by money.
The fundamental possibility of such a personal exchange is less

evident in the relative homogeneity of the German people among
whom Jaspers spent most of his life. But should it not have pre-

sented itself more convincingly now from the Swiss perspective

— just as we see it, in all its precariousness, more clearly in the

British Commonwealth and the United States?

The fact that the process of self-realization takes place in an

/ inter-personal medium does'hot detract from its uniqueness as

j

a not negotiable task for each individual person. In this regard,

I

there is no bartering down of Jaspers’ terras. There is no voting
by proxy in the choice of our Existent. But this birth of the Self

in the crucial decisions of life, and his always possible and even
necessary rebirth in backing, renewing, revising and even over-

throwing them — this permanent status nascendi of selfhood shows
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how the Self is

j

ilways in suspense between being and non-l^ingj),

never fully and definitely realized in the acts of its self-creation.
|

Our finitude as individual Selves appears precisely in our falling \
short of perfect and definite selfhood; and our need of a Thou
shows our need of his loving faith in us.®®® In this faith and love he
holds up to us a mirror to see ourselves in our true being, our
native possibilities which belie our actual status. He confirms and
goads us on in this truth and restores our confidence in and
respect for ourselves.®®^

The urge for self-realization grows precisely from the feeling

of tension that we are not in fact what we properly are, and
are in fact what we are not in proper truth. The love and faith

of others may help us to bring and keep ourselves on the right

way. But we only can go this way. There may be a wider range

for men to help one another than Jaspers and Heidegger admit.

But there are, indeed, limits to human assistance as there are

limits to the intimate communication between two Selves:

“Can ever on earth a man be as much ours

As longing has him be?”®®®

Hence, there will also be limits to the purity of the image in

which we are seen by our next friend. Although we enjoy the

benefit of true communication and learn to ‘know us as we are

known’ by the eyes of human love, we may still yearn for the

grace of that perfect knowledge which no man can have or bestow.

And we try to convince ourselves (I dare not speak in more
positive terms) that this longing cannot be in vain. The religious

feeling that we are counted upon seems to imply that, in order

really to count, we must really be known.
The demand for self-realization through self-renewal appeals

j

from the creature to the creator in us. It is the humble status of j

the creature — given to inertia, endangered by staleness, distracted-

ness and inauthenticity of life — and it is the corrupt state of

283 In SO far, Jaspers is justified in attributing the necessity of communication to

a defect (Wahrheit, 380, 387). Only the finite being is in need of communication and
discussion in order to make itself understood and to understand itself. But this does

not exclude a completely free communication on the part of Transcendence — and
were it only to provide for our needs. Only the Sum qui Sum is, by definition, in-

communicadve.

284 Cf, Wahrheit, 372ff. — The tension between my Self and its realization has its

moral expression in Kant*s Categorical Imperative: it elates us through its content —
the respect which it demands for humanity in man; and it humiliates us in its im-

perative form, which is an objection to the status quo of human life.

285 **Kann auck ein Mensch des andern auf der Erde
Ganz wie er mockte, seinV*

Eduard Mdrike, Liebe**
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narrow selfishness in lieu ol: communicative selfhood which make

renewal necessary. On the other hand, it is the creative spark in

man, his personal power of re-collection and re-integration which

make renewal possible as an honorable charge. Like the demon
Eros of the Symposium., man has his being in the perennial

counterworking of opposite trends and their unstable and uneasy

equilibrium. Integral selfhood in unswerving, unrelaxing devo-

tion to the One is for us within hail (otherwise reason could

not respond to its claim) , but it seems bcyoird our reach, an un-

attainable goal.

This constitutive weakness, which delays us on our way to

ourselves and to our brothers, is felt as the default of our being —
none of us is all right (dans le vrai) — a.s the sin of estrangement

from our Selves, from others, from the crciitive ground of all

being."®® Heaven is the state of gracious communication; Hell is,

to quote Dostoevski, the condemnation to lovelessness. Sin is

isolation of the selfish individual; at-onement is communication

of the individual Self. The turning, returning towtird the One
is the orientation man can give himself in tlie hour of crisis, the

Ent-scheidung, i.e, decisions between an old and ;i new way of

life: this is the belief, at least, behind the Hebrew tesJnmih

(“turning” — less of a spectacular break than “conversion,” more
of a total and wholesome human movement than a too subjective

“repentance”) . But the strength of persevering in this ascent

and overcoming all that draws us down must be given to us by
the sustaining grace which is alive in true communication as

such.®®^ Biblical wisdom®®® knows of either part of life’s renewal —
one in God’s appeal and summons to man, one in man’s appeal

to God: “Return ye . . . and make you a new heart and a new
spirit.”®®® But also: “Create me a clean heart, O God; and renew

288 Cf. Wahrheit, e.g., 531f, 6G7.

287 The complementary aspect of this religious experience is the consciousness of

man’s responsibility as a partner in a universal enterprise. The importance of his

r61e in this co-operation seems by far greater than what litlle energy he can invest

in it. Conversely, the failure of his mission would appear to be more than a minor
accident in some corner of the universe. Properly understood, i.e., from the angle of

religious conscience and consciousness, it would assume universal proportions. See
above, 244.

288 Obviously, I have recourse only to this profound human wisdom of the Bible,

not to any miraculous revelation of which philosophy does not and cannot know.
My references to religious experience and expression arc in keeping with the phe-
nomenological principle which I followed before, e.g., in taking examples from phil-

osophical poetry: without committing ourselves tmconditionally to any particular

approach, wc try to profit from each type of experience, i.e., to respect its peculiar

evidence and relate it to insights won from otlier and complementary aspects.

289 Ezekiel 18: 30f.
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a steadfast (!) spirit within Such prayer is answered by
the divine assurance that man’s stony heart shall be enlivened

and his spirit grow strong in the vigor and strength of this com-
munication: “A new heart will I give you, and a new spirit will

I put within you . . . and cause you to walk in my statutes, and
ye shall keep my ordinances and do them.”^®! And finally, the

concise expression of reciprocity, but in recognition of the divine

precedence; man responds to God’s claim and his coming to our
rescue: “Turn me, O Lord, that I may turn.’’®®®

“To all that draw near to me I draw near’’®®®: the phenomenon
of turning and renewal is another instance of the power of cor-

relation and correspondence experienced in the responsory of

communicative existence.®®^ But in our context this example may
serve still a second purpose — to open up another vista in which
the heterogeneousness of animal life and personal existence loses

the character of an ultimate. The self-renewal of man in com-
munication witli the transcendent power meant that a sparklet

from the ground of absolute creativity has been communicated
to man and is kept alive and grows if this communication with

the ground is revived again and again. Now, this renewal of

man in which God co-operates appears as only one phase in the

permanent recreation of the world in which man has his tiny,

but unique part. This holds true if the idea of perpetual creation

has any fundamentum in re — as it actually seems to be founded
in the experience that finite and temporal things are not per se;

their being is somehow communicated to them, and they are

kept above the abyss of non-being as they pass from one passing

moment to the other.®®® The prayer to God to “renew our days

as of old” is not a sentimental longing for the good old days;

it is rooted in that faithful conviction in which God is praised

for “renewing . . . continuously each day the work of the begin-

ning.”

In this way, renewal appears as not only a human possibility

but as a universal fact. It is more than mechanical re-currence,

it is re-petition in a new key, rebirth from a creative ground
and, therefore, in a new and individual occurrence. From this

290 Psalms 61:12. 291 Ezekiel 36: 26f.

292 Lamentations 5:21.

293 Isaiah 57:19 (in a midrashic reading). Conversely, our turning away from God
and men is reciprocated by their estrangement from us: God is dead to us when our
approach to the Thou has died away in the exploitation of the It.

294 This point has been stressed, e.g., by Will Herberg, Judaism and Modem
Man, 121fE.

295 See above, 244f

.
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point of view, the articulation of Being^*"* (tliough not caught in

an all-encompassing system of understanding) tends to prevail

over the opposite aspect — the disruption of being, which has

haunted Jaspers from his youth. The opposition between nature

and history (and, therefore, the necessary dilference between

the methods of natural and historical sciences) appears subdued

in die recognition of the course of natiu'e as (broadly) a historical

process and the process of history as part of tliat creation which —
in a different, unreflected form — goes on in nature. The rivers

of creation flow asunder, but come from the same mountain; it

is from the same source that their waters are supplied and re-

newed. “I shall be who I shall be, that is — it was my compassion

in which I created the ivorld, am sustaining and guiding it now,

and in which someday I shall renew it again.”-’*'"

Before the creator we are all equally creatures. We feel some-

thing like this in the equanimity of the great works of art where

the natural and the personal trends of life are interwoven in a

perfect texture,-*’® and where, in a way, we have the same sympathy

for lago as for Othello: as Shakespeare’s creations they are there

all right: it is his blood that is communicated to them all and
runs in all of them.

‘Existentially/ there is tension between the two main forms

of being — creaturely being and selfhood — a difference which is

decisive because it calls for decision. Anthropologically, there is

complementation and even pervasion between them — Existenz

will be incarnated, vitality may overflow to serve Existenz.^^ I

refer, once more, to the similar allurement for one another of

the opposites in Thomas Mann’s novels. But they remain op-

posites in life. Art, metaphysics, and religion, however, may lead

to a divination, at least, of that “Holy of Holies” to which they

are all drawn, and “where in eternal and original unity burns
as it were in one flame what is separate in nature and history,

and what in life and action as well as in thought cannot but
perennially flee each other.”®®®

2®6As I acknowledged before, this aspect is by no means neglected by Jaspers
(cf., e.g., Wahrheit, 127ff, 6720^; but it is not the dominant one from his *existentiaV

viewpoint and experience.

297 Quoted from the Talmud by Adolf Jellinck, Bet ha Midrash HI. 25. This is

another confirmation of the true nature of the Eheye asher Eheye, not as self-con-

tained, loveless Transcendence, but as the communicative and compassionate love of
the God of the covenant.

298 See above, 2370:. 209 Cf, Wahrheit, 123ff, 0720:, 704iF.

800 Schelling, System des Transzendentalen Idealismus (Werke, III, 628). This is

no doubt in the spirit of Jaspers* own thought, e.g., in Wahrheit, 695; and else-

where.
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I, too, have yielded to this attraction by the center toward
which everything gravitates, because it is the spring of all com-
munication in the still growing community of being in which
we believe — I have yielded to it in this communication which I

would like to consider a dialogo d’amore, a struggle of love in

Jaspers’ sense: out of different origin, but in search of the One.

Department of Philosophy

University of Buffalo

Fritz Kaufmann
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Johannes Thyssen

THE CONCEPT OF ‘FOUNDERING’ IN JASPERS’
PHILOSOPHY

O N ACCOUNT of the many difficulties — which will perhaps

be realized more easily towards the end — it is with some
hesitation that I have undertaken to write this essay. Jaspers’

treatment of the subject of “foundering” (Scheitern) forms the

climax of his Philosophies a work in three volumes and 1000

pages.^ Owing to the closely knit fabric of this existentialist

system, the concept of foundering cannot be dealt with in isola-

tion but must be interpreted in the light of the whole. Even the

basic concepts of "Existenz” and “Transcendence” present such

difficulties to the reader that it would be impossible to interpret

them adequately within the limited scope of an essay such as

this. Due to the close relationship between our concept and

Jaspers’ over-all philosophy, foundering inevitably appears fre-

quently throughout the work. There would be little point in

collating philologically all the passages where Jaspers speaks of

foundering, in order to “distill” a clear-cut concept. Foundering

is in no way a mere concept; it represents an ultimately irrational

experience. So we can only try and understand the emergence

of this complex of problems in relation to the whole body of

Jaspers’ philosophy. In order to do this we shall restrict ourselves

to his main work, Philosophie. Before embarking on the (ap-

parently) modest task of interpreting the final section, it will be

necessary to review the major presuppositions. The basic concepts

of "Existenz" and “Transcendence” and a few other indispensable

elements will be dealt with briefly in Part I. Inasmuch as founder-

ing is regarded as a symbol or “cipher” (Chiffre) of Transcendence

and as Jaspers’ metaphysics reaches its climax in the deciphering

or “reading” of such ciphers, these will form the topic of Part II.

Finally we can devote ourselves to our subject proper in Part III.

I called the present interpretation an “apparently” modest task:

its object permits of conceptual elucidation only to a limited

1
1 quote from the three volume edition published in 1932.

297 V
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degree, on grounds of principle. There is a danger of over-

rationalization which we must try and avoid. Nobody, surely,

can interpret except by using thought, and all we can do is to

put in a reminder here and there that for Jaspers himself his philo-

sophical account means a rationalization of what is in essence

irrational. There are additional difhculties for those who — like

the author of this essay — start from different assumptions. We can

only follow the text closely and do our best to come to an under-

standing. The significance of such an attempt tvill be touched

upon at the conclusion of the essay.

I. Exislenz and Transcendence

As is natural, we look for an initiation into the basic notions

in the introduction to the main work. It is typical for this type

of philosophy that we “take our own situation as a starting

point of inquiry.” The great philosophical problem is the quest

for Being. Jaspers does not take this up in an abstract way, like

the usual ontology, but by inquiring after Being in our own
situation. Our own situation will never surrender to a complete

and objective survey. I do not know the whence and the whither

of my existence — either my origin or my ultimate destination.

It becomes apparent also that my situation involves anguish

(Angst), an anguish about the future in which I might not be,

or in which death threatens me. Thus we look for a more com-

plete and profound Being than is dealt with in ontology in the

form of abstract reasoning. To allay my quest for Being, “I want
an answer which gives me support,” which frees me from that

anguish; I require a Being “which is not elusive.”® Evidently,

the quest for Being takes on a certain value aspect here. Being,

about which otherwise ontological statements of general validity

might be made, is deflected towards myself and my particular

situation, and a peculiar solution comes into sight: I can find the

Being I am seeking only by seizing it, i.e., by freely deciding and
by acting, “I find myself searching for Being, and this I do by
doing something in the world of events.”® This is, at first sight,

quite unintelligible. It becomes somewhat clearer if, borrowing
from the next section, the close relationship to Kantian philo-

sophy is realized. In searching for Being I search, of course, for

Being-in-itself, not for an apparential being. In the Kantian divi-

sion of appearance and thing-in-itself all appearances have an un-

2 Philosophic I, 2. 3 Ibid., 3.
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knowable thing-in-itself behind them. Only in one instance we
come closer to it, viz., in ourselves (in our “intelligible egos”)

.

The idea is that this final unknowable Being is in our grip in so

far as we decide for free action. This may be sufficient here to

indicate that ultimate Being in its profundity is sought in myself.

It cannot be known, but may be effected (getan). Obviously, this

is the place that will be assigned to Exisienz. It should be empha-
sized at once, however, that Being, as that which provides security

or support for me, has its place not only within me. I have not
created myself but have been thrown into the world (to use

Heidegger’s term "geworfen”), so that the transcendent being
within me has the closest connection with Transcendence-as-such,

with Being as such. This close connection between Existent and
Transcendence is a major point. First, however, let us try and
obtain a somewhat clearer idea of the difficult concept of Existent.

For Jaspers, too, cognition gives only appearance. The in-itself

of an object “is not accessible to me because, in seizing it, I

would objectify it and thus make it an appearance, a ‘being for

me’.”^ Because I can make myself an object of consciousness—
psychologists do this systematically — the following is true: “If

I objectify myself as empirical existence I am then not what ‘I’

am myself (was “Ich” an sich selbst ist). Inasmuch as I am an
object to myself I do not know what I am in myself.”® In the next
sentence, this leads on to the idea of an ‘I’ that can not be objecti-

fied, Existent. Jaspers continues: “I should be capable of a self-

awareness (Innesein) which is no cognitive knowing.”® Here the

problem of the two following paragraphs comes into view: the

idea of a basic dichotomy within the ‘I’ and correspondingly a

dichotomy of self-awareness. On the one hand we have empirical

consciousness (comprising a number of phenomena) , on the

other there stands Existent, connected with Transcendence in a

special way which will concern us later.

On the first issue, empirical consciousness, only a few remarks,

indispensable to our present purpose, can be made here.’^ The
concrete physio-psychological individual is called “existence”

(Dasein); as to its type of consciousness, the emphasis is mainly

on feeling and instincts — I say “mainly” because within an em-
pirical individual another important subject factor, closely con-

* Ibid., 5. SIbid. eibid.

7 In his much later work, Von der Wahrheit (1947), Jaspers has developed a

properly systematization of the different modes of Being, postulating seven modes of

the Encompassing (das Umgreifende). When I speak subsequently of Jaspers’ “sys-

tem,” I do not want to imply a “closed system” in a sense deprecated by Jaspers but

simply mean an orderly, organized sequence of ideas.
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nected with the cognitive function, is discernible, viz., “conscious-

ness-as-such” (Bewusstsein uberhaupt). This is not a metaphysical

absolute ego in Fichte’s or Hegel’s sense, but the vehicle — homo-
geneous throughout all individual egos — of universally valid

knowledge and meanings.® Precisely with reference to our prob-

lem it is important to realize that Jaspers’ relativism — to what
extent such exists will become clear later — is not universal. The
entire volume I of the main work is set apart for the subject of

“world-orientation” (Weltorientierung) — finding your way about

the world— which rests on consciousness-as-such; more particu-

larly, there are sciences of universal validity, among them psychol-

ogy, etc.

Opposed to these modes of consciousness stands Existenz. It is

essential to realize that Existenz is no objective status of being

(Bestand) but rather potential being effecting itself in freedom.

(Being as status and being as freedom is an important distinction

of Jaspers) .® That depth of my own being which I cannot discern

in cognition comes to light when I prehend myself in action. I

acquire the certainty that this particular action is not a wilful

and accidental choice of mine but is in fact an — already con-

scious — expression of that depth of my personality which is not
strictly capable of consciousness.

Existenz is naturally “just mine” in the same way as my T is

just mine. It is, so to speak, the depth of my empirical I. It would
not be correct to see the main feature of existentialist philosophy
(not only Jaspers’) in the emphasis placed on the singleness and
individuality of [any specific] man as opposed to general human
qualities shared by all. Of importance rather is the dimension of

depth which Heidegger has very impressively contrasted with
“the everyman” (das Man) or inauthenticity, constituting some-
thing like a surface-ego. On the other hand, as to “contents”
also, my Existenz in fact does not coincide with that of other
human beings. My being comes to light only in freedom, and
another Existenz might very well assume actions contrary to mine
(cf. Jaspers on the nature of “exceptions” and the “passion for

the night:” Leidenschaft zur Nacht).

Before we contemplate the “totally different” other side of

Existenz, i.e.. Transcendence, a few features may be discussed

8 The problems connected with consdousness-as-such— as far as the historical
and Jaspers’ use of the term arc concerned - cannot be analyzed here. According to
Von der Wahrheit, this mode of consciousness is an Encompassing, with its own ori-
gin but without a content of its own. (The “prehension" of generalities is naturally
dependent on the contents of individual perceptions, etc.)

9 Philosophie 1, 18.
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which are essential to Jaspers’ system. In spite o£ their diflferences

and their unknowable essences, the individual Existenzen are not
barred from all relationships: they can understand and disclose

their “contents” (Gehalt) to each other. This, for Jaspers’ philo-

sophy fundamental, relationship between Existenzen is called

“communication.” In the same way as I can experience somebody
else’s essence in a noir-objectifying approach, historical phenom-
ena can also be understood and appreciated. A good illustration

is the fact that somebody may not only know about a metaphysical
view held in the past but may make it a part of himself and
“seize” it as his own “possibility.” But Existenz is historical not
only in this particular sense, it is historical as such. The fact that

its essence is freedom, i.e., future formation, does not mean that

it decides willfully, disconnected from its past. It means rather

that I decide as someone who has developed into a particular

person and who lives in a specific environment and situation.

And Jaspers discloses here one of the most peculiar tenets of his

teaching: namely, that “within time, decisions are made for

eternity.”^® This does not mean that Jaspers is talking of a life

to come where my actions earn their reward and punishment
respectively. Nor does eternity mean “abstract timelessness” as

assigned to mathematical entities. It means that “I, within time,

stand above it, though not outside of it.”^^ The ‘existential’ reach-

ing out into the future and past is understandable as a point of

departure for Jaspers, but it is peculiar that eternity is introduced
here at all: eternity is said to come into play inasmuch as I “act

unconditionally in time, love unconditionally. ”^2

It is such absoluteness which makes Jaspers speak of eternity

here. He is wise to state at once that my understanding cannot
grasp this and that it is at best in short glimpses that the mystery

is illuminated. In this view, eternity is neither timelessness nor
everlasting duration but “the depth correlated to time as the

historical form of Existenz.”^^ What Jaspers means here can

perhaps be made somewhat clearer if one remembers that for

Kant time is a subjective form of intuition behind which lies

that “depth” where a free decision originates, timelessly or — to

use Jaspers’ term — “athwart of time” (in Querstellung zur Zeit).

For Kant too, such a decision will become manifest empirically

in certain conscious experiences. Jaspers’ ‘historical being’ —
which may, e.g., mean my being deteraiined by a traditional

Weltanschauung— is also “appearance” for consciousness. In

Kant’s view, however, temporal-historical existence rests on the

I0 76id:., 16. 11 Ibid. IZ Ibid., 17. IS Ibid.
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time-less (the noumenal ego decides freely) . For Jaspers (on the

other hand) the strictly “historical” aspect of Existenz is timeless

and “eternal” in the depth of ‘exisLentiaV deciding. Doubtlessly

tliere is an historical relation to Kant’s timeless freedom (we shall

return to this point below) . Toward an understanding — a limited

understanding only, to be sure, as Jaspers expressly states — of

what Jaspers means here, however, an earlier thought may con-

tribute more, viz., that the “unconditional” refers to that Being

which contains no “negation,” no limit, which would mean in

tliis case: it doesn’t contain the limited temporality of the histori-

cal moment in which the unconditional is claimed to show itself.

Contrary to Kant this “certainty,” which involves uncondition-

ality, is not one of knowing but one of experiencing (Erleben).^*

Similarly the “eternity” of the moment is experienced though
not understood. (Jaspers notes the parallelism widr the “eternal

now” of the mystics; we will have to return to this theme later.)

Let us now consider that other difficult concept whicli is a

prerequisite for the understanding of Jaspers’ metaphysics and
also of this essay: the concept of Transcendence. As with the

previous concepts, I want to introduce it in concurrence with

Jaspers’ own account in Vol. I of Philosophie. I shall also draw
on the Introduction to Vol. III. In the latter passages 'Franscend-

ence is on the one hand bound up with Existenz, on the other it

is its opposite pole, so that the emergence of “foundering” is

foreshadowed.

In Jaspers we find three levels of transcending: (1) the step

from the world of objects as they appear to us towards Being-in-

itself of which they are appearances. It is possible only as a nega-
tive awareness of the boundary reached. In a way it would corre-

spond to the Kantian transcensus from the world of appearances
to that which renders them possible, granting that objects are

to be considered mere appearances. (In Vol. I Jaspers turns
against the belief of science and certain philosophical doctrines
in [the possibility of] final and total attainment of knowledge
about the world.) (2) Transcending belongs to Existenz, i.e., to

that Existenz which is mine alone. Transcendence is included in
the essential definition of Existenz: “Existenz is what never be-

1* We use "experience” in the usual contradistinction to "knowing.” It is to be
noted, however, tliat for Jaspers not all ‘existential’ experience is fully conscious ex-
perience. For the act of "touching on Transcendence” (BerUhrung der Transzendenz)
he uses the term Erfahren, whereas Erleben takes the meaning of conscious empiri-
cal experience. We use "experience” in the following without this differentiation,
though we do not want to imply that "transcending” in its entire content is a con-
scious aa.
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comes object, the origin from which issues my thinking and act-

ing, that whereof I speak in ideas which discern nothing; Existent

is what has reference to itself and thus also to its Transcend-

ence.”^® This means: my experiencing of Existent does not simply

“give” me Transcendence; rather is Transcendence the deepest

basis within me to which I have reference in this experience.

Transcendence “inheres” in the performance of the experience,

so to say. If we remember that we have access to Being-in-itself

only in the I — although no cognitive account is possible — , it

becomes clear that Transcendence is this deepest I (or the un-

fathomable depth within it) to which I have reference when I

make a decision, etc. But Jaspers claims immediately afterwards

that — and this brings us to (3) — it would be wrong to limit

Transcendence to this depth in the I.

Existent is indeed not the only thing; just as basic is the fact

that the I confronts objects. “Because we cannot in any sense

derive the world from Existent, Existent cannot be all there is

of Being, Being as such.”^® We then have two kinds of appear-

ances: Existent as experiencer, as which it can be observed psy-

chologically, is appearance of the depth behind itself qua appear-

ance. Then again, along with the principle discussed earlier, ob-

jects are also appearances. If we realize this, the following passage,

which introduces Transcendence as something other than Exis-

tent, will be sufficiently clear:

We think of all being under the category of appearance . . . precisely

when we search for the Being. But Being, as far as it appears, retains—

irreconcilable with temporal existence — a duplicity, viz., the inacces-

sible Being-in-itself of Transcendence which cannot be rationalized as

the objective basis, and the self-present being of Existent which is not

identical with consciousness of existence. Existent and Transcendence

are heterogeneous but have reference to each other. Their relationship

appears in existence too.^’’

We saw under (2) that Transcendence belongs to Existent

as its own unfathomable depth. This can now be seen to agree

with the last passage quoted in that this ultimate reach within

the I has in turn to be assigned to inaccessible transcendent

Being-in-itself. But, for Jaspers, to assert this would already con-

stitute an overconceptualization. In my transcendence [in the

sense of (2) ]
a contact with absolute Transcendence [in the sense

of (3) ] is supposed to take place. We shall have to clarify Tran-

tiPMlosophie I, 16. As far as I can see this is the passage in Jaspers’ main work

where the concept of Transcendence is introduced for the first time.

18 Ibid., 26. thid.. 20.
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scendence in this latter sense, and also the resulting relationship

between Existenz and Transcendence, from the material of Vol.

III.18

Before we turn to this volume which bears the name Meta-

physik, it should be noted that we must pass over all of Vol. 11,

called Exisienzerhelbmg (illumination of Existenz). We thus

miss details of doctrine we can hardly do without. We are thinking

particularly of Jaspers’ account of “ultimate situations” (Grenz-

situationen) and of “absolute consciousness.” All we can do here

is to give some indication of what is meant.*

If Existenz is, as it were, the locus of contact with the absolute

which is at the root of all appearances, of all objects in causal

order and of any objects as such, then it is decisive, in order that

man’s attention be caught and this depth made accessible, that

he should come up against the limits of his empirical existence

“as against a wall:” he must suffer death, must contract guilt and

suffering. In general, man finds himself always in situations,

entangled in irremovable restrictions
(
as, for example, to be man

or woman) . This mysterious “That,” called fate or the like,

cannot be accounted for within the realm of the visible and con-

trollable; it is its limit. An heroic decision in the face of death,

coming from deep down within me, may contain an experience

of absolute certainty transcending the knowable and may con-

stitute a contact with non-temporal Being. Such are the modes
of “absolute consciousness.” Without embarking here on an
analysis of the many different modes described in Vol. II, we note

that ‘existential’ freedom with its experiences of absoluteness is

not restricted to so-called decisions in choosing a certain action.

It operates in any self-determination of man, especially in basic

and “fulfilling” ways of conduct such as love and faith.

To be trapped in ultimate situations, to search for the Being
from within the isolation and scatteredness of worldly existence,

and lastly, to touch the in no way scattered absolute, i.e.. Tran-
scendence, in absolute consciousness, all this belongs intimately

together and constitutes different sides or aspects of Existenz.

And the “wall” Existenz comes up against is Transcendence, the

absolute which surpasses the I’s own transcendent depth.

I^et us call attention to two points in the opening paragraphs

18 In the rigorously systematic work. Von der Wahrheit, the multiplicity of mean-
ing of Transcendence is made explicit to such a point that to signify the one Being
(S) Jaspers speaks of the ‘‘Transcendent of the Transcendent/' It will be remem-
bered that the transition from existence to Existent (2) also discloses “a” transcend-

ent aspect.

* Ed/s Note: Cf. Latzel's essay for a detailed discussion of these.
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of Vol. Ill which have a significant bearing on Existent and Tran-

scendence. Here will be found the most rational, i.e., comprehen-
sible account of absolute Transcendence, that “wall” or fate we
have been speaking about. Prefacing it here will also shed some
light on the notion of freedom with which we want to deal later.

It is asked, “what is the reality of the incalculable, if it cannot

be known?”^® This question leads to the quasi-ontological analysis

which concerns us here. All events can be traced to their causes.

The natural laws indicate potentialities which materialize in

events. Through such laws future events can be predicted as

potentialities and, if not predictable, they are at least known to

be possible. In quite a different sense I, qua Existent, am potential-

ity too: I am the potential prehension of a particular decision.

In contingency or accident, however, I find out that, in spite of

all conformity to natural laws the actual occurrence of events,

hie and nunc, cannot be concluded from a law. Here I encounter

“absolute reality.” This idea now serves to define Jaspers’ notion

of Transcendence. All empirical realities are particular and, as

it were, retranslatable into potentialities given in natural laws or,

in my own case, into the possibilities I face before my decision

is taken. In tire encounter with chance, however, we become
aware of a reality devoid of potentiality, we encounter a reality

which is not retranslatable into potentiality, i.e., “absolute real-

ity,” Transcendence.

The reality of Transcendence is inaccessible to retranslation into

potentiality; therefore it is non-empirical. It lacks potentiality —
which would make it real and comprehensible to us [by furnishing the

terminus a quo] — not because of a deficiency but because the separa-

tion of potentiality and reality is constitutive of empirical reality, a

reality requiring something outside itself. Nor is the reality of Tran-

scendence identical with Existent: it lacks the possibility of deciding,

not because of a deficiency but, on the contrary, because the possibility

of deciding is an expression of the deficiency of Existent due to its

temporal existence. Wherever I encounter reality and it is not trans-

formed into potentiality I meet Transcendence.®®

Here we are clearly in closest proximity to the ontological

idea of God: that Being to whose essence belongs Existent or

which can be thought of only as existing, but not merely as po-

tential. Jaspers, of course, knows of this historical parallel; but

for him all rationalizations like this proof of God’s existence are

forbidden solidifications. But the, so to say ontological, account

of metaphysical objectivity given in our passage is indicative of

19 Philosophie III, 8. 2» Ibid., 9.
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the aim of the whole doctrine, as we already know it: Transcend-

ence is conceived of as ens realissimum, the One which is not

split up into juxtaposed entities; which is this and that, A and

B in conjunction. It is to be noted at once that this philosophical

elaboration — as we shall show in greater detail — claims to be no

more than an “illumination,” i.e., a rational paraphrase. It only

wants to express in abstract terms what in ‘existential’ experience,

barred from knowledge and proof, is supposed to become evident.

In the present version this experience is so far objectified that

astonishment at the absolute contingency of the empirical world

becomes, by reaction as it were, possible. The empirical world

becomes “transparent.”

“Becoming transparent” is a well-known concept of Jaspers. It

implies the view that empirical being can let Transcendence

“shine through,” as a screen transmits rays, so that individual

entities turn into code entities, ciphers for Being. Let us for a

moment ignore the endowment of Transcendence with particular

contents and dwell on the mere “That” of Transcendence.

I have started with the quasi-ontological characterization of

the “That” in order to prepare for the second important point

I am to deal with now. The freedom of Existenz pushes through

to a depth where it ceases to be my freedom and 7ny decision:

where, though still freedom, it knotvs itself “granted” (gcschenkt)

by that surpassing Transcendence which is neither freedom nor
compulsion.2^ From the point of view of this absolute “That”
even my freedom is “fate.” The fact that in my freedom I am
given possibilities originates within that sphere which is no
longer potentiality but absolute reality and where ‘existential’

freedom touches my otvn freedom.

Let us consider more closely how Jaspers comments on this

profound connection between Existenz and Transcendence. It

becomes more noticeable that Existenz, which was often enough
described as “origin” and “self-creative,” is, in the end, not self-

sufficient. Actually this is already known from what has gone
before. If Existenz had created itself it would be God; it is crea-

tivity but at the same time it is given, is “historical” or, in Heideg-
ger’s term, “thrown” into the world. Jaspers declares that Existenz

would have to fall into “despair” if it were left to rely entirely on
itself and that it can be true Existenz only if it knows itself

grounded in some other, in Transcendence.

To rely on itself entirely is certainly the truth of the absoluteness

21 Ibid., 5.
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amid temporality of Existenz, but it also brings about its despair.

[Existenz\ is aware that as an absolutely self-suflScient entity it would
fall into the void. If it is to become real it must depend on something
that meets it halfway and fulfils it. Whenever it fails in its realization

it is not itself; it takes itself as if it were granted to itself. It proves its

potentiality only if it knows itself grounded in Transcendence. It

loses its openness for its own becoming if it takes itself for authentic

Being.22

In this “dissolution of potential self-sufficiency” can “lie final

fulfilment in temporal existence,” precisely in that I, as empirical

consciousness and as Existenz, am doomed to “founder.”

This final stage, this “letting Transcendence be granted to us,”

involves for Jaspers yet another factor which we will have to

take into account before reaching our more specialized subject. We
are not left with naked Transcendence, with the mere certainty

of contact with it; it “speaks” to us, if only in symbols or ciphers.

This means that the bare “That” takes on material content. This
is our next problem.

II. Interpretation of the Ciphers of Transcendence

If empirical consciousness and its world are, so to speak, the

surface of the one Transcendence, then it is truly omnipresent.

Jaspers holds accordingly that this presence of Transcendence in

different entities can be experienced as their background. Psycho-

logically speaking, what Jaspers has in mind are experiences like

sensing the sublimity of the sea through its immensity or, e.g., the

fact that in looking at a landscape by Van Gogh®® we do not only

pass from the mere color and formal arrangement to a realization

of beauty values, but that these seem to express something deeper

and impalpable. Such an intuitive perception of what lies be-

neath signifies for Jaspers a becoming transparent of the empiri-

cal; the landscape, e.g., admits the shining through of the under-

lying absolute Being. This is thus not always tangible in the same
way, but may become so in infinite ways, depending on the

reality expressing it. But, on the other hand, it must be noted that

none of the empirical realities expresses Transcendence as it is

in itself — this would mean that objects or appearances coincide

with non-objectifiable, unknowable Being-in-itself. All appear-

ance is simply a code-entity, a cipher. A cipher in this sense does

22 Ibid., 4.

23 Both illustrations occur in Jaspers* work. Van Gogh had attracted the atten-

tion o£ Jaspers, the psychopathologist, at an early date. Cf. Strindberg,
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not work like a mathematical sign: for that it would have to

refer to some intentional content which eventually could be iso-

lated or deduced. The cipher, however, leaves us merely with

the experience that this or that individual entity is more than

itself, that it is transparent for Transcendence.

If I say we are left with mere experience tliis is not an adequate

statement. As it stands it only indicates the essential difference

from any cognitive grip on Transcendence. We have to add now
— following Vol. Ill, ch. 4 — that we do not stop with the mere
experience of absolute consciousness, but that this presence of

Transcendence, originally only in some way “perceptible” to

individual Existenz, finds a more universal “language.” This “im-

mediate language of Transcendence” is made communicable to

other Existenzen through illustrative symbols, e.g., myths, a reli-

gious revelation of a world to come, or a mythical reality (such as

transmitted in a landscape by Van Gogh) In addition, philo-

sophical or speculative thought produces a rational account, in-

terpreting Transcendence “as if” it were empirically existing like

myself and the world. Such interpretation will never attain a

true knowledge of Transcendence, but constitutes in itself another
cipher-script (Chiffreschrijt). All forms of cipher-reading gain

their weight and — though undemonstrable — certainty only from
that unmediated presence which animates every cipher experi-

enced by absolute consciousness. Ciphers in general constitute that

type of reality which “brings Transcendence into presence.’’^"

This unmediated experience is the foundation on which, in turn,

rests the reading of it in terras of the “second language,” that of

myths, etc., and, eventually, the speculative reading. (The lan-

guage of art is yet another level of ciphers, placed between the
mythical and the speculative. It cannot be dealt with here) .*

Inasmuch as, without a deeper understanding of the essence
of ciphers, we cannot continue to the cipher of foundering, I want
to portray Jaspers’ views on the matter and their outspoken para-
dox in two ways, which are closely linked with each other.

1. Since transcendent Being is always experienced through
ciphers, and since Existenz is always an historical individuality,

not every cipher is intelligible to every Existenz. The myths of
the aborigines, e.g., may — for the members of such a society —
be genuine ciphers, experienced by each ‘existentiallyf but this

will not be so for members of a higher civilization. Similarly,
dogmas and also metaphysical systems are only historical ciphers.

z*Ibid., 133. 25 137.
* Ed.'s Note: This subject is treated in the essay by Johannes Pfeiffer.
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In one word: Ciphers do not only give no knowledge of Tran-
scendence but the experience of Transcendence through ciphers

varies along with the historical habitat of a given Existent.

(“Historical habitat” is used here in a wide sense. Thus, e.g.,

it certainly depends also on the intellectual gifts and the educa-

tion of a given person whether, say, a painting by Van Gogh
achieves metaphysical significance as a symbol of Transcendence.)

The significance of the “definition,” that Transcendence is

reality without potentiality, emerges here again: It is claimed that

the impulse of fundamental metaphysical experience is exactly

to reach this point beyond the isolated experiences of potential-

ities, viz.. Transcendence, the nothing but real which is Being as

such.^® It is significant that this quasi-ontological account of

Transcendence appears here, where the concept of the “direct

language of Transcendence” is introduced. This is apparently

the content of Transcendence which is common to all ciphers,

which belongs to their essence. (Their amazing variety is treated

in a second part of Philosophie, Vol. Ill, chapter 4 : The World of

Ciphers.) The following question could now be asked: is Trans-

cedence, thus qualified, not already touched upon in ‘existential’

decisions or in absolute consciousness? Why then ciphers? The
answer is that, beyond the experience of finality, there is in, and
because of, ‘existential’ experience a “presence” of Transcendence,
something that corresponds to objectivity: the transparency of

the world of objects, i.e., the ciphers. Transcendence, as it were,

does not remain hidden, as in the experience of finality, but
assumes “perceptible language” in ciphers. Expounding Jaspers

one might say: Existent constitutes the depth of the total empirical

I and it can live its part only in the form of empirical conscious-

ness and within an empirical world. The necessary condition of

Existent: to be here — one might also say, the essential character-

istic of consciousness: to partake in the cleavage between subject

and object as co-extensive with intentionality (in Husserl’s sense)

— requires that Transcendence be represented in quasi-objective

form, if there is to occur an authentic experience of Transcend-

ence going beyond the impalpable experience of finality. I say

“quasi-objective” because Transcendence can, of course, not take

on an object character (which would only mean appearance over

again) . The idea is rather that empirical objects may become
symbols of Transcendence in the way indicated. This happens

only in ‘existential’ conduct. Here Transcendence can, beyond
the experience of finality, manifest itself in the different mode of

WJbid., 131.
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the empirically given, as its transcendent background as it were,

and this manifestation is quasi-objective. (We have omitted the

intermediate chapter 3: ‘Existential’ relationships to Transcend-

ence, which connects the notion of Existenz as such with the read-

ing of ciphers by Existenz. We shall return to this chapter briefly

in another context.)

2. Another question suggests itself: Is the difference between

individual ciphers due to the empirical element in them, so that

their divergent contents do not infringe upon the unity of the

one Being conceived along the lines of the quasi-ontological analy-

sis of Transcendence? This is not Jaspers’ view. “A bare ‘beyond’

would be empty and might just as well not exist.”®’’ Paradoxically,

“there is totality and unity in every symbol qua appearances of

Transcendence,” “every symbol remains one individual aspect of

Transcendence.”®** One is reminded of the coincidentia opposi-

torum of Nicolaus Cusanus. While existence “is constituted in

relationships between itself and others” — by mutual implication

as it tvere — this antithetical relationship does not hold for the

different aspects of the one Transcendence: the One is at the

same time manifold. There is one point, however, which distin-

guishes Jaspers from such a coincidentia oppositorum: Transcend-

ence in its aspects is not separable from the Existenz experiencing

it; Transcendence is only acces.sible in the “obviously paradoxical”

form of “immanent Transcendence.” The access to Transcendence

is not separable from the character of a particular Existenz.^ This
non-Cusanian element, the inclusion of a subject, suggests the

idea that the differences or even contradictions of the ciphers

among each other might all be explained by the different subjects

experiencing them. But this is not Jaspers’ view. Precisely this

separability of Existenz and Transcendence is rejected, and the

differences cannot therefore be attributed solely to the different

Existenzen but belong also to Traniscendence itself, even though
it is the One.

We have arrived at a main manifestation of Jaspers’ irrational-

ism. In the last resort it is tp safeguard this inseparability, to

formulate it and to bring it into relief, that the great later work.
Von der Wahrheit, was written.*®

saibid.,m. 28 /6,u, 1 S8 .

* Ed.’s Note: Jaspers uses the terras "symbol” and "cipher” interchanj^eably here.

Cf. Kurt Hoffinan’s essay in this volume.

29 Ibid., m.
30 1 have given a short analysis of this work, together with a criticism of its main

epistemological problem in an article, "Karl Jaspers’ Buch Von der Wahrheit,” Ar-
chiv fiir Philosophie, Vol. V, Nr. 2 (1954), 170ff.
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The unity of Transcendence becomes eloquent in true, though
occasionally contradictory, aspects which are experienced ‘existen-

tially’ and which are expressed symbolically in the quasi-objective

language of ciphers.

“The standard to apply is no longer that of scientific and
methodical inquiry aiming at a final result; the issue is: ‘existenti-

ally true and ‘existentially’ ruinous symbolism. What broke down
in its cognitive claim remains as a symbol for a mode in which
self-being knew its Transcendence.”®^

We are left with the ambiguity of ciphers in the sense that

different Existenzen will adopt the one Transcendence in a num-
ber of ways. Any interpretation will be unequivocal for a parti-

cular Existenz precisely at the moment of adoption; the inter-

pretation will “at the moment of historical presence become un-
ambiguous for Existenz, unexchangeably and unknowably so

[even] for itself” (“unknowable” because speculative interpre-

tation gains its certainty only from the “direct language” of

Transcendence) .*® Not only the individual Existenz but also “the
Transcendence giving fulfilment to this particular Existenz” is

“non-interchangeable” and only in this sense unambiguous. It is

even possible that the same person will, at different “high mo-
ments” of his life, experience as true different symbols and
speculative interpretations, even new symbols. In this sense am-
biguity belongs to the essence of ciphers. If any one cipher would
be “final” — it is argued— “perfection,” absoluteness would enter

the realm of finite being, i.e., the realm of the existence of

Existenz. If one wanted to outtheorize Jaspers and separate the

factors involved, one might say that the ambiguity of ciphers is

due to finiteness; conclusiveness and absence of ambiguity, in

turn, is due to the — in each case historical — attainment of

Transcendence. Both factors are, for Jaspers, inseparably one
in the reading of ciphers. (It is characteristic of the ambiguity

in question that a mutually elucidating exchange among all

ciphers, including the mythical ones, is possible.®®)

In view of the ambiguity of ciphers it will be well to look back

to our starting-point. The unifying factor which reduces am-
biguity at every historical jucture to conclusiveness is the One,

Transcendence, which is experienced as reality without potenti-

ality. In this sense Jaspers will say “it is sufficient that Transcend-

ence is;” but this Transcendence will, perceptible through its

particular cipher-language, be “granted” to individual Existenz

nibid., 148. SZIbid. iS Ibid., 150.
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in its transcending experience of certainty and yet, at the same

time, according to what we said above, be prehended in freedom.

HI, The Cipher of Foundering

In the context of Jaspers’ main work the concept of “foundering”

comes as the last great theme, unifying the whole in a new climax.

It would have been of little value to discuss foundering in isola-

tion; our main task was rather to outline Jaspers’ whole account

of Being which finds a precise expression in this concept. It is

not true, however, that an understanding of foundering is de-

rived automatically from the views stated previously. It involves

a new element.

Foundering signifies the fruitlessness of all endeavors to reach,

from a finite basis such as consciousness-as-such or even from self-

sufficient Existenz, a satisfactory access to Being, i.e., to arrive at

the absolute. More will have to be said about this presently.

For the moment it may suffice to say that in Jaspers’ explicit

treatment of foundering towards the end of the work it takes

on another sense or function: foundering itself comes to be a

cipher, a cipher determining all other ciphers. Therefore it was
unavoidable to speak not only about the basic concepts of Existenz

and Transcendence but also to deal with the idea of ciphers of

Transcendence, In spite of the limitations of this essay, we had
to look into this particular language of metaphysics.

Let us consider the explicit treatment of foundering in Vol. Ill,

ch. 4, part 4, We find a division: Factual foundering (faktisches

Scheitern) is, as it were, simply the consequence of all fruitless

endeavors to reach ultimate Being. Turning his attention to this

failure, Jaspers then asks in what way foundering itself is inter-

pretable, in what way it can be a cipher for something and have
a referential character: factual foundering is understood ‘existen-

tially’ as a cipher.

This dichotomy reflects the division of the above-mentioned
passage. A peculiar thing happens to the latter alternative, i.e.,

the interpretation of foundering as a cipher: Foundering admits

of interpretation, of reading it as a cipher, but there are also

remainders — so to say — of foundering, remainders encountered
in the world, in regard to which not even that kind of an inter-

pretation is meaningfully possible. This is then the actual diffi-

culty: foundering may remain an uninterpretable cipher. One
may ask (with Jaspers) if this whole system of metaphysics is
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not thus doomed to founder. In what sense this is not supposed
to be the case will be our final problem.

Let us first remember clearly that for Jaspers foundering does
not emerge only at this juncture, but that for him all the various
ways of transitoriness and all vain attempts to remodel them
cognitively or actively into “enduring being as such” (Sein schlecht-

hin als Besiandf^ are types of human foundering. Naturally,

therefore, the concept of foundering occurs already in early

passages of the work; as a matter of fact, on the very first page
where Jaspers reflects on the breakdown of any attempt to obtain,

by way of ontology, durable Being as something objective, inde-

pendent of my situation.35 Similarly, the concept occurs in the
introduction to Vol. Ill, the “Metaphysics,” not as related to con-
sciousness-as-such (which is the vehicle of universally valid know-
ledge and also of ontology) , but as related to Existenz.^^ The oc-

currence in passages acting as preludes either to the work as a

whole or to Vol. Ill may be an indication of the paramount signi-

ficance of foundering. In accordance with the dimensions of the

work, it is small wonder that the concept is made to cover the

different factual forms of foundering as they occur. There would
be little use in making a list of all these; because something may
be a case of foundering even if the term has not been used (e.g.,

in a number of descriptive analyses where Jaspers declares that

it is impossible for positivism as well as for idealism to arrive

at a comprehensive conception of the world) . Nevertheless we
may hint at two uses of the term which are of particular impor-

tance to the concluding section and thus have a significance for

Jaspers’ views as a whole.

What I have in mind is, first of all, so-called “formal transcend-

ing” which, in demonstrating the contradictions of ontological

reasoning and the absurdity of any claim to understand God, Be-

ing, naught, etc., keeps the way open for the positive ‘existential’

metaphysics of ciphers.®'^ It became apparent, in Vol. I, that philo-

sophical “world-orientation” cannot arrive at an all-embracing,

closed system like those of Aristotle, Hegel, positivism or idealism.

In Vol. Ill, where we concentrate on Transcendence and the di-

vine. the dialectic of foundering in thought appears: It is already

a case of “transcending” if human speculative thought (which is

never superfluous but always an inevitable attempt to comprehend
the transcendent) tries and concentrates on its own antinomies and
contradictions, viz. on the attempt to objectify and contemplate

what is non-objective. Transcendence. Through this failure of

8*/6i<I.,222. 86 a. also 1, 58. 86ni,8. 87Z6,U,ch.2.
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consciousness-as-such with regard to a rational comprehension o£

Transcendence, philosophy comes to realize the limits of its think-

ing. If this means tliat fundamentally the way is cleared for a non-

objective contact with Transcendence, then even this merely “for-

mal” transcending indicates something positive: to touch on a

boundary means to touch on something else beyond that bound-

ary. “Contemplating the non-absolute I touch indirectly on abso-

lute Being.”*® And again: “Philosophical thinking of God which

gains certainty in the foundering of thought prebends thus the

‘that’ not the ‘what’ of the godhead.”*®

If foundering is a metaphor for thwarted endeavor, then the

ontological attempt — mentioned at the beginning of the work —
to arrive at a conclusive account of Being by way of thinking or

of consciousness-as-such is the thwarted endeavor. As in III, 43 and

54, foundering serves, here too, to characterize the rejection of the

traditional, ever-repeated approaches of metaphysics; thus the way
for the existentialist approach is cleared. Foundering is to become
the great symbol for all endeavors — not only those in terms of

thought — bent on Transcendence. It is not by accident, however,

that the notion comes into prominence in connection with the

rejection of what used to be the via regia to Transcendence:

thought and reasoning. But it is significant that foundering is not

restricted to a negative function but appears here in the positive

one intimated by the last two quotations. The simile of “coming
up against a wall” makes this even clearer.

It would be tempting to pursue the ways of formal transcend-

ing which exemplify foundering in the sense indicated above.

Within the scope of this essay, however, I can only say that Jaspers’

analysis of the great antinomies of being is meaningful also for a

metaphysics more sceptical than his. He who does not “believe” in

Jaspers’ fulfillment (of which we shall talk at once) will probably

stop short of the discovery of such worldly contradictions, because

they are the last stage metaphysics can reach. But this is only a

marginal comment from outside of Jaspers’ system.

We must go on to the second important aspect of foundering.

We can deal with it briefly because in this connection foundering
is treated in line with the previous idea that foundering on a bar-

rier makes me aware of just this barrier. It is here that the simile

of “coming up against a wall” reveals the true meaning of foun-

36 Ibid., HI.

39 Ibid,, 39; I refer readers to a helpful passage from Jaspers' Von der Wahrheit,
136: 'The result of such 'somersaulting' thinking ($kh iiberschlagenden Denken) is

not a stable knowledge of God; but: that we can and must think in this manner is

a pointer towards Transcendence."
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dering.*® We do not mean the failure of speculative thought to

solve the rational antinomies, but the fact that Existent sympto-
matically finds itself in ultimate situations in which it fails. To
experience ultimate situations and to exist are in fact called one
and the same thing. They exhibit, in a certain parallelism with
the antinomies of thought, the antinomical structure of our total

being, as Existent— not consciousness-as-such — experiences it. To
the few details given above (p. 305) I can add here but litde

from part 3 of the chapter on ultimate situations, e.g., the idea

that “the valuable is tied up everywhere with conditions which
are, as such, of negative value.’ Life is tied up with death, free-

dom goes with compulsion to choose only a limited possibility,

etc.; a state of affairs which, following Heidegger, is labeled

“guilt.’’*2 Before we turn to the concluding section of Jaspers’

work let us simply note that in the part of Vol. II which deals with
ultimate situations Jaspers has succeeded in giving descriptions

which convey a very clear picture of the concept of foundering, in

its double meaning of “coming up against a wall” and of “tran-

scending the wall existentially.” I particularly want to point out
here the ‘existential’ conquest of death — as contrasted to all the

“faulty proofs of immortality.” We may, e.g., see such mastery in

heroic courage in the face of death, where it would manifest itself

as certainty of super-apparitional Being.*®

Now we come at last to the passages in the final chapter which
deal explicitly with foundering. It has been mentioned before that

Jaspers begins with modes of actual foundering. The heading

reads “The multiple meaning of actual foundering,” and we find

first (1) an enumeration of these different modes; (2) subsequent-

ly the multiplicity of meaning of these different modes is com-
mented upon.**

The first point, the enumeration of modes of foundering, sub-

divides into the above-mentioned dichotomy of failure of thought

and failure of Existent. Here we should note the following: The
“World-Orientation” demonstrated already the foundering of all

life in death, that of history in progress (down to the menacing
annihilation as a result of new weapons). The attempt to escape

into thought, into the world of timeless validity of values and
standards, and of absolute truth, fails too. These topics point to

important tenets within the system as a whole with which we could

not deal. We saw, while discussing ciphers, that there can be world-

immanent objective truth, but that the ultimate truth is one of

40 Ibid., II, 203. « Ibid., 250.

42 Ibid., 247. 4S Ibid., 220ff. 44i6»U,III,219ff.
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Existenz, not one of universal validity (therefore formulations such

a “failure of logic in relativity,” “emergence of non-rational truth

as surpassing knowledge”).'*'* Quite generally, timeless objectivity,

i.e., universally valid standards and ideas, such as ethical values,

are regarded as “not only unreal but void.”'"* jaspers confronts

such timelessness — which he calls duration — with ‘existential’

reality which has access to eternity in quite another way: eternity

is athwart of time (cf. above, pp. 30if)

.

Next in the enumeration of modes of foundering follows the

discussion of foundering of Exislcnz: “the in-itself of Existenz”

fails; “wherever I am authentically myself, I am not only myself.”*'^

Finally there is a mode of foundering where Existenz has express

reference to Transcendence and yet founders: foundering in the

face of Transcendence. In the passage under discussion it is illus-

trated briefly in this way: “In tlie face of Transcendence thought

fails because of the passion for the night.”'*® On the basis of what
we have said so far about Jaspers’ system this passage cannot be

understood. We have to add that the “Metaphysics” has three

parts: between the chapter entitled “Formal Transcending” and
the one called “Reading of the Cipher-Script” stands one called

“Existential Relationships to Transcendence;” [‘passion for the

night’ is one of these relationships]. In the whole chapter on “rela-

tionships” the attitude of Existenz before Transcendence is treated

in its subjective aspects, so to say; its — likewise antinomical —
structure is revealed and interpreted as “defiance and surrender,”

“uplift,” etc. The level of discussion lies beyond illumination of

Existenz and thus metaphysical and religious attempts at solutions

begin to appear, e.g., the attempt at a theodicy, or the different

God-concepts. Cipher-reading is here “search” for Transcendence
through certain antithetic ‘existential’ attitudes. Volume III (apart

from the disposition and Introduction) is divided into three parts:

(1) Formal Transcending; it “keeps tlie way open” for (2) the

quest for Transcendence (the ‘existential’ relationships), and for

(3) the only form of finding Transcendence, viz., the reading of

the ciphers in which Transcendence attains “presence.” Here,

then, is mentioned the third among four antithetic relationships

to Transcendence: the “passion for the night.” It is impossible to

give an account here of this profound paragraph. Just to comment
on the suggestive title; We would mistake Jaspers’ intentions if

we claimed that he rejects order in the human domain as brought

is Ibid., 220. 48 Ibid., 22a.

47 ibid.t 220; to be interpreted in the sense o£ what we discussed on pp. 302ff.

48 Ibid.
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about by reasonable rules and conceptions.^® Without reasonable
order, without the ‘law of the day’ (Gesetz des Tages), man, who
is not only Existenz but necessarily existence also, could not live.

The ‘passion for the night’ appears as the antithesis to reason
(which Jaspers tends to emphasize strongly in Von der Wahrheit);
it is, so to speak, an ultimate and insurmountable experience, not
assimilable to order, though justified as “exception” in the eyes

of Existenz. It appears in a variety of ways: as passion for death,

with its well-known connection with Eros,®° but also as unavoid-
able “inhumanity” such as that which forced itself on the mind of

a statesman like Cromwell.®^ A mythological interpretation of

these opposite worlds is the belief in a good and a bad world-
power (e.g., in the ancient Persian religion). But in reality every
attempt at a “synthesis of both worlds” fails.®^

This may be sufficient to indicate what, in our enumeration of

forms of foundering, may be the meaning of foundering in the

face of Transcendence. It is foundering of Existenz inasmuch as

Existenz has express reference to Transcendence (this is why it

comes under metaphysics and not under illumination of Existenz);

it is foundering because a compromise or adjustment between
the opposing orientations, each of them experienced and justified

by Existenz, cannot be obtained. We will have to ask in what re-

spect there could be another form of foundering before Tran-
scendence.

After the enumeration of the forms of foundering we now turn

to the second point: the multiple meaning of foundering (we shall

return to the previous discussion presently and we shall also have
more to say on the foundering of Existenz). Jaspers considers it

necessary to discuss the multiple meaning of foundering because

the variety of forms of foundering is “confusing” if the meaning
of foundering in each of them is left undifferentiated. Jaspers

starts by saying that foundering happens only to man, not to

animals, being a response to the “ambiguous” or “equivocal”

(nicht Eindeutiges). After the above-mentioned antithesis of

failure of thought and failure of Existenz we should expect these

two kinds to appear as the main varieties of meaning. This is quite

40 Cf. especially the chapter on “Subjectivity and Objectivity” in vol. II, where
Jaspers demands participation in the state and its rational order which, however,
constitutes an inexorable “tension” in relation to Existenz, the ultimate court of de-

cision. In the more recent Origin and Goal of History Jaspers goes so far as to ac-

knowledge principles of natural law. As an example of foundering we might mention
that the attempt to establish an everlasting world-order in terms of unlimited prog-

ress betrays in a significant way the failure of consciousness-as-such, the faculty of

order. Cf. the references mentioned above.

60 Philosophie III, 105. 51 ibid,, 107. 62 Ibid,, IIS.
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trae. But we are surprised to find that failure in ultimate situa-

tions and even failure in the ‘existential’ relations to Transcend-

ence are grouped together with die first of these kinds. All these

forms of foundering are supposed to have a meaning similar to

that of foundering in consciousness-as-such and the whole group

is contrasted with foundering “on a different plane,” i.e., founder-

ing of Existenz, which exhibits the second main variety. That

means obviously that also in the experience of the antinomic

structure of ultimate situations and in those futile attempts at a

“synthesis” of the ‘existential’ responses to Transcendence, rational

compromise is being sought. This group, therefore, comprises the

ways by which man, qua existence, “unavoidably” tries to win

the upper hand over Uiose “real” antinomies through thinking.

It is indeed a fact that man lives not merely as Existenz, but that

he exists also and that, even in his ‘existing,’ he also thinks; he

even thinks in reading ciphers. This then, viz., thinkability, is the

aspect under which foundering in the ‘existential’ relations to

Transcendence is to be understood first of all: Those kinds of

‘existential’ experience which cannot be mastered in thought, i.e.,

foundering of ‘existential’ experience itself, cannot be understood

in this fashion and thus form a natural contrast to those which

can. Here come now the other forms of foundering set out above:

the experience of freedom in which Existenz learas that it cannot

absolutely rely on itself: the ‘existential’ “guilt” of having to

choose: furthermore the realization that truth is in the last resort

not demonstrably valid for everybody, but is variable in relation

to Existenz, as we discovered when discussing ciphers— an ob-

servation which applies equally to the field of ethics (here used in

a wide sense) where truth is .supposed to surpass all attempts at

general validity.

Here we might mention that, in accordance with his style —
which is actually not our concern — Ja.spers does not, as might
appear from our account, give a complete list of all forms of

foundering and then divide them carefully according to their

meanings. He does make a distinction between mere enumeration
(or “representation” as he has it) and elucidation of the meaning,
but his way of handling the problems is more labile; the differ-

ences between the individual phenomena are not clearly marked.
I mention this with an eye both to the preceding part of this e.ssay

and to what is to follow. In an important concluding passage Jas-

pers introduces a new aspect which brings the previous form.s of

foundering into a new light.

It may look like an exacerbation of a, by now familiar, idea
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when we hear that Existenz, as it fails in its craving for self-suffi-

ciency, comes up against its limits and thus becomes open to

Transcendence. This would mean the “success” both of Existenz

(which is said to be authentic only in its reference to Transcend-
ence) and of its contact with Transcendence. A new feature, how-
ever, now comes to light: The authentic self as well as Transcend-

ence may remain in abeyance (sich aushleihen) and, since to force

the issue is impossible, I will not know to what extent I am to

blame. This leads to the most astonishing formulation of founder-

ing: “Even if all honesty and readiness seem to be there, I may
fail, with neither philosophical confidence, nor God’s word, nor
religious security being of any use to me.”®® This puts into nega-

tive language the familiar idea that Existenz, in spite of its free-

dom, “is granted to itself” inasmuch as it is rooted in Transcend-

ence. We can detect here a somewhat new meaning which calls

for our attention. The idea of Existenz as something bestowed does

not only mean that it is not causa sui, but also that Existenz may
be denied, in spite of all good will, to become Existenz in a full

sense, i.e., to experience itself in relation to Transcendence. We
should note that this does not refer to a lasting state of affairs, as

if there were a predestination of those who might never be called

to authentic Existenz. What is meant is that the depth of experi-

encing may vary: what I am being granted now may be withheld

at some other time. — This consideration will be of importance

when we come to deal with the notion of “ultimate foundering.”

The note of potential ultimate foundering has been struck and
the section now under review®* continues with the question which

seems to lead from an account of actual (or mere, non-symbolic)

foundering to its interpretation. Is foundering really annihilation

or can “Being be revealed” through it; can foundering be coinci-

dent with eternalization? This section is called “Scheitern und
Verewigen” (foundering and eternalization), therefore. Inasmuch

as the second section following thereafter has the title, “Deutung
der Notwendigkeit des Scheiterns" (interpretation of the necessity

of foundering),®® one might wonder if the section preceding it

does not in fact contain an “interpretation,” or if the above divi-

sion is wrong. We should recall that Jaspers has a peculiar vague-

ness in contrast to our, necessarily systematic, interpretation. In

the present section, “Foundering and Eternalization” foundering

is claimed to be a cipher,®* where we are no longer dealing with

5S76,U,221.

55I6jU,227.

04J6W.,221ff.

68i6W.,22S.
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actual foundering in isolation but witlr foundering as transparent

for something, introducing us to something.”

,
;

I Turning now to foundering as access to eternity, the theoretical

elements are already known to us. If “foundering is the end” —
tliis is the result of the previous considerations — and if the escape

into the realm of timeless validities leads into the void, the only

authentic being we are left with, following the earlier argument, is

“the concrete and present reality of the being-itself of Existenz.”^^

And here lies a positive answer to the above question whether

foundering is coincident with eternalization. I have picked out

two views which, brought together, give this result. First, the

essence of Existent is freedom, and ruin and destruction can there-

fore also freely be taken on — in contrast to mere accidental tran-

sitoriness and subjection to it we can, so to speak, “adopt” foun-

dering; the corresponding cipher is “amor fati.” Secondly, in the

free prehending of foundering we are supposed to experience or,

past all conscious experiencing, have access to that timelessness

which is eternity within time, “athwart of time.” In it Transcend-

ence, which is not tied to our apparential time, will shine through.

It would be a mistake to see in this free adoption a will to fail.

It is a feature of man as a unity comprising existence not to will his

foundering but to promote, say, reasonable order. The positive

attitude towards foundering which Jaspers has in mind is “dar-

ing,” courage to take foundering upon myself. If I do what is in

my power, regardless of the possibility or eventual necessity of

foundering, I live in a certainty of action surpassing the temporal

and actual. After such daring “activity” I may well fail.

Penetrating more deeply, there is a difficulty in these words;

The cipher of foundering becomes “manifest” (offenbar) to “Exis-

tent which, perishing qua existence, produces it [this meaning-
ful cipher] qua freedom; which founders qua Existent and thus

finds its ground in Transcendence.”®® One could be led to think

that Existent fails only in its apparential component, namely as

existence only. Here, however. Existent itself founders. The dif-

ference is that with the word “foundering” (Zerschellen) is linked
a positive feature: foundering on the rock of Transcendence.*
Existent, whose “body” is its realization in existence, experiences

*57 On the other hand, let us realize that the subsequent section does not read
"Interpretation of Foundering*' but "Interpretation of the Necessity of Foundering."
We have, so it appears, levels or aspects of interpretations and, on the whole, our
main division seems to be justified.

ns Phihsophie III, 222* ns Ibid., 223.

* Ed.'s Note: Here Jaspers uses Zerschellen — the literal translation of "founder-
ing" in the narrow, nautical sense — as a metaphor.
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the shipwreck of this reality. Existenz possesses, however, a non-
apparential depth, its root in Transcendence, and from there will

come the echo that it dared rightly. The free daring of Existenz

has Transcendence for its basis, and even in its ultimate founder-
ing it can assure itself of that. Existenz can read this assurance in

a cipher which it “produces while undergoing annihilation qua
existence.” “The cipher of eternalization in foundering appears

only if I do not want to founder but dare to.”®® Judging merely
from appearance, the “contradiction” involved will stand — but
foundering becomes a cipher with regard to Transcendence. In
genuine foundering Existenz touches Transcendence and therein

lies eternalization. In this sense foundering itself is cipher.

It will be clear from this that Jaspers’ foundering is far removed
from any mystical “other-worldliness,” if this should have any
quietistic significance. The following section can be taken as an
appeal for action irrespective of inevitable failure, I cannot dwell

here on all the important points of this section, “Verwirklichen
und Nichtverwirklichen" (realization and non-realization) . Let
me mention only one which could have been listed among the

forms of actual foundering. In passing we remarked on page 301

that for Jaspers communication between individual Existenzen

belongs to the "existential’ essence of man, whereas universal

validity is only a matter of consciousness-as-such. E.g., I cannot

possess truth in isolation, but only through exchange with others

can I be sure of my truth. Similarly, in the part I play in model-

ling the world, I must allow for the freedom of others and exercise

consideration. But — and this brings us to the kind of foundering

we want to outline here — in communication with others, too,

I will eventually fail, and yet in doing so “Being will be re-

vealed.”®^

We come now to what I have called another level of interpre-

tation, the “Interpretation of the Necessity of Foundering.”®®

Here we expect an answer to the question whether there must

be foundering. We might say we are dealing with something like

a theodicy of foundering. Such an interpretation would mean,

of course, the creation of a new cipher in terms of existentialist

philosophy. Before dealing with that, however, we must mention

that, at the end of these justifications for foundering, appears

something new, an ultimate level of cipher-reading: the uninter-

pretable. It leads to the point where interpretation passes into

silence, i.e., it leads to what may be called Jaspers’ mysticism.

In the following section®® the basic elements are arranged in

60 /Wd. 61 16,u, 226. 62jr6,d.,227ff. 68I6»U
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antitheses in such a way that foundering appears as a necessary

consequence. (1) The timelessness of “ideal being” (universal

truths, etc.) and the duration of everything factual are lumped

together as a kind of inert permanence, whereas, in comparison,

profound transcendent Being is accessible only in those moments

when that entirely difEerent eternity, athwart of time, is percep-

tible. Inert eternity is set against a, quasi living, eternity which

freedom can prehend for an instant at a time. There is no way

in which freedom can aspire to Transcendence, unless it fails in

its obedience to those inert kinds of eternity; that is, unless their

claim for totality is broken. (2) The second antithesis is that

between freedom and “nature;” they cannot be reconciled with-

out foundering. Freedom can find realization only in the world,

in nature. Existenz is real only in the form of existence, not as

pure Existenz; it can realize itself only against the resistance of

nature. Nature, however, on its part, is not only resistance to be

mastered by Existenz, but is itself rooted in the quite other realm

of Transcendence, and it “revolts” therefore against that mastery

which is Existenz’ task. This is why Jaspers speaks of an “antinomy

of freedom.” “To become one with nature” (not trying to master

it but submitting to it as to being-as-such) “brings about the

annihilation of Existenz qua freedom; to offend against it pre-

cipitates its breakdown qua existence.” It holds, therefore, <ilso

for this second antithesis that foundering is a necessary corollary

to freedom. (3) Existenz must fail because it exists and realizes

itself only as finite existence, and yet it must by its essence “sur-

pass, in its absoluteness, the bounds of finiteness.” The world of

existence, in this view, is constituted as a world of restrictions, of

compromises, etc. Existenz in its boundlessness offends against

this stability by disturbing it. For this “guilt of absoluteness

Existenz must do penance and founder. It founders because it

aspires to things infinite,” because it wants to impose its un-

conditional absoluteness on the conditional world of existence.

This offense against the constitution of the world is seen on
one hand as an “exception”®** — cf. Jaspers’ illustration of Crom-
well — on the other hand, however, this offending and consequent

foundering is considered essential to Existenz as such, a conse-

quence of its true being. This is one of those “oscillations” which
seem to belong to Jaspers’ style. A similar one is noticeable in

64We should note in passing that this is a particularly relevant passage about

Jaspers* ethics: The two types of ethics, that of universally valid standards and that

of the unconditional *existential* ''exception” stand in opposition to each other, thus

each relativizing the other.
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the following point (4) . What I have in mind is this: under
points (2) and (3) we were dealing with that sort of foundering
which Existent incurs through its realization in nature and in

the world of history, i.e., qua its alliance with existence. It was
to such finiteness that absolute Existent stood in opposition. Now
finiteness is claimed not only for Existent qua thrown into nature
and the world, without its consent, but — and this is the new
point (4) — finiteness holds also for Existent qua individual.

Contrary to Schopenhauer, the multiplicity of individuals cannot,

for Jaspers, be a matter of appearance only; Existenten are always

just this or that Existent. This squares with Kant’s assumption
of numerous intelligible egos. One might therefore ask if, irrespec-

tive of its necessary failure qua existence each Existent will fail,

purely by itself, as such. This cannot be, inasmuch as Existent lives

only in the form of existence, is not “here” (da) by itself. Never-

theless, we find here a philosophical motif which could be called

the idea of “primordial foundering:” to become finite, to separate

from comprehensive Being, is seen as a kind of apostasy, a kind of

primordial guilt.®®

Jaspers calls this a “mythical conception;” but we know that

such a conception is a cipher also and may contain truth, though
it will not be true in the sense of objective, unequivocal knowl-

edge. The primordial guilt of finiteness (as I would like to call

it) cannot strictly be experienced as such by Existent. Existent

finds itself allied to an antecedent will to survive as existence.

Existent can master this blind force (e.g., in a heroic attitude

towards death) and surpass the bounds of finiteness [in the sense

of (3) ]. “Only then, at this absolute level, is unavoidable guilt

realized.” If “guilt” refers here to that mythical conception above
— viz., that finiteness or individuation, though unavoidable, con-

stitute an apostasy — we have, strictly speaking, an oscillation.

According to (3) there was an experienceable “guilt” of founder-

ing at the world-order of existence, and then, secondly, there is

that primordial “guilt” which is experienced in foundering: the

metaphysical apostasy incidental to individuation is the basis for

(1) the guilt that can be experienced in existence, and (2) for

foundering in the world of existence.®®

The following paragraph®’’ refers back to foundering in exist-

65 Cf. Anaximander's gnomon about the penance the things have to do in atone-

ment for their separate existence, lately revived by Heidegger in his Holzwege,

66 1 remind readers of “original Nothingness" (Ur-Nicht) in Heidegger's concep-

tion of guilt (cf. Sein und Zeit), which is claimed to be the basis of all guilt in the

customary sense. Cf. also the theological antithesis of original sin and factual sins.

6T Philosophie HI, 230.
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ence: “In exislence Being is not only veiled but reversed.” As

Existenz is compelled to realize itself, to “create” itself in the

world, it looks as if existence is the only thing there is. This is

the “fundamental fallacy with regard to Being, to believe that

it is identical with existence.” Only through the experience of

foundering can this fallacy be resolved. With this statement

Jaspers returns to the main trend of thought, that of a justification

for foundering. He continues to the concept of ultimate, i.e.,

uninterpretable foundering.

With point (5) of the present section (Interpretation of the

Necessity of Foundering) we reach the turning point: There

are conditions where this interpretation of ciphers breaks down,

too, because thought is no longer met by a “matching content.”

Foundering becomes uninterpretable. Jaspers mentions three

varieties: (a) Ruinous destruction as opposed to constructive

annihilation (the prototype is mental disease which, unlike an-

nihilation in death, cannot be prehended by my freedom)
.

(b)

Premature destruction of potentialities already apparent. 1 will

pass over the loving description of human beings living in the

“lonely torment” of non-realization in “unknown heroism.” Such

persons may win a kind of new “substantiality” which will again

admit of meaningful interpretation. Over and above such non-

realization of embryonic potentialities, claim is made for cases

where “potentiality as such is ruined” and all that remains is

“uninterpretable Nothingness.” (c) Jaspers considers the possi-

bility of the annihilation of historical continuity through the loss

of documents and of all evidence telling of valuable human
activity. This would be “the ruin of oblivion” which also defies

meaningful interpretation.

We have now arrived at tire concluding and most difficult sec-

tion of Jaspers’ work, “Die Chiffre des Seins im Scheitern" (foun-

dering as cipher for Being) . It occupies a key position of such

nature that, admittedly, with its acceptance or rejection the whole
system will stand or fall. The uninterpretable annihilation of

which we have just spoken is such that not only “will all existence

fail us,” but “foundering itself is only the presence of Nothing-
ness, not a cipher any longer.”®® Through ciphers Transcendence
was to be made present; intuition or thought were to find a

(though merely symbolical) content. Here now such a content

is no more available and all transcending, therefore, so far confi-

dent to gain a "hold in Being,” is “like a delusion,” “To live

without transcending, however, is to live in radical despair, with
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only Nothingness left.” Therefore we must ask if this ultimate
uninterpretable foundering might not, beyond all interpretation,

become a ‘‘potential cipher.” If at this stage foundering is to be
considered a cipher — in apparent contradiction to the previously

stated collapse of any cipher-reading — it will have to be in a
sense quite different from the ordinary conception of cipher-

reading.

Before we go into detail, let us try and give a provisional answer
to the last c^uestion. It is not in a quasi-objective understanding
but only in a peculiar experience that this ultimate uninterpret-

able foundering can win a hold in Being. In Jaspers’ description,

an ‘‘incomprehensible leap” from anguish in the face of Nothing-
ness to calm is possible, establishing contact with Transcendence
without meaningful interpretation. Since without interpretation

“no determinable content” is given, such an experience must be
simply “silence.” We can here talk of a cipher only in the sense

that this muteness becomes in turn an “ultimate cipher” which
is “no longer definable;” “it remains open, therefore it is silent.”

This is a preliminary sketch of Jaspers’ most important views

which lead from quasi-objective experience in cipher-reading to

that pure non-objective experience parallel to the unio of the

mystics, where similarly all objectifying understanding ceases. We
will realize that this is the climax of Jaspers’ irrationalistic doc-

trine. It is so important that we must look more closely.

Before we study Jaspers’ account of the problem we must direct

our attention to another oscillation in the passage on the “un-

interpretable cipher.”®® First, a merely “contemplative” approach

to foundering is set over against genuine foundering as an experi-

ence, without which we would “fall back into finite existence.”

This means, if we performed the foregoing analyses with their

justification only as rational analyses, we would make of them a

complete system of speculative knowledge about the world. Inter-

pretable foundering, too, will establish contact with transcendent

Being only if it is experienced as foundering. Then, however,

Jaspers returns to the discussion of non-interpretable foundering

to which no contemplation can do justice. Jaspers gives short

comments on the three varieties of uninterpretable foundering

which we mentioned in the preceding paragraph.'^® The transition

from ordinary foundering to such “ultimate foundering” is not

facilitated but rather blurred by a passage inserted before the

reference to these three ultimate varieties, not really referring

to them but to another example of cipher-reading: “No one can

89 Ibid., 233. nihid.
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know why the world exists; perhaps it can be experienced in

foundering, but it cannot be told.” For this famous problem

there are certainly legitimate ciphers, take e.g., the theological

analogy of God’s creative will, for one. It is true, if one tries to

transform a cipher into objective knowledge, a statement, a “tell-

ing” of its content will certainly be impossible. But this limitation

is not identical with that silence to which the next sentence re-

verts; the silence before tliat which lies beyond interpretation,

which has no meaningful cipher.

We shall turn to this oscillation (or, if one prefers, contradic-

tion) presently. In any case, the following remarks refer to that

silence which results when we are face to face with the uninter-

pretable. Above we have explained in what sense it is “silence.”

We will now have to see in what way sometliing can be asserted

about it. Let us bear in mind, too, that many religions accept the

concept of a “holy silence.”^^

He who wants to give an answer (or a meaning) to this silence

can merely “speak without saying anything.” “Face to face with

meaningless ruin” (that first type of ultimate foundering) “an

answer may be the plain awareness of Being,” the “conceptually

empty,” simple “it is.” It is interesting that Jaspers compares

Being with matter here. “In all the transitoriness of world-patterns

matter remains the downright other, but indifferent, being.” The
likeness lies in the indeterminacy of both, transcendent Being and
matter. Being, however, is not indifferent: “ ... it is intrinsic

Being in whose dark meaning essence shines.” This basic essence

is inaccessible, incomprehensible in its meaning; but this obscur-

ity to which no clarifying determination can do justice is an in-

dication of the indeterminate One which shines through it. This
indeterminate obscurity is not a nothing, it is lit, as it were, by
the great positivity of Being.'^®

If matter in this comparison is also “one,” qua indeterminate,

transcendent Being on the other hand, contrary to the indifference

of matter, is the essence, the supporting basis of all determinate,

apparential being, it is the Being.

This point, which Jaspers just hints at, I have enlarged on a

little. It lies in the direction of negative theology. We should,

however, remember that such considerations differ from those of

negative theology in that they may not be taken as accomplished
knowledge but only as symbolic circumlocutions of what will

71 Cf. G. Mensching: Das heilige Schweigen (1926),

72 In Von der Wahrheit the idea of the one ''Encompassing*' is brought into
prominence.
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retnain: even in the face of ruin. Being, transcendent to ruin, will

be experienced.

In the light of this inaccessible Being, the two other varieties

of ultimate uninterpretable foundering — the unexploited poten-
tialities and the ruin of oblivion — can also refer to temporal
being only; only within temporal being are potentialities wasted
and achievements forgotten. They do not infringe on transcendent
Being which is not subject to temporality. All three are varieties

of the same empty formula, called “being.”

Next, before we reach the leap from anguish to calm,^^ follows

quite a different reflection. In it, unexpectedly, this uninterpret-
able silence is raised to universal significance in that all previous
ciphers are made dependent on it for their meaning. Foundering
comes to be the encircling foundation (umspannender Grund)
of all ciphers. What does this mean? If worldly existence or indi-

vidual Existenz were self-sufficient and did not, as in ultimate
situations, come up against the wall of Transcendence, there

would not occur that “presence” of Transcendence which the

ciphers effect. Our passage does not emphasize so much the aspect

of the diversified quasi-objective contents to be accorded to the

ciphers, as that of contact with Transcendence which gives such
contents meaning and life. Foundering, with its twofold function,

the positive: to connect with Transcendence, the negative: to

precipitate destruction, is this contact.

All ciphers consisting of an interpretation of the different

forms of foundering are “called in question” from the standpoint

of this uninterpretable foundering. If foundering in its purest

form, incapable of any meaningful interpretation of symbolic

content, cannot be accounted for satisfactorily, are not all the

other, richer experiences of foundering untenable? In this sense

our attitude towards that universal foundering decides the valid-

ity of all ciphers. From here they derive their “resonance,” their

confirmation. The uninterpretable itself becomes an “ultimate

cipher,” not filled with content but “open,” inconclusive.'^*

Truly we have here the fulcrum of Jaspers’ metaphysical doc-

trine as he himself admits. The question is: can this doctrine as-

similate ultimate foundering, come to terms with it? What has

been said on it in the way of assertions was only “empty” speaking

about what is intrinsically silence. In fact, on this central point

rspkilosophie m,2H.

74 The transition from uninterpretable to universal foundering resonant in all

ciphers (and the dependence of the former on the latter) may supply the solution

of the oscillation referred to on pp. 325f, above.
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it is difficult to say more than what has been said above. The

answer lies in the leap from anguish to calm which is the “most

enormous,” “the most difficult and incomprehensible” step man
can succeed in making. It is not to be explained or expressed in

concepts, it can only be experienced. Jaspers, however, does say

a number of things about the “a quo" and the "ad quern” of this

leap from anguish to calm, and also on the totality of this experi-

ence and its effects on the life of man in the world. So we must

try and bring out a few points.

As is well known, anguish (Angst) has a prominent place in

existentialist philosophy, beginning as early as Kierkegaard. Its

significance — open to criticism which we shall here not under-

take to make — is to reveal man intrinsically. This would be a

large subject on its own account, which we could not raise here

even if we restricted the discussion to Jaspers.* Anguish is ex-

perienced in ultimate situations (e.g., anguish before death); in

them Existenz comes up against the limits on which it founders.

So much for a brief account of anguish. But where we speak of

uninterpretable foundering, anguish is carried to extremes: “ulti-

mate anguish” corresponds to “ultimate foundering:” “intrinsic

anguish . . . considers itself ultimate and there is no way out of

it.” In this anguish we realize we cannot leap over the abyss and

yet, incomprehensibly, this leap into calm can succeed.

This leap presupposes dread before the abyss, fear of sinking

into Nothingness: but it does not presuppose such anguish as a

cause. Causal inference is a matter of objective knowledge about

the world. The leap that is meant here is unknoxvable spontaneity.

Existentialist freedom occurs here in Jaspers in an extreme and

incomprehensible form, as a leap over the abyss revealed through

anguish. If we take a glimpse at other existentialists, “dread before

freedom" signifies the response to the fact that I have to choose,

spontaneously, in a leap as it were, one and only one of my pos-

sibilities. “Nothing,” e.g., will keep me from jumping down a

real precipice.™ In any case, dread in this connection seems to

signify something of a more general nature than the anguish of

which our passage speaks, viz., anguish before Nothingness in

the experience of uninterpretable foundering, “ultimate an-

• Ed.’s Note: Cf. on this the definition and reference given in the Glossary at the

beginning of this book.

TB This formulation refers to Sartre. In Part I of Vitre et le ndant dread (angois-

se) before a real precipice is used as a central illustration for the essence of freedom.

For Heidegger, too, dread and Nothingness are, however differently, yoked together

— a central feature of his “system." Cf. particularly his Sein und Zeit and Was ist

Metaphysihf
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guish.”* Bearing in mind what has been said on the resonance
the ciphers derive from universal foundering, this ultimate
anguish should not be taken in a too limited sense: it is founda-
tion, it constitutes, together with our leap into calm, “the basic

fact of our Existenz in existence.” Down to the last pages of

Jaspers’ work it is emphasized that anguish is a “most mysterious
turning-point” where “even the language of Transcendence can
be dispensed with.” But then again its general significance is

visible in the fact that the ultimate experience of a leap from
anguish to calm is a prerequisite for “facing the real world un-

flinchingly.”

This is subsequently elaborated. “Mere anguish” without ven-

turing the leap “conceals from itself its own nature by clinging

to pieces of knowledge that put it at rest.” Empirical existence

is thus made to believe that it can grasp its own nature completely

and shape it accordingly. This would be “mere” calm, fallacious

because it endeavors to overlook the fact that existence is not

the whole. (A problem is touched here which, in my view, has

found no satisfactory answer either in Sartre or Heidegger: How
can anguish keep itself at bay, how can it avoid being experienced

all the time? How can it have a central significance if it is such

a rare phenomenon?) Both, mere anguish and mere calm “con-

ceal” tlie “real world” which is disclosed, so to say, only on the

basis of that being which belongs to it. It is through venturing

the leap that the world will become visible on this foil. The leap

does not, like “mere” anguish, blur the issue of foundering, but,

with “authentic” anguish at its root, it is coincident with founder-

ing, made possible by it. Ultimate anguish plunges the whole

finite world into the light of Nothingness; the leap, however,

which, in a way, reaches the firm ground of Transcendence, re-

turns a positive meaning to the finite world; it does not let it

fall into Nothingness but re-attaches it to the reality.

This process in which “self-being is bound up with utmost

proximity to reality” is never complete. A final (irrevocable)

reality would founder no more (would no longer be called into

question by foundering) , and thus would be incompatible with

the finiteness of man and Existenz. The leap is, so it appears,

reserved to "high moments.” To bridge this gap, as it were in

psychological terms, Jaspers introduces another attitude or re-

* Ed/s Note: To distinguish the two interpretations, ”anguish,'' in preference to

“dread/* was chosen as translation of Angst Usually Angst and angoisse are trans-

lated with “dread/* Cf. Existence and Being, excerpts from Heidegger*s works, with

an introduction by W. Brock, Chicago, 1949; and Existential Psychoanalysis, J. P.

Sartre, N,Y., 1953.
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sponse, that of endurance (Dulden), as “the way preceding ac-

complished calm.” He constrasts “passive endurance,” a mere

letting-things-be or non-resistance, to “active endurance,” endur-

ance in the realization of foundering. There will not always be

enough strength to realize foundering; which is the same as saying

that active endurance will not always fulfill its function of pre-

cipitating calm through foundering. But, once foundering has

resulted in a leap, that kind of endurance is possible of which

Jaspers says: “Endurance will hold on to Being in spite of foun-

dering in which the cipher remained in abeyance.” (Here “ci-

pher” comprises the uninterpretable cipher which can, like the

others, be lost sight of; even then, however, endurance, patience,

equanimity are possible.) This incongruity, not always to be able

to perform the leap, produces that great virtue of the mystics,

equanimity.

Dependent on the experience of the leap — which is also de-

cisive for all elevation through thought and interpretation — en-

durance, with its varying power to bring about contact with

Transcendence, is seen as a kind of permanent attitude which

determines the relationship of man towards himself and his

world. But this is perhaps saying too mui;h in view of the follotv-

ing paragraph.

The assurance of Transcendence gives, even if the “language”

of cipher-reading breaks down, a security, a hold, an infallible

calm in the midst of existence. But “this certainty, dependent
on the presence of Existent, cannot in time be constituted as an
objective guarantee, but must disappear again and again. How-
ever, when it is present, nothing can prevail against it. It is suffi-

cient that there is Being.’”^® It may be well not to link this passage

too closely with the reflections on endurance. As the work draws
to a close, in two final paragraphs tlie emphasis is on those “ac-

tive” experiences of Transcendence which are possible at the

turning-point of uninterpretable foundering. If a permanent pos-

session of certainty is not possible, this need not exclude that

there is, based on the experience of certainty, permanent equa-

nimity, distinct from the “objective guarantee” which is rejected

— a frame of mind for which “it is sufficient that there is Being.”

“Truth is where foundering Existent is capable of translating tlic

ambiguous language of Transcendence into the plainest certainty

of being.” We know that the wealth of interpretative ciphers have
their significance and value in making Transcendence “present”

and we realize that they are ambiguous. Even if, as in ultimate

i^PhilosophieXSl.m.
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foundering, no significant cipher is left, there may still remain
that leap into calm which, in itself silent, purports “Being” and
has its hold in transcendent Being that surpasses the world.
We come to the concluding paragraphs which survey, as from

a summit, the whole work. Only if the world of existence becomes
transparent (for the underlying Transcendence) , that is, only
through the adoption of foundering can Existem be truly world-
open: “The world becomes unspeakably beautiful in its abun-
dance rooted in Transcendence.” This realization leads to investi-

gation (world-orientation) and an active contribution towards
the shaping of the world. This absolute calm may “afford in fleet-

ing moments a vision of perfection;” but it is only a “vision”

with the significance of a cipher (e.g., it would be fallacious to

cherish the idea of a perfect world-wide welfare state as a con-

crete aim) . The world with all its beauty and

with its co-existent terror [remains] a question which, for temporal
existence, will never be conclusively answered once and for all, even
though individuals have the power to endure [it] with a clear mind
and [are able to] find rest . . . Not through intoxication with perfec-

tion but following the ways of suffering, with our eyes fixed on the

inexorable face of worldly existence, in absoluteness of self-being and
of communication, Existem may achieve that which cannot be planned
and whose meaning is perverted if it is desired: in foundering to ex-

perience Being. (End of volume III.)

In connection with these last pages of Jaspers’ metaphysics,

one more thing may be added: in his analysis of the incompre-

hensible leap from anguish to calm, we may detect a kind of

“argument” for the existence of God. It is not objective proof;

but like all other metaphysical assertions, it falls into the realm

of speculative ciphers. I need but quote one sentence to give an

idea of the kind of “argument:” That man succeeds in the “enor-

mous leap must have its reason beyond the existence of the self;

his faith connects him indeterminably with the being of Tran-

scendence”^'^ (similarly two paragraphs further on). Not proof

but faith is the link with Transcendence. The “proof argument”

just cited and its “must” I take to be a reflection on the immediate

experience of the leap. The reflection is not intended as proof

with a claim to universal validity, but as an elucidation of the

immediate experience of the leap. It belongs to this experience

in the same way as the innermost core of Existenz, as given in

‘existential’ consciousness, always has an admixture of reflection.’^®

77 Ibid,, 235. 78 Stated expressly, e.g., in the later Way to Wisdom, 56.
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It would be a new problem to go into Jaspers’ concept of faith

and to investigate the “doctrinal faith” which he gave in his book,

The Perennial Scope of Philosophy. Essential to it are the dich-

otomy and yet the intimate unity of immediate experience and

cipher-reading, of which we have spoken. In our case the unity

is one of leap, “proof argument,” and faith. The proof argument

is a covering cipher, an interpretation of the leap, it is “philo-

sophical faith,” elucidating immediate experience.

Regarding the interpretive reflection, it is certainly as a philos-

opher that Jaspers tries to elucidate an experience tvliich cannot

be self-evident in its import; but it is not as a philosopher work-

ing with scientific methods in search of universally valid truths,

but as one who derives faith from his Existent. His experience of

faith is offered to other human beings in communication, wonder-

ing if they, too, have this experience and can believe this way.

Such philosophy is in its entirety illumination and indirect com-

munication of immediate experience, it is not psychological ob-

jectifying of such experience or argument for God’s existence.

Indirect in Kierkegaard’s sense: everybody must himself make
the experience, a direct transmi.s.sion of the experience or of the

accompanying belief is impossible.

* # # # *

With this comment we find ourselves plunged into a conclud-

ing appreciation which cannot altogether avoid striking a critical

note. If we survey the complex network which we have tried to

present and interpret, the relationship between Existent and
Transcendence is twofold: (1) the immediate experience of

contact with Transcendence and (2) the “language” of Tran-
scendence, the ciphers. Wliat separates Jaspers from myths or

dogmatic convictions of religion as well as from tlie speculative

systems of Hegel and others is this: The latter take all their as-

sertions to be objectively true, i.e., as reflecting existing facts

correctly, independent of man, and with a claim to universal

validity. Jaspers, on the other hand, takes the same assertions to

be merely ciphers. Objective knowledge exists for him only in the

realm of empirical existence. Now that another approach to

superempirical Being, i.e., the immediate experience of Tran-
scendence, exists (or rather, can be achieved by Existent again and
again) , those assertions become, if not for everybody in the same
way, symbolic representations of this immediate relationship re-

flecting Transcendence, however divergent, or contradictory, the

symbols may turn out to be. We dealt with this aspect on page
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310 above. Here we must point out something else: The security

afforded by the objective claim of the old teachings is, in Jaspers,

replaced by the virtual opposite, foundering. The very fact that

all quest for perfection and security in the realm of finite things

is doomed to failure gives the certainty that “there is” Transcend-
ence.

We shall not repeat here the individual stages of foundering
and their interpretation but merely suggest the following: foun-
dering becomes the new great cipher for the philosophical ex-

perience of Transcendence. But it is not only a cipher. Rather
is it the experience of foundering which is fundamental. This
became particularly apparent when we spoke of ultimate founder-
ing before the abyss of Nothingness.

What separates Jaspers from the old teachings is, thus, not the

opinion that genuine contact with Transcendence cannot be
established through the medium of their dogmas — they may very

well be the expression of genuine experience — but (1) the em-
phasis is placed on the experience of foundering as a key experi-

ence (the experience of foundering occurs, of course, elsewhere

also, especially in Christianity)
; (2) the reduction of all objec-

tifying assertions to mere ciphers. From the key experience of

foundering is obtained the new key cipher of foundering, first

that of interpretable (meaningful, significant) foundering, and
eventually that of uninterpretable, mute, complete foundering.

After this reminder, the points most liable to criticism can be
stated. (1) Will all these experiences really establish contact with

Transcendence? In view of the facts it will, for example, not be
denied that there is something like a leap from anguish to calm
— this must have been one of Jaspers’ basic experiences. But will

Transcendence, divine Being, really be “touched” in this leap?

Much could be said about this point,™ particularly in comparison

with mysticism. If Jaspers did see in the contact with Transcend-

ence an ecstasy, a union of man with God, and an extinction of

everything finite, we would be treading on old paths. The con-

tact with Transcendence, however, keeps the distinction between

the individual Existenz and the one Transcendence intact®® but

79 I have attempted a detailed analysis of this contact with Transcendence in an
article mentioned above. Cf. fn 30.

80 It is interesting to note that Jaspers, in Von der Wahrheitj places the unio

mystica as another kind of transcending beside the existentialist ones already known
to us. As far as I can see, Jaspers himself has not accomplished the change-over to

mysticism (he retains the non-dissolution of individual Existenz), but has recognized

the “approach of mysticism” as something “the experience of which cannot be de-

nied.” (Wahrheit, 137; cf. Ill and 187).
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at the same time denies it, because such clear-cut opposites belong,

for Jaspers, exclusively to the world of objects. This would be a

coincidentia oppositorum, in which a merging not only of aspects

of God, but of God and man is envisaged (cf. above, page 310)

.

From this follows (2) : If we add to our misgivings about the

consequences of the experience of contact [with Transcendence]

our doubts about the idea of the coincidentia oppositorum, our

criticism will have to start right at the beginning of Jaspers’ sys-

tem, at his epistemology. We must raise the question whether

objective knowledge will give objects only in relation to an ex-

periencing subject, or whether it could also lay hold of what is in

itself. In this respect Jaspers is closely connected with Neo-Kant-

ianism, but differs from it in assuming an accessible in-itself,

the transcendent of Transcendence. Incidentally, the hostility

towards objective knowledge (if we may put it that way) , a

basic character of irrationality, is not only a feature of Jaspers,

but is shared generally by existentialism and other current trends.

We cannot here enlarge on this problem and its current-day

aspects.

Let us formulate briefly the following misgivings: (1) Does
foundering involve coming up against a wall of Transcendence

which is thus experienced as existing with certainty? (2) If so,

will I not, at one with my Existent, experience a genuine non-I,

the surpassing Transcendence, i.e., something opposite me, other

than I? Or is the difference of I and non-I a characteristic of

“object knowledge” in Jaspers' sense, so that it belongs exclusively

to the empirical world?

For all who — like the author of this essay — cannot agree with

Jaspers on these questions, his metaphysics is an interpretation

of experiences of conviction which owe their character, as con-

nectives between Existent and Transcendence, only to philosophi-

cal thinking. To take these interpretations for more, for ultimate

truth, is indeed a matter of faith. To give reasons why philoso-

phers who, like myself, do not share Jaspers’ views, nevertheless

follow him with keen interest, would take too long. It is better,

in conclusion, to restrict ourselves to a few remarks. In an age

which has largely lost its belief in the Christian dogmas, and
which in its uncertainty and anxiety in the face of the future

looks out for a new “hold,” such a hold in divine Being is offered

here in a doctrine that retrieves the basic religious values without
a sacrificium intellectus. In this sense Jaspers practices a far-reach-

ing “demythologizing” (Cf. Bultmann’s Entmythologisierung)

and he says with regard to myths and revelations that his philos-
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ophy tries to retain their contents, though their claim to validity

cannot stand.®^ This endeavor, the sincerity and diflSculty of which
we have witnessed, is in fact an appeal to all who seek a spiritual

hold and have access to philosophy. It leads the way to undog-
matic religion by means of philosophy (in some respects compar-
able to the young Schleiermacher) . We have attempted to reach

an understanding of this way in its relationship to the key-note of

the doctrine, foundering. So we have at least complied with

Jaspers’ demand for “communication.” Whether it will be pos-

sible really to go this way and seize this “hold on Being” through
experience and philosophy, is another question.

Johannes Thyssen
Philosophische Fakultat
Universitat Bonn

81 Philosophie III, 71.
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RADICAL EVIL: PRO AND CON*

J
ASPERS tells what often happens to him when engaged with’

the history of philosophy: for a time he is charmed by the ra-

diant clarity of the Greeks. Yet it is impossible to tarry with
them: inevitably he feels himself drawn away from them to the

profundity of St. Augustine. But there again, when the radicalism

of conscience finally threatens to obscure and do violence to the

intellect, the urbane brilliance of Athens beckons anew. As
against this, it is noteworthy that, in an area some centuries

closer to us, Jaspers no longer permits himself the same freedom
of happy alternation — I refer to the contrast between Goethe
and Kant. True enough: the respective contrasts are hardly com-
parable: and yet, Kant and Goethe seem also to represent two
worlds in juxtaposition, each complete in itself. To the reader

Jaspers’ inclination and capacity of alternately attending to each

appears positively immense. Yet, philosophical duty demands a

return from so superficial a pleasure — which would indulge itself

equally joyfully and persistently in both worlds — to concentra-

tion on “the one thing needful.” At times one thinks to have

struck a central point in Jaspers’ philosophy by asserting that

one of its essential convictions is the necessity of coming to a

decisive choice between Kant and Goethe. If one persists on this

path, the highest possible reach for truth reveals itself, indeed, to

be connected with such a decision — and it then appears compul-

sory to cast the decisive vote in favor of Kant. One has the feeling

that this philosophy, which rejects the external form of a system,

here congeals into an internal system of its own; that all the wide-

open vistas beyond the horizons — together with these horizons

themselves on which they depend — actually revolve around a

hidden, yet fixed center.

Jaspers’ decision in favor of Kant and against Goethe stems

* Translated from the original German by Stanley Hubbard and Paul A. Schilpp
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from a deep-seated point of experience and reflection: from the

experience of Evil and from the inquiry into its nature.

*****
“On the basis of long experience and of fundamental con-

viction I have come to the conclusion that only by testing one’s

own, supposedly ‘ultimate’ attitude against his conduct in the

face of sharply put and entirely concrete problems, can the in-

dividual’s real desire become clear to him.’’ I’his suitcmcnt of

Max Weber might well occur to anyone who believes he has come
to a genuine understanding of Jaspers’ basic philosophy by letting

himself be lured by its conspicuous ‘attitude’ towards so sharply

put a problem as that of ‘Evil’ to an examination aimed at investi-

gating no more than precisely this attitude. But, is ‘Evil’ (or:

‘Radical’ Evil), in that case, really such an ‘entirely concrete’

problem, in the sense of the passage cited from Max Weber’s

letter?^ Is it not, rather, highly abstract? Or is the relation per-

haps reversed in philosophy, so that what is the most abstract

conceivable (Evil) would tlien be, for it, tlie most concrete? In

Jaspers’ view’, ‘Philosophy’ — philosophy-as-such — serves virtually

as a definition of man as man; and, of it I believe he would say

(although only under certain conditions) that in reality and in

essence it lives from this inversion: what to tire common man is

most abstract, for philosophy is the most concrete, i.e., what is

originally given to its type of experience.

As over against this, however. Max Weber seems to insist upon
the everyday sense of this statement — and he seems to do this,

not as an advocate of ‘common sense,’ but rather by virtue of

that philosophical potency which Jaspers has taught us to see in

Max Weber’s life and work. Weber’s statement retains its naive

sting. In circumambulating Evil — Radical Evil — philosophically,

Jaspers finds himself obliged, as it were in the name of ‘philos-

ophy,’ to decide against Goethe, and proclaims this decision to

be a philosophically unconditional or necessary one — by no
means as an ‘objective’ philosophical truth, to be sure, but never-

theless as the indispensable condition for the very possibility of

primal philosophical truthfulness. This rather looks like an
‘ultimate’ position. Max Weber’s statement diverts our attention

from such ultimate positions to the superficies, where differences

of concrete behavior expose motivations of choice which, insofar

as he is right, are also still effective even in ‘supposedly ultimate’

positions. It is not philosophy-as-such which, for the sake of some
1 Max Weber, Political Writings (Correspondence Appendix), 474.
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possible highest and only truthfulness, constrains us to decide
between Kant and Goethe; rather, a concrete and specific philos-

ophy has made its decision between the two in terms of acts of

genuine, i.e., personal choice. Max Weber demanded that such
personal choices dcclai'e themselves in science (and, for that mat-
ter, in philosophy too, I suppose) by way of a discussion of the

objective possibilities of those various modes of conduct, from
among which the acting subject (in our case, Jaspers) sacrifices

the one by choosing the other. According to Max Weber’s con-

viction and claim, such an impartially comparative “discussion

of values” would mean, in complete transparency, to assume re-

sponsibility. both in behalf of one’s self and of others, for the

hidden ctnotions of him who makes the sacrifice, for the hidden
struggle inhering in the choice, as well as for the hidden pathos

of the evaluations and devaluations effected thereby.

In his philosophical view of Radical Evil we find a definite,

deeply rooted aspect of Jaspers’ philosophy ending up at a distance

from and in tension with Max Weber’s philosophy, both in meth-
od and in content.

Regarding Method:

In order that, in dealing with the problem of Evil, he may
advance straighttvay to the philosophically ultimate, Jaspers skips

the ‘discussion of value’ between the positions which Kant and
Goethe had taken in the matter. Within limits there is indeed

an extremely fine weighing of positions, but no fully carried out

discussion of values in Max Weber’s sense. To the extent that

such a di.scussion takes place, it leads to a view of opposed possi-

bilities of human conduct: to choose between them is an affair

of the person philosoplii/.ing, no longer one of philosophy as it

appears in Jaspers.

Regarding Content:

Max Weber’s philosophy was interested in the ethical conse-

quences which religious experience and fantasy have in the be-

havior of the respective believers in their everyday or extraordi-

nary, inner situations. He traced, so to speak, the return-flight of

ideas: the landing operations of religious and philosophical specu-

lation on the fields of mundane (everyday-practical) existence.

Proceeding with liis inquiry in the exact opposite direction,

Ja.spers seizes on Kant’s view Radical Evil. In approximation to

the Kierkegaardian hierarchy and order of rank as it rises from

the aesthetic by way of the ethical to religious existence, Jaspers
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shows that the Kantian ethic — which, he is convinced, undev'

stood the essential depth of Evil — possesses infinite religious

significance precisely insofar as its practical value (as a regulatory

instrument of human conduct) is trifling, is, indeed, rendered

available, as it were, only by way of misunderstanding its philo-

sophical import. Here Jaspers’ philosophizing deviates not merely

from Max Weber’s trend of interest, but deviates, to some degnx*

at least, also from Kant himself whom he interprets. In the eour.se

of this interpretation. Radical Evil takes on a significance cjuite

surpassing in extent and import its significance in Kant. On the

strength of Kierkegaard’s belief in human Existenz from an

absolute origin, Jaspers inflates the already highly demanding

claims of Kant’s ethics. Such a central idea, which illustrates this

most clearly, is, for example, determined by the very points

where, in Jaspers’ agreement with Kant’s concept of Radical Evil

— surpassing that of Kant — one sees the appropriation of Kierke-

gaard’s thought and belief shining through. Here the “integrity

of philosophizing,” which Jaspers perceived in Kierkegaard’s life

and works, emerges as a controlling factor, which also plaj'cd its

part in his agreement 'tvith and surpassing of Kant. For Max
Weber “integrity” (as ‘intellectual honesty’) was epitomized

chiefly by the pathos of Nietzschctin unmasking analyses (in him-

self this pathos persevered even less prejudiced, less masked titan

in Nietzsche). But, Nietzsche di.strusted every kind of belief and
thought which encompasses and contains the concept of Rtidicttl

Evil: he fought, this concept — out of “integrity.” And. as it seems

to me. Max Weber, in order to clarify matters of fact in qitestion,

again demands a recognition and investigation of this hidden
struggle between Nietsche’s and Kierkegaard’s [use of] integrity

(using his technical language, he again demands a “discussion of

values”) . For the sake of the unity of ultimate philosophical

truth, Jaspers was inclined to let the differences in content be-

tween Kierkegaard’s and Nietzsche’s modes of belief cancel each
other out; he was of the opinion that the radical integrity com-
mon to both was the medium in which a deeper “resolution” of

their comparatively non-essential differences could be seen to be
effected. Did this inclination perhaps lead him to overlook the
fact that the radical differences in the attitudes of both to “.sharply

put, entirely concrete problems” was so great that they broke
through the form of a “general” integrity (common to both) ,

-
that they led to an integrity in the one totally different from that
in the other? At this point Jaspers — by his taking the tliought and
existence of the two as “exception” — was evidently diverted from
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kindling a discussion ol values in Max Weber’s sense. The prob-
able result, oi such a discussion would have been the revealing
ol an irreconcilable, natural and substantial (subjective and ob-
jecti\'c) conflict between Nietzsche and Kierkegaard, affecting

even the essential differences of form.
In jaspers’ eyes, for anyone who thinks and philosophizes as

an “exception,” the content which could easily be distinguished
(and is worthy ol being distinguished) and learned is not impor-
tant, but rather the itppealing form, whiclt precisely puts totally —
:uid thus, so to speak, without making distinctions — in question
what is established in all assumptions which relate to content.

'I’o his general concept of the exception (as over against “author-

ity” in life and philosophizing) Jaspers has given a specific stamp
by attacliing it to the lodestar of Kierkegaard’s self-interpretation.

For Kierkegaard, being exceptional meant existing in the eminent
sense. Hotvever, existing in the eminent sense signified to him
martyrdom, suffering, the perishing of happiness. Nietzsche, on
the other hand, decisively refused to be exceptional in this sense

or to "exist eminently” in this sense, just as he also “disenchanted”
and “unmasked” suffering, m.arlyrdom and perishing (once again,

in sharpest contrast to Kierkegaard) . And at this point too we
now sec Max Weber following Nietzsche in substance as well.

Indeed, at all the intimated points in question: Radical Evil,

.suffering, exception, integrity, I .see Max Weber siding substan-

tially with Nietz.schc and, at the .same time, — together with Nietz-

.sche — siding with (locthe against Kant and Kierkegaard. If, then,

Jaspers ‘opts’ in favor of Kant’s concept of Radical Evil and thus

at heart in favor of Kierkegaard, and if— moreover — he expresses

and articulates his option everywhere as a carrying out of the

choice in Weber’s .sense, the extent of the sacrifice involved in

this option must reveal itself forthwith: by dint of it there is

sacrificed not merely a great part of Goethe but also of Nietzsche

and, above all, important (and, as I believe, decisive) aspects of

the views, thought, and philosophizing of Max Weber.

I.

In his famed and .so extremely well nuanced lecture on Goethe

(in Frankfurt, 1047) .
Jaspers spoke, among other things, of

Goethe’s limitations, as was certainly most appropriate in view

of the German habitual penchant for blind idolatry (Fuhrer-

verchrung). Even though Jaspers himself would never formulate

it thus, except conditionally and even then only by using explicit
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remonstrations — one might simplify it by saying that Goethe’s

limitations are revealed, for example, in a near angry or even

outspokenly angry rejection — in the figure of Newton — of mod-
em natural science as a method of procedure. They arc i-cvealed

too, perhaps, where there has been talk — for the most part unjust

and of a moralizing nature — of Goethe’s [so-called] ‘fickleness in

love.’ Revealed, finally, where, in view of the tragedy or of the

frightfulness of world history, he cither averts it or withdraws

behind mollifying interpretations. This last point concerns our

theme. Jaspers probes this limitation of Goethe also with greatest

caution.

Goethe mastered his horror of world-events not by self-deception

but by aloofness. He sees and touclies the terrible. But the closer he
comes to this unfathomable, the more hesitant his words become. In
the end he hides behind silence. But, on his way there, he now and
then utters desperate phrases. On the other hand, he rejects it when-
ever the cleft in existence is, with philosophical decisiveness, openly
maintained by a thinker. Thus he indignantly rejects Kant’s knowl-
edge of Radical Evil.

A passage from one of Goethe’s letters is cited as evidence of

the ‘indignation’ with which Goethe repulsed Kant’s (conclusive)

“knowledge” in the matter in question: K.:int had “slobbered his

philosopher’s gown” with his doctrine of Radical Evil. But that

Goethe did not remain ‘aloof’ to Kant’s alleged ‘knowledge,’ but,

on the contrary, reacted with plain aggressive anger and felt it

to be a ‘sacrilege’ — this fact does not appear in the passage quoted,
nor does it appear later in Jaspers’ further discussion of their

differences.®

At the end of his lecture Jaspers sums up:

Although we ourselves are infinitely less than Goethe — it is pre-
cisely Goethe’s limitations that we have pierced .... In breathing his
atmosphere, we must not let ourselves be prevented from doing what
he himself concealed: looking into the abysses. In Goethe rve find, as
it were, recovery and encouragement, but not release from the burden
placed upon us, nor guidance through the world that is ours and
which Goethe did not know.

2 In the letter cited, Goethe had written to Herder and his wife (from the en-
campment at Marienbom near Mainz, June 7, 1793): Kant too, “after having em-
ployed an entire lifetime in cleaning sundry nasty prejudices from his philosopher's
gown, has sacrilegiously slobbered it with the stain of Radical Evil in order that
Christians, too, might be enticed into kissing the hem." In Jaspers’ address on
"Kant’s Radical Evil," this passage is luUy cited, i.e., inclusive of the ‘sacrilegiously

’

and is even supplemented by reference to Schiller’s similar indignation. This ap-
pears characteristic of Jasper’s sense of justice: in the address on Goethe, Kant, as
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What is this incredibly new kind of a world which Goethe did
not know but ^vhicll Kant, on the other hand, in his philosophical

insight, is supposed to have anticipated and seen through? What
kind of knortiledge is it which Goethe blindly rebuked and blas-

phemed? Was it really “knowledge?” Or were these, perhaps,

merely Kantian interpretations, comprising his choices within
them? But liow, then, could Jaspers accept— and impart — them
as “coiu:lusive?” Let’s see. What was it that caught Goethe’s eye

when he received the April 1792 issue of the Berliner Monats-
schrift. with Kant’s article "On Radical Evil?” Kant begins with

statements and then develops his interpretation. He states that

Evil manifests itself in man on three levels of his nature:

1. In his predisposition to animality, i.e., in the realms of self-

preservation, reproduction, and natural sociality: three areas

which man has in common with the beast.

2. In his predisposition to humanity, i.e., on the level of the

exercise of his intellect and in the realm of man’s ability to think

of himself as “I,” an ability which elevates him infinitely above

all otlier living beings on earth.

3. In his predi.sposition to personality, i.e., in the realm of tlie

fact that man can experience himself as free, subject only to the

law of his own reason.

1. In the predisposition to animality, in the realm of tlie in-

stincts of self-preservation, reproduction and gregariousness, Evil

appears in the form of the vice of bestiality: in the brutality of

the struggle for existence, in tire ravages of lust, in “negative

association,” i.e., wild lawlessness towards others. Here Kant
scarcely offers interpretation; he simply states the general experi-

ence of natural drives in their evil effects, i.e., the manner in

which they are generally felt to be so by the doers as well as by

the opponent, is given preponderance. In the recital of Kant’s views, his opponents

express themselves, conversely, by the more forceful quotations. Nevertheless, even

here the impartiality, at the decisive point, does not prevail. Their words are not

taken up, receive no weight in the issue itself, which is subsequently treated with-

out their participation. In Jaspers’ opinion, their argument cannot be valid in the

matter: they portray Evil — it is summarily maintained — in an “aesthetic grandeur”

which as such affords no real access to it but rather “veils” it, since it does not lend

itself to direct presentation.- On the theme of poetic “veiling,” Thornton Wilder, on
the other side of the Atlantic, proposed his counterpoint to Jaspers’ German Goethe

lecture: he sees Goethe, in contrast to Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Carlyle, Emerson and

Browning, as “proof against anxiety,” “Goethe was not afraid. One may almost say

that Goethe gained his confidence by having deep insight into the very things which

caused consternation in others.” (Our translation from Thornton Wilder’s “Eine

Rede wlihrend der Goethetagung in Aspern, Colorado, 1949,” in Perspektiven #1,

Frankfurt, 1952).
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those affected. Nowhere did Goethe object to this knowledge.

Anyone may check and see that the strange lack of peuieptivity

in Kant’s oddly telling, brief and dry enumerations is, at each of

the points mentioned thus far, in full concreteness verified in

Goethe’s poems, reflections and maxims, not merely incidentally

but with the full power of his soul. Thus the horrors of the

French Revolution — the savage struggle for existence, the per-

verted lust, the gregarious frenzy of the abasement and annihila-

tion of fellowmen — affected Goethe more directly :ind far more

violently than they did Kant; because Kant’s immediate feelings

were sheltered and toned down by his will to believe
(
his belief

in the idea of freedom, which he thought he recognized in the

Revolution) , with which we are all familiar. Cioethe, not Kant,

was capable of suffering much as we suffer from the “cleft” in

existence of which Jaspers speaks, at least where naked evil is

concerned, a sphere which is indeed decisive for “our” experience

and world. If, as Jaspers believes, our world tvcrc actually severed

as if by a total abyss from that world which had no knowledge of

what has “caused us, in terrible anxiety, to lay aside :tll books,

even Aeschylus, Shakespeare and the Bible,” then our world

would seem to be more radically severed from Kant than from
Goethe.'*

2. Within the predispo-sition to humanity, Kant ascertained that

evil appears in the form of the vice of intellect, whenet'er man
uses his intellect as a means of comparing, with evil zeal, his own
T with the T of others. Envy, jealousy and ingratitude crop up.

Kant calls them vices of culture. Goethe liked to quote these

Kantian statements and concepts, agreed completely tvith them,
and offered detailed illustrations of them. Unlike Kant, who from
a certain architectonic love for his classifications tended to stop

8 It is known that Goethe was extremely vulnerable to terror. In such a .situation

he experienced that not only could he not read books, but also that he no longer
could talk with anyone.

Concerning his experience o£ the French Revolution, cf. Goctlie’s '‘scheme” for
the 2nd and 3rd parts of his trilogy, "The Natural Daughter:”

I. ...Absolute despotism, without any actual sovereign. Fear of nothing. In-

trigue and violence. Rage for pleasure. Dispeisal downwards.

IL Subordinate despotism. Fear of higher ranks. Ganglia govcrnnients hy proxy.

III. Obscure, dawning situation. Fomentation from below. The lawycv\s trick.

Aspiring soldiers. Bestiality practiced everywhere.

IV. ... Loosened l)onds of the last form.

The mass becomes absolute.

Banishes those who falter.

Quashes those who resist.

Debases what is high, elevates what is low in order to debase it again.

Cotta Anniversary Ed'n, 12, 366.
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slioit of their boundaries, Goethe remarked that what is penetrat-

ingly ‘wicked’ originates above all when the vice of egocentric

comparing (uses with the vices of brutality to produce a total ef-

fect somet imes merely bizarre, but sometimes also dreadful in char-

acter. Otnittitig the many bizaiTe (‘malicious’) aspects of the mat-
ter,* I .shall cite only one example of the dreadful type. Once, when
.someone accused him of being a pagan, Goethe replied: “I, pagan?
But I permitted Gretchen to be executed and Ottilie to starve

to deatli; isn’t that Christian enough for the people?” The cruelty

of man as a Christian which Goethe had in mind here is, to be
sure, too complex a phenomenon to admit of adequate compre-
hension in terms of the predispositions to animality and human-
ity, even tvhen these are considered together. This cruelty is

practiced in the name of higher perspectives transcending both
animality and humanity. With this we reach the point, however,

where Kant and Goethe part company: because here no longer

mere assertions and ‘knowledge,’ but interpretations and vari-

ously pointed evaluations come into play.

3. In the realm of man’s predisposition to personality, Kant sees

Evil as consisting in man’s infidelity to his destination for free-

dom. The vice of pensonality is one and only one. It consists in

the partial or entire and voluntary surrender of the performance

of duty for the sake of duty alone (an act which is free from all

natural impulsc.s) in favor of an act performed from natural in-

clinations and for worldly purposes. TThis vice has three aspects:

frailty, insincerity, and wickedness. Man is incapable of ade-

quately meeting the claim of pure duty in any act, he relapses

into his inclinations and natural purposes: frailty. Unintention-

ally or furtively he mingles natural propensities with his pre-

tended pure motives: insincerity. He offers defiance in the name
of his pretended right to guidance by aims promising happiness

and frankly orients his actions towards these; he deliberately

spurns the duty which bids him make respect for the law of pure

reason the sole impetus of his actions: wickedness.

Kant interprets Biblical passages as follows: ‘‘Love God above

all” — that is, do your duty for the sake of duty alone.

“All that does not stem from this belief” (from the belief in

the possibility of pure duty) “is sin.”

But inasmuch as, where the fulfillment of duty is concerned,

“every man has his price” (as a candid Englishman admitted in

Parliament) , “for which he sells himself” (to mundane goals,

market values, and inclinations) , what the Apostle says may be

4 For examples cf. Cotta Anniversary Ed’n, 22, 77.
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generally true of man: “There is no difference here, they are all

sinners — there is none that doeth good (in tlie spirit of the law)

,

no, not one.” (Cf. Rom, 3, 12)

For Kant this is the rotten stain of mankind: this is “Radical

Evil.” This Kantian interpretation of primal Evil was what
aroused Goethe’s ire and what he empliatically rcjccied (not

merely in i704> throughout his life) . On the publication of

the Critique of Practical Reason and of all writings pertaining

to it, Goethe had deemed Kant’s foundation of ethics upon uni-

versally valid and binding principles to be a salutary procedure as

over against the coddling of men by the customary enlightened

ethics oriented on narrow or even on shabby calculations of hap-

piness. However, the positing and utilization of strict principles

ought, in his opinion, to serve only as means — to a loftier choice

of the natural and for the disciplining and elevation of the sen-

sory and spiritual impulses, not as a goal for tran.scending nature

as such nor as any elimination of natural propensities and worldly

intentions from the range of dutiful motives.

To his annoyance Goethe saw that destructive sacrifice and
self-sacrifice — which occasionally may occur and may even be
requisite (which then automatically achieves equilibrium again)
— was raised by Kant to an absolute canon and thereby spoiled.

As if nature were not so arranged that the individual’s aims do not
conflict with the whole, yes, even serve his preservation; as if anything
could happen without (vital and interested) motives, and as if thc.se

motives could lie outside the acting being and not, on the contrary, in
his innermost self; yes, as if I could promote the welfare of the other
person without its reacting on me, by no means to my loss or to my
sacrifice, which is not always required and which can occur only in
certain cases.®

If one inquires into the decisive key points of the agreement,
as far as it goes, and of the contrast which presently arises, as they
obtain from Goethe to Kant, one will instinctively look for them
at the point where Goethe showed himself most shocked: e.g., in
his tragedy, “The Natural Daughter.” And, indeed, here we find
everything we need. There are troo pivotal points: The first, of
a severity comparable to Kant’s:

“
‘tis base to live beneath the yoke of lust,

"The noble man aspires to higher laws.”®

s In a letter to Riemer, February 3, 1807.

« "*Nach seinem Sinne leben ist gemein,
Ber Edle strebt nach Sitte und Gesetr.”
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But tlie second [furnishes] a diametrically opposed justification

and interpretation tliereof:

“Life’s pledge is life, reposing solely on
Itself, its own last guarantor and instance.”’’

Kant’s ethics and his interpretation of Radical Evil were in-

compatible with Goethe’s fundamental views. The Kantian ac-

knowledgement of duty within the framework of an unworldly
autonomy of the merely inner person (reduced to pure reason)

,

seemed to Goethe a specific instance of the misconstrued, “Know
Thyself.” In the radical turn of the Kantian ethics toward pure
inwardness and transcendence, Goethe detected a piece of in-

verted priestlincss, “confusing man with unattainable demands
and diverting him inwards.” Goethe declares: “Man knows him-
self only in knowing the world, of which he becomes aware only

in himself and of himself only in it.” In the domain of ethics

Kant averred exactly the opposite: in order to know his duty one
need know nothing of the world. “Quod peiis in te est ne tu

quaesiveris extra.”^ Or the Lutheran saying: “Watch o'er thy

heart with all diligcnc;c, for from it stems life.” From experience

and on principle Goethe distrusted all protestations [upholding]

the blessings of a oncsicledly cultivated inwardness.

Kant and (Joethe are so diametrically opposed at this point

that, where (ioethc finds the origin of profound confusion in the

principle of absolute duty, i.e., one directed against nature, Kant
finds the source of all possible human freedom and purity. Goethe
felt that “confusion” to be directed against all rules of his own
life. (In Goethe’s opinion,) no sooner had Kant peremptorily

denatured duty than he proceeded to his concept of Evil which,

if he were right, would condemn all channels by which Goethe
fashioned and confined freedom and personality to be examples

of “insincerity,” if not flatly illustrations of “intrinsic wicked-

ness,” in short, of the “rotten stain of humanity.”

It appears certain that Goethe detected the shocking result

which this publication of Kant’s old age had for his own life and
work. His indignation, therefore, ranged from his current exist-

ence down to the most obscure memories — for, despite his alert,

open and grim eye for the dimensions of potential cruelty in the

power-structure and world-set-up of the Christian tradition, there

was hidden in him a vulnerable Christian faith all his own. Simple

attitudes in him were on terms too faithfully friendly with the

7 'Has Leben ist des Lebens Pfand, es ruht

Nur auf sidi selbst und muss sich sclbst verbUrgen."

8 Inscription under his silhouette in Kant’s own handwriting.
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truth of Christianity — with the Gospel — to react othenvise than

in anger against the Kantian identification of that truth with an

ethics wliich declared its (supernatural) autonomy vis-d-vls God’s

love and mercy on earth.®

« * * * *

In his second Goethe-speech, in the movingly beautiful i ().{()

address, delivered in Basel’s Minster, on “Cioethe’s numaneness,”

Jaspers closely portrays Goethe’s “Philosophy of Evil.’’ Almost

everything we have, in the foregoing, thrown into sharp relief, he

himself there touches upon lightly or distinctly. Otlier, equally

important, data he adds. He points up Goethe’s severe judgment

on Faust: Faust’s course of conduct was (even for Goethe) to the

very end restlessly ruinous. “Unconditioned activity, of whatever

kind it may be, finally leads to bankruptcy.’’ Despite this, Goethe

is finally placed in that line of thinkers — Plotinus, Nicolaus of

Cues, Spinoza and Hegel — “for whom Evil amounted to Natiglu.”

In Goethe and in all these men “Evil loses its aculonoss;’’ “it

possesses no independent power.’’ In support of this Jaspers cites

Goethe’s utterances: “The world is an organ whose bellows arc

being tread by the devil.’’ “The demonic is to be considered as the

instrument of a higher government of the world.’’ But, does the

spacious portrayal of Goethe in this address really make it credible

0 Unfortunately, there is no space here for details. Under what spcciHc circum-

stances had Goethe been so startled by Kant against Kant? It was beiwccu 1788 and
1794, a particularly critical period of his artistic career and human development.
The turmoil passed; the antagonism against Kant lost mucli of its emphasis and
fighting edge. But the principles arrived at during that period quietly remained
with him even when “Kantianism” now entered his life most intimately in the form
of his friendship with Schiller.

At least this much of Goethe’s Christian indignation against Kant must be noted
here:

One may, in this matter, entertain some doubt about Goethe’s “Christianity.”

One might ask what Goethe could, in seriousness, have meant when he said that,

although he was a “decided non-Christian” in matters of scientific research, philoso-

phy and curiosity about the world, he was nonetheless “perhaps the only true Chris-

tian in the way Christ meant it.” (Conversations, IV, 261.) From the many possible

examples [one might choose] in answer to this quest ion, we select one which may
well serve to conclude the present discussion of this dispute, all the more since it

simultaneously abandons it. In 1816, in retrospect on the two preceding years,

Goethe wrote to Zelter: “I shall not deny that I realize that, during those few sum-
mers along the Rhein and the Main, I labored well; Cor, after all, I merely preached
John's Gospel: 'Children, love one another, and if that won’t do, at least tolerate

one another.’ ” This piece of Christian freedom dcsignatc.s an area where Goethe
and Kant soon approach each other again. Kant’s second Categorical Imperative
(respect for the other person), Goethe admiringly, always and un<|ualiftedly held in

high esteem.
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that for him Evil “amounts to naught” — say, in tlie statements

just cited, or even more so in this one: “Pure humaneness atones

for all our human frailties”?

For Jaspers, too, the “thrust into Evil is the goad to the flight”

into pure Being — hence Evil is not an ultimate but a turning

point. The divergence of views appears by no means to lie in a

greater or lesser degree of realism or measure of spiritual courage

towards Evil, but in the goal to which the horror of Evil drives

us, and in the means of flight away from it. Only at this point

choice confronts choice. So heartfelt and passionate was Goethe’s

faith in and sensitivity to man’s unbroken relationship to God
and to all God’s creatures, that, in the “unconditional” imputa-

tion of “pure” attitudes (meaning, for him, in the Kantian con-

text: “extra-natural”) , he could only see a gratuitous and useless

over-exertion on the part of man — in wanton offense to his hu-

man nature, indeed, in arrogant presumption above God’s will.

Instinctively Goethe tendered the Kantian moral law a high de-

gree of respect insofar as it remains comprehensible and applic-

able as a i)encficcntly stern “regulative principle in empirical

use.” But, in raising it to the rank of a “constitutive principle”

of the “one true Good” in the world and of an exclusive human
dignity, he felt, not the splendor of freedom radically thought

through, but the sacrilege of detached philosophical reasoning

tvhich soars ruinously beyond “what is godly and what is human,

as these are revealed in the truth of religion and of poetry.”

As Kant had done, Jaspers places man’s “purity” in the abso-

lute and unconditioned. By so doing he chose differently from

Goethe and has, accordingly, made many different evaluations.

Jaspers takes this option not as a choice liable to be called to

account, but rather as the mandatory assumption of the one and

only possible freedom. In Goethe’s parry against Kant, Jaspers

sees an “aesthetic escape” rather than a peer’s opposition. No-

where does he see or show the real acuteness of Goethe’s counter-

position. He fails to see (or does not take seriously) that Goethe

rebelled with “fiendish malice” (in the precise Kantian sense)

against Pure Reason and against its kind of freedom as principles:

—against them as such. In the strict sense of the Augustinian and

Kantian “perversion,”—which we shall presently discuss—, Goethe

“reversed” the Categorical Imperative into a principle from which

the “gravity of the Either-Or” is deliberately excluded, because

it is a misguided and misguiding gravity. God’s designs can be

fulfilled only "if we, in being obliged on the one hand to realize

ourselves, do not fail on the other hand to cast loose from our-
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selves in regular pulsations.”^ “Radical Evil,” the reversal of; the

subsumptive relationship of nature to reason, is here commended

as a “turning and re-turning” which is “good,” basically and be-

cause of God.

II

Jaspers’ philosophical determination to use the expericm;e of

absolute Evil not so much as an ethical-practical stimulus as for

the flight into pure Transcendence and for therein gaining one’s

selfhood (as a person) , is brought to insurpas-sably sharp expres-

sion in his 1935 lecture, “On the Radical Evil in Kant.”

What does “radical” mean? Evil is radical is supposed to mean
that it is absurd and impossible to attempt to disclose a causal

genealogy of Evil by psychological or sociological, hisiorical or

biological-phylogenetic research: rather, ^ve must investigate its

“origin.” And, “origin” is a transcendental-philosophical lategory.

True, as Jaspers uses the term, it has many meanings (compare,

for example, Reason and Existenz, ayff) , designates, however,

above all, in Jaspers as in Kant, the prcstipposition of a phenom-
enon that must be thought if it is to be possible in its fully

experienced sense. Impelled by this method, Jaspers flatly de-

clares: “for psychological experience there is no such thing as

Evil.” That Evil is “radical” means: it has its origin in the psy-

chologically unanalyzable ideas of freedom and reason.

Man has two incentives: becaxisc of his origin in reason — which
Kant calls intelligible — he obeys the law; because of his origin in

time, as a psychologically knowable natural being, he obeys his in-

clinations and passions, desires his happiness (or what he t:ikes to 1>e

such) in the world.

The incentive by way of the moral law, w'hich irresistibly forces

itself upon his predisposition to reason (his iutclligil)le nattne), w'ould

govern him, if no other incentive would counteract it; he wotild be
morally good without a struggle. The incentive by way of his inclina-

tions is his natural disposition (his empirical nature): this he would
obey without a struggle and, like the animals, would not be evil, if

the other incentive were not at work in him.^i

10 Cotta, op. cit,, 23, 167.

11 It is not dear whether Jaspers is merely reporting; this statement, or whether
he also considers it correct. In any case, there is no criticism whatsoever of it. But
this statement is based on a simply erroneous assumption, namely, that the configu-
ration of impulses (allegedly) devoid of conflict and struggle, in a merely animal
volition is, in human beings analogously considered, correlative to the "Infallibility'’

of animal instincts. On the fiction of an “infallible instinct of animals” Kant erected
bis renowned argument: for the regulation of hts activity man docs not require rea-
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Inasmucli as man admits both incentives (the one by way of the

moral law, and the other in his craving for happiness) into the forma-
tion of his will, and since, furthermore, he would find each, taken by
itself, sufficient for its formation, he would simultaneously be both
good and evil, — the one by virtue of the one incentive, and the other
by virtue of the other —, if the state of being good or evil lay in the
incentives as such. Such a contradictory simultaneity is, however, im-
possible. Man is confronted by the question of being good or evil.

Simultaneity would extinguish both. The gravity would have disap-

peared: the Either — Or. Good and evil, therefore, does not lie in the

difference of the incentives, but in tlie manner of their subordination
to one another.

That will is good which makes obedience to tlie law the con-

dition for the fulfillment of the craving for happiness. But the

will turns evil, when it makes the satisfaction of his craving for

happiness “the condition for obedience to the law.”

To choose the one or the other order (of subordination) is a

voluntai7 act within the province of reason. Evil is the freely

chosen inversion of the right order and subordination; it is the

will to be good (to follow the law of reason) tmly on condition of

being happy. This inversion is the primal act of evil, i.e., an act

which has its origin in tlte nature of human freedom.

Radical Evil lies indeed in a depth of my Reason which first spawns
all specific sorts of Evil, but itself cannot once and for all be known
with objective certainty. The decisively basic characteristic of Radical

Evil is that I cannot envision it as an object before my eyes.

In support of this Jaspers cites the following sentence of Kant’s:

We can no more account for the fact that “Evil corrupted in us

sou; a dozen animal instincts would serve the purpose better. Nietzsche's insights

already rectified these and other equally erroneous Kantian presuppositions; more
recently even: William James, John Dewey, Max Weber; on the biological side to-

day above all Konrad Lorenz and N. Tinbergen (author of Social Behavior in Ani-

mals; Die Instinktlehre); also Gehlen on speech and human drive-structures in Der
Mensch; further, “Der Gegenwiirtige Stand der anthropologischen Forschung,” Mer-

kuvy 1951/54.“- Just as I do not understand the statement, “for psychological experi-

ence there is no such thing as Evil,” so I cannot believe that it is possible thus neat-

ly and absolutely to divorce causal research from inquiry into origins that the one

may remain indifferent to whatever the other has learned in the meantime, and

vice versa. Nowhere and at no time has Jaspers ever declared this to be admissible.

Rather, he teaches again and again that, where “correct and false” are concerned,

philosophy may never act as if it were independent of science. If this is so, do Kant

and modern adaptations of Kant enjoy immunity at this point? For, in the immedi-

ately following passage of the above text, the fiction we have mentioned continues

to operate undiminished, while at the same time all that follows rests precisely on

this section of key importance.
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precisely the supreme principle, although this deed is our very

own, that we can [account] for any basic cliaracteristic belonging

to our nature.”

* * « # *

Jaspers compares the voluntary corruption of the supreme prin-

ciple, the reversal of inversion of the proper order of nature and

reason as Kant sees it, with the perversio as St. Augustine, the

Christian, sees it: there love of God (frui Deo) consliuues man’s

nobility of faith and being. In that case the inversion consists

of making God the means and the world the end. "All human per-

version, also called vice, consists in wanting to use what is there

for enjoyment and wanting to enjoy what is meant for usc.”^“

Liberation from Evil, then, is return or re-inversion. The will

to this [return], which does not imply a reform in detailed spe-

cifics but ratlier, in the Kantian sense, a “revolution of tlie heart”

and “immutable decision,” allows man to penetrate to bedrock,

beyond which nothing more exists for him, by which he can be-

come his true self. The rigor, the seriousness with which we then

realize our existence and find our happine.ss — on condition,

namely, that we at all times obey the la^v of lawfulness of our
behavior, out of respect for the law for its otvn sake — is identical

with the rise of this tireless reversal, which as elfort is always at

once questionable, imperilled or fragile, in which we experience

ourselves as our selves.

There is a difference, however, befivccn Christian conversion

and the Kantian revolution of the heart from the ground of Evil

back to Reason. The Christian is dependent on grace and on
God’s help. As one who is redeemed he may rejoice in and be
sure of God, but not really in (and of) himself. For Kant, a

person cannot have done good without having wanted it purely
(for the sake of its sheer lawfulness) and thus cleliberatcly. In the
Christian view, however, knowing one’s own purity would pre-
cisely be corruption: superbia. “No good deed remains intact if I

love myself in it.” For Kant, on the other hand, an analogue to
the divine joy in purity is possible. There can never be certainty
that one’s own will was or is pure. Yet there can be the joy over
an increasing independence from inclinations and retiuirctucnts.

There remains a genuine similarity to the Christian position, after
all: that “immutable decision” can be maintained only if there is

no fixation on an over-all knowledge.

isomnis itaque humana perversio cst, quod etiam vitium vocatur, fniendis uti
veile, atque utendis frui.
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At this juncture there appears a discrepancy between Kant’s

opinion and Jaspers’ exposition. The fact that nescience holds

sway at the beginning of our reversion is for Jaspers the source

of the steady movement of our possible rising or falling. As evi-

dence Jaspens cites the statement: “The depth of the heart (the

subjective primary basis of his “maxims”) is always impenetrable

to man’s .scrutiny.” But, for Kant this statement does not have

the Jaspersian import of a foundering [faculty of] reason. In no

case docs the statement mean that the larv to which man rises is

imperceptible to him. It only means that, in judging any particular

action of his, man is always uncertain as to whether respect for

the pure law was actually the primary basis of his “maxims” (i.e.,

of his objectively statable motives for acting) ,
or whether there

was not, after all, possibly some hidden inclination or substantial

interest, etc., also mixed in with pure respect for the law. What
reason demands is not enigmatic for Kant; enigmatic (in the

simple sen.se of “uncertain”) is merely what man really desires or

has desired at any given time — not, however, what he ought to

desire. The Ought is completely translucent in the application of

the reasoning power of the Categorical Imperative: Can you wish

—what you wish — purely?, that is, in such a way that it can be

objectified into an universal law without contradicting or abrogat-

ing itself? Whatever you can thus wish, you oxight to wish; that

you may, unequivocally, regard as your duty. But: who has ever

l>een capable of purifying his true maxims (motivations) to such

a strict, transparent degree of the nature of law? The heart of man
is too deep, not his reason too enigmatic or too opaque.

Jaspers is of the opinion that the directive force of Kant’s teach-

ings concerning human behavior is disappointing to anyone who,

here and now, expects practical guidance in his everyday conduct.

Jaspers does not care to see purification from Evil in the direc-

tion of practical unequivocalness (towards which Kant’s inten-

tion definitely seems to point) ; but rather in its significance for

“inner conduct;” in the transformation of non-knowledge into a

soaring flight in the encompassing of a riddle. The inadequacy

of Reason, as revealed in Radical Evil, invites him to entrust him-

self exclusively to that Reason, in order that, at its limits, he may

become aware of the Encompassing.

This is already an important discrepancy. Kant sees Reason

foundering on the resistance of the heart’s depth; Jaspers has the

heart foundering on the incomprehensibility of Reason and, at

the same time. Reason foundering on itself. It matters very much

to Jaspers that the instances which drive towards the leap into
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the absolutely unknowable of Transcendence shall be enhanced.

This, finally, reveals itself in that still sharper dillci-entiation

from Kant which arises from the gradation of steps by which

Jaspers lets the Encompassing arise out of Kant’s doctrines con-

cerning Radical Evil.

In this connection Jaspers sees tlic Encompassing emerging in

three dimensions:

1) His world and its content always reveal themselves to man
as phenomenal only (as what is able to appear to his finite con-

stitution) . Thus the thought is offered (though expressly men-

tioned by neither Kant nor Jaspers) : that the insoluble discrep-

ancy, inhering in the contention that man can desire either his

happiness or the good, is no ultimate reality, but only appeai*-

ance; that the above described reversion, his Radical Evil, — ^vhere

man adheres to his desire for the good only on condition of his

personal happiness —, is only an evil phenomenon, not any evil

reality subsisting of and for itself.

2) An Encompassing is disclosed as the idea of the highest

good: the postulate of God, who, in the future, will lead man’s

pure will — which here can and dare produce only an inconse-

quential xuorlhiness to happine.ss but no claim on actual happi-

ness— to the realization of happinc.ss after all, and thus, finally

and justly, will grant to man what must (and should) seem evil

to him here below if he himself desires it. In Kant this marks
the necessary transition from philosophy to religion. But, whereas
in Kant this idea of the highest good and the postulate of God
stands as the last — wondrously reconciling — word on the prob-
lem of Radical Evil, Jaspers assigns it an only .subordinate and
dispensable significance. Instead, what is for Kant the human
penultimate Jaspers elevates to the ultimate and highc.st.

3

)

The Encompassing shows itself in the actual thrust at the
irrepealable Radical Evil itself. For Jaspers this constitutes Kant’s
proximity to Christianity: “to the incurable rupture with the
world.” It is this rupture and cleft which, encompassingly, affects

us as an absolute enigma. By contrast Kant’s God-postulate is

only more like a “reservation” — a tempering of the nece.s.sary

thrust into an absolute enigma. It would seem that the greater
severity would have to be turned against this reservation in Kant
himself, a severity which Jaspers expresises as follows: Wherever
in dearest conduct there still is any kind of reservation (any
desire for happiness, any anxiety concerning existence, any .striv-

ing for worth or power-interest) , there “what is decidedly moral
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becomes, by this surreptitious inversion, sophistical and radically
evil."“

'Ihis thrust into Radical Evil is, for Jaspers, tlie genuine ‘Kan-
tian goad, rousing in me the innermost motive by which I will

and which yet 1 can not will: to want, that is, not something, but
to be myself.

In Jaspers’ eyes the Knirtian formalism of the Categorical Im-
perative is either degraded to a mere regulatory function, or
else it is understood only and exclusively as tire illumination of
this enigmatic origin; only in this case can it be ‘constitutive’ for

the reversion to the good: “Eveiything good, all love springs from
the counter-movement which the goad of Radical Evil releases —
this scarcely surpassable demand on man’s inwardness.”

In the portrayal of this third Encompassing one seems almost
at once to sense Kierkegaard’s influence:

1. It is as if Kierkegaard finally impelled Jaspers to proceed
more like Kant than Kant himself, unless we are mistaken in
taking the sentence concerning ‘‘the reservation of any sort of

desire for happiness” to be directed against Kant. But, how other-

wise should one understand it? Insofar as the Kantian God-postu-
late does in fact permit ‘‘still one last” regard for the idea of

happiness, the con.setiuences for Jaspers — provided he takes Kier-

kegaard’s Eithcr-Or seriously — must be the subsumption of this

consideration under the concepts of “sophistry” and “Radical
Kvil.”H

18 sentence would, indeed, seem to have to count against Kant.

Tiiat Jaspers must assume this attitude towards Kant's God-postulate lies (as

our text will presently demonstrate) in his final and central (religious) position.

Superlicially considered, one might find this attitude to be quite in accord with the
stream o£ Genuan philosophy since Fichte, in which it has been customary to act

condescendingly towards enlighteners and free-thinkers. Thomas Jefferson, that apos-
tle of the Enlightenment, promised the world in 1776 that Americans intended, in
the future Constitutional regulation of their community life, to proceed from the as-

sumption that, — as regards a three-fold craving— all men are equal: (1) they want
to live; (2) as individuals they want to assure to their life ample scope for freedom;

(3) and they want to live life in such a way that, individually and collectively, they

may deem it a happy one. Germans (by contrast) seem always to have striven to be
an exceptio7i to the third instance of this "equality of all men." In the manifold
directions this attempt has taken, there have not merely resulted forms of self-decep-

tion; but there was achieved so much loyalty to work, dutiful obedience, upright-

ness and calm inwardness of attitude that even Nietzsche finally— conscious of this

mastery— uttered that aggressively vehement word which declared the exception to

be the rule and the rule the exception: "Man docs not desire happiness; only the

Englishman docs that/' To this John Dewey gave the answer which Nietzsche him-

self could very well have given to some third party (meaning Nietzschcans) who
might have tried to pin him down to the one-sided and incidental caprice of that

remark: "When Nietzsche says: 'Man does not desire happiness; only the English-

man docs that,' we smile at the fair thrust. But persons who profess no regard for
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2. Kant had often and expressly given voice to his pleasure over

the fact that the principle of the Categorical Imperative discov-

ered by him could, by virtue of the purity of its formal quality

as a law, act constitutivcly for [producing] a good will, and was

at the same time capable of proving this constitutive power in

concrete behavior — by dint of its fitness as a regulative and orient-

ing instrument.’” jaspers, on the other hand, holds that the

Kantian attempt, as concerns precisely this practical-moral aspect.

happiness as a Lest o£ conduct have an unfortunate way of living up to their princi-

ple by making others unhappy. I should entertain some suspicion of the complete

sincerity of those who profess disregard for their own happiness, but I should be

quite certain of their sincerity when it conies to a question of my happiness." (Ger-

man Philosophy and Politics, 1915) By the same token one might take Jaspers’ dep-

recatory classification of Kant's postulates of happiness and of God as part and par-

cel of this German tradition. But, however motivated, Jaspers’ above noted reading

of the Kantian text, though apparently altering it only slightly, had a two-fold

effect: 1) the traditional German prejudice had, in any case, no longer any reason to

speak of Kant’s compliance with the commonness of the craving for happiness; 2)

but— more significantly — that there is no longer any transition from philosophy

to religion. Philosophy now has the last word. — But, was it really 'compliance’ in

Kant on which Jaspers has improved? Or was it not rather huml)lc and generous

philosophical candor? Humility in confronting that "innate equality of all men’’ —
and candor with reference to the cardinal thesis and deepest basis of his own phi-

losophy. He had pronounced his word in this matter to be a penultimate one only.

He carried out the "necessary transition to religion" by means of the (Jod-postulate,

who guaranteed, after all, the very happiness he, Kant, had chided. I'he evil Kant
had imputed to the human a.spiration to happiness (whenever it gives itself priority

or delegates to itself the role of judge and commander) God lifts again from his

creatures insofar as (according to Kant) God in the end transforms what unfortu-

nately must be 'evil’ in them into the good of his grace and mercy towards them. —
In Ja.spers' interpretation this Kantian inversion loses its force as a result of the

above mentioned arrangement of the stages of the Encompassing which Jaspers in-

troduced into his presentation: here the last, decisive stage is what Kant took to be
only a provisional one, to be compensated for by religion. Thus deprived of its phil-

osophical force, the happiness- and God-postulate as Jaspers lakes it, can scarcely

function any longer as the stimulus for effecting an immanent rectification and cri-

tique which the Kantian Cod exercised on the Kantian concept of happiness — i.c.,

an express and direct criticism of Kant himself—, directed above all against the in-

adequacy of Kant’s discussion of the foundering conceits of the aspiration to hap-

piness. In fact, Jaspers now appropriates these discussions for his own use — even

exaggerating them against Kant, Instead of explaining that the modes of foundering

of any concept or phenomenon (here that of 'happiness’) can furnish no serious

argument against the properly understood truth of the same (proper: that is, with-

in its natural limits), he welcomes them all alike as justification for the *salto mor-
tale’ from the "nothingness of happiness" into tlie "purity of the law."

IR Cf., for example, this footnote in Kant’s Preface to his Critique of Practical

Reason: "A reviewer who wanted to find some fault with this work has hit the
truth better, perhaps, than he thought, when he says that no new principle of
morality is set forth in it, but only a new formula But whoever knows of what
importance to a mathematician a formula is, which defines accurately what is to be
done to work a problem, will not think that a formula is insignificant and useless
which does the same for all duty in general." (p. 93 of 6th 1923 ed’n of Abbott’s
translation of Second Critique),
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is emphatically doomed to foundering. Yet, in this foundering

Jaspers sees the purity of the Kantian law actually enhanced and

transformed into the purity of pure spirit. Accordingly, the

ethical disjunction happiness : duty becomes the religious disjunc-

tion ‘natural life’ : ‘existing in the spirit.’ Thus Jaspers anticipates

Kierkegaard in Kant. Not, in the first instance, the Kierkegaardian

Either-C)r, but rather the Kantian disjunction reveals already the

rupture between the spirit and the world to be incurable. Kierke-

gaard’s definition applies already to Kant (as Jaspers understands

Kant) : “What is spirit? (and Christ is indeed spirit, his religion

that of the spirit) . Spirit is: to live as thought dead (in the

process of passing away) .’’^®

3. By “happiness” Kant in the last analysis always meant only

the sum of all inclinations insofar as they may be thought of as

reaching their goal, but which, in their character as natural

inclinations, must, taken all together, also be thought of as “bar-

riers to morality” (to “duty”) Analogously, but altered and

radicalized, Kierkegaard linked “happiness” (and “unhappiness”)

with the merely “aesthetic” attitude to life and pitted against this

kind of “happiness” the ’"existential pathos” of the religious life:

sufre-riug.’” Suffering means to die to all happiness and at the same

time to love for the love of God. This, evidently, is the pathos of

that almost incomparable and practically unheard-of final sentence

in Ja.spers, which we quoted from his paper on “The Radical Evil

in Kant”: that “
. . . all love springs from the counteraction which

the goad of Radical Evil releases.” True enough, for man’s “good

will” (as the only unqualified good in the world) Kant had as-

10 Kierkegaard’s Joxirnah, Hacckcr ed’n, II, 405.

Despite tlie submersion of the Kantian ethics in this depth of transcendence,

Jaspers nevertheless (or now more than ever serving as a reminder from somewhere)

kept some recollection of the worldly (practice-regulatory) intent of the Kantian

Imperative: the possibility of orienting everybody’s conduct on a law capable of be-

ing valid for everyone. As concerns this unforgettable point, however, Kierkegaard’s

life of the spirit does not seem adaptable to the Kantian intention. It appears to

the reader, therefore, that Jaspers accepted and fully articulated the passionate self-

interpretation, which Kierkegaard himself gave of his spiritual Existent, also in

order to fit it into the unity of the Kantian world of ideas: Jaspers did this by plac-

ing Kierkegaard’s doing and thinking as ^’exception” side by side with Kant's uni-

versal law. For, to be an "exception” in Kierkegaard’s sense does not, after all, im-

ply mere wilfulness, it is not an empty, merely obstinate rebellion against universal

standards; but it is, rather, a suffering from these, it is correction, illumination, and

finally (indirect) confirmation of the universal. Only law and exception together

constitute the "truth” of the law. Only Kant and Kierkegaard together (one could

almost say) constitute for Jaspers the whole truth of the Kantian philosophy.

tT Cf., for example, Critique of Pure Reason, A 808f.

18 Cf., for example, his Concluding Unscientific Postscript, 11, llSfli.
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sumed a pure “origin in freedom;” but never and nowhere did he
think of vindicating “all of man’s love’’ in such an origin in free-

dom. It remained for Kierkegaard to do tlris. A few days before his

death, Kierkegaard, talking with his friend Boesen, uttered a sen-

tence, euphorically exalted to be sure, yet showing, nonetheless,

in the image he used that Kierkegaard, too, throughout his entire

conscious life conceived of love as originating not in nature, but

in something opposed to nature: as a “counteraction to the whole

of Evil.’’ The aim of his Existeiiz as an exception, he said, was to

be as if “put away,” but then finally to sing the “Hallelujah” en-

gendered in suffering; “everything else is evil. I don’t mean that

what I said (against ‘Christians’ or Christendom, against bishop

and brother) was evil; but I said it in order to clear Evil away,
and tlien to attain to the Hallelujah.”^®

Ill

The “integrity of philosophy” against “philosophy as system”
and against philosophy as “reasonable reconciliation” (as a sub-

stitute for the Christian-theological story of redemption) was the

general war-cry of Feuerbach, Bauer and the left-wing Hegelians
against Hegel and against the Hegelians of the right. Kierkegaard
as well as Nietzsche wanted to radicalize this integrity to the last

degree. However, in both this spiritual exertion and task ran, as it

were, on tracks which certain childhood impressions seemed to

have etched upon their respective modes of thinking. As children
both had the profound experience of a Christian atmosphere —
but in radically different ways. To the child Kierkegaard his

father, who was a guilt-conscious sinner and “penitent,” said:

“You must be Christian, i.e., ‘believe.’ (You dare not curse God
as I once did as a child.) ” The child Nietzsche was taught in
unbroken and simple Christian faith: “In life’s difficulties you
cannot rely on people, but only on God.”
This is why Kierkegaard, later on, put the question of integrity

thus: How can I be a Christian in a conscientious way? (For, a
Christian he ought and had to be.)

Nietzsche, on the other hand, later on put the question: Is the
belief that God is trustworthy a sincere belief?

Kierkegaard with his question, in the last analysis, prohibited
any expression of scepticism in religion. He assigned to scepticism
an existentially subordinate place. He demanded obedience and

18 Quoted by Chr. Schrempf, Sdren Kierkegaard, II, S27.
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“paradox” o£ (an historically and dogmatically
Hxcd) faith. I'hc degree of integrity he perceived in the degree
of rigor of both the prohibition and the command.^®

In exactly the opposite way, Nietzsche, out of integrity, set his

scepticism — especially the scepticism with reference to histor-

ically transmitted theology and dogma, but also with reference
to God himself — no bounds at all, except the limit of the native,

naive, and still uninitiated pious souls. Here he asked: is scepti-

cism as a mode of behavior finally beneficial to life — i.e., is it

truslxnorthy?

These two kinds of integrity in questioning and of the [over-

all] attitudes they entail lead — among other things — to two
totally different kinds of readiness to suffer.^

For Kierkegaard, suffering as subjection was connected with
the idea of absolute obedience — it was, thus, goal and end in

itself.

For Nietzsche, suffering was worthy of affirmation only insofar

as it enhanced life, insofar as it was beneficial to the whole of life

(encompassing both vitality and spirituality)

20 Kierkegaard writes; '\SavonaTola says somewhere that the genuine convert docs
not care what people say of him, but takes courage and says; thus I desire that one
should live in my house. — This reminds me of the words with which my father

used to cut off other people's objections to his way of living; ‘such is the custom in

my house'.'* (Journals^ 11, 250.)

(Nietzsche, out of regard for hierarchy and for the power to command— and, on
the other hand, also for discipline and obedience—, would have approved of these

sentences as being ‘sincere.* But the ones we have already quoted must be taken to-

gether with the following, which are, for Kierkegaard, the really essential ones:)

“They would have us believe that objections to Christianity arise from doubt.

This is entirely mistaken. Objections to Christianity arise from insubordination,

from aversion to obedience, from rebellion against any authority. This is why thus

far they have been fighting windmills with objections, because they have fought

doubt intellectually, whereas rebellion must be fought ethically.*’ (Book of the

Judge, 128.)

Summarizing: Man should in absolute obedience— meaning: in unconditional

and absolutely valid sufferings proceed to “perish” (viz., die) to his scepticism as

well as to his reason: at least insofar as he wants to be a sincere Christian. (Such

a will Nietzsche rejected as being both humanly and philosophically dishonest [in-

sincere].)

21 It is probable that this statement could just as well be reversed, perhaps even

must be reversed: innate or early “impregnated” differences in the fighting instinct,

in the instinct to flee or to attack with reference to suffering, resulted, on the part

of the two, in their working over their childhood impressions into the above named,

diametrically opposed forms of intellectual interrogation.

22 Nietzsche oriented his attitude towards suffering and consciously disciplined it

on the model of Emerson, For almost all of Nietzsche’s vital existential attitudes,

his ‘magnificent’ Emerson was, in every decisive epoch of his life, his companion,

and encouraging and guiding ‘friend’ and lode-star -so also in the way he mastered

and interpreted grief and suffering. In Emerson’s essay, “Compensation,” Nietzsche

ran aaoss the following passage (in the poor Fabridus translation which he read):
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Statements hy Kierkegaard and by Nietzsche, supporting now
one and now the other thesis, arc to be found everywhere in their

thought and output. Here I shall offer only a tiny selection

(chosen without intentional bias)

:

I. Kierkegaard writes: “Between man and the truth lies

dying. ”2® Not to suffer, not to want to pcri.sh, is for Kierkegaard

the all-embracing — i.e., absolute and final — negative token. Tt

says that:

a) a person is “evil” (see p above) , and

b) inextricably, therefore, he is “untrue."-’*

Evil is essentially — or “originally” — evil as a cleaving to exist-

ence, so far as existence partly hems in and partly dissipates the

“The indignation which arms itself with secret forces does not awaken until we
are pricked and stung and sorely assailed. . . . When (a great man) is pushed, tor-

mented, defeated, he has a chance to learn something; he has been put on his wits,

on his manhood; he has gained facts; learns his ignorance; is cured of the insanity

of conceit; has got moderation and real skill. The wise man throws himself on the

side of his assailants. It is more his interest than it is theirs to find his weak point.

The wound cicatrizes and falls off from him like a dead skin, and when they would
triumph, lol he has passed on invulnerable. . . . Every lash inflicted is a tongue of

fame; every prison, a more illustrious al>odc; every burned book or house enlightens

the world; every surpressed or expunged word reverberates through the earth from

side to side. ... In general, every evil to which we do not sttccumb is a benefactor.”

(Modern Library ed'n of The Complete Worha ... 0/ I?. W. Emerson, 184f.)

This — and other — passages Nietzsche conden.sed for his own (following) reflec-

tion, penned on the fly-leaf of his copy of the Essays:

“The capacity for pain is an excellent preserver, a sort of instirance on life; and
this is what has presented pain: it is ju.st as useful as pleasure — to put it mildly. I

laugh at those enumerations of pain and misery by which pessimism would prove

itself — Hamlet and Schopenhauer and Voltaire and Leopardi and Byron. Life — all

of you say — is something that ought not to be if this is the only way it can main-
tain itself. I laugh at this *o\ight' and take a position to life in order to help, in

order that from pain life may emerge as mature as possible; — security, caution, pa-

tience, wisdom, variety — all its bright and sombre colors, bitter and sweet— in

everything we are suffering's debtor, and a whole canon of beatity ... is possible

only in a world of deep and changing and various sorrows. What prompts you to

pass judgment on life can not be justice— for justice would know that pain and
evil are our friends. We must multiply pain in the world if we wish to increase art

and wisdom.” (Only this last, outrageous imperative is to be charged against Nietz-

sche; in Emerson there is no thought of such a thing.)

It would seem possible to assert the thesis that the depth and tension effective

in the difference between the thought and Existenz of Nietzsche and the thought
and Existenz of Kierkegaard could be measured by the resp. content of Emerson's
philosophy; “Nietzsche a absorb^ la pens^e (d'Emerson) jtisqu'ii nc plus toujours la

distinguer de la sienne" (Charles Andler, Nietzsche, sa vie et sn penst^e, Vol. I, le.s

precurseurs, 340.) Kierkegaard, on the other hand, could never have followed Emer-
son, even at a great distance: of necessity he would have denounced Emenson’s
literary work as the ruinous doings of a 'free-thinker* and child of the world lost

to Christianity.

Journals, ll, 197.

24 Throughout the section on Evil of his work, Von der Wahrheit, Jaspers makes
an assumption which at first astounds the reader: Evil is viewed as a source and
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breadth or the unity of truth. Kierkegaard writes: “The difference

beuveen whether the unconditional concord is in me or not, I

recognize at once in this,” whetlier I “have let go of the here and

tlie there, of the particular” or not.®® To carry this thought radi-

cally, inexorably and uncompromisingly to its consequences seems

to have been the condition on which the integrity of Kierke-

gaard’s life and thought depended.

'The integrity of the Nictzschean radicalism, on the other hand,

lay — utterly disregarding idealistic convictions (which he un-

masked as “habits of thought” and “prejudices”) — in raising the

attachinent to life (in the sense of life’s intensification through

its own nature and strength) to tlie status of “duty;” duty born

of innate honor and the honesty of those who “turned out well”

(well-bred) . Thus Nietzsche writes: “It is probable that in . .

.

well-bred people tlie most sensuous functions are ultimately

transligured by a symbolical intoxication of the highest spiritual-

ity: they sense in themselves a kind of deification of tlie body and

are farthest removed from the ascetic philosophy of the saying,

‘Ciod is Spirit.’ It thus becomes clear that it is the ascetic who is

the ‘ill-bred man,’ who calls a something in himself— and pre-

cisely the judging and condemning something — good and calls

it ‘Clod'.”®“

Inasmuch, however, as Nietzsche too probably knew that life

and body die. how did his integrity measure up to a specific

(surviving) honor of the spirit? As if to the Kierkegaard in him-

self— to the radical honesty and honor of suffering, understood

perhaps as the voluntary and sovereign anticipation of death — he

declared: quite understandable and worthy of esteem is the pride

which the human ‘spirit’ may take in anticipating death. But,

because in the final analysis it remains empty, he refuses to

recognize in this capacity the real function, honor and truth of

kind of untruth— but not the other way around, untruth as a source and kind of

evil (tlu.s latter would terminate in Pragmatism). A comparison with the text above

shows that this is the assumption which Kierkegaard makes also. -The logical dubi-

ousness of the category of ‘origin’ (or of ‘source’), which also, almost constantly dis-

quiets the reader of the work mentioned, is revealed in the case of ’Evil’ in this

way: despite the continual suggestion of an antecedent-and-consequence relation-

ship (from Evil to untruth), which, for the train of thought and its presentation in

the chapter under consideration, is essential (here it appears, moreover, as an irre-

vemihk relationship), troth appear again as being equally original, and then the

"origin" of both -of Evil as well as of untruth -is defined in exactly the same

way: as the discrepancy (inability-to-be-one) of the modes of tire Encompassing

within the whole.

ins Journals, 11, 181.

20 Nietzsche, The Will to Power, Aphorism 1051.
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philosophizing. He declares that men are, in any case, inclined

enough to unite in a “brotherhood of deatli.” He praises men
that en masse tliey nevertheless manage to avoid such a union.

Even as a philosopher he recommends, as over against the brother-

hood of death, the far more exacting brotherhood of life: “It fills

me with happiness to see that men do not at all want to think

thoughts about death. I should like to do something to make
tliinking about life a hundred times more worthy for them to

tliink about.

2. Kierkegaard writes: "... die unconditional obedience to

being trampled on, as if one had accomplished nothing, surely

is and remains die highest.” This is Jaspers’ thought-form of

“foundering” in its entirely severe and extreme Kierkegaardian

original form. There is no need to introduce evidences for die

fact that, against the Christian attitude exemplified by this state-

ment of Kierkegaard’s, Nietzsche directed his integrity to the two-

sided effort: 1) to demonstrate the innately masochistic or (caste-

determined) servile origin of this faith; and 2) to concede its

“value for life” in the sense of breeding a more cunning and
interesting (Christian-priestly) type of man.
At this point we break off arbitrarily. Meaning and direction

of Kierkegaard’s and Nietzsche’s “integrity” appear to be incom-
patible. It is not possible that both simultaneously “open our
eyes to the plain truth” (“uns die Augen offnen und den Star

stechen” — Jaspers) . One can become genuinely “seeing” accord-

ing to the bent of the one or of the other only if one shares their

pathos, dieir faith. Whoever sees through the eyes of the one,

offends those of the other. Methodologically, this is Max Weber’s
‘ceterum censeo.’

As far as content goes, I believe that Max Weber’s substantial

and personal pathos aimed in the direction in which Nietzsche
tried to open Kierkegaard’s eyes — not, however, vice versa. For
this latter he would have had to be a devout Christian (or, in a
related sense, “religio-musical”)

27 Nietzsche, The Gay Science, Book 4: Sanctus Januarius, 278.

This Nietzsche-passage is of some interest for the history of pliilosophy; and this
not merely because of its divergence from Schopenhauer. Heidegger too, for in-
stance— with probably explicit reference to this passage, to which he at first had
promised adherence - cast his option (1923-25) in favor of **co7tscimce** as a '‘Being
to death'' (Sein zum Tode), amassing its forces by way of concentrating in this di-
rection towards "Nothing.”

28 In his Psychologfe der Weltanschauungen (c. "Ultimate Situations,” sc. "Suf-
fering”), the book of his young manhood, Jaspers had sharply emphasized the an-
tagonism between Nietzsche and Kierkegaard: "From Kierkegaard's standpoint.
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In Reason and Existenz Jaspers characterized Kierkegaard’s

‘‘being exceptional” by the following phrases: “Nobody actually

loved him;” “a shattered existence in the abandonment of one’s

age;” “standing helplessly in nothingness;” “pure mentality;”

“indifference of all worldliness.”^®

In connection with his criticism of Kant (the vehemence of

which increased with the increasing liveliness of his extolling

of Goethe and praise of the high capacities for happiness in

Goethe’s life) , Nietzsche attempted a number of trenchant analy-

ses and definitions of happiness.^® One of them runs: “For ascend-

ing life happiness is instinct.” Nietzsche certainly would not have
wanted to sec this sentence applied to the interpretation of

Kierkegaard’s “ascent” to religious Existenz and exception — on
the contrary^ he would have interpreted this process as “deca-

dence.” Meanwhile, we may (for our purpose) appropriately pass

over this Nietzschcan “prejudice” and place Jaspers’ description

Nietzsche is a-rcligious. From Nietzsche's standpoint, Kierkeg^aard is hostile to life.

In any case, Kierkegaard professes to be a Christian, Nietzsche an anti-Christian.’*

In a certain way these sentences represent the point of greatest methodical prox-

imity of Jaspers to Max Weber. Were one to look for a sentence — later on: after

the accomplished transformation from the psychologist of many Weltanschaunngen

to the philosoplier of the one and only Occidental philosophy and to the announcer

of the one philosophical truth — which would be similarly representative of the

greatest distance from Max Weber, the following one might well be the most im-

pressive: ''I see in my thinking the natural and necessary conclusion of Occidental

thought up till now, the ingenuous synthesis by virtue of a principle, which in its

breadth is capable of taking in everything which is, in any sense of the word, true.”

(Wahrheih 192) -
— As concerns this exciting, immeasurably rich philosophical relationship to Max

Weber, it seems to the author that Jaspers behaved towards Max Weber just as

Nietzsche desired of a genuinely philosophical disciple: “You go East: then I shall

go West — without this sensibility every friendship, every discipleship, every pupil-

ship at some time or other becomes hypocrisy.” The author of these pages desires

nothing more than that Mr. Jaspers would respond to this 'attack* on him in such a

way that he would show why and in how far he was forced, in the progress of his

philosophizing, to depart from Max Weber's positions. As, for example: (for the

sake of 'Truth*) to replace Weber's discussion of value — aiming at the clarification

of the struggle among irreconcilable gods (i.e., ultimate spiritual possibilities) — by

the construction of a much more peaceful Pantheon. — With such a critique of Max
Weber, Jaspers would help the author and many others in their own attempt to

love the great man with that kind of complete freedom which at one time was his

own gift to us.

20 Compared with the portrayal of Kierkegaard in Reason and Existenz (1935),

the presentation in Rechenschaft und Ausblick (1951) seems very different, much
simpler and more human. In this latter the category of “exception” does not even

occur,

20 The vehemence of Nietzsche’s attacks on Kant (in his later works) shows a

surprising structure. One catches in it the formal aspect of a process, intensified and

precipitated as if pathologically. But, if one traces this increase in irritability from

beginning to end, the process is seen to be enmeshed with a calm, even maximal
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of Kierkegaard’s just mentioned “exceptional existence’’ under
the light of this definition of “happiness” — just as Nietzsche on
his part explained and bore the courage and high significance of

his own life (as an exception) from the point of view of this

same concept of happiness. If we carry out this attempt, if we
interpret Kierkegaard’s ‘being exceptional’ by Nietzschean stand-

ards, every one of Jaspers’ characterizations quoted above is at

once shown to be no longer cogent. Kierkegaard the “exception”

is now revealed to be animated by certainty of instinct and by
happiness. A plethora of information (above all from his Jonr-
nals) is available to show the powerful support which Kierkegaard

had: 1) in his innate (emotional) modes of movement (flight:

attack: leading : following; rivalry as a “fight for rank” and as

“fight for territory” (meaning field of competence) , etc.) ; 2) in

the masterpieces of his many-faceted endo’ivments; 3) in his

ability to transform melancholy almost ad libitum into conver-

sation and thus abolish it; 4) in his inner “clock:” in the tension

of reserving himself and the course of his life for an (at least to

himself) incontestably “authentic deed” (which was to be more
than merely “interesting”) ; and thus 5) to die in the harnc.ss of

his “exceptional existence” (but, at the same time, in the hospital,

while confessing — thus returning home to the “tiniversal”)

.

steadiness of substantial motivation. Even in the very last climaxes of velicmencc,
the substance of these attacks on Kant is still the same as the content of Nictzschc^s
Kant-criticism in his youth and in his ‘‘middle phase” (Dawn: Gay Science).

During the time of his Schopenhauer veneration, Nietzsche educated and schooled
himself philosophically in Kant; he studied Kant with particular philological thor-

oughness (in contrast to other philosophers, whom he often did not know in detail).

His criticism, unvarying in content, began already at the time of Ins enthusiastic

veneration of Kant. The substantial motives of his Kant-criticism develop into defi-

nite points of view, always adhered to and always present, which arc central and
fundamental to all the constancy that may be found in his own philosophy:

(1) Against Kant’s ‘‘poor concept” of happiness, Nietzsche achieves recognition and
philosophical respectability for the idea of happiness -- stemming from Goethe.

(2) Nietzsche criticizes the validity of the ‘‘Categorical Imperative” for everyone
from a (religiously unembarrassed) concept of “exception,” which every individual
deserving of the name ‘individual’ represents.

(3) Nietzsche contrasts Kant’s ethics and metaphysics, on the one hand with percep-
tions of Goethe’s, and, on the other, with Darwin’s viewpoints. Partly influenced by
Goethe and partly by Darwin, he criticizes above all the wilful conceptions of “ori-

gins” out of “freedom," and conceives as over against it the idea of a “natural his-

tory of morality.”

(4) (Even very early, but later on with increasing fervor) Nietzsche sees in Kant the
“great retarder” of psychological analysis and of the unwarped view of *homo na-
tura* in all its wealth of phenomena — and (later), the retarder of “intellectual in-

tegrity” as such.

(5) In Kant’s confusion of every kind of “egoism” with “Evil,” Nietzsche sees an
utmost contrast to Goethe’s “far truer knowledge.” He takes Goethe and Kant to be
the great “antagonists of the German spirit.”
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Which interpretation of Kierkegaard’s exceptional being car-

ries the greater ti'uth: Kierkegaard’s self-interpretation (which

is also Jaspers’) , or the interpretation seen through Nietzsche’s

eyes?®^

Once again — methodologically — , Max Weber would insist on

demonstrating, in the struggle of these interpretations with each

other, their irreconcilable nature. And again we see him inclining,

substantially, towards the Nietzschean interpretations (and causal

analyses) as against the Kierkegaardian—^Jaspersian (idealistic)

interpretations (concerned with “origin”)

.

* * * * *

Let us return to our theme at its point of departure; viz., to

the Jaspers-Kierkegaardian convictions concerning Evil’s origin

in freedom — as well as the origin of the good and of love in the

freedom of a counteraction to Evil. We think that — together with

Nietzsche — Max Weber is here, for numerous reasons, in agree-

ment with Goethe in Goethe’s rejection of this doctrine concern-

ing the origin of Evil and good (insofar as he encountered it in

its Kantian form) , as being an ungrateful or impious speculation

contrary to the nature of the world and of man."®

In his old age (182.1) • Goethe partly retracted his harsh judg-

ment of Kant’s idea of a Radical Evil in man. Since his friendship

with Schiller he had remained inclined to call himself a “Kant-

81 Socrates, the third great historical "exception" placed by Jaspers alongside

Kierkegaard and Nietzsche, could be properly understood by neither of the two in-

torpretations. In the Introduction to his chapter on Socrates, in his History of Phi-

losophy, n, Hegel discusses him in a magnificent way. Also in the chapter on the

-Doctrine of Law/' in his Nurnberger Propadeutik (par. 77) he writes: “The good-

ness of God consists therein that single individuals even as single epochs may culu-

vate their one-sided viewpoints to arrive at their own consciousness of justice and,

at the same time, participate in the universal (higher and progressive) Righteous-

ness through the honor of being guilty before it and of falling victim to it. In

sharp contrast to the magnificence of these Hegelian portrayals stands the profound-

ly differing Section, entitled, **Ausnahmer in Jaspers' work, Von der Wahrheit (745-

766), as the magnificent counter-pole.

The sad upshot thus seems to be that of devoutness scolding devoutness.

Representative of Kantian devoutness is Kierkegaard's statement: Authentic

earnestness reposes solely in the thought that God is looking

VIII, 63): and this other one:
“ ‘But he that is spiritual judgeth all things, yet he

himself is judged of no man.' (I Cor. 2:15) In other words, the spiritual man hM

the power and the key with which to explain all lower forms 7°

extent he can be judged by no one except by whatever is higher than he. (Jour

”"*^AKaiust all that, Goethe’s devoutness in this single remarkable sentence: "T^

suboSate oneself is no achievement at all to be marvelled at-but: rn down^
movement, in descent, to recognize as above oneself something which stands beneath
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ian.” Only the following still seemed “blasphemous” to him in

that [Kantian] thought (and we would have liked to have

avoided the severity of that earlier word) : that Kant had fixed the

experience of Evil in such a way that, as absolute Evil, it could

be resolved only by a leap into a state of pure redemption — only

by the acquisition of citizenship in a completely different (intelli-

gible) world; and, furthermore, as follows from the foregoing,

that Kant, at the same time, gave us to believe that Evil in man
is a more radical phenomenon than is the good in him, such that,

by dint of this negative constitution of man, morality and ethics

are for ever justified in their proceeding in categorical opposition

to man’s nature, instead of proceeding, according to both possibil-

ity and the ideal, in co-operation with it.

The aging Goethe made it his concern to mediate between
Kant and himself, and tlius to remove the necessity of a choice,

of an Either-Or, between himself and Kant. He wrote:

Piety, until now a virginally chaste word in German, since our puri-

fiers have rejected it and put it aside, fortunately, as being foreign.

‘Pietas gravissimum et sanctissirnum nomen/ says a noble forebear and
concedes to it that it is the fundameuturn omnium virtutum. Time
and place preclude our digressing on it now; let only this much be
briefly said, therefore:

If certain aspects of human nature, looked at from the viewpoint of

morality, require us to ascribe to it a kind of Radical Evil, an original

sin, other manifestations of human nature require us likewise to admit
an original virtue in it — an innate goodness, uprightness, and espe-

cially an inclination to reverence. This fountainhead, insofar as it is

cultivated in man, insofar as it becomes active and reaches life and
public opinion, we call piety, as did tlie ancients.

It shows itself powerfully from parents to children, somewhat more
weakly from children to parents. It diffuses its beneficent influences
from brothers and sisters to relatives by blood, clan, and nation. It

proves effective with princes, benefactors, teachers, patrons, friends,

protfeg^s, servants, menials, beasts and consequently with land and soil,

with country and state. It encompasses everything and, since tlie world
is its province, it bestows its last and best on heaven. It alone holds
the wiles of selfishness in check. If, by some miracle, it were to appear
instantaneously in all men, it would cure the earth of all tliose evils

from which she presently and perhaps incurably suffers. But — we have
already said too much and yet would, even with the greatest fulness
of details, always still be saying too little . . . .*»

88 Goethe in bis review of Don Alonxo, ou PEspagne, in Cotta Anniversary ed'n,
S7« 283.
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Postscript.

An expert on Max Weber and the modem world-quarrels may
well ask in astonishment: How can one write a discourse on evil

(where, of all things, emphasis and guidance are placed in Max
Weber’s hands) , without — as concerns the subject-matter — en-

tering into politics, and without — as concerns persons — mention-
ing Marx. Indeed: the problem would really have only begun to

interest Max Weber — being the impassioned politician of his

nation and time that he was — at the point where we stopped.

And rightly: in the debate over good and evil in this his own
peculiar field, he could exclaim against all the classics, from Kant
to Kierkegaard, from Goethe to Nietzsche: “Into the corner with

that old trash!” — with one exception: Marx. However, the author

wanted to save a discussion of the mechanics of evil in politics

and of Max Weber and Marx for some later occasion.

Eduard Baumgarten
George Washington Institute

Institute of Technology
Stuitgart, Germany
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Ernst Moritz Manasse

JASPERS’ RELATION TO MAX WEBER

W HAT MAX WEBER means to Jaspers is rooted in the

communication which existed between the two. Commu-
nication designates an "existential’ relation and therefore cannot

be the object of a cogent rational analysis. But some light may be

thrown upon it if one uses a dialectical approach. The following

discussion is to be understood as an attempt in this method. It will

be centered about the thesis that the communication with Max
Weber has been the living spring from which Jaspers’ thinking

has taken its origin. But the truth of the thesis is counterbalanced

by the possible truth of an opposite thesis. This opposite thesis or

antithesis says that everything which is here traced back to Jaspers’

communication with Max Weber can also be explained differ-

ently. The antagonism of the antithesis will be particularly felt

in the second section of this paper, where the communication

with Max Weber is interpreted as the ‘existential’ basis of Jaspers’

relation to Kant, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche. But, although the

second section is more dialectical than the first one, it is still

written from the point of view of the thesis.

In a dialectical discussion of this sort the antithesis does not

have the function of canceling the truth of the thesis. Neither is

it to be assumed that both are surpassed by the truth of a syntlie-

sis. Rather it ought to be understood that the truth of the thesis

is not final and has to be defended against the antithesis in a

never ending debate. The following discussion, therefore, presents

only the first half of an argument, the second part of which (that

is, the actual debate against the antithesis) is always to be felt

as present even though it remains unwritten.

I. The Idea of Max Weber’s Philosophical

Existence in Jaspers’ Work

For Jaspers Max Weber was like Socrates.

In the monograph. Max Weber,

^

first published in 1932, Jaspers

1 Max Weber, Monograph, 3rd ed., 1948.

369
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compares the spiritual situation of our time with that of declining

Antiquity. At tliat time the Stoic philosophy offered spiritual

support to the single individual whose fate was an ever growing-

isolation. Stoicism was prepared to furnish such support, because

it was inspired by the example of Socrates who “as a real person

had been, had done, and had suffered what philosophy tried to

comprehend for centuries afterwards.”® Ours is a time again,

Jaspers believes, when individuals who are concerned about

spiritual truth may turn to philosophy. This does not mean that

they ought to become the partisans of any of the philosophical

schools of the day. But the true flame of philosophy may be

kindled in them through the “manifest mystery”® of an extra-

ordinary man. The appearance of Max Weber is a challenge to

the present generation as the appearance of Socrates was a chal-

lenge to the Ancients.

The first who tried to comprehend the philosophical meaning

of Socrates’ existence were his pupils, foremost among whom was

Plato. Jaspers does not compare his relation to Max Weber to

Plato’s relation to Socrates. Perhaps this is due both to his modesty

(Jaspers has repeatedly asserted that he does not consider himself

as the originator of a new philosophy but rather as a renewer and

preserver of the philosophia perennis)* and to be a certain dis-

tance which he has felt towards Plato. It may be necessary to

state this in order to escape misunderstandings. On the other

hand, the comparison of the relations of the two ancient and the

two modern thinkers is so suggestive that to omit it would mean
to deprive the interpretation of a unique instrument. It will be

used in the following pages, therefore, whenever it appears help-

ful to clarify the issues.®

For Plato Socrates was a puzzle and a paradox. In Socrates’

appearance Plato perceived a combination of obvious simplicity

with unfathomable depth. Whatever Socrates expressed seemed

to be down to earth, simple and precise. When, in an attempt to

solve a problem, he ran into intricacies, he often confessed his

ignorance and left the problem unsolved. Yet there was something

in the admission of his ignorance which carried the spell of

mystery. One spoke of Socrates’ irony. But Socrates tried neither

to hide anything nor did he want to mystify his partners. At any

rate, Plato was convinced that this irony had another meaning.

For Plato, Socrates’ ignorance was not something merely negative

2 Monograph, 57. 8 Ibid, 4 Cf,, for instance, Wahrheit, 192.

5 The same comparison was made by Julius Stenzel in his review of Jaspers' F/ii-

losophie; c£. Logos, vol. 22 (1933), 85E
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but a docta ignorantia. Instead of pointing to the pure nothing
(and even less to a nothing clad with the garment of mystery)

,

it seemed to point to a reality of a different order. On the level

of discussion, this reality remained ineffable (dippr^xov). Perhaps
it was something inherent in the speaker’s person. Plato could
not evoke it, for a long time, except by portraying Socrates. Little

by little, he found other ways of expressing it. It would be one-
sided, but probably not altogether wrong, were one to maintain
that the theory of Ideas and the dialectics of the later dialogues
were Plato’s final attempt of unfolding the mystery which had
appeared to him in Socrates’ person.
Max Weber’s words are distinguished by a similar directness

and lack of pretense as Socrates’. To be sure, in the scientific

age philosophy cannot appear in the simple forms of a conversa-

tion in which it had come to ancient Athens. Socrates needed not
to acknowledge any certainties other than those at which he
could arrive any moment by agreement with his partners. A
modern dialectician is at once confronted by a vast amount of

scientific kno'ivledge which has been ascertained by methodical
research. But this difference does not exclude the possibility of

a basic similarity.

As Plato .saw it, Socrates emphasized the limits of non-dialectical

thinking in order to make room for the docta ignorantia which is

the beginning of true philosophy. As Jaspers sees it. Max Weber
pointed out the limits of empirical science in order to protect

the *existential’ freedom of the individual from the encroach-

ments of the cogent, Weber’s negations, as do Socrates’, have a

positive aim. Instead of stopping the flight of the spirit they are

to .stimulate it. Weber’s determined separation of the scientifically

knowable from what belongs to the realm of personal evaluation

aims at more than the contrast between the rational and the

irrational which leaves the latter without light and responsibility.

On the contrary, Weber’s whole energies were directed at nar-

rowing the sphere of the irrational. In a gigantic effort he at-

tempted to gather all the light which reason provides and to focus

it on the secret sources of our choices and decisions. Thus he
pointed to the true freedom while engaging his whole strength in

the service of the un-ending rational analysis. Weber’s example,

like Socrates’, inspired those who were susceptible to the greatness

of such an undertaking. In no one did it produce a more pro-

found effect than in Jaspers. Just as Plato’s philosophy could

be interpreted as his attempt to say what he had experienced

through Socrates, so it is possible to consider Jaspers’ thinking
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as his way of expressing what he had experienced through Max
Weber.

On two occasions Jaspers tried to evoke Max Weber’s personal-

ity directly. In the immediate grief over Weber’s death he ad-

dressed the students of the University of Heidelberg in a com-

memorative assembly.® What he had then said he later rc-intei-

preted and expanded in a little monograph. The occasion for this

second publication was the rise of National Socialism in CJermany.

Reminding his readers of the man whom he considered as the

greatest among the contemporaries, he spoke against the rising-

confusion.'^ But Address and Monograph are only the two most

explicit references to Max Weber within Jaspers’ work. One may
say without exaggeration that Max Weber’s personality appears

in each of Jaspers’ major publications. A reader who has become

sensitive to Jaspers’ enthusiasm and who is familiar with his

style may discover silent references to Weber even within his

most abstract discussions. I shall refer to some of the more obvious

ones.

Through many years Max Weber accompanied his sociological

investigations with studies on the logical and methodological
'

foundations of the social sciences. One of the central problems

which he discussed concerns the meaning of Verstehen as it is

used by both sociologists and historians. Jaspers, who started his

career as a psychiatrist, was deeply imprciised by Weber’s analysis

of this concept. It helped him to distinguish in psychopathological

theory the kind of knowledge which is based on the intuitive com-
prehension of “understandable” processes from that which “ex-

plains” non-understandable causal relations in the manner of

the natural sciences, that is, by external observation and inference.

In Jaspers’ terminology, there is a verstehende psychologic and an
“explaining” psychology.® Weber himself welcomed Jaspers’ con-

tinuation of his own analyses and in turn referred to Jaspers

when he later characterized his own approach as “verstehende

sociology.”®

It might be possible to interpret the development of Jaspers’

6 Cf. Reckenschaft, 9ff.

7 Cf, Monograph, Preface to the Second and Third Editions, (Heidelberg, Oct.

1946),

8 ‘'Kausale und verstJindliche ZusammeuhJlnge zwischen Schicksal tind Dementia
Praecox,” Zeitschrift fUr die gesamte Neurologie und Psychiatrie XIV, 850ff (1912);
Allgemeine, Introduction to the Second Part.

0 Max Weber, '‘Ueber einige Kategoricn dcr vcrstchenden Soziologie*' in Gesam-
melte Aufsdtze xur Wissenschaftslekre (1922), 40$fC; Wirtschaft und Cesellschaft

(1922), 1.
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thinking by showing how, through the continued analysis of

“understanding,” he was led to his most characteristic philosophi-

cal intuitions. A verstehende psychology, as Jaspers was soon to

discover, has its limit where Existenz is involved. The limit points

to the need of an ‘existential’ analysis and of a new philosophical

logic. It is significant that in the fourth edition of the Allgemeine
Psychopatholoirie, Jaspers added several paragraphs on ‘existen-

tial’ and metaphysical understanding to the general section on
the x)erstehende psychology.^® The additions prove that there is

a direct connection between those problems to which Jaspers had
been introduced by Max Weber and the "philosophy of Existenz.”

But such a construction would be misleading. The mere logical

analysis of the concept of Verstehen would, by itself, never lead

to a comprehension of Existenz, unless it were based on immediate
‘existential’ experience. Jaspers had made such an experience, so

it appears, when he was enchanted by the “manifest mystery” of

Max Weber’s personality. The most direct expression of this

experience, in addition to the two essays titled, Max Weber, is

the Psycholofrie der Weltanschattnngen, the first edition of which
appeared one year before Weber’s death.

The theme of this book as well as the way in which Jaspers

approaches it give evidence to his closeness to Weber. Jaspers

has .ahvays felt that psychology and sociology are related sciences:

both are dependent on Verstehen; both occupy a middle ground
between the natural sciences (which seek to discover general

“laws”) and the historical disciplines (which interpret individual

events) : both make use of ideal types to clarify structures with

which they are occupied. But both of these sciences are also

exposed to a common danger. There is always a tendency in

psychology and sociology to transcend the limits of empirical

knowledge and to pass into psychological or sociological pseudo-

philosophies. This danger is especially great when it is attempted

in these sciences to analyze the presuppositions and consequences

of religious and non-religious Weltanschauungen. There are but
a few scientists who, under such circumstances, have withstood

the danger. Max Weber had given an admirable example of a

genuine scientific analysis in his investigations in the sociology

of religion. In his Psyckologie der Weltanschauungen Jaspers may
be expected to have faced a similar task, and such an assumption

seems to be confirmed by the Preface to the first edition. In

sentences clearly reminiscent of similar propositions by Max
Weber, Jaspers emphasizes that his book aims merely at the

10 Allgemeine, 4th ed. (1946), 246ff.
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clarification and the pointing out o£ possibilities o£ Weltan-

schauungen, not at the solution o£ the problem how one has to

live. “The actual Weltanschauung remains a matter of (the indi-

vidual’s) life.’’^^

Does this mean that Jaspers actually refrains from all evalua-

tions and offers an “objective” psychological typology? It is not

easy to answer this question. To be sure, Jaspers is faithful to

the promise of the preface that he will only talk about possibil-

ities. But the meaning of “possibility” seems to change in the

course of the book. In the end it discusses possibilities which arc

not, as one might infer from the Preface, the psychological possi-

bilities of ideal types but which reveal themselves as ‘existential’

potentialities. Witli this Jaspers does not lapse into a psychological

pseudo-philosophy which derives the “right” Weltanschauung

from a supposedly objective psychology. But he makes it evident

that there can be no self-contained psychology of Weltanschariun-

gen and that it needs the framework of a genuine philosophy

for its own truth.

Max Weber had stressed that the selection of a scientific theme
is dependent on the author’s interests and preferences, in other

words, that the selection itself is not “value-free.” Jaspers may
seem to be interpreting Weber’s words when he states, in his

Philosophie: “Psychology and .sociology are held together by an
‘existential’ interest which .seeks orientation in the world because

it looks for existence as a whole (das Dasein als Ctanzes) in its rel-

evance for Existenz. What is thus found as the truth calls for

rejection or attachment.”^® But this ‘existential’ interest does

not only concern the results of Jasper’s psychology, it also deter-

mines the whole process of his investigations. In the “Introduc-

tion” to the Psychologie der Weltanschauungen Jaspers declares

that the formulations of this book “are not self-.sufficient and com-
plete but somehow dependent on an extra-logical factor.”*® Jas-

pers is not satisfied with the isolation which a purely objective

treatment would impose on the subject matter. He also wants to

express its relations to something pre-scientific which encom-
passes it.

The “encompassing” which thus plays a r61e in the Psychologie

der Weltanschauungen is the same which was soon to become the

central theme of Jaspers’ philosophy: it is the Encompa.ssing qua
Existenz. One opines that the “‘existential’ interest” does not

11 P.<iyehologie, Srd ed. (1925), v. All references in this article are to the third edi-
tion of this work*

12 Philosophie 1, 201. 18 Psychologie, 12.
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permit the author merely to practice scientific psychology but

urges him to include what bursts through the framework of pure

science and to turn back upon itself. This is especially evident

in the analyses of tlie “enthusiastic attitude,” of the “demonic
person,” of the “ultimate situations,” and generally of the whole
section on the “life of the spirit” which aims to point out the

possibility of an “hold on the infinite” and destroys the deceptive

alternative of the flight into a “shell” and the despair of nihilism.

All these analyses have one thing in common: they all discuss pos-

sibilities which Jaspers, in one way or another, attempts to see in

connection with the personality of Max Weber. For Jaspers Max
Weber represents a new type.^^ But this is not a psychological

type but an ‘existential’ possibility. Whoever analyzes the struc-

ture of the Psychologie will discover that this book is so com-

posed that it centers about the elucidation of this type. The book
which is so much indebted to Max Weber for what he said is

even more so for what he left unsaid: the ocppiqTov of his philo-

sophical existence.

The Philosophie, which appeared thirteen years after the first

edition of the Psychologie, tries to express in a new and more
direct language what had already been the secret motive of the

earlier work. This time the concept of Existenz is clearly recog-

nized as the center of the author’s thinking. The systematic

analysis of this concept provides Jaspers with the main categories

of his philosophy.

As early as in the Commemorative Address, Jaspers had stated

that through Max Weber, “the philosophical Existenz became
‘visible to others’.”^® One may infer from this that “the idea of

this philosophical Existenzf’^'^ is the lasting inspiration of Jaspers’

“philosophy of Existenz” and this conclusion is confirmed by the

new work. Indeed, each of the three volumes of the Philosophie

contains evidence of the presence of that idea. In the first volume
(“Philosophical World Orientation”) it is felt in the emphasis

on the dignity as well as on the limits of science and in the re-

ferring to Existenz and Transcendence as the non-scientific sources

of the will to know. In the second volume (“Illumination of

Existenz”) the idea of Max Weber’s philosophical Existenz seems

to be present as the secret standard by which all ‘existential’

possibilities are being judged. Finally, since Existenz cannot be
without Transcendence, the idea which inspires the whole work
work includes the necessity to explore the ways in which Existenz

w Cf. Marianne Weber, Max Weber: Em Lebensbild (1926), 580.

IS Rechemchaft, 17. l® Ibid., 25.
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approaches the absolute. The third volume (“Metaphysics”)

,

which is dedicated to this task, shows the idea fo Max Weber’s

Existenz in new and previously unheard perspectives. In order

to recognize them in their full significance it is perhaps necessary

to compare the “Metaphysics” with Jaspers’ Monograph on Max
Weber which appeared the same year.

In the Monograph Jaspers points out that Weber’s appearance

was full of contradictions. There was something “antinomical”

in Weber’s personality as well as in his thinking. Jaspers enumer-

ates several pairs of contrasts which especially struck him. The
last of these pairs sounds quite mysterious. Weber combined, it

says, “the unconditional fulfilment of the moral demand as the

Law of the Day and the clear-sighted openness for the demons
of the Night.”^^ In the “Metaphysics” there is a section which

carries the title: “The Law of the Day and the Passion for die

Niglit.”'® The glance into the Night is the acknowledgment of the

possible truth which remains in the ultimate negation of reason,

life and light. The existence of diis possibility is one of the most

disquieting and tormenting insights of Jaspers’ work. It is an
almost unbelievable and yet a consoling thought that even on this

path Jaspei's is still accompanied by the idea of Max Weber’s
philosophical Existenz.

“The Day is tied to the Night, because the day is only, if it

ultimately and truthfully founders.”^® The contrast of Day and
Night is as indissoluble as the foundering is inescapable. The
Philosophie as well as the Monograph culminate in a discussion

of the meaning of foundering. In the Monograph, Jaspers com-
prehends Max Weber’s fate as “genuine” foundering which
appears to be symbolic and “like the return to the origin”®® (from

which Existenz and Being have descended) . Symbolic of what?
The answer is found in the last chapter of the “Metaphysics,”

where foundering is recognized as “the decisive cipher of Tran-
scendence.”®^ Max Weber’s foundering is symbolic of the manner
in which all philosophy comes to an end.

The completion of the Philosophie and of the Monograph
represent the climax of that phase in Jaspers’ development in

which the explication of the idea of Max Weber’s philosophical

Existenz caused him to think through the problems of a philos-

ophy of Existenz. This accomplished, his thinking turned more
and more to a problem which is designated by him by the names
of “the Encompassing” (das Vmgreifende) and “the origins” (die

!! Monograph, 46.
,

W Wi,VosofiWe III, lOgfl. UiWd., 110.

20 Monograph, 56. Sti Philosophie HI. 219ff.
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Urspriinge).^ Both expressions refer to what is prior to reason

and yet the source of all knowing, all being, all truth. The first

publication in which this new turn in Jaspers’ thinking is evident

are the five lectures which appeared under the title Reason and
Existenz. The book begins with the statement: “The rational is

not thinkable without its other, the non-rational, and it never

appears in reality without it.”^® There is a new tone in this state-

ment and this new tone is echoed throughout the five lectures.

And yet: is not this first new sentence related to a number of

propositions which he had issued earlier? Does it not remind

of the antinomy of Day and Night and of the inevitableness of

foundering? To be sure, there is this difference: What was

formerly taken as the ultimate realization of truth is now recog-

nized as the origin and the very foundation of truth. But even this

thought seems to have been anticipated by the remark in the

Monograph that Max Weber’s foundering was “like the return

to the origin.’’®* It thus appears that the idea of Max Weber’s

philosophical Existenz has remained Jaspers’ point of departure

even in this latest phase of his production, and that only its radi-

ation has penetrated farther and farther.

Plato’s thinking which was inspired by the idea of Socrates’

philosophical Existenz seems to have taken a similar development.

In some of Plato’s later works his thought has moved so far away
from his origin that he chose others in place of Socrates as the

representatives of his judgments. But it is hardly a coincidence

that even then Plato wanted the discussion to go on in Socrates’

presence. If one takes the words in a dialectical and not in a trivial

sense, one might say that in those dialogues Plato was still inter-

preting what Socrates had been with the modification that hence-

forth the discussion of what Socrates had been included that which

he had not been. In the same sense Jaspers’ later works may be

said to deal with Max Weber, both with that as which he had

existed and with what he could not be since it is being of a non-

’existential’ nature. A few examples may illustrate this continued

presence of the idea of Max Weber’s philosophical Existenz in

Jaspers’ more recent publications.

(a) In The Origin and Goal of History, Jaspers attempts the

construction of the whole of man’s history, something from

which Max Weber, in spite of his comprehensive knowledge, had

always shrunk. But this construction is not presented as factual

knowledge. Origin and goal remain unknown. They are ideas by

which Existenz is directed toward the Encompassing in which it

22 Cl Wahrheit, 28. 2® Reason, 19. 24 Cl note 20.
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is rooted. The point of departure of this philosophy of history

seems to be indicated in the Monograph, where Jaspers describes

Weber’s interest in any kind of empirical causality together with

his awareness of the relative importance of each. For it so happens,

Jaspers observes, that “Max Weber, in his empirical research,

arrives all the more decisively at the sources from which, as un-

comprehended presuppositions, he has to proceed.’’-’’

(b) In The Perennial Scope of Philosophy, Jaspers declares:

“Faith is life out [of the source] of the Encompassing, it is

guidance and fulfillment through the Encompassing.”'-'* Philo-

sophical faith is one of the permanent themes of Jaspers’ thinking.

In the work with this title the relation to the Encompassing may
seem to indicate a new horizon. Yet this, too, was already antici-

pated in a chapter of the Psychologic, which unmistakably sug-

gests the nearness of the idea of Max Weber’s philosophical

Existent. Faitli there is said to be “the all-embracing (das Um-
fassende); not something particular — neither a merely isolated

content nor something specifically religious — but the ultimate
power of tlie spirit.”**^ Such a faith has a twofold character just as

does its counterpart, the ideas. “It is subjective power as much
as objective content.”**^ In the Monograph the relation of philo-

sophical faith to Max Weber’s Existent is made explicit. Weber,
Jaspers says,

remained in the process of experiencing, seeking and distinguishing.
Yet each distinction was superseded by a unity of which he himself
was not aware, since it was ancliored in the truthfulness of his being
Mmself. The content of this faith was nothing that could be expressed
in a permanently valid formula; but it was imperturbably present as
the substance in everything that he experienced and thought.®*

(c) In Von der Wahrheit Jaspers quotes Max Weber’s last

words “The True is the Truth’’ (Das Wahre ist die Wahrheit)
and takes them as a cipher of absolute truth itself. “Absolute
truth,” Jaspers declares,

can only be where falsehood is no longer possible, that is, in Tran-
scendence. There, however, the 'truth for us’ ends also together with
falsehood, and there remains only the pure light which is indicated
by the mysterious sentence of the dying Max Weber: ‘The True is the

25 Monograph, 88*

Scope, 17. (Ed^s. N6te: Das Umgreifende has here been translated in harmony
with its general translation throughout this vol.)

ST Psychoh^e, 837. as ibid.. 838; ct PhOosophie 11. 279ff.

^Monograph, 58*
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Truth.’ These words are meaningless for us [only] in so far as we
are finite beings.*®

The mystery of Max Weber’s last words never ceased to occupy

Jaspers’ mind. One may be inclined to take them for the very

seeds of his book, Von der Wahrheit: So one reaches this same
conclusion when one reads Jaspers’ comment in the Monograph:
“For us tliis is not a tautology but like the magic expression of

an Existent. Its truth is the acknowledgment that even the ways

of knowing as empirical knowledge are but functions in a respon-

sible process the origin and goal of which are uncertain and yet

approved.’’*^

11. Max Weber’s Philosophical Existent as ‘Repetition’

In the foregoing, Jaspers’ philosophy has been construed as an
interpretation of the idea of Max Weber’s philosophical Existent.

It may be objected that this is a distortion. Jaspers himself has

declared that he owes his basic insights to an ancient tradition

in philosophy and, in the Preface to his Philosophie, he named
ten philosophers to whom he feels especially indebted. Also, it

has been assumed that the center of Jaspers’ thought is the “philo-

sophy of Existent.” Now it is a well known fact and attested by
Jaspers’ own words that the spiritual ancestors of this philosophy

were Kierkegaard and Nietzsche. One may argue that this cannot

be reconciled with the contention of the unique importance of

Max Weber for Jaspers’ philosophical development.

These objections have to be met; yet the problem can be
limited without prejudice to the relevant facts. Looking at the

names of the ten philosophers who are mentioned in the Preface

to the Philosophies one may or may not feel able to determine

what Jaspers owes to each of them. But one will hardly conclude

that each of them was equally important for the formation of

his thought. Besides Weber, there are only three whose impact

can be traced through all phases of Jaspers’ philosophizing. These
three are Kant, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche. Jaspers recognizes

them together with Max Weber as his predecessors in the Psychol-

ogie der Weltanschauungen,^^ and in Reason and Existent he

mentions these same ones as those thinkers who have paved the

way to his Philosophie.^ I think this will justify it, if, in the

80 Wahrhett, 697. 8i Monograph, 53. 32 Psychologie, 12fiE.

^Reason, 155f. The only other philosopher whose importance for Jaspers comes
near to that of these four is HegeL But with all his admiration for Hegel, Jaspers
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following, I shall deal only witli Jaspers’ relations to Kant, Kierke-

gaard and Nietzsche. If it can be shown that the idea of Max
Weber’s philosophical Existenz played an important part in the

shaping of these relations, one may infer that either the same

is true for his relations to the other thinkers he has mentioned;

or else tliat tliese relations concern less central areas of his

philosophy.

Max Weber was not a philosopher in the technical sense, and

Jaspers received from Kant and Kierkegaard and, to a lesser

extent, from Nietzsche, the conceptual tools which he needed in

order to analyze what he had experienced through Weber. But

this would not have been possible unless Jaspers had felt that

there was an ‘existential’ relationship between those three thinkers

and Weber. Since Jaspers has given no name to this relationship,

I shall call it “repetition.” The ‘existential’ potentialities of tliis

term have been recognized by Kierkegaard and have since been

re-interpreted by Heidegger. It is to be noted, however, that

“repetition” here is used to describe a structure which is not

identical with those analyzed by Kierkegaard or Heidegger. “Rep-

etition” here docs not mean the conscious re-collection of former

‘existential’ possibilities. If the present interpretation is correct,

the consciousness of the repetition has to be sought in the ob-

server Qaspers) and not in the repeating individual (Weber)

.

“Observer” is of course .also to be taken in an ‘existential’ sense

and means an Existenz wliich in the enthusiasm of the communi-
cation discovers new horizons. To summarize: Repetition here

means that by communication with Max Weber Jaspers experi-

enced that Weber’s being, doing and suffering was intimately

related to the being, doing and suffering of Kant, Kierkegaard

and Nietzsche. It is as though the enthusiasm of Jaspers’ com-
munication with Max Weber had been transformed and led to

new forms of an “indirect” communication.

Here it is, however, necessary to make a distinction. Kierke-

gaard’s and Nietzsche’s significance, as Jaspers sees it, lies in the

fact that both were “exceptions.” Kant cannot be called an ex-

ception in the same sense (though perhaps in a modified one)

.

Repetition therefore does not designate a single pattern. If an
“exception” can be “repeated” at all, this implies the existence of

a very special mode of repetition. In the interest of method it

has always (snsidered Hegel’s metaphyste as the opposite pole of his own think-
ing. Like Kierkegaard, Jaspers arrives at his own trutli by distancing himself from
Hegel.
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will be best to start with the simpler case, that is, the “repetition”

o£ Kant.

A. The ‘Repetition’ o£ Kant’s Philosophical Existenz

(The Prototype of the Demonic Person)

Kant’s importance for Jaspers has scarcely been recognized to

its full extent, although Jaspers’ comprehension of Kant surpasses

in depth that of most of tlie so-called Kantians.®* In the Preface

to the Philosophie, Jaspers calls Kant “the prototype of a philos-

opher” (den Philosophen schlechthin)?^ He thinks that possibly

only a small number of German readers have grasped the true

meaning of Kant’s philosophy (as only a few Greeks may have

grasped the true meaning of Plato’s philosophy) Kant’s original-

ity appears to him as great as that of the pre-Socratics.

According to Jaspers, Kant means the end of all objective

metaphysics, and no one who has recognized the importance of

Kant’s achievement will seek refuge in a new ‘shell’. Kant’s

thinking is infinite movement. It cannot come to rest because it

is in continuous transition from the “antinomial structure of

the world” to the ideas and vice versa. The antinomies reveal

the dependent nature of reality as it appears to the human under-

standing and prohibit a calm contemplation of it. Yet, although

they threaten to upset the spirit which is longing for order, they

point the way to the ideas. Because of Kant’s insistence on the

difference between rational empirical knowledge and the pseudo-

rationality of an objective metaphysics, the Kantian ideas are not

to be understood as given “objects” of another reality. Kant’s

“theory of ideas,” in a unique manner, elucidates the process

of transcending without lapsing into a new sort of pseudo-objec-

tivity.

Like Kant, Max Weber was struck by the “antinomial struc-

ture of the world.” Sociological studies and political experience

convinced him that each individual runs into rationally insuper-

able antinomies whenever he tries to analyze his own evaluations

and principles of action. There is a never ending “battle of the

gods” which baffles all efforts of trying to deduce what is right.

Every single attempt to realize a particular set of values leads to

inevitable conflicts. The realization of almost any chosen value

presupposes preliminary acts (means) or produces unintended

84 Even the plan of the present volume foresees artides on Jaspers’ relations to

Kierkegaard and to Nietzsche, but none on his relation to Kant.

86 Philosophie 1, viii. 88 Ori^n, 250.
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consequences which run counter to the chosen end. Just as Kant

was confronted by the limits of a rational comprehension of the

physical world, so Weber faces the limits which prohibit a rational

deduction of moral principles. As Kant insisted on the separation

of metaphysical concepts from those of empirical .science, so

Weber insists on the separation of moral and metaphysical evalu-

ations from sociological and related investigations. There seems

to be but one important difference. Whereas Kant meets the meta-

physical needs of the human mind by pointing to the non-objec-

tive “objects” of the pure reason, that is, the ideas, Weber’s final

word on metaphysics seems to be negative.

Jaspers, who repeatedly points out the similarities, must have

felt this as the crucial point. If he had had to believe that Weber’s

negativism was real and not merely apparent, the comparison

could not have meant much to him. But, from his communication

with Weber Jaspers gained the conviction that, against all ap-

pearances, Weber possessed a powerful equivalent for Kant’s

apperception of the ideas. This equivalent tvas Weber’s faith.

Jaspers describes it as a “simple unknowing faith which again

and again .said ‘yes’ from the deepest spring (of his Existenz);

which sought and found what remains lovable in the midst of

general ruin, even still in what was altogether foreign to him.”-'”^

For Jaspers, faith and ideas are reciprocal terms:-'** the thinker

who lives by faith is the same who also is inspired by ideas.

Although all this corroborates the fact that Ja.spcrs is aware
of a basic affinity between Kant’s and Weber’s philosophical atti-

tudes, it may not seem sufficient to justify the assertion that he
considers this affinity a “repetition.” One may demand a token

which calls more directly for such an interpretation.! believe that

such a token is presented in the identity of style in which Jaspers

refers to both Weber and Kant. Not only does he occasionally

use the same terms to characterize Kant’s and Weber’s thinking,-'*®

but there are entire passages in his work with mute but unmi.s-

takable references to an Existenz which seems to be Kant’s as well

as Max Weber’s. An example from the Psycholop;ie may illustrate

tills.

In order to overcome the lame contrast between a narrow
rationalism and a directionless irrationalism, Jaspers points out
that one has to distingui.sh among three basic types. Besides the

Monograph. 52. 88 Cf. above with notes 27 and 28.

89 For example, Jaspers praises in Kant "the purity and depth of his infinitely
moving spirit” (Philosophic I, viii); and he says of Weber: "he united in himself
opposites in infinite movement/^ (Rechenschaft, 15).
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rationalistic rigorists and the “diaotic” irrationalists, there are

also those whom Jaspers calls “demonic.”^® A ‘demonic’ person

is characterized by an “antinomial synthesis”^^ his thinking is

said to move in the following “circular” pattern: as his creative

forces demand articulation, he cannot avoid constructing ‘shells’

(Gehduse); but these ‘shells’ will not satisfy his reason; being

aware of the antinomies which no shell is able to eliminate, he
will destroy the structure he has erected and free his energies for

higher realizations.

In a demonic person

the ardor of the living process reaches its highest intensity. As soon as

he feels the (threat of the) torpidity inherent in everything finite, he
senses the antinomies which limit it. Whenever his words and deeds
are taken as program or as model, he dreads such lifeless fixation and
disowns his own past. It is a continuous process of ‘surmounting’ and
thereby in direct contrast to the thrust toward chaos.^

The work of the demonic person,

sometimes carried out with rapid speed, seems not to serve the con-

struction of a shell in which he would have trust as in something
final; it seems to be but a stepping stone for his next move toward the

infinite. . . . His actions grow out of tire totality of a situation and
can but inadequately be comprehended by formulas or rational calcu-

lations.***

In spite of tliis, demonic persons are animated by the highest

sense of responsibility. “They are never able to know in advance

where their path is leading them. They are representatives of

entire successions of generations — unless one actually considers

them as the very image of raan.”^^

“The demonic spirit realizes itself ... in fragments .... The
fragmentary character of his realizations is increased by a relent-

less urge which carries him from attempt to attempt, from work
to work: scarcely has he completed one when a new one becomes
important to him.” A demonic person may seek realization in

politics, in the sciences, in the arts. If he has chosen the sciences,

“he is profound, decisive, a turning point in the history of ideas

and yet: without a system, without a school, without successors.”^®

A demonic person who avails himself of the medium of rational

thought can, of course, not avoid to express fixed positions and

evaluations. In such a case he strives toward a maximum of con-

sistency as passionately as a rigorist. Pursuing every thought to

40 Psychologie, 354. 4i Ibid., 853. 42 Ibid., 355.

48 Ibid. 44 Ibid., 356. 45 Ibid., 357.
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its most remote consequences, he causes the critical rc-cxamination

of the very foundations of the sciences.^®

The demonic person realizes most profoundly that he does not

understand himself and others; and that others, in tlic iinal analysis,

do not understand him. Yet to understand and to be untlcrstood is

his most ardent desire. As soon, on the other hand, as the demonic

impulse grows weary, men creep into shells and are saiislied by the

feeling of mutual understanding. They become masters ami leaders,

pick up disciples and successors instead of going on with the infinite

process of intellectual communication, growth and clarification. The
demonic person abhors such roles of master and apostle; [for he feels

that] tliey petrify and arrest the spirit and threaten to imijose a fixed

pattern to motion itself. The demonic person tloes not attract but

repels others who desire to devote and to sidjjcct their individuality

to his own. Instead of passing out the slogans to a fiock of idolizers,

he is suspicious of every fixed forimda. To be sure, he himself invents

formulas all the time, but he innnetliaiely disavows them again [i.e.,

when they have served their purpose].*^

With this analysis of the ‘demonic’ person one ha.s to compare
what Jaspers says about Max Weber. “This man,” he declares in

the Commemorative Addrc.ss, “who was never at a sliindstill but

always demonically driven on, did not want to set forth a perfect

system or work; had he done so, it would have oppre.s.scd, de-

ceived, blinded him.”*** Elsewhere in the Address and again in

the Monograph, Jaspers speaks of the “infinite mobility” of

Weber’s mind (the result of his gigtintic effort to synthesize

opposite forces) ; his bursting of any shell and his surmounting
of any stage which he had reached; the fragmentary character of

his work, caused by his constant attempts to extend his views

farther and farther; his passion for consistency together with
his readiness to re-examine his choices in the light of actual

situations; his rejection of the role of the charismatic leader and
his insistence on meeting every one as an equal. True, Jaspers

asserts that the Psychologie describes types, not personalities. Yet,

one can hardly escape the notion that the image of the demonic
man is less the result of an abstraction than the reflection of an
immediate intuition: the intuition, one readily concludes, of

the idea of Max Weber’s philosophical Exislenz.

There is, however, an objection to this conclusion. Although
several names are mentioned in order to illustrate features of the

demonic type. Max Weber’s name is not among them. Those
nominated include Socrates, Kant, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche.

Ibidv 358. 47 Ibid., 373. 48 Rechenschaft, 17.
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The references to Kant are of special significance. There is, for

instance, an extraordinary exposition of the fragmentary nature

of Kant’s work. Kant’s writings, Jaspers says, “are gigantic frag-

ments and at the same time an entire world full of contradictions,

the source of heterogeneous possibilities; their power to generate

is infinite . . . their power to instruct is small.’’^® Only the discern-

ing eye of enthusiasm could reach such insight. One may be
inclined to suppose that, if it had not been done by Max Weber,
the image of the demonic person would have been furnished to

Jaspers by Kant. Another statement in the Psychologic leads,

however, still further. According to this book, the “life of the

spirit’’ climaxes in what Jaspers calls mysticism, that is, in the

overcoming of the split which tears reality apart' into subject

and object. To overcome this split is not the exclusive prerogative

of those mystics who reach their goal in ecstatic flights. There is

another type of mystic who attains the same end in a different

manner. These are the “demonic” philosophers who transcend

reality in the direction of the ideas. In this connection Jaspers

hails Kant as the prototype of the demonic philosopher: “On the

basis of Plotinus’ example,” he says, “one has to approve the

mystic (that is, the ecstatic) type; on the basis of Kant’s example
one has to approve the demonic type with its direction toward
ideas.”®®

Does this mean that it is Kant and not Weber who inspired

Jaspers to his conception of the demonic type? Not at all. The
presence of Weber’s spirit in these analyses is as indubitable as

is Kant’s. The omission of Weber’s name may be due to the fact

that Weber was still alive when the first edition of the Psychologic

appeared. In no case can it do away with the evidence that Weber
like Kant represented (for Jaspers) the prototype of the ‘demonic’

person. But is it possible that there are two prototypes of one
type? I believe this possibility must be admitted. Its explanation

is contained in the concept of "repetition.”

B. The ‘Repetition’ of the Philosophical Existenz of Kierkegaard

and Nietzsche (The Exception and the Sacrifice)

The assumption of the possibility that there are philosophical

prototypes and that there is repetition seems to stand in conflict

with the notion that every philosopher is an exception. “Wherever

philosophy appears originally and in personal form, it is a stranger

in the world.”®^ To live philosophically means to live as an ex-

40 Psycholope, S58. bo ibid., 448. 8i Wohrheit. 765.
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ception. In this sense the ‘demonic’ Kant was an exception, even

though he may have been a prototype. Yet the meaning of ‘ex-

ception’ is ambiguous. Jaspers found the term in Kierkegaard,

who comprehended his own existence as that of an ‘exception.’

But Kierkegaard as well as his counterpart, Nietzsche, were ex-

ceptions in still another sense than Kant.

. . . everything great is unique, and can never be repeated identically.

But there is something essentially different in our relation to this

uniqueness: and this whether we live through them, and, by making
them our own, revive them, or see them through the distance of an
orientation which changes us but makes them more rcttiote.'"’-

Kierkegaard’s and Nietzsche’s uniqueness is of the latter sort:

“Nobody has accepted their answers; they are not ours. It is for

us to see what will become of us through ourselves as we look

upon them.’’®* With Kant it is different. Through Kant we might
gain ourselves back, because he is both ‘exception’ and prototype.

The contrast between a philosophical Existenz which is both
‘exception’ and prototype and that which is an “absolute’’ excep-

tion can be characterized by the contrast between belief and
unbelief. The nature of philosophical faith is symbolized by
Kant’s tlteory of ideas. Kant’s faith in ideas is both philosophical

and imperturbable: it is careful not to mistake itself for knowl-
edge and yet is guided by reason. Compared with Kant, Kierke-

gaard and Nietzsche appear like the heroes of unbelief. True
enough, Kierkegaard struggled to be a Christian and staked his

Existenz on the outcome of this struggle. Nevertheless, Kierke-
gaard’s efforts may appear “like the peculiar art of perhaps a

non-believer, forcing himself to believe.’’®^ In spite of his radical

Christianity, Kierkegaard’s spirit seems to be related to that of

the unbelieving Nietzsche more than to that of anyone else. If

it is true that genuine belief always stands in a dialectical relation

to unbelief,®® there remains this difference: that the faithful lives

by his faith, whereas Kierkegaard, as it appears, lived just as

much by his negations. His negating faith, like Nietzsche’s un-
belief, mark the very edge of nihilism.

Faith permits repetition in the mode of succession. If, as has
been suggested, Max Weber’s philosophical Existenz can be
understood as a repetition of Kant’s philosophical Existenz, this

relation illustrates what succession means. The faith that lived
in Kant seems to have come to a new life in a succeeding thinker

52 Reason, 46f. 68 Ibid.. 48. 64 Ibid., 36.

66 Cf. Philosophie I, 246fi; Scope, 19.
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and to have radiated once more. Because of this faith, Weber is,

like Kant, both ‘exception’ and prototype. In spite of his warn-
ings against regarding Weber as a charismatic leader, Jaspers

sees in him “the man who in a unique manner spread confidence;

since every one may and ought to go the way Max Weber went.’’®®

In contrast to Kant and Weber (who had such faith) , Kierke-

gaard and Nietzsche (who lacked it) appear like “absolute”

exceptions. Their paths we cannot go. But, because of them, “the

question is: how those of us shall live who are no exceptions

but who are seeking our inner way in the light of these excep-

tions.”®’' This is no easy task, and it may sometimes appear to be
altogether impossible. Yet,

we are in that cultural situation where the application of this knowl-
edge already contains the kernel of dishonesty. It is as though through
them we were forced out of a certain thoughtlessness, which without
them would have remained even in the study of great philosophers.

[Because of the example set by Kierkegaard and Nietzsche] we can
no longer tranquilly proceed in the continuity of a traditional, in-

tellectual education.®®

Was Max Weber aware of this situation? Did he live with
his eyes fixed on the exception? I do not recall that Weber ever

referred to Kierkegaard in his writings, although I assume that

he knew of him, through Jaspers if not otherwise. As for Nietz-

sche, there are several references in Weber’s writings which prove
that he had read him. Weber seems to have been especially inter-

ested in Nietzsche’s theory of the r61e of resentment in the world’s

history. One wonders whether Weber was not also impressed by
Nietzsche’s discussion of the potentialities of asceticism. Never-
theless, Weber’s interest in certain problems Nietzsche discussed

does not imply that he was affected by the phenomenon, Nietz-

sche. Jaspers, who occasionally mentions Weber’s admiration

for Kant,®® says nothing about Weber’s attitude towards Nietz-

sche. In spite of this, Jaspers feels that Weber and Nietzsche

represent the same humanity and that both belong to the same
tradition. “The [type of] man who was bom in the world of

Homer and of the Jewish prophets has not yet disappeared with

Nietzsche. Thus far he had his last great representative in Max
Weber.”®®

But Jaspers sees Weber not only in the tradition which connects

Nietzsche with classical and Biblical Antiquity. He also sees in

ISO Monograph, 48. 57 Reason, 47. 58 ihid,

50 C£. Rechenschaft, 24. o® Monograph, 56.
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Weber the marks which make him akin to tlie Exceptions, Nietz-

sche and Kierkegaard. His statement that in Weber there was

both “the unconditional Eulfilmcnt of the moral Law t)£ the Day

and the visionary openness for tlie demons of the Night”'” permit,

perhaps, the interpretation that Weber repeated ‘existential’ po-

tentialities of Kierkegaard and Nietzsche as well as of Kant. But,

whereas Weber’s relation to Kant has been understood :is a repeti-

tion in the mode of succession, the idea of Kierkegaard’s and of

Nietzsche’s Existent can only be repeated in the mode of excep-

tion.

One is an exception in that one founders. Since every Existent

is bound to founder, every Existent is a potcntiiil exception. It

constitutes the character of the absolute exception that it faces

its foundering with an active consent. The foundering of the

absolute exception means sacrifice. The life of the absolute ex-

ception (like Kierkegaard and Nietzsche) appears like a continu-

ous sacrifice.

The concluding paragraph of Jaspers’ Monograph on Weber
deals with Max Weber’s foundering. Fate had denied to Weber
an adequate employment of his political talents, the objcctivation

of his knowledge in a definitive, and comprehensive work, the

realization of his humanity in a representative deed. Yet

there was about him an atmosphere of foundering in a more profound
sense. His foundering is no more to be identified with wluit he could

not do than his accomplishments could be identified with what he
achieved. His foundering was a suffering which is like an active will:

the true foundering of a man in the historical situation into which
he had been placed.®^

Weber’s attitude toward his own foundering makes it appear
like a sacrifice.

The actual sacrifice is the choosing of one’s own ruin. It constitutes

the potential greatness of man that he can accept with his active will

what he must suffer. It is the truth of the exception that it becomes
conscious of this with increasing clearness. Man really becomes man
only because he can sacrifice himself: life for life’s sake is, on the

whole, not worth living for him.®®

Sacrifice is man’s opportunity in so far as he is a potential

exception. A sacrifice cannot be repeated in the same manner in

which faith can be awakened to new life. Each .sacrifice is a new
sacrifice. Because the actual sacrifice means foundering, it causes

the end of all communication. There is only communication in

C£. above* n. 17. 02 Monograph, 55. 08 Wahrheit, 884.
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the “readiness for sacrifice.’’®^ By actual sacrifice the loose ends

of communication are impelled to the openness of Transcendence.

In the communication with Max Weber, Jaspers experienced

that “atmosphere of foundering” which seems to have been the

‘existential’ origin of his comprehension of foundering, exception,

sacrifice. Kierkegaard and Nietzsche, the “absolute” exceptions,

offered the “great sacrifice.” Without seeking immediate death,

“they lived as though they were dead.”®® They are like beacons

which show how far the boundaries of humanity can be extended.

In Max Weber Jaspers sensed the thrust toward the same bound-
aries.

Several circumstances in Weber’s fate suggest that he was heading

towards a fate very much like Kierkegaard’s or Nietzsche’s. Like
the latter Weber early was forced to interrupt an academic career

because of a nervous illness. A new phase of production followed

(and was perhaps furthered by) the disease.®® However, in con-

trast to Nietzsche, Weber recovered and years later returned to

his academic profession. Instead of loosening every tie of love

and friendship, he remained in communication with his wife

and friends. Jaspers was early aware of this ambiguity. In 1916
Marianne Weber reported to her husband in a letter that Jaspers

considered him as “a new type who, in spite of a complete lack

of illusions, has the strength of holding together and surmounting
the huge tensions of his inner self and the contradictions of the

life outside; a type which can even afford to be sick and to expose

himself to ridicule.”®’^ What Jaspers here stresses are the marks
of an exception; still, he claims them as the signs of a new type.

The idea of Max Weber’s philosophical Existent is the point

of departure of Jaspers’ own philosophy as well as of his ynder-

standing of Kant, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche. Through these

three philosophers that idea became articulate. In their works
and lives Jaspers discovered the presence of a complex ‘existential’

dialectic which is like the anticipation of the possibilities which
Max Weber was going to repeat both as a prototype and as a

sacrifice.

Conclusion: The Dialectics of Communication

Jaspers’ philosophy is rooted in his communication with Maix

84/6W., 885. 65 76,-rf., 887.

66 For the new phase in Weber’s production, cf. Marianne Weber, Max Weber,

318fi.

67 7Wd.,580.
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Weber. This means that one cannot speak of an influence of Max
Weber on Jaspers as of an element which could be separated from

the rest of Jaspers’ thinking. Communication means an ‘existen-

tial’ relation, means loving communion in search of truth.

Communication as an ‘existential’ relation is not an objective

fact which can be ascertained by scientific methods. Everything

that is said to illuminate it points to a potential truth. At the

same time it may happen that deception creeps into the discussion,

even though there is no proof of an error. In the introductory

remarks of this paper it was stated that the present approach is

to be understood as dialectical. It nitty be useful once more to

call attention to this statement.

In the Monograph Jaspers mentions a ceruiin type of criticism

which was brought up against Weber and tvhich, if it were
true, would contradict his intuition.®** Against those who denied
Weber’s fitness for political leadership and charged him rvith

self-righteousness Jaspers declared:

Weber’s personal qualities could be perceived in this manner only by
one who did not love him because he had no trust in reason or con-
science and did not dare to meet him in combat; otherwise, he would
have experienced how Weber’s passionate temperament was at once
kindled and checked in the communication in which men who ‘remain
themselves’ meet, understand, trust, and agree with each other.®®

It is Jaspers’ ultimate amwer to this antithesis that, in order to

know Weber one has to love him.

The idea of Max Weber’s philosophical Existenz is alive today
because of Jaspers: through his philosophy as tvell as through
his direct evocations of Weber’s personality. Even those who
study Weber’s works in order to reach that idea arc usually de-

pendent on Jaspers, whether directly or indirectly. To be sure,

there are other sources to which we owe information about
Weber’s person.'f® But to them applies what applies to Xenophon’s
writings on Socrates. They complete the picture Plato had drawn,
confirm it and add question marks to it. But what Socrates means
to philosophy is known only through Plato. Even those who
ha.ve tried to play Socrates against Plato (like Kierkegaard and
Nietzsche) gained their conception of S(x:rates through Plato.'^*

68 Cf. Monograph, 20f, $d{, .S6. 69 /Wd.. 21.
TO Marianne Weber’s biography of her husband must here be named in the first

place. C£. note 14.

Ti There is, however, one document which stands on the same level with Jaspers’
words. This is the poem, "Max Weber,” by Friedrich Gundolf. Cf. Gnndolf,
Gedichte (1930), 23f.
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Weber is a philosophical power today because he is the spirit

of Jaspers’ philosophy. Occasionally the question has been asked
what Max Weber would have thought of the “philosophy of

Existenz" with the implied idea that Weber would scarcely have
approved of it. There is no way of finding out. But one ought to

realize that the question is of tlie same sort as if one asked what
the historical Socrates would have thought of Plato’s theory of

Ideas.

Does this mean that Jaspers created a Weber myth? Not at all,

if “mytil’’ designates a picture which is but loosely connected with
historical fact and which passes for authoritative because of its

aesthetic attractiveness. Jaspers never ceases to refer his readers

to Weber’s own writings. His scrupulous respect for historical

fact is beyond doubt. Nor does he invite to the tranquil contem-
plation of an aesthetically satisfying picture. Speaking of Weber,
he confronts his audience with disquieting antinomies and tries

to provoke his listeners into philosophical self-activity.

Plato found that the enthusiasm which Socrates had aroused
did not cease until it was transformed into philosophy. Jaspers
has had a similar experience. He too was enchanted by a ‘demonic’
man and, since he wanted to speak of him, he had to talk

philosophy.

Ernst Moritz Manasse
Department of Philosophy
North Carolina College at Durham
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Jean Wahl

NOTES ON SOME RELATIONS OF JASPERS
TO KIERKEGAARD AND HEIDEGGER*

I. JASPERS, KIERKEGAARD, AND ExistenZ.

Taking jaspers’ Von der Wahrheifi as our point of depart-

ure, it is not too difficult to see some of the principal points

of Jaspers’ philosophy which have felt the influence of Kierke-

gaard’s thought. Jaspers tells us that, following the moments in

which one has insisted on an objective knowledge of being, there

occurs a kind of impulsion towards subjectivity.^ This reaction

against objectivity explains precisely the r61e of the notion of

existence in Kierkegaard. It was Kierkegaard who gave to the

ancient term “Existing” a new meaning. He termed “existential

thinking” that manner of thinking which is most essentially

linked to being and which is most decisive for man.® By means of

* Translated from the original French manuscript by Forrest W. Williams.

1

Passages of earlier works by Jaspers which corroborate Von der Wahrheit are

separately discussed or cited in the footnotes to Part I of this essay.

2

Cf. Wahrheit, 1024.

3

''The contemporary philosophical situation is determined by the fact that two
philosophers, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche, who did not count in their times and,

for a long time, remained without influence in the history of philosophy, have con-

tinually grown in significance. Philosophers after Hegel have increasingly returned

to face them and they stand today unquestioned as the authentically great thinkers

of their age.” Reason, 23f.

"Both Kierkegaard and Nietzsche questioned reason from the depths of Existenz**

(Cf. ibid., 25.)

Kierkegaard, wrote Jaspers in Reason and Existenz, elevated the word “Existent**

to a new sphere and deepened it in a manner unprecedented in other philosophers.

(Cf. ibid., 49.)

Jaspers sets himself the problem whether it was not a kind of failing on the

part of Kierkegaard to place so much value on the thought of Existenz. "Here
finally is the question, the paradoxical question: Is not the state of anxiety of the

existent regarding Existenz, in Nietzsche and in Kierkegaard, *existentially* a fail-

ing?”

Are not both of them essentially isolated, scarcely fitted for society or com-
munication? Can not one say the same of Strindberg and Van Gogh? It is by ailing

geniuses that humanity advances toward the sources of experience. In the dramatic

and problematic condition of humanity, its fundamental revelations are due to

men who were not normal men.
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this notion he has enabled us to approach the concrete, a concrete

impossible to describe.'* We can say at least that the self is a

relation which is self-relating. Man is the relation of freedom

and necessity, of time and the eternal, of the finite and the in-

finite. He is a self becau.se he is the con.sciousnc.s.s of this relation-

ship and thus relates himself to himself.''’ "riiis relationship is

always becoming: it is .something which must emerge, which has

to emerge, rather than anything whicli, strictly speaking, .is.'*

The existent pre.sent.s itself as an exception; and wo know that

Jaspers represents himself as philosophizing in the ligiit of tho.se

two exceptions who were Kierkegaard and Niet,/,sc:he.'''

The exception occurs in a century svliich looks flourishing but

which is actually falling into ruin. The exception opposes his

centitry on the matter of the depth of the totality and on the

matter of profoundly historical, all-enveloping truth. The excep-

4Cf. WahrJirit, 511^. “The being' of Kxistenz ainnot l>c e\(>i‘essetl l)y ii cleiinable

concept; for that woukl i)rc.sm)|)(Lse an object-being of some sort. The word is, to

begin with, only one of those which designate being. From ol)Scnve hegintiings this

reality has emerged into history; but in philosophical thought it was no more than

an adumbration until Kierkegaard gave it an historically cornfadling exi,>ression.’’

(Philosophies 1‘1 note 1.)

RCf. Wahrlieit, .5-11. To the idea of Existetiz may be amnei ted, oit the one hand,

that of sin, and on tin* other hanci, that of faith and fre<*dom.

For Kierkegaard as for Jaspers sin is unthinkalile: it is (he inconceivable, the

secret of the world, the irrational; and before onr sinful Existenz we undergo a

kind of peuctratiug atigitish, 'Fho existent will feel iuliuitely <listant from (iod be-

cause of his consciousness of sin. Hut it is by this distance from (»od (hat he will

(inally he able to ai)proach Him. It is through sin that he will conceive anti feel

the category of “for Clod.” And thvongh sin is revealed the sphere of Existrnz, of

freedom, of faith.

As for freedom, wc cannot define it satisfactorily. It is a unity of free will and
necessity. For Jaspers as for Kierkegaard it is linked to the notion of a return to

the origin (Urspnmij;}.

As for faith, Jaspers like Kierkegaard opposes his immctliacy to the mediation
of knowledge. Faith is that in which I am authentically, in which I love and live,

in which there arc no more “whys.”

The existent will be beyond good and evil, “jestts sttnuls beyond good and evil.

Kierkegaard recognizes the absolute truth in the religious, by which one cun under-
take what be calls the suspension of the ethical. And Nietzsche too i.s at times
orientctl toward that authentic yomlcr which moves us to tran.scend good and
evil.” (Wahfheit, 599.)

6 Cf. Wahrheit, 542.

7 Here we detect a paradox, Jaspers himself is not an exception. Frofes-sor of
philosophy, he philosojihizes in the light of tlmse two exceptions who were
Kierkegaard and Nietzsche.

We may consi<ler the philo.sophy of Jaspers as a sort of reflection on the case*

of Kierkegaard, a generalization, - in certain re.sp(‘cts a profountl generalization —
of Kicrkegaunl, that is, in so far as he stamls asitlc, in so far a.s he feels himself to
be an exception, and in so far as he attains by his very narrown<‘ss more depth
than other philosophers. Meditation on the case of Kierkegaard led Jasi>ers to the
notion that the depth of a doctrine comes from its limitation, and meditation on
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tion exhibits the impossibility of true classifications in the century

in which he installs himself.®

For Kierkegaard it was a matter of taking upon oneself the

fact of being an exception in its radical ambiguity, in that im-

possibility which it raises of locating oneself or of becoming a

whole truth. The exception cannot accomplish what he must
accomplish. There is a “closed-ness” about the exception which
prevents him from bringing the general to expression. But his

renunciation before the general, his action against the general,

enables him to understand all the more clearly the exigencies of

the general.® Like Nietzsche, Kierkegaard is the exception at the

service of truth. His very particularity moves us to feel the uni-

versal. The unique situation, he tells us, becomes the illumination

for the universal by means of the reality of the non-universal.’^®

•No rest is possible here. This is the abnormal, sickness, the thorn

in the flesh which is to be the sign of his vocation. But the excep-

tion cannot know this, at least not with any scientific certitude.

He may believe that he hears God, and go to a psychiatrist. He
may simultaneously have a sense of his election and a sense of his

perdition. “I do not kno^v,” said Kierkegaard, “whether there is

a justified exception; but if there is one, he cannot himself have

any assurance of his justification.”^^ The exception cannot justify

himself as exception. He must bend beneath the general which
bruises or breaks him. He cannot justify himself, for one can

justify himself only by means of the general.^®

sin, doubtless also derived in part from reflection on Kierkegaard, leads him to say

that limitation is sin. To deepen oneself by passionately limiting oneself, and to

deepen oneself by becoming conscious of sin, are almost the same truth expressed

in different ways. They are the two essential teachings which Jaspers derived from
Kierkegaard and which he was skillful enough to fuse into a single idea.

Two philosophers, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche, gave us, at the close of the nine-

teenth century, a new conception of philosophy. In place of the peace offered by a
Parmenides or a Spinoza, they have left us anguish. Both aspects must be pre-

served: the security of^pinoza as well as the anguish of Kierkegaard.

Objectively, says Jaspers, the exception is a deviation from the norm. *Existen-

tially* the exception is that which is closest to Being. Thus the exception isolates

himself in order to unite with Transcendence.

The exception is not a case, strictly speaking, for it occurs only once. A Socrates,

a Kierkegaard, stands outside the continuity of what is general. But by placing

themselves outside the general, they represent reality better than many ordinary

human beings. Kierkegaard knows himself to be outside the human community,
and yet presents himself as the example of man in man's profound reality. Going
further, one would see that every human being is at once the exception and the

general. The exception only carries to the limit what is in each of us. It was
Kierkegaard who said that it is equally true that every man represents the human
in general and every man is an exception.

8 Cf, Wahrheit, 764. o Cf. ibid., 754. lo Cf. ibid., 753.

n Quoted by Jaspers, ibid., 755. 12 cf, ibid., 755.
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We are in the realm which is without guarantees.’-' On the

road of philosopliy no Exislenz in the rvorld can have the last

word.

The function of the exception, if one can speak of him as

possessing a function, is to alert us. But in his desire to address

others, the exception can only address indirectly; for direct

expres.sion would first of all run the risk of vanity, and secondly

would deprive us of sonte of our freedom.

And yet, if we ask our.selvcs: Who is tlie exception? — we must
reply: Not only Socrates, Kierkegaard, or Nietzsche, hut the

universal presence of every possible Existcuz (dax Alliregeiixviirfifre

jeder mdglichen Existenz)}*^ Thus, the exception is not merely

that rare event which occurs as a limit.’"

And when the general finally expresses itself directly from the

very bosom of the exception (sec Kierkegaard at the end of his

life) it has the force and the intensity— of an exception — wrought
from the tension between the different and the same; for the

exception feels himself infinitely different from others and in-

finitely like others.’®

Kierkegaard insists on the notion of self-revelation, on ‘existen-

tial’ manifestation, or rather ‘existential’ open-ness. 'fliis is what
opens up my possibilities for me. To he oneself, and to he open,
are one and the .same thing. The .self is openne.ss to it.sclf.

Both Ja.spers and Kierkegaard maintain that the evil man is

self-enclosed, a prisoner of himself held captive by his melancholy
and his despair. The path of the good is also the path of communi-
cation.’’^ But there is an immurement in one.scif which is legiti-

mate and may be beneficial: that of S(K:rates. This self-enclosure

is in part the explanation of indirect communication.
At the same time as he relates him.sclf to himself,’® the self

relates himself to Transcendence. The self gra.sps himself as given

18 Cf. ibid., 965. U Cf. ibid., 759. tB Cf. ibid.

18 Cf. ibid., 761 . ir Cf. ibid., 544.

18 And the more will there is, the more .self there is. The .self creates itself.

Bm one must also remember that the .self is always in situation. Here ajtain his
meditation on Kierkegaard has oriented tlie thought of Jaspers, llo not all the
Kierkegaardian concepts originate in a lived experience, the triple experience of
his relation to his father, his relation to Regina, and his relation to Ood?

Jaspers finds in Kierkegaard not only the concept of situation, but also the
reality of those ultimate situations which lead us toward Transcciulence. In such
dtuations, I accomplish unconditional and absolute actions, and in so hir as I act
unconditionally and love unconditionally, eternity is there, eternity is in tinte.

Existeni is always directed toward Transcendence, "Its authentic being consists
in the search for Tran.scendcnce.’' And what is Tran-scendence? "There is Tran-
scendence only by virtue of the reality of my unconditionality," says jatipers.
(Wahrheit, 682) This is certainly a thought which transmits one of Kierkegaard’s
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to himself, as flooded with himself, so to speak.^® One could go

from this idea to the realization that the self may have a grasp

of eternity.®® Finally, we would discover that Transcendence
speaks by means of an existent like Kierkegaard.®^ And just as we
have finished saying that the self increases with his self-conscious-

ness, so now we can deepen this proposition by saying that the

greater the accord with God, that is to say, with Transcendence,

the greater the self.

Kierkegaard, like Nietzsche, is a tragic philosopher. This is to

say that like everything tragic: — like the Greeks caught tragically

between myth and a philosophy of enlightenment, like Eckhart

between the Church and the freedom of the spirit, like German
idealism between Christianity and Atheism, — both Kierkegaard

and Nietzsche are the manifestations of a turning-point which
achieves self-consciousness at the moment when an immense and
terrible novelty begins to dawn upon it.®®

There are philosophies of sublime austerity. They offer us

absolute choices. The mediate is for them evil seduction, corrup-

tion, debilitation. They offer us alternatives, those of being and
nothingness as in Parmenides, those of the God Creator and the

world as in the severe view of primitive Judeo-Christianity, those

of being and illusion as in Hindu philosophy. They show us the

absolute decisions of totality, as in Kierkegaard. But their defect

is that they are manifestations of the extreme. They cannot be

incarnated in concrete life. They soar sublimely in the vacuous

air. They are like lighthouses for all philosophical thought, help-

ing us to find the truth, without being the goal. In philosophies

of vaster design, the mean, the mediate, the mediator does not

disappear: he is the path toward the truth. The alternatives re-

main, the extreme oppositions persist. The mediate does not

destroy them, and he is open to them: he is the way. And even in

Kierkegaard, there is a dialectical value to the mean, a specula-

tive value to the mediator.

We spoke of the exception. Opposed to exception is authority.

And yet we must see the deep associations between the exception

and the authority, both grounded in Transcendence, both failing

to achieve fulfillment, both profoundly historical, both eluding ob-

jectification. Neither exception nor authority can furnish the last

most profound conceptions. Transcendence is by virtue of my relation to it, yet in

my relation to Transcendence I affirm that it is other than this relation. Such is

the paradox of Transcendence.

w Cf, Wahrheit, 542. 20 Jbid. 21 C£. ibid., 754.

22 ct ibid.. 905. 919.
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word. The problem becomes even more acute when authority

takes on the guise which Jaspers calls “catholicity.” He tells us

himself that he does not understand by this notion anything

essentially related to the Catholic Church, but only something

which can be perceived there, as elsewhere in various other

spiritual manifestations. Catholicity is essentially the allirmatioit

of an exclusive truth of revelation. This sense of catholicity is

incompatible with reason. Frt)m the standpoint of reason, catho-

licity must be maintained in the world; otherwise, there would no

longer be historicity, nor obstacle to act as a contrast and a stimu-

lant to reason. Nevertheless, there is a contradiction between

catholicity and reason: one must choose in a “concrete collision.”^-'*

Since catholicity always has the better chance of dominating the

world and reason always threatens to disappear, the best course

is to give reason an opportunity to survive in each individual.

But it remains true that the absolute opposition between catho-

licity and reason is one of the fundamental contradictions which

show us the contradictory essence of all appearance in time. We
must not permit either alternative to tlisappcar, even though tve

must protect ourselves, that is, protect one of the alternatives,

reason, against catholicity.

Jaspers does not believe that there is the same contradiction

between authority and reason that he finds between catholicity

and reason. “To think authority by means of reason makes pos-

sible obedience for him who philosophizes. Philosophy xvishes

to preserve authority wherever it finds a content to authoi-ity.

There is no life without an authority for all. Even for the philos-

opher, authority must have an insuperable privilege: “Authority
must persist as die unsuperable source of confidence.’’^’’ I'ruth is

said to have an “authoritative” ground.^® In the last analysis, it

is no longer a question of an authority without catholicity, but
of a relative catholicity.®’’

There remain questions which might be posed to Jaspers:

What are the “authoritative” grounds of truth? What is a relative

catholicity? Is not the notion contradictory? No doubt Jaspers
would reply in terms analogous to these: “At this limit of the

mysterious openness we stand as if on the shore of that sea which
is Being itself, either prepared to take haven in port, or impelled
to sail toward the high seas where lies the homeland of our
essence, the source of all being.”®®

This discussion enables us to broach the question of the rela-

28 Ibid., 865. 24 Ibid. 25 md., 866.

28 Ibid. 27 cf. ibid., 868. 28 Ibid., 748.
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tionship between Jaspers and Christianity, in so far as Christianity

is implied in the message of Kierkegaard. There is a difEerence,

at least in appearance, between the philosopher Jaspers and that

source of philosophy who is Kierkegaard. For the latter has a

model, Jesus, and an authority, the Scriptures. He has a revela-

tion historically granted. But is not this difference superficial,

compared to the resemblances? Only subjectivity can say. Who
gives authority to the authority? Who is to say that it is God who
speaks? Kierkegaard, Abraham? There is a self-examination by
the subject. There is a responsibility assumed by the subject in

his solitude and anguish. There is risk, risk infinite.^®

If Jaspers avows himself against any Christianity of dogmatic
content, his disagreement with Kierkegaard, he tells us, is only

apparent: “Despite Kierkegaard’s powerful auto-destructive faith

in Christ, analogous to his other negative decisions and funda-

mentally anti-ecclesiastical, Kierkegaard was indeed the first to

overcome the Christianity of dogmatic content.’’®® “It was the

merit or the destiny of Kierkegaard to have dispelled the lack

of clarity which surrounds the faith of whoever thinks himself

a Christian.’’®^

Kierkegaard drew from Christianity its negative consequences:

the idea of martyrdom, the negative decision not to adapt himself

to reality in a career and marriage, the decision to destroy under-

standing. But, inquires Jaspers, is this negative interpretation

satisfactory? Christianity has, after all, been a “mundane” devel-

opment.®® Jaspers finds it necessary to go even further. This
Christianity which has endured through the centuries is not

founded on Jesus, but on a faith which refers itself to Jesus as a

source of catholicity, which refers itself to Christ as to God, but
not to the imitation of Jesus as a man.

I may see dishonesty in the adaptation of Christianity to the world,

in the accord between Christianity and culture, in the accommodation
of religious faith to philosophy by means of Christian theology, I may
see all that as the inevitable consequence of the founding of a cathol-

28 Cf. ibid., 965. 80 ibid., 853. 81 Ibid., 854.

82 Kierkegaard appeals to the founder of the Church’s authority, Jesus. But
thus he abstracts deliberately from the succession of the centuries and from the

Church itself. He does not take account of the fact that Christianity is a relation

to God across the centuries, and he wants to make us contemporaries of Jesus over

and above the centuries in which the Church evolved, thus adopting again the

point of view of the exception.

Theory of Existent and faith in the God-man can be linked in Kierkegaard.

If he is able to connect these notions, it is by virtue of his theory of paradox. And
the consequence of establishing this link was an abandonment by Kierkegaard of

what he called ''Christendom’* and the Church. (Cf. Philosopkie, 271 f).
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icity on an impossibility. But it does not follow that I tlo in)t see the

great achievements, that I do not myself live in terms of these achieve-

ments, which developed in the soil of a radical inconsistency in an

infinite torment of impossibility.®*

This is to say that the unconditioned unity cann()t be allnined in

this world, and can only he ba.scd on an 'cxistait.iar irruption.

j
The transformation of the G<xl-man into myth — a transformation

I
which properly speaking was not completely accomplishetl by Jesus:

I “Why do you call me Good? No one is good outside of the one God”
! — is the destruction of the truth which was manifested.®*

These considerations must be completed, moreover, by views

of other religions in tvhich the sacred is grasped in other ways.

“Christianity ushered in the most deeply grounded catholicity,

the grandest in appearance, but catholicity is everywhere.”®® We
should ask whether this last assertion can have meaning for a

given individual, since the essence of catholicity is to present itself

as not being everywhere. Jaspers strives to direct us toward a

flexible catholicity which would manifest itself in various expres-

sions and modes of life, and which would l)e, each time, the

manifestation of unity. But is this .supple catholicity po.ssiblc?

We have compared Kierkegaard and Nict/.sche, in following

Jaspers, on numerous points. But one should also compare Kierke-

gaard and Marx; for, like Marx, Kierkegaard turns the gaze of

man toward action. The one, hotvever, directs man toward social

action, the other directs him totvard the Exixtenz of the individual

and toward the internal deed.®® We shall best understand Kierke-

gaard by taking different perspectives, by aligning him now tvith

Nietzsche, now with Marx, now with Plato, now with Kant. And
we shall thus conform to the universal maxim, that the one God,
as well as the one Kierkegaard, cannot be reached by a single path.

The drive toward unity can only be realized in the totality, on
the basis of historical depth, in the apprehension of all that can
be thought and all that can be experienced.®’^

Philosophy arouses, makes vigilant, indicates paths, guides for

awhile, readies, makes ripe, that we may experience the extreme.®®

3» Wahrkeit, 855. 34 rhid. 8S Jhid.. 8.56-868.

86 Gf. ibid., 812. 87 rhid., 1053.

SS/ftid., 10,54. Philo.sophi«s ol Exutenx rct-iincd trom Kierkegaitrd’s phiIo.s(>pliy

the ideas of solitude, of ani^piish, of stibjeciivity. of abandonment, of aii'e, and of
death. There is not a .single idea of existeniialust philo.sophy whose origin could
not be traced to Kierkegaardian thought. Jaspers develops, annotates, sometimes
deepens the thought of the union of Exhtettz and Transcendence, the will to go
to the origin, to the source (Vrsprung). When Jaspers says that the particular is

above the general, when he speaks of the unconditionality of the decisive instant.
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II. JASPERS, HEIDEGGER, AND BEING.

We shall now attempt to show that certain thoughts of Heideg-

ger in Holzwege^^ concur with many ideas delineated or pre-

delineated by Karl Jaspers in his Philosophic^'^ In two of the

most important ventures in contemporary ontology, we find our-

selves in the presence of closely related problems and very similar

solutions.

We have more in mind than certain important ideas regarding

truth which these philosophers have in common. It is true that

both believe the classical theories mistaken in seeing truth as

belonging essentially to the domain of judgement, and both look

for truth in something prior to judgement which is Being itself.

For both philosophers this theory of ontological truth is connected

with a theory of 'existential' truth. Since truth is prior to under-

standing, truth may involve the presence, at times even the pre-

eminence, of feeling.^^ We have more in mind, also, than simply

when he tells us that no one can put himself in our place, when he presents

Existenz as deciding its eternity in time, when he sees in Existenz the paradox of

a unity of temporality and eternity, when he defines faith as the immediacy of

Existeriz, when he shows us that in the most *existential* moments we have the

double feeling of a passivity with respect to a superior force and at the same time

a sense of extreme activity, and that we have a third feeling which tells us that

all our activity is as nothing compared to this superior force — these are all affirma-

tions which remind us of Kierkegaard. It is man as Kierkegaard describes him
which nourishes the thought of Jaspers, man as the solitary existent who, confront-

ing Transcendence, ceaselessly has first the feeling of sin, then the feeling of re-

demption from sin.

In Kierkegaard and Nietzsche, Jaspers tells us, the modern world becomes
conscious of its failure. In them modernity denies itself and wishes to return, in

Kierkegaard, to the primitive Christian vision, in Nietzsche, to a pre-Socratic ideal.

This is the modern world’s way of getting rid of itself and rediscovering being.

Kierkegaard is an example of the failure of Existenz. To measured ethics he
opposes the demand of unconditionality. We want the impossible, we want fmite-

ness: hence the failure.

But this downfall is not the last word. No doubt we witness the ruination of

everything supreme. An infinite anguish arises. But the course of Jaspers* thought
again follows that of Kierkegaard. If anguish settled into itself, it would become
something static and would lose its authenticity. Therefore, one must make the

leap which goes from anguish to calm and which enables us to see the transfigured

reality of the world.

Jaspers believes that the thought of Kierkegaard, and even that of Nietzsche,

must be taken less as something given and static than as a sign of that which in-

finitely surpasses us. Each liberates us without setting us to any narrowly defined

tasks. They are educators; not educators in any doctrine which they expound or

impose, but educators within our own becoming, within our very being. Through
them we can nourish and develop in ourselves the passion of thought, the passion

of interrogation, and, at the same time, afiirm the unthinkable.

Frankfurt a/Main (1950). 40 Berlin (1948, 2nd unrev. ed.).

41 1 take the liberty of calling attention on this point to my La Pensee de

VExistence (Paris, 1952), 241-24$. (Henceforth abbreviated: PE).
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a theory of die world. Each finds behind the world, as it is con-

ceived by science, an idea, or more precisely a universal feeling

of the world which would be the world felt, the world in its

entirety; or, even better, not the world, but its ground. Nor do

we have in mind only that sense of the incalcailable, as Heidegger

would say, of the unpredictable, in Jaspers’ way of .speaking,

whose meaning is associated by Jaspers with the just mentioned

idea of the world. The felt world alluded to is, according to

Jaspers, the other in its unpredictability 7'lus notion of the

other recurs several times in Jaspers. The being of Ti'anscendence

is not only being, but being and its other. The other is obscurity,

ground, matter, nothingness.'* We could pa.ss, then, to Jaspers’

notion of an irreducible ground of nothingness on ivhich existence

irrupts, to his notion of “the passion for the night,” and to his

idea of Nothingness, and thus establish additional po.ssibilities

of comparison between Jaspers and Heidegger. The theory of

truth leads of its own accord to a theory of being: Reing is not

produced by us; Being is not simply an interpretation: rather

Being is in a certain sense that which produces our intetpretation

or our judgement by its impact. Judgements have moaning and
content only by virtue of the action of that other by wliich they

fill themselves, from which they come, and towani which they

proceed.^'* On the other hand, I know that being is not given to

me: ratlier I am given to me. Gra.sping in my.self the other, in .so

far as I am given to myself, in so far as clarity arises from an
obscure depth and “choices” arise from an invincible given, and
grasping the other above me in so far as I orient myself toward
Transcendence, I am always in a relation to being.** Existent

exists only by opposition to Transcendence and, at tlie .same time,

by its relation to it. And Transcendence is Being: We come to

the view, therefore, that Existent exists only by its .separation

from Being and by its union with Being.

Let us first note the separation. “Existent is the reality which
essentially maintains its distance and . . . rejects identification with
Transcendence Here, in radical nearness is revealed most
clearly the absolutely remote.”^®

Now let us observe their union. We .should say a word here
on the theory of existence (Dasein). However different may be
the Dasein (existence) of Jaspers and the Dasein of Heidegger,
for both philosophers the Dasein is the luminous point at which
the universe opens. If it is self-clarification, this is because the

42 Cf. PE. 247. M Cf. ibid., 211. Cf. ibid., 24.1.

*5 Cf. ibid., 212. 4« Philosophic. 7S0.
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Dasein (existence) is a luminous point in which the obscurity of

a bottomless doubt brings itself to itself and thereby also makes
the world appear.*’' The Dasein becomes the fact, the revelation

that “it is there,” and the cipher of absolute presence and absolute

historicity.*® But just as the Dasein discloses being, so it hides

being. The fact discloses itself, yet veils itself mysteriously. Exis~

tenz is indeed linked to being, according to Jaspers and Heideg-

ger, but the being which it seeks can only be a being lost.

What has been said from the standpoint of Existenz, could be
said even more cogently from the standpoint of being, to whatever

extent we can dimly make out the point of view of being. We said

that we maintain our distance from being; but when in greatest

proximity it is the unique divinity that maintains its absolute

distance. The solution is not an object of cognition; it lies in the

Being which remains hidden. That Being gazes at him who, at his

own risk, approaches.*® If Being is lost, therefore. Being must itself

have willed to be lost. We said that the Dasein hides Being; but it

is in some manner by the will to being that Dasein hides Being.

Transcendence is mirrored by irreducibly diverse Existenzen, v

ricochets off them. If true Being is one, but in such a way that

knowledge of this One falsifies, then as a temporal being here and |

now true Being can only appear to shine forth from (existence) i

Dasein to Dasein (existence) .®® We shall have occasion to say a ‘

few words on the difference between historicity, particularly the

historicity of philosophy, as conceived by Jaspers, and historicity as

it is conceived by Heidegger; but we may observe that for both

there is a donation of being itself to every existence — Dasein (or

to the Dasein). "We are faced here with one of the ultimate prob-

lems of the philosophy of Jaspers. Transcendence lacks the general-

ity which pertains to the truths which are thought by conscious-

ness-as-such. Transcendence is the particular-general, the unthink-

able unity of the particular and the general.®* “The paradox of

Transcendence is that it can only be grasped historically, but can-

not be adequately conceived as being itself historical.’”^^ Tran-

scendence lacks the historicity which belongs to truths thought by
consciousness-as-such; nor is Transcendence the concrete universal

of Hegelianism. However much beyond the historicity which char-

acterizes Existenz, Transcendence unquestionably seems, to us in

Heidegger’s language, to give itself historically to Existenz.^^ Thus,

we never see Transcendence except in its contradictory and vanish-

47 cf. PE., 24.'). 48 Cf. ihid., 2S1. 48 Cf. ibid.

liO Cf. i6id., 120. n CS. Phihsophie, 694. 62 Ibid.

58 Cf. PE., 221.
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ing traces which scarcely can make their mark in space lo endure

in time.'’’* The One must not be sought where die idealists and the

positivists seek it, tor it will not reveal itself in the gui.se of a

unique world or unitpie truth.”'’ Transcendence is something more

general ihtin Existoiiz. Tran.scendencc is something absolutely his-

toric, in which the historical achieves its siti>renie degree of hi.s-

toricity. I’here is an unthinkable union of unitpieness and gen-

erality which expressics itself in irreconcilable and oppo.sed forms.”'*

One cannot help but compare the.se ideas of Jaspers to 1 leidegger’s

conception of the history of philosophy, according to whit h each

of the phases reveals an aspect of the One. But, whereas for 1 leideg-

gcr these various tispccts depend above all on the phtise of thought

in which they take place and are tthvays, even from tiie beginning,

stages of decline to the point today of complete decadence and
nihilism — perhaps auguring a new dawn — , these aspects depend,

according to Jaspers, on existing personalities and sometimes unite

us with the absolute, the Traascendent it.self. (But it shottld be

observed regarding this last point that for Heidegger too an iden-

tity appears through this variety of phases, and that in a .scn.se

Leibniz and Hegel— or to choose extreme examples. Anaximan-
der and Nicty.sche — acknowledge a similar reality.) The jtroblcm

of the One and the many cannot be rc.solvcd in intellectual terms.

Behind the differences we detect feelings of an identity, and Exist'

enz remains always the .same behind its numerous masks. 'Phough
its forms arc infinitely various, the truths of Existniz :tre not mul-
tiple. One encounters an unthinkable unity. “The absoltitc un-

attainability of the distant Unity,” .says Jaspers, “forces us to .seek

communication in things most distant from each other.””'^ The
flame of my Exislenz flares up in contact with other Existenzen.

In both philosophers we are again faced with a like problem.
Are not the Dasein of Heidegger and the Existenz of Jaspers on
the verge of becoming absorbed in Sein, and vice versa? Do we not
end in a kind of pantheistic monism? Are not Existenz and Tran-
scendence in Jaspers more closely united than Jaspers sometimes
seems to say? Finally the distinctions drawn between them seem
almost to vanish, though without leading for all that to a total

disappearance of the notion that Existenz is oriented toward its

other.”® What being is, abstracted from its existence (Dasein), can-
not be grasped by us. Thus we go beyond Existenz — without sur-

passing it, however — becau.se there is no Transcendence except
for Existenz.'^^ I,et us recall also that Transcendence, however

B4C£. ibid., 222. 8«Cf. Pkilosophie, 778; also PK, tM-l. BCCf. PB, 219.
5T Cf. ibid., 215. »8 Cf. PE., 215. o» Cf. ibid,, 2,58.
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much an absolute separated absolutely from everything else, is an
absolute which envelops everything else.®® Moreover, Transcen-

dence is that which is itself apart from an other, but at the same
time we must not ask what Transcendence, God, may be apart

from God.®^

All this is: thinking, in Heidegger’s sense of the term; but also

in Jaspers’ sense. We must not invoke reason here.®® This is a

thinking by which one strives to think the unthinkable, a non-

thinking thought by which I make contact with the other.®® It is

a thinking, adds Jaspers, which is filled by non-thought®^ (an emen-
dation which Heidegger would not make).

This parallelism of ideas passes over into a parallelism of feel-

ings, whether with regard to modesty,®® the clairvoyance of pa-

tience,®® or a “seductive terror’’ before the completely hostile, be-

fore the utterly foreign element which can transform itself into

the most intimate.®^ And beyond all these feelings we find the

feeling of mystery, the “it is thus.’’®® Jaspers no less than Heideg-

ger is inspired by meditation on Van Gogh and on Nietzsche. Then
future and past meet. I sense a being which as past comes to me
from the future, or a being which I recall by anticipation. For

Jaspers there is a grasp of the future through memory, as there is

for Heidegger when he discusses Holderlin.®®

No doubt defeat is everywhere, the defeat of the cipher, essen-

tially ambiguous,'^® the defeat of the various ontologies (and, like

Heidegger, Jaspers is particularly severe with Descartes) , and of

ontology itself. We are faced with an ontology which is, so to speak,

seriously disabled, a dysontology. This explains Jaspers’ tendency

to replace it with what he calls a theory of the Encompassing (das

Umgreifende), or “periechontology,’’’^^ though perhaps with no
greater success; for the interrelationships of the various Encom-
passings and their relation to the whole eludes us and must elude

us.

But it is in this very defeat that truth opens itself before us. In

disaster we experience Being.

We have already drawn attention to the principal differences

which cannot be overcome, e.g., Heidegger’s distinctions between

the phases of the history of philosophy and Jaspers’ conception of

no Cf. ibid., 277.

01 Cf. Phihsophie, 816.

02 Cf. PE„ 218.

03 Cf. Phihsophie, 520, 707.

04 Cf. FJS:., 217.

05 Cf. ibid., 216.

60 Cf. ibid., 229.

67 Cf. ibid., 216.

68 Cf. ibid., 218.

69 Cf. ibid., 230.

70 Cf. ibid., 228.

71 Cf. Wahrheit, 158.161.
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the various ways of grasping being by certain ‘existential’ person-

alities. (Although even here one could find analogies beneath the

differences.)

The idea of Existenz offers Jaspers a solution which Heidegger

does not permit himself. For both, the One as limit, tlic tran-

scendent unity, is the One which I am not at all; for both, it is at

the same time the being by which I am. llut for Jaspers it is the

being in relation to tvhich I stand when I stand in relation to my
self as identical self (Existenz). Each individual attains 'rranscend-

ence only by immersing himself in that which is most specific

in his vision of the tvorld.'^“ “In transcendence I attain only that \

which I myself become.”^® Thus, Existenz and Transcendence tend \

to be more closely identified by Jaspers than by Heidegger. Bitt \

tlie Dasein of Heidegger, we should add, is not entirely separated \

from Sein; it is rather the case that the union in Heidegger is more
\

ontological than ‘existential.’

We have endeavored to cast into relief certain similarities be-

tween Jaspers and Heidegger. Has there not been something
arbitrary about our undertaking? In order to effect these compari-

sons, we have sometimes violently separated certain affirmations

from their contexts. It remains to be seen tvhether we have ful-

filled our hope of respecting the essence of each of these ttvo phi-

losophies. We leave that decision to the judgment of others.

Jkan Waiii,
University oi> Paris

72 Cf. PE., 214-216. 73 Ibid., 22.’).
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Walter Kaufmann

JASPERS’ RELATION TO NIETZSCHE

J
ASPERS’ conception of Nietzsche is of unusual interest for a

number of reasons, apart from the fact that Jaspers himself

has suggested the topic. Most obviously, it throws light on the

philosophy of Jaspers, who has always closely related his own work
to Nietzsche’s, besides devoting two whole books to him, including

a comprehensive 400 page study. Then, Jaspers’ Nietzsche is un-

questionably one of the most competent and suggestive interpre-

tations; hence the discussion should also throw light on Nietzsche,

and a critique of Jaspers’ view requires some discussion of Niet-

zsche’s historical significance. Finally, any reflection on these two
German-born Basel professors will focus some of the development
of modern German tliought. Of the Use and Disadvantage of His-

tory, published after the Franco-Prussian War, in 1874, and The
Origin and Goal of History, published after the second World
War, in 1949, frame an epoch; and we shall give attention to at

least some characteristic facets of tlie broader cultural context of

Jaspers’ relation to Nietzsche. Germany’s military and political

fortunes during this time are better known than her philosophic

career, but both agree in encountering less and less understanding

and sympathy abroad. Jaspers is surely far removed from recent

nationalistic aspirations and outrages, yet his work is less Euro-

pean, less international than Nietzsche’s. This is not a function of

his intentions any more than of his stature; more nearly of his

style. Against his will, his work seems another manifestation of

Germany’s withdrawal from the West, her departure from tradi-

tions once shared with France and Britain.

1. Jaspers’ General Attitude toward Nietzsche — and Kant.

Recently, Jaspers has characterized his relation to Nietzsche as

follows:

Kant became for me, and remained for me, the philosopher par excel-

407
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lence Nietzsche became important to me only late — as the magnifi-

cent revelation of nihilism and of the task of going beyond nihilism.’

An epigram will oversimplify and yet elucidate: for jaspers, Nietz-

sche’s philosophy is the handmaiden of Kant’s postulational the-

ology; or if not the ancilla, the revelation of the realm beyond

which one encounters Kant.

As an admirer of the philosophy of the categorical imperative,

Jaspers naturally respects Nietzsche, the man, not as a means only

but also as an end. Yet the passage just quoted proceeds: “In my
youth I had avoided him, repelled by the extreme, by the frenzy,

and by his multiplicity.’’ Nietzsche’s Dionysian philosophy hasv^

never been accepted by Jaspers as an end: he values it as a means,

as a steppingstone toward his own existentialism. Failure to recog-

nize this bars any adequate understanding of Jaspers’ Existenz-

philosophie. In the search for precursors, he has too often been

pictured as the spiritual progeny of Kierkegaard and Nietzsche.

Actually, Jaspers might be called one of the most original of the,^

neo-Kantians, albeit widely separated from the sc:ho()l a.s.sociated

with that label, not only by virtue of his general imp;itience with

philosophic schools and the philosophy taught at universities (he

calls it “professors’ philosophy”), but also because his point of de-

parture is not the Critique of Pure Reason, nor even th:it of Jud^-

ment, but decidedly the Critique of Practical Reason.

Jaspers’ concern has always been loss with theory of knowledge
or aesthetics than with the “practical” in Kant’s sense — the realm

i
of decision, freedom, and faith. And even as Kant “h:id to do away

I

with knowledge to make room for faith,” Jaspers values Nictz.sche

in large measure because he did away with knotvledge — probably

i‘'t)ber meinc Philosopfiie” (1941) in Rechenschaft (lO.'iI), S.’iP. Since the present

contribution was first written in 1952, a complete translation of Jaspers' essay has

appeared in Existentialism fro77i Dostoiwsky to Sartre,, <j<li!C(h with an introduction,

prefaces, and notes, by Walter Kaufmann (Meridian Books 1950).

All translations in the present essay are my owix. A few of them have appeared
previously in my Nietzsche: Philosopher, Psychologist, Antichrist (Princeton Uni-
versity Press 1950; rev. ed, Meridian Books 1956) and in The Portable Nietzsche,

selected and translated, with an introduction, prefaces, and notes, by Walter Kauf-
mann (The Viking Press 1954),

A list of some essays in which I have further developed my conception of
Nietzsche may be found in the Meridian edition of my Nietzsche, p, 5011. Cf. also

my article on Nietzsche in the new edition of Encyclopaedia Hritannica,

A detailed comparison of Jaspers* Nietzsche and mine has appeared in Ees
Temps Modernes, May 1951, pp. 1921-1954: ^'Nietzsche aiijourtPhui’* by J, Vuille-
min. His account of my intentions is very good, hut he overlooks Jaspers' debt to

Kant and mistakes Jaspers* faith for a ^'resurrection of Christianity/* In fact, Jas-
pers* religion is not oriented toward Christ; and in his philosophy of history, too,

Jaspers does not find the "pivot** of history in the Incarnation but in the age of the
Hebrew prophets, the Greek philosophers, Confucius, Lao-tse, and the Buddha.
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more radically, and certainly more obviously and unacademically,

than Kant had done — thus making room for Jaspers’ “philosophic

faith.”

This diagnosis implies that Jaspers’ conception of Nietzsche is

an integral part of Jaspers’ philosophy, not an external accretion.

But it also means that Nietzsche’s philosophy is accepted only as

an antechamber. Would Nietzsche have been happy with this ap-

proach? Of course, he fancied himself as a Socrates who exhorted

his pupils to go beyond him, creating their own philosophies:

“One repays a teacher badly, if one always remains a pupil only.”

(Zarathustra) Even so, it would undoubtedly have struck him as a

preposterous irony, had he seen his thought reduced to a doormat
for the edifice of Kantianism — or to a labyrinth which one enters

only to become convinced that there is no way out except Kant’s

Indian rope-trick. For Kant throws his postulates of practical

reason into the air and uses them to climb out of sight into the

transcendent realm, to God, while most of the onlookers rub their

eyes, incapable of explaining how the feat was performed, and
wondering, perhaps, whether it was a matter of hypnotic sugges-

tion — a trick protected by Kant’s unique prestige.

Nietzsche saw himself as a “herald and precursor” of the “phi-

losophers of the future” (Beyond Good and Evil) — not of Kant’s

postulates of God, freedom, and immortality. In fact, iust this

“practical philosophy” was what he could not forgive Kant and
what he never tired of deriding.

I bear the Germans a grudge for having made such a mistake about
Kant and his “backdoor philosophy,” as I call it — for that was not the

type of intellectual integrity.®

All these great enthusiasts and prodigies behave like our little fe-

males: they consider “beautiful sentiments” adequate arguments, re-

gard a heaving bosom as the bellows of the deity, and conviction a

criterion of truth. In the end, Kant tried, with “German” innocence,

to give this corruption, this lack of any intellectual conscience, scien-

tific status with his notion of “practical reason;” he invented a special

kind of reason for cases in which one need not bother about reason —
that is, when morality, when the sublime command "thou shalt,”

raises its voice. When we consider that among almost all peoples the

philosopher is merely the next development of the priestly type, then

this legacy of the priest, self-deceiving counterfeit, ceases to be sur-

prising.®

2 Gotxen-Ddmmerung, IX 16. 1 am citing Nietzsche according to the numbers of

the aphorisms or sections, not of the pages which difEer from one edition to an-

other.

i Antichrist, 12.
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And in the immediately preceding aphorism, Nictzselie even

writes: “Kant became an idiot.”

Jaspers has criticized Nictzsclie Cor lacking respect for greatness,

and cited his outbursts against Kant. Yet it should be noted that

Nietzsche often expressed his respect for Kant. Wliat enraged him
was that Kant should have followed up his first Kritik with the

second: the “invention” of “(he transcendent world.”' ITow, then,

would he h:ivc felt about Jaspers’ suggestion that it is Nietzsche’s

great value to prepare us for the nccc.ssity of a Kantian faith?**

So far, wc have rather oversimplified Jaspers’ relation to Nietz-

sche, and somewhat exaggerated his debt to Kant. In a general

preamble that may be pardonable, but wc must notv proceed to a

more detailed account. We shall begin tvith Jaspers’ Psychologic

der Weltanschauiingen (1919) which is more Nietzschcan, and less

Kantian, than his later work.

2. Psychologic der Weltanschauxmgen.

This books deals with a fascinating but little explored topic.

Where one would usually raise questions of truth and falsity, it is

the psychological background of different outlooks which is

probed here: “psychology” in Nietzscdic’s sense. Even more crucial

is the precedent .set by Nietzsche in offering descriptive analyses

which are simultaneously appeals to the reader: a type is depicted
in such a manner that wc should recognize some of its features in

ourselves and either renounce them with indignant di.sgust or de-

velop a burning aspiration to realize them more fully. This kind
of psychology wants to implant, or strengthen, a deep dissatisfac-

tion with our present state of being. It aims to pierce the soul as

an “arrow of longing.” (Zarathustra)

Jaspers himself seems to have become fully conscious of this

only at a much later date. Thus he writes in 1941, in his essay

“fiber meine Philosophic:”

In Psychologic der Weltanschauungen ... I believed that I let pass
in pure contemplation what occurs; yet, as a matter of fact, I projected
the one truth of human existence which was peculiarly mine . . . and

* Witte tur Macht, 578.

SThe Kantianism of Jaspers’ "pljilosopJ»ic faith" is well expre.W(l at the be-
ginning of the chapter on “Faith and Englightenmcnt" in in die Phi-
hsophie; “We have pronounced principles of philosophic faith: Clod is; there is

the unconditional demand . . . Not one of these live principles is priwible like
finite knowledge of objects in the world They arc not valid as something pro-
fessed, but remain, in spite of the strength of being believed, in the suspension of
that which is not known." Wisdom, 86.
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everywhere I showed the current of that which falls off from, empties

of content, or perverts this norm. It was hidden philosophy which here

misunderstood itself as objectively descriptive psychology.®

In the same paragraph, Jaspers calls the book “an overbearing

work of youth, whose contents, indeed, I still recognize as mine,

but whose form was inadequate.’’ But did Jaspers later find a more
adequate form, when he moved away from psychology to straight-

forward philosophy? Is his subsequent Existenzerhellung (1932)

a more satisfactory mode of illuminating possibilities of human
existence? To point out that his later efforts are thinner, because

lacking in the wealth of concrete illustrations, does not answer
this question. But perhaps it was wrong in principle for Jaspers,

who had started as a psychiatrist and first published Allgemeine

Psychopatkologie (1913), to renounce psychology more and more,

moving gradually from Nietzsche’s psychologically penetrating

philosophy to Kant’s. For all his greatness, Kant is open to attack

precisely for his sweeping disregard of psychology and his pointed-

ly unempirical approach to the human mind. To throw light on
human potentialities and to fashion an arrow of longing, Nietz-

sche’s example might have served Jaspers far better. Not to speak

of Nietzsche’s style.

Even Psychologie der Weltanschauungen culminates in an “Ap-
pendix: Kant’s Doctrine of Ideas,’’ and is, of course, much less

“overbearing” than Nietzsche’s psychological etchings with their

bold, sharply defined lines. Those, however, who consider it main-
ly a progeny of Dilthey’s psychologizing overlook the central call

to the reader: the work does not want merely to add to our in-

formation; it wants to change us. And what it leads toward is not

the Christianity of Kierkegaard, who occasionally attempted some-

thing similar, but a state of being which is, no less than the method
employed, very close to the spirit of Nietzsche.

Beyond all this, the book abounds in important parallels to

Nietzsche. At the very outset, for example, there is a distinction

which comes straight out of Nietzsche:

Philosophers have not only been calm, irresponsible contemplators,

but movers and shapers of the world. This philosophy we call pro-

phetic philosophy. It confronts universal contemplation as something

essentially different because it gives Weltanschauung, shows sense and
meaning, and sets up tables of values as norms, as valid. This philoso-

phy alone would deserve the name of philosophy, if the name were to

retain its noble, powerful ring. (p. 2)

6 Op. cit., S62.
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This recalls Beyond Good and Evil, 211, which culminates in the

claim: “The philosophers, properly, however, are commanders

and legislators.” Even Jaspers’ subsequent complaint that “today

there is no longer any proplietic philosophy” can be found in

Nietzsche’s aplunism; only Nietzsche is still more resigned and

questions whether any philosopher has ever perfectly represented

the prophetic type: “Are there such philosojihers today? Have

there been such philosophers yet? Must tlierc not be such philoso-

phers?”

As a second parallel, take Ja.spers’ use of Nietzsche’s psychology

of the will to power and of his conception of ressentiment:

Our present psychological task is precisely to abstract, as far as pos-

sible, from the mass appearance of that which is not genuine, wltile

giving the relatively genuine forms of VVelta7tscIiauu7ig psychological

clarity and formulation. The genuine forms are those from which all

those which are not genuine have also borrowed their spirit. When
one sees the genuine, one needs only to know the universal mechanisms

of those processes which lead to the not genuine, in order to survey

the multiplicity of actual human existence. I’hese processes . . . are,

for example, the utilization of doctrines for self-justification and for

one’s justification in the eyes of others. Principles are thus made to

.serve lor an apology, ex post fiicto, for .soinelliing which originated

from (piite dilferent sources. Among the oi»})ressc(i, such an tipology

employs the doctrines of ressentiment which, by a revaluation, change

the weak and bad into the stronger and better. Among dominant
types, it employs the legitimistic doctrines of race, history, and supe-

rior ability to gain recognition for their })ower tmd their exercise of

force as something that is right, and to permit themselves to experience

it as right. These processes have as their ultimate source some drive

for power which can appropriate any contents of any Weltanschauung
in quite different ways, too, to win out, as the case may be, through
esprit, profundity, or dialectical superiority. Thtis all contents of the

spirit are, as it were, a mere arsenal of arms to give oneself signifi-

cance. (p. 37)

This is surely straight Nietzsche, and the absence of any express

acknowledgment is probably motivated by the feeling that the

debt is obvious enough to render specific references overly pedan-
tic: words like Ressentiment, Umxvertung, and Macht automati-

cally remind the German reader of Nietzsche.

A sweeping acknowledgment to Nietz.s(;lie may serve as our
third example. At the beginning of the section oti “'Eypes of

Philosophic Thinking” Jaspers writes:

The psychologically significant directions of thinking could, of
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course, be made evident with reference to any thinking whatever. We
choose the pre-Socratics on account of their relative simplicity, on ac-

count of their greatness, and above all on account of Nietzsche’s ex-

ample; for he used them to demonstrate the types of philosophic

personalities, (p. 204)

And in a footnote on the next page:

The following account rests chiefly on the following sources: Diels,

Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, and Nietzsche, Die Philosophie im tragi-

schen Zeitalter der Griechen.

In other words, the account is based “chiefly” on the fragments

themselves and on Nietzsche’s interpretations. Of the following ten

pages which cover Greek philosophy from Thales to Aristotle,

four pages are devoted to Heraclitus, and Jaspers’ intense ad-

miration for him is even more obvious than Nietzsche’s.

Jaspers’ view of Aristotle is no less striking. It is as negative as

a popular misconception pictures Nietzsche’s. Actually, it recalls

Nietzsche’s jibes at later Alexandrian erudition. Jaspers finds Aris-

totle “without original, creative vision” and merely “the eternal

type of the great scholar.” And the chapter ends: “Jacob Burck-

hardt had a contempt for Aristotle.” There is, to put it mildly, no
indication that Jaspers differs from Burckhardt. Nor has he
changed his mind since. In one of his most recent works, we en-

counter an eloquent omission of Aristotle’s name. Jaspers enumer-
ates the world historical contributions of the Greeks during the

period from 800 B. C. to 200 B. C.: “Greece saw Homer; the phi-

losophers, Parmenides, Heraclitus, Plato; the tragedians; Thucy-
dides and Archimedes.’”' Later in the same volume (p. 147), Jaspers

concedes: “From Aristotle one learns the categories which domi-

nate all occidental thinking since. He has determined the lan-

guage (the terminology) of philosophizing—” but Jaspers adds

significantly: “whether one thinks with him, or against him, or in

such a manner that one overcomes this whole plain of philosophiz-

ing.” Here Jaspers suggests clearly that he is breaking with the

main stream of Western philosophy, although he himself may
consider it a “falling off” from, or a “perversion” of, the true line

which leads from Heraclitus and Plato to Kierkegaard and Nietz-

sche. But the view of Plato and Nietzsche implicit in this concep-

tion is open to question; and we shall try to show later how
Nietzsche is really much more in the tradition from which Jaspers

would dissociate him.

In the next section of Psychologie der Weltanschauungen, the

7 EinfUhrung (1950), 96. (Cf. Wisdom, 100.)
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very title, at least in Gcnuan, at once brings Nietzsche to mind:

“Valuations and Tables of Values.” So does the discussion in which

Nietzsche is soon mentioned explicitly. Again, the descriptive ac-

count is heavy with valuational overtones tvhich further strengthen

the association with Nietzsche. Thus the four cardinal virtues are

(raced from Plato, via Cicero, to Christianity, until the knowledge

of God becomes

conditional upon grace and at the same time, in it.s contents, unfree

and churchly. . . . The width and freedom of Plato is replaced by a

narrow othcrworldliness; Plato’s integration of everything, by suppres-

sion and elimination of drives and of what is worldly, (p. 223)

A page later, we hear “how Aristotle already had shallowed the

conception of measure into that of a mean between two extremes.”

Then “the doctrine that happiness is the highest good” is depicted

— from Nietzsche’s, rather than Kant’s, point of view — as “a doc-

trine to renounce enthusiasm, to aflirm mere existence (Dasein),

while undercutting life as a process; everything is to remain as it

is.” (p. 227) We are thus urged to reject this view, not because it

is incompatible tvith .sheer respect for duty, but becau.se it is said

to lead to a Stoic acceptance of the status quo and is hence con-

sidered incompatible with the desire to rai.se one’s stale of being.

Kant, as a matter of fact, is .specifically commended here — but for

rather Nietz,.schcan reasons.

As the final instance from this .section, consider Jaspers’ charac-

terization of a type tvilh which he clearly identifies him,self: “Me
does not crawl off into the shell (Gehduse) of a determinate value

hierarchy.” (p. 228) The conception of the shell is one of the key

ideas of the book, and the phrase quoted leaves little doubt con-

cerning Ja.spcrs’ opinion of those who, unlike Nietzsche, make
their home in such a construct.

Next, let us consider ttvo contrasts which closely parallel Nietz-

.schean suggestions. Jaspers introduces his section on “Skeptici.sm

and Nihilism” with the declaration: “The first and the very last

question concerning Weltanschauung is whether one says Yes or

No to life as a whole.” (p. 285) Nietzsche’s name is encountered
only a page later; but this dichotomy runs through his entire phi-

losophy, from his first book to his last. Thus he contends in The
Birth of Tragedy that the ancient Greeks, confronted with “the

dreadful destructive turmoil of so-called world history as well as

. . . the cruelty of nature,” did not have recourse to “a Buddhistic
negation of the will,” but with their tragedies said Yes to life as

a whole with all its agonies. Later, Nietzsche came to denounce
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Christianity as saying No to life, and his last work, Ecce Homo,
ends: “Dionysus versus the Crucified.” If a brief commentary is

wanted, one may turn to The Will to Power (401): “Why has there

been no philosophy which said Yes, no religion which said Yes}

. . . Dionysus versus the ’Crucified’,” Dionysus, to Nietzsche, stands

for the exuberant affirmation of life, for the creative employment
of the instincts as opposed to the allegedly Christian doctrine of

their abnegation; for this-worldliness as opposed to all other-

worldliness. In another note in The Will to Power
(1041 ) , Nietz-

sche explains:

Such an experimental philosophy as I live it anticipates experimen-

tally even the possibilities of thorough nihilism. But this does not mean
that it remains a negation, a No, a will to a No. Rather it wants to get

through to the opposite — to a Dionysian saying Yes to the world as it

is, without subtraction, exception, and selection.

What distinguishes this Dionysian affirmation from the Stoics’ ac-

ceptance of the world is that Nietzsche’s enthusiastic Yes embraces
all the extremes of joy and suffering, whereas the Stoic would
minimize both;® and Nietzsche further ridicules the Stoic notion

of living “according to nature” by claiming that life is “the very

will to be otherwise than . . . nature” — a perpetual self-overcom-

ing, a ceaseless aspiration for a higher state of being.®

Another contrast in Jaspers’ book which echoes Nietzsche is that

of the “chaotic” and the “demonic” man. (pp. 345ff.) This recalls

Nietzsche’s juxtaposition of the “romantic” and the “Dionysian”

type.^® “Romantic” became as much of an opprobrium for Nietz-

sche as “chaotic” is for Jaspers, and the final flight to the authority

of the Church is one of the features emphasized by both men.
Jaspers also speaks of "die chaotische Romantik” and uses Nietz-

sche as one of his models for the description of the “demonic”
type.

Later on, the “demonic” type is broken down into three sub-

types, the demonic realist, the demonic romantic, and the saint,

and Nietzsche — certainly no realist or saint — is understood as a

“demonic romantic.” This is quite consistent with an earlier pas-

sage in the book (p. 13) where Jaspers says of Kierkegaard and
Nietzsche:

Both are romantics in their inner movement; yet both are passion-

8 FrShliche Wissenschaft, 2. 9 Jenseits von Cut und Bose, 9.

10 FrShliche Wissenschaft, S70 and, in draft form, Der Wille zur Macht, 846. For

a discussion, c£. my Nietzsche, 327-334; also my juxtaposition of Friedrich Schlegel

and Nietzsche, ibid., and 102, 113-17, 129.
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ately anti-romantic because the actual representatives of that which

has been called romanticism have almost always been lacking in seri-

ousness, arty, eijicurcan, or unfree —

in short, “chaotic” types. In tiic later characterization of the “de-

monic romantic” no names are mentioned, but such phrases as

“here is the genesis of the great original psychologist” and “in the

form of aphorisms and fragments” jioint in Nietzscite’s direction.

And the following passage apparently presents what was Jaspers’

conception of Nietzsche in 1919:

The torrent of overcharged life, which melts dowir all it creates,

leaves behind as something objective only this tremcnilous pile of ruins

to bear witness to the wealth of his genius. Every whole, whether a

work of systematic thought or poetry, remains uncompleted and is in

its very disposition a fragment, a great aphorism. In action, in love,

and in friendship it is the same: the most tremendous enhancement
of the moment, the utmost deepening, yet the inca])acity for holding

on, for giving final form, or for shaping into a whole. I'he onrushing

torrent of the demonic drives to new dominant destinies ami experi-

ences. All this romanticism is somehow meteoric, (p. 437)

In essentials, Jaspers’ picture of Nietzsche has never changed. He
still envisages him very much like this in his recent w(jrk. Wc shall

sec later that this interpretation can he traced hack to the poet,

Stefan George —and that it is highly (juestionahle.

To conclude these rellcctions on Jaspers’ P.sy(:holojfie dor Wclt-

anschauungen, let us cite another instance of Jaspers’ evaluations,

of the manner in which his psychology is not merely descriptive,

but a vehicle for an appeal to the reader.

This is a psychological contemplation of man and his possibilities.

We try to resist the temptation of drawing any conclusions in the

direction of a Weltanschauung of our own: wc arc conscious only of

contemplation. If our instinctive valuations always react, nevertheless,

and, perhaps all by themselves, draw the conclusion of everywhere
affirming “life” and the demonic type as the summit, we must remem-
ber: this valuational attitude is not yet Weltanschauung, only an
empty intention. We do not yet have a Weltanschauung when we can
contemplate and comprehend all the forms of the spirit — which is

what we are trying to do here — nor do we have it when wc direct our
affirmative intention toward types which wc call “life;” we have it

only when we actually exist in a type or— insofar as a rare human
being has been elected for a life in the demonic sense — when tills life

creates forms and shapes in action, in the conduct of life, in works of
art, or finally in prophetic philosophy, (p. 373)
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Thus the early Jaspers “directed his affirmative intention” toward

Nietzsche whom he considered one of the “elect.” Nietzsche was

one of his “educators” in the specific sense which Nietzsche him-

self associated with that term when he wrote on “Schopenhauer

as Educator.”

Yet it would be a mistake to think of even the early Jaspers as

a follower of Nietzsche or a Nietzschean. He is surely speaking of

himself when he writes: “Personalities like Socrates, Kant, Kierke-

gaard, and Nietzsche give him the strongest impetus; heads like

Hegel, the richest education.” (p. 379) In a general way, the in-

fluence of Hegel’s Phenomenology on Jaspers’ Psychologie der

Weltanschauungen is quite obvious; in detail, it is discussed by

Jaspers himself in the latter work. (364-379) The impetus he re-

ceived from Socrates and Kierkegaard is similar to that from

Nietzsche: the attempt to live one’s philosophy, the effort to raise

oneself to a higher state of being, and to help others do likewise.

In some ways, Jaspers is closer to Nietzsche than to Kierkegaard:

he recognizes no theological framework nor any commitment at

all to a particular religious tradition. Beyond that, many specific

parallels have been adduced above. Even so, there was always one
philosopher whom Jaspers revered at least as much, probably

more: Kant.

3 . Jaspers' Nietzsche and the George Circle’s.

In 1912, Jaspers attended an exhibition in Cologne. Ten years

later, in a study of Strindberg und Van Gogh, he wrote up some
of the ideas which had occurred to him on this occasion, and re-

marked with a rare flash of humor:

In Cologne at this exhibition in 1912, where the wonderful Van
Goghs were surrounded by expressionist art from all over Europe in

queer monotony, I sometimes had a feeling as if Van Gogh were the

sublime and only case of one “mad” against his will among so many
who want to be mad but are only too healthy

This certainly does not sound romantic, but consider Jaspers’

judgment of Van Gogh:

His works, taken in isolation, would probably stand very far beneath
the great creations of art in the last five hundred years; yet the

Existenz taken as a whole — which, however, would never be clear

without the works of art and expresses itself clearly above all in these

works — this is of unique stature.^

Strindberg (Bremen, 1949), 182. (First published in 1922.)

Vi Ibid., 157.
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This sentence might serve equally well as the mqtto of Jaspers’

Nietzsche.

t,\ An almost perfect parallel to this approach can he found in

Triedrich Schlcgel’s view of Lessing, the greatest literary exponent

of the German Enlightenment: “lie himself was worth more than

all his talents. In his individuality [Jaspers miglit .say, Exislcn:^

lay his greatness.”^ Schlegel, as guiding .siiirit of the original ro-

mantic movement, had no use for Lessing’s enlightened views,

but admired his restless, searching mind. It was similar with the

German romantics’ attitude totvard Goethe: admiration for his

Protean development, coupled with either neglect of, or outright

opposition to, his professed views. Kierkegaard’s attitude toward

Lessing was the same: enthusiasm for the mtin who liad preferred

the way to the goal, but a lack of interest in his ideas. Stefan

George, finally, adopted the same attitude toward Nietzsche and,

through the members of the George Circle, influenced the Nietz-

sche picture of a generation of German writers, including Jaspers.

George’s apostrophe of Nietzsche, on the occasion of tlie phi-

losopher’s death in 1900, creates the picture later elaborated by
Jaspers:

Didst thou create gotls but to overthrow them.
Never enjoying rest or what thou built?

Thou hast destroyed what in thyself was clo.scst

To tremble after it with new desire

And to ciy out in pain of .solitude.”

First, Ikrtram, one of George’s lesser minions, propag.ited this

view in his Nietzsche: Attempt at a Mythology (lOKS): what made
the philosopher so remarkable, was not his philosophy, which
Bertram all but ignores; it was his heroic, yet aimless, self-lacera-

tion. Then the rest of the George Circle took up the cry. Ernst
Gundolf, for example, relying on the master’s intuition and on
“the most perfect instruction” of “Bertram’s brilliant book” rather
than on any solid knowledge of Nietz.sche's work, produces this

picture of Nietzsche:

He followed his law and his fatality: to sit in judgment over all that
existed, to move the goal beyond all that had been achieved into tlie

Frkdrhh Schlefrcl l79-l-t!t02; Sehw Proxnhehen .luefindseliriften, cd. T. Minor
(2nd ed. 1906), II, 151. C£. ray Nietzsche. ILS-ll?.

M Cf. my Nietzsche, 1291.

in For a tran.slation ot more of Oeorge’ii “Nietwdie” from Der Sieherite Khiu
and for the discussion and quotations in this paragraph, ef. the "ProloEue" of my
Nietzsche.
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unachievable, and to strive for the infinite out of a finitude which he

could not bear any more.

It is a fundamentally similar conception of Nietzsche which Jas-

pers expresses fifteen years later: “Out of every position one may
have adopted, i.e., out of every finitude we are expelled; we are

set whirling.”^^

Nietzsche is thus envisaged as a thinker who proudly refused to

seek refuge in the confinement of any ‘shell’; but, whereas Jaspers

agrees with the George Circle up to this point, his evaluation dif-

fers sharply. For George’s disciples pitied the poor philosopher:

the poet had called him “most unblessed” and his followers outdid

each other in patronizing expressions of sympathy; for they had
found refuge in their master’s ‘shell.’ In fact, they were so blinded

by their authoritarian worship of George that the relatively great-

est Nietzsche scholar among them, Kurt Hildebrandt, who wrote

four books on Nietzsche, could offer this explanation for Nietz-

sche’s allegedly endless dissatisfaction: “Only George is what
Nietzsche convulsively coveted to be.”^'^

Jaspers’ judgment has never been clouded by adherence to any
party line or by prostration of his critical faculties before a human
oracle. He values Nietzsche’s alleged explosion of every finite po-

sition, not as the best that was possible before Stefan George was
given to us, but as the proper function of philosophic reason — as

opposed to philosophic faith. In Kantian terms, this is the best

that pure theoretical reason can do; but practical reason is an-

other matter.

Jaspers' agreement with the George Circle is, however, far-

reaching. He accepts their judgment that Nietzsche’s doctrine of

the eternal recurrence of the same events is a “deceptively mock-
ing mystery of delusion”^® and that his other conclusions, too, are

— to cite Jaspers himself— “a pile of absurdities and vacuities.”^

The conception of the superman is arbitrarily emptied of its rich

psychological content and written off as a symbol of the un-

achievable; the eternal recurrence is misunderstood as a religious

myth; the idea of the will to power is marked off as a dead end
street; and the conception of sublimation, which links the will to

power with the superman, is all but ignored. One need not agree

with Nietzsche to realize that his central ideas are neither empty
nor absurd. Yet elsewhere, too, Jaspers gives us this same picture:

Nietzsche: endless reflection, sounding out and questioning every-

IQ Christentum (n.d.), 71. Nietzsche ah Richter unscrer Zeit (1923), 102.

18 Bertram, Nietzsche (1918), 12. Christentum, 71.
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thing, digging without reaching a new fountlation, except in new

absurdities.^'*

Surely, this is George’s and Bertram’s conception over again.

To tin’s over-all continuity, one may add at least one more spe-

cific link: Bertram, who later delendcd the Nazis’ suj)pression o£

free speech untler the motto, “the most genuine I'rcedont is a holy

imprisonment oC the heart, proposed to understand Nietzsche

as “the typically ambiguous one.”““ Surely, an instance of self-

projection — unfortunate, because Bertram so little resembled

Nietzsche, and because he was unimpeded by any scholarly con-

science in “finding” ambiguities. Yet, although jaspers justly

criticized Bertram for ignoring the context of Nietzsche’s ideas

and the process of his thinking,^* Jaspers himself developed this

theme, and “ambigtiity” is one of the key conceptions of his

Nietzsche, too.

Students of Nietzsche are apt to take this for a corroboration of

Bertram’s very unscholarly thesis — unless they knotv jaspers well

enough to realize that “ambiguity” is one of the central terms in

his philosophy, no less than in Sartre's or Simone dc Beauvoir’s.

Thus, althotigh the notion of Nietzsche’s ambigtiity links jaspers’

interpretation closely with Bertram’s, jaspers emjfioys the term to

designate Nietzsche’s profundity, not to criticize him. The assump-

tion is that truth actually is “ambiguotis,” i.e., irreducible to any
set of propositions.

The concrete examples which Jaspers gives of Nietzsche’s am-
biguity are very questionable. Let us here, consider

the example which exhibits in concrcto the most extreme reversal pos-

sible: Nietzsche’s attitude toward Jesus. We recall how Nietzsche en-

visaged Jesus with respect to the honesty of this way of life, yet at

the same time with rejection of the type of decadence which finds

expression in this way of life.®*

So far, of course, tliere is no ambiguity or reversal at all. One can

reject a position without questioning its honesty, and one may
respect a type one considers decadent. Nietzsche pictured Jesus in

EinfUhnmg, l.iJS. (cf. Wisdom, J88.)

21 Von der Freiheit des Wortes, Inselblicherei, n. d,

22 Bertram, Weluche, 8.

2.1 1 take it that this is wliat Jaspers means when he says of the symimis in terms
of which Bertram discusses Nietzsche; "tliey ovcrsinipUfy, cancel the movement,
reduce Nietzsche to rigid being . . , instead of going after him in his actuality."

Nietzsche, 5,

24 Christentum, 71.
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the image of Prince Myshkin in Dostoyevsky’s The Idiot;^ and
the attitude here under consideration is presumably that of most

readers toward Myshkin.

Jaspers’ next point is that, according to Nietzsche, Jesus was

psychologically incapable of resistance (like Myshkin) and no
hero; yet Nietzsche says, in Ecce Homo, that he himself is also a

type sharply distinguished from the heroic. The wording in both

passages is similar and seems to Jaspers proof of “self-identification

with the opponent.” This conclusion, too, is unwarranted: two

types can differ from the heroic without being identical; Myshkin
and Goethe can agree in lacking any passion for seeking out ob-

stacles or for changing the world, and still be quite different from

each other. And it is with Goethe and Socrates rather than Mysh-

kin and Jesus that Nietzsche seeks to link himself in the hyperboles

oi Ecce Homo.
The same considerations apply to Jaspers’ other points: Nietz-

sche’s claim that Jesus (again like Myshkin) represented spon-

taneity of action, and was thus in a sense opposed to morality with

its rigid prescriptions, is no proof of self-identification with Jesus

any more than Nietzsche’s belief that Jesus experienced blessed-

ness as present in his heart. Jaspers’ failure or refusal to examine
Nietzsche’s psychological conceptions of Jesus, and of such ap-

proximations of the superman as Socrates or Goethe, bars him
from understanding Nietzsche’s quite unambiguous position.

Nietzsche’s pictures are neither absurd nor vacuous, though he is

probably mistaken about the historical Jesus. The vacuity is a

function of Jaspers’ approach which empties vivid conceptions of

their empirical content; and the absurdity is due to an interpre-

tation which plays off these hollow symbols against each other.

The section on “self-identification with the opponent” begins:

This ambiguous attitude toward Jesus — once fighting against him,

then identifying himself with him; once negating him, then affirming

him — is itself only an example of an occurrence which is universal

in Nietzsche.

On the contrary, we assert that the method of interpretation which
leads to this false result, is an example of an occurrence which is

universal in Jaspers’ discussions of Nietzsche.

The section just quoted ends:

One finds in Nietzsche the most amazing attempts to bring together

28 Cf. my Nietzsche, 296-299, where Nietzsche’s conception of Jesus is discussed,

without reference to Jaspers, and distinguished from his attitude toward the Christ

of the creeds.
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again into a higher unity what he has first seijaratecl ami opposed to

each other. The most extreme case is again the manner of his affirma-

tion of Jesus. Nietzsche imagines — without any power of vision and

unrealizable — the synthesis of the ultimate opposition the

Roman Caesar with Christ’s soul.”“®

Yet this is not a convulsive attempt at synthesizing two symbols

which exclude each other by definition, no conceptual jugglery

which defies imagination, but the very heart of Nietzsche’s vision

of the superman. Being capable of both symptithy anti hardness,

of loving and ruling, not using claws though having them, anti

creating out of an overflow and a superabundantre: tliat is Nietz-

sche’s ideal and norm by which he judges both the Roman Cae-

sars and Jesus. The idea is not unattainable but historically repre-

sented, to Nietzsche’s mind, in varying degrees of perfection by

Socrates and Julius Caesar, Frederick. II of Hohenstaufl'en, Leonar-

do, and Goethe.

The two sections from Nietzsche und das Christentiwi which

we have been quoting here are preceded by, and supply the evi-

dence for, a section entitled: “The Failure of AH Posititnis and
the Whirl.” It is in this section that we find the previously cited

dictum: “Out of every position one may have adopted, i.e., out of

every finitude we are expelled: we are set whirling.” We now see

that this is false as a characterization of “Nietzsche's New Philoso-

phy” (the name of the chapter containing these sections), and true

only of Jaspers’ moving, but methodologically untenable, interpre-

tation— which here echoes Bertram’s.

Among Jaspers’ differences from the Nietzsche picture of Stefan

George and his Circle, one of the most decisive has tdready been
suggested. George’s disciples not only accepted the master’s whims
as dogma, but set a preposterous precedent by writing history to

order. Even the most gifted among them, Friedrich Gundolf, in

his three volumes on Shakespeare — one specifically devoted to

Shakespeare und der deutsche Geist — is not content to tell us that

he disapproves of Count Baudissin’s versions of thirteen Sliake-

spearean plays in the famous so-called Schlegel-Tieck translation,

but reads the poor man out of history by not deigning to mention
him. It is surely one of the great merits of Jaspers’ Nietzsche that

he gives due emphasis to Nietzsche’s radical anti-authoritarianism.

And Jaspers has consistently followed Nietzsche in rejecting the

master-disciple relationship and in tcacliing independence.
Where George had considered Nietzsche his own precursor,

Jaspers’ takes him for a precursor of Exislenzjjhilosophte. But,
7'he quotation is front Wille zur Mncht,
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whereas George’s conception of himself— tirelessly echoed by his

adulators — lacked all sense of proportion and bordered on the

pathological, Jaspers is not at all like the wren who soared above
the clouds on an eagle’s wings, unnoticed by him, and then flew

up another ten feet, boasting that he could fly higher than the

eagle. Jaspers is no wren, nor claims to be an eagle. Certainly, he
does not, like George, consider Nietzsche his own personal John
the Baptist. A sense of modesty, even diffidence, is the very basis

of his decision to teach philosophy:

When I became convinced that at the time there was no real phi-

losophy to be found at any of the universities, I believed that now,
confronted with this vacuum, even the weak, though unable to produce
a philosophy of his own, has yet the right to bear witness to philoso-

phy, saying what it has been and what it could be. Only then, close

to 40 years old, I made philosophy my life’s task.®^

Such modesty and candor offer a stark contrast indeed with the

pomp and self-congratulation of the Stefan George cult.

Even so, Jaspers agrees with the George Kreis in discounting

Nietzsche’s philosophy. And this disregard is quite intentional and
expressly announced in the subtitle of Jaspers’ Nietzsche: Einfuh-

rung in das Verstandnis seines Philosophierens, Introduction to

an Understanding of his Philosophizing. Jaspers is interested, and
sees Nietzsche’s historic significance, in what he considers Nietz-

sche’s way of philosophizing, not in his philosophy. This is clear

throughout the book; it is equally unmistakable in Jaspers’ sub-

sequent smaller study, Nietzsche und das Christentum; and he
has recently restated this point in a discussion of “Nietzsche’s

Importance in the History of Philosophy:’’

One must know what it means to be concerned with Nietzsche, and
how this concern leads to no conclusion. For Nietzsche leads into

realms of philosophizing which still lie this side of clear conceptualiza-

tion, but press toward it. . . . Nietzsche is interpreted in two ways.

One interpretation finds his importance in an achievement he com-
pleted. He becomes the founder of a philosophy . . . the philosophy of

the will to power, the eternal recurrence, the Dionysian grasp of life.

For quite another interpretation, which we profess, Nietzsche’s im-

portance lies in his loosening function. His exciting force, which leads

the human being to the authentic problems and to himself, does not

instruct the reader, but awakens him.*®

2T "tJber Meine Philosophie,” op. eit., 33.*).

28 "Zu Nietzsche’s Bedeutung in der Geschichte der Philosophie,” first pub-

lished in Die Neue Rundschau, and then in two different English translations in

The Hihbert .Journal, April 1951, and in Partisan Review, January 1952. The above

translation is my own.
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There is certainly much truth in this: and yet such phrases as

“leads to no conclusion” and “this side of clear conceptualization”

arc stunning when one recalls Nietzsche’s acid clarity, his unitpic-

ly vivid concepts, and his often violent conclusions. In view of

Jaspers’ own relative vagucne.ss and inconchisiveness, one is

tempted to sarcasm: is this merely another wearisome instance

of an interpreter’s reading himself into Nietzsche?

Jaspers says: “The procedure in understatuling texts is a simile

lor all comprehension of being.”-" May we not tonclnde that

Jaspers’ interpretation of Nictz.schc reflects Jaspers’ general phi-

losophy? And when Ja.spcrs tells us that concern tvitli Nietz.sche

“leads to no conclusion,” is not this because Ja.spcrs is concerned

with Nietzsche as a means of Exisfenzerhclliinir (illumination of

existence) — and “Existenzerhellung leads ... to no result”?*" Or
consider the following di.scu,ssion of “all true philosophizing.”

Nietz.sche is not mentioned at all, but the phra.scs used are the

very same which Ja.spcrs employs elsewhere when he characterizes

Niet.z.schc — an as.sociation which is .still fnrtlier strengthened by

the u.se of the ma.sculine pronoun, “er,” he, where an Kngli.sh

tran.slation must .say, “it.”

It looscas us from the fetters of determinate thinking, not by aban-

doning such thinking, but by pushing it to its limits. ... It forces us

to return out of every dead end rigidity. . . . 'I'he loss of ilw' absolute-

ne.ss of things and of the epistemology of things is called nihili.sm by
those who thus lo.se their footing. . . . Our philosophic thinking

passes through this nihilism which is really the liberation for true

being. . . . The plunge from the rigidities which were deceptive after

all, turns into the ability to stay in suspense; what seemed abyss be-

comes the space of freedom — the seeming nothing ttirns into that

from which true being speaks to us.*i

One recalls Jaspers’ declaration, cited at the beginning of this

essay, that Kant is for him “the philo.sopher par cxcrllenre*’ and
Nietzsche only "the magnificent revelation of nihili.sm and of the

task of going beyond nihilism.” We have also seen that for Nietz-

sche himself “nihilism” tvas .something to pass through to a Dio-

nysian affirmation, whereas Jaspers simply discounts Nietzsche’s

positive conclusions as “absurdities” and thus redurcs him to a

labyrinth which one enters only to become convinced that there

is no way out except Kant’s Indian rope-trick. Or to vaiy the met-
aphor, we go to Nietzsche to be set whirling, to be forced to plunge

a» ££«/flftrung, 74. (cf. Wiidom, 77.) 80 .Sitfwtion (19S1), 147,

81 Emf&krung. SSI. (cf. Wisdom, S7f.)
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— that the angels of Kantianism may then come to our rescue and
keep us suspended in mid-air.

Martin Luther declared that “the commandments” of all sorts

of good works in Scripture “were ordained solely that man might

thus realize his incapacity for good and learn to despair of him-

self. As a preacher of grace and salvation through faith alone,

Luther boldly interpreted all Biblical demands to do good as de-

mands to realize that we cannot do good. Similarly, Jaspers under-

stands Nietzsche’s challenging conclusions as demonstrations that

no conclusions are possible and that “philosophic faith” is needed.

Such interpretations are less helpful for those who would gain an

understanding of the Bible or of Nietzsche than for students of

Luther’s thought or Jaspers’.

Sarcasm, however, would be utterly out of place in an examina-

tion of Jaspers’ Nietzsche: Jaspers’ stature is sufficient, and his phi-

losophy important enough in its own right, to command respect;

and seen in its historical setting, his Nietzsche was an act of cour-

age, whatever its connection may have been with the fact that the

Nazis suspended the author as a university professor within a year

of its publication.

4. Jaspers’ Nietzsche versus the Nazis.

At a time when such self-styled Nietzscheans as Richard Oehler

at the Nietzsche-Archiv and Alfred Baumler at the University of

Berlin were loudly proclaiming Nietzsche as a proto-Nazi — when
Bertram, the author of the most influential pre-Nazi interpreta-

tion, had aligned himself with the party, while Klages, who had
written the perhaps most brilliant monograph, was carrying irra-

tionalism and anti-Semitism to such extremes that, at that time,

even the Nazis would not follow him — the appearance of this new
Nietzsche book by a widely respected Heidelberg professor was
eloquent indeed. Here was a solid study which presented Nietzsche

as not having been a Nazi. Seen in this historical perspective, the

section entitled “Nietzsche wants no believers” (igf.) takes on a

new signficance; and the end of the long Introduction appears as

a protest:

The task is to become oneself as one appropriates Nietzsche. Instead

of yielding to the seduction of accepting doctrines and laws in their

apparent univocality as something universally valid, it is his challenge

to produce the [highest] possible rank of one’s own character.

82 samiKcfte Schriften, ed. Walch, St. Louis, 1881-1910, XIX, 992.
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In Germany, in 1936, these words were a slap not only at the prev-

alent Nietzsche picture, but also at Nazi education generally.

Even more outspoken is a later passage:

Nietzsche can be used by all the powers which he fought: he can

serve . . . the violence which mistakes the idea of the will to power as

an order of rank for a justification of any brutality, (p. 391)

But to Jaspers’ catalogue of such misinterpretations one mighi

well adcl his own attempt to use Nietzsche to lead us back to Kant’s

faith.

Jaspers’ Nietzsche, although not improvised as a pt)litical po-

lemic, but the kind of interpretation Jaspers might liave written

in any event, was the antithesis of Biiumler’s Nazi version of Nietz-

sche. Where Baumlcr and his followers saw Nietzsche as a meta-

physician with a system, who wrote “as one having authority,”

Jaspers extolled the lonely seeker after truth, the great challenger

not only of all authority but even of his own ideas, the dialectician

who can — and this is where Jaspers goes too far — always be cited

in contradiction to himself.

Of course, Nietzsche can always l)c cited as contradicting the

views the Nazis found in liim; so — as long as one does not tpies-

tion that Nietzsche also maintained these Na/.istic tenets — it fol-

lows that he always contradicted himself. Yet it would be super-

ficial to assume that Jaspers merely could not, at the time, say

outright that Nietzsche never held the views ascribed to him by

Biiumler. Like other Existentialists, Jaspers too is deeply impressed

by the puzzling character of all existence and by its confounding

irrcducibility to any one set of principles: and when he tells us at

the outset of his Nietzsche (p. 8) never to be satisfied, when read-

ing Nietzsche, until we have "also found the contradiction,” he i.s

not casting aspersions on Nietzsche, but describing Nietz.sche’s

greatest value: he sets us whirling. And Jaspers hinuself goes on to

say that we should “experience these contradictions in their neces-

sity.”

Jaspers could have written his Nietzsche independently of any
Nazi provocation, though the time of its publication makes the

book even more remarkable. Jaspers read himself into Nietzsche:

but, since he has stature, his Nietzsche does, too. What is tragic,

however, is that this courageous interpretation by a penetrating

philosopher .should have helped unwittingly to nmto a singularly

unambiguous message to Germany. In the whole hi.st<»7 of (Ger-

man letters no other voice has spoken out with such prophetic
vigor and withering sarcasm against the very forces which culmi-
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nated in National Socialism; neither Lessing and Schiller nor
Goethe and Heine approximated Nietzsche’s brilliant indignation
or the sustained wit of his scorn of nationalism and state idolatry,

anti-Semitism, militarism, and cultural barbarism, and all the
otlier festering vices to which he opposed his ideal of the Good
European.

To be sure, no German could have made his interpretation the
vehicle for such a message in 1936. But why not in 1926? Why did
the German Republic’s attempt to link itself with Weimar remain
such a feeble, ineffective gesture? Was it not in part because the
writers and scholars of Germany &iled to show how much of the
great German cultural tradition pointed toward the ideal of the
Good European? Was it not tragic that they let the rightist oppo-
sition spread the utterly mendacious myth that all the great Ger-
mans had been rightists and nationalists? Lessing’s enlightened
ideas were ignored, as if he had been nothing but a restless seeker
and a brilliant literary critic. Kant’s vision of a League of Nations
and of eternal peace and his insistence on never reducing a human
being to a mere means was ignored, while his insistence on “duty”
was perverted into a sanction for blind obedience to authorities,

as if the autonomy of the rational person were not the core of his

ethic. Schiller, who had celebrated the striving for liberty and
equality in drama after drama, from Don Carlos’ “Sir, grant liber-

ty of thought” to Wilhelm Tell’s tyrannicide, was brazenly claimed
as a German nationalist, although not one of his major dramas
was set in Germany, unless one wants to count his first effort. The
Robbers. The rich heritage of the Enlightenment in Fichte and
Hegel, Mozart and Beethoven was ignored, while Fichte’s later
nationalism and Hegel’s glorification of “the State” were empha-
sized out of context and out of all proportion. This was surely one
of the most preposterous and fateful falsifications of history ever
perpetrated.

Nietzsche’s thunderbolts might perhaps have penetrated this

miasma and cleared the air. His flashes might have exposed the rot
and corruption. The shower of his questions, punctuated by the
thunder of his denunciations might have purged the intellectual
filth in which Nazism was breeding. Yet Nietzsche himself was
partly responsible for not getting his message across. Seduced by
the beauty of the language, by suggestive phrases and bewitching
metaphors, he had often written in a manner which invited mi^
understanding. He had tried to counteract such misapprehensions
by the most scathing denunciations elsewhere and knew that if not
the immediate context, certainly his work taken as a whole showed
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his views to be quite unc(]iuvocal. Yet the beauty of the language

attracted an unl’orcscen host of readers, and ihc worils and para-

bles which had intoxicaled Nietzsche soon intoxicated other, lesser

minds as well. Zarathustra's apes — to use an appropriate Nietz-

schean phrase — had no mind to consider llamboytuu. passages in

context or to ponder their relation to the author’s earlier and
later works: and they still had .some of Nietzsche's phrases on their

lips when, like the monkey hordes in Kipling’s ,/«ng/choo/{, they

were dancing, hypnotized, to the tune of the great snake.

Nietzsche’s fault here is a tragic futtetion of his personality, a

chapter in the long .saga of the relation of philo.sophy and poetry.

But it is no less tragic that not a single (lenuan interpreter of stat-

ure should have liberated Nietz.sche’s timely, .sorely needed, ine.s-

sage from the irricle.scent welts of myth and metaphor, that not one
should have mastered his abandoned how to drive his svell fa.sh-

ioned arrows into the unworthy suitors of his peojtle. It is tragic

that even Jaspers .should not have ri.sen above the conception of

“ambiguity” which, although certainly at odds with Nazi versions,

could scarcely become a rallying point of any opposition, nor do
justice to Nicl.z.scho.

This critici.sm may appear to be reducible to a mere difrerence

of opinion between Jtispers and his critic. In that case, it could
lead at best to an intellectual duel, apt to prove just as little as any
other duel. 1 reject his Nietzsche, he mine. If the reader has .suffi-

cient imagination, he may well reject both. And .some will suggest:

everybody is entitled to his own Nictz.sche. But the (]ue.stion here
is not one of one interpretation versus another: the charge —
tvhich will be discussed further later on — is that Ja.sper.s’ method
is indefensible.

Tills is a .serious criticism, but great philo.sophers have rarely

been disinterested guides to the thought of their prcdece.s.sors. One
would hardly gather from Plato how close .some of the Sophists
had come to many facets of modern democratic thought; Aristotle’s

portrait of Plato, in turn, is a fine instance of partiality: and Nietz-
sche himself excelled in aphoristic caricatures with pedagogical in-

tent. Today, there are Santayana’s and Russell’s often uninformed
distortions, e.specially of German phihrsophy since Kant. So viewed,
Jaspers’ Nietzsche appears highly di.stingui.shcd: Ja.spors is exceed-
ingly well informed; unlike Ari,stotle, lie is beyond the very su.s-

picion of envy; and unlike Plato, he is not using groat names as
foils, or to prevail in a historic contest by eternalizing his oppo-
nent’s name in infamy.

It is thus the very excellence of Jaspers’ book which makes its
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faults important. He does not claim the poetic license of the archi-

tect of dialogues or sculptor of aphorisms, but presents us with a

wonderfully learned full-length study and offers more direct quo-

tations per page than any previous Nietzsche interpreter, invari-

ably giving the page references, too. Use of an illicit method in

such a superior work is doubly serious.

Finally, it adds to the historical momentum of the charge against

Jaspers, although it is morally an extenuating circumstance, that

previous German interpretations had almost entirely ignored the

whole heritage of the Enlightenment in Nietzsche, and indeed

that whole aspect of his philosophy which might conceivably have

given German history a turn for the better. Jaspers’ failure here

is clearly not due to any lack of courage, but to lack of vision.

5. Jaspers contra Freud.

It may be revealing that the same oversight, even blindness, oc-

curs where Jaspers is confronted with the man who is likely the

greatest among Nietzsche’s heirs, a man who followed in the foot-

steps of Goethe, Heine, and Nietzsche by attempting to deepen
and enrich the attitudes of the Enlightenment with the insights of

romanticism. For Freud tried to bridge the gap between the Ger-

man romantics’ profound preoccupation with the irrational, on
the one hand, and the Western faith in liberty, equality, and fra-

ternity, and in science as an instrument to their realization, on the

other. But, instead of recognizing in Freud a Good European and
a great prose stylist who, like Nietzsche and Heine, wrote clearly,

lucidly, and powerfully enough to be read outside of Germany,
Jaspers completely overlooks Freud’s radical individualism and
links psychoanalysis with Marxism and racism as presenting “bru-

talizing demands.’’®®

Jaspers even denies outright that Freud is in any important

sense carrying forward Nietzsche’s work:

The self-reflection of the human being of integrity, which . . . had
culminated in Kierkegaard and Nietzsche, has here degenerated into

the uncovering of sexual desires and typical childhood experiences;

it is the covering up of genuine, dangerous self-reflection by a mere
re-discoverey of already known types.®*

If this is a half-truth, the following claim seems almost entirely

wrong:

Situation (1931), 143. 84/&,U, 139.
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Psychoanalysis, though this may not meet the eye, leads to the con-

sequence of not thinking up, but of making one feel, the ideal that

man return out of all schism and violence through whicli he might

find the way to himself— return back to nature which no longer

requires him to be human.®"*

It is easy to counter such allegations with direct (pioiations from

Freud — and it is relevant here to do so, because jaspers’ position

depends on attitudes which also mar his understanding of Nietz-

sche. Here, then, arc three brief quotations from Freud's Introduc-

tion to Psychoanalysis:

By raising the unconscious into consciousness, wo overcome the re-

pressions, abolish the conditions for symptom formation, and change

the pathogenetic conflict into a nornuil conllict which must somehow
find a resolution.

Where there is no repression to be overcome, nor any analogous

psychical process, there our therapeutics has no business.

We hold that whoever has passed successfully through an education

for truthfulness toward himself, will thereby be protected permanent-

ly against the danger of immorality, even if his standard of morality

sitould somehow dilfer from social conventions.®®

Here Freud speaks as the heir of Nietzsche, and jaspers’ failure it)

sec this is as revealing concerning his relation to Nietz,sche as it is

regarding his conception of F’rcud.

In 1950, Jaspers published a book on Reason and Anti-Reason

in Our Time and, five years after Hitler’s defeat, used Marxism
and psyduxinalysis as the two examples of anti-reason, "fhe fact

that most of his strictures against psychoanalysis are extremely well

taken docs not allay the apprehension that he .shows a lack of his-

torical perspective. Ja.spcrs, of course, wotdd not agree with the

German reviewer who recently said of a collection of essays pub-
lished in 1952 that they point to many wounds, but not to the

main wound, the immondizatioit through p.sychoanalysis. Jaspers

stays this side of the incredible. But he fails to recognize Freud’s

central intention: to help tho.se who have lost their freedom to find

it by teaching them to be honest with tlicmselvcs, facing their

problems instead of running away from them, jaspers notes all the

bad features which so often attend the formation of .schools or
sects, but does not see how Freud has both given new meaning to

the ancient conception of human equality, rcgardles.s of race, cul-

titrc, or creed, and lent new impetus to the longing for a higher,

.It! Ibid., 139.

J'orle.ani(ren zur liinfillinmi' in die P.<tyrhotttmty.ie ('ra.si:lit’iiaiis({al)(N

460f.
...
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but attainable, slate of being. It seems fair to add that, had Jaspers

recognized Nietzsche’s central intentions, he would have under-

stood Freud’s too. But following in the footsteps of Schlegel, Kierke-

gaard, and George and his Kreis, Jaspers has romanticized Nietz-

sche: self-projection takes the place of understanding: basic pur-

poses are disregarded; and positively stated conceptions are dis-

counted as absurdities or as utterly empty, or again as “symbols” of

which Jaspers says frankly:

Only via detours and with effort can one summon a significant

content out of these symbols, by interpretation.®’’

Thus Jaspers’ critique of Nietzsche’s conception of the superman,

in Nietzsche und das Christentum (p. 54) ,
presupposes the unten-

able interpretation of the George Circle, who had considered this

ideal essentially unattainable, and completely overlooks the empi-

rical, psychological content of the idea or its relation to “sublima-

tion” — a key concept of Nietzsche’s philosophy to which Jaspers,

in his Nietzsche, devotes exactly half a page.

6. Summary of Criticisms.

My criticisms of Jaspers’ interpretation of Nietzsche might be
summarized as follows. First, Jaspers admittedly discounts Nietz-

sche’s philosophy as opposed to his “philosophizing;” he refuses to

take seriously superman and recurrence, will to power and sub-

limation, or any other definite concept.

Second, Jaspers fails, his intention notwithstanding, to introduce

us to Nietzsche’s philosophizing because he employs an untenable

method. He makes no distinction, either in his references or in his

evaluation, between Nietzsche’s finished works and his fragments

and notebook scribblings; and generally he makes no distinction

either between early and late passages, but disregards the dates and
thus necessarily also Nietzsche’s intellectual development. He uses

Nietzsche as a means to arouse us and to introduce us to Jaspers'

philosophizing, not Nietzsche’s. If we spread out Kant’s writings,

pre-critical, critical, and Opus postumum, we could also find one
statement after another challenged by some statement elsewhere;

and it would be little different with Plato. It may be a stimulating

exercise, or even a deeply disturbing and shocking experience, to

consider contradictory statements, one after the other; it may, as

Jaspers says, make us aware of “authentic problems” and have the

power of “loosening” the mind;®® but all this should be sharply

37 Reason, 30f. 38 See note 28 above.
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distinguished from an introduction to Nietzsche’s (nvn philoso-

phizing. Jtispcrs’ claim that concern with Nietzsche “leads to no
conclusion,” but only arouses the reader, is clearly a function of

jaspers’ approach. If we studietl Kant in this manner, the result

would be the .same, except in.sc)far as Nietz.sche’s problems arc of

more obvious concern t.o laymen.

Third, Ja.spers’ frequent references to Nietzsche’s “ambiguity”

are misleading. He is taking np one of the centnd notions of Ber-

tram’s “Attempt at a Mythology,” though he justly repudiates this

latter work. Nor does this seeming partial agreement atnount to

any mutual corroboration. Jaspers n.ses the term “ambiguity” in

three different senses,*'® of which none corresponds (mtirely with
the usual meaning of the word, c(niivocaliiy. Rather “ambiguity”
is one of Jaspers’ favorite tvords in his other works, too — even as

it is a favorite with Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir, Avhose book on
The Ethic of Amhiffnity is a good case in point. What is meant is

the irreducibility of existence to any single system, and Nietzsche’s

alleged ambiguity is thus the very virtue tvhich Jaspers projects

into Nietz.sche by means of the illicit method just described. To
cite Jaspers’ Nietzsche (p. 407) : “education by Nietzsche is like a
first Iraming in anibicruify.”

Fourth, Jaspers’ interpretation of Nietz.sche as “ambiguous”
does not only fail to do jasticc both to Nietzsche’s philosophy and
to his philo.sophizing: it is also a chapter in a major historical trag-

edy. It contributed to the muting of a message ivliich was .soreiv

needed. It helped to reduce to relative ineffectiveness a philo.sophy
Avhich Avas unalterably opposed to the forces Avhich have deter-
mined recent German history.

Fifth, from a more strictly philosophic point of vicAV, it is regret-
table that Jaspers di.s.solves all the more limited problems which
Nietzsche posed and occasionally advanced toAvard a solution.
Nietzsche’s philosophy of poAver, for example, is certainly open to
criticism, but can be made the point of departure for fniitful and
precise philosophic reflection which may lead to definite results.

Jaspers dictum, “but poAver is ambiguous’’^® is not incorrect, but
admittedly aimed to lead us arvay from precise conceptual think-
ing, instead of making us think more rigorou.sly than Nietzsche
did.

All these criticisms are, in a way, condensed into a single sen-
tence in Jaspers’ own es.say, “Ober mcine Philosophic:

"

Cf. my Nietxsche. .M, where the three senses are tlistinjtMlshed.

40 Nietzsche, 267.
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Through my Nietzsche I wanted to introduce the reader into that

loosening up of thought out of which Existenzphilosophie must grow.'*i

Nietzsche is used to introduce us to Jaspers. And it remains for us

to consider Jaspers vis-a-vis Nietzsche.

7 . Jaspers versus Nietzsche.

First, there is the matter of style. Kant set a fateful and wholly

unfortunate precedent when he departed from the lucidity of his

magnificent essays to write his main works in a thoroughly grace-

less and often hopelessly obscure German. Fichte, obsessed with

the desire to outdo Kant, naturally had to “better the instruction”

in his Wissenschaftslehre, although he showed elsewhere how mov-
ingly he could write. Hegel, convinced that Fichte’s pseudo-scien-

tific rigor represented the only alternative to the romantics’ raving

lack of discipline, all but spoiled his grandiose Phenomenology of

the Spirit by forcing it again and again into the spurious mold of

“deduction.” By then, a tradition had been created. Nietzsche,

who loved to crack conventions, exploded this tradition, too, and
showed that there is nothing about the German language which
prevents it from being used brilliantly to illuminate the most
obscure problems. In his Zarathustra, however, he went to the op-

posite extreme and created so dazzling a medium that it distracted

from the ideas he sought to express. Elsewhere, too, his aphoristic

style and often extreme emotional pitch introduce difficulties, but
these are never in the tradition of sedate opaqueness established

by Kant and frequently approximated by Jaspers. Almost every

sentence in Nietzsche’s works is crystal clear; his style is European.

Jaspers, on the other hand, is often vague; and his sentences, fre-

quently all but untranslatable. Here, too, he is closer to Kant
than to Nietzsche.

Of course, comparing Jaspers’ style with Nietzsche’s is like jux-

taposing contemporary painters with Van Gogh: one is reminded
of Plato’s saying, in the Phaedrus (245): “the sane man disappears

and is nowhere when he enters into rivalry with the madman.”
Yet in philosophy much is to be said for sanity, and still more
against madness. What makes an evaluation so difficult in this case

is that what Nietzsche celebrated with such brilliant madness was
precisely sanity — not the sobriety of the Philistine, but that of

Socrates who could outdrink his companions at the symposion and
yet go after his day’s business. In Nietzsche’s analyses the weak-

« op. cit., 364 .
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ucsscs c)l' ciciwuchcry unci abstinence alike staml revealed, while

he points 1.0 the power of the passionate man who is llte master of

his passions. But his readers have been more struck u ith his own
lack of control, his frantic |>cslure.s, and the pitch of his voice.

In Jaspers’ work we lind the opposite disliarmony. Gravely, he

de.scribes the demonic type and, without raisin}’' his \(>ice, .speaks

of tho.sc elected to live in this way. His style of repinting is often

deceptively drab, even when he reports contradictions wiiich to

him indicate basic anlinomie.s, the limits of rea.son, and the whirl-

ing rapids into whicli we are carried inevitably if we try to follow

rational thought. And when he speaks of the realm beyond the

rapids — the “Encompassing” or “the space of possible Existciiz

which grows wider and brighter” — his style becomes, not pro-

phetic l)ut involved and ob.scure.

Where Nietzsche, even under the spell of inspiration, denied

hinrself the transport of the flight beyond reason, Jaspers, speaking

more like a lecturer than a prophet, soars to tlod. He formulates

his faith in brief assertions, but tells us cpiietly that these are

not to be accepted as a piece of knowledge, but as goals towards

which we may direct ounselves. With .seeming assurance, he speaks

of ultimate my,steries or delines the signilicauce of the great think-

ers of the past in a single sentence each, but atlds that his as.sertions

arc inadecpiate, Jaspers versus Nict/..sclie: didactic mystici.sm versus

Dionysian enlightenment.

In his intense preoccupation with the individual and his Exist-

enz, Jaspers is chwer to Nictz.sche than to Kant: yet it would be
misleading to say that he follows Nietz.sche. For Jaspers is more
exclusively concerned with the indi\iclual ami his state of being

than European philo.sophy has ever been before; only a few
thinkers who were religious writers first and philosophers second
— such as Augustine, Pascal, and Kierkegaard — even approximate
this exclusiveness. In Plato, on the other hand, this preoccupation
is accompanied by an equally intcn.se interest in theoretical prob-

lems as such; and this is also true of Niet/..sche. When Jaspers

speaks of overcoming the whole plain of phihrsophizing which
characterizes Aristotle’s work,'*'-* he also di,s,sodaies himself, even if

unknowingly, from Plato. Kant, and Nietzsche, not to speak of

most French, Briti.sh, and Ainerictin philosophy.

Ja.spcrs’ concern with the limits .set to us by “old age, sickne.s.s,

and death”'*-'* - which reminds us of the Buddha - atid his re-

peated discu.s.sion.s of ultimate situations (Orenzsitnalionen), such
as death, accident, guilt, and the unreliability of the world, arc

42 See note 7 above* 21

.
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all closer to religion and literature than to most Western philoso-

phy, but they are certainly compatible with the dominant philo-

sophic tradition and characteristic precisely of some of the greatest

minds. What separates Jaspers from such partly ‘existential’ think-

ers as Plato and Spinoza, and also from Nietzsche who still stands

in this tradition, is the exclusiveness of this concern and his resig-

nation concerning precise conceptual thinking.

Such critical reflections, however, should be balanced by an
emphatic acknowledgement of Jaspers’ strength. If he shares some
of Kant’s shortcomings, he has also forwarded the best elements in

Kant’s heritage. He has repeatedly spoken out for the good ele-

ments in the Enlightenment — an unpopular cause in Germany—
and whenever he has expressly discussed it at all, he has unequivo-

cally denounced the recent German animus against scientific pro-

cedures and critical thinking. The presence of elements in his own
philosophy which seem to run parallel with this animus cannot

cancel such merits. And recently he has gone far beyond Nietzsche

in also insisting on the political and moral conditions under which
alone free scientific inquiry can flourish. His consistent champion-
ship of humane attitudes and of respect for every human being as

such, certainly dwarfs many of the objections voiced above.

Then Jaspers’ Nietzsche, too, has made a contribution in-

sufficiently suggested by the words of acknowledgment scattered

through this essay. Reading it is a profound experience which has

the very effect at which the author aims: we find every assumption
Ave make dislodged; we are led to question what seemed certain;

we are constantly forced to think. Beyond that, the author’s mas-

tery of the relevant factual material — for example, that pertaining

to Nietzsche’s biography — and his references to various sources of

information make the book most helpful for any student of

Nietzsche. Finally, the book brings to the reader’s attention a

wealth of enticing quotations from Nietzsche which do not fit

previous interpretations and attract to further study. Many of us

are deeply indebted to the book for this. Altogether I know of no
other German interpretation which is as well informed or sug-

gestive.

Above all, Jaspers possesses an honesty of which Nietzsche, for

all his celebrations of intellectual integrity, would have been quite

incapable. Where Nietzsche resorted to the sarcastic hyperboles of

Ecce Homo, Jaspers can judge himself with calm and simple can-

dor:

In my last two years at school, I stood alone. . . . That I behaved
honestly but not heroically was the earliest shock. The consciousness
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o£ the limits of my self prccludcxl tlic pride of defiant isolation. My
character was penetrated by resignation which, in the form of knowl-

edge of finitude and of the guilt of the free man, runs through my
later philosopluzing.

At that time, my attitude was for the first time as it later remained
peculiar to me, only ]>artially justified by the lack of strength of my
never healtity body. In the years of National Sot ialism, it remained

the same. I have remained internally free and ilid not yield to any
pressure by committing a bad act or sayitig a false word in public, but

1 did nothing in the fight against this crime. I omitted to do what my
heart told me to do, while caution advised against it. In 1915, there-

fore, confronted with false tales on the radio and in the ])ress which
glorified my alleged deeds as exemplary, 1 had to publish a correction

with the conclusion: I am no liero and do not want to l)e considered

one.*^'*

The man wdio speaks of himself like this may be no Niotzschean

firebrand, and we may on many issues disagree with him: but w’c

cannot deny him our respect and affection.

^VA^;n^R KAm ‘MANN
l)FJ»AR'rMKNT OF PtlUOSOPIlV

PuiNCia'ON UNivr.KsrrY

Wog mv Philosophic,” (11)51) in Htrhrnsvftaft,
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Kurt Kolle

KARL JASPERS AS PSYCHOPATHOLOGIST*

Many psychiatrists pricked up their ears, when, in 1910, at

the age of twenty-seven, Karl Jaspers published his paper

on “Paranoia — a Contribution to the Problem: Development of

a Personality or Process?”^ At the time Jaspers was assistant at the

Psychiatric Clinic in Heidelberg, which was under the direction

of the famous neuro-pathologist Franz Nissl, successor to Emil
Kraepelin. Why did this paper,^ in which Jaspers gave an un-

usually vivid and detailed description of several cases of paranoic

patients, receive such wide attention among his psychiatric col-

leagues? For one thing the method of presentation was remark-

able: Jaspers related life histories at considerable length, with

many particulars from the patient’s life prior to hospitalization

and with an exhaustive description of their mental condition dur-

ing clinical observation. With this mode of presentation Jaspers

introduced the biographical method into psychiatry: a summons
to regard a patient’s illness always as part of his life history. From
the carefully carried out analysis of his cases Jaspers deduces —
and this was the new element he introduced into psychiatry— con-

ceptual differentiations which have remained controversial topics

among psychiatrists until now. With a realistic psychology, always

using the concrete psychopathological material, Jaspers arrives at

new concepts® and thus approximates a provisional and heuristi-

cally valuable solution of the question posed in the subtitle: De-

velopment of a Personality or Process? Already in this first major
psychopathological paper we are struck by the unusually critical

attitude of the author. After Jaspers has differentiated between

the understandable development of the inner life of an individual

* Translated from the original German manuscript by Elizabeth Mayer,

^Zeitschrift filr die gesamte Neurologic und Psychiatric, Bd. 1. (1910).

2 Already in 1909 Jaspers had published his dissertation “Heimweh und Ver-

brechen,” in the Archiv fiir KriminahAnthropologie und Kriminalistik, Bd. 35.

8 Jaspers differentiates: 1. Development of a personality (e.g., a querulous reac-

tion of the type of Michael Kohlhaas). 2. Mental process (e.g., paranoia of the type

of the mass murderer Wagner, described by Gaupp). 3. Somatic-psychotic process

(e.g., schizophrenia of the type of Hoelderlin).
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and the biological series of happenings at the onset of a psychosis,

and has explained the difference precisely, he continues:

It always seems a great advantage to differentiate in some way be-

tween phenomena. Although, in most cases, these differences can be

better felt then explained, we should attempt to describe them in the

form of concepts in spite of possible objections whose validity could

only be considered within a completely developed system of psycho-

pathology and despite the fact that all concepts of this kind are always

merely provisional, always ‘wrong.’ If they stimulate analysis and lead

to finer distinctions they have served their purpose.

In this paper Jaspers reveals also his infallible, keen eye for

psychopathological detail. Thus he is struck by the hypomanic

behavior of his first two patients, an observation which could later

be corroborated by extensive case-materials.^ Jaspers’ research in

paranoid jealousy has stimulated not only psychiatric science but

also psychiatric practice. In many cases of mental illness a con-

scientious psychiatrist, even today, is confronted with the ques-

tion: development or process? (Decisions full of responsibility

frequently depend on the answer to this question.) Psychopatho-

logical speculation, aroused by this paper of the young Jaspers,

has not come to rest since then: a fortunate indication that Jaspers

had touched the very roots of our psychiatric knowledge.

To proceed now chronologically: The young assistant at the

Heidelberg clinic develops an astonishing productivity. The paper

just mentioned is followed in the same year by another important

one “The Methods of Intelligence Tests and The Concept of

Dementia.’’® Reading this classical report today one finds that

almost nothing is outdated. After critically reviewing all existent

intelligence-tests, Jaspers continues: “The selection of questions

for each individual case in order to demonstrate its peculiarities,

shows the particular intuitive gift of the psychiatrist, a gift which
at present is, unfortunately, still more successful than all specific

‘methods’.’’ This situation also still prevails today, although in the

meantime many new tests have been devised.

With his first papers Jaspers had already made valuable phe-
nomenological^ contributions to psychopathology. In those that

followed’’ he proved convincingly, by means of well selected case

^Kolle, K.: Die primaere Vemiccktheit. Leipzig 1931 and: Ueher Ouerulanten,
Berlin 1931.

sZeitschrift f.d. gesamte Neurolope und Psychiatrie, Referatenteil, Bd. 1, 1910.

« Vide his paper “Die phaenomenologische Forschungsrichtung in der Psychia-
trie,” Zeitschrift f.d. gesamte Neurologie und Psychiatrie. Bd. 9, 1912.

T "Zur Analyse der Trugwahmehmungen (Leibhaftigkeit und Realitaetsurteil)”.
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materials, that phenomenology helps us to discover “what patients

really experience.”

The last paper® published before giving up psychiatry, already

indicates the basic structure of his General Psychopathology (at

that time already far advanced). Jaspers describes in great detail

two schizophrenic patients (the clinical records cover 24 and 29

pages in small print!) “in terms of phenomenology, causality and
genetic understanding.” Although Jaspers’ main object is “the ex-

position of the connection between destiny and acute psychosis,

i.e., reactivity,” he emphasizes in his concluding words that

“no general conclusions can be drawn” from these two cases. His

principal concern has been to achieve through “a collection of

material of appropriate cases with extremely detailed records . . .

lucidity of method and differentiation of viewpoints.”

The General Psychopathology was published in 1913. It was a

daring venture. After only four years of psychiatric experience,

the young author, barely 30, surveys in one bold sweep the totality

of psychiatric knowledge. The subtleness of his thought, trained

in the history of nature and of ideas, is conspicuous in his scien-

tifically exact and at the same time excitingly vivid draft of a

psychopathological system of methods which gives psychiatry, for

the first time in its history, a firm foundation. The author, at

present still at the height of his creative power, will forgive an
unreserved value judgment:® a book of sovereign conception, a

unique and magnificent achievement which occupies a place of

epoch-making importance in psychiatry.^®

In order to understand how this was possible, we should, briefly,

contemplate the situation in psychiatry in the years before the

first world war. Scientific psychiatry did not exist until the middle
of the 19th century. (Practical psychiatry, i.e., the recognition that

mentally disturbed people are sick people and should, therefore,

be treated in special hospitals, made slow progress only after the

close of the i8th century.) This change of opinion and the subse-

7.eilsc}mft f.d. gesamte Neitrologie und Psychiatric, Bd. 6, 1911 and ‘*Die Trug-
wahrnehmiingen,” Zeitschrift f.d, gesamte Neurologic und Psychiatric, Referaten-

teil, Bd. 4, 1912.

8 “Kausale und verstaendliche Zusammenhaenge zwischen Schicksal und Psychose

bei der Dementia praecox. (Schizophrenic.)'* Zeitschrift f.d. gesamte Neurologic

und Psychiatries Bd. 14, 1913.

8 Jaspers himself is not exactly chary of value judgments both of the positive

and negative kind; he has often been reproached for this unusually candid attitude.

if^Bumkc wrote in his review of the first edition (Zeitschrift f.d. gesamte Neii-

rologie und Psychiatric, Referatenteil, Bd. 9, 1914): "A very unusual book which at

once wins for itself and its author an enduring place in the history of our science.*’
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quent incorporation of psychiatry into medicine was brought

about by a book, published in 1845,^^ by the German psychiatrist

Griesinger. He made the significant statement which was later

rightly disputed: “Mental diseases are diseases of the brain.” As a

result of Griesinger’s postulate, psychiatry became associated witli

natural science. Brain pathology became an important basis of

psychiatry. The main problems of psychiatry— the mental dis-

turbances proper (so-called endogenous psychoses, abnormal men-

tal developments and reactions) — were, however, hardly touched

by these investigations of the brain. The scientific papers were

more or less limited to meticulous descriptions of symptoms. The
French, in particular, developed this symptomatological approach

into a fine art, although the practice of psychiatry profited little

from these investigations. Emil Kraepelin brought this era to a

close when he, with the vision of genius for the essential, singled

out large groups of diseases like ‘dementia praecox’ and ‘manic-

depressive psychosis’ as nosological entities, which were soon uni-

versally acknowledged. The system drawn up by Kraepelin (later

deepened and extended mainly by Bonhoeffer to include the exog-

enous psychoses) still constitutes the relatively secure foundation

of psychiatry. But the idea of Kraepelin was — as is frequently the

case with great ideas—-too simple. The disciples who took over

the doctrine of the master were far too quickly satisfied with clas-

sifying the individual ‘case’ according to the Kraepelinian recipe.

The empirical system, passionately and painstakingly advanced by
Kraepelin, threatened to degenerate into pure formalism. The
most powerful attack on the structure of Kraepelin’s — by now
classical — doctrine, the psychoanalysis of Sigmund Freud, received

scant attention by psychiatry. The Zurich group alone, headed by
the great Eugen Bleuler, opened itself to the new impulses emanat-
ing from Vienna, Bleuler, with his Dementia Praecox or the Group
of Schizophrenias^ presented a work that — as Jaspers writes per-

tinently— "at last knows again how to use ‘verstehende’ psychol-

ogy* in the analysis of these psychoses.” Under the influence of

Freud and Bleuler, Gaupp was the first who attempted to make
paranoia understandable by tracing it back to character, environ-

ment and experience (a later formulation by his pupil Kretsch-
mer). At the same time increasing efforts were made to elicit the
causes of mental disturbances by using the procedures of natural

Pathologie und Therapie der psychischen Krankheiten. 4th ed. Braunschweija:,
1876.

12 Vienna, 1911.

* Editor’s Note: Cf. Lefebre’s essay for a discussion of **Verstehen**
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science. Ruedin, a pupil of Kraepelin, demonstrated with exact
methods the significance of hereditary predisposition for the gene-
sis of schizophrenia. Histopathology received a fresh impetus when
the staining methods, suggested by Ehrlich and Weigert, were
used by Nissl and Alzheimer for the investigation of the nervous
system. The study of fibrous connective tissue in the nervous sys-

tem, inaugurated by Flechsig, Oscar Vogt and Brodmann, prom-
ised new insight into the relations between the brain and mental
activity. The discovery of the spirochete as the causative agent of
syphilis, and the Wasserman reaction furthered the knowledge
about syphilitic brain diseases enormously.
Soon the situation was as follows: Anatomical, physiological,

genetical, neurological, psychological and clinical methods of re-

search were carried on side by side, for the most part peacefully,

but without correlation. Rarely were they fused harmoniously in
one clinic, still more rarely in one investigator. Psychiatry, rapidly
growing after the disappearance of external obstacles, was com-
pletely under the spell of the advance of the natural sciences, but
it still lacked a firm methodical framework. Evidently, natural
science alone could not carry the heavy burden. At this time Jas-
pers began the construction of a psychiatric system of methods.
Even then he showed his philosophical penetration which later

led him to philosophy altogether. He made it clear that psychiatry
is neither brain anatomy, physiology of the nervous system, ex-

perimental psychology, nor clinical assembling and classifying of
data, but all of these together and yet each of them by itself within
this whole. Jaspers assigned to psychiatry, which like any other
science has to find its own methodology, its place in the history of
ideas: a place which psychiatry, being a discipline comprising the
whole man, has to know exactly. The impression that the Freudian
doctrine was a foreign and confusing encroachment could be
created only because psychiatry had no connection with the his-

tory of thought. All that the great philosophers of all times have
thought about man, psychiatry had now to acquire anew, starting

from the firm basis of the reality of clinical experience. If Jaspers,

whose book unfortunately never had a far-reaching effect, had
been better understood, a striving for meticulous analysis and
synthesis of methods would have begun much earlier.

We shall now give an outline of the formal arrangement of the

material in Jaspers’ epoch-making work. The Introduction, deal-

ing with: “Delimitation and Task of General Psychopathology,”

“Prejudices in Psychopathology,” “Fundamental Concepts and
Methods,” is followed by eight chapters, as follows:
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I. The subjective manifestations of mental illness (phenomen-

ology).

IL The objective symptoms and performances of mental life

(objective psychopathology).

III. The connections of mental life: 1. Connections discovered

by ‘Verstehen’ (Verstehende psychopathology).

IV. The connections of mental life: 2. Causal connections (Ex-

planatory psychopathology).

V. Theories.

VI. The totality of mental life: intelligence and personality.

VII. The synthesis of the syndromes.

VIII. The sociological relations of abnormal mental life.

The book closes with an Appendix, containing the following

sections: “On the examination of patients;’’ “On therapeutic

tasks;’’ “Prognosis;’’ and “Historical Matter.’’

After a repeated reading at the present time, two closely con-

nected questions force themselves into one’s mind:

First: Why did this book create such a sensation in psychiatry

immediately after its publication?

Second: Why did it take effect so slowly in the domain of

psychiatric science and practice?

To begin with: Jaspers presents an inventory of the existing

stock of assured psychopathological knowledge in an astonishing

completeness. He had not overlooked any even of the obscure or

neglected lines of research, whether it be graphology as a method
of the psychology of expression, or the study of effects of the time

of day, the seasons, the weather and the climate on mental life.

With an almost disconcerting impartiality the author tries to do
justice to all trends. The results of brain pathology or of the

aphasia theory, valuable for psychopathology, are presented in the

same unbiased fashion as psychopathological biography or the

phenomena of hypnotic suggestion. He displays an equally pro-

found knowledge when he writes about general psychology or

about psychiatry proper. Reading the chapter “The synthesis of

the syndromes,” the uninitiated might suspect the author to be a

venerable clinician with long clinical experience. The section,

outlining the therapeutic tasks, i.e., the work of the psychiatric

practitioner, does not show the uncritical optimism of the begin-
ner but the mature wisdom of one who has weathered the storms
of life. His judgment of Freud, whom he later opposed with all

the fervor of his philosophical faith, is here still prudent and mod-
erate. After having demonstrated the principles of psychoanalysis
in a positive sense, Jaspers says:
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In his writings Freud emerges as a personality of noble reserve in

contrast to the noisy exaggeration and tasteless caricature of some of

his pupils. . . . But he does not disavow these pupils and is therefore

partly responsible for them. Compared with them he is temperate,

however surprising and bold his theses may be. His writings show —
with a few exceptions — a taste unusual for a psychiatrist; his presen-

tation is elegant, occasionally fascinating. He avoids the philosophical

appeal, never poses as a prophet, and yet has in fact been able every-

where to arouse an interest in Weltanschauung. (646 of 5th ed’n)

These are samples only, taken at random from the wealth of the

book which captivates the reader not only by its wide range but

also by its daring style, which shies away from neither blame nor
praise.

The General Psychopathology aroused a lively discussion among
the author’s professional colleagues. Today, forty-three years after

the publication of the book, the debate is still going on. The dif-

ferentiation between verstehende and explanatory psychopathol-

ogy, on which Jaspers had already touched briefly in his paper on
“Paranoia,” received its conclusive definition in this book. At the

outset Jaspers gives the following formulations:

1. “Through empathy we understand genetically, how one
mental process evolves from another.^®

2. By objectively connecting several elements into regularities

on the basis of repeated observations, we explain causally.”

Proceeding from the basis of the normal range Jaspers then at-

tempts to verify these two theses in the realms of abnormal phe-

nomena and mechanisms (again with an astonishing scholarly

knowledge, unusual in a man of his age). A proof of the lasting

impression which Jaspers’ profound thoughts have made is the

fact that, e.g., an old, experienced psychiatrist^^ has recently felt

compelled to re-examine thoroughly the concepts introduced by
Jaspers.

Secondly: With his characteristic probing seriousness Jaspers

also deals with the “ultimate and most difficult problems” (as

Bumke said in the review we mentioned in fn. 10). Not everybody

who has chosen the psychiatric profession as his life work matches

him here. As in any other professional group, we find only a mi-

nority of psychiatrists who are open to the breadth and depth of

true psychiatric cognition.

It was to be expected therefore, that only a few were sufficiently

13 This definition o£ “genetic" differs from the psychoanalytical one where it

means: developmental-biographical.

14 Kehrer, F. A.: Das Verstehen und Begreifen in der Psychiatrie. Stuttgart, 1951,
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However, paths of destiny, unknown to us, led Jaspers very soon

after the publication of his remarkable book away from psychia-

try; henceforth he dedicated his life exclusively to philosophy.

The second edition of the General Psychopathology (1920) does

not differ much from the first in its basic conception; but it docs

contain some new observations by tlie author. The objections

which had been raised against giving this kind of a book to the

student are refuted. Jaspers “stands firmly by [his] conviction that

a science can be comprehended either as a whole, i.e., including

its central problems, or not at all.”

Before the publication of the third edition, Jaspers takes up
his pen once more to treat a problem of importance for psycho-

pathology. He publishes a psychopathological analysis of Strmd-
berg und van Gogh (together with comparisons with Swedenborg
and Holderlin).^® These four notable personalities — ttvo poets, a
thinker and a painter — developed a serious mental disease, clas-

sified by modern psychiatry as ‘schizophrenia.’ Only the diagnosis

of van Gogh is open to controversy. With this work Jaspers origi-

nates a new style for the biography of creative personalities wlio
became mentally ill. He does not concentrate exclusively on the
disease; he does not attempt value judgments of their work based
on its creator’s illness. Not at all; the disease “is a determinative
existential factor . . . and should, therefore, be clearly described.”
He presents the life histories with his usual masterly skill, and with
critical utilization of the extensive literature. The analysis of
Strindberg, whose work offers a wealth of autobiographical mate-
rial, is an exemplary presentation of a psychopathological case. As
handled by Jaspers, the medical histories of these great artists have
become model cases for psychopathological research. Jaspers’ most
urgent concern is the constant striving toward a unified view of
disease and life, even in the case of the simplest patient. But the
value of the book is not exhausted in this psychiatric demand
alone. The study caused a sensation and aroused opposition on
account of the two concluding chapters, “On the relation between
schizophrenia and schizophrenic creations,” and even more so on
account of “Schizophrenia and modern culture.” As might be ex-
pected, Jaspers is not content with mere summary judgments, but
divides his questing into subtle sub-questions. Then he pushes
dauntlessly ahead toward the fundamental issue. Is there not some-
thing “unique” in these works of schizophrenic personalities,
something that ".

. . has a specific character with a defined place
in the cosmos of spirituality, but which materializes in reality only

IS Strindberg und van Gogh. 1st ed.. Bern, 1922: Srd ed’n, Bremen. 19.i;0.
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if and when the conditions are created by the process of the dis-

ease?” Jaspers seems to be inclined to give an affirmative answer:

The philistine habit of using the concept ‘ill’ in a disparaging sense

or of considering its entering into cognitive connections as pedestrian,

makes one blind to a reality which, until now, we are not able to grasp

otherwise than through case-material, and which we are not at all

capable of interpreting. Even its formulation offers difficulties, prob-

ably because we are enmeshed in limited categories of evaluation and
in a conceptual framework which still captivates us, although we are

aware that it is dissolving in favor of a more comprehensive, freer,

and more flexible one. (173)

The author, however, does not make a decision. How could he?

As in the domain of philosophy, Jaspers remains in psychopathol-

ogy also the ‘Great Inquirer,’ who pushes his persistent question-

ing to ultimate decisions, but eventually dismisses man into his

own freedom. It is quite obvious that it is not easy for Jaspers to

make his closing statement:

It is not only increased productivity — precipitated perhaps by the

excited condition — which, among other things, leads to the discovery

of new (artistic) tools and thus to an enrichment of the artist’s lan-

guage; but new forces also emerge which in their turn objectify them-
selves, forces which are spiritual, i.e., neither sick nor healthy, but
which thrive in the soil of disease. (177)

In his brief concluding summary Jaspers touches upon the

grave question whether the schizophrenic style might not possibly

be typical for our cultural epoch. It is, he states, ‘‘a striking fact

that today some outstanding personalities who became schizo-

phrenic exert an influence through works dating from their schizo-

phrenic period.” (179) In contrast to this, he states, ‘‘[he] knows of

no personality of rank in past civilizations, where there was any
reason to suspect schizophrenia.” (180) On the other hand, Jaspers

draws attention to the great rdle of hysteria in earlier times, while

he disclaims knowledge of any prominent contemporary hysterics.

Particularly in the case of van Gogh he had had the feeling of

catching a fleeting glimpse of ‘‘the ultimate source of Existent”

‘‘as if the hidden foundations of all existence were becoming di-

rectly manifest.” (181) Further on Jaspers formulates his question

once more in the following way: ‘‘May schizophrenia be the condi-

tion of authenticity in such periods, which in previous times could

be experienced and portrayed without schizophrenia?” (182)

The third edition (1925) of the General Psychopathology shows

the same basic scheme as the earlier editions, but it has an addi-
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tion: the ‘‘Excursus comparing the extant descriptions of a gen-

eral psychopathology” (at the end of paragraph 3: “Basic concepts

and methods”). Jaspers briefly reviews the earlier descriptions by

Emminghaus (1878) and Stoerring (1900) and then turns to two

more recent works, published after the second edition of his own
book. First he discusses the Medical Psychology by Kretschmer

(1922)^® and examines minutely this book of an author, who even

at that time was already famous for his brilliant studies.-® In the

introduction Jaspers blames the book “for the speed with which it

has been written.” He then briefly characterizes the genetic theory

of the mind, on which it is based, and Kretschmer’s postulate of

basic biological mechanisms. He censures the author with extreme

severity:

Kretschmer furnishes another example of verstehende psychology

which would like to disguise itself as natural science — in conformity

with the mental climate of the medical faculty — but which is success-

ful (in this) only because he has little inclination towards exact natural

science and its methods. In another context Kretschmer himself ex-

presses the attitude responsible for his ‘simplifications’ pertinently: ‘In

order to enliven the dry material I have, at times, used unusual ex-

pressions and pointed formulations.' Such theoretical simplifications

and seeming mastery of abundant material betray a basic conception

of the world [in all psychologies basic attitudes come to the fore in

one way or other], that is — conceding intuitive understanding of parts

— a sort of knowing it all which itemizes with surprising speed and
naively applies classifying concepts to expressionism or to historical

personalities, and is animated by the enormous delusion — from the

point of view of the history of ideas -- of some psychiatrists that ‘the

psychology of neuroses is the psychology of the human heart as such.

... He who knows about neuroses, knows eo ipso about human na-

ture.' It is characteristic that the style [of Kretschmer] has a literary

flavor. There is no indication of respect for the infinity of each single

individual and no amazement in the presence of the infinite problems
of the mind. Instead, he [Kretschmer] provides easily adoptable slo-

gans, the use of which enable one to achieve a self-satisfying conscious-

ness of a penetrating knowledge of human nature. . . , But . , . with
this procedure Kretschmer does not succeed in outlining a real design
of the totality of mental life; rather he stops with a selection of prob-
lems. His language is more picturesque than conceptually precise; the
dash of his diction is more evident than any idea. (35)2^

lOth edition, Stuttgart, 1951.

sojDer sensitive Beziehungswahn, Berlin, 1918. Kdrperbau und Charakter, Ber-
lin, 1921.

21 Cf.: the recent criticism by W. Wagner, in: Der Nervenarzt, 22 (1951).
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Before we start commenting on Jaspers’ verdict which was, of

course, resented, we shall quote his attitude toward the book by
Gruhle,2“ his former co-assistant at the Heidelberg clinic. In “com-
plete contrast to Kretschmer” the book by Gruhle “impresses, even

superficially, by its carefulness and sober style.” But Jaspers is not
satisfied with Gruhle either who, “foregoing creative construction

[of his subject-matter] . . . does not get beyond the rich factual

material. Without discriminating between important and unim-
portant data (a discrimination based, as we know, on inspiration

and not on formal classifications), he misses the real substance of

the problems.” (ibid.)

Jaspers confronts these attempts of others with his own in order

to accentuate the specific character of his scheme. “My book,” [on

the other hand,] would like to help the reader to acquire a true

psychopathological education (Bildung). It is much simpler, of

course, to memorize a scheme, and thus, with the use of a few

slogans, to appear equipped for everything. Education (Bildung)

comes from the knowledge of the limitations of systematic knowl-

edge and from such mental skill as is able to move in every direc-

tion. Psychiatric education consists in personal acquaintance with

the existing fund of knowledge coupled with wide experience, al-

ways at one’s disposal — something no book can provide — and
then in conceptual versatility coupled with penetration, in clarity

coupled with flexibility of comprehension. This latter my book
would like to further. . . . Generally speaking, my book has been,

from the outset, an enemy of all fanaticisms, which are so strongly

inclined to claim absolute value for one idea, one interpretation,

motivated by the human will to power and prestige. (44 in 5th

edition).

The chapter "Psychology of Expression” was re-written (it is

independent now) for the third edition. In an extensive footnote

(comprising several pages) Jaspers criticizes Kretschmer’s recently

published book, Physique and Character. He misses a “synthesis

of the methods” and reproaches Kretschmer with “lack of (meth-

odical) discrimination” (Vermischung). The line taken by Kret-

schmer — a combination of good physiognomical and character-

ological ideas with anthropometry — drapes his investigation with

a “pseudo-exact, scientific cloak” and creates general confusion,

Jaspers’ scepticism goes still further:

No case can refute this doctrine: if this is so, it cannot be proved by
reality either. There is a ‘plausibility’ in the fusion of genetics, so-

^Psyekolo^e der Abnormen, Mfinchen, 1922.
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matic typology, psychopathology and characterology, which nowhere

is anchored in empirically unassailable facts, but always allows tire

noncommittal interpretation of an intuitively derived picture in scien-

tific sounding terms.

Jaspers detects the “enthusiasm (which colors Kretschmer’s

book) also in several recent studies by other authors, a mood as if

everything were shaken, as if a brand new psychiatry (were) in the

making and a deeper penetration of the ultimate dynamic factors

(had been) accomplished.” Jaspers contemplates tliese new cur-

rents in research with extreme reserve:

If we see the meager results of these investigations . . . , we are

forced to conclude that what is best about them is not the empirical

comprehension of dynamic factors at all, but an intuitive grasp of

mental manifestations. The rest, however, is mainly empty talk about

possibilities. We are reminded of tire old natural philosophers who
thought they could recognize the essence of nature. When one of them

reproached Kepler for recognizing the surface of nature only, the lat-

ter replied: ‘I grasp, as you say, reality by its tail, but I hold it firmly

in my hand; you may go on trying to grasp its head, but I fear it

will only happen in your dreamsl'

This, unquestionably severe, criticism of Kretschmer and of

other authors was deeply resented. We are not inclined to accuse

Jaspers of philosophical arrogance, since his principal concern is,

undeniably, the clean definition of concepts and clarification of

methods. It should certainly be acknowledged as a mitigating fac-

tor that Jaspers applies to an eminendy productive author like

Kretschmer a standard in keeping with the high position of this

scholar. Jaspers praises the “high intuition” of Kretschmer who,
he admits, accomplished “the most” among the new group of

workers. He acknowledges the “new creation of the pyknic-syn-

tonic type, which can be immediately visualized and confirmed by
one's own experience,” The profound scholar and philosophical

thinker should, therefore, not be blamed for declaring: “I con-

sider the whole doctrine untenable (though not essentially sense-

less) and (I consider it) a naive, self-assured anticipation of a
knowledge about ultimate biological factors under which each
separate individual — whose case as such is clear now — is sub-

sumed.”^

28 In the fourth edition Jaspers’ criticism is as strong as previously but modified,
because he had at that time “been mistaken aliout the fruitfulness of the approach
and about the meaning of the constitution-idea . . . and had also not foreseen
its impact. This writer wishes to comment that Jaspers here overrated the stimulus
which the book by Kretschmer briefly gave to psychiatric research. In a practical
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With the publication of the third edition of his General Psy-

chopathology in 1923 Jaspers seems definitively to have turned his

back on psychiatry and psychopathology. On the whole, quiet set-

tles around the famous author, his latest— already more philosoph-

ical — work, Psychologie der Weltanschauungen, appeared first

in 1919, the second edition in 1922. This book is, in general, ex-

tremely important for psychopathology, because it reveals the wide
range of true “verstehende” psychology. For the thoughtful psy-

chiatrist who studies the book carefully, it will be a safeguard

against forming rash value judgments derived from his psycho-

pathology with its meagre stock of provisional concepts. Every
individual who consults us — full of confidence but often also

slightly suspicious — should be seen by us with Jaspers’ words in

our mind (from the Preface to his book): “This book has meaning
only for those who begin to wonder, who reflect on themselves and
who see the contradictions attending life; and also only for those

who experience life as a personal, irrational responsibility from
which there is no release.” (p. v.)

Inasmuch, however, as the scope of my task in this book is

limited to the portrayal of Jaspers as a psychopathologist, I shall

limit myself to two comments
First: In the brief section, “Absolute nihilism in psychoses,” Jas-

pers vividly describes nihilism as a symptom of mental illness or,

in other words, as a manifestation of ultimate situations in which
a human being can find himself in depressions and schizophrenias.

Whereas the psychiatrist, constantly subject to practical considera-

tions, sees primarily the destructive forces at work in the psychoses,

Jaspers — probably for the first time in the history of psycho-

pathology — takes the decisive turn to anthropology. The illness

with all its concomitant despair and its novel experiences, is a

necessary transitional stage for man who now has experiences,

which he would not have encountered without the crisis of the ill-

ness, (without) unspeakable suffering. (Even at that time Jaspers

was probably already deeply impressed by Nietzsche.) Consequent-
ly Jaspers argues: “Nihilism is psychologically inevitable as a step

toward the attainment of self-consciousness.” One of my patients

who, going through menopause, recently relapsed into serious de-

pression, said to me: My illness does not now return by accident;

sense psychiatry has not benefited at all by Kretschmer's investigation; theoretically

it has never produced fruitful discussions. The only generous attempt, by Conrad,
to view the doctrine of his teacher Kretschmer in larger biological connections, has
been completely ignored by Kretschmer himself. (Cf. Klaus Conrad, in: Studium
Generate, 4, 1951).
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it challenges me to work out for myself a new pattern of life. And,

only today, another patient told me, right after 1 had written these

lines, that each time, after she had gone through a depression, she

had felt a special creative urge. These examples show that Jaspers,

even where he is primarily concerned with philosophizing, never

does so from an ivory tower. Thus his philosophical logic is not

suspended in mid-air either; it is firmly attached to tlie empirical

existence of the living individual. “Hence logical knowledge,

though based on science as the clearest objective discipline, is just

as much grounded in everyday thinking, in any kind of experience,

in empirical actions and decisions, in all human contents.” (gf.,

Wahrheit.)

Second: In the Appendix to the Psychologic Jaspers gives (in bare-

ly twenty pagesi) an interpretation of Kantian Idealism, exemplary

in its brevity and lucidity. By this study he shows that it is possible

to keep philosophy alive in transmitting it. Many psychopatholo-

gists and other scholars for whom a reading of Kant may con-

ceivably offer difficulties, should at least peruse this Appendix by

Jaspers. A great deal of muddled thinking, perceiving and imag-

ining could thereby be avoided.

Many outsiders may worriedly have asked themselves, whether

Jaspers might not be one of those prodigies whose productivity

exhausts itself prematurely This fear is unfounded. In 1932

Jaspers published his Philosophic, which placed him at once
among European thinkers of first magnitude.^” A smaller book,

Man in the Modern Age,^° published shortly before, had, of course,

already proved that Jaspers was not ‘dead.’ But now external events

intervene: Hitler comes to power in Germany. An independent
thinker like Jaspers, married besides to a wife of Jewish extrac-

tion, was a dangerous man in the eyes of the National Socialists.

24A personal note may be permitted here. The author of this essay has enjoyed
the privilege of occasional private conversations with Jaspers in his house in Heidel-
berg. It may have been in the year 1926 or 27, when Jaspers for the first lime
mentioned his Philosophie to me. He told me that he had finished the book, but
that he was not satisfied with its form. For that reason he had set about rewriting
the book (3 volumes) completely. This little anecdote characterizes Jaspers’ work-
ing methods better than any long-winded explanations.

28 Ludwig Binswanger ("Karl Jaspers und die Psychiatric,” Schwcher Archiv
fUr Neurologie und Psychiatrie, 51, 1943) is right in stating that "tljo paragraph on
medical therapy in the first volume of Philosophie (121 if.) belongs to the best and
profoundest (statements) ever written on the 'relationship between physician and
patient.’ Binswanger also points out other paragraphs of Philosophie, where Ja.s-
pers, despite his recent detachment from practical psychiatry, evidences his rank
as a mature psychopathologist. (The paragraph "Gliederung der Wirklichkeits-
wissenschaften,” I, I85ff. or III "Sein im Scheitern," 219ff.).

28 London, 1931; newed., 1951.
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The fact, however, that Jaspers was already internationally famous
probably prevented the men in power from dismissing him at once

from his office; this happened later, in 1937. Jaspers, passionately

dedicated to his work and suffering terribly under the perversion

of the German mind, rejects any form of escape; he does not emi-

grate but neither does he allow himself to be caught up in hate

and resentment against the country of his birth. He carries on his

work. At first he is still permitted to publicize: hence the publica-

tion, in 1935 (though by a Dutch publisher) of his Groningen
Lectures Reason and Existenz; and, in 1936, of his Nietzsche, In-

troduction to the understanding of his philosophizing. In this book

Jaspers has drawn upon the rich fund of his psychopathological

experiences and presents an objectively true, formally brilliant

description of the disease to which Nietzsche eventually had fallen

victim. Even Jaspers admits his inability to answer the ultimate

medical questions; a big question mark remains. Equally, the

problem — in Nietzsche’s case of particular urgency — of the rela-

tion between disease and work cannot be solved completely. Never-

theless Jaspers presents an authentic psychopathological biography

with a grasp far beyond his earlier attempt (Strindberg und van

Gogh): “Nietzsche’s illness not only cut off his life ruinously, but

in its gradual progress it belonged to him in such manner that

without the disease we could scarcely imagine him either in his

life or in his work.” (100)

After this book the general public no longer hears from Jaspers.

Only his close friends know that he carries on his work untiringly.

There is, first of all, the great philosophical work Philosophical

Logic (Volume 1, Von der Wahrheit). In this work, too, gigantic

as regards both size and contents, significant statements of impor-

tance to the psychiatrist can be found. Under the general heading

“Truth and Falsehood” Jaspers analyzes the relationship of “Phy-

sician and Patient” as an example for the discussion of “untruth”

(557). On p. 825 the reader comes upon some extremely critical,

almost unforgivingly severe judgments on psychotherapy. If these

remarks were not connected with an unprecedented endeavor to

help human beings in a loving and understanding fashion in their

’existential’ misery, one might turn away radically from Jaspers

or at least ask him reproachfully, whether, in his clinical practice,

despite its brevity, he had never had the wonderful experience of

genuine contact with his patients. But our critical judgment

proves wrong as soon as we turn some pages and come upon such

magnificent phrases as those on “Sexual Love” (994ff.) or even

earlier (993) “On Vital Existence:” “The encompassing vitality is
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dimly realized as (the) strength and flowering of the body; and

also as (the body’s) being-one with nature in which and with

which it exists. The glory and splendor of die world reveal them-

selves to him who exults in life.”

It is, then, impossible to hold a serious grudge against Jaspers.

But a thoughtful and experienced physician, who himself is well

on in years, may, in all due modesty, point out to him: completely

dedicated to his work in a secular asceticism, engrossed in his

wonderful idea of man guided by reason, rooted in love, sustained

by communication, Jaspers overrates the average man. Although

we do not intend to accuse Jaspers of a relapse into philosophical

idealism, we must state that he idealizes man in an inadmissible

way. A good many human beings, primitive or complex, stupid or

intelligent, are, by reason of dieir God-given simplicity, incapable

of interpreting their existence transcendentally or their being-in-

the-world in relation to the Encompassing. Thus diey cannot

really [in Jaspers’ sense] become themselves. Unfortunately — the

author vouches for this — philosophical faith animates only those

fetv who are capable of orienting themselves in their world and
who are able to elucidate their existence in order to gain meta-

physical orientation. The mass of the people, including tlie dull

ones, the philistines and many intellectuals as well, are in need of

the little remedies among which we reckon psychotherapy also. To
help these human beings, who may be poor in spirit but who are

frequently well equipped with excellent faculties for feeling and
reasoning; to assist them in a kind, i.e., humane or Christian

spirit, is, and will always be, the task of those very physicians who
elevate their thoughts and acts above the material world, animated
by their philosophical faith.

I can well imagine Jaspers’ answer; for only recently I had a
most fruitful conversation with him on this very subject. Jaspers
said: “Yes, you, as a psychotherapist, must be extremely tolerant;

but I, as a philosopher, must be intolerant. The idea of man has
to remain pure, must not be falsified.” We reflect on this attitude
philosophically and respect it. But, even if we partake of it our-
selves, we can transfer it to our patients only to a small degree. In
our unpretentious work, however, we refuse to be regarded as out-
siders, as if we had nothing else to offer to human beings but
communication clothed in dubious truth. Certainly, we should
always keep our minds open and live in constant readiness for the
rare encounters with great individuals whom we dare face only as
we authentically are. But we should also have the grace of ap-
proaching, in a way appropriate to him, the ordinary man who.
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despite his deficiencies, is often animated by the divine spark. In

these cases the end, indeed, does justify the means.

Once more Jaspers returns to psychopathology: He accepts the

suggestion of his former publisher, Ferdinand Springer, to revise

the General Psychopathology.^ This book could not be printed,

however, until 1946, after the collapse of Germany. Jaspers, “in-

spired by the task, (decided) to make a new draft of the whole

book instead of merely revising it.” In this he succeeded, as the

response from psychiatric circles has proved. The author’s inten-

tion that his book (enlarged by 300 additional pages) would like

to satisfy the desire for “universal knowledge . ,

.
[and] be of serv-

ice to physicians and to all those whose theme is man,” makes this

new edition even more difficult reading than the previous ones.

For this reason, Gruhle,^® just as Bumke had done on the occasion

of the first edition, feels justified to express a warning that the

book “should be kept away from the beginner.” Even to the ex-

perienced or to the humanist (for whom, according to Gruhle,

the book is particularly suitable) “much which was formerly clear

will become obscure.”^®

What then, is the new book like? After the Introduction the

new book is divided into the following sections: Separate facts

and phenomena of mental life; Verstehende connections of men-
tal life: the causal connections of mental life; conceiving mind in

terms of wholes; the abnormal mind in human society and his-

tory; the totality of man’s being. This is again followed by the

Appendix, We see that the framework is basically the same as be-

fore. Many sections have been revised, others extended. New chap-

ters have been added. With unremitting zeal and with the critical

penetration characteristic of the author, nearly all the important

27 Again I may be permitted a personal remark. For his work Jaspers needed
the use of the library of the psychiatric clinic which was under the direction of a
psychiatrist who actively participated in the so-called euthanasia program. Jaspers

had no scruples about visiting this man and about asking his support for his work
by granting him the privilege to use the library. The director of the clinic (by the

way a man of a great scientific talent) engaged him in a long conversation. Jaspers

was very upset by this talk and shocked that a capable and thoughtful psychiatrist

could be at the same time a convinced follower of a dictatorial government.

Nervenarzt, 18, 1947.

29 This reviewer does not share the view of Bumke and Gruhle. With Jaspers

I am ^firmly convinced that a science can be comprehended either as a whole, i.e.,

in its central problems too, or not at all.” Gruhle admits that the reader will

eventually ‘'obtain clarity on a higher level, though only the clarity of a very com-
plicated, somewhat disappointing, universal relativity,” Exactly this is, in my opin-

ion, the extraordinary merit of the book which should actually be made the cri-

terion by which the qualification for psychiatry is tested.
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contributions to the literature,* published in, unCortunately, cata-

clysmic numbers since the year o£ the third edition, are taken into

consideration. But this profusion of material is not the distinguish-

ing feature of the fourth edition. Its novel character cannot easily

be defined. A new spirit pervades the whole book. It bears the

imprint of the new philosophical positions rvhich the author has

meanwhile made his own. The “philosophical faith” of the scholar

who, at the time he wrote the book, was almost sixty, has taken
more definite form; the empirical psychopathologist secs his sub-

ject inevitably integrated into the conception of the world which
he, in his philosophy, has in the meantime painstakingly worked
out for himself. Jaspers may not be satisfied with this interpreta-

tion of his work, since he wants to be in this book merely a psychi-

atric scientist, who, acutely conscious of the limits of science, wants
to demonstrate where science as empiricism comes to an end and
where the scholar is no longer guided by an experience but by an
idea. In the new edition, too, Jaspers remains the critical scholar
who pays due tribute to empiricism. But his philosophical position
is more in the foreground than he may himself be aware of.

The essence of the fourth edition is most strikingly expressed
ill the sixth section: The Totality of Man’s Being. This section is

divided into the following paragraphs: I. Psychopathology in Ret-
rospect; II. The Problem of the Essence of Man: III. Psychiatry
and Philosophy; IV. The Concepts of Health and Disease; V. The
Meaning of (psychiatric) Practice. Jaspers himself formulates
“arguments against the outline of my psychopathology,” but re-

futes them convincingly. He concludes:

The pregnant question for us is: did we succeed in preventing any
confusion in retaining, on the whole, our awareness of the multidi-
mensionality of scientific striving and of man himself? That conscious-
ness of being, which is accessible only to philosophical illumination,
is the tacit reason for a methodical attitude instead of becoming the
acme of a purely dogmatic total knowledge. (624f.)

As scholarly psychopathologists we can only attain particular in-
sights, even though we are guided by the idea of wholeness. A
methodological reflection, carried through to the ultimate posi-
tions of reason clearly reveals to us the limits of our striving. "In
order, however, to reach this limit, we must be at home beyond
the limit.”^

^

* Ed’s. Note: This refers primarily to German language publications.
Allgemeine, 625; italics mine.
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Jaspers firmly turns against any confusing of science with phi-

losophy. Man can only be “accessible to scientific investigation . .

.

insofar as he can be investigated objectively.” “Philosophy creates

the realm wherein all knowledge takes place, in which it attains

measure and limit and the basis on which it can sustain itself. .

.

The importance of the ontology of Martin Heidegger and of the

“analysis of existence” of Ludwig Binswanger, which is based on
it, is minimized by Jaspers. He also judges with skeptical reserve

the intentions expressed in the papers of V. E. v. Gebsattel and W.
V. Weizsacker. The ‘Meaning of Practice’ demonstrates that knowl-
edge and action are correlated. Philosophical self-illumination pre-

vents medical practice from slipping into empty activity and
quackery. Active work, directed toward reality, safeguards the

physician against persisting in fatalistic reflection and also against

regarding experimentation as an end in itself which ranks higher

than the misery of human existence. Psychotherapy, the “attempt
to help the patient through communication to plumb the very

depths of his inner life in order to find the rudiments for a guid-

ance on the road to health,” proves distinctly that “the physician

is inevitably a philosopher.” Here it will become apparent whether
he has become transparent to himself or whether he is bogged
down in dogmas, schemata and theories which he only wishes to

see corroborated by the person he faces. If this methodical self-

reflection, which distinguishes the philosophizing physician, is

claimed as an ideal, Jaspers’ thesis that “physicians, to the degree
that they are psychotherapists, are equal to their total task,” is

not presumptuous.

If we try to give our provisional summarising judgment on Jas-

pers’ book in its new shape, the following can be said:®^ many
psychiatrists who have experience as practitioners and are active

in research, will feel compelled to raise objections to numerous
details. (For instance: to the rigorous condemnation of any kind
of eugenic measures; Jaspers denies that ‘degeneration’ is an ‘in-

escapable process.’ The present writer believes that Jaspers does
not sufficiently take into account the total rise of the population
which carries with it the danger of the suppression of valuable

minorities, the increase of inferiors and the gradual dying out of

the white races — to his over-sceptical attitude towards psycho-

therapy — to his comments on psychoanalysis and on the existen-

tial analysis of L. Binswanger.)

31 1 am here making use o£ earlier formulations in my Psychiatry, 3rd ed., Ber-
lin and Miinchen, 1949, 4th ed., 1956.
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But it seems to us of greater importance to ask what the book

has to offer to any scholar who has to deal with human beings.

Besides die stimulating profusion of single observations, drawn

from his own and other people’s experience, which Jaspers has

carefully fitted into the right places, the book presents a unique

survey of the patterns of the human mind. Thereby he addresses

every human being, every scholar, in particular every physician

who is willing to discard the blinkers of natural science, jaspers

does not restrict himself to a characterization of the “attitude of

natural science as not sufficient diough indispensable.’’ In an

arrangement of the knowable facts encompassing the whole of

human existence, the roads are indicated which assure an approach

to the human being in particular and in general. But only in

philosophizing are the limits of the knowable, the comprehensible,

the explicable made evident. There the totality of man is refuted

as being unattainable, and the enigma of man manifests itself.

Jaspers pushes his analysis to a degree where the whole frequently

threatens to get blurred. His critical judgments often seem to be

so devastating that we are shocked, almost paralyzed. A reader

who is not sure of himself might be overwhelmed and endangered

by a feeling of resignation, when he constantly encounters state-

ments such as “one does not know anything,” “one ctinnot know
anything,” “all striving is senseless,” “there is nothing but existen-

tial communication.” To us it seems to be a positive quality that

Jaspers questions everything, unsparingly exposes the lacunae in

our knowledge and barrenness of empty concepts, and that he
points out philosophical prejudices. The book is one single chal-

lenge to the freedom of being human (Menschsein) which is not
abrogated by the fact that man is a creature of nature. Jaspers’

words carry weight, because — both as a philosopher and as a phy-
sician, and like almost no one before him — he has penetratingly
paced the realm of human existence and has, in his philosophizing,

illuminated it for himself and others.

We have tried to demonstrate to all who are not, or only in-

sufficiently, acquainted with psychiatry and psychopathology, the
importance of Jaspers, as a psychopathologist, for tlie world of to-

day, i.e., his achievement as an empirical scholar and as the phi-
losophizing interpreter of man’s ultimate situations. This, certain-
ly very rough and sketchy, picture would, however, be incomplete
if we did not mention his lifelong battle against the psychoanaly-
sis of Sigmund Freud.

In the first three editions of his General Psychopathology Jas-
pers restricted himself in the main to reviewing the basic princi-
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pies of psychoanalysis. There are only a few critical comments.
Even in the third edition we still read:®^

“It will be advisable to suspend one’s final judgment.” But the

disciples, whose “writings . . . are unbearably boring in their

simple-mindedness” are already being flogged.

Jaspers takes a more decisive position, for the first time, in his

small book, Man in the Modern Age. In the chapter, “Our present

conception of human existence” Jaspers briefly characterizes psy-

choanalysis as a typical phenomenon of the world of today. He
first criticizes the fact that until now psychoanalysis has not pro-

duced any adequate or convincing record of cases. Man as the

“puppet of his Unconscious” provokes his disgust.

The self-examination of a sincere thinker, which after the long-

lasting Christian interlude attained its climax in Kierkegaard and
Nietzsche, is in psychoanalysis degraded into the discovery of sexual

longings and typical experiences of childhood; it is the masking of

genuine but hazardous self-examination by the mere rediscovery of

familiar types in a realm of reputed necessity wherein the lower levels

of human life are regarded as having an absolute validity

Thus Jaspers forms his judgment that psychoanalysis tacitly leads

to the consequence that an ideal should not be thought out but
felt. Man, freed “from the cleavage and the coercion through
which he may come to himself, is to return to that nature in which
he no longer needs to be man.” (154) In further reflections Jaspers

arrives at the conviction that psychoanalysis belongs into the same
category of theories as Marxism and Racism; all of these theories

have ruinous qualities since they “tend to destroy what has been
of worth to man.” (157) Maixism, Racism and psychoanalysis “turn

against anyone who has faith of whatever kind; and they will

‘unveil’ him in their sense of the term.” (158)

Most recently Jaspers has taken up the same subject®^ once

more: his battle against psychoanalysis, insofar as it claims to rep-

resent an idea of man, is of fundamental concern to him. Jaspers

hates Freud, not as a person (whom he respects as an independent,

free personality); nor as a scholar (whose intuitive insights he
evaluates with justice) — but as a philosopher who created a theory

which degrades man. In the first place Jaspers rejects “the claim

32 Already here the essential arguments against the concept-formation and the

theory of psychoanalysis are cautiously formulated, even if not yet fashioned into

the determined, well-founded criticism of the later works.

zzAge, 153.

84 In Reason and Anti-Reason in our Time. New Haven, 1952, and in *'Zur

Kritik der Psychoanalyse,” Nervenarzt, 21, 1950.
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of an absolute knowledge of man” which psychoanalysis promises.

“Pseudo-faith,” not revealed as such, but disguised as science,

promises man “an illusory liberation which is as untrue as tlic

humanity of which it is the reflection.” (Anti-Reason, 2G). In jas-

pers’ opinion, psychoanalysis is

an enormous process of self-deception conditioned by the age we live

in, which bewitches its victims, who find in it the salisfaction of their

lives. But the source of the process is so false that it is bound to con-

fuse hopelessly not only the knowledge of those who are swept into

it but their whole being. (Ibid., 27)

Jaspers rejects a priori such a conception of man. Ilis position

rests solidly on his empirical occupation with man and on his

“methodological reflection” which “leads to a separation of the

various modes of scientific enquiry from the methods of philosoph-

ical thought.” (Ibid.)

What, then, is the basis of his scathing indictment which claims

that psychoanalysis is false at its roots? The “errois arc (to be

found) in the field of medical science” is Ja.spcrs’ dictum. This is,

of course, right from the historical point of view, since Freud tvas

a medical man. But was Freud’s role really just that of a scientific

physician when he established liis theory? ITc was insofar as his

doctrine unmistakably bore the stamp of the scientific mental cli-

mate predominant at the close of the nineteenth century. He was
not, insofar as the claim to achieve a total knowledge of man, a

claim, rightly censured by Jaspers, was rather remote from the

thinking of the competent physicians of that epoch. We know al-

most nothing about the humanistic (geistesgeschichtliche) back-

ground of Freud during the years when he laid the cornerstone of

his theory. But we may suppose that Freud, the born theorist, was
motivated not only by experiences, but also by ideas which rose

from the depths of his existence (Menschsein) and were moulded
with the aid of his discursive reason. Apart from all these reserva-

tions it should be admitted that the accusation raised by Jaspers
against medical science can be supported by the evidence. Jaspers
propounds the following arguments:

1. Understanding of meaning (Sinnverstehen) is confused with causal
explanation. . ,

,

2. The therapeutic agent is not clearly understood
3. What is called ‘neurosis’ is not characterized by the intelligible con-

tents of phenomena but the mechanism of transmuting spiritual
into physical processes, by turning sensible into senseless physical
occurrences. Only a tiny percentage of human beings suffer from
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this mechanism, this gift or fate, by which they encounter their

own spiritual and intellectual processes (Volhuge), the acts of their

own free will transposed into physical phenomena, as something
foreign to themselves and beyond their control. Most people re-

press, forget, leave unsettled, suffer and endure the worst without

transforming it into physical symptoms. (Ibid., 22f.)

Most psychiatrists will agree, more or less, with the first two points

of Jaspers’ accusation; the critical psychotherapist, too, will

thoughtfully ponder Jaspers’ theses, even though he may at times

be inclined to opposition. The third point is not as ripe an accusa-

tion as Jaspers’ plea would indicate. Medicine defends itself

through myself as the ‘humble counsel for the defense’ of such a

big cause in the following way; Neurosis (a ‘concept’ from the

vocabulary of de-humanized man) is, by no means, characterized

only by somatic processes, alienated from meaning, which origi-

nate in the repression of not, or insufficiently, worked-out expe-

riences. Many human beings who are in conflict with themselves
— whose ‘being-in-the-world’ is impaired®® — do not at all repress

into the body, as Jaspers has correctly stated. The inhibited, the

despairing human being, enmeshed in his antinomies, may also

escape into spiritual and mental derangement. Depression, anxiety

neurosis, marital crisis, the emotional crises of puberty and change
of life — all these are repressions, too: man shuns decision, but
certainly not of his own free will, not in full, clear consciousness.

Psychoanalysis has helped us to understand these patients better

in their crises, and has thus enabled us to treat them more effec-

tively. In his criticism of the concrete errors of psychoanalysis,

insofar as it is medical theory and therapeutic technique, Jaspers

goes too far. But it would not be Jaspers — who always fanatically

takes up the cudgels against dogma of any kind—, if he did not

acknowledge that psychoanalysis “is like a beacon, challenging the

physician to examine himself, a self-examination not to be taken

lightly.’’ Jaspers merely attacks the abuses of psychoanalysis which
he sees exclusively — and one-sidedly — as a sectarian movement.
The revered author finds kind words for the “independent psycho-

therapists who love man and want to help him;’’ and who, in each

case, as individuals, are doing their best, “using psychoanalytical

methods without becoming their slaves.” (Ibid., 21.)

Jaspers also opposes categorically, even vehemently, the require-

ment that every psychotherapist should submit to a training analy-

sis. On the other hand, Jaspers demands that “the psychotherapist

should make himself the object of his psychology, to at least the

85 Jaspers will forgive my trespassing into the idiom of Heidegger.
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same extent and with the same profundity which he exercises in

the treatment of his patients.” A very small elite only would seem
capable of this self-illumination. Jaspers has misgivings because
“the ‘existential’ process of self-illumination and self-realization

of our inner acts, of freedom itself, is not possible in seriousness

in the presence of another human being, is possible only in the
‘existential’ communication of a life time. . .

.” I’liis statement
does not, we feel, do justice to the realities of day by day medical
work. Single individuals (among them Freud, who never went
through an analysis himself) will time and again find this path.
But the great masses of the present age are in need of many compe-
tent psychiatrists who, being themselves part of the masses, do not
belong to the chosen few. They are confronted with a task to
which they will be equal only after having taken at least a few
steps on the road to their true self, under the guidance of an ex-
pert. A training analysis will answer tliis purpose remarkably well.

The leading psychiatrists ought to do their part by heeding Jas-
pers’ warning, taking care that the training analysis is kept within
limits. Closing the subject of psychoanalysis, we feel that there is

reason to be grateful to Jaspers for his criticism of the empirical
basis and the methods of psychotherapy. Psychopathological edu-
cation sharpened by methodological reflection is an urgent neces-
sity for physicians who devote themselves to psychotherapy. If all

physicians and psychologists who are, in practice and theory, en-
gaged in psychotherapy, were psychiatrically trained and familiar
with the psychopathology of Jaspers, the unpleasant and unfruit-
ful controversies, which at present are again prevalent in tlie field
of (medical) literature, would come to an end.®“

Concluding, we shall attempt to outline in summary fashion the
place of Jaspers as a psychopathologist in the present situation of
psychiatry and its border-sciences. The General Psychopathology
by Jaspers is an unparalleled achievement, if we consider the
wealth of new insights which have been gained by the natural
sciences during the first half of the twentieth century. Only in
conjunction with an unusually broad and profound education in
the history of thought (Geistesgeschichte) could the attempt have
been made to separate the theoretically ascertained and practically
usable elements from the accumulating material, to combine it

sephysiaans who are experienced psychotherapists, unless they are dogmatically
proselytes, come very quickly to an utiderstanding, though they maydiverge m their basic philosophical views. Proof of this are, e.g.; the Lindau meet-

owing to the meritorious initiative of Speer, the
psychotherapy are collaborating q^te bar-
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into a survey of the symptoms and problems of abnormal mental

life, and, simultaneously, to demonstrate the variety and varying

validity of the sources and methods of the knowledge gained. As
long as there is a science of mental illness Jaspers’ book will re-

main a basic work and as a beacon.

Jaspers is a clear mind. His extremely concise language, more
and more personal in its expression, has led many readers, par-

ticularly those who are not used to thinking, to conclude errone-

ously that Jaspers is difficult to understand. True, Jaspers does

not write for the general public. Even the Bible, the popular book
of faithful Christians, does not satisfy this ideal demand. Any
sampling of the shorter works, however, e.g., of The Perennial

Scope of Philosophy, will convince the reader that Jaspers is ac-

cessible to any person of average intelligence who does not shun
the time or the effort to re-think Jaspers, and who is, therefore,

capable of following his ideas. The difficulty of making the in-

quiry and philosophy of Jaspers one’s own, is to be sought not in

the author but in the reader. The average contemporary is used

to being handed something ready-made. He is expected to sub-

scribe to a theory or idea which has been appetizingly prepared,

or to a palatable program or organization. Jaspers makes no con-

cessions to today’s bureaucratized society, without which [conces-

sions] the great masses of the world can, apparently, no longer be
controlled. He addresses himself exclusively to the single individ-

ual whom he wishes “to force,’’ by the power of the word, to attain

clarity about himself and his world. Conjuringly he appeals to

human Reason, this tool which God gave to Man and to Man only,

a tool which enables Man to orient himself in his world, to il-

luminate his Existenz and to satisfy his metaphysical needs. As a

psychopathologist Jaspers summons the individual psychiatrist

ceaselessly to look on his patient as a human being instead of a

case. The single individual who, in distress, in suffering, is looking

for help and submits to medical treatment (or is entrusted to the

care of a physician) can never, or only in rare exceptional cases,

be comprehended in a way which the totality and singularity of

his being would demand. Dismayed by our incapacity to meet the

single individual as a primal entity (urtumliche Wesenheit) (unless

it be in loving communication) we dare, nevertheless, not despair

or withdraw in resignation. Even though we ate resigned to an
understanding of the single patient, now in terms of neurology,

or brain pathology, now in those of “explanatory” psychopathol-

ogy or “verstehende” psychotherapy, i.e., even though we submit

the single human individual to the concepts formed by our intel-
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ligence, we still must not forgo a comprehension of him as an

individual in terms of the Encompassing of his world-design

(Weltentwurf). The road to this goal is full of agony, jaspers tries

to make our task easier by showing us hotv we can attempt cau-

tiously to encircle the individual patient — despite our incapacity

of grasping him as a whole.

Jaspers’ basic thesis is that there is no total knotvledge of Man,

only partial insights. Such partial knowledge (fretiucnlly intuitive

in origin) must be corroborated empirically, proved logically, and,

thus given immediate living demonstration. It must not, however, 1

be forgotten that Jaspers, the keen analyst, as a philosopher, schol-

ar and person, is obsessed by the idea of portraying man as a whole

in his once and for all uniqueness (jc einmaligem Wesen). This

intention stands out not only in his early psychopathological

studies, his biographical studies, his Psychologie der Weltan-

schauungen, but, above all, in his philosophical works.

Yet Jaspers considers it fatal to give absolute value to an intui-

tion or an idea of man. As a conscientious scholar he insists on

differentiating between what is knowable and can, therefore, be

proved by rational processes, and of what I become conscious by

philosophizing out of the Encompassing. I am then able to grasp

both by virtue of my reason; but the process is a different one in

each instance. As a scholar I must, in strict self-discipline, remem-
ber that only clear distinction of methods can promote authentic

scientific knowledge. As a philosopher I am free to indulge in the

flow of my brainstorms, of my ideas.

To return to psychopathology: the disease-entity, the localiza-

tion of mental occurrences in definite areas of the brain, the

genesis of neurosis from the repressed unconscious, — these are

fruitful working hypotheses, which originated — often in a flash of

genius — in the mind of scholars. Such ‘ideas’ can become subjects

of scientific psychopathology only to the extent to which quite

specific methods, appropriate to the relevant matter of investiga-

tion, are indicated, methods that is, which make clinical, experi-

mental or psychological approaches and tests possible. Moreover,
many empirically established facts of psychopathology can be suc-

cessfully viewed from different angles and treated by different

methods. A psychopathologist who does not subject himself to this

methodological self-reflection — which Jaspers was the first clearly

and emphatically to insist upon — is constantly in danger of slip-

ping into fanaticisms (e.g., the sex-Theory of Freud), or into
mythology (e.g., the localization doctrine).

That Jaspers, despite his strict analytical demands, docs not
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favor an atomistic approach, remaining stuck in a hollow method-
ology, — purposely neglects the synthesis whose aim is the compre-

hension of totalities, of personalities, of human destinies, is par-

ticularly evident in his psychopathological biographies. In the

cases of Van Gogh, Holderlin and Nietzsche, Jaspers, unlike any-

one before him, endeavors to view the disease and the work, and
the disease and the life as one. It is true, that Jaspers — if we
criticize his position strictly — even then still remains within the

limits of his idea of the unconditional distinction between verste-

hende and explanatory psychology. As an experienced psycho-

pathologist, he clearly recognizes the destructive influence of the

disease: yet he does not make the terrible mistake (if viewed in

the light of the history of thought) of classifying the works of these

men of genius, who had fallen victims to a mental disease, from
the psychiatric viewpoint alone. On the other hand, his judgment
as a scientist prevents him from ignoring the disease as a matter

of perhaps incidental importance. On the contrary, tracing back

the subtle relations which connect a being of flesh and blood with

his spiritual achievement, he painfully wrestles with the full reality

revealed in the individual’s life and work.

Nevertheless, does Jaspers not perhaps overlook the fact that

the disease is a necessary constituent of the sustaining basis of

each of these individual lives? Does Jaspers’ synthesis of the func-

tional and biographical conceptions (Schauf’ of verstehende and
explaining psychology, exemplary though it is, suffice to exhaust

the meaning and content of the existences of individual patients?

Should the attempt (made by L. Binswanger in his ‘Analysis of

Existence,’ modelled on Heidegger),®® not be permissible to divest

the disease of its meaningless (sinnfremd) character by viewing it

as a particular mode of being-in-the-world; as a predetermined

world-design (vorgegebener Weltentwurf)? These are real ques-

tions, momentous questions. However, is not Jaspers’ searching

and philosophizing one single quest?

Indeed, it seems to us that the keen and intent questioning, in-

cessantly disquieting to the listener, forms the core of Jaspers’

life work. The concepts of health and disease, heredity, disposition,

physiognomy, psycho-somatic unity, the understanding of the

meaning of biographic material, psychoanalysis, the possibilties

of true mental aid (psychotherapy) — all this he has called in ques-

37 Making use of the concepts introduced by L. Binswanger.

88 C£. the principal work by Binswanger; Grundformen und Erkenntnis mensch-

lichen Dasezns, (Zurich, 1942), and his “Daseinsanalytik und Psychiatrie,” in

Nervenarzt, 22, 1951.
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tion. As in his philosophical works, he also dismisses the inquiring

psychopathologist, who turns to him for advice, into his own free-

dom. But should we scold Jaspers for not providing us ^vith ready

made recipes (though he is particularly qualified to do so in virtue

of his wide range of culture, his profound knowledge of man), but

guiding the psychiatrist to his own decision instead?

We should not want to expect more from a scholar than he him-

self has promised. Jaspers did keep the promise made in the first

edition of his General Psychopathology: that psychiatrists should

learn “to observe psychopatliologically, to question psychopatho-

logically, to analyze psychopathologically, to think psychopatho-

logically.” He is with us as a great teacher, a voice of warning,

reminding and questioning us, and as such he will enter into

the history of psychiatry. Our grief that Jaspers left psychiatry is

alleviated only by his philosophical work which illuminates our
modest actions with a belated but never fading splendor.

Kurt Kolle
Psychiatric and Neurological Clinic

Universitat MOnchen
Germany
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF KARL JASPERS*

Introduction

The subject of psychology is mind — but only the mani-

festations of mind can be experienced. This fact not only

gives psychology as a whole a peculiarly disunited character; it

also leaves — more or less — to the individual psychologist the

task of defining his subject. Thus various types of psychologists

produce various types of psychologies, all of which leave some-

thing to be desired. The “natural science” type of psychologist,

for example, treats with disdain everything that is not tangible

and that cannot objectively be shown to exist— but he usually

ends up with a psychology without psyche; the “visionary” type

gives the impression of having complete insight into the workings
of the “soul,” but manages at the most to transmit to others faint

glimpses of what he seems to perceive; the “theorist” constructs

causing confusion — and creatings sects. In spite of these unfavor-

grandiose conceptions of the regions of the mind; but these,

though they prove their author’s inventive ability, add little to

psychological knowledge. These three types, however extreme,

are to be preferred to a fourth, the “eclectic” type whose contri-

bution to psychology more often than not consists of a conceptual

conglomeration, mixing mental content and mental structure,

reality and thoughts about reality, facts and speculation, thereby

able conditions, psychology has developed as a science, due, in

the main, to the efforts of a fifth type of psychologist who con-

centrates on research, does not cling too dogmatically to one of

the extreme points of view and is satisfied with finding out as

much as possible about mind with the means available to him.

Because of the disunited character of psychology and the dif-

ferent types of psychologists, every really new psychological dis-

•All translations from the German appearing in this article are mine. In all

cases where I believe no adequate translation of a term or phrase is possible I either

use the German term or the closest translation known to me plus the German orig-

inal in parenthesis.

469
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covery leads — almost automatically — to new theoretical con-

ceptions and eventually to mutually exclusive psycholofries. Thus
different psychological “parties” result from almost every psycho-

logical discovery of importance. These express themselves with
the help of a steadily growing variety of theoretical conceptions,

although, in the final analysis, they all talk about tlic .same thing.

It is therefore necessary from time to time to redetermine what
psychology is all about and to redefine its aims. Since the great

progress of psychology during recent years makes such a re-

examination of its basic concepts and methods highly desirable

even now, it is fortunate that at least part of this important task

has already been accomplished. Karl Jaspers has analyzed the
problem: what is psychology? As a result of his deliberations he
has pointed the way to a unified view of all psychologies. More
than that: he has traced the fundamentals of a new — potentially
encompassing — psychology, the psychology of the real, existing
man.

From the point of view of the psycliologist it is to be regretted
that, early in his career, Jaspers turned from psychopathology and
psychology to philosophy and, maybe for that reason, completed
only parts of his psycholo^. Who if not he, wliose thinking
centers on the living existing man, would have been able to
create this kind of psychology as contrasted with the psychology
of “man as a conceptual object” (Kunz) ? But, on the other hand,
the incompleteness of the psychology of Jaspers may al.so be
regarded as a challenge to contemporary p.sychology, one, more-
over, which it can ill afford to overlook. For the new approach
that is manifest throughout Jaspers’ work is the beginning of a
psychology that may well answer some of the questions which
are specifically puzzling to psychologists at the present time.

A. Jaspers’ Contributions to General Psychology

When Jaspers first publications appeared during the first dec-
ade of this century most psychologists, although differing in other
respects, started from the tacit, positivistic conviction that in
principle everything can be known; and that man, or even the
mental region of man, is no exception to this rule. The assump-
tion that with proper methods and sulficient endurance every-
thing would eventually be understood, had produced excellent
results in the natural sciences, so that most scientists, including
psychologists, saw no reason to question this assumption. Although
the representatives of psychology- at the time a comparatively
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young science — realized that most of the riddles of the mind
remained unsolved, the majority of them seemingly did not doubt
that they could be solved in principle and would be solved eventu-

ally. Nor did the way by which solutions would be found seem
to pose too much of a problem. Experiments, controlled according

to the criteria valid in the natural sciences, were looked upon as

the most important method of psychology; they revealed the

physiological and psychological conditions as well as the causes

of mental phenomena, and it was thought that this sufficed. Causal

explanation and scientific understanding were considered to be
practically synonymous.

As over against this Jaspers declared: 1. Man cannot be known;
2. cognition and causal explanation are not identical; 3. there

are essential aspects of mind which cannot be rendered accessible

by experimental methods. If these were merely philosophical or

epistemological statements they would be of limited interest to

the psychologist; inasmuch, however, as they are among the basic

principles of a new and fertile psychological theory of method,
it is necessary for the psychologist to probe their validity.^

I. Jaspers’ Arrangement of General Psychology

In order to give an initial idea of Jaspers’ fundamentally new
approach to psychology the following scheme, which shows his

division of the subject matter of psychology, is reproduced. It ap-

iThis article is based on Allgemeine Psychopathologie (General Psychopath-

ology), Sth ed., Berlin & Heidelberg 1948. Allgemeine is the most important of

those works of Jaspers which deai— directly or indirectly— with psychology. It

contains all his new ideas concerning psychology but, owing to the purpose of the

book, formulated in most cases in terms of psychopathology. For this reason access

to the psychology of Jaspers is made difficult for the psychologist. This applies

particularly to the American psychologist because he must, in addition, cope with
the difficulties of a foreign language. For these reasons I assume that the readers

of this article will, in most cases, not be acquainted with Jaspers’ psychology and I

will therefore stress the portrayal of his more important ideas, not their discussion,

in my treatment of the subject. It is my opinion that Jaspers’ contribution to

psychology consists above all in his critique of its basic conditions and of the in-

novations introduced as a result of this critique. These will therefore be stressed

most. Accordingly, the theoretical psychologist Jaspers will be in the foreground of

my presentation. In a sense this amounts to a distortion, inasmuch as Jaspers is

also an accomplished practical psychologist. As such he appears, for example, in

his profound analyses of Strindberg and Van Gogh (Strindberg, 3rd ed., Bremen
1949) and in Psycholope, 3rd ed., Berlin 1925.

My article may also create the impression that Allgemeine Psychopathologie

deals primarily with purely theoretical reflections and with a critique of psycho-

logical methods. This is not the case; it deals predominantly with empirically ob-

served facts. It contains a wealth of vivid descriptions of mental phenomena and of

extracts from case records. Cf. KoUe’s essay, this volume.
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proximates the one which forms the basis of his Allgcmcine

Psychopathologies^

I. Mind viewed in terms of separate empirical data

a) subjective (experienced) data

1) separate phenomena (i.e., “object-consciousncss,”

“space- and time-experience,” etc.)

2) The momentary whole (the state ol consciousness) •*

b) objective data

1) performances

2) somatic findings

3) meaningful objective data: expression, behavior,

creations of the mind

II. Mind viewed in terms of connections

a) connections dicovered by Verstehen*

b) causal connections

III. Mind viewed in terms of wholes

a) the individual

b) constitution

c) biography, etc."

I shall try to clarify some of the principles on wliich (Iiis division

of the subject matter of psychology is based. By so doing I hope

to point up some of the most important ideas of Jaspers as far

as they pertain to psychology. First, however, I shall refer briefly

to the article which established Jaspers’ reputation both as a

psychopathologist and as a psychologist.

2Cf. Allgemeine, 39£. Differences between this scheme of division and that of

Allgemeine are mainly due to the fact that I have omitted or changed all specific

references to psychopathology in the scheme of the division of Allgandne Psycho-

pathologie, because I am dealing in my article exclusively with Jaspers’ contribu-

tion to psychology,

sit can be seen that the ’’empirical data” are dealt with individually (under

"separate phenomena”) and in their entirety (under "the momentary whole”) as

well.

4 Verstehen is one of the basic concepts of Jaspers’ psychology. Unfortunately it

is practically impossible to translate it into English. Its meaning conveys something
between "comprehension,” "understanding” and "intuition,” all of which, however,
fail to convey correctly the meaning of the word in Jaspers’ usage (which again
differs from Spranger’s use of the term). For this reason I decided to use the Cier-

man word throughout. The real meaning of Verstehen will — it is hoped be in-

creasingly clarified in the following paragraphs. Cf. also G. W. Allport’s discussion

of Verstehen in Personality (New York 1937), 539ff. AHport’s definition differs from
mine because he bases it mainly on Sprangcr’s use of the term.

5 #I is subdivided according to the material with which the psychologist is actu-
ally confronted in practice; #II and III according to the concepts he uses in deal-
ing with this material.
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11. The Phenomenological Method

In 1912 there existed a number of methods for the investiga-

tion of the objective phenomena of the mind as they appear in

somatopsychology, performance-psychology, etc., such as memory-

experiments and threshold-experiments; but there was no clearly

circumscribed method for the description of subjective experi-

ences, although their firm establishment is a necessity for every

kind of psychology. There were, it is true, those who considered

the investigation of experienced phenomena of prime importance.

Husserl in particular, being the first in modem psychology, had

already started a “descriptive psychology of the phenomena of

consciousness” and had also introduced the term “phenomenol-

ogy” (hitherto customary in philosophy only) for this branch

of psychology;® in the Wurzburg school of psychology too, under

the guidance of Kiilpe, phenomenological research was in prog-

ress. It was left to Jaspers, however, to present the first compre-

hensive description of the phenomenological method — and at the

same time to introduce phenomenology into psychiatry — , with

the publication of his article “Die phanomenologische Forschungs-

richtung in der Psychopathologie” (the phenomenological meth-

od of research in psychopathology)

In Jaspers’ usage “phenomenology” means: illustrative repre-

sentation of individual experience (anschauliche Vergegenwarti-

gung individuellen seelischen Erlebens); it is an empirical method
designed to define experienced mental states — i.e., subjective

mental phenomena — within the narrowest possible confines; to

distinguish between them; and to separate them terminologically.

Phenomenology accomplishes all this, “depending on the indi-

vidual case, by the enumeration of a number of outward charac-

teristics of the mental state, of the conditions under which it

occurs, through vivid, illustrative comparisons and symboliza-

tions, through a kind of suggestive representation” which is based

on empathy and which is supposed to enable the reader of a

phenomenological description empathically to perceive the phe-

nomenon described.® It ranks with and is complementary to the

various procedures which make evident the objective phenomena

of mental life.

6 In Husserl’s later writings "phenomenology" stands for "perception of essence”

(Wesensschau). In Jaspers' work the term always carries the narrower meaning

mentioned. Cf. Allgemeine, 47f.

1 1n Zeitschrift f&r die gesamte Neurolope und Psyehiatrie, No. 9, 1912, 391fE.

8 Allgemeine, 47.
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Phenomenology is the static version of Verstehen (only the

other — genetic — version though is meant whenever Jaspers uses

this term) ; it comprehends individual mental states by treating

them as if they were static. In contrast, the genetic comprehension

which characterizes Verstehen in the narrow sense of the word,

tries “to grasp the restlessness of the mind, (i.e.) motion, connec-

tions, intrinsic developments.”® Phenomenology is the condition

upon which those methods depend which make their results

objectively available and accessible to everybody in the form of

graphs or statistics, measurements on mechanical appliances, etc.;

in a sense it localizes phenomena whereas other methods take

them for granted.

It is obvious that this psychological method is different from the

descriptions common in the natural sciences: the object is not in itself

visible to our eyes; the experience is merely one of mental visualiza-

tion. But the logical principle is not different. Apart from systematic

categories, describing requires successful formulations and contrasting

comparisons, the demonstration of relationships among different phe-

nomena of their arrangement in series, or of their occurrence in

disconnected leaps.^®

The ideal of phenomenology is an infinite array of irreducible

mental qualities, arranged in a surveyable order.^^

III. The Clarification of the Conditions of General Psychology

a. Results of Jaspers’ analysis of the Modes of cognition in the psycho-

logical realm and his inferences therefrom

The introduction of a new psychological method — phenomen-
ology — into psychopathology grew out of Jaspers’ search for an
answer to the question: What are the conditions determining
cognition in the psychological realm? Phenomenology is one of

his first contributions to the attempted control of these conditions.

Soon the problem of the basic conditions of psychology presents

itself to him in another form. Is, he asks, our understanding of

psychological occurrences really based on explanation alone, as

seems to be generally assumed? Jaspers denies that this is so. He
finds that explanation is limited to “the recognition of objective

9 Ibid., 23. 10 Ibid., 41.

11 Xo read "Die phSnomenologische . . today, is still profitable for the psy-
chologist. Among other things the article contains valuable instructions for proto-
colling interviews with patients; these instructions are equally valid for protocols
o£ subjects* statements in experiments.
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causal relationships” and that in this manner of recognizing the

observed is “always observed from the outside only (italics mine)”.

Explanation therefore is adequate for the psychophysical sectors of

psychology and — on the whole — for all “outside” views of mind.

But neither is it the only way to comprehend mind nor, in the nar-

rower psychological sense, an adequate one. Our real understand-

ing of mental life is derived from a different source: from that

“perception of mental phenomena from within (italics mine)”

which Jaspers calls VerstehenP In psychology this Verstehen rep-

resents an ultimate source of experience analogous to sensory per-

ception in the natural sciences. Consequently Jaspers claims that

all psycliologists actually use two kinds of cognition: explanation

and Verstehen; but, he points out, they consider only one of these

— explanation — to be scientifically sound. This erroneous opinion

he refutes by showing some of those realms in psychology which

are accessible to Verstehen alone: “reactions to experiences, the

development of passions, the origin of error, ... the contents of

dreams and delusions, . . . the effects of suggestion, . . . the in-

dividual structure of an abnormal personality, . .
.” etc.^® (Jaspers

does not overlook die fact that — in principle — these, too, are

subject to causal explanation.)

1. Explanation

A short characterization of explanation will further the under-

standing of the difference between explanation and Verstehen.

Jaspers uses the term “explanation” always in the sense of “caus-

al” explanation.^® If this kind of explanation is applied in the

realm of psychology, it means that connections between different

psychological data, because of repeated experiences, are recognized

as regular or even necessary and seen in a “cause and effect” re-

lationship. For example: recognition of a connection between the

tz Allgemeine, Zi. is Ibid., 251.

14 Cf. ibid., 253; Jaspers is not the first psychologist to introduce Verstehen into

psychology. His most important predecessors were Dilthey and Spranger. Dilthey

distinguishes between "descriptive” and "dissecting” psychology as Jaspers dis-

tinguishes between Verstehen and explanation in psychology. Spranger use9i|he

term geisteswissenschaftliche psychology to designate approximately what Jaspers

calls the psychology of Verstehen. I might mention here that Jaspers’ importance -

even though he is one of the first phenomenologists, among the earliest to depart

from elemental psychology, etc. -does not Ue in the introduction of specific inno-

vations, but in his altogether new approach.

15 The possible objection tliat Jaspere first arbitrarily limits the meaning of "ex-

planation” and then shows the shortcomings of this kind of explanation is not

valid. Jaspers can show that only this kind of explanation is being used to explain

psychological phenomena, regardless of the fact that the term as such carries a

much broader meaning which includes Verstehen.
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deterioration of performance on one hand, and fatigue on the

other, is an explanation in the Jaspersian sense. Thus ‘explana-

tion’ may be said to mean: ascertainment of empirically existing

cause and effect relationships which in themselves camtot be un-

derstood but are recognized as necessary.

2. Verstehen

Verstehen, too, is a form of explanation. But it is a psychological,

not a causal mode of explanation. The relations uncovered by

Verstehen — whether they are relations between coexisting phe-

nomena or whether they have the structure: one phenomenon

follows another — are meaningful relations whose evidence is final.

If, for example, the psychotherapist grasps the meaning of a pa-

tient’s symptom by viewing it in connection with certain of the

patient’s biographical data, he is practicing Verstehen.'^^ Jaspers

says: “One has sometimes called the relations comprehended by

Verstehen ‘inner causality’ and thus pointed to the unbridgable gap

between these relations, which can be called causal only by analo-

gy, and the genuine causal relations, (i.e.) outer causality.”''^ The
juxtaposition of these two kinds of causality is basic to the

psychology of Jaspers.

3. Verstehen and explanation

In his phenomenology Jaspers had developed a method which

made it possible to portray subjective experiences accurately by

describing their formal characteristics. In his analysis of Verstehen

he creates the foundation for the interpretation of the material

thus gathered. Witli Verstehen he adds a new region to scientific

psychological research, one that before him was accessible solely

to the “intuitive” way of understanding, whose chief characteristic

it is that it cannot be objectified. But, because of its hermeneutic
character, Verstehen can never be the only source of psychological

knowledge; Verstehen and explanation must supplement each

other just as phenomenology and the “objective” methods do,

“Where Verstehen ends, causal questioning begins.”^®

With

Verstehen (we) . . . soon (reach) limits. Something new emerges in

the mind in a completely incomprehensible manner. . . . The stages

l« Accordingly psychoanalysis could be called a psychology of Verstehen. Jaspers,
however, believes that psychoanalysts do not use real but "quasi”-Fe«tchert, among
other rea.sons, because they misconstrue the material they uncover by means of
Verstehen by thinking of it in terns of casual relations. Jaspers demands that each
psychologist use both modes of cognidon, but that he keep them apart. C£. AUge-
meine, 264f.

18 Ibid.. 444. tr Allgemeine, 250.
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o£ normal mental development, the phases and periods of mental dis-

orders, belong to such successions in time which cannot be understood.
The historical aspect of the mind cannot even approximately be
grasped in its entirety by genetic Verstehen; it also needs to be ex-

plained causally, . , .
just like the objects of natural-scientific re-

search.^®

The obvious supposition that the mind is the realm of Verstehen
and the physical region that of causal explanation is wrong. There is

no actual occurrence, be it of a physical or mental nature, that is not,

in principle, subject to causal explanation; the happenings of the

mind can be made the subject of causal explanation too. . . . Verste^

hen, however, finds limits everywhere. The existence of the distinct

mental predispositions, the laws that pertain to the acquisition or loss

of memory-traces, the mental condition as a whole at different age

levels and everything else that falls under the heading ‘substructure

of the mind,* puts up a barrier to . . . Verstehen. Every limit of Ver-

stehen provides a new impulse for causal questioning.®®

Jaspers describes the procedure of the psychologist of Verstehen

as follows:

He starts out from an intuitive overall conception. This he dissects,

clarifying successively: expression, contents and phenomena on the

one hand, nonconscious mechanisms on the other; there is an aware-

ness of Existenz, the fundamental factor that cannot empirically be
explored. Finally an enriched understanding of the whole is recon-

structed, based on the facts and possible meanings thus displayed. In

every concrete case, whatever result has been achieved is questioned;

the procedure is repeated and intensified through the collection of ob-

jective data, new conceptions of the whole alternating with renewed
dissection.®!

19 Ibid., 24. 20 Ibid., 253.

21 Ibid., 259. It should be noted that the term Existenz is found among the con-

cepts which serve as points of orientation for the psychologist of Verstehen (which

does not mean that Existenz in the Jaspersian sense could or should become an

object of psychological research). To the purist psychologist the introduction of a

philosophical concept in a psychological context may mean that Jaspers* psychol-

ogy is a metaphysics in disguise and scientifically unsound. The opposite is true.

The scientific soundness of any psychology is maintained only when philosophical

concepts are introduced at the appropriate place, i.e., at the limits of psychology.

Jaspers says that man is existence, consciousness-as-such, spirit and potential

Existenz. As existence, consciousness-as-such and spirit he is an object of biological,

psychological, sociological and humanistic research; as Existenz object of philosoph-

ical reflection (Scope, 12f.). One might take issue with Jaspers* categorization of

man; but it is impossible to overlook the fact that man can be viewed under the

aspects he mentions and others as well. No psychology is conceivable, which does

not take notice of the biological, sociological, humanistic as well as other aspects

of man. Similarly a psychology which overlooks the fact that man is essentially

“potential Existenz** remains incomplete. This should not be taken to mean that

the psychologist should use philosophical concepts, such as Existenz, in his psycho-
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4. Introducing the psychologist into psychology

Through the separation o£ Verstehen and explanation Jaspers

focuses attention on those sources of knowledge which are at the

disposal of the psychologist within himself. He no longer asks;

“What can I, the psychologist, know?”, but: “What can I, the

psychologist, know when viewing my object tlirough Verstcheyi?”

,

or: “WTiat can I know when viewing it through explanation?”

This new approach is important for two reasons: 1) it ranks Ver-

stehen equal with explanation and thus legitimizes an additional

dimension of cognition; 2) it implies the demand that the psy-

chologist should include in his contemplation of psychological data

the way in which he mentally perceives them. The fact that the

psychologist as such is one of the essential factors determining

the conditions of psychology is thus given its proper importance.

We shall see later, when discussing the question of the limits of

cognition, that the seemingly self-evident postulate of including

the manner of cognition in the consideration of psychological

data — we call it “introducing the psychologist into psychology” —
has far-reaching consequences in psychological practice: it may
well be considered the beginning of a new kind of psychology.

It can even now be discerned in what respect Ja.spers differs

fundamentally from all the other psychologists who started new
psychologies in the years immediately preceding the first world

war. Then Wertheimer, in his interpretation of experiments on
the perception of motion, first formulated opinions which pre-

pared the way for the replacement of elemental psychology (pri-

marily of associationism) by Gestalt psychology. At about the same
time Watson, with his “behaviorism,” began his fight against the

introspective methods then customary and proclaimed the belief

that psychologically relevant knowledge could solely be acquired

through the study of objectively observable behavior; and Freud
was replacing the static view of the mind with a dynamic one by
building his theory around the central concept of “drives.” I can
only mention — not discuss — here other contemporaries of Jaspers

such as Klages, Kohler, McDougall, Thorndike, etc., whose con-

tributions are equally essential to modem psychology. It must
suffice to point out in what respect Jaspers differs from all of them.
The psychologists mentioned either replace, consciously or uncon-
sciously, an existing theory, a familiar conception of man or mind,
with a new one and thus disclose new perspectives of psychology;

logical practice. It does mean that he must realize that one of the limits of psy-
chological understanding is precisely that fundamental characteristic of man raiTca

Existent,
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or they open up hitlierto inaccessible regions to psychological

research.22 They do not, however, “relativize” their findings, as

does Jaspers, by including the manner o£ cognition in their sys-

tems. This is not intended as negative criticism of the scientists

mentioned. On the contrary: most of them deal with material

which does not necessarily require this step; they could hardly be
criticized, therefore, for not taking it. Introducing the psycholo-

gist into psychology is stressed here solely because I consider it to

be one of the symptoms indicating the fundamental change made
possible and started by Jaspers in psychology. Other manifesta-

tions of this change will become apparent in the following para-

graphs.

b. Results of Jaspers’ analysis of the limits of cognition in the psy-

chological realm

Jaspers progresses from the clarification of the bases of cognition

present in the person of the psychologist to the analysis of the

limits of any possible psychology. Soon, further consequenes of

his “relativizing” point of view become apparent. He follows Kant
in recognizing in human cognition a barrier to knowledge.

In the process of cognition being (Sein) is available to us . . . only

as an object of our consciousness. ... In empirical reality we therefore

grasp being only through the way we encounter it in the categories

of consciousness, through the way it appears in the manifold modes of

experience, explicability, comprehensibleness.^*

A further limitation of cognition is contained in the impossibility

to grasp fully in thought certain empirically given wholes such as

the world and man.

Wherever I try to grasp the whole, be it the world or man, the

object escapes me since the intended meaning is an idea (a task for

never-ending research), not a distinct and complete finiteness. What I

recognize is never the world but something within the world; the world

is not an object but an idea. ... In the case of man it is no different.

... As soon as he has become an object to me — which he always

becomes in a certain way and under certain points of view — I no
longer have all of him.^^

The impossibility of possessing man in his entirety as an object of

knowledge means that psychology must take into account not only

those limitations which are valid for all sciences but also the special

22 1 am aware of the fact that these remarks do not begin to do justice to the

contents of the different new psychologies mentioned. But we are concerned here

not with differences of content but with those of approach.

28 Allgemeine, 632. ^ Ibid,, 468.
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one originating in the above-mentioned character of its “object.”

Jaspers surmounts both barriers to knowledge — those con-

tained in the psychologist himself, and those presented by the

object of psychology — with a systematic critique of psychological

thinking, particularly of theories and methods, and with the

arrangement of all psychological knowledge according to theories

and methods. With these two steps he actually starts the systematic

introduction of the psychologist into psychology.^"

1 . Critique of psychological thinking

Jaspers claims that the act of thinking, because of the categorial

limitations of all thinking, introduces eiTors into psychology (as

well as into other sciences). He argues as follows: The object of the

psychologist appears to his thought solely in the concepts used.

These in turn are based on theories or, at least, on working-

hypotheses. Since every theoretical construction necessarily ar-

ranges a given material according to certain points of view, it must
inevitably disregard possible others. It follows that even the most
encompassing theory leaves out a number of mental phenomena.
Therefore the psychologist’s thinking, which is oriented on theo-

ries, always includes a specific and limiting way of grasping the

data reflected upon. Considered from this angle every observation

in psychology and even more so every theory, presents a kind of

falsification.

But on the other hand a scientific psychology —as every other

science — is only possible if observations and contemplations even-
tually crystallize into theoretical constructions. To neutralize the

falsification which they introduce into psychology, constant criti-

cism is necessary. Jaspers therefore considers a systematic critique

of psychological thinking and of the methods used in psychology,

such as statistics, experiments and tests, to be an indispensable
part of psychology. “That which in every finding has been pre-

supposed . . . (must) be consciously realized, that ‘trace of theory
contained in every fact.’ Thus we learn to perceive realities and
to know at the same time that they are never reality as such, com-
plete reality.”^® The conceptual apparatus — the concepts, cate-

gories, theories and methods — with which the psychologist views
25 The introduction of phenomenology into psychology also represented a more

than hitherto customary inclusion of the psychologist in psychology. It is pos.sihle
to regard it as an attempt to counter the ever-present danger of using concepts in
psychology which are removed from actual experience and devoid of meaning. By
installing phenomenology as the basic psychological method laspcrs pushes the
psychologist in the direction of what concretely exists, by forcing him to make
sure that a phenomenon is the basis of his reflections.

Allgemeine, 15.
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his object must be checked continually, just as the mechanical

appliances he uses in his experiments.

2. Critique of theories

Jaspers himself carries out the critique he considers to be a

fundamental requirement of psychology. I quote, as an example,

an excerpt from his analysis of psychological theories since the

views expressed therein determine to a large extent the character

of his psychology.

To Jaspers theories are no more than ideas through which psy-

chological thinking orientates itself. In this they differ from theo-

ries in the natural sciences.

Firstly the difference is noticeable in the manner of verification and
falsification. In psychology theories are outlines, in which known
facts are arranged, for which facts, which may fit, are sought and in

which room is made for facts which may possibly become known in

the future, but in every respect without the systematic method which
aims at a general regard for all facts and is continually in search of

those which are in opposition. It is a grouping under the analogon
of a theory, the theory is not a tool of research. Secondly succeeding

theories are not based one upon another, there is no transformation

during which they become increasingly unified and more adjusted to

reality. On the contrary a theory is completed and afterwards forgotten

as a whole. Thirdly there is a multitude of separate theories which
exist next to one another without being connected.

It is therefore possible to say: in psychology there are no genuine
theories as in natural science (italics mine) . They fail; they are decep-

tive speculations about a presumed reality (Sein) which appear in

forms that are analogous to theories in natural science but which in

most cases lack a clear logical method.®^

.8. Critique of methods in general

In addition to the definition of the meaning of “theory” in psy-

chology, Jaspers makes a critical analysis of all psychological meth-

ods, concepts and theories known to him. This amounts to a

critique of all of psychology. The subjects he deals with range

from statistics and experiments in psychology, on the one hand, to

typologies, psychoanalysis, theories about constitution, etc., on the

other. Jaspers points out the intrinsic limits of every psychological

method and theory he discusses, thereby establishing their possible

value to cognition, and underlining equally their merits and their

drawbacks. He discloses the premises on which every method and

27 Ibid,, 459; T have replaced the term "psychopathology*" of the original text

with "psychology** throughout; what is meant is as applicable to the one as to the

other.
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concept-construction is based, and thus makes it possible, even

where one does not accept his conclusions, to view whatever prob-

lem he happens to deal witli in a new light. At the same time he

causes the reader to think over die problems for himself. Further-

more, since to him all theories are limited, he is more open than

more dogmatic writers to the heuristic value of even those theories

which he thinks are false.^® Altogether he succeeds in ascertaining

the realm of applicability of theories and methods in general and

that of specific theories and methods in particular. After reading

Jaspers, the psychologist is in a position to know what a given

theory or method will do, and also what it cannot do.

4. Arrangement according to methods

The critique of theories and methods is only one of the two

major measures taken by Jaspers to allow for the limits of the psy-

chologist’s cognition. Equally iniportant is the other one, viz.: the

arrangement of psychological knowledge according to methods.

It is necessary for the psychologist to form the knowledge he

acquires into a cohesive whole in order to achieve a synthesis. Here
a new problem arises. Each theoretical arrangement of psychologi-

cal knowledge would necessarily be an arrangement according to

a specific and therefore limited theory — i.e., to a specific way of

regarding psychology or a psychological subject. But we have seen

that man cannot be caught within the net of any one particular

theory, however comprehensive. It is therefore a mistake to ar-

range psychological knowledge according to a specific theory. For

this reason Jaspers designs an arrangement which he characterizes

as an “arrangement according to methods,’’ i.e., an “unfolding

of . . . the basic modes of . . . perception, of . . . thinking and its

categories.’’^® In this “methodological” order every theory has a

place as one particular method among others. It is “not like the

map of a continent, but like a map showing the means of travel

within it.”*®

With this innovation the “lack of cohesion” of man as an object

of research®^ is made the regulating principle of all psychological

knowledge. In several respects the overall psychological method is

28 Jaspers' critique of Kretschmer’s constitution-theory (Allgemeine, 540fl.) is a
^od example of his critical method. Among other things it contains his basic ob-
jections to all pseudo-exact methods. The following extract from his critique of a
theory by Ck>nrad (Allgemeine, 550) shows how tolerant he can be, even where
theories he considers to be false are concerned. "I suspect that all his genetic
hypotheses are false but this does not keep them from being of greatest interest as
a new ‘set of ideas.’ Magnificent questions arise even if a provable answer is lack-

ing.”

29 Allgemeine, 625. so md., 626. si ibid., 633.
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now adjusted to the object of psychology. First of all, the subject

matter of psychology can now be arranged according to logical

principles without doing it violence. Secondly, the new arrange-

ment permits the addition of new methods, the replacement of

no longer useful ones by new ones, or a reordering at all times.

It cannot be thrown out of focus by the discovery of new facts

which are incompatible with the theoretical assumptions of a

particular theory. Thirdly, the psychologist who arranges his

knowledge in this manner remains alert to those unexpected
phenomena which are easily overlooked by theory-centered psy-

chologists.

5. The new foundation of psychological thinking

But since the firm basis of one encompassing conception of the

mind no longer exists, a new foundation is necessary. This, Jaspers

claims, can legitimately consist only of the phenomena, facts and
data — i.e., the empirical realities of psychology — themselves. As
a result, these occupy in the new psychology the place held by
theories in others. They serve as the point of orientation for the

psychologist.

Empirical realities are “there” for the psychologist only if he
practices psychology, i.e., if he actually carries out psychological

procedures. Jaspers can therefore not be content with acquisition

of conceptualized knowledge, but must insist on the actual carry-

ing-out, in thought and in practice, of all procedures which make
psychological knowledge possible.®^ The psychologist must become
“aware of all manners of comprehension, forms of perception,

drought patterns, methods of research and basic attitudes of cogni-

tion and practice them (italics mine) in connection with the em-
pirical material to which they belong.”®® We can see that as soon

as the barrier between psychologist and psychological facts, repre-

sented by rigid conceptions of the mind, has been eliminated, the

real existing psychologist — the place in which psychology actual-

ly “happens” — assumes an importance he did not have before. He
who structures the empirical data now becomes the center around
which psychology is grouped.

IV. The Change of Locale of Psychology and Its Consequences

With the “arrangement according to methods” Jaspers has lo-

cated psychology one step “beyond” the place where psychologists

82 “The method is creative only when used, not in the reflection about it”

(Allgemeine, 37).

BS AUgemeine, 37.
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had been accustomed to locate it, just us he had gone a step “be-

yond” the customary methods with the introduction of phenomen-

ology. By returning — by way of the object thought of — to the

subject who thinks of the object, he anchors psychology in tlie

psychologist. The way in which a psychologist considers a psy-

chological datum becomes the basic element of psychology.

In all other psychologies the basic elemeirts arc concepts, as-

sumed to characterize various aspects of the mind. If we examine

some fundamental concepts of the more familiar psycliologies tve

find that this is what they all have in common — in spite of other,

profound, differences of approach. In associationism, for example,

all contents of consciousness are combinations of “elements,” such

as sensations and ideas; in functionalism (Aktpsychologic) the fun-

damental factor of each perception is the “act of registering” an

object; in psychoanalysis “libido,” in Gestaltpsychology ‘‘Gestalt,”

“field,” etc. are basic concepts. Obviously all of these refer to

something that is present in the mind in some form or other. In

this connection it does not matter that “mind” and the “being-

present” are pictured very differently by the various psychologies

mentioned. Important is that all of them take it for granted that

characteristic aspects of mind itself are revealed by their concepts.

This is as much as to say that the locale of these p.syclK)logies is

outside the psychologist.

Contrary to the conception that psychological concepts refer to

mind itself, it is Jaspers’ belief that sensation and idea, act and
libido. Gestalt and field along with all other basic concepts of any
psychology, along with even the most encompassing tiieorics, arc

merely frames in ivhich the psychologist thinks of tlic mind. This
means that the locale of Jaspers’ psychology differs from that of

all others. His psychology has its place inside the psycliologist. Con-
sequently only the product of the thinking of the psychologist in

the Jaspersian sense is at all comparable to the “object” of other

psychologies.

Why does Jaspers change the locale of psychology? In the last

analysis because of philosophical considerations. These are highly

relevant to psychology. Jaspers asks: Should I view man as a crea-

ture characterized by the fact that in principle any unforeseeable
change is possible to him at any given moment, i.e., as “potentiality

incarnate”? Or should I think of him as a sharply definable, cairsal-

ly determined being? Just because it is possible to work succe.ss-

fully with both conceptions it is necessary for every p.sychologist

to decide the question for himself. Jaspers’ own an.swcr is: man is

potentiality incarnate: but, in order to arrive at objectively correct
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statements about him, / must think of him as a sharply definable,

causally determined being. Jaspers thus i-educes the latter view to

one of the modes of contemplating man; that mode by which ob-

jectively correct knowledge about him can be gained. Since that

kind of man only exists in the thought of the psychologist, Jaspers

arranges his whole psychology in such a way that the psychologist

must be constantly aware of the fact that his thinking and reality

do not run parallel. The localization of psychology in the thought

of the psychologist, i.e., the change of locale of psychology, is the

method chosen to anchor this awareness firmly in the psychologist’s

mind. The most astonishing feature of this innovation is its sim-

plicity; after it had been introduced it is difficult to realize that

nobody thought of it before.

The change of locale makes it possible to view all psychological

problems in a new light, because it moves all lines of demarcation

between the different psychological regions. It separates every-

thing the psychologist thinks 1) from the data which are the sub-

ject of psychological observation and reflection, i.e., from the

manifestations of the mind; 2) from what is assumed to be the

basis of these manifestations, i.e., from the mental apparatus. This

separation is the basic reason why Jaspers demands of the indi-

vidual psychologist; 1) unceasing control of his thinking, i.e., con-

tinuous criticism of the concepts, categories, etc., he uses, beyond
all their precise definitions (accordingly, the Allgemeine Psycho-

pathologie is full of such definitions);®^ 2) in each particular case,

at each step of psychological activity — in order to avoid the ever-

present danger of slipping into speculation — repeated ascertain-

ment as to whether he is dealing with something actually existing

or with something merely imagined, i.e., confirmation of concep-

tual constructions by observation and in general constant orienta-

tion of psychological thought towards demonstrable facts.

The change of locale of psychology has far-reaching conse-

quences. I shall mention some of the most important.

1 . The meaning of right and wrong

Since in Jaspers’ psychology theories are merely grouping ex-

pedients, they cannot be right or wrong in an objective sense. The
84 Excerpts from Jaspers* definition of “species** and of “type** may serve as an

example. . .A (given) case belongs to a species or it does not. To a type ... a

case corresponds more or less. Species is a concept referring to a really existing,

limitable kind. Type is a fictitious creation, corresponding to a reality with flex-

ible borders, on which a particular case is measured but under which it is not

classified. . . . Species exist or they do not. Types prove to be valuable for the

comprehension of specific . . . cases or they do not. Through species real limits are

recognized, whereas by means of types merely a structure is given to a fluid variety*'

(Allgemeine, 469).
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realm of possible objectively correct statements about mind is

therefore limited to regularities of a lawful nature in the mental

region and thus made more precise than customary. An example

of such regularities would be Ebbinghaus’ law.

2. The validity of objectively correct statements

In the naiTow sense of the term “objectively correct” psycho-

logical statements do not refer to an individual of the species

“man,” but to a conceptual, devitalized object, be it “man,”

“mind,” or parts tliereof. I can make statements of that kind only

about something static and completely determined by causality,

i.e., about something non-living, about the object “man” or the

object “mind,” both of which only exist in my thought. “. .

.

If we
conceive a living person in terms of his appearing before our eyes

in his entirety it is an act of inhumanity which disrupts any real

intercourse with him. It is like drawing a line under (him), . . .

as if burying him while he is still living . .

.”®® An actually existing

individual is always more than the sum-total of possible knowledge

about him. He cannot be grasped as a whole, either momentarily

or historically. Caution is necessary when applying objectively cor-

rect psychological knowledge to the individual case, and in making
“objectively correct” psychological statements about an individual.

3. The psychological center

By transferring psychology into the psychologist Jaspers creates

a psychological center. There now exists a general system of

reference in which there is room for every possible psychology as

long as it makes sense. Not only all theories but also all psycholo-

gies are now revealed as particular ways of grouping psycliological

material or psychological knowledge. This is not equivalent to

their devaluation; rather does it mean that every psychology is

allotted a place in overall psychological knowledge. This means
in practice: every method and theory of every possible psychology

may be used, the only criterion being that it produces results in

the form of objectively correct knowledge; on the other hand, it

would be an error to try to prove the correctness of a theory by
the fact that it produces results. The critique of methods takes

care that the toleration — in principle — of all theories does not
degenerate into uncritical equalization of all psychological opin-

ions; among other things it develops criteria for the comparative
value of different systems of thought.

4. The psychologist’s conception of the mind
The psychologist collects the results of his cogitation and re-

^^Allgemeine, 564.
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search in himself. Although he uses these to complete his personal

conception of the mind — on which he orientates his thinking —

,

he does not mistake it to be an objectively correct “being-so” of

the mind. The psychologist, in his capacity as psychological center

has, of course, a definite idea of the totality of the mind; but it

remains his personal, unobjectifiable, idea which, although it grcAV

out of the sum-total of his psychological knowledge, differs from
it in principle because it is a whole. This idea keeps changing con-

stantly with the progress of the psychologist’s knowledge; it is a

basic principle of Jaspers’ psychology that it should be questioned

again and again.

5. The unification of psychology

The superficial observer might think that Jaspers has dissolved

psychology into many disconnected parts. On the contrary: Jaspers

is the first to have made possible a really unified psychology. By
grouping psychological knowledge from the point of view of and
around the psychologist who uses it, he has established a stable

relation between psychology and psychologist.

6. Undogmatic psychology

The psychologist who works according to the principles set up
by Jaspers is free to choose, in every particular case, the manner of

approach, theory or method most suitable for the region, problem
or case at hand; he never has to subordinate a given problem or

phenomenon to a specific theory. Jaspers frees all of psychology

from its‘almost obligatory dependence on dogmas in the guise of

theories — and from the dogma of avoiding theories. Obviously

Jaspers’ psychology represents a supplement, not an alternative, to

other psychologies. Because it systematically clarifies the usability

and validity of psychological concepts, procedures and methods, it

can be of great value also to those who do not agree with it.®®

The characteristics of Jaspers’ psychology and its importance

for psychological practice could only be hinted at here. I hope that

this short expos6 of some of his most important innovations, al-

though it could mention only a very limited segment of them, will

have suggested the extraordinary unity, the logical and psychologi-

36 The problems Jaspers tries to solve by the change of locale of psychology

have been known for a long time and have been discussed frequently, usually as prob-

lems in the theory of knowledge. New in Jaspers* work are not so much the prob-

lems as his solutions. Instead of lamenting the limits of human cognition and

regarding the subjectivity of man, etc., merely as obstacles, he transforms them into

tools of cognition. By establishing first what he considers to be unknowable in

principle and by putting this at the beginning of his psychology, he clears the

horizon for what is knowable.
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cal consistency, and particularly the extremely simple design of

his psychology. This simplicity is by no means accidental but a

direct result of the fact that all innovations introduced by Jaspers

serve the same purpose: they are intended to guide the psycholo-

,
gist in finding answers to psychological questions without losing

sight of the two fundamental ones: 1) the question concerning the

object of psychology: “How do I take into consideration the true

nature of man who is essentially potentiality incarnate”? This

question Jaspers solves through showing the zone in which the

point of view of causal determinism, witli all its consequences, is

applicable: through the introduction of an “acausal” method —
phenomenology—; and through installation of equally “acausal”

Verstehen on the same level with explanation.®'^

2) The question concerning the psychologist: “How do I over-

come the barriers to cognition presented by the cleavage between

subject and object (the term used by Jaspers to summarize the

categorial limitations of human knowledge)”? Jaspers answers this

question by showing — in the critique of theories and methods

how it is possible to define the object of the psychologist in any

given case in spite of the fact that mind itself cannot be grasped:

and by changing the locale of psychology in order to prevent con-

fusion of the psychologist’s thoughts with the object of psychology.

With “cleavage between subject and object” we encounter a

problem which plays an important part in the thinking of Jaspers.

One of its manifestations we saw in the scheme on tvhich the ar-

rangement of his psychology was based (p. 472 above). There it

served as one of several ordinal principles. The subject-object re-

lation becomes the central theme in Psychologic der Wellanschan-

ungen, the book which represents Jaspers’ main contribution to

the psychology of the individual and which can be regarded as a

practical application of his psychological method.®®

B. Jaspers’ Contribution to the Psychology of the Individual:

Die Psychologie der Weltanschauungen

In Psychologie der Weltanschauungen Jaspers attempts to por-

87 The acausal point of view noticeable here follows from Jaspers’ conception of
man as not essentially subject to causal determination.

88 The term Weltanschnuung is ambiguous because it may mean both '‘general
view of life** and “conception of the world/' depending on whether the philosoph-
ical or the conceptual aspect of the word is stressed. Jaspers' usage tends towards
the former meaning (for the latter he uses the term Welthild; comp, footnote 41,
below); but he complicates the matter because he — purposely— uses Weltan-^
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tray the possibilities of individual human existence. In this sense

the book is a counterpart to Allgemeine Psychopathologie. In the

latter Jaspers had tried to give a relatively complete picture of

psychology by a delineation of the roads to psychological knowl-

edge; in Psychologie der Weltanschauungen he tries, by the design

of possible Weltanschauungen, to depict the sphere in which the

mental life of individuals is possible. In Allgemeine Psychopatho-

logie Jaspers had described the methods by which psychological

knowledge is acquired and which determine its structure; in Psych-

ologie der Weltanschauungen he describes the various frames

in which the mental life of the individual takes place and which

determine the formal characteristics of his mental manifestations.

These frames he calls Weltanschauung. They represent “what is

ultimate and complete in man, both subjectively as experience,

power and conviction, and objectively as the formed world of

objects.”®®

In Psychologie der Weltanschauungen Jaspers is guided by the

basic conception of the “manifold relations between subject and
object and the many meanings which (these terms) . . . can ac-

quire.”*® In practice this principle results in a double approach to

tlie problem of Weltanschauung, one from the side of the sub-

ject— Weltanschauung being “attitude” (Einstellung) in this case,

the other from the side of the object — Weltanschauung now ap-

pearing as “world-view” (Weltbild).'^'^ Both attitudes and world-

views are to be thought of as dispositions. They are the relatively

abstract, quasi “static,” elements of Weltanschauung. Attitudes

are patterns in which the individual world is experienced, be it

actively or contemplatively, rationally or esthetically, sensualistic-

ally or ascetically, etc.; they are general modes of behavior, formal

possibilities of mental existence.*® World-views on the other hand
are “the whole of the objective mental content an individual pos-

schauung to designate both individual attitudes and philosophical or religious

systems. Again, as was the case with Verstehen, I find it less confusing to use the

German word than to give different translations of the same word in different

places.

Psychologie, 1,

^ojbid,, 21. Examples of such relations: mind — world, ego — subject, experience

— content, personality — thing, psychophysical individual — surrounding space, etc.

For further consequences of this basic principle of order, cf. Psychologie, 20ff.

411 have chosen this translation in order to distinguish Weltbild from Bin-

swanger's Weltentwurf (Cf. footnote 50, below). Otherwise “world-design” would
have been equally good.

42 “Attitudes” are the psychological analoga to the “transcendental forms” of

Kant.
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sesses.”*® They are conditions as well as results of mental existence.

Attitudes must be thought of as part of an individual’s innate

or early acquired structure; tliey are mental factors and subject to

psychological investigation. With tliem man takes hold of the ob-

jectively given. The totality of contents thus created are world-

views.

Jaspers mentions many different types of world-views, among
tliem that of natural history, the technical, the mythological-de-

moniacal and die philosophical. These terms show clearly that

world-views are nothing mental, although they result from the

filling of attitudes — which are mental — with content and are, in

this sense, products of the mind.

Each of the different varieties of attitudes and world-views can

be looked upon as a basic pattern of human existence, as a charac-

teristic psychological “type.” In the two first chapters of Psychol-

ogic der Weltanschauungen Jaspers develops types of this kind.

They are ideal-types (Weber),^^ intended to serve as standards for

concrete cases; designs, not abstractions from mass-investigations.

But the varieties of human existence described in these types are

not yet what Jaspers calls Weltanschauung. These can only be

visualized if the enveloping forces which contain attitudes and
world-views within diemselves are taken into consideration; those

spiritual forces which cannot be realized directly like their ele-

ments (attitudes and world-views) because they are processes of

motion, totalities based on a moving force. Nihilism, scepticism,

authoritarianism, freedom, romanticism, autonomism, the demon-
ic, the rigoristic are forces of that kind. When we talk of them, “we
have proceeded from the static (region) of elements to the dy-

namic (one) of forces, from the unmoved to the moved, from the

isolated to the whole, from the appearance to the core, from the

fleeting to the personal, total.”'*®

Jaspers devotes the third and last chapter of Psychologic der
Weltanschauungen — entitled “The life of the spirit” — to the

portrayal of these spiritual types (Geistestypen). There he dis-

cusses values and ultimate situations (Grenzsituationen), shell-

^^Fsychologie, 141.

44 Ideal-types result from the following mental procedure: starting from given
premises all consequences are developed consistently cither througli causal con-
struction or through psychological Verstehen. This means that ideal-types are not
deduced from experience. They are conceptual constructions which portray what
would be possible if all possibilities of a given set of conditions were completely
carried out. Gf. Allgemeine, 469.

45 Psychologic, 43.
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building,*® chaos and form, etc.; what he has to say on these sub-

jects shows him throughout to be a psychologist who not only

knows how to present his ideas lucidly, but who also possesses the

rare talent of being able to sense that which is psychologically

relevant. Here we get to know him as a practical psychologist who
uses his psychological gift to advantage in the description of the

different psychological types. But, perhaps for this reason, Psychol-

ogie der Weltanschauungen is, on the whole, not so much a psy-

chological discussion but a philosophical one, based on psycho-

logical insight. Jaspers seems to hold a similar view of this work

today. In a recent publication he said of Psychologic der Weltan-

schauungen that “in it he had (written) a latent philosophy which

. . . misconceived itself as an objectively confirming psychology.”*'^

Altogether Psychologic der Weltanschauungen has less to offer

to the practicing psychologist than Allgemeine Psychopathologie.

The types drawn up by Jaspers offer insight into possibilities of

human existence; but they are not suitable — as, for example, the

types of Jung, Jaensch, Kretschmer or Sheldon — as guides for

daily psychological practice (e.g., for use as diagnostic aids in psy-

chological testing). Jaspers did not develop them for that purpose.

He aimed rather at a systematic portrayal of the possibilities of

human nature. What he actually accomplished, however, was an

extremely stimulating, but in the last analysis personal, design of

such.*®

C. Critique

My critique of Jaspers’ psychology will be limited to pointing

out gaps in it. This form of criticism seems justified here because

the design of a new psychology which Jaspers developed and which

is mainly concerned with determining the possibilities of psychol-

ogy, does not, in my opinion, contain any fundamental errors. It

would therefore be of little value to criticize comparatively un-

important discrepancies which do not affect the design as a whole.

Pointing out the gaps seems much more important to me. This all

46 “Shells” are petrified world-views. The latter develop into shells either if one's

own way of experiencing the world is mistaken to be the world-as-such, i.e., if it is

made absolute and regarded as universally valid and necessary; or, if a specific

world-view which is complete in itself, such as the Epicurean or the Stoic, is taken

over as a whole by an individual.

^7 Rechenschaft, 362.

48 Samples of Jaspers' manner of psychological analysis: the description of the

Epicurean (lOSff) and the opportunist (374) in Psychologic; of the sophist in Age,

new ed., London, 1951, 165ff.
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the more so because I am under tlie impression that the gaps could

be filled in comparatively easily.

I. The Subject-Object Cleavage

It would be a natural counterpart to the change of locale o£ psy-

chology to change the place of the psychologist by transferring him
— in thought — into his object. This could be accomplished by

furnishing the psychologist with a system of concepts which dis-

regard the subject-object cleavage. Jaspers did not take this step,

although he has tried something similar in Psycliologie der Welt-

anschauungen; the “attitudes” were described from an assumed

place within the object. But the attitudes mentioned in Psycholo-

gie der Weltanschauungen are abstracts from behavior patterns;

in the framework of Jaspers’ psychology better results would have

been achieved had he drawn them from experienced phenomena.

It is possible — and has, to a certain extent, already been done —
to describe the experience-structure of an individual from an

assumed place within the individual. Only tlion is it po.ssible to

.surmount the
“
‘cancer’ of all psychology . . . [the] doctrine of titc

subject-object division of the ‘world’ . . as Binswangcr has put

it pointedly.*® For the experiencing subject no cleavage between

subject (his experience) and object (the otitcr or inner world)

exists; “to experience” is identical with “to experience the world”
(in one form or other). If the design of individual worlds is made
the focus of psychological investigations, the subject-object cleav-

age is eliminated from the thought of the psychologist and thereby

from psychology.

For Jaspers’ psychology, which puts so much stress on the singu-

larity of the individual who is totally different from all others, the

investigation of individual “world-designs” (Binswanger)™ — made
possible by the elimination of the subject-object cleavage — would
be most important. In this manner of approach “inner” factors are

stressed (which is not the same as the neglect of outer ones) and
the differences in the “worlds” of different individuals constitute

the center of interest. The accent is on: possible patterns of in-

dividual human existence instead of on average ones; the best pos-

sible realization of individual world-designs instead of adaptation
to more or less arbitrary standards of the outside Wf)r]d: reactions

49 Ludwig Binswangcr: AusgavUhlte VortrUge und AufsUtze, Bern 1947, 193.

50 Binswanger’s terra is Weltentuiurf; he means the specific (motlifi.iblc) experi-
ence-structurc of an individuai.
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of individual world-designs to outside influences instead of trau-

mata as prime determinants of the final form of mental structures

assumed to be fundamentally alike in all individuals.®^ It may
seem paradoxical to maintain that Jaspers’ psychology, which
sharply distinguishes subject from object throughout, should of

necessity require an annulment — if only in thought — of this dis-

tinction to round it out. Nevertheless, this is my impression. I am
further of the opinion that Jaspers has in general identified him-

self too much with the concept of subject-object cleavage in his

psychology. Possibly this is one of the reasons why it has not been

as successful as it might have been otherwise, particularly in that

sector of psychology for which it seems to be predestined— in

psychotherapy.®®

II. Experience and Behavior

Jaspers’ psychology, which consistently distinguishes within

from without, subject from object, etc., and which aims to get as

undistorted a view of real, existing man as possible, also should

distinguish throughout between experience and behavior. Jaspers

naturally takes this basic distinction into consideration; it even

figures prominently in the scheme of division of Allgemeine Psy-

chopathologie. But Jaspers does not give it the central place it

would occupy if the basic principles of his psychology were really

consistently adhered to. For example: we have seen in the preced-

ing paragraph that he does not make the distinction at a point

where to do so would result in a very important supplementation

51 The beginnings of a psychology which centers on the psychological conditions

of experience are contained in the works of those psychologists and psychiatrists

who have been fundamentally influenced by Heidegger's analysis of existence

(Daseinsanalytik), i.e., Binswanger, Boss, V, Gebsattel, Kunz, et al. This psychology

is, in my opinion, the only one now existing to form a complement to Jaspers’

psychology. Jaspers* opinion of the works which have so far been produced by these

writers has been negative in the main, possibly because he feels that here, too, a

process has set in which will eventually lead to an identification or confusion of

thought and reality. It is too early to judge whether his objections are valid or not.

But even if they were, this would not speak against the method used by these

psychiatrists and psychologists. Above all it is their manner of conceptualization

which would be quite compatible with a psychology such as Jaspers visualizes, even

if the actual concepts formed thus far would prove to be inadequate.

52 Jaspers has had a decisive influence on many psychologists, psychiatrists and
psychotherapists of rank. It is mainly the phenomenologist Jaspers, however, who
has made this great impression, not the psychologist of Verstehen, What has been

produced by the psychology of Verstehen outside of Jaspers’ own works contains

primarily vague discussions of ’‘meaning” which do not contribute much in the way
of psychological enlightenment. It is possible that the lack of resonance of this part

of his psychology is due to its present incomplete form.
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of his psychology. It is clear that experience, the essentially sub-

jective, “inner,” factor in man, does not have the importance in

Jaspers’ psychology one would expect it to have in so subject-

centered a psychology.

Jaspers’ psychology owes much of its clarity to the careful dis-

tinctions it consistently carries out. There are the constantly re-

peated — actual or implied — distinctions between psychology and
psychologist, facts and droughts about facts, the observed and
statements about it, psychological concepts and psychological re-

ality, etc.®® These distinctions make it possible to pierce the tangle

of multivalent concepts —• so frequently encountered in psychology

— at all times, so that the intended meaning becomes clear. This
is why I think it would have been better if Jaspers had not only

distinguished between experience and behavior in principle, but
had elevated this distinction, along with that between subject and
object and with the arrangement according to methods, to the po-

sition of a general principle of order

III. Linear Thinking and Syncretic Experience

We have seen that Jaspers holds the experience of the psycholo-

gist to be the basic factor of psychology. His psychology should
therefore include a more thorough analysis of experience than it

does. The act of thinking as such should have been included in

Jaspers’ investigations. I am not thinking of logical inquiries, but
of investi^tions with the aim of linking Verslehen and explana-
tion unmistakably to modes of experience. It seems to me that
this would be the only way to provide a firm foundation for this

very important part of Jaspers’ psychology. A counterpart to the
analysis of Verstehen and explanation is required with the goal of
examining the instruments which perform Verstehen and explana-
tion. Jaspers’ classic analysis of the phenomena of consciousness®'’’

does not suffice for this purpose, because in it he does not make a
very important distinction, one which seems as necessary a comple-
ment of his psychology as the annulment - in thought — of the
subject-object cleavage: he does not distinguish between “linear

S8 "Cognition comes through discrimination” (Allgemeine, 33).

M Neither does Jaspers differentiate, as Lewin does, between vector psychology
and topological psychology (Principles of Topological Psychology, New York and
London, 1986). Lewin’s postulate of two psychologies geared to each other of
similar importance to me as Jaspers' postulate of two modes of cognition which
complement each other.

55 Allgemeine, 51ff.
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thinking” and “syncretic experience” (Werner) or phantasieren

(Jung) (I am aware that, from the point of view of the phenomen-
ologist, the separation of the two modes of experience is artificial).

In Jaspers’ psychological work a clear delineation of the demon-
strable differences between linear thinking and syncretic experi-

ence is lacking.

The relations between linear thinking and explanation do not
require an investigation as much as do those between syncretic

experience and Verstehen. The connections there are obvious;

furthermore, explanation, the generally accepted source of knowl-
edge, needs no support by a mode of experience. Conditions are

different where Verstehen is concerned. I consider syncretic ex-

perience to be the condition for Verstehen and believe that an
understanding of its structure may shed light on the process of

Verstehen. A thorough analysis of syncretic experience — particu-

larly as it appears in child psychology — could probably contribute

much to the clarification of Verstehen and of the psychology of

Verstehen for which it forms the basis. Verstehen, in spite of Jas-

pers’ efforts, remains difficult to pin down conceptually. It seems
to me that it will not be firmly established as a useful and methodi-
cally unobjectionable source of psychological knowledge until it

is linked conclusively to a mode of experience common to all.

D. The Relations Between Jaspers’ Psychology and His
Fundamental Convictions

In summing up I shall try to show that Jaspers has, with rare

consistency, followed through certain basic ideas in his psycho-

logical works. His psychology may be characterized as an attempt,

imposing both in the width of its conception and in the thorough-

ness of its execution, to make allowance, in theory and in practice

— up to and including every single action of the psychologist — for

the “X” in man; the “X” representing the being-alive of real, exist-

ing man. With every means at his disposal he tries to counter the

reification which every act of the psychologist, especially every

psychological statement, invariably includes. It is as if Jaspers

wanted to leave untouched the object of psychology — whose sub-

jectivity is its essence— by using the device of retracing every psy-

chological action to the psychologist who performs it.®® The means

56 It may be pertinent to point out the basic difference of Jaspers' point of view
from that of other psychologists who also stress the unmistakeable individuality of

the human subject. W. Stem and G. W. Allport, for example, introduce the con-

cept of "personality” in order to make due allowance for the factor of individuality.
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he uses I summed up under the headings “introducing the psy-

chologist into psychology” and “change of locale of psychology.”

It is clear that they are meant constantly to remind tlie psycholo-

gist that the way in which he thinks of a human being is never

identical with the object of his thought, insofar as this object is

a real, existing person. This person lias the possibility to decide

this or that way, to act in one way or another; he is free. This
freedom is meant when Jaspers talks of man as being “potentiality

incarnate.”

Jaspers’ view of man as “potentiality incarnate” is by no means
accidental. On the contrary, it is the result of a conscious decision

to see man in this light. And this decision again is synonymous
with a decision against causal determinism. I have mentioned al-

ready (pp. 484! above) that Jaspers knows it not only to be possible

but necessary to think of man also in terms of causal determinism,

when dealing with him as an object of scientific research. But this

carries with it the ever present danger that psychology misunder-
stands itself and becomes committed to an exclusively determinis-

tic point of view. Hand in hand goes another danger: to want in-

creasingly to manipulate man with the help of the steadily growing
knowledge about him. There can be no question that it is possible

to prove that man is essentially causally determined and can be
manipulated at will. The question is: should one prove it?'''^ Fun-
damentally two psychologies are possible at any time: the psychol-

ogy of historically unique individuals — the psychology of free-

dom; and the psychology of individuals who can be replaced at

will — the psychology of manipulation. Jaspers has made his deci-

sion for the psychology of freedom, and this decision stands behind
the accentuation of “potentiality” in his conception of man. Free-
dom, in contrast to causal determination, cannot be proved.

So far as empirical happenings can be recognized as necessary ar-

From Jaspers’ point of view this, too, amounts to a reification of “X". The concept
presupposes something knowable - personality - whereas Jaspers denies in prin-
ciple that the factor I have called “X” is ever knowable. This denial he introduces
into the basis of psychology. To grasp what is meant here is to hold the key to
Jaspers* psychology,

57 The decision pro or con determinism may influence everyday tasks of the
average psycholo^st. Supposing I have to work out a diagnosis from a battery of
tests. If I think in terms of determinism I will be inclined to stress the belng-so
of the subject tested. Apart from the questionable validity of statements based on
that belief another point needs to be considered. The individual whom the diag-
nosis concerns may take it to be a factual statement — if he is equally deterministic.
Because the diagnosis was made by an expert he may even alter his behavior to fit
the statements made - which is exactly the opposite of what a diagnosis is in-
tended to do.
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cording to rules, and so far as facts can be shown empirically, there

is no freedom. Denial of freedom makes sense empirically, but it

applies to the realm of empirically recognizable factual data only. The
attempt to prove freedom as a compelling experience arrives at no
result and makes freedom itself suspect. Freedom is not an object of

investigation. The alternative is not whether I can show it empirically

or not, but whether I am willing to assume the responsibility for the

theorem ‘there is no freedom* and its consequences.®®

To find out which of the two possible psychologies he wants to

practice, each psychologist must come to grips with the philosophi-

cal aspect of the question: “What is man?’*, i.e., with the question

of what man is before he appears as an object of any kind of re-

search. Two answers are possible, depending on which of two
entirely different attitudes toward himself man takes.

[Man] can observe and investigate himself as an existence that happens
to be as it is and suffers changes according to recognizable rules; and
lie can apply standards to himself and make demands on himself with
whose genuine acceptance he first starts really to become himself. But
fundamentally he cannot do one without the other. With absolute

separation these attitudes become lame and empty. In their realization,

however, a methodical separation is temporarily inescapable. Then the

manner of viewing man as existence is called anthropology and psy-

chology, the manner that makes demands of his essence, philosophy.

Psychology investigates, establishes facts, predicts. Philosophy appeals,

projects possibilities, unlocks the realm of decision. But in all psychol-

ogy of man there is secretly present the interest in possibilities and the

challenge of self-realization. And in all philosophy psychology remains
a means of expression, a premise (Voraussetzung) without which the

challenge of thought would become incorporeal.®®

To take these ideas of Jaspers seriously means to demand that

psychology should be oriented toward philosophy. Since they are

proposed by a man whose psychological and philosophical work is

characterized by always being close to life, they cannot easily be
ignored. On their acceptance or denial may depend how much
headway the reification of man is going to make, even in the most
“human” of the many sciences which deal with him.

Ludwig B. Lefebre
San Francisco

California

Allgemeine, 630f. 69 Nietzsche, 2nd ed., BerUn 1947, 125f.
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Hans Kunz

CRITIQUE OF JASPERS’ CONCEPT
OF TRANSCENDENCE*

The meaning of Kant’s oft-quoted statement in the preface

tqthe second edition of the Critique of Pure Reason — that he

musf^'deny knowledge, in order to make room for faith" — seems

to be unequivocal and clear. “It is evident,’’ he writes, “that even

the assumption — as made on behalf of the necessary practical

employment of my reason — of God, freedom, and immortality is

not permissible unless at the same time speculative reason be de-

prived of its pretentions to transcendent insight.’’^ It was, there-

fore, the illusory kind of “knowledge,” the kind which hides, and
at the same time oversteps, its limitations, — a manifestation of

which might be a presumably compelling “proof” of freedom or

of the existence of God, — which Kant denied; and this he did with

the aim of making room for “faith” in order to “justify” the postu-

lates of the practical reason. Now, it would certainly be erroneous

to assert that thus, by a somewhat out-moded terminology, the

situation in which the idea of Transcendence and its related con-

cepts are today maintained by Jaspers, would be described

exactly. The “practical employment” of my reason is not identical

withjhe imperative, ‘existential’ reieyance_of the kind of philoso-

phizing which Jaspers has in mind; but one may say that Kant’s

formula points in the direction of that relevance. Similarly, there

exists merely a certain relationship — no identity— between Kant’s

“denial of knowledge” and, for example, Jaspers’ fundamental

denial of the demonstrability of freedom. Nevertheless, disregard-

ing these and analogous differences — in themselves not to be
neglected — the basic approach to the question is the same here

as there.

For the pattern of philosophizing which Jaspers considers still

• Translated from the original German by Mary Feagins, as revised by Ludwig
B. Lefebre.

1 The translation quoted here is that of Norman Kemp Smith, Immanuel Kanfs
Critique of Pure Reason (New York, 1950), 29.
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possible, meaningful, and necessary in the present historical situa-

tion,“ the modem scientific approach is absolutely obligatory —
and this primarily because what can be known methodically and

within the framework of definite presuppositions, which are gen-

erally valid and intellectually compelling, i.e., what can be known
"scientifically,” can no longer be, at the same time, tlie object of

a specifically different “philosophical,” e.g., speculative, “knowl-

edge.” Since the Greek origins of Western thought, when what

later divided into “science” and “philosophy” was still one, the

scope of what is accessible to scientific research has been steadily

widening, while the former foundation of philosophy has been

continually crumbling a'lvay to a corresponding degree, not vanish-

ing, but becoming the domain of objective knowledge.^Occasion-

ally it is difficult to escape the impression that Jaspers is standing,

as it were, at the last — perhaps already lost — outpost of the kind

of philosophical endeavor which derives its nourishment from

sources of its own, and that he is seeking to hold tl^’s outpost

against the encroaching claims of the empirical sciences (hence the

“still” in the first sentence of this paragraph). We cite, as an ex-

ample, his manner of holding on to a certain concept of science,

which indeed raises the question whether it does full justice to all

those endeavors which are today understood as “scientific,” but

which offers the possibility of rejecting certain tendencies within

these endeavors as “un.scientific,” “destructive to .science,” or as a

“superstitious cult of science.” Here one is reminded especially!

of Jaspers’ criticism of psychoanalysis.® It is debatable whether

Jaspers does not adhere to an idea of “scientific method” which,

on the one hand — being still too greatly oriented totvards exact

natural science (whose principles cannot even do justice to the

descriptive natural sciences) — remains, and must remain, funda-

mentally unsuitable to the understanding of both historico-socio-

logical events and human experience and conduct; and which, on
the other hand, actually already superseded by research, no longer
commands any authority. We merely present this question here
and do not assert positively that the situation is thus: for to do so

would require an extensive discussion of the presuppositions,

potentialities, and import of scientific knowledge,
v A second way pursued by Jaspers — with the same goal of secur-

ing and “redeeming” for philosophizing a legitimate place along-

2Cf. especially: Rechemchaft (Munich: lO.'il), 204(f., Philosophie (Berlin, 1932),
1, 85ff,

8Cf. Rechenschaft Anti-Reason (New Haven, 1952), 20fF.: AUgemeine
4th ed. (Berlin & Heidelberg, 1946), 299ff., 450ff., 646ff., 679fr.
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side objective research — leads to the radical rejection of the pos-

sibility of a conclusively verifiable ontological knowledge concern-

ing Being itself (or Transcendence)^ and especially, of the nature

of man’s being-'^j^t this point, he has not only the greater part of

Western philosophical tradition against him but there also exists

— in Heidegger’s “fundamental ontology’’® — a design,_which can

hardly be dismissed off-hand as a basic philosophical “aberration.’'

Finally, one might ask whether Jaspers’ “illumination of Existe’nz”

— for him the only possible form of “philosophical anthropology”
— actually has not, after all, a latent, unexpressed “ontology” of

human nature as its basis! Jaspers himself says at one point that

“the basic charac.t.eristics..of. .human nature must have established
|

theinselves'"as hereditary biological traits which are still present:

today.”’^ Why should only the relatively comprehensible “biologi-

cal traits” be hereditary and not also human nature as such? Not
necessarily in the sense that we would thus have at our disposal

or could ever achieve a “complete solution” of the problem of

man’s nature. The nature of man— although its being and on-

going (Seins- und Geschehenscharakter)* is determined and im-
mutable — could well be such that we are unable to arrive at

“definitive” knowledge concerning it. If this be the case the

question arises why it is so. What can and is to keep us from seek-

ing an answer, be it ever so provisional? In Jaspers’ view man’s
being possesses “potentialities” which man has the innate freedom
to seize and realize, or fail to develop; in other words, potentiali-

ties which make possible a transformation of “existence” (Dasein)

into "Existenz.” Is freedom endangered if— rather than to leave

them in darkness — we attempt to know the specific characteristics

of these potentialities, thereby defining the nature of man’s being
which those potentialities, the realization of Existenz (Existenz-

tverden) and freedom help to constitute? And, granted that this

might be the case, should this will to know be rejected from the

outset, or even be forbidden, in order to save freedom? That seems
to us to be the crucial problem here.

One thing must not be overlooked: Jaspers rejects any sort of

4 Cf. Philosophie, III, SIff., 157fl. 5 A llgemeine. 649.

6 Cf. Martin Heidegger: Sein und Zeit, 6th ed. (Tuebingen, 1949.)

r Ursprung (Zurich, 1949), 58.

• Tr.’s fn.: Knnz uses the term Geschehen to emphasize that characteristicum

of man’s being which the term "being” describes inadequately because of its static

nature. The German words Geschehen, gesckehend, Geschehenscharakter, etc., im-
ply motion without directional, developmental or any other attributes. They will

be translated in this text by the terms "ongoing,” "occurring,” "evolving,” "event,”

"process,” “processive,” etc., depending on the context.
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ontology of man’s being because of his concern for the preserva-

tion of the “highest potentialities” of this very being, because he
wants to “keep open tlie horizons of humanity in philosophical

thinking.”® Therefore, he does not reject Heidegger’s analysis of

I

being-here* (Daseinsanalytik) by arguing directly to the point, but
objects to it on the ground that “instead of leading toward phi-

losophizing, it leads to an over-all knowledge of man’s being.”

Furthermore, he judges it to be “no aid to the historically authen-

tic Existent of the individual (for the enhancement and substan-

tiation of his reliable way of life) ”, but instead a “means of be-

clouding — which becomes all the more fateful because, with

1 propositions having greatest proximity to Existent, it misses au-

1 thentic Existent and can become trifling.”® Wliether this unfortu-

nate consequence follows necessarily from Heidegger’s Daseinsana-

lytik remains open to question. It is, in this connection, merely
supposed to reveal to us the basic question concerning the "existen-

tial” relevance of philosophical knowledge: May and should such
knowledge be denied, if it — to suppose the most extreme case —
destroys man’s being? But can it, of itself, do any such thing?

If we, first of all, get a clear picture of the actual situation, then
there will be no doubt that wherever cognition is in any way
achieved — be it pre-.scientific, scientific, or philosophical — it oc-

curs in a situation which involves more than cognition (in the
sense of “ptire” cognition)

.

^ore precisely expressed, the act of
cogT^o3^_always involves iroptilses of a non-cognitive origin, e.g.,

impulses related to self-preservation, posse.s.sive ones, and others,

These are present at the beginning of all knowledge and form its

enduring, underlying foundation. Nevertheless, they are not cog-
nition’s true source which, however weakly it may exert its inflii-

ence, has a specific nature of its own. The nature of cognition isj

misconstrued in the pragmatic theories and also in several of the|
terms -such as “grasping” or “comprehension” - which describe! I

it, if one takes them literally/Perhaps cognition can most clearly
be conceived of in terms of the functions of that organ which
renders the greatest service to it in man’s reactions to his sur-
roundings: the organ of sight. Its great vulnerability keeps it from
coming to grips with things and events: and although it is prob-
ably wrong to consider vi.sual perception incapable of any kind of
“activity” and capable only of “receptivity,” still its activity does

^ Scope, (New York, 1949), S.

•Tr/s note: Heidegger's term Da’sein we arc translating with: being-here (in
contradistinction to Jaspers' term Dasein, which is being rendered as: existence).

® Allgemeine, 649,
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not, at any rate, involve any excursion on its part into the realm
of objects, or any change of this realm. It is far from our intention

to identify the process of cognition with that of seeing; still, the

essential moment seems peculiar to both: The non-violent, de-

tached, apperceptive “letting-be” what is (Sein-lassen des Seien-

den). This is in accord with the “emotion” of wonder— which is

part of the will to know according to Plato and Aristotle — which,
in contrast to most of the other emotions, is characterized by a

corresponding “restraint” and “repose.” Instead of this brief sug-

gestion, a careful, penetrating analysis would be necessary to dem-
onstrate at all convincingly that the fundamental meaning of all

cognition lies in the open reception of what is encountered, just as

it presents itself. Certainly, cognition often cannot be achieved —
for instance, in experimental research involving the phenomena
of life — without some destructive interference with the objects;

and there can be no denying that the impulses and motives sus-

taining cognitive endeavors arise, in the main, outside the pure
intention of knowing. Nevertheless, they do violence to its fun-
damental meaning, to the very nature of which all — and especially

destructive — activity is in contrast. The aim of the will to know
is: to preserve what is and occurs; this is true even in those cases

where it (the will to know) destroys misleading and beclouding
illusions. For this reason cognition, in all its forms, can by no
means be restricted or rejected on the strength of its allegedly

destructive character. If it becomes destructive, it does so always
either because of some factor in its realization or because of its

misuse by man, and not on account of its actual nature in man.
Thus Jaspers, as well as Kant in his day, makes no attempt to

delimit scientifically objective and philosophical cognition asj

such.^® For by doing so he would obviously relinquish the freedom
of modem research and thought in favor of arbitrary and dogmatic
forces, which, in every respect, can only lead to man's ruin" What
alone he strenuously opposes are those movements which — in his

opinion falsely — think they are, and claini to be, scientific and
philosophical ways to knowledge, but which he considers to be
Weltanschauungen, offering substitutes for religion and which —
he feels — are falsifying and destroying the true nature of empiri-

cal research and philosophic knowledge^^herefore, Jaspers does

not in any way preclude the desire to “prove” or “disprove” the

actuality of freedom by means of rational, discerning argument:
rather, he shows that ^ither the one nor &e other is possible,

because freedom c^,ln principIeT not be encountered or experi-

10 Cf., for example. Scope, 7.
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enced_ in the dimension o£ .objective proof and refutability.^'

“Objective redemption” turns freedom “itself into something ap-

parently objective and thus into something heterogeneous to it-

self.”''* Whereas die situation is clear here, there remains a slight

uneasiness in regard to Jaspers’ repudiation of psychoanalytical

research as genuine researcli, as well as in regard to his rejection

of Heidegger’s Daseinsanalytik as philosophical aberration, an un-

easiness that the motive for his rejection may not be sought solely

in his striving for the preservation of his own philosophical inten-

tions. We do not, however, intend to pursue our critical analysis

of Jaspers in die manner of a defense of these two — after all com-

pletely different— attempts of gaining knowledge. We rather

choose for purposes of analysis a problem which is central in

Jaspers’ philosophy itself: His, concept of Transcendence.

s/Jaspers says:
“
Existenz is either in relation to Transcendence, or

not at all;”'® “I am ‘existentially’ myself only in the act of appre-

Kehding Transcendence.”'^ In statements such' as these, and in

many others, Jaspers expresses the conviction tliat the individual

human being, who can always only be found in a specific historical

situation, can realize the transformation of his mere existence to

authentic Existenz only in confrontation with the ’rraiiscendcnt

or, — in religious terminology, — with the godhead. We shall now
attempt to show that it is possible, and why it is possible, to realize

Jaspers’ “illumination of Existenz" as well as the transformation

to authentic Existenz, without any relation to Transcendence, as

interpreted by Jaspers. This means that we have in mind a^differ-

ent “interpretation’’ of that which Jaspers designates as ‘fjSrans-

cendgice” — indeed, one which is in part diametrically opposed
to his. Transcendence will be “shown” to be an immanent con-

sdment of man’s being. However, there is no attempt here to op-

pose'Jaspers’'" view simply by a contradictory one; rather, we are

using a more appropriate interpretation of a fact substantially

involved in the illumination of Existenz — the fact of death — to

carry out an analysis within that general area.

/Jasp^s subsumes death under the concept of “ultimate situa-

11011.”^*^ The future reality of my own death is thul left out of
consideration from the beginning. Now, death possesses no sort

of reality as something that happens to human beings except as

11 Cf. Philosophie, II, 188ff. 12 Ibid., 191. is ibid., Ill, 6.

14 Ibid, 15.

15 Cf. Psycholo^e (Berlin, Snd ed., 1922), 2691f: Philosophie, II, 220ff: also K.
Lehmann, Der Tod bei Heidegger und Jaspers (Heidelberg, 1938), 82ff, 56ff, 59£E.;
also Latzel’s essay, this vol.
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the specific death of a specific individual. \Whatever it “is,” it is

only in the form of a future event thought of as vaguely negative

or envisaged by means of imagery and ideas, something I thus in-

corporate by anticipation into the context of my existence, and
toward which I develop an attitude. In other words: Not death i

itself, as a future event, but only its meaning for me, can become
[

an ‘existentially’ relevant ultimate situationalThus Jaspers says

that death — “a uniformly recurrent event only if it is viewed as

an objective fact,” — does not cease to be in the ultimate situation;

“but it is changeable as to form, according to whatever I happen
to be as Existenz. It is not conclusively what it is, but it is absorbed

in the historicity of my being as it appears to itself.”^® We are not

questioning the validity of this view of death as ultimate situation;

indeed, it alone gives death the possibility of being ‘existentially’

decisive for me|But this is not “actual death.” Death as such does

not enter into the'ulHmate'situatroh at all, no more than I am able

to experience it as my ovm, as Jaspers himself confiraisj^’' Neverthe-

less, this does not keep me — once I have reached a certain state of

awareness — from knowing about its future arrival with .^n abso-

lute, singular certainty, which hardly stems from the experience of

the dying of others, and whiA is matched solely by the certainty of

my own being. This certainty does not include the essence or non-

essence of death — whatever death may be as such — but, exclu-

sively, the fa.ctuality of death’s happening, uncertain as to its spe-

cific ‘When’, but definite as to its coming at some time. If this is so,

it seems to us that the following assertion of Jaspers is wrong: that

I cannot “in objective contemplation . . . convincingly apprehend
the necessity of death and evanescence,”^® that “in objective

thought . . . the necessity of death’s belonging to life [is] incompre-

hensible” although “this knowledge of [death’s] being inseparable

from life ... is nevertheless inextinguishable.”“'fMere we are

dealing with an objective, verifiable knowledge of the fact of the

coming arrival of death and of its necessity in the sense of factual

inevitability; the situation is such, however, that at the same time,

because of the conceptual emptiness of death, because, that is, of

the incomprehensibleness of its nature, the object, as it were, slips

away, is submerged into the unfathomable and turns this knowl-

edge into an object-less cognition. This self-sustaining, unshakeable

certainty of the knowledge of our own death’s approach which, by
virtue of the incomprehensibleness of its content, can become be-

clouded and seemingly questionable, has led us to suppose that, at

16 Philosophie, II, 229. 17 Cf., ibid., 222.

i8/6i(i.,220. 19 228.
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the very source of the act of knowing itself, possible death may
.manifest itself; that the “pure” act of thinking may be a manifesta-

ition of the constant presence within existing man of the potential

jloss of being. For this reason we speak — in contradistinction to

factual, actual, coming death— also of a possible, immanent death

which, as an essential constituent of man’s being, is not to be mis-

taken for the “idea” of death or for the more or less concrete

“thinking” of it. Actually it is the otlier way around: lit is poten-

tial death which first establishes in us the basis for being able to

think of death as factual, to visualize it in variegated imagery, to

yearn for it or to be afraid of it;*® and it is also potential death

which provides us with the ability to interpret death in different

ways, such as, e.g., an ultimate situation. ^

This is not the place to point out all the reasons which could

support the above supposition. This supposition is, and can only

be, a hypothesis, because what is maintained by it — the constant

presence of potential death at the source of thought as one of the

hidden, ongoing foundations of man’s being — can never be di-

rectly evident.®^ Let us, however, briefly indicate some of its as-

pects^lf factual death brings to an end, at least “earthly,” life —
the latter as well as th^forffleTare “encountered” by us exclusive-

ly as the particular life and the particular loss of life of a particu-

lar, existing person and the concepts of “life,” “death,” and “man”
are abstractions from this encounter— ; andjf death thereby brings

to an end a process, — bound by time and “producing itself within

time” (siefi zeiiigendj- which gives man’s being its ontic charac-

ter, then one may be permitted to say that a sort of “timelessness”

« belongs to man because, for one thing, the end of the original,
^ liy^ time, “is’’ time-less. However, we would be totally incapable

oj^experiencing, of knowing, or even of thinking of such a thing

as timelessness (or other so-called “time-free” phenomena), if the

factual ending of finite being would constitute its only realization.

If ending occurs, however, not solely in the factual form of the

death I must die, but, in addition breaks forth at all times, as a

Rossibility, in the form of immanent death — it being the source
of thought wi3iln existing man —, thgo, this opens up to man the

.
possibjUty^for realking_ V^'n^anent timeless-

ness” ; 'The “eternity of the moment,” the "transcendency over
time” of the contents of thought, the “point-like timelessness” of

/ 20The original, acute anguish of death (Todesangst) is a different phenomenon
from the fear in anticipation of death (Furcht vor dem Tode).

21 Cf. H. Kunz: Die anthropolo^sche Bedeutung der Pkantasie, (Basel, 1946), II,
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i the act of thinking, etc. The “ongoing immanence” (Hereinstehen)

of potential death is, however, at the same time the constant in-

vasion of the “beyond-himself” into man’s being, insofar as his

end in actual death may be considered as the factuality of the

“completely other” or the “beyond” of man and the world. In any
case, we see here man’s only possibility to question and to search

j

out — enabled and compelled by his awareness of radical dissatis- i

faction — the Transcendent in its double meaning as the “source” i

of his Whence and the “goal beyond” of his Whither. This urge to
,

question and to search — Kant has correctly viewed it as established

in the nature of reason— does not stem from the subjective choice

of philosophizing and believing man; rather, it belongs to his

“nature,” i.e., to his unchangeable ondc character, because one of

the constituents of man’s being is the continuous presence of the

potential loss of being, i.e., the “incompleteness” which he experi-

ences as dissatisfaction. Driven by external forces or by his own
will, man may lose himself in his own being-here, in communal
existence, or in encountered objects, and thus may forcibly sup-

press this urge to question and to search, or he may shut it out
from his view; but he can never drive it put of his nature. Finally,\

immanent death, although we must by no means consider it thej

only factor responsible for the potential character of man’s being,

;

nevertheless is a decisive one and is therewith responsible also iorf

the fact that the individual, in the factuality of his existence, may,|

be able to change his mere existence to Existent in the Jaspersian;

sense. Not accidentally does thought achieve the highest stage of

potentiality, reaching out into the boundless; and not accidentally

does it share substantially in that “inner activity,” derived from
the source of freedom, in which the ‘existential’ soarings (Auf-

schwiinge) realize themselves. For, on the one hand, the boundless-

ness of man’s potentiality for thought corresponds to the negativity

present in him as proof of immanent death; and, on the other, it

is the possible loss of being, manifest in immanent death, which
the individual uses as a springboard to propel himself into his

authentic Existent. Such attainment does not, however, depend
solely on voluntary decision; it requires those basic human tenden-

cies which — inaccessible to voluntary control — point in the same

direction. “Authentic being-oneself cannot through itself alone

sustain itself; it may fail to appear, it cannot force its own realiza-

tion,” says Jaspers.2^ Or, he says elsewhere: “As Existent I am, since

I know that I have been given to myself by Transcendence. I am
not by virtue of my decision alone. Even my freedom, my being-

saphilosophie, UI, 221.
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f through-myself (Durch-mich-sein) has been given me. I can be

I absent from myself and no will can then enable me to give myself

I

to myself.”^® Although freedom and the achievement of authentic

I

being based on freedom belong to a special domain, both must be

jviewed in relation to other involuntary phenomena, as Jaspers

'himself indicates.^'^ To interpret these manifold ongoing phenom-

ena — which are part of the dynamic character of man’s being —
as strange, anonymous forces, i.e., demonologically, seems only

then to be inescapable or, at any rate, plausible, if man mistakenly

views his being exclusively — “idealistically” — in the light of his

voluntary activity and fails to recognize that he himself has neither

created nor can he change tire fundamental structure of his being.

Having-to-be (Sein-mussen) as factuality includes not only human
corporeality and its functions, but also such phenomena as willing,

thinking, being free and dying, which simultaneously we must

and, within limits, we can, engage in; or, in other words, phenom-

ena which have the characteristics of processes and acts. To single

out freedom from these phenomena and to interpret its realiza-

tion — which, partially, I am also able to bring about by my own
original efforts — as an indication of a “tr'anscendcntally granted”

realization of being, seems to me to be, from the point of view

outlined above, a last, abstract and purified version of the demono-
logical interpretation of human nature which is heterogeneous to

that nature, as are all such interpretations.

IThe common basis of the illumination of Existenz (or the
/“ ‘existential’ relations to Transcendence”)"® and of the thesis sug-

I gested here is the characteristic ‘potentiality’ of human nature.

I
Jaspers has not expressly explained this potentiality as such, but,

in a sense, makes direct use of it in keeping philosophizing open,

finding in freedom and the constantly changing situations in which
each man lives out his own history its basic sources. Yet it is self-

evident that Jaspers’ appeal to ‘existential’ potentialities is based
on a different conception of potentiality from that intended by the

traditional concepts of categorial-modal and logical possibility.

Granted the essence of ‘existential’ potentialities cannot be re-

vealed by an objective, demonstrable analysis; this does not seem
to us to be a cogent argument for depriving ourselves of a more

,^exactly conceived definition - perhaps derived from psychological-
ly perceptible phenomena — of the specific character of potential-

ity; especially since such a definition by no means entails a fixation

of this character in the sense of any loss of potential flexibility and
freedom. We venture a step in tlris direction with our thesis that,

^ Scope, 11. ^Philosophie, in. ISS. ^ Ibid., 6BS.
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potential death presents itself in the very origin of thinking; a

thesis which, first of all, was meant to explain the unique certainty

of the knowledge of our own coming death — a certainty for which

experience apparently cannot account sufficiently. In this knowl-

edge death functions, it is true, as object; for all knowledge and

thinking is, by nature, knowledge of, and thinking about, some-

thing. However, the significant step consists in treating death as

potential death, by moving back objectively known factual death

— which moreover partially escapes any objectifying apprehension

— into the non-objective dimension which is the sour.ce..o.f-the act

of knpwfng, and to unHerstand thereby the exceptional certainty

of precisely this particular objective knowledge: it attains its elu-

sive object from the objectification of its owm origin. Potential

death is part of man’s being and shares in the constitution of his

potential nature, which — among other things — can also be in-

ferred from the experience of the factual mortality of man. Itj

would be worth considering whether the conceptions of non-|

objective terms — such as “noumenon," “transcendental subject,” ^

“Existenz," etc. —.would have been , at all possible without the

presence of immanent death in man’s being, which is, so to speak,

like something unfathomable within him and the reason why his

essence again and again eludes any attempted objectification.

Nevertheless, disregarding this, potential death, as well as the

knowl^ge of the prosgMtiye,_a^ual having-to-die — grounded in

potentul death'^ ferSain in_tb.e.mselves at the same time both ob-

jective and non-objective. Because of this it is unavoidable to use

the empirical, objectifiable data of knowledge (biological or psy-

chological, for example) as guides to an explication of the ontic

character of man as an active, experiencing and self-understanding

being, and not to be content with using this objective knowledge

(as e.g., in the case of Jaspers, in the form of “verstehende” psy-

chology) merely as a medium for the illumination of Existenz;

that is, for appealing to authentic Existenz while leaving it in

utter darkness and without questioning its true nature. For, Exist-

enz and behaving, experiencing man (as an object of psychological

research) are essentially not two isolated provinces, but one single

reality — that of the concrete individual living at any given time

in ^finite situations.

N.^he thesis, according to which immanent death is considered

a decisive constituent of the ontic and ongoing character of man’s

being, includes the second proposition that consequently the
“
‘existential’ relations to Transcendence” and Transcendence it-

self may be interpreted, at least in part, as immanent — immanent.
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that is, in the sense of being restricted to man’s nature, including

that nature’s limit in factual deatli whose peculiar limiting-charac-

ter (Grenzcharakter) is also apparent in potential death.

This interpretation in terms of immanence we should like now
to try out on some of Jaspers’ own concepts. It is to be considered

as a possible interpretation; we by no means claim to give a con-

clusive or, indeed, the only pertinent one. For that matter, this is

not an interpretation or an exposition in the usual sense of making

explicit and clarifying the thoughts contained in Jaspers’ state-

ments. Rather, we shall attempt to envisage those autonomous

facts which the statements intend to convey, and which have not

been created by the thoughts expressing them; and we shall ap-

proach them from an angle differing from that of Jaspers, with

the purpose of discovering something of the nature of these facts

as such.vThe fact that Jaspers’ own concepts of transcending and
Transcendence are essentially related to the experience of the

limits of man’s being and man’s cognition, offers, to be sure, no
guarantee that this critical analysis stays within the area, or at

least close to the source, of his philosophizing: but there is, never-

theless, a chance that this may be so. To quote Jaspers: “The place

of Transcendence is neither in this world nor beyond, but it is

boundary— the boundary, however, at which T confront Trans-

cendence whenever I am my true self.’’®® And, again: “The ap-

pearance of Transcendence occurs on the boundary between two
worlds which are relied to each other as being and hon-being.’’®’’

Above all: Jaspers claims.the disappearance of existence and Exisf.-

enz as the “decisive.cipher ^.Transcendence.’’®^ A radical restate-

ment of this could well provide the basis for our own interpreta-

tion.

j<yin his lecture, “On the Spirit of Europe’’ (1946), Jaspers says

in respect to its possible decline: “When, however, we are over-

come by dizziness for lack of a foundation — and the worst seems
yet to be ahead of us — the main point is: When all is lost, God
remains. It is enough that there is Transcendence.’’®® Seemingly
in contrast to this is the following: “To founder (Scheitern) is the
ultimate; any unflinchingly realistic orientation shows this. Fur-
thermore, it is the ultimate experience ever to present itself to
the thinking mind The being-in-itself oi. Existent is shattered
in the illumination of Existenz: When I am truly my authentic
being, I am not just myself. In Transcendence thought fails be-
cause of the passion for the night.^^oth of these views - the fact

28/6,U, 13. m Ibid., It. ' 28 /bid., 219ff.

29 Rechenschaft, 264. so Philosophic, III, 220.
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that one can characterize them as contradictory has no significant

bearing on the matter, since for their complete explication “logi-

cal” processes remain inadequate anyway — represent perhaps a
shift of emphasis, also noticeable elsewhere, in the thought of

Jaspers, inasmuch as Transcendence, since the appearance of his

Philosophie, has taken on a “more positive” character as well as

greater certainty. “Faith” — particularly as an attitude opposed to

nihilism — has correspondingly been brought to the foreground,

although in the form of “philosophical faith” it had always been
a fundamental concept. For a mode of thought which finds it

necessary to deny a place to Transcendence — whether I become
aware of it through revelation or by the experience of foundering
— as long as its assertion can be made understandable through an
analysis of man, the question forcibly arises whether, within the

nature of man’s being itself, there might not be evidence of a

phenomenon which would be able to fill exactly the role of Tran-j
scendence as conceived by Jaspers. Indeed, expected death seems
to us to meet these requirements. Of all the possible events to

come, it is the only one whose certainty is absolu^gj,Jmth no future

event of our own existence, as well as of the world around us, is

there identified the same unshakeable, “absolute” certainty of

coming to pa^T’^When all is lost,
” — if the tradition from which

we draw our strength were totally extinguished and all that lives

around us completely demolished, — what would remain would be
one’s own death. Obviously, however, future death implies one
presupposition of equal certainty, one without which its future

realization would be neither possible nor factual: The present

being-here and the certainty of existence of existing man. Since,

however, the knowledge of man’s disappearance goes together with
that of expected death, the “enduring” quality of Transcendence
cannot be modeled after a counterpart in finite human existence.

Whence, therefore, is derived the “eternal Being” of the god-
/ ^

fhp rnnrpnf nf nnf-pnHal Hpafh nflpprc a crklntirvn AcThead? Here the concept of potential death offers a solution. As
such, it manifests itself solely in existing man, thus at once de-

pendent on and pointing to his existing. But this ongoing “point-

ing-to-being” is grounded solely in the negativity of the potential

loss-of-being which offers, as it were, to thought its own, radically

different other side, i.e., the conceptually empty Being (Sein)~
which, because of its emptiness, potentially encompasses all that

is (Seiende). (Jaspers speaks of a naught which can “suddenly be-

come plenitude and authentic Being.”)®*- Since, furthermore, the

nature of man as an historical being is in itself limited by time,

M Ori^n, 219.

•Ccxilk
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land factual death brings about its end and, consequently, tiine-

I lessness, it is understandable that and why Being is characterized

by “eternity” and “permanence.” For the time-lcssncss in death,

at the end of lived time, is immanent as a potentiality in being-

! here, manifesting itself as “eternity.” Eternity, by the way, is capa-

/ ble of being experienced and interpreted in various ways. Just as

Being represents the necessary opposite of the naught present in

man — necessary, that is, because naught breaks forth in man’s

being only —, so does it participate in the potential timelessncss

present in being-here; that is to say: it shares in “eternity.” The
fact that on die one hand “enduring” Transcendence is relegated

to the “other side” of life’s boundai7, and on the other is already

present in life, as an eschatological event, in certain versions of

the belief in revelation, can be explained by the t.wtifold nature

of potential and factual death. Similarly, this duality manifests it-

self in the following quotation from Jaspers: Transcending fi'om

existence to Being

js neither bcing-in-the-world nor being-oiit-ol'-the-workl. The result [of

tnuiscenciing] is that naive bcing-in-the-worUl becomes self-conscious,

,

' whicli, in turn, was brought about because a being-out-qf-the-worlil

^
(never actual but nevertheless potential) was experienced and pro-

\ duced a fundamental realization of bejng-in-the-world. No psychology

' is capable of describing the experience of diis unique being suspended

(Schweben) between being-in and being-out-of-the-world. It is an act

of freedom arising from absolute consciousness.®^

/

The question might arise, indeed, whether this “being suspended”
is not experienced in certain so-called mystical states — varying as

to content — and whether therefore it could be described in ob-

jective psychological terms. However, the essential point would
thus be missed. What matters here is the npn-objective basis of

'Rigan’s being, the basis which supports and makes possible both
y' the expSriehtial^anifestations we mentioned and their objectify-

f..

'
, ing cognition.'To be sure: in a strict sense i>ging-out-of-thc-world

Ijs not experienced at in this case an actualization — as distin-

vguiSied from analogous “ecstatic experiences” — would have to

take place, it would have to be actual, not merely potential. But
the being-in-the-world of the existing individual includes poten-
tial being-out-of-the-world insofar as immanent death is an essen-

tial part of it. Thus in being-in-the-world is present — (in the mode
of potentiality) —what later (in the mode of factual ity) appears as

loss-of-the-world in factual death. Of course, we do not know by
Philosophie, I, 43.
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experience that being-out-of-the-world will be realized in loss-o£-

the-world. Furthermore, the situation is probably just the reverse;

only on the basis of potential loss-of-the-world in potential death

can actual death be mentally conceived and interpreted as “de-
,

parture” from the world. Jaspers’ “being suspended” between

being-in- and being-out-of-the-world is — in our interpretation —
a manifestation of the constant breaking forth (aufbrechen) of

j

worldlessness in potential death and the breaking up (Einbrechen)
,

of the ongoing foundation of man’s being.

We add here another statement of Jaspers concerning Tran-

scendence. In the quest for Transcendence, as the origin, it actually

eludes cognition; but, in Jaspers’ words: I can “brood, as it were,

towards it” by leaping “from the objectified to the non-objectified,

from the conceivable to the inconceivable.”

The initial origin is not the tot link in a chain of existence, nor

is it the whole of existence; it does not in fact exist at all. I think of

it by way of the incompletability of existence by means of not-think-

ing (Nichtdenken), which latter I seek by means of, in each case defi-

nite, categories, in which I leap to a point where thinking stops.

I

Transcendence, thus revealed, remains indefinable; yet, although it is

;

unknowable and unthinkable, it is present in thought in the sense of

j
fa certainty of] that it is, not what it is. Concerning this “it is” noth-

) ing can be stated other than the formal, redundant assertion, whose
i potential realization is impenetrable for us: it is what it is.^^

If we reconsider the pertainty of coming death, we must admit that,

strictly speaking, it refers only to the fact of its actual appearance
.

but leaves undetermined what, essentially, it is.

implies thejone. element of purport which determines what death

is: namely, th.e.,(?nd of being-in-the-world. Nevertheless, this essen-

tially negative definiteness grants to thought and imagination, in

principle, an unlimited variety of contents as well as possibilities

for interpretation, —, as, for example, the interpretation of the end

of existence as a passageway into a world “beyond” of “pure

spirits,” et ah, interpretations which amount to relativizations.

These interpretations of content participate in the certainty of the

coming of future death; and imaginative thought enlarges upon

them in its own creative activity, although it obviously perpetrates

an illusion thereby. A critical reconsideration then reduces this

manifold content to the one Being — devoid of all contents — and

its certainty which, in turn, rests solely on the rebound from the

certainty of death. If we attribute — we cannot develop this here

88 Ibid., Ill, 67.
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in further detail — the origin of, botli the experience and the con-

cept, of “naught” to immanent death and thus, at the same time,

to the origin of thought, then the “dialectic” of Being and naught,

developed by Hegel and adopted, with a different intent, by

Jaspers,®® is transformed into a basic process pervading man’s be-

ing: The constant breaking through of potential death within

man, as the source of the idea of Being (which is “above all being,”

i.e,, transcends every individual being), reveals at the same time

the ever-present abyss of naught, as the potential — and in coming

death actual — loss of being.'With this. Transcendence is not dis-

dained as “illusion” or held to be the pure Nothing, in the sense

of irrelevant nothingness — Frank once called this an “arbitrary

construction.”*® Rather is it preserved, because the search for

Transcendence is regarded as an essential constituent of human
nature, but only as that^j^^

I Included in the certainty of being which is based on Transcend-

jence is the one being of the one godhead. The unity of Being, en-

compassing all that is and rooted in the Tran-scendent, follows,

first of all, from the formalized, universal applicability of the

existential judgment,®^ and, on the other hand, from the existence

of each existing individual who, in his certainly of being, is certain

of his — so to say naked — being-here, and not of his “subjectivity.”

Still, the question remains whether from this alone the fascinating

power of the nameless One, of the one truth and of the one God,

can be understood — an experienced power which Jaspers has so

,

emphatically affirmed.®* We suppose again that death, as tlie para-

digm of uniqueness, plays a fundamental r61e here. Granted, all

\ that occurs in human history and the world of nature is, as such,

I singular— at least in a strictly numerical and temporal-spatial

sense, but perhaps also in a qualitative one. This is true, although

our cognitive interest, as a rule, is directed, especially in regard to

happenings in nature, not to their factual uniqueness but to their

“lawful recurrence.” Still, this cognitive emphasis on the recurring

84 Cf. G. W. F. Hegel, Samtliche Werke, ed. by G, Lasson, III, 66ff. (Wissen-

schaft der Logik, I. Bd., I. Abschn., I, Kap.) Leipzig, 1932.

Philosophies III, 43ff.; Wahrheit, (Miinchen, 1947), 880ff.

86 E. Frank, “Die Philosophie von Jaspers,” Theoh Rundschau, N.F. 6 (1933),

316.

87 Jaspers {Wahrheit, 260) says: That which is held in common by all that is —
“that it is and not ts not”— “waters down, of course, on the one hand, to the simple

assertion: All being is, as assertion, merely the being of the copula. This common-
ality, however, points, on the other hand, to the unfathomable foundation in which
all being is one Being.” We are not making this foundation, as such, the basis of

our study, but are questioning, rather, its origin.

88 Cf. Philosophies III, 116ff.; Wahrheit, 162®., 680ff.
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constant in the events, does not nullify the fact that each event

happens just once, just as the establishment of “historical laws”

does not alter the fact that historical events do not repeat them-
selves. Since, however, the ordinary usage of language is oriented

towards objective, practical and relevant cognition and not towards

the essential character of what is, it is not surprising that a

misleading ambiguity has become attached to the expression

“unique,” which carries over even into philosophical terminology.

It offends our feeling for language to call the constantly recurring

activities within the life of an individual “singular,” even though
they are just that in a strictly temporal sense, and must be so, if

only because of the continual, one-directional, “elapsing” of origi-

nal — lived — time. We reserve “singularity” either for that which
appears to us as especially significant — e.g., for experiences and
events which cause a decisive turn of life and which, as such, stand

out in relief, as it were, above the average level and thereby ac-

quire an accentuated, “qualitative” singularity; or we reserve it

for the experiences of birth and death which, in the strictest sense,

are unique experiences, never recurring, not even in a similar

manner. And yet even the uniqueness of these experiences is itself

qualified when they are placed in relationship to the historical

setting encompassing the life of the individujil. Nevertheless, the

singularity of death, even as compared with that of birth, remains

distinctive insofar as, once it has come to pass, the possibility of a

recurrence of both similar phenomena and singular events within

the history of an individual is radically eliminated. If such be the
|

case, then the essential singularity of factual death must also be
revealed in some form in potential death. And, indeed, it seems

to be manifested in the up-soaring contemplation of the One, in
,

the search for the one truth, and in the belief in God. In the realm

of worldly experience, on the other hand, the infinite variety of

what is encountered and a multiplicity of truths and of divinities

are vying with each other. Therefore, unless one eliminates the

problem by brusquely rejecting the three manifestations of the

One as speculative figments, he must search for the origin of this

quest for oneness in the unobjective nature of man. And right here

death suggests itself, because it is not only an event happening only

once to each individual, but also one which belongs uniquely to

each individual life. Its essential content remains, as we have seen,

to a great extent indefinite, hence, in a certain sense, “empty,” and
therefore available for other fulfillment.Tn fact, the One does not'

manifest itself in the three traditional forms alone; the one person

who matters, too, can become, so to speak, bearer of the One which
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1 aflirm without qualification. This does not necessarily mean that

the varieties of content of the One are merely “masks” or “veil-

ings” of the one death — present as potentiality and prospective as

factuality. We are, however, of the opinion that they derive the

absolute, alluring power of the One from the hidden power of

immanent death. For although death, both potential and factual,

depends on life as a condition of itself, still its appearance wipes

out at once this condition: and this loss of conditionality, as a pos-

sibility, is the basis of man’s capacity to make absolutely uncondi-

tional decisions which, as unconditional ones, are ahvays charac-

terized by the extreme “either-or” of — in the last analysis — being

or non-being^/

_
s^^^«hould be demonstrated that man’s freedom — the conscious-

''TfteSs of freedom leaves no doubt as to the possibility of freedom,

\ wl^reas any of its actual realizations are always open to doubt —
TS grounded in immanent death. But that would lead us too far

away from our concern with Transcendence in Jaspers. Instead,

we turn to one last consideration of Transcendence.

Jaspers speaks of a “calm in reality.” The “leap” from angui.sh

to such calm is the

I most enormous accomplishment possible to man. I'hat he succeeds in

I it must depend on something over and above the existence of his own
’being; his faith links him indefinably to the Being of 'rranscendence.

It is the basic fact of man’s existence that r£3ihy» which brings forth

annihilating anguish, can be seen as it really is neither without anguish

nor without the transitibn from anguish to calni. That man can at

once see reality, exist'fn reality, and' still live without perishing in

anguish, decisively ties his being-himself to being close to reality, but
in an unfinishable process, in which neither anguish nor calm, nor any
form reality takes, are ever final. Because, in order to see reality, it is

necessary to experience even the most extreme anguish as one’s own,

fl

it is through this anguish tliat the most difficult and the most in-

II
comprehensible leap, the leap to calm, where reality remains revealed,

1

1

becomes possible.

Only in the assurance of Transcendence — felt and sustained in

suffering, in spite of foundering — an assurance,

which in the depth of the crisis could even relinquish the language
of Transcendence, does man find the support which enables him to

reach a calm that is no longer deceptive. Still, this certainty, depend-
ent on the presence of Rxistenz, cannot in time be constituted as an
objective guarantee, but must disappear again and again. However,
when it is present, nothing can prevail against it.®®

Philosophie, 111, 235ff.
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The Godhead is origin and goal; it is peace of mind. There is secur-

ity. It is impossible for man to lose Transcendence, without ceasing

to be man.«

We shall not discuss anguish here, not because it is meaningless

for the experience of naught and Being — although Heidegger was
mistaken when he presumed that they were revealed exclusively

or, at least, primarily in this way,^^ thereby apparendy influencing

Jaspers in the same direction. But we believe that Being, as well as

naught, are perceived first of all and to the greatest extent in

thought, and that their emotional expression in primitive anguish
— an expression which, as such, testifies to their essential relation

to potential death — breaks through only occasionally. Therefore

man attains calm — such as that which is granted to him by faith

in God — not only in the “leap” from anguish; nor does anguish

alone bring about a vision of reality free from illusion, although

the contrast between anguish and calm remains perhaps the most
injpressivefeWhat, then, is the essence of each?

The most obvious sign which we accept as proof of another

man’s death is his motionlessness, i.e., the utter loss of that which
is accepted as visible proof of life — spontaneous mobility. The
simple experience that the dead does not react to any of our actions

directed towards him — especially that he no longer responds or

otherwise reacts to our words — does not characterize, of course,

the condition of death alone; nevertheless, it is not mere chance
that among the images which we form of our own death this mo-
tionlessness, this incapacity for self-movement— sometimes linked

with the thought of absolute, spaceless darkness, — plays a domi-
nant rdle. We are not here concerned with the question of the

adequacy or inadequacy of these images regarding the “objective

essence” of being dead; and we are just as little interested in their

subjective biographical and historical sources. It suffices to state"

the indisputable fact that the condition of death is characterized,^

among other things, by factual motionlessness—which we interpret)

as resulting from the loss of the capacity for motion characteristic

of life — and that, presumably, we derive from this also the differ-

ent images of our own being dead which, however, are essentially

insufficient. Corresponding to the perceptible outer motionless-

1

ness, Aere is the loss of the inner agitation of feeling, willing,

'

thinking, etc., thpj ptwhajt constitutes the.mnermanifestations.of

,

animation (Lebendigkeit und Beseeltheit). If one tries to imagine 1

what kind of emotional state would correspond to the potential
;

40 Origin^ 219
.

I

41 For criticism, cf. Die anthropologische Bedeutung der Phantasie, II, 66fE.
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V
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y

loss of motion^ within life, then one is reminded of that peculiar

^iixner calm and quiet which is realized in contemplation, when it

is directed towards what is and which perceives, but at the same
time restrains, its onslaught. In the field of vocal expression we
distinguish between intentional silence, — ambiguous in its mo-
tives and aims —, involuntary loss of speech, and the variously

caused forms of muteness, one of which is characteristic of death.

It seems not to be mere coincidence that meditation is lacking also

in inner verbal expression, that it is absorbed for moments in pure

contemplation of being, although this is interrupted again and
again by active thought. Is it too much or too far fetched to pre-

sume that immanent death, tlie source of thought, for moments
fills this meditative quiet, as though it were stepping forth, out of

concealment, into tlie “hiatus” of thought? Is it not here that we

I

find the basis for the leap from the whirl of anguish into calm,
I which Jaspers attributes to the nature of Transcendence? And is

this calm not “calm in reality,” because being confronts here the

possibility of loss of being and asserts itself, in its very “reality,”

as the opposite of non-being?

>,..^’116 fact that calm cannot be sustained for any length of tiute

be understood — apart from the proccssix e clutrttcLcr of thought
'and of existence in general — from the peculiar rule of potential

death: on the one hand I am able to grant it, as the source of

freedom, a place in my inner actions'*® and thus can achieve Exist-

enz. On the other hand, I am still at its mercy, insofar as it is a

constituent of man’s ongoing being; and I must suffer its constant
presence — which accounts for the limited degree to which 'exist-

^ ential’ up-soaring (the being granted to oneself of Existenz) can be
cr ‘"brought about actively, and which, in the final analysis, has its

basis in having to bear the inevitability of factual death. Thus
calm offers to thinking man a support which participates in the
certainty of future death, a support characterized by security inso-

far as death — in the Platonic-Christian interpretation — reveals to

him a pathway for the soul’s return to its “eternal home.” But this

support, in itself unshakeable as such, nevertheless slips away
again and again, because of the ongoing character of existence and

42 Following Heidegger, we regard motion as a characteristic of life, not only in
a physical, but also in an emotional sense. Linguistic phrases, such as '‘being
moved'’ (emotionally), and, indeed, the word “emotion” itself, support his view.
Thus both motion and emotion arc seen as, modally different, concretizations of
one identical constituent of man*s being.

43 Here rests the still more extreme possibility of bringing about one’s own
death by suicide.
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the out-standing** character (Ausstehen) of “eternal calm.” Finally,

as regards Jaspers’ thesis concerning the impossibility of losing

Transcendence, we account for it by the nature of man’s being, to

which belongs the constituent of potential death, the, source of

creative thought, and, with it, of Transcendence.

^We have — as stated in the beginning — attempted an interpre-

mtion of some features of Jaspers’ concept of Transcendence. This

interpretation has been reductive and immanent; that is, we inter-

preted each of these features as stemming from the immanence of

death. If we ask how our interpretation affects the two aspects of

Transcendence—as the “source and the goal, both, pf which lie in

God” and out of whose depths alone we “really become authentic-

ally human”*^—

w

e may^ perhaps say : indeed, we stated, when
discussing Transcendence under the aspect of source, that in our

opinion immanent death provides the basis for man’s possibility

tQ^transform himself by irmer action into Existenz. But the idea

of the creation of man by God,'which Jaspers seem? occasionally to

be considering,*® cannot—on principle—be deduced from immanent
death. That it occurs to us, however, to inquire in this sense also

into the source of our being and of the world is, in any case, essen-

tially human and presumably is likewise grounded in potential

de^/'but obviously potential death cannot provide the answer,

sdimK would have to be deduced solely from the realm of objective

experience and not from speculative thought. Apart from this, the

realm of Jaspers’ concept of original source covers, in our attempt

at interpretation, only that which, on principle, can be under-

stood as part of man’s being, to which belongs the “transcendent

immanence” or the “immanent Transcendence” (to use Simmel’s

terminology) of death: in death the origins of Existenz are one
with Transcendence, as goal. That communication — a specific and
central concept in Jaspers’ philosophizing — can play no r61e here

is plainly seen from the import of potential and factual death. In

both forms it destroys communicative relations. Therefore, Mar-
cel can interpret the acknowledgment of the death of a beloved

one as a breach of ‘existential’ faith;*^ and Fichte, in his “Reden
an die deutsche Nation” once reproached the “basic faith of the

aliens,” because they believed, “of necessity, in death, as the be-

ginning and the end, the fundamental source of all things and

44; Out-Standing in the sense of ''outstanding debts.” The relationship between
eternal calm and ongoing life is characterized by the former’s quasi "standing out-

side” the latter.

45 Rechenschaft, 264. 46 Cf., for example, Wahrheit, 216fE.

47 Cf. G. Marcel: Homo Viator* Tr. into German (Diisseldorf, 1949), 204ff.
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therefore of life.”'^** From the standpoint of an absolute desire for

communication, Marcel’s interpretation, especially, is profoundly

right; but in the last analysis only this is decisive: whether the

denial of death — either our own or that of another — abolishes

its factuality or only deceptively veils it.

If Transcendence, as original source and goal, is “deduced” from

potential death, then the question arises whether a “nihilism”

must not result from this as an inescapable conseciuence. If one

understands the concept in its original sense, historically speaking,

as coined by Baader — as a falling asunder of scientific knowledge,

especially that of natural science, and of the truth of revelation'*®

— then there can be no doubt as to the answer. For neither the

natural sciences nor philosophy are concerned with I'cvelation; if

they were, they would betray their own basic intention. But “nihil-

ism” is today, above all, characterized as an “absence of faith,”

which professes to oppose Western tradition and leads to the de-

struction of those conceptions of man whose realizations are the

ideals which serve as our standards. With this in mind, it seems

appropriate to use a certain caution and careful reticence in the

allegation of nihilistic tendencies. No one can ralicmally deny that

all of us today still live out of the substance of antitpiity and

Christian faith; but this includes hardly the blind acceptance of

all teachings of Greek thought or of all biblical tenets of faith.

Their rejection in the name of the sincere, thotigh perhaps pain-

ful, striving toward sober truth does not necessarily imply a lack

of appreciation for this bountiful tradition. Even Jaspers, in his

modified adoption of Biblical content, has taken out an unques-

tionably central section and discarded it;™ that the matter ends
there is improbable. One must also remember that the very faith

which supports life and gives it its direction has not always kept
the men inspired by it from doing away with their disliked, dis-

senting fellowmen. In any case, neither faith, as such, nor lack of

faith, on its part, necessarily enforces a humane or inhumane at-

titude — although the singular worth of each individual soul, dis-

covered by and preserved in the Christian faith, has no doubt
actually been more conducive to humane sentiment than have
anti-Christian movements. Furthermore, it is not to be inferred as

a matter of course that nihilistic activity represents the direct con-

4«.T' Ci. Fichte: SSmtlkhe Werke, (Berlin, 1846), VTI, .861.

40 Cf. E. Benz: WeMchet und dstUcher NihUismus in christUrher Sicht, (Stutt-

gart, no date).

50 Cf. for example: 'Wahth^H, 850ff.: also: H. Frh v. riampcnliau.scii: *'Dic pliilos*

ophischc Kritik des Christentums bei Karl Jaspers/' Zschr. /. Theolosde und Kirche
48, 1951, nil
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sequence o£ a corresponding theory; the reverse may be the case —
that the theory serves, ex post facto, as “idealogical justification”

of preceding destructive activity; or we may have a reciprocal de-

pendence of the two. Nevertheless, whichever way the intricate

problem may be resolved, there remains, untouched by it, the

unavoidable, practical and ‘existential’ relevance of philosophical

interpretations in the present historical situation, even if one is

inclined not to overestimate their practical importance. In this

regard, we are convinced that the immanent interpretation of hu-

man nature, — which rejects Transcendence or interprets it re-

ductively in the manner designated, — leaves room for the realiza-

tion of both its conserving and destroying potentialities, as does

faith in God. If I am convinced of my finiteness and of the extreme

evanescence of my own being, and if I will not be led astray, by
the conceivability of an eternal Being, to its hypostatization, or to

having faith in my own participation or my being grounded in it;

if this is so, I can fall into hopeless despair and, relinquishing all

reason and human dignity, can thrust myself into the nihilistic in-

toxication of destruction. However, out of this consciousness of

transitoriness I can also experience, with an unutterable intensity,

the irreplaceable preciousness of every action and of all being and,

on this basis, accept as an authoritative obligation the highest chal-

lenge to man: to be, for a while, the guardian of eluding being

and therewith of humaneness. We are free to choose either possi-

bility; although it remains open whether the possibility for de-

struction is not essentially more appropriate to man’s nature. It is,

however, questionable whether, in the future, faith in Transcend-

ence will have any better control over such a possibility than the

attempt, without Transcendence, to realize the task which Jaspers

once set for philosophizing: of “rendering mankind aware of

itself.’’^

This brief critical discussion of Jaspers’ idea of Transcendence

rests on a presupposition which, on principle, breaks through the

conception of his philosophy insofar as it asserts — concerning the

nature of man’s ontological constitution — that in man potential

death, as origin of thought, “precedes” factual death; and main-

tains that this assertion is pertinent without being able to “prove”

it or even so much as establish it as being evident in itself. With
tlie immanence of death, however, is closely connected the poten-

tial character of human nature and therewith its transformability

from mere being to Existenz in Jaspers’ sense. Whereas Jaspers

leaves this potential character as such in unilluminated suspension

51 Age, (London, 1951, 2nd ed.) 205.
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and does not differentiate it from either pure conceivabilities or

from the potentialities, inherent in lifeless entities, we see its true

nature decisively determined by immanent death. Hence we try

to understand the ‘existential’ potentialities of man in part by re-

lating tliem to potential death. This thesis — .since it cannot be

demonstrated as indubitable fact — on its part, represents only a

pi)ssibility. .But it tfains its importance from the indubitable fact-

iiali.ty.o.f.actual death, wli'ieh is wTiat ifis, as my own future death,

both objectively kno\vable and incapable of objectification. Just

the same, the fixation of this one point in human nature docs not

paralyze our freedom, which, as Jaspers has claimed, is the case if

we know the nature of Transcendence;'’- for this point “is” itself

the origin of freedom. And, although, the thesis concerning im-

manent death is quite contrary to the character of Jaspers’ think-

ing, it still owes it its origin. It is for this reason that ^ve have dared
to try its — perhaps illuminating — power in the confrontation

with some of the characteristics of Transcendence, sacrificing

Transcendence, but not the high potentialities of human nature.

FACIU/I'Y of PlHLOliOl’UV

UNivKitsiTY OF Basel

Basel, Switzerland

Hans Kunz
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52 Cf. Rechenschaft, 110.
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William Earle

ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE PHILOSOPHY OF
KARL JASPERS

T he problem of man is not, of course, an exclusively mod-
ern one. As soon as man learned to express anything, he at-

tempted to express his idea of himself, and the ensuing history of

culture reveals a continuous struggle of philosophers, poets, proph-

ets, scientists, and statesmen to arrive at a formulation either of

what man is, or of what he ought to be. Periods of culture might
be defined in terms of the temporary convictions men arrived at

concerning their own essence, just social relationships, their place

in nature and history, and their final ends.

Man has been the plaything or cherished darling of the gods, he
has been a chance conjunction of atoms or the fulfillment of the

hidden desires of nature. He has been a rational, tool-using, laugh-

ing, playing, speaking, social, worshipping animal. He has been a

stream of passions and sense-data, a substance, two substances, an

ego working out transcendental problems, an eternal soul, and a

gust of wind. He has been freedom incarnate and a machine of

cords and levers; he has been an infinite value and a futile pas-

sion. And, corresponding to this almost indefinite number of

“definitions” of man, is an equally indefinite number of evalua-

tions of his life varying from hatred and disgust through laughter

to worship. This is what man has thought of himself.

Finally the sciences have come in to investigate this curious sub-

ject. If philosophy had arrived at no “agreement,” perhaps the

cause was lack of rigor in method; philosophy, in the eyes of the

scientists, was too speculative. It had disdained fact, and the cor-

rective to this is observation. And so the empirical sciences, an-

thropology, psychology, sociology, etc., have set out to watch man
as closely as possible in as many variant situations as could be

found or made, hoping to collect a common definition. We have

kept company with the monkeys, trying to teach them to become
like us, or ourselves to believe we are like them; we have lived

with the primitive, the degenerated, the insane, the perverted; we

523
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have watched tlie child, the genius, the mediocre and the fool. The
information that has accumulated is greater than anyone can mas-
ter, and it is mounting daily. But ever and anon the suspicion
makes itself felt that instead of knowing man better than the old
poets, we know him less. A concept of human nature was to result

from these facts, but none has been forthcoming. All the facts arc
indeed facts: they all say something true about this paradoxical
creature; but we have intimations that the center has dropped out.
Man himself has disappeared into the multiplicity of his aspects.

And so the question recurs in a peculiarly urgent form for us: what
is man? This question is at the heart of Jaspers’ philosophizing.

If, then, speculation was thought to have yiclcd nothing but
polemical disputes, empirical research yielded controlled state-

ments of fact, but not about what we were looking for. The ques-
tion which Jaspers now raises is a methodological one: may not
both rational philosophy and empirical science be inappropriate

. to their subject-matter? Man, Jaspers insists, is not an object which

I
can be investigated empirically nor one which can be conceived
abstractly, for his most authentic being is not objective at all. It is

1 inconceivable, inexhaustible by its appearance or behavior, an
'-X which can to some extent be clarified but never known. We can
he men, but we can not know what it is that we are. His name fori

Ahis properly huinan existence is Exislcnz, and the clarification of

I

Existenz is not science, nor any rationally cogent discipline, but
something unique, Existenzerhellnng — the illumination of Exist-
enz. Existenzerhellung is the pivot of Jaspers’ whole philosophy.
The sciences have always insisted about this or any other sub-

ject-matter that there would always be more to be known. Such
constituted the “advance” of science; but for Jaspers there is a
peculiarity about man which renders such an adv.ance towards
ideal completion impossible. Man is not the sort of being which
one can progressively exhaust by knowledge. And worse, what we
do not and can not know about man is of such a sort that it calls
into question what we think we do know. Man is radically excep-
tional, exceptional in the order of nature, and exceptional also so
far as any supposed positive knowledge or laws of his “nature” are
concerned. He has the possibility of being free, and with this free-
dom all positive conceptions of his nature break down. The in-
definite variation in patterns of behavior, modes of life, values,
and attitudes testify to an intrinsic freedom hidden at the coreMan is not a fact waiting to be described, but an outbreak of free^ i /
fdom and unforeseeable potentialities. No empirical investigation

^
of choices which are in fact made would touch the source of those
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choices. Existenz is origin (Ursprung) and not mere existence

(Dasein).

Jaspers’ critique of anthropology goes even deeper; not only are

the empirical sciences hopelessly inadequate for man, but no cog-

nitive or rational discipline whatsoever can touch him. Man is not
primarily an object at all, and thus can not be known; only the

objective can be cognized. Man as Existenz is radically individual,

historically situated, unique, and irreplaceable. Knowledge can
not touch the unique and irreplaceable, or rather as soon as it does

touch it, it evaporates it into the general and abstract.

Existenz, which is the most authentic side of man, is thus in-

accessible to cognition as such. Illumination of Existenz is not a

new science which will fill in the gaps left by the empirical sciences

or rational philosophy. But if Existenz is not an object to be de-

scribed, how can it even be clarified? The answer to this question

reveals how radical Jaspers’ criticism of knowing in general ac-

tually is. For illumination of Existenz, we read on almost every

page of his magnum opus, Philosophie, is not a doctrine, and is

not even knowledge. What it “clarifies” are the potentialities open
to man, and the clarification consists in an indirect appeal to the

reader to become free, to become authentic, to come to himself.

The reader then will not know what Existenz is, but will perhaps

have become himself (or Existenz). No cognitive knowledge about
man is possible; illumination of Existenz would carry us beyond
knowledge altogether into non-knowledge, Unwissen, i.e., into the

‘existential’ consciousness of ourselves and our freedom. This
movement, which is not a logical one and which can not be forced

by the cogency of argument, must be a leap accomplished by the

individual reader from a realization of the inadequacy of knowl-

edge to the task of actually becoming himself, as an ‘existing’ hu-

man being. Illumination of Existenz thus is not knowledge about

man, is not simply true or false, is not description, but is rather

appeal. Tim “conclusion” of illumination of Existenz is not ax
proposition, but an ‘existential’ movement within the reader by
which he becomes authentically himself.

Such, in brief outline, is what Jaspers is saying about man and
our knowledge of him. It involves explicit theories of man, knowl-

edge, and Being. I shall now proceed to discuss in greater detail

the steps of his analysis. To state my criticism of his position at

once, I feel that, although Jaspers has made essential contributions

to the study of man, his further view that these contributions must
be interpreted as appeals designed to awaken the reader to his

own Existenz, such that illumination of Existenz is not a cognitive
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discipline at all, nor man a proper object of rational knowledge,

— such views are wrong, inconsistent with what Jaspers himself

says about knowledge, and tlierefore a dispensable aspect of ExisL-

enzphilosophie.

The problem concerns more than a word or turn of phrase; it

touches eventually the old dispute between rationalism and ir-

rationalism, which has broken out again in our times as a dispute

between phenomenology and existentialism. Is there anything

which in principle is unknowable? Jaspers insists that there are at

least three such subjects, the World as a whole, Existenz, and

Transcendence (or God). I shall here attempt to argue that, at

least on the general grounds Jaspers presents, man is not exempt

from cognition, and that a good number of Jaspers’ own insights

can be absorbed into a rational, cognitive philosophy of man, to

which they constitute a major contribution. The problem will be

discussed under liliree heads: 1) the limits of knowledge, 2) Exist-

ent, and 3) the interpretation of ‘existential’ assertions.

1. The Limits oj Knowledge
'

Knowled^, to be knowledge, must have its object; it is about

this object, and attempts to discover the properties which the ob-

ject has. If the object docs indeed have these properties, anyone
who turns his attention or experience toward that same object

will be in a position to discover the same properties, and t itus con-

firm the assertion; objective knowledge thus is accessible in prin-

ciple to all, and both corrigibility and communication are possible

with respect to assertions about that object. Hence, objective

knowledge is universal in intent. And if the object should be a

unique, unrepeatable instance, then what we would mean by uni-

versal validity is that anyone loould have had the same knowledge,
if he had cognized that object. The objectivity of knowledge, its

universal validity and verifiability, and its communicability are

three interrelated terms. Clearly, the key term in this set is the

term, “object.”

Jaspers wants to say tliat there is a mode of “clarification” which
is not objective; it is about no object, it has no universal validity

nor verifiability, and it is not directly communicable. Existent-

philosophie in all its parts is conceived by Jaspers as an attempt to

push to the limits of objective knowledge, so that we can “feel”

beyond. Existent, the most authentically human, lives in this be-

yond; to attempt to know it objectively is a radical eiTor for Jas-
pers; instead we must push to the limits of objective knowledge
only to leap into Existent ourselves and he what is beyond cogni-
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tion. Clearly, whether or not this is a tenable or even meaningful
theory depends upon a rather exact analysis of what we are to

mean by the term, “object.”

What does Jaspers mean by “object”? I think he alternates be-

tween two conceptions, a wider and a narroxver; and it is largely

due to this indetermination that he can support his thesis that

Existenz is non-objective. His widest conception of object is found
in those places where he is considering knowledge or cognition

in general:

the empirically real in space and time, the dead and the living,

things and persons, tools and foreign matter, thoughts which are

valid of the actual, cogent constructions of ideal objects like mathe-

matical constructions, contents of the imagination, [are] in one
word, objectivity in general. Being which I encounter in a situation

is for me object.^

And in another place the concept (of object) is taken in its widest

possible sense;

Thus everything that has being for us has a side of objectivity:

the tliinkable and the unthinkable, the real and the unreal, the

true and the false, the intuited and the imagined, the possible and
the impossible. Whatever we think is somehow object: numbers and
figures, yj-l and the class of all classes, atoms and electrons, formulas

and similes, angels and centaurs, virtue and right.*

From these definitions by enumeration, we can gather the sort of

notion Jaspers has in mind: “object” means whatever we can be-

come aware of, whatever has its own properties, what we “en-

counter,” etc., and is by no means to be identified with “object”

taken in a narrower sense of “physical thing.” Physical things in

space and time are, to be sure, possible objects; but so are angels

and centaurs, ideal constructions, etc. In Von der Wahrkeit, Jas-

pers proceeds further to characterize objects in general: they are

all unities of a manifold, and are split into a universal-particular

pole.® Thought (Denken) apprehends their universal aspect, and
intuition (Anschauung) apprehends them in their particularity.

The object itself is a synthesis of both poles.^

It becomes clear in the following pages of the same work that

neither pure, abstract thought, nor pure intuition without con-

cepts gives us knowledge; actual cognition or knowledge is a syn-

thesis of thought and intuition in one apprehension. Thus objec-

tive knowledge can not be identified with merely thinking some

1 Philosophie, 2nd ed., (Berlin, 1948), 4.

S Wahrheit, 281. 8 ibid., 282. ilbid., 288.
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universal character, nor with blindly intuiting a sheer “this,” but

combines both, such that we apprehend a “this somewhat,” a par-

ticular cliaracterized in a certain way.

This is the more general characterization of cognition. But,

when Jaspers wishes to find limitations in knowledge, I believe he

tends to forget the full characterization he has already given, and

to emphasize only one abstract side of cognition, in order to show

that there is indeed something more, namely, the other side. When
he finds that Existent, for example, can not be cognized, the cogni-

tion which is supposed to be inadequate is not at all cognition in

the full sense of the term, but in a very narrow sense, which would

not even be adequate to characterize all of objective knowledge

admitted by Jaspers himself. And similarly the term “object,”

when found inapplicable to Existent, is taken in a sense so narrow

that it is inadequate to many sorts of objects previously admitted

to be such by Jaspers. This is an argument which can be supported

only by extensive quotation. But I shall cite a single passage at

length here to stand for them all:

Were I to try to look at Existent directly, I would not see it. What
is clear, is so in the degree to which it is objective. What stands

before us visibly in space is the model of all objectivity: “objective

thought” means thinking in spatial pictures. To be sure the struc-

ture of consciousness no longer has the objectivity of a spatial

thing: it has, nevertheless, a derived metaphorical objectivity which

makes it a possible object of empirical investigation. Only when
we go to Existent do we approach an absolute non-objectivity,

whose self-certainty however is the center of our existence, out of

which Being is sought, and the essentiality of all objectivity is il-

luminated.

If something can not in general be an object, it might seem that

one can not speak of it: who does speak of it makes it into an

object. In fact, every supposedly knowable result of such thought

makes Existent into an object, and thus psychologizes. But we can

think and speak not only of objects: there are also means by which,

in thinking, one can become clear oneself, without that giving us

any insight into any thing. Becoming clear is a form of existence of

a non-objective, possible Existent. Thinking and speaking are also

concerned with a non-objective self-certainty, which can be called

attitude, clarity, consciousness of Being, or absolute con.sciousness.

We say: “Existent," and speak of the being of this reality. But
“Existent’ is not a concept, but an indicator pointing to a “beyond
all objectivity.”®

Existent, thus, is regarded as an “absolute non-objectivity;” and

8 Philosophie, 22.
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the reason is that it can not be apprehended by picture thoughti

But in the earlier and more general characterization of objects,

nothing was said about “spatial pictures” being the model, Urbild,

of all objectivity; for then it would have been perfectly evident

that such objects as y'-l can in no wise be reduced to a picture,

even in a “derived, metaphorical” sense. If we are to take the view
that all objects have spatial pictures as their Urbild, we should

then have a much more serious problem on our hands than the

possible non-objectivity of Existenz. We should find ourselves in

the classical difficulty of making clear our own cognition of uni-

versal, given nothing more than individual Humean sense-im-

pressions.

On the other hand. Professor Jaspers does not really wish to

limit objective cognition to spatial pictures. In some places, cogni-

tion becomes identified with the sheer universal, the law, the prin-

ciple; at this point, his objection will be that it is incapable of

grasping the true individuality of Existenz. But before we con-

sider these problems further, we shall attempt to clarify Jaspers’

concept or sign, “Existenz."

2. Existenz

The second volume of Jaspers’ Philosophie is so rich in insights

into the life ancfMedicament of fBFsbuh^hat I must risk the

charge of misrepresentation, if I summarize. Nevertheless, there is

a basic pattern of analysis which I shall attempt to elicit, so that

the general conclusions and point of view can be discussed . Exist-

eriz is conceived, as. hanging between two radically different"inoHes

o^Being: the world and God. The world is the world of objects,

or rather objectivity; it is the physical world, the body, human
behavior, Dasein, or obseirable, factual being. Existenz expresses

itself in this world, but never adequately, or univocally. The
existence (Dasein) of Existenz is inevitably a finite, shrunken ap-

pearance. But Existenz must appear on pain of being nothing at

all. The appearance or expression of Existenz is however an ex-

pression of Existenz .anly to Existenz; life, decision, communica-
tion are not ‘existential’ (acts; they are seen as possible expressions

of human freedom only if interpreted as such by another in ‘exist-

ential’ relations. Thus Bruno’s refusal to renounce his freedom of

thought and his martyrdom as a consequence is a series of facts

which are, taken in themselves, ambiguous. We can not objectively

conclude from the observable facts of the case anything about

Bruno’s inner decision. There are a plurality of possible interpre-

tations. But this does not imply that Bruno himself was in an
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ambiguous state of mind. He may have seen his act as expressing

a certain ‘existential’ choice which for him could not have been

otherwise. It is an act that expressed liis decision for him, and

which may recall other Existenzen to themselves and their own
situations.

Existence thus is always an unsatisfactory, ambiguous, equivocal

expression of Existent. But existence alone, according to Jaspers,

is objectively investigable. We can only empirically in<iiiirc into

what appears, and not into what does not appear; thus man, who
is most authentically Existent and freedom, is not exhaustively

subject to empirical investigation. Not only is his life an inade-

quate expression of his most inward, authentic being or his pos-

sible Existent, but that life will itself only appear as an expression

of Existent to a proper “observer,” i.e., to another Existent in

'existential’ communication witli him. Thus anthropology, psy-

chology, sociology, etc., can never touch the fundamental thing

in anyone’s life; so long as they restrict themselves to objective,

experienceable phenomena, they are dealing u'ith w'hat is merely

an inadequate and equivocal expression. The true self in each

remains inaccessible for external observation, though not neces-

sarily to a lover, friend, or oneself.

Let us now return to the principal problem of this essay: in

which sense now is Existent “absolutely non-objective”? So far,

the sense in which it is non-objectivc is the sense of “object” which
means “externally observable behavior,” or existence. But this is

the narrower sense of object, akin to “picture thinking.” I should

agree at once that the self is certainly not identical with externally

observable behavior, and that it is only equivocally expressible by
such. At this point, I think anyone who is not a rank bchaviorist

would find little to which to object.

But Jaspers would go even further; not only is Existent inade-

quately expressed in external behavior, but it really can not even
cognize itself. Why can I not know myself? Because “the self is

always more than all the knowable.”® When we attempt to know
ourselves, according to Jaspers, we apprehend ourselves either as

consciousness-as-such, (Beiuusstsein uberhaupt) or in a series of

‘I-aspects’ (Ichaspekte), which are the various rdles I take in life,

or as having a character. Of these, two, the first and last are mere
abstract universals, whereas the “I-aspects,” are too immersed in

existence properly to exhaust my inner self. Thus when I objecti-

fy myself to myself, I end up with something too limited and par-

ticular, or too general and abstract. However, “there arises an
6 Philosophic, 323 .
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indirect knowing about nae, which is no knowing me,”^ This lo-

cates the realm of ‘existential’ philosophy. It is an indirect knowl-
edge about me, but not a direct knowledge of me.

I do not wish to quibble at this point, but I utterly fail to see

how ‘existential’ knowledge differs in this respect from many other

forms of objective knowledge. Could we not say the very same
things about my knowledge of this pencil? It is not Pencilness, nor
is it merely pencil-as-writing-implement, plus pencil-as-economic-

exchange-value, plus pencil-as-aesthetic-object; no, it is more than

any of these Bleistiftaspekte. Further, it is not to be identified with

its character as capable-of-making-marks, etc. No, this pencil is

unknowable, and escapes all objective categories. Its existence is

inexhaustible. We can have indirect knowledge about it, but can

never know it in itself. We can only suggest its nature, and call

upon others to feel as we do.

On the other hand, we do perceive this pencil, and we do know
something of it. We have objective knowledge of it which is veri-

fiable. Now, granting that external observations of behavior do
not discover the inner self, still our own intuition of ourselves as

an individual characterized in certain ways has nothing in it that

is not objective. To be sure we do not exhaust ourselves in any
series of general predicates, any more than we exhaust any individ-

ual thus. But we directly intuit that individual self which is not

exhausted, else we should not have the slightest idea that our
universal predicates were inadequate. Such intuition or “feeling”

gives us to ourselves.

Naturally what we then intuit is not to be spoken of in terms

of pictures. So in this very limited sense of “object,” the self which
is intuited by me is “non-objective.” But we must forget about

these pictures once and for all. “Object” we had already conceived

in very general terms at the beginning of Philosophie as what had
a determinate nature. In this general sense of object, which is the

only one adequate for all that would be recognized as objective

knowledge as such, intuition and consciousness of oneself is as ob-

jective as any cognition.

Let the objects and their cognition be as indirect as you like, as

much unlike sense-experiences as possible; either they are cognized

somehow or they are not cognized at all. And if they are not cog-

nized at all, then we do not know them either directly or indirect-

ly, and our words become absolutely meaningless. But we never

said, in the first place, that all cognition in order to be objective

must be direct. For, if we had, again there would have been much
1 Ibid., 328.
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simpler problems on our hands than our cognition of Existcuz. We
should, for example, have had to account for the simplest act of

interpreting signs.

Which brings us to Jasper’s antinomial method as it is applied to
''

man. Existenz is treated in this book from four points of view

which, Jaspers says, do not represent any exhaustive sc.hematism,

but rather aspects of its total life. These are i) the self in com-

munication and historicity, ii) selfness as freedom, iii) Existenz as

absoluteness in situation, consciousness, and act, and iv) Existejiz

in subjectivity and objectivity. These are very brilliant chapters

which no one can read without extending his insight itito the hu-''

man situation. But how dismaying then to discover that it all is

not to be interpreted as objective knowledge, but as appeals to thei

reader to become himself!

The method tvhich Jaspers uses is to pose each ‘existential’ situ.a-

tion between two opposites, neither of which, by ii.sclf, really ex-

hausts the concrete: since neither is adequate, the synthesis must
occur in the actual experience rather than in knowledge. We must
push to the limits of the abstractions which represent objective

knowledge and then leap into Existenz ourselves.

Existenz, for example, tries to communicate with other Existenz-

en; it must try to communicate in order to achieve some measure of

rationality and objective being. But then it can never wholly suc-

ceed except in some moments and then ambiguously. So it both
does and does not communicate: it is always in danger of failing

by falling into either empty chatter or truculent silence.

Existenz is rooted in history. But again, only in a certain fashion.

It must neither contemplate itself as one more passing event in a

series of indifferent events, nor must it flee history altogether and
see itself as an abstract, atemporal universal. It both is and is not
in time.

It both dies and does not die. It makes an error if it supposes
that the final end of its life is a snuffing out in death: similarly it is

wrong to suppose that death makes no difference at all. Death
must be internalized as my own potentiality.

There are many ways in which Jaspers analyzes the situation of

Existenz or Existenz itself, always poised between fivo equally
meaningless poles, particularity and universality, time and eterni-

ty, silence and communication, love and stniggle, existence and
freedom, etc. Each of these poles taken by itself represents a col-

lapse of the properly authentic life of Existenz. They must be held
together somehow, and Jaspers insists that they can only be held
together by actually living the paradox. But I can not see that
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living a paradox solves the problem. The problem insofar as it is

cognitive at all, is a problem for reason and cognition; and the

synthesis of the paradox must therefore occur on the level of

reason and objective cognition.

This reason or cognition is not, of course, either the empty shuf-

fling of pure abstractions, nor the dumb immersion in the “this-

here-now.” The "paradoxical” synthesis, however, occurs in the

very simplest act of cognition, in those acts of cognition which

Jaspers himself would insist were indeed objective. And so I con-

clude that either all cognitions are paradoxical to themselves, or

that none are, and there is no special illumination of Existenz

which is radically different in kind from other objective cognitions.

The method of approaching a concrete by means of opposing

abstractions is, to my way of thinking, a good one. It is in principle

the method of Hegel. But, where Hegel finds the thesis-antithesis-

synthesis structure everywhere, Jaspers finds it only in a certain

range of topics, God, the World, and Existenz. And for these three

the last word to be said is that our cognition of them ends in

antithesis; the synthesis is a paradox for thought.

But how do we know of the paradox? Must we not already know ,

what these three things are in order to know that the abstractions 1

are inadequate? If I do not know what I am, how can I know that \

I am not what either empirical anthropology or rational philoso- '

phy says I am? If I “feel” what I am, then this feeling is either the

intuitive element of cognition, or some mixture of intuition and

conception. In any case we have no new or paradoxical view of

self-knowledge or illumination of Existenz. It is a synthesis of in-

tuitive and conceptual sides, like all cognition. Either there is noy
objective cognition at all, or illumination of Existenz is a specie^

of it.

Let us suppose that we have achieved for a moment some per-

ception into our ‘existential’ situation. Let us further grant that in

order to achieve such an insight, we must have lived through the

limiting experience, that we must have come to consciousness of

our historically rooted and situated lives, that we must have striven

for honest communication with nothing held back. What do we'j

arrive at? Either a state of being which is unaware of itself, or ai

state of being which is aware of itself. If it is aware of itself, then

we have extended our knowledge, we see more, and more trulyi.

But we see. We are then in a position to express what we see, al-)

though as always we know in advance that our assertions will be

thought either wrong or unintelligible by those who have not

honestly looked at their own lives. Too bad; they have not the
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same object before them, or we have made mistakes. Here there

is nothing which in principle suggests either Uimisscii or radical

paradoxes, or descriptions which do not describe but art)usc. At

this point we need to clarify Jaspers’ theory of his own mode of

communication.

3. I'hc Inlerpretalion of Existential Propositiom

Thought and expression can not have their proi)er sense as direct

meanings and utterance fin illumination of ExistC7iz]. Only indirectly

do they touch the ‘1 myself,’ which is out of ‘freedom,’ in ‘communica-

tion’ as ‘historical consciousness,’ which comes to itself in ‘ultimate

situations,’ becomes sure of itself in ‘unconditional acts’ and fulfills

itself in ‘absolute consciousness.’ . . . All of these words again, which

are not concepts but signa refer to no being which can become object

while yet remaining what it is. What is referred to in these thoughts

is not to be found through consciousness-as-such. For consciousness-as-

such, in whose medium alone they exj>ress themselves, they remain

unintelligible. . . . Only to the degree that I am myself, do they find

trial and echo, aversion and rejection. Where a justification in the

world is sought through the universal, illumination of Existenz must
keep silent. It gives up when one ai^ues with it. It turns to possible

Existenz from possible (since it would apjieal and awaken) and not to

consciousness-as-such (since it can not be proven).®

That illumination of Existenz as thought can not complete itself

but must finally tran.scend thought and pa.ss into act tve find every-

where in Philosophic, but neatly expressed in the following quota-

tion:

Existenz-illuminating thought (der existenzerhellende Gedanke) al-

ways leads to the limits from which an appeal is possible to the in-

dividual who can make a leap, .a.J,eap wlucli is never identical but
always is accomplished by the Individual in a fashion which can not
be generalized. Therefore the generalizing mode of thought is only a
way, and its fulfillment never to be anticipated.®

In these quotations we see the antinomial mode of Jaspers’

thought applied both to the problem of knowledge and the prob-
lem of communication. The principal reasons why illumination

of Existenz must end in appeal and awakening is that its asser-

tions can not be understood as sheer universal assertions, or direct

communication, or by the abstract understanding. There are

places where Jaspers considers the opposite of the abstract univer-

sal, and there we run into existence which reduces itself to sense-

pictures and what they are taken to represent. Oscillating between
8JbiU,40. 9 Ibid., 41.
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these two poles, each taken in isolation and in abstraction from
its opposite, it is no wonder that illumination of Existenz, to be-

come meaningful, must make a final appeal to its reader to become
that which can not be said. But is not our paradox here a product

of a forgetfulness of what objective knowledge and objective com-
munication were said to be in the first place? When we considered

these things explicitly we found that objective, or “scientific”

knowledge was itself a “synthesis” of a universal aspect and a par-

ticular individual aspect. Universal totally abstracted and sepa-

rated from any particularity certainly have no r61e in any kind

of thought, and it seems probable that no mind can entertain such

total abstractions. And similarly, absolute particularity itself is a

mere limiting concept, and can only be approached in the vaguest

mode of semi-consciousness, in which we are aware only and solely

of a “this” which has no “what” in any respect. But neither of

these ghosts describes any instance of objective knowledge; even

the simplest proposition represents a “synthesis.” These syntheses

do not constitute a problem, since they are what we do know, when
we know anything. They would constitute a problem if we tried to

arrive at them by the mechanical addition of sheer individuality

which has no character and sheer character which is nothing

but universality.

Jaspers then finds a radical paradox in the illumination of

Existenz, namely that it speaks indirectly about “absolute non-

objectivities” in a mode which can not defend or justify itself, but

must appeal to the free ‘existential’ potentialities in the listener,

and which ends not in objective cognition, but in what is described

both as an “illumination” (Existenz-erhellung), and as an act (a

leap into one’s own situation and into oneself). But I see no para-

dox here, nothing peculiar about illumination of Existenz which
raises any particular difficulties. Can not the entire situation be
stated quite simply? Suppose I, as Existenzphilosoph, wish to say .

something about the self, in its most inward or authentic aspect. I
'

can either talk about myself, in which case I write autobiography, \

or else I say what is true of all selves in their most inward aspect. .

But, as in all discourse, if my words are to be understood, my
reader must have what I am talking about before his inner eye;

and this will be himself insofar as he is like me. Now it is granted

on all sides, that to know yourself is difficult; but this isn’t tlie

question. My reader compares what I say about the self with what
he knows, and comes to some agreement or disagreement. He is

here using exactly the same concept of truth and falsity as applies

to any proposition. He is interpreting what I say “objectively,”
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although quite obviously the object in this case is also subject. He
will be hopelessly lost, o£ course, if he has only colored pictures at

his disposal; but he will also be hopelessly lost if he tries interpret-

ing thus any proposition about physical things, or ceruiin mathe-

matical abstractions.

But this doesn’t satisfy Jaspers. He wants his propositions to be

understood not as descriptions, but ratlier as appeals and arousals.

His assertions are therefore hortatory in intent, calling or sug^st-

ing to me that I become something. ThisJniroduces a distinct

function in philosophy and language. Notice that it is not tiiat

Jaspers wishes to describe Exislenz as essentially involved in moral

ideals and choice; this itself would be a cognitive assertion. But

he wishes to induce his readers to become authentic; his assertions

are therefore only pseudo-assertions, whose real meaning is in-

direct, i.e., hortatory~in function. Now I have no objection to

hortatory speech, and no doubt we can all profit from it; but how
can we profit by listening to appeals to become that which can

not be said, known, or rationally discussed? What would it be that

we are exhorted to become? Thus, the hortatory aspect of Jaspers’

speech is voided by the same stroke tvhich abolishes its cognitive

or objective aspect. With the disappearance of the object, ive are

left with intense but meaningless words; we are urgently called

to unintelligible tasks.

This is what xvould be the case if we were to accept Jaspers’ own
interpretation of his philosophy. On the other hand, I find his

philosophy very perceptive and in places profound. But the per-

ception and profundity I find dependent upon objective, com-
municable knowledge, of a difficult and subtle sort, to be sure,

but cognitive perception nevertheless. And, as I have said, it is

cognitive knowledge in the same sense in which any knowledge
is objective and cognitive, not in the alternating views of knowl-
edge by which Jaspers is enabled to show that it is not knowledge.
For in the alternating senses, there is no knowledge at all; any-

thing could be reduced to paradox and unintelligibility.

I shall finally consider one last proof by which Jaspers wishes to

show the radical difference between ‘existential’ assertions and
objective propositions. The argument is that 'existential' assertions

are not cogent like real assertions, because no one can be forced to

acknowledge their truth. Now if the ‘existential’ assertion is to be
regarded as “understood” only when one becomes what it urges,

then, indeed, these assertions are not cogent in any sense, since

they assert nothing, but simply urge. On the other hand, if they
do make any assertion, then they are as “cogent” as the most ob-
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jactive proposition. No one can be forced to recognize their truth,

Jaspers says; but no one can be forced to recognize any truth, as

stubbornness and madness commonly illustrate. The acceptance of

any truth requires a free inner acquiescence, whether that truth

be objective or ‘existential.’ From this supposed difficulty, Jaspers

concludes that his assertions are not “cogent,” that no evidence is

sufficient to establish them. But there are two matters involved

here, which are combined ambiguously in the German term, zwin-

gend. Zwingend means both forcing and logically cogent. ‘Existen-

tial’ propositions do not force their meanings upon anyone, any

more than any proposition forces its meaning or truth upon its

hearer. But if propositions are not logically cogent,

that is, if there is no evidence for them insofar as they are descrip-

tive, then they must be abandoned.

But of course there is evidence for them, namely the sort

evidence which Jaspers presents abundantly in Philosophie, and
which is accessible to us in our own inner observations. To that

extent then there is evidence, although it is granted at once that

the evidence is not as simple and obvious as it would be for some
assertion in chemistry. The eyidence is not public, of course, since

the propositions are wholly about oiif'inward liferand not about
external behavior.

Again, I find ‘existential’ propositions — whatever difficulty and
subtlety there is in locating their referent and determining their

evidence — no different from the rnost blatantly objective knowl-

edge._ They do not require a mixture of exhortation and qtiasi-

descriptive modes of discourse, nor do they float like Mahommet’s
coffin between the true and the false, the evidential and non-

evidential; nor are they about “absolute non-objectivities,” for

that would mean they are about nothing; nor are they to be proven

by feelings of acceptance or rejection without further analysis.

To conclude: It seems to me that a sound phenomenology of the

total structure of the inner life and the self could absorb all that

is valuable in the illumination of Existenz, without becoming in-

volved in paradoxes and appeals. This is not the place even to

sketch out such an alternative. But it is the place, perhaps, to

signalize again the monumental contributions Jaspers has made
toward such a theory, contributions which put every student of

man in his debt. I believe he has demonstrated in a definitive

fashion that no empirical investigation, limiting itself to external

observations of human behavior, can hope to touch the source and
center of such behavior; and further, that'he has enriched our
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conception of llie self to a point wiicre any philosojjhical anthro-

(pology relying on nothing more than Freud, tlie older introspec-

tive psychology, the views of Locke and Hume, or the earlier

rationalists, must be considered hopelessly inadequate. My own
criticisms of Jaspers’ philosophy are not directed at what I con-

sider its content; if they are sound, they would do nothing more

than reinterpret the meaning of his work, and purge it of exhorta-

tion, and paradox; but these aspects seem to be at the heart of

what Jaspers considers valuable in his philosophy.
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Hannah Arendt

KARL JASPERS: CITIZEN OF THE WORLD

Nobody can be a citizen of the world as he is the citizen of

his country. Jaspers, in his Vom Ursprung und Ziel der

Geschichte (1949), discusses extensively the implications of a

world-state and a world-empire.^ No matter what form a world-

government with centralized power over the whole globe might

. assume, the very notion of one sovereign force ruling the whole
earth, holding the monopoly of all means of violence, unchecked
and uncontrolled by other sovereign powers, is not only a forbid-

ding nightmare of tyranny, it would be the end of all political life

as we know it. Political concepts are based on plurality, diversity

and mutual limitations. A citizen is by definition a citizen among
citizens of a country among countries. His rights and duties must
be defined and limited, not only by those of his fellow-citizens, but

also by the boundaries of a territory. Philosophy may conceive of

the earth as the homeland of mankind and of one unwritten law,

eternal and valid for all. Politics deals with men, nationals of many
countries and heirs to many pasts; its laws are the positively estab-

lished fences which hedge in, protect and limit the space in which
freedom is not a concept, but a living, political reality. The estab-

lishment of one sovereign world-state, far from being the prerequi-

site for world-citizenship, would be the end of all citizenship. It

would not be the climax of world politics, but quite literally its

end.

To say, however, that a world-state conceived in the image of

sovereign nation-states or of a world-empire in the image of the

Roman Empire is dangerous (and the dominion of the Roman
Empire over the civilized and barbarian parts of the world was
bearable only because it stood against the dark and frightening

background of unknown parts of the earth), is no solution for our

present political problem. Mankind, which for all preceding gen-

erations was no more than a concept or an ideal, has become some-

thing of an urgent reality. Europe, as Kant foresaw, has prescribed

t Origin, 193if.

589
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its laws to all other continents; but tlie result, the emergence ol

mankind out of and side by side with llie coutinued existence i)f

many nations, has assumed an altogether different asj)ect from the

one which Kant envisaged when he saw the unifications of man-
kind “in a far distant future.”^ Mankind owes its existence not to

the dreams of the humanists nor to the reasoning of the philoso-

phers and not even, at least not primarily, to political events, but
almost exclusively to the technical development of the Western
world. When Europe in all earnest began to prescribe its “laws”

to all other continents, it so happened that she herself had already

lost her belief in them. If anything, in the realm of the spiritual,

is as manifest as the fact that technology united the world, then
it is the other fact that Europe exported to the four corners of the

earth its processes of disintegration (which had started in the

Western world with the decline of the traditionally accepted meta-
physical and religious beliefs and had accompanied the grandiose

development of the natural sciences and the victory of the nation-

state over all other forms of government). The same forces which
took centuries to undermine tlie ancient beliefs and political ways
of life, and which have their place in the continuous development
of the West alone, took only a few decades to break down, by
working from without, all beliefs and ways of life in all other
parts of the world.

It is true, for the first time in history all peoples on earth have
a common present: no event of any importance in the history of
one country can remain a marginal accident in the history of any
other. Every country on earth has become the immediate neighbor
of every other country and every man feels the shock of events
which take place at the other side of the globe. But this common
factual present is not based on a common past and does not in the
least guarantee a common future. Technology, having provided
the unity of the world, can just as easily destroy it. It is no mere
coincidence that means of global communication were designed
side by side with means of possible global destruction. It is difficult

to deny that at this moment the most potent symbol of the unity
of mankind is the remote possibility that atomic weapons used
by one country according to the political wisdom of a few might
ultimately come to be the end of all human life on earth. The
solidarity of mankind in this respect is entirely negative; it rests,

not only on a common interest in an agreement which prohibits the
use of atomic weapons, but - since such agreements share with all

2 We« z« einer allgemeinen Geschichte in wltbUrgerlicher Absicht (1784).
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other agreements the uncertain fate of being based on good faith

— a common desire for a world that is a little less unified.

This negative solidarity, based on the fear of global destruction,

has its correspondence in a less articulate, but no less potent, ap-

prehension that the solidarity of mankind can be meaningful in a

positive sense only if it is coupled with political responsibility. Our
political concepts, according to which we have to assume respon-

sibility for all public affairs within our reach regardless of “guilt,”

because we are held responsible as citizens for everything that our

government does in the name of the country, may lead us into an
intolerable situation of global responsibility. The solidarity of

mankind may well turn out to be an unbearable burden, and it is

not surprising that the common reactions to it are political apathy,

isolationist nationalism, or desperate rebellion against all tech-

nology rather than enthusiasm or a desire for a revival of human-
ism. The idealism of the humanist tradition of enlightenment and
its concept of mankind look like reckless optimism in the light of

present realities. These, on the other hand, insofar as they have
brought us a global present without a common past, threaten to

render all traditions and all particular past histories irrelevant.

It is against this background of political and spiritual realities,

of which Jaspers is more aware than probably any other philoso-

pher of our time, that one must understand his new concept of

mankind and the propositions of his philosophy. Kant once called

upon the historians of his time to write a history “in weltbiirger-

licher Absicht’’ One could easily “prove” that Jaspers’ whole
philosophical work, from its beginnings in the Psychologie der

Weltanschauungen (1919) to the forthcoming world-history of

philosophy, was conceived with a “cosmopolitan intention.” If the

solidarity of mankind is to be based on something more solid than

the justified fear of man’s demonic capabilities, if the new univer-

sal neighborship of all countries is to result in something more
promising than a tremendous increase in mutual hatred and a

somewhat universal irritability of everybody against everybody

else, then a process of mutual understanding and progressing self-

clarification on a gigantic scale must take place. And just as the

prerequisite for world government in Jaspers’ opinion is the re-

nunciation of sovereignty for the sake of a world-wide federated

political structure, so the prerequisite for this mutual understand-

ing would be the renunciation, not of one’s own tradition and
national past, but of the binding authority and universal validity

which tradition and past have always claimed. It is by such a break,

not with tradition, but with the authority of tradition that Jaspers
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entered philosophy. The Psychologic dcr Weltanschauungen de-

nies the absolute character of any doctrine and puts in its stead a

universal relativity, m which each specific philosophical content

becomes means for individual philosophizing. The shell of tradi-

tional authority is forced open and the great contents of the past

are freely and “playfully” placed into communication with eacli

other in the test of communicating with a present living philoso-

phizing, In this universal communication, held together by the

existential experience of the present philosopher, all dogmatic

metaphysical contents are dissolved into processes, walks of

thought, which, because of their relevance to my present existing

and philosophizing, leave their fixed historical place in the chain

of chronology and enter a realm of the spiritual where all arc

contemporaries. Whatever I think must remain in constant com-

munication with everything that has been thought. Not only be-

cause, “in philosophy, novelty is an argument against truth,” but

because present philosophy cannot be “the natural and necessary

conclusion of Western thought up to now, the candid synthesis

brought about by a principle large enough to comprehend every-

thing that in a sense is true.” The principle itself is communica-
tion; truth, whiclt can never be grasped as dogmatic content,

emerges as ‘existential’ substance clarified and articulated by

reason, communicating itself and appealing to the reasonable

existing of the other, comprehensible and capable of comprehend-
ing everything else. “Existenz only becomes clear through reason;

reason only has content through Existenz.” ®

The pertinence of these considerations for a philosophical foun-

dation of the unity of mankind is manifest: “limitless communica-
tion,”* which at the same time signifies the faith in tlie compre-
hensibility of all truths and the good will to reveal and to listen

as the primary condition for all human being-together, is one, if

not the central idea of Jaspers’ philosophy. The point is that here

for the first time communication is not conceived as “expressing”

thoughts and therefore being secondary to thought itself. Truth
itself is communicative, it disappears and cannot be conceived out-

side communication; within the ‘existential’ realm, truth and
communication are the same. “Truth is what binds us together.”"

Only in communication — between contemporaries as well as be-

tween the living and the dead — does truth reveal itself.

3 Reason, 67.

^**Grenzenlose Kommunikation^ is a term which appears in almost all of Jas-
pers’ works.

8 Cf. “Vom lebendigen Geist der Universitat” (1946) in: Rechensekaft, 185,
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A philosophy that conceives of truth and communication as one
and the same has left the proverbial ivory tower of mere contem-

plation. Thinking becomes practical, though not pragmatic; it is

a kind of practice between men, not a performance of one individ-

ual in his self-chosen solitude. Jaspers is, as far as I know, the first

and the only philosopher who ever protested against solitude, to

whom solitude appeared “pernicious” and who dared to question

“all thoughts, all experiences, all contents” under this one aspect:

“What do they signify for communication? Are they such that they

may help or such that they will prevent communication? Do they

seduce to solitude or arouse to communication?”® Philosophy has

lost both its humility before theology and its arrogance towards

the common life of man. It has become ancilla vitae.’’

This attitude is of special relevance within the German philo-

sophical tradition. Kant, although he was the first to doubt radi-

cally the ability of common sense to grasp truth, seems to have

been the last great philosopher who was still quite confident of

being understood and of being able to dispel misunderstandings.

Hegel’s remark on his deathbed has become famous: “Nobody has

understood me except one; and he did not understand me either.”

Since then, the growing loneliness of philosophers in a world
which did not care about philosophy because it had become en-

tirely fascinated by science, and the curious equivocality of all

strictly solitary, uncommunicative thought have conspired to-

gether towards a common opinion which almost identifies great-

ness with not being understood. Jaspers’ numerous utterances

after the war, his articles, lectures, radio broadcasts, have all been
guided by an almost deliberate attempt at popularization, at

talking philosophy without using technical terminology, and by

the conviction that one can appeal to reason and to the ‘existen-

tial’ concern in all men. Philosophically this has been possible

only because truth and communication are conceived to be the

same.

From a philosophical viewpoint, the danger inherent in the

new reality of mankind seems to be that this unity, based on the

technical means of communication and violence, breaks all na-

0 Cf. *‘t)bcr incine Philosophic,” (1941) Recheiischaft, 350, 352.

7 Jaspers does not use this term. He mentions often that philosophizing is "inner

action,” practice, etc. The relationship between thinking and living cannot be dis-

cussed here. But the following sentence may show in which sense my interpretative

use of ancilla vitae could be justified: "Was im denkenden Leben getan werden

muss, dem soil ein Philosophieren dienen, das erinnernd und vorausgreifend die

Wahrheit oflEenbar macht.” Ibid,, 356.
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tional traditions and buries the authentic origins of all human
existence. This destructive process can even be considered a nec-

essary prerequisite for ultimate understanding between men of

all cultures, civilizations, races and nations. Its result would be a

shallowness that would transform man, as we have known him in

five thousand years of recorded history, beyond recognition. It

would be more than mei'c superficiality; it would be as (hough

the whole dimension of depth, without which human thought,

even on the mere level of technical invention, could not exist,

would simply disappear. This leveling down tvould be imu:h more

radical than the leveling to the lowest common denominator; it

would ultimately arrive at a denominator of which we have hardly

any notion today.

As long as one conceives of truth as separate and distinct from

its expression, as something which by itself is uncommunicative

and neither communicates itself to reasoning understanding nor

appeals to ‘existential’ experience, it is almost impossible to be-

lieve that this destructive process would not come about out of

the sheer automatism which made the world one and, in a sense,

united mankind. It looks as though the historical pasts of the

nation.s, in their utter diversity and disparity, in their confusing

variety and bewildering strangene-ss for each other, are nothing

but obstacles on the road to a horridly shallow unity. This, of

course, is a delusion; if tlie dimension of depth out of whicli

modern science and technology have developed ever were de-

stroyed, the probability is that the new unity of mankind could

not even technically survive. Everything then seems to depend
upon the possibility to bring tlie national pasts, in their original

disparateness, into communication with each other and thus

correspond, or catch up, with the global system of communication
which covers the surface of the earth.

It is in the light of such reflections that Jaspers made the great

historical discovery which became the cornerstone of his philos-

ophy of history. The idea of the one origin of humanity, as ex-

emplified in the myth of creation in Genesis and of one aim, as

exemplified in the Christian doctrine of salvation and final judg-

ment is beyond knowledge and beyond proof. Christian philosophy

of history, from Augustine to Hegel, saw in the appearance of

Christ the turningpoint and the center of world history. As such,

it is valid only for Christian believers; and if it claims authority

over all, it is as much in the way of a unity of mankind as any
other, more particular belief emanating from some other historical

origin.
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Against this and similar philosophies of history which harbor

a concept of one world history on the basis of the historical

experience of one people or one particular part of the world,

Jaspers has discovered an empirically given historical axis which
gives all nations “a common framework of historical self-under-

standing. The axis of world history seems to pass through the

fifth century B. C., in the midst of the spiritual process between
800 and 200 B. C.” — Confucius and Lao-tse in China, the Up-
anisads and Buddha in India, Zarathustra in Persia, the prophets

in Palestine, Homer, the philosophers, the tragedians in Greece.®

It is characteristic of the events which took place during this

era that they were completely unconnected, that they became
the origins of the great historical world-civilizations, and that these

origins, in their very differentiation, had something uniquely

in common. This peculiar sameness can be approached and
defined in many ways: it is the time when mythologies were

being discarded or used for the foundation of the great world
religions with their concept of One transcendent God; philosophy

makes its appearance everywhere: man discovers Being as a whole
and himself as radically different from all other beings: for the

first time, man becomes (in the words of Augustine) a question

for himself, becomes conscious of consciousness, begins to think

about thinking; great personalities appear everywhere who will

no longer accept or be accepted as mere members of the respective

social structure, but think of themselves as individuals and design

new individual ways of life — the life of a wise man, the life of

the prophet, the life of the hermit who retreats from all society

into an entirely new inwardness and spirituality. All basic cate-

gories of our thought and all basic tenets of our beliefs were
created during this period. It is as though for the first time man-
kind discovered the human rational understanding. The historical

axis of mankind then is

an era around the middle of the last millenium B.C., for which every-

thing that preceded it would appear to have been a preparation, and
to which everything subsequent actually, and often in clear conscious-

ness, relates back. The world history of humanity derives its structure

from this period. It is not an axis of which we might assert the per-

manent absoluteness and uniqueness. But it is the axis of the short

world history that has taken place up till now, that which, in the

consciousness of all men, might represent the basis of the historical

unity they recognize in solidarity. This real axis would then be the

8 Origin, If.
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incarnation of an ideal axis, around which mankind in its movement
is drawn together.®

In this perspective, the new unity of mankind could acquire a

past of its own through a communication-system, so to speak, in

which the different origins of mankind would reveal themselves

in their very sameness. But this sameness is far frotti being uni-

formity; just as man and woman can be the same, namely human,
only by being absolutely different from each other, so the national

of every country can enter this world-history of humanity only

by remaining and clinging stubbornly to what he is. A world

citizen, living under the tyranny of a world-empire, and speaking

and thinking in a kind of glorified Esperanto, would be no less a

monster than a hermaphrodite. The bond between men is, sub-

jectively, the “will to limitless communication” and, objectively,

the fact of universal comprehensibility. The unity of mankind
and its solidarity cannot consist in a universal agreement upon
one religion, or one philosophy, or one form of government, but

in the faith that the manifold points to a Oneness which diversity

conceals and reveals at the same time.

The pivotal age began the development of the great world

civilizations which together constitute what we usually call world-

history, and it ended a period which because of this subsequent

development we call pre-historic. If we tliink of our own era

in terms of this historical design, then we may -well come to the

conclusion that the emergence of mankind as a tangible political

reality marks the end of that period of world-history which began
in the pivotal age. Jaspers, in a way, agrees with the wide-spread

feeling that our time somehow has come to an end, but he dis-

agrees with the emphasis of doom that usually accompanies such

diagnoses. “We live as though we stand knocking at doors which
are still closed to us.”*® What so clearly appears as an end, is

better understood as a beginning whose innermost meaning we
cannot yet grasp. Our present is emphatically, and not merely
logically, the suspense between a no-longer and a not-yet. What
begins now, after the end of world history, is the history of man-
kind. What this will eventually be, we do not know. We can pre-

pare ourselves for it through a philosophy of mankind whose
central concept would be Jaspers’ concept of communication.
This philosophy will not aliolish, not even criticize, the great

philosophical systems of the past in India, China and the Occi-

dent, but will strip them of their dogmatic metaphysical claims,

9 Ibid., 262f. 10 "Vom EuropSisdien Geist” (194Q In Reehenschaft, 260.
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dissolve them, as it were, into walks of thought which meet and
cross each other, communicate with each other and eventually

retain only what is universally communicative. A philosophy of

mankind is distinguished from a philosophy of man by its insis-

tence on the fact that not Man, talking to himself in the dialogue

of solitude, but men talking and communicating with each other,

inhabit the earth. Of course, the philosophy of mankind can not

prescribe any particular political action, but it may comprehend
politics as one of the great human realms of life as against all

former philosophies which, since Plato, thought of the bios poli-

tikos as an inferior way of life and of politics as a necessary evil

or, in the words of Madison, “the greatest of all reflections on
human nature.”^^

In order to grasp the philosophical relevance of Jaspers’ con-

cept of mankind and world-citizenship, it may be well to remem-
ber Kant’s concept of mankind and Hegel’s notion of world-

history, since these two are its proper traditional background.

Kant viewed mankind as a possible ultimate result of history.

History, he says, would be a “disconsolate haphazard” (“trostloses

Ungejdhr” if there were not a justified hope that the uncon-

nected and unpredictable actions of men might in the end bring-

about mankind as a politically united community together with

the fully developed humanity of man. The “disconsolate hap-

hazard” of history assumes meaning only if we assume that there

exists a “cunning of nature”^® which works behind the backs of

men. It is interesting to note, and characteristic of our tradition

of political thought, that it was Kant, not Hegel, who was the

first to conceive of a cunning secret force in order to find meaning
in political history at all. The experience behind this is no other

than Hamlet’s: “Our thoughts are ours, their ends none of our

own,” except that this experience was particularly humiliating

for a philosophy whose center was the dignity and the autonomy
of man. Mankind, for Kant, was that ideal state in “a far distant

future” where the dignity of man would coincide with the human
condition of earth. But this ideal state would necessarily put an
end to politics and political action as we know it today and whose

“disconsolate haphazard” is recorded by history. Kant foresees a

far distant future when past history would indeed have become
“the education of humanity” in the words of Lessing. Human

11 The Federalist, No. 51.

12 In: Idee zu einer allgemeinen Geschichte in weltburgerlicher Absicht.

13 C£. Vber den Gemeinspruch: Das mag in der Theorie richtig sein, taugt

aber nicht fUr die Praxis* (1793).
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history would then be of no more interest than natural history,

where we consider die present state of eacli species as the telos

inherent in all previous development, its end in the double sense

of aim and conclusion.

Mankind for Hegel manifests itself in the “world-spirit;” in its

quintessence it is always there in one of its historical stages of

development, but it can never become a political reality. It is

also brought about by a secret cunning force; but the cunning

of reason is different from Kant’s “cunning of nature,” insofar

as it can be perceived only by the contemplative reason of the

philosopher, to whom alone the chain of meaningless and seem-

ingly arbitrary events can make sense. The climax of world-history

is not the factual emergence of mankind, but the moments when
the world-spirit acquires self-consciousness in a philosophy, when
the Absolute finally reveals itself to thought. World-history, world-

spirit and mankind have hardly any political connotations in

Hegel’s work, despite the strong political impulses of the young
Hegel. They became immediately, and quite properly, leading-

ideas in the historical sciences, but remained without notable

influence on political science. It was in Marx, who decided to

“put Hegel back on his feet,” that is, to change the interfnelalwn

of history into the making of history, that these concepts showed
their political relevance. And this is an altogether different mat-

ter. It is obvious that no matter how far distant or how close at

hand the realization of mankind may be, one can be a world-

citizen only within the framework of Kant’s categories, 'I'he best

that can happen to any individual in the Hegelian system of

historical revelation of the world-spirit is to have the good fortune

to be born among the right people at the right historical moment,
so that one’s birth will coincide with the revelation of world-

spirit in this particular period. For Hegel to be a member of

historical mankind meant to be a Greek, and not a barbarian, in

the fifth century B. C., a Roman citizen and not a Greek in the

first centuries of our era, to be a Christian and not a Jew in the

Middle Ages, etc.

Compared with Kant, Jaspers’ concept of mankind and world-

citizenship is historical; compared with Hegel, it is political. It

somehow combines the depth of Hegel’s historical experience

with Kant’s great political wisdom. Yet, decisive is what dis-

tinguishes Jaspers from both. He believes neither in the “discon-

solate haphazard” of political action and recorded history nor
in the secret cunning force that manipulates man into wisdom.
He has abandoned Kant’s concept of a “good will” which, because
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it is grounded in reason, is incapable of action.^* He has broken
with both the despair and the consolation of German idealism in

philosophy. If philosophy is to become ancilla vitae, then there

is no doubt which function it has to fulfill: in Kant’s words, it

will rather have to “carry the torch in front of her gracious lady

than the train of her dress behind.”^®

The history of mankind which Jaspers foresees is not Hegel’s

world-history, where the world-spirit uses and consumes country

after country, people after people, in the stages of its gradual

realization. And the unity of mankind in its present reality is

far from being the consolation or recompensation for all past

history as Kant hoped it to be. Politically, the new fragile unity

brought about by technical mastery over the earth can be guaran-

teed only within a framework of universal mutual agreements,

which eventually would lead into a world-wide federated struc-

ture. For this, political philosophy can hardly do more than

describe and prescribe the new principle of political action. Just
as, according to Kant, nothing should ever happen in war which
would make a future peace and reconciliation impossible, so

nothing, according to the implications of Jaspers’ philosophy,

should happen today in politics which would be contrary to the

actually existing solidarity of mankind. This in the long run may
mean that war must be ruled out of the arsenal of political means,

not only because the possibility of an atomic war may endanger
the existence of all mankind, but because each war, no matter

how limited in the use of means and in territory, immediately

and directly affects all mankind. The abolition of war, like the

abolishment of a plurality of sovereign states, would harbor its

own peculiar dangers; the various armies with their old traditions

and more or less respected codes of honor would be replaced by
federated police forces, and our experiences with modem police

states and totalitarian governments, where the old power of the

army is eclipsed by the rising omnipotence of the police, are

not apt to make us over-optimistic about this prospect. All this,

however, still lies in a far distant future.

New York City

Hannah Arendt

14 . . the revered, but practically ineffectual general will which is founded in

reason.” Zum Ewigen Frieden (1795), translation quoted from Carl Joachim Fried-

rich, Modern Library edition, which brings Kant's Essay, Eternal Peace, in a new
translation.

10 Ibid.
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Golo Mann

FREEDOM AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
IN JASPERS’ THOUGHT*

TWO FUNDAMENTAL assumptions have characterized the

revolutionary spirit of the West since the late eighteenth

century: our age is unique; our age is comprehensible. It is unique

in the sense that in it begins something completely new, some-

thing absolutely and finally distinct from the entire past. It is

comprehensible in the sense that all the various forces which

govern it correspond to general concepts. Whoever recognizes

the concepts understands reality and can project the future in

terms of its own latv.

Perfect comprehensibility logically excludes freedom, that is,

choice, or creative decision. If the concept of freedom is neverthe-

less to be saved, then it is defined as comprehended necessity as

Marx has done and, with a different shade of meaning also Oswald
Spengler.

These two fundamental assumptions do not always appear

together. For example, Karl Jaspers believes he is capable of

demonstrating the unique quality of our age in a few, if not in

all essential aspects. He does not assume a complete comprehen-

sibility nor the scientific capacity derived from it to project the

future. In fact this negation is the nucleus of his philosophy.

At this point we must remember first the theses of Jaspers’

doctrine of science which are also the theses of his philosophy

since they distinguish science from philosophy and necessity from

freedom. Scientific comprehensions are partial; there is no totality

for our comprehending. The world “does not rest within itself.”

If it did rest within itself, if the world were God, then it could

be known and could be given a structure by means of a single

science. Thus there would be no gaps between various spheres,

between matter, life, soul, spirit, between natural science and

the humanities, between science and philosophy. There would

be no eternal riddles, no contradictions, no antinomies. But the

• Translated from the original German manuscript by Richard J. Doney.
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world does not rest within itselE. Knotvledgc is a matter of par-

ticulars, not of the world, but of the things in the world. “The
whole must be disintegrated in order to become objective.”^

The process of research is without end.

“Universal science” would be science which “observes all things

with reference to one medium, without which there is nothing.”

Logic embraces all thinking, psychology and sociology embrace

all human existence. For this very reason they arc not genuine

sciences; they must ever be individual sciences with a leading

idea and a method fitted to the object. Even psychology and sociol-

ogy have their empirical objects: The phenomena of conscious-

ness, social relationships. But as long as they arc limited to these

objects, they acquire no relevant comprehension. Psychology can-

not be separated from biology, nor from the humanities. Sociology

cannot be separated from history, from the philosophy of history,

nor from religion. Neither sociology nor psychology can be sepa-

rated from each other. They do not achieve unity from their

object and method, but rather from the creative will of the re-

searcher. At this point the researcher is not “consciousness-as-

such” nor does he aim toward pure comprehension, but rather

toward his own individual condition, toward his relations with

his fellow men, and toward politics. As universal sciences sociology

and psychology are closest to philosophy. In this is to be found

their fascination and at the same time the danger to which they

are continually exposed. Sociology and psychology hover between

scientific, that is particular, comprehension and that totality

which the philosopher can “illuminate” but not apprehend. They
incline to exchange these spheres and the result is bad science

and bad philosophy. They believe they have the totality of man
in a scientific grasp. That is, they deny freedom, since, where
scientific comprehension exists, there is no freedom. Genuine
science cannot destroy freedom because it does not presume to

apprehend totality. Only false science, mingling philo.sophy and
science, absolutizing particular comprehensions, destroys freedom.

This is the error of the followers of Marx and those of Freud.

Both groups have achieved scientific comprehensions but have
made them absolute. “In every absolute lies a truth which is de-

stroyed only by absolutizing.'*^ Science becomes dogma; dogma
leads to the formation of sects, to fanaticism, and to an attitude

which is equally destructive to science and to philosophy.

Freud and Marx remain for Jaspers the classical examples of

1 Phihsophie I. (Berlin. 1982), 201.

SAngemeine.iOt ed., (Berlin, 1946), 628.
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a degenerated universal science. He has given his criticism of

psychoanalysis and of historical materialism in his “Systematics

of Science”® and has introduced it again and again.^ Formulated
in another fashion this criticism maintains that man is always

more than he knows of himself and this “more” is an indication

of his freedom. Man can never make the totality of himself the

object of empirical research but only partial aspects of himself.

Even partial comprehension causes change in the man who
achieves it and it is, therefore, not true from the moment in which
it is achieved.

Empirical science and “philosophical faith” not only exclude

each other, but rather require each other. Freedom, and the sense

and totality of our existence are not objectives of science, but

matters of philosophical faith. Science neither confirms them or

refutes them. In a negative sense, however, freedom appears per-

haps through science, that is, through the endlessness of the

scientific process, through its inability to obtain fulfillment. There
is no freedom in the world (of science) , but there are signs

which point to it. One of these would be the fact that history

can not be scientifically foretold.

The positivist does not believe that he can foretell the future

of man, or at least not with complete certainty, because he is still

missing a few data. The limits which are set to the exactitude of

historical prophecy these days are not determined by the nature

of the object but, on the other hand, by the incomplete quality

of the methods which still prevail. The meterologist foretells the

weather; even when he errs he does not doubt but that every-

thing has taken place according to natural cause and effect. The
“political weather,” too, is determined causally toward a single

interpretation and is, therefore, in principle, foreseeable. And in

the social sciences the methods of the mathematicians and statis-

ticians have taken the place of literary dilettantism, intuition and
guess-work.®

The fact that history cannot be foretold and that every attempt

to foretell it changes ipso facto the course of that which has been
foretold, is, for Jaspers, a sign of that freedom which does not

exist objectively. The attempt to determine history in advance

is scientifically false and philosophically destructive. It is scientif-

ically false because it moves toward that totality which we our-

3 Philosophie, I, 205.

4 Cf. particularly: Anti-Reason, passim,

6 Cf. e.g., Hans Reichenbach, The Rise of Scientific Philosophy, Berkeley, 1951,

309.
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solves arc and wiiich science cannot apprelieiul. It is pliilosophi-

cally dcstvuctive because it denies our rrcedoni and respunsiljility.

If we could determine our future in advance by scientific means

we would no longer be men. We would be God. Or dead.

* * *• » *

Sociological investigations within limited lields of inieresl can

contribute to the illumination of our consciousness of the present

day, particularly in fields such as population statistics, nutritional

possibilities, economic, social and political structural changes.

It is however the investigator who limits these lields of interest.

In reality there are no purely economic or purely political proc-

esses. What will become of the American economy and of each

of America’s individual sectors in the near future does not depend

upon the laws of the economic mechanism but on total historical

development, on the attitude of the American tuition and, recip-

rocally, of all nations. Economics and economic history arc one

and the same, a fact that no one knew better tlian Marx and tliat

no one forgot with more fatal consctpiences. The humanities are,

for Jaspers, essentially historical sciences: thi.s turns out to be

true even for sociology. Like every historical situation, an eco-

nomic situation can al.so be de.scribed in terms of its past lutt not

scriotisly in terms of its future. 'Fhe impressively confirmed pre-

dictions which history knows, were not made by economists or

sociologists but by thinkers in the field of universal history. The
.source of these predictions was intuition, not investigation of tlie

particular.

Sociological research goes astray whenever it does not include

freedom, that is, when it does not continually (|ue.siion itself.

Sociological research treats of possibilities, not of necessities. It

goes even more fundamentally astray when in place of its own
abstracted object it demands a primacy above all other fields and
informs us that the fate of mankind depends upon and is deter-

mined by conditions unavoidably comprehended by itself; the

overpopulation of the earth, “the amalgamation into masses”

(Vermassung) and the process of bureaucracy, the struggle of the

major powers which leads to world dictatorship, the triumph of

the worker over the business mtm, of the manager over the share-

holders (J. Burnham) , the military over the civilian, or tlic pilot

over anyone who cannot fly (TI. G. Wells)

.

To be conscious of the limits of its own objective knowledge,
of freedom, means that there is room for the will to help. We can
help only where the issue is uncertain. There, at that point where
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we are personally concerned, we must want to help. Sociological

research, which strictly forbids — at least ostensibly — all personal

concern and will, awakens the unhappy suspicion that the author

is concerned only with proclaiming to his audience his own knowl-

edge, his preferential knowledge, his improved knowledge. If

his predictions are realized, his abilities have been proven; if

they are not realized he can count on the public capacity to for-

get. But matters which are concerned with the fate of mankind
are at any time too serious to be used as an opportunity for the

mere self-revelation of journalistic insight.

The closed systems which treat present and future as if they

were already past, deny the will to help. Only the complete human
quality (das voile menschliche Sein) of the philosopher, his par-

ticipation (Einsatz), his consuming enterprise can speak for him
here. For Jaspers genuine philosophy is never without personal

participation and every self-sacrifice derives from the will to

help — or otherwise why would the philosopher act in this way?

Systems which tell us what cannot be known and what should

not be known do not derive from the genuine philosophic spirit.

Quite different are those visions of the future which have their

origin not in systematic pseudo-science but rather in the agonized

sensitivity, the profound insight, in that knowing hysteria of the

philosopher. Nietzsche’s predictions are helpful — for anyone
who does not succumb to them. Anything that stirs restlessness

or consciousness is helpful, even when it appears in the form of

a prophecy which admits of no hope.®

« « # » #

The fundamental distinctions of Jaspers’ philosophy which
have been indicated here determine and color what he himself

has to say about our present and future. They are negatively

effective in his criticism of contemporary philosophers of history

and political prognosticators. This latter criticism appears as

important as Jaspers’ own positive contribution, for this philoso-

phy is, in the tradition of Kant, essentially critical, one that sets

limits.

Jaspers’ criticism of Marx is directed fittingly against those

lesser writers of our day who, in the spirit of Marx if without

his genius, set themselves the task of naming the law of our time

and predicting the future sine ira et studio. Perhaps it is also

6 Cf. particularly: Nietzsche, 70.
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directed at James Burnham’s The Managerial Revolution. His

criticism would be just as efEective against the insubstantial analo-

gies between physics and history which Henry Adams concocted in

an unhappy moment and which recently have again had to furnish

the “scientific” basis for a grotesque propliecy of history^

Spengler’s prognosis of the future rests on another insubstantial

analogy — that between organic life and historical civilizations.

This analogy, too, increases the spheres of philosophy ami science,

confuses meaningful evidence and causality, seizes upon a totality

which does not exist, and denies freedom.®

In the same connection Jaspers’ criticism of the brothers Ernst

and Friedrich Georg Jiinger deserves to be mentioned. Both

writers, impressionists of the greatest sensitivity, have exercised

considerable influence on German thought. Both have drawn
pictures of the totality of our time and of our age. Ernst Jiinger

in his vision of “the worker,” of the total machine, the work-state

and the war-state; F. G. Jtinger in his apocalyptic presentation of

technology as a demoniacally destructive force, one that enslaves

mankind. “In such thinking,” writes Jaspers, “there is in all

seriousness really nothing true.”® The aesthetic altitude contrast-

ing to this, which cannot be the object of the aesthetic process,

leads, on the one hand, to nothing whatsoever. In this case the

discrepancy between the Lack of seriousness of the claim and the

seriousness of the subject introduces itself in a manner of speaking

and is not contested. Or, on the other hand, the aesthetic process

leads to fatalism. We can do nothing but fulfill the given picture

and to fill out all details. The wildest misdeeds may be justified

in that they belong to the ostensibly comprehended picture of

the epoch. The aestheticizing attitude contrasting to our own
age as an image or Gestalt is the same as a denial of freedom,
negation of good-will, of creative effort, of personal concern, and
of humility.

From false total knowledge arises false total planning or pro-

jection of the future; from the one-to-one ratio of philosophy
and science arises the total state. He who knows the totality, will

set himself to plan and dominate totality according to his knowl-
edge. Through the logic of his position he will be driven to a
program of total domination, whether he be a man of action
(Lenin, Trotzky) or a giver of poor advice (Spengler, Burnham)

.

Plan and action will be exactly as false as the presumed knowl-
edge. The result is mostly that which had not been planned:

7 Roderick SddenberR, Posthistoric Mm. An Inquiry. Chapel Hill, lasO.

« Cf.; Origin, 277. « Ibid.. 279f.
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Unwelcome reactions at home and abroad; tyranny, terror, war,

often enough the ignominious fall of the omniscient planner of

totalities himself. Out of neglect of the concept of man arises the

actual neglect of man.
Man is neither completely understandable by science nor com-

pletely perfectable through politics. There exists the idea of man
but not the ideal of man. Unreconcilable contradictions will

always arise. That which cannot be foretold will always thwart

the most hopeful calculations. Utopia is as destructive to the art

of government as the grasp toward totality is to science.

*****
The above could suggest that Jaspers is an agnostic and mystic:

he would recommend that the scholar know nothing, that the

statesman plan nothing, do nothing. No more profound misunder-

standing could be conceived. The docta ignorantia which he de-

fends is actually docta founded upon knowledge. By his own ac-

complishments in the field of psychopatliology Jaspers has con-

firmed his thesis that the philosopher must himself play the r61e

of scientist in order to achieve the limits of knowledge. An en-

cyclopedic knowledge of reality lends substance and color to his

work. What he attacks is false science and superstitious politics.

To be sure we may know much about our own time, much,
but not everything. Knowledge is not supposed to have the pur-

pose of determining in advance what cannot be avoided. Know-
ledge is to awaken, warn, to reveal possibilities and keep them
before the eyes of men.
Knowledge is also to show what is impossible. Jaspers was never

a romanticist or an “escapist.” It is impossible to return to a

fancied past and to withdraw from the fundamental conditions

of the age, from technology, from mass civilization, from techni-

cal — although not moral or cultural — world unity. These, along

with democracy in one form or another, along with the “concern

over social welfare” and “planning” are all unavoidable. What
remains is the how and the degree.

Jaspers quotes with approval the writers of the so-called “neo-

liberal” school, Hayek, W. Roepke, and Walter Lippmann. What
connects him with this group is his understanding of the dangers

to human freedom, which are inherent in every form of socialism,

and his refusal to recognize fatalistically the undivided dominance
of certain comprehensible tendencies of development. It seems to
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me, however, that a significant difference exists between Jaspers

and the “Neo-Libcrals.” The latter simplify the problem in that

they maintain it to be soluble. They attribute exclusively to the

presumptuous employment of false economic theories what, at

least partly, has deep historical causes which can no longer be
ignored. Moreover they arc themselves fatalistic in that they do
not believe that any development can be influenced, once it has

been ventured upon. According to them we are free at the first

step, but arc slaves at the second, third, or hundredth step. I’hus

they saw in the benevolent and humanitarian measures of the

British Labor government the beginnings of the most horrible

despotism. On the other hand Jaspers is concerned with separating

the objectively existent (das Vorgegehene), the unavoidable, from
that which we can do with it in terms of guidance, valuation, and
restraint. We are not as free in the choice of our social and
economic milieus as the neo-liberals maintain; tve arc therefore

not as un-free as they maintain after having made a choice or
having accepted an existent.

In his analysis of the existent Jaspers is no palliating optimist.

After the appearance of his first great interpretati(m of onr age.

Die Geislige Situation dcr he was critici/ed occasionally

[or what was actually too cold an objectivity, an almost .solipsistic

observation of things, as if he were himself standing completely
outside the world he was analysing. But Jaspers is concerned with
just this objectivity, the objectivity of de Tocqueville, tvho tried

to grasp the inevitable march of events so that the free man might
prepare himself and that the lihertc huniahie might be saved. As
was the case with de Tocqueville, so also with Jaspers; behind the
cold self-control of the scholar one will sense at all times personal
emotion, concern, the will to help.

As an additional remark on the content of his observations, it

should be said that the last two decades have not produced much
that Jaspers had not already anticipated in 193®' observations
were not such as to round out a system, nor were they ostensibly
deduced from any system, nor did they exclude the possibility of
the unanticipated. Much that would have surpised the philo-
sopher, who in his melancholic, knowing way warned us, has
since 1930 unfortunately not occurred. The book can be regarded
today as if it were describing the “intellectual situation” not of
the first third but rather of the middle of the century.

10 First German edition: 1931; English title: Man in the Modem Age,
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Jaspers is not an historical thinker in the manner of Leopold
Ranke or the English “Whig historian.” His interest is not the

pleasant understanding of the past for the sake of his own learn-

ing. Even less is he interested in those constructions which serve

a so-called victorious cause and the kind of history which becomes
a congratulatory oration. He has not had to sacrifice in a tragic

manner the idea of progress, nor has he had to fight scornfully

against it. The idea of progress is foreign to him. He finds it

quite understandable that the great thinkers of the past — proph-

ets, founders of religions, philosophers, poets — have known just

as much as we have. The universal history of philosophy which
he is preparing is supposed to be, I have heard, not a history of

progressing knowledge (Wissenschaft), but rather an exposition

of timelessly effective possibilities of thought.

To be sure, these will be possibilities of thought which have

been realized in time and by individuals. Individuality signifies

a limitation in time, mortality, decision, identification with the

age. This is “historicity” (Geschichtlichkeit) in Jaspers’ meaning
of the tvord. Time is not the abstract “now,” but the concrete and
liistorical with which the individual spirit must identify itself.

’^Vhen someone complains that he does not belong to his own
age, that he should have lived a century before, we certainly know
the false aspects or at least the comparative aspects of such talk.

He wlio is at variance with his own age is at variance with him-
.self. He who hates his own age hates himself. ‘Had he lived at

another time, he would not have been the man he is.’ Therefore

nothing is more useless than the question of what this or that

great man of the past would perhaps do today. The empty form
of the “I,” consciousness-as-such is the same everywhere and at

all times. The real self, the individual destiny is identical with

the historical time which is its particular fate, in which it wanders

not only by chance. One is not un-free because one lives in this

time and in no other.

Nietzsche objects to those biographies whose titles add to the

name of the subject ‘his life and times.’ Nietzsche maintains that

one must be one’s self, against his own time, independent of that

time; one must live in spite of it, not with it. But Nietzsche does

not protest against the identity between Existenz and the histori-

cal now. He believes that one should not be the lackey of the

tendencies and fashions of the times, which is a different matter.

Nietzsche himself did not escape his own age but was its true

prophet, conceivable in all of his creative suffering only in his

own historical time and place. Hegel is of the same opinion when
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he says, “So far as the individual is concerned, each one is a son

of his own age. Likewise philosophy is its own age expressed in

thoughts.” Hegelian figures arc often similarly lonely, suffering

men, who do not swim with the current. Tire suhsecpient age

will understand that they belonged to their own age and will

understand with what intensity tliey belonged. In this sense, but

only in this sense, Jaspers would appro\'e of the Hegelian state-

ment.

Jaspers’ restless feeling for the Now of the t^venticth century,

his own Now, has led him to historical studies. These are historical

observations essentially derived from the present day, serving the

understanding of the present day. The study, Man in the. Modern
Age was written before The Origin and Goal of History, a work
in the philosophy of history. Tlie latter is an expansion of the

former. From a survey of the age arose a survey of all ages.

Jaspers’ historical thinking is in terms of epochs, crises, like that

of those masters rvho have influenced him most profoundly: de

Tocqueville, Burckhardt, Max Weber and Nietzsche. “A univer-

sal view of history and con.sciousnc.ss of one’s present situation

mutually sustain one another.””

The original contribution which Jaspers has made as an ob-

sen'cr of history is the concept of the “pivotal ago.” Thus he
characterizes the period from lire end of the ninth century to the

beginning of the second century before Christ, a period which
had as its middle perhaps the second century ireforc Christ. This
period, so Jaspers suggests, is a kind of axis of world history. At
that time in China, India, Persia, Israel, Greece, those religious

and intellectual works were composed, and the feats of thought
accomplished by which mankind everywhere has since lived by
recovery and further development. This was the time of the intel-

lectual enlightenment in the consciousness of man, not to be
compared with anything that had been before, nor to be compared
with anything that later was derived from or added to it. It is

characteristic of Jaspers’ philosophy that he leaves unanswered
the question why this intellectual eruption occurred almost simul-

taneously among so many people separated from each other by
vast distances and knowing almost nothing of each other. The
explanation of chance he considers as telling nothing. He di,s-

cusses with interest and respect more serious considerations which
others have attempted; but they all appear insufficient to him.
And why should this puzzle be completely answerable? The
unity of mankind --of which it is an outward sign -remains
u Origin, 271.
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just as much a mystery as the appearance of man, the origin of

life, or the origin of the cosmos. These are mysteries for which

science should seek and always will seek rational explanations.

But so far mankind has not come any nearer to these eternally

challenging border-lines.

Jaspers’ philosophy stands or falls with the existence of myster-

ies. His scheme of world history which he has projected with his

concept of the “pivotal age,” seems much more satisfying to me
than perhaps that of Toynbee. His system emphasizes much more
than Toynbee’s the unity of mankind and movement through

time and, again, the specific character of the Western world and
the unique quality of the present moment. According to Jaspers

we live today in a “second pivotal age,” one just as fateful and
significant as the first, not comparable to the first in its intellectual

accomplishments, but certainly comparable in its unification and
shrinking of the world, in science and technology, in its possibili-

ties, dangers, its analytic and destructive effects. The question

here is not the simple one of comparison beyond which Toynbee
cannot reach if he is to remain true to his system: There have

been twenty-one civilizations-cultures; what will happen to the

twenty-second? It is rather the more serious question of what
will happen to man. Jaspers’ view of history does justice to con-

tinuity as well as to spontaneity, to free decision based on con-

temporary facts; it does justice to the possibilities of comparison

and to the eternal repetitions of history as well as to the differences

and to what is new. It does justice to the radical quality of dif-

ference and the newness of our own age.

Thus Jaspers cannot condemn a limine the modern solutions —
socialism, world federation — as our consen'ative empiricists do.

Where a situation is quite new, obviously the purpose, goals,

methods must themselves be new. Jaspers sees this more clearly

than, for example. Reinhold Niebuhr is inclined to see it.

But both have much in common.

* * * * *

Both overcome the contradiction between positivism and ideal-

ism. They are positivists in that their scientific curiosity has no
limits. There is no scientific knowledge which, for the sake of their

theology or philosophy, they would refuse to accept. Niebuhr,

the theologian, knows of the animalistic origin of religion; Jaspers

has devoted one of his most significant papers to the relationship
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bcLwccn the nalural course of insanity and ai tislic prodnetivity.

Nature and spirit are separated in principle hut not in reality.

The intellectual is cradled with the natural, is conditioned and
admitted by the natural, and by the natural is destroyed, d'he

history of mankind rests upon the facts of nature and is intori)ene-

trated by these facts. Nature is cruel.

But this does not constititte either for Niebuhr or for ja.spers

the real character of histoi7. 'I'he cradlinj>; of the intellectual in

the natural, of the understandttble in the mere ctuisally exi)lain-

able, does not refute the separateness of the s{)heres. which is a

matter of principle. Man, says Niebtihr, .should not excu.se him-

self on the basis of nature. Nature is not the source of most of the

evil which he encountcr.s, but rather his own freedom which he

can use for good and evil. And for Jaspers history is no process

of nature. Man denies nature and converts it into blind happen-
ings when he eliminates from it freedom and sense, guilt, merit

and hope.

Therefore science is not the .solution of the human problem.
Science cannot provide us with the purpose which, in turn, is to

be made .serviceable for science. Niebtthr .shows this in his ma.s-

terly analy.si.s of the inseparablity of .self :ind mind.'-' .Selfhood is

that whicli Ja.spers calls Exisienz, mind, “con.sciousne.ss tis-such.”

Science is valid for every con.scion.sness-;i.s-such. But even .sociology,

which is not a real science, obtains unity from the ‘cxislcnlhd’

(vom Exislenziellen), that is, from will and freedom. "What is

valid for the social sciences must be all the more valid for their

practical applications, for politics. Neither for Niebuhr nor for

Jaspers is there such a thing as staentific politics, for :i .scientific

shaping of history.

Both thinkers can regard history scriou.sly as .something dis-

tinct, without expecting salvation or the millenium from it. I'or

both men history remains for good or for evil in e(|u;tl hushion
to the very end. Both the philosopher and the theologian, prove
a realism without illusion, something that professional historians
have often missed. They know that neither nature nor man can
be trusted and least of all the power that is wielded by m;m. The
just man is destroyed with the unjtist.

Jaspers docs not pos.sess the sanctified tradition under which
Niebuhr takes shelter. This may explain why Ja.spers’ sen.se of
the unique character of our age is .sharper, more concerned, not
to mention more nervous. Where Niebuhr is able to appeal to
faith, Jaspers appeals to the seriousness, the daring, the good will

12 Ct; Reinhold Niebuhr, Faith and History. New York, 1951; 83.
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of the individual and to the community of individuals through

communication. This distinction has lost its significance in the

course of time. Today, a man of years, Jaspers does not seem to

believe any longer that philosophy can provide us with a positive

content. Philosophy has come to be to him more and more a

mere preparer of the way to the portal of religion. What he calls

philosophical faith is substantially — if not formally and dogmati-

cally — the Christian faith. Without this faith, he believes there

is no significant observation of history. Niebuhr says the same:

A Christian philosophy of history is ultimately a theology of

history.

That which is common to both men serves to distinguish them
from the other side, from the negation of all philosophy and all

theology, that is, from positivism.

* * * * *

At this point a choice must be made. If we do not make this

choice we tvill be led to those unanswered contradictions, those

fluctuations bettveen too great a hope and ultimate dismay. These
are the contradictions and the fluctuations which the observations

of Bertrand Russell on the contemporary scene continue to de-

preciate. To make the choice in favor of positivism leads to what
is practically absurd. If the world “rests within itself,” and if

unified science reveals itself as without mystery, then there is no
argument against the total planning of history. There is then

no more serious charge to bring against bolshevism other than

that it is, perhaps, not quite the correct unified science.

Jaspers does not consider freedom to be an object of science,

a thing among other things, an institution among other institu-

tions. For this reason freedom is for Jaspers the very highest

human concern.

In spite of this fact his philosophy is not particularly appropri-

ate for purposes of political propaganda. It is difficult of access.

It forbids the romantic theses which would have a power of pene-

tration and which could be easily summed up. In Jaspers’ philo-

sophy is much of that which John Dewey considers unhealthy,

not in keeping with the times and un-American in the classical

tradition. It is dualistic or antinomian, it is not tragic only because

in the face of its serious content the tragic attitude would appear

as an aestheticizing untruth. It offers not a whole world but

rather a world tom apart, one continually falling apart; it offers

a world of philosophy and science, freedom and necessity, meaning
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and causality, spirit and nature, theory and practice. Never to

say what can not be answered exactly, to supply every possible

counter-argument in response to what has been said, and to let

everyone decide for himself and thus to consummate his own
philosophy by a long series of negations. From the standpoint of

philosophic artistry all this signifies a difficult reminciation. But
it is a renunciation conditioned by history. “We no longer believe

the great philosophers,” Jaspers was accustomed to say in his

seminar. Which is to say, we can no longer believe them in the

face of historical experience, in the face of the facts of scientific

knowledge. But man should never give tip. There must be philo-

sophy. What can philosophy be in our time? Jaspers’ complete
and imposing life’s work is the only answer to this question.

KiLCHBERG near ZtJRICH

Switzerland

Goi.o Mann
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John Hennig

KARL JASPERS’ ATTITUDE TOWARDS HISTORY

The difficulties which foreign readers have found with

German philosophy are largely due to linguistic reasons. To
a considerable extent German philosophy has been based on, and
evolved from the original meaning of Teutonic words used in-

stead of, or along with, international Graeco-Latin terms. Familiar

examples are Kant’s distinction between Vernunft and Verstand,

inexplicable without reference to the original meaning of the

verbs nehmen (seize) and stehen (stand)
,
and even more so

Hegel’s basic conception of the threefold meaning of aufheben
(elevate, preserve and cancel) ; we shall see that these two ex-

amples have gained in significance through the philosophy of

Karl Jaspers.

In our own generation, Heidegger’s philosophy is quite in-

comprehensible without reference to its etymologies. The absence

of linguistic considerations in Jaspers’ philosophy is remarkable.

Speaking of the “universal comprehensibility’’ established by the

“pivotal age of world history’’ (the cultural systems arising be-

tween 800 and 200 B. C. in the Western Mediterranean, India

and China) and extended by the “planetarian” traffic-system in

our days, Jaspers never refers to linguistic difficulties, which have

beset relations in particular between Europe and Asia;^ we shall

see that he implicitly claims universal applicability of the termi-

nology of existentialist philosophy in both time and space. No-
where, to my knowledge, has Jaspers explained why the word
Dasein (existence) , traditionally at least one of the attempts to

render the word existentia, has been used by him for the very

opposite of what in his philosophy has been termed Existenz. In

a philosophy clearly lijnited to the study of man, the common
meaning of the expression “having (an) existence” (=“making
a living,” gagner sa vie, Lebensunterhalt) denotes as much rock-

bottom as does the traditional use of the term existentia; and the

meteoric rise of the emphatic meaning of the term Existenz, which

1 Ori^n, 24, etc.
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has been ihc (muvavd sign oC existential philosopliy, can be largely

ascaihed to the self-evidence of this term from its common mean-
ing. Other key conceptions where, choosing the Latin rather

than ;i corresponding Germttn term, Jaspers preserved essential

features in the common use arc “commimictition” (rather than,

c.g., Goethe’s term LeA)ensverhiillnis^ — the comnton idtra. imply-

ing technical realities, emphasi/cd by Jaspers) and “transparence"

(rather than J)nrchsicht.igkeil — the common meaning implying

artistic objectivity) A On the odicr hand, Jaspers maintained the

German word Geschichte, using only in a derivative sense the

adjective historisch and in a clearly inferior sense the noun
7/istoric.

In contrast to historia, the German word GeschicIiU: originally

had an objective meaning (from geschchen, decisive happcnitig)

,

developing the subjective meaning (narrative) simultaneously

with the evolution of the objective meaning in the derivations

of the Latin term, notably in French and English.* From the out-

set it is clear that in the mode of being of history, as understood

in Western Europe, the subject-object rclationshij) is clo.scr than

in that of nature; only in our terms for the chemical or non-

niathematical senses (smell and taste) have we cvett linguistically

the same close relationship, a point rarely considert'd in the

Critique of Judgmcjil or in the theory of the humanities.

In Ja.spcrs’ philosophy, the term Geschichte (history) is second-

ary to that of Geschichllichkeil (historicity) . The German lan-

guage cannot distinguish between “historic” (significant.) and “hi.s-

torical” (past) , and the ending -lich can denote both property
and likeness. Nouns ending in -keit, derived from adjectives

ending in -lich, can denote both the abstract quality and the

concretion. Applied as it is in the first instance to present exist-

ence, Jaspers’ term geschichtlich (historical) seems to imply pri-

marily the ideas of significance and of similarity. The word
‘historicity’ is used by Jaspers only in the singular, i.e., the ab-

stract sense; concretions are denoted by the term das Gescfiicln-

liche.

These preliminaries are relevant not only to the translations

offered in this paper, but to its very subject-matter, which is the

2 CE. my note on Coettie .wd Byron in Modern I,m\smee Revim, xliv nfl t!)),

'(66.
V /

a See my early studies in the history of this terminology in Mtensbegriff wul
Jxhcnskalegorie (l-eipzig 1933), 137,

4 Cf. my paper on the history ot the term "history" in Deutsche Vierteljahrs-
schrift filr Literatunuissensehaft und Geistesgeschichte, xvi (1936), 511-21.
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discussion of Jaspers’ philosophy through the determination of

the relationship of his term historicity with, and its significance

to, tlie conception of history.*

Based on the definition, given in the preface to Jaspers' Philos-

uphie, of philosophy as “the way in which man, geschichllich in

his time, seizes being,” let us consider one of the passages in which

Jaspers describes the transcendence from the empirical or objec-

tive to the ‘exislentiaV sphere: “The individual as this individual

transcends from his empirical individuality to his being-himself

in the intransferable historical concretion of his being in existence

(Dasein).”^ The historical force of ‘existential’ philosophy cannot

be understood without reference to the tradition, now come into

the foreground, of the conception of man’s being himself.“ Dis-

tinctively modern manifestations of spiritual life are based on tlie

realization of the dependence of objective values upon personal

being-oneself translucent in the advocacy or acceptance of such

values. What is traditionally described as grace is experienced

by modern man in the rare moments when it is given to him
to be himself (Existent) and to encounter adequately such being-

oneself in otliers (communication) . In view of the difficul-

ties which traditionalist writers have found with existentialist

philosophy, these basic facts have to be stated here in the simplest

possible way. They are not theories which could be condemned
as heresies, but descriptions of what ultimately any modern man
in the Western world knows by himself, of facts which may be
deplored but which can scarcely be denied.

According to Jaspers, the decisive break-through from the

unreality of the objective world (the suffering from which un-

reality being the inexhaustible theme of modern literature) to

the reality of oneself (the all-embracing intention of modern art)

is made in “historical concretion,” in the ultimate situation
(

i.e.,

those exposed situations of life which provoke transcendence from
the unreality of the empirical world) . That “as existence I am
always in a definite situation, never general as the whole of all

po.ssibilities”^ has been described by Jaspers as the basic theme
of his work® from his early struggle against the self-satisfaction

of individual sciences and against finding shelter in a Weltan-

ti Philosophie, 40. • Cf. Editor’s Note at end of tins essay.

« Cf. my article on Jaspers’ Reason and Existent in Zeitschrift fur Theologie und
Kirduf, XV ii (19i’iG), 4(5; and my discussion of the apparently contradictory readings

of n Cor. 10:12! in Catholic Biblical Qiiarlerly, viii (1946), 3321f.; also my note, with

reference to Grimmclshausen's Simplicissimiis, in Modern Language Beview, xl

(1945). 38.

7 Philosophie, 474. ^ AnlUlieason, 30.
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schauung, to the systematic exposition o£ the conception of

‘existential’ truth, infinitely modest in its contents and thus

capax infiniti, and its defense against various forms of totalitarian-

ism and against the perversion of the experience of Existenz in

brave or cowardly nihilism. At this point, we do nt)t consider

the significance of Jaspers’ basic theme to his ideas on historical

truth, but we examine what is described as geschichtlich in tran-

scending self-realization. Jaspers continues:

I am in this historical period, in this social position, male or female,

young or old, led by opportunity and by chance. The border character

of my being tied to a unique situation within the narrow limits of

my conditions, becomes accentuated by its contrast with the idea of

man as such and what accrues to him in all his ways of perfection and
completion. Narrowness, however, also leaves room for the possibility

remaining in every situation as an indefinite future. In this ultimate

situation there is a peculiar restlessness, arising from the realization of

the fact that what 1 am to decide is still to come. In this situation

there is therefore the freedom to take my condition upon myself by

making it my own as it it were desired.®

Death, suffering, struggle and guilt are met witli by the individual

as his general ultimate situations within the specificity of the

historic character of each moment.
It may be said that the fact that we and our thoughts are con-

ditioned in cither the strictly historical sense or in the applied

historical sense of psychology and sociology, is a common-place
almost hackneyed in modern philosophy. From tlie outset, how-
ever, it is clear that for Jaspers

(1) it is not so much the past which conditions us, but our
free will to accept what we are presented with as a result of the

past (freedom is even more responsibility for the past than it is

decision for the future)

,

(2) our determination concerns the essential form (namely,

Geschichtlichkeit) rather than material details of our existence,

and

(3) this self-determination becomes the basis of the positive

unfolding of the highest possibilities of man. Far from leading

to the conception of truth as an ideological superstructure of

conditions, it brings us to full realization of the personal responsi-

bilities of truth. (In English the expression “I am determined"
has both an active and a passive meaning.) "Determined reality

as the boundary of empirical reality can be seized in unpredictable

9 Philosophie, 474 .
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chance by potential Existenz.“^° The primary features of historicity

(Geschichtlichkeit) axe, therefore, concreteness and determination,

undoubtedly elements also in the traditional conception of history

(particularly when history is defined, in contrast to mere past,

as the range of freedom) , but clearly removed from the idea of

past. In fact, the positive turn given to determination as “seizing

potential Existenz” makes the future at least as important a

dimension of historicity as is the past (in responsibility)

.

In this conception of historicity, the position in time is deter-

mined insofar as it is intransferable, but only in a subordinate

sense is it determined by its relationship to other historicity earlier

or later. Moreover, in this conception of historicity, intransferable

and thus determined position in time is only one of the many
elements through the realization of which my present situation

becomes concrete and determined, whereas in the traditional

conception, determined position in the sequence of time is the

basic character of history in contrast to mere past. Indeed, in

the traditional conception, determined position in the sequence

of time is the objective basis of history, because it is prior to

memory.
Though Jaspers himself nowhere does so, we may make use of

the original meaning of the word “concrete,” saying that histori-

city grows together from the realization of all the determinants

of my present situation. We notice already at this stage that, by
comparison with the perfect subject-object partnership in the

traditional conception of history, the accent has decidedly shifted

to what is traditionally known as the subjective side, because the

conception of history is approached from this side, namely the

historical self-consciousness of the subject. Neither determination

nor concreteness exist before realization in the same measure as

do, in the traditional conception of history, definite position in,

and quickening of, time provoking history-forming memory.
Determination implies the idea of positive opening up of possi-

bilities arising from the realization of the termini. This positive

conception of determination has become the point at which
Jaspers’ “Existentialism” is most clearly distinguished from Hei-

degger’s, not to speak of Sartre’s; but it is rarely recognized that

it is of specific importance to the traditional conception of history

as the acceptance of the claim of the past to our memory.
By abandoning the arrogance of the belief of possessing in one

instance the whole truth, we become open for truth, each time

realized as determined in its concretion, in particular through

10/6,U, 681.
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comnuinicadon. The first fruit oE positive detenninaliou in

GcscldchtUchkcit, communication, is a distinctive element in Jas-

pers’ ‘existent idV philosophy. In his conception of e.oinnunucalion,

Jaspers stands in the tradition of the discovery that ituerpersonal

knotvledf^e is not covered by the subjoet-objeet pattern of tradi-

tional cpisicmolog;y: .again the recognition of a basic experience

of modern man rather than a philosophical theory. Ilowa'ver, in

‘existential' constaousness the idea of communication has reached

unprecedented acutene.ss. Communication is in the first instance

the realization of c;ich other’s historical determination, thus

breaking the ‘existential’ monadism, movingly expounded by

Kierkegaard and Heidegger, and opening the only possible ^\'ay

left to modern man of sc.arclung for truth. We .shall presently see

to what extent this conception of communication has (h'cpened

our relationship to history, that is (the testimony of) person.-d

being in the past.

In contrast to historical rclativi.sm, Jaspens’ idea of historical

determination does not lead to sceptical quietism or destructive

nihilism, but is the foundation of free activity guided by reasoti;

a point which, from historical experience, has lately been much
emphasized by Jaspers. ‘‘Historically determined retility can 1h>

seized by potential Existent,” because “incapable of completion
(or perfection) in time, it restlessly produces antitheses, inces-

santly demanding change.’’” Geschichtlkhkeit as ever sclf-elTacing

production (the double meaning of “determination’’) is the only
way in whicit T become certain of myself and of transcetKlencc.

At tliis point we are reminded of the original meaning of tlu“

German word Geschichlc (in contrast to that of hislorin, whic:h

is the experience of static facts)
, and it is clear that Jaspers’ con-

ception of history is decidedly Western, being essentially dynamic
and voluntarist; “The interpretive contemplation of history be-
comes a determination of man’s will.’’^

Individual consciousness of my present hist;orical character is

described as historical conscioirsness proper (namely ‘existential’)

in contrast to improper (or “objective’’) historical consciotis-

ness.’* The former is termed geschichtlich, the latter historisch,

the foreign term - as irsually done in German - being applied in
an inferior sense, perhaps also from a memory of the original
meanings of the words Gesrhichte (the thing itself) and histmia.
The inferior sense is even more pronounced in Jaspers’ tise of the
term THstorie (an old-fa.shioncd word used for mere stories or
tradition.s) for the .subject of historical sciences. The relationship

11 Ibid., .>>12. 12 Origin, 2G3. is Philnsofihie, 27.
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between Geschichte and Historie is comparable to that between

Existent and existence.

Objective historical consciousness or the knowledge of history

is not simply the knowledge of what has happened, as something

happens (geschieht) all the time and in evei7 place, but the knowledge

in which I conceive what has happened as objective condition of my
present existence and as something different which, as having been, is

in itself unique in time and kind.^*

If we accept Nietzsche’s distinction of the three main attitudes

to history, we may say that Jaspers refers to the monumentalist

and critical attitudes rather than to the antiquarian attitude

(which when properly understood was most purely represented

by Ranke)
.
Jaspers does not consider as historical consciousness

an attitude confining itself to happenings which, having taken

place at a definite point in the sequence of time in the past, are

in themselves unique in time and kind, without reference to the

present, my present. There is no internal connection betiveen

tlic two qualifications by which “some happening” becomes his-

loi'ical (namely “conditioning my present existence” and “unique

in time and kind”) . We shall see that the fact that I recognize it

as different (because past) and unique (because occupying a

definite point of time) does not necessarily imply that it remains

objective to me. This objective character is rather based on the

material relationship established in tliis historical consciousness

between present and past as cause and effect. “Something totally

different from it (objective historical consciousness) is liistorical

consciousness proper in which the Self becomes aware of its liis-

torical character as which alone the Self is real.”^® The difference

between these two historical consciousnesses is clearly reduced to

that between objective and ‘existential’ thought. “In objective

historical consciousness, though relating the objects to ourselves,

in our examining them and search for their causes, they remain

objects. Reduced to an object, the present is examined as if it were

already past.”

There is a strict parallelism between Jaspers’ use of the se-

quence Geschichte — Geschichtlichkeit — Historie and historisch

and his use of the sequence Gegenstand — Gegenstandlichkeit —
Objekt and objektiv. In the present instance, Jaspers uses the —
derogatory — term Objekt; his use of the word objektiv, in con-

trast to existentiell, is the fundamental subject of the present

investigation which tries to establish an ‘existential’ conception

14 Philosophie, 397L Ibid., 398.
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of what is traditionally known as tlie objectivity of historical

sciences. “ (On the other hand) , tlie historical consciousness of

Existenz [genit. objectiv. and subjectiv.] is originally personal.

In it I am conscious of myself in communication with others ^vho

are themselves historical (or historically themselves) .” l''rom his

conception of historical consciousness, Jaspers says that “the his-

torical being [r/rtJ geschichlliche Sein means “historic al existence’’

— in the traditional sense — but should presumably mean “histori-

cal character’’] of objects, as they are in the intention of my
knowledge, is historical only for me,’’ because only by relating

them to myself as the causes of my condition do they attain to

that “significance” which traditionally marks the dilference be-

tween mere past and history, whereas I know myself in my his-

torical being as historical for myself.

In this latter part of this sentence, Jaspers uses the word
geschichtlich, thus making it quite clear that in an attitude ob-

jective in the sense of ‘existential’ philosophy, history as such fails

to become objective in the traditional sense of the word (hut re-

mains Histone), because it is attributed by the subject. Gesclncht-

lichkeit, however, is not attributuble but based on self-conscious-

ness, and with regard to other beings, as tvith regard to myself,

‘existential’ philosophy is not speculative interpretation but
recognition of tacts.

Only in objective thought do we distinguish between historical

being (geschichtliches Sein) and our knowledge of it; “existenti-

ally they are so close (gleich) to each other that one cannot be
without the other” (the German word gleich means both “like”

and “identical”) . Whereas the word “object” implies the idea of

subjection, the German word Gegenstand (in this respect related

to Verstand) implies the ideas of distance and resistance which
are characteristic also of what must be termed the existentialist

conception of “object” (i.e., existence outside mine)
.
Jaspers’

philosophy is personalistic; the word Ding (thing, It) does not
occur in the indices to his works. The Gegenstand in his philoso-

phy is Thou, as is obvious from the short but decisive passage
in his Logic, speaking of Sache (res); “The closer the concept is

to being . . . the more it seems to signify, in spite of the remaining
separation, the true essence of Being, and the greater the freedom
of him who forms this concept with regard to what is conceived:
He is entirely in it, and thought and thing (Sache) coincide,”’*

clearly the basis of Jaspers’ use of ‘like’ (gleich) in the preceding
passage. “With regard to what is not conceived or inconceivable

10 Wahrheit, 281.
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we have no freedom, we are not in it; it is foreign and untrans-

parent as mere difference from us,”^^ that is the way in which

objective historical consciousness knows the past as “something

different.” The word “mere” implies that the perception of dif-

ference is opaque and that transparence is brought about by ap-

propriation or assimilation (gleich) to myself. The further im-

plication is that what is opaque is ‘existentially’ irrelevant. (It will

be shown, however, that the past is not “mere” difference but

the essential difference from the present and as such ‘existentially’

relevant)

.

In ‘existential’ self-consciousness, historical knowledge identi-

fies itself as historical with other historical being, and my own
historicity thus established is the standard by which objective

historical knowledge is measured. Historical knowledge breaks

out of monadic confinement in communication (as, in the original

meaning, histor, in contrast to the idiotes, is he who, by moving
about, establishes that behind yonder mountains there are also

people, different people) . In contrast to the self-righteousness

and egocentrism of Verstand, Vernunft is the loving acceptance

of the determination of my truth by that of other personal beings.

Historical being outside my own

is disclosed only to love, and to the power of intuition and clairvoy-

ance that grows in love. Entirely present in love, the single individual

becomes endlessly open to tlie desire for knowledge that is guided by
love. It is revealed in phenomena which also become unpredictably

different. It is real as an historical individual, and yet to mere knowl-
edge it is, at the same time, non-existent as such.^®

Defining historical (geschichtlich) as “being oneself united with
the origin of all being and in its self-consciousness certain of itself

in this ground,” Jaspers emphatically denies that historicity can

be recognized in objective knowledge. The transition from the

conception of historicity (present determination) to historical

being is almost imperceptible:

To love of the historical individual, the matrix of Being to which it

is attached becomes simultaneously perceptible. In the infinitude of

the loved individual, the world becomes manifest. Hence genuine love

experiences expansion and intensification through itself, spreads to

everything historically existent, becomes love of Being itself in its

origin. Thus it becomes manifest to loving intuition how Being, this

one single vast individual, is historical in the world. But it is revealed

only in the historicity of the love of an individual to an individual.’®

17 Wahrheit, 281. 18 Origin, 242. lO Origin, 242.
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All this applies to love or communication in the present, and the

transition to Iiistory (in the traditional sense) is made only in

the subsetiuent passage:

I'o the Being of history corresponds the [jarticulaiity of historical

cognition. Historical research creates the prere<iiiisites in real [cf. foot-

note] insight, through which and on the margins of which there may
dawn upon ns that which is no longer accessible to ro.scarch it.self, but
from wliich research is guided in its choice of themes and in its dif-

ferentiation between essential and inessential. On the roail r'iti the

always universal object of our cognition, research shows at its margins
the irreplaceable individual of history as that which is never universal.

'I’o catch a glimp.se of this individual links us with it on a plane that

lies above and beyond cognition, but is attainable only through cog-

nition.®*

'ExisteniiaV rclation.ship to historical past is an application of

connnunication in present existence rather than sui gtuicm, the

difference bettveen present and past being immaterial on the

'cxistnilial' plane. The relationship between Jaspers’ idea of

'cxistenlud' transcendence and IIu.s,sctTs“’ idea of itiieiiomenologi-

c:il reditction is striking: So far as the material (or objective)

contents are concerned, both aim at establi.shing “empty forms.”

Tlie “empty form” established in communication i.s “being-onc-

sclf,” i.e., individuality .self-conscious in its historical deiermin.a-

tion, whether past or pre.sent. Love is no longer a reaction to

values, but active singling out (di- or inter-ligerc), acceptance of

the claim of and to determination outside ourselves. (TTatrcd is

levelling down into objective generalities.) T-ove is determin.ttion
(in the subject) to determination (in the object) , in both
instances active and passive. This conception of love* again is not

a philo.sophical theory but a dc.scription of a truly tremendous
change which modern man found in himself long before Exi.sten-

tialism was heard of, and indeed his be.st and decisive characteristic.

The convenient perversion of this di.scovery is to drag down such
determination to the level of orientation in the physical ivorld and
to make it there the basis of values. In reality, it is the transptir-

ence and ultimate transcendence (the threefold metining of aiif-

hehen) of the highest values encountered on the objective plane.
The same confusion can be detected in much of contemporary

20 Ibid., 242f. Tlic word real is static, in contrast to the corrc-suoiKliiiK German
word, xoirkUch,

21 Rechenschaft, 827. "Only by such pure formality, thought has the power of
penetrating to my origin.” (Ibid., 112).
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writing of history, in neglect of fundamental research and in dis-

orderly craving for personal evaluation.

Jaspers’ interest in the historical sciences is obviously indirect

and legitimately transitory. Objective historical research pro-

vides the raw material for communication, arising through it

(“transparence”) and at its borders. Establishing these borders,

objective historical consciousness is the indispensible basis of

‘existential’ historical consciousness. Objective historical con-

sciousness in historical research shows itself in consciousness of

the historical situation determining choice of subjects and the

distinction between what is essential and what not. “History is

seen in hierarchies of value, in its origins, in its crucial [where

something “happens”] stages. The real is divided up into the

essential and the inessential.”*® The traditional definitions of

history are based on the term “essential,” history being distin-

guished from mere past as what is “significant” to mankind,

society, civilization, nations, the great individual, progress, free-

dom or the proletariat. Why these things or any of them should

be the standard and what is significant in them, is determined

by the individual historian (or liis party) and presented by him
as universal truth. Instead of deriding the lack of consciousness

in this arrogant subjectivism, and instead of being led to de-

spondent relativism, Jaspers shows that any such standards of

defining history, or even better ones possibly proposed in his-

torical modesty, are fundamentally and ultimately destined to

founder in order to make room for historical consciousness

proper. All those objective standards are material; the standard

adequate to the unlimited possibilities of history must be free

of material limitation. It must be the very essence of history,

which is not found by wandering about in viewing the past as

an object, but in communicating with what appears in the past

to correspond to the depth of my own historicity.

Even though he considers it only as of preliminary character,

historical science has obtained through Jaspers a conception of

its dignity rarely parallelled in depth and acuteness. Its end is to

recognize the historical character of personal being in the past as

determined individuality. This recognition is not possible in

unconcerned objectivity; it requires the whole weight of the

historians’ historical consciousness and loving communication

with the individuality speaking from out of the past. Material

standards, which research cannot do without, are pushed aside

22 Origin, 262 .
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at tlie outset, since they have to be abandoned belbve true histori-

cal being can become transparent.

“Objective historical consciousness reaches its fulfillincnt in

historical science. It stands confirmed by the panoramic picture

of a world history and in the always limited capacity to interpret

the present out of the past,”-* Whether the second sentence is an

exposition of the purpose of historical science or of its transcend-

ence into philosophy, both sentences seem to refer to objective

attitudes.

Historical science is furthermore concerned with . . . sociological and
political aspects, institutions and customs, works and clfocts. "I’his

knowledge presents itself to me not as to this indiviilual but as a

specimen of present-day man or even of man in general, accidentally

living today, tlius limited in his knowledge of the contciiLi of the past

but not limited In the kind of knowledge. In this knowledge I am not

myself but consciousness-as-suclx, separated from the object of my
knowledge [“mere dilEereace”].*'

That is to say, historical .science, according to jaspens, aims from

the outset at what is general rather than what is individual, at

objective manifestations mthcr than their creative ground. It

levels individuality by considering it in a catrsality pattern. It

is indifferent to its object: at most it will admit that its material

knowledge is limited. But it is incapable of even conceiving the

decisive difference in kind between objective and 'vxisliiniial/

knowledge. At this point, wc have clearly the difference between
the three-dimensional conception of truth in ‘cxislcnlial’ philoso-

phy (the decisive dimension being that of depth) and the two-

dimensional conception of philosophy in the traditional sense

(“hit and miss”) . In contrast to emotional and vitalist subjectiv-

ism, however, the ‘existential’ conception of truth is not simply

vertical (depth — or agreeability — being the only dimension that

counts) but three-dimensional, rising from the broad and solid

plain of objectivity.

While historical science supplies ‘existential’ realization with
this indispensible foundation, it is shallow and flat without ‘exis-

tential’ consciousness: “Without the historicity of Existent there

is no historicity of objectivity of its existence in society, law or

moral order, but only Historic of endless relativities."*'’ Since
“only Existent recognizes for itself in the objectivity of the exter-

nal historical object its (this object’s) historical pre.sencc,” it is

28 Philosophie, 397. 24 md., S97f.

28 Ibid., 6S.3. In this instance the word Histone is clearly used in the sense of
"recitation."
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clear that “while recognizing universal historicity as the ground

receiving and embracing it. Existent is confronted by this ground
in individual phenomena of objectivity, seized and animated by

its (Existent’s) subjectivity. The depth of this ground is history

as such which from it (such animated objectivity) meets Exist-

ent.”^^ The connection, in terminology, imagery and indeed con-

tents, with theological descriptions of unio mystica or modern
descriptions of inter-personal love is obvious. There is a clear

hierarchy in this descent to “the deepest ground: “In order

that Existent can understand Existenten in their common histori-

cal ground [common as historical rather than by contents],

knowledge of the past is required. This knowledge, methodically

and critically examined, as such, is Historic as science. Trans-

formed into ‘existential’ self-understanding, it is philosophy of

history.’’^® Philosophy of history is realized in three stages:^ (1)

In orientation in the world, it makes us conscious of the bound-
aries of history as Historic, that is, historicity appearing to us in

the objectivity of the past, the conditions and forms of historical

knowledge and understanding, and of speculations on the mean-
ing of history as a whole. Thus it supplies what is missing in

historical science, namely understanding of the historical limita-

tions of knowledge, not only in its contents but also in its kind,

and knowledge of what is beyond the “panoramic picture of a

world history,” which knowledge again is determination, telling

us above all that, however wide and detailed our panorama, it is

not universal and does not absolve us from making concrete

decision. Philosophy in general prevents history and other sciences

from turning into dogmatic theories, “historism” ranking on the

same level with “psyschologism” (Jaspers’ life-long adversary)

,

“sociologism”®® and, no doubt, "existentialism.” The traditional

question of the meaning of history, i.e., a uniform tendency com-
prehensible or desirable for everyone, everywhere and at any time

and expressed in objective contents (freedom, civilization, the

greatest good for the greatest number, class-less society, the con-

version of mankind, etc.) is clearly reduced to its true rank as a

working hypothesis or a cipher, providing a garment to be worn
as long as it is fitting, ever ready to be obliterated in ‘existential’

transcendence. (2) In illumination of Existent, the objectivity

of history (as supplied by historical science) is conceived as the

universal region of the communion of my Existent with other

26 Ibid, 27 Goethe, Faust, ii, v. 6283ff.

28 miosophte, 6S5. 28 Ibid,, 638.

80 Cf. the first of Jaspers' lectures in Anti-Reason (1952).
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personal beings. Sudi illuminatiou of Existenz is purely present,

the past being entirely related to the present and the future being

planned from this con-cretion. Philosophy of history is the

cxrneeption of this communion of ExisU^nz, not yet its reali-

zation in communication. (1?) The historical character of this

universe is transcended. The picture of an historical universe

with beginning and end becomes the basis of a myth tvhich for

the present historical moment represents tran.scentlency through

the medium of history.

The ultimate dividing-line of history as Tlixtot ic. jaspers says, is

in the methodological sphere.

In matters of the spirit, a fact can only be apprehended through the

miderstanding of meaning. Understanding, however, is by its nature

valuation. Though it rests empirically upon an accumulation of sepa-

rate data, an historical construction never comes into being through

these alone. Only through understanding do we arrive at our view . . .

and this view involves understanding and valuation at the same

time . .

Should we not .say again: They arc .so chrsc ({'Icicli), that one

cannot bo without the other? The hi.story of the relation,ship

between undcr.standing and evaluating has been the fundaiticntal

theme of the history of historical methods, and great historians

from I’luicydides to Ranke claimed that understanding .should

he kept free from evaluating. Let us try to clarify Jaspers’ terms

'‘understanding” and “evaluating.”

The understanding of the meaning of something takes place in mu-
tual communication: causality is foreign to this pror.c.s.s and means
recognizing something as diiferent and distant. Understanding dot:s

not have an effect on things, but leaves the road open to freedom.

Ciausal explanation enables one to intervene to some extent in the

])roces8 of events. . .
.
[thus] I am treating [freedom] as an object, as

if it were a perceptible object, whicli is to degrade it.““

Dilthey’s distinction between understanding (as the method of the

humanitie.s) and explaining (in the natural sciences) is here

clearly placed parallel to proper and improper historical con-

.sciousness. It would therefore appear that, when saying that

“historical science is concerned with . . . works and effects, knowl-
edge in which I am separated from the object of my knowledge,”
jaspers refers to a perversion of true historical science, as indeed
it is.

at Origin, Of. 32 Anti^Reason, 22.
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In the situation of German universities in 1946, Jaspers de-

manded

devoted study of a thousand years of our German past. Instead of

supposed omniscience and historical derivatives absorption in the truly

great . . . the Othonic world, Switzerland’s and the Low Countries’

fight lor freedom and the formation of their states, in the shipwreck
of the grand projects of von Stein, Gneisenau and Humboldt-^®

It is from the ‘existential’ view of truth that such demands must
be distinguished from an opportunist treatment of history. Jas-

pers continues: “A new picture of German history, based on what
is good in our tradition and which sees right through the idols,

is not gained by convenient reversion to previous [Nazi] evalu-

ations, but must be worked out by research.” What is “great”

or “good” and what is “idol,” is, however, even more difficult to

judge than what is “essential.” What does historical research have
to do with such clearly objective evaluations? Earlier in the same
lecture (which, although not strictly philosophical, illustrates

Jaspers’ attitude to history at a crucial point)
,
Jaspers refers to a

practical problem in historical research:

We are able to understand (verstehen) even what we ourselves are

not. It has been said: It is possible to understand Caesar without being
Caesar. Is it, really? This is the riddle of the humanities: on the one
hand, understanding hits something in the understood person of which
he himself was not at all aware; did Caesar, perhaps, understand him-
self, had he become translucent to himself? And, on the other hand,
understanding produces a change in the spiritual life of him who has
the understanding, since it opens up to him new possibilities of under-
standing. He enters into the infinite movement of illumination, per-

formed on the material of history.®^

Are we to take it that the situation is similar to that described

by modern physicists: In and through the act of understanding
both subject and object undergo changes; they can never be tire

same? Through understanding they become even more historical

(as modem man knows that in love we become even more single) .

The transition from this conception of understanding of historical

character, freed from material objectivity, to applications in con-

crete historical situations cannot be retraced outside tlie experi-

ence of those situations.

Unless prepared to make such transitions in concrete determi-

nation, the historian, as envisaged by Jaspers, tends to make him-
self “independent of the historical consciousness of Existent!’

Rechenschaft, 177f. 164.
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thus remaining in a mere knowledge situation. Tlierchy he faces

the danger of either losing proper iiistoricity (not the conscious-

ness of it, since historicity itself is the organ of esiablisliing other

historicity) to the point of its becoming endless knotvlcdgc, or

else he makes himself independent of its historicity by claiming

to have po.ssession of universally valid truih.-’^' The development

of this alternative in Jaspers’ thought is signilicant. llis “Discus-

sion of the contrast between catholicity and reason” started with

a reduction of this contrast to that between “forced :md original

historicity."

When man becomes conscious of historicity in its objective form, two

dangers arise; [Either] what is historically known takes the place of

historicity, being accepted as the authentic (dns EigentJiclic) — [ (1) his-

torical consciousness proper, (2) history appropriated, (3) being one-

self, (4) being myself]. What I know of the past conceals, as myth*® of

what has passed, origin and approach to the whole for me. What does

not find a place in knowledge is allowed to be drowned [in oblivion

of non-existentiality], whereas what is possibly alien to my .self-being is

artificially elevated. The desired docs violence to my essence. What
arose out of historicity and was, as objective structure, ])arlicular and
relative, mobile and changeable, becomes the historical itself. lUit,

forced clinging to ticceptcd knowledge ami htiving such knowledge
forced on one, deprive of historicity, ’rims subjected to thought and
to what is fabricated, 1 have, in merely apparent historicity, tictually

become entangled in confined generality. I myself become thus un-

historical material, abandoned to the Naught in the passing appear-

ance of historicity; a fact which becomes obvious in the moment of

the collapse of tlris appearance by the intervention of external forces.

Or, the knowledge of historicity, in its accidental objective incarna-

tions, robs our life of its absoluteness. The relativity of historical ob-

jectivity makes life itself relative. The non-generality distintegrates tire

absolute validity of my historicity for me. I distrust the historical and
embark on the impossible and self-destructive attempt of living in the

merely general validity of consciousness-as-such. Thus I lose my bear-

ings in the bottomless.*’^

Between those two perversions there is but one highway:

Historical research in the service of historical consciousness maintains
passionately and with radical trutlifulness what can be critically ex-

plored, but also penetrates through it to what is Existenz. The origin

of the meaning of historical research is the rocoguition of Existenz

88 C£. Philosophie, GS6.

86 In this instance the word "myth” is used in a derogatory .scn.se, in contrast to

the use of this word in the exposition of philosophy of history.

87 Wahrheit, 8S4.
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in every historical phenomenon as being “immediate to God.” In his-

torical knowledge, Existenz is present as it were invisible, both in him
who sees and in him who is seen. There is love of what has been, even

in minute detail,®® as long as Existenz is perceptible. There is the awe
of what is beyond exploration. There is the presence of our own roots,

the sense of that past which, as great for us, belongs to our world, and
on the other hand the search for even the remotest fact from which
man still speaks to us. By all these internal connections, what can be

known and what claims to be conceived with such preparedness, is

animated and appropriated.

Since Ranke’s lectures before King Louis of Bavaria (to which
it alludes) , there has been scarcely a more inspiring exposition

of the nature of historical science than this passage. Its radiance

is so overwhelming that we can hardly conceive that the perver-

sions which, according to Jaspers, are inevitable outside this

conception of history are difficult to account for.

The question is whether the alternative between objective and
‘existential’ historical consciousness is as clear as suggested by

Jaspers or whether traditional objective historical research is not

of a more positive relevancy for existentialist philosophy.

In objective historical knowledge we have mere changes or what
everywhere is transitory, what is related by causality, infinite ups and
downs, an arbitrary variety without beginning or end. In Existenz,

however, the present as historical is not merely vanishing but listening

to the past, thus capable of speaking to a possible future, growing
together (concrete) from past and future in a substantial nunc. Hav-
ing become my own in communication, the past is no longer merely
the causal condition of my presence, which even when left unknown
exercises its influence, but is present reality as ground coming to me
in what the past says to me. The relativity of merely historical pres-

ence hebt sick auf (is raised, preserved and cancelled) in the historical

consciousness of Existenz, whenever this claim of the past is responded

to. For this Existenz alone, the Geschichtlichkeit of the objectivity em-
bracing it is visible as content in which my Existenz meets other

Existenz, dispersed in time and space, so far as it appears as external

in historical records, eternity in temporal appearance in which it is

gained.®*

There can be little doubt that what is here confronted is the

description of an obvious perversion and the theory of an ideal.

Yet it is by this ideal that Jaspers would have us measure the

concretions of his attitude to history in his monographs in the

field of history of philosophy, in the guidance given by him in

Germany after the war, and in his “plan for a world history.”

88 Rechenschaft, 207. 89 Philosophies 637f.
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When, in existentialist philosophy, we leave the sphere ol

descriptive interpretation, the dilliculty presents itsell: whether it

will be possible, in the neutral atmosphere of a paper, to maintain

the minimum of communication and to avoid “etuiless discussion

as the play of accidental opinions, the vanity of being in the right

and sophistic skills with the mental reservation everywhere in

force that everything is, after all, undecided and ultimately

nothing is to be taken too seriously, that perversittn with which

intellectual life in the West is beset. The present writer has lived

through his formative years with Jaspers’ philosophy and for

more than twenty years has closely followed Jaspers’ attitude

towards history. The principles of this attitude have guided him
in historical research. In fact, due to the vicissitudes of history

scattered over a wide range, his work is held together only by the

search for the ‘existential’ significance of historical objectivity.'*'

Jaspers’ historical monographs folloiv a definite pattern, which

may be described as the sifting of the 'existential' ivheat from the

objective chaff. In each of them, Jaspers goes with his object

from its origin a certain disuince, sometimes even a long stretch,

until he readies what he terms its fixations or ultimate limits,

measured by tlic standards of his philosophy rather than by those

of the historical position of the object.'*** Essentially based on
conscientious recognition of a spiritual position (namely the

cleavage between objective and ‘existential’ reality) , existentialist

philosophy is not only the tmnst;endcnce of totalitarian claims

to the possession of universal truth, but also the reduction of phi-

losophy from theories about what should he to description of

what is. It is the conscience of modern man, because it docs not

confuse thought and being. It is fundamentally non-controversial,

because there is no way of enforcing the recognition of facts. Its

conception of communication, as the only responsible way of

conveying truth between personal beings, precludes mere argu-

ments. Its preoccupation with death and suffering is of epistemo-

logical significance: Concerning both death and suffering we
cannot argue, because we know nothing of them outside of them;
yet death and suffering are the inevitable themes of philosophy in

our age, having rebelled to an unprecedented degree against the

40 Rechenschaft, 171.

41 CL in particular my studies in the conceptions of time and history underlying
the liturgy of tiic early Trisli church, nota!)!y in Sjwculnm, xxi (IIMO), and in
Medieval Studies x (1948), H7-161.

42 Cf. my review of Jaspers' Descartes, in Blatter fiir deutsche Philosophie, xii

(1938) no. 3.
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traditional attempts at meliorizing. Communication is spontane-

ous and unexpected. It is all-embracing. Jaspers has shown us that

the vanishing of objective standards in communication is not

blind love, but tlie way to become entirely open to historical

individuality.

Where there is fundamental antagonism, as in Goethe’s attitude

to Newton^® or in Jaspers’ to Descartes, communication is im-

peded. The consequences of such impeded communication could

only be demonstrated in detailed argument, limited in fruitful-

ness, on the basis of specialized knowledge. A concise and extreme

example in Jaspers’ monographs of an objective approach to an
historical phenomenon is his study on Ezekiel.^® This is not the

place to re-trace Jaspers’ progressive preoccupation with what he

describes as the limitations in the Biblical and Christian tradi-

tions: the following examples must be taken as symptomatic in

the field of historical method. “The truth of Biblical religion

runs counter to the fixations Jsuch as the conception of Law]
that have been effected within it, that were once perhaps histori-

cally valid, but are no longer valid for philosophical reflection.’’^®

Confronted by such apparent fixations, historical consciousness

must not remain in the undecided vagueness of suggestion (“per-

haps”) : As long as there is a possibility of breaking through the

appearance of fixation, there is a chance that the historical reality

may still be valid. — Segregating in Biblical religion what may
still be philosophically maintained and what not, Jaspers inserts

the clause: no man can be God.”^^ While scarcely relating the

meaning of the doctrine of the Divinity of Christ, this statement

presents a universal truth, embracing even the future, and
breaking off communication with at least 1500 years of our
spiritual tradition and with a few hundred millions of our
fellow-men. This is not a question of belief but of an admission

of non-transparence. Learning to make the distinction between

43 Rechenschaft, 84,

44 Cf. note 42 and Wahrheit, 814.

45 Rechenschaft, 80f, and Scope, 102. Jaspers knows, of course, that '•psychiatric

analysis docs not affect the material and historical value of intellectual and spiritual

contents" (Rechenschaft, 89). Yet, on the basis of such analysis, he rejects these

values in detail, against the testimony of Ezekiel and his tradition. The idea that

we can penetrate to historicity (by-passing, as it were, its testimony and tradition,

by which tradition we nevertheless are determined), is typical of the aristocratic

attitude to history. See my studies in liturgical and exegetical traditions in Catholic

Biblical Quarterly x (1948), 860 and xiv (1952), 283; Theological Studies, iv (1943),

445 and vii (1946), 126; Irish Theological Quarterly xviii (1951), 187 and xix (1952),

84 and 192, etc.

46 Scope, 104. 47/6fd., 105.
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admission o£ non-transparence and outright rejection is the aim

of historical education.

On a more elementary plane of historical consciousness, the

statement:

To die for something in order to bear witness to it is to give an aim

to one’s death, hence to make it impure. Whore martyrs have

actually been inspired by a longing to die, perhaps in imitation of

Christ, by a death urge which not infrecjuently darkens the soul with

symptoms of hysteria, the impurity is still greater. .

.

is an illustration of the preclusion of historical realization by a

psychological theory.

^ Existentialist philosophy has been essentially aristocratic. In-

voluntarily it has given a deeper meaning to the definition of

the proletarian as the man without Existenz. If, however, it was

true in Germany in 1945 that “it is our fault that we are still

alive, it is even more true of all of us who still have both time

and a mind to devote ourselves to philosophy, that it is our fault

that we can still strive for Existenz. A conception of communica-
tion as the invisible contact between the fetv scattered through-

out the world*® who aim at “an ascent to high-minded, devoted,

penetrating, pure humanity,”®* hopelessly leaves behind the masses

whose spiritual condition has been movingly described. The
consciousness of our guilt, social and racial,*® must not remain
metaphysical.

. A “vital humanism will have to ally itself with those forces

1 which truly desire to promote the fate and the chances of all,”*®

recognizing that, “in the future even more than in the past, no
spiritual reality will remain unless carried by the masses.”** It

must renounce even the last vestiges of a condescending aristo-

cratic attitude:

/ Achievement at a high level will, nevertheless, always be a matter
for a few individuals, for the elite who educate themselves. Yet, the

coming humanism will, while scaling the summits, also have to dis-

cover the simplest forms which become approachable and convincing
\ to everyone. An effective humanism would, in principle, have to be
' a humanism for all. (Ibid.)

-*8 Cf. above Note 45, The quotation is from Jaspers* Wisdom,, 55.

49 Rechenschaft, 138, 184. nt Origin, 227,

^

Whence shall the white man take the courage to ask: '^Will the people con-
scious of liberty, numbering at most a few hundred millions, be able to bring con-
viction to the spirits of more than two thousand million others, and enter with
them into a free, legal world community?** Origin, 203.

58 Rechenschaft, 275. 84 ibid., 279.
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Yet — the greatest humanizing force in world history is severely

censured for the “fixations” to which such “simplest forms” in-

variably leadl U-

With regard to history, this aristocratic attitude results, method-

ically, in assigning to the present the right and indeed the duty

of evaluating the past, and, materially, in a disregard of the

fundamental problem in our existing historical situation, viz.,

the continuous increase in world population in the face of ever

decreasing food production, resulting in ever shrinking chances

of communication and in an inevitable increase in pre-occupation

with suffering.

Jaspers' derivation of history from historicity is due to his

minimizing the differences among present, past and future so

far as their mode of being is concerned.®® Nowhere, so far as I

am aware, is the point made, decisive though it is for any con-

ception of history, that — whereas the past is irrevocable, — the

present is undecided and the future possible; these being the

only features in present, past and future which are indubitable

and applicable only to them respectively. We can doubt whether

there will be a future, we may even doubt whether there is a

present (Descartes' anticipation of Leibniz' question why there

is anything at all) , but we cannot doubt that there has been a

past, although and because it is irrevocable. When Jaspers says

that “Something endless opens up into the past and into the

future,”®® we cannot forget that the infinity (or extent lost to

sight) of the past is given to us in a way quite different from that

in which the infinity of the future is given, if given at all. His-

torical communication differs from communication in the present

in that the past can only call on but not respond to us. Anything

that appears to us as response is our interpretation of what the

past says without specific reference to us.

If “history — into the future in fact, and as the past in interpre-

tation — is an open, infinite world of relationships of meaning,”®'^

then the decisive r61e of the historian in the world, both intel-

lectual and material, is to assert the fact that, in spite of its infinite

(or considerable) openness to interpretation, the past is irrevo-

cable and that the present is bound to become so. To speak of

the future is natural to man; to listen to the past requires the

r>5 What is attempted in these last pages is a projection of Jaspers* ideas into a

field which was outside his historical choice of subjects. In the field of history it

has never been properly attempted "not only to determine the limits of the func-

tions of reason against each other, but even more so to elucidate the limits of

reason with regard to what encompasses reason” (Rechenschaft, 108).

56 Origin, xiii, Ibid., 263.
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special elloit o£ the histor. lu personal, national, social and racial

experience the irrevocability of the past is the measure of guilt,

and the consciousness of guilt is the source of our responsibility,

the concretion of determination in every historical moment.

However, the historian prevents breaking off not only our own
history but history and the past as such. 'The past is irrevocable,

separated from the present by the unbridgeable chasm of death.'**

Some day, 1 myself shall be as defenseless as is the past, open to

ever new interpretation, mostly mis-interpretation or, even more
likely, oblivion. While the realization of our inevitable vanishing

into death is negative (vanitas vanilalnm)/’'^ that of vanishing into

history creates responsibility. Yet, however deep and acute my
historical consciousness of existence, it can never transform the

irresponsiveness of the past. Only in the past do wo encounter

an authority which, — completely free of objective content, based

entirely on its irrevocability as past, — has to be listened to

rvhether it becomes transparent to us or not. Historical conscious-

ness is the concretion of conscience which is the realization of

tvhat is, ‘cxislciilidlly,’ in an eminent sense, though, objectively,

no longer.

Jaspers says, that in history the past “.speaks to us,” “says some-

thing to us,” “raises a claim to be responded to.” 'I'he future does

not speak; in fact, as mere po.ssibility, it cannot raise a claim

except as self-projection of the present. On the other hand, irre-

vocable and tlicreforc inaccc-ssible to .subjection, the past is the

absolute limit of the present. The present ctin throw itself forward

into the future, but it forgets its elementary limitation if it

believes that, it can, in any sense, throw itself back inix) the past.

The past would be a dull negative boundary (as is death) , if

it were mere vanishing and oblivion. That it is not entirely so

is due to the fact that we have history which is testified past.

What we know of the past, what speaks to us, lays claim on us,

transmits to us historicity, is not the ptist itself but the testimonies

it has raised. So far as I can sec, Jaspers refers to this mode of

being of history only in one instance, namely when he .says that

the natural sciences deal “with the thing (Sadie) itself rather

than with residues of reality such as texts, documents, monuments
and works of art.”®® Whereas, .so far from concealing the thing
itself, records are (he very substance of history. The "leap from . .

,

mere happening into hi.story”*> takes place where, coirscious of
the inevitability of oblivion, lestimony is rai.scd. Historical con-

88 Ibid., 47 . 80 Philosophie, 485 . «0 Itechcnschaft, 165 .

61 Origin, 46 ,
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sciousness is the meeting of the will not to permit the falling into

oblivion with the will not to forget, across the chasm of death and
oblivion, in mutual determination. The will not to permit the

falling into oblivion is the concretion of historicity in the past,

which is traditionally known as history. We do not encounter
historicity of the past directly but through the medium and in

virtue of its testimony. Not to permit a falling into oblivion, or
positively, memory, is the basis of communication, in the sequence
of continuously vanishing time, as the continuity of humanity.
In the word “memory,” as in the word “history,” the subject-

object relation is inseparable. Wliat responds to the historical

claim of memory is not our historicity as such but its concretion
in the specific preparedness of what is traditionally known as

historical consciousness, better conscience, namely the prepared-

ness to remember. This preparedness is in itself an "existential’

attitude, historical as determination of the time-bound character

of our existence. It is not only today that “there is one great

anxiety: The world is pervaded by terrible forgetfulness, though
perhaps in our age for the first time we “shudder at the possibility

of terrifying despots wanting to blot out history.”®®

Historical consciousness as unlimited preparedness to listen

fo the claim of testified past is far from being an aesthetic attitude

to history, according to Jaspers.

If, vis-a-vis the endless material of historical knowledge, it is deemed
worthwhile recalling everything, simply because it was — in a spirit of
detachment that merely ascertains actual facts without end — this un-
selectiveness arises out of an aesthetic attitude, to which everything
can in some way be considered as a means to the stimulation and
satisfaction of curiosity: one thing is beautiful and so is the other. This
historism devoid of obligations,®** whether it be scientific or aesthetic,

leads to a state of mind in which, after everything has become of equal
value, nothing has any longer any value at all. Historical reality is

not free of obligations, however. Our true approach to history should
be to wrestle with it. History concerns us; that in it which concerns
us is continually expanding, which makes it a question of immediate
importance to mankind.®®

Rechenschaft, 261, Also: “Pride and selfishness enjoy forgetfulness if it is prof-
itable to forget; they destroy loyalty towards others and towards oneself.** Anti-
Reason, 49f.

Rechenschaft, 278.

64 In Anti-Reason (87), Dilthey is described as a typical representative of such
‘irresponsible understanding.* A refutation, naturally immature, of this criticism of
Dilthey was attempted in my thesis (cf. Note 3 above),

65 Origin, 269.
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Recognizing the peculiar mode of the being ol' history, irrevocable

as past and claiming transparence as testified, the reluctance of

historical science with regard to all material standtirds of selection

and evaluation is anything but aesthetic pleasure. It is rather the

determination to remain open to the claim of historicity, which
is heard the more clearly the less the present talks. It is tlic tradi-

tional failing of philosophical theories of history to assume that

the historian interprets the (testimony of the) p:ist. In reality,

the historian knows that it is he who is interpreted by the (testi-

mony of the) past. It is a traditional misconception, originating

in the aristocratic trend of Western thought, that history rcqtiircs

the activity of the present, selective and critical, to come into its

own. Actually, the historian is continuously aware of the inade-

quacy of his preparedness to understand history’s claims. Even
more than he fails in his duty to love his neighbor, he fails in

his duty to listen to the voice of the dead. If “Rca,son wants to

draw near to everything that is and that must therefore be able

to find expression in speech, in order to preserve it and give it

a validity of its own,”*’" history is indeed the practice of rea.son.

In the ‘existential’ conception of hi.storical under.standing, the

traditional theories of monumcntali.sm and criticism, aestheticism

and ethicism, which looked in history for super-history, appear
as attempts to seek shelter from the overwhelming claims of the

(testimony of the) past. The traditional fear that unlimited open-
ness to the claims of the past might crush the living, is a theoreti-

cal sublimation of what Kierkegaard called the laziness of the

human heart. In the pressure of the day, “the tvorks of the past,

however great” may appear to us as “rubbish;”*^ their testimonies

can never do so. Leonidas will never decide to retreat, and the
testimony of Simonides will stand, whether in evaluating it we
decide that Leonidas saved Europe or not.

The principles of selection in historical science do not derive
from the aristocratic arrogation of a right to select, but from the
humble admission of our limitations in openness. Such principles,

therefore, are methodical rather than philosophical, and are,

therefore, even more destined to be abandoned than any objective
contents. Asserting the right of the past to be heard, the liistorian

is the guardian of the conscience of mankind. In everything that
has happened and has raijicd a testimony, the preseih becomes
determined, not by individual objective contents but by history
as such which is quickening at certain points in the .sequence of

^^Anti-Reason, 41.

(Max Weber): Rechenschaft, 14.
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time and testified to as such,®® that peculiar reality which as past

should be forgotten but through its testimony can still be

begotten: “And the word was made flesh and dwelt among us;

John beareth witness of him.” “If I say that all this is a figment

of the imagination it means that I do not want it to be a reality.”®®

The elementary attitude of historical love implies that, when
failing to establish transparency, we do not blame the past but

ourselves. Evaluating what has been in the past by what should

be possible in the future (as in Jaspers’ comparison between

religion and philosophy) , the basic difference in the modes of

being between past and future, — history to be forgotten and
history still to be begotten, — disappears and what remains is the

incommensurability of an external objective view and a beloved

ideal.'^® Accentuating one historical period at the expense of

another, in order to avoid the aesthetic attitude to which one

thing is beautiful and something else also, we inevitably shut out

rather than open up reality. In Jaspers’ accentuation of the pivotal

age, the mythical age has become reduced to a period of mental

sleep (rather than of the unsurpassed and lasting experience of

the superiority of things to all attempts of mental appropria-

tion) while Christ becomes the last of the prophets (against

his testimony and that of 1900 years)

The clear distinction between objective and ‘existential’ thought

was not made before the seventeenth century. It is a feature in

the Weltanschauung or better the mental state of the troisieme

itat and has remained so to this day. It is still unknown outside

the Western part of the white race. The evaluation of being one-

68 C£. note 21. In my studies in Irish-Continental hagiography (Mediaeval

Studies 1945, 21-33, and 1946, 217-244, etc.) investigation of “minuate details'' (in

both instances the spelling of one word) has made transparent a layer of historicity

which, though basic to our own, has almost lapsed from the consciousness of the

West, My approach was the same as that of Jaspers in his early anatomical studies

(Rechenschaft, 327).

Anti-Reason, 65. In analogy of the Hebrew, the German word zeugen means
both “testify" and “beget.”

70 Also in Jaspers' comparisons between “proper” and “improper” historical con-

sciousness, terminological investigations reveal a fundamental suspicion resulting at

the crucial point in descriptions of what is so obviously a perversion that com-
munication cannot seriously be sought with those credited with supporting it.

Attitudes burdened with historical responsibility, vast in space and time, are con-

fronted with speculative pictures of possibilities assigned to an elite — the tradi-

tional argumentation of sectarianism (Rechenschaft, 338). Significantly enough, Jas-

pers says: “We cannot too often quote Kant’s statement that it is plebeian [non-
aristocratic] to refer to experience [past] when the object of experience is yet to

become real through our freedom” (future). (Ibid,, 319).

71 Origin, 2f. 72 Cf. notes 45 and 46 above.
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self as the highest good and the claim that I'ccoguition of a univer-

sal truth inevitably means everywhere for everyone and at all

times loss of freedom, are both cause and resuli,^* not of the

collapse of Christianity but of that metaphysical consciousness on

which the positive religions have rested. I'he emphasis laid by

Jaspers on achievement rather than on possession, on fornia

rather than materia, on potentia rather than actus, f>n possibility

rather than stability, on freedom rather than submission,"'* on

the future rather than the past, — all these tilings would at certain

points have to be abandoned not only to future possibilities, but

even more so to historical reality, especially when dealing with

other classes and races than our own.

Ezekiel’s conception of the law of God, Aquinas’ of truth,

Descartes’ of objectivity, Goethe’s of fidelity — these must not be

measured by the standards of a philosophy so clearly determined

in its historical application. The ‘existential’ potentialities of

historical communication rest on the peculiar fact that the claim

of the past can be heard before ‘existential’ transparency is real-

ized,^® an experience by no means of purely aesthetic interest, but

the very foundation of tho.se who try to live ‘existentially’ as

Christians.

In historical communication, the term “communication” it,self

undergoes a significant transformation. Our relatioiKship to our

interlocutor is that of the all-embracing love of his historicity:

but it is not a conversation (Gespriich): in contrast to a work of

art, the historical testimony has no body. In contrast to a work
of literature or philosophy, the testimonies of political history

(that sphere where history is really made) often carry almost no
personal weight. Whereas in present communication there is

indeed no truth outside mutual ‘existential’ tran.sparcncy (;it

least in our generation and climate) , in historical communication
‘existential’ transparency is basically not mutual. The claim of

the past is blunt and irresponsive; in this field I must, thcrcfor'c,

allow myself to be told rather than to tell. Man, however, can
accept responsibility not only /or the past but to the past. It is

his dignity to be faithful to the past, against his natural inclination

to forgetfulness.

One fruit of such historical consciousness is that it makes us

73 "Origin and tool:" Rechenschaft, 310.

74 CL my review of A. Gehlen's study of freedom in Kantstudim, xxxix (1936),
3611!.

76 "What remains foreign and incomprehensible is the boundary (limit) of out
own truth;" Rechenschaft, 337.
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expect that our interlocutor knows us better than we know our-

selves. My intention has been to apply in my field of work what
I believe Jaspers has taught me. I expect that I have said nothing
he did not either know or perceive. “History will cease to be a

mere field of knowledge, and become once again a question of the

ccmsciousness of life and of existence; it will cease to be an affair

of aesthetic culture, and become the earnestness of hearing and
response. It is boldly claimed that from the experience with

this philosophy in practical historical work, nothing has been said

which did not arise from this idea. If existentialist philosophy is

limitless commtinication, rejection of all self-limitation of knowl-

edge in objectification, and love as the ultimate guide,” it will

find in historical science an inexhaustible source of inspiration.

John Hennig
Basel, Switzerland

76 Origin, 266. 77 Rechenschaft, 263.

Editoi'*s Note: As is explained (on pp. xi-xiii) in our Preface, we have usually

cited quotations from those of Jaspers* works which have already appeared in an
authorized English translation by quoting from that translation. After this book
was already in page-proofs. Dr. Hennig called the editor’s attention to Jaspers’

distinction between Historic and Geschichte, a distinction which has become
obliterated by the authorized translation of both terms by the English word
’’history.” This tends to lead to misunderstandings of and incongruities in some
of the points Dr. Hennig has made in this essay. This is unfortunate. Such

incongruities, then, are the fault, not of the author of this essay, but of the

inadequate official translations of some of Professor Jaspers* books. The editor

apologizes for the fact that this was not caught till too late to make the necessary

changes in the here printed text. Ed.
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Jeanne Hersch

IS JASPERS’ CONCEPTION OF TRADITION
ADEQUATE FOR OUR TIMES?*

ONE DAY, when we were speaking of my political involve-

ments and the frequent solicitations to which he is subject,

Karl Jaspers said to me: “You, you are something. I myself am not

anything. I am of air. Like reason.” The words were accompanied

by a gesture which made the surrounding space more fluid.

This was in his home in Basle. But it could just as well have

been his home in Heidelberg, before the war. When I am in his

home, I no longer know — is this Basle, or Heidelberg? This

feeling begins immediately, in the street, at the door. Here is the

same high, narrow entrance, in line with the others, effortlessly

attuned to the note of the surroundings, yet indefinably more

silent, more withdrawn. Inside, here is the same sense of order,

of daily ritual; the same books everywhere, as high as the ceiling,

separating the light inside from the daylight outside, behind the

big windows, which is shining on the streetcars, the birds, the

shops; the same chairs, in the dining-room, arranged around the

table to suggest a way of placing oneself and partaking of the

meal as a friendly little ceremony — a summons from the same

past. “I myself am not anything.” That is: open, infinitely open,

to infinitely inaccessible truth. Sartre says something very similar:

“I am nothing.” He is nothing because a nothing separates him

from his past, because he is his past, because he is his past in the

mode of not being his past. Jaspers is not separated from his past.

He is not anything because his past is so entirely his that it does

not burden him, does not fetter him. His past is precisely his

openness. It is a welcoming saturation — in a word, it is tradition.

“I am not anything. I am of air.” That is to say: I am that tradi-

tion whose fullness does away with all tyranny. I teach nothing. My
books, my courses, though they blacken the page and shake the

silence, originate in the Socratic refusal, in the missing, unwritten

work which presides over the West through tens of centuries

• Translated from the original French manuscript by Forrest W. Williams.
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and guai'ds against the din of catchwords. Wherever 1 seem to

have a doctrine may be found my personal imperfection whicli

has arbitrarily clouded the pure transparency of philosopliic laith.

These opaque marks are everything arbiti'ary, fortuitous, or deter-

ministic which may alfect me. Free, I would be the very presence

of tradition. In the face of tradition, everything becomes possible:

since Socrates, and since the Bible — ever since (lod has been

beyond our human represenmtions — tradition has been just this:

that everything is possible, and nothing excluded. But the possible

is none other than truth and fidelity. For what is it to clioose, if

not to choose that which is and to choose as oneself?

A complex play of arguments and antinomies, all this rational

mythology, whereas the act of presence is so unctmiplicated;

though more diflicult, no doubt, and intolerably beyond all

possession because contested as soon as achieved, and never

secured for the next instant (but the books one writes grace the

shelves of the library), and because impervious not only to

language, but almost to consciousness itself. (Clonscioustiess dis-

tributes it in time, assigns it a past, a present, a future, Incaks it

down into tradition, freedom, and hope, whereas by itself it

fastens onto time with such force that time is pierced through,

and a sort of momentary coincidence with eternity is actualized.)

And thus we arc brought back to silence.

Tradition is one of those many elements of human destiny that

should never have been named. This is not an injiuaion of

modesty, nor of a taste for mystery, nor of that coivardly fear

or that lack of faith which leads men to tend sentimentally their

deepest attachments without daring to bring them before the

light of the mind. But to name tradition is to remove it from
oneself, to set it before one, to make it opaque as any object

proposed or imposed. It is to place oneself outside — perhaps even
the better to choose it — in exemplary fashion. It is to lose its

free presence the better to view its contents — customs, principles,

examples, values — displayed in the past. At once, all is different.

Tradition appears, among others, as a tradition which by chance
happens to be mine.

To be in a tradition is not to exclude another, but sinq^ly, to

use Jaspers’ words, to accept an Udlimate situation,’ a datum like

one’s birth, epoch, or mortality. To choose a tradition, even that

in which one was reared, is, on the contrary, to exclude others.

Once labeled, objectified, surrendered to the relativity of Iiistory,

tradition denies other traditions. No longer tacit, it defends itself,

it attacks, it enlists force on its side, it becomes both fragile and
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aggressive. As it becomes more explicit, it gradually loses its

meaning, in the vectorial, dynamic sense that indicates the very

direction of time from a past to a future. Instead of remaining
the welcoming simplicity of the present-past for the future, a

way of change and of inventing the newness of the future, tradi-

tion then bends back upon itself, takes itself for its object, rejects

all else. Tradition dies, a mere flower of rhetoric in speeches and
ideologies. It no longer serves life, but keeps others from living.

Henceforth, freedom seeks its salvation, not in tradition, but
against tradition, in rebellion. Freedom, excused from the burden
of inventing the future, finds the battle against what is sufficient.

The past destroyed assumes a futurist value. Destruction is

equated with creation. To shatter structures and forms is already

to create the society and the manners of tomorrow. Strange faith

in the creative virtue of sheer negation. Freedom is so absorbed

in its battle against tradition that it finds itself wholly turned

toward the past and embedded there. The past imposes on freedom
its categories and its laws even as freedom destroys it. Only the

inventive life of tradition, tending toward the future, is lost upon
this freedom.

This was the situation when Jaspers created his philosophy.

Tradition had long been labeled, attacked, justified. So Jaspers

spoke of tradition. But for him there was no question either of

reducing it to hardened contents bequeathed to history or finding

fulfillment in a revolt against tradition. Going against the tide,

he undertook to rediscover, behind the traditional figures, the

living tradition, in order to replant freedom in its soil of history.

His entire achievement may be viewed as a set of “spiritual tasks’’

in order to return, with the aid of the past, to the living sources,

to the lost treasure without which the future is uninventive, arid,

and dying— with the aid of a past which, on the other hand, is

itself but a heap of sand if it does not serve to invent the future.

What do these spiritual tasks consist of? It is a question of

studying the objective elements of tradition, not for their own
sake, but for the sake of rediscovering through them the inspira-

tion which nurtured them. Sacred writings, myths, rites, dogmas,

principles, values, all are assimilated through a sort of give-and-

take in depth which goes beyond their historical peculiarities and
unites with what they reveal of the human condition as such.

Make no mistake, however; it is not a question of rationalizing

them, of substituting for a supposedly “symbolic” cloak of lan-

guage an abstract interpretation more general and more worthy of

the attention of modem man; nor is it a matter of softening their
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edges to render them more liberal and thus more acceptable to

common good sense. Quite the contrary, the “refractory” aspects

are often the loci of energy which give to the rest its import and

vitality. To be sure, these must be distinguished from any histori-

cally conditioned oddity, superstition, vulgarism, and magic. A
frequently valuable criterion is that the points of genuine depth,

once deciphered, can yield no empirical re.sult, no achievement,

no victory, no gain, no power over earthly things, but turn the

toiling of the soul upon itself, upon its arbitrary and frivolous

desires.

“Cipher-script” is Jaspers’ phrase. He who “deciphers” the

content of tradition exhausts it in its particularities, and at the

point of greatest density he transcends them without losing them,

as they come to assume their true meaning or rather their true

strength. This method differs from both liberal and dogmatically

literal interpietations. It stays close to the letter to elicit from it

the human presence, and the result is a more receptive tvclcome

than any universal istic tolerance. At the same lime, the letter

subsists through the result, as the verbal body of the poem sub-

sists through the poetic experience: for the letter of tracliiion, like

the letter of poetry, is richer than any spiritual accom]>lishment,

and keeps alive inexhaustible potentialities. For the living .sub-

ject “deciphering” tradition docs not stand before a thing in all

its irrevocable inertia: he hears, rather, a language which varies

with as it transcends history. The variations of this langu.agc are

not due to any distorting vision of the subject, but to the fact

that tradition actually speaks a different language, modifies it.sclf

for him, according to the way in which the suliject li.st,ens, the

moment of history in which he is situated (as a person may
change to some extent, and often in decisive fashion, according

to his interlocutor) . Tradition has no self-sufficient existence from
the past. It is, rather, that which lives and ceaselessly transforms

itself according to the gaze of the present which falls upon it, and
at every time tradition communicates a different past inviting a

different present to invent the future.

The “tasks” in question consist of a to-and-fro of the self and
the bequests of tradition (dogmas, myths, rites. .symhoKs, doctrines,

values, principles) , a to-and-fro whose poles arc not the p:irticular

and the general, the concrete and the abstract, .superstition and
enlightenment, but Traascendence and Existenz. This moans a

being so wholly one that it transcends the mystery of the most
concrete sign or symbol, and a being so entirely free that all its
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associations amount to the unpredictable re-creations of returns

upon itself.

Such deciphering turns upon an essential paradox which itself

assumes a ciphered meaning and therefore demands deciphering.

The language of tradition always is — and must be — particular,

rooted in a place, an epoch, a level of civilization, in short, in

historical conditions. This is not a matter of hard but regrettable

facts calling for resignation, but the very mark of authenticity,

the sign that deciphering is possible, and that the spiritual task

can really be achieved. In fact, this historical dependence, which
in some way is to be penetrated and transcended without being
lost, is the cipher of the essential character of our human condi-

tion: historicity. To speak a language not dependent on history

or to treat a language as if this were so is to falsify at the source

by putting oneself outside the conditions in which truth is pos-

sible for man. But to accept the historical particularity of a

traditional element is to install oneself, without losing one’s own
present, in the present which gave birth to it and to regain

communication and interaction with others who, like ourselves,

have been historically determined and thus remain at once ir-

remediably different and yet inseparable from our situation and
our viewpoint. Clearly, this is a case of history, the passage of

time, being abolished by its very intensity. By means of a grasp

of irreducible historical differences and of the constant variation

of perspectives, all men, all languages, all beliefs become con-

temporary. A dialogue is heard, through the extreme specificity

of epochs, above centuries and millenia.

It is essential to realize how this virtually universal dialogue,

above the byways of place and time, differs from the historically

equable interpretation of the nineteenth century. The latter

aspired to sufficient goodwill, sufficient condescension, with re-

spect to all past tradition to reinstate it and make it live again
as it had once been. The interpreter thought of himself above
all as a historian. Deeply convinced that progress guaranteed his

own superiority, he effaced himself before his object, ridding
himself of his own prejudices the better to comprehend. He made
a vacuum of himself. His research was morally committed to the

sole value of truth, similar to the physicist in the laboratory. But
he had equally little moral association with the object of his

research as did the man of science. Whereas the dialogue of Jas-

pers requires that the interpreter, far from being an “impartial

observer,” commit himself in his research with everything which
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he is as a human being, ^vith everything he believes, and that,

instead of proffering to tiic past the docile emptiness of a mirror,

he debate with the past as an equal, without eouce.ssions. From
this debate there will issue no smnming-up, no eeleetie result,

no compromise — in fact, no spiritual actiuisition which cotdd be

formulated and transiTiitted. 'Flie meaning of the debate is in

the debate itself, the event which it is, the way in which it in-

volves I'ran.scendcnce without possessing it, the energy with tvhich

it modifies the terms it oppo.ses, the re.spect and the importance

which it displays for the human particularity where truth is

refracted.

But to recognize, accept, cherish, undergo historical particular-

ity as the fundamental element of our common human condition,

and to e.stablish communication by and through it rather than

in spite of it, is simultaneously to grasp and to lo.se the inner

nature of all tradition. We grasp it by consenting to the most
profound experience of its historical particularity and committing
to it one’s inner being. We lo.se it because an understanding of

the necessity and meaning of any part i<ai larity is to make this

partiiailarity an impossibility for oneself in its incomparable
uniqucnc.s.s. It is to place one,self outside all tradition — even if.

like Jaspers, one maintains for oneself the tradition of living in

a tradition.

In a social body, an effective tradition is one which incarnates

itself in sacred tvritings, in institutions, in examples. It thus
impo,ses at the level of habits its rules and its hierarchies. It

establishes an order, limits the permussiblc, demands rvhatever is

neces.sary for it, without ju.stifying itself. Because it docs not
justify itself it is able to exercise sufficient authority over individ-

uals to keep in abeyance the violent appetites and passions, or
at least to limit their destructiveness. But, tvhen I say that it

exercises authority over individuals, I express myself badly: it

constitutes them, it is an integral part of their being. It gives
to their essential ways of behaving an air of imperious evidence.
The conventional formula of the ino.st tmdistinguished conform-
ism: “that is done’’ or “that is not done’’ has a profound meaning.
Justifications come later, and only then does the .self-evident

seem weak. It is almost as if the transparency of arguments could
not do without a density, thick and opaque, in which conduct
is rooted.

An Italian friend of mine who spent seventeen years in various
prisons of Mussolini described to me his torment of several days
when he learned that, to be freed, he needed only to sign a
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declaration of his submission to the regime. “Do not imagine

anything heroic about my not doing so,” he said. “I simply

couldn’t.” Thus does tradition function when it is strong and
deep. And doubtless my friend, revolutionary and violently non-

conformist, would be pained that I consider his behavior an
example of purest tradition.

Roderick had to kill tlie father of Chimene; there was no
question about it. For us, today, this is far less obvious. My
Italian friend would contest it. Antigone had to throw earth

upon the corpse of Polynice. But someone might consider this

suicide and hold that her duties toward her living sister should

have taken precedence over those to her dead brother. That
which renders Phaedra more great than infamous is the fatal,

irremediable nature of her passion. But one of my students

asked me one day at school: “I don’t understand. If she knows
that nothing can come of her and Hippolytus, why does she cling

to him?” He was placing himself outside a tradition, perhaps a

dying one, which valued love as an unjustifiable absolute. But
perhaps he was also placing himself outside of any traditional

mode of valuing.

Nevertheless, perhaps my Italian friend, Roderick, Antigone,

and Phaedra would understand each other notwithstanding the

verdict of absurdity which each could pass on the others. They
have something in common. They are anchored in the absolute

requirement of a tradition. Perhaps they would destroy each other

by each pursuing blindly his blinding evidence. My student, if he
has really emerged from the tragic grotto in which resound abso-

lute demands in order to practice only the technique of adjusting

means to vital ends, can no longer understand any of them, nor
tragedy in general. Jaspers, however, would understand them
all, and each as if he were all, each as each understands himself.

But what would he do? Above all, what would he teach, if he
had before him, not students already immersed in such-and-such

a tradition — or lost to all tradition — but children, children with

eyes enormous and open, expecting everything from him? The
answer seems evident: he would bring them up in the tradition

which is in his eyes fundamental for the West: the Biblical tradi-

tion. This is the tradition that posits the existence of an unique
God, transcendent, present, rejected in the world, to whom man
is, willingly or not, committed, and by whom the absolute, whether

we will it or not, enters the human drama. But what would be

the particular visage, the exact demand, of this absolute? One of

the visages, one of the demands, of the Biblical tradition (for
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this tradition is multifarious, and each assists the other to surpass

the exclusiveness which would render it opaque to Transcend-

ence) is exclusiveness. Yet exclusiveness as such must be under-

stood and accepted. Here enters tliat untranslatable little Clerman

word: “jeweils.” The object of faith (the visage of the absolute)

is jeweils einzig, that is to say, “each time unique.” But how
prevent such a thought from actually exceeding tbe.se diverse

unities and escaping the proper perspective whicli lakes one of

these as its point of departure? What is more diflicult: how pre-

vent a fruitless escape, since the escaping thought recognizes the

ciphered meaning, the ontological necessity of unity, and nothing

can furtlier instruct it in this regard? “I am not anything. I am
of air.”

The child asks if the Bible is an unique book, if only there did

God speak to man, if Jesus Christ was God on earth, present only

once. For him, if there is only one God, this is the same as to

believe in that sole God. The forms of the sect, the texts of the

prayers, could they be different? And in the moral region, when
one teaches him what is permitted, what is forbidden, and what
is demanded, can one give him moral cultivatit)n by making him
understand that the essential thing is that something be permitted,

forbidden, and demanded — the something being, moreover, vari-

able rather than specific? Can one say of the values which one
tries to make him love tliat he may replace them by others so

long as he prizes one (categorically, not hypothetically) above
his own life and above any of his desires?

The child puts simple questions to which he expects a reply
of ‘Yes' or ‘No’. Or rather, every action by an adult constitutes

for him a reply more efficacious and more profound tlian any
other kind. In the religious domain, for example, many children
in our Western countries find themselves in an ambiguous situa-

tion. Their parents, whatever their sect, send them to religious

instruction, etc. Eventually they see to it that their children
observe the prescriptions of tlie priests and monitors. But they
themselves abstain. They are not hostile to religion; they appreci-
ate its educative powers in the moral domain, sometimes in the
poetic or metaphysical domain. They wish their child to benefit
by this support in the trials of life. Only, in one way or another,
they themselves remain short of or beyond their Church. They
scarcely accede at all to its practices any longer. They have ceased
to exist on the religious plane, or their religion survives without
a Church. The child learns that religious practices are necessary,
that to abstain from going to mass on Sunday, for example, is a
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sin. His parents send him, but, without a word of disrespect or

irony, they do not attend. This implicit denial, stripped of any

aggressive air, can weigh heavily on the child. It proves that one
can do without the Church and mass. Here we touch on a point

at which the defense of the non-sectarian public school — as ap-

parently so impartial — conceals a sophistry after all: to abstain

from any practice or position with regard to religion is to prove

in action, more convincingly than by a demonstration, that it is

possible to do without it, and to make of religion, at least in the

sense understood by the Churches, an optional thing, thus deny-

ing its very essence. I do not wish to assert in any way that the

public school is to be rejected and that we must return to sectar-

ian schools— the problem is extremely complex and involved in

all the political, social, economic, and ideological structures of

our times. I only wish to underscore that this matter is not so

simple as some believe or would have us believe and that the so-

called sovereign impartiality of public educational institutions

with respect to sects is not experienced to be such by believers.

The child in question can take only two attitudes. He may align

the religious practices imposed upon him with the various obliga-

tions which mysteriously befall children — whereas grown-ups
are free of them. He is in danger of developing the feeling that

religion is only good for controlling children — later, he may
come to think, to control the people. Or, on the other hand, he
may take his religious instruction quite seriously, and the absten-

tion of his parents will assume in his eyes a tragic character, which
might give birth to conflicts whose consequences are too remote
and ramified to be predictable.

It is also possible that to spare their child such problems, the

parents will submit to the same discipline as he does. But I do
not believe in the effectiveness of such attempts. No one is more
aware than a child of the true or fictitious nature of a situation

or attitude. This is, incidentally, the principal difficulty of educa-

tion in general. Good will, mere will, or virtue, are not enough.

Heart, body, and mind must be in harmony. In broken families,

for example, the sacrifices agreed upon to keep up appearances

before the child do not generally bear the desired fmits: the

child does not understand, but he becomes nervous, difficult, gets

hay-fever or an inexplicable cough. And it can happen that if,

on the contrary, he is tortured by frequent scenes, he will trans-

cend it all, thanks to the very explosiveness of the conflicts around

him, because nothing hidden can weigh upon him. This kind

of instinct functions in all areas, and in particular in the religious
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domain. If so many pastors’ sons, for example, become militant

atheists, it is not simply, as is banally said, “out of reaction to

their environment.’’ Rather, they were bound to feel, as children,

that the professional obligations of their father obliged him to

act as if his inner being were always maintained at the level of

fervor and faith, tvhercas this level, in compari.son to the cour.se

of a man’s life, can be attained only octasionally, at privileged

moments. Thus, there had to be days during which the words
and the attitudes of the pastor lacked substantial support, inner

presence, and there was more in the expressions than in the being

who expressed himself. Children, to be sure, understand none of

this. But they are extraordinarily sensitive to it. And when that

happens, they hate. The same hate, the same imlxilance, the

same challenge, the same passionate distancing often occurs

among the children of writers and, in general, of artists, when
they experience that mysterious revulsion before the disparity

between the expression and the being. Therefore T do not believe

that the parents can resolve the problem by subjecting themselves

externally to the ritual and dogmas of the sect in which they rear

their children.

Jaspers would doubile.ss support me on this point. Moreover,
what he calls “tradition” in the religious domain is never this

or that sect, but the “Biblical tradition” stripped of its pitrticular-

i.sms, its .shortne.sscs and its pretensions, recalled to the e,s,sential

humility of man in the grip of the grcatnc.ss of God. (And well

do I know that this very cxpre.ssion, “religious domain,” already
rings false to a man of faith, that it emits a note entirely external

to what it would stand for, and that in some xvay so empties it of

all substance as to constitute almost a negation.) And doubtless
it is possible to practice within the embrace of any sect whatever
that very deepening, that deciphering of particularities, of dog-
mas, of rites, which ends by rejoining none other than that
Biblical tradition — that Biblical telif^ion, Jaspers frenuently says
— in its essentials. But then, should the religious education of the
child be the discovery and the art of the deciphering of those
signs, charged with historical particularity, of the unique Trans-
cendence? Or should such apprenticeship follow upon a “naive”
period of adherence to a particular tradition considered as unique
— an adhesion whose religious substance would continue then to
nourish the adult’s more open, more extensive “deciphering?”
In the first case, I must say that I have not found in the sects
which continue today the Biblical tradition which might provide
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such a religious formation; and even supposing I found it, I doubt
whether inculcated since childhood it could find an adherence

either sufficiently rooted in the fiber of being or sufficiently com-
munal to exert a profound practical influence on the lives of

individuals and groups. And, in the second case, the crucial

problem appears to me to be that of transmission: we are all

bathed, willy-nilly, in a social atmosphere saturated with beliefs

which are no longer ours, but which were those of our parents

or our grandparents. A mere undisputed adherence to such-and-

such a religious or moral credo is not very far away in the past.

But, from generation to generation — one might say, from year

to year — this saturation tends to disappear, leaving a wildness

virgin and inaccessible. In the years 1938-39 we all ripened for

war. The acceptance of war, the will for war conquered each of

us before conquering on the diplomatic and military terrain.

In the succeeding years we ripened for the bombardment of open
cities and civilian populations. And a people subjected to a differ-

ent kind of training ripened for torture and crematory ovens. A
third of the world is ripening at this moment for a permanent
regime of teiTor, of decreed truth, of forced labor— while the

remainder, as a consequence, ripens each day for the atomic bomb.
Yet the ten commandments are still taught. It is true that, at

the level of liistory, they apparently have never hindered very

much. But those few limitations, those constraints, which, in

collective and private life, they have maintained all the same, even

if only by imposing the necessity of certain forms, of certain

justifications, of certain hypocrisies — who will preserve these,

who will transmit these, when no one will be able sincerely to

teach their literal demands? Despite the commandments, Jesus

defended the adulteress. He did not say she had not sinned. “Let

him who is without sin throw the first stone.” But in the case of

Isolde, one no longer knows: did she sin? There was the philter.

And perhaps her marriage with King Mark was not a true mar-

riage, perhaps God had not united them? Transcendence remains

concealed, unknown, beyond human efforts — so frivolously pious

— to make it enter into life. Interpretations begin, symbols,

casuistry. The Catholic Church defends itself, proclaims the in-

disputable, mysterious, yet literal efficacy of the sacrament. But that

is no longer a part of Jaspers’ “Biblical religion.” Perhaps all of

us — and more than anyone Jaspers, in whom is incarnated, full,

living, and free, a whole tradition — are like the children of rich

men who live unknowingly off a still sumptuous inheritance
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(while we think it already exhausted) . Perhaps we are going

to leave to our descendents a misery far deeper than we can even

imagine.

Considered not in itself but reinstated in our world of today,

so strangely attacked from the outside and uudennined from tlie

inside, the attitude of Jaspers toward tradition seems to me the

only possible one, and at the same time, perhaps the only helpful

one, — and perhaps pernicious as well. 1 have nothing else to

suggest and when I cast doubt upon it, when I suspect it, when
I sense in it a possible Trojan horse, it is myself whom I suspect,

I who could not help opening to this horse the gates of the city.

Let us try to specify as closely as possible one aspect of this

menace which hangs over us in order to see better tlie probable

effectiveness — or rather, the possible effectiveness — of “tradition”

as Jaspers visualizes it.

One might say that all of human life takes place between
two poles: the pole of being, tliat is, everything tvhich is given
whether outwardly or inwardly, everything tvhich the subject is

without having chosen it or made it; and the pole of doing, that

is, everything which is on the contrary chosen, willed, made by
the subject. The stibject chooses neither his epoch, iiov his

natural surroundings, nor his heredity, nor his physiciil tnakc-up,

nor his human condition, nor many other factors det:isivc for

his life here below. Each of these is, in Jaspers’ terms, an ultimate
situation. On the other hand, each of the.se givens only really

becomes a humanly efficacious factor througli activity of the
subject himself, by his acceptance, his refusal, his particular

valuations, his way of giving meaning to an ultimate situation.

To be and to do, substance and freedom, are inextricably inter-

woven. At every instant in his history the subject finds himself
in a given situation, in a network of facts and obligations which
in part he has produced because of what he is, and which in part
he is because he has produced tliem.

Now the following has taken place among us: the doing has
bit by bit devoured being in our consciousness of ourselves. Tltis
does not mean that the subject has actually succeeded in con-
quering, surpassing, or even abolishing an ultimate situation. But
everything which he does not himself create, everything whiclt
he does not choose of his own free will, he detaches from him-
self: it is not himself, it is no longer himself. Everything given
by destiny is an accidental garment, rather than the skin, the
flesh, the skeleton of his being. He throws into the exterior
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everything which does not depend on his own decision in order

to rediscover his original, even “originary,” purity.

Let us look at some examples. Not so long ago a man felt his

social or national membership as a constitutive element of his

being. He was son of a clockmaker, of a peasant, of a philosopher,

or of a duke. The son of a clockmaker thought — rightly or

wrongly — that he felt at the focus of his gaze, at the tips of his

fingers, and all the way into the operations of his mind, the life

of an especially precise kind of sensibility. The son of a peasant

believed that he had an instinct for the development of living

things, a more assured patience, a faculty better rooted to collab-

orate with the slowness of time and the great laws of nature. The
son of the philosopher found within himself a characteristic tend-

ency to dissect the appearances of experience or of reasoning and
to discover, beyond them, their meaning. The son of a duke
thought that an imperious power was measured out by the very

rhythm of his heartbeats and inscribed in the image which God
made of his existence on earth. Thus, when the regal state of a

king is threatened in Shakespeare, it is the question of to be or

not to be that is posed.

To us, a dethroned yet still able king is no longer astonishing.

Rank, the trade of the father, the family circle, all that is more
or less tossed into zoology, heredity. The same is true of ethnic

or national membership. That is all “outside,” “the converse

of freedom,” that which determines human beings in so far as

they are not themselves and are content to be what they are

rather than to create, that is to say, in Sartre’s language, to be
what they are not. The essential being of man is not to be, but
to invent himself by tossing into the “world” and its determinism
everything which has been given him.

The rejection goes deeper. In the course of his life the subject

does not cease, even as he invents, even by the very act of inven-

tion, to deposit factors doomed to have determining ejffects. Take,
for example, the special case of a man whose family and economic
conditions do not impose on him a certain profession. He chooses

of his own free will. But as soon as this profession has become his,

it falls back among the data of the external world. At once it

ceases to be himself, peeling off him like an old skin. Allow me
to refer here to Sartre’s analysis of the waiter in L’Etre et le

N^ant.* This figure constantly separates himself from his func-

tion, he is a waiter “in the mode of not being a waiter.” And this

* Translator's note: cf. 98-100 (Paris: Gallimard, 194S).
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is not the case bccanse in Sartre's eyes this i)rofession is for some

reason less interesting than others. The analysis remains valid

for any social function whatsoever. Moreover, it is valid for any-

thing which, created or chossen in a remote or near past, survives

to the present moment.
liergson was not far from an idem ifical ion of the being of the

subject with the living presence of his entire past. The intuition

by which the subiect apprehends himself plunges — metaphori-

cally — into an indistinct, entangled, but thick depth of memory.

Intuition is a gluttonous faculty, and this basic gluttony of a mode
of thought so refined in its language yet substantially imprisoned

in its final plunges, doubtless explains in part the increasing at-

traction which Catholicism came to exert over it.

No one has gone further in the opposite direction than Sartre.

The subject brings himself into being by the very act which

wrenches him from every given, hence from all the past, by means
of that which separates him from everything which ts, that is to

say, by means of that .slice of nothingness which isolates him from

things, from facts, from traditions, and from all the continuities

engendered by his own choices.TTc constitutes his own being by

being none of all that, by creating the nothing that pro,serves

him from being, hy bciii}!; that tiotliinsr. The ideally fn>e subject

is a nothingness of sub.stance, a pure doing of nothingness. Oddly
enough, by most unexpected pathways we rcdi.scover certain

theological notions, but now applied to man, as if man, having

coa.sed to attack God (.since “God is de.ad”) took the same paths

to his latest victim: man himself. In fact, according to the Judaeo-
Ghristian tradition, God is only God if he creates ex nihilo. Ac-

cording to the doctrine of Sartre, man is only man, that is to

.say, free, if he creates ex nihilo.

In speaking thus, I do not think I am falling into an error

already too widespread which I am attempting rather to denounce.
It is not true that Sartre uses this nothing which .separates the

past from the present to reduce the subject to an irresponsible

point for whom each new instant would secure him a new moral
virginity. This interpretation is mistaken. On the contrary, the link

between the subject and his past — that specific link svliich renders
the .subject his pa.st in the mode of not being it — is never broken,
and at the moment of death, when the interstice of nothingne.s.s

separating the futurc-pre.sent from the pa.st is abolished, it is his

entire past which becomes the definitive being of the deceased.

Far from facilitating matters or constituting a moral e.scape-hatch.

the “nothingness” which for Sartre guarantees the di.scontinuity
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of time serves to corner the subject for a free choice, integral and
without benefit of excuse. The past furnishes no alibi, no extenu-

ating circumstance. The responsibility is total, ontological, un-

touched by any “psychology.” It remains nonetheless true that

the subject realizes himself only in pure, point-like nothingness,

when he withdraws from all memory and all substance by a pure

doing without substance. It is the inverse of Bergson: here the

language seems to embed itself into the very flesh of the concrete,

but the sights of this exploration are trained upon a refusal, a

fanatic negation, a perfect nothingness. There is a kind of horror

of substance: substance is not an inexhaustible plenitude, but a

kind of quicklime.

One can see throughout a surprising survival of theological cate-

gories applied to man, and of a deep-rooted Cartesianism. We find

not only the idea of creation ex nihilo, but also that of discon-

tinuous time and ceaselessly renewed creation. Freedom is asserted

as an absolute energy which is absolutely unrestrained. It is not

without memory, but recollections are necessary only so that one
can say: “I am not you.” They are a body which is constantly

rejected.

Tradition is both internal and external. It stands over the

subject as an authority and is at the same time constitutive of his

being in an organic, indistinct, dense manner. It is an external

given internalized, and what is worse, internalized as a fact, which
means that its very internalization is something given. The think-

ing of our times, which doubtless finds one of its extreme articu-

lations in Sartre, necessarily condemns all tradition by rejecting

the substance in favor of a pure doing, by setting aside the past

in favor of an integral creation. This is indeed a Cartesian de-

velopment: Descartes, for the sake of pure will and pure thought,

ascribed to the spatial machine the entire confused zone of affec-

tivity; our contemporaries, for the sake of pure freedom, ascribe

to social determinism the confused zone of tradition and memory.

Just as the abstract painter no longer needs to find a resemblance

to any object whatsoever, so the man who wishes to be free today

no longer needs to adjust his behavior to any traditional morality,

but has to invent or create a morality by each of his actions.

All well and good — but there is something wrong. This un-

compromising rigor, which is both rationalistic and puritanical,

destroys itseli For, though it is quite true that if the subject is

something, his freedom in some sense cancels itself out and merely

follows from his substance (here again, moreover, we find applied

to man the theological query concerning the determinations of
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God)
,
yet if the subject is not anything — or even, to repeat

Sartre’s phrase, if the subject is nothing — on\y a Cunctioning,

not a freedom, is conceivable in this vacuum. The freedom of a

substance is a possibility full of mystery: but the freedom of a

nothing is simply an absurdity. Such freedom reduces to the

functioning of an electronic brain.

And it is scarcely a matter of chance that the other extreme

philosophical expression of our times is Stalinism — a philosophy

with which the former extreme, moreover, seeks some alFinities

and with which it tries, though vainly until now, to communicate.

Stalinism stands for a totally functioning system. For Sartre, on

the plane of freedom there are only po.ssibilities — never being.

For Stalinism there is no being either, and po.ssibilities arc once

and for all gathered into the unique necc.ssity of the universal

and historical machine. Either possibilities for a subject who “is

nothing,” or the mechanical order for a whole in tvhich there

are no persons: such are the alternatives olfercd ns by these con-

temporary humanists. But if the subject for whom, according to

the former hypothesis, pctssibilities exist, is himself nothing, why
not prefer rather the unbroken order of a competc'nt Engineer?

Thus, without too matty detours, the lost tradition leaves the

subject and his rigorotis frecdotn in the Stalinist dead-end of

total immurement.
How locate Jaspers against this backgrotind? An absurd qties-

tion. He cannot be located. He is, through all the snares and
temptations of the period, the free movement which approaches

them, confronts them, embraces them, knows them, and with a

kind of inccnruptiblc surencss, transcends them without rejecting

them or losing them. There is only one rejection, tind that one
is categorical and beyond any possible compromise: the rejection

of immurement, closure, which for Jaspers destroys man’s relation

to his neighbor, to truth, to history, to himself, to Transcendence.
The closed — dogma, fanaticism, magical or scientific superstition

— is a final call to the free subject for human comprehension, for

a last attempt for the sake of the most profound of all traditions,

that which teaches man that his fellow contains something pre-

cious — something more than precious: something neces.sury. This
final effort is to try to discover the ciphered meaning of the .system

in which the other is enclosed, to vanqui.sh his apparent literal-

ness, to show him, if possible, his perspetutve oti Transcendence.
But further one cannot go.

For totalitarian structures of all leanings there is no more ir-

reducible enemy than this receptive and yet substantial thinking,
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secured against emptiness by a tradition in which the faith in

truth is so unshakable that it rejects all illusion and exposes itself

to every risk. It neither ignores nor despises the totalitarian

myths (knowing the inevitable and necessary place of myth on
the human horizon) , but deciphers them, grants them their share

of transparency, reinstates them in history and in tradition, and
by giving them their ciphered meaning removes their constrain-

ing power and disarms them. The maniacal sleepwalker of an
exclusive ideology, now touched, awakens, passes his hand across

his forehead, and sees once more the true confusion of things

human.
But in a world so greatly menaced and tempted as ours, what

can be the social effectiveness of a tradition like that which Jaspers

tries to revive, a non-particular tradition open to all particular-

ities? If Stalinist thought drives the mind into the dead-end of

total enclosure, may we not fear that Jaspers abandons us before

mortal dangers in the dead-end of a total openness in which
spirits beyond temptation may well breathe, but not huge cities

of men?
To be sure, Jaspers’ thought is capable of bringing forth, here

and there, free beings, or a least beings who will to be free because

they prefer truth to a formula. Transcendence to a doctrine.

For them and through them are saved, in a certain manner, all

human traditions. Nourished by many traditions, concrete and
precise traditions, which they seek to replace and to relive in the

epoch where they existed in full force, in order thus to rediscover

by penetrating history their permanent meaning, they remain
associated, nourished, reassured, through all traditions by tradi-

tion. And this homeland, this paternal dwelling from which no
exile can eject them and in which substance and freedom cease

mysteriously to exclude each other, guarantees forever that they

will never become fearful vagabonds nostalgic for the shelter

of prisons. Open and linked together, open by their very associa-

tions, linked to all through space and time by their very openness,

they rely on an absolute exigency in which everything is grounded,

even the particular exigency of a specific tradition. TTius Socrates,

who chose to die under a verdict which he scorned.

But paradoxically Jaspers’ thinking, prepared to accept any
particularity of tradition to give it its ciphered effectiveness, may
be self-condemned to social ineffectiveness. It makes more and
more difficult, and ultimately impossible, the allegiance of society

to a given tradition, definite and particular. And to learn to

decipher the myths of religious or moral tradition is to make
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impossible for onoscll the creation of myths. 'I'lie life of Jaspers
and his teaching still benefit from a background of tradition

which was transmitted as well as possible above or rather beneath
two world wars; or rather, not so well, but vaguely, dilfnsely, often

in scorn and contempt — yet always giving value and power to

certain words, certain images, certain exigencies. I have heard
Jaspers speak in the classroom of the precious sid)statice of tra-

dition safeguarded today by the Churches, hut to what avail if,

on the other hand, to teach the art of deciphering and the non-
literalness of all traditions amounts to making impo.ssible collec-

tive life within one of these traditions? — if it becomes impossible
to simply transmit tradition without hypocrisy? And how, then,

defend oneself henceforth against that icannc.ss of mere doing,
that hemorrhaging of substance which threatens us on all sides?

Finally, if the definite precepts of every moral tradition must
lose their objective prescriptive rigor to become the ciphers of
a transcendent and rigorously personal experience of morality,
how resist collectively, in numbers, the appeal of anonymous
innoc:ence proffered by totalitarian machinery?

I realize that universal history, by taking place on our globe,
beckons and obliges us to go beyond local frames f)f reference,
and only a line of thought like that of Jaspers, no doubt, enables
us to conceive of this expansion without a loss of the particular
traditions. Thus would that leap be accomplished of which Berg-
son spoke, by which one goes beyond every soci.il group, however
large, to rejoin at one stroke one’s person and all of humanity.
But does one thus find fullness or emptine.ss? Neither emptine.ss,
nor fullnes.s, but possible fullness. Is this enough to ground and
.safeguard a society which safeguards it? — to .solve the daily
problems posed by the education of children, the transmission
of the substance of tradition, the maintenance of some rules
without which man is lost before he can stop to think? Can a

possible plenitude become the foundation of a univeral tradition?
Perhaps Jaspers, who knows the cost and the fragility of the

tradition which he incarnates and the violence of the threats
which hang over us, tvill answer these questions.

Paris, France
Jeannk ITi'Xscn
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Paul Ricoeur

THE RELATION OF JASPERS’ PHILOSOPHY
TO RELIGION*

Karl jaspers is today one of those rare philosophers who
attempt to maintain a difficult position between positive

religions, with their Credos and confessional structures, and

atheistic humanisms derived from Auguste Comte, Karl Marx,

or Nietzsche. His position is the more difficult for appearing at

a time in which, on the one hand, Christian devotion is returning

to its sources, ruling out all cultural contaminations, and redis-

covering in this way how foreign is its heritage to Hellenism and

Western culture, and a time in which, on the other hand, the

great humanisms inherited from the nineteenth century also are

pressing to the outer-most limits of their intentions and their pre-

tensions with the growing awareness of a tragic risk presiding

over an existence without God. In short, Jaspers writes at a time

when his cross-examination of religion is promoted only by the

atheist and his evocation of a divine Transcendence at the root

of human existence is corroborated only by the devout.

The task proposed in this essay is to clarify this equivocal situ-

ation. Karl Jaspers’ opposition to religion will be envisaged first

in its dual character of (I) a protest by freedom and by the com-

mitment of Existenz to this world, and (II) an emergence of a

truly philosophical faith. Reflecting then on this “philosophical

faith,’’ we shall see (III) how it appropriates for itself and raises

to the rank of “metaphysical speculation” that religious faith

over which it has triumphed. Finally, we shall attempt to pose some

personal questions (IV) regarding Jaspers’ conception of religion.

I. Religion and Freedom

The type of philosophy exemplified by the thought of Karl

Jaspers cannot permit a critique of religion to remain a merely

auxiliary part of his reflections. The philosopher as philosopher

• Translated from the original French manuscript by Forrest W. Williams.
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cannot make an abstraction o[ the position /»<>/» lohich he ad-

dresses religion. Philosophy cannot be neutral. Why? Because

wittingly or not every philoiiophy of Existcnz stands on the very

territory of religious inquiry, more precisely, of ('lirisiian inquiry.

The existent interrogated by a philosophy of Exislniz is not the

I think of Kantian philosophy whose unity is responsible for the

possibility of objective represenLation, nor is he a form of reality

which, like any “form," cannot be corrupted or lost; rather, he

is precisely that being who is always in question, who may lose

himself or gain himself, who is in danger, who must “surge forth,”

and who can “forget himself” in tilings, in happiness, in politics.

The proximity of the
"

‘existential’ question” to the “religious

question” is such that the rejection of religion is a serious act, a

crucial decision of the philosophy of Existem ivhich forces it to

discover arduously and single-handedly the path of "I'ranscendence

without religion. Despite the considerable differences in philo-

sophical context, Karl Jaspers faces religion from ti standpoint

/^and with a feeling similar to Plotinus, Bruno, Spinoza, Kant;

that is to say, he is a religious thinker fighting for the faith of the
' devout.

It is quite notable that Karl jaspers’ anti-religious niotivalion,

like the wholesale criticism of all transendence liy athei.stic exis-

tentialism, originates on the terrain of freedom. Jaspers’ principid

work, Philosophic, w.is written in 1932. hence prior to Albert

Camus’ Mylhe de Sisyphe and Jean-Paul Sartre’s L'fitre el le

Ndant. Rcreacling Jaspers after these powerful atheists, one will be

struck in hindsight by the parentage common to certain aspects

of his criticism, strictly aimed at religion and retaining a philo.s-

ophy of Transcendence, and their radical critique of all religious

and philosophical faith. We shall return to this point in our con-

cluding remarks.

But this protest by free inquiry, or on behalf of the risk attached

to the historical adventure of man, does not exhaust his crititpie;

there shines through a conception of Transcendence and of its

relation to the world different from the religious conception.

This second aspect of the cross-examination of religion is entirely

foreign to French existentialism. That which comes to expression

during tltis test of religion is another faith, a purely philo.sophi(;al

faith. This second aspect, already discernible in jaspers’ Philos-

ophie of 1932, has become increasingly pronounced in his sul)-

sequent works and finds fulfillment in the great work of 1947,
Von der Wahrheit. Let us consider first the cross-examination of
religion in its initial aspect.
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Religion as seen by Karl Jaspers turns two faces toward man:
the visa^ge of mysticisin .and the visage of^aythorilyi^Both “petrify”

freedom.

On the one hand, religion presents itself mystically to man, that

is to say, as vertical communication, direct and immediate, in

which man absorbs himself and loses himself in the Supreme
Thou. Between this religious immediacy and the human quality

of freedom Jaspers sees no possibility of harmony. Mysticism is

charged with being suicidal.^ It is true that the suicide has its

grandeur, a nocturnal grandeur — the grandeur of “the uncondi-

tioned” — which reminds us that life is neither the supreme reality

nor the supreme value. But suicide, which serves in this case as

an “analogon” to mysticism, signifies that the tension of Existent

in a world of things and men is broken by suppressing the worldly

pole. The mystic, like the suicide, flees: the latter flees nowhere,

the former flees beyond, to the other side (Jenseits), to a Hinter-

welt which “doubles” for this world. Mysticism is the “negative

decision,” the “negation of the world” (Weltverneinung).

This elementary process of religion (which is located in Book
II of Philosophic, devoted to illumination of Existent [Existenzer-

hellungj, and not in Book III, devoted to Transcendence) is a

warning of what is at stake: the meaning of human existence.

Mysticism perverts its being-in-the-world. The world betrayed is

above all the world of men; for he who communicates with God
as with a Supreme Thou has left the grim game in which we have

only the advice of our friends and the debates of “horizontal”

communication to illuminate and invigorate our choices. In a

way. Transcendence is not another word alongside the word of

man, to which we might oppose it. It is not even an immediate in-

spiration which could relieve us in our choices and would furnish

a sort of absolute alibi for our responsibility among men at the

heart of man’s history.

Confronting mysticism, philosophy asserts itself as ethics, if we
understand by ethics, broadly speaking, a philosophy of human
conduct in the world, a philosophy which renounces religious

immediacy. “Every relation to God that does not simultaneously

transpire as ‘existential’ communication, which alone can give it

truth, is not only intrinsically suspect, but also a betrayal of

Existent.”^

In the monumental work of 1947, Von der Wahrheit, this oppo-

sition between ethics and mysticism is presented once more, in

a different fashion, in the framework of the admirable discussion

1 Philosophie, 560ff. 2 Ibid,, 528.
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devoted to “awareness of the tragic” (das tragisclm JVLsxcn).^^ IJie

dramatic masterpieces of humanity depict the greatness ol mis-

fortune and the greatness of man in misfortune. “At the edge ol

doom, the tragic heroes act out the pattern ot tragic reality.”'

But the tragic is prematurely relieved and surniountetl by rcvetiled

religion. 'Fhis is comparable to the apathy of Stoicism, which inv-

merses the tragic in a sootliing lucidity of indilference. “('.Inistian

salvation opposes tragic knowledge."'’ 'I’his is the rt;ason that

“no genuinely Christian tragedy can exist”" and that “a Christian

is bound to misunderstand . . . Shakespeare.”^ No experience is

radically tragic for the Christian. The fault becomes the felix

culpa which makes salvation possible. The calamity ol Clirist

puts an end to the radical tragedy of defeat. Not that the tragic

is blind to redemption: rather, there inheres in tragedy a “tragic

deliverance”® which is opposed to religious salvation. 'Fliis is not

a redemption objectified in a sacred account and guarded by a

Church, but a metaphysical depth which saves in the tragic and

by the tragic, viz., “in the face of the tragic |aulhentic Being is

revealed in foundering.”" This is not the victory of another world

over this one, “Tragedy dis:>ppears to the degree that an eiiuitable

settlement is po.ssibic.”‘"

In this initial development Karl Jaspers prolongs :i Kierke-

gaardian theme and simultaneously turns it agaittst its author.

In Kierkegtiard for the first time, communication with Cod cotild

only be “indirect,” remote from union and ble.s.sedness. Btit in

Kierkegaard there is precisely a proof, as it were, by the absurd,

that the pa.ssage from “the ethical stage” to “the religious stage"

means suffering, sacrifice, the ruin of existence. “I am in a deep

sense a miserable individuality who, since the furthest era, has

been nailed to one sorrow or another in an agony which touched

on madness.”^^ In Stages on Life’s Way, Kierkegtiard consciously

places the negative, the religious calamity of the martyr higher

than tlie positive, the ethical accomplishment of marriage. It is

true that one could cite numerous passages by Kierkegaard on
joy, peace, and infinite happiness. But Kierkegaard moved further

and further from the hope that at the crowning moment of faith

Wahrheit, 917(T. (Ed's, note: This section of Voit <hr Wnhrht^U is available

in English under the title **TT(igedy is not enongfu** We sluill refer t<» Tragedy
whenever Ricooiir <iuotes passages from this part of Wahrhdt,) Tragedy, 27(F.

4 Tragedy, 90. 5 Ibid., 38. 0 Ibid. 7 Ibid., 39.

8 Cf. ibid., 72(!. 947. (Tragedy, 80.)

10 Goethe (quoted by Jaspers: Tragedy, 86.)

11 Kierkegaard's Journal (1846).
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God would return Isaac to Abraham, and Regina to Kierkegaard.

More and more, for Kierkegaard, the “infinite movement” must
be away from this life — with no return, with no hope of “reaf-

firmation,” of Repetition. “I gradually came to know that all

those really loved by God suffered in this world.”^®

Karl Jaspers looks from afar at this “negative hero” with the

conviction that he sees the inimitable exception (Ausnahme).

Likewise, the “absurd” celebrated by Kierkegaard — the absurdity

of a man-God — heralds in Jaspers’ eyes the bankruptcy of modem
Christianity, both Protestant and Catholic. The “subjective

thinker” invokes an impossible Christianity completely contem-

porary with the first apostolic testimony, beyond all justification,

all continuity, and all authority. He awakens, but he transmits no
thought which one can repeat. “The problem for us,” declares

Jaspers, “is to philosophize without being exceptions, but with

our eyes on the exception.”^® That is why philosophy, here, is

the return from the mystical to the ethical.

But Kierkegaard by himself is not religion, precisely because

religion is a historical magnitude, stable, continuous, authoritar-

ian. The opposition of philosophy to religion is brutal, like that

of autonomy to heteronomy. To understand it one must begin

with the sociological wrapping of religion, the cult which makes
Transcendence into a sort of real presence. Through the cult

Transcendence falls into the circle of objectivity, whose prestige

Jaspers sweeps from every stage of philosophical reflection, from
the objectivity of positivism, through the authority of the He-
gelian State which synthesises the objectivity of the real and of

the ideal, to the objectivity of a rational duty, of a ready-made

ethics in which freedom would be guarded and bound. Religion

is the supreme objectivity. Jaspers is here more severe than Hegel,

who did not place religion among the forms of “objective Spirit,”

but saw in it at least a moment of “Absolute Spirit” gathering into

itself an estranged form of “Objective Spirit.” If Jaspers is more
severe than Hegel, it is because the center of reference of Jaspers’

philosophy is not Spirit, but the singular, unique existent in his

“originality” (Ursprung). Henceforth, only the moment of choice,

of anxious venture, of responsibility without guarantee or secu-

rity, bears the stamp of authenticity.

The existent puts into question all universal validation and

thus puts himself in question. He is the being who risks himself.

Hence, Karl Jaspers employs a philosophy of freedom in order to

reject the certainty and security of religion.

12 Kierkegaard's Journal (1849-1854), 11, 319, Haecker. 18 Reason, 129.
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j
All other aspects of relij^ion are nicasurt’d hy the same criicrion

of freedom espoused and risked.

Thus, the event of revelation, which religion places at the

center of the cult, appears essentially as a way of fixing or localis-

ing, hence of guaranteeing, a Transcendence which siihsecpienlly

persists among men by means of authoritarian insi ruction. I'iie

word of God lends authority to certain luiinan words which hence-

forth release the anguish of decision through an objective com-

mandment, an objective justification, an objective consolation. In

contrast to the believer, the philosopher accepts the poverty of a

faith without cult, without word of God, without Ghnrch, without

objective Transcendence. He takes freedom into his charge. He is

the supreme heretic, taking the part of Galileo, of Bruno, of Spin-

oza, against the priests. “Whoever lives as a philosopher, without

the proviso of a religious certitude, must battle internally with

this possibility his whole life long.”’^

Ethics, already contrasted with mysticism, is now opposed to reli-

gious obedience. The philosopher opposes consciem'c to prayer:

"Conscience surrenders to another power when it abandotis it,self

to the life of prayer in which the godhead speaks directly.’’’® Crom-
well wrenched from himself, by prayer, the political decision for

which his conscience lacked sufficient cotirage. I.et man expect

nothing apart from unlimited commtinication with other men and
from the upsurge of the act in modest solitude, and let hitn never

cover his acts with the objective authority of the Transcendence
which he calls God. Jaspers’ criticism of prayer effectively embod-
ies the converging dual criticism of mystical immediacy and reli-

gious authority. Prayer claims to hear the divine voice directly and
at the same time to obey an authority which undertakes responsi-

bility. On this matter Jaspers makes no special conce.ssion to the

zealot who opposes the word of God as he apprehends it to the

word transmitted by the Church, for the zealot is no le.ss enclosed

in the enchanted circle of authority; perhaps more so, living as he
does in the intimacy of an immediate subjective relation.ship.

The other reproaches which Jaspers directs against religion can
be arranged around this dual criticism. First of all, the religious is

condemned to insert itself like an enclave in the midst of the

secular behavior of man. This unbuttressed condition of cult, sac-

rament, and prayer is due to a "real-isation” of Transcendence.
Religious conduct mixes God into the to-and-fro of human con-
duct. Consequently, the act of the cult either ruins secular life in
the joyous sacrifice of the monk or it intrudes into secular life at

14 Phihsophie, 529. 15 Ibid.
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the price of a hypocritical uneasiness. Moreover, it is a general

characteristic of the miracle to signal the invasion into this world
of the beyond, and to remain like an intruder. The Church, too,

is a great sociological enclave, in humanity, and the unbeliever is

in turn banished from it or absorbed against his will.

If it is true that “the cult is the way to avoid the burden of free-

dom,”^® the last word is that of freedom. Philosophy is the herald

of this freedom: freedom unauthorised, without institutions, with-

out schools, witliout authorities, and always in tension like a pure

dialogue between two solitudes philosophizing.

But, while this criticism of religion is exalting human freedom

in the face of objective authority or of the authoritarian objectivity

of cult, prayer, revelation, and church, another theme rises slowly

on the horizon of the critique; the theme of a hidden divinity.

This tlieme will soon have to be aligned with that of freedom ven-

tured and without guarantee. But first we must observe its emer-

gence in the background of this biting criticism. For, a sort of

wounded, shocked piety in view of the believer’s familiarity with

his God also sounds through these lines. This entire protest, ap-

parently proud and arrogant, is strangely bathed in reverential

love for tlie hidden Transcendence. In another passage,^’^ Jaspers

writes:

Prayer is an importunity which irrupts in the unfathomable: man
may dare it at the height of solitude and distress, but if it has to be a

daily habit, a custom acquired, it is no more than a suspicious fixation

which philosophy must renounce. In the daily security of a divine

proximity, relation to God would be robbed of that depth which it

retains in doubt; its transcendence of the world would be suppressed’

at "the same time as would be obtained a peace ffld contentment jtoo

easily purchased by Existenz. For divine inscrutability seems to require

that man torment himself in doubt and distress.

This fine passage indicates rather well the exact inflection of a

critique which exalts freedom only to acknowledge from afar a

hidden divinity, the One whp speaks only through silence. It is

this very silence which entrusts me to myself. The voice of con:

science, is, this very silence of the divinity.

Thus is the critique of religion to be understood as the para-

doxical emergence of a philosophical religion.

It is “philosophical faith,” not the pride of freedom, which re-

jects “religious faith.”

This is understandable from the standpoint of the analysis of

tragedy in Von der Wahrheit. Religion dispels the tragic. Yet Karl

Vi Ibid., mi. vtlbid.,im.
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Jaspers refuses to absoJulise the tragic into a l>/ii[o.s(>()hical pan-

tragidsm.^^ It would be absurd for the foundaliou of Being to be

tragic, “'rragedy resides only in the phenomena of tliis world. For
through the tragic, something different speaks to us, something
that is no longer tragic.”'"

'I'he tragic is in tlie world. I'he tragic is man. ”Tragic knowl-
edge has its limit: it achieves no comprehensive interpretation

of the world.”"" Pan-tragicLsin suppresses the polarity with the non-
tragic and tends toward a frightening aestheticism in which the

spectator “lets himself go” to exult in tlie absurd, in torture, in

destruction as such. To philosophize is not to absolutize the tragic,

but to read the tran.sccndent being in its symbols, in the ciphered
text of reality.

Because unity fails in our temporal existence, it appears to us in the
guise of the tragic.

This i.s, however, tantamount to saying that tragedy is not absolute
but belongs in the foreground. Tragedy belongs neither in the realm
of Transcendence nor in the basis of all Being, but in the world of
sense uiul time."'

This hidden bring thus provides the vantage jtoint from which
must be reread tlie entire preceding crititpie of religion, which
seemed to be sustained only by a vindication of free, historical

Existaiz.

II. Religious faith and philosophical faith.

One would look in vain for anything like a proof front Jaspers
of the relation which joins Exislcnz to Transcendence. Otic does
not gain the ideas of the world and of subjectivity in order to
carry out afterward a letip from the empirical wttrld and human
subjectivity to the hidden being of Transcendeitce.
On this matter the structure of a book like the Philosophie of

1982 must not mislead one. It seems to follow a cla.ssic order of
ascent: the world (Book I), the .self (Book II), God, (Book III).
Actually, one stands before a work of a single propulsion whose
true articulations arc its chaplcns.

In the work I called Philosophie, each chapter — and not the work
in its totality — was conceived as a self-contained whole which must be
read at one sitting and whose truth resides not in an assertion which

IS C£. Tragedy, 90tE. 19 ind,, 94 .

20 Ibid., 99. ai jbid., 104.
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could be found at such-and-such a place, but can appear only through
the movement of embracing the whole in a single thought.®®

Indeed, each chapter — and each is in a way a total part — con-

tains the essence of the movement which Jaspers calls Transzen-

dieren. This transcending movement has the empirical world for

its theater, human existence for its conscious sense, and hidden
Being for its aim. From the very first pages of Philosophie, abso-

lute Being is already present as the goal of philosophy.®® From one
stage to the other there are breaks; but these breaks are discover-

able simultaneously, not successively; only an order of exposition

displays them in an apparent succession. This is to say that the

relationship of Existent to Transcendence is itself preliminary to

this exposition in a written work, because it is originative.

Our present task has a limited objective: to discern the specifi-

cally religious note of this movement of Transzendieren. To this

end we shall proceed more or less in reverse, beginning with the

final thesis of the work, the theory of ciphers, which we believe to

be tlie actual religious pliilosophy of Jaspers. Thence we shall pass

gradually to the more inclusive forms of the linkage between
Transcendence and Existent.

It is most striking tliat Book III of Philosophie (entitled “Meta-
physics”) is not oriented toward a solution of that paradox which
may well be called Kierkegaardian; how freedom can be the origi-

nal upsurge which I call myself, and also a radical gift of grace by
the hidden divinity. Curiously enough, it is in Book II (entitled

“Illumination of Existent”) that one finds some light shed upon
this difficulty inherent in every philosophy of double domicile.

Existent, and Transcendence.®* The principal weight of the “Meta-
physics” does not bear upon the inner drama of freedom in the

grip of what others have called “grace” or “predestination;” rather,

the main effort of Jaspers is directed to the discovery of a specifi-

cally metaphysical dimension of reality. The living, personal rela-

tionships of Existent to Transcendence (which Jaspers calls Exis-

tentielle Bezilge zur Tranzendenz) constitute a path toward a new
“reading” (Lesen) of all reality as “a cipher-script of Transcend-

ence” (Chifferschrift der Transzendent).

22 Cf. Preface by Karl Jaspers, in M. Dufrenne & P. Ricoeur, Karl Jaspers et la

Philosophie de ^Existence (Paris, 1947).

28*1 am always consciousness (Bewusstsein) in a situation, confronting; objects,

and oriented by my search toward Being in itself/' (Philosophie, 13.) **Existenz is

that which relates to itself and to its Transcendence.” (Ibid,, 15.)

24 Cf. Philosophie, 465: ”There where I was authentically myself
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The search Tor Triinscoiulciicc lies in tlie 'cxistentiar rereronces t.o

this Transcendence, its prrsaicc lies in the ciphor-sciipi; as for the

space required by eacli, formal transcending (das forniale 'fraiiszen-

dieren) must keep it cleared/-'*

Thus Existenz itself is only the place from which one roads the

manuscript, from which one decipliers the language whit h jaspers

calls “ciphers.”

Von der Wahrheit. confirms the overall movement of Philoso-

phic. The whole work is oriented toward the problem of “the

achievement of true Being.”-” It is this single totality of the true

Being which ceaselessly incites us and flees from us: which traverses

the breaks of reality, situation, and existent; which finds in phi-

losophy its fulfillment even if not in a form that can he rendered

comprehensible for all. “Rca.son” is the name of this movement of

thought toward the One. Love is its momentum. “The cipher con-

stitutes the achievement of truth in philosophizing.””' It is not a

new domain of objects which is di.scovcred; on the contrary, the

object as such masks the cipher. Ciphers are, rather, the symbolic

dimensions of every object. F.vcry .sensible reality, every thinkable

object, every existence, suddenly transparent, becomes the absent

presence of Transcndcnce. “Originative (urspriinglich) philo-

sophical thought is cipher.””” “Symbols exhibit the ontological

presence of the rc.al.”'-’” I -ike Philosophic in 19;52, Von drr Wahr-
heit in 1947 concludes in an exegesis of the “cipher-being (Chif-

fersein)oi all reality.”””

By the s.ame token, the wholly Lutheran or Augustinian — or

even Kierkegaardian — problem of predestination at the he,art of

freedom is eclipsed by the le.ss thcologic.al and more philo.sophical

problem of the absolute reality of the world as cipher, that is to

say, as appearance of Transcendence. To “orient oneself” among
the ciphers— such is the supreme philosophical act.”’

Thus, the religious philosophy of Karl Jaspers is le.ss a different

solution to the same problem — the problem of freedom and the

Almightiness of the divine — than the emergence of the new
problematic area of the metaphysical dimension of reality.

This philosophical act of orientation among the ciphers differs

cs.sentially, finst of all, from the my.stic flight, in that it is the very

reaffirmation of the world as aljsolutc. The Ueber die Welt kinaus
is not a Jenscits der Welt. It is this world which is the ,synthc.sis of

“appearing” and trrtn.5cendcncc into that trans-appearing which

25 Ibid., 704. 20 Cf. Wahrheit, 3Sf., 27 md., 871

.

28 Ibid., 1088. 29 Ibid., 1041. .so Cf. ibid., 10.S.8f.

81 Cf. ibid., 1080, 1036, lOSSff; also, Fkilosophie, 821.
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Jaspers calls “immanent Transcendence.”®^ Whereas, beginning

with Fear and Trembling, Kierkegaard immures himself in the

one-to-one relationship of the individual to his God and considers

reaffirmation impossible, Jaspers turns here toward German ro-

manticism and Nietzsche. When he writes, “Metaphysical objec-

tivity is cipher,”®® he rejoins, by-passing revealed religions, the great

current of philosophical lyricism, which, beginning with Hegel
and Schelling, Goethe and Holderlin, passes through the Eternal

Return and the Amor Fati. Christian Incarnation, Passion, and
Resurrection are now radically secularised: from historical events

they have become a vast symbolism of reality, a vast symbolism of

nature, of history, and of freedom.

Doubtless the reading of ciphers is, like mysticism, an act of

faith in the broad sense of the term, in the sense that it is not an
act accessible to abstract cognition, to the Kantian I think, con-

ceived as the condition of the possibility of objectivity; in short, it

is not an act accessible to the cognitive subject. He who reads the

ciphers is the very one who is anxious concerning himself, who
breaks forth into freedom, who suffers its limits, who holds a dia-

logue with another; he who reads the ciphers is the existent. Phi-

losophy is faith in this broad but well-defined sense, that one must
be more than an universal understanding, that one must be a

singular existent, to see Transcendence appear (or “trans-appear”)

in every appearance. This is why philosophy is faith, not wisdom,

system, or ontological science.

But the secret difference between religious and philosophical

faith is that the latter does not betray the world. The Kierkegaard-

ian language may well be retained ("In unbelief is belief. . . . In

belief is unbelief. ... The strength of belief consists in .. . [its]

polarity”^), but the accent and the intention have changed: one
might venture to say that Jaspers has attempted to elaborate a

Kierkegaardian equivalent — affected by anguish and subjective

trembling — of the third type of knowledge in Spinoza, which
knows nothing new relative to the second type but apprehends

everything and itself in God. “The more we know individual

things, the more we know God,” said Spinoza. Jaspers’ meta-

physics of ciphers has a similar ring.

It seems to us, therefore, that Jaspers inaugurates on the edge

82 Cf. Philosophie, 793: "Immanent Transcendence is immanence, but at the

same time evanescence; it is Transcendence, which gained utterance as cipher in

existence. . . . Transcendence and immanence were at first thought to be mutually
exclusive: but in the cipher understood as immanent Transcendence we must find

rather their intimate dialectic, in which Transcendence does not founder.”

8S/btd., 786. Ibid., 217.
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of religions a sort of philosophical gnosticism. Kierkegaard and '

I

Nietzsche are mutually comprehended and surpassed by a kind ol

I
superior synthesis by which the faith of the one and the amor fali'

of the otlxer, the Repetition of the one and tlie Klenial Return ol

the other, would be in some manner superimposed on each other.

Oppo.sed to religion understood as mysticism — that is to say, in

Jaspers’ sense, as betrayal of the world — philo.sophical faith is even

more basically opposed to religion understoiKl as authority. 'The

ciphers of God are without authority for they are nowliere and

they are everywhere. There is nothing -which cannot be cipher."'*

No sacred book can fix them, no sacred history can contain tliem,

no sacred Church inherits them. This is tlie sense in which Jaspers

calls this reading absolutely “historical" (^cschkhllicli).^'^ This

“metaphysical experience” comes to us like a gift, without con-

straint, without guarantee, as if things suddenly took on a physiog-

nomy: here, the Wholly-Other is present analogically, symbolical-

ly, like a total presence at once disguised and unveiled, hidden

and exposed.

Henceforth its truth is iuccs.sautly vanishing, unitiue each lime

as Existeru is unitiuc.*’^

From this vantage point Voit der Wahrheit opposes “rea.son’s"

quest for unity to “catholicity’s” pretension to unity.*** The per-

spective is dilferent enough from that of Philoxopftio, but at Irot-

tom the doctrine is the same. The truth here in (piestion is no dif-

ferent from the truth of Being in its ciphers. And “rea.son,” in all

of Jaspers’ works, is not the understanding which is identical in

everyone, consciousncss-as-such, but the movement of the existent

bringing to bear all his thought upon the Enconqjassiug (dax

Umgreifende) with all the resources of communication and in a

total openness to the real.** Consequently, the opposition Iretw^een

“reason” and “catholicity” illuminates from a new angle the op-

position between “philosophical faith” and “religious faith.” The
very term “catholicity” is important, because it docs not cover the

notion of “authority.” Von der Wahrheit makes an ultimate effort

to assign a value to authority. Authority is not in itself a force

sr. C£. ibid., 820.

JJO Cf. ibid., 690: Disappearance as the Essence of Historicity,

87 “That Tninscenflcncc changes its appearance with Existrnz is . . . argu-

ment against its reality and its tnith: rather is change its necessary aspect, if its

appearance is to become its language for Existrnz in the temporal order, . . , The
necessity for the passing-away of all metaphysical o!)jectivity belongs therefore to

the historicity of Existenz in temporal existence/* (Ibkl, 691).

88 Cf. Wahrheit, 832ff,

89 Cf. ibid., 96Gff. Also, Reason, Lectures S & 4,
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hostile to the true, but one of its avenues of “penetration” (Durch-

hruch). Diametrically opposed to the “exception” which awakens
without binding, authority is salvaged by this diametrical polarity,

as also by the inner tension between its propulsion and its histori-

cal forms. Authority, at the boundary, is the very prestige of the

truth of Being, but it speaks only from “the totality of histori-

city. ”‘‘® It is in motion, it is open. Catholicity is, as it were, closed

authority in contrast to open authority.

Moreover, catholicity extends beyond the historical phenome-
non of Catholicism. The pretension of such-and-such a philosophi-

cal system, Hegelian or otherwise, to be the unique and exclusive

truth, corresponds to the same type of truth and existence. But
Judeo-Christian or Islamic orthodoxy is the most remarkable il-

lustration, and the pages devoted to such orthodoxy are of a vehe-

mence rarely found in the work of Jaspers. It is the very principle

of the revelation which is scrutinised with a great inner violence:

if history is centered on an event which gives it meaning, a “his-

torical unity” is erected to which reason opposes “the unity of all

histories” over and beyond the conflict of revelations. To the

authority localised in the space and time of the revelation, reason

opposes “the encompassing authority of the historicity of the world

as a whole.”^^ To the guarantee (Sicherung) of revealed wisdom,

reason opposes the unguaranteed, constantly imperiled certainty

(Gewissheit) of the original upsurge of Existenz before its hidden

Transcendence. To the pretension of catholicity to include all

truth and to exclude all heresy, reason opposes its unlimited com-
munication. This is why the philosopher says Yes to authority as

a limiting character of “the all-enveloping truth,” and No to catho-

licity.

Tightening his grip, Karl Jaspers focuses his severe criticism on
the theme of the God-man.^^

The attack launched against religion had touched it at the pe-

riphery. Now it is wedged in the very heart of revelation. A direct

and exclusive revelation in the sense claimed by religions can only

be the pretension usurped by some men and some groups to render

their own historicity universally valid. It is the pride of man which
is concealed beneath obedience to the Revelation and which exacts

from other men that they bend to its truth in the name of humility.

The key criticism, therefore, enters here: “The God-man is

only once,”*® from which arises the pretension to catholicity at-

tached to this unique event. It is not so much the absurdity of the

40 Cf. Wakrheit, 784ff. 41 C£. ibid., 837.

42 Cf. ibid., 850ff. 48 CL ibid., 851.
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incamation that reason rejects: “The absurd is a fortu of the ap-

pearance of Transcendence for thoiiglit, in every philosopliy which

advanced into greater depths.” Tlie rul) is hetAvecn two absurdi-

ties: one which reveals and another whicli misleads. The second

absurdity is that of the God-man who by his uuitjueness suspends

history, fastens one to a dogma, and at the same t ime proposes to

the “exception” like Kierkegaard imitation of a disaster foreign

to any realization in the world, in the state, in marriage, or in

culture.

This is why the opposition between “reason” and “catholicity”

does not remain one of polarity, but becomes one of exlusion.'**

This criticism is completely understandable only in the light of

the last pages of Von der Wahrheit. The God-man is the anti-

thesis of the cipher. In both cases there is mediation bettveen Tran-

scendence and human existence. The “transmutation of the world

into a mediation between us and the unique God is its transmuta-

tion into cipher.”*'^ One must choose bettveen the “encipherment”

(Chifferwerden)*^ of all things, and the Christian incarnation.

III. The annexation of religion by philosophy.

This is not, however, Jaspers’ last tvord on religion. From this

same theory of ciphers it is possible to initiate a second movement
of thought which compensates ff>r its rejection by an “annexation”

(Aneignung). For the “traces of God” which are His ciphers or

symbols are mute signs that require the specific mediation of a

language. The original primitive ciphers of which we can speak,

in effect, only through the figures of art, myth, religion, and meta-

physical systems are, if you like, the "very langtiage of Being.” But
they would have remained inaccessible to us if tliey had not been
“mediated” by the “language” of men.'*'^ Religion regains its mean-
ing here, no longer in opposition to the cipher, but within the

movement of the historical reading of ciphers.

This second movement is as important as the first. The same
religion which the philosopher rejects as dogma he espouses as

myth. At the same time, the cipher replaces the miracle, contem-
plation replaces prayer, and communication replaces the Clnirch.

But how appropriate the myths philosophically? The compara-
tive science of religions is not enough, for one does not reach the
essence of the religious by a sociological method which extracts

from the multiplicity of myths a sort of “primal form” (Urform)
MCf, iWdl.,83S. 48C£.fft*U, 1051. 4«Cf. im
47 Cf. Philosophie, 786!fi also, Tragedy, 2SE
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which would constitute the religious ground of humanity. The
agnosticism which originated in the eighteenth century — as may
be seen in Lessing’s famous tale of the three rings — rests on such

a prejudice. One must, on the contrary, immerse oneself in the

multiplicity itself and espouse in some sort the religious rhythm
which has no unique religious language. The language of men
is shattered. The myth is “historical” in another sense, by virtue

of a historicity which is collective ratlier than individual. I must
therefore go beyond that “objective universal” which comparative

religious sociology could extract and which is no longer the faith

of anyone. I must even go beyond faith in its anonymous, collec-

tive form, the “relative universal” of the group’s confession of

faith, in order to espouse the intimate faith of the individual be-

liever. At this point I descry, insofar as it is possible, the “unique
universal” (das Einzigallgemeine

Only then may the philosopher employ myth to read the cipher

at the same time that he effaces the myth in the cipher. Jaspers

thus underscores his digression from Kierkegaard, and perpetuates

rather the attempt of Spinoza, Schelling, and Hegel to reintegrate

religion into philosophy by means of myth.

In this conversion of dogma into myth, authority has become
tradition.^® This change of perspective is of paramount signifi-

cance. Authority is inimical to freedom. Tradition is the suste-

nance of freedom. It is to freedom what memory is to the present.

It is piety with regard to the past which gives to freedom ground
and root. Tradition belongs, to be sure, to the childhood of free-

dom, but since no one has outgrown childhood in every way, no
one can say that he no longer needs authority.

The Church in which I was bom, I cannot put aside, for without it

I would not have attained freedom. . . . And yet the Church of the

tlieologians who would wish to exclude me is not a Church of truth,

but always an empty, frozen distortion.®®

And yet, in rejecting religion, I say: Yes, and cannot but hope,

even for my own sake, that it survives in the world.®^

But, while Jaspers hopes for the survival of religion as the pro-

vocative counterpart of philosophical faith and as a reservoir of

myths for philosophical reflection, he continues its dissolution all

the more subtly by his conception of the fate of the myth. What,
in fact, happens to myths when they return to the original lan-

guage of being? At one level, the myth represents the divine as a

48 On this entire development, cf. Philosophie, 692S.

49Cf.im,267. so Ibid. 51 Ibid.. 268.
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sacred portion oE reality, viz., the Greek gods. At a .seettnd level,

myili recounts the “revelation” of a “yonder;” this is the level of

Ghristian religion and confession. At the third level, nothing less

than all of reality becontes “niythical.” |:tspers refers us here to

the Lransnuilation of all things in the paintings of Van Gogh,’’-

thus seeming to prochn'm a kind of twilight of the gods in the

aesthetic. Certainly the "nostalgia” (Sclinsutiil) for a |)lenitude of

the truly real in ’i'ranscendence wouhl .seem to lind its native

fullilhnent in an aesthetic vision of reality. In I'oit dfr Wahrhcil

myths figure along with poetry and the pla.stic arts among “the

original spiritual intuitions, deeds, ligures . .
.” which render

truth present."’"'' Philo.sophy gathers them up in their totality and
uses them as its instrument in the “achievement of true Ueing.”''"’*

Myth, poetry, the plastic :irt.s, constitute the uniciue. va.st matrix

fi'om which proceeds the infinite moveinettt of reasc)n and love,

both turned toward the truth of the cipher. This latiguagc of

truth is primordially one and entire; it never completely separates

as it divides in the three directions of religion, poetry, atid art.'’"’

Thus it is that “to abatidon religion would be to stop philo.sophiz-

ing. . . . Eveti sciettce would eventually founder."’’"

Tints, the criticiue of myth rather .seems to point to a common
root of religion, poetry, and the art.s. The place of the at is in the

“world of ciphers”"’^ seem to confirm this interpretation. .\rl is the

mediation of the reading t>f ciphers in nature, in history, and in

man, provided this mediation occurs at the inluittte, not the

speculative, level.'’"

The succeeding p:ig<;s contain yet another epi.sode,'’" the transi-

tion from mythical language :is a whole (a second Ituiguagc) to the

“speculative reading of the manuscript" (a third hinguagt^'i. Con-
setiucntly, the passage from the .second language to the tliird sc’ts

a limit to a purely aesthetic interpretation t)f Ja,sper.s' conception

of philosophical faith. This latter interpretation can prevail only

at the second level of metaphysics, located hebcccn immediate
ciphers and “speculation” concerning the ciphers (which is met:i-

physics in the strict scn.se). But becau.se this intennediiitc region

(Ztvischenreich)'^ is precisely the one which religion does not sur-

pass, the metamorpho.sis of cults into art does indeed .seem to be
the supreme exaltation of religion nf. iix oxvii laxicl. Here the myth
is no longer a talc told, hut mute like the primordial ciphers. And
yet, as the work of man, it still belongs to the “language of men.”

B2 a. ibid., 7m. M Cf. Wahrhrit. 871. RS Of. ibid., 870.

55 Cf. ibid., 916f. bo ibid., 916. Br ibid.. 917; Philaxophie, 84011.

58 Philosophic, 840. Cf. ibid.. 840II. 80 Cf. ibid.
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In “metaphysical art” is realised the very pulsation of the “imma-
nent Transcendence.” On the one hand, this art wrenches me
from the prestige of the empirical world and tlie banality of every-

day life, freeing me by “fantasy,” by the unreal, and thus prepar-

ing me for another dimension of the real; and, on the other hand,

it remains among the visible signs of Transcendence which are

betrayed by mysticism.

Therefore, if the interpretations of religion by myth and of

myth by art suggest a certain “aestheticism,”®^ this is so only to the

degree that Jaspers concomitantly confers on the arts a seriousness

quite opposed to the conception of “art for art’s sake.” Not that

art has the function of imitating. This puerile conception of the

relationship of art to reality is entirely foreign to Jaspers. More
profoundly than, any limitation art discloses a primordial mean-
ing. But, “the empirical world itself is made into a cipher by the

art of immanent Transcendence. Although it seems to imitate

what happens in the world, it renders transparent.”®® Thus, its

function is indeed to raise the ciphers to the dignity of language.

It is because art itself has a metaphysical dimension that it is

worthy to play host to the metamorphosis of gods and cults. If the

example of Van Gogh seems so significant to Jaspers, this is pre-

cisely because his art is no longer related to myth through the

representation of gods, as is still the case with Aeschylus, Michel-

angelo, Shakespeare, Rembrandt; rather, it is the whole of secular

reality which becomes mythical. By strictly limiting himself to the

real and forsaking all myths. Van Gogh made Transcendence
speak (in a way which is) true for our time — although of neces-

sity infinitely humbler.®®

With the qualifications made, and considering art in its most
metaphysical sense, one may certainly say that in Jaspers art tends

to become an aesthetic equivalent of revelation.

But this annexation of religion in the form of myth does not
acquire its full significance until the total triumph of philosophy

under the title of “speculation.”®^

The word “speculation” is not used by Jaspers in a deprecative

sense. It designates a supreme form of cipher in which not sensory

realities become “transparent” but the great metaphysical thoughts

(proofs of the existence of God, the fundamental origin of the

.laspera speaks very severely of the "aesthetic attitude," its uncommitted char-

acter, its predilection for the emotions of a disinterested spectator (cf. Tragedy,
87fF).

«2 Philosophie, 844. 6S Ibid.

84 Cf. ibid., 847ff: also, Wahrheit, "Thinking and Being,” 251 ff.
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empirical world, reminiscence and eschaloloi^y, jihilosopliy of his-

tory and of natnro. the system of Clennan ielealism, etc.)

Thus the reintegration of religion into philoso]ihy is complete.

Religion dissolves first into mythical figures. 'Fhen the mythical

ciphers themselves subserve speculative ciphers. Prayer is defini-

tively reduced into 'tfxistftitial' contemplation.”^

To be sure, philosophy is faith, as all the preceding develop-

ments show, and Jaspers might well echo the words of Kant: I

criticized knowledge and I established faith. In this respect, the

condemnation of o»to/ogy as a system pretending to universality

and objectivity is beyond appeal, for its crime is at feast twofold:*'”

it extends to Existenz and Tran.scendence a mode of knowledge

limited to mathematical and physical objects, and it ma-sks, by

logical transitions, the real hiatus between the empirical worldly

object and the historically free existent, as well as between the

existent and Bcing-in-itsclf.

And yet the very expression “philosophical faith" indicates that

if philosophy is faith, tluit is to say, not cognition, faith is philoso-

phy, that is to say, thinking reflection, and speculation.

This la.st point is important for a proper undcTstanding of the

religious import of the philosophy of jaspers. Neither the mythi-

cal interpretation of religuni nor even its aestlu'tic di.ssoluli(m re-

main foreign to this impulse to comprehend which finds its first

expression in scientific knowing. All of jaspers’ efforts arc bent

toward the integration of the reading of ciphers to a reflection on
Being which would be the equivalent of a rational theology. This
reflection proceeds at two levels. On a lower level, it rec'alls the

pattem of rtegfltive theology, viz., the .second chapter of the “Meta-
physics” entitled "Formal Transcending.” On a higher level this

reflection is called “speculation.” It completes the theory of ciphers

and proceeds in the direction of what we have cttlled a modern
philosophical gnosticism.

According to Jaspers, thought is fraught with a twofold urgen-

cy: that of “enveloping” and that of “tran.scending." The first

aspect of thought is domination, reduction, inclusion. The elabora-

tion of a scientific universe responds to this exigency of thought,
which may also be called “objective,” becau.se the relating of all

things to rules of con.sciou.sness-a,s-stich amounts to establi.shing

objectivity all around me by thought. This objectivity doe.s not
constitute an absohitc expatriation of con.sciou.sne,s.s, however. On
the contrary, it marks the tritimph of the unity of con.sciou.snes.s

over the diverse and the indeterminate. This objectivity presup-
68 Cf. ibid., 806. 68 Cf. ibid., 2821!.
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poses that consciousness is the measure of being, the center of

reference for all conceived and comprehended being. In short,

objectivity means immanence.
But a second exigency cuts across the first: the meaning of

being as Being, as One, as the Whole. This sense of Being is at the

bottom of all the uneasiness which attends thought in its trium-

phant use. This is what flees from me in the question. I question

because I am seeking Being. And here is Being before me, shat-

tered: shattered between objectivity and the primal origin (Ur-

sprung) of the free existent, shattered at the very level of objec-

tivity which explodes into irreducible cycles of reality, into dis-

parate methodologies which touch off the irrational everywhere.

Thus the whole critique of knowledge at the very level of objecti-

fying thought is magnetised by the question of Being. This im-

pulsion toward Being (Trieb zum Sein) is the cause of the

foundering (Scheitern) of cognition in its pretension to crown my
efforts by its universality, its consistency, its logical constraint, its

demand for totality and ultimate unity. If the world were a whole
and cognition a totality, immanence would be achieved and there

would be neither freedom nor divinity. To transcend would be
impossible:

But we must not fail to realise that this entire negative critique

is governed from the beginning by the quest for a new objectivity,

a new sense of reality, namely, the cipher of Transcendence, ac-

cessible to the free existent in his capacity to effect an original

upsurge. In Existenzphilosophie,^ the third and final discourse has

“reality” (Wirklichkeit) for its theme. It moves from the object of

science toward the cipher of Transcendence. The solidity of cog-

nition dissolves before a unity which is not given, but aimed at,

in the “trans-appearance” of a "physiognomy.”

Thus one can read philosophy “backwards,” beginning with the

philosophy of ciphers. It is the reading of the ciphers by faith

which takes effect in philosophy and which is critically reflected

in a difficult disquisition. Conformably, this XdyEiv must in

turn violate its own consistency, its pretension to know Being, to

describe it universally and definitively. In short Xdyeiv must
disallow its own claim to be a Xdyoq.

This attempt to reflect on reflection itself found its expression

in a “philosophical logic” which would be homogeneous with
“philosophical faith.” In the work of 1932, Karl Jaspers had al-

ready attempted to display this movement of thought which sur-

mounts and sustains itself (". . . for it is thinkable that there is

67 Existent.
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a non-thinkablc . . .
”)*’** by a “dialec tic of traitscctiding thought.”

I’his dialectic concerns the caU'gories insoFav as they are formal

articulations of tlie thinkable; hence the tertu, formal (raiisnmd-

'Phis essentially negyf/fw dialectic tvhich ulilisc's in turn the

method of ahsoluti/.ing a catc'gory conceived relatively to objectiv-

ity, the coincidence of opposites, and the vicious circle, leads

thought to sink into the unthinkable and thus preparc's the “.space”

for the cntcountcr with Transcendence.

But that very same reason which thus prepares a “space” for

contemplation by this entirely formal process ircaptures the origi-

nal and the mythical ciphers at the Un el of the highest juetensions

of metaphysics— Platonic, nco-Platonir. Cartesian. Ideali.st — and

seeks in the ontological argument itself a symbol of the Being

which is. The ontological argument signifies that it is Being it.sclf,

the thinking itself, which gives itself as symbol. "Kven that which

in the eyes of idmlism was rai.sed to knowledge in the form of

.system, is now, as a. totality, a possiblo cipher.”'^

The power of transforming by ciphers till re:ilities. all beliefs,

into “.speculative” symbols of Tran.scendence is thus unlimited.

This conception of the cipher enables Jaspers to uncover a tran-

scendent inUmtion even in tho.se fhotights whose ob|<>ctive or dog-

matic pretension .seems at first to de.stroy all I'ran.scendence.

This is not the place to develop for its own .sake Ja.sp(‘r.s’ con-

ception of “reason” and “thinking.” It is enough to have perceived

the outlines of the stnicture in which the criticism and the an-

nexation of religion take place. The theory of “specttlation” noted

in conclusion testifies, in any case, how much closer Ja.spers may
be to Plotinus, Spinoza, or Hegel, than he thinks, by his .subordi-

nation of religion to philosophy, despite the immense gaps which,

according to Ja.spers, distinguish these .systems from “the historical

reading of the cipher-script of Being.”

TV. Critical remarks.

It would be futile to elaborate a critique of Ja.spers’ theory of

religion in which argument would be oppo.sed to argument. Such
a critique would be sterile by rca.son of its external character. It is

more useful and more suitable to the goal of cnmrnumention —
of “symphilosophieren" — to bring into focus, at the very founda-
tion of the work of Karl Jaspers, another perspective which re-

veals a different relation between philosophy and religion.

Philosophie, 707. Cf. %hid.» 70r)fF. 70 7hid„
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All of the foregoing analysis tends to show that Jaspers’ criti-

cisms of religion take shape around the theme of hidden Tran-

scendence and its passing historical ciphers. This is the stumbling-

block for die Christ-myth (“Christosmythos”). For this “myth” is

banished by a totally different conception of the “mediation”

(Mitteilung) of Transcendence and appearance. To this theme of

Jaspers is also subordinated die acute problem of authority — or

rather, “cadiolicity,” as it is described in Von der Wahrheit. If

religious mediation is unacceptable because it claims to localise,

and then to guarantee, the presence of Transcendence in imma-
nence, this objective and exclusive presence serves Jaspers as foil

for the non-coercive, transitory universality of the cipher.

It does not seem to me that Jaspers has sought to progress from
this pretension of religious mediation to its intention. Religion

is thrown into a relief in which its own problematic character

vanishes. For the prima^. religious intention is to save freedom
from its “vanity,” from a specific nothingness which keeps it in

l)oaclage; hence, to liberate, to save freedom. That is its true prob-

lem. By contrast, the ultimate philosophical question, as Jaspers

understands it, is that of absolute reality, that is to say, the ques-

tion of Being qua Being and of the appearing of Being. Jaspers

has indeed shown that this problem arises from the subject-object

division and that the achievement of a consciousness of Being con-

sists in attaining an objectivity situated beyond that dichotomy.

Religion becomes a philosophical question when its own dialectic^

of deliverance is transferred to the properly philosophical problem

of absolute reality. The salvation of freedom is then translated

into the terms in which the philosopher poses the relation of ap-

pearance to Being. It is inevitable that the Incarnation emerge as

a pseudo-solution to the problem of absolute reality. The revela-

tion confronts the philosopher as a limited, fixed, authoritarian

apparition. What Jaspers recognizes under the name of “catholici-

ty,” moreover, is a culpable, violent projection of religion into

territory which is foreign to it. (I shall return later to the question

of theological culpability and its relation to philosophical culpa-

bility.)

If we pass from the pretension of religion to the intention of

faith, that is to say, if we refer its preachment to its own prob-

lematic area which is not that of the resolution of the speculative

problem of reality but the salvation of freedom, we are led to

reread the work of Jaspers from the standpoint of the problem of
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guilt (Schuld). Wc may uow have occasion to find another possible

account of philosopliical vellcction and religion. We have pur-

posely not discussed this po.ssil)iliiy, although it is an essential

center of vererence in Jaspers’ work. In Pliiloxophie Jaspers re-

turns to the problem of guilt several times: in couneciiou with his

theory of character;^^ especially in liis theory of ultimate situa-

tions, in wliicli guilt stands as one of the four situations of ex-

tremity, alongside death, suffering, and struggle;"- and in con-

nection with defiance and the “pa.ssion for the night" (Leidcn-

schajt zur Nacht),'‘'^ which arc two specific modes of the link of

Existenz to Transcendence. In Von der Wahrheit Jaspers speaks

of guilt in connection with “the sources of untruth,” and under
the heading of Evil,’'* and returns to it tigain in his fine study of

tragedy.’®

It is a singular — and revealing — fact that for Jaspers guilt is

an ultimate situation like death, a test of the empirical failure of

Existenz. The moral fault lies in the act, the metaphysical fault

lies in the very foundation of my being.’® No beginning of my
guilt is di.scoverable, for guilt is radical and inevitalile. It is re-

vealed preci.sely in the nmnlorous effects of gootl will, in the

narrowue.ss of communication, and ultimately it is my very

character. “That I am thu.s-and-.so (.SVwcin) it.self gives me my sense

of guilt.”” Guilt is to choo.se my.self to be thus-and-so. But I can
only choose a limitation, if I wish to realize my.self in this world.

When I accept the limitations of my own character, it is as if I

had chosen myself before time, and made tnine a choice whit:h I

never really made. Guilt thus adheres to the root of freedom.
Thus, in contrast to the whole Ghristian tradition, which con-

ceives guilt only as fall, that is to say, as a debasement with respect
to . . . , as a lost primordial innocence, Jaspers derives guilt from
the primitive, unfathomable, unchosen con.stitution of existence.

Guiltjs tha.t vcry linntation of existence which is cspou.sed by free-

(^m. This confusion of guilt and finitude appears to me to be one
oflHe gravest confusions of contemporary ‘existential’ philosophy.
Christian philosophy, indeed, never placed guilt on the same
plane as the condition of the creature. Eminifle as such was an
o^logical notiop,, guilt an ethical notion. I'mitudu was the con-
dition oTthTcrem guilt “entered the world.” Finitude was a
state, guilt an event. In modern exi.stentialist phiUxsophy guilt
loses its character as a b.ad me of freedom to become the constitu-

W Cf. ibid., 82S, 834. TS Cl. ibid., BOGff. 78 Of. ibid., 734f.
74 C£. Wahrheit, SSlff. 75 C£. Tragedy. 76 Ct Guilt, 6Bff.

77 Philosophie, 823.
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tional limitation of existence. And since existence becomes deeper

only through limitation, freedom and guilt become indistinguish-

able as soon as freedom attempts to become “real” or “historical.”

But by becoming inevitable, guilt tends invincibly to become a

misfortune of existing which is absolutely past possibility of

pardon and redemption.’’^

What the believer cannot understand is a doctrine of guilt

loosed from a doctrine of forgiveness. For him guilt is known only

retrospectively from the depths of a dawning restoration.

A considerable number of characteristics of the philosophy of

Jaspers are clarified if we notice this substitution of inevitable

guilt for Christian sin. From this guilt without forgiveness one
can doubtless understand the whole orientation of the philosophy

of Jaspers toward foundering rather than toward “rebirth.” It is

most striking that the function of the ultimate situation is to

make Existent disappear as a final ground, as a pretension to

Being. The defeat is inevitable and affects every case of appearing

with regard to the human being. To become real is to enter into

a process of interrogation and doubt which leaves standing no
definitive, fulfilled, happy, harmonious, innocent being.

Every existence who would pass for authentic being disintegrates

before the interrogation which seeks the absolute. The precariousness

of all existence [that is to say, its mutable character which constantly

generates further interrogation] signifies the impossibility of finding

peace in existence as such. This manner of always appearing as inter-

nally discordant in the ultimate situation constitutes the antinomial

structure of existence.™

Historicity in its totality is ravaged by a disintegrative process

whose fantastic progression is shown in the remainder of the

work. Disaster is finally the supreme, though silent, cipher of

Being. A strange appetite for ruin seems to be the last word of

the human being.

. . . Only in Transcendence can freedom be suspended Only then

does man become aware of his freedom as a temporal appearance

which tends to suspend itself. Freedom has its time. It remains an in-

ferior which wishes to annihilate itself. Yet this thought has no mean-
ing save for a transcendent conception of an end of all days, which
will not be in this world.®®

Thus guilt, insofar as it is an ultimate situation, is referred to

78 Of. Tragedy, “Delivery within the Tragic,” and “Deliverance from the Tragic.”

76ff.

nPMhsophie.m. so Ibid., 488.
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Transcendence Uirough disaster which has itselC becoinc cipher.

The fourth and last part of the “Metaphysics" is entitled: “l)isap-

pcaranee of existence and Existent heitijj; understood as the de-

cisive cipher of Transcendence (Ueinj? in fonncleriujj;).”''’’

It is remarkable to see how, in tlte perspective of dcfc:it. the reli-

j^ious prol)lem of guilt is replaced by the philosophical i>roblem of

the appearing and disappearing of Being. 'I’he theme of ultimate

situations belongs to the philosoj)hical problem of absolute reality

under the title of an aspect of the realizalion of possible Existent.

“Boundary means: there is something else; but for my con.scious-

ncss immersed in my time and in my empirical order, that other

is not.”*“ Guilt no longer makes its appearance to us as the malady

of freedom; it is not tliat vanity which spreads over t'verything, as

in St. Paul. It is an episode in the “realization” of the existent.

This episode brings appearance to disappearance. ;tud in this

downfall relates appearance to Being.

Freedom in its realization is nener complete; in its tnost decisive

effort at realization, freedom is, rather, confronted by it.self as by the

most abysmal lack: T am real, but neither fn!fille<l, nor close to

po.ssible fulfdhnent. In the process of becoming real, I am already re-

ferred, by my failure (Fetwgew} — which, as freedom, is guilt — to my
Tran.sccndencc.*’'*

This interpretation of the theme of sin in Ja.spers is confirmed

by the fact that it recurs with a new virulence in the analysis of

defiance (Trotx),^ and of the “pa.ssion for the night. Defiance,

which is at the heart of the tvill to know, of the “question,” goes

to the root of freedom, as soon as freedom struggles atvay from
Being and says No. It is the Ur.schvld inherent in the Ur.cprung

of freedom. This movement cannot be annulled, even in the most
total surrender to God, for “the .surrender retains its origin in de-

fiance.”®® Thus the inevitable fault attaches to the relation to

Transcendence, and maintains the pulsation of defiance and sur-

render.

The theme of “the night” definitely turns meditation toward
defeat. Here, perhaps, Jaspers is furthest from the Christian tradi-

tion. All of German romanticism is now related to the qtte.st for

Being. For the “pa.s,sion for the night” is “blind to every task

and every purpo,se: it is the drive to destroy oneself in the world
in order to fulfill oneself in the depths of a worldle.s.sness."®^ “Day

81 Ibid., 86Sff. 82 Ihid., 469. 88 /hid., 465.

84 Ct. im, 738ff. ns a. ibid., rm. 8«/fei«i.,742f.

8T/6»U, 768.
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is tied to night because day is itself only if in the end it fails

completely.”^^ With the passion for the night, guilt deepens as it ,

darkens. Limitation has become autonomy, and autonomy, de-|

fiance. Defiance wants to take form under the sober and reason- V

able humanism which Jaspers calls “law of the day” (Gesetz des
j

Tages).^^ Guilt is then betrayal of the passion for the night, where-J
as otherwise, in the passion for the night, “guilt is an original

possession.”^^ And yet, “this subversion of the self, although ex-

perienced as guilt, is the deeper truth.”®^

It seems that guilt, propelled by the passion for the night and

absorbed into a philosophy of disaster, has become totally es-

tranged from any redemption. It is by withdrawing from this lat-

ter problem that it enters into the problem of appearance and

disappearance, that is to say, into the philosophical problem of

appearing and Being, which Jaspers himself calls absolute reality

in its ciphers. “Night is the drive of Existent toward its own
failure. . . . The lesson of the night: everything that becomes

must be ruined.”®®

This is die point at which the believer will begin to wonder.

Does not this “inevitable guilt,” oriented toward disaster and not

toward redemption, cover up the true guilt, that which “Biblical

religion,” to use Jaspers’ language, calls vanity and servitude, and

which the Old Testament symbolized by the captivity of Israel in

Egypt? Moreover, “Vanity” lies at the heart of the philosophy of

Jaspers — as of every philosophy which passionately emphasizes

the subjective — though without being plainly recognized by the

philosopher. The culpability of philosophy takes refuge in the

concern for Self (Selbst) which animates all of existentialist phi-

losophy. A strange shriveling-up, a frenzied preoccupation with

the self, besets every such philosophy. It is hidden in the proudest

pronouncements on choice, which is choice of myself: “The de-

cisive element of choice is that I choose®® ... I am myself the

freedom of this choice®*. . . . Freedom is the choice of my Self.”®®

Is not this bitter vindication of autonomy a kind of agitation

within the enchanted circle of some sort of captivity? Gabriel

Marcel wrote in Journal Metaphysique:

February 24, 1920. This seems at first surprising: is not to be free,

to choose? And when one loves, does one choose to love? But no doubt

88 Ibid., 769.

89 Cf. ibid., 734f: also, Wahrheit, 762ff.

90 Philosophic, 770. Ibid., 765.

98 Ibid., 450. 9* Ibid., 451.

88 Ibid., 769.

95 Ibid.
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one must radically dissociate the notions of choice and freedom. To
what extent can 1 say If That is the real problem.'"'

If clioicc seems to eharaetcri/.c my ultimate freedom, is this not

because it is always possible for me to return to the idols, to weak-

en, to betray, to surrender to the powers of de.spair? But is there

not an asceticistn of freedom itself whii h discloses levels of freedom
among which the anguish of choitte would be its lowest degree,

in the sense that De.scartes termed “indillerence” the lowest degree

of freedom? And is not the highest degree of freedom beyond the

freedom of option, in a freedom of adhesion, beyond till risk, in

responsive freedom, in a freedom of recollection, and beyond an-

guish, in a freedom of assent?

Perhaps, in the last analysis, all illumination of Existenz remains
burdened by the “vanity” of a freedom which is le.ss enamored of

Being than of its own potver to choose and its own glory. Perhaps
it is more important to be torn from oneself and to emit the call

of liberation than to be ‘aus moglkhcr Existeiiz.' At certain times,

the inability to admire, to communictue, bears witness that otir

freedom may be beyond our own instrumenttdity ttnd that the

Self may be, not the Ursfirnng, but the invisible cordon of our
own vanity. I'hen the (piestion is less to be free than to be liber-

ated, to be freed by :i healed freedont. 'I'he primary thing is no
longer freedom .as it relates to the Self, but the articulation of this

gift of freedom,®^

B.

The undermining of the Christian idea of sin by the metaphysi-
cal idea of “inevitable guilt” and the consequent altsence of a

specific mediation of sin through forgiveness seem to us to char-

acterize Jaspers’ philosophical faith from the viewixiint of Christ-

ian faith. This new reading of Jaspers can be sidistantiated liy

recouping several important aspects of his philo.sophy around
this exegesis of the “inevitable guilt." Numerous breaks, para-

doxes, and unresolved oppositions can be attributed to this lack
of conciliation.

1. Jaspers speaks of Transcendence as a gift at the very heart
of freedom — and he talks about it in admirable terms.

I come to myself like a gift: cvcrydihig i,s clear, manifest, decided.
. . . How could doubt have la,stcd so long?'"* . . .Where I am wholly

»« Journal Metnphysiijue (Paris, 1927), 228.

OT Cf. Gabriel Marcel, ‘Don et Libcni,' Giornale di Metafutica, #6, 1947,

Philosophies 466.
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myself, I am not merely myself®® ... I cannot be through (durch)

myself what I am in (aus) myself.'^^^ . . . Where I was authentically

myself in willing, I was at the same time granted to myself in my
freedom.^®^

But this gift is not conceived to be a liberation of freedom but,

rather, to be a sort of ceremony integral to choice in the sense of

Nietzsche’s Eternal Return, as if now, always, and again I must
choose thus. This gift introduces into the center of freedom a

sense of necessity.

The transition is exceedingly abrupt from that upsurging phi-

losophy which implies an autonomous creation of the self and
which means at least a sort of unconditionality and absoluteness,

to a philosophy of donation. The transition transpires through

the opposition within choice of the arbitrary to the necessary.

There is no question of an external necessity imposed by brute

nature, or of a duty, a Sollen, but of an intimate and invincible

necessity of a Miissen. When an act is anchored in the depths of

my being “I say: This is where I stand; I cannot do otherwise!”^®®

Will thus becomes destiny. Fate is no longer an obstacle against

which I collide, a threat which descends upon me. Rather, it is

that within which I choose.

When, in my 'I choose,’ my consciousness of the decision meets with
autlientic freedom, this freedom does not prove to reside in any arbi-

trariness of choice, but in that necessity which expresses itself as an
‘I will,’ in the sense of an ‘I must’ (ich

Thus, I choose that which I am, but I choose from the depth of

what I am. Amor Fati.

This phrase cannot disguise the total paradox of an absolute

upsurge, with its incurable guilt, and a Transcendence in which
are extinguished all possibility, all temporality, all process, and
consequently all freedom. “It may be that its ultimate meaning
is to will its own cancellation (sich aufheben); that in which it

cancels itself is no longer freedom, but Transcendence.’’^®* These
last words tell us that Transcendence is less the Supreme Thou
in which freedom could be achieved than the Wholly-Other in

which freedom annihilates itself.

2. Even in those phrases whose style is most Kierkegaardian,

one can perceive the religious problem of liberation slipping into

the philosophical problem of absolute reality. Transcendence is

80 Ibid., 465. to® Ibid., 466. loi ibid.

102 Ibid., 463. i®8 Ibid., 454. 104 Ibid.. 462.
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less the deliverer than the reality which extinguishes possibility.

“The authentic reality is the Being which can no longer be

thought as a possibility.”^®® This explains why the principal

weight of Jaspers’ metaphysics does not bear on the inner drama

of freedom, in terms of what Christian theology has called “grace”

and “election,” but on the discovery of a properly metaphysical

dimension of the world. The reading of ciphers is therefore the

philosophical analagon of redemption. The Paulist, Augustinian,

and Lutheran problem of predestination at the center of freedom

is eclipsed by the specifically philosophical problem of the absolute

reality, of the transparency of all reality. This overall movement
of Philosophie and Von der Wahrh^it marks the true originality

of Jaspers relative to Kierkegaard.

But when the doctrine of ciphers and the theory of inevitable

failure are brought together, one may ask whether Jaspers has

not simply juxtaposed a philosophy of unreconciled tragedy and a

lyric philosophy which tends toward a disquieting aestheticism.

The specific resolution of Jaspers’ philosophy lies, in effect, in

the contemplation of primordial ciphers. The cipher is the medi-

ator between Existenz and Transcendence.^®® Freedom is admitted

only when it contemplates itself as one cipher among others, like

an evanescent apparition, like an apparition whose downfall con-

sists in its disappearing. But if this contemplation exerts no con-

trol over the inevitable failure, what is to check it in its own
tendency to slide into the aesthetic attitude? We have noted
above how forcefully Jaspers contrasts the total commitment of

Existenz in deciphering to the non-commitment of aestheticism.

But the weight of the theory of ciphers carries him down the

latter path, for want of a link between contemplation and an
experience of liberation in which freedom would be a “re-crea-

tion.” Aestheticism is the particular danger of his theory of myths,
which is connected, as we know, with the theory of ciphers. For
is it not the destiny of myths to perish in art? And how can the

myth, once unmasked as myth, remain for the philosopher the

“unique universal” (das Einzigallgemeine) in which is expressed

the hidden divinity, if one of these myths does not, in the form
of revelation, take them out of their discordant relationships and
re-order them through a pronouncement to the philosopher which
would simultaneously heal him of his very vanity? Does not the
philosopher run the risk of losing the “narrowness” and the “com-
mitment” of Existenz when he embraces the totality of myths —

105 C£. Existent, 59fE.

106 C£. Wahrheit, 1051.
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those of Greece, those of India, those of Christianity — like a Don
Juan courting all the gods?

It is to be feared that tragic comprehension and its incurable

guilt, the Nietzschean amor fati, the romantic passion for disaster,

and the lyricism of contemplativeness all threaten to disintegrate

into an absolute incoherence, for lack of the binding, golden

thread of religious conciliation.

3. Robbed of its function of restoring freedom. Transcendence

threatens to be no longer the “unique divinity” named in the

closing pages of Von der Wahrheit, but an obscure ground in

the self. One sometimes has the impression in reading Jaspers of

looking at an incomplete atheism bom of an unstable compromise

between Kierkegaard and Nietzsche. For Jaspers too the ancient

God is dead. It is therefore inevitable that the false proper name
of Transcendence — God — betray a final timidity in the eyes of

tlie atheist, a final mystification, and that the “cipher” of Tran-

scendence appear to him as the successor to the mediating Logos.

Separated from the context of invocations, the tension between

Transcendence and Existent can be resolved into an inner tension

between the self who asks and the self who answers, between the

hidden depth of my subjectivity and the acts and experiences

which give currency in everyday life to those riches which are

inaccessible to the spirit of lucidity. A proud ethics could grow

out of this final dissociation from religious philosophy, a kind of

neo-Stoicism which would balance its sense of tragedy by a lyric

sense nourished on the original intuitions of the myths, poems,

and works of art of humanity. To be sure, Karl Jaspers struggles

with all his strength against such a development. But it is doubtful

whether beyond himself his work can resist this degradation if

his essential themes are not rephrased by means of meditation of

the relationships between prayer, the tragedy of the Ursprung

and the Urschuld, the assent to inner necessity, and that admira-

tion for the ciphers of Being which does not draw the line at

disaster.

Jaspers sees in prayer a direct relationship with the hidden

divinity which betrays communication and eases responsibility.

But does not prayer contain in abbreviated form all the paradoxes

which Jaspers has so lucidly and courageously espoused? The
moment in which the self seems to treat God as a second person

is the moment in which the self discovers Him as the Transcend-

ence before which he is almost nothing. The moment in which

Transcendence seems to render futile his invocation is the mo-

ment in which he rises to his full responsibility in the world and
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among men. For the great men of prayer did not flee, but changed

their life and transformed existence around them. Also, prayer is

for the praying self the living paradox, but the reconciled paradox,

that is to say, the mystery. Who talks to God as Thou can talk oj

God as Transcendence, so far as tliat is fitting for man.

C.

We have attempted to restate the controversy over religion by

placing it in its proper context, which is not that of appearance

and Being, but that of vanity and of the salvation of freedom.

We believe we have thus progressed from the pretension of re-

ligion to its intention. At this juncture, one could say that Jaspers’

critique remains intact. That is so; and his severe attack on reli-

gion is implacably forceful. But perhaps the faithful can grant

its essentials relative to its own problematic context.

1. It is useless to disguise tlie opposition between a unique

Revelation, localised in history, and the universal, evanescent

symbolism of the ciphers. The most one can say is that this oppo-

sition involves different problem areas: that of salvation, and

that of speculation on Being or on absolute reality.

The conflict arises the moment Revelation takes its stand on

the plane of a philosophical dialectic of appearing and Being and
that, conversely, the philosophy of ciphers assumes the religious

function of a reconciliation of Existent and Transcendence. And
this conflict is inevitable the moment that the sermon, passing

into cultural activity, enters the field of philosophical problems

and imposes its own dogmatic content with the aid of philosoph-

ical formulas on reality, on Existent, on essence, and on Being,

as may be seen in the great theologies of the Alexandrian and
medieval periods. It is impossible for the intention of the sermon
not to take on the guise of an unacceptable pretension in the

eyes of the philosopher. The most that can be said is that this

tension between philosophy and religious faith need not be fatal

if it is traced to its origin, that is to say, to the distinction between
the primordial problems of salvation and speculation.

2, A consideration of religious intention enables one to dis-

tinguish, within the phenomenon of authority or catholicity,

where the blame lies. The original authority of the Scriptures

and of the Church is none other than the authority of the witness.

The witness constrains no one. He shows the truth which has
authority, but which is not the authority of a group of men. To
be sure, this authority conferred on the witness necessarily comes
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into conflict with the authority of the truth according to science

and according to the philosopher. This conflict is the consequence

of the history of the West. Two modes of comprehension confront

each other, one based on absolute events, the other based on a

universal understanding or a human experience indefinitely open
to history and to dialogue. But this polarity does not take on the

character of mutual exclusion until clerical violence perverts the

non-coercive authority of the Word. Authority is a fundamental

phenomenon of the religious sphere. It is its “catholic” pretension

(in Jaspers’ sense) which is at fault. It is the power of man over

man in the ecclesiastical community which maintains this guilt

of a violent Truth. The clerical passion follows the history of the

Church and churches like a shadow. This fundamental problem
of clerical authority is the key to an understanding of the pre-

tension of churches to recapitulate truth at all its levels — scienti-

fic, philosophical, political, etc. — in an actual system which is at

once a doctrine and a civilisation. The affair of Galileo is not a

simple accident; it expresses the culpable passion of a clerical

alliance.

It was therefore beneficial that the clerical synthesis of truth ex-

ploded in the Renaissance. It was natural that the autonomy of

science should furnish a privileged place for this rupture. It was

necessary that philosophy should be the nerve of the revolt by its

power of ceaseless questioning. Through this cruel history, the

Christian is invited to rediscover the eschatological sense of the

unity of truth. The unity is not a force of history. One must say,

rather, what Jaspers said of the suppression of freedom in Tran-
scendence: “This idea has no meaning save for a transcendent

representation of an end of all days, not of this world. In the

meantime, we do not know what it means that there may be at

the same time a mathematical truth, a truth of Weltorientierung,

a truth of Existenzerhellung, a truth of Lesen der Chifferschrift,

and the Truth who was a Person. Eschatology is the cure of

clericalism.

3. The culpability of theology signifies also a contrary culpa-

bility of philosophy, a hybris of great philosophical systems, even

(or especially) if these systems are systems of God. The philos-

ophy of Existent does not escape this charge either. We have

already alluded to a culpability of ‘existential’ philosophy im-

mured in its preoccupation with the Self. “Vanity” has extended

to the Self as to everything else. There is no less of a pretension in

Philosophie, 466.
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the Ursprung of ‘existential’ philosophy than in the I think of

Kantian philosophy or in the Spirit of Hegelian philosophy. The
admirable and redoubtable freedom of the Socratic doubt has

always to be saved from its subtle bondage.

Perhaps it is because philosophy and theology never face each

other openly, but rather behind the masks of their specific bond-
ages — libertarian on the one hand, authoritarian on the other

hand — that the contrast between them appears fatally to be “not,

polar, but mutually exclusive,” as Jaspers said vigorously of tlie

contrast between “reason” and “catholicity.”^®*

Paxil Ricoeur
University of Strasbourg

108 C£. Wahrheit, 833.
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Julius Izhak Loewenstein

JUDAISM IN JASPERS’ THOUGHT*

-r ASPERS is one of the few German scholars who did not falter,

even for a moment, in the tide of Nazism. He preferred dis-

J/ missal from his professorship at the university and exposure

to danger to making the slightest concession. In his first speech

after the collapse of the Nazi regime he designated what had
happened to the Jews as “our ineradicable shame and disgrace,’’

and took even upon himself and upon the few, “who, in utter

impotence, outraged and despairing, were unable to prevent the

crimes,’’ metaphysical, though not political or moral guilt.^

One is immediately reminded of this attitude of Jaspers when
speaking of the position which Judaism occupies in his thinking.

In this study, however, we shall not be concerned with his position

concerning contemporary Jewry, but rather with his attitude

toward the Judaism of the Bible. For contemporary philosophers,

when they consider the origin of the European spirit, the Bible

recedes behind Greek philosophy. Jaspers, however, emphasizes

its importance, even in the history of non-religious thought and
of modern science. But, for Jaspers the Bible does not have merely

historic significance, a meaning now superseded by a loftier view

of the spirit, an opinion accepted in many quarters today. The
Bible has significance for contemporary thinking. We must, there-

fore, consider what Jaspers has to say regarding Judaism in the

light of his entire philosophy.

I.

The great philosophers of all ages, regardless of their divergent

paths, were all in agreement that, as Kant said, “all the interests

of my reason, speculative as well as practical, combine in the

questions relating to God, freedom and immortality;’’® “at the

• Translated from the German manuscript by Matthew Cohen and Ludwig B.

Lefebre.

1 Question, 71ff. 2 1. Kant: Critique of Pure Reason, B 826 (Kemp-Smith).
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solution of which all the equipments of Metaphysic aim, as their

ultimate and unique purpose.”® Greek philosophy since Par-

menides and modern philosophy since Descartes have sought to

reach this goal by freeing themselves from the transitory world,

the world as it appears to the senses. They wanted to discover the

one, true, liberating Being through reason. Idealism as well as

materialism are stages of these constantly renewed endeavors.

Hegel topped them in an all-embracing rational system, which

deduced “the absolute and whole truth.”

This philosophy was impeded from two sides, however. Kant

showed that we are not able to perceive Being-in-itself, but only

in time and space.^ Then, individual thinkers, i.e., Pascal in the

time of Descartes, Kierkegaard and Feuerbach in the time of

Hegel, Nietzsche and William James a generation later, opposed

the victorious rationalistic philosophy. “Even if this [i.e., Des-

cartes’ philosophy] were true,” said Pascal, “we would not con-

sider the whole philosophy worth one hour’s effort.” (Pensdes).

For, what matters is not the mere thinking of truth but its veri-

fication in life, not die objective knowledge of the truth but die

subjective experience of truth in genuine conversion, as Pascal

said, in Existent, as put by Kierkegaard, in love, as Feuerbach

said, or, in the enhancement of life, as Nietzsche put it. According

to William James the truth has its “cash-value,” i.e., “true ideas

are those we can assimilate, validate, correlate and verify. False

ideas are those we cannot.”

Only afterwards do we see what these various thinkers have
in common: they are all fighters against the dominant rational-

istic philosophy. As long as it ruled they remained outsiders,

“exceptions,” as Kierkegaard and Nietzsche said of themselves,

and they were so little noticed that one hardly knew of the other.®

But existing — the term which Jaspers adopted, retaining Kier-

kegaard’s meaning — does not mean renunciation of thinking or

a call for irrational feeling; rather does it mean that thought
arises out of this feeling. Thinking does not deduce the truth

from itself but, as Kierkegaard says in connection with the “mid-

3 1. Kant: Critique of Judgment, (Bernard tr.), § 91, p. 411.

4 But Kant did consider possible the deduction, not of Being itself, but of the
forms of Being, the categories. This principle of deduction had a fateful effect on
idealistic philosophy from Fichte to Hegel.

5 Feuerbach influenced the Marxist school. But the original meaning of his phi-
losophy was forgotten. It is significant that the Christian, Kierkegaard, found the
book Wesen des Christentums by the atheist, Feuerbach, “so excellent that it was a
pleasure to read it.“ (Abschliessende unwissenschaftliche Nachschrift, German trans-

lation by Gottsched, Werke VII, 291).
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wife method” of Socrates, only brings forth what is already within

us, “reminds” us of what we are and what we are able to be.®

But if truth is subjectively ‘existential’ and not objectively con-

ceivable, how can it be expressed and communicated? For, every

statement ^ivliich is made about truth does have an objective mean-

ing. And how is a truth, which everyone verifies himself, referred

to a common denominator? For, there can be only one truth.

When Kierkegaard expresses truth in “indirect communication,”
when Nietzsche conceives of truth as “interpretation,” they only

raise questions but do not solve them.

These problems receded for Kierkegaard and Nietzsche in the

face of the danger which they revealed: that in the concern over

intellectual knowledge its verification be forgotten, that over the

feeding of the cultured class with rationalistic education only,

the process of actual self-education (Sich-Bilden) be neglected.

Whereas Hegel’s successors imagined “to have achieved gloriously

much,”^ they (Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Feuerbach) saw in the

then prevailing kind of education nothing but “hypocrisy;”®

“revelation of emptiness;”® and “bourgois mediocrity, wretched-

ness and insincerity.”^ Kierkegaard and Nietzsche were shocked

by this development and saw in it the warning signals of a mount-
ing nihilism.

But their warning cries were not heeded during their time.

When Jaspers began to philosophize, academic philosophers were
going dieir own worn-out paths, with no concern for Kierkegaard

or Nietzsche. After the collapse of the Hegelian system, they

limited themselves to logical and methodological inquiries and
forgot— the Kantians, too — what, for Kant, was the final and
sole purpose of philosophy.^^ The confusion was heightened by
the fatal effect of their opponents; not their “yes” but their “no”
was heard. Thus the religious pragmatism of James in America
led to shallow utilitarianism, and Nietzsche’s critique led to anti-

8 This is also the original meaning of Feuerbach’s statement, which provided
the starting point for the young Karl Marx: "The true relationship of thought to

Being is this: Being is the subject; thought is the predicate. Thought emanates
from Being, but not Being from thought.” (VorHufige Thesen, 1842, in SSmtliche

Werke, II, 1846, 263).

7 David F. Strauss, in: Der alte und der neue Glaube, 1872.

8 Ludwig Feuerbach: Das Wesen des Christentums, 1842.

9 S. Kierkegaard: Kritik der Gegenwart, German translation, 1922, 57.

to Nietzsche, in his writings from Geburt der Tragddie until Wille zur Macht.

n Cf. Einstein in the Russell volume of the Library of Living Philosophers, 289:

"Fear of metaphysics . . . has come to be a malady of contemporary empiridstic

philosophizing.”
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rational and amoral sentiment in Germany, facilitating the rise

of Nazism.

11 .

Is tliis, then, to be the ‘decline of the West,’ as many people

asked during the crisis following the First World War, and ask

again today? No, says Jaspers. “In fact, we are not standing before

nothingness, but rather, as always where men are living, before

our fundamental bases.’’^^ True, the empty answers given by

philosophy have become meaningless; but there remain the orig-

inal quest and inquiry of man face to face with death and sufiEer-

ing, the search for salvation from want, the quest for eternal

Being in this transitory world. It is precisely this dissatisfaction

with old answers which always has urged man on to new inquiries:

Dissatisfaction with the traditions of primitive religions drove

him to their sublimation; dissatisfaction with mythical answers

drove him to ask, with rational consciousness, the philosophical

question: what is Being? And today, when the old answers of

philosophy no longer suffice, after the old methods have failed,

Jaspers undertakes anew, and with new methods, to answer the

question concerning Being. The problem of Being is made the

central problem of philosophy

Jaspers’ philosophizing will interest us only to the extent that

it leads to the faith of the Bible. In the philosophy which origin-

ated with Parmenides and, in modern times, with Descartes, there

was no room for faith, because these philosophies wanted to con-

ceive of the truth of Being, “the absolute and only truth’’ (Hegel),

through reason alone. For Jaspers, thinking, from its very start,

demands its supplementation by faith. He holds fast to Kant’s

critique on the one hand, and to those of Pascal and Kierkegaard

on the other. But he sees in this critique not only the negative,

but the positive as well, i.e., not only the statement of not-know-
ing Being, but the reminder, as well, of Being in this not-knowing.

But, if not through knowledge, how then is Being to be reached?

Jaspers answers: by means of a method which originates with
the object, — which alone is knowable, — and thinks beyond it to

the non-objective, to the no longer knowable. Every object stands

in a relationship, in a horizon of our knowledge, as it were. If we

12 Reason, 128.

Philosophie I, 1; 19; III, 206; 283; Reason, 32f; Existenz, 1; 59; Wahrheit,
35; Scope, 27f; Wisdom, 28.
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press on beyond this horizon we never achieve a final horizon,

just as in circumnavigation of the globe. Being is beyond every

horizon of knowledge. Being is the Encompassing which is no

longer object. “The Encompassing ... is that which always only

announces itself— in the objectively present and in the horizons

— but which never becomes object or horizon. It is that which

appears to us not by itself, but in which everything else appears.’’^*

Every statement about the Encompassing is a contradiction in

itself, because it speaks of the Encompassing in an objective man-
ner— and we cannot but speak objectively — but does not refer to

an object. But this transcending from the knowable to the un-

knowable, to the “pre-logical,”^® must be attempted in order to

shed light on the content of the unknowable Encompassing.^® This
illumination of the Encompassing takes place in two perspectives:

as the encompassing being which we ourselves are: the Encom-
passing of man; and as the encompassing being which is every-

thing and in which we are: the Encompassing of the world.

1) In his approach to the Encompassing of man Jaspers first

follows Kant. We do not know Being as it is in itself but only as

it appears to consciousness-as-such. Consciousness-as-such is the

condition for all knowledge. But, what consciousness-as-such actu-

ally is, we cannot know. It is not psychological consciousness and
it is not empirical subject, but is really a manner of the Encom-
passing that we are. For anyone who finds it difficult to under-

stand this, it is sufficient to know: as consciousness-as-such we are

more than we are able to know about ourselves.

But the Encompassing of man is not fully explored with the

elucidation of consciousness-as-such. Here Jaspers goes beyond
Kant. The Encompassing of man is also actual existence, which
has a beginning and an end and lives in an environment; and it

is also spirit, which creates the spiritual worlds of profession,

community and performance, all of which have temporal mani-

festations. By existence and spirit are meant not only the physical,

mental and historical processes and accomplishments of man
which we can recognize, but rather the Encompassing which re-

mains an unknowable secret, the secret that existence finds itself:

at first unreflected, in fear and jubilation, then in becoming con-

M Wahrheit, S8. Ibid., 27. 179.

16 Formal logic is a restriction of the original logic. Original logic seeks method-
ically to know also what is no longer knowable (Socrates and Plato in dialectical

conversation; Nicolaus Cusanus in his docta ignorantia: that is, in fulfilled not-

knowing; Kant in the transcendental method which is transcending from knowing
to not-knowing).
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scious of itself. In this self-finding human existence becomes

conscious of its finiteness and is not satisfied with this knowledge.

Human existence is distinguished from all other existence in that

it is conscious of itself and, precisely tlirough this knowledge,

points beyond itself.

2) The Encompassing of the world reveals itself thus: we know
only what is in the world, but not the world as a whole. In the

world we are able only to explain one thing by the next, but
not the world by itself. The world is not causa sui. But we can

neither explain nor deduce the world from something else (as

rationalistic philosophy tried to do) . The world is appearance,

as Kant said, i.e., we know the world as it appears to us, not Being
in itself. The world, like man, points beyond itself and this refer-

ence beyond itself remains enigmatic.

With the realization of the modes of the Encompassing of man
and the world we gain no new knowledge. But the secret which
surrounds our entire knowledge of man and the world is revealed.

If science, forgetting the limits of its knowledge, nevertheless tries

to enclose the whole of man and world in a supposedly scientific

system, then correct knowledge of particular processes is combined
with a pseudo-scientific contraction of the whole. For example,
in systems like that of natural science, which want to explain life

as derived from matter; or, in systems like Marxism and psycho-
analysis, which want to explain spiritual creativity as originating

in economic or drive factors respectively. In these systems a par-

ticular sphere of knowledge is erroneously absolutized and uni-

versalized. Such “scientific” systems (well understood: as systems
of the whole, not as investigations of the particular) are unscien-
tific no less than mythical cosmologies.

III.

The educated person of today who finds satisfaction in scientific

knowledge resists the idea of the Encompassing. Let, then, Jaspers’
train of thought be illustrated by a statement from Goethe:

The true, which is identical with the divine, never permits itself

to be known by us directly; we see it only in reflection, in example,
in symbol, in individual and related phenomena; we become aware
of it as indescribable Ufe, and yet we cannot renounce the wish to
comprehend it. This holds true of all phenomena of the tangible
world.”

J. W. von Goethe: Versuch einer Witterungslehre»
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Goethe expresses here the aim of the idea of the Encompassing.

Our knowledge is surrounded by a secret which we cannot know.

“We become aware of it as indescribable life;’’ that is, we do
recognize the individual life processes, but life as a whole is not

conceivable; it is a manner of the Encompassing. “This holds

true for all phenomena of the tangible world,” for human exist-

ence as for the world. They are not comprehensible, are not

explicable through themselves, and point beyond themselves to—
To what? To the true, identical with the divine, to the Encom-

passing of the Encompassing. Thereby are we transcended from
the immanent ways of the Encompassing (from the Encompassing
of man and the world) to Transcendence. Transcendence, as con-

ceived by philosophy, means Being; as experienced by man it

means God. In thought Transcendence withdraws from us; we
can never directly know it. But in experience it can approach

us quite closely in concrete moments.^®

The individual who has broken through the immanent world

18 Here is revealed the radical difference between the philosophies of Jaspers

and Heidegger. Conversely, a far-reaching similarity to Franz Rosenzweig is notice-

able, a philosopher who, unjustly, has hardly been noticed outside of a small Jewish
circle. All three agree that reason cannot deduce, or conceive of. Being, as idealistic

philosophy wanted it to do. Man and the world are here ahead of all explanations.

Jaspers', Heidegger's and Rosenzweig’s philosophical efforts are all concerned with
the self-finding of human existence. They do not consider the mission of philosophy
as knowledge of the nature of the world, as did Greek philosophy; nor of the

nature of God, as did the medieval philosophers; nor of the nature of man, as do
modern philosophers. Philosophy, rather, should remind man of himself, of his

Existenz,

But, according to Heidegger, human existence discovers itself in that it "wrests

Being from obscurity," and Heidegger wants to do this through the phenomeno-
logical method of his fundamental ontology. This method is supposed to reveal

concealed Being (i.e., the Being which is forgotten in daily life and in idealistic

philosophy), whereas Jaspers and Rosenzweig know that Being withdraws itself from
all knowledge. Therefore, Jaspers holds Heidegger's method to be "in principle a

philosophical error," which, "with propositions having greatest proximity to

Existenz, misses Existenz and can become trifling." (Allgemeine, 649). Being can only

be experienced in authentic Transcendence, but cannot be known. (Regarding the

contrast between Heidegger's ontology and Jaspers' not-knowing, see Ernst Mayer:
Die Dialektik des Nichtwissens, Basel, 1950). Like Jaspers, Rosenzweig says: "He
(God) conceals Himself while He reveals Himself." (Der Stem der Erlosung, 1930,

III, 156). The contrast between knowing and not-knowing is simultaneously the

contrast between immanence and Transcendence, and between temporality and
eternity. Heidegger reveals to man his nothingness in his freedom; man is "thrown"
into his being-here and held into Nothingness. In Jaspers, on the contrary, and in

Rosenzweig, man experiences himself, in his freedom and in his nothingness, as

God-created. To all three every self-reflection is historical. But by "historical” con-

sciousness Heidegger means only that human existence reveals itself as finite tem-
porality, which produces itself within time (zeitigt sick); i.e., runs on ahead toward
death. But to Rosenzweig and Jaspers "historical" consciousness means at the same
time that the eternal reveals itself to man in the temporal.
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relates himself in the world toward that which is not of this world.

This self-conduct, life sub specie aeternitatis, is called “existing"

by Jaspers (with reference to Kierkegaard) ; and him who lives

in this way Jaspers calls Existent.

The realization of the modes of the Encompassing is only the

first step toward philosophy, a step which frees our consciousness

of being from the narrow world of appearances in which we live

and directs us toward the Encompassing. Our thinking receives

a “jolt;” it frees itself from the real, which approaches us at first,

and becomes “suspended,”’^® leading us to the abyss where we may
experience either God or nothingness: the second step. Philosophy

cannot predict whether one will experience God or nothingness

in the second step. Each one of us must answer for it himself in

his own Existent. Philosophizing is not really abstract thinking

about God or nothingness, but the expression of the experiences

which the individual thinker has.

If, now, a positivistic scientist were to say to Goethe: Your
research of nature is quite proper, but the radiance of the divine

which you see in your imagination docs not exist in reality, the

philosophy of the Encompassing could answer him: Certainly,

scientific research knows only the objective world and nothing

over and beyond it. Philosophy, however, “can puncture the

cataract of our blindness,”®® the blindness with which our knowl-

edge is cursed if it sticks to the object. If, however, you take the

first step, it might happen to you, too, that you will see, in the

second step, whereof Goethe and Jaspers are speaking.

IV.

Many thinkers, shaken by the contemporary crisis and desiring

to overcome the faithlessness of positivism, are not satisfied with

Jaspers’ philosophy which, although it gains “insight into the

nature of the entire scope of trutli” with methodical clarity,®^ does

not, for reasons of method, proclaim truth itself.®® Therefore, two
often contested and misunderstood steps of Jaspers may be made
clearer by an analogy. For those to whom, because of a stern

19 Goethe says the same of his procedure in art and in natural research, and he
distinguishes himself from those **who stick to the real” (Gespriiche mit Eckermann,
December 25, 1825).

20 Wahrheit, 966. 2i Rechenschaft, 217.

22 At any rate, “speculations of . . . Professor Jaspers are pursued with close
attention” by those who are turning away from positivism and who have a “thirst
for belief,” as the Times writes in its special issue, “The Mind of 1951,” London,
August 24, 1951, 2.
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puritanical upbringing, love appears taboo, the ideas of D. H.

Lawrence and John Middleton Murry can have a liberating

effect, because they overcome “the conflict between Eros and
Agape” and include “fear and shame in their love-making.’’^^

But even the reference to love and the readiness thereto do not

guarantee the actual love experience. In this same way the con-

cept of the Encompassing can operate as release and prepare us

for faith. But the actual experience of faith, as of love, happens

to a person — or it does not. I cannot desire it. It is “granted”

to us as a gift, or else it fails to appear.^*

Even if man has had the experience of faith, when he has

“become aware of the true, identical with the divine,” he still

cannot grasp it. The believer, just like the lover, can only know —
of the experience of which he is certain — what it is not. Thus,

love is not just sexuality, not merely the rearing of children; but

what the intrinsic essence of true love is, the lover cannot directly

express. He can speak symbolically, as Goethe does in the follow-

ing lines:

"For, in times already lived.

You were my sister or my wife.”

But this verse precisely does not express knowledge — say of a

transmigration of souls—, but it expresses the incomprehensible:

that in the temporal experience of love something eternal became
present to him. Thus the believer becomes aware of the divine:

not as a knowable object but as the Encompassing of the Encom-
passing. The philosophy of the Encompassing is, “on the way of

demythologizing our thought, the most far-reaching attempt at

liberation to date,”“® and this liberation “leaves realms open in

which God is able to speak,”2® after the pseudo-scientific world
system had closed these realms through pseudo-knowledge.

All objective expressions remain suspended in mid-air. They
are ambiguous and leave room for doubt. Only personal experi-

ence is not to be doubted. Philosophical faith remains, therefore,

in tension between the indecision of expression and the decision

of action; between not-knowing and inner certainty. Socrates,

the first philosopher who knew that he did not know the absolute,

preserved his determination in the face of death. “Against my
23 J. M. Murry, Adam and Eve (1944) 118, 132.

24 It is, therefore, a misconception of F. Heinemann to conceive of not-desiring

as “fear of decision.” (Articles in the periodicals: Die Neue Rundschau, winter
1949; Revue Internationale de Philosophie, July 1949; Zeitschrift fur Philosophische
Forschung, V/1, 1951).

26 Wahrheit, 184. ^Qlbid., 187.
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doubt there is no refutation, only action. Transcendence is not

to be proved, but to be testified to.”^^ The believer can only

prove and assure himself in communication with others, but he

can prove nothing objectively.

Herein lies the strength as well as the weakness of philosophical

faidi. It appears as a weakness to him who seeks guaranteed knowl-

edge of Transcendence to which he can cling. But what first

appears as weakness is actually strength, because only in not-

knowing is human freedom preserved. Were man to know God’s

will, the only course open to him would be automatic obedience.

Together with Socrates, Pascal, Kant and Kierkegaard, Jaspers

sees the “unexplorable wisdom by which we exist, not less vener-

able ... in that which it denies us as in that of which it allows us

to partake.”®*

V.

The vision of divine radiance is, according to Goethe and

Jaspers, not a mystical vision. The mystic achieves Being by

freeing himself from the world and by blotting out his temporal

consciousness. For Jaspers, on the contrary, Tran.scendence be-

comes present to man while he remains in the world and comes
“to the unthinkable through the development of the thinkable.”®*

In a transformation wherein he remains earth-bound, the world
appears to him in a light which it never had before. It becomes
transparent to him, it becomes “the language of Transcend-

ence.”*® This can also be expressed thus: The world becomes
“cipher (Jaspers) “symbol (Goethe and Jaspers) ;” or, “Every-

thing transitory is only a parable” (Goethe: end of Faust, 11) ; or,

man is a creature, the world is created.®’^

That the world is a symbol does not mean, however, that this

world signifies another world. And it is no scientific hypothesis

of creation to say that the world is created. Rather, these manners

Philosophie, III, 204. Rosenzweig says the same thing: ‘‘Faith and doubt
clearly mean: to do Yes and to do No. . . . Doubt is sin, and sin only; theoretical

doubt is not doubt at all.” Letters (19S5), 222f.

281. Kant: Critique of Practical Reason, 266; cited, in agreement, by Jaspers:
Psychologic, 343, and Rechenschaft, 111.

29 Wahrheit, 893.

50 Philosophie, III, 129; Wahrheit and Scope in various passages.

51 Max Brod expresses the idea that the world is a cipher or a symbol with the
fitting term “immanent miracle (Viesseitswunder)** Max Brod: Heidentum, Chris^
tentum, Judentum, (1921), I, 228ffi. For Rosenzweig, too, the world is “the miracle.”
Franz Rosenzweig: Stem der Erldsung, I, 62.
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of expression reveal the secret that in this world something is

revealed to us which we do not know, and, therefore, cannot

objectify as a concept of Transcendence. We cannot know it and
cannot form any image of it. In this sense must one understand

Jaspers’ “being in two worlds;’’®^ also Kant’s, Goethe’s and Kafka’s

statements that man is a “citizen of two worlds.’’®® “That there is

cipher at all is identical with the idea that there is Transcendence,

because, as existences, we can conceive of Transcendence in no
other way than as existence.’’®'*

If the world achieves this significance, there are consequences

for our actions, for our cognition and our creativity. The world

for us is no longer a stage for frivolous and senseless bustling,

from which we may keep ourselves apart. We want to partake in

it, “to inspire and animate it,’’®® and to love it. The world is no
longer of no concern to us. First love served us as a comparison;

now it turns out to be the action of faith. Again let us refer to

Goethe as an example. The infinite importance of the world

occasions him (1) “to get to know himself . . . through action”

in the world according to the “demands of the day;”®® (2) to

investigate the world through science (therefore his interest in

natural science) ; and (3) with “imagination [attuned] to the

truth of the actual ... to perceive the larger in the small”®’' in

his art.

The demands of the day are ambiguous, however. According

to Goethe and Jaspers, only he does justice to these demands who
is imbued with the historical consciousness that “every time is

in immediate proximity to God;”®® that is, he who, in the [pass-

ing] moment of time, is conscious of eternity. Whoever follows

the demands of the day without this faith, however, degenerates

in the dissipating aspects of the day and is lost in senseless

activity.®®

Now, does not the question arise, whether this relationship

which Goethe had to the world was possible only in a time which

82 Wahrheit, 392.

83 J. W. von Goethe: Gesprache mit Kanzler von Muller, April 29, 1818; Franz
Kafka: Gesammelte Schriften, VI, 208.

^^Fhilosophie, III, 206 (852). 36/6*^., I, 82; II, 141.

36 J. w. von Goethe: Maximen und Reflexionen.

87 J, w. von Goethe: Gesprache mit Eckermann, Dec. 25, 1825.

38 Wahrheit, 914; Jaspers repeats Ranke’s phrase here.

39 Pragmatism also evidences this ambiguity. In William James the Pragma
achieves the meaning of the demands of the day in the way Goethe and Jaspers
understand it. The majority of his disciples, on the other hand, understand it only
in a utilitarian way.
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did not yet know the terribleness of the present? In Max Weber
Jaspers saw that man can fulfill the demands of the day even in

the present crisis. Max Weber had seen calamity coming already

in the sheltered days before the First World War, and yet — or

because of it — he reminded us “to go to work and do justice to

the demands of the day.”'*® He did them justice, for, as Jaspers

says of him, “the worse things got, the more his faith grew.”^*

Jaspers’ own philosophy was kindled by the flame of Max
Weber. He considers the tension between action in the world — to

“accomplish what is possible today — and foundering in the

world to be characteristic of Max Weber. This tension between
action and foundering is an essential feature of Jaspers’ own
philosophy. Man is certain of God in the face of the ultimate

situations of suffering and death.* In contrast to the Stoic posi-

tion, which was content in such a situation with passive endur-

ance, “active endurance is capable of experiencing the founder-

ing** of all existence and of still going on, as long as there is any
strength left.”^® Jaspers adopts the old phrase: pliilosophy is

learning to die. But he supplements it by adding that knowing
how to die is only possible through really “learning to live,”'**

learning to live in order to realize oneself in communication with
others and to bring to realization what the hour demands. This
faith of Jaspers stood the test throughout the terrible Nazi period.

VI.

We have not yet spoken of Judaism in Jaspers’ thinking, and
yet we have been speaking of it for some time. For what kind of
faith is it which experiences the one God, the God of Whom we
cannot form any image or idea? What sort of faith is it which
demands of man conversion (meianoia) and love? A faith of active

endurance which, in suffering and in failure, hears the voice of
God? Which, in the face of calamity, does not despair of the

40 Max Weber: Wissenschaft als Beruf (1919), 37.

Monograph, 72.

42 Max Weber: PoUtik als Beruf,

Editor's Note: C£. Latzel's essay for a discussion of these.

** Editor's Note: Cf. Thyssen's essay for a discussion of foundering.

^^Philosophie, III, 236 (878). “To experience Being in foundering (Philosophie,
III, 237)” does not mean, as Jaspers is often misunderstood to say, to seek founder-
ing, but rather this: although all realization ends in foundering, still to aim for
realization in the world. Man has the strength for this through faith, in everyday
life as well as in his great moments.

^ ^

44 Wisdom, 126.
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world but leads man to activity in it? What sort of faith is it, if

not that which finds expression in the Bible?

In fact, in the decisive moments of his thought, Jaspers is

conscious of the connection of his thoughts with the Bible. Let

us see what he says of this in his various works. In the philosophi-

cal transcending to Transcendence he finds expressed what was

demanded “of the Old Testament Jew: Not to make unto himself

any image or any likeness; and what he has his God say: ‘I am
that I am’:’’^® The one God “is the originally experienced God
of the Hebrew prophets.”^® The myth of the fall of man expresses

to him the experience of human freedom and guilt.^^ The story

of Job is the story of defiance and devotion.®®

During the terrible period of the Nazi regime the Bible was
to Jaspers the “book which was our comfort for those twelve

years.’’®® The comfort which the Bible gave him one can see in

his The Question of German Guilt, his first published work after

the overthrow of the Nazis. Here he points to the example of

Jeremiah who experienced the destruction of everything for which
he had worked all his life, and who, in this desperate situation,

called to his disciple, Baruch, and said: “The Lord saith thus:

Behold; that which I have built will I break down, and that which
I have planted I will pluck up, and seekest thou great things

for thyself? Seek them not.’’ These words of Jeremiah mean to

Jaspers: “That God is, is enough. When all things fade away,

God is— that is the only fixed point.’’®® Again and again he
returns to these words of Jeremiah, in order to show that the

person who is certain of God does not despair in the ultimate

situation.®^ In this same sense he says: “herein the Jews exemplify

Europeanism,’’ in that they experienced the “lostness’’ of man,
but then did not turn away from the world, as did the Stoics,

but rather bestrode the path to reconstruction in the world. “In

this Biblical thought is rooted a basic strength of Western his-

tory.’’®®

In Jaspers’ second systematic work, written during the Nazi

period, the references to the Bible increase, beginning with

formal transcending up to the experience of the “deepest, absolute

4aphilosophie.m.,e7 (732).

48 76tU,124 (781). «r6tU,7S (787). 48 76,U, 74 (738).

49 Von der biblischen Religion, in: Die Wandlung, I, 407 (1946).

50 Question, 122£.

Allgemeine, 636; Wahrheit, 794; Wisdom, 39,

Rechenschaft, 243.
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trust” in God.®® Also in his position regarding the questions of the

day does he use the Bible as his point of departure. Thus, he says

of the re-education of the Germans that it is only possible through

a “metamorphosis,” which has the Bible and Greek antiquity as

its “source and standard.”®'* He finds symbolic expression of the

idea of a world order of free states in Isaiah: that the swords shall

be beaten into plowshares.®®

He even sees modern science as conditioned by Biblical religion.

True, research is without presuppositions. But precisely this pre-

suppositionless research is tied to “the state of mind and the

impulses that have their roots in Biblical religion.”®® These

motives are: 1) God’s demand for truthfulness, which gives cogni-

tion its seriousness; 2) the idea of creation, which makes even the

most abysmal thing worth knowing, in contrast to Greek science

which contented itself with an already closed cosmos; and 3) the

Job-like struggle with God in the face of terrible reality, which

leads to an illusion-free hazarding of cognition. Jaspers sees a

danger that with the elimination of even one of these motives

science becomes crippled. For this reason it appears certain to

him that, not only for philosophy but for all political and spiritual

life as well, “the decision on the future of our Western humanity
lies in the relation of our faith to the Biblical religion.”®’’

All this does not imply that Jaspers affirms everything contained

in the Bible. Rather, it will be seen that other aspects of Biblical

religion remain alien to him. He groups together into seven basic

elements what is, to him, the “irreplaceable” and “eternal truth”

of Biblical religion.®®

1) The one God: Not the thought of Him is what matters, but
the transformation which the idea of the one God effects; namely,

that this thought induces seriousness toward the One and Un-
conditional from out of the dissipation in the riches of the world.

2) The Transcendence of the Creator-God: It overcomes magic
and the demonic, and it brings to consciousness the secret that

the world does not consist of itself, — it is created —, and that

man experiences himself in his freedom as a gift granted to him-
self: he is created in the image of God.

3) The encounter of man with God: Man can, in prayer, turn

53 Wahrheitj 692. 54 Rechenschaft, 158. 55 Origin, 213.

5e/5*U,91. 57 15,u, 226.

58 Scope, 88 and 109. By ‘‘Biblical religion” Jaspers does not understand an ab-
straction from the individual religions, but the original comprehensive scope out of
which all of them once arose. In this sense Jesus, too, belongs to Biblical religion.
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to transcendent God as to a person. Pure prayer is unselfish and
expresses the trust: Thy will be done.

4) God’s commandments: All of God’s basic truths are expressed

in the Ten Commandments and in the exhortation to the love

of one’s neighbor.

5) Historical consciousness: God’s guidance is experienced in

history. Through the historical consciousness that God is present

in temporal occurences, the here and now gains significance.

6) Suffering: Whereas man in Greek tragedy remains silent in

the face of foundering, Biblical man overcomes tragedy by con-

tinuing to operate in foundering.®* The previously mentioned
phrase of Jeremiah, the story of the Deutero-Isaiahan servant of

God, and the symbol of the Christian cross express this active

suffering.

7) Candor toward the insolubles: Job and the writer of Ecclesi-

astes evidence the insoluble of every expressed theodicy, but not

in order to end in despair, but to expose belief to extreme veri-

fication. Job asks why the innocent is caused to suffer and, al-

though he knows no answer, he believes.

VII.

Even adherents of established religions could be in agreement
with what has been said thus far. But they would not yet be

satisfied. As for them, a certain something is still missing. Thus,
says Kierkegaard, “religiousness B (by which he means Christian-

ity, in contrast to religiousness A, which we call philosophical

faith) makes stipulations in such a way that these stipulations . .

.

are a certain something which more closely define eternal salva-

tion.’’«° This certain something to which salvation is bound — as

seen from the outside: by which it is limited; as seen from the

inside: through which it is guaranteed — is, in Christianity, the

belief in salvation through the cross, which occurred once and
for all at Golgatha; in Judaism it is obedience to the law, which
was proclaimed once and for all on Mount Sinai. The particular

revelations establish cults and religious communities, — in Christ-

ianity the Church, in Judaism the people of the covenant —, and
these separate the religions from each other.

50 Cf. Jaspers* interpretation of tragedy in Tragedy, 80ff.

OOS0ren Kierkegaard: Abschliessende unwissenschaftliche Nachschrift, Werke
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To philosophical faith, which does not isolate itself, this ceruin

something is alien. To the particular religion as well as to philo-

sophical faith the perception of God’s voice is essential. But in

tire physical hearing of God’s voice philosophy sees a I'einnant

of pre-scientific, mythical knowledge. It understands the hearing

of God’s voice or the vision of the divine radiance only in a

figurative sense: it expresses tlie experience of the eternal in

temporal existence. Revelation of the eternal, therefore, cannot

be definitely known, but can only be perceived indirectly in the

world and is indescribable. It cannot have happened once and

for all, but it can “at any time be freely and newly grasped.’’®^

Thus man, as discussed here, is a believer and a non-believer

simultaneously. A non-believer from the point of view of religion,

because he does not believe in that certain something; but a be-

liever, nevertheless, in that he is no less certain of the presence

of the divine in the transitory. And because, despite his disbelief

in the religious tradition, he is still, basically, a believer, he can

adopt the content of the religious tradition by demythologizing

it. He adopts Christ not as dogma of a God-man, but as “the

deepest symbol of foundering in the world . . . knowing, fulfilling,

and completing in foundering,’’*® or, as Roscnzwcig adopts the

Jewish law, not because of the “pseudo-historical theory of its

origin, nor because of the pseudo-juridical theory of its power of

obligation,” but because of its “present meaning.”®*

Jaspers calls this demythologized revelation “historical con-

sciousness” because he knows that God’s voice is always perceived

historically, in a concrete moment and throughout the course of

history. In contrast to religion which proclaims the Messianic or

Christian fulfillment of history at a definite moment, and in

contrast to the secularization of this pronouncement by Hegel
and Marx, — who, with their hybrid reason, imagined a goal as

the fulfillment of history —, divine revelation becomes, for Jas-

pers, perceptible through all of history, but not knowable in the

sense that every period is in immediate proximity to God. In the

demythologizing of revelation religion sees an attenuation and

61 Wahrheit, 788. Q^Ibid., 853, C8 Ibid., 926.

04 Franz Rosenzweig: Kleinere Schriften, 1937, 111, 116. Even though Rosen-
zweig understands the law in its demythologized form, he nevertheless adheres to

it as being that element which distinguishes Judaism from the other religions.

Herein is his position distinct from that of Jaspers, where previously their similar-

ity has been emphasized, Jaspers wants to penetrate to the original Biblical religion
by way of Judaism and Christianity and, as will be shown later, through this Bib-
lical religion, to the one truth which no religion possesses by itself, but of which
all partake. For Rosenzweig '^mundane truth” remains “split” into Judaism and
Christianity. Ibid,, 396.
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abstraction; philosophy, on the other hand, a “purification and
deepening,’’®®

Philosophical faith is, by its very nature, tolerant, because it

knows that the Absolute appears in historical form. The religions

which know that they are in possession of absolute truth need not

exclude the recognition of other truths either. The religions of

India remain, in fact, always tolerant. In the Biblical world, the

Talmud promised the devout of all nations a share in the other

world; and Cusanus, too, saw the truth in other religions. “Una
religio in rituum varietate.” But, on the other hand, there arose,

now and then, in the Bible and especially in solidified Christianity

and Judaism, the claim to the possession of the sole and absolute

truth for all. Excommunication, inquisition, burnings at the stake

and wars of annihilation against those of other beliefs are the

consequences of such a “fatal claim.’’®® It continues to operate to

this date, in secularized form, in the truth-fanaticism of Com-
munism. The heterogeneity of philosophical faith and religion

then turns to enmity. With the same passion which he shows for the

truth of the Bible, Jaspers rejects the claim of exclusiveness when
it occurs in the Bible, and combats the claim of “coge intrare.”^’’

But the fruitful times are not those in which the two remain
apart, but those in which they penetrate each other. By setting

them in opposition we see only what divides them. But precisely

in their one-sidedness are they actually dependent on each other.

Kierkegaard, who served as our authority for characterizing

religion (religiousness B, according to his designation)
,
presup-

poses for religion also the free relationship to God which charac-

terizes philosophical faith (religiousness A) . Biblical religion is

distinguished from others in that God is experienced in it as a

personal Thou and is addressed as such, but still remains image-

less. The basic character of God, of whom no image or likeness is

made, is pure, however, only in the momentary experience, and
it solidifies into a conception of an image or likeness already in

its expression. But, the holding fast to this conception, “the having
turned into knowing by virtue of revelation’’ is “superstition.”®®

In order that faith should not be transformed into superstition

both Kierkegaard and Jaspers demand self-examination by means
of philosophical reflection.

In thought, conversely, the idea of God grows pale. The philo-

sophical idea of God achieves its fulfillment only in the religious

tradition. Philosophy, therefore, needs the solidified tradition of

68 Wahrkeit, 854; Scope, 84.

66 Scope, 88. 67 Luke, 14:23. 68 Wahrheit, 789.
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religion no less than religion needs the self-consciousncss of phi-

losophy. Even when philosophers like Nietzsche light against

religion, they are themselves well aware of this. “We inimoralists,

we Godless ones of today . .
.
(we too) feel ourselves the heirs . .

,

to the piety of millenia.”'® Were the religious tradition to dis-

appear, however, in the communities in which the philosophers

live, dien the sources from which philosophical faith draws its

content would run dry."**

VIII.

Biblical religion contains both: the free relationship to God and
the solidification into cult, national religion, law and dogma. But
it is precisdy these tensions “which have kept the Western world

in motion up to now.’”'^ Solidification has made tradition possible,

but the constantly recurring breakthroughs of direct experience

have prevented the solidifications from hardening.

Immediately after the pronouncement that we should not make
for ourselves any image of God, the people deserted to an image
of God, to the cast golden calf.'^® Desertion and return are inter-

woven throughout Biblical history from beginning to end. All

through the Bible these opposites continue to be found: cult

religion versus the prophetic struggle against the cult: “I desired

mercy, and not sacrifice;”^® the religion of law versus the prophetic

doubt of the law: “The pen of the scribes is in vain;”'^* national

religion versus the abrogation by the prophets of the chosen-

people characteristic: “Are ye not as children of the Ethiopians

unto me, O children of Israel?’’;'^® the Christ-God versus the state-

ment of Jesus himself: “There is none good but one, that is,

God.’"^®

The dialectical movement continues after the close of the Bible.

In the word of God, which the prophets knew to be spoken
univocally, there remained a remnant of a corporeal presence.

They still lacked the critical examination through philosophical

69 Friedrich Nietzsche: Morgenrote, Werke IV, 200.

70 Cf. Wahrheit, 916; Scope, 112; Rechenschaft, 359.

71 Scope, 107.

72 In the story of the golden calf, a dance around the gold is not what is meant,
but the dance around the **cast and craven object.'* The people did not aspire to
gold; rather, they gave their gold away in order to form a visible God, and in this
way they deserted when celebrating ''the feast for JHWH," Cf. Exodus, 32:5.

73 Ho^ea, 6:6. Jeremiah, Amos, 9:7,

"i^Uark, 10:18; I cite the same passages from the prophets which Taspers used
himself. Cf. Scope, 98f.
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self-consciousness. For that reason the meeting of Biblical mono-
theism with the monotheism of Greek philosophy was very fruit-

ful, “They interpreted each other.”^^ In the new theological-

metaphysical speculation the idea of God was spiritualized and
purified of the remains of mythical personification.

But the drawback of the philosophical idea of God has already

been revealed: in thinking, God is far removed and in knowing
Him, the actual relationship to Him is apt to be forgotten. And
this is precisely what happened. But over and against the Graeco-

Judaic and Graeco-Christian speculation, first of all in the Gnosis,

then in medieval theology and metaphysics, there broke through,

again and again, the “Transcendence as against all metaphysics . .

.

a completely free relationship to God, a personal trust instead of

all guarantees,” according to the fitting words of Count York.'’^®

The same thing happened with Augustine and Luther, then again

with Pascal and Kierkegaard.™ They are the ones who, from time

to time, renewed the entire spiritual life after it had solidified.®®

By Christian thinkers from Augustine to Kierkegaard, as well

as by Jewish thinkers like Jehuda Halevi, Biblical and Greek
monotheism was not interpreted in a way wherein the former

receded behind the latter; that is, the actual relationship to God
behind the knowledge of Him, but rather in this way — to use

their own words— that the “God of Abraham,” the personally

experienced God, was explained through the “God of Aristotle,”

through the idea of one God.®^ They were not only concerned

with thinking and knowing (knowing, in Greek, is: gignoskein,

therefore Gnosis), but with existing and doing.

But, however far-reaching the free relationship to God — in-

stead of all guarantees — may be for them, these thinkers still

retain a remnant of a personified reality which guarantees Tran-
scendence. To Augustine and Pascal the Church, to Luther and
Kierkegaard the Scriptures, were, as formerly the word of God

77 Scope, 81 .

78 Cf. Briefwechsel xwischen Wilhelm Vilthey und dem Grafen York von War-
tenburg

(1923), 144.

79 York speaks only of Augustine and Luther.

80We purposely say: the entire spiritual life, not only the religious. Even the

origin of the Renaissance resulted less from the renewal of the Greek-classical

motife than of Biblical-religious ones, as R. Burdach has shown in contrast to pre-

valent opinion. The influence of Augustine, particularly in the movement of

Joachim of Fiori and Saint Francis of Assisi, was a "main factor in the rise of Hu-
manism and the Renaissance, as well as of the Reformation.” Cf. R. Burdach:
Reformation, Renaissance, Humanismus (1918), 214.

81 Cf. Pascal’s Pensdes, Rierkegaard’s Fear and Trembling, and Jehuda Halevi’s

Kuzari.
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to the prophets, a remnant of personified reality, although essenti-

ally they attacked this kind of reality.®*^

IX.

Basically Jaspers continues their struggle. Only Jaspers succeeds

in freeing Transcendence from the last remnants of mythical

imagery and intellectual objectivity by means of his basic idea of

the Encompassing. Let Jaspers speak for himself:

He [the one God] is the Encompassing of all Encompassing and
[He] arouses the deepest, absolute trust. He is the power . . . and the

greatest closeness which has its place within the inwardness of man.
He is providence, not fate; inscrutably He guides in inconceivable

judgement.

But whatever is said about Him, is immediately also false. The God-
head’s every manner of speaking is not itself in its absolute Transcend-

ence, but is a way in which it seems to speak to people in an appear-

ance. There is no objective guarantee that it is God who is speaking.

Rather, everything in the world is expressed ambiguously. Our urge

to possess Him just the same, in some form of knowledge, some
thought, some concept, is resisted by the sublime, relentless demand
of Transcendence, a demand tliat was recognized in all its depth and
relentlessness by the Hebrew prophets: Thou shalt not make unto thee

any craven image, or any likeness. What historically referred in the

first instance to images, came to include the condition under which
genuine Transcendence alone makes itself felt and remains real to

people. . . . The consequence is: A free relationship to the one God
in His infinite distance is truthful only in the deepest inwardness, in

a nearness which is immediately historical — in this destiny, in this

situation, in this world and reality.®®

Jaspers’ philosophizing has been followed here from the point

of view of the question: what is Being? After the old ontological

and metaphysical answers to these questions had collapsed, and
after Kant had revealed the limits of our knowledge, Jaspers

sought to transcend the knowable to the unknowable, to the

modes of the Encompassing and, through them, to Transcend-
ence. But man does not become aware of Transcendence through
thinking, — if he finds satisfaction with the knowable content of

thought (clings to it, as Goethe says) —, but only if he brings

the knowable into suspension and relates himself toward Tran-
scendence. Statements concerning Transcendence are negative
and limiting only (since they tell what Transcendence is not) , or

82 Scope, 79ff. esp. 81. 88 Wahrheit. 692f.
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ambiguous and suspended (since the statements are made in

objective form and yet refer to no object) . They do not state

what we objectively know but what we inwardly experience.

“Let us never forget,” says Kierkegaard, “that the not-knowing

of Socrates was a form of fear and service of God; that his not-

knowing is the Greek expression of the Jewish ‘Fear of God is

the beginning of wisdom’.”®^ As previously stated, the believer

lives, therefore, in the tension between objective not-knowing
and subjective certainty, between indecision of expression and
decision of doing. Inasmuch as the concept of the encompassing
Transcendence has meaning only in respect to personal experi-

ence, it does not permit the expression of the experience to

harden. Faith is affirmed only in personal relationship to God —
or it is not. “[To faith] all formulated and written philosophy is

only preparation or recollection, only inspiration or confirma-

tion.”8«

It was thus that Jaspers carried to its [logical] conclusion the

struggle of Pascal and Kierkegaard in behalf of the experience

of God, as over against the mere knowledge of God. Out of our
own faith-experience we understand again the original faith-

experience of the Bible. We rescue it from its fixations. Thus we
adopt the Bible transformed. “We philosophize out of Biblical

religion.”®®

84S0ren Kierkegaard: Die Krankheit turn Tode, German translation by Bart-

hold (1905), 122 .

85 Scope, 10 .

Scope, 88; here translated more literally. When Freiherr von Campenhausen,
in an otherwise fruitful theological discussion of Jaspers' philosophical faith, sees

Jaspers taking a position in favor of Judaism as against Christianity, he misunder-
stands Jaspers' intentions (Cf. "Die philosophische Kritik des Christentums bei Karl

Jaspers," in: Zeitschrift fur Theologte und Kirche, XLVIII, 238 [1951]). Jaspers does
define his position in favor of the original Biblical faith-experience as contrasted

to metaphysical knowledge and, to that extent — and only to that extent — in favor

of the Jewish element. But, in so doing, he does not oppose Christianity but the

Hellenistic-Gnostic element, in the same way as the above-mentioned Christian

thinkers who defined their position as being in favor of the experienced God — the

God of Abraham — as against the invented God of Greek philosophy. Judaism is

the Old Testament plus the "verbal law" of the later Talmudic development. This
is why the Samaritans, who did not participate in the post-Biblical developments,
and the Karaites, who abrogated them, are not counted as belonging to Judaism.
Every religious separation, Jewish as well as Christian, is alien to Jaspers' phil-

osophical faith. If Judaism is considered in terms of its difference from Christianity,

it is understood in its narrower sense. But when, in this essay, we speak of Judaism
in Jaspers' thought, it is to be understood in its wider sense: as the original, en-

compassing realm out of which Talmudic Judaism — Judaism in its narrower sense
— and Christianity arose, as distinguished from the Greek spirit. Just as the Church
Fathers considered Judaism and Christianity together— in contrast, either in sim-

ilarity or in opposition, to the Greek spirit — when they gave Plato the name of
Moses Atticus.
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X.

But if, in this way, the source of Jaspers’ thinking is shown to

be Biblical religion — the purpose of this treatise — it is not

implied that the Bible is the only source of his thought. His

basic concept of the Encompassing expresses not only tlie Biblical

experience of the image-less God, but also the Greek conception

of pure Being. “Every philosophy was, in fact, a philosophy of

the Encompassing. . . . My basic concept is . . . only apparently

new.’’®^ Absolute truth appears to us only in historical form. And
yet the truth can be only one. But the unity of truth, which the

editor of this series — together with F. C. S. Schiller — justifiably

raises as the central problem of philosophy, cannot be reached by

a general concept which abstracts from all historical particulars,

but only by a penetration of all historical forms of trutli to its

source; to the elevation of man above the sensory world to Tran-

scendence, to the revelation of Being in man. The one truth is

not the exclusive property of one religion or of one philosophy,

but each has a part in it as the philosophia perennis, the invisible

religion and the invisible realm of spirits. They meet each other

and understand each other in reference to tlie one God, and they

belong to one another.®®

Philosophy, therefore, is impelled to communication with all

truth. It goes beyond Biblical religion and seeks to open itself

to the other two sublime religious circles alongside the Bible:

The Hindu and the Chinese. Indeed, the particular value of the

West becomes even more apparent by contrast; namely, the road
to Transcendence through activity in the world and through the

unfolding of the conceivable. But, in contrast, our deficiency, too,

becomes apparent, “what we lack and what vitally concerns us.”®*

What we hear simultaneously from an Oriental philosopher

seems as if in reply to Jaspers’ readiness to open his soul to the

truth of the East also.

We must be in a position to consider sympathetically the precious
heritages of other religions. ... It is not a question of fusing all re-

ligions into one, but enabling each religion to assimilate whatever it

can from the truths of other religions. ... It is the age-old wisdom of
the prophet souls of East and West that ... the many religions are the
varied dialects of the one language of the human spirit.®®

87 Wahrheit, I91£. as cf. Philosophie 1, 284; Wahrheit, 979; Origin, 269ff.

89 Origin, 69.

90 Sir Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan: “Religion and World Unity/' in the Hibbert
Journal (April 1951), 223fE.
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Since early antiquity, in the story of Adam’s fall, thinking has

been considered to be a curse, because it destroys our innocence

and, along with knowledge, brings pain. Especially in our own
intellectualized times, threatened by nihilism, thought is accused

of disintegrating traditional faith. Will not the radical Demytho-
logizing contained in Jaspers’ philosophy — even if contrary to his

intention — only strengthen this nihilistic scepticism?

But thinking is our lot; we can no longer abrogate it. It depends

on us whether it is to have a destructive or a liberating effect.

Only half-thinking, which sticks to the objectively knowable and
to which the perceptible world is everything, leads to disbelief.

Conversely, full-thinking “is a weapon against nihilistic scepti-

cism,’’®^ because it points out to hybrid thought, — which wants

to know what faith believes —, what its limits are. It renders unto

science what is science’s, and unto faith what is its due.

But it does not render faith itself. It does not because there is

no knowledge of that which encompasses the perceptible world.

Such knowledge of the supernatural as characterized naive myth-

ology would today, after the Enlightenment, be superstition. Yet,

every philosophy worthy of its name concerns itself only with

God, freedom, and immortality, as we previously quoted Kant
as saying. Philosophy pronounces no knowable teachings about

these, but it reminds us of them and refers to them. However
each individual must become certain of them himself.

A nihilist is not a person who does not know about God, but
rather one who does not exist with this knowledge, who does not

adopt its seriousness to his own life. Regardless of how one inter-

prets Nietzsche’s cry “God is dead,” whether as “obscurity and
eclipse” or as “a new dawn,” Nietzsche is in any case right in

contending that “the greatest recent occurrence, that God is

dead,” consists of this: that "an old, deep trust” has disappeared

before “even its proclamation [of the occurrence] had arrived.”*®

Nihilism, therefore, cannot be overcome by contradicting this

occurrence, nor by any other pronouncement, but only by the

reversal of the occurrence itself: through the personal conversion

of man.
The source of this conversion is the Bible. Hitler, who wanted

to establish a nihilistic, bestial empire of blood and power, and
who wanted to destroy conscience and the love of man, did not

accidentally wage his campaign of annihilation against the Jews.
w Wahrheit, 187. 82 Friedrich Nietzsche: Morgenrote, Werke, V, 272.
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For, with the keen eye of the hater, he saw conscience as a “Jewish
invention.”®* Although conscience is not an invention of Judaism,

it is still bound to Biblical religion and to its transmission through

Judaism and Christianity, This knowledge is vital in Jaspers’

thinking. “Whatever we are, we are through Biblical religion . . .

It is in fact thus: without the Bible we would slip into nothing-

ness.”®'‘

JUI.IUS IZHAK LoEWENSTEIN
Tel Aviv

Israel

93 Hermann Rauschning: Hitter speaks (1939), 220.

94 Rechenschaft, 260.
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S0ren Holm

JASPERS’ PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION

1. Is Karl Jaspers a Philosopher of Religion?

An essential part of Karl Jaspers’ philosophical “system”

is his philosophy of religion — although he has written no
book by that title — and we are entirely within our right in placing

him among the leading philosophers of religion of our time. To
prove this assertion one must, however, realize what is meant
by philosophy of religion, and on this point opinions have differed

greatly. Among theologians it is regarded as an introduction to

systematic theology or as a system of dogmatic principles. But this

view is scarcely tenable, because it overlooks the fact that the

philosophy of religion is by name a philosophy. Harald Hpffding,

the great Danish philosopher, begins his Philosophy of Religion

by inquiring whether philosophy of religion ought to be a method
of thinking, springing from religion, or a method of thinking

treating religion as its subject. In the former case we arrive at

one of the traditional introductions to systematic theology, and
in the latter, preferred by Hpfifding himself, we arrive at a kind
of positive science of religion, religion becoming a positive sub-

ject of study as is the case in the history of religion, the psychology

of religion, etc., Hpflfding’s religious philosophy bears the un-

mistakable marks of having been formed in the age of positivism.

The book is certainly philosophy, but also to a great extent

religious psychology, and as such it has nothing to do with

philosophy.

The philosophy of religion is a philosophy, as the name implies,

and this again indicates a contemplation of the world as a totality,

from a religious point of view. We have to realize, however, that

this is not a question of contemplating life on the basis of any
specific, concrete and positive religion, as for example, Christian-

ity or Buddhism. If this were the case we would arrive at a con-

fessional theology, not at an undogmatic religious philosophy;

667
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and religious philosophy is, after all, philosophy and not theology,

it is a philosophical discipline, not a theological one.

In religion we find man’s total attitude towards life. The
justification of such an attitude in philosophical form is tlie

philosophy of religion. Just as metaphysics is incapable of com-

menting on the truth or untruth of a definite scientific tenet or

law, so the philosophy of religion cannot treat of a tenet or dogma
of a given specific religion. It must confine itself to discussing the

validity of a religious attitude towards life, if it wishes to remain

a philosophy. It must decide on the attitude to adopt with regard

to, the meaning of life, possible ends, and our personal relation

to the totality of life. Is doubt our duty or is belief our right?

I do not mean doubt about this or that particular phenomenon,

but doubt or belief with respect to life in its totality.

If we use this meaning of the term, Jaspers is undoubtedly to

be regarded as a philosopher of religion. His philosophy, taken as

a whole, is a view of life rather than a view of the universe. It

is not based on any particular picture of tlie universe, and it does

not profess any definite philosophy of nature. In its essence it is

rather a personal attitude towards life or, as we might also put

it, an ‘existential’ decision. Whereas much of the philosophy of

the 19th century came into being in a struggle against natural

science, the philosophy formed by Jaspers, the naturalist, devel-

oped under rather different conditions. His is a philosophy of

personality, the creator of which faces an existence which is, in

his view, encompassing, and for a man in this position meta-

physics, religion, and faith must needs be exalted to their former
rank. In this respect, then, Jaspers is a philosopher of religion,

and no one could more decidedly be a philosopher of religion;

though it is probably quite possible to be so on other grounds
than these and with other sets of problems in hand.

2. Transcendence

Whenever Jaspers expounds the relation between philosophy
and religion demonstrating certain points of contrast, he refers

to a definite, positive religion, especially to Christianity in its

traditional, ecclesiastical form. When a specific religion makes
concrete claims to revelation a conflict arises between religion
and philosophy, because philosophy, rejecting all presuppositions,
wants ‘truth for truth’s sake;’ whereas the concrete revelational
contents of any religion may grow into an unyielding dogma
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obstructing the way for the dynamic and personal quest for truth.

But, if we leave religion in its positive, historic form, out of

account, philosophy and religion appear to have the same pur-

pose: They both strive to grasp something which lies beyond the

pale of the human, outside of immanence. In the Platonic manner
Jaspers is of the opinion that philosophy should be a crystalliza-

tion of the timeless, which thus corresponds to the Platonic “eter-

nal Ideas” or the “eternal” and “changeless Being.” But, this

being impossible in practice, philosophy can only be the attempt

of a certain historical era to conceive Being, which latter is never

in itself accessible to man. Then philosophy cannot be an expres-

sion of absolute knowledge, as it claims to be in the intellectual-

istic thinking of Hegel, but must be an expression of faith, as

Jaspers with particular emphasis has expressed it in his book on
The Perennial Scope of Philosophy.^ The kind of faith that is

expressed in the philosophical attitude, is, however, a faith with-

out revelation; whereas in Christianity, for example, faith is a

faith based on revelation.

In Jaspers’ work faith is the expression of an active attitude

towards life. It is not something which is bestowed on man as a

gift of grace, as Luther doubtless opiiiied it to be, however ob-

scurely he may have set forth this view.lWhereas faith and revela-

tion may be described by a line pointing “dotvnwards” from God
to man, from supra-nature to nature, faith in Jaspers’ view be-

comes a human achievement, which may be described by a line

pointing “upwards” from man to Transcendence, and without

passing outside the domain of Jaspers’ philosophy we may give

to this Transcendence the name of God. In traditional theology

as well as in the philosophy of Jaspers we then seem to have the

same contrasting concepts: On one side man and God, and on the

other Transcendence or supranatura. It appears that only the

directions of the religious relations differ. In theology God is

the active, who conveys his grace from supranatura downwards to

natura, whereas according to Jaspers there is a movement in the

opposite direction from active man to the Transcendence which
man in his religious attitude endeavors to grasp.

This diflEerence is of supreme importance. But it is not the

only difEerence. Being men, we are, empirically, placed in a world
which — adopting a term often used in German philosophy—
Jaspers calls “Dasein,” i.e., the empirical cognizable existence,

and from this position man seeks to grasp “Sein,” which stands

for Transcendence or Being as such. In traditional, protestant

1 New York, 1949,
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theology the grace of God is all-powerful, and man is thus untree;

whereas in the philosophy of Jaspers grace has been replaced by

freedom to choose among possibilities. Existentialism constantly

demands freedom and thus comes to stand in opposition to grace;

whereas inversely, grace is the enemy of freedom, as Luther so

emphatically put it in his book De sewo arbitrio of 1525, in

which he protests against Erasmus of Rotterdam’s pamphlet De
libero arbitrio (1524)

.

Another difference must also be stressed. For Jaspers Tran-

scendence is not identical with the supranatura of the old theology

and the metaphysics connected with it. According to the old con-

ception of the relation between natura and supranatura, between

immanence and Transcendence, this has always been thought of

as being vertical. The words supra and trans actually tell us that

something is placed above something else, which consequently

must be below. This vertical position cannot, however, be main-

tained in our present scientific picture of the universe; it may
doubtless be ascribed to some ancient, mythological picture, tvhich

is no longer valid. I think Jaspers may be said to have substituted

a horizontal Transcendence for the vertical one. Transcendence
is not so much what is “above” us as what is “around” us, and
Jaspers himself has defined a concept which he calls das Umgrei-
fende: “the Encompassing.” This concept we shall have to exam-
ine a little more closely, as it involves some difficulties and is

also, I think, marked by some obscurity of exposition.

In Jaspers the Encompassing and Transcendence are related,

but not identical, concepts. We always live and think within a

horizon; but behind it we find a new and wider horizon, behind
which again there is still another, yet wider, horizon, and so forth

ad infinitum. Thus the concept of the Encompassing comes into

being. It is not identical with any one horizon, within which we
always find the concretely real and true, but the Encompassing
is that within which each horizon is enclosed. It is the absolutely
Encompassing, which cannot any longer itself be regarded as

horizon. Here Jaspers employs formulations which seem to call

our attention to Nicolaus Cusanus’ well-known term coincidentia
oppositorum, which includes all differences and contrasts within
its boundless frames — if we may use this paradoxical expression.
The Encompassing contains a dialectical feature of uncertainty,
being for us both present and disappearing. The Encompassing is

either Being itself, which is everything in and by which we are,

or it is that which we ourselves are and in which a certain form
of Being makes itself visible to us. But in either case, both as Being
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itself and a medium for Being, the Encompassing is not the bare

sum of definite and singular forms of Being, which are known to

us singly, in parts and relations, but totality in its capacity as the

extreme and self-supporting foundation of all Being, whether

Being-in-itself (sein an sich) or Being-for-us (Sein fiXr uns).

The Encompassing and Transcendence are, as we noticed, not

quite identical. Standing in immanence we only reach the En-

compassing by transending, i.e., by a movement which passes

beyond immanence. Only if the Encompassing finds expression in

the world can it become an object of scrutiny, it can never be

so in a direct manner. The Encompassing, when understood as

ourselves is existence (Dasein), consciousness-as-such, spirit, and
is Existenz. But, when understood absolutely, it is identical with

Transcendence, which may be defined as “The Encompassing of

all Encompassing” (das Umgreifende alles Umgreijenden). If we
consider Transcendence as that which lies above and behind all

forms of the Encompassing it becomes the Transcendence of all

Transcendences. In this sense of the word Transcendence cannot

be known, as the old metaphysics thought it could. Our relation

to it is a practical one, and thus metaphysics and religion are very

closely allied in Jaspers. The religious attitude in Jaspers’ view
is the ‘existential' aiming towards the Encompassing, towards

Transcendence, towards God.

3. Existenz and Freedom

If we consider grace in its least personal form, it becomes more
or less substantialized as in the Roman doctrine of “infused

grace,” gratia infusa, which works ex opere operate and thus

cannot be connected with any personal freedom. Grace is a part

of “nature,” inasmuch as it is supranatura projecting itself on
natura in order to penetrate and recreate it; but in this manner
grace becomes a kind of contrast to spirit. Jaspers says, in his work
Psychologic der Weltanschauungen, that the life of spirit is free-

dom.
It is true of both freedom and spirit that they are incapable of

being totally perceived and known. As to freedom, the reason for

this is that it is never, empirically, found anywhere to its full

extent. Freedom is only experienced in its initial stage, in its

development; in its pure form it is a construction or something
towards which life or existence is moving. If freedom were to be
known adequately, it would be something static. But it is, on the
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contrary, something dynamic, something inconceivable and, con-

sequently, it cannot be known — a train of thought this which

we also find in Nikolaj Berdyaeff and Paul Tillich. Freedom is at

once something real and something paradoxical. To know some-

thing implies a setting of limits; but where there are limits there

is no freedom, and to the extent that man is knowablc, he is not

free. Freedom is found subjectively only in the experience of

infinity, which, by definition, is limitless. Freedom is nothing

concrete and empirical to be demonstrated psychologically, but

is always “floating, suspended, in labile equilibrium.” Freedom

is like the ocean or the starry sky, whereas the world of restriction

is like a closed cage. Freedom can never become possession; it

is indefinable, because it is not an object, and cannot, therefore,

be scrutinized as an empirical object either.

As an individual I can never live in isolation, but must always

be in communication with others. But this communicative rela-

tion is not something timeless or something of universal validity.

It belongs in a definite, historical situation. In this situation I

must, in freedom, make a decision with regard to eternity, so that

in the midst of time I am raised above it. This is not to be under-

stood in the manner of the mystics: that I am placed outside time

in abstract timelessness. The idea is that eternity is drawn down-
wards into time, whenever I act and love unconditionally in

time. The life that I am living here in freedom is a personal life

or the being-free of Existenz, which forms a contrast to objective

being or “the world;” and this contrast cannot be overcome by

thought, nor can it be divided by it either. Being as status and
being as freedom belong together; but they are so different that

they cannot be compared. Object-being and being-as-freedom pre-

clude each other, since the former moves from time into the time-

less, whereas the latter moves from time into eternity, which, as

mentioned, is not to be understood as the negation or dissolution

of time, as the mystics held. What is, or is valid, for all time is

objectivity, and what is eternal — although it changes and dis-

appears at any moment — is Existenz, says Jaspers. Here he ex-

presses himself in a manner which, obviously, is anything but
!^tonic.

/ The reason for this is that Jaspers desires to combine Being and
Existenz. Existenz is always a sign-pointing towards a being
which, it is true, is not objectively conceivable to anyone. But
Existenz without relation to Transcendence has no meaning; and
Existenz is defined as “authentic being,” which has relation to

itself and thus to Transcendence, through which latter it recog-
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nizes itself as being passive, and on which it founds itself. For this

reason true Existenz also presupposes the leap from immanence
to Transcendence; this leap is at once double and yet only one.

It is the leap from the world to the divinity and from the existence

of conscious spirit to Existenz. This leap takes place in freedom

and always by concrete action in time. Existenz is something that

is to be realized through freedom; it thus becomes the possibility

of individual man in the given historical situation to which he

belongs. Existenz is “grasping of the extratemporal through the

temporal, not through the general concept.” Being can never, in

its essence, be comprehended or known intellectually or object-

ively. No consciousness, only a given form of Existenz, can be

related to this Being. This is the reason why Jaspers’ philosophy

of this Being is not an ontological one. We never possess Being

itself. We only constantly attempt, by way of the ‘existential’

attitude or by free choice, to make our way towards this Being.

This is the purpose of ‘existential’ philosophy. It carries us out

of our isolation, out of our want of communication, and it leads

the godless to Transcendence. ‘Existential’ philosophy is in its

essence metaphysics, because it believes in that from which it

itself springs. ^Transcendence is the strongest reality of all, but
it is not object, since it cannot be apprehended by our cognition.

It is Reality, i^ot just possibility or fiction. “Wherever I come
upon Reality without its being converted into possibility, I come
upon Transcendence.” In actual fact we never come upon it.

We only find its vestiges in the “cipher-script” (Chifferschrift)

and this very cipher-script is the form of Being which makes
Transcendence in some sense experienceable without it becoming
the direct object of our cognition^ The cipher-script is the vestige

Dei, but it is not God Himself in His hiddenness. It shows us

God Himself as the extreme and real Being, but it does not
unveil Him.

^

^

4. Philosophy and Religion

Jaspers realizes that the age of myths is past. While philosophy

and religion originally had myths for their common vehicle,

philosophy has now freed itself from myth and employs reflection

instead. Inasmuch as religion has not yet passed through this

transformation, a conflict has arisen between the two. In this

dispute philosophy is compelled to defend its case with only

spiritual weapons and out of consideration for nothing but truth.
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Philosophy, however, is not an indisputable quantity which can

be employed for passing judgment on religion. The two dis-

ciplines are merely the historic garments concealing eternal

truth. No one can know anything with any certainty about re-

ligious truth, and no one any longer believes in the possibility

of a philosophia perennis, the validity of which Roman Catholi-

cism has so long maintained. There is no third standpoint outside

of religion and philosophy, from which those two might be

judged, and we are thus placed in a relation of polarity. Standing

on one side we speak of the other without sufRcient experience.

A philosopher must, therefore, be careful not to speak of religion,

unless he is himself engaged in it and possesses religious experi-

ence; nor is he to regard religion as an enemy, since religion to

a considerable extent appertains to philosophy and keeps the

latter in the necessary state of unrest.

Religion differs from philosophy in possessing a myth and a
cult, but it is allied to philosophy by its relation to Transcendence,

and the Transcendence of religion is something sacred and dis-

tinguishable from the profane. Where this is no longer the case,

all that is characteristic of religion has disappeared. Philosophy,

by contrast, has neither myths nor rites, and it does not have the

idea of co^egation, because it is always the concern of the in-

dividual. 'Whereas religion expresses itself in concrete terms,

philosophy speaks in abstract terms; this is true, too, with regard
to the idea of God. To philosophy, the religious view of God
seems too massive and too seductive to the senses; whereas, in-

versely, the philosophical view of God appears to religion as

being too pale, too remote, and too abstract.

Philosophy should never contend against religion in general,

but always only against the untruth of some specific religion.

-'Such an untruth arises when, for example, Transcendence is

materialized, in which case religion becomes a mere horror of
ghosts, or a fanatical persecution of heretics. Philosophy only
contends against religion in order to offer freedom an opportunity
to conceive of God in such a manner that he is not dragged into

the dust. However, philosophy should not only content against
the untruth of concrete religions; it must also search for the
core of religion, which is not to be considered as merely a psycho-
logical or sociological fact, but also as a possible truth. Even
though I personally may not be able to appropriate this truth,

I must acknowledge its possibility, inasmuch as I am not every-
body. “In the realm of possible Existenz the truth of every genu-
ine possibility must be acknowledged.” Finally, philosophy must
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endeavor to define the distinctions between itself and religion

with the greatest possible clarity. The exposition of this contrast

appeals to the real source of the two factors, and every man must
settle the conflict for himself, not by making his choice from a

neutral position outside of them, but by realizing that he is

already lodged on one side. The meaning of the choice is that

either I philosophize or I do not philosophize; in either case I

should consistently and decisively take possession of what I

already am.

Whereas, as regards religion, this decision is definitive, — al-

though there can always be true possibilities of doubt and un-

certainty— in philosophy the decision is ever left open, and the

philosopher must remain a seeker. He cannot profess a material-

ized Transcendence in the form of a supranatura and he cannot

in his capacity as having Existenz, anticipate any result, For
Existent is always connected with possibility, and freedom in

Existenz always denotes that a being is given, the non-being of

which is also possible, ^he question really becomes a question of

God, whether God is hidden or revealed; and, since it asserts that

God is hidden, philosophy can never become religion. So long

as religion confines itself to speaking of the absolute in cipher-

script, it is true, and, as such, at one with philosophy. But,

whenever it assumes objective forms of expression, so that it

becomes a spiritual realm along side of other areas, it becomes
untrue to philosophyy'^Vue religion as well as true philosophy

embrace man in his entirety, since they penetrate all the areas

of the world without being areas themselves. It is only by ap-

pearing as a particular area in the world that religion becomes
the object of^ttacks by philosophy, and to these attacks it must
succumb.'^Jp^spers has thus endeavored to vindicate the autonomy
and, finally, the theonomy of the forms of culture as opposed to

a religious heteronomy, which confuses the conditional with the

unconditional, as Paul Tillich would put it, or confuses the

cipher-script with Transcendence itself, to use Jaspers’ terminology.

Inasmuch as God is the hidden God, he can only be the object

of faith, but can never be reached by thought. We are not led

to God by speculation as to His nature or by developing such

speculation into a dogmatic cognition, for such procedures make
the existence of God only the more problematic. God is un-
cognized, both when He is conceived as being a limit and as

being the One. Moreover, He is not to be confused with various

conceptions of God or with the cipher-script— that would be
sheer arbitrariness. Jaspers maintains, like many other philoso-
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pliers of the 20th century, that God is one, though not necessarily

numerically one, because in that case other possibilities than the

one God would arise. But God cannot be object among other

objects either, seeing that He is bound to the true Transcendence,
and for that very reason He is the Absolute. In the relation to

the world we can neither conceive of the Ti'ansccndence of God
as an individual being, detached from the world so that God and
Transcendence would become identical concepts, nor can we
imagine that Transcendence or God should be the essence of all

that is at all conceivable. We here face a dialectical dilemma,
which is inseparably connected witli Transcendence itself. If tliis

problem where solved. Transcendence as such would be eliminated.

The statement, “God is” belongs to the philosophical content
of faith as intimately as the statement: “An unconditional demand
is given.” There is a decisive difference between, on the one hand,
viewing the totality of the world as Being-in-itsel£ and calling

nature by the name of God, and, on the other hand, considering
die totality of the world as something which is not resting in
itself, seeking die foundation of the world and myself outside
the world. The world is always something inconclusive, and the
conception of a conclusive picture of the ivorld is doomed to
failure. We always come to face a precipice, and here we either
encounter nothingness, or we experience God. But we cannot
prove God, and a God proved is no God, as others have declared
through the ages. God is rather a kind of a priori, though Jaspers
does not employ this term, for we can only seek God, if we proceed
from Him. There is always behind our philosophizing, and as a
basis of this philosophizing, a certainty of God’s existence, no
matter how faint this certainty may be. But God is never the
result of our philosophizing. That God is must then be the given
condition. But what God is we cannot tell, not even by means of
the theologia negativa of Neo-Platonism. But, for the purpose of
keeping the presence of God we may employ metaphors, symbols,
and analogies. It is not the nature of God, but the relationship to
God that matters. To stand in this relationship is to be inde-
pendent of the world. But this being independent of the world
or this relation to Transcendence only becomes a reality to the
man who is active in the world. Thus Jaspers disassociates himself
from pietism in the widest sense of that word.
God then is always the object of faith, never the object of

knowledge; but this belief* in God is exposed to the assaults of

«.u *v,f*.*°'^*
Note: The terms "faith” and “belief* are employed interchangeably.

Faith IS, on the whole, a better translation of Jaspers* "Glaubef but its opposite,
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doubt. One may doubt as regards the existence of Transcendence;

this happens when the consciousness of being is engulfed in mere

immanence or blindness.

Against such concrete doubt no logical or philosophical refuta-

tion, but only action, is conceivable. The reason for this is that

Transcendence cannot be proved, but only witnessed, because the

cipher-script through which it reveals itself to me is independent

of my action. From dissatisfaction with the present and from

love alone does the action spring which is capable of realizing

the cipher-script which again is an expression of Transcendence.

There is a difference between belief and unbelief. Only belief

which vindicates itself through doubt is real belief. A belief which

is not compelled to make a decision or a choice is a potential

belief not a real belief. Doubt is in a manner of speaking the

medium in which belief and unbelief encounter one another,

and they may, therefore, also be said to determine one another.

If unbelief disappears altogether, belief is deprived of the stimulus

which prevents it from falling asleep. Only that belief which is

constantly viewing unbelief as an obvious possibility is real

belief. On the other liand, it is also true that the unbelief which
has no belief to contend with lapses into a torpor. “Belief and
unbelief are the poles of being-oneself.” Where the conflict be-

tween them is resolved philosophy ceases to exist; it may thus be

destroyed either by belief or by unbelief. Under these circum-

stances it will be the task of philosophers to create a situation in

which a conscious decision can be made in belief as to what I am.
Unbelief is not unproductive, since it contains another belief

in the nature of agressive negativity which negates in order to

reach genuine belief. These thoughts remind us of Nietzsche’s

words about “the great scorners” who are “the great admirers.”

But they remind us even more of Paul Tillich’s warning that God
as the primaeval foundation of the world threatens to disappear

in the abyss of the world. Jaspers professes here an irrational

dialectic of tension, characteristic of so much existentialist phi-

losophy and anti-intellectualism.

5. Religion

According to Jaspers, it is belief which establishes the contact

between philosophy and religion. In his book. The Perennial

Scope of Philosophy, he aims to demonstrate that a true philoso-

‘‘unfaith'* (Unglaube) is an awkward term in English.
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phy without belief is impossible and that philosophical faith is

inconceivable except in union with knowledge. It desires to know
what can be known, and to look tlirough and illuniinate itself.

But belief is not a purely intellectual or personal act, because we
cannot distinguish between belief as the act I consummate and
that which I grasp through this act. In other words, we cannot

distinguish between subject and objects, between fidcs qua and
fides quae creditur, because the objective and the subjective sides

of faith form a whole. If we confine ourselves to the subjective or

the fides quae alone we possess a lifeless substance of belief or a

dogma. Consequently belief is always belief in something, and,

being that which is neither pure subject nor pure object, belief

comes to be related to Being or the Encompassing, and therefore

cannot be expressed in positive, thetical statements. It is “nega-

tive” in so far as it cannot become a confession or find philoso-

phical expression in any dogma. Belief will never be anything

static, nor will it attain to a definitive form. “It remains the daring

venture of radical openness.” Belief is dynamic and cannot allege

itself as something irrevocable, being always an intentional and
‘existential’ act.

Belief, therefore, is not to be understood intellecUialistically,

nor does it depend on any cognition of universal validity. If

Jaspers were to express himself in medieval terms, he would not
have said “mtelligo ui credam,” but rather, with Anselm, “credo
ut inlelligam” Belief is not a more or less definite form of know-
ing, but an act which makes possible and lends significance to

the movement towards knowing as a whole. Belief is all-embracing,

it is not just a separate force, it is nothing specifically religious,

but it also conditions philosophy, and thus it becomes the last

force of spirit. Belief is spirit, and belief involves a dialectical

uncertainty, despair, and fear, because the nihilistic movements
are always an element and a possibility for any life of the spirit.

In belief man lives as a being subjectively existing, whereas in
knowing he grasps something of objective validity. But, although
belief is always associated with the objectively uncertain, and
although it lacks proof, it is yet more certain than all proofs, when
one is forced to stop and take an attitude towards existence. And
whereas knowing always concerns separate elements, and specific-

relations, belief is always directed towards totality and the Abso-
lute. Unlike cognition, it demands a personality and rapture of
the soul in which man realizes the end and the significance:

whereas it can never perceive more than the mere means in
cognition.
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Whenever belief poses as a contrast to knowledge it becomes, to

use S0ren Kierkegaard’s term, absurd or paradoxical; but in no
other way can the relation to the absolute be expressed. One of

the paradoxical terms although not originally understood as such,

is myth. If a belief finds expression in a myth it becomes gnosis.

Jaspers has rightly observed that so long as myths are genuine
they are concrete and not merely symbolic statements, a category

to which so many philosophers of modern times have tried to

reduce them in order to preserve them unchanged. The believer

learns in his personal existence that the contents of myths are

reality. If this belief in myths degenerates into a general “know-
ing,” which looks upon the relation to the absolute as a relation

of kno'iving, then religion has become wholly dialecticized and
we arrive at dogmatic (theology)

.
Jaspers refuses, however, to

believe in a possible thorough “de-mythologizing” of religion, be-

cause real belief also demands a metaphysical picture of the

universe, and it is impossible to make general assertions as to how
long such a “picture of the universe” can endure before giving
way to necessary rational criticism. But this criticism is bound
to assert itself when mythical doctrines are supposed to be ration-

ally demonstrable, and when they allege a supranaturalistic reve-

lation. A similar difficulty arises as soon as a religion places itself

in relation to a historic personality, in order to find its own con-

tents in him and understands him to be an expression of the
absolute — an allusion which is quite unmistakable. In that case

the historic takes the place of myth, and revelation is objectified

as a historical fact, which causes Transcendence to lose its neces-

sary, symbolic character. It will never be permissible to see more
in a historic figure than “a possible language of Transcendence,”
which is to be appropriated on one’s own responsibility and at

one’s personal risk.

Human existence recognizes truth in belief, but in existence
we find not only belief, but also despair. In contrast to both
stands the longing for the calm of eternity, in which despair is

overcome and faith has been replaced by contemplation — or, as

the Greek fathers would have said: theoria has replaced pistis.

By now we have entered the realm of mysticism; and, in Jaspers’
view, it is a fact that there arises such a longing towards the
mysterious or towards a direct experience of the divine as it is

in itself. Just as, inversely, it is also a fact that an urge is felt

which leads others away from the mysterious, because they regard
it as an expression of sheer fanaticism. The former urge we "find

in mysticism in the more restricted sense of the word; whereas the
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latter is met with in all forms of positivism. A synthesis of the two
tendencies is also possible, however. Through our thinking, our
acting and our creating, our horizon is constantly widened, and,

at the end of this process we find the idea, which encompasses all

positive, separate acts. Here it is possible to attain to a mystical

state of totality. Only this cannot be achieved by escape from
reality, as is traditional mysticism, but, on the contrary, on the

basis of reality itself. So much value docs Karl Jaspers assign to

mysticism that he places himself at an intermediary stage between
quietism and escape-from-the-world on the one hand, and pure
positivism on the other.

Mysticism and positivism, then, are contrasts, and in Jaspers’

religious philosophy we find another such pair, namely pantheism
and the defiance of God. Pantheism is closely associated with

I

mysticism. It considers God as being the totality of existence, but

I

it cannot tell us what God is. As in mysticism the motive is the

I
union with God. Pantheism is thus the opposite of the defiance

i of God, which latter arises when man himself desires to be total-

! ity. Man revolts against God when he seems to experience the
injustice of life; he then wants to live on his own responsibility, to

be his own totality, which he endeavors to create himself. A man
I

thus defying God is filled with a desire for expansion and power,
and Jaspers, using these terms, probably had Nietzsche in mind,
whom he has treated so carefully. The godless. God-defying man
is not socially inclined. But the religious man sometimes resembles
him in this, since he is often, sociologically, an individualist.

The original expression of religion is the cult. But the historical

evolution has constantly moved from cultus to ethos, which latter

Jaspers defines as a religious service without cult, but a service
in truth and faithfulness, in openness and loving strife. Along this

road it is possible to reach the essence of the world, which can
be made transparent to man only by action and by the ethical
decision of Existenz. Besides being Transcendence God is also the
“ground,” which, after doubt, responds to my good will, and
which I meet in my solitude, and, which, yet, is not ‘there’ — once
more the dialectical relation which we have previously observed.
In this situation, where the good will resolves in love, I am raised
above all realities, capable of completing the communication with
other men: and this pure communication is all that God demands.
For himself he claims nothing, neither praise nor cult nor propa-
ganda. I am an existing being, living in a world of other existent
beings, and in this world I only find my neighbor, but never God
directly or personally. In this situation I do not belong to my
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church, but to the church, which is the catholic and the only

true Church, in which the presence of divinity is not one historic

appearance standing forth among others, but the all-embracing

universal. Such a religion is far more capable than philosophy of

penetrating into reality; although the philosophical faith is “the

substance of an individual life,” and although I am also able to

recognize the reality of Transcendence with the aid of philosophy.

6. Demonology

Against philosophy Karl Jaspers sets un-philosophy, which may
in fact just as well be called un-religion. Where thought abandons
its descent from faith, philosophy reaches a limit, thus losing its

real content. It is this mode of thinking which Jaspers calls un-
philosophy. For it conducts itself as if it were philosophy, but in

reality it is not, though it is often regarded as such. Fundamen-
tally, however, it is a negation or amplified, cognitive or intel-

lectual, insight, but only on the condition that man is reborn,
having by reflective deliberation come back to himself. What we
are dealing with here is really a practical-religious and not a theo-

retical-philosophical attitude. The philosophical man must realize

his own nature by constantly overcoming the unphilosophy which
is always found in him. Unphilosophy arises when man, rejecting

Transcendence, chooses to conceive of reality, the world, or exist-

ence in a final formula. But it is false philosophy to try to make
the world appear as final object, and the belief that it is a fina l

thing is unbelief. Whereas belief is always oriented towards being,

unbelief is always a relation to a substitute for Being. It only
recognizes immanence, although Transcendence must necessarily

attain a certain validity. Unphilosophy and unbelief may assume
various forms: they may consider themselves as belief, knowing,
or contemplation, and in these three forms they are expressed in
practical terms in demonology, the deification of man and ni-

hilism.

Demonology is a view which finds being in powers or demons,
and regards the immanent as pertaining to the divine. Passions,

powers, vitality, beauty, destruction or cruelty are identified.

Transcendence is rejected and the fact that our immanence is not
simply mere immanence is left out of account. Immanence is, as

Georg Simmel has it, an immanent transcendence. The objects
are not conceived as being possible expressions of divinity. Where-
as transcendence is held to be a power carrying its effect directly
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into the world; and this power is furtherniorc divided into several

others. If man gives himself up to these powers, life receives its

radiance from the mysterious, ^vhich is also the awesome, and man
is seized by these powers. A desire or a longing arises for an ap-

proach towards the divine and an experience of it as being present

in the world. Thus man invents new myths and is led into

demonism.

Whereas Socrates, in the Apology, maintains that one cannot

believe in demonic things without believing in demons also,

Jaspers claims that the demonic is a reality in our age, even though

the belief in demons has been abandoned. Although the demonic

cannot be directly observed, we must imagine it as something real

and something efficacious. The demonic cannot be defined as

being irrational. It is something entirely unconceived, unwilled,

perverted, and accidental, springing from itself and having over-

powering effect — a line of thought quite reminiscent of what

is found in the Russian emigrant philosopher, Nikolaj Berdyacff.

The demonic is, as it were, without cause, but it is not without

effect. It can seize man’s will, and it may become the unyielding

will to will and to as.scrt one’s own contingent self. It becomes a

“desperate attempt to be oneself.” The demonic will nouri.shes all

the powers which will keep man confined witliin himself and
keep him from being open and communicative in his relation

to others. What really distinguishes the demonic — which has

withdrawn itself into its own contingent self, whicli it regards

as being absolute — is the fact that it cannot consider anything

seriously. Eternity must no longer be seriously contemplated, it

I must be feared; and fear thinks out innumerable evasions,

i Demonology misses Transcendence. Even the highest potential

of its own final and limited self never reaches transcendence nor
does it attain to grasping God. But without God only idols arc

' left, idols which we ourselves have created. These “gods” have
come into being in the world, and consequently they participate

in the objectification of the immanent, and are thus dominated
by mere nothingness. Jaspers’ second objection to demonology is

that by it man is lost. Freedom is reduced to a fate which carries

man away, it is given supreme value and humanism becomes a

human attitude, which enjoins one to be human in certain circum-
stances; but no reverence is shown for that individual soul which
holds eternity by its relation to Transcendence.

Third, demonology lets man lose his relation to the One. “Life
with the demons becomes fluid, a disintegration in the indefinite.”

Everything is defensible, and in spite of all the energy that may
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be put into each separate moment, no continuity exists, and even

the best attempts at self-assertion do not lead to any real concen-

tration of being. Fourth, demonology is bound in nature, which

appears to it as the last and all-deciding necessity. Confidence in

God is replaced by confidence in nature. But, whenever this

confidence in nature encounters obstacles, it can find no real

ground to build upon, but degenerates into idolatry, as is shown,

through the ages, by all natural cults in the world. Fifth, modern
demonology gives expression to a definitely aesthetic attitude

towards the world. No real obligation exists. We may be called

upon to do good; but the recognition of evil in the tragic may
neutralize this decision for good. Ethics and aesthetics are engaged

in constant interaction, and it is therefore always possible to leap

from the ethics to aesthetics, the former thus losing is primacy. >

Sixth, and last, we may raise the objection that demonology sets!

forth a kind of intermediate being between empirical reality and
transcendent reality, which is neither God nor the world, but

|

sheer fraud and illusion. All realities may be either God or the
j

xvorld; we can perceive God through the cipher-script, but never )

directly. But, outside of God there are neither gods nor demons.

;

At the limit of realities I can perceive the trace of God’s finger;
[

but whatever may thrust itself between God and the world is

materialistic foolishness or ungodly illusion.

The deification of man is also a form of unphilosophy or un-

belief. History abounds in examples of it from the heroes of

antiquity to the tyrants and movie-stars of our age. It is in a way
a kind of demonism. Man in the godless world reaches for the

demonic as an imagined transcendence at the same time that he
j

reaches to his concrete fellow men to make them gods. But no
man can be made god for us. At best there may be men who, in i

their free listening to God, are able to show us what is possible
j

for man and give us courage to act in communication with others.

The deification of man in reality debases man. It means, by mis-
'

conceiving the conditions of life, to give us the tangible; though
it is man’s lot to do without the tangible and to resign himself to

the cipher-script of God. Only through these can man, with God’s
aid, find himself as active Existenz in its communication with

other Existenzen.

7. Nihilism

Demonology and the deification of man are at one in affording

a substitute for faith. In contrast to these, nihilism is sheer godless-
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ness presuming to appear directly and without disguise. Niiiilism

has rejected every doctrine of faith and regards all attempts at

world and being-explanation as illusory, because everything, in

its view, is conditional and relative. For nihilism there exists no

unconditional, no Being-in-itself, no trutli, and no moral obliga-

tion — everything is permissible. Niiiilism builds on the attempt

at vitality; its base is a biological desire to live and the will to

power — terms again borrowed from Nietzsche. When this will

to power is confirmed, nihilism seems to change into a vital faith,

and something dialectic in its nature appears. As pure Nihilism

it can exist only as a negation of something or as opposed to some-

thing; but, in order to find expression it lequires a basis of posi-

tivity, and the moment this dialectical position is fully realized,

nihilism must in fact be resolved. Its method usually consists in

rejecting inevitable and approved standards to let everything

disappear in a whirlpool of reciprocal negation.

Another important postulate in nihilism holds that there is

no God, simply because his existence cannot be proved. This

“argumentation” is fallacious, because the question of Transcend-

ence is understood and dealt with very much like the question of

ultimate things in the realm of experience and relations, which

lies within the sphere of immanence. Second, nihilism holds that

these “experiences” are the expression of an illusion as well as

a false interpretation of the experiences in question. Nihilism

renders absolute our immanent experiences in their empirical

and spatio-temporal form, simultaneously tvith denying the ‘exist-

ential’ experience of freedom. Third, nihilism asserts that there

can be no obligation towards God. It will only accept our obliga-

tions towards the final forms or relations in the world; and, on
this ground, it negates the profound, unconditional and life-

sustaining obligation, which is of such a nature that it can never
be expressed in easy, simple formulations or in given, concrete

laws.

This form of nihilism is really a “positive” nihilism, because it

teaches a full and banal cognizability of the world. This cogniza-

bility is contrived by an identification of existence (Dasein) with
Being (Sein), although existence is open to us in immanence,
whereas Being is something which can never be definitively

grasped in cognition — a distinction this which is particularly

conspicuous in the philosophy of Hermann Cohen, the founder
of the Marburg School of Neo-Kantianism. “Positive” nihilism
thus does not insist that nothing is; it only maintains that, if

existence is understood absolutely, it is nothing. This nihilism
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is a Philistine nihilism which deserves no respect. But we find

also another nihilism, which in its origin is sustained by fear and
horror of the reality of the world and of human life. When the

conception of God as being goodness, love, truth, and omnipo-
tence is made the standard by which reality is measured, both
God and the world are rejected. If God really were goodness,

love, truth, and omnipotence, He would have made everything

much better. Consequently, either He is not God or He is not
almighty. Against this background it is then claimed that evil

demons have created the world. And the complaint ends in a

nihilism which tells us that there are no such things as gods or

demons. The world is either what it is or it is mere nothingness.

The three positions, demonology, deification of man, and nihil-

ism are closely allied; but nihilism seems to be the least cogent
of them. It cannot be endured in the long run, and therefore it

resorts to demonology and the deification of man. But nihilism

still remains something that will never entirely disappear. The
reason being that in demonology there seems to be a longing for

nothingness or a desire to grasp the negating powers. The deifica-

tion of man is often taken to be a rescue from nihilism. But to

all intents, it is itself nihilistic. Jaspers obviously alludes to Hitler;

and he maintains that experience will show that men are only
men, and that thus, in making of men a cult, one relapses into

nihilism.

There is, nevertheless, an element of truth in these three ir-

religious forms. At the base of demonology there lies the truth

which is found in the ciphers of transcendence in this world. In
the speculation of mythology, too, we find a truth that possesses

something unconquerable, if only it is rightly understood, and
if it were lost the soul would be impoverished and a “depletion”
of the world would be effected, since the latter would thus be
deprived of its contents. If one no longer hears this language of

myth he does not seem to be able to love any more; for in the

Transcendent, which lies outside the sphere of our senses, there

exists no object for love. It is not only because we are finite beings,

but also because we love the world as God’s creation, that we
refrain from seeking a foothold in Transcendence.

I

The deification of man is, ultimately, based on a truth which

I
holds that man is the only being in the world that exists for man.

’ God made man in His own image, but man has deserted Him and
' blurred the image of God. Great men may, therefore, serve as

j

models for others; but the free relations among men in mutual
: communication must never be replaced by one individual slavishly
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imitating the other. Finally, nihilism, too, is relatively justifiable.

Every faith must permanently confront the possibility of its own
nothingness: for no faith can arrogate to itself a security of the

kind we possess in our cognition of the objective phenomenon of

the immanent world of the senses. The security of faith is partly

a gift and partly a venture. In cither ca.se it is confronted with

nihilism in tlie form of the thi'cat of tlic arrogaucc to which faith

may become prone, and against which it has often liarslily and in-

exorably fortified itself.

Demonology, the deification of man, and nihilism arc all three

— though each in its individual way — expressions of a mistake

which consists in an attempt by man to comprehend truth in too

short a grasp and to hold it firmly in his hands. When it is an

indisputable fact that God is, all the mistakes of delusion must

needs disperse and vanish. But when we seek to grasp God, con-

crete and materialized, in the ultimate forms within immanence,

the mists will once more descend upon us. Truth can never

become accessible and surveyable; and because it is unsurveyable,

it always threatens to sink back into nothingness. We can only

reach God and truth by the devious route which leads us through

the world and its immanent forms. God himself is the remote.st of

all; He is the Transt:endencc against which all that is conceived

absolutely has been comprehcncled by far too short a grasp. What
God is in Himself as Transcendence cannot, as already mentioned,

be told. It can only be adumbrated by negations, but never I'eally

comprehended. All the arrogant despising of nihilism is, there-

fore, unjustified, indeed, revolting. Here again tve see hmv
strongly Jaspers protests against hetcronomy and professes auton-

omy, which for him, as for Paul Tillich, in the last resort coincides

with theonomy. Jaspers is, moreover, entirely at one with Tillich

when he insists that religious relations always intend more than

we are able to expi-ess, because the unconditional cannot be en-

closed in our conditional forms, whether or not these are the

separate data of sensuous cognition or Jaspers’ symbolic cipher-

script.

The relation between philosophy and unphilosophy is, like

the relation between belief and unbelief, a dialectical relation.

Belief is only acquired when snatched from unbelief: and he who
has not aeqainted himself with unbelief will not be able to con-
struct a belief which is conscious of its own nature. Like unbelief,

unphilosophy is neither superfluous nor accidental; it is always
philosophy on the threshold. At the same time it is the transition

to philosophy itself and that which is to be rejected when the
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latter has been reached. Truth is to be found on all roads of

philosophy. But if you wander too far along one road it will soon

lead you to an untruth.

Here we stand — again — in a dialectical tension, in polarities,

and in dialectical movements; but only under such conditions

can we give philosophical expression to the contents of life. We
are moving in a circle. But it will be to no purpose to replace this

circle by a rectilinear movement, in which case we would not

merely miss our aim, but also paralyze life itself. We must forever

reject unphilosophy, and yet we are forever engaged in it. We
dare not simply despise it, but we must confront it for tlie purpose

of knowing ourselves and our situation. We must never be so

arrogant as to fancy that we have utterly defeated it, in which

case we would be killing life itself.

8. Some Critical Remarks

In a system of metaphysics and religious philosophy which, like

that of Karl Jaspers, is of an existential and practical nature it is

not possible to detect “errors.” In fact, we can only inquire

whether or not the position of problems is tenable, and whether

obscurities or contradictions can be pointed out in his metaphysi-

cal and religious thinking. To call attention to the fact that one-

self would perhaps have treated these problems somewhat differ-

ently would only be to arrogate to one’s own opinion a significance

and a general appeal to which they cannot lay claim, at least not

in this context. Once we have established the fact that Karl Jaspers

does not regard metaphysics as an extended science nor religious

philosophy as a doctrine of supranatura — on this point he is

undoubtedly right — we only have to inquire whether the reli-

gious attitude he assumes is justifiable, and what position religious

philosophy has been given within his philosophy as a whole. What
remains can only be a matter of details.

Jaspers has not written an independent, separate exposition

of religious philosophy. The reason for this being, undoubtedly,

that no clear distinction can be made between the religious phi-

losophy and the metaphysics within his philosophy. It would have

been convenient to understand the two philosophical branches

as, respectively, the theoretical and the practical attitude towards

the totality of the world or Transcendence. But, in reality Jaspers’

metaphysics is, as we know, in itself a practical attitude, which
does not, as metaphysics often does, inquire about the what of the
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world or about its ultimate nature, whether it is spirit or matter

or both; whether it is to be monistically, dualistically, or plural-

istically interpreted, etc. For Jaspers true philosophy and true

religion alike are attitudes towards life, which find expression in

a definite intellectual and practical ethos. Religious philosophy

thus becomes an organic constituent of philosophy, not just a

part of it or a philosophical sub-branch, but, as it were, a some-

thing that pervades philosophy in its entire extent and yet cannot

be concretely demonstrated anywhere. Jaspers’ philosophy is in

itself religious philosophy, it has no religious philosophy. But for

this very reason philosophy of religion, in Jaspers’ view, cannot

be abused as a basis for the doctrine of a positive religion.

When metaphysics is not a science, but a practical attitude of

the spirit, one is tempted to inquire into the relation between

Jaspers’ metaphysics and that of Kant. Kant, as is well known,

would reject metaphysics as a theoretical science. While Spinoza

had built up his ethics on metaphysics, Kant, inversely, formed

his metaphysics with its practical postulates about God and im-

mortality on the basis of his ethics, that is to say, on a purely

practical basis. The question is then — as has been much discu.sscd

— whether in Kant’s ethics we find an ontological metaphysics, as

Max Wundt claimed, or pure fictions, as is Hans Vaihinger’s

view. We could ask the same question with regard to Jaspers’

philosophy. Here one may inquire whether Transcendence or

God is an expression of the last Being or Reality from which all

empirical being emerges, as e.g., the wave rises from the sea,

whether to exist (ex-sistere), to possess concrete, perceptible being,

means to stand forth from the depth of the great, featureless

Being, or whether this Being is not “real,” but just intended. Is

this “Being” a characteristic of a reality or a value? Must we
understand it ontologically or axiologically? To choose an exam-
ple: Does God exist, or is he just an “idea”? Will the cipher-

script and the symbols be the only reality and God himself a

fiction? Spren Kierkegaard, to whom Karl Jaspers is in no small

degree indebted, holds that God is, just as the perennial Platonic

ideas, but God does not exist, because existence only pertains to

a finite spirit which lives in time. I do not think that Jaspers has

exposed the problem thus acutely, and I should imagine that

he would reject this alternative — as, perhaps, I might do myself,

because I consider the validity of an idea of the mind as being
taniamount to its existence, by which, namely, I understand: A
Being outside of the categories of time and space.

We are, however, faced with the question once more when we
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turn to Transcendence, witlrout being concerned with whether

it is God or not. Jaspers’ doctrine of Transcendence reminds us,

in more respects than one, of the concept which, under the influ-

ence of Schelling and Jakob Bohme, Paul Tillich calls the Ur-

grund or Abgrund of tlie world, the abyss from which the cog-

nizable world springs according to William James and Henri

Bergson, in whose philosophy we doubtlessly face a metaphysical

reality, and not merely an idea or just something axiological. But

Jaspers does not seem to agree entirely with this view. For he

does not want to “materialize” Transcendence, probably because

he regards such materialization as unscientific and unspiritual.

If he did, he would also have to materialize or hypostatize the

demonic or the forces that work in nihilism. Demonism and nihil-

ism are not, however, the reflection of cosmic powers and forces

but of human attitudes or intentions. The nihilistic and demonic
forces are not ontological, but dynamic. Consequently demonology
and nihilsm do not represent a dualism in Jaspers’ philosophy.

These forces, on the contrary, contribute to preserving the balance

of the world, and the relation between good and evil cannot,

therefore, be a contradictory one. The two factors need one
another. The relation is a dialectical one. Thus arises a certain

kinship between Jaspers on one side and Schelling and Hegel
on the other. The term “pole,” which is used by many philoso-

phers in the 20th century, belongs in Schelling’s philosophy.

Whenever unbelief is held relatively justifiable as opposed to

belief, and unphilosophy is held relatively justifiable as over

against philosophy, etc. we confront Schelling’s poles with their

identity of tension. When Jaspers says of unphilosophy that it

is the transition to philosophy itself as well as that which must
be rejected, we distinctly seem to hear Hegel’s words about the

“stratagem of idea,” about suffering or evil, which is the neces-

sary detour enroute towards the higher good. Here we have a

dialectical movement, which is Hegelian, just as in Schelling’s

doctrine of poles we have a doctrine of a more cosmic ring. Jaspers

expresses himself in cosmic and noetic, in actual and ideal cate-

gories, but it is probably the latter interpretation, the spiritual

one, which is his real conception. Jaspers is, like Schelling and
Hegel, a monist rather than a dualist, and he is thus in strong

opposition to the two great Danish philosophers, Grundtvig and
Kierkegaard, who were both professed dualists. Just as Grundtvig
at the beginning of the 19th century had protested strongly against

Schelling’s philosophy of identity, Kierkegaard, towards the mid-
dle of the century, attacked Hegel’s dialectic “mediation” of con-
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trusts, whicii latter, in Kierkegaard’s own view, can never in all

eternity be mediated.

That Jaspers’ standpoint is ideal rather than re;tl, and that he

does not believe that empiricism can lead us to a iiill compre-

hension of the world, is clearly revealed in his doctrine of freedom.

Like Kant in the 18th and Nicolaj Berdyacff in the llOtli century,

Jaspers maintains that freedom is not a psychic, but a spiritual

fact, and in the chapters on Exislenz and freetlom we ha\’e seen

that Jaspers prefers the spirit to nature. In order to reconstitute

our own nature, a spiritual choice in freedom must be made. ’Fhe

change cannot be brought about by a penetration and modifica-

tion of nature by the supernature. This pointedly anti-Catholic

trait in Jaspers is associated with his repudiation of revelation,

which he only seems to be able to conceive of as being the invasion

of nature by supernature, and that, of course, would mean a dis-

ruption of the given natural continuity. The conditioned forms

cannot hold the unconditioned within their frames. We cannot

perceive God or Transcendence itself, in an historic figure, but

only possibly a linguistic expression thereof i.e., a cipher. The
allusion to the dogma of incarnation in the sense used in ('.hristian

theology is evident here.

But at this point I would like to raise an objection. Our reli-

gious and philosophical attitude is, as we know, not only an atti-

tude towards Being or Transcendence, but must be — atid at least

in ethics and religious philosophy — an attitude towards values.

Jaspers says that it is the puropse of philosophy to seek to grasp

Being; but — and this Jaspers will probably not deny — it is also

its purpose to grasp values, and it is these, after all, which in

Jaspers’ view play the most important part. If we inquire into the

origin of values, we are bound to own that they are derived from
history, from great men, who, as Jaspers admits, can be models for

others. But where can we find the origin of these new thoughts

which suddenly occur in history as inspirations of these men? If

we will not profess a pure psychologism, sociologism, or histor-

icism, and that, we know, Jaspers will not — we must admit that

these thoughts are due to a “revelation,” or “inspiration,” if one
prefers this term. We cannot prove the divine origin of these

thoughts. But we can ascertain that they were not there before.

Now, suddenly, and in and with this particular man, they are
there; and since their derivation is causally inexplicable, we may
say that they have come “of themselves.” But it is clear that the
problem is not so easily solved. For, we feel ourselves to de de-
pendent upon, or responsible towards, these thoughts or ideals.
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They are not valid on the strength of a resolution of ours, but
they are experienced as being valid, and thus, they may after

all be. The easiest solution is to refer to a “revelation.” But, as

regards the more exact “how” of this revelation, we should remain
silent, lest we be guilty of philosophical heteronomy; and neither

Jaspers nor I wish to run that risk. In Christianity, however, we
find something that has been introduced in the world through an
historic man. What he has said we appropriate at our own risk,

in other words in faith; but we may also do so without adopting

the concomitant mythology. This latter possibility Jaspers seems
to question, however.

If Jaspers takes a comparatively unsympathetic, even though
not strongly polemic attitude toward Christianity, the reason

seems to be that he regards Christianity as myth and cult rather

than as ethos and communication. But this view of Christianity

seems to me more Catholic than Protestant, despite the fact that

many Protestants share it. When Jaspers opposes my church to

the church in the sense of the true and catholic church, it may
reasonably be asked whether the church, in the latter sense, is

not what Christianity is really aiming at. For the great command-
ment in the Law concerns the love of neighbor, not love of God
in disregard of the neighbor, as the story of the good Samaritan
so clearly shows. The church is not a separated church or a com-
munity of sects, but the Kingdom of God in a universalistic

sense. Jaspers has, it seems to me, taken the concepts of Church
and Christianity a little too empirically and historically. The
church is not necessarily a community based on cult. It can also

be taken to include those fellowmen who condition ethical com-
munication. Although Jaspers rightly says that the historical

evolution has moved from cult towards ethos within the Church
and within Christianity, Christianity must not be judged by the

distance this evolution has so far covered, but must rather be
evaluated by its idea or intention. And this intention lies much
closer to the religion which Jaspers has made his own than he
seems to have noticed. The fact that it is sometimes a little diffi-

cult to distinguish between reality and symbol in Jaspers’ philoso-

phy is probably a consequence of his ‘existential’ thinking. I

should not call Jaspers’ philosophy pure existentialism, as we
find it, for example, in the philosophy of Jean Paul Sartre. Jaspers
is, after all, too much of a kinsman of Plato, as is also true of

S0ren Kierkegaard. Existentialism is always “an attitude towards,”

and is, then, of a practical nature. But this practical quality is

always confronted by theoretical difficulties when the question
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is being asked, towards what the above mentioned attitude is

taken. In a discussion of Jaspers’ philosophy we must inquire

whedier Transcendence really is a reality, just as in Nlcolaj

Berdyaeff, we should ask whether the ground or “abyss” of the

world is indeed reality. The establishment of a distinct either-or

between reality and symbol, between histoi'ic incident and myth,

between Transcendence and cipher-script docs not seem to be

possible in the case of either of the two philosophers. The indis-

tinctness of the dialectical tension is too impenetrable. Only this

is certain: the two realms. Transcendence and cipiter-script, must
not be confused.

S0REN Hoi.m
Department of Systematic Theology
University of Copenhagen
K0BENHAVN, DENMARK
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A. Lichtigfeld

THE GOD-CONCEPT IN JASPERS’ PHILOSOPHY

I
N THIS brief paper I want to discuss the critical points which

have been raised against Jaspers’ concept of God as the reality,

a reality which can only announce itself but can never become
object of thought, because it is impossible to reach the reality

which is beyond all phenomenal thought. On Jaspers’ premises

there remains only the ever to be renewed movement towards

' Transcendence. This Transcendence is disclosed in the reading

of the language of the ‘cipher’ by which Transcendence is felt in

this world, but never made~available as an object which can be

laid hold of in its actual reality. This is the more significant be-

cause the demand for a transcendent supreme reality is justified,

— since its absolute character would be lost by descent into human
thought — by the objectifying effort of which it would be colored

and conditioned. Inasmuch as the realm of Transcendence is inex-

haustible, the human mind at its farthest point of progress in

knowledge must still see stretching before it as its ‘limiting condi-

tion’ the region of the Unknown — the unfathomable depth of

that Being concerning which any figurative or objectifying at-

tempt must be denied in order to keep its transcendent character

pure. This is not to suspend the Transcendent in mid-air, as some
of Jaspers’ critics have assumed. It is rather meant to keep the

movement in the direction of Transcendence going, instead of

paralyzing it into a possessive inactivity.^ This is why Jaspers, on

1 In this connection attention should be called to the following query raised by
B. Welte: '‘Thence ^existential* philosophical faith questions the message which de-

mands faith in historical revelation. Such faith will be forced to ask: Is it possible

to believe in an historical and concrete revelation of God, carried out by specific

persons, in deeds and words which are definitive for them — is it possible to believe

in this fashion, once I have raised myself to the level of philosophical faith in
* seriousness and staked my true Self on the outcome? If the authentic relationship

to God can only be real and genuine if it grasps the concrete reality of

earthly figures and concepts, but at the same time transcends them toward the

limitlessness and the inconceivable chasm of Being, how is it possible, then, that it

can tie itself again, completely and definitely, to a concrete and therefore finite

figure? And, if divine Being itself talks to my Self out of everything that is and in

every word, because everything can become a cipher for my Self, how, then, can one

69S
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a Kantian basis, developed his conception of a God not liable to

the dangerous distortions of anthropomorphism, distortions which

have been prevalent throughout history. It was not merely that

Jaspers found God to be indescribable in human speech but also

to transcend the utmost power of human thought. For this reason

and on account of the failure of words and symbols — there no

longer being anything in our imagination wliich would corre-

spond to such words or symbols — many thinkers took recourse to

a theory of negative attributes of CJod, according to which all

affirmative statements about God are false. This latter theory,

however, was found wanting: it came close to cmpl)'ing belief of

all content. Dissatisfied with such a purely negative position, other

thinkers, starting from the premise that God’s image as the source

of all creation must indwell and therefore be di.scerniblc in that

creation, assumed that we might draw conclusions as to Ilis char-

acter at least indirectly, by way of analogy, passing from the finite

to the infinite, thus supplementing the theology of negation with

an affinnative theology.

In support of such a theory, resting on analogical inference, J. B.

Lotz, James Collins, and, along somewhat similar lines, J. N. ITartt

and F. J. von Rintelen have challenged Ja.spcrs’ position in this

respect. In fact, it may be best to reproduce here the main argu-

ment as it has been put forth by Lotz, as follows:

It is the Kantian heritage, leading away from analogy, which deter-

mines the final cast of “becoming-aware” and of “foundering.” Behind

Jaspers’ concept of “appearance” stands Kant’s merely subjective phe-

nomenon, and behind Jaspers’ fulness-of Being-in-itself threatens Kant’s

completely unintelligible noumenon or '^‘thing-in-itself.’ Ktmt’s tran-

scendental dialectic is everywhere noticeable: The three basic modes of

the Encompassing — world, man, and Transcendence — correspond to

the three Ideas: world, soul, and God. These Ideas are incajjable of

constituting tlie objects corresponding to them; as unobjective regu-

lative principles they can merely anchor the appearances in ultimate

figure, one message, one word claim universal validity and exclusiveness? Must this

not be viewed as a relapse into an exalted immanence and finitencss?

“Furthermore: If the authentic voice of Transcendence can be heard only in

the commitment and performance of being my .Self, how, then, can an authority
which approached me from outside gain final significance for my transcendental
relation to God? No authority can relieve me of being my Self; do I not forget my-
self and deceive myself, then, whenever I try, nevertheless, to tmload my burden on
something outside myself? May one do this if one desires to l)e entirely truthful to

himself and therefore to the holy and inexpressible basis of all Being? Do I not
relinquish ther^th the indispensable ba.sis of all authentic experience of God in
favor of the pseudo-transcendence of a ‘craven image’?” Symposium (1949), 189 fTr.
by Ludwig B. Lefebre].
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totalities. Thus the Encompassing too, with all its modes, remains

likewise an unobjective realm which surrounds and fills the knowledge

based on appearances with ultimate meaning. . . . Jaspers, just like

Kant, knows of only one avenue of approach to the in-itself or to

Being or to the ~ immanent and transcendent — fullness, and this ave-

nue is called visiori (Schau), Where no vision is possible, only unobjec-

tive “awareness in foundering,” typical for Jaspers, remains. In conclu-

sion we now have to show how “becoming-aware” can be completed

in analogy. . . . Real appearance is given only if the content of an ap-

pearance reveals some of the content of inner abundance, if the content

of both is identical to some — possibly very small — degree. We said that

appearance is a segment of inner abundance; this is to say that in the

content of an appearance some of the content of abundance becomes

visible. We therefore recognize in the shading of the appearance how
the thing is according to its inner abundance (in other words, we are

not just confronted with empty appearance which doesn't disclose the

Being behind it unequivocally). . . . For, behind and within apparen-

tial objectivity a higher ‘objectivity of Being' (seinshafte Gegenstand-

lichkeit) reveals itself, on the strength of which I can objectify abun-

dance without making it “directly visible,” without sinking to the level

of its mere bare, empty appearance. . . . With the objective knowledge

of abundance or of Being the road to analogy is open.^ [Tr. by Lud-

wig B. Lefebre]

In considering what is involved in this principle of analogy, we
come to see that it justifies, by its method of arguing from efiEect to

cause, “a discursive ascent from the immediately given to the tran-

scendent, even though such an ascent will give only an imperfect

understanding of the term of this movement.”^ In thus advancing

to Transcendence, we are not conquering alien territory, but we
are reclaiming that ground of reality which, by analogy, is identi-

fied with ourselves as created in the image of God. The argument,

then, to which these considerations lead, according to Collins, is

as follows.

The richness of the object of metaphysics is of two sorts: an imma-
nent secondary kind which coincides with categorial being, and the

transcendent richness which is primary and supracategorial. Thus con-

crete things are included within the order of essences or categories,

which are present in, and yet surpass, the individual instances embody-
ing a given perfection. And essences for their own part are included

under being and its attributes, without exhausting the resources of

being itself. The immanent fullness of categorial essences and concrete

finite things supposes a primal reality in which the transcendental per-

2 J. B. Lotz, ‘'Analogic und Chiffre,” in Scholastik (1940), 40, 53-56; c£. also J. B.

Lotz in Stimmen der Zeit (1939), 71ff and in Orientierung (1948), 121ff.

3 James Collins, “An Approach to Karl Jaspers,” in Thought (1945), 690.
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fections of being are realized absolutely, and in whicli the reality of

essences and things is also found in an eminent way. Along these lines

the Scholastic theory of transcendence provides the metaphysical

foundation of the doctrine of analogy as understood from the stand-

point of the creature. A critical appreciation of Jaspers’ philosophy

can be gained through this approach. . . .

We have no immediate or comprehensive knowledge either of cre-

ated essences or of God. Both in the immanent and in the transcend-

ent order our knowledge must be perspectival: we know substantial

essences through their various properties, and God by means of se-
ated things as bearing tlie sign of their origin. Jaspers turns our
awareness of transcendence to a more-than-thought, a thinking by
means of categories about what is beyond categories, a thinking which
is therefore indirectly transcending. That there is a place for ‘aware-

ness’ in the Scholastic economy is seen from an analysis of particular

judgments, e.g. ‘Peter is a man,’ in which an essence and being itself

are affirmed of a directly perceived concrete thing. Although only in-

directly intended in these judgments, there is necessarily some refer-

ence to the essential structure and ontological status of tie particular

objects of such judgments.findividual things are taken as ‘sections’ of

the essences and being in which they participate. But the intellect

penetrates behind this spatial imageiy to see that the essence is inte-

grally present in this thing as its immanent plenitude. Similarly, es-

sences are not meclianical segments of being, but sustain intimate re-

lations with the whole of reality in its transcendental scope. We some-
how become aware of these relations, for otherwise judgments would
be impossible. The doctrine of analogy clarifies what is meant by
‘somehow,’ and in so doing, it also specifies the nature of the unity of
metaphysics.*

The presupposition on which the inquiry rests, according to Lotz,
is that analogical knowledge surpasses the realm of the categorial

and by so doing establishes, still within the bounds of tlie rational,

the realm of the supra-categorially Rational — a realm which in
Jaspers’ system is totally cancelled out. In addition, the supra-cate-
gorial would give Transcendence a fulness of essence, thus making
a concept of God, however incomplete and in suspension, possible.
On any other supposition, the act of transcendence, being without
content and therefore, empty, could not yield a picture of God
and would finally sink to the level of an empty sphere which, al-

though all-encompassing, could not develop into an object which
would stand over against us. In this connection Lotz points to
Jaspers’ statement to the effect that "Though God is, however con-

^cealed, yet all-present as reality,” it remains doubtful what reality
in fact seems to assert:

686f.
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The super-categorial conceptuality imparts to the process of tran-

scending a fulfilling inner content; thus it makes possible a view of

God which — despite its incompleteness and remaining suspension—
is full of content. Where, on the other hand, super-categorial concep-

tuality is lacking, transcending loses its content and becomes ei^ty,

and any image of God becomes impossible. In that case transcenden-

tal reality sinks down to the empty, unfulfilled ground which encpm-

palsses everything, but it is incapable"oFconcentrating itself into auton-

omous being, i.e.,~inf6’“ah object we encounter. Consequently God i§

“that which itself does not happen, but in which everything dre hap- ^
pefis'l^ (R), “that which always only announces itself . . . , but never

Becomes object” (ibid.). “Instead of knowledge of something” we find

“the presence of a peculiarly bright and in each instance inaccessible

realm” (18) . If, then, on the one hand, it can be said: “God is” “even

though concealed, nevertheless present as actuality,” it must be said,

on the other hand,: “what, however, it (reality) seems to say remains

equivocal” (70f), precisely because of the just shown uninterpretabil-

ity.6

In like manner, the cipher, though for philosophy the tran-

scendent reality in the world, can only point to a transcendent

reality which is emptied of any content; whereas in the philosophy

of analogy God appears as an independent Real, as infinite Spirit,

restoring an object of worship and adoration worthy of the human
mind. The difference between the two kinds of metaphysics, that

of the cipher and that of analogy, or the stages through which
knowledge (of Transcendence) passes, is, therefore, defined by

Lotz in these terms: “The metaphysics of the ‘cipher’ is the meta-

physics of unfulfilled transcending. The metaphysics of ‘analogy’

is the metaphysics of fulfilled transcending and with that of the

Transcendent.”® Or, as Collins puts it:

Thus what Lotz calls the explicative or interpretative method of the

theory of ciphers is an incomplete process of transcending, reaching

only to the immanent depths of the given. It finds its justification and
completion only in the metaphysic of analogy, for the analogical

method not only completes the transcending process, but also rises by

mediate knowledge to a transcendent and subsistent reality.'^

The standard by which the admissibility of the symbol of the

cipher is to be judged must also be given attention, according to

Hartt, for

the notion of Symbol, so important for Jaspers’ system, is cheated of

S
J. B. Lotz, in Stimmen der Zeit (1939), 73. The page-numbers given for the

quotations dted by Lotz refer to Jaspers’ Existenxphilosophie.

« J. B. Lotz, in “Analogic und Chiffre,” 54.

1 Collins, op cit., 691.
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its full significance and power by the underlying Kantian epistemo-

logical perspective, for a very large part of his thought is devoted to

the creation of an ascending scale of intentionality, whereby either

from its last level, i e., freedom, or from the whole scale, certain posi-

tive affirmations concerning the divine nature could be reasonably and

intelligibly formulated. But at the end, and 1 believe with real violence

following the system as a whole, Jaspers lumps the whole scale together

in a blanket denial that any analogy yields positive knowledge of

God’s nature.®

Having thus attempted to sho'iv in whicli respects this part of Jas-

pers’ system is inadequate, Hartt concludes:

For me this remains the most perplexing question of all: does God
become positively meaningful even then? Or is He left as Wirldichhcit

mysteriously expressing itself through its modes, all of which are ‘signs

and symbols,’ including Existenz itself? But how are the symbols to be

interpreted, unless symbol and reality symbolized are somehow or

other positively and simultaneously embraced, unless this embracing,

this primal apprehension can be brought up out of the vagueness and
mistiness of the ‘merely intuitive’ into conceptual clarity? This failing

we are left to ponder God as Umgreijendes dex Uiiigreifoidcn, mani-

festing itself in mysterious unity and fecundity.®

It is note^vorthy that F. J. von Rintelen carries this reasoning

still further, pointing out that our awareness of ultimate Being is

intrinsically possessed of cognitive reference to the Transcend-

ent.^® He asserts that one has to attribute Being, be it in its space-

time reality or in its spiritual expression as cosmos, a trans-subjec-

tive meaning, an essence, an inwardness which in ultimate depth
discloses itself to the inwardness of the individual. This interaction

is, according to von Rintelen, not to be defined as mere appear-

ance. His argument does take into account that Jaspers’ difficulty

does not lie in a denial of objective reality, but rather in the fact

that objective reality can not become an object of our thought and
therefore not an object of any proof. Von Rintelen furthermore
draws the conclusion that in our ‘existential’ encounter and final

act of decision and intellectual appreciation of what is significant-

ly conclusive, the unconditional is bound to become objectified

content at least insofar as we intend one particular thing rather

than something else. Thus, when the question of moral action is

raised, the appeal is to an act of judgment. Here, again and pre-

8 Hartt, in Review of Metaphysics (1950), 256.

0 Hartt, op, cit, 254f,

10 F, J. von Rintelen, Philosophie der Endlichkeit als Spiegel der Oegenwart,
(1951), 380fE,
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eminently, though recognizing the ‘existential’ self’s historical situ-

ation as peculiar to itself only, one has to assume, so von Rintelen

argues, that the ‘existential’ self seizes a certain and specific con-

tent of truth, claiming objectivity.

The entire discussion has but a single point. It aims to show
that Transcendence as assumed by Jaspers is endangered by the

fact that it cannot become an object of thought. It is argued that

it is only through an objective bond which can sustain relation to

‘existential’ selves and to their activities that Transcendence can

subsist. According to Jaspers, however, once we enter upon this

road the time is sure to come when the appropriate object of

thought is stripped of all its transcendent character and, by becom-

ing final and self-sufficient, Transcendence will be found to be lost

forever. It is one of the ulterior motives of Jaspers’ system to make
Transcendence — and not merely the ever changing results of the

process of thinking about Transcendence — prevail in human ex-

perience. Those results, gained in ultimate situations (Grenzsitua-

tionen

)

will be saved in Jaspers’ system by his theory of communica-
tion. In any sense in which objectivity is legitimate boundless com-
munication it is of the essence of life. The capacity of ‘existential’

selves to enter into communication and thereby generate further

meanings of Existent and Transcendence more profound and far

reaching than those from which they sprang, guarantees to human
existence what Jaspers’ critics seemed eager to deduce from a con-

cept of Transcendence which, on their view, should be available

to categories of human thought.

So much for the problem of (fulfilled) Transcendence. We must
now examine the claim of the supporters of the doctrine of analo-

gy. What shall we say of the justice of the claims of the critics?

Their claims do not, in principle, seem to us to be sound; for the

process of analogy also lands us in a dilemma and, indeed, some
would say that it creates at least as many problems as it seems to

solve. Much as we should like to accept analogical inference, it

would be a futile guide in questions dealing with the relationship

between the finite and the infinite, where the infinite differs from
the finite not merely in degree. For, if we were content to register

analogies taken from human life and history, what criterion would
we have by which we could decide among the claims of conflicting

revelations? Moreover, if we take analogies seriously, we are very

likely to fall prey to our anthropomorphic tendencies, making the

image of God in the light and likeness of our own predilections.

But if, on the other hand, we stress the otherness of Transcendence
as a difference in kind, we find ourselves back again in the teach-
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ings o£ negative theology. Jaspers’ doctrine o£ Transcendence offers

precisely a way out o£ this impasse. Here Transcendence is gener-

ated by the direct experience of the ‘existential’ self’s ascent to

freedom, which gives rise to positive expression, not (it is true) of

the essence of Transcendence — this latter must remain beyond the

reach of knowledge —, but of the actions of God in relation to man
in their historically determined mode of existencc/ln fact, it is

here that one finds the clue to Jaspers’ acceptance of the funda-

mental principles of the Bible, i’hcse principles were disclosed to

man in the ultimate situations in which he found himself, yielding

— as a result of the struggle witli the conditions obtaining in a

secular order — that insight which was in boundless communica-

tion, taken up into a wider movement of thotight, never to be

arrested revealing to us the secret of our capacities for good

and evil. "That process may reflect God’s love; but it can never

freeze into a fixed substratum of a knorvledge of the Transcendent

for man which, if it were possible to attain, would rob man of his

freedom/fn order that freedom — which is the necessary condition

for the realization of man’s individvial destiny — should be pre-

served, we must refrain from any pretense to a knotvledge of Tran-

scendence: for, such knowledge could only have the t'lFect of de-

stroying this most essential link of man with God, namjjly: free-

dom. In their zeal to vindicate Transcendence and to assure its

.permanence in the life of man, those critics — by appealing to the

(supposed) analogical character of Transcendence (thus bridging

the gulf between the finite and the infinite) —have shut their

eyes to the significance of Jaspers’ most fundamental presupposi-

tion, which, by the way, also constitutes his ‘Critique of Tran-
scendence,’ namely tliat “God exists for me in the degree to which
I in freedom authentically become myself. He does not exist as a

scientific content but only as openness to Existenz."'^^ And:
Freedom for being does not see the ultimate in the world as such.

In the world eternal being and temporal manifestation meet. Yet we
do not experience eternal being outside of that which is empirically

manifested to us in time. Since that which is for us must be mani-
fested in the temporality of the world, there can be no direct knowl-
edge of God and existence. There can only be faith.“

11 Karl Jaspers, in Wisdom, 45f.

12 Ibid.. 82. In this connection it may be -well to refer to another critic of Jas-
pers. F. Heinemann, in his essay “Was ist Lebcndig und Was ist Tot in dcr Exis-
tenzphilosophie?” (Zeitschrift fUr philosophische Forschung, lOrU, Iff and 17fl)

maintains that the philosophy of Existenz, in the latest works of Jaspers, “com-
pletes itself, founders and then conquers itself.” It "completes itself" because its

purpose is from the start to pave a way (and keep it open) to Transcendence; but.
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Thus individual 'existential’ life acquires supreme value, and the

significance of human history is to be judged by its relation to

spiritual values.

It is this certainty of the ultimate triumph of the free human
spirit, this combination of the despair of pessimism (nihilism)

with an optimism which not only overcomes it, but also absorbs it

as an element into itself, which constitutes the unique character

of the philosophy of Karl Jaspers.

A. Lichtigfeld
JOHANNESBXJRG

South Africa

by so doing, it ‘"founders” as a philosophy of Existenz, because it cannot establish

any logic or ethics; it finally “conquers itself” by recognizing a metaphysics of the

Encompassing, with its acknowledgment of principles of the Biblical religion, thus

breaking the chain of the sphere of Existenz.

This interpretation, however, merely takes sentences from Jaspers* major work
out of their context in order to prove a particular thesis. As over against such

procedure, we maintain that there is a harmonious development of Jaspers*

thought, reaching a climax in his latest works. Furthermore, against Heinemann —
who thinks that a world-spirit guided by Jaspers’ ideas could not create anything,

since on Jaspers* premises no fixation in the form of any object or thing in nature
could be admitted — we must say that such fixation, even on Jaspers’ own premises,

seems to be possible in the ^existential* decision; even though it could not be a
lasting one because it is continually involved in further progress. Nor can we adopt
the standpoint of God and look at things from that divine point of view, as Heine-
mann attempts to do. Also: ethical demands follow quite naturally from Jaspers*

theory of communication, which in fact led Jaspers to the adoption of Biblical

principles. Thus the idea of moral demands (‘ought’) remains unconditional for

the ^existential* self, whose realization alone assures to it (i.e., to the ^existential*

self) its possible freedom to develop into authentic Existenz while relating itself to

Transcendence.
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Johannes Pfeijjer

ON KARL JASPERS’ INTERPRETATION OF ART*

I
N THE WORK of Karl Jaspers we encounter the phenomenon
of art three times: i) on the level of his Psychologic der Welt-

anschauungen; 2) in the course of his Philosophic; and 3) within

the framework of his Von der Wahrheit. In the first case the in-

quiry is spirkual-psychological; in the second ‘existential’-metsi-

physical; and in the third universal-logical.^

f!

“Whatever is experienced, visualized and perceived by man as

authentic reality, and, above all, the decisiveness with which he is

concretely certain of tliis reality — these things determine man’s

essence.’’- Accordingly, the Psychologic der Weltanschauungen in-

quires into the spiritual contents and forces which are active in the

mind. Mind is to be understood as the experiencing cqn^ipusness;

spirit as the consciousness of meaning, guided by ideasj Although
the spirit, in itself, is not mental (seelisch), but is, rather, some-

thing objectively meaningful, yet it grows only on a mental foun-

dation; and, although the understanding of spiritual meaning-
contents is not a psychological kind of understanding, yet it be- t(

comes intermediate thereto, in so far as the mind is accessible only

to the extent that the contents, in which and for which it lives, are

understood.

• Translated from the original German by Matthew Cohen as revised by Ludwig
B, l^efebre.

1 Having to consider here the contribution of Jaspers to the interpretation of

art, a mere report would be as inadequate as a general discussion. Instead of this,

it is of greater importance to examine the insights achieved by Jaspers and — by
assimilating them — to summarize and clarify them. Some repetition and cutting

across lines is unavoidable, since Jaspers thinks in a spiral-like movement which,

at times, circles back into itself on a higher IcvcT
*

^ Allgemeine, 275.

703
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However, psychological understanding o£ spiritual meaning
always shifts to ‘existential’ understanding, since, on the one hand,
die comprehensible is limited by what is unconscious in our (psy-

chophysical) existence (Dasein), and, on the other hand, by the

j

ungiven-unconditional of potential Existent. In this way, “verste-

hendP"psychology inevitably becomes the medium of an illumi-

nation of Existent, which- offering man basic attitudmUpossi-
bilides - challenges lum and brings him to himself. “Through
‘verstehende’ psychology, illumination of Existent touches this

more-than-understandable, touches authentic reality in the possi-

bility of being-myself, recalling, arousing attention, and reveal-
' ing.”* Phrased differently: in the medium of psychological under-
standing of spiritual meaning die. issue is always the .illurnination

of whatjye. accomplish oi^selves at any given time, nourished by
th^Tmpenetrable source of freedom.

1

The Psychologic der Weltanschauungen examines, at first, only
the subjective, generally human conditions of the phenomenon of
art. The “aesthetic” attitude belongs ui the pos.sibilities of the
“contemplative” attitude; the latter is distinguished from the “ac-
tive” attitude in that it is concerned only with things as such:
detached from all impulsive or voluntary interestedness, we yield
to the world of objects, viewing, seeing, gazing, and becoming
absorbed in it purely for its own sake.

As a transition from activity to contemplation appears the “play-
ful” attitude. In common withtKeaesthetic attitude “it intSFrupts
the connections to the whole of Existent.”’^ Although we are ab-
sorbed in the playful experience at the moment of experiencing
we do not participate in its real contents as a total personality, but
merely experience its form, its ease and cheerfulness. When the
playful attitute absolutizes itself into a way of life, it unites with
the aesthetic, and, at the same time, with the “enjoying” attitude.
This attitude is characterized by not being concerned with the
object, but with the enjoyment of the object; not with the experi-
enced content, but with the experience itself and as such. Instead
of surrendering to an object or to a situation, we are, in the enjoy-
ing attitude, concerned with and relating to our own ability to

\ experience, over against which all contents finally become indiffer-

I

ent, because they are only gratuitous material. This attitude signi-
fies thg, endj^f^l timyet^ ^d^f^ ah^onnection with the object.

3 Ihid,, 256. 4 ^^chologie, 57.
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Life disintegrates into a multitude of discontinuous stimuli and
impressions. Indeed, one disciplines enjoyment by producing rich-

ness through contrast and change, in order to overcome boredom.
Nowhere, however, is an unconditional claim to take things seri-

ously permitted; rather, all that is experienced must always remain
suspended in the balance of the non-committal.

2

In order to clarify the essence of the aesthetic attitude, Jaspers

begins with a concrete example: the physician at the sickbed of a
dying person. As long as the physician has an active attitude, all

perception and thinking remain part of the desire to heal. Con-
versely, it signifies a leap, if he, in a rational attitude, reflects on
what this case could teach him. A second leap, however, leads him
beyond discerning observation. Now there is submission to the

isolated totality of purely pictorial contemplation. On the subjec-

1

tive as well as on the objective side all relationships and connec-f

tions are severed. Escaped from the enchainment of our desires, ^

wishes and strivings, we perceive an objectivity, detached and
therefore whole.

On the side of the perceived there corresponds to this liberation

for an irresponsible distance pictorial wholeness and symbolic

depth. For, isolation is at the same time the condition for the

appearance of something like supra-aesthetic significance in the

aesthetic impression which transforms the impression into a ‘!c£>s-

m^of relative totality.”® As far as the perceived is being formed
in the creation of a work of art, its organization is compelling. The
artist, in his aesthetic experience, is, on the one hand, without

responsibility in regard to the totality of existence; but, in creating

he is, on the other hand, filled with the specific responsibility of

him who, in the act of creating, obeys a law which indeed is strict

and binding, though it cannot be fully and consciously recognized.

If the supra-aesthetic significance is lacking or dwindles, mere
technique remains; mere form and impression without meaning
to animate it, and, therefore, without symbolic transparence, is

left. To this formalistic emptiness there corresponds, as an oppo-

site danger, a characteristic spuriousness. Precisely because great,

true art is translucent for a background significance; precisely for

that reason can it mislead man into confusing the pictorial design

of the possible with the actual transformation of life; Instead of

ilbid., 70.
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recog-nizing, either consciously or instinctively, tliat aesthetic mean-

ing is limited and relative, it is permitted to become a substitute

£or any responsibility felt toward the reality of Existenz as the

decisive test of meaning.

3

In which way art is meaningful, is more closely considered b^

Jaspers by referring to Kant. The appendix about Kant’s doctrine

of Ideas (in Psychologic der Weltaiischauungaii) explains the

“Idea” as both an effective force in the subject and as mandatory

wholeness, arising from the world of objects, meeting the subject.

Ideas are an Encompassing, at which we cannot aim, but in wliich

we must live, acting, understanding or creating. The Idea con-

tained in a work of art is, for Kant, that which gives it, — beyond

its formal perfection, — its spiritual and moral significance. Kant

defines the aesthetic Idea more preci.sely as “that repre.sentation

of the imagination, which occasions much thought, ivithout,

however, any definite thought, i.e., any concept being capable of

being adequate to it; it conseciuently cannot be completely com-

passed and made intelligible by language.”'* Two things act

together here: one, tlutt such representations strive ttfter some-

thing which lies beyond the bounds of experience; then, that it

concerns inner intuition which, precisely as such, remains incom-

mensurable for the conceptual as well as for any direct expression

generally. Accordingly, “genius” is the capacity to rise from
something given to an Idea, and to express these Ideas in symbolic

representation in such a way that the “subjective state of mind”
corresponding to them communicates to others.

II.

Scientific knowledge concerns particular objects or object re-

lationships in the world and is, as such, just as coercive as relative.

Philosophy ventures the penetration of everything objective into

the non-objective depth of Existenz as the transcendental being-

myself, and, together with it, into the encompas,sing and all-

surmounting primal source (Urgrund). For, what is existentially

understood always stands in need of metaphysical interpretation.

Whereas psychological and existential understanding aim at what
^Ibid., 486f, after Kant’s Critique of Judgement, #49, 197 (Bernard).
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we experience factually, or which we accomplish from freedom,

metaphysical understanding attempts to go beyond that and to

find in every original experience the meaning it derives from
the absolute/

Phrased differently: metaphysical understanding refers to exist-

ence as a cipher-script of Being, which (viz., the cipher-script) we
encounter athwart oFall objectivity. “In cipher-script the separa-

tion of symbol from that which is symbolized is impossible. It

transforms Transcendence into presence, but it is not explic-

able.^ In the becoming transparent of existence we perceive a

meaning which does not permit of translation into the form of ,

knowing, because this meaning shines forth only in contempla-

tion. What shines m this manner is simultaneously given and •"

icreated; given, not in the way of actual objectivity, but as lan-

Wage, which comes to meet us from Being itself: created, not in a

fashion which can be deduced from a psychologically understand-

able subject, but in one which appears only “on the basis of Exist-

ent, as the nearness of Existenz to Being in intuitive imagination.”^

What reveals itself to u^in the cipher is a Being with which, on
the basis of origin, we are connected; confronted by the final,

anticipating vision of the imagination, world existence and being-

as-freedom are no longer separated, but become one in their com-
mon basis.

1

.-'"'’^n Jaspers’ Philosophie we first encounter the phenomenon of

art where, at the boundary of world-orientation, philosophic

thought comes into itrowh? At one and the same time philosophy

^ stands in conflict and in league with religion and art: as tran-

scending assurance, which perceives authentic Being— in recoil,

so to speak — by means of foundering thinking, and which, by
means of meaningful not-kiiowing, indirectly interprets it. For
certainty of Being through religion occurs as authoritative proc-

lamation on the basis of positive revelation, whereas to transcend

in philosophizing is a voluntary risk of the searching reason, led by
faith. Also, assiiLrance~"oF Being' fllFough arf occurs" "aT formal

completion on the basis of symbolic contemplation, whereas the

philosophical quest for Being immediately breaks up what has

congealed into s^tructured presence.

“That from which all spheres, in their autonomy, get their

T Allgemeine, 257 . ^Philosophie, III, 141. ^ Ibid., 153.
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1

existence , cannot itself be a sphere.”^*^ If one understands the

beautiful as that which is common to all works of art, in that it

makes them valid in form and in quality, then one conceives of

art only according to its autonomous medium, not according to

the encompassing source. “In its origin art is the illumination

\ of Existenz by an assurance wliich brings Being into live present

\by intmtive contemplation.”^^ Art, tlierefore, is bound up with

Being as representabilitv. As intuitive realization, the assurance

of Being occurring through art remains inscrutable for thought.

In so far it is just as direct as indirect.

Because art, as a symbolic illumination of Exislenz, implies

an original reference to Being, iF Becomes non-binding and,

therefore, empty whenever, as pure art, as art for art’s sake, it

detaches itself from this hidden root. Scrutinizing discretion must
always differentiate, therefore, "Between genuine art, which has

;^the meaning and force to bring the hieroglyphics of Being to^ine
^>‘'' througH in the phenomena, and the playful, formalistic art,

*’ wherein ever new, gratuitously changing experiences and im-

pressions become the material and the occasion for representation

as an end in itself, whereby existence inevitably aestbeticizes

I

itselj; that is, de-realizes itself fo an existence in the isolated

’ moment, an existence without faithfulness and witliout conse-

1
quence, with the single criterion of intensity of experience.

To be non-committal is, indeed, a danger which belongs to the

/ essence of art as such. Art is separated from factual daily existence

and its strivings by a discontinuous leap; the difference lies in

itT"detachment which brings the totality and depth of life to

present completion. In that the world of appearances is rounded
and transfigured into a meaningful picture, it is as conserved in

the eternal truth of Being. Therein lies the seduction: in artistic

creation as in imitation, to lose oneself, in contemplative enjoy-

r ment, to a_ timeless fulfilme.pt in thejjresent. In the perception

the whole, which takes up into itself everything dark and
fragile, something akin to salvation from temporal existence is

finally anticipated, at the price, however, of an
‘
existential’ de-

reajjzarion. What is a matter of active attitudC^iiy”renewing
itself, becomes a matter of contemplative imagination, which
permits th^ finite to fuse into the iijfinitg. Responsible vigilance

demands, tHerefore, that die detached calm in the symbolic
presence of Being always be experienced only as a temporary
withdrawal, which remains dependent on the compelling serious-

ness of the Existenz which carries and comprehends it.

10 ihid., I, S16. 11 md., 381.
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The problem returns when we, in the course of ‘existential’

understanding, illuminate “absolute consciousness’ as the way
in which we become aware of authentic Being in existence. As
a constitutive^ rnoment-o£. absolute ..cpnsciousness, imagination

has ah ambiguous position between the possibility of revelation

and the possibility of deception. ^‘Through imagination I com-

«

prebend Being in the cipher of everything objective as something
,

whicl^ahhot become objectiy.e, although it is directly present.’ ’^2 :

In the perception of imagination existence becomes as if trans-
*

parent. In perceptual presentation we become aware of something
beyond all perception. Imagination enables us to look into the

perfection of Being, where even the terrible and the confused
are balanced in the beauty of a transcendent harmony. Ail this

makes imagination's positive meaning for essential life evident:

it unlocks the realm of the possible for us. Without it we would
remain constrained in the narrowness of the bare reality of exist-

ence. But this function is a positive one only on condition that

the contemplative fulfilment in beholding the possible remains
connected with the actual reality of Existenz, and that it is authen-
ticated by the inner actions of the whole person. If, instead of

this, contemplation isolates itself, then the pictorially perceived

becomes a non-committal appearance, which smooths over, con-

ceals, and diverts from the temporal existence to which we are

committed. The consequence is a side by side of self-sufficient

soarings and unp^etirated reality of life.

;
2

Metaphysics of art is not mere thinking “about” art; not a kind
of thinking, therefore, which makes art the object; but rather,

thinking “in” art and with the help of art, in such a way that

we seek to adopt what art communicates, in symbolic perception
of the hieroglyphics of the transcendent basis of Being. Thus, if

art is to be uinaerstood, as dchellmg said, as "organon of philoso-

phy,” then the difficulty is this: that by thought we aspire to

penetrate something which is not accessible in any other except
isymboIicTornr *—-—

“Man pushes ahead to art in metaphysical thinking.”^® In
thought we are concerned with whatever ascertainment of Being
occurs in the work of art. The task is to illuminate this inspiring

background "by means of, but beyond, formal analysis of works
IS Ibid., n. 282. 18 Ibid., HI, 194.
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of art, historical narration of their worlds and intellectual cli-

mates, and biographies of their creators.”^^ Only in metaphysical

thinking do we perceive and consciously reflect on the decisive

cleavage which divides everything that is called a work of art,

“according to the outward attributes of the man-made:” yonder
the creations which represent a cipher of Transcendence; here
those others, “without basis and depth.”

Art, then, in its essential and fulfilled meaning, is intermediate
between the worldly manifold and the unique one, between
finite temporal existence and eternal Being; put in terms of tlie

subjective act: between ‘existential’ encounter and mystic sub-

mersion. Artistic contemplation remains separate from that which
is the object of its perception: in such a way, however, that the

latter becomes transparent for the world-transcending origin.

Neither factually nor conclusively, but in the suspended antici-

pation of the possible does artistic intuition raise phenomena to

the consummation of all-encompassing, omnipresent Being. There-
fore, the perception of the artistic imagination is at one and the
same time both more and less than the reality of our existence in
time: more, if one proceeds from the mere factuality of the dull

cares of existence; less, if one looks at authentic Exislenz in the
concentrated seriousness of its responsible openness. From the
point of view of the former, art is a soaring which liberates; from
that of the latter, a non-committal su^nsipn; but thiTsuspended
self-oblivion is at the same time a condition for the possibility

of autlientic self-being: In so far as it frees us from the narrowness
and constraint of our own purpose-circumscribed private exist-

ence. Or vice versa: In the world’s transfiguring of itself into a
cipher, phenomena gain their_be3uty in themselves and grant us,

moments, tEe consciousness of time-conquering ful-

But if, on the one hand, contemplative imagination is,

so to speak, the eye, without which Existent would remain blind;
^then, on the other hand. Existent becomes untrue, if contempla-
tion frees itself as an ideal sphere from the reality of temporal

iexistence.

^ order to be able to express what is read as cipher, the
artist must imitate realities.”^g But this imitation refers neither .to
empirigal facts nor To conceptual

,
constructs, but, rather, to the

lilbid. IS Ibid.
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forces, — reflected in the ideas, — of encountered phenomena. In

that such iorces are perceived jmitatively, art gains" the materials

for the symbolic formation of the cipSer at which it aims. If the

basic artistic act demands, on the one hand, creative talent as the

capacity for irreplaceable unique expression, then it demands,

on the other hand, Existenz, as the essence which refers back to

its^origin, and which speaks to us through the work of art. “Where, \

however, someone able to get at the foundations of Being, finds '

it possible to express what is in ciphers, Existenz and talent be-
j

v/ come one in genius.”^®

The cipher occurs differently in the cult-bound and in inde-

pendent art. Whereas the former evokes visions in mythical

symbols which reflect the transcendent primal source, the latter

makes the emuiriral realify as snrh transparent. “The artist of
|

pure transcendence gives shape to traditional conceptions; the

artist of immanent transcendence teaches anew how to read exist- 1

ence as cipher.’*^^ Where, however, the independent man melts

down mythical elements into the picture arising from his own, free

experience of being, and thus manages to bring the traditional

representations to a transfigured present, there are found' the

culminatihg peaks of art to date.

In the separate arts, cipher appears differently in each case.

What looms up as cipher-script in music, is “the form of self-

being as'^temporal existence:” in architecture it is organized

spatiality and in the plastic arts it is physical compactness. As
over against such immediate givenness of the cipher-bearing

!

medium, poetry and painting communicate by way of an illusory

world^f the imagination. As concerns more particularly poetry, ,

it conjures up the cipher-script of the transcendent primal source

j“in the representaHon" of everything perceptible and thinkable

,as such, as language brings it to expression.”^® Precisely this com-
municability, which rests upon the interposition of something

intended and represented, is the stipulation which_opeps up the

allness^f appearances, so that “all^S being and non-being”

becomes accessible. Just as poetry, on the one hand, can deceive

“because of the manifoldness of gripping experience,^ thus, in

order to tulbU itself as realized cipher-script, it demands, on the

other hand, with the same decisiveness which characterizes music,
“
the temporally accentuated cooperation” of our “actual momen-

taryself.”“

iiJMd., 195.

lilbid^ 197.

it Ibid., 196.

Wifeid., 199.
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III.

“The Philosophie concerns itself with the *existential’ con-

sciousness of Being . . . Von der Wahrheit deals everywhere with

tlie self-consciousness of encompassing thought, directed toward

itself, in all possibilities.”^ If, then, existential-metaphysical un-

derstanding, in thoughtful ascertainment, aims at Being, univer-

sal-logical understanding comes back to thinking as such: in

philosophical logic, there occurs the radical and universal self-

examination of the reason, which aims at Being, but which, in

so doing, remains latent. Or: the existential-metaphysical type of

understanding concerns reality;~tHe universal-logical type aims at

tru^. As certainly, however, as the different forms and modes
of being-true refer back to the one and final truth which is

grounded in the transcendent primal source, just as certainly do

the two perspectives strive at a synthesis in an encompassing

totality.
*

1

If Jaspers inquires now for a third time after the meaning of

art, the question now concerns the manner of its being-true within

lan all-embracing total language, which continues to operate as a

uniform primal source even after it has split into religious

proclamation, plastic art, and poetic creation. For the basic artistic

occurrence lies not, in the first instance, in its autonomous repre-

sentation, but, above all, in producing a beauty, which is one
with Being as such. Whereas the plastic arts permit us to perceive

this being-beautiful through the medium of visibility, poetry

accomplishes this through linguistically mediated conception.

“Language turns experience into concept?. Within language
poetry is the vocabulary which can communicate everything so

discovered.”®^ For, among all possible modes of meaning, only

language is universal, in so far as it includes all other forms of

meaning,^ because it mediates between them aiwfretefs lo them.

In producing linguistic sound-pictures, we are intentionally

directed towards a distanced content. That, however, which we
mean in this way, is Being itself, as out of itself it speaks in

meaning-characters. “What becomes conscious in language and
in its meanings is itself a meaning, which becomes clear therein.”®®

20 Ernst Mayer: “Philosophie und Philosophische Logik bei Jaspers," in: Offener
Horixont. Festschrift fUr Karl Jaspers, (Munich, 195S) 66.

21 Tragedy, 26; (Wahrheit. 917). 22 Wahrheit, 412.
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That language, as much all-present as evanescent. — because it is

a medium of meaning never adequately to be objectified, — is not

only adequate to Being but, beyond that, is related to it: this

'

inscrutable secret finds, in the phrase of the “language” of Being,

a metaphorical-transcending expression.
~ **

What becomes clear in linguistic meaning remains enveloped

by an irremovable darkness: in contrast to the unequivocal sign,

— which is definable in its meaning because it is definite, — the

genjiine word is ambiguous, because its meaning comes out oF
the Encompassing, and carries with it something of its infinity.

Furthermore, wnereas the sign is separated trom tne desi^ated
thing, there prevails in the living word the unity of the producing
with the produced, of the expression with the remembered or

incited performance.

In so far as we interpret Being, which speaks in meaning
characters, by means of language, it becomes at the same time

communicable. The danger in this is that the linguistic form
of communication, instead of remaining the medium of the

encounter with Being, may become the aim, and finally its own
end. Instead of yielding, in the production or reception of poetry,

to something which for fleeting moments issues from the depth

of Being, we remain caught in the linguistic form as such, in

the pfeciousness of its sounds and images. Thereby the meaning
of poetry is basically falsified : in place of the kind of seriousness,

which experiences something zkia to existential' metamorpho-

sis, there enters an aesthetisizing, non-committal, enjoying attitude

t^ich is concerned in the end only with ornamental stimuli!

2

To remain legitimate, therefore, linguistic-artistic discipline

must stand in the service of a vision, winch -^s an encompassing
carrier of meaning — guides creation. All perceptible objects in
the world can become carners-pf such meaning when they are

filled wit^supra-objective content. "C^to;s,.^rejiot new objects,

but ngwly ^led bnes.''^-^ I hey are not in addition to^actuaTob-

jects, inamiucirar^e are hidden in all objectivity: the object

becomes cipher when it is transcended and , is thereby made
transparent for unfathomable meaning. One cannot distinguish

here between appearance and meaning, between what is present

andTwhat is added by one's mind: the suspended appearance itself

28ib«U, 104S.
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and as such is the presence of Being; the sensorily given present

permits, in vanishing, something to shine fortli from the supra-

sensory.

That is why ciphers, in order to be perceivable, presuppose an

upsoaring of the whole individtal: from the phenomenon there

speaks Eo“me7”at any time, only what I am capablejofjiearing.

r “It reveals itself to me according to my attku^.’*^'^ Although the

symbols come to us from Being itself__and are) therefore, no mere
conceptions, but contain reality; tlieir perception, still depends

1
on ‘existential' presuppositions. “It is Eros to wKom Being shows

itself, in that it simultaneously veils and reveals itself in symbols.

The meaning of the symbols is'’ffie’~pfesence in being of the

real.”**®

Next, there appear three types of abuse: Objectification robs

the symbols of their suspended transparency; allegorization lowers

their essence to mere meaning, when the sensory-actual is absolut-

ized to the only reality; and aesthetisizing detaches them from

j^the spiritual-moral basis of life and thereby makes them jioja-

committal. As over against that, the genuine .symbol has binding
I Force pi-ecisely because in it there occurs an indirect participation

in Being: in so far as .symbols are true for us, we live through

them in the depth of transcendent reality, which is,, .accessible

j

in no other way.

' Concretely Jaspers reflects on the being-true of poetry, using the

example of the tragic. The tragic is both formed existence and
knowing consciousness; what is experienced as a tragic event is

at 'the' same ' time understood in a knowing perception, which
basically resists intellectual explanation. “The original tragic

!i
vision consists in thoughts and questions experienced in concrete

I
images.”**® Knowledge about the tragic, and the overcoming of

the tragic which it contains, is) hot in the nature of a doctrine,

but rather that of an inquiring concern.

What constitutes the tragic first of all is, beyondjnisery and
fright, beyond__suffering and tranhtoriness, the inescapable foun-

dering of responsibly-behaving man aiming ' at perf^ion; in

sucIiFway, however, that, in the experience of the tragic, he also

experiences liberation in that, precisely in collapse, the encom-
passing primal source opens up to catch the foundering one. In
order to perceive the tragic, the spectator has to have that genuine
sympathy, by virtue of which he identifies himself with the pre-

sented action: participating as ourselves, we are deeply moved and
thus experience the soaring which frees us for authentic self-being.

24 Ibid., 1041. 25 thid. 20 Tragedy, 102; (Wahrheit, 959).
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Wf, on the other hand, ‘existential’ pathos deviates into a non-

1committal ecperience, in which we edify ourselves in aesthetic

contemplation, then the tragic transforms itself into a mere edjj-

catipjaal. phenomenon, a museum-like experience, without any

!
moulding or liberating power.*’^

' Finally the experience of the tragic must not be absolutized:

the tragic does not lie in any transcendent origin, but in phenom-
enal temporal existence. Whoever relocates it in the Absolute

itself encroaches on both, the tragic and Transcendence. For it

is true that the basis of Being shines through the tragic, but pre-

i cisely a,s something else, which in itself is no longer tragic.

If, in the genuine symbol, there occurs an indirect participation

in Being, one may ask what such participation means in reference

to “God” as the All-Encompassing, the One and Only. “The so^-

ing^up to the one God pervades the world of appearances. The
i transformation of the world into a mediation between us and
the one God is its transformation into_cipher-being.”2® There is

no other way to God than this indirect one, in which we experi-

ence true reality in the becoming transparent of the actuality of

the world. Where a direct and exclusive revelation of God is

asserted, it rests upon the feet that on£ confuses historically

conditipned cipliei^withi the _unconditional, absolutely etem;^
basis of Being. Whether by way of mystical submersion or by
absolutizing a particular historical mediation: every direct, cqbi-

prehensipn of God falls short.

Ifj tiierefore, on the one hand, one must avert the deception

which believes in the absolutized sym^l to possess God himself

definitively, one must, oh" the other hand, avoid getting caught

in the ciphers as demonic cosmic forces. What is important, rather,

is that beyond all the mediating ciphers w^should seek, again and
again, the concealed unity of the divine source, which, as the truly

Encompassing of pure, absolute Transcendence, supports and
liihits all Other forihs of the Encompassing. “The disclosure of

the phenomena is not yet that of the source. The former achieves,

at any time, its greatest possible fulfillment; the latter, it is true.

2T Regarding the emptying of the work of art to an object in a museum, com-
pare the remarks of Gerhard Nebel in his treatise: “Das Ereignis des Schdnen” in

Offener Horizont. Festschrift f&r Karl Jaspers (Munich, 1953), 403-414.

28 Wahrheit, 1061.
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occurs through tlie phenomena, but itself remains encompassing

and, thereby, infinite and unfulfillable.”^®

Here, following Kant, we must take a final step, in order to

illuminate once more the possible being-true of art as being the

meaning which, at the same time, sets its limits. Artistic percep-

tion is true in the sense that it opens perspectives into the infinite

depth of Being; in such a way, however, that we always remain in

the balance of the suspense of a game, which induces all emotive

forces to achieve a free accord. What is involved here is a passing

perfection at the moment; man becomes “whole” only at the cost

of a withdrawal from the totality of his life, which is always still

out-standing and pre-ceding, because it is entrusted to his respon-

sibility. The formatively realized perspective remains a metaphor

and a memory; and art must thus, from within itself, come upon
that boundary, “where what has become form in it is, as such,

not the filial inwardness at which it aims.”®®

* * « * *

Let us summarize:

Jaspers understands the “revealing” function of art to be its

basic meaning. How does art reveal? By conjuring the perceived

y into form. What docs art reveal? Being. Here three stages stand

‘out. First of all Being is the sum total of pictorial-phenomenal

,_0Shtitms, in which the effective powers of the world and the moving
forces of Existenz become condensed. Next, Being is that ungiven

•totolity and depth of existence, in which the natural ground of

the world would be one with the basic freedom of our supra-

sensory destiny. Being is, finally, the One and Only, the Unrondi-
tional-Infinite, and, as such, the all-encompassing and all-tran-

scending primal source,

' When Ooethe says: “Holy poetry, may it strive heavenward,”
he thereby places the artistic process under precisely this claim:

in an ever so temporary a,nd metaphorically reflected mediation
to cliKlose some pf the transcendent basis of Being itself. And,
indeed, beyond the elementary forces of the reality, of appearance
and beyond the ungiyen identity of the ground of nature and the

basis of freedom, itTs the dimension of “heaven" which is revealed

in aifistic perception and creation. The essentializa^pn ai^trans-

figuration of world existence occurs against this back^oimd of

unity; and this in such a way that in its concealed light the rela-

tionships of things become transparent. Pointedly expressed:

M Ibid., 468. 80 Existenz, 46.
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There occurs in art something like a return of things into the

source, and, thereby, a symbolic conquest of finitud^.

But instead of “heaven,” Jaspers goes beyond that and speaks

directly of “God:” is this not founded upon an encroachment of

metaphysical speculation, wbich equates a token anteroom of

I
God with God Himself, in His absolute, supra-earthly as well as

‘ supra-heavenly differentness?®^ We could speak of God qua God
only if He would on His own accord reveal Himself to us, — linked

with our inquiring and searching pre-comprehension —, by way
of an event which we would understand as a divine revelation

through the “proof of the spirit and of power.” In devotion to

God’s loving judgement, de-seculari^ed down to the very ground
of our being and life, we would achieve the strength to open

j

ourselves to what at any given time, gets at us with an unforesee-

able claim, a claim for which one must be responsible in faithful

\
trust, The tension between perception and faith, and, thereby,

between cipher and revelation would remain indissoluble: What
;
we perceive in the mirror of art would always enter into our

^

eschatological relationship to the world as a reflected and, as Jt
• were, Ibracketed, possess!^.

'

If, indeed, we want to remain honest, we can and may speak

philosophically here always only in “;^e subjunctive:” autonp-

mous reason is unable to decide whether, in any revelation handed
down by human being_s, God Himself truly and actually speaks,

and permits us to know him, or whether this is a presumptuous
’

absolutizing, resting on self-deception. But, whether we, in devout
awe, leave it undecided, or whether we experience this tension in

such a way, that at times a not forethinkable and unavailabe

certainty is granted: metaphysical speculation is deprived of God
qua God.

The occurrence of art is so far from being error or illusion,

that, on contrary, itjeleyates us heavenward injinticipating

upsurge. But no thought, winged by artistic illumination oTBeing,
is able to transcend"the border which divides the anteroom from
what, in strict and actual sense, is other-worldly and etemaL

Johannes Pfeiffer
Hamburg-Volksdorf
Germany

81 For a supplementation of the following I may refer to the third edition of

my essay; Exislenzphilosophie. Eine EinfUhrung in Heidegger und Jaspers. Ham-
burg, 1952, “Nachtrag 1952," 111, 8.
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Helmut Rekder

LITERARY CRITICISM AND THE
EXISTENTIALISM OF JASPERS

I.

M anifold are the relations between literary criticism and
the existentialist philosophy of Karl Jaspers. Even the

casual observer will not fail to detect “existentialist” criteria in the

arguments of contemporary criticism. Difficulties arise when he
attempts to describe and define them; for then the absence of any

sort of platform or “school” becomes manifest. Although Jaspers

has attracted many students, he has had few disciples. However
provocative his thinking, its very principles discourage the forma-

tion of a school or the idea of an apostolic succession.

Jaspers himself came to philosophy from the natural sciences.

Yet his appeal has been strongest among “humanists,” that is,

among writers, journalists, scholars who are concerned about the

future of mankind and who, with this end in view, interpret the

written past in the consciousness of an active mission in the pres-

ent. Mutatis mutandis, the history of this appeal may be compared
with that of Fichte, whose philosophy inspired the younger gen-

eration of romanticists — writers and intellectuals of most hetero-

geneous intent and scope; it cannot be compared with that of

Hegel, whose influence upon subsequent philosophers and schol-

ars was promoted and determined by the tangible formalism of

his system. The followers of Hegel may still be labeled Hegelieuis

in spite of doctrinal differences between them; the “followers”

of Jaspers lack uniformity of intellectual physiognomy. None of

them has gone again the way Jaspers himself went— the way
which at times he has seriously recommended: through the exact

sciences to an interpretation of the “spirit.” As a result, elements

of Jaspers’ existentialism have found their way into the thinking

of those who are accustomed to sociological judgments and politi-

cal opinions as well as of those who prefer psychological reflec-

tion; his ideas have been appropriated by some who espoused the

719
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cause of the Third Reich and by others who vigorously opposed

it; and the traces of his extraneous influence have ranged from

faint reminiscences of his technical terminology to the esoteric

language of the anointed. For many who are looking for “mean-

ing” in a bewildering contemporary scene, existentialism offers

a tool with which to erect a secure launching platform; for others

it is a welcome landing strip. Viewed against the background of

the modern age, Jaspers’ existentialism, like other intellectual

“operations” of the day, is a symptom of the very nihilism which

it condemns. Its distinction lies in the fact that it attempts to

diagnose and cure this malady, if a remedy can be developed, as

it were, “from within.”

A comparison between Jaspers and Fichte is both illuminating

and misleading. Jaspers, to be sure, is in no way based on Fichte;

Fichte’s philosophy is demanding and exclusive; Jaspers’ is de-

tached and cautioning. Nevertheless, their comparison, merely

suggesting a historical parallel rather than a possible affinity,

reveals remarkable correspondences. The most striking is their

philosophical departure from Kant’s transcendentalism; both

realize that Kant, by establishing the frontiers of exact knowledge,

not only emancipated the sciences from the interference of meta-

physics but also freed genuine thinking from the interference of

premature scientific conclusions. Similarly striking is their dia-

lectical circling about the problem of the “self,” which Fichte

pursued through the three stages of “doubt,” “knowledge,” and
“faith,”^ whereas Jaspers proposes the three stages of philosophical

“orientation,” “illumination of Existent” and “metaphysics.”®

Furthermore, neither Fichte nor Jaspers is attached to history

as such, although both, absorbed in the philosophical task of

elucidating and actuating the absolute ego {"Ich, iiberhanpt”) and
the personality (“Existent”), respectively, are filled with the

pathos of the irretrievable significance of the present historical

situation into whose idiom the past must be translated. Both
agree in the conviction that philosophy is vindicated only by its

illuminating, ordering, decisive participation in life. If Fichte,

in a period of national desperation, rallied the conscience of his

listeners in his Grundtuge des gegenwSrtigen Zeitalters (1806)
and his Reden an die deutsche Nation (1808)

,
Jaspers similarly

makes the diagnosis and, consequently, the alteration of the
present “geistige Situation der Zeit” the real concern of philoso-

phy. “The mental situation of our day is pregnant with immense
1 Ci J. G, Fichte, Die Bestimmung des Menschen (1800),

2 Jaspers, Philosophie (1982).
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dangers and immense possibilities; and it is one which, if we
are inadequate to the tasks which await us, will herald the failure

of mankind.”® It is this preoccupation with the current, ‘existent-

ial’ mission of philosophy which, in Fichte and Jaspers alike, pro-

motes an unsentimental, objective, and yet intensely personal

mode of interpretation, even though their own work is otherwise

peculiarly free from interest in literary, that is, secondary criticism

of human experience.

Jaspers has dealt significantly with subjects of literary criticism

on two occasions; both times the choice of the literary medium
seems to indicate no more than an incidental application of his

philosophical method. Still these ventures into the literary field,

written more than a quarter of a century apart and without any

apparent affinity in scope, are related to one another by virtue of

the underlying ‘existential’ theme and by the implied concern

about the intellectual tendencies of the times. The first of these

two essays appeared when Jaspers had made the transition from
science (psychiatry) to philosophy; the second came at a time

when his philosophy, already manifest in numerous publications,

had become an integral part of these tendencies themselves. Both
essays betray the consciousness of a cultural crisis which, antici-

pated at first with apprehension as an intellectual phenomenon,
in the end asserted itself as an inescapable reality.

The early study on Strindberg und Van Gogh (1922) was a

“pathographic” study with philosophical intent. Methodologically

it owed as much to the scientific detachment of a specialized disci-

pline, expressed in Jaspers’ Allgemeine Psychopathologie (1913)

,

as it did to the systematizing energy of a philosophical perspective,

displayed in his imposing Psychologie der Weltanschauungen

(1919)

.

But it was also symptomatic of its time. Had such a study

been written during the waning of the Middle Ages, it might
have resulted in one of the numerous satirical treatises on “folly”

— treatises which, relentlessly but with persuasiveness and detach-

ment, unmasked human foibles in an age marked by diminishing

faith. In the late Middle Ages, with the signs of crisis and centrif-

ugal tendencies already in the air, such a treatise was still able

to relate even extreme vagaries of psychological experience to a

basic concept of “wisdom” or “reason” as the common standard

of human thought and behavior. The modem psychologist has at

his disposal no such common metaphysical standard for judging
human affairs; nor is he interested in one. His only standard is

8 Situation
(
1947), 20 . Age, 27 .
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that of specific evidence which places his object, man, within a

framework of infinite factualitics and references, bnt allows no
conclusions with regard to ultimate principles regulating the

actual conduct of life.

Yet, a distant parallel between medieval and modern typology

of psychological experience cannot be overlooked. In his seriali-

zation of “foolish” cases or types — and any individualizing drive

was likely to appear abnormal one way or another —, the medieval
satirist presented a system of material ethics, culniinating in the

ideal norm of the “wise man” who knows how to keep himself

in proper balance between empirical and transcendental interest

and, for the sake of his spiritual existence, knows how to remain
aloof from too great an involvement in the things and in himself.

Where tlie medieval satirist “unmasked” his types, presenting

them, as it were, in the physiognomy in which they were to ap-

pear before their Creator, Jaspers’ descriptive analysis of patho-

logical processes seeks to determine those phases of personality

that appear “fake” ("unecht”) within the hypothetically “total”

structure of a personality. His criteria of truth can no longer lie

in such metaphysical systems or articles of faith as supported the
medieval critic. If at all, they must be derived from a methodology
of understanding (“Verstehen") itself which recognizes as the
“foundation of our ethos” solely the will for clarity, veracity, and
corresponding realism.* According to Jaspers, the understanding
of “fake” in the intellectual and emotional make-up of personality
represents one of the central problems of psychology which has
by no means been solved nor even sufficiently formulated.®
Under these premises the pathographic analysis of Strindberg

and Van Gogh, drawing on Swedenborg and Holderlin for sup-
porting evidence, describes the genesis of insanity in four patho-
logical cases of creative personality; it observes changes in their
Weltanschauung corresponding to typical "shifts” in the patho-
logical process — which, therefore, cannot have been without
influence upon their works; - but it disclaims any intention of
explaining or evaluating the literary or artistic aspects of these
works.® What is said about Strindberg may be said as well about
Holderlin, whose schizophrenia, though of a different type from
Strindberg’s, brought about marked alterations in the emotional
and mental habitus of the poet, - alterations which are distinctly
discernible in corresponding changes in the style and content of
his works.’^

* Strindberg, Srd ed. (1949), 182. ilbid., 183.

t Ibidem.
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These considerations afiEect the premises of literary criticism,

but on the basis of their philosophical rather than their psycho-

logical implications. Works of literature are independent intel-

lectual and aesthetic entities which, comparable to products of

nature, can be understood and appreciated only within them-

selves. On the other hand, they cannot be detached from the

pathological frame of reference within which they were produced.

For it makes a difference indeed in the understanding of a literary

work of art whether the objectivity of a mythical world (e.g.,

classical antiquity for Holderlin) remains merely metaphorical

and symbolical imagery for the sane or whether it becomes actual

reality for the insane; it makes a difference whether a certain

obscurity of style may be considered the perfection of artistic pro-

fundity or is to be taken verbally.®

The critical results of Jaspers’ essay represent no particular

insights into facts and circumstances surrounding Strindberg’s

plays or Holderlin’s poems. Rather they lie in the method of

philosophical questioning itself which, beyond the demonstration

of the complete clinical detail, advances to the boundaries of the

comprehensible. Through the comparison of contrasting types of

disease we become aware of what in itself can no longer be

compared and therefore remains the mystery of the genuine,

authentic (“eigentlich") Existenz. Behind the symptoms of the

pathological process and behind the “shifts” in Weltanschauung,

something singular and unique in the personality structure of

Strindberg, of Holderlin, or of Van Gogh becomes visible which
can at best be circumscribed because it can no longer be recog-

nized in its entirety.

Jaspers hesitated to imply wider connections between his

Strindberg study and the intellectual situation of the time in

which it was written. Still the book can scarcely be separated from
its historical background, the searching and unstable years follow-

ing the first World War. With its examination of then fashionable

artistic favorites, its interest in the border cases of creative mental-

ity, the book was reminiscent of, though not identifiable with,

the literary movement of expressionism and its groping for new
standards of literature and life. Factually Jaspers observes that

schizophrenia as a pathological phenomenon, in contrast to

hysteria, is of rather recent occurrence and frequency in Occi-

dental history. However, to recognize schizophrenic tendencies in

the mental physiognomy of modem times is a different matter,

and Jaspers is ready to admit the subjective nature of such

^ a. ibid.. 188.
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generalizing reflections. Nevertheless, these reflections indicate

the root of his thinking and the point of departure for a possible

application to literary criticism. If the modern age is characterized

as a time of artificial imitation and of a histrionic mode of experi-

ence, as a time in which any form of intellect is institutionalized,

any form of existence becomes consciously manufacturable, and

the mere desire for originality can pass for originality itself,—

then the transition from scientific (psychiatric) observation and

judgment to the prophetic pathos and intent of ‘existential'

philosophizing has become evident. “In such times,’’ Jaspers asks,

“is schizophrenia perhaps tlie condition of genuineness in spheres

which in times of bondage could be experienced and represented

genuinely without schizophrenia?’’® It is for this reason that the

detailed and objective study of schizophrenic types and cases

possesses ‘existential’ relevance; for they permit a passing glance

into the absolute which is otherwise “always concealed, visible

only in finite figures.’’^®

As pointed out, the Strindberg study was a side issue of the

Psychologie der Weltanschauungen and, like this work, has fre-

quently served as a guide for literary criticism in the analysis of

the world-views, attitudes, and creeds of poets and writers. The
Psychologie was inspired by the desire to discern the totality of

possible personal motivations. Its objective was “to see and to

know what, psychologically, has been real and still is possible.’’”

How deeply — even though only defensively — this work was in-

debted to the spiritual tendencies of the age can be seen from the

prefatorial remarks which restrict the scope of the book to an
objective analysis of “ultimate psychological positions" and refer

anyone in search of new directions to the “concrete decisions of

personal destiny’’ in practical life. The book was not meant to

furnish new contents but to provide a means by which contents

might be understood. What made it philosophically appealing to

literary critics was precisely the impartial equanimity with which
it penetrated to the limits of the rationally comprehensible in the
description of structure patterns of mental attitudes. For a mo-
ment it appeared as if certain types of world-views could become
objectively discernible. As to its own position, the work occupied
a place midway between the History of Ideas (Geistesgeschichte)

and structural psychology, deriving from both a framework of
spiritual types (Geistestypen) of which some were faintly sugges-

tive of types currently employed in literary criticism (e.g., enlight-

» C£. ibid., 182. lo a. ibid., 183.

V. Psychologie (1919), 2nd ed. (1922). 4.
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enment, romanticism, classicism, etc.) . Others — for example, the

“vantage point in the infinite” — seemed to indicate the direction

in which future development of existentialist philosophy was
possible. The Psychologic, fascinating though it still is to many
a reader, has since been partially disavowed by its author as mere
“latent philosophy; in spite of its emphasis on method of

analysis, it could be interpreted as having its origin in the attitude

of relativism and aesthetic contemplation — the attitude of modern
nihilism which it sought to overcome.
The existentialist position was clearly defined in 1947 when

Jaspers, for a second time, came to deal philosophically with
problems of literary criticism. For now it was the concern of phi-

losophy to salvage from the shambles into which totalitarianism

had shattered Germany’s cultural existence a spiritual heritage

that was meaningful, and more than just magnificent abstraction.

In 1945 Jaspers had been among the first to answer this need,
and his repeated statements of purpose — in dedicating the re-

opened Heidelberg University, in frankly raising the question of

guilt, and in alerting the minds to the consciousness of a new
common cause^® — testify to his postulate of an active service of
philosophy. In all of these statements, and in his introduction
to the periodical Die Wandlung in particular, his demand for a

non-illusory, present-day interpretation of past values had brought
him close to the very essence of the literary tradition itself: the
Germany he defended against Sigrid Undset’s vindictive charges
was the “intellectual world of Lessing, Goethe, Kant and the
many great whose nobility and truthfulness are inviolable for us,

even though we receive them critically and do everything to
avoid any form of deification.”^^

It is in keeping with these principles that Jaspers, in accepting
the award of the Frankfurt Goethe Prize, presented his famous
Goethe lecture, “Unsere Zukunft und Goethe,”^® which revealed
some unusual implications of ‘existential’ philosophy for the
standards of literary criticism. Taken together with the Basel
Goethe address of 1949“ it represents Jaspers’ answer to the
question to what extent an historical Existenz, a great personality

of the past, which is relatively accessible to objective, i.e., “scien-

12 Cf. Rechenschaft (1951), 862.

13 Cf. “Erneuerung der UniversitSt," “Antwort an Sigrid Undset/' *‘Geleitwort
fiir die Zeitschrift Die Wandlung/* (1945), all contained in Rechenschaft, 137-158.
Cf. also Guilt, (1947).

14 Rechenschaft, 158. in Ibid., 26-49.

16 ‘‘Goethes Menschlichkeit,” ibid., 50-68.
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tific” approach, can still be meaningOul for the present without

becoming the object of mere scholarship, purely aesthetic appre-

ciation, or narrow cult and deification.

In these lectures, Goethe is conceived as a unique realization

of human Existenz which in such completeness perhaps seeks his

equal in history. Like few other figures of the past, (joeihc has

become accessible through his works, letters, conversations, and

numerous other documents so that his presence can still be as real

as that of any living person with whom we commune. Still there

are limitations. Even if Goethe were conceived as the fulfillment

of human possibilities, he still would remain impenetrable as an
individual. It is impossible to comprehend him completely. His

reality was more than our concepts and different from our image

of him. He cannot be captured. When he is seen from a different

age and through new eyes, there will always remain the infinite

variety of possible interpretations.

That is why Goethe, as a human specimen, cannot become a

model to be emulated nor an authority to be heeded. We cannot

adopt his views as having the same validity for our times which
they possessed for his. Nor can we crystallize from his works an

ideology for our use; for, even if that were possible, it would
contain an element of untruth because, as an abstraction, it would
not be our belief, sanctioned by our experience. “What really

matters is that we adopt Goethe’s world by translating what was
true for him into our own world.’’ But in doing so we find our-

selves beset by contradictions; for in Goethe we discover positive

qualities offset by apparent limitations. Goethe’s humanity, for

example, suggests ways to respect every human being in his own
right; ways to become clear, realistic, and detached; ways to see

the essential, preserve balance, and feel sympathy for all forms
of existence. But it also reveals Goethe’s unwillingness to accept

the modern development toward technological civilization, his

distrust of abstraction, his misunderstanding of the most funda-
mental factors in the emergence of the modem age. His humanity
was distinguished by humble reverence for the inscrutable, but
also by his refusal to acknowledge the tragic as a foundation of
Existenz and by his disbelief in the reality of radical evil. Aware
of these limits of human existence, Goethe did not seek to escape
them by means of aesthetic concealment; nor did he try to probe
them and thereby possibly disprove their existence. Rather he
recognized them, but he eschewed them. It might be said that
Goethe knew about life, and that he also knew the limitations of
his knowledge. Philosophically he confessed to no ultimate creed
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or system, which in its exclusiveness would have resulted in

dogma; but he reserved for himself the freedom of many ways of

philosophical thinking. Thus he was able to be a pantheist as a

student of nature, a polytheist as a poet, a monotheist as an ethical

human being. What appears, to the rationalizing observer, to be

a shifting of grounds, actually is the inward mobility and activity

through which Goethe realized — and maintained — himself.

If Goethe thus embodied a unique realization of possible

human Existenz, then — Jaspers concludes — any future reception

of Goethe, if it is to contribute toward the elucidation and libera-

tion of our own selves, must be free from the inherent danger

of idolization. It was the misfortune of post-Goethean German
culture that such paths were followed. “So many wanted to be

each a little Goethe.” To explore the scope of an ‘existentially’

relevant and meaningful Goethe image, Jaspers suggests tlie

alternative of two possible positions: on the one hand the “excep-

tional” personalities who, like Kierkegaard or Nietzsche, became
victims of their own eflEort to judge man unconditionally, — on
the other hand Goethe, this one case of human existence mani-

festing itself as an “ideal norm.” The former failed when they

identified themselves with the absolute; the latter persisted when,

from the deepest crises threatening his inner self, he emerged
transformed and ready for continued affirmation of reality. Still

the dilemma arises that Goethe, as an historical phenomenon, is

totally past and unrepeatable. He can no longer be a universal

example. Only the single individual, carrying within himself

the imperative of his own self-realization, can be the basis for a

genuine, present-day reception of Goethe.

In other words, the problem involved concerns “genuine”

adoption without imitation. If Goethe managed to be completely

“himself,” a much wider gap separates him from our age than

separated him from the ages preceding him. For the modern age,

which Goethe was unable and unwilling to endorse, has thrown
up barriers and distractions which tend to prevent the individual

man from being “himself.” Goethe managed to keep himself aloof

from the “brittle ground of human existence;” but for the modem
reader of Goethe the spectacle of Goethean harmony must not

conceal the fragile condition of this very foundation itself.

Thus it is the concept of Existenz which connects Jaspers’ two
Goethe addresses with his Strindberg essay; in both instances

various “layers” of comprehensible personality features had to be
removed before a glance into the possible originality of the human
“self” was permitted. But what in the early pathographic study
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appeared as an heuristic concept has been developed into a com-

pass for philosophical reasoning. In both instances Existetiz is the

center about which the circle of a possible totality of personality

is drawn, seen in reference to an only partially penetrable his-

torical situation. Unlike the Strindberg study, however, the Goethe

essays no longer claim to make ultimate, and therefore exclusive,

positions discernible — as the Psychologie had done. They confess

to a “belief in the common origin of all human existence.”''^

Venturing into the area of literary evaluation, they are the

expression of a philosophy that claims to be “the organ for the

assimilation of the past, — meager, to be sure, but testifying to

present-day life; — modest, to be sure, but endowed with the

sensitive conscience of veracity.”^®

With basic assumptions such as these, the two Goethe essays

indicate that they are more than an incidental transfer and ap-

plication to the literary field of certain philosophical precepts. In

fact, both literary criticism and ’existential’ philosophy have in

common the problem of reviving for present-day needs the his-

torical manifestations of the human mind. It is in regard to the

method of historical understanding that literary criticism, as a

specific discipline, must be ready to consider tlie implications of

‘existential’ reasoning; and it is in regard to the historical sub-

stance itself which literary criticism, along with other “historical”

disciplines, has mined that philosophy is able to apply its analysis

of Existenz. The wealth of human experience upon which Jaspers’

philosophy is built includes the achievements of literature and
criticism as it does those of the arts and the sciences. Since poetry

seeks truth through illusion, it is accorded an important place

in Jaspers’ systematic inquiry. Von der Wahrheit; indeed, great

poetry is akin to philosophy: through both there leads a way
toward the perception of reason in reality.^® Throughout Jaspers’

work the reader will find profound respect for the great in liter-

ature — the ancient Greeks, Dante, Shakespeare, Goethe; but he
will look in vain for extensive analyses of those poets who have
been the object of numerous ‘existential’ appraisals — Kleist,

Holderlin, Stifter, Morike, Rilke. Only the poetic utterances of

Nietzsche are subjected to scrutiny and evaluation, — not for their

artistic merit, but on account of the ‘existential’ struggle for inde-

pendence which found expression in the outcries of this early

representative of modem isolation and nihilism,®®

The singling out of Nietzsche signifies a thrust against the

u Ibid., 149, 18 Ibid., 46. 19 Wahrheit (1947), 986.

so Nietzsche (19S6).
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aesthetic standards of literary criticism. Nietzsche’s case typifies

the ‘existential’ dilemma of the 19th and 20th centuries. He was

a creator of myths; in his apocalyptic visions of the “last man”
and “superman” he sought to objectify, and to overcome, his

own intellectual emergency: he was burdened with the romantic

heritage which by and large was responsible for the purely aes-

thetic evaluation of the absolute and for the unfortunate, though

much publicized, alternative between citizen (Burger) and artist

(Kunstler) which has dominated much of the modern literary criti-

cism. As critical categories these two concepts may serve to point

up the extraordinary situation of literary interpretation in the

late 19th and early 20th centuries: by establishing types of which

one could be considered, at the expense of the other, as a desirable

though tragic configuration of human existence, literary criticism

raised either an aesthetic or a sociological “norm” to the level of

an absolute standard of measurement. In doing so, it lost sight

of the concept of man himself— a fleeting reality — which had
been the main concern of the classical and romantic poets and
critics when they made dialectic use of the two possible extremes

in the first place. And it is presumably because Goethe, in his

studies of nature and art and general conduct of life rather than

in the accomplished myths and images of his poetic works, was
concerned with the essential nature of man himself that Jaspers

could select him as a test case for the possibilities of a “new
humanism.” It is not without significance that the two Goethe
essays, chronologically, coincided with Jaspers’ inquiry into the

conditions of a new humanism in our times.^^ In order to examine
the implications which the ‘existential’ approach possesses for

literary criticism, it might be well to compare it with the factual

tenets of Jaspers’ philosophy, and to indicate the directions and
limitations which ‘existential’ philosophy might impose upon
literary criticism.

II.

According to Jaspers, it is a striking though inescapable feature

of the present age that the seemingly intensified realism of modern
thought, brought on by the growth of the exact sciences, has been
accompanied by a deplorable loss of “reality” in personal sub-

stance.®* In the attendant development toward normalization,

21 "Premises and Possibilities of a New Humanism,” in Humanism, 65fE.

22Exlff«w (19S8), 2.
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mechanization, and proletarization, individual man appears to

have become expendable and replaceable and no longjcr be able to

be “he himself.” Attempts to counteract such a development ap-

pear to have resulted in reversals: the desire to “live originally”

could be perverted into a penchant for primitivity, and the will

toward self-realization could be confused with a worship of mere
vitality.^*

Such reversals might have been avoided, had spontaneous and
critical self-examination been in operation, that is to say, had the

expansion of knowledge been accompanied by an equally clear

visualization of the limitations of knowledge. Before offering any
“new” or “positive” philosophical doctrine, Jaspers’ philosophy of

Existenz seems to be concerned with just such a visualization. It

makes an inventory before it ventures on an expedition of dis-

covery. Its two fundamental steps involve the reassessment of

critical thinking within the present historical situation and the

self-illumination of man with a view toward his potential free-

dom. For this purpose both historical and scientific knowledge
offer unusual opportunities: for it appears that never before have
the substance and tradition of human thought been so readily

available as today, and never before have the sciences with their

compelling methods and results penetrated further into the
mystery of physical and historical reality. Yet this very wealth of

knowledge and thinking has placed the world in a state of be-

wilderment and confusion of tongues.^* Whereas the technological

application of science is enjoyed and handled by many, science

itself is controlled by only comparatively few; the mass of people
continue to live in pre-scientific attitudes and behavior.^® Indeed
the position of science itself is not entirely beyond dispute; al-

though it is in touch with realities, it is unable to furnish ultimate
directives for human behavior. Thus the status of science has
wavered between the almost superstitious belief that science is

capable of solving all practical human problems, and a similarly

superstitious spirit of hostility which considers science a paralyz-
ing factor in the pursuit of a “natural” or “harmonious” life.““

Over-optimistic confidence in science has been responsible for
the creation of new dogmatisms, elevating particular scientific

doctrines to the rank of guiding philosophies — e.g., p.sychoanaly-
sis and Marxism®’^ — whereas an over-pessimistic view — and here
one is inclined to think of that of Spengler and such "conserva-
tive” German writers as Hofmannsthal or George — has found

ss/Wi., 2. ^WahrheittZi. ^ Scope, 179.
a« Existent, 5. 2t a. Anti-Reason (1962),
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no other solution of the dilemma than the return to the aesthetic,

the romantic, the detachment of contemplation.

The existentialism of Jaspers is distinguished by its critical

attitude toward science. Rather than claim for philosophy the

character of a science — a step of desperation frequently made
to save philosophy's dwindling prestige — Jaspers insists that phi-

losophy redefine its own relationship to the sciences, that is to

say, that it become aware of their mutual boundary lines and
relative purposes. Scientific knowledge is particular and specific

knowledge, dealing with definite objects; it is not concerned with
Being, nor with the fundamental philosophical realization that

thinking an object presupposes a thinking subject, and vice versa.

Scientific knowledge establishes no values, nor is it able to answer
the question of its own meaning. But, although it is thus distinct

from philosophical inquiry whose domain begins where that of

science is terminated, science is essentially indispensable for

systematic philosophical reasoning. Without philosophy, science

would not understand itself; but without science, philosophy
would lack not only the compelling evidence of that which is,

but also the practical check of a critical method. Philosophy must
absorb the scientific attitude, not attempt to duplicate the scien-

tific act. Participating in the sciences, philosophy will dissolve

the dogmatism that might rise within them; it thus becomes their

best defense against their enemies. “Living philosophically is

inseparable from the attitude which accepts science without
reservation.’’^® Similarly, any future humanism must be contin-

gent upon the sincere effort to acknowledge, adopt, and control

technology, “the unbounded field of human struggling.’’^

While science and technology thus seem to be dominating the
intellectual scene of modern civilization, they have also clarified

the position and function of genuine philosophical thinking, of

age-old philosophy, — philosophia perennis. Instead of lingering

over the “scientific” aspects of philosophy (e.g., epistemology,

semantics, theory of knowledge and of values)
,
Jaspers resolutely

returns to the root of all philosophical concern, — the question of

the nature and meaning of human existence itself. If philosophy
is to satisfy any modern thinker, it must be “original” and authen-
tic, must reflect his specific situation and problems, and cannot
possibly be found among or appropriated from any of the readily

available systems of the past. Besides being able to stand the
test of the sciences, philosophy must demand the independence of

personal, spontaneous (urspriinglich) origin. “From this origin

^Exhtenz, 9. 29 Rechenschaft, 274.
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alone can be learned what no science can teach us. — Philosophy

demands another kind of thinking, a kind of thinking which,

through knowledge, reminds me, awakens me, makes me find

myself, and transforms me.”^® Gaining its clarity from communing
with the older philosophers (in particular, Kant, Hcgcl, Schelling,

Nicolaus Cusanus, Anselm, Plotinus, Plato) , this philosophical

thinking must be “original” (ursprunglich) and in each age

realize itself historically in accordance with the new conditions.

In an age of science, therefore, philosophy cannot be “naive” and

still remain “true,” if its purpose is to increase the state of

consciousness. Thus philosophy seeks to comprehend the reality

of Being, but neither as a definite content of knowledge (as in

the sciences) nor in mere experience (as in feeling) . Philosophy

strives to get to the point where thinking might become the

experience of reality itself.®^

Now it is a fundamental condition of our conscious existence

that we are inextricably involved in the subject-object relation-

ship of consciousness: whether outwardly or inwardly, we are

always confronted with “objects” of our consciousness. Being, on
the other hand, is beyond this dichotomy: as totality, it can never

be comprehended objectively. Jaspers defines it as the Encompass-

ing (das Umgreifende) which can never be conceived either as

object or as subject but only as that which becomes appai-ent in

the subject-object relation itself. As the realm of references and
relations, the Encompassing does not reveal itself; but it is that

in which everything else is revealed. Even though this thought

operation leads to no rational, objective result, “it transforms

the meaning of the world of objects, by awakening in us a faculty

of sensing what authentically is in the phenomenon."®®

For example, in the interpretation of personalities or their works it

is a fundamental fallacy to confuse the tangible content of ideas, their

definite objects, the sensible character of the existent, — to confuse all

these particulars with the Encompassing. It is only with the Encom-
passing that authentic communication, attraction and repulsion, be-

gin. Everything susceptible to objective statement is on the other hand
merely the language of the underlying seeking attitude, and, as mere
language, it turns into nothingness when the source from which it

arose vanishes. . ,

.

Philosophical thought grows out of the Encompassing. Pseudo-phi-
losophy stands always on the solid ground of a particularity and objec-
tivity that it chooses at will.®®

Mjgjfiitenz, 10. ti Ibid., 12. 82 Cf. TFhdojn, 29-81.

&& Scope, 154. (The above translation gives “das Umgreifende” by the Encom-
passing.)
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The notion of the Encompassing (that which itself cannot be

comprehended) gives Jaspers’ philosophy its distinctive and
characteristic tenor.®* It is the result of a fundamental philosoph-

ical operation: whatever the object of my thinking, it is always

a specific mode of being, never Being itself. Being that is known
cannot be universal, all-encompassing Being; for any view that

we may have of the whole is still within the whole, never the

whole itself. Just as a motorist driving through a great plain

always sees the horizon ahead of himself and never reaches it —
although he will reach points that once were on or beyond his

horizon — our progressive cognition will comprehend ever new
phenomena, while Being itself always seems to recede. The En-

compassing, always unrevealed, is nevertheless that in which
everything else is revealed. To become aware of it in a moment
of spontaneous illumination®® is an act of consciousness not com-

parable with and transcending all objective knowledge.

In a transcendental analysis the Encompassing presents itself

in several modes of the subject-object dichotomy depending on
the level of reflection, namely, whether I, as existence (Dasein),

am oriented toward an environment; whether I, as consciousness-

as-such (Bewusstsein iiberhaupt), am oriented toward objectivity

as such; or whether I, as Existenz, am oriented toward Transcend-

ence (God) . Accordingly, as Being itself, the Encompassing is

conceived as “world” (environment, objectivity) and as “Tran-

scendence” (God) , whereas as Being, which we ourselves are, it

is conceived as “existence” (in which form each of us is a partic-

ular individual) , as “consciousness-as-such” (in which form all

of us are identical) , and as Existenz (in which form we are

authentically ourselves in our historical situation) .®® In each of

these acts of thinking, the Encompassing is included, as it were,

without ever being in itself recognizable. As existence and con-

sciousness-as-such, the individual realizes himself in a framework
of references and contingencies. Existenz, on the other hand, is

the act in which the individual, spontaneously and independently,

realizes his origin, in the Encompassing “through the mediation

84 “The philosophy of the Encompassing is the logical foundation of the phi-

losophy of Existenz. (It seeks to understand the meaning of all knowledge; it seeks

to drive knowledge forward and to comprehend it within its boundaries; it wants
to make receptive for ‘origins.’ It desires to teach how to be ‘oneself’ in thinking,

and how to have Being unfold itself through thinking.) It insists on the extreme
objectivity of knowledge and, at the same time, on the extreme subjectivity of self-

illuminating Existenz, knowing that both are contingent upon each other, and that

the one cannot be gained without the other.” Wahrheit, 209-210.

S5 Cf. Existenz, UL 86 Cf. Wisdom, 28-33.
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of history and thought.’’®’’ On the boundary between the objectiv-

ity of the specific and the realm of infinite possibilities there is a

momentary act in which the self straddles the gulf between the

world and Transcendence and realizes itself as participating in

the meaning of all existence. “Existejiz is being a self suspended

between itself and Transcendence from which it derives its being

and on which it is based.”®® As Existenz, our origin lies beyond

empirical and objective reality, beyond the generality of con-

sciousness-as-such, and beyond the practical and theoretical ideas

in which human life is generally classified (Geist). This our

Existenz becomes manifest (1) in the dissatisfaction man experi-

ences with his own life, knowledge, and intellectual world,
(2 )

in the desire to live unconditionally in the face of all traditional

dicta and values, (3) in the unceasing urge to attain unity tran-

scending any and all modes, of the Encompassing, (4) in an

unfathomable consciousness of participation in the primordial

existence of the world, and (5) in the consciousness of immortal-

ity, not conceived as nftre self-perpetuation in another form but

as a feeling of participation in the evolution of history.®®

What Existenz is, as a content, cannot be put into words: its

experience is revealed in an act of transcending. It is no state of

consciousness, for consciousness binds man to the sphere of objects:

nor is it a value that can be possessed or applied, for man can be
deprived of his values without ceasing to be “he himself.” Exist-

enz, or being a self, lies beyond all specific conditions; indeed,

negation of all but Transcendence is one of the fundamental
characteristics of its realization. Nevertheless, the experience of

a boundary, instilling in the individual the consciousness of

infinite possible freedom, provides for the ‘existential’ nucleus

of man which ceases only upon his physical or spiritual death.'*®

No science is able to furnish a complete and lasting definition

of man; no anthropology, no theory of art or of religion can com-
prehend, or ever present in a knowable formula, the real existence

of man, the true reality of art or of religion. He who believes that

he knows himself or the nature of man clings to an abstraction

which, in view of the historical uniqueness and unrepeatable
reality of the present moment— and the infinite number of such
moments and reference patterns — is necessarily an illusion.

Existenz is being a self that discovers reality neither in the world
of the senses nor in that of abstract concepts, but in the uncon-
ditional momentum of transcending, “Just as the sense organs

10, Existenz, l*l

.

141

40 Cl O. F. Bollnow, Existenzphilosophie (3rd ed., 1949), 23.
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must be intact in order to perceive the reality of the world, the

selfhood of possible Existenz must be prepared and alerted in

order to answer the call of Transcendence.”^^ Only in facing

Transcendence is man — as iSxwtenz — independent and respons-

ible for himself; the question is whether, by his inward action,

he accepts this challenge and struggles for his participation in

Being or whether he resigns himself to being a mere representa-

tive of “man.” “Thinking philosophically I remain suspended
between the effort of realizing my potentiality and my being

granted (Geschenktwerden) my reality. As a thinking individ-

ual, man is constantly tempted and prone to identify himself with

a specific mode of being, — with the immediate reality of his

sensations, with the categories of consciousness, or with some form
or classification of intellectual or cultural life. As Existenz, he
seeks to extricate himself from this tendency of falling back into

such generalizations.

I take myself in hand, I experience the decision for which I am
responsible; but this process of becoming a self is synonymous with
the most sensitive listening to Transcendence without which it would
not be taking place. In my actions, in my resistance, success, failure

and defeat, and ultimately in my thinking — which comprehends and
conditions all of these — I undergo the experience in which I perceive

the symbol of Transcendence. Whatever occurs, and whichever way I

am involved in it, resembles the relation of question and answer. I am
a receiver tuned for that which befalls me in that I am in relation to

it. My struggling with myself and with the things is a struggling for

Transcendence which appears to me only as a symbol with the imma-
nent world. I project myself into the world of factual experience, into

the reality of doing in victory and defeat, because this alone is tire

realm in which I hear that which is.^®

The touchstone of Existenz, therefore, cannot be any given
reality to which a man might attach himself, nor any abstract

standard of truth according to which that which he does is either

right or wrong; nor can it be the ideal that he would most like

to “represent.” For rational understanding (Verstand) — hecaxise

it tliinks in abstract generalities— JExesienz remains an enigma.
For ever alert reason (Vernunft), which hovers between the pru-

dent ignorance in matters of the whole and the desire for truth,

it is an expression of the will for freedom. For Existenz is not
based on itself but depends on the participation in something
else — Transcendence —, and only the degree to which it is able

i'i- Philosophic HI (“Metaphysik”), 150.

«7Wd., 152. 48 7biU, 151.
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to perform this relationship in an act of communication lends it

its substance. However, the very performance of this act is beset

by the risk of backsliding into objectification and generalization.

Thinking and speaking are bound to communicable, i.e., general

contents. Hence, any statement that aiitis at the illumination of

Existent must be both of general and of quite personal, specific

validity. Still, the philosophy of Existent is precisely not concerned

with tlie gieneral, but seeks to transcend it in the search for

p^ible Ej^stent.

\
thinking has two sides, one of which, by itself, is untrue

(the merely general), whereas the other, by itself, is impossible (speech-

\ less Existent)', combined as a whole, they form a fortunate coincidence

of expression which is beyond the readies of conscious methodology.

— It is, as it were, thinking with two wings which is successful only

when both wings beat simultaneously, — thinking in terms of possible

Existent and thinking in terms of the general.**

Expresssing itself in terms of tlie general, possible Existent is

intent upon itself and others in order to find itself in both. For

it appeals to others, not to all, as scientific thinking docs. And it

finds confirmation not in any other individual, but only in the

one who recognizes that that which is no longer expressible in

general terms belongs to him as the complement of the general

element in him.

Existent, like existence, is realized in the medium of time;

but it is distinguished from the objective reality of the world
in that it springs into operation in decisive moments, freely and
spontaneously; whereas the latter is subject to causality in the

time series. Objective reality is persistent in the duration of time;

Existent is saltatory and evanescent. Time, as a form of logical

consciousness, is objective, measurable, and capable of being
experienced by everyone; accordingly, it is a medium of imper-
sonal, unfulfilled permanence and without specific significance

and inner relation to the self except that of consciousness-as-such.

For Existent, however, time is the present moment in which
irrevocable decisions convey the assurance of freedom, for which
nothing else can be substituted, or it is the future whose very

undecisiveness holds infinite possibilities of choice. Thus, in its

particular historical consciousness. Existent has its own (relative)

time, and its reality depends on the intensity with which it acts

in the present moment as if it were for all time.*®

It is within the time dimension, then, that ‘existential’ philoso-

^Philosopkie II (”Existen2erhellung'% 11. 45 17-18.
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phy seeks to awaken a radical consciousness of man by appealing

to the individual self in an age in which the individual himself,

sociologically and psychologically, fs threatened with being swal-

lowed up by mass institutions and mass norms. In contrast to

other prevailing metaphysical conceptions, which are generally

materialistic or pantheistic by nature, ‘existential’ philosophy

emphasizes the temporal limitations that separate the individual

from the whole and therefore activate its inner mobility and

freedom. However, speaking about Existenz is not the same as

speaking about “the individual” as a possible content of knowl-

edge. Philosophical reasoning which aims at certitude through

consciousness of being within the consciousness of self seeks to go

beyond such conceptual abstractions as “the individual.” Its

method is discursive and divinatory at the same time; it proceeds

in the circular motion of dialectics and through the leaps of

historical understanding; it seeks to imbue the abstractions of

dialectics with historical content and to validate the historical

with the dialectical laws of reason.

In this perspective Existenz may be realized as an infinite variety

of human relationships which, though often logically contra-

dictory, are sanctioned by actual experience. For example,

while, as an empirical individuality, I may be fully devoted to a spe-

cific job, I am, as possible Existenz, more than this empirical individ-

uality and more than that objective, impersonal matter-of-factness

which is required, e.g., of achievements in political, scientific, eco-

nomic life. Although Existenz is realized only through such participa-

tion in the actual historical process, it is engaged in a struggle against

the inscrutable principle of the world encroaching Upon it; still it is

through this principle that Existenz discovers itself and it is against it

that Existenz strives to maintain itself in the eternity of Being, though
it may founder in the world.^«

Touched by the concreteness of the empirical moment, Existenz

wills eternity. It dwells in the silence of loneliness and it unfolds

in the discourse of communication. As the will for freedom it

asserts itself most strongly in the bonds of dependence. Existenz

knows the gloriousness of life in elevated moments as well as the

fears of mortality. In the mutability of practical life it maintains

loyalty to its own being and to him who partakes of its com-
munication; but this loyalty is silent and does not assume the

form of a repeatable creed. In the face of despair over the un-

reliability of worldly affairs, Existenz maintains trust in the

essential quality of man and faith in a reasonable order of things.

*SZbid^7.
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Tempted by the lure o£ nihilism, it ventures belief in existence.

Most specifically Existenz is revealed in the “ultimate situa-

tions” of life in which rational consciousness no longer can

conceive of a plan of behavior. In fact, mere practical under-

standing seeks to ignore or evade them. Such ultimate situations

are above all the inescapability of struggle and suffering, of guilt

and of death.*'’’ In tlte course of human civilization these forms

of “destiny” have represented the greatest dilemma. Understand-

ably they have led to many modes of public or private disguise

or other compensatory forms of adjustment. The fact that ulti-

mate situations are terminal, that they cannot be penetrated,

transcended, or reduced to recordable knowledge, and that behind
them there is no horizon left, makes their ‘existential’ relevance

inescapable. Since they are no ordinary situations which might
be altered or controlled, rational consciousness is at a loss in

facing them. To be sure, in the course of history, rational thinking

has achieved a relative degree of individual and collective security

through social legislation and control of natural forces: however,

it has not eliminated the realities of death, aging, sickness, of

guilt or struggle, nor the risks they involve. They must be met
individually. Thus individual man shows his ‘existential’ sub-

stance in the manner in which he rises to meet these boundaries
of empirical life, whereas rational consciousness remains this side

of them, be it in indifference or escape or helpless dejection. In
situations such as tliese, the individual, as Existenz, may become
aware of the foundations of all Being and, though not objectively

conscious of their significance and content, act in a manner
singularly historical and inimitable. “Experiencing ultimate situ-

ations and existing are one and the same thing,”*® For here it is

shown whether a man will return into the shelter of conventions
and traditional ideologies and doctrines, or whether he will act

in a manner of which he alone is capable. Facing the alternative of
Being or Nothingness, Existenz discovers itself dirough a decision
transcending all empirical considerations. Here neither idealistic

defiance nor romantic surrender, neither materialistic disbelief

nor pious devotion will suffice. For the question is whether a man
will yield or dodge the issue, or whether he will choose a path
that none h^ walked before him, guided by the truth that, for
him, the objective no longer is knowledge but faith.

To the literary critic to whom both idealism and materialism
appear as mere ideologies and therefore as equally relative and
fallacious, the reflections on philosophical faith represent the
« Ibid., 20I-2S4. 48 Ibid., 204.
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core of Jaspers’ existentialism. He will realize at this point that

the stern and strenuous dialectic of ‘existential’ reasoning is

indeed more than subjective speculation and that its target— in

spite of all self-illumination or, rather, on account of it — is the

ultimate question of reality,^® It must be remembered that the

immediate reality of experience and observation, though a sine

qua non, is ‘existentially’ insufficient, partly because individual

factuality is truly endless and inexhaustible, partly because any

fact can be interpreted within the frame of countless relation-

ships. ‘Existentially’ relevant reality is not identifiable with any
given objectivity, nor with any concept of a harmonious whole:

the one is merely “factual,” the same for all, and as such without

latitude for the freedom of possible thinking; the other is in fact

an aesthetic, deceptive harmony. Rather, the experience of ‘exist-

entially’ relevant reality is transitory, unrepeatable, and contained

in the Encompassing. Comprehending such reality “historically”

is not the same as knowing it as a historical fact; but it can be
experienced by venturing the possibilities which the present

moment holds for me. In any such supreme venture, man takes on
the challenge of Transcendence itself. “Only through realizing

the transitoriness and absoluteness of all being (Geschichtlichkeit)

do I become aware of Transcendence itself, — only through Tran-
scendence does transitory life assume historical substance.”®® And
again: this experience of reality is “like a break-through through

phenomenality.”®^ Existenz, or the highest freedom of man, is ex-

perienced in two ways simultaneously — in freedom from the world
and in a profound bond with Transcendence.®® Metaphorically

speaking, this experience places man, who is always on his way
toward his horizon, into a position in the horizon where he finds

himself in immediate relationship with the Encompassing. We
reach “the climax and goal of our life at the point at which we
ascertain authentic reality, that is, God.”®® This act of Existenz

in which Transcendence becomes transparent in its reality is the

essence of philosophical faith. “Faith is life out of the Encompass-
ing, it is guidance and fulfillment through the Encompassing.”®*

Within his own personal and historical situation and without
the need of an intermediary, the individual (der Einzelne), as

Existenz, is confronted with a supreme and ultimate decision —
the decision whether, in the extreme anguish of ultimate situa-

tions, he will preserve the faith in reality (God) and in his own
selfhood and independence, acting as it were for all time to come

49 Existenz, 55. so Ibid., 64. 6i Jbid., 68.

82 Wisdom, 45. 5S md., 47. 84 Scope, 17.
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— or whether he will abdicate as a self, offer rational or even

“scientific” reasons as excuses and thereby surrender to the faith-

less, anonymous power of nihilism as an escape.

If thinking philosophically means: learning how to die, it does so

not by abandoning the present in fear and with thoughts of death,

but by intensifying the present through never ending activity in the

light of Transcendence. Hence, Transcendence means nothing to us

if everything that is, is merely ‘a form of life’ for us; and likewise.

Transcendence is everything to us if that which is essential to us is so

only in relation to Transcendence, or as a symbol of Transcendence.®®

The first of these conclusions is the conclusion of nihilism which,

as a modern attitude, can no longer be ignored. The second is the

attitude of existentialism; in fact, ‘existential’ philosophy received

its impetus and meaning by bracing itself against nihilism.®®

Philosophical faith is seeking to apprehend “truth,” not many
truths. In this respect it occupies a position between religion and

science. Like religion it is “wrestling with God.” But is distin-

guished from religious faith in that it cannot surrender its own
will of Existent to the will of God, or dismiss personal reasoning

in favor of a dogma. Like science it demands an absoluteness of

truth; but it refuses to accept the universal validity of scientific

knowledge as an absolute by which to live. The unconditional

by which I exist is precisely not universally valid but “historical”

and unrepeatable, and, therefore, not true for all. ‘Existential’

philosophy agrees with Lessing who preferred the search for

truth to the possession of truth;®’^ and it agrees with Kant who
confessed that he had to deny knowledge in order to make room
for faith.®® ‘Existential’ philosophy is the attempt on the part of

the thinking individual to participate in reason; but unlike

pantheism which views the things of life as a universal mind
(“God”) would view them — in their timelessness and intrinsic,

unalterable meaning— it conceives of reason only in the historical

realization in each individual. In fact, in recent years, presumably

when “existentialism” was threatening to become a fashion, Jas-

pers himself suggested that the name of “philosophy of reason”

be substituted for that of ’“existential’ philosophy.”®* Reason,

as the Encompassing within us and without, is revealed as the

age-old desire for truth, centered within individual Existent.

Its atmosphere is present within the great works of poetry, pri-

^^ExisteriZt 71. Scope, 173, 176. Lessing, Bine Duplik,

58 Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, Introduction to 2nd edition. (Smith transl.)

59 Anti-Reason, 63.
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marily in the great tragedies,®® and hence it seems particularly fit

for the interpretation of poetry. In brief, “philosophy, always in

the form of individual effort, strives to realize universality, to

preserve men’s openness, to distill the simple, to concentrate it

and illuminate it in its unfathomable depths.’’®^

III.

The philosophical purpose of literary criticism and interpreta-

tion, in the light of existentialism, lies beyond the mere “knowl-

edge,” the mere “enjoyment,” or the mere “understanding” of

literary art. Where criticism seeks to discern reason in its widest

possible scope, it transcends the level of aesthetic, psychological, or

sociological curiosity. This position is exemplified by a casual

though not insignificant remark by a poet himself.

In the discussions on the nature of poetry which fill the corre-

spondence of Goethe and Schiller during the summer of 1797,

Goethe reflected on the indifference of a metropolitan public in

matters of poetry: The constant whirl of gaining and consuming,

he observed, does not permit a genuine poetic atmosphere to be

produced or communicated; for poetry demands calm and col-

lected spirits, it isolates man against his will, it thrusts itself

repeatedly upon him and is therefore as inconvenient as a

clinging paramour. — Compared with Goethe’s composed irony,

Schiller’s impassioned plea reveals an injured soul: Through
poetry, he wrote, people on the whole cannot be made to feel

comfortable but rather uncomfortable, and if a poet cannot

achieve the former he must try the latter. “One must inconven-

ience them, disturb their comfort, one must alarm and perplex

them. Poetry must appear before them as one of the two — either

as a genius or as a spectre. Thus alone will the public learn to

believe in the existence of poetry and acquire respect for the

poet.”®2

These observations throw a light on the aims and purposes of

existentialist literary criticism. Rather than pursue objective

cognition of literature as a purpose in itself, it seeks, through the

experience of literature, to intensify the consciousness of human
existence. Goethe and Schiller believed in an appeal of poetry

through which individual man is drawn from his center of self-

possession and integrated into an imagined higher order of

^^Existenz, 53; Wahrhett, 119. Scope, 117.

62 C£. Goethe, Gedenkausgabe der Werke, Briefe und Gesprdche, ed. Beutler

(1950), XX, 887, 398.
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reason. For Schiller, freedom through catharsis was a matter of

aesthetic experience. Convinced tliat “the higher his purposes,

the more will man groAV,” Schiller strove in his plays “to stir up
the deep foundations of man.”*'* Existentialism, too, endeavors

to arouse the experience of freedom in individual man; but it

differs from Schiller’s idealism in that the latter views man as

complete or perfectible in an abstract universality, whereas

existentialism, maintaining that man is of divided nature, seeks

to enact radical awareness for Transcendence in the depth of our

own origin and historical self.

In view of this difference it might be said that existentialism

performs another “Copernican turn:” as criticism, seemingly

dealing witlr given works and authors, it is in reality a critique

of our own concept of man. Philosophizing in the spirit of Kant’s

Critique, existentialism does not ignore “objectivity” in a .sort

of mystical contemplation; to the contrary, it seeks to mobilize a

maximum of possible scientific information about literature in

order to incite, at the limits of such information, the individual

effort to realize universality and to preserve the historical authen-

ticity of human Existenz. 'I’hough its eyes are trained at a univer-

sal, its appeal is directed at the historical .self.

The relationship bettveen literary criticism and ‘exisleutiar

philosophy may therefore be summarized as follows: Criticism is

a scientific discipline: we expect its contents and findings to be

generally transmissive. "Existential’ thinking, on the other hand,

leads to no “results;” it cannot be universally transmitted but
must be enacted by each “self” in his own way and according to

his own situation. Criticism seeks to establish universally valid

standards of judgment; existentialism reminds us that, in doing
so, we become aware of man’s limitations and being-in-relation

with Transcendence. The two do not exclude but complement
one another; the shortcomings of the one are balanced by the

achievements of the other. As a scientific pursuit, the critical

study of literature possesses the advantage of certainty; it may
fail whenever, tlirough generalization, the critic himself becomes
a victim of his own method. ‘Existential’ thinking, on the other

hand, makes us sensitive to historical origins and authentic rela-

tions and thus keeps in check the dangers of abstraction and
generalization; it may fail whenever, in the absence of proofs, its

intellectual efforts lead to mere dialectical rhetoric. No criticism

will ever be final; nor will the mystery of a masterpiece ever be
exhausted by any one critical recon.struction. ‘Existential’ criticism

68 Schiller, Wallenstein (Prologue).
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takes its cue from human existence itself: “As an individual, each

of us reaches the end of his life without really knowing what it

is. He achieves nothing definitive, but remains on a road which

merely breaks off and ends in no absolute goal.”®* Held against

the disillusioning tenor of this observation, many a masterpiece

of literature seems to suggest an answer as being an image of

possible perfection. Yet in the moment in which criticism should

succeed in pointing at "existential" origins, their truth becomes

an abstract and universally valid content and ceases to be ‘existen-

tially" “true.”

In conclusion, then, these inferences may be drawn: If ‘existen-

tial’ philosophy is an attempt to arrive at a certitude of the “self,”

its enactment is personal and cannot be imitated nor transferred.

Its method must be systematic, but it offers no system. Its prin-

ciples are those of independent thought which Kant described as

“to think for oneself,” “to put ourselves in place of everyone

else,” and “always to think consistently.”®® Thus philosophy

ventures to escape from the prison of conventions, opinions, con-

cealments, and unquestioned traditions into which the run of

life has led us. Its sources lie in man’s wonderment, his doubt,

and in the sense of forsakenness when he begins to inquire into

himself.®® Its possible achievements cannot consist in furnishing

new “contents,” or in presenting complete or conclusive Weltan-

schauungen. Therefore existentialism meets with distrust the

general belief in mere “progress,” as long as this belief considers

the later and newer to be automatically superior to the older

and earlier; but it is genuinely preoccupied widi the phenomenon
of progress itself, insofar as human achievements, accomplished

in periods of transition, may reveal the active forces of authentic

Existent in the moment of crisis and change. That would mean
tliat in the medium of time all reality is viewed as being in a

process of change and transition,®^ a process which in the medium
of thinking is duplicated by that of transcending. Thus, in every

aspect and on every level of thought, Jaspers’ existentialism proves

64 Scope, 156,

65 Kant, Critique of Judgement, Par. 40. (Bernard transl.)

60 Wisdom, 17.

67 '‘The great transitional phenomena are merely the highest configurations of

what is constantly taking place: all reality, in its pertinent state of transition,

everything, even the least exalted, in its uniqueness and authenticity, is at the same
time end and perfection. Everything which uniformly endures, everything that has

been handed down and can be repeated, is only the medium in which the essential

is realized. The traditional makes the historically relevant possible; but it does not
persist as what it originally was. It is knowable, discernible, conceivable; but it is

no longer present in him who contemplates it and reflects upon it.** Wahrheit, 905.
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to be a dynamic philosophy of movement which, witli every step,

performs an act of transcending possible contents of knowledge

until it comes to a halt in Transcendence itself. In philosophical

faith it advances toward the horizon to totality, knowing full

well that the latter will never be reached.

Doubtless the structure of ‘existential’ thinking, its high regard

for the idea of truth as totality, owes much to Hegel. With stem

consistency, similar to Hegel’s, it performs circles of dialectical

reasoning in which every result is a new starting point of inquiry.

With similar consistency it seeks to guard itself against the dangers

of abstraction which, in Hegelianism, imply a loss of this historical

substance and of the ethical responsibility of the individual “self.”

Existentialism is akin to Kant and German Idealism when it

purports to restore reason (Vernunft) as the genuine vehicle of

philosophical thinking, distinguishing it from its strongest adver-

sary— and ally —, objective understanding (Verstand). The rela-

tionship between these two powers of the mind and, implicitly, the

possible relationship between ‘existential’ philosophy and a prag-

matic philosophy of experience, appears to have been anticipated

in one of Goethe’s maxims: “Reason is concerned with Becoming
(das Werdende); understanding is concerned with that which has

already become (das Gexuordene). The former does not inquire:

what for? The latter does not ask: where from? Reason delights

in the act of developing; understanding desires to retain every-

thing developed in order that it may use it”®® The implications

of this distinction for the evaluation of literature are evident.

They signify an almost complete reversal of traditional criticism:

they suggest that the “causes” of a literary creation lie beyond
the pale of understanding in the “origins” of possible Existent;

and they intimate that an explanation in terms of “intent” may
fall short of the aim because the “purpose” of genuine art tran-

scends that of limited, practical consideration.

Jaspers’ ‘existential’ philosophy is distinguished by the serious-

ness of its purpose and the solemnity of its performance. In view
of its ultimate objective — “to remind man of himself” — it would
be out of place to look for anything but this consistent earnestness.

In regard to literary criticism, therefore, it may be concluded
that the existentialist perspective lends itself primarily to the
interpretation of high tragedy; that is to say, existentialism will

recognize the validity only of such works of literature in which
man is shown in defeat when venturing his freedom in the face

of Transcendence. (It need not be stressed that the poetic pre-

Goethe, Gedenkattsgabe, DC, 571.
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sentation o£ this ultimate situation is not necessarily confined to

the dramatic genre). Consequently the literary critic will not

find in Jaspers’ work any metaphysical interpretation of humor or

comedy, whereas the tragic, as a fundamental mood of Existenz,

is accorded extensive treatment.®® This failure to consider humor

or any other form of indulgence for human weakness and imper-

fection has sometimes been felt as a flaw, especially since the

presence of the element of humor in life and in literature seems

to testify to its importance for the preservation of personal balance

and emotional freedom.

The tragic, an image of Being in the medium of time, reveals

the fundamental structure of human existence, — its irrefutable

finality. Comedy possesses no such ultimate significance unless it

is conceived as containing the potentially tragic in pleasurable

disguise. In the mood of the comic the individual is being pre-

served as individual; he neither transcends nor does he perish;

instead he is able to return relieved and refreshed to his daily

pursuits. With its view toward Transcendence, existentialism

recognizes no such freedom and relief as essential. For authentic

freedom is enacted in the alternative between the world and

Transcendence in a vanishing moment of time, whereas the free-

dom of comic relief is but an imagined, timeless freedom of

aesthetic play which must appear as dubious as soon as we return

to reality and the world of change. The tragic is part of reality,

the comic is not. Existentialism demands that reality be faced

rather than evaded, and that life be lived in a twofold relation to

time and temporality— with the current of history, toward and

in the service of those who come after us, and in the life that

cuts across the current of history, in personal responsibility to

an unrepeatable present and to Transcendence which alone can

set man free.'^®

It cannot be denied that the unremitting call for alertness which

issues from Jaspers’ philosophy in its battle against nihilism is

both arousing and stifling. It is arousing in that it derives from

genuine love and respect for man; it is stifling because it denies

thinking the possibility of recuperative repose. For, in the words

of Byron, even “the heart must pause to breathe, and love itself

have rest.’’ According to Jaspers, the philosopher is granted no
such rest. Not only is he “the heart in the life of time, but he is

able to express the time and, by holding up a mirror before it,

determine it intellectually.’’’'^ It has been pointed out above that

C9 Wahrheit, 915-961. Also in Tragedy.

TO Scope, 157. Rechenschaft, 13.
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tlie humanistic mission o£ existentialism, its conc:era about tiie

future of man, its appeal to tlie self, its cifort of transcending,

possesses a historical parallel in the writers of late medieval satire

who never tired holding up the mirror before their times, re-

minding their readers of the inadequacy of human nature and

reason before the reality of time and being, and alerting them to

the necessity of faith. In both instances tlie intensity of eschato-

logical consciousness is fundamental and real; and the warning

against nihilism in Jaspers’ philosophy is no less urgent than the

medieval cautioning against worldliness. In both instances, tlie

searching for truth — "de Veritate” — calls for the merciless un-

masking of human foibles; but the mercilessness springs from
compassion for man as much as it does from love of “wisdom” —
“Philosophia.” For it is age-old wisdom rather than knowledge

that judges man in terms of despair or of hope: either as the

being which has lost faith in God and himself or as that which
exists as a self in being oriented toward Transcendence.

Existentialism demands self-transformation, self-idcntification,

and communication with the entirely alien. As to the specific task

of literary criticism, a word of Goethe, who in many re.spccts came
peculiarly close to precepts of Jaspers’ existentialism, may indicate

the direction: “All excellent things oppress us for a moment,
because we do not feel equal to them; only if we subsecjuently

assimilate them, joining them to our intellectual and emotional

energies, shall we love and value them.” literary criticism, in

the sign of ’existential’ philosophy, desires to be impartial, human,
and free; still it will always be confronted with particularizing

tendencies which will press it into the service of sociological,

psychological, theological, aesthetic, and political interests.
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REPLY TO MY CRITICS*

1. Place and Task of the Reply

WHEN an author sees a considerable number of eminent and
well meaning critics of his position gathered around him-

self in a group, it is a strange sensation. If he has listened to all of

them together and consequently has them present in his con-

sciousness, he sees himself as if illuminated by many searchlights

or as if before mirrors held up before him in this illumination.

But the mirrors are not in agreement nor are they flat; they are

of various kinds and have a life of their own. In the one the

author seems to recognize himself at once, whereas in the other

he sees himself transformed in a way which, although quite

natural in itself, appears strange to him. This perplexes him, for

they are, after all, his own concerns which find their reflexion

in those mirrors.

He finds himself challenged to re-examine his position, both

in the particular and with a view to the whole. He cannot go
into hiding, but must be ready to answer. The situation forces

him once again to get an objective view of his own thinking,

guided by the threads of tlie critical points of view. He does not

merely have to attend to definitely formulated problems, but he
must also trace the motives of his own thinking.

If I reflect in order to find my answer, then I must first of all

express my gratitude to the distinguished persons who felt like

concerning themselves so thoroughly with my writings. Secondly

comes the realization that I shall not be able to express this

gratitude sufficiently in my reply. Not merely one’s own insuf-

ficiency hinders him to do justice to all the ideas which have
been advanced, but most of all the available space. It is inevitable

that my reply can touch only a portion of the content of these

essays. The essays in this volume give an impression of the

manifoldness of contemporary thought. What we have long since

known cannot remain hidden in this case either: the fact that

ways of thought are side by side which often have hardly any-

thing in common and yet view each other and try to meet. Each

• Translated from the original German by Paul Arthur Schilpp and Ludwig B.

Lefebre.
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within itself seems unshakable, borne as it is by self-evidence,

which latter is nonetheless not commonly accepted. We are not

certain that we really understand each other. Not only are those

self-evident propositions not universally accepted, but often we
are ourselves unable to express them in any direct fashion, espe-

cially insofar as in each of us they form the almost unconscious

and in any case unilluminated foundation. We do not philoso-

phize — to change the metaphor — together in a brightly illumined

room of identical horizons or points of view. Rather, we first

have to look for that common room. Only the good will to exert

ourselves most strenuously in uncovering our self-evidences, our

px'esuppositions, our points of view and our horizons — our own
as well as those of others --can bring us together. But no one

can survey the whole; tliat is to say, no one is able to pass a

comparative judgment on the totality of the particular types of

thinking, which are determined by those presuppositions. For,

none of us stands outside; each one of us already stands within

his own particular way of drinking and finds himself facing

other intellectual forces. Understanding of remote self-evidences

does not penetrate to the depth of which only he is aware who
lives out of diem. The reality seen by the understanding observer

is not the same as that which supports him.

In this situation I see the following as the task of my reply:

It would be misleading to attempt to group the essays at hand
as a totality, as if it were possible to order their authors in the

pigeonholes of a typology.

Uninteresting also would be a reply which would set out pedan-

tically to ascertain which topics in my works have remained

unconsidered here. For it is of the very essence of philosophers

not to be capable of being broken up into topics, of being

exhausted in subjects (or problems) , but to be a whole; a whole
which [however] gains utterance only in [specific] topics.

That I must often limit myself to categorical assertions will,

I trust, be conceded, in view of the sparsity of space. The specific

arguments which must be given in thought-movements — and
only subordinately in logical conclusions— have been attempted

in my writings, to which the reader is implicitly always referred.

Finally, it seems fitting in this reply not to interpret once more
my own writings, but rather to drink anew on the basis of what
is being said to me. I should not defend my writings; all the

less so since I have no system to protect. What, self-assertively,

I am defending is neither a work nor a confession nor a thesis.
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but the power of philosophical faith which I serve, but which I

did not produce.

Consequently, instead of pretending a false superiority by
means of systematics, I want to reply to the remarks of the

individual authors and to specific theses, with the intent of letting

the origin of my philosophizing become perceptible in the

manifoldness of its aspects. The way I start is purely accidental.

I begin with particulars.

2. Concerning Politics

Hannah Arendt seems to me to have written such an excellent

report on the present world-situation and on the idea of a world-

citizen which emerges from this situation, that I fear that, in the

form of reporting my thoughts, she has often presented me with
her own.

For my own part I must, first of all, correct a bad mistake which
occurred in my discussions of a coming world-federation. Hannah
Arendt has corrected it, without underscoring it. In Origin and
Goal of History (193ff) , I wrote that the inclusive sovereignty of

a federated legal world-order could be limited to matters of

elementary powers — e.g., police and the making of laws — and
in this sovereignty all of humanity could participate by way of

elections. To that I must add: first of all, any world-order is

utopian which is supposed to be realized in its entirety and im-
mediately on the basis of a constructive blueprint. The decisive

fact, a confederation of all mankind, will come into being, if at

all, only by way of a historically growing structure of treaties.

To anticipate this total structure in the form of a plan can only
mean intellectually to master all possibilities of the course of
events and situations, in order to find in each specific political

circumstance the best possible procedure for negotiations and
treaties. A world parliament, if by that is meant a transfer of

present national parliaments to a world-state, is a naive concep-
tion. Experience has taught us what can briefly be formulated as

follows: the absolute sovereignty of a world parliament would,
because of the abstract relationship of humanity-wide elections

to such a mammoth structure — far removed from the individual
person — produce the danger of governmental incapacity, of
chaos and dictatorship. This is in contrast to contractually con-
structed federations and ways of procedure, which develop in
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history, are constituted by each specific situation, organized as

a whole without any particular scheme, and which, therefore,

cannot be devised as a whole in advance. Beyond this the demand
for a reduction of the military to a police force is to be affirmed;

but there must not be a single police force which would be

subordinated to a single worldpower; rather, the police force must

remain a multiple, in each case locally governed force, united

for mutual assistance by international treaties, but not directed

from one central point. In this instance already the very first

step toward centralisation is to be rejected. For, if the police

(which would be identical with the armed forces and have merely

been greatly reduced in number) were to receive their orders

from a single authority, the rise of a terroristic dictatorship would

be almost certain. If armaments were abolished, if there were

no longer any atom bombs, poison gas or cannons, mankind would
still remain the prey of the remaining weapons, if these succeeded

to fall into a single hand. To the rejoinder that, with a multiple

police force, new wars would break out, the reply would have to

be: rather the danger of a war than the danger of a totalitarianism

of the entire world. Rather the danger of war so long as the

situation — regardless of what may happen — leaves open the

struggle for human freedom. Rather such hazard than the quiet-

ude of dictatorship, which, in view of the fact that it would be

a world dictatorship, could no longer be broken up from without,

and therefore not at all, since there no longer would be any
outside.

The statesmen of the future will make people see what they

[the people] really want, because they will realize a moral-

political order — which as possibility lies ready in man — with

man and not against him or over his head. They will need the

creative wisdom of the founders of the U. S. A., but, precisely

because of such wisdom, will not be able to repeat the content of

what they created. They may get orientation from the existing

attempts in history, beyond that of the U. S. A. itself; as concerns

large states, from, for example, the gradation of the treaties of

the Roman Republic with its allies, from the illogical and yet

so effective formations of British self-government; as concerns
smaller ones from the federated life of Switzerland, and from the
hegemonic structures which occurred in Greek, Hellenistic, and
medieval times. Yet none of these phenomena can be their model,
none they will dare to imitate, for everywhere they will see not
merely the successes but also the deficiencies.

The decisive factor in all this — something which Hannah
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Arendt points out — is faith in the honest intent of keeping

treaties. Whoever permits his vision to be blurred as concerns

the enormous reality of the drive for power, of human independ-

ability, of the range of everything which, in spite of the average

dependability of a population, is being kept in check by the

police, although it seems ever and again to break through on a

large scale — whoever does not recognize the still existing incapac-

ity of vast masses of population on this earth for a life treaty-bound

in freedom, such a one cannot achieve genuine responsibility in

his political action. And whoever, on the other hand, thinks that

wars have always existed and always will exist; that the only thing

that matters in this world of beasts of prey is to assert oneself

as a strong and cunning beast of prey together with such betrayal

of the idea of man betrays also every chance J^for mankind]. At
the turning-points of a population’s great decisions such as one
will steer it by an appeal to its vulgar and intoxicated instincts,

instead of arousing the idea of the moral self-education of a

community, an idea which slumbers in all of us. No one per-

ceives the course of possible history. What men can achieve is

the concrete orientation concerning present realities, the knowl-

edge of that for which one wants to strive, and faith in opportuni-

ties. Whoever, intent on an — always — abstract ideal, wants

impatiently to realize that ideal with one blow, actually succeeds

in destroying it entirely. This is why, given an uncompromising
attitude, in the ideas themselves, the path of patience and of

compromise is the only possibility for constructive political activ-

ity. This requires the readiness to master brute force when the

situations demand it, by the strength of one’s own force. No one
can in honesty withdraw from political activity and co-operation

except by such failure to resist on the part of monks and ascetes

ready for death. In spite of all the achieved certainties, everyone

must know that what is at stake is still a matter of life and
death. Statesman is he who realizes at all times that this uncanny
situation constitutes the basis of his responsibility. If he attempts

to hide it from himself and from his people, he remains only an
irresponsible functionary, thoughtless and a danger for everyone.

Napoleon can be defeated only in Napoleonic fashion. But, who-
ever in battling the dragon becomes a dragon himself, has already

lost the battle, even if he wins.

Hannah Arendt compares our present political orientation

with that of Kant and Hegel. The greatness of the political ideas

of these philosophers can, indeed, not bar us from trying to know
better where something quite simple and elementary is concerned.
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This applies at least to Hegel. I am in agreement with Hannah
Arendt’s characterization of him. In the case of Kant, I disagree

with her. For no actual future did Kant expect what he outlines

in the idea of perpetual peace. The task seen by way of the Idea

is placed in time before the infinity of the way of its realization.

Kant’s undeceivable insight into the realities of oar human nature

does not regard the oppositions to the Idea as entirely surmount-

able. But any man who performs the “revolution in thought”

(and this is task and possibility for everyone, but becomes no

one’s secure property) cannot want to do otherwise than work
for the Idea. To explicate the Idea schematically in the form of

outlines and principles, is, according to Kant, the task of philos-

ophy; but it is not its task to set up a program for what can or

should be done here and now. In the spiritual realm of I'ational

philosophical insight this latter emerges only from the responsibil-

ity of the acting political person in each specific singul.ir situation.

At this point Kant did not continue his thought. He did not

grasp actuality nor the meaning of historicity, and therefore also

missed the meaning of the ethics of responsibility, which latter

Max Weber thought through and delimited .so simply and
clearly. The derivation of principles from the Idea, as Kant
attempts it, is, even if not a statement of recipes, in any case

the lighting of torches, which light the way for anyone who sees

the concrete situation in their light. To the Kantian principle

(nothing should be done in war which would make a later peace

impossible) Hannah Arendt convincingly adds this new point:

today nothing should be done in the realm of politics that is

contrary to the solidarity of mankind, which is still to be realized.

No state today is responsible only to itself, but must a.sk itself

what consequences its actions have for the possible free federative

unity of mankind — and with this it is already on the road to

renouncing its absolute sovereignty. What Kant, in the “melan-
choly haphazardness” of historical occurrence, expects as “the

cunning of nature,” I would not, with Hannah Arendt, entirely

reject. Kant not merely points to relationships which, although
outside of human consciousness, nevertheless factually and, after-

wards, recognizably influence human conduct. With his formula
he makes the boundary-line perceptible at which all our reason

would sink into Nothingness, if nothing came to meet it. Just
as Kant, in the moral revolution of each individual, to the extent

to which he exerts himself with all his might, expects that he
will be aided by something which theologians call grace, so he
expects in history something like guidance. But, just as he forbids
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to count on grace or to know at which point it comes into play,

so he forbids to know the “cunning of nature” in concreto. What,

from the point of view of a philosophy of history, he permits is

merely the attempt to write a history in which it is shown in

how far and in how far not— measured by the ideal of reason —
the events and transformations which occurred were advantageous,

and how all this is connected. It seems to me, therefore, that Kant,

too, would acknowledge Hannah Arendt's remark about philos-

ophy as the ancilla vitae, that is to say, that philosophy should

carry the torch before its mistress, not her train behind her.

Kant, who used this simile in his interpretation of the ancient

view of philosophy as the ancilla theologiae, would interpret the

new formula thus: Neither life nor theology can help themselves.

Rather, he who, in the process of philosophizing carries the torch

ahead of those others and seeks justice, knows — in disappoint-

ment and in hope — that he is dependent upon what is beyond

his knowledge. It is decisive, therefore, that Kant can neither —
like Hegel (by changing Kant’s “cunning of nature” into the

“cunning of the idea”) — comprehend, nor, like Marx, politically

act in terms of the thus comprehended. For, philosophy cannot

furnish a complete knowledge of history, and such knowledge

can therefore, also not be used as a means of political activity

(as, for example, natural science can be used for technical

activity)

.

* * # * *

In his moving contribution, Golo Mann avo^vs freedom. He
directs attention to the points in my philosophizing which bear

witness to it and follow from it. Hegel, too, wrote: the basic con-

cept of philosophy is freedom; but Golo Mann speaks in a way
which makes it impossible to mistake Hegel’s meaning for our

own. It seems to me Mann has looked into the very heart of my
philosophizing. This is why I agree so completely, including even

his differentiation of our own position from that of the so-called

neo-liberals, that there is barely anything left for me to say. If,

in some specific formulation, I seem to deviate, this implies less

a correction than a continuation of his discussion. Thus, for

example, at the point where he seems to think that in the playful

scheme of a survey of history, I seem to be speaking of today as a

second pivotal age. No, I have merely compared our own techno-

logical age with the (to us unknown) Promethean age of the

first great inventions of tools, of the making and the use of fire,

and I opined that perhaps a second pivotal age might lie ahead
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of us upon the new material basis, we don’t know just when.

One might also well continue the discussions about prediction,

particularly about the basically different character of possible

kinds of predictions: as, for example, those on the basis of natural

laws, or those resting on statistical probabilities, or those which de-

pend upon reliance on a friend, or which rest on confidence in a

business-partner. In a specific sense, the most dependable predic-

tion is perhaps possible in the sphere of freedom. Still another ex-

ploration would be possible into Golo Mann’s characterization of

my older days as a return to faith. This does not appear to me as it

seems to him. He calls the philosophical faith a Cdrristian faith.

Historically this may not be incorrect; nevertheless I would

prefer to speak of Biblical faith. First and foremost, however, I

assert the independent origin of philosophical faith, which derives

some of its content also from Biblical faith “within the bounds

of mere reason,” but which nonetheless stands in a both necessary

and desirable polarity to the specifically religious faith. Finally I

could wish that Golo Mann were mistaken in his slight hope for

the penetrative efficacy of philosophizing in this world. For, the

political ideas of freedom may, in the long run, very well have an

indissoluble connection with philosophical faith. Despite all

instances to the contrary, I venture the power of philosophic

insight: it alone is reliable. The Vatican enters into concordats

with Hitler and with Franco and tliereby lifts them into the

saddle of international recognition, thus enabling them to con-

clude treaties.

3. About the Que.stion of Aristocracy

Two of the men who are favorably disposed towards my way
of philosophizing reproach me for my aristocratic attitude (Hen-
nig and Fritz Kaufmann)

.

Hennig •writes: “The concept of an invisible contact with a

very few individuals in the world leaves the masses hopelessly

behind.” Fritz Kaufmann considers it tragic that my conjuring
word of 1931, — to save the effectiveness of the best, who are the

fewest— found an immediate answer in Germany: the destruc-

tion, by the tyranny of national socialism, of the attempt to create

a social demoaacy.
Hennig relates the sentence of a few Germans of the year 1946:

"It^ is our ^ilt that we are still alive,” to a sentence which he
claims applies to all of us who still have time and a mind to
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devote ourselves to philosophy: it is our guilt that we can still

wrestle with Existent. For, unintentionally, he claims, existential-

ist philosophy gave a profound meaning to the definition of the

proletarian as the man without Existent. This consciousness of

guilt should not remain metaphysical. Against the aristocratic

trait in my philosophizing Hennig cites sentences from my own
writings which declare that of the spirit only that remains which

is accessible to the masses; that it is the task of the spirit to find

for its content the simplest possible forms in order that humanism
might become accessible to everyone, accessible to man as man.
Fritz Kaufmann misses the power of compassionate love in my
democratic and social volition. “The emphasis on the neighbor-

hood of free Selves on the peaks of Existent prevents Jaspers from
fully realizing the power of compassionate love in which man
must meet ‘in the valleys of human needs’.”^ Something more,

he feels is at stake here than just social welfare, something more
than mere compromise and relief. According to my false concep-

tion, caritas is, in most cases, a condescending attitude towards

man which I regard as incompatible with genuine love. My Geis-

tige Situation der Zeit of 1931 (Age) is said to be a harsh aristo-

cratic document with too little constructive sympathy for man
who finds himself in the gigantic struggles and experiment of

modem life.

These reproaches rest, I think, upon confusions which are

easily possible when dealing with terms like democracy, aristo-

cracy, equality, justice, and love. I shall defend myself against

these reproaches. Precisely such confusions I have tried to illum-

inate:

The regard for the community of the few, who, in their dis-

persion in the world, are always singular and who are united by
their recognition of the highest demands, this does not stand in

opposition to a regard for the chances and rights of every human
being. The regard for the rise of the singular individual is by no
means contradictory to a regard for justice in the conditions of

life which make such rise possible for everybody. The one regard

leads onto the path of philosophizing as the inner activity of the

individual; it makes possible his spiritual purification and deep-

ening. The other regard leads into politics, to the shaping of the

conditions of existence for all.

The opposition between aristocracy and the masses, between
the individual and all, is not of the kind which enforces a choice

between them. What is being called aristocratic in my thinking

1 His paper, pp* 2571 above.
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is never a leaning towards the upper classes, towards the materially

privileged, towards those who rule or are successful. Rather, run-

ning through all of these, I recognize the difference between free-

dom which grows into the responsibility of continuous self-eleva-

tion and mere accidental being which just lives. The singular

individuals of whom I have spoken, the nobility which not just

“is” but chooses itself, this luminosity of the soul, this porver of

love, this veracity and incorruptibility, is to be found in all

social strata, whether publicly recognized or not. Such nobility

bears no external marks of distinction. It makes no claim upon

others, but only on itself. It cannot be found by a selective process.

It is rarely — at least so it appears to me — to be found in the

upper strata of the educated and the wealthy; but when found

there it is likely to be of unique development, depth and clarity.

It is more frequent among the so-called simple people, among
workers and farmers. It is by no means missing among the specifi-

cally so-called nobility, this remainder of a past history. It can

perhaps be resilized in the calm existence and privileged security

of systematic mental endeavor, although deviation towards indul-

ence, towards self-satisfaction, always lies close at hand for the

privileged. It is more real, more dependable, and more tried and

proved in disaster, where works no longer speak, but the soul

itself. But there it is threatened by concealment, as xvell as by
oblivion; there, too, is the danger of physical inability, of perish-

ing by violence and in hopelessness.

The impulse towards justice shows two directions. The one is

concerned with the salvation of the effectiveness of the best.

Unjust envy, which pulls everyone down to the equality of one’s

own nothingness, is not permissible. There must remain the

interest in the representative activity, creativity and existence of

the best, on whom the free man can look with love for improve-

ment. None of us may believe that he can be everything. But
everyone has in himself the possibility, by seizing that wherein
he is given to himself, by freely choosing himself and by inner

activity, to become a being embedded in eternity, whether he
becomes only an indestructible grain of sand, a block of granite,

or a mountain-range.

The second aspect of justice is concerned with the rights of

all men qua men. In spite of the abiding factual injustice of
nature, which lets us become what we are, and of society, which
delimits our opportunities and ever and again also constrains us
unbearably, the impulse toward justice wants to conquer both.
It is the claim of this justice on a moral-political foundation con-
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tinuously to improve the order of existence (Daseinsordnung) in

terms of equalization of opportunity. From it proceeds the de-

mand upon the hidden aristocracy not to seclude itself but to open
up and communicate itself, without self-surrender to be con-

cerned for the possibilities of all men. But justice also lays a

claim upon everyone to choose himself on the road to aristocracy,

which as possibility is denied to no one. The two impulses to

justice, the one concerned with saving the effectiveness of the best

who are the fewest, and the other concerned with the equalization

of opportunity for all, are really inseparable from each other. If

they do separate, both become unjust.

It was in my Man In the Modern Age that I expressed those

observations and exorcized those dangers which made me appear

as undemocratic to these critics of that treatise. However, unless

I am completely deceiving myself, I did it out of the impulse

toward justice itself, which since Plato has been the idea of the

moral state. This idea and its democratic consequences — at this

point contrary to Plato — I have never denied or even restricted.

Fritz Kaufmann sees something ironical in the fact that I

admired Max Weber, who was a democrat, but had no faith in

democracy. But this is not a matter of faith, either for Max Weber
or for me; it concerns rather the idea of human freedom and
justice, which is seeking its way. Only people of good faith can

be good democrats, but not by means of faith in democracy. I

was and still am a democrat. But I am such in the knowledge that

democracy needs to be seen as concrete responsibility within the

specific situation; not as an illusion in which the idea itself

perishes (as was the case, according to my own observation, in

Germany before 1933 and is now again) ; nor as pretext which
destroys it (as in the claims of the totalitarianisms to be democ-
racies) . The critique of specific forms, which political reality

assumes under the name of democracy, is not rejection of the

idea but intellectual labor for it.

F. Kaufmann regrets the absence in me of the warm sense for

justice, which originates in love for the masses. I deny, he thinks,

the caritas, which turns to the masses, to everyone. What appears

as love in my philosophy is really only Plato’s Eros. My inclina-

tion, he intimates, is towards the few lucky ones. My philosophiz-

ing he claims to be rooted in personal communication, not in

sympathy with everyone. I do not recognize the condescension of

God’s love for us, which we imitate in our love for the poor.

To this reproach I offer the following defense. (1) I do indeed
deny any condescending love, which is still worse when it thinks
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of itself as an imitation of God. (2) If Kauftnaun does, as he

claims, have more confidence in communication than I have,

optimism in this regard appears to me as little justifiable as

pessimism. I trace the possibilities of success and failure and,

with Kaufmann, I insist unconditionally upon the road of com-

munication. But I renounce the presupposition of predetermined

success. I am convinced that the chances lor success are far

greater if one is conscious of the dangers which could destroy

communication. (3) The alternative between aristocratic love

and democratic caritas I would like to cancel out in favor of the

recognition of the truth of both in their [rightful] place, but in

such a way that the one cannot really be effective without the

other. (4) It is perhaps really so that I did not let the impulse of

justice and of the love for every man as human being speak

sufficiently in my writings. If this should be so, I deplore it as a

defect. It could improperly have resulted from the fact that I

perceived — properly, I think — in the desire for justice of a Karl

Marx, after a precise study of his work and life, not, indeed, love

nor justice, but the will to power (which itself always becomes

unjust) which arose out of the total, and in its origin unjust,

indigtiation of his hatred. The fateful consctiuences [noticeable]

in the feeling and attitude, in the abstractness and incomnuinica-

bility of his fanatic disciples (in contrast to the thoughts and

endeavors of the British Fabian society and of considerable

numbers among the German social democrats) were visible to

me in many forms through half a century.

4. On the Meaning of History

Hennig bases his essay upon two utterances from my writings:

History has again become a live issue instead of a mere problem
of knowledge; instead of a matter of aesthetic culture the serious-

ness of listening and answering — and, secondly, the way to truth

is found by boundless communication, by the abolition of the

self-limitation of objective knowledge, by love as the final guide.

In his own field of historical studies he had applied what he
believed to have learned from me. Because of his noble gratitude,

however, his helplessness in the presence of the mistaken paths,

which, according to his conception, I have come to tread, sounds

even shriller by contrast. His attack moves me deeply. Indeed,

we are together in so many really essential matters that our
parting company at the most essential of all points is painful to
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him, and to me a confirmation of my love for him in the serious-

ness of that which completely occupies him. But here, where we
speak to each other in public, this constitutes only the personal

background against which objective discussions can take place

with a sharpness from which Hennig, in his formulations, does

not shy away and which I shall not avoid in my reply.

What is under consideration is our relation to history. Hennig
reproaches me for not respecting the transparency of historical

reality in the evidence. In the way in which I speak of martyrs

(namely, in the manifold possibilities of reality which afterwards

counts as martyrdom) Hennig sees an example of the exclusion

of historical reality by a psychological theory. In my application

of the sentence, “No man can be God” to Jesus, he sees a denial

of the witness of the apostles and of two thousand years. My
study of the prophet Ezekiel he considers an extreme example of

objective research, which fails to reach the essence of its object,

because I for my part do not carry through the communication
with it. He finds in me a growing bias in my description of the

boundaries of the Biblical and Christian tradition. The ‘existen-

tial’ attitude towards history, which, according to Hennig, I assert

and demand incontestably, I myself am supposed to be neglecting

in the most essential directions.

As the foundation of all historical knowledge Hennig demands
the awareness of the transparency of tradition. There is awareness

in piety, there is mystery in obscurity, which in bright splendor

suddenly bursts upon the intuition; there is such a thing as the

substantiality of a spirit which really becomes physically present

in the places, monuments, and documents of history. There is

such a thing as an awareness of the myths which speak to us out

of immemorial ages, the handing down of which continues,

particularly by means of one’s own mythical thinking, which
latter is aisle to see what no [rational] understanding compre-

hends. This awareness is always uncritical, and it is entirely

certain of itself because of the present givenness of what is under-

stood. There can be no doubt, any notion of ‘perhaps’ is ruled

out, inasmuch as what is seen is as if bodily present. This is the

view of history which, if I understand correctly, was held by
Bachofen, is held today by Walter Otto and was formerly held

somewhat differently and less strongly by Welcker, a type of view
which, on the basis of their research, is rejected as knowledge by
philologists and historians, as today for example by Nilssen. Such
a view of history was expressed by our great romantic philosophers

and also, e.g., by Grundtvig. The latter says it is impossible to
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make tliis view dear to anyone who regards the spiritual miion,

which unites all generations of men into One Man and this latter

again with God, as folly and chimera.

I myself do not merely follow such a becoming transparent of

history, but I consider it as indispensable to entrust oneself to it

if one does not wish to lose the fullness of one’s own spiritual life

nor tire clearness of one’s own faith, liut the decisive point of the

difference is this: in which sense do truth and reality become

accessible here?

Whatever becomes transparent is present as sensory reality in

tradition, texts, deeds, and symbols. Out of these an actuality

lays hold upon us which is more than all reality. But this actuality

bears another character than any worldly reality. In the first place,

the language of this becoming transparent of reality is tnanifokl:

this language has no character of universal validity as do the'

propositions of science concerning reality. True, this language

is more deeply grounded for us than all science, but not for our

knowledge, but rather for our ‘existential’ potentiality.

It has this character not in any universally valid but only in

historical form, and for us human beings this latter is varied and

objectively not sufficiently survcyable. Faith in this actuality has

the greatest historical effectiveness that can be observed in :m

objectively valid manner. [But] it never reaches all men. Where
this has happened, it has become an historically limited reality

enforced by ecclesiastical power. It is observable how this has

brought about untruth and narrowness. If ever a totalitariiinism

were to dominate the planet and would enforce a single historical

tradition as the only valid authority, the freedom of the language

of Transcendence would become ever less audible, seriousness

would be replaced by fanaticism or by blind, thoughtle.ss obedi-

ence.

In view of the fact that transparency in history is met in varying

forms, Hennig, it seems to me, is quite right in regarding it as a

goal of historical education to learn to distinguish two things: the

admission that a [given] reality may not be transparent for me:
and, the complete rejection of this transparency for everyone.

Here is an example. In my attempt (following the tradition of

Lessing and Kant) to extract philosophical truth from the Bible
and to preserve the same for effective (daily) living, I used the

sentence: “No man can be God,” and applied it to Jesus. To
which Hennig replies that this scarcely strikes at the doctrine of
the deity of Christ (in which point he may be right, although the
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senselessness which I intimated remains just the same) , and that

(by that sentence) I had broken ofE communication with at least

fifteen centuries of our spiritual tradition and with severed hun-
dred million men. I contradict this passionately. I concede that

the dogma in question is “non-transparent” for me; but this is

no reason why I should reject it for others. The fact is, I seek to

co-operate with the kind of historical education, demanded by
Hennig, which is able to make distinctions.

Often enough in my writings I have pointed out the incom-
pleteness of philosophizing, also with regard to the fact that

philosophy has religion as its opposite pole, which philosophy
can neither understand nor prove, which it recognizes and does

not reject, by which it is perplexed and yet toward which its

thinking is directed. But the contradiction sets in at a quite

definite point: namely, where religious sources make assertions

about things in this world which are subject to proof, and where
they make demands as to how I am to behave in this world. Such
instances philosophy does not simply accept, but it examines
them scientifically and enlightens them philosophically in terms
of secular meaning and, on the basis of these, rejects them in

numerous instances. This rejection stops before any genuine
faith, which shows itself in that it demands neither deception
concerning empirical reality nor a sacrificium intellectus nor im-
moral conduct.

As over against all pronounced transparency, against all symbols
which serve as the realities of a possible language of transcendental

reality, there is, on the one hand, one’s own participation, which
is filled by the splendor of the super-sensory, and on the other
hand, an understanding without participation, or else mere
external knowledge and awareness.

For this reason there is, on one side, the danger of the claim,

arising out of one’s own participation, — this happiness of truth —
of demanding that everyone else shall see and believe the same
thing. This is fanaticism. On the other side lies the danger of

regarding as null and void what is not understood instead of

remaining in readiness for the possible. This is intolerance. Both
dangers usually appear together. To guard against these dangers
language contains the word “perhaps,” which is applicable to

everyone except the obviously evil or the obviously absurd. This

“perhaps” is indispensable for the readiness in everyone of us,

in the consciousness of his own limitations, the precise boundary
of which he does not know. But this “perhaps” Hennig rejects in
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me witli tlie pathetic note; there can be no perhaps here. To tltis

I object. The “perhaps” is tlie form of acknowledgment on the

part of one who does not so believe.

Aside from transparency Hennig’s second concept important

for historical awareness is tliat of witness (testimony, Zeugnis).

What is transparent is the reality of handed down testimony. But

what is testimony for Hennig? What is not forgotten but begotten

(bezeugt). Example: “And the Word became flesh . . . John was

its witness.” If such testimony were to be rejected, according to

Hennig such rejection would itself have to be rejected by a

sentence whicli I myself have used in another connection: “If I

say, diis cannot be, I mean, this dare not be.” Hennig uses this

sentence of mine against me. Unjustly; for the sense in which I

“reject” such witness must be clear. I do not reject the assertion

of faith on the part of others, but I recognize it as historical,

which as an insight of faith can not become universally valid. I

own up to a faitli in God, a faith which on its part is historical

and as such cannot lay claim to universal validity; from which is

deducible: a human being cannot be God. I reject the witness-

character of that John [the Baptist]. For, tvitness means both: the

attestation of realities, the same for everyone, which can be

verified by the critical method of comparing the testimonies in

hand — and the confession of faith which I have, but which not

everyone shares or even understands. Confessions of faith are

themselves realities and belong to history. But, whatever it is

to which they bear testimony is no object of historical investiga-

tion. What is witnessed to independently of each other by a group
of contemporaries may achieve a very high degree of probability

that it was so, and as such knowledge may endure for ever and
for all. What millions of men through the centuries here testified

to as the content of their faith is for themselves quite certain, not
just probable; but it can never achieve even a minimum of

knowledge about the reality of the historical event, despite the

fact that it had validity for large groups and long ages. The mean-
ing intended by the believer is for him unconditional truth. But
its content (such, for example, as the resurrection of Jesus) is not
historical reality (whereby its weight as symbol need lose nothing
whatsoever) , but only the fact that men have believed it and
found it attested to, or that they eflEected such a meaning of an
idea. Contents of faith are, qua contents of an expressible nature,

not universally valid for everyone; they may, therefore, at one
and the same time, be admitted as faith and also put in question
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in their claim upon universal validity for all of what has been

asserted.

Hennig’s reference, however, to the millions of men and the

two thousand years of history must be supplemented by the

trivial yet striking reference to the many more numerous millions

who are non-Christians, and to the division among Christians

themselves (even to the point of religious wars) plus the claim of

each confession to possess the true faith, starting as it did with

the split between East and West within the first thousand years

and continuing in the split brought about by Protestantism and
beyond that within Protestantism itself. A Catholic Christian

church exists only by way of the unjustified claim to catholicity.

The idea of catholicity has grandeur, although I myself consider

it impossible without spiritual and in consequence thereof finally

also material violence. The claim to possess such catholicity

impresses all who do not belong to it as arrogance. One must
not grow tired of rejecting this claim, therefore. The idea of such

catholicity is in principle the principle of totalitarianism.

It is nevertheless true when Hennig says: History is not yet

the past in itself, but it exists only by way of the testimonies which
it has called forth. Remembrance is the leap from mere happening
to history. Testimony testifies to the will not to let it fall into

forgetfulness. The historicity of the past we achieve only by the

medium of testimony. But the ambiguity of the concept of testi-

mony dare not be forgotten.

I consider true as well as beautiful what Hennig says about

the transparency of history. History concerns us in its true essence

only when, on the way over everything explotable, we become
clearly aware of this transparency. Research is rewarding only

if from inception it is guided by transparency, but only in the

selection of what is worthy of knowledge, not in the proof of

the correctness of any historical reality, which is demonstrable

or refutable without any transparency as such.

Furthermore, Hennig’s statements about time and history

seem to me to be true and beautiful: the past is irrevocable, the

present undecided, the future possible. The irrevocability of what
is past is for him the source of our responsibility to see it cor-

rectly in its reality. Beautiful, too, is the pointer that every kind
of communication with the past is bound to be one-sided. We
listen, but we get no answer. Every answer is our interpretation.

This irrevocability, he further opines, is inaccessible to sub-

jectivity, which on its part is peculiar to all designs of the future.
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History cannot be tavxght anything by us; rather we have to let

it teach its. Because the past is iirevocablc, it is said to be author-

ity. We become aware of this irrevocability in the transparency

of the past. The elementary limit ivoukl be forgotten if we
imagined we could, in any sense whatsoever, sink ourselves into

the past.

Against this one must ask with all possible determination: Is

there only a single history to be heai'd? Do not men hear it

altogether differently and yet is it not, to all of them, meaningful

in their own particular way? Do we only hear the victorious, that

which has been effective, or also that which has been overcome,

violated, extinguished, insofar as from its hiding place it still

accidentally speaks to us in parts? Do we, in transparent aware-

ness, see only the history of the ecclesia militam and triumphans,

or do we not also hear, out of a “transparency” ivliich seems to

speak to many a one out of gieater depth — especially since

Gottfried Arnoldt — the history of the heretics .as the history of

truth?

Furthermore: Is it pos.siblc at all to hoar history as a whole, as

a single substance, or is it not in its very nature full of many
meanings, full of possibilities for tis? Can not everything in

history in its tran.sp.arency be .seen as something which is to be
acknowledged? Gan not everything in it be justified as authority?

Are not tlie limits of its interpretability infinite?

For, after all, historically we find ourselves in this basic situsi-

tion: We never know the infinite, impenetrable, inexhaustible
whole of history. It is the foundation which we sense only by
virtue of the fact that we continue the struggle which has been
going on all along. In history itself we are, in the very process
of trying to understand it, struggling with the forces that have
arisen in it. We appropriate tluat out of which we live and we
ground ourselves in the history which bears us. We revoke what
was done and thought wherever it appears to us as a strange force
or as untruth. History is irrevocable only in factuality, but not in
its meaning or consequences. We acknowledge historical decisions
not as decisions for always, but will give battle, too, in the name of
the defeated against the victors. Nothing is final except external
reality. This is why we can want to cancel - at least in its effect
- and to extinguish the results of evil, or continue to keep our-
selves within the great polarities which are insuperable. We do
not revise the process by viewing it as a whole, but by keeping
our place within it and by fulfilling the task to which we believe
ourselves destined. We repeat what has been. C. F. Meyer lets
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the dead say, “All our loving and hating and fighting still beats

above in mortal veins . . . We are still seeking human goals,” but

also: “All earthly paths remain bound to what valid propositions

we have found.”

We are historical only if we thus stand in history. We then

pass judgment, and we neither forget nor do we sugar-coat.

History is no uniform, indifferent objectivity of a final nature

(Sosein). We dare not hesitate, wanting to know where we are.

And in this the judgments must contradict each other. One of

these judgments, for example, is this: Eternally cursed be the wars

of the Albigensiansl Pope Innocent III has shown that it is pos-

sible to annihilate an entire culture together with its bearers.

What totalitarianism is repeating with equal unconcern and what
is menacing us as future possibility, was put up at that time as

model for the first time in Occidental history. Worthy of curses

the burnings of the heretics, the Inquisition; cursed should be
all censorship which is as murderous for the mind as were the

former for the body! In radiant splendor stands Giordano Bruno,

representative of Occidental freedom, over against the criminals

who murdered him, stands Spinoza over against the Synagogue

which excommunicated him in a ban which must be read.

No man, no institution, no faith, no knowledge is everything,

none is all-embracing. No one can make the claim to be hearing

history as the one and only true totality. This is why every total

philosophy of history, from St. Augustine to Hegel and Marx,

has lapsed into untruth which in principle is the same through-

out. It entails at the very least an intellectual violation. We free

ourselves from it by listening to the truth in history by means
of being open-minded towards every Existenz. Since, however, no
one hears all truth in history, each one of us ought to acknowledge

his limitations. Everyone, and no less every institutional authority,

ought to know his limits and keep himself open-minded. The
manifoldness of the forms of historical truth is insurpassable. No
one can live out of all of them at once — without self-deception.

But it is possible in love to ackowledge what one is not himself

(without the use of force and without deceiving either one’s self

or others). If one is at all grounded in truth, it is possible to

live with all forms of truth without himself partaking of them.

Whoever cannot endure other truth, proves thereby his own
untruth.

Again I am in agreement with Hennig when he speaks of

responsibility in the face of history: Our historical memory
anticipates the demolition not merely of one’s own history, but
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also the demolition of history and of the past as such. The chasm

of death is bridged in the preservation [of history], but proves to

be unbridgeable because we can only hear what is past but can

no longer receive any answer. Conuiumicatiou with history keeps

in mind the foundation of the continuity of humanity. Expiring

in death is a natural event, but histoi'y effects responsibility. The
past is defenseless, as I shall be when I have died (Schelling says

we have to hope some day to find other defenders, even as we
ourselves are responsible for the defense of our ancestors) . After

my death, says Hennig, I shall be an object of interpretation,

mostly misinterpretation, probably of oblivion — but no longer re-

plying.* The historical shows itself to our love, no longer opens

itself in conversation. But the past in itself is untouchable, it re-

mains secure in its eternity without us. We do less injury to the

past than we do to ourselves when we forget it, misunderstand it,

fail to see it in its transparency. The historian is the custodian

of the consciousness of mankind. Thus far I follow l-lennig with

deep emotion.

But now Hennig severely indicts many of my statenumts about

historical appearances. I speak, for example, of tlie “mytliological

age” before the “pivotal age” as being in a condition of sleep:

Hennig calls tiiis an unkind reduction. I call Jesus the last of the

Jewish prophets: Hennig says that I am doing this against Jesus’

own witness as well as against that of nineteen-hundred years. I

speak of the pivotal period: Hennig considers this a subjective

claim; etc.

These grave errors he interprets as the consequence of a single

basic error: namely that of my acknowledgment of the principle

of selection on the part of the activity of historical interpretation.

As over against that he puts his own assertion: The historian

knows that it is not he who interprets, but that he himself is

being interpreted by the witness of the past. In the same sense

we read: The claim of historicity will be heard all the more
clearly the less the present speaks. Truth lies in the fulfillment

of the overpowering claim of the testimony of the past. The
picturing of history in monumental contemplation and critical

history, both, he thinks, serve to guard against this claim.

Such references seem to me to be ambiguous. They deny the

differentiation between objective, scientific, historical knowledge
and the historical view, which is capable, out of ‘existential’

sources, to be aware of Existenz. This differentiation, which in

• Which constitutes the major reason for the existence of THE LIBRARY OF
LIVING PHILOSOPHERS. Ed.
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methodological discussions is usually spoken of as the differentia-

tion between the determination of facts and evaluation, Hennig
regards as an error of the “third estate” since the 17th century.

This differentiation, he claims, was unknown to all former Occi-

dental as well as to the entire Asiatic interpretation of history.

But it is precisely this differentiation which constitutes the founda-

tion of critical research. It is part of modem science, which is,

indeed, something new and grand in the history of the world.

It does by no means imply that, after the differentiation, what has

been differentiated is not again closely connected; but it does

mean that both (aspects) become pure, clear, and truthful only

on the basis of the distinction. It seems to me that there has

ensued in Hennig’s statements a collapse of the modem scientific

consciousness, which (latter) has produced realistic critical re-

search, (and therefore) the science of history. When Ranke re-

marks he would like to extinguish himself in order that he might

see purely what was historical, there lies in this remark, in the

first place, that principle of critical historical research with its

distinction of the type and validity of testimony; and, secondly,

the aesthetic attitude of looking on, which finds its infinite satis-

faction in getting to see the realities of history with your very

eyes. Inasmuch as historical reality is inexhaustible, one must
agree with Hennig that the principles of selection in historical

science do not arise out of any presumption of the right to selec-

tion, but out of “the humble admission” of the limitations of our

open-mindedness; the principles of selection are methodical rather

than philosophical. But one must add that, first of all, scientific

historical research and description is entirely conscious of the

fact that all of its points of view are merely attempts; that all

principles of selection require in the final analysis a justification

of their meaning which cannot be found within science as such

(because research may achieve completely correct results which,

however, as merely correct, are of no significance at all) . And,
secondly, it must be added that the relation between a view of

history and the actual occurrences in history, between scholar

and object, between the present and the past, is not a one-sided

but a reciprocal one. The activity of the investigator in his

sketches, proceeding as he must from the present reality which
he is, cannot be replaced by an empty point, which latter could

be filled up only from the past. Rather, one who views (things)

historically is comparable to a living mirror, which cannot be
detached from what it mirrors. Criticism is concerned as much
with the mirror as with what is mirrored, as much with the
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methods, the subjectivities, and the obligations of the investigator

as with the reality of what is past. It is an extraordinarily involved

intellectual structure which arises here. I’he responsibility in it

is enormous, but it cannot simply be reduced to the principle of

letting oneself be determined by the past.

To this problem discussed by Hcnnig belongs also an unusually

penetrating formulation of a question by Jeanne Ilerscli. She

sketches a picture of the dying of tradition in the life of uxlay.

She is in agreement with my tendency to preserve tradition every-

where by means of philosophical faith and by factual participa-

tion. But in my attempt — which might just possibly still be

successful for us — she actually sees the promotion of the end.

She differentiates: tradition as the factual living in it, led by

the unquestionable, without reflection filled with all that has

come down to us in pictures, symbols, and doctrines. The other

tradition, on the other hand, is as such being known, questioned,

restored, intentionally held on to. The consequence of the second

(type) is supposed to be the state of the world today. Tradition,

having become an object, became just one tradition among others,

and thereby became endangered. However, as such knotvn and

intended tradition it l,)ecame aggressive. It applies pressure and

force in order to be .stived. Actually by doing .so it dies, becau.se

it loses its meaning. For, its intent was to be living towards the

future out of the background of its origins. 'Fins is why against

the desired tradition there is now in progress a revolution which,

on its part, expects salvation from negation alone: deceiving itself

about the Void, sees in negation itself already the cretttion of the

future. The portrait of our age, therefore, is as follows. We are

living in an atmosphere of forces of belief which are no longer

our own. Against them we hear the claim of Nothingness which
declares itself in favor of freedom and creativity. The bright

atmosphere of freedom, which makes everything possible, becomes
the poisoned atmosphere which dissolves everything into nothing.

Man as man degenerates, because he believes less and less. His
essence seems to be getting ready to become the material of still

unrealized terroristic totalitarianisms.

This, then, is a picture of the present, which indubitably con-

tains factual and meaningful movements of thought, which arc

widely held today. But we must not forget that the indicated

connections of ideas, which lead to dissolution, are not necessary

natural laws. To understand them already marks the beginning
of getting away from them. Moreover, this picture is only one,

not the, picture of the present. Who knows what forces still are
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quietly at work, or what is experienced unobtrusively in the

communication o£ individuals, or what, suddenly like a storm,

could again pull up human reality!

True, I myself, like so many contemporaries, have, in my
writings, spoken about the loss of substance during the last

century. So far as the public aspect of works and deeds is con-

cerned, this judgment is not unfounded. Nevertheless, even there

I have my doubts; most certainly, however, if this judgment is

applied to living men. Should such a judgment ever have been
made by me, I would have to retract. The power of love and of

self-assertion, the bravery of enduring and of dying, integrity,

the being profoundly moved by the ground of being, these, it

seems to me, exist no less today than they did in former times.

Under the duress of the objective confusion of all validities and
total lack of leadership in the world, a few German soldiers in

the time of national socialism nevertheless managed to find their

way without any mediation by world or church, directly guided
by deity, which inspired them to see the truth and to do the right

contrary to an oath which was no oath. Lovable men are today

no fewer than in former times. They meet face to face, not so

easily in the noise of public exhibitionism, but even there. It is

no judgment on humanity today that— measured by the criterion

of those periods in which such figures arose, valid and effective

for all time to come — men of grandeur (by actual work and
visible accomplishment) are almost absent today.

Presumably Jeanne Hersch will be in agreement with this

limitation placed upon her pessimistic view of the present. But
now she views my philosophic enterprise amidst this situation.

She assigns an extraordinary place to my philosophizing — some-
thing which, for tlie intent of my work, I am, of course, glad to

Itear, provided the insufficiency of my realization is not forgotten.

She says: “This philosophizing distributes consciousness in time,

assigns it a past, a present, a future, breaks it down into tradition,

freedom, and hope, whereas by itself it fastens onto time with
such force that time is pierced through, and a sort of momentary
coincidence with eternity is actualized.” She praises my effort to

find once again the life of tradition itself by going through and
beyond the traditional schemata. She sees in my work a totality

of spiritual exercises aimed at finding the return to the lost living

sources, to the lost treasure, without which the future can not
find itself.

However, for this apparently so happy enterprise Jeanne Hersch
lets me pay a terrible price. My attempt to find tradition, as well
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as seeing this tradition expanded to the history o£ mankind as a
whole, might, she thinks, some day lead to personal success. In
general, however, this attempt would actually have to destroy all

tradition. It is a case of living from a wealth which, precisely

through such a way of life, would be entirely lost to future genera-
tions. My attempt appears to her, in today’s situation, as the only
possible one, but at the same time also as destructive. Why? If I

become conscious of my tradition and out of my own tradition

proceed to communicate with every other tradition, this means
to lay hold of every tradition, by agreement with its experience.
But this means at the same time to lose it. For the acknowledg-
ment of each specific tradition makes it impossible to maintain
the peculiarity of one’s own in its incomparable singularity. To
understand and affirm every tradition would basically mean to
place oneself outside of all tradition. For, in the original and
living tradition lies the Absolute, the unquestionable, that whicli
no longer requires any justification. Where tradition is being
justified, says Jeanne Hersch, tliere it has already become weak.

I reply briefly as follows. As living actuality there is no such
thing as a total tradition of all mankind. It is. nevertheless, phi-
losophically possible -out of one’s own historicity, which for
me, insofar as I stand within it, is indeed something uncondi-
tional, something which cannot be overcome by any question, —
to gain insight into the historicity of mankind as a whole. Every-
one can himself actually be this tradition only in his own specific
historicity. But this can, so to say, open itself in loving under-
standing of the others. Everyone belongs to the one historicity of
mankind which as a whole is actually accessible to no one. From
every piece of ground on which we stand — and everyone, if he is

alive and is not nothing, inevitably and properly stands some-
where - the direction leads to the same, identical center of the
earth.

It would indeed be grotesque in one’s own life to realize the
entire tradition of mankind by incorporating it through a kind
of collection [of traditions]. To understand the foreign traditions,
lovingly to turn towards them, is not the same thing as living
in them. Such understanding itself will presumably succeed only
by virtue of the strength granted by living out of one’s own
historical heritage.

Now, however, I shall attempt to meet Jeanne Hersch’s argu-
ments more basically. I participate in her question by searching
for the presuppositions on the strength of which that question
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first becomes possible. It seems to me, those presuppositions are

the following:

First presupposition: Truth can exist only as universally valid.

The tradition, which I live in truth, appears to me necessarily

as universally valid.

Against this I posit: Historical truth is unconditional in the

life of Existenz, but, in its pictures, symbols, and assertions, it

is not universally valid for all men. The lack of universal validity

does not rob lived truth of its depth. As historical, truth is infinite;

not the particularity of a genus (as it inevitably appears to ex-

ternal historical research) , but the actuality of the historical itself.

Each truth is the whole, because related to the One, and because,

in view of its own infinity, it is not subsumable. Yes, each truth is

potentially everything.

Second presupposition: One must try to specify how one is to

think and operate at decisive moments and on the whole, in order

to find the correct road of history.

Against this I posit: It is impossible to gain a true picture of

the whole. This is why rational prognoses always expect either the

absolutely ruinous or the illusory paradise to arise from absolute

Nothingness. A pr^^hosis of the actual, accomplishing historical

path is impossible, because the prediction would be identical with

producing and creating.

Third presupposition: One should not be satisfied merely to

watch the course of events. Philosophy in its essence has its eye

on the whole. If it does that, its truth exists only when philoso-

phy’s knowledge of the whole transforms the world as a whole.

Against this I posit: Philosophical insight requires that we be

content with what is possible for us. We have to operate within

limits wherein realization through us is possible. If we want more
than we know and are able to do, our thinking becomes deceptive

and ruinous at the same time. Wanting too much becomes the

occasion for neglecting the possible. Philosophy permits me to

actualize the rational way of thinking, orientation, critical know-
ing. With such actualization the intellectual climate develops in

which, under the control of rational philosophical insight, the

concrete setting of aims and plans — meaningful as they are within

their limits — are found. But I reject all types of total knowledge
and total planning.

If I dispute those three presuppositions, I believe nonetheless

to recognize in them a hidden truth. That they are clearly stated

is useful. For they turn against any possible self-satisfaction within
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the necessary limitations and resignations. They keep the con-

sciousness of fmitencss awake.

If in the crisis of woi'ld history something develops or gets

lost whicli no man can survey or plan, it can only be a matter of

knowing in this crisis out of what and for what one is to live and

labor, 'riiis includes: an intellectual conscience engaged in a

continuous examination of what one knows and does not know,

of what it is possible to know and not possible to know; — keeping

oneself free of every hidden form of totalitarian thinking: — prac-

ticing the types of thinking which illuminate what tradition is

and which one I grasp as my own, while I would like to become

comprehendingly open towards all.

Jeanne Hersch seems to argue as if she were standing outside,

viewing the entirety of human things, as if one could see hotv the

world must run, and as if one could know the plan
(
although one

does not yet know it) , to form it correctly as a whole. She speaks

of tradition in the same fashion.

However, tradition, as factual living in it. can in no wise be

willed, it can only be actualized. With one’s own heritage it is

found already present and aflirmed, but neither rejected nor

planned.

Tradition is specific only when it is looked at from outside.

It is infinite in the uniqueness of the place where it is being lived.

In that case, for example, a landscape is no longer the specific

instance of all landscapes, but the representation of the entire

world in the inexhaustibleness of its historical nature, which is

not undone by the comprehension of its universal aspects. Parents,

for example, are not an instance of parenthood as such, but this,

always singular, historical actuality.

Rationally considered justification makes as little sense here as

does refutation, as if the peculiarity of externals were accounted

for. Ratlier, in philosophizing about tradition the good conscience

of being grounded as well as fulfilled in history can be strength-

ened; at the same time there can be strengthened with it the

appreciation of all other genuine historicity in its incomparable-

ness and, therefore, the awe of it. The representation of the idea

of a Biblical religion, for example, would be false, if it wanted
either to extinguish the specific figures and forms, the confessions

of Christianity, of Judaism, or of i.slam, or wanted to bring them
to a common denominator, or wanted to unite them in a single

institution.

In philosophizing we seek to eliminate false ideas; false, because
they lead away from the Encompassing and from the center. If
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tradition and freedom, being and doing, are in mutual exclusion

set over against each other, this creates a mood which no longer

listens to the language of the basis in the Encompassing. In this

case our Existent is thought of only as freedom out of the Nothing,

as creation out of Naught (in transposition of the cipher of God’s

creation of the world out of nothing) , as Jeanne Hersch so aptly

remarks. Thus there comes into being a treacherous magic of

the extreme. This cuts off man’s roots and lays upon him a respon-

sibility to which he cannot possibly measure up. If the creation

of his freedom out of the Naught is expected of man, only the

road into the bottomless nothing is opened to him. Philosophic

thoughts gain their tmth not by knowledge about something
which is thus and so and which is known, but by the creation of

a type of thinking which illuminates man’s potentialities. What
becomes real (whether we love it in its creating and created

actuality, whether it unites us with each other in a community
which builds its own world, or however otherwise we may formu-
late this becoming real) , only this decides the matter of truth.

Arguments are valid in reference to particulars. But if, on the

other hand, I think rationally about the whole, I come — because

from the start I am proceeding wrongly — to a view of the world
in which everything goes to wreck and ruin. The intellect makes
only ruinous prognoses. What, in a total knowledge, I foresee

is either the deceptive illusion of magnificent good luck, in behalf

of which all sacrifices are justified, or else the disconsolate picture

of man losing himself, which even now robs all life of its meaning.
Over against this stands the process of philosophizing, which
remains in the present and fulfills the possible today. It has an
inner connection to the whole of the Encompassing, but is not
subjected to a rational picture of the whole. In such procedure
no idea is created in order to throw off tradition and to create

oneself out of nothing in supposedly complete freedom. Nor will

a tradition be crystallized or thoughtless subjection to its authority

be demanded. Everywhere universal judgments are fully exposed.

From the very center of the present, which is eternity itself, life

is being lived in the confidence that its effects will be good if only
it itself becomes truly good. Planful particularity is being compre-
hended (umgriffen) and led by an unplanned actuality— but
without ever becoming objectively certain in the self-satisfied as-

surance that one’s own conduct is definitively good and right.

In philosophizing we become certain not by a decision between
alternatives. As for example: our past is the desired chain which
has been laid upon us, a possession in which we may rest; or: it
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is what is to be shaken off, the mere r61e which has been forced

upon us. More such false alternatives: Our freedom lies in the

substance of our heritage, or: it lies in the insubstantiality of life

out of the Nothing. Everything which is thus formulated in alter-

natives may very well be real in the distortions which the intellect

sees as such. But the rise of the potentiality of our Existenz is

ceruinly just as much bound to the depth of our given being as

it is to the responsibility of our inner and outer conduct. Freedom

remains in the foreground, whenever it chooses rationally among

possibilities. A deeper form of freedom is the choice of him who,

through his potential Existenz — he becoming himself — takes

himself over in his heritage, in this body, in this tradition. This

over of oneself is not the desperate desolation of the “well,

this is the way I am,” but the free subjection to an unrecognizable

Encompassing by coming to myself in transforming this my
actuality (Sosein).

This is why it is possible for us today to philosophize against

the disastrous spirit of Descartes, who threw off history and wanted

to gain himself out of the Nothingness of the “I think;” — as well

as against its modem analogies in totalitarianism and existential-

ism, which go their way without substance, without the modes of

the Encompassing. For this path leads him who interprets thus

out of thfe pretended knowledge of the whole into an Existenz

which is null and void. Such an interpretation, leaving behind a

world of destruction, appears to note something in the destruction

itself which pleases its triumphant claim.

All of this, it seems to me, Jeanne Hersch sees and thinks and
expresses indirectly by letting the intellect make its leaps, which
she herself does not quite believe. The only remedy against such

duping by the intellect is to educate it so thoroughly that it will

recognize its own limitations and perceive its own errors. This
negative remedy prepares the ground for philosophizing, which
ascertains for us our tme capacities and possibilities.

The moving essay by Jeanne Hersch, inspired by a deep con-

cern with modem man, appears to me ambiguous, therefore. It

engages in a type of rational thinking which sees in the course of

events only rain, and which even in what today is affirmed as

good and trae sees only the beginning of the end. The essay is

nevertheless borne by confidence, which does not, however, man-
age to break through to overcome the annihilating perspective

which mere intellectual understanding would like to extort.

It is as if Jeanne Hersch were dissolving striking observations

and deep thoughts into a rationality against which she herself is
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struggling even while she performs it in an annihilating fashion.

Not by the intellect alone can these thoughts be refuted, although

it [certainly] is important to use intellectual understanding in

order to show it its own not-knowing in concreto. In Jeanne
Hersch anxiety, the love of man makes use of the intellect in

order to express her terror. How could one want to oppose such

anxiety, wherever it is eflEective in helping others as well as one’s

self— even onto illuminating answers to children’s questions,

which she reports! How contradictory, however, would be her

endeavor, if anxiety were to be lost in desolation. As over against

that there remains the way of Job: in the very face of the deity

to implore the deity by pointing at the injustice, and yet, in the

end, to trust the deity, — and the way of Abraham: without

doubting it, to speak to the unjust deity in behalf of men, of the

just ones in Sodom and Gomorrha!

5. The Relation of Philosophical Thinking to Religion

The intent of my philosophizing, in the succession of philoso-

phy which has lasted for thousands of years, is the affirmation of

the independent origin of philosophical faith. Several critics

have put my attitude towards religion ^in question. They are

striking at a central point. If it is by-pa^ed, philosophizing re-

mains in the dark. The decisiveness with which I carry out the

self-assertion of philosophical origins by distancing it from reli-

gion is by no means peculiar merely to my own philosophical at-

tempt: philosophy stands in polarity to religion, not merely in

animosity to it, but rather over against it and at the same time
bound to it.

My philosophizing does not, therefore, fit into the scheme which
opposes faith and intellect, religion and science, Christianity and
nihilism, in such fashion as to think that these alternatives are

exhausting the problem. My thinking proceeds from a third,

which does not occur in those alternatives and which is rejected

by both sides as something impossible or as a compromise or as a
blunting of the edges.

In the tradition of Plato, Bruno, Spinoza, Kant, Lessing, and
Goethe, I would like once again to emphasize the eternal inde-

pendent origin of all philosophizing, the philosophical faith which
cdihmunicates itself in"the thinking of reason. This faith is neither

confessional theology nor science, neither a church-creed nor
unbelief. It recognizes itself again in the great ancestors, even in

those of India and China.
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I agree in a certain sense with Holm, therefore, when he asserts

that die philosophy of religion is not a separate subject in my
thinking, but permeates my entire philosophy. ‘My philosophy,

he insists, is itself philosophy of religion, it does not have a phi-

losophy of religion.

Throughout, theologians do not pay much attention to such a

philosophy; and, if they do, then mostly in such a fashion that

they see it within the scheme of the type of philosophy with which

they are familiar: as science or as unbelief. They fail to find

here the usual opponent, against whom they are used to turn

victoriously with the old weapons; they fail to find here the type

of intellect which claims everything for itself, they do not find

ostentatious disbelief, not the enemy of religion, nor that of the

churches, not nihilism.

Perhaps such a way of philosophizing is either invisible or

uncomfortable to them. In it they meet the more substantial op-

ponent or actually the ally. We are opponents in questions con-

cerning origin and authority, but allies in the struggle against

the forces of waste and of destruction, against the spectres of

rationalism and nihilism.

My critics in this volume do not participate in that fruitless

struggle, in which the opponents do not even catch sight of each
other. Rather, they discuss questions of great seriousness on the
same ground on which my own thinking is going on. They point
at dangers which all original philosophizing should always keep
in mind. I shall make an effort to listen to them with an open
mind, as if the questions were my own.
When Ricoeur feels that I am inclined to see the tension be-

tween philosophy and religion in terms of their mutual exclusive-
ness instead of their polarity, I would agree with him only where,
in any of my writings, that kind of a position should have inter-
vened a^nst my own tendencies. I defend myself rather against
every kind of claim to exclusiveness on the part both of any
ecclesiastical creedal truth and of any philosophical truth.
The misunderstanding arises out of the fact that the concept

of religion is not unambiguous. Philosophy itself has been called
religion, “philosophical religion” (Schelling) ,;By religion, in that
case, is meant the relation of man to Transcendence, meditation to
the very border of prayer, speculative thinking (all of this belongs
to philosophy as well) . Beyond this, however, by religion is
meant revelation as an event in the world by which God speaks
directly and thereby bestows upon texts and institutions (chur^es)
absolute authority through holiness, which demands obedience
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even where understanding is wanting. This religion is implied

in the cult, in the actuality of something specifically holy in

places, objects, acts. Finally, religion is belief in the connections

of the mediation of grace by means of the authoritarian faith

itself. The biggest example is the knowledge, gained by grace, of

one’s own completed unabrogatable sinfulness, together with

grace’s offer of salvation by faith in the substitutionary sacrifice of

God: the faith in justification by such faith. For the clarity of our

philosophical position a separation seems to me necessary between

the universal concept of religion — which also includes philoso-

phical religion — on the one hand, and the concept of a specific

religion, the inexhaustibly rich world of which has been only

superficially indicated by the few sentences above. Now it is true

of any specific religion that philosophy need in no sense be its

opponent, that philosophy in fact can neither comprehend nor

produce it nor be a substitute for it. For this reason, religion

remains for philosophy always a polar other, with which it is

concerned, from which it receives stimuli, and to which it in turn

returns stimuli. Religion is for philosophizing “like a pole which
constantly concerns it, or like a weight which it cannot lift, or

like an opposition which is insuperable and whose conquest,

once it seems accomplished, instead of leading to the satisfaction

in the now fully achieved one truth, produces rather something
like terror over the suddenly noticeable emptiness.’’. (From my
essay dealing with Bultmann’s de-mythologizing) .

Ricoeur differentiates convincingly between religion in its

estranged form (pretension) and in its true nature (intention).

I would make the same distinction in philosophizing. Whenever
I have made remarks concerning institutional religion in general,

which strike at such deviations, these remarks are justifiably

rejected by the faithful, inasmuch as they do not get at the essence

(a few of Hennig’s remarks I could, in this sense, accept as cor-

rections) . It is no different with the deviations in philosophy.

They must not be mistaken for philosophy. We shall do well
constantly to keep in mind the dangers which threaten us in the

process of philosophizing. It is in this that I see the significance

of the essay by Ricoeur.

According to Ricoeur, the essence of religion consists in the
mystical relationship of immediacy to God. This is no intellectual

experience, it cannot be speculatively forced, but as the outermost
limit it is possible in philosophizing itself, and belongs to that
religion which can be common both to philosophizing and to a
specific religion. It is to be found in Plotinus, Spinoza, and Bruno.
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It is an element in the philosophizing of Cusanus. I do not think

(although Ricoeur seems to want to reproach me with it) that in

such experience man’s freedom is annulled or the world betrayed.

The problem of freedom - namely, tliat it does not have its

being in itself, but rather that the more decisively freedom actu-

ally becomes conscious of itself the more it knows itself as granted

to itself, and that freedom can fail to appear to itself and there-

fore points to Transcendence as its origin — is discussed in almost

all of my philosophical writings. I consider it as the unavoidable

element of truth in the philosophical illumination of Existenz,

which, without St. Paul, St. Augustine, and Luther, would perhaps

not have come so clearly into our consciousness. ,My philosophiz-

ing looks totally different, however, when the problem of guilt

arises. There is no such thing in philosophizing as liberation from

freedom by the grace of a divine act which cancels guilt, an act

mediated by faith in the death of Jesus on the cross as substitu-

tionary atonement in such fashion that faith in it justifies, whereas

without this faith one is lost. More than that, philosophy rejects

such assertions of belief outright. Only by transforming its mean-

ing can philosophy^ find any possible truth acceptable which may
lie hidden therein^^

I cannot agred' with Ricoeur, therefore, when he places the

problem of guilt in the center. Even though, in harmony with

the entire philosophical tradition, I, too, connect guilt with man’s

finite nature, I have not the slightest inclination to veil it as

unavoidable and therefore as innocent necessity. The difference

begins only where forgiveness of guilt is sought and found in the

religious relation to the thou of the godhead. I do not deny the

possibility of this cipher, could even talk about it; but I can
only say that to myself it does not speak in any essential fashion.

This implies no diminution of guilt on my part. Nobody forgives

guilt. I have to answer for it. This is by no means the last word;
but it is one which does intrude when I hear of redemption of

guilt, of which redemption men, in their faith, are certain— and
go on sinning courageously because of this faith (in the terrible

pecca fortiter of Luther)

.

Ricoeur sees dangers in my philosophizing: the danger of a
vanity of subjectivity which is unable to see through itself, which
effects a philosophical gnosis aesthetically, without obligation; —

(\the danger of the transformation of Transcendence into the dark
Udepths of subjectivity; - the danger of a cancellation of the un-
vconditioned nature of the ‘existential’ relation to Transcendence
by the universality and manifoldness of the ciphers; — the danger
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of the transformation of the genuine transcendental relationship

into a troubled philosophical lyricism.

These dangers conjured up by Ricoeur are the same ones
against which I am battling in my philosophizing. If — falsely, I

believe — my philosophizing gives the impression that these

dangers had already overcome me, I can only give two answers.

In the first place, no man in the final analysis knows about
himself, even though he stands in the quietude of a faith, since

in time this quietude can at any moment be overthrown. Secondly:
it could be a misunderstanding due to the inescapable form of
philosophizing for which I have striven hard. ‘Existential’ reality

caimpt be anticipated. In philosophizing which finds expression
in writings the suspension of possibilities must remain, in order
that the genuine character of original Existent may not bind itself

absolutely to the objectivity of the assertion of another. The
tentative character of communication is the necessary form of
unconditional seriousness. A philosophy which does justice to
its task must offer an appearance of adhering to the non-obliga-
tory character of the manifold, which latter the author rejects

absolutely both in his reader as well as in himself. But this re-

jection can be carried out, not by a declared confession, but always
only by the historical acts of one’s own Existent which gives an
account of itself to Transcendence.
Holm emphasizes quite rightly that I turn against every materi-

alization, against every embodiment of Transcendence. He re-

ports that I deny demons and devils. But he asks whether the
concept of Transcendence (or of God) in my philosophy is an
expression of that reality out of which all things come as do the
waves out of the ocean, or whether this Being is not real but only
meant. In other words, whether it is only the written cipher which
is real, but himself only a fiction; whether God really exists

or is only an idea. He finds it difficult to distinguish reality from
symbolism in .my philosophy. A decisive Either-Or between the
two, between Transcendence and cipher-script, would seem im-
possible. The undifferentiation of the dialectical tension is said
to be impenetrable. Beyond this, Holm asks whether the being
of God in my thinking bears the character of reality or only that
of value, whether, therefore, it is to be understood ontologically
or only axiologically. He finally concludes all these questions
with the statement that, not only had I not put these issues
sharply, but presumably I would reject these alternatives.
With this last sentence Holm has understood me excellently.

I do indeed see in all such rationally fixed alternatives the dis-
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position towards the radical mistake to want to talk about tlie

non-objective, the Encompassing, in a rationally determined and

therefore objectively decisive and knowing manner. All of those

concepts occur in the marvelous wealth of movement possible in

transcending thinking. These concepts themselves cannot be

questioned about their content of knowledge, but only about the

expressive power of their movements of thought, their power to

conjure up the reality of Transcendence.

This type of thinking is devoted to the inescapable objectivities

in the fullness of their possibilities which, rationally considered,

contradict and exclude each other and therefore logically cause

themselves to vanish. Nevertheless it performs again and again

the basic operation: in the process of thinking to find one’s way

out of what is being thought into the Encompassing. In this

process materialisation and rationalisation are overcome, al-

though, in the foreground of consciousness, they remain at the

same time insuperable.

That reality speaks in the cipher, even though it itself is not

the cipher, that the symbol is not Being itself, this is too little

for man whenever he wants Transcendence corporeally, just like

the objects which he grasps as existence. On the other hand, it

always suffices and in certain moments is even effusive whenever
man becomes certain of himself as Aim-self, as potential Existenz.

Now, on the one hand, one finds in my philosophizing an
openness for myths, the claim to bring mythical contents again

into our present consciousness — and immediately I am being re-

proached for the aesthetic non-obligatoriness of the many ciphers.

On the other hand, one finds an unpictured deity— and imme-
diately reproaches me for having extinguished all the fulness and
grandeur of Being in the emptiness of this dimensionless point

(Punktuelle), in Nothingness. This is the antinomy, which runs
through thousands of years of Occidental thinking, in which I

am participating.

Whenever I turn to myths in all their forms I am anxious to

read the ciphers and to hear that language which ultimately refers

to or derives from the One, which itself is not present in any
cipher nor in any myth. When I speak of de-mythification, I do
not mean the translation of mythical content into something
like a purer truth nor its interpretation in terms of some un-
mythical truth-content.S mean rather a passing beyond all myths,
— the picturesque foregrounds of the infinite manifold, — to an
unpictured godhead, which appears neither as picture to the eye
nor as thought to thinking, but which is the reality beyond all
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myths and beyond all possibilities of thinking, a reality, which

is experienced and touched by us only in myths and in thoughts.

As over against this, there is the demand of theological thinking

to save the reality of God as a knowable object. The attempts in

this direction are manifold. I hear from critics (Thyssen) that

cipher is too little, that analogy opens access. To this I reply:

Transcending thinking in analogies, too, has been a substantial

procedure from antiquity to Kant and even to the present. It is

to be adopted in its own way. But it remains in the realm of

ciphers.

If it is asserted that, in this kind of philosophizing, God turns

into nothing, it is to be replied: this objection is valid only if the

mode of knowing by consciousness-as-such (the intellect) is taken

as the only and universally valid form in which reality is present,

jf’fiilosophizing stands opposed to this: true, for it consciousness-

;as-such is the medium of all thinking, even of the transcending

and speculative kind. But in this medium the appropriate and

proper implementation occurs by way of the knowable reality of

the being of the world. Making use of its forms, this medium is

being surpassed wherever transcendent reality becomes present, i

The way this happens is that the objective, because of (inherent)^

contradictions, circles, and tautologies, becomes void as itself and

thereby becomes the springboard from which the leap takes place.

Whatever in this process was historically present as object in the

world, becomes then the medium of a quite different proximity.

The object, in its fulness before our very eyes, is no longer merely

object. The subject-object division, unbridgeable in consciousness-

as-such, is then surpassed. /
I am grateful to Licfttigfeld that, over against the objections

of the theologians, in agreement with me ^he recognizes in my
philosophizing the movement towards the Biblical idea of an un-

pictured God, toward the carrying out of the commandment:
“Thou shalt not make unto thee an image or likeness.^ f

But the objections made till now do not yet strike at the center

of philosophizing. The real objection runs: this God who cannot

be grasped by knowledge, this God for whom everything which

is can become cipher, is not God. In this kind of thinking, God
himself, who manifests himself, is missing; the God who is real,

because he reveals himself, is missing.

Among the critics in this volume, Pfeiffer has expressed this

objection most beautifully. He asks whether it is not an encroach-

ment of metaphysical speculation to speak of God at all. Of God
one could speak only if he himself makes himself perceptible in
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an event which dawns upon us as divine revelation through a

“demonstration of the spirit and of power.”

In reply it must be said: To speak of God in a philosophizing

manner is not merely “metaphysical speculation,” but is, in the

philosophical tradition since Xenophanes and Plato, the language

of a fundamental philosophical experience of faith or of a basic

‘existential’ act in such fashion that God does not speak at some

privileged place in space or time but rather, in so far as possible,

everywhere, yet always indirectly and ambiguously. For, God is

hidden and every certainty about him is fraught with danger.

The direct revelation of God, his unequivocal pronouncements,

God himself in his objective form and his claim as such, — all

these are experienced by the faithful and as experience asserted

and attested.. But such revelation cannot be grasped, not be

affirmed or negated, neither proved nor disputed by philosophy.

However, everything that men who give such witness say, do, and

are, and themselves claim to believe, can be object of examina*

tion, according to the principle: by their fruits ye shall know them,

Pfeiffer demands the honest acknowledgment that no thinking

reason could decide whether, in any information handed down
by men, God himself is actually speaking, or whether it is a case

of presumptuous absolutizing. In both instances this God remains

withdrawn from metaphysical speculation, whether we leave that

question undecided in pious awe, or whether we learn that here

an immemorial and therefore unavailable certainty is given to us.

To this one may agree, provided that this certitude does not

result in making claims upon others, nor in force or intolerance.

Pfeiffer’s description of the condition that follows from such

faith in revelation is, to be sure, identical with that of the philo-

sophical condition, which is not based on revelation: Emptied of

our worldly character to the very ground of our being, we would
gain the power to open ourselves towards whatever at any specific

moment approaches us with an unpredictable claim.

Holm has another objection against the circumvention of revela-

tion by philosophy. He interprets revelation as a leap in history.

New thoughts conie into the world. They were formerly not
present. Having come of themselves, by way of some individuals,

such new thoughts are now a spiritual reality, although causally

inconceivable in their derivation. We feel ourselves historically

dependent upon those ideas, which have reached us by way of
tradition, as well as responsible towards them. “The simplest

solution is to ascribe them to revelation.” To see the great secret

everywhere in history, to see those leaps, this ever new originality.
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this underivable and unpredictable, in all of this I am in un-

reserved agreement with Holm. But to attempt to identify the

revelation of God: — that he himself makes a singular appearance

in time and speaks at a definite place — with that universal secret

of history, this would, after all, be all too harmless a liberation

from the seriousness of the assertion and attestation of the be-

lievers in revelation.

6. The Problem of Communication

Fritz Kaufmann wants to give to communication a broad, yes

all-encompassing meaning. He distinguishes three types of com-

munication: impersonal communication among objects; personal

communication among men; and super-personal communication,

the language in which Transcendence speaks to us. Whereas in

my thinking communication, in its proper sense, means communi-
cation among men only, Kaufmann wants to broaden and deepen
the content of communication to such an extent that communica-
tion becomes the syndesmos in Being itself, a covenant of Being.

He wants to take coexistence, community, and communication in

the universal sense to which poets and artists seem to confess, in

that they bestow a voice to things, to nature, and to what used to

be dumb, which voice gives them access to us. This voice, on the

other hand, is realized by those men who open up their innermost

(in prayer) before God as a personal instance to which they are

accountable. He wants to formulize communication as funda-

mental concept in such a way that it becomes absolutely universal.

But, at the same time, he would thereby like to fill it with the

most positive content out of the reality of Being itself.

I follow Kaufmann in his fine analyses: concerning the harmony
between man and nature, which can already be shown psycholo-

gically in sensation and awareness and which is realized by the

artist on a higher plane as articulation in the transparency of

things. Psychology and aesthetics supply him with confirmation.

I consider this true under one condition: namely, that it does

not lose its sense as the language of symbols in distinction from
communication proper. This latter obtains only from man to

man in mutual reciprocity. Only between men does the process

obtain in which the self properly becomes itself only in its relation

with the other self. Without a real reply by the other, communica-
tion, being one-sided, is not the vital kind from self to self. It is

only an invention of the vis-a-vis, a mute communication. The
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language of nature, poetry, and art can have reality for me only

by way of analogy to communication proper. For there is lacking

in all of this the confirmation by the other. Real communication

serves only as simile for those factually one-sided relationships to

nature and to Transcendence. These latter are infinitely essential,

but they lack the reality of the other personal self. I follow Kauf-

mann’s speculation concerning tlie being of deity; but I limit its

meaning to the character of a cipher. The consequences of this

difference between Kaufmann and myself are perhaps only those

of emphasis; but they could also lie much deeper. I would like

to single them out quite clearly:

Kaufmann speaks of his faith in communication. This is a

word which I use also. But this faith means something different.

In Kaufmann it means anticipating agreement with and confi-

dence in the ground of all things which for him stop to be mute;

whereas, in their articulation in poetry and art, measured on

actual communication, they still remain mute, simply because

no self is present to answer. In my thinking,(faith in communica-

tion means confidence in the possibility of that mode of being

oneself which is capable of infinite revelation in the present,

which becomes itself only in loving struggle with the other and
here surrenders its reserve; a reserve in which — to use Kierke-

gaard’s words — it is not transparent to itself, trants desperately

to be itself and desperately wants not to be itse^This is a com-
pletely different meaning of faith in communication. But the

one meaning does not exclude the other. Kaufmann’s emphasis
upon an ontological meaning of communication — which, as

simile, occurs in my writings also and was noticed there by
Kaufmann — can not, however, be accepted by me as an expansion
of what I mean.

Kaufmann’s interpretation entails that he does not occupy
himself in detail with the steps and movements of communication
which I have developed (especially in a chapter of the second
volume of my Philosophie}? The big question concerning the
misuse of the language of nature, of poetry, of art, of the specula-

tive penetration into Transcendence as pseudo-communication,
in virtue of which a single person or a collective frees itself from
the genuine, real communication among men; this question
Kaufmann touches only incidentally. To me this question was a
theme of my writings; but such that nowhere do I deny the great
truth which becomes distorted only by misuse.|^his truth remains

2 Kaufmann’s treatment thus differs in method from, for example, Latzel's treat-
ment of my chapter dealing with ultimate situations.
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pure only if its manifestations in language are placed under the

condition of communicative truth among men as individuals in

the concrete realization of their relation to each other.

From this emphasis of mine arises Kaufmann’s charge that I

am inclined to exist, if not unworldly (weltlos), then at least

somewhat unnaturally (naturlos). This reproach I cannot accept.

I do not deny either the glory or the terror of nature, of things,

or of the language of art and poetry by placing the experience

of all of these under the conditions of "existential’ reality. But I'i

insist that I find in none of those facts that unconditional which i

lies in the claims of communication. I believe I can see a grave'

danger in the realization of the kind of language which becomes
sufficient unto itself, the danger, that is to say, that men run
away from the claims of communication; and, by doing so, really

also run away from themselves and thus must find themselves

cheated in spite of all the glory.

Kaufmann’s reproach is further that, in place of the loving

communication of a personal God with his creatures, I put the

incommunicable, impersonal Transcendence. He compares Tran-
scendence as I think of it with the unmoved mover of Aristotle

and with the deity of Spinoza, both of whom are being loved, but
themselves do not love in return. Kaufmann discusses what is

discussed in my writings: (even the communication with God
contains within itself a tendency to break off or to degrade the
communication with man (like Luther in the sentence: they can
pray with each other, but not speak to each other) ;

— and the
other possibility that communication between men first becomes
the place where Transcendence let its voice trustworthily be
heard. That the deity approaches man as a person, in this powerful
cipher for Existent in historical situations, makes God by no
means himself a person — except in the corporeal embodiment
into realities of the world for such as believe in it. This corpore-
ally embodied self, being spatially far removed and temporally
past, indeed does not reply, ^cause real communication takes
plgce only between men and r«ts in the final analysis upon faith

(a iSiih "which some deny) , any other communication can be
asserted onjly as a simile, inasmuch as it is carried out by us one-
sidedly.

Referring back to Thomistic epistemology, Kaufmann sees in
intercourse with any and all reality a form of communication. He
describes in impressive and, it seems to me, true fashion that to
make sense is at the same time to discover sense. The hiddenness
of things is removed in the discovery by our soul, and the things
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themselves are, so to speak, liberated in this communication. The

penetration into appearances is just as much an opening of our

spirit for them; thinking and thanking belong to each other. Re-

ceptivity, he says, is present even in concept and productivity

even in awareness (which Kant already pointed out) . Conscious-

ness (conscientia), he says, is being solicitous about coexistentia,

is already communication in both giving and taking, a connubium

between man and things. The latent meaning of things is brought

to awakening by our consciousness. Things have in themselves the

possibility of communicable forms. Their meaning is their mani-

fest essence which gets into the meaning of the words. - This is

why man may have confidence in the economy of the universe and

in his human task, fulfilling instead of destroying it.

I do not dispute the metaphysical truth of such statements. But

I hesitate to strain the symbol of communication for such relation

to things to the point that the symbol suddenly stands for reality.

In that case the meaning of communication itself, which goes

from self to self and is an historical event in constantly possible

reciprocity, is missed at its very roots.

What Kaufmann illuminates under the simile of communica-

tion is the subject-object relationship in the Encompassing.

Through the Encompassing subject and object are indissolubly

related to each other, as long as they signify truth. In the subject-

object relation the nature of the recipient determines what is

being received and vice versa.

Not the subject and a self, but subject and object stand here

in relation. This relation can be conceived under the picture of

communication and then also under the picture of quite definite

types of communication: for example: the natural scientist forces

nature to reply by submitting quite specific questions in the

experiment; he examines the realities like witnesses in a court
trial: he surrenders himself in love, in order, by dwelling on
something, to bring to complete actuality what is immediately
present: he breaks through communication by force; he breaks off.

If the picture of communication becomes the objective picture

of all being in the chain from God to everything in the universe
and to man in it, the question necessarily arises: what does this

picture mean and to what can it lead?

It manages to hold fast to the sense of the Encompassing, it

can prevent that subject or object, by isolating themselves from
each other, fall away entirely. It manages to deepen the confidence
that in the world one meets in everything some of that reason
which the thinking person seeks and realizes in himself.
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By doing this, however, something usually happens which limits

and makes untrue the experience of being: reality’s rupture of

reason and meaning becomes veiled. Seeing of reason becomes

dependence upon reason. Then we neglect to view the two

threats which we must constantly struggle against and which we
never conquer:

In the first place, a uniform picture of the totality of the world

produces an illusion. It seduces us to abandon the only path which

is possible for us: namely, to carry out, in the situation of our

existence, the never completed illumination of the Encompassing,

and to avail ourselves of the task, of realizing our potential Exist-

enz. Monstrous irrationality as well as distortions of reason are

no longer taken seriously. To be on the road to the One and'

miss it by prematurely seizing the One as a will-of-the-wisp (even *

if it be in the most grandiose, Luciferic forms) , this is to let one-

self be blinded by a pretense to clarity.

In the second place, the knowledge of the total harmony in

the communication of all being acually deflects from proper

communication, from its genuine task and possible realization.

The contentment found in a comprehensive glory displaces true

communication — from one self to another — from the center of

our real Existenz and makes it appear as a mere result and as

something incidental and second-rate. It offers the opportunity

to run away to God or to nature from man, from the neighbor,

from the pressing task of communication. Within the realm of

real communication from man to man those ciphers of nature, of

the world, and of the language of Transcendence disclose them-

selves much less deceptively. They give to this communication
its content in wealth and breadth of consciousness.

7. The idea of the Encompassing

The questions which Fritz Kaufmann has raised under the

theme of communication reach way beyond it. Their answer is

connected with the basic conception which, in the process of

philosophizing, we have of the nature of objective being, whether
we envisage it as object of thought, of art, of poetry, or as nature,

life, landscape, thing, as man in his potential Existenz or as Tran-
scendence. That I regard the personal God, the meaning of works
of art, thecontent of the experience of nature, as ciphers, this

appears to Kaufmann as too little. It looks as if, by the concept of

the cipher, I am robbing the intended of its reality. Kaufmann
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pleads for objectivity as over against my apparent tendencies

towards subjectivizing. In order to answer Kaufmann in his

thoroughgoing efEort I must begin farther back. What is at stake

here is a central point of my philosophical attempts, to which I

can refer only briefly.

I am urging to go beyond the division between subject and

object, between the I and the object, and with it beyond the alter-

natives, which are erected between subjectivity and objectivity,

where the one is constantly played against the other. My thesis

is: Reality is neither the object nor the subject, but that which

encompasses' bbth, the EncOmpassing'which is illuminated in the

divlsioiTbetween subject and oDiect. in tliis division; hoWEVer,
both have their charirnnsr forms which belong to each other.

THiTsT in' factual existence the sensory objectivfty of the environ-

ment belongs to the corporeal-vital subjectivity of the living being.

Thus, in consciousness-as-such .the universal and everywhere iden-

tical “I think” of the subject, belongs to the objectivity of the

correctly thought-of object. (Thus, in Existenz, Transcendence,

which permits it \Existenz^ to come to itself in its freedom, be-

longs to the freedom of the subject and of his responsibility) T

shall not continue these mere enumerations. For our purpose the

main point is that there are basically different modes of object-

being, different for a subjert'a?7!CT7!isgIt5^lSte-^pec^ aspect _of

the Encompassing - Thp.sp variojus modes must be kept distinct,

if confusion is to be avoided. '*The Transcendence of the deity

exists for potential Existenz and for it only, not for consciousness-

as-such nor for existenceT^Jnasmuch, however, as our consciousness

lets everything which vrfe encompass come together into one, the
objectivity of Transcendence speaks to Existenz only through the
medium of the thinking of consciousness-as-such and through that

> of the sensoriness of existence without, in the process, becoming
^ these themselves.

Here is the epistemologically decisive point which is in ques-
tion. Scientific knowledge is objective knowledge, which aims at
the object itself. Philosophizing is a process which transcends the
objective in, always objective, thinking.

If the aim of cognition is to understand everything properly,
as object, such cognition loses philosophy proper. In order to
preserve our philosophical consciousness — the content of thou-
sands of years of philosophizing, the right to carry through the
kind of philosophical thinking which sustains our life — I have
tried to understand which methods of thinking have actually been
used in philosophy since time immemoriali' They all think in
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objects in such a fashion that they find themselves thereby directed

to sometning non-obl6fcClve, whereas the ultimate concern o^ the

sciences is with objects as such.

Itls the philosophlral thought-operation par excellence, there-

fore, to lift us out of the subject-object division, in which we live

in unquestioned self-evidence, to that which is before and en-

compasses it, which becomes clear to itself in the division, but in

an incompletable fashion. Out of the Encompassing come the

impulses and fulfilments which, in the subject-object division,

give to the objective — along with the subjective which belongs
to it — their meaning.
When, in my youth, I studied Kant’s doctrine of Ideas (in the

Appendix to my Psychologie der Weltanschauungen, offprint of

a seminar-paper I had written as a student), [SSSS? procedure
became clear to me: JHe thinks of the Idea in its objective mean-
ing, as subjective impulse, as the methodical source of Systematic

inyestigation. The Idea in this triple sense "shifts ' Its meaning
according to the relationship of the discussions, but in such
fashion that a whole develops in which the Idea undergoes this

necessary change of meaning.
What I understood at this point as a single instance, became

clear to me in principle and in its encompassing consequences
only after I had completed work on my Philosophie. The Encom-
passing, 'which, is prior to all subject-object division, finds its

illumination in the division and remains the ground, the goal,

the nourishing and the moving' in all division in which Tt never
exhausts itseit. i ne Kncofflbas^ft^ is pres'enFin the oEfprt. in tht-

si^ject, and in their mutual lelaLlOiis. Wi»wirjMiij6uci^2nc6m
'

is touched upon in varied waysTmostly in subjectivising idiomC
but also in objectivising: "my intuition tells me this,” — oiiS"

speaks of ‘state,

"

"mood,” “inner disposition,” — there is sucF a
thing as '‘feeling one with nature " — one speaks ot PneumoTiEe
spirit which moves us, of inspiration.

Eveiyihliig wluch became thus psychologically subjectivised
and with it became, as something accidental and passing, merely
incidental; or everything which became metaphysically objecti-
vised and therewith was addressed as a super-sensory force; all of
this was meant to be caught by the concept of the Encompassing
in its entire compass. I have attempted to circumscribe its meaning.
We do not wish to content ourselves with “feeling” in any form,'
but to illumine it by an expansion at once in the objective and
in the subjective, each bound to the other. Only thus can we gain
the way to ourselves by becoming communicable, by communica-l
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tion and renewed recognition. After that, one must learn, how-

ever, that the Encompassing is present in many ways — in exist-

ence, in conciousness-as-such, in £.xideHi, Spirit, in the

'world —, kttd ‘that aintheSiFWays'lBmally p6mf“forone, tKeTEncom-
" ig of everyffirig Encompassing, whidrnowhere is dehnitjvely
rltooH of possessed^nd wEiich yet lea~ds~everywKere where

our path reaches its essenflar~p^sibllity. *f his is why flneE to

illuminate the Encompassing in its ifiahitoianess as weit as in

its unit^ln analog' to Karillan tfanscehdefltal TliiilklilgT it was
to te ascertained as the condition of all possibility. The concept

together with its elaboration was meant to serve as encourage-

ment by virtue of the reality concentrated in it, which reality

accounts for everything we are and that is. It was meant to be a

claim with the demand to listen to it. What incalculably speaks

from there shall not be passed over indifferently nor left on one
side. The development of this concept was meant to teach us
to ascertain all the content of our existence, our knowledge, our
existing. It was supposed to bar us from either cultivating a mere
subjectivity or losing ourselves into a mere objectivity., It was
meant to bring to consciousness the fact thatj everythin^'y^hiST^ are and which is for us has weight and'content* only through
the Encampassing,~and't'Hat 'it loses this content by slidm^ff
into mere subiecti^ty "of into' mere objectivity. It warineant to
educate philosophically in such fashion as to go beyond the
division in the division, from thence to gain strength and peace,
and yet constantly to push back into the division, which latter,

after all, only makes possible every kind of realization, expansion,
and clarity.

^But the Encompassing itself is no object. In fact, is it at all

possible to think it and to speak of it? If it is possible, then in
any case only indirectly. Inasmuch as our thinking is in each
moment bound to objects, it is possible to speak of this non-
objective (Encompassing) only in terms of objective thought. )
This again became clear to me first in Kant’s method, as he factu-
ally uses it (without mentioning it as such) . In his famous tran-
scendental deduction of the possibility of all objectivity and of
all knowing, he proceeds as follows. By the guiding thread of
psychological, methodological, and metaphysical objectifications
he thinks that which itself is none of these objectifications, al-
Apugh being the necessary condition of all of them^ that which
itself is neither subject nor object. This is the reason why Kant’s
texts are so very difficult to understand precisely at the points
where they touch upon these questions - according to his own
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assertion the very heart of his philosophy. Many a reader is at a

loss in this perplexity. The interpretations are inclined to mis-

take one of the guiding lines for the matter itself, and then criti-

cally to eliminate the others as aberrations of thought not con-

quered by Kant; as, for example, the psychological interpretation

(Fries) , the logical one (Lask) , the methodological one (Cas-

sirer) , and the metaphysical one (Paulsen) . It seemed to me that

Kant’s transcendental thinking can be understood only if one

rejects these interpretations, which lead onto unequivocal, objec-

tive tracks, and throws oneself instead with Kant into the language

of symbols, guided by multifarious threads, any one of which

may contradict any other one, so long as one takes the guiding

lines themselves as direct assertions. One only begins to under-

stand, if, with Kant, one ascertains that which, touched by all

guiding lines although struck by none, in the totality of this

only seemingly perplexing procedure becomes beautifully clear.

But, whether or not, in this interpretation, I have correctly

understood Kant, both historically and factually, (I have not yet

published my Kant-interpretation, although I have been teaching

it for thirty years) , that which through all this I began to see

clearly for the first time was the method of thinking the Encom-
passing.

The basic question came to be this: shall we be satisfied with

knowledge of tangible objects — and reject all thinking which
goes beyond this as “empty chatter,” as “romantic fancy,” as

“metaphysics”? — in other words: shall we practice science only

and not philosophy? and use the noble name of philosophy

superfluously for something which actually is science and which
retains nothing of the character of more than a thousand years

of philosophy? As something new it would be better if it would
name itself after its new content: logistics, phenomenology,
anthropology, under all of whose names scientific knowledge is

indeed gained, even though in most cases mixed with no longer

scientific, philosophical impulses, hidden from themselves.

This same basic question sounds different, if we ask: shall we
give up the basic operation just because we are not immediately
successful?, and, by doing so, remain under the spell of the

objects which are taken for absolute reality or of the propositions

which claim absolute validity?

The answer is already anticipated in the way in which this

question has been put. To this we must add: such resignation

and renunciation are not possible even for one who is willing. For,

/whoever rejects philosophizing, unavoidably practices philosophy
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after all; although he doesn’t know it, he practices an unnoticed,

bad philosophy. It develops — even though it cannot be imple-

mented here — that, in absolutizing science, there either occur

unnoticed presuppositions of precisely that kind of bad philo-

sophic character, or that the truly strict and ceaseless analysis of

unfounded presuppositions leads to bottomlessness, since nothing

is any longer certain in any absolute sense, but only in the

relative: if . .

.

then. ’

But if philosophy itself is chosen, then it demands today what
it has always demanded: a turn-about or conversion or rebirth in

thinking. This is a matter which must be treated in a philosophical

work. The part of thinking in this transformation may be formu-
lated something like this: to carry out the basic philosophical

operation, to think about objects in non-objective terms, to jump
over one’s own shadow in thinking, to think in methods which
in using the intellect go beyond the intellect. But it is again all

too easy to misunderstand the nature of this transformation. If

we say: going beyond the intellect, we must add at once: without
losing one’s head. In the breadth of philosophizing this means:
the sciences do remain presuppositions of philosophizing, not as

if philosophical truth were grounded in them, nor as a court of
higher appeal upon which philosophy would depend, but be-
cause they are unavoidable and inviolable. Today the historically

new phenomenon of modem science gives to all philosophizing
a different degree of methodical clarity and a different breadth
of objective orientation than ever existed before. As a result,

philosophy today has a new, great opportunity, which until now
she has by no means convincingly grasped to any degree com-
mensurate with her high, original descent. Philosophy has the
sciences as presupposition, without itself being^ science and
without itself making any of the claims of science(But philosophy
comes forward with the higher claims which arise out of the
Encompassing.!'

Apinst this basic attitude of philosophizing within the Encom-
passing, which expresses itself in the design of specific philosophic
methods, the methods of transcending, and then in a sharp distinc-
tion between science and philosophy, objections have been raised.
They occur again, in a new and impressive form, among some of
the contributors to this volume;

ghgjggd with absolutizing the finiteness of roan
I reShTtoTrlT^riTrrs

finiteness to clanty in our consciousness in vefTcltifliilte OgOines
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w the condition, first of all, of our veraci^, secondly, of the mean-
mgtuiness ot tne task we s^ ouf^lves, and, thirdly, of the tru^

basic constitution ot the cdnscibUiness of freedom as concerns our

potential JExtJtgninBm in each move of these ascertainments

finiteness touches the infinite. In the consciousness ortRg'Ttmit

finfteness is beina; transceiidednii the consciousn^ of being

granted to oneself in freedom there is alsg^ffyeiObe “certaiiR^of

the infinite potentiality and the infinite meaning of Existent.'

2 . The attemm to reach the non-objective — even though bv
means^ the Riding fHread of objects — is said to constitute an
impossibility. This attempt would abolish the abiUEy to think

at all, would demand the doing of something absurd, namely to

think without thinking. One simply can not jump across one’s

own shadow.

Against this stands our philosophical thesis, which we are trying

to confirm in factual philosophical thinking in areas of meta-

physical speculation, as it has been carried out by the greatest

philosophers. It runs: Although no thinking is without object,

Ae non-objective becomes noticeable as soon as the question con-

cerning the function of the objective is raised. %r: the noh-bbfec-
tive Encompassing itself is being conceivecT in the objective;

directLy- in of the thougnt of living practice XVherg

subject matrhfd with nhjprt; indirectly, in pHilosopKizing which
would like to bring tHe Er^inpassihg 16 conscibasness.'^This

"^’ilosophizing is a transcending of tKe'oBjecllW."KS'methPds are

multiple, they arrange philosophizing in itself, and they produce
the sublime fabric of philosophy in the first instance as a matter
for the few. But this matter concerns man as such. It brings to

clarity merely what, without reflection, is being done or can be
done by every human being in his ‘existential’ reality.

The ascent to the niveau of philosophical thought by way of

reflection is opposed today by the presupposition that truth is

accessible to common sense without ado. That it lies on the same
plane of thinking with any kind of knowledge whatsoever. Of
aid against this presupposition and a plea for the ascent, however,
is the age-old Asiatic as well as Occidental philosophic insight

that by knowledge we do not merely increase the range of our
information, but we can rise by steps in the ways of thinking

itself. If this succeeds, we do not merely add to the endless infor-

mation about things, but, by our ability to engage in a new type

of thinking, increase our insight into the whole, and gain thereby

a new consciousness of being. From the higher level it is possible
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to see through the lower one, but not vice versa. The lower levels

remain after the higher ones have been reached. They are sur-

passed only insofar as it is assumed that the Absolute, truth itself,

has been seized on them; but they are not destroyed; for they

fulfill a function for later tliinking which may make use of tliem.

An example: All our knowing is in space and time. Reality

is existence in space and time. What does not possess this existence

is unreal. The soul is immortal, says faith. This is impossible,

says our temporal knowledge based on experience. For the soul

is bound to the body and to its functions. Dreamless sleep already

brings unconsciousness without memory and without awareness

of the present. In death this not-being of the soul becomes abso-

lute, for now even the possibility of awakening, which even in

deep sleep is still possible because of the continuing life of the

body, is extinguished. Philosophizing, however, arrives at the

insight that space and time are the forms of perception in the

world of appearance, in which we live, think, and know, not the

in-itself of Being proper. This insight is common both to the clas-

sical Occidental as well as to Asiatic philosophy, which, though

they differ in method and aim, are in formal agreement in princi-

ple. This insight implies something which leads to paradoxical

assertions, but assertions which are paradoxical only in the world

of appearance, not in their proper sense: what is eternal is decided

in time, — immortality is our eternal presence (we are conscious

of it in high moments which efface time) ,
— with what we essen-

tially are, we are secure in eternity. Such sentences say nothing so

long as we remain in our thinking in the world of appearance.

They look fraudulent here, if they seem to want to explain away
mortality in time. Rather, such statements are ways of expression

arising out of a type of thinking which can be achieved, not in the

form of expanded kiipwing information, but as a transformation

of basic consciousness.',How this is to be achieved, this is the task

of philosophy. Thinking within the world of appearance leads to

limits. When these latter become clear on the intellectual level,

there remain two possibilities: the not-knowing which remains
indifferent and does not take the unknowable into consideration;

and, the possible jump to another level of thought which, how-
ever, is reached only simultaneously with one’s own essential

transformation.

If this succeeds, with one stroke all the great myths, symbols,
and dogmas from the history of our faith — after their apparent
annihilation by a type of enlightenment which was bad because
it could not see through itself but absolutized itself— gain new
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meaning. On the lower level of thought they are the forms of

knowing about the eternal in a materialistic form. The symbols,

myths and dogmas are seemingly identified with the realities of

the world of appearance, even though the — still unclear— honesty

of pious faith practically bars such identification. On the higher

level they become the language of reality proper, which speaks

into the world of appearance and is addressed by us human beings.

Within these languages, within their manifoldness, then, the

struggle for genuine reality takes place; but now on a level where

this struggle is meaningful. It takes place without materializing

what is thought, but rather by virtue of the realization of potential

Existenzen, which latter hear therein their language in an histori-

cally manifold, by us nowhere surveyable, fashion.

3. These difficulties of thinking, these claims which seem im-

possible of fulfillment, would all disappear if one objection were

correct, which says: Objective knowing reaches farther than, the

positions whidi-are now called “phenoinenalistic” would like to

admitTas true: it is possible even to think the deity; objective

intention does not itnprison our consciousness in the mere ap-

pearance of existence. but_is capable to light up the veiy founda-

tion of things.,,,,.

CoiTins, indeed, finds my differentiation between science and
philosophy interesting, but he annuls it in essence because he

recognizes only two levels of the one knowledge of being which
is always objective. He compares my differentiation with Mari-

tain’s between empiriological and ontological knowledge. The
former is appropriate to sensory objects insofar as they are

obseivable and measurable; the latter applies to the world as a

whole, to the self and to God. Both are knowledge in the sense

of knowledge of something.

Thyssen turns against my “epistemology” in the very same
way. Not only appearance but also being-in-itself can be perceived

as object. Concerning my radically different way of thinking he
opines that in it an enmity against objective knowledge finds

expression. This basically irrationalistic character is said to be
a part of existentialist philosophy as such. Against this charge I

must protestJl philosophize neither irrationalistically nor ration-

alistically, bu^t 1 feel that 1 hnd each unique form and figure^of

thinking in its own particular place.~lEhmity against objective

knovnngTs so foreign to me that, oh the contrary. I manifest in

my miSngs not mCTely an unconditional interest in science and
have myself partiapated in scientilic research, but have also at-

testSd'^every opportunity that no philosophy can succeed wi5>
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out science. My elaboration o£ the forms of thinking the_ non-

objective has its motivation in my desire for tlie maximurn of

objectivity. Only on its guiding thread is the non-objective ac-

cessible. Eorrwe always gain satisfaction only in objective thinking

and reject the kind of abstraction to which the unphilosophical

intellect tends to lean.

In regard to the specific area of the philosophical illumination

of Existent, which cannot become an object of investigative

psychology, Earle raises the same objection. I agree with Earle

that in my writings the concepts “object” and “objectivity” are

employed in a wider and in a narrower sense and are, therefore,

not unequivocal. I admit that it is a separate problem whether

and to what extent spatial intuition becomes the prototype of all

objectivity (time is intuited by me as a line which I draw, — non-

Euclidean geometry is indirectly intuited in a projection onto

Euclidean geometry,— V-1 as a sign on paper constitutes the

remnant of spatial intuition, from the guiding thread of which

I cannot absolutely free myself in thinking, — in these examples

the intent of the relation of the spatial to what is meant in thought

is different every time) . I admit that here the vast problem of

the objectivity of universal is touched upon.

What I cannot grant to Earle is that this affects or refutes what
I mean by the sentence: Existent cannot become an object. The
form of my expression niay, in some specific sentences, not have

been too happy and this fact may justifj? the critic in his demand
that I should speak more precisely. "V^at really is at stake is

this: I cannot think without objectivity; What I think and what
I know moves necessarily into some form of objectivity. This
latter is either the matter at hand or else refers to it. If it refers

only, that which is meant is something else and is insofar— even

though not adequately objective — nevertheless an intended ob-

jective as something which is not I. But, whenever objectivity

refers to what I am, or can be, myself, there whatever stands

inadequately over against me in the objective, whatever is indi-

rectly hit upon in thinking is, at the same time, what I am myself

and, therefore, what I can fulfill in thinking in a way radically

different from any other inadequate objective thought: by means
of my inner activity, by means of what I am, of what I can be
(as Earle, indeed, reports quite correctly in the beginning of

his critique)

.

The question is: by what methods do I ascertain a type of

thinking in which I am able to come to myseiif wtiiie thinking
in objectivities, at the sam^time transcending them, meaning
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something which is not something else, but which I am myself?

155 is the age-old secret of selt-consciousness. so easily sgoken

ihd, in its depth
, so~dffiicult~I:o' actualize in the present. My

entire “illumination of .j!,'HHgnz^"~is~meMt ‘to servelH~©drigTifen-

men^
' ~

Here the discussion might proceed. I do not assert that I have

achieved complete clarity; but I do claim that I am conscious of

the problem (especially in my book, Philosophic) in a fashion

which, insofar as I can see, is not refuted by Earle’s arguments.

The problem is present both in carrying out the illumination of

Existenz as well as in thinking about it.

The objections of Collins, Thyssen, and Earle indicate a. basic

difference, a so far irreconcilable opposition which today ex-

presses iteeif above all in Kantianism ajid..Thoiiiisra.~Whatever

becofnes object to and knowable by us is in some sense appear-

ance, not Being itself (Kant) — our knowledge is able to grasp

Being itself as thought object (St. Thomas) . What motives con-

front each other in this opposition, what entangled multiplicity

is at work in them on both sides, I can not even intimate here.

The ways of testing, the methods of thought to be employed in

arriving at a decision on this question, this is one of the great

areas of modem philosophizing, where there is no poverty of

ideas. In any case, what is at stake here is not knowledge of

something specific, but rather the knowledge of knowledge: this

is why this thinking moves in a circle, so that only the content and
the capacity of the circle differ from each other. It is not yet the

question about specific methods of research, but rather in which
sense it is possible to speak of knowledge beyond research as well

as in research itselC My own thinking moves within the Kantian

position, as the critics have correctly pointed out.

I call attention to some of the consequences which ensue from
turning to the one or to the other side.

1. In the Thomistic position I am constantly led to the things,

from the sensory object of awareness all the way to the deity; in

the Kantian I am led to a point where the basic operation of my
thinking lifts this thinking itself to another level and only thus

brings about the presupposition of philosophizing.

2. In the Thomistic position all questioning ' is dissolved in

non-contradictory answers: in the Kantian one arrives at para-

doxical assertions concerning the Encompassing. In the Thomistic

position the being of finite, sensory being is as good as any other
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being even as the being of God; in the Kantian there is a radical

difference between appearance and the thing-in-itsel£. In the’

Thomistic position particular and total knowledge are differen-

tiated, but both are recognized as knowledge; in the Kantian all

knowledge is particular and belongs to the world of appearance;

total knowledge is impossible; its place is taken by philosophizing

in its soaring to totality as a kind of truth which differs in

principle.

3. In the Thomistic position the following consequences have

appeared without perhaps being altogether necessary: the hidden
materialisation of Transcendence, the satisfaction of “common
sense,” which — no matter what is under discussion — gets its

fingers on it, so to speak. Inasmuch as it is claimed that all

processes of thinking are of a cognitive character, the universal

validity of such cognition is demanded. This is joined with the

orthodoxy of faith, so that it is not considered absurd to confess

that one believes to know by means of an universally valid proof

(namely, tlie existence of God as in the oath of Catholic Modern-
ism) . Against the objections of factual knowledge, however, the

content of the knowing orthodoxy of faith becomes defenseless.

Where it is a matter of materialisation, in the sense of assertions

about realities in the world, this position can not maintain itself

(a corpse cannot come alive, lift the cover of the casket and leave

the grave) . Where proof for the intellect is not possible (for the

actuality of God, for immortality as continued life after death)

,

there this thesis must be given up, at least insofar as it wanted to

base itself on proof. The content of faith itself becomes thereby
discredited. In the Kantian position, on the other hand, the

world of the contents of faith and the forms in which they are
thought becomes free precisely in virtue of the critical waiver of

unfounded and false knowledge.

In the Thomistic position there is the assertion of mysteries
which are revealed. They are super-rational and caimot be under-
stood. They are to be accepted obediently by virtue of the
authority of a last resort in the world, which claims to hand down
this revelation by virtue of its plenary power. In the Kantian
position this claim is denied, without rejecting it for anyone who
believes to perceive it, so long as such a person does not want
to force or exact the demand of others to accept the content of

5+ is perceived in obedience to authority.—

Knauss made my concept of the Encompassing the object of
an interpreting exposition and critique in his beautiful essay.
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which reached me only at the conclusion of my Reply. He sees

the basic idea in its relation to the history of philosophy, draws
a few basic lines in terms of his own emphases and transforma-

tions, and finally offers a few critical observations. The latter are

levelled, not against my basic thought, but against my systematic

exposition. He says: The seven modes of the Encompassing^ do
not possess clear connections nor order. Consciousness-as-sucK
enjoys pre-eminence as the all-inclusive structure of ourselves^
thinking beings; at the same time, however, it is still only ^e
mode alongside of others. The number of the modes of the

Encompassing seems accidental. The denvatioh'TsIhissingT'Tfiey~

appear to_]^ _an arbitrarily set dcnm list. The manifoldness of

the modes includes obviously heterogeneous appearances. Thus
there TOmt ^ne l ranscendence, one world, one consciousness-

as-such, but many e^st^ces snd mTirw' Rxi<;tp.mp.rt^

This criticism makes correct observations, but does not inter-

pret them in my sense. 1 have e^ressiy aeclarea myself against

any'derivation, it irhot~a systematic viewpoint which ^elds the

seven modes, but the conscious perception of each mode of the
Encompassing in the process of transcending the subject^bject
division. "Mm- accept^ce. of having had
the~experience is the basis for the unfolding. Some of the modes.

Knauss seems to think., cmidd_-b£.,-dispensed with, and others

might be added. Perhaps. I reply: let them try, I am eager to hear.

For, 1 feel by no means certain to have found in my enumeration
thg'defiTriTive answer which..CPrresponds to the ground of Being,
precisely because there is jacking the derivation from a principle.

TKat"derivation is impossible, unless we could find that principle

of Being'from whicti everything jha.t,is.Qr can be would have to

be "derived. That was the fruitless,dream of the great speculative ’

German idealists ('Fichte. Hegel, Schellingj . The being alongside

;

of each other of the modes of the Encompassing' and, then tiie

pre-eminence of_j5Qni.e QL,thjMe-k..corT:ectly, obrerved by Knauss.
r have disciissed this in detail (cf. Von der Wahrheit, 123-150,

162-169, 217-222). Each type gains pre-eminence in a certain'

sense, includes everything within itself, and then is one type
alongside of others. As such, however, it retains the heterogeneity

of its origin. The Encompassing can [therefore] not be a generic

concept, whose kinds are the seven modes of die Encompassing.
We^must not let this unavoidable way of speaking deceive us.

(i^IyjcQaception is not based on derivation nor is it arbitrary

oirbksed on the '‘\oge5ierness" [of the types; it arose] out 'Of

being receptive 'td ffie way uT^ich I find myself in the world.
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[coupled] with the will to neglect nothing which occurs in my
experience. The basic constitution in which we find ourselves, tlie

ideas which occupy us, the impulses which motivate us are by no

means unequivocal and not at all unitary. By way of similes we

can circumscribe it with many sentences: We have thrown our-

selves into it (Plotinus) , or, we are thrown into it (St. August-

ine) , we are over-powered, we float freely in the bottomless, we
expand, we narrow ourselves, we lose ourselves and get into the

rising tide, a world is building itself in us, the world disappears

like a dream confronted by an absolute Transcendence. With
many other similes there is circumscribed what, thus brought to

our attention, is always different. The One, the same fails to

appear.

In this basic situation of our being human we ascertain for

ourselves what it is possible basically for us to know. I have tried

not to get hooked by one of the similes, by any single experience,

or by one thought-construction. The greatest possible inclusive-

ness was my aim. But this enterprise is bound to get stuck in the

paradox of wanting thoughtfully to assign to every type of

experience, to every possibility its “place,” without knowing the

country as a whole in which the “places” lie; or thus: to assign

to everyone his room, without knowing the building in which

the rooms are. The consequence is a basic knowledge of the

Encompassing, which is suspended, which cannot be brought

to a common denominator, cannot be derived from any principle,

and yet is somehow expanding.

Dissatisfaction is bound to remain whenever such knowledge is

measured by the absolute total-knowledge which has so often been
deceptively attempted. This dissatisfaction finds two philoso-

phically legitimate ways which are necessarily trod. The one way
is that which finds fulfillment not in the philosophical thought-

structure, but in each specific historical realization, for which
philosophizing is preparation and remembrance. Philosophy must
not become sufficient unto itself, since it possesses the open flank

towards reality, which it completes. Only taken together with

reality is philosophy true. The other way is to find the better,

the more profound and the purer in the philosophical thought-

realm itself. This is the direction in which Knauss’ criticism

points, and rightly so. But, how can one proceed further?

Knauss proposes two possibilities. The first of these, as over
against my development ot the modes ‘of the EncompassingTaSKs

' for the presuppositions." “ ?7Hat this ground' is on Which~Tas~g&rs

finds himself in the first place, when he asks concerning the
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nature of Being, remains yet to be examined.” After the first

transformation of tne question concerning Being (as I have

carried it through and described) a second transformation would
have to be demanded: as what must Being be pre-understood in

order that it may be re-recognized in such modes of appearance?

JKLnauss^ radical position takes informal justification from a

geneg )
philAsophi.cal~pHncipleT to inquire constantly into the

unnoticed presuppositions of our thoughts. But dais principle

makes sense only in factuai- performanceT i.e., in the substantial

demonstration of such presuppositions, from which there |pUpws
restriction as well as establishment of the ideas which refer to

that presupposition. The principle is, on the other hand, un-

productive so long as it is abstractly expressed. For in this case it

leads into an empty infinity, into that agonizing progression
which finds rest only in the circle of a closedness of the endless.

It is the big problem of the beginning in philosophy as well as

in thinking. The beginning is a presupposition, something pre-

viously given, a pre-conscious, something that was before; cognate

things return in analogous forms: if I awaken, it is out of pre-

ceding sleep; if as a child I become conscious, it is out of a

world which produced me; if history starts, it is out of prehistoric

conditions. With each beginning a prior is presupposed. In

thinking the procedure follows from presuppositions which are

not grounded in thought-movements, i.e., from thinking which
is simply an accepting. The accepted may, of course, be ques-

tioned. One may begin with other, contradictory, presuppositions.

Where” a philosophical system is desired, it demands a principle:

whence comes this principle? The system presupposes itself. When
the question concerns the totality of Being, it runs: whence does

it come?; if the reply is: by God’s creation, the question becomes:

whence is God?, which, in philosophical abstraction, amounts to:

why is anything at all, why is there not nothing? (Schelling)

We always begin, so to speak, in the middle, whence we proceed^

backward and forward, outward and inward. In this we are driven
j\

ahead by the challenge to ask for the presuppositions, the pre-

givens, the pre-conscious. But in order to be able to ask, we must
first of all jump into the midst and begin factually to see where
and how we are. Knauss’ challenge to .asLior_the presuppositions

may be allowed, but under the condition to show what in any

'

specific instance becomes visible thereby. TTie abstract assertion'

that we proceed from the pre-given is always correct, but as such'

is stiirunfruitful. -

~ '

""The second way which Knauss proposes in connection with the
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first is the attempt at maximum formalisation. He makes the

demand for an encompassing, no longer contentual, logic, whereas

invsretrh of Ihp Encompassing islaidto be bound By^ohtent;
-•=" My reply is: Try arid see wharwiimi^penl I do not know
what the result will be. Form and content are categories, which

on tlieir part can not 'claim absolute validity which precedes

everything else. In their meaning and
.

ramifications they are

/
shown up in a systeni of .categories and are thereby at the same

; tTme being delimited. They are a pair of categories among other

s equ^ly esseritial ories which are appropriate for making ideas

thinkable.' In the conception of my sketch of the_modes of the

Encompassing I would not ascribe any decisive significance to this

pair (of categories) . They themselves are a simile when it comes

“to the unfolding of basic knowledge,

Kriauss himself has already tried himself out on the road to

formalisations, in his excellent treatise (Gegenstand und Umgrei-

fendes, Basel, 1953) . Insofar as these formalisations work in

mathematics and logistics I presume that they have extraordinary

philosophical significance, without, however, seeing a clear pos-

session as yet. It would be the sketch of an encompassing logic

which as logic fails and thereby offers in thinking a pointer by

means of thinking.

Philosophically it would be of extraordinary significance to be

able to demonstrate the failure of thinking by way of formalisa-

tions (something of this spirit seems to -impress one rather

strangely in the works of Wittgenstein) . The failure of thinking

at limits recognized by thinking itseir^rid compellirigly "per-

formed, would thereby open up indeterminable realms. T^
involuntary and phiiosophically ancient equ^on ofthought and

^ Being, of Logorahd worlcC'wduId he radically abolisfieiTby this

irisight, [anT this] ndt'TfiiETely "for expefiencirig, emotion, and
iirational expeneiiceT . ,

.

But such an encompassing logic would not be the formalisation

of the sketch of the Encompassing, in which content and form
are indivisible. "What Knauss means here by formalisation I shall

only know after he has carried it out. His buoyancy indicates that

he is being led by something which must have substance.

8. Ajbout Psychology

I began as a psychopathologist, psychology was the subject of

the work of my youth, and to this very day I am attached to it.
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From the very beginning I was conscious of the limits of psychol-

ogy. In order to save the sick person from a pseudo-knowledge

of the physician, I spoke at that time of the infinity and inex-

haustibleness of each mentally ill patient. The title of my inaug-

ural lecture of 1913 was: “Concerning the Limits of Psychology.”

Working out the methods of psychological research, of its

meaning and its limits (in my Allgemeine Psychopathologie) had
a double significance, therefore: the furtherance of the purity,

productivity, and determination of psychological research, on
the one hand, and, on the other, keeping open the space at the

limits of knowledge, its protection against veiling and confusing

pseudo-knowledge.

It was a joy for me to see my work in this field highly valued

in this volume by experts in psychology and psychiatry (Kolle,

Lefebre) . All the greater is my interest in hearing their criticism.

To these must be added as essential the critiques which on
principle put in question my delimitation of scientific psychology

from philosophy (Earle, Kunz) .

a) Kolle’s basic conceptions are in such wide agreement with
my own that I find little to say by way of reply. Nevertheless, his

critical remarks, since they grow out of common soil, are by no
means incidental.

Kolle’s objection that I am not doing justice to the realities of

the physician’s every-day experience is probably analogous to

the reproach, raised elsewhere, against the aristocratic tone of my
philosophy. He seems to think that I demand too much. In the

first place, of the physician himself: I might possibly be right in

my assumption that there are rare individuals who can do without

training analysis, because they could illuminate themselves. For
most people, however, direction by an expert would be the

desirable aid in training analysis in order for them to take a few
steps on the road to their true self. The masses in the modem
world need many good psychiatrists, who, themselves belonging

to the mass, could not be those rare select individuals, but who
themselves would need training analysis in order to arrive at

the attitude which would make them equal to their great task.

Next, Kolle thinks, I am expecting and demanding too much of

the patient. I over-estimate, he says, the person of the good aver-

age, I idealize him in an unpermissible fashion. The great mass
needs the little remedies, among which he also counts psycho-

therapy.

These conceptions of Kolle’s, prejudicious to man in the mass,

whether for physicians or for patients, seem to be contradicted by
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his sentences which he formulates as the advocate of both: “How-

ever, in our unpretentious activity we physicians do not wish to

stand there as expellees, who have nothing to offer to men except

communication in the garment of questionable truth.” And of

the patients he says: ordinary men often are animated by the

divine spark and in that spark are to be addressed in proper

fashion.

In reply to these diflSculties Kolle cites an oral expression of

mine: the psychotherapist must be tolerant in action, the philos-

opher intolerant in thinking. Should I have said this, tlie sentence

is ambiguous. What I mean is this: In the illumination of princi-

ples our standards should be as high as possible, we should discuss

the meaning of unconditional decisions without reservation. Here

there can be no compromise. In practice, however, we all experi-

ence our insufficiency. In the area which is illumined by tlrose

philosophical movements of thought, we do, out of historical

responsibility, whatever is possible in view of the situations.

Thereby it turns out that those self-contradictory sentences of

Kolle do not at all contradict each other. For, in the situation

which immediately requires action the physician is forced to

apply “little remedies,” even ineffectual ones; he must do the

best possible for the patient, without full acknowledgment of tlie

truth as the wiser one not tell everything. Yet, the same physician

sees in the very same patient, whom, for the moment, he leads

because of the patient’s spiritual and ‘existential’ helplessness,

the “divine spark” and does whatever he can in order to further

the conditions by which this spark can be kindled into a flame.

The truth is, there is no solution of this problem except by

the reality of the physician in each singular situation. In the

discussions about what is to be done and to be demanded in

general — for example, about training analysis, or the application

of Freudian psychoanalysis as such — one can give both reasons

and also raise objections. But, eventually a point is reached where
the practice, training and education of the physician depend on
‘existential’ decisions of each specific individual. These must not

be anticipated or violated by any coercion in the form of a

prescribed education or by the demands of examinations.

Hereby it could become apparent that in today’s spiritual

world-situation errors have crept into psychotherapy, which can
be scientifically perceived and philosophically illumined.

If I assert that training analysis, as rule and prescription, actu-

ally disturbs or even hinders the genuine illumination of life,

this is no aristocratic opinion out of contempt for the masses.
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Rather, what is at stake is insight into the essence of such illumi-

nation by inner action, as it has taken place in the entire philo-

sophical tradition. Stimulated by the texts and by association

with those who have become wise, each individual can be brought

on the road to himself only by himself. For the self-illumination

in inner activity (in contrast to mere psychological observation

of inner phenomena) there can be no self-observation under the

control of others. Such “controlled self-observation” is a deceptive

euphemism. It is precisely by this that a deviation from one’s own
real self to an imaginary self occurs, a deviation from genuine

freedom to pseudo-freedom, from the openness of one’s nature

to delight in spiritual violence.

But what happens if training analysis belongs to the education

of masses of physicians in order to supply the masses of men with

a sufficient number of “good psychotherapists”? Shall the “experts”

who direct the training analysis themselves belong to the “select

group” or to the “masses”? In the latter case, does not the training

analysis become a technique of “non-selected” ones for the “non-

selected,” whereby self-illumination loses its essence? For, such

training analysis, if it were to be realized, would endlessly slide

into the non-essential, it would be guided by alternating dogmatic

theories even to the accidental pleasure in some customary jargon.

Real direction on this road is in principle impossible. For, direc-

tion takes place not by way of scientific information (except for

particular purposes) but by faith. True faith has its origin in

historical greatness and tradition, and understands itself in an
objectivity of an entirely different character from that of scientific

knowledge. Throughout modern psychoanalytic therapy many
types of faith are present in confusion. But there remains the lack

of clarity concerning the type of faith and its direction which
makes so many deceptions possible. Objective ascertainment of

faith by symbols, speculative ideas, and philosophical transcending

is replaced by supposedly scientific information and its application

by a theoretically oriented and “practically experienced” psycho-

therapist. But this practical experience also is a questionable basis

if the experiences are not clearly communicable.

The difference between modem, altogether faithless psycho-

analysis (whose pseudo-faith as concerns its type of thinking I

formerly compared with the type of faith of Marxism and of

Racism) , on the one hand; and that of illuminating and life-

directing exercises which mold the mind and which take place

under genuine direction of faith, on the other, is shown when one
casts a look upon the exercises of the Jesuits or upon the medita-
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tion exercises of the Buddhists. That would lead us too far here.

My fervor, objected to by my critic, in the struggle against these

modem movements of faith rests not merely upon the will to

scientific clarity in knowing, but also upon the philosophical

faith which turns against forms of pseudo-faith that are mistaken,

unable to see through themselves, uncritical and contentually so

very meager.

With this I have reached Kolle’s objection to my critique of

Freud, in which I am said to be going “too far.” In the specificities

of my criticism Kolle agrees with me all along the line. Only at

one point, where actually we are also in agreement, does he raise

an objection: in consequence of a misunderstanding. The neuro-

sis, he says, is not merely characterised by a conversion of emo-

tional difficulties into bodily events, but manifests itself also in

the mental phenomena themselves. Now this has been set forth by

me many times. At the place cited by Kolle it is merely passed

over. But, the essential point is this: These mental conversions are,

as neurotic ones, conditioned by meaningless, extra-conscious

“mechanisms,” which we do not know, but which are the specific

causes of these phenomena. What really matters is the truth that,

in the first place, meaningful connections or freedom are neither

healthy nor sick, and that, secondly, the acts of evading, repressing,

forgetting, and circumventing necessary decisions do not as such

by any means cause illness or neuroticism, but only occur with

the added, and to us till now unknown, conditions, which are

by no means peculiar to all men, but merely to a small minority,

namely to the neurotics.

The questions that arise at this point refer in the final analysis

to the struggle for true forms of faith, which may be many, and
against faithless substitutes which threaten to overpower humanity
today.

As concerns the specific question of training analysis I remain,

therefore, true to my philosophical insight: the demand for the

training analysis to be carried out on oneself by another as con-

dition for admission to psychotherapeutic practice is an act of

spiritual violence. Training analysis is open to anyone, but may
not be demanded of anyone. Kolle, it seems to me, has, in his

tolerance as a physician, in his “psychiatric gentleness” — a spirit-

ual attitude which I share with him — erroneously made a con-

cession to his fellow-psychotherapists, the consequence of which
may very well be far greater than he thinks.

An entirely different point of Kolle’s critique is the reproach
that I am said to reject every kind of eugenic action too radically.
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He points to the increase of the inferior, to the danger of sup

pression, elimination and disappearance of valuable minorities,

a danger which, with the increase of the world’s population, has

grown enormously. I do not hide from myself the threatening

picture of a future dominated by ever less valuable masses of men
as far as the facts have been established. I can not ofiEhand reject

Kolle’s critique of my position, briefly expressed in my psycho-

pathology. For further discussion I would like to call attention

only to a few points of view:

The entire question does not lie merely in the area of knowl-

edge, but also concerns the Ethos for which the respective indi-

vidual is determined to live. Eugenic intervention, on the basis

of knowledge, with the purpose to better our race or, at any rate,

not to permit it to deterioriate, leads, from my point of view,

finally to wars of extermination of races against each other or else

to acts of murder on entire groups of men. The harmless begin-

ning, which appears so rational, accomplishes practically nothing.

In some specific instance, the prevention of reproduction seems,

within our knowledge, well justified. But in intervening by force,

an attitude has been arrived at where man thinks he can and

may dispose of man in general on the basis of his knowledge. The

question is one concerning the limit of human planning. The

concrete answer is so complicated that it cannot even be begun

here. However, the simple last question always remains: who

disposes of whom? Not a knowing God of men, but here men
with their limited knowledge and even without knowledge dispose

of men by virtue of their power. Selection among men, in order

to rob the selected ones unilaterally of their freedom, is an act

which in history has been carried out again and again, and which

today is supposed to be carried out on the basis of genetic biology.

I resist this as a border-transgression on the part of man at a

point where, for want of sufficient knowledge, he has to leave the

course of events in the hands of what is unknown to him, if he

wants to preserve human freedom. The relatively small number

of cases, which, on the basis of definitive knowledge, reasonably

should not reproduce themselves, are to be handled by persua-

sion. When persuasion proves unsuccessful, accepting the irre-

sponsible might actually be better here than the abolition of

freedom by force. In many supposedly certain instances current

opinion often is not even correct. The reproduction of schizo-

phrenics, for example, occurs in the majority of instances before

the outbreak of the illness; the illness appears too late to serve

in preventing reproduction. The probability of the occurrence
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of mental illness among the descendants of schizophrenics is,

altliough greater than in the case of healthy persons, still only

quite limited, barely going beyond ten per-cent. This knowledge
is entirely fluid, exceedingly interesting, but very difficult to

achieve.

Whetlrer perhaps a general limitation of reproduction of man-
kind could and should take place by means of mutuality of con-

tract, I do not here consider. Where there is contract, there is

freedom. Not a selected number is being restricted by others, but
all are being restricted in mutuality. This would no longer be
eugenics, which — as is shown by unbiased critical examination
of the facts, — is very well possible for types of animals desirable

to man, but not for human beings, which transcends merely
racial being.

b) Lefebre has briefly paraphrased the principles of my me-
thodological foundation of the entire realm of psychological re-

search. In doing so he has designated my enterprise as a change
of locale of psychology. I consider this characteristic, introduced
by Lefebre, excellent. He recognizes that the totality of psycho-

logical methods presupposes the psychologist who uses theju.

This “introducing of the psychologist into psychology,” as he
calls it, means that the meaning of the totality of these methods
and knowledge crumbles and loses its validity, if the psychologist
does not direct it in each concrete situation. But he is this psychol-
ogist only insofar as he illumines himself philosophically.

The opposite of this would be a psychologist who himself
would be a mere point of knowledge, exchangeable for any other
who can learn the same knowledge, and who would be willing
to let himself be led in practice by the content of psychological
knowledge. The genuine psychologist applies the possibilities of

scientific knowledge out of an enveloping consciousness, which
latter unites him with the man and patient who confronts him.
The spurious psychologist thinks he can transfer extant knowledge
technically into actual application in such fashion that he him-
self becomes a mere function of this knowledge.

Lefebre follows his precise presentation with a critique, in
which, out of his own earnest experience, he thinks he recognizes
a deficiency in my founding and ordering of psychological knowl-
edge. He sees this in my reservations and partial rejection of the
attempts to make a conception of man, based on Heidegger’s
Daseinsanalytik (analysis of existence, cf. Sein und Zeil), the
foundation of its total view. Lefebre develops his critique on the
basis of this Daseinsanalytik. His critique makes three points:
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first, he claims that I hold fast to the subject-object division, and

therefore, secondly, I do not sufficiently nor in principle distin-

guish between syncretic and linear thinking, nor, in the third

place, between experience and behavior.

The principle of all these deficiencies is said to be that I am
“too much committed to the subject-object division.” He quotes

Binswanger as saying that for experiencing, as it appears to the

experiencing subject, there is no such thing as a division between

subject and object. To experience and to experience the world

are identical. The investigation of the nature of such worlds, of

world-designs, is to be placed in the center of psychological con-

sideration. Then the subject-object division — that “cancer of all

psychology up till now” (Binswanger) — would be overcome.

This study of the “worlds,” Lefebre opines, would be the natural

completion of Jaspers’ psychology.

However, this completion has, obviously, two sides, which I

do not find considered either by Lefebre nor by the Daseins-

analysts: the demands for the extension of the object of psycho-

logical research, and the demand for the self-illumination of the

psychologist. We must, therefore, turn our attention first to the

patient and then to the psychotherapist.

First the patient: Lefebre thinks that I probably know those

three points of his listed criticism and also make the distinctions

which are demanded in those points. The deficiency is said to

consist in the fact that I do not assign to those points the central

position which is their due. What follows from the polarity and
the overcoming of the subject-object division, I should have used

as continuous principle of order throughout alongside of my
order according to methods.

I answer Lefebre that the subject-object division remains the

indispensable medium of every searching knowledge, of every

science. Of whatever I speak in psychology, by doing so it becomes

an object. The distinction between the subject of the investigator

and the object of what has been investigated is irrevocable in

scientific research. To hold fast to this distinction is a condition

of any scientific research and of barring their becoming confused

with philosophically transcending thought-movements. Such con-

fusion results in the blurring of both.

Something altogether different is the Encompassing, wherein

as psychologist I live and think, and wherein man, whom I am
psychologically investigating, moves on his part. When I repre-

sent this as that which the subject-object division has not yet

reached or is again overcoming, I either make it into an object
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and de-nature it, or else I philosophize and enable it thereby to

display itself more brightly.

It is this de-naturing objectification which the psychologist

carries out because he attempts every possible type of objectifica-

tion. In my Psychopathologie I have done this under the title

"Weltpsychologie” and delimited it critically. Because I can only

speak of something by making it an object, objectification wins

its place, but only as verstehende description of conditions, of

sick constitutions in a world, such as the DoJeinsanalysts have

carried out. They did this in continuing former attempts, such

as, for example, the depicting of schizophrenic worlds by Bleuler.

Thereby they increased not merely our descriptive psychological

language but also the knowledge of the objectified appearance

of such conditions.

Kolle, too, touches upon these discussions by Lefebre. Kolle

thinks that I am going too far in my criticism of psychiatric

Daseinsanalysis. To this I reply that, insofar as it has any descrip-

tive meaning, I have actually taken it into my psychopathology.

What I resist is the notion as if there were something like a

falling ill of meaningful existence as a whole, or, otherwise

expressed: that an illness, conceived as a transformation of exist-

ence, in essence has its own meaning by virtue of a new and

basic way of being-in-the-world. Psychiatric Dajeimanalysis de-

nudes illness of its character as alien to meaning. To this I reply:

what is thus grasped would no longer be illness. What is thus

seen appears to me as a phantom. Psychiatric Dasemsanalysis as a

means of describing mental conditions is to be examined with a

view to the power it has to recognize definite, again-recognizable

conditions of sick persons. For this it has, on occasion, proved

useful, for example in regard to epileptic conditions. But most
of what has been published under this heading, insofar as it

came to my attention, is just talk, not knowledge. What I oppose
here is that the concept of sickness is made unclear in principle.

Secondly

f

the psychologist and psychotherapist: The completion
demanded by Lefebre would, according to him, fill the gap which
I am supposed to have left by omitting the analysis of the living

experience of the psychologist, thereby omitting what is precisely

the foundation of all his methods. Verstehen and explanation,

which I am said to be merely distinguishing, would, so he thinks,

have to be referred to realms of experience. Only then would the

instruments become clear which implement Verstehen and ex-

planation. Then, too, the thinking which is already directed

towards objects would be differentiated from the syncretic ex-
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perience of the psychologist himself, and the relationship of

precisely this syncretic experience to its Verstehen would become
clear,

I answer Lefebre that his noble desire, which is quite suited to

him as a psychotherapist and which he realizes by his humane
eflEorts, simply cannot be fulfilled in psychological knowledge.

What he is aiming at may very well be the profoundest truth of

the ‘existential' psychotherapist, but it is no object of psychological

knowledge. That truth disappears the moment I try to investigate

it psychologically.

It is, of course, true that the “instrament” of the verstehenden

psychologist is his own essence. “Each one sees what he carries in

his heart.” One may very well call the presence of the Encom-
passing in the psychologist a “syncretic experience.” But what
this experience is I do not grasp by directing my investigating

gaze upon it (the possibility of illuminating philosophical and
finally objectless thought-movements is something else again)

,

but it shows itself in what it understands and makes communi-
cable. This, however, is valid also: I understand not merely because

I myself am what is understood and what I perform, but also

because I understand what I can be, without being it, and per-

haps, up to an indeterminate limit, even what I neither am nor

can be.

The great attraction of psychiatric Daseinsanalysis lies in the

fact that one means to light upon the deepest reality in the

psychological object, in man as a patient, a reality which is

identical with the reality in the observer, viz., in the psychologist

and psychotherapist. The satisfaction derived from this process

is not accidental. In fact, in the absence of a critical consciousness

of methods it appears to me almost as a necessary deception.

Psychiatric DaseinsBXialysh, which started out as a modest method
of description, quite conscious of its own limitations, turns into a

ruinous inroad of philosophy into the object of research. But the

truth-content of philosophy can never be an object of psychology.

Philosophy in the psychologist should be rather the clarity of

his accomplished knowledge of himself, from which follows the

attitude of methodical self-limitation in research. This philosophi-

cal clarity furthers the veracity of knowledge as well as the

integrity of one’s own being. Through that confusion, however,

a new substitute for faith becomes possible under the appearance

of scientific knowledge.

Scientific psychology is methodologically manifold, ruptures

the imity of man, and breaks up research into endless mutiplicity.
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What Lefebre demands for the completion of this only possible

psychology seems to me, in his own train of thought, very curious

indeed. The gap which he wants filled up is precisely what he

recognizes as my accomplishment, namely, the “bringing of the

psychologist into psychology.” It is as if he wanted to transform

the philosophically self-illuminating psychologist — without whom
psychological research and knowledge remains leaderless — him-

self now into an object of psychological research. Such introduc-

tion of the psychologist into psychology, however, would result in

levelling the inquiring psychologist, who illumines himself phi-

losophically, into an object of psychology alongside of others. Its

presupposition would be the claim of a psychology which becomes

a universal science, supersedes philosophy and becomes, so to

speak, totalitarian.

The great verity that all of psychology is unable to lead the way,

but in its practical application requires something which itself is

no longer psychology, namely the Existenz of the psychologist, —
this verity misleads to the deception that this Existenz itself could

again become an object of psychology. Thereby psychological

knowledge becomes sovereign. The consequences which can be

observed — not in Lefebre but elsewhere — are: The psychification

of all being, of man and of the world; the transformation into a

psychical object of every Existenz which is able to come to itself

in all types of the Encompassing. The earnestness, which finds its

genuine direction in the objectivities of the content of faith and
in the medium of philosophical thought-movements, is being

replaced by the applicability of what has become known through

scientifically achieved knowledge as the final court of appeal.

There arises an awful methodological and 'existential’ confusion.

This happening is a part of that universal modern trend of the

transformation of religion, of philosophy, and of education into

psychology and its application. But psychology as research and
teachable knowledge can always extend only to methodically and
critically perceivable particularities. Insofar as it claims to be the

locus which sets the goal it leads to an emptying of life and to

an absence of earnestness. When the betrayed modem man,
having lost himself in business, sensations, and pleasures, feels

himself unhappy, he goes to the psychologist. Both no longer
know what happiness is and together put on a dance which, for

a while at least, manages to deceive about the growing emptiness.
This transformation of everything into an object of psychology
is one instance of the phenomenon of the loss of faith, which
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manages to veil itself in the rush after remedies which only

increase the loss.

True enough, these events constitute a threat to being-human,

but they do not at all imply a fateful total process to which

everyone would have to adapt himself. Nietzsche’s “God is dead,”

— with him the expression of terror and of a nihilistic will,

together with the impulse to get beyond both —, as an expression

of knowledge in the philosophy of history, taken over from him,

is simply false. In that case it is merely an epigonal negative

acknowledgment of the emptiness in virtue of not taking one’s

own practice of life seriously.

Lefebre did not turn his attention to these relationships be-

cause they do not concern him at all. He would, therefore, right-

fully reject these discussions as a critique of his position. Never-

theless, it may perhaps be permitted, even against his claim, to

call attention to what dare not be confused; not the physician

with the priest, not the psychotherapist with the bringer of salva-

tion, not psychological counselling with philosophical communi-
cation in loving struggle. True, both may combine with each

other. But in that case one should honestly know what one is

doing, what claim one is making, to what accomplishment one

knows himself qualified. And in no case is it possible to integrate

bringer of salvation, priest and philosopher into the psychological

profession where performance is paid for in money, without their

losing their essential character. Profession and performance hap-

pen on a level where something entirely different may enter

anywhere like a gift from above: that free human activity arising

from a higher authority, incalculable, unleamable, unbelievable.

But it does not belong to psychology.

I return to Lefebre’s objection. He calls it paradox— and

justifiably so — that at the end of a psychology like the one

advocated by myself, which consistently carries through the dis-

tinction between subject and object (viz., in the attitude of

psychological research) , there is supposed to stand the annulment

of this distinction. If, in spite of this, he holds this to be the

natural completion of my psychology, he seems to me not to take

cognizance of the following:

The endeavor to overcome the subject-object division, which

he demands, is the fundamental concern of all my philosophizing.

The ways of such overcoming, the performances of thinking in

becoming conscious of the Encompassing, I have carried out

in my philosophical, not in my psychological writings. The de*
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manded completion does in fact exist, but as what it is: as the

completion of psychology, of the sciences as such, by philosophy.

Where I make the psychological attempt to describe the states

of the presence of the Encompassing as psychological states, I

know that, despite all the inner perceptiveness of such description,

the essential element escapes.

In philosophizing itself already lies the great temptation, in

the very process of objectifying talk — which is the guide of that

genuine philosophical assurance in the appeal, in awakening, in

conjuring— to treat these objectifications as objects of knowledge.

This is to slide from the seriousness of philosophy into the in-

formality of knowledge, but in such a way that the satisfaction of

knowing that man “is so” becomes at the same time a peculiar

kind of dogmatism. It is that which gives to the pseudo-scientific

efforts of some writings in Da5em5analysis, it seems to me, that

appearance of faith, which, despite the efforts in behalf of the

convention of scientific language, even in its mood already has

an unscientific effect.

Beyond his critique, Lefebre shows again an astoni.shingly

close understanding for the basic attitude which realizes itself in

my psychology and philosophy. It seems to me to be his own
attitude. In expressing it, he says about me: that I attempt to

take into consideration, both in theory and in practice, the being-

alive of the real, existing man— who, in essence is potentiality

— up to every single psychological action. That I am aiming to

make man, whom as psychologist I make an object, as a philoso-

pher free in his subjectivity. That I participate in the maximal
and manifold objectification of man, without forgetting that man
himself is in essence subject. That what Lefebre characterizes as

the “change of locale in psychology,” which he says has been
undertaken in my work, is the way to remind the psychologist

constantly that the objectivity, by which the psychologist thinks

man, is never identical with the object of this thinking. For man
is free, which is something that does not enter into any psycho-

logical objectification. Over against the psychology of any replace-

able and entirely determined individual, i.e., against the psycho-

logy of manipulation, there stands my psychology of freedom. For
this reason, he insists, a decision is necessary on the part of every

psychologist, either for or against the psychology of freedom. I

agree with this, with the exception of the paradoxical formulation
“psychology of freedom.” For the decisive element is precisely

that this psychology leaves freedom untouched, cannot at all

reach freedom. Man is more than he can know of himself psycho-
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logically. In conclusion, Lefebre cites a few of my formulations

on this topic.

On the whole, therefore, my answer to him is as follows:

Lefebre is right in his demand for the completion of psychology

by philosophy on the part of the psychologist, who, qua psycho-

logist, can never become in practice the last court of appeal. But
I must contradict him when it looks as if this completion could
be pulled into psychology itself by a sort of total psychology, which
latter would be neither accurate psychological knowledge nor
genuine philosophy.

c) Although by a diffierent route and from other motives, it yet

seems to me that the critique of Earle is concerned with the same
problem. As object of his discussion he chooses not my psychologi-

cal works, but my philosophical illumination of Existenz. Con-
cerning it he attempts to show that, although it has made essential

contributions to the study of man, I had not correctly grasped
its factual meaning in the method of my procedure. For, I ac-

knowledged that illumination neither as science, in the sense of

psychological knowledge, nor as a form of rational, scientific

philosophy. Actually, however, Earle thinks, it is science and it

is rational. My discovery, he thinks, stands up, but my conception
of it he thinks wrong.

Earle performs his simple and clear critique in the following

way. What I assert of the character of the illumination of Existenz,

he claims, is valid for all knowledge: indirect knowledge about
something instead of direct knowledge of something— the inex-

haustibility of the individual — the method of antithesis, and
their dialectic and synthesis. Consciousness of one’s self, he claims,

is as objective as any knowledge.

Earle sets forth the following theses: Either something is known
in an objective way or else it is not known at all. If something
is not known at all, either directly or indirectly, our words be-

come meaningless. Either there is no such thing at all as objective

knowledge, or the illumination of Existenz is a mode of such

knowledge.

When I say of the illumination of Existenz that it is not de-

scribable but only a matter for appeal, Earle does not wish to

object to the hortative way of speaking; but even the hortative

would be useful only if what is said has an objective character,

is communication of knowledge. To say what cannot be said

would make no sense hortatively either, since it would merely

be an ununderstandable summons.
If, concerning the illumination of Existenz I say that it is
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supposed to bring the thinker to himself, tlien this could make

sense only if I say about myself what is true for all selves. If the

reader understands my words, he must have what I am saying

before his inner eye, and that is he himself insofar as he is like

me. My reader then compares what I am saying concerning the

self with what he knows, and thereby comes either to agreement

or rejection. This, he claims, is the same concept of truth and

falsity as in any other assertion.

On the basis of such criticism, Earle says how disappointing

it is to learn, after reading a “brilliant” chapter, that none of this

is to be understood as objective knowledge, but as an appeal to

the reader to become himself. Earle afiirms large parts of my
illumination of Existenz, but insists that what this illumination

produces is factually communicable knowledge of a difficult and

subtle kind.

If Earle is thus able to accept the content of my illumination

of Existenz as phenomenological description (as anthropology)

,

it might seem that I should be satisfied. For, what really is at

stake is tlie truth of the content, not the opinion concerning the

form or sense in which the truth is uttered. By affirming the

specific and only negating me from the point of view of the

totality of the conception of science, Earle agrees with me in

essence. However, this agreement seems to me to include much
more than a mere acknowledgment of phenomenological descrip-

tions. What are the grounds of such agreement? To me they

appear as follows: they proceed from Earle’s going along in terms

of his own ‘existential’ potentialities and realities, towards which
many men seem to be blind or at any rate resistful. If the de-

scription were compelling for everyone, the surprise and concern

over the fact that universal agreement is wanting would have to

be great, indeed. In that case it could appear as if what is involved

were only subjective arbitrariness and this would apply to such

descriptions also. If what is involved, however, is truth, then it

must obviously be truth of a character which is not accessible

through mere description of a state, but only through a co-opera-

tive inner performance out of one’s own readiness. We can think

of this readiness as universally human because we live out of it

unconditionally. But we must face up to the fact that this is

something which is by no means universally accessible, conceiv-

able or acknowledged as is scientific knowledge. By letting go of

the claim to scientific validity I wanted to secure the sense of the
unconditional truth of potential Existenz against the danger of
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seeing such philosophizing destroyed by declaring it to be un-

scientific.

It is an indubitable fact that, in the illumination of Existenz,

I am constantly making use of conceptual schemes, which, as such,

make assertions about structures, and which, as such, are to be
culled out as systematic insights into such structures of being
human, insights which can be found in great number in the

history of philosophy. It is essential and notable, however, that I

do not recite these structures outright nor as the main point. True
enough, they play a r61e in the disposition of and offer guidance
for changing formulations, but they are not the motors of the

movement of thought. Furthermore, they are without claim to

absolute validity. There, are several schemes. They are tools of

communication, not objects of knowledge. The freedom of my
philosophizing, which appeals” to ffeeHbm, has to make use of

those tools and of the historically existing schemes demoted to

tools, but it must not permit them to become the masters of

thought. This would happen, however, if the matter itself would
be thought to be known in them.

Actually there exists a radical difference between the pheno-
menology of consciousness and the illumination of Existenz. This
difference would be badly designated if one were to call it a

return from consciousness to what lies before consciousness and
supports it; it is described more correctly as the leap from observ-

ing to philosophizing, that is, from knowing something to inner

action through thinking.

Only in experiencing fixisfenz-illuminating thinking in a move-
ment which leads to inner action can the ascertainment concern-

ing the great difference take place: whether I know objects or

guided by the objective meet the non-objective (be this accom-

plished in one’s own Existenz or by touching Transcendence) —
whether I acquire a generally valid point of view or become
myself, — whether I confront the inexhaustible of an individual,

examining it endlessly, or produce, as well as become filled with,

an infinitely illuminable in the movement of thought.

Then the difference between scientific knowledge and philoso-

phy, too, will become convincing, a difference which I have char-

acterized as follows: in science the object itself is appropriately

communicated; for comprehension it demands only the point of

the universal intellect common to us all, called consciousness-as-

such; — in philosophizing two wings have to flap in order to gain

height; one is what is universally communicable in the philoso-
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phic texts; and the other is the, in each instance singular, irre-

placeable Existenz which, in its historical completion in becoming

itself, does precisely that which gives to the universal meanings

of those texts their authentic sense.

One may ask whether, in such formulations, I do not over-reach

myself, so that the content becomes absurd, because I seem to

take what is senseless as something sensible. I confess that for me
the decision between the being and not-being of philosophy lies

precisely at this point. I suggest that the reader compare what

was said concerning the objective in the section on the Encom-

passing (as well as the essay by Latzel)

.

d) Despite all the differences among themselves, three critics

(Lefebre, Earle, and Kunz) meet at the same point, they aim to

give to scientific psychology more room, more comprehensive

possibilities, than, after methodical reflection, I am willing to

grant to psychological knowledge. And they are inclined, so to

speak, to annex performances of thinking, which I introduce as

philosophical, as psychologically admissible knowledge. Lefebre

demands a completion of my psychology in this sense. Earle takes

my £xwtenz-illuminating presentations to be a phenomenology

of inner structures, which — according to him — I misunderstand

in their methodical sense. Kunz interprets a number of transcend-

ing philosophical thoughts from my writings as a Verstehen of

psychological reality, which he on his part wishes to make acces-

sible by conceiving of a pre-conscious basic occurrence of the

soul. My conception of scientific psychology is too narrow for

all three. They accuse me of rejecting what, in their opinion, is

actually possible in psychology and what I had even in part

contributed to it myself. I now turn to Kunz’s essay, who, by way
of a psychological theory, wishes to transform into psychology

what occurs in my statements as Transcendence.

Kunz refers to the “fact” of an original certainty of death,

which we are said to possess in distinction to the certainty of our
own future death, a certainty which comes to us only from the

outside by the experience of die death of others. From this “fact,”

— which he also calls “circumstance” — he reaches the conjecture

that the pure act of thinking is already the mode of being pre-

sented with the loss of being. In contradistinction to the death
which factually comes to every living being, “potential death” is

said to be a constituent element of the essence of man. In contra-

distinction to mere thinking of death the “potential death,” —
also called possible or immanent death — is said to be that which
precedes thinking, precedes thinking of death and precedes the
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approaching actual death as a basis of being human. The decisive

step of this conjecture — which he also calls “hypothesis,” — is

said to be “to move back objectively known factual death, as

potential death, into the non-objective dimension which is the

source of the act of knowing.” Only out of this, he thinks it

possible “to understand the exceptional certainty of precisely

this particular objective knowledge” (namely of death) ; for this

knowledge “attains its elusive object from the objectification of

its own origin.” There the “happening in the foundation of

being human” takes place. This potential death holds open an
“inconceivable unfathomableness.” From it there follow or be-

come possible thought itself, then the conception of Transcend-
ence, further the transformation of existence into Existenz, in

fact there follows everything which makes man into man.
This psychological hypothesis — which, with its abstract ideas,

can be understood only with some effort — appears to me to be a

new example of those psychological theories whose sense, limita-

tions, and errors I have discussed, for scientific and philosophical

reasons, for decades (cf., for example, the chapter on “Theories”

in my Psychopathologie). Often they can neither be proved nor
disproved. Nothing results from them except an intellectual

game. They become a torment in which, at one moment, knowl-

edge is being feigned which then proves to be nothing. All these

theories proceed from matters of fact and then interpret events

by the construction of illustrations given in images. I now attempt

a critique of the theory sketched by Kunz.

In the first place, the “fact” of the original certainty of death,

which is said not to arise from the external experience of the

dying of others, is questionable. There is also the contradictory

fact: I do not believe in my death, even though I know by
experience that it will occur; I am so penetrated by being alive

as something inextinguishable that inwardly I do not realize

death, even though I acknowledge it intellectually and must
admit its reality for myself. Goethe expressed it thus: “If I work
without rest to my end, then nature is obligated to assign another

form of existence to me.” It is the original certainty of “entelechy.”

True enough, “we are not equally immortal.” In order to manifest

one’s self in the future as a great entelechy, “one must first be

one.” With that Goethe pointed to the possible difference of

the consciousness of life and death. For some life has become
forfeited to death; they live in the consciousness of their constant

dying (of “potential death”) . For others death is consumed in

life. For them death seems to have no reality. The sole fact, which
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Kunz claims, does not exist. If we objectifyingly describe such

facts as “psychological states,” then the question concerning the

empirical connections out of which they have arisen is more

essential for psychological research than the question coirccrning

the content of such states. They depend, perhaps, upon a periodic

change, upon conditions of illness and upon constitutions, which

also have other empirical characteristics which occur together.

By way of verstehende psychology one may further ask psycho-

logically in what intelligible connection an apparently original

consciousness of death — this pitch of a life’s mood — might,

• perhaps, stand with abysmal disappointments, with radical failure,

with a factual emptiness of life. To which ever observations and

descriptions these questions may lead, it is certain that there

exists no unambiguous circumstance, no fact which is common
to all men.

But suppose, for the sake of argument, one were to grant tliat

the universal fact of the original certainty of death is not to be

doubted, then the second step Kunz takes must be examined:

the step to the assumption of a fundamental happening which

is supposed to constitute the being-human. This is the mode of

cognition which invents a foundation hypothetically in order to

deduce from this never directly accessible the factual appearances

and to make them comprehensible. We call this procedure build-

ing theories. Kunz speaks, therefore, of a mere probability of

his thought: the presence of potential death in the origin of

thought is the hidden foundation of being human, but cannot be
immediately comprehended.

Such theories make sense to the degree to which they lead to

the clear formulation of questions, which are then to be un-

ambiguously affirmed or rejected by carrying out the necessary

observations. Or they make sense if they lead to observations,

to knowledge and perceptions, which are not gained without
them and which are not self-evident. Kunz’s hypothesis does not

achieve this. It is not at all put forth as a psychological research

instrument. Rather, it achieves something else, an “interpreta-

tion.” By his hypothesis about the origin of being-human in

“potential death,” Kunz wants now to re-interpret what appears

in philosophical thinking as such and in ray philosophizing. A
few examples:

According to Kunz, thought has its origin in potential death.

To this origin there is supposed to correspond the boundlessness

of being able to think. The presence in man of the negativity of

thinking is supposed to document this origin. The dialectic of
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Being and nothingness, a very ancient philosophical problem,

newly developed by Hegel, and picked up by myself, transforms

itself for Kunz “into a basic process pervading man’s being: the

constant breaking through of potential death within man as the

source of the idea of Being.” Negativity, the universality of

thinking, the continuous loss and disappearance in existence,

immanent death — all of these are supposed to be consequences

of that hypothetical secret of man’s becoming man out of “poten-

tial death.”

The interpretation proceeds: Kunz wants to understand the

specific potential character of being human out of the reference

to potential death. From it are supposed to come all of man’s
‘existential’ possibilities, which, possessed by no other living

existence, are given to man only. He alone has the capacity to

proceed from radical insufficiency to a searching quest for Tran-
scendence. To him alone the leap is open from mere existence

to Existenz. Everything which, in broad development, is demon-
strated by my illumination of Existenz has no need of any Tran-
scendence. It is immanent death which, out of the basic process

of man’s being, produces Transcendence as psychologically com-
presensible.

With this idea of derivation, on which I am unable to perform

any evidence, Kunz connects a question which appears meaningful

to me: what kind of possibility would be intended when one
speaks of potential Existenz, of the possibilities of freedom. Here
it can not be a matter of logical nor of real possibility (as it

occurs in the traditional doctrine of the modal categories) , but

it must be something quite different, which is to become clear.

Indeed, Kunz demands quite rightly the, until now quite in-

sufficient, answer concerning the categorial meaning of possibility.

In the unfolding of the categories of freedom this answer would
have to be given. Kunz himself does not, however, attempt it.

He asserts merely the origin of ‘existential’ possibility in immanent
death. Of this notion he says that its content could “not be shown
as an indubitable fact,” but constitutes on its part “only a pos-

sibility.” The question concerning the categorial meaning of

possibility, where ‘existential” possibilities are under discussion,

still remains.

Kunz’s interpretation proceeds: he explains my formula of

being granted to one’s self in freedom. Kunz sees the necessity

of an accommodation on the part of the occurrence — inaccessible

to intentional production — in the ground of being human, i.e.,

on the part of immanent death. That at this point I should refer
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to Transcendence, should speak of being granted to one’s self

by Transcendence, this, Kunz thinks, is like a last, abstract and

purified offshoot of the ancient, self-alienated demonological

interpretation of human nature. For, this Transcendence, he

claims, is nothing else but immanent death. This is also sup-

posedly demonstrated by the fact that immanent deatli is non-

objective and could not be thought of as an object. For, tliis non-

objectivity is said to correspond to the non-objectivity of Tran-

scendence as which tliis immanent death had been falsely inter-

preted. When I speak of the non-objectivity of Existenz and of

Transcendence, Kunz replies: this is the non-objectivity of po-

tential death and nothing else.

Let me note one last interpretation by Kunz: When I speak in

my philosophizing about foundering, in which Transcendence is

able to show itself; and about the infinite calm, which, in the

leap from foundering, becomes possible, Kunz replies: this idea

must be radicalized, death must take the place of Transcendence.

The proposition of certainty in foundering: it is sufficient that

God remains (in the sense of Jeremiah) , is to be replaced by
the true proposition: immanent death is the only thing whose
certainty is itself absolutely timeless. Eternity is the timelessness

of death. The calm in foundering is notliing else than the

momentary extension of immanent death in silence. This is

however supposed to be — as Kunz constantly repeats— only a

supposition, a probable hypothesis.

Enough of the examples of this interpretation. They are di-

rected in principle against my way of philosophizing. They inter-

pret hypothetically out of a basic occurrence where I think in

terms of an appeal to possibilities. They offer a doctrine in

theses where I would like to generate something in the thinker
by way of movements of thought. They omit and reject what
for me is the very meaning of philosophizing.

Methodologically I think I can understand the difference.

Kunz’s attempt does not seem to me scientifically maintainable,
and it seems, as if blind, to pass by a philosophical possibility.

This I shall try to clarify a bit more.
From the very start he does not sharply distinguish between

matter of fact and hypothesis. For, his procedure is initio not
an unambiguous observing but interpretation of meaning which,
in the nature of the case, is ambiguous. The content of such inter-

pretation of meaning is already falsely taken by him to be matter
of fact and the fact of the case; falsely, because the “matter of
fact” carries force of conviction only for a specific, by no means
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for every, basic mood of the soul. This specific basic mood (the

certainty of death as immanent death) takes itself as the universal

human mood. This may also be expressed as follows: Insofar as

a state of mind, which is psychologically to be observed and to

be described, serves as the ground of a conviction, the conviction

is not free. There is to be demanded, first of all, the psychological

determination of the peculiarity and the question concerning its

derivation, and, secondly, the insight into the double character of

even such descriptions:

In the understanding of “meaning” we have to distinguish two

ways; the way of psychological observation and of empirical knowl-

edge, which establishes something; and the other way of appealing

and conjuring designs of possibilities of meaning, a way which

appeals to freedom. This I take to be one of my basic philosophic-

methodological insights. It may perhaps aid the purification of

a scientific psychology. Kunz denies this insight. His proposal, in

which he constructs the constitution of human nature out of the

immanent death, is an example which shows where this non-

differentiation leads.

Because Kunz ignores that distinction, he proceeds on the pre-

mise that with his theory he is aiming at the same facts which I

had in mind in my £xisiffnz-illuminating movements of thought

towards Transcendence. He merely interprets it differently. He
wants, therefore, to approach these supposedly identical facts

merely from another aspect, and thereby uncover in them some-

thing different. He thinks that with a view to the facts we coincide,

and that we differ merely in the interpretation. Unfortunately the

difference goes deeper. For, my Ejcwfenz-illuminating thoughts are

not at all concerned with matters of fact, but with freedom and

its possible contents.

Kunz indeed denies freedom or understands by the word some-

thing different; perhaps something not unrelated to the linguistic

usage of some psychotherapists, who wish to help their patients

to freedom and who think they possess scientific knowledge of

freedom, gained by research. Kunz expresses this denial by his

apparently so evident thesis: The freedom of potential Existent

and the behaving and experiencing man (who is said to be the

object of psychological research) are, from the standpoint of

being, not two separate realms, but only one single reality, namely

that of concrete man who lives in determinate situations.

This unity as factuality is, according to Kunz, the ‘having to

be’ of this whole. It includes not merely the body and its functions,

but also being free, that is to say that which we have to do and.
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within limits, can do. Hereditary, according to him, are not

merely determinate objective capacities, but also human nature

as a whole. Against this it must be said that speaking of heredity

is meaningful only with reference to specific marks which either

are there or not there. Talking about heredity in general remains

empty and produces that false consciousness of a biological total

knowledge. If, nontheless, Kunz says at one point that freedom

is not recognizable, one might, in view of his other explanations,

suppose that he fails to understand his own uttered sentence.

The unity of human nature is for him an object of psychology.

He demands the explication of the nature of the being of man
as a creature who acts, experiences, and understands himself.

Quite right; only every such illumination is itself a design that

remains in suspense. We cannot help thinking such structures of

human nature. That, however, they are not applicable, we can

make harmless only by trying ourselves out in several and in

numerous ones. But in that case these designs are not theories of

the basic occurrence or of the basic constitution in behalf of

psychological research, but philosophical conjurings as impulses

toward freedom.

Proceeding from his claim to achieve the totality of human
nature as the object of psychological research, Kunz reproaches

me: I should not be satisfied to use objective knowledge in the

form of verstehender psychology merely as medium for the illumi-

nation of Existenz, viz., for an appeal to Existent which, in its

type of being, remains unquestioned and is left in the dark.

Against this I may remark that, quite consciously, I have done

both. How verstehende psychology works as means of psychological

research I have enlarged upon in my Psychopathologie (5th ed.,

especially pp. 250-374) . How verstehende psychology serves as

means of the illumination of Existenz I have developed in my
Philosophie. I have discussed the difference between the two
ways: the way to the knowledge of spiritual reality, and the way to

the kindling of the impulse to freedom. I consider this distinction

important not merely for the clarity of scientific research, but
also for the honesty of psychotherapeutic practice. That this latter

is to a large extent disastrous is due to the confusion of psychology

with philosophy, to the non-differentiation of the methods of

knowledge. The unity of man’s being insisted upon by Kunz is

not an object but an idea. The distinctions within the objective

are not concerned with different ontological realms, but with
different methods together with the specific objectivities which
belong to those methods. In all of my psychological and philo-
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sophical work I stand opposed to the rationalistic levelling o£

everything thinkable into research, objectivity, and theory.

That, in his hypothesis, Kunz has disregarded the philosophical

side of his verstehenden movements of thought shows itself in

his report of what I designate as the ultimate situation of death.

Whereas my thoughts have meaning only in motion and them-
selves disappear in the fixation of assertions which are picked out,

Kunz, in his report makes a theory out of it, which he treats

argumentatively pro and con, like a scientific position. Whereas
my thoughts remind of or prepare for an experience as the per-

formance of freedom; in this performance offer no knowledge, but
only incite to realization, whereby all arguing and asserting is

merely a means on the way and carries no independent weight;

Kunz lets this motion drop and retains in his hand only dead
partial ideas as positions which I supposedly represent. In Latzel’s

essay on ultimate situations the movement in my sense is strikingly

understood.

I shall attempt now to examine Kunz’s undertaking as a whole.

Kunz offers a new example of the psychological theories concern-

ing the basic ongoings of the soul. What is to be said of such

theories in general applies to his also: It is a design without

genuine verifiability. It concerns itself with whether it is more
or less plausible that the foundation [of man] — in itself inacces-

sible — is thus and so. It does not further the scientific research

of psychology, to which latter it does not give any point of ap-

proach for empirical investigations. Nothing factual is gained

by it.

If, however, from the point of view of psychology I take Kunz’s

suggestion as an example of the futility of this type of psychologi-

cal hypothesizing, the factual interest which Kunz has developed

is by no means exhausted thereby. Indeed, this interest has at

the same time a philosophical character which must be taken

into consideration. The question is, what in his proposal expresses

the will of the author, or otherwise: what becomes Existenz-i]\u.-

minating to him, or again: how the cipher of the basic design

of his being impels him toward self-realization.

To this question Kunz gives an answer; in the thought of the

radical transitoriness he finds the impulse to experience “the ir-

replaceable preciousness of every action and of all being,” and

the demand “for a while to be the guardian of eluding Being

and therewith of humaneness.”

Therein lies the philosophical energy of this circumspect scholar

and hidden philosopher, to which I raise no opposition. My op-
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position is directed against the attempt to ground this energy on

the proposal of “immanent death.” ^

By way of summary: I find a theory, difficult to execute in

thought and agonizing in construction, which seems to me to fall

like a blight upon the content of my ^xii^enz-illuminating at-

tempts. They disappear in the re-interpretations of Kunz. As

psychological theory the proposal moves along tlie road of psy-

chologizing the world and therewitli on tliat of a reduction of

the contents to the paltriness of the mental. As cipher the pro-

posal appears to me as effective as the wretched cipher of the ;

Naught. Nevertheless one still hears the sound of the ancient
;

philosophic thoughts, which never entirely disappear even in <

such a reduction.

9. Concerning My Basic Philosophical Attitude

A few critics come to speak about the basic attitude of my
entire philosophizing. Penetratingly, carefully, and many-sidedly

it is discussed by Fritz Kaufmann. The ultimate experiences from

which this philosophizing arises, Kaufman thinks, are the ragged-

ness of Being and the loneliness of tire self. For this reason,

although the self refers in this type of thinking to the One and
actually exists in view of its faith in the One, it will never enjoy

itself in a perfect union with the One and never grasp absolute

unity. And the self even with the other self would never get rid

of its loneliness, into which it falls back of necessity.

This aspect of my thinking is not false insofar as such move-
ments too are carried out in it. But I see in it by no means the

basic attitude of my philosophizing, the attitude, so to say, of an
eternal starveling. I surmise that Fritz Kaufmann himself per-

ceives the basic attitude of my entire work differently. True
enough, my attitude is not that of the joy of life, not that of the

fulness of the meditation on divinity, not that of being continu-

ously carri^'^away into the richness of divine nature. On the

other handjU do not at all deny the harmony of the soul in the

high moment of communication and in the quiet confidence of

the common daily mood which maintains itself on the basis of

such moments. Nor do I at all deny that fulfilment in joy and
meditation. So far from declaring it to be untrue, my philosophiz-

ing is the road there and thence. What, however, Ts inexorably
articulated in my philosophizing is the fact thati there is no re-

maining on that height insofar as we live in time>-Txue enough,
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we become more real in the repetition. But there is for us no
such thing as knowing Transcendence forever, no point of rest

in time, which would remain as such, but only eternity by way

, of the moment. It is not a universal validity of Being which
would permit it to be possessed by knowledge, but in time the

order always is: move on. We lose ourselves and win ourselves

again. I philosophize on the road, I get anxious about false anti-

cipations, but all of this in order thereby to make possible and
to recall the more purely the true, absolutely historical fulfilments

which are incommunicable beyond the community of individuals.

Philosophy, for its realization, has its open sides. For itself it is not

already fulfilment. It is one of my worries that philosophy, wher-

ever it is such fulfilment in general thought, can at the same time

involuntarily be used as a means to withdraw from the communi-
cation of self with self, by losing oneself in this fulfilment. I do
not even deny the pictures of the completed totality as ciphers.

They are not fictions, but may be the language of reality, even

if not as its unambiguous revelation. I see their danger: premature
calming, inversion, and evasion into a supposed possession of

Being itself. I do not deny the truth of art, but I see its perception

as anticipation in the play of what thereby is not yet reality in time.

This play liberates, points to, and makes possible Existent; but

such contemplation and witnessing is not yet 'existential’ reality

itself.,
'

Fritz Kaufmann remarks that, in the succession of Kierkegaard

and Nietzsche, there is valid for my philosophizing the demand
upon the reader: “Do not follow me, follow yourselfl Self-being

arouses self-being, but it does not force itself upon one.” He adds:

that, although I do not offer a system of thinking as the only true

one, I nevertheless work in behalf of my own ideas. Nor are these

[ideas] in any sense presuppositionless, they do not leave every-

thing in suspense. There lies at bottom a decision. What I do is

to invite to an analogous decision, namely for the same kind of

self-evidence, to come to one’s self as Existent.

This seems to me to hit the point. I only fear even such alterna-

tive formulations. They would be true, if the entire content of

the concept “self” could be present and unambiguous. This it

is not. Language makes the word [self] substantival, as if with it

one had a definite meaning in hand; whereas words actually have

their meaning only in connected thoughts. This meaning of the

self varies in a manifold articulation, without being able to arrive

at a concluding survey about it. This is why the movements of

such a meaning have to be carried out in a philosophizing fashion.
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as, for example, the concept of the “I” in the second chapter of

the second volume of my Philosophie. And yet Fritz Kaufmann’s

hint remains correct. It is an original power, or a will, or a de-

cision, which has its echo in the individual historical decisions of

one’s own existence. It also lies at the base of the entire philoso-

phizing of an individual. One may call it the presupposition. To
formulate it, however, succeeds only apparently. When we try it,

we find ourselves as force among forces, belonging to one, neces-

sarily in conflict, terrified by the abysses which seem to divide.

We cannot survey the total realm of those forces but, in our work,

carry on a spiritual battle within it and, in doing so, we are

really in search of precise fronts. It is this presupposition which
produces seriousness in philosophizing. Without it philosophy

would be an intellectual game in the garment of scientific be-

havior, as if one were establishing facts on the basis of universal

validity. If one then tries to express one’s own ‘existentially'

effective basic will in words, this may easily lead astray. Merc
waving of the flag and thoughtless talking becomes then what
originally was philosophizing motion. A whole string of sucli

formulations I have used in my philosophizing, and yet I hesitate

to prefer one as the appropriate one. But once again: Fritz Kauf-
mann is right. And the battle of the basic attitudes or of the

forces in philosophizing should, in so far as it can at all succeed,

be brought to consciousness again. On the lowest step, entirely

misleading — since they do not affect origins, but rational con-
structions — lie the many isms as tlie pretended presuppositions
of types.

Again, Fritz Kaufmann has named the question of communi-
cation at one and the same time the cornerstone and the stum-
bling-block of my philosophizing. When he addresses it as one of
the necessary, and at the same time inescapable and insoluble
problems, I agree with him. But it is no theoretical problem,
which could be stated unambiguously and solved by a cogent
insight. Here lies one basis for the force from which one may
philosophize as I am doing it. This basis is a faith, which dares to
live and realize itself out of itself, and, by doing so, illumines
itself. Never is knowledge achieved here. There remain the other
forces, which in practice and in part also in theory, deny genuine
communication. —
Hennig characterizes my basic attitude in a different way. With

me, he declares, the emphasis lies more on striving than on pos-
session, more on form than on content, more upon potentiality
than on stability, more on freedom than on obedience, more on
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the future than on the past. This does not touch me as strange;
for it does not deny entirely what, in these polarities, I am sup-

posed to have let fall in the shade. For my writings it is perhaps
correct.

It sounds difiEerent when Hennig asserts that, by the standards
of a philosophy like mine, one would not dare to measure, for

example, Ezekiel’s conception of the law of God, Thomas Aquinas’
conception of truth, Descartes’ conception of objectivity, Goethe’s
conception of fidelity. This I am as yet unable to understand en-

tirely. For, I am not at all conscious of such fixed standards as

measuring-rods. From my point of view, I have analyzed an aspect in

the prophet Ezekiel, with reservation, but not without cause. Who-
ever wants to see Ezekiel should, it seems to me, not ignore the

facts I have emphasized. Descartes I have critically analyzed as

a force in the modern world, which, at decisive points, I consider
untrue and disastrous: his grounding upon the bottomlessness of

the “I think” (in contradistinction to the fulness of the only
seemingly analogous Augustinian thought) , the conscious demoli-
tion of history, his lack of understanding for genuine natural

science (as, for example, Galileo’s) , his design of a pseudo-science

which lacks every cogent objectivity. The idea of truth in St.

Thomas I have never treated. I confront him with the greatest

of respect, even though, for myself, at the decisive points I must
reject him. Goethe’s fidelity is for me a reverential reality, Goethe
himself one of the for me authoritative philosophers and steady

companion of my life. —
Thyssen comes to terms with my philosophy of foundering.

This is a characteristic feature of my thinking. Briefly it asserts

approximately the following:

In temporal existence death is given with life. Nothing that

is can remain. Duration is limited in every case. As such it is a

possible symbol of eternity, but is never, as unending duration,

eternity itself. The instant which, as mere moment of endless

time disappears, can be eternity as fulfilment of Existenz. In the

disappearing temporal existence what is comes to itself, but not

as temporal existence but as that which fulfills itself in the bright-

ness of the present.

In front of what genuinely is— and wherein I participate as

potential JSxistenz— veiling it and causing it to be forgotten,

steps time, in which I falsely take stability and duration as the

ultimate goal. I become real as potential Existenz only by entry

into the reality of the transitory, into life and death, into the way
of freedom, which dares and lets itself be granted to itself. It is
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the secret of sacrifice, reality in devotion to the very point of

giving life itself.

In order to ward off unauthentic because unnecessary founder-

ing, for the construction of duration as a symbol of eternity, a

philosophy of the intellect has at all times been justified and

uplifting for the foreground of die institution of existence. It

carries out such construction, it plans and appraises as to useful-

ness and purpose, it keeps to facts as the realities identically ac-

cessible to everyone, it understands, out of the realm of the finite,

and it pushes towards the sciences. But this philosophy of die

intellect becomes un-philosophy when it covers up reality itself,

i.e., eternity in time, when it loses any sense for the great venture

at the limits, when it loses openness for Being itself, for the truth

in foundering, and thereby cancels the possibility of living high-

spiritedly in disaster.

False optimism is blind to eternity, talks death away, lives as if

there were neither dying nor foundering, puts its trust in the

intellect: everything will turn out all right. It enjoys a happy
courage, forgetful of self and being. True optimism — which,

however, is essentially neither optimism nor pessimism — looks

into the abysses of reality, experiences foundering. It gets its high
— not blind — courage from an unfoundable confidence, on the

foundation of a life of Existenz that enters completely into its

historicity.

Thyssen does not deny the possibility of such experiences. He
occupies himself with these thoughts from a religious interest. He
sees in them the intent of an “undogmatic religion by means of

philosophy.” His critical question is: Does Transcendence actually

appear in these experiences? He does not deny the leap from
anguish into calm, “but is therein Transcendence, the Divine,

truly touched?” If Transcendence really is said to be experienced
there, then he puts the further question: Is with Existenz, then,

not experienced an authentic Not-I, an Other which stands over
against me? Or, do both I and Not-I here, too, belong to the world
of appearances?

To this it must be replied: That, concerning which the illumi-

nation of Existenz in foundering speaks of as Transcendence can
precisely not be pulled down to the level of objective knowledge,
even though talk about it must take place in the medium of ob-
jectivities. This talk does, indeed, belong to the world of ap-
pearance; but that which is circumscribed in it does not. But we
are barred from an objective wanting to know, from an objective
guarantee. The form to know of God as of an object, to carry out.
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so to say, a faith-knowledge, remains true only if the realism and
materialism of wanting to have the Godhead as something Other
is avoided. But just as untrue is the psychologism of a mere knowl-

edge of subjective, immanent appearances. To philosophize means
to achieve the ascent to a mode of thought which does not push
away the substructure of objective thinking (which, in the tem-

poral existence of our finite nature, would lead to the Naught)

,

but steps beyond it; it is a mode of thought which happens
through all millenia of the great cultures in polarity to the

revelation of mysteries. —
Baumgarten asserts that my philosophy circles about a hidden,

fixed center. Yes, I hope so; but not around a formulated, or

formulatable single thought, not around something which is

posited or could be posited as object; but around something

which, as center, is guidance. Thence thought receives its impulses

for understanding in greatest possible breadth, for being just to

everything that shows itself; here, too, arise the impulses of every-

day life. Thence come the well founded decisions, the either-or of

concrete conduct which cannot be dissolved in abstract formulas.

For this reason my philosophizing contains both: the purpose of

complete tolerance and at the same time the mood of uncondi-

tional determination in face of the incalculable claim. For dec-

ades, therefore, I have heard both reproaches: that of relativizing,

which is said to lead to nihilism, — and that of intolerant illiberal-

ity, which mercilessly makes itself the judge and condemns. Both

reproaches mean to see something in me against which I have, in

fact, consciously fought all my life. But, the dangers remain. —
Insofar as the style of my writings corresponds with my basic

attitude, a style which at the same time expresses the method,

Fritz Kaufmann has characterized both its “strength and its weak-

ness.” Because, as potential being-myself, I would like to turn

to potential self-being, he thinks, I am paying the price of avoid-

ing exciting effects. Because I display possibilities to the reader,

I get into a mosaic of observations among which the forest some-

times becomes invisible for the trees. Because I would like to

bring the reader to come to himself I evade any dramatic a^es-

sive verve as well as the artistic mise en scene.

Insofar as my deficient talents also are here, in friendly fashion,

understood out of a deep sense of such philosophizing, I may be

satisfied. Only one thing I would like to see understood differently.

It is correct that, from the desire not to buttonhole the reader iii

definite positions, a mosaic actually pushes to the fore in my
writings; or, stated in other words, that, instead of a movement
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of thought which builds up into a picture, there I'emains an order

of sketched possibilities whose manifoldness, like the realm of the

living, has no limits. But my purpose was otherwise. In the

Psychologic der Weltanschauungen there is most of that mosaic,

in the Philosophie least. Here the mosaic has been surpassed, the

positions are not built side by side, but in succession so that the

thought-movement of one chapter — if a reader keeps at and
comprehends it as a whole — is linked with the next and in the

end makes it possible to have all of it present in a comprehensive

survey. To follow this my intent is difficult even where I have,

perhaps, succeeded (as I think I have above all in chapters of

my Philosophie and of my Nietzsche and in a fetv parts of the

book Von der Wahrheit). —
With my basic attitude and my work there is something con-

nected to which several critics refer incidentally as deplorable,

to which they object or which some even deem an advantage of

my philosophizing and which is called its “small penetrating

effect.”

Already in 1913 my Psychopalhologie was praised by Bumke,
one of the prominent German psychiatrists, as extraordinary and
unique, but with the addition that the most ultimate and difficult

problems were treated therein. For this reason the book would
hardly be appropriate for students. And today the complaint is

voiced that the actual effect of the book does not correspond to its

breadth of psychiatric thinking, nor to the significance of its

insights.

Golo Mann, whose agreement with my thinking concerning
'

freedom made me happy, and who evaluates the entirety of my
work positively, opines that this philosophy is not suitable for

political propaganda purposes. He finds it difficult of access,

prohibiting romantic theses of penetrating effect, forbidding easy

reference. Golo Mann turns all of this into advantages.

Jeanne Hersch reports a conversation, in which I am supposed
to have said: I am air, I am nothing. She fears that, on my path,

despite the fact that she herself considers it as the only true one
today, there is no going for others.

I meet these well intended complaints also — not in the essays

of this volume, but elsewhere — as deprecative dicta of an attitude
Aat negates me: with my thinking I had betaken myself into
isolation — I might, perhaps occupy the worthy place of a pro-
fessor who is being mentioned but not read, — as the philosopher
of communication I am today the loneliest among all philoso-
phers — I am the never-foundering philosopher of foundering, —
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as world-alien spider I am spinning the net of my constructions —
and more of the same.

It is not simple to find one’s way in the collocation of motives
and realities which have managed somehow to get together in

the phrase “wanting effective penetration.’’ There is a truth in
the whole, but which?
The reply would be only external and would miss the heart

of the matter, if I were to point out that, on the basis of the

number of sold copies of my printed works, I find myself among
the favored philosophical authors. Other literary works achieve,

of course, incomparably larger distribution-numbers.

The problem is not a personal, but a matter-of-fact one. It has

a perhaps peculiarly analogous form in the discussion of the

spiritual chances of the free as over against the totalitarian world.

One hears for instance: against a faith only faith has power,

because of its faithlessness the free world is powerless against the

totalitarian faith; — one cannot fight for freedom, if one does not

know what freedom is good for; as slogan in battle it is empty,

if its content is not clearly held in view. In 1930 I heard liberal

German politicians talk: we must seek ideas, slogans, which will

strengthen us against the growing national-socialist faith. Similarly

today: freedom is supposed to become a faith-front, what is desired

are the methods and mood of aggression. One becomes discour-

aged in the face of the fact of the totalitarian slogans, thought-

forms and undiscussed basic attitudes. We see in the intellectual

world how the demagogic energy of gifted theologians, philoso-

phers, and politicians is able to silence the listeners who listen

in secret reverence to what they meet there as something sup-

posedly extraordinary, as something which goes beyond the ability

of the intellect to grasp, as something before which, in dreadful

anticipation, one bows thoughtlessly.

This despondency of freedom is, however, present only where

man does not genuinely wish to be free, does not assume his own
responsibility, desires submission to something mysterious which

is supposedly coming. In philosophizing on freedom — as, indeed,

in all free thought — the presupposition for the ascertainment

of the true is that each individual man should perform it with

his own essence which comes to itself in so doing. Where philoso-

phizing wants freedom, this philosophizing offers the conditions

and the occasions, not the fulfilling historical reality of Existenz

itself.

That turn in the conversation with Jeanne Hersch: “I am no-

thing, I am air, just as is reason,” if it took place, is true in the
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sense o£ what I have just said, but is certainly easily misunder-

stood. What was being discussed was not I ( I do not know what I

am and need not talk about myself) , but my philosophizing.

However, in that instance, not philosophy as a whole, but the

reason in it is meant. True reason can be compared with pure

air, in which one can breathe and thereby come to all assurances.

But one can not live on it.

The philosophical intent in my writings, therefore, is: I would
like to co-operate in producing the purity of the spiritual air we
breathe when, thoughtfully, we come to what concerns us, to

decision, to our selves. I would not like obedient or oppositionJess

repeating of propositions, but I would like to incite the thought-

acts which teach one to see and to converse with one’s self. I

oflEer no substance, which each individual, open to the contents of

being, must find in himself. In spoken philosophizing tliese con-

tents remain mere possibilities. No one shall be seduced to evade
his own freedom, in which he has his own non-shirkable responsi-

bility. Every thought, every manner which seduces one to free

himself from his own freedom is untrue, even if this evasion

ensues into something known, believed, or aesthetically enjoyed.

“I am nothing,” this could only mean: not something to which
others can cling when they abandon themselves. The man who
becomes free has only one support, namely Transcendence; and
this does not speak unambiguously through any medium in the
world, through none exclusively, through no revelation for

everyone and always, but only through freedom itself and through
whatever shows itself to freedom.

Now it would be a sad misunderstanding to take the pure air

of reason for life itself. What, in the form of reason, can be
awakened as potential Existenz by thought processes is not itself

given in thought. For it is dependent upon the self which does
not come to the one with whom it communicates in thought,
but to itself.

Against this there is the objection which wants to make the
freedom of philosophizing, as indeed any freedom, hopeless: This
pure air of reason exists only for rare, for a few free, men, who
can breathe it and who contribute the substance out of their
own ground. But the masses of men remain abandoned to them-
selves, surrendered to the Naught. This objection would be true
only if no chain of communication led from the highest peaks of
philosophical freedom to every man as man. Those peaks them-
selves are, at best, only low hills under the infinite heavens. In
every human heart lies the possibility to raise itself. Only one
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philosophy could justifiably be exposed to the above objection:

one which, mistaking its own narrowness, would lose the inner

communion with men, and which, in the richness of a pseudo-

aristocratic education, would find selfish satisfaction.

We have the choice of: either together in truth, mutually

illuminating each other at every step, to reach the community
which is only there possible, without any man’s deceptively being

made into more than a man can be; or else to get into the devil’s

circle of automatic servitude under despotic forces which let

the despots themselves become serfs. Philosophy as such is politi-

cal. For it encourages freedom, lives only in freedom and works

for freedom.

The “want of effective penetration’’ is perhaps, the stillness of

the penetrating power of human freedom. In everyone who feels

a spark of this freedom within himself this power will assert itself

against all the forms of magic, of unfreedom, powers which, for

the moment, are penetratingly effective, because they are luciferic

powers aiming at unfreedom and originating in unfreedom.

It is something else again that such philosophy, too, has its

basic ideas, its basic knowledge, it propositions and formulas,

although they are not a guaranteed possession. But one has them,

so to speak, at hand as a guide, in order by them to remember
what is in it and again to re-present what was present in them.

We may reach for them in moments of emptiness, in need, in

perplexity. They stem from the works of philosophy, from poetry,

from the Bible. It is as if we had in hand a note which our good

demon had vrritten us. But what is written on it is no slogan, no

flag.

In the gentle force of freedom may lie unswervability. It makes

daring possible in those basic situations which, in virtue of the

blind violence of human nature, keep returning: situations which

necessitate the choice either to risk life in battle or to prefer

servitude to saving one’s life.

Inasmuch as this battle ultimately becomes the battle of the

nations and of political principles, the question arises what men
en masse can do. What are they able to comprehend and believe

in order to set the venture of their life against the forces which

would destroy freedom? That there have been genuine fighters

for freedom at all, who knew what it was all about, may give us

encouragement. There is no such thing as certainty concerning

the future by trusting in what is humanly possible. But the indi-

vidual can know for what he wants to think and work.

Philosophy as such wants freedom. It must waive “effective
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penetration” in order to achieve that calm in man where tlie will

to freedom confirms itself in listening to the other. For this

reason, whoever philosophizes, teaches, and writes will wish to

be effective because he knows for what he thinks. But he must

not think in terms of a planned effectiveness, he does not play

a cunning political game of indirect influence, but he speaks

quite openly at all times. What becomes of the thought of freedom

does not depend upon him alone. To begin with he must be

satisfied with the fact that such thinking is present in the world,

and that he prove himself, as a tiny link, in the chain of free

thought. He must renounce prognosis which, in virtue of the

guarantees of a supposed scientific knowledge or of a revelation,

triumphantly claims the future for its own thinking and believ-

ing. For him the consciousness of the truth of freedom in the

illumination of all possibilities is suflBcient. Sufficient for him also

is a basic confidence in the ”must”of his own way, a confidence

which he cannot justify by anything else. This is why there is in

philosophizing at one and the same time a great modesty as well

as an unobtrusive self-certainty.—

None of my critics disputes the unity of my basic position

throughout the sequence of my writings over Wr decades. A
few, nevertheless, although observing no break, seem to note an

essential shifting of accent.

In his careful study of my writings, Fritz Kaufmann has noticed

that the concept of reason is expressly stressed by me only after

1933 and brought into the center of my thinking. This is correct.

When, however, Kaufmann sees something like a conversion

in this, that is too much. The matter is present in all of my earlier

writings and has always been their genuine vital power. It is true,

none the less, that I was instigated to work these out by the

realities of National Socialism in Germany. I have become con-

scious of this fact only now through Kaufmann. This elaboration,

yes, the glorification of reason in some of my later writings, the

perhaps new, version of reason on the foundation of Kantian
thought, meant for me, at the same time, the clear separation

from philosophical movements which could be brought into

relationship with my own attempts and from which I had not,

until then, distanced myself.

Kunz notes a shift of accent in so far as he claims that Tran-
scendence had won a more positive content and greater certainty

since the publication of my Philosophie (1931) . Faith, in opposi-

tion to nihilism, had moved into the foreground, “although, as

philosophical faith, it had always constituted a supporting ele-
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ment.” Golo Mann expresses himself similarly: “In his more
mature age Jaspers seems no longer to believe that philosophy is

able to give us a positive content. It has increasingly become a

mere guidepost for him, the gateway to religion. What he calls

philosophical faith is, in substance if not in form or dogma, the

Christian faith.”

It is correct that, after the long interruption since my school-

years, I only read the Bible in the years of National Socialism,

aided in my reading by commentaries and by the historical works
of O, T. and N. T. scholars. But it is also a fact that, afterwards

as before, I told the student, who in conversation with me asked

more of philosophy than it is able to give: the arms of the churches

are wide open, there you will find what you are looking for. I

comprehended historically, and at that time carried it out more
consciously, that our Occidental philosophizing rests also on
Biblical ground, even in Spinoza and in Marx. But at no time,

also not today, have I looked upon philosophy as the gateway

to ecclesiastical religion (even though someone at one time said

that I was a good one to drive people to the churches) , but the

polar opposite to it. The insufficient element in the philosophical

work of philosophy as it exists in books and doctrine lies in the

fact that philosophy wants to be the gateway to that philosophizing

which can be carried out only by each individual in his own
reality. That the work does not “give,” but only induces, is

precisely its own strength. For, philosophy is philosophy of

freedom.

Whether I have, according to the conventional notion of aging,

become more believing, more mystical, more religious in my age,

I consider doubtful. One could just as well say: more sober, less

mysterious, more experienced. Kunz, it seems to me, hit the

nail on the head with his sentence that faith had always been

the supporting element in my thinking. That in the end I have

expressly lifted it out as “philosophical faith,” implies the self-

affirmation of one’s own philosophical origin, which, in its asso-

ciation with the philosophical tradition (of which the Bible is

a part, which we read as we do other texts) , finds its way to itself.

10. Concerning the Possibilities and Limits of Criticism

Schilpp’s undertaking in these volumes of the LIBRARY OF
LIVING PHILOSOPHERS to let an author be addressed and

criticized by a number of his contemporaries and to give the au-
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thor himself the opportunity to reply to his critics, aims not

merely at bringing philosophy into a dramatic position of public

discussion. It rests on the fundamental idea that philosophical

criticism is both possible and fruitful. This undertaking itself

invites reflection on the possibilities of criticism, so many exam-

ples of which, in address as well as in reply, are at hand. —
By following a scheme the possibilities of criticism may be

ordered in stages. To begin with, there is the possibility of a

criticism analogous to scientific criticism, insofar as assertions

of scientific character are concerned which become material for

philosophical movements. At this level it is possible to airive at

universally valid decisions between right and false. Next, there

is the possibility of the logical illumination of the form and

rational consistency of philosophical structures.

Their presuppositions may be adduced, alternatives are set

forth between positions, the lines of the structure are rationally

,

drawn in purer form. Although the presuppositions are shown up,

since these are not definitely definable, the contents of these pre-

suppositions must be circumscribed as perceptions and experi-

ences. They do not possess the character of being producable or

identically repeatable, yet they are something wherein those who
think with each other are able to recognize each other again.

Finally, there takes place contact with the forces which set all

philosophical thinking in motion, give it meaning and direction,

effect its self-assertion and its struggle with other forces. —
One basic difficulty, found already in each criticism and then

also in my reply, arises from the nature of philosophizing itself:

how can one speak of something which is meant not as object,

but which in the objective means something else? By what can

criticism be guided, if the formulated and formulable standards

of measurement and principles are not, indeed, the final ones?

How can one reply so long as one is unable genuinely to visualize

this guidance, insofar as it is another one in the critic from
one’s own? Does the discussion not take place in a sham-illumina-

tion, in which the essential is not lighted up, but which rather

makes reciprocally visible only the garments and the gestures?

Here the reasons must be sought why the results of a philosophy
cannot genuinely be reported, not even by the author himself.

One must go along with its ideas in order to experience what
thereby happens to one in the dawning of insights. These do
not exist as leamable content, but as the performance of the
thought processes themselves which effect an inner attitude. In
it there becomes illuminated for us how we find ourselves in the
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world, in what aspects everything shows itself to us, and then in

which directions we transcend to the Encompassing.
And yet, reporting is indispensable. It is already justified by

the fact that it shows, so to speak, the skeleton of comprehensibil-

ity, yet unavoidably in such fashion that, as in the osteology of

the anatomists, it becomes an apparatus of dead bones. In spite

of the usefulness of such reporting as information and as facilitat-

ing one’s own reading of the original texts, a wrong impression

is bound to arise. In all historically existing philosophy the

frightening question is: what becomes of it if it receives its

public character not from its source, but from what can be
reported about it? If the report does not become the way to the

source, then, even in calling attention to this philosophy, it will

at the same time veil it. The meritorious aspects of reporting in

the essays of this volume I may be allowed to pass over without

examining them as to accuracy or inaccuracy.

It is something else again when the critic, in discussing the

philosophizing on which he reports, himself goes along philoso-

phizing in the spirit of what he has understood. In that case, he

gives a present to his author, lends him his own thinking, and
brings the reader into the same specific realm in which the

author philosophizes. This latter is deeply stirred by the original-

ity of the other, in which he discovers his own efforts all over

again. Where I in this sense agree, where I feel the critic to be on
the same road with myself, I may be permitted to remain silent

in my reply (with few exceptions) .
—

Every critique, on its ovm part, makes conscious or involuntary

presuppositions, as for example, concerning what it expects from

a philosophical work in general, that is to say, what philosophy

itself is and which philosophy it stands ready to recognize as such;

then of the standards it applies; and, finally, of a surveying, com-

paring standpoint, which provides for the critic a deceptive sover-

eignty from the outside.

Consequently, in an anti-critique the moving questions are:

whether the critique attends to the real intention of the one

being criticized or makes improper demands; which are the

standards it really applies; whether it has an inner connection

within itself or is more a conglomeration of accidental observa-

tions and remarks from greatly varying points of view; whether

these latter can be lifted out or are lost in the conglomeration;

what, conceivably, might be the unconsciously claimed standpoint

outside.

Above all, however, the criticized philosopher is in each case
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helpfully called upon by the criticism to examine whether, in

his writings, he has done justice to his idea, where he has failed,

and where he has expressed it inadequately. He sees where his

writings occupy a place in a common realm of comprehensibility;

but also where they seem to stand outside and therefore remain

incomprehensible; where it might be possible to increase the

comprehensibility and by what means. In every case he experi-

ences the critique as a moving sting. It becomes fruitful if it

increases comprehensibility on its part or forces it to be increased.

It remains only an exciting impulse, if it seems to obstruct this

comprehensibility on its part by leading the reader of the one

being criticized upon inappropriate ways of reading and of

understanding. —
A number of my critics have touched upon such questions

concerning the meaning and possibility of criticism.

Latzel follows my philosophical thoughts carefully and with

inner participation, with the result that he does not wish to

accept these thoughts as a recognized truth, but wants to transpose

them into his own philosophical reality. For, the intent is not

to follow me, but to come to himself with this kind of thinking;

not to live out of alien but out of one’s own origin. “It is perhaps

the decisive test of the inner truth of this kind of thinking,

whether the JExw/^nz-illuminating thinking succeeds in educating

the reader to be able to get critical distance even as over against

this kind of thinking itself.” With this I agree without reservation.

Latzel develops the methods of such critical understanding out

of authentic participation. In doing so he calls attention to the

following essential point. A representation and critique of my
philosophizing, he claims, would miss the point if it partly

gathered up all discussions of the same object without paying

attention to the respective function of the specific discussion in

its peculiar connections. This is excellently said, but may be
complemented by pointing out that it is always useful to report

even on a skeleton of concepts, as I discussed above, which consti-

tute, so to speak, the apparatus of this kind of thinking. True,
the thus repeated concepts are dead; it is nevertheless useful to

know even these, so that one can adopt the thought movement
all the more clearly. What, at varying points, has a disparate and
in the external possibilities of definition contradictory meaning,
shows an orderly connection in this variety of deviations. The
manifoldness of the meaning shows itself as a necessity, and the
contradictions resolve themselves. Or else ultimate, insoluble

contradictions turn up, producing the new question concerning
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the meaning of these contradictions which point into darkness.

Are they themselves only a deficiency which leads to the break-

down of the work? Or are they the telling expression of a truth

which has not yet come to light? —
Hennig testifies to his going along with essential aspects of

my work; he expresses this with a gratitude which deeply stirs me.
Then, with the ardour which unites us, he turns the content of

this thought-movement against ideas which, for the historical

decisions of life, are illuminating and essential to me. I confront

the touching riddle of a coincidence which expresses itself in

the most complete difference. Is this a factual possibility (in

Latzel’s meaning of the word) , or only a personal community,
or both?

Cautiously Fritz Kaufmann goes the same way, with me to think

against me. Only he remains closer to me, is perhaps not separated

from me at all, at least not in what can be said. Hennig carries

out a radical distance which objectifies itself at the very beginning.

Fritz Kaufmann remains in what can be objectified in such a

way that he is able to accept my thoughts, [and] I his, without

touching the “forces.” True enough, Kaufmann wants to shed

light into the origins of my thinking; for he can see fruitful

criticism only by such procedure. He wants to reorganize a few

lines in my thinking. But he does not contradict in principle;

he only shifts the emphases. He does not want to refute, but to

supplement. He talks with me in the thought-possibilities, out

of a hidden tension, affirming my path. In his sense he performs

a "dialogo d’amore.” For this reason, even where he contradicts

[me], he often already brings the corrections from my own
writings, corrections which cancel again the contradiction as in-

surmountable. —
In my writings I have critically represented a few great figures

of history. In part the critics turn on my critique of Descartes,

Nietzsche, Goethe.

Hennig thinks that a total antagonism on my part hinders my
understanding of Descartes. I assume the opposite: out of a defi-

nite antagonism the sensitivity to weaknesses becomes clearer.

What is then seen is historically accessible to demonstration and

disproof; but not by means of general assertions, but by research

in the texts and by delivering proofs. Perhaps there is in me a

fundamental antagonism against Descartes’ essence. Yet it is

possible to enter into relationships with men above and beyond

every antagonism. Something else again is a quite definite, rele-

vant antagonism — not against his essence but — against Descartes’
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notion of science and its consequences in the last centuries. Here
is effective not merely an alien, dark force, but a clearly demon-
strable error. Here it is cogently recognizable that Descartes did

not know either the method or the basic attitude of modem
natural science. This can be discussed only under the guidance

of the specific matters of fact, as I did in my Descartes-book.

Hennig’s judgment of my Descartes-critique seems to me unjust.

His judgment does not rest on a thorough examination of the

matter. The proof of my not understanding Descartes would be
very important to me. This is apart from the few factually not

necessary pages of my book about him, where I attempt to char-

acterize the total phenomenon.
Baumgarten has criticized my Goethe-critique. He thinks that

I am choosing Kant as over against Goethe. What I have done,

however, is to insist upon the philosophical trath of Kant’s

doctrine concerning the radical evil, as over against Goethe’s re-

jection of this doctrine. In doing so I aim, in the first place, only

at these particular remarks of Goethe and not at Goethe as such;

and, secondly, I do not reject what the truth may be for Goethe,
but only refuse my participation therein. Elsewhere I have
pointed out certain of Goethe’s limitations (as for example, the

well known ones in his comprehension of Newton) . But never
have I chosen Kant against Goethe or vice-versa. How should I

dream of such folly with reference to two such great figures, both
of whom are irreplaceable companions of my life!

Then again Baumgarten charges me with the intent of making
Kant, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche into a single truth. What a
strange intent! As if philosophical truth came into being by stir-

ring together historically immeasurably impressive, insurmount-
able figures as into a stew! Each such figure is infinite for us,

knowledge of them never complete, their interpretation never
to be concluded. It would never enter my head to do anything
of the kind. But it does make sense to me to show, on pregnantly
demonstrated essential thoughts — which have not been taken out
of their context — how thoughts (not personalities) harmonize
with one another. Or, to express it in other words: to illumine
the work of the great figures without thereby wanting to compre-
hend it; but to carry out this illumination methodically, in a
distinct and in each case definite way, and not by the preparation
of mixtures.

Baumgarten offers still another reproach. That, in my inter-

pretation of Nietzsche, I let “the results of Nietzsche’s philoso-
phizing for practical conduct, in its annihilating for (nihilism)

,
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founder and sink in their specific content.” By illuminating them
in their foundering, I manage, according to Baumgarten, at the

same time to silence them. This method of mine, of managing
to silence what I do not like (Walter Kaufmann makes a similar

reproach) , is said to show itself in the way in which I bring
Nietzsche and Kierkegaard together. I make the contrast disap-

pear between “the Christian enchantment of suffering in Kierke-

gaard’s personal conduct” and the “disenchantment of suffering

and of Christianity in the conduct of Nietzsche.”

In each case the meaning of my interpretation seems to me to

be misunderstood in the critic’s assigning significance precisely

to what I consciously (and not without express reference to the

fact) leave aside. Consequently what I am actually doing and
what, it seems to me, I am doing methodically and have proved
at each step, is not at all seen as such, but is rejected in toto.

The other emphasis I carry out, it is true, is not arbitrary, but
neither does it rest on a rationally comprehensible basis. It testifies

to what both the interpreter and the critic of the interpreter

want in their existence, to what they hold to be true, to the sources

of their lives. At this point the “forces” touch each other, but so

do the forms of confusion.

As concerns my critical interpretations of historical figures in

philosophy I maintain the following against my critics: I do not

judge any of the figures in totality. I penetrate, but I do not

survey the whole. I see the effects of masses of thought, but I am
unable to evaluate the extent or the force of their significance.

I see aspects which circle around the center, but I do not reach

the center. If one expects of my interpretations what they do not

achieve nor want, one overlooks what actually is achieved in

them. By expecting everything, one lets the particular insight

drop. By substituting what was not claimed, one refutes what

was never asserted. —
The question concerning the “forces” — never answerable, but

to be discussed — is readily put on the surface level of isms. Collins

compares my thinking with naturalism and Thomism and takes

mine to be Kantianism. He treats the three as positions which,

as partners — and therefore of similar nature — can and should

meet on one level in order to learn from each other and to achieve

unity. He, therefore, makes proposals and offers advice as to

where, as a Kantian, I could learn from the others, and they

from me.

But the question is: Are the three actually similar forces? Are

not positions, which are to be determined rationally, surfaces on
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their part, which must be questioned as to what works tlirough

them? May not apparently identical positions stand in the service

of entirely different forces?

In that case: Does the discussion really take place in a common
medium? What is that medium? Does not the decisive [factor]

remain unsaid in the background? Is this decisive [factor] clear

perhaps only in Thomism so that it does not stand at all on the

same level as the other two, which are not at all an unambiguous

expression of forces?

Furthermore: Is the kind of conviction, the strength of evi-

dence, the not-doubting in the three cases at all of identical

nature? Or do the expressed logical positions in each instance

rest upon presuppositions which, in their very nature, cannot

be comprehended definitionally or positionally, tendencies [aris-

ing] out of the Encompassing, which conflict with each odrer on

a deeper stratum than that of logically argumentative decision?

Is it not the philosophical task to probe this depth and to become
clear, if not concerning the ultimate origin — which is impossible

—, at least concerning this depth itself?

This same question may be put differently: Whence do ques-

tions and problems get their weight? Through what do they

become essential or indifferent? There is such a thing as a differ-

ence in the questioning itself. Questions are rejected as meaning-

less. There cannot be logical presuppositions of such questioning.

Finally: To turn attention in this direction is not an incidental

matter. One recognizes by what philosophy becomes serious

business and not merely a superfluous play at leisure. The harm-
lessness of common argumentation on common principles is

actually broken through. Peaceful discussion in scholastic or

scientific fashion either falls by the wayside or reveals only now
its deeper origins. The forces themselves become language in

their ethical and factual consequences. Only then do the ultimate

reserves and points of orientation come to light. Suspended is the

false appearance that anything could be decided by common
logical argumentation. At the end of these situations acts of

violence turn up, at least on the part of some forces, acts of

physical or intellectual violence in the world, and then the

question at issue is no longer what is true, but who survives.

The questions about the “self-evidences” of the speaker, which
are not common to all men, show their true nature only if one
looks in this direction. There lies the blunt granite, which for

the most part does not even let itself be touched, nor struck by
any question, which simply is there and remains there, which
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does not enter into communication and which yet, with all the

talk, silently asserts itself in the midst of all the floods which
break against it. The great question becomes, whether this type
of granite can yet become open to discussion in the clarity of the

light of reason. Out of its particular nature (Sosein) it will open
up in illumination, if it is human. Or else it remains the brutal,

indeterminable other. In that case, no communication can suc-

ceed; there remains only the choice whether to shun it, to domi-
nate it, or to be slain by it.

Throughout my life I have known myself in the spiritual

struggle with the other forces, did I want to become clear about
the force which guides and motivates me. Philosophically I aimed,
in objectifying thinking, to overcome all rational alternatives in

favor of the genuine historical decisions in each singular situation

of life -- in favor also of the genuine alternatives which, in scien-

tific thinking, force one to an either-or, where the decision rests

upon the insight of consciousness-as-such. But there remained a

few final alternatives, which could not be decided in philosophi-

cally objectifying thinking itself, but in which basic decisions of

a conscious life-disposition could again recognize themselves.

In our time I have thought against the totalitarianisms of think-

ing in Marxism, psychoanalysis and the theories of race (all con-

sidered false) . There has been surprise about my severity and
also about the kind of critique I have exercised on these; especia-

ally in view of the fact that in my writings there predominates an
irenic basic attitude, the inclination to understand truth even in

the untrue. And, indeed, I know myself at this point in a struggle,

not against positions, theses, or theories, but against forces which
I sense behind the veils and which I see beforehand in what they

effect. I do not mean formulations, but tendencies which I recog-

nize as perversions of philosophy, as Ersatzphilosophie, as some-

thing which does not openly show itself as philosophy.

There has been surprise over the urgency with which I am
pointing to the purity of scientific knowledge, this great possi-

bility and reality of modem times. I do, indeed, strive here for

that purity which is decisive for the truth of scientific knowledge,

and which today is the condition of truth in philosophical con-

sciousness itself. This explains, too, my demand that psychology

shall become scientific and free itself from pseudo-philosophical

twaddle.

My philosophical stru^le is for the maintenance of the inde-

pendent origin of philosophy in philosophical faith. The poten-

tialities of man are not exhausted in the alternative between ec-
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clesiastical religion and nihilism. There is this third, philosophy,

which, from both sides, sees itself threatened with annihilation.

When I survey the critics in this volume and my Reply as a

whole I feel as if we were moving in a common realm. The friend-

liness of the disposition, even in the severity of the criticisms,

could not be missed. Although immensely important questions

have been touched upon in this common realm and not rarely

the principles of philosophizing themselves were at stake, I am,

nevertheless, clear in my own mind that, even with all that, we
have not yet entered the realm where the “forces” meet, where,

so to speak, God and Lucifer themselves stand in the background,

and take part in our own as well as in the opponent’s conversa-

tion; where the ultimate is at stake. This great battle of the spirit

for its ultimate origins and standards cannot systematically be
sought or undertaken. Nor are these Schilpp-volumes the place

for it. But, let us not deceive ourselves but recognize that —
despite the friendly encounter, despite our participation, and
despite the great interest aroused — we have not yet stepped on
the threshold, where, confronted by the abyss of incommunica-
bility, the battle in behalf of communication takes place with
a view to the possibility of that ultimate battle. Just a few re-

marks concerning that battle.

The question concerning the possibilities of philosophical

criticism is an extraordinary problem, one of the most stirring

in a philosophy which seeks communication. It is the question

concerning meaningful discussion in philosophizing, a question

which even today has, perhaps, not been sufficiently clarified, let

alone been answered by action and insight. I’m going to circum-
scribe the problem with a few propositions.

1. The question is whether essential criticism and polemics
are at all possible in authentic philosophy, or whether there re-

mains here only a silent acceptance. This would be like the
attitude towards a poem, which may well be analyzed aesthetic-

ally, measured critically by aesthetic norms, inteipretatively

brought closer, but which allows of no real discussion, except,

perhaps, a substantival one by the standard whether it be true —
because it helps man to rise —, or false — because it lets him sink.

In that case questions addressed to philosophy such as the follow-
ing would be valid: Does philosophy arouse potential Existenz
for entrance into reality? Is philosophy seduction to evade reality?

Does philosophy demonstrate truth which becomes binding? Is

philosophy a type of thinking which remains ‘existentially’ nil?
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Philosophy is not already itself knowledge of something, is not
engaged in producing a work of art in thought; rather, ^philo-

sophical] thinking is itself an act of the essence of the thinking

person, an essence which produces itself by touching an Other,
viz.. Transcendence.

2. In this essential type of thinking or inner action, as the origin

of the communication of philosophizing, forces are, so to speak,

effective. Such forces which, in philosophy, gain expression, recog-

nize themselves again therein, attract and repulse each other, let

themselves be misknown and seduced. We would, of course, like

to see these directly. But this is not possible. For, with each step

of our thinking, we stand within them, not outside. We are our-

selves in the service of such forces, without being able to survey
a world of forces. The “world of forces,” this is only a symbol
pointing to what is genuinely at stake in the authentic criticism

of philosophical reality.

If we turn our gaze upon the forces themselves, we are no
longer looking at a possible object. The invitation to such a view
rather means only to look beyond the objects to the origin in the

forces, of their being-thought and their being-real. Then, too, it

is an all too abbreviated procedure if one thought to comprehend
the forces themselves in the form of communicated insights. The
insights remain, after all, always only foreground. If I take these

insights — which, as something directly expressible are the last—
as the truly ultimate, I shall only veil the essential from myself.

What really matters is, in the expressed insights, to catch sight of

what is precisely not visible. How, then, is criticism and how is

agreement to be achieved when, what is at stake are not objectively

comprehensible matters and matters of fact, but philosophy itself

as the language of those forces?

3. In talking with each other we make the silent but deceptive

assumption of a common theme, of, so to speak, the issue of

philosophizing, of an objective philosophical world of truth, in

which each one of us, whoever he may be and whatever he might

be thinking, co-operates. Then we turn to matters of fact, attack

sentences and series of thoughts in the form of a scientific dis-

cussion. This does, indeed, make sense, which, however, is limited

to rational objectivity. Inasmuch as objectivity is the indispensable

medium of all speaking, such criticism, even though based on

the foreground, is yet correct as concerns the medium by which

the deeper forces make themselves known. How, then, is it pos-
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sible to exhibit and question those forces, not merely argumenta-

tively, not just in tlie discussion of something, not only in agree-

ment with the forms of scientific discussion? How is it possible

to show the consequences not merely of the thought, but of the

inner disposition, the results for those who affirmatively follow

along on this path? How can it be made clear in which way the

thoughts are the preparation for something else?

The discussion in the foreground can become an unnoticed

hoax. One lets himself be drawn unto the level of scientific dis-

cussion on the assumption of a common scientific philosophy.

Thereby one gets only to incidentals. Diverted from what really

matters, one has unknowingly already recognized the substance

of the opponent as true.

And yet this discussion in the foregrounds is inevitable. But
it becomes philosophically impressive only if it is taken up into

that deeper discussion of the forces, as their language.

Now the picture of public philosophical discussion is curious.

In many instances a critic obviously is tied to his opponent — the

more so, if the latter is a creative philosopher —, by the fact tliat

unnoticed he has permitted himself to be hitched to the thought-

trains of the one attacked. This has often been the case in the

critique of Hegel on the part both of Hegelians and anti-Hegel-

ians, However interesting such criticism may be in cultural

history, as criticism it is quite non-essential, because it has no
genuine opponent but walks the same path with the pseudo-
opponent, laid in chains by him, caught in his way of thinking,

unwillingly and unconsciously in bonds. Moreover, in a pseudo-
discussion, even after the severest rejection, the essential discus-

sion has not at all begun yet. This prisoner wants to free himself
from the fetters, but in vain.

4. This deeper element, the genuinely philosophical force, this

something which one feels or does not feel and which cannot
be forced on any intellectual knowledge, this which is the genu-
inely effective aspect of spiritual endowment and speaks to it as

suA, — the question regarding ‘this’ is, in the first place: does it

exist at all or does it not? That is to say, is it something or is it

magic? The second question, then, is this: what kind of force or
forces push toward validity there? To answer this will never suc-
ceed definitively. One may perhaps characterize a force, touching
it either by warding off or appropriating it. But the real task is to
get at it, so to speak, face to face, not to subsume it under the
concept of a genus or type.
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A discussion of this type makes sense only if its questions
penetrate to the very roots and if it seeks the appropriate thoughts
for the motives which originally come thence. In this case the
exhibition of the matters of fact thought by the opponent will
teach us to see something which, having no meaning in itself, is

significant as sign, as symptom, as symbol of a philosophical will
to essence.

To perform this as universally valid knowledge is impossible.
However one may circle around or express what is thought, what
is thus thought critically is itself always again a tendency which
arises in one’s own origin. This tendency comes to be known in
Its critical types of thinking, but on its own part is subject again
to reflection and questioning.

In the philosophically thinking life a struggle of the forces
shows itself. But it must not be forgotten that no one completely
sees this world, the organism, so to say, of the original forces of
truth battling each other. Nor does anyone in a definitive univer-
sal knowledge recognize the difference in all of these from those
forces of untruth and of evil which destroy existence, potential
Existenz, reason, and reality itself. Totality is a symbol for that
in which we stand and which we cannot possibly step out of, in
order to survey it truly from the outside.

5. If the gaze is turned upon the original forces, then the ques-
tion concerns something which is incarnate as much in the con-
duct of the thinker as in the contents of his thoughts. This kind
of questioning seeks something general in the most personal.

^

That is why, in philosophizing, the living person himself in
his factuality is included in every criticism. This is inevitable,
since the time when it became impossible to treat the content of
philosophy as scientifically discoverable, recognized knowledge,
expanding through the ages on the basis of discoveries and demon-
strations. Together with this, however, the limit and the degree
of criticism must strictly be impressed upon one’s mind and must
decisively be held to: Just as little as any man is capable of being
surveyed as a whole or known as such, just so little is it possible

to know the philosophical thinker with his work. One can pene-
trate, but not survey. One can question, but not draw up some-
thing like a balance-sheet.

Philosophical criticism, aiming to penetrate into the origins,

where such criticism seems to reach the boundary of the almost
cogently convincing (which nevertheless it can never reach)

,

confronts a possible objection which annuls the entire critical

attempt with one fell swoop. Actually it is valid only as regards
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contemporaries, only potentially as regards the dead. The objec-

tion runs like this: It is said to be impossible to demand of the

opponent that he should deny his own essence, to expect an in-

sight of him which would have to paralyze his own authentic

productivity. Goethe said that whatever goes against the condi-

tions of one’s own existence, he could not permit to enter.

Against such objection it is to be maintained: It is the very

glory of philosophizing that here — and only here — such an
objection is invalid. For, he who philosophizes desires every pos-

sible insight, otherwise he would not be philosophizing. For him
spirit and its productivity is only an instrument, not an end in

itself. He experiences that this instrument works the better the

more decisively he succumbs to the impetus of truth. This is why
he who philosophizes seeks the utmost in criticism. He wants
nothing concealed, wants to close off nothing, wants to become
visible in unreserved openness, would like, in the fire of criticism,

so to speak, melt down in order to rise again as himself. Or is this

saying too much? In any case, a philosophical critic, if he practices

criticism at all, desires not to destroy a spiritual person but to

remind that person of its origin. True criticism remains communi-
cation, and communication is not deadly. To dig at the roots is

possible in loving readiness for communication, where to question
oneself is not forgotten. It occurs in the perplexity in face of the
true hidden in my origin. Where this is lacking, Nietzsche’s word
is valid: Where you can not love, you must pass by.

11. Remarks

If I look upon the entirety of the essays in this volume, I

become conscious of the fact that it was even impossible to do
justice to the majority of the statements. Taking all points of
view into consideration, in my discussion, would require a book
of like or of greater extent than that of the essays themselves. I

could reply only to a few questions. Many deserve, in truth, a
much more thorough discussion. In part, answers may be found
in my writings, not always at citable places in which one could
inform himself, but also in trains of thought in which one has
to train himself.

I have replied most fully where I have been criticized most
sharply and where, at the same time, a fundamental point seemed
to me attacked. Where, however, thought penetrated, and carried
further, my own ideas, I have, for the most part, kept still. In
addition, there has been no reference to what, among the themes
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selected in the above, could find no place. I would like, therefore,

to add at least a few scattered remarks.

a. Kurt HofiEman has given a desirable, brief exposition of the

basic concepts of my philosophical writings. To this end it was
necessary for him consciously to fixate, not to enter into the move-
ments of thought. He sees the tensions of my thinking: to integrate

what came into the world through Kierkegaard and Nietzsche,

and what, in the nature of the case, is unsystematic; — to arrest in

concepts what becomes real in the movement of thinking. He
sees the philosophical task as that of becoming open to all forms
of being true. For this purpose, he thinks, I have created for my-
self the ideal instrument in the flexible doctrine of the Encom-
passing, which evades any definition.

Thus he characterizes both my strength and my weakness. True,
he opines, I have reached the highest self-reflection of philosophy,

produced a philosophy of philosophy; but the consequence is:

inasmuch as I see all philosophy as cipher, I would necessarily

have to see my own as such also. He asks whether it is possible

to view one's own philosophical thinking as one metaphor among
others. An excellent question this: Hoffman asks it out of compre-

hension for this kind of philosophizing. He recognizes its position

of positionlessness as well as its “new objectivity.” I approve his

closing sentence concerning the meaning of the foundering of

philosophy. It is as if he saw my philosophy as the opposite pole

to Hegel’s “Courage of Truth,” to which everything opens itself

to the very depth of the godhead.

b. Latzel reports my philosophy of ultimate situations. But he
does not merely report, he analyzes. He calls the reader’s attention

to structures, which are not readily seen in my own exposition.

From Latzel ’s numerous philosophical observations I cite a

single one:

The question remains, nevertheless, whether the anticipated insight

into the necessity of foundering does not necessarily impair the orig-

inality of my active struggle against foundering; and the danger in

appropriating Jaspers’ philosophy is that thereby the philosophizing

on the ultimate situations could, entirely contrary to its intentions, be

perverted into a kind of ‘shell,’ to a kind of covering the rear, by

which a truly genuine, original foundering could actually be pre-

vented.

This is quite accurately seen. Where an author has such clear and

telling insight into the lines of my philosophizing as Latzel, the
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paradoxical result is that there is least talk o£ him in my Reply.

This paltriness is the form of highest esteem,

c. Two authors have written on the spiritual extraction of my
philosophizing, namely E. M. Manasse on my relations to Max
Weber, and Julius Lowenstein concerning the Biblical founda-

tion.

With loving thoroughness Manasse sought and found in my
writings whatever refers or could refer to Max Weber. The picture

he thus gained he has described clearly, simply and beautifully,

schooled by his steady association with the Greek world. He lets

the facts simply speak for themselves; he ponders cautiously; he

interprets courageously, yes, wantonly out of the depth of his

own philosophizing, well grounded in Plato. The picture is

amazing. In my relation to Max Weber he sees a repetition of the

relation of Plato to Socrates. When something so tiny is compared

with something so great, it can mean only that prototypes of

human potentialities are mirrored at all stages, just as the sun

in the ocean and in the dewdrop.

I approve Manasse’s exposition, myself deeply stirred by the

reminiscences which his quotations, from writings I had almost

forgotten, have called back, as well as by the truth of his basic

thought.

It is marvellous for a young man to meet a man whom he can
lovingly revere without deifying him and without pushing him-
self on him. At quiet distance he circles about him, asking him,
listening to him. The great man arouses the degree of claim

which the one who looks up to him makes upon himself. Anew
I am becoming conscious of that strange good fortune which came
to me in my youth, a fortune which could neither be expected

nor produced. At that time, when it happened, I did not objectify

it all. It was neither increased nor falsified in any way by even
the slightest suggestion of a look at the historical prototype con-

jured up by Manasse. It was a self-evident, unreflective, original

attitude.

Philosophizing grows hardly out of the Naught of a single

individual. Plato in his relation to Socrates is, indeed, the singu-

larly great, never achievable and unsurpassable model, which,
nevertheless, may perhaps be valid for all human philosophy.

It is as if one only dared to philosophize in looking at the other.

On the twisted roads life forces one to take, Max Weber became,
for my wife and myself, ever and again the road to an irreplaceable

assurance. Thinking of him, even in dark hours, this was always
still a guarantee. In him we could know what a man is capable
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of, what trustworthiness and depth of the spirit is, what German
can be. The question, what would Max Weber say, became the

claim to envisage the essential. The content of his being, once
taken up in youth, became a lasting source, out of which through-

out a lifetime, ever new things are capable of growing.

Just as cautiously as upon the analogy does Manasse look upon
the difiEerences in the “Repetition.” They are so vast that the

comparison— which, in the depth of the younger one’s coming
to himself by means of the older, is true, because it strikes the

familiar chord of an eternal phenomenon of human nature — no
longer fits when applied to specific appearances. In our age Max
Weber was the man of most comprehensive scientific capacity,

specialist as a scholar, and, at the same time, at home in all

sciences. He himself is present in an immortal scientific work.

But perhaps here, too, Manasse’s analogy to Socrates may still be
applicable: in this scientific world Max Weber showed by deed

and insight, the limits of the greatest possible knowledge, the

splendor as well as the foundering of knowledge; he realized a

new form of not-knowing.

How completely different in significance the relationship to a

great man can be by the way in which the latter becomes author-

ity, come to light in a comparison with the disciples of the poet

Stefan George. On one occasion Gundolf said to me: “Had I not

been a disciple of George, I would have become one of Weber.”

To which I replied: “That’s just it, to become a Weberian is

impossible.” Everyone who would be so stupid as to want to be-

come his disciple, did not comprehend him. Max Weber met
everyone on principle al pari; he referred any young man, who
had the impulse of wanting to become a disciple, back to himself

and to his own freedom. Discipleship is disastrous and cannot be

carried through in truthfulness. Gundolf experienced and suffered

it with magnificent integrity, and drew the consequences. —
Julius Lowenstein has carefully laid bare the ground of my

philosophizing in Biblical thought. He sees that this philosophiz-

ing is equally far from ecclesiastical Christianity as from orthodox

Judaism, and yet is rooted in Biblical thinking. He notes in my
writings the basic characteristics of the Bible: the question con-

cerning Being is originally tied in with the question about Tran-

scendence, and this latter with the question about God. When the

answers mutually interpret each other, they still achieve no
knowledge. The ontological and metaphysical answers are re-

jected, insofar as they want to be knowledge, not rejected as

possible ciphers. Himself Biblically grounded, Lowenstein recog-
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nizes my sense for the religious, for Pascal and Kierkegaard; yet

I do not make the religious a philosophical “cornerstone” nor
demand it either as confession or perform it myself. As a decisive

counterthrust against a large trend permeating tlie Bible, he men-
tions my rejection of the claim to exclusiveness on the part of the

supposedly single truth with its horrible consequences for hu-

maneness and truthfulness. This explains, he thinks, my inclina-

tion for the universal, my interest in India and China. The weak-

ness of my philosophizing, therefore, [he says] lies in its inability

to grant faith; its strength, in the fact that through this kind of

thinking the freedom of man in its immense potentialities is

being preserved, and in the fact that what is really seriously im-

portant depends upon one’s own thinking and conduct in its

inevitable responsibility.

I agree with Lowenstein and am glad for his own so truthful

analysis, which, at the same time, inclines toward my own think-

ing. He emphasizes one point which, in the discussion of the

extraction of my thinking, may not be treated incidentally. How
much tradition I owe to my Jewish wife, not in the multiplicity

of contents but in the experience of original Biblical impulses
and of the piety each day pervading in her parental home, this

is difficult for me to estimate. I have known many Jews and have,

occasionally, employed the paradoxical remark, authentic Christ-

ians (in the sense of the New Testament) I had encountered
today only among Jews — very rarely. Over against that is the
other trend of Biblical religion common to both accentuatedly
believing Jews and Christians, those dedicated to the Law and
those committed to dogma; but the philosophizing man is repelled
by this.

Several contributors to this volume have justly called attention
to the derivation of my philosophizing out of Kant. There has,

however, been no detailed discussion of this. I have always owned
up to Kant. Apropos of a few remarks I may briefly say to this:

Thyssen understands me out of Kant. Although, taken by itself,

this is correct, it is no real help to the reader. For, what really

matters is how Kant is understood. This method of understanding
from derivation is appropriate only insofar as a common under-
standing of the sources, and not some familiar scheme of Kant-
interpretation from the histo:^ of philosophy (as in the fashion
of the so-called Neo-Kantianism), exerts conscious and express
guidance. As a “Kantian” I stand in opposition to Neo-Kantian-
ism.

Walter Kaufmann, too, points out how inexpressibly much I
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owe to Kant. However, when he thinks that I stand above all

on the ground of the Critique of Practical Reason, this is hardly

correct. I know this work, of course; but I have repeatedly and
thoroughly studied, and again and again thought through, only
the other two Critiques.

d) Surprising to me were two contributions which treat the

significance of my philosophizing for the comprehension of poetry

and art.

Helmut Rehder took the trouble to bring together, out of my
writings, what can be thought of as contributions to the science

of literature. He made this effort the occasion to reflect upon the

philosophical presuppositions of literary research. I have read
this with great interest and often with agreement.

Johannes Pfeiffer supplies more than merely a clear and beauti-

ful report concerning the three temporal stages in which I speak,

in my writings, of art and poetry, viz., in the Psychologie der

Weltanschauungen, in Philosophie, and in the Philosophische

Logik. On my own part I am conscious of having appropriated

what I have said on this subject throughout from the great tradi-

tion and of having brought it, in each case, into my own respective

connection. The total conception and description by Pfeiffer I

take to be quite appropriate. In the objectively simple and sover-

eign way, which he has demonstrated so often, he has expanded
and deepened my statements by tracing them in the manner
peculiar to him. His critique concerning the limitation of philo-

sophical language constitutes a gentle reproach. God means some-

thing else to him than everything He could ever mean in philoso-

phizing. I have nothing to say to this, but must simply accept it.

e) The essay by Walter Kaufmann, which completely falls out-

side the tone of the other essays, demands a few separate remarks.

The theme is Nietzsche. Both of us, Kaufmann and I, have written

a book on Nietzsche. Kaufmann thinks that I reject his Nietzsche,

and he mine. The second part of that statement is obviously

correct, the first not. I appreciate the explanations of Kaufmann
in his book on Nietzsche, which call special attention to aspects

rarely noted (as, for example, the problem of sublimation)

.

“Everyone is entitled to his own Nietzsche,” he continues. But,

he adds, that my method is indefensible. This judgment seems

astounding to me. If Kaufmann had said that this is not the

correct key to an understanding of the essential Nietzsche, then

I could hold this as possibly correct— although it did become the

key for myself. When, however, he rejects it absolutely — as he

does —, he is rejecting one of the possibilities which, it seems to
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me, by my rather careful performance teach something which is

indispensable in Nietzsche. That Kaufmann has not accepted

this, limits, in my opinion, his view of Nietzsche, but does not

prevent his showing something, by way of his own observations,

which is worth while.

A decisive point is the conception of Nietzsche’s self-contra-

dictoriness. To show this self-contradiction is easy. It is to be

found in all philosophers, but in Nietzsche it seems to occur in a

total fashion: it can be said that he takes no position without

it being possible to find the opposite one in him also. The
essential question is, whether these contradictions are so rich

in their fulfillment that they can, in each instance, be repro-

duced in one thought-operation as a movement with a steady

demonstration by quotations. Such an operation puts in place

of a confusion — into which so many readers of Nietzsche get

in reading him —, an ordered whirl which is to be executed

in such fashion as to make the contradictions themselves meaning-

ful. The co-performance of this whirl is no comfortable matter.

One needs to have wind enough for at least one chapter in order

to hold out as far as remembering, penetrating and mastering

the whole are concerned. If one undertakes this effort, — which

can succeed only through the realization of one’s own total es-

sence, assisted by intellectual operations — then this practice pro-

cures a freedom of thinking, which, without getting stuck in the

false alternatives of the foreground implies not helplessness, not

arbitrariness, but the systematically conscious domination of one’s

own thinking. Of the three Parts of my Nietzsche-volume the

middle and most comprehensive Part contains this material and
sets the task for the movements of thought. Of all this Kaufmann
has noticed nothing. He only attacks the externality of my turns

of self-contradictoriness and ambiguity. Since he himself wants

to demonstrate what he takes to be a positive Nietzsche — in the

doctrine of the superman and his process of sublimation, and in

the doctrine of the eternal return — he conceals the quotations I

have cited, in which Nietzsche himself questions these positions,

although he often treats them in his texts as definitive, and, in his

associations with his friends, occasionally even treats them as

horrible secrets. Nietzsche’s entire diction as well as his momentary
behavior is such that he constantly seems to say the definitive, the

absolute, and the unshakable. ’This stands in contrast to his inner-

most trend and is understandable only from the perspective of

the violent passion of his thinking at the respective moment.
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This is why, out of the truth of his encompassing nature, he said

that it was unbearable for him to read his writings. Now, the

method of my work was not at all to demonstrate the contradictori-

ness and oscillation as such, but to carry out the task of letting

the continuous connections in the contradictions, the inner dial-

ectic of Nietzsche’s thinking, stand out.

Kaufmann reproaches me for neglecting the epochs of Nietz-

sche’s- development. But in my book (1st ed., pp. 31 -46)
I have

expressly pointed this out and justified the sense in which the

totality of that development is a unity, both in Nietzsche’s own
sense as well as for the interpreter. He further reproaches me with

having so grossly intermingled the posthumous notes with the

valid sayings of the publications that they cancel each other. Yet

it was I who called attention to the posthumous notes and also

to the criterion to be used in eliminating [from these notes]

the merely momentary, the accidental and the deviating (this,

however, also in Nietzsche’s own later publications) . Not by

taking advantage of slips, but out of the content itself, again by

proof delivered in terms of Nietzsche’s own sentences, I am dem-

onstrating the factual movement of Nietzsche’s thinking as a

room-making, illuminating, dialectically daring, never fixating

kind of thinking.

The exposition of my Nietzsche-book, is, in all its steps, verified

by Nietzsche himself. It is not easy, in the whirl of this kind of

thinking, to make the factually magnificent structure and the

truly disciplined and orderly thought-energy one’s own. It is much
easier to lift out of Nietzsche a supposedly essential positive ele-

ment as the center of the whole. Baumler did this when he drew

up an alleged Nietzsche-system (of the effectiveness of quantities

of power as the reality of the world) , in analogy to Leibniz. This,

too, is what Lowith did, although much more cautiously and

emphasizing an important line of thought (with emphasis on the

eternal return) . And this is what Kaufmann is now doing, when

he expounds the healthy content [of Nietzsche] as the doctrine

of the superman, who conquers the greatest force of his passions

by still greater self-control and therefore is creative. I am unable

to approve this conception of Nietzsche, which minimizes him

into something positive, which, after all, is always only one trend

among others.

Every form of singling out is arbitrary. It is also possible, as

was done by National Socialism, to ground the theory of race

and the glorification of the German with its Nazi consequences.
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down to every detail, upon Nietzsche; just as one can see the

exactly opposite position represented by Nietzsche with equal

vehemence.

Kaufmann’s tendency, therefore, as far as its form is concerned,

is one which has been current for a long time; he simply realizes it

with a new content in his Nietzsche book. Over and again one

has been wanting to get positions from Nietzsche, either in order

to make them one’s own or else in order to fight them. In each

instance this was possible only by leaving many, very essential

aspects unnoticed. In this process the immense spiritual energy

of Nietzsche’s thinking had to disappear from sight in favor of

such positions. From that point of view my method of Nietzsche-

interpretation, by which all positions without exception are de-

nuded of their absoluteness, will have to be rejected as a procedure

which — as a critic says and Kaufmann thinks — silences Nietzsche.

By reference to my book, which demonstrates the movement
of the questions in detail, I must deny^that I interpret Nietzsche's

thetic results away or that I am making a flighty romantic out of

him. My entire book shows Nietzsche as an event manifesting

modernity by his own sacrifice, an event the magnificence of

which is lost by singling out any isolated positions.

Kaufmann, who rejects my Nietzsche-book globally by finally

judging my exposition of Nietzsche as self-interpretation of my
own philosophizing, i.e., as an introduction to Jaspers not to

Nietzsche, deduces my attempt equally as globally from its origins.

My philosophy, he claims, is an appropriation of Kantian philoso-

phy (this is true) ; this is why I expound Nietzsche’s philosophy

in such a fashion that the theoretical reason is led therein to its

limits without outlets (this is but one emphasis among many
others in my exposition and as such is correct) . This method,
[based on] a reawakening of Kant, implies leading Nietzsche’s

thinking to Kant’s backdoor-philosophy. For Nietzsche this would
be an absurd irony. To me it appears equally absurd to conceive

of Kant in this fashion (something which Nietzsche occasionally

does in deviating misunderstandings: he read Kant very little and
knew him essentially through F. A. Lange) as it is absurd to

impute to me such a conception of Kant and such an application

to Nietzsche.

Reaching beyond Kaufmann’s propositions, I want to make a

general remark. As concerns Nietzsche, there is a position in

which opponents of my Nietzsche-exposition, who differ widely
among themselves, agree. It has been said that Nietzsche is a last

radical tear in the history of philosophy. The entire previous
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philosophy is said to be negated by him. His famous sayings:

“God is dead,” — “Nothing is true, everything is allowed,” — “the

rise of nihilism,” and many others of this kind are said to be the

signs of a complete rupture. There is said to remain only the

choice of standing either against or with him, either to continue
in the old great tradition of philosophy or else, by following

Nietzsche, to throw it over board. This is said to be the sharpness

of his position. This should not be permitted to be made harm-
less, But to make Nietzsche harmless is said to be precisely my
way of thinking. I am supposed not to have recognized that

sharpness. I am supposed to want the impossible, to take Nietzsche

together with the ancient great philosophy. It is supposed to be
my inclination to interpret away all these ultimate positions.

Against this conception — in which traditional Nietzsche-en-

emies and despairingly triumphant nihilists, who consider them-
selves entirely up-to-date and modern, are one — I have turned in

my book, not by way of mere assertions, but by a carefully exe-

cuted labor of thinking, which to carry out after me will cost

some effort. I have not the slightest intention of wishing to unite

Nietzsche with the ancients — the form of expression of histori-

cally operating philosophy — nor do I wish the opposite. All such

intentions I consider senseless. Whoever has them narrows him-

self into a form of interpretation which has been used against

former philosophers as well: to take great philosophers as com-
binations and syntheses. Rather, my tendency is the natural one:

to philosophize today as is possible in the spiritual situation of

our age, on the basis of a knowledge of past events. This means
that one can not get at former philosophy honestly without being

moved and taught by what has happened afterwards. An option

against Nietzsche in favor of ancient philosophy seems to me just

as impossible as an option for Nietzsche against ancient philoso-

phy. Such an option, if ensuing against Nietzsche, would mean
to neglect the originality in the appropriation of the great old

philosophy which is possible today. On these problems I find

nothing in Kaufmann. He has lifted out one complex of Nietz-

sche’s thought and asserted its positivity as Nietzsche’s doctrine.

This, it appears to me, is a naive behavior, which is justified

neither by Nietzsche nor by the ancient great philosophy. Yet

even this can be useful, since Kaufmann, after all, works out

thought<omplexes which do occur in Nietzsche and makes these

clear. Something like that does occur in Nietzsche, but is not

on that account the philosophy of Nietzsche.

As concerns me Walter Kaufmann seems to stand on precisely
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the opposite side from Latzel. To answer Kaufmann, therefore,

becomes diflBcult for me for exactly the opposite reason: my
thinking is, it seems to me, so alien to him that I find it difficult

to find the point of departure from which to say anything to him.

In his brisk style, interspersed with friendlinesses and sarcasms,

provocative and interesting, he shows without reservation his

aversion to philosophical speculation. He likes Kant’s earlier

writings better than the obscurity of Kant’s great works (which

yet, according to one view, which also is my own, mark in philoso-

phy an epoch in world history) . True enough, stylistically speak-

ing, obscurity is bad, as lack of clarity it is presumptuous; but on
the road which leads into the depth of illuminated philosophy

it is indispensable. This is why Goethe, after reading the late and
perhaps most thoughtful work of Kant, the Critique of Judgment,
wrote that, in reading Kant, he felt as if he had stepped into a

bright room. One may perhaps say against Kaufmann that the

surface quality of an easily understandable style actually obscures.

Philosophy, which to begin with is always difficult, first goes

beyond the so-called common sense in order finally to bring to

its consciousness in the simplest possible form what it genuinely
thinks and wills. Difficulty at this point — rarely it is true, but
certainly in Kant — is the sign of a philosophical break-through
into new illuminations. To reach this stage one must himself

philosophize. Literary information, manifold orientation, and
rational quick understanding are not sufficient.

Amazing to me are a few misjudgments of Walter Kaufmann’s
concerning the extraction of my thinking. He discovers an in-

fluence of the George-circle upon my thinking and proves it by
a few quotations from Bertram’s Nietzsche. However, in order
to recognize Nietzsche’s eternal return as a deceptive idea it is

not necessary to read Bertram. I have read only through a few
pages of Bertram’s Nietzsche-book, because one recognizes im-
mediately the type of spirit from which one gets no nourishment.
From my youth on I have kept clear of the George-circle, recogniz-
ing by the symptoms that things were going on there which are
alien to me, perhaps even hostile. For this reason I have not
penetrated there at all, know neither George’s poetry (except for
a few individual poems) nor the works of his circle, with the
exception of objectively so eminent works as Kantorowicz’s Fried-
rich II or Gundolfs Shakespeare (which he wrote when he
had already been repudiated by George) . It must appear odd
to me to see myself brought into contact with this spiritual world.
Amazing, too, are some of Kaufmann’s evaluations, as for ex-
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ample when, following a contemporary aberration, he assigns

equal rank to Freud and Nietzsche. Both, according to Kaufmann,
have the distinction of being good Europeans, whereas I remain
caught in the German tradition: this latter I hear gladly, but it

does not exclude the former. Both stood in the great world of
the enlightenment, I not: I hope to be allowed to contradict this

radically for my person.

f) The not easily surveyable essay by Eduard Baumgarten pro-
vokes a separate reply. From among his numerous disclosures of
my not understanding Max Weber, Goethe, Kant, I single out
a particularly surprising one. He reproaches me with a radical

deviation from Max Weber. First of all in method. For, according
to Baumgarten, I do not, in my discussions of evil “in fully carried
through value discussion,” arrive at the clear view of opposite
possibilities between which the decision is to be made. Yet, to

demand and to do this is said to be the philosophy of Max Weber.
Although speaking methodologically at this point, Baumgarten
does not enter upon the multiplicity of methods which are at

one’s disposal in talking about evil. Rather, he considers the

thinking which chooses alternatives as the essential and philo-

sophical one.

Max Weber, however, considered precisely this procedure as

not philosophical. At one point in his famous sketch of the direc-

tions and stages of religious world-rejection he says:

The constructed scheme has of course only the purpose of being an
ideal typical medium of orientation, not of teaching a philosophy of

its own. Its intellectually constructed types of conflicts of the ‘orders

of life’ signify merely: at these points inner conflicts are possible and
‘adequate,’ — but by no means: there is no standpoint from which
they could be considered 'cancelled.'

Not possibilities for choice of action, therefore, but a scheme for

orientation did Max Weber have in mind. With that he finds in

the inexhaustible and self-contradictory reality of human life

a few lines of meaningful consequences, which, insofar as they

are realized, make reality comprehensible.

Baumgarten, however, will reply that he did not mean' this.

Rather, Max Weber says somewhere else that we can note what

we genuinely want only by confronting concrete problems, that

is to say, only in real situations and by our reactions to those

situations. We never get there by abstract, that is to say, theoreti-

cal, situation-less reflections about possibilities. Now Baumgarten

seems to interpret this to mean that real choice is the decision
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between general possibilities which speak genuinely, with the

force of reality, only now, possibilities which otherwise are only

distantly seen. It is as if concrete action followed only from a

general, formulatable principle, from a final, expressable position.

If one knows the ultimately possible theoretical positions, one
could, so to say, figure out from them what must be done. The
ideal is said to be to follow the consequence of the ideal type

to which one belongs. This, however, is the disastrous confusion

between the orientation of research on ideal types constructed by
the standard of consequences, and the ‘existential’ reality of living,

responsible man (such confusion can not claim to follow Max
Weber) . The concrete situation, which Max Weber pictures so

impressively as revelatory, does not culminate in knowledge, the

schematic character of which for tire purpose of orientation in

contrast to philosophy Max Weber so expressly emphasizes.

In the progress of his discussions Baumgarten confuses the

concreteness of the situation calling for decision with the con-

creteness of the empirically given and with the concreteness of

a philosophical problem. But, if all of tliis is called concreteness,

then the first is of ‘existential,’ the second of theoretical, and the

third of speculative significance. According to Baumgarten, Max
Weber’s testing of one’s own position by one’s attitude towards
the sharply pointed, entirely concrete problems should take place

in my philosophizing with reference to the concTete problem of

radical evil. Here is, first of all, the concreteness of a decisive

situation confused with the concreteness of a philosophical prob-
lem. Then Baumgarten thinks erroneously that I have selectively

sacrificed Goethe’s position to that of Kant.

Now, for the discussion of evil it is quite correct to point to

the concrete situation in which the discussion takes place. How
do things lie here? I have discussed the content of Kant’s essay

on the radical evil in lecture-courses in Heidelberg and in a
lecture in Zurich in 1935. This [essay] clarified for me the situa-

tion under the domination of the National Socialists, a domination
which was illegally achieved but afiirmed by the majority of the
German people. In the situation of complete helplessness one
could not speak directly on the matter, but indirectly. What was
involved were my colleagues in Heidelberg and my occasional
discussions there. Not evil as deviltry (a conception which Baum-
garten falsely ascribes to Kant) , but as the self-deceiving inversion
of the conditional relationship between the will to happiness and
moral claim: this was the basic appearance of the co-operation
on the part of so many otherwise quite decent men. They wanted
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to be a part of it, justify it, because they received and increased

their happiness, as they understood it, from participation in the

regime, under the self-deceiving proviso of opposition in special

cases. It was in this that I saw Kant’s radical evil and explained

my own conduct; I did precisely not see the deviltry which Kant
denied completely and which now may perhaps still have been
a reality in several individual national-socialist leaders and their

accomplices. Yet not this deviltry, but the ones who submitted

were the problem. Whoever at that time listened and under-

stood, and who today reads these apparently so abstract state-

ments, comprehends them as behavior-understanding in a situa-

tion in harmony with Max Weber’s meaning. Baumgarten
discusses my expositions as taking a position in philosophy, afar

from the world. I make my choice in concreto of my own doings,

not in the judgment concerning positions which are formulated

theoretically. But such formulations in their movement are of

the greatest significance for the choice; not in order to have at

one’s disposal a means to figure out the correct choice, but to

illuminate the realm in which such a choice takes place.

Max Weber’s thoughts which — aside from their significance for

objective knowledge — lead to the seriousness of the historical

decision but do not anticipate that decision; which, above all, do

not pretend to be a survey of ultimate possibilities into which,

as definitively known, every decision is squeezed; [these thoughts]

are falsely conceived by Baumgarten as philosophy. This would,

however, in practice lead to an endlessly arguing, tapeworm-like

continuous discussion, whereby one either withdraws from the

decision — because in the meantime one has only reflected on it

so that it overwhelms him as if from the outside— or else whereby

one is in a position to justify and to reject all and everything. The
confusion between the means of scientific orientation and phi-

losophy leads to the loss of thoroughness in research as well as to

the loss of the seriousness of decision, in favor of just talk.

In consequence of this misunderstanding Baumgarten speaks

of my “decision” against Goethe’s critique of Kant’s radical evil.

There is no such thing. In this reflection on evil there is neither

action nor decision. Nor is it a value discussion concerning the

possibilities of behavior, but immersion into the possibilities of

speculation. One may call this speculation abstract because no
situation in it presses to a choice. "What is abstract here can,

however, in another sense have an extremely concrete character,

and it has such character wherever genuine philosophizing is

going on. It is a thinking, not in a specific situation, but in the
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situation o£ man as such. Whether and how I assure myself in it,

this arises out of definite individual situations and reacts back

upon them.

True enough, Max Weber’s value-discussion — a discussion

which orients, compares and thinks out consequences — too, is a

means to illumination. It helps to make the hidden effects trans-

parent. It can help to notice the difference between psychological

passions and the seriousness of eternal decisions, in which one’s

own affects expire in favor of the calm, unswervable decision of

the essence. But it does not yet lead into the meaning of the

historical decisions themselves. It is able to think rational objecti-

fications of thinkable meaning as an echo of that reality. To
confuse it with reality itself leads to complete entanglement.

Ultimate positions, which are rationally formulated, are never

the sufficient expression for the historical struggles and differences.

According to Baumgarten, objectively I leave Max Wexer by

holding the practical consequence of philosophizing, in his opin-

ion, as insignificant; whereas Max Weber was interested precisely

in these in all his investigations of the forms of belief. Here the

types of practical consequences are being confused by Baum-
garten. If, with Kant, I see the depth of the categorical imperative

in its formal character and in tlie fact that its significance is so

comprehensive that its concrete historical application can not

already support itself on firm, definite, specific prescriptions, but

must first find itself with its [i.e., the categorical imperative’s]

help by means of “practical judgment;” I have not, by so doing,

deemed the practical consequences as trivial. On the contrary, all

philosophy has its concrete meaning in these consequences. But
these consequences cannot already be found by rational deduction,

whereby life would be transformed into an arithmetical problem.

Rather, the practical philosophical consequences tend to be real

in the calm of unswervable, illuminated self-evidence. In it men
are united; whereas mere philosophical propositions, by dint

of their rational multiplicity, seduce to substancelessness. This
saves itself by thinking in the firmly held distance from reality,

but remains thereby a saved naught of the arbitrarily movable
point of being able to think thusly, a place of opinions.

Baumgarten's misunderstanding, of taking Weber’s magnifi-

cent orientations for the purpose of historical research themselves

for philosophy, leads in his critical discussions — or so it seems
to me— into a procedure which looks like a political transaction

among the Great Powers. One acts as if there existed definite,

firm substances, which meet each other, discuss, lay down their
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differences, make compromises. Such political negotiations, which
Baumgarten elsewhere has so excellently and impressively de-

picted as American procedure, belong and are truthful on their

own level, for purposes of existence, on the presupposition of a
mutual, already uniting confidence. But this confidence already

has its root on a higher plane, on which there can be no compro-
mises. Here there is only suspended communication from out of

the origin of the Unconditional and the One. That only is philos-

ophy. No one can claim possession of the One for himself, even
though he stakes everything on achieving relation with It. When
he philosophizes he speaks out of a perhaps erroneous contact

with It.

Communicability takes place only in the objectivity of identi-

fiable knowledge, which, alternatively, leads to a result in objec-

tive discussion. This form is improper in philosophizing. Baum-
garten treats sentences that occur in the philosophical movement
of thought like positions, opinions, and then these as on a par

with each other, which now argumentatively discuss with each

other as equals. In philosophizing this appears to me to be a

strange and unproductive procedure. It is carried over to philoso-

phy from scientific discussion and from political action. Only in

so far as those other two forms of communication are a basis also

for philosophizing do they apply, but then precisely only in

their own purity, not in a mixture.

Amazing substantial errors (not mere inaccuracies) slip into

Baumgarten’s angry and cheerful game of argumentation, with

which he grasps dramatic points. In the exposition of the contrast

between Goethe and Kant as concerns the concept of the radical

evil, he thinks Kant asserts malice as the radical evil, whereas

Kant expressly denies malicious reason to man because man is not

a devilish being. The depth of Kant’s thought is entirely lost in

such a dualistic, Manichaic conception. Baumgarten returns re-

peatedly to this thesis of the malevolence of man, which Kant

rejected, as supposedly Kantian.

Another, less weighty, example: Baumgarten cites that, before

the abyss of disaster, I spoke of “what caused us to lay down all

books, even Aeschylus, Shakespeare and the Bible, in frightened

terror.” My sentence read: “we have come to know situations in

which we no longer had any inclination to read Goethe, in which

we reached for Shakespeare, the Bible, Aeschylus, if we were

still able to read at all.”

A third example of his wrong quoting. He has me saying:

“Everything good, all love stems from its opposite movement.
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whicli tlie sting of the radical evil unchains — this hardly to be

surpassed claim to tlie inwardness of man.” My sentence, which
he has disfigured by pulling in words which occur in otlier

connections, reads: “The genuine lighting up of things, every

light by which existence is illuminated, every origin of love in

which men and world first become visible as themselves — all of

this grows up into trustworthy truth only by bringing the con-

tinuous tendency for perversion of the radical evil again into

correct order by constantly renewed decision.” That was said in

view of the comfortable self-satisfaction, in which even love itself

becomes questionable. In no way do I speak of a counter move-
ment, nor do I intend anywhere at all to derive the formation

of the most positive from the negative.

If I wish to answer Baumgarten I become helpless, and that for

a methodically essential reason. In the underbrush of endlessly

changing oppositions one feels himself witliout a path. The clear

question and the clear advance of thought are replaced by always

new, always other turns, sometimes perceptibly applicable, some-
times abstractly formal, which, on tlie whole, remain aimless or

else are motivated by the aim to find surprising possibilities of

opposition. Thus he builds windmills, which he declares to be
my positions, in order, like Don Quixote, to fight them. I cannot
deny that I follow such a game with a certain sad enjoyment. It

is as if an excellent race-driver led his horses outside the track

and, playfully changing, let them race now against this and then
against the other handicap, at the one already forgetting the
other. In manner and talent it is a brilliant symbol for that with
which all of us constantly have to do in our own spiritual life,

for the necessity of conquering the unendingnesses into which
intellect and idea lure us, to go astray in immense sidepaths,

pieces of news, possibilities which have run away from the leading
guidance of the idea. Baumgarten’s bubbling argumentation en-

tices, it seems to me, by paradoxes, by disclosures which dupe for

the moment, and it disappoints by its non<ommittal character
(XJnverbindlichkeit). All of this, however, takes place in friendly

community, like a social game, so that one does not wish to

become cross.

Only to one sentence I must still say a word. Baumgarten de-
sires that I should answer his attack by my showing "why and how
far he [Jaspers], in the progress of his philosophizing, had found
it necessary to deviate from Max Weber’s positions, to gain dis-

tance against them or decisively to criticize, to overcome them.”
My reply: I was not compelled to do anything of the kind, for
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possible developments of Max Weber’s demand for the “value
freedom of the sciences” are no pertinent corrections of his inten-

tion. Max Weber did not at all expressly philosophize. His great

philosophic act is his will to science in its total extent, the con-

stitution of the purity of scientific research in sociology and
history — with few followers until now —, and therewith his

knowledge of the methods and limitations of science. In the self-

illumination of modern science his work is epochal. What sort of

incidentals Baumgarten has in his head, when in view of the

greatness of this work, he thinks of over-taking it, I do not know.
The Nietzsche-quotation, which he marshals, I take to be one of

the boyish assertions, which slipped into Nietzsche in consequence

of his mental illness. My conception of the work and of the

philosophical personality of Max Weber can be ascertained in two
of my writings (1920 and 1932) . My conception has not changed.

* * * * *

In concluding this reply I repeat my thanks. May the two last

authors, whose style of lively attack I tried to answer in similar

fashion, pardon me. They, too, have shown me friendliness and

stand in the circle of all these men and women to whom I am so

greatly obligated. My gratitude belongs not last to those authors

of whom least has been said precisely because they followed my
works with penetrating and at the same time approving under-

standing. All, however, without exception, I thank that I have

heard important things from them, that I have learned and got

ahead, that I was encouraged to re-examine my thinking. I am
glad that I was able to reply to at least some of their objections.
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*25. Die Idee der Universttat. — Berlin (J.
Springer), vi -f 81 pp.

(Not identical with #40.)

1931

*26. Die Geistige Situation der Zeit. — Berlin (W. de Gruyter &

Co.) , Volume 1,000 of Sammlung Goschen, 191 pp.

2nd, 3rd, & 4th (unchanged) ed’ns, 1931, 1932, 1932. 5th, partially

revised ed'n, 1933. New printings of 5th ed’n, 1947, 1949, 1955.

Translations: (all from the 5th ed’n) Into English: Man in the

Modern Age by E. and C. Paul, London (Routledge), 1st ed’n,

1983, 2nd ed’n, 1951. Into Spanish: Ambiente EspmrruAu: de

Nuestro Tdsmpo by R. de la Serna, Barcelona-Buenos Aires

(Editorial Labor), 1933. Into French: La Situation Spirttuelle

DE Notre Epoque by J.
Ladifere and W. Biemel, Louvain (E.
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Nauwelarts), 1951 and Paris (Descl^e de Brouwer), 1952. Into

Japanese: (1) Gendai no Seishinteki Jokyo by Tokunaga and
Tomioka, Tokyo (Mikasashobd) , 1933; (2) Gendai no Seishin-

teki Jokyo by M. Jijima, Tokyo (Kawadeshobd) , 1954. Partial

reprint of the German text (Introduction) with linguistic and

contentual annotations for use in public schools, Tokyo (Daiga-

kusyorin), 1950.

1932

*27. Philosophie. — 3 vols. — Berlin (J.
Springer).

Vol. I: Philosophische Weltorientierung; xiv -f 340 pp. Vol. II:

Existenzerhellung; 441 pp. Vol. Ill: Metaphysik; 237 pp.
2nd (unchanged) ed’n in one vol., 1948, xix -1-913 pp. 3rd (un-

changed) ed’n (with an added postscript) in 3 vols. (I: LV -t-

340 pp.; II: 441 pp.; Ill: 237 pp.), 1956. Translations: Into Japa-

nese: Tetsugaku by M. Muto, Tokyo (Sdgensha), 1953. Into

Spanish: in preparation (Puerto Rico).

*28. Max Weber. Deutsches Wesen im politischen Denken, im For-

schen und Philosophieren. — Oldenburg i. O. (G. Stalling), 79 pp.
2nd (unchanged) ed’n, Bremen (J. Storm), 1946. Translation:

Into Japanese: Max Weber by T. Kaba, Tokyo (S6gensha) , 1950.

(Not identical with #21.)

1935

*29. Vernunft und Existenz. — Five lectures given at the University

of Groningen (Netherlands), Groningen (J. W. Wolters), 115 pp.
2nd (unchanged) ed’n, Bremen (J. Storm), 1947, 124 pp. 3rd

ed’n, 1949.

Translations: Into Italian: Filosofia Dell’ Esistenza by E. Pad,
Milan (Bocca), 1944. Into Japanese: Risei to Jitsuzon by M.
Kusanagi, Tokyo (S6gensha), 1951. Into English: Reason and
Existenz by William Earle, New York (Noonday Press), 1955.

1936

*30. Nietzsche. Einfuhrung in das Verstandnis seines Philosophie-

rens. — Berlin (W. de Gruyter & Co.) , 487 pp. 2nd and Srd (un-

changed) editions, 1947 8e 1950.

Translations: Into French: Nietzsche by H. Niel, (with a prefa-

tory letter from Jean Wahl), Paris (Gallimard), 1950. Into Japa-
nese: Nietzsche by M. Kusanagi, Tokyo (S6gensha), 1949/50.
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*31. La PENsfe DE Descartes et la Philosophie. — Special ‘Descar-
tes’ Supplement to Revue philosophique, Paris (Alcan), Vol. 62,
Nos. 5/6 & 7/8, pp. 40-148, 1937, and as a separate volume, 1938,

112 pp. (translated into French by H. Pollnow).
Translations: German: Descartes und die Philosophie, Berlin
(W. de Gruyter & Co.), 1937, 104 pp.; 2nd (unchanged) ed’n,

1948. Into Japanese: in preparation.
32. SuBjECTivrrjfe et Transcendance. — Correspondence with the So-

cidtd fran^aise de philosophie, meeting of December 4. — In:

Bulletin de la Sociiti frangaise de philosophie, Paris.

1938

*33. Existenzphilosophie. Three lectures given at the Freie Hoch-
stift in Frankfurt a/Main, in Sept. 1937. — Berlin & Leipzig (W.
de Gruyter & Co.), 86 pp.
2nd enlarged ed’n (with postscript), 1956, vi -f 90 pp.
Translations: Into Greek: Hypostatike Philosophia by P. Kanel-

lopoulos, in: Archeion Philosophias, Vol. IX, Nr. 2, pp. 145 and
Nr. 3, pp. 257-289, Athens, 1938. Into Italian: La Filosofia

Dell’ Esistenza by O. Abate (together with a preface by A.

Banfi and a translation of the 5th lecture from Reason and
Existenz), Milan (Pompiani), 1940. Into Japanese: JrrsuzoN tet-

sucaku by S. Suzuki, Tokyo (Mikasa) , 1940; 2nd ed’n (RisOsha),

1950.

34. Wesen und Wert der Wissenschaet. — In: Eltheo, Vol. 92, Nr.

4, Groningen.

Translation: Into French: Essence et Valeur de la Science in:

Revue philosophique, Vol. 64, Jan.-June 1939, Paris (Alcan),

pp. 5-13.

1939

35. Anticipation Sur L’Avenir de la Civilisation. — In: Civilisa-

tion, Paris, Vol. I, Nr. 4 (translated into French by D. Haldvy).

1941

36. La Filosofia Dell’ Esistenza nel mio Sviluppo Spirttuale (with

remarks for university-education by Prof. Aliotta) .— In: Rivista

Internazionale di Filosofia "Logos/ Gubbio (Oderisi), Fasc. Ill,

pp. 1-36.
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1945

37. Geleitwort Fur Die MonatsschriI'T DIE WANDLUNG. — In:

Die Wandlung, Heidelberg (Schneider), Vol. I, Nr. 1, pp. 3-6.

38. Erneuerung der Universitat. Address at the re-opening of the

Medical Faculty of the University of Heidelberg in 1945. — In:

Die Wandlung, Heidelberg (L. Schneider), Vol. I, Nr. 1, pp.
66-74.

Translation: Into French: Retour a L’Unit£ de la Science, in:

Universiti, Paris, 1946, Vol. IX, pp. 24-31.

1946

*39. Die Schuldfrage. — Heidelberg (L. Schneider), 106 pp.; and
Zurich (Artemis), 96 pp.
Translations: Into English: The Question of German Guilt by
E. B. Ashton, New York (The Dial Press), 1947. Into Italian: La
Colpa Della Germania (with an introduction by Renato de
Rosa) by Renato de Rosa, Naples (Edizioni Scientifid Italiane),

1947. Into Swedish: Den Tyska Skuldfracan (with a preface by
A. Ahlberg) by A. Ahlberg, Stockholm (Natur och Kultur) , 1947.

Into Spanish: Es Culable Alemania? by R. Fechter, Madrid
(Nueva Epoca) , 1948. Into French: La Culpabii,itA Allemanue
by Jean Hersch, Paris (Les Editions de Minuit), 1948. Into

Japanese: Senso No Sekizai F. Hashimoto, Tokyo (Sakurai-

Shoten), 1950.

*40. Die Idee der Universitat. — Berlin & Heidelberg (Springer),

123 pp. Berlin ed’n has 132 pp. (Not identical witlr #25, al-

though both carry the same tide.)

Translation: Into Japanese: Daigaku No Honshitso by F. Hashi-
moto, Tokyo (Shinochdsha), 1952.

41. VoM Lebendigen Geist der UniversitIt. — In: Vom lebendigen
Geist und vom Studieren! Two lectures by Karl Jaspers and Fritz

Ernst. Sdiriften der ‘Wandlung,’ Vol. I, Heidelberg (L. Schnei-
der), pp. 740.

•42. L’Esprit EuropEen. — Lecture delivered at the Rencontres Inter-

nationales de Genfeve. In: L’Esprit Europien, Recontres inter-

nationales de Genhie, Paris (La presse fran^aise et ^trangire, O.
Zeluck)

, pp. 291-323 (tr. into French by Jean Hersch).
German: Vom Europaischen Geist, Munchen (R. Piper), 1947,

31 pp. Under the title: Europa der Gegenwart, Wien (Amadeus-
Edition), 1947.

Translation into English: The European Spirit by R. G. Smith
(with introduction by the same), London (SCM Press), 1948 and
New York (Macmillan) , 1949.
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*43. Nietzsche und das Christentum. Basis of a lecture which was
delivered on the invitation of the scientific union of clergymen

in Hannover, May 12, 1938. — Hameln (Seifert), 87 pp. Un-
changed new printing: Munchen (Piper), 1952, 71 pp.
Translations: Into French: Nietzsche et le Christianisme by

Jean Hersch, Paris (Les Editions de Minuit), 1949. Into Japa-

nese: Nietzsche to Kirisuto-Kyo by F. Hashimoto, Tokyo (Sa-

kurai-Shoten) , 1951.

*44. La Mia Filosofia. A cura die Renato de Rosa. — Turin (G.

Einaudi), xii + 279 pp. Being translations into Italian of selected

writings by Karl Jaspers, with a preface by N. Bobbin.

45. Von der Biblischen Religion. A discussion: Open letter to Pro-

fessor Alfred Weber and reply by Karl Jaspers. — In: Die Wand-
lung, Heidelberg (L. Schneider), Vol. I, Nr. 1, pp. 406415. Laid

before the Congresso Internationale di Filosofia in Rome in No-

vember 1946.

46. Thesen Uber Politische Freiheit. — In: Die Wandlung, Heidel-

berg (L. Schneider), Nr. 6, pp. 460465.

47. Das Unbedingte des Guten und das Bose. — In: Die Wandlung,

Heidelberg (L. Schneider), Nr. 8, pp. 672-683.

48. Scienza e Filosofia (translated into Italian and annotated by

Renato de Rosa). — In: Archivio di Filosofia, Milan (Bocca),

Vol. I/II, pp. 1-23.

49. L’Homme et son Destin. — In: La Nej, Paris (Editions Albin

Michel), III, No. 24, pp. 87-98.

50. The Rededication of German Scholarship. — In: The Amer-

ican Scholar, New York, Vol. XV, No. 2, pp. 180-188.

51. Gegen Falsche Herosierung. — In: Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung, Hei-

delberg, 2nd year. No. 8 (Jan. 25, 1946).

1947

*52. VoN DER WAHRHEir. (Der Philosophischen Logik erster Band.)

— Munchen (R. Piper), xxiii + 1,103 pp.

Partial reprint: Uber das Tragische (pp. 915-961 of Von der

WAHRHEir), Mfinchen (Piper), 1952 (Piper-Bucherei Nr. 49), 63

pp. Reprint translated into English: Tragedy Is Not Enough by

H. A. T. Reiche, H. T. Moore and K. W. Deutsch, Boston (Bea-

con Press), 1952 and London (Gollancz) , 1953, 123 pp*

53. Antwort an Sigrid Undset mit Beitragen Uber Die Wissen-

SCHAFT IM HnXERSTAAT UND DEN NeUEN GeIST DER UNIVERSITAT.

Konstanz (Siidverlag), 31 pp. , . . ,

Reprint of Die Wissenschaft im Hitlerstaat in: Schwetzensche

Rundschau, Zurich (Leemann & Co.), Nr. 9, pp. 7-12.

*54. Unsere Zukunft und Goethe. Address delivered in Frankfurt
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a/Main August 28, 1947, in connection with receiving of the

Goethe-Prize. — In: Die Wandlung, Heidelberg (L. Schneider),

Vol. II, No. 7, pp. 559-578. Also in: Goethe-Schriften im Artemis-

verlag, Zurich (Artemis), Nr. 3. — New printing: Bremen (J.

Storm), 1949.

Translation: Into English: Goethe and Our Future, in: World
Review, London, 1949, New Series No. 4-6.

55. Der Prophet Ezechiel. A pathographic study. — In: Arbeiten zur

Psychiatrie, Neurologie und ihren Grenzgebieten. Festschrift for

Kurt Schneider on his 60th birthday. — Heidelberg (Scherer)

,

pp. 1-9.

56. Volk und Universitat. — In: Die Wandlung, Heidelberg (L.

Schneider), Vol. II, No. 1, pp. 54-64.

1948

*57. Der Philosophische Glaube. Guest-lectures delivered on the in-

vitation of the free academic foundation and of the historic-

philosophical faculty of the University of Basel in July 1947. —
Ziirich (Artemis) , 106 pp. Also: Miinchen (Piper), 136 pp. 4th

ed’n, 1955.

Translations: Into English: The Perennial Scope of Philoso-

phy, by R. Manheim, New York (Philosophical Library) , 1949;

also: London (Routledge & Kegan Paul), 1949. Into Dutch:
WiSGERiG Geloof (with a preface by von Kohnstamm) by J. C.
van Dijk, Haarlem (Willink & Zoon), 1950. Into French: La Foi
Philosophique by J. Hersch and H. Naef, Paris (Plon), 1953.

Into Spanish: La Fe Filosofica by J. R. Armengol, Buenos Aires
(Losada), 1953.

*58. Philosophie und Wissenschaft. Inaugural lecture at the Uni-
versity of Basel. — In: Die Wandlung, Heidelberg (L. Schneider),

Vol. 3, No. 8, pp. 721-733. New printing as separate tract: Zurich
(Artemis), 1949, 16 pp.
Translations: Into English: Philosophy and Science by R. Man-
heim, in Partisan Review, New York, Vol. XVI, No. 9. Into
Spanish: Filosofia y Ciencia in: Cuadernos de Filosofia, Buenos
Aires, 1953.

59. Universities in Danger. The Coherence of Knowledge. — In:
The (London) Times, Educational Supplement, London, Feb. 7,

1948. 1/2 pp.

60. Solon. — In: Synopsis. Festgabe for Alfred Weber (July 30, 1868-

July 30, 1948). Heidelberg (L. Schneider)
, pp. 179-190.

61. VoRwoRT to: “Descartes und die Freiheit” by Jean Paul Sartre
in: Ren^ Descartes, Discours de la Mithode, Mainz, pp. 5-7.
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*62. VoM Ursprung und Ziel der Geschichte. — Zurich (Artemis),

360 pp. and Miinchen (Piper), 1950, 399 pp. 3rd ed’n, 1952.

Reprinted in: Fischer-Biicherei, No. 91, Frankfurt a/Main, 1955/

56, 269 pp.
Translations: Into Spanish: Origen y Meta de la Historia by
F. Vela, Madrid (Revista de Occidente), 1950. Into English: The
Origin and Goal of History by M. Bullock, New Haven (Yale

University Press), 1953 and London (Routledge & Kegan Paul),

1953. Into French: Origine et Sens de L’Histoire by H. Naef
(and W. Achterberg), Paris (Plon), 1954. Into Japanese: in

preparation.

63. Conditions et Possibiht£s D’un Nouvel Humanisms. — Lecture

delivered at the Rencontres Internationales de Geneve. — In:

Pour un nouvel Humanisme, Paris (fiditions de la Baconni^e)

(tr. into French by Jean Hersch), 181-209. In German: Uber
Bedingungen und Moglichkeiten Fines Neuen Humanismus, in:

Die Wandlu7ig, Heidelberg (L. Schneider), Vol. 4, No. 8, pp.
710-734.

64. Goethes Menschlichkeit. — In: Easier Universitatsreden, Basel

(Helbing & Lichtenhahn), No. 26, pp. 231-235.

65. Vom Studium der Philosophie. — In: Zofingue, Feuille centrale,

Geneve, Vol. 89, Feb-Mar., pp. 231-235.

66. Hochschulreform? Das Gutachten des Hamburger Studien-

AusscHussES FUR Hochschulreform. — In: Die Wandlung, Hei-

delberg (L. Schneider), Vol. 4, No. 4, pp. 340-357.

67. Der Ubernationale Sinn der Abendlandischen Universitat. —
In: Quaestiones Academicae Hodiernae, Groningen (J. B. Wol-

ter), pp. 9-12.

68. Vom Charakter der Modernen Wissenschaft. — In: Der Monat,

Berlin, Vol. I, No. 12, pp. 12-17.

Translation: Into Spanish: Garacter de la Actitud Ceentifica

in: La Torre, Puerto Rico, 1953.

69. Die Situation der Philosophie Heute. — In: Actas del primer

congresso nacional de filosofia, Mendoza/Argentina (Universidad

Nacional de Cuyo), vols. 1-3 (German text on pp. 922-926; Span-

ish translation on pp. 927-930.)

1950

*70. EinfChrung in die Philosophie. Twelve radio-lectures. — Zurich

(Artemis), 159 pp. and Miinchen (Piper), 1953, 163 pp. 4th

ed’n, 1955.

Translations: Into English: Way to Wisdom by R. Manheim,
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New Haven (Yale University Press), 1951, and London (Gol-

lancz), 1951. Into French: Introduction k la Philosophie by

Jean Hersch, Paris (Plon), 1951. Into Dutch: Inleiding tot de

Philosophie by H. F. Torringa, Assien (Born), 1951 (2nd ed’n.

1952). Into Japanese: Tetsugaku Juni-ko by M. Kusanagi, Tokyo
(Sdgensha), 1951. Into Danish: Filosofiens Grundbegreber by

M. Engel and H. Hultberg, Kopenhagen (Haase & Sons), 1953.

Into Spanish: La Filosofia Desde el Punto de Visto de la Ex-

ISTENCIA by J. Gaos, Mexico-Buenos Aires (Fondo de Cultura

Economica), 1953.

*71. Vernunft und Widervernunft in Unserer Zeit. Three guest-

lectures delivered at the University of Heidelberg on the invita-

tion of Asta. — Munchen (Piper), 71 pp. 2nd ed’n, 1952.

Translations: Into Japanese: Kritik am Marxismus by F. Hashi-

moto in Kaizo, Vol. 32, No. 6, pp. 32-37, Tokyo, 1951; and von
DER Vernunft in Die Existenz, Vol. I, No. 1, pp. 3-10 and No. 2,

pp. 1-11, Tokyo (Verlag der Jaspers-Gesellschaft), 1951. Into

English: Reason and Anti-Reason in Our Time by S. Godman,
London (SCM Press), 1952, and New Haven (Yale Univ. Press)

,

1952. (This English ed’n contains some remarks on the historio-

scientific significance of Freud, which ai'e not contained in the

German text.) Into Danish: Fornuft og Anti-Fornuft i Wor
Tid by H. Hultberg, Kopenhagen (Steen Hasselbach); 1952. Into

Norwegian: Fornuft og Anti-Fornuft i Var Tid by L. Holmboe,
Oslo (J. W. Cappelen), 1952. Into Spanish: La Razon y sus Ene-

MiGOS EN Nuestro Tiempo by L. P. Prebisch, Buenos Aires (Edi-

torial Sudamericana, Biblioteca de filosofia), 1953. Into French:

Raison et D^:raison A Notre Epoque by H. Naef (and M. L.

Solms), Paris (Desclde de Brouwer), 1953.

72. ZuR Kritik der Psychoanalyse. In honor of Hans W. Gruhle on
his 70th birthday. — In: Der Nervenarzt, Berlin-G6ttingen-Hei-

delberg (Springer), Vol. 21, No. 11, pp. 465-468.

Translation: Into Italian: by Renato de Rosa in Archivio di Fi-

losofia, Milan (Bocca) , 1952.

73. Gefahren und Chancen der Freiheit. — In: Der Monat, Berlin,

Vol. 2, No. 22/23, pp. 396-406.

74. Zu Nietzsches Bedeutung in der Geschichte der Philosophie.

In: Die Neue Rundschau, Frankfurt a/Main (S. Fischer), Vol. 61,

pp. 346-358.

Translations: Into English: under the title. The Importance of
Nietzsche in: The Hibbert Journal, London, Vol. 49, April 1951;

and under the title, Nietzsche and the Present in: the Partisan

Review, New York, Jan-Feb., 1952.

75. Nietzsches Nachtlied. — In: Pro Regno Pro Sanctuario, Fest-

schrift for the 60th birthday of Prof. v. d. Leeuw, Nijkerk (G. F.

Callenbach), 1950.
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76. Das Gewissen vor der Bedrohung Durch Die Atombombe. —In:

Comprende, Milan (Society Europea di Cultura).

1951

*77. Rechenschaft und Ausblick. Reden und Aufsatze. — Miinchen

(Piper), 368 pp, 19 essays and addresses here collected in one

volume, only two of which have not appeared in print before,

viz.. Das Radikal Bose Bei Kant and Mein Weg Zur Philoso-

PHIE.

Translations: Into Spanish: Balance y Perspectiva. Discursos

Y Ensayos by F. Vela, Madrid (Revista de Ocddente), 1953. Of
the individual addresses and essays into Japanese: Daigaku No
Honshitu by Kuwaki, Inoue, Saita, Hashimoto, et al., Tokyo

(Shinoch6-sha), 1952. Of “Das radikal Bose bei Kant” into

French: Le Mal Radical Chez Kant by Jean Hersch in: Deu-

calion, Paris, Oct. 1952. Of three essays, viz., “Solon,” “Unsere

Zukunft und Goethe,” and “Bedingungen und Moglichkeiten

eines neuen Humanismus,” into English: Existentialism and

Humanism by H. E. Fischer, New York (Russell F. Moore Co.),

1952.

78. Kierkegaard — Leben und Werk. Lecture in Basel’s Pen-Club in

Feb. 1951. — In: Easier Nachrichten, Vol. 45, Sonntagsblatt of

March 18, 1951, pp. 41-44, and also in: Universitas, Stuttgart, Vol.

6, No. 10, 1951.

Translation: Into English: The Importance of Kierkegaard in:

Cross Currents, Vol. 2, No. 3, Spring 1952.

79. Freitheit und Autorttat. — In: Protokoll der Konferenz Schwei-

zerischer Gymnasial-Rektoren in Basel 1951 (38th Konferenz),

Basel (privately printed) , 1951, 21 pp. Also in: Schweizerische

Theologische Umschau, Bern, Vol. 22, No. 1, 1952.

Translations: Into French: Liberty et Autorit£ in: Diogine,

Paris, 1953 (1). Into Spanish: Libertatd y Autoridad in: Arque,

Cordoba 1953 (2).

1952

80. Von den Grenzen Padagogischen Planens. — In: Easier Schul-

'

blatt, Vol. 13, No. 4, pp. 72-77, Basel.

81, Dkr Wfxtsghopfungsgedanke. — In: Merkur, Vol. 4, No. 5, pp.

401407, Stuttgart.

Translations: Into Spanish: La Idea de la Creaqon del Mundo

by F P. Navarro in: Theoria, Madrid, 1952. Into French: Idee

SUR L’Origine DU Monde in: La revue de culture europdenne,

Vol. Ill, No. 8, Paris 1953.
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82. Nature and Ethics. — In: Moral Principles of Action (“Science

of Culture Series”), ed. by Ruth Anshen, New York and London
(Harper’s), 1952.

83. Marx und Freud. Marxismus und Psychoanalyse als Moderne
Glaubenssurrogate. — In: Universitas, Nos. 3 & 4. pp. 226-232

and 337-344, Tubingen, 1952.

84. Die Geschichte der Menschheit. — In: Universitas, Vol. 7, No.

12, pp. 1265-1273, Tubingen, 1952.

1953

*85. Lionardo als Philosoph. —, Bern (Francke Verlag), 77 pp.

86. Wahrheit und Unheil der Bultmannschen Entymythologisie-

RUNG. — In: Schweizerische Theologische Umschau, Vol. 23, No.

3/4, pp, 74-108, Bern, 1953; and in: Merkur, Vol. 7, No. 11 & 12,

pp. 1001-1022 and 1107-1126, Stuttgart, 1953.

87. Die Idee des Arztes. Address delivered on the festival occasion

of the Swiss Medical Convention on June 6, 1953 in Basel. — in:

Schweizerische Arztezeitung, Vol. 27, No. 3-7, Bern, 1953; also

under the title. Die Idee des Arztes und Ihre Erneuerung in:

Universitas, Vol. 8, No. 11, pp. 1121-1131, Tubingen, 1953,

88. Arzt und Patient. — In: Studium Generals, Berlin-Gottingen-

Heidelberg (Springer), Vol. 6, No. 8, pp. 435-443.

89. VoRWORT to: C. Milosz: Verfuhrtes Denken (German by A.

Loepfe), Koln-Berlin (Kiepenheuer & Witsch).

90. Die Auffassung der Personlichkeit Jesu. — In: Council for the

Protection of the Rights and Interests of Jews from Germany
(Festschrift in honor of the 80th birthday of Rabbi Dr. Leo
Baeck), London (Fairfax Mansions)

.

1954

*91. Die Frage der Entmythologisierung. (By Karl Jaspers and Ru-
dolf Bultmann) . — Miinchen (Piper), 118 pp.
Translation: Into French: La Polemique de Jaspers et de Bult-
mann SUR LA Demythisation, presentee par Jeanne Hersch, trans-

lated from the German by Helene Naef, in: La Table Ronde,
No. 107 (November), Librairie Plon, Paris.

92. ScHELUNGS GRdssE UND Sein Verhangnis. — In: Studia Philoso-

phica. Annual of the Swiss Philosophische Gesellschaft, Vol. XIV
(Proceedings of the Schelling-anniversary at Bad Ragaz, Sept.

22-25, 1954), Basel (Verlag fur Recht und Gesellschaft), 1954, pp.
12-38 and contribution to the discussion on pp. 42-49. — Reprint-
ed in: Merkur, Vol. 9, No. 1, pp, 11-34, Stuttgart, 1955.

93. Die GegenwXrtigen Aufgaben der Philosophischen Forschung.
— In: Universitas, Vol. 9, No. 2, pp, 113-122, Tubingen.
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94. Immanuel Kant. Zu Seinem 150. Todestag. In: Der Monat, Vol.

VI, No. 65 (Feb.), pp. 451-455. Berlin.

Translation: Into Spanish: Manuel Kant. En el Aniversario de
su Muerte. In: Cuadernos de filosofia, No. 7 Quly-Aug.) , Buenos
Aires.

95. The Fight Against Totalitarianism. In: Confluence, Cambridge
(Mass.), Vol. 3, No. 3 (Sept.)

96. The Political Vacuum in Germany. — In: Foreign Affairs

(American Quarterly Review) , New York 1954, Vol. 32, No. 4.

97. Die Nichtchristlichen Religionen und das Abendland. In: Die

grossen nichtchristlichen Religionen unserer Zeit, Stuttgart (A.

Kroner), pp. 117-126.

1955

*98. Schelling. Grosse und Verhangnis. — Miinchen (Piper), 346 pp.

99. Kierkegaard. — In: Die Gegenwart, Frankfurt a/Main, Vol. 10,

No. 24 (Nov. 19, 1955), pp. 759-762.

Translation: Into French: AcruALiri de Kierkegaard in: La
Table ronde, Paris (Plon), No. 95.

100. Geleitwort to Hannah Arendt’s Elemente und Ursprunge to-
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(Arranged by ROBERT P. SYLVESTER)

Abraham, 248, 777

Abraham-Isaac story, 219, 261, 615

Absolute, the, 223, 263f; its appearance

in historical form, 659; in tradition,

772; the tragic and transcendence,

715

Absoluteness, guilt of, 322

“Absurd,*’ Kierkegaardian conception,

615

Academic freedom, 50; of university, 51

Academic teacher, 94

“Acausal” method, in psychology, 488

Aquinas, St. Thomas, 81, 241f, 249, 799;

and truth, 590, 831; Thomism, 136;

and philosophy, 846; comparison Jas-

pers on science, 115; Thomists, 138;

Thomistic metaphysics, 241, 787

Act, finite, 149

Act of thinking, turns into psychology,

480

Activity, inner, and freedom, 507

Actuality, present, and individuals, 70

Actus essendi, 244
Adam, 665

Adams, Henry, and prophecy of history,

556

Aeschylus, 82, 344, 627, 867

Aesthesis, significance of, 236

Aesthetic (s) attitude, its essence, 705;

and demonology, 683; and process,

556; state, 138

“Aesthetic continuum,” (Northrop), 235

Age, 'what its demands are, 88; of myths,

673; ours as comprehensible, 551; ours

as unique, 550

“Age, pivotal,” concept of, 560; and

“mythological age,” 768; and Golo

Mann, 755; development of great

world civilization, 546

Albigensians, 767

Alexander, Samuel, 97fE

Allport, G. W., 472n

All-Known, 89

Allies, 63

All-embracing, no thing as, 767

Allgemeine Psychopathologie, (Jaspers),

373, 411, 439, 441ff, 472, 485, 489, 491,

493, 721, 805

Alsace-Lorraine, 59

Alzheimer, 13, 23

Ambiguity, the ethics of, 432

American (s), 61ff; economy and laws,

554; occupy Heidelberg, 66; philoso-

phy, 434

Analogies, Jaspers* method, 22
Analogy, philosophy and science, 356;

principle of, 694f; psychological theo-

ries, development as, 18; as presented

in Psychopathologie, 19; doctrine of,

supporters of, 699

Anaximander, 142; and Heidegger, 404

Andler, 360n

Anglo-Saxon, convention, 55

Angst, 328

Anguish, and empirical existence, 329;

in existentialist philosophy, 328; and
ultimate situations, 328; ultimate, 328f

AnschauUche, das, 144

Anselm, 678

Anthropology, 103, 110, 124; as psycho-

pathologist, 451

Anthropomorphism, 253, 287, 699

Antinomies, and Kant, 381; rational, and
speculative thought, 315

Antinomy of Day and Night, 377

Anti-Reason, Marxism and psychology,

430

Anti-reductionist philosophy, 137f

Anxiety, and the intellect, 777

Apeiron, 142

Appearance, objective, 125

Archimedes, 164, 413

Arendt, Hannah Blucher; essay by, 539-

549; 66; Jaspers reply to, 651-655

Arguments, valid, and particulars, 775

Aristocracy and the masses, 757

889
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Aristotle, 171, 242. 253, 255f, 263; phi-

losophy, 434; and closed system, 313;

and the Good, 414; and Nietzsche, 413;

and portrait of Plato, 428; and ulti-

mate situation, 186; and the unmoved
man, 787; and will to know, 503; his

teachings on the soul, 24

Art, 88; experience of greatness in, 7;

form and metaphor, 716; function of

imitation, 627; and communicability,

711; separate ciphers, 711; and factual

daily existence, 708; interpretation of,

703-711; and its meaning, 710; meta-

physics and religion, 294; and reality,

relationship, 627; and the return of

things to their source, 717; and signifi-

cance, 705; and what it reveals, 716; as

aesthetic equivalent of revelation, 627;

as communication, 237f; as intuitive

realization, 708; as mediator 237; as

symbolic conquest of finitude, 717; its

meaning and being- true, 712; its basic

meaning for Jaspers, 716; and the

human condition, 704

Artist, the, 240, 253; in his aesthetic

experience, 705; imitate realities, 710

Artistic, objectivity, and transparence,

566; occurence, basic, 712; process, and

Being, 716

Assertions, 'existential’, and objective

proprieties, 536f

Atheism, and academic freedom, 50, 275

Athens, and Socrates, 371

Atomistic approach, 464f

Attitude, active, towards life, 669; aristo-

cratic, Hennig, 756; Fritz Kaufmann,

756; and the past, 585; “Playful,” in

art, 704; religious and philosophical,

690; scientific, 133; ultimate, and con-

duct, 338; and object, 492; and world

union, 489f

Augustine, St., 81, 261 f; and Christian

philosophy, 544; and desirability of

Being, 545; and voluntary corruption,

352; and Existenz, 780; and philosophy

of history, 767; and simile, 802; as

religious writer, 434

Augustinian tradition, 219, 261, 620

Authenticity, 100, 102, 180, 536

Authority, 86; and catholicity, 398; and

history, 306; and reason, 398; and

truth of Being, 623; as tradition, 625;

as “The all-enveloping truth,” 623;

problem of, 631; traditional and phil-

osophizing, 542; in religious sphere,

641; opposed to philosophical faith,

witness and catholicity, 640

Awareness, 135f; inner, 131; object of,

Kantian vs. Thomistic, 799; primal,

106; philosophical, as not universally

valid, 134; self*, 151

Baader, and nihilism, 520

Bachofen, view of history, 761

Baeck, Leo, 287n

Baesen, and Kicrkegajird, 358

Biiiimler, Alfred, and Nietzsche, 425,

859; Nazi version of Nietzsche, 426

Baudissin, Count, 422

Baumgarten, Eduard, essay by, 337-367;

errors of, 867; Jaspers’ reply to, 863-

869

Barthians, ‘fundamentalism,’ 272
Basle, 593; and Goethe lecture, 348, 725;

University of, 7

Bayer, against Hegel, 358

Beauvoir, Simone de, and ambiguity,

420, 432

Becoming, for Nietzsche, 123

Beethoven, and the Enlightenment, 427
Being, 72f, 98f, 105ff, 146f, 149f; and
foundering, 312-332; and the manifold,
51 3f; and nothingness, death, 822f;

meaning of, 123, 135, 139f; eternity

and permanence, 51 If; poetry and
ciphers, 713f; authentic, Existenz re-

lationship to Transcendence, 672f;

through situations, 192f; in-the-world

and factual death, 512f; passim
Behavior, human, and Kant’s teachings,

353

Behaviorism, and Watson, 478
Belief, and the Absolute, 678; and des-

pair, 679; and ‘existential’ act, 678;

and knowledge, 678

Bellagio, 39

Benz, 520n
Berdyaeff, Nicolaj, 692; and the demonic,

682; and freedom, 672, 690
Bergson, Henri, 255, 607, 689; and sub-

ject, 606; leap beyond every social

group, 610; spirit of, actuality of ex-

perience, 288

Berlin, 33, 42f, 53; Olympics: (1936), 66;

University of, 48, 425
Bernard of Clairvaux, 274
Bertram’s Attempt at a Mythology, 432;

and the Nazis, 425; the Nazis and
Nietzsche, 420; on Nietzsche, 418, 850

Bewusstein uberhaupt, see consciousness-

as-such

Beyond Good and Evil, (Nietzsche), 412
Bhagavadgita, 213
Bible, 85, 267, 274, 344, 660, 867; and
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deity of Christ, 762f; and faith, 655;

and relativity, 463; and tradition, 594;

as point of departure, 656; faith of,

646; faith and freedom, 856; funda-
mental principles of, 700; Jaspers*

reading of, 839; its significance, 643;

source of conversion, 665; as source

for Jaspers, 664; philosophical poetry,

837; texts, 88; unique book, 600
Biblical, and Christian tradition, the

boundaries, 761; concept of the uni-

verse, 246; idea or unpictured God,
783; monotheism, and Greek mono-
theism, 661; religion, 247, 602, 656;

religion and guilt, 635; religion, its

contents, 660; religion, Jaspers* con-

ception of, 603; religion, source of

Jaspers' thinking, 664; teaching of, 80;

thought, and philosophizing, 855; tra-

dition, 602; vital in Jaspers* thinking,

666; wisdom, 292

Binswanger, Ludwig, and analysis of

existence, 452, 457, 465, 492f, 811; and
expiring subject, 811

Biologism, 98

Biology, 98, 125

Birth of Tragedy, the, (Nietzsche), 414
Bismarck, 58, 64f

Blculer, Eugen, 440, 812

Body and soul, union of, 102

Bohme, Jakob, 689

Boethius, 88

Bolshevism, 70

Bonhoeffer, 440

Boss, 493

Brentano, Franz, 147

British, Commonwealth, and United

States, 290; Fabian Society, 760; Labor

Government, 558; occupation by, 57;

philosophy, 434; self-government, 752

Brodmann, 441

Browning, Robert, 343n

Bruno, Giordano, 612, 616; and essence

of religion, 779; and freedom, 529f,

767; philosophical faith and reason,

777

Buber, Martin, 247n, 275, 285

Buddha, 408; and history, 545; and

limits, 434

Buddhism, 667; theology, 80; exercises,

808

Bultmann's Entmythologisierung, 334,

779

Bumke, psychologist, 443, 455, 834

Bund, Deutscher, 230

Burbach, K., 661n

Burckhardt, Jakob, 65; and Aristotle,

413; and Jaspers, 560

Burnham, James, 556

Butjadingen, 6

Byron, Lord, 360n, 666n; and Jaspers

philosophy, 745

Caesars, Roman, and supermen, 422

Cal4, Walter, 12

Calm, eternal, and existence, 518f; abso-

lute, Transcendence and foundering

Existenz, 331

Camus, Albert, Mythe de Sisyphe, 612

Carlyle, Thomas, 343n

Cartesian, see: Descartes

Cassirer, Ernst, and Kant, 793

Categorical Imperative, and Either/Or,

349; and Radical Evil, 355; and the

Ought, 353; principle of, acting as a

law, 356; Kant and Max Weber, 866

Categories, doctrine of, critique, 172;

logical, 222; existential, 100; theory

of, 75; scheme of, 71

Catholic, Church, 603; and authority, 398;

faith, 72; form of theology, 80; mod-
ernism, and God, 800; priest, 77; the-

ology, 79

Catholicism, as historical phenomenon,

623; Roman, and philosophia perennis,

674; its attraction, 606

Catholicity, as closed authority, 623; as

the principle of totalitarianism, 765;

and reason, 580; and reason, “concrete

collision,** 398

Causality, empirical, and Max Weber,

378

Cezanne, Paul, 235f, 239

Chance, 195

Charity, 257

Chiffre, see: cipher

China, 80, 82f, 560, 565; and history, 545;

and philosophy, 546

Chinese, 664; conformity, 249; philoso-

phy, 83; world, 63

Choice, 99; and religion, 675; and free-

dom, the problem of, 635f; decision

and Weber, 863f; of an Existenz, 290

Christ, 76; center of world history, 544;

dogma of God-man, 658; and tragedy

of defeat, 614; Christ-God, 660; doc-

trine of divinity of, 583; Christ-myth,

and conception of “mediation,” 631

Christian, 78, 260f; conversion and Kan-

tian revolution, 352; doctrine, 273;

dualism, 234; faith, 266; and Kierke-

gaard, 358; philosophy of, 262; tradi-

tion and guilt, 632; tradition of, Kant

vs. Goethe, 347; tragedy, 614; univer-
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sity is no longer, 80; non-Christians

and religion, 765

Christianity, 77, 667; and atheism, 397;

and Biblical thinking, 355f; and Cath-

olicity, 400; and life, 414f; and the

writers, 414; belief in salvation, 657;

its revelation, 691; Jaspers* reference

to, 668; Jaspers’ view of, 691; of Kier-

kegaard, 411

Church, and freedom, 625; and mass,

600f; and state, separation of, 285; as

regulative force, 77; as sociological en-

clave, 617; Jaspers* attitude towards,

691; the true, 681; Jaspers decides to

leave, 76; replaced by communication,

624; safeguarding tradition, 610

Churchill, Sir Winston, 63

CIC (Counter Intelligence Corps), 66

Cicero, and the virtues, 414
Cipher, 106ff, 135, 144, 619; and analogy

of God, 697; ambiguity of, 108, 311;

and analogy, 783; and art, 711; and
cipher-readings, 221; and content of

Transcendence, 309; and a given JSx-

istenz, 309; and foundering, 319f, 333;

and myths, 782; and reality, 308; and
proof for existence of God, 332; and
revelation, tension between, 717; and
rransccndence, 653; and language of

'rranscendence, 652; and presence of

Transcendence, 324; an experience,

308; as code entity, 307f; as mediator,

638; reading of, like mysticism, 621; as

newly filled objects, 713; as symbolic

dimensions of objects, 620; between
God and man, 624; called in question,

327; central, of Transcendence, 111;

concept of, 107, 111; conception of,

and intention, 630; defeat of, 405;

difference between them, 310; doctrine

of, and theory of inevitable failure,

638; essence of, 308-312; Existenz and
universal validity, 315f; historicity of,

108; idea of, of Transcendence, 312;

independent art of, 711; intelligibility

of, 308; interpretation of, its break-

down in Jaspers and Hegel, 332;

meaning of, 110; of the Naught, 828;

potential, and foundering, 325; read

existence as, 711; reading, and abso-

lute Transcendence, 715; of reality,

112, 635; theory of, 109; Transcendence
and subjectivity, 780f; truth of, 108,

626; ultimate, 325; uninterpretable,

and experience, 325; -reading and as-

surance of Transcendence, 330; -read-

ing, illumination of Existenz and God

concepts, 316; -script, Gl9f; -script,

interpretation of, 308; -script, anti

tradition, 596

Claim, absolute, 87

Claudel, Paul, 236, 241, 25()f

Co-/^^:^.v^67^^, 221, 223-226, 230, 242, 247,

253; 266, 274f; and Existenz, 239; as

communication amongst Selves, 279;

as Self with Self, 218; in face to face

relationships, 214; making of a Self,

276; personal beings, 578; personal,

unique event, 217f

Cognition, 228; actual, as synthesis, 527f;

aim of, understood, 790; and causal ex-

planation, 471; and empirically given

wholes, 479; and its foundation, 502f;

and phenomena, 503; general charac-

terization, 528; limits of, 479ff; modes
of, in psychological realm, 474; object

of, man as, 19; objective, as direct,

53 If; process of, and Sem, 479; scien-

tific and philosophic, 503; cognize,

directly or indirectly, 53 If

Cohen, Hermann, 274, 684

Cohen, Matthew, 703n
Cologne, 417

Collins, James, essay by, 115-140; and
metaphysics of the cipher, 697f; has
challenged Jaspers, 691; and princii>le

of analogy, 695f; reply to, 745f, 797,

799

Communication, 73, 83, 87, 99, 102, 151.

220, 222ff, 226, 22811, 235ff, 24 Uf, 24611'.

25211, 256f, 263, 269f, 274f; art as, 233;

actual, 237; authentic, and the En-
compassing, 732; and belief, 569f; and
community, 562£; and concept of En-
compassing, 791f; and Existenz, 301,

532, 737; dialectics of, 389ff; Existenz
illumination and science, 8l9f; foun-
dering and exception, 388£; happiness
to others, 277f; in Goethe, 279; the
most intimate, 212f; Jaspers* use of,

as break through, 212; Jaspers and
Weber, 389f; technical means of, 543f;

with nature, 234, 277; problem of, 85,

93, 186, 194ff, 209ff; passim
Communists, coming to power, 57
Communism, 79, 659
“Community,** 253

Compenhausen, H, Frh v., 520n, 663n
Comte, Auguste, 64, 137

Co7iatus, 253

Concepts, limiting, 103

Conceptual apparatus, Jaspers’ psycho-
logical thinking, 480

Concrete, 102; historicity, 569
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Cloiigross in Evian, International, 66

Conlklcnce, in God and nature, 683

Cloufucius, 408n; and history, 545; doc-

trine, 235

Comiaissance and co-naissance, 251

Conrad, Joseph, 482n

Conscience, as Jewish invention, 666

Consciousness, 29; “absolute,” 251; and
connnunication, 788; and empirical

objects, cleavage, 126; absolute, and
non-temporal Being, 304; concentrat-

ing, 90; empirical, as surface of one
rranscendence, 307; elucidated in,

135; historical, 102, 584; historical, and
authentic attitude of history, 587; ob-

jective and ‘existential’ historical con-

sciousness, 581; of being, 85; of free-

dom, and immanent death, 316; of the

world, 90; one’s, 94; phenomenology
of, and illumination of Existenz, 819;

phenomena of, and subject-object

change, 494f; of self, as objective, 817;

universal, 90

Consciousness-as-such, 99, 105, 107, 126,

152f, 172, 733; and its categories, 154;

and rational comprehension, 314; and
potential Existent, 191; and self-

knowledge, 530; and limits of ultimate

situations, 188; and universal validity,

321; concrete validity of existence, 187;

condition for knowledge, 647; leave

behind concrete existence, 179; ob-

jective categories of, 180; derive all

categories from, 159; in all modes of

Encompassing, 174; its insight, 847;

not absolute ego, 300; way we partici-

pate in the world, 155; preeminence

of, 801; and Reality, 790; we are, 153

Constitution, American, 67

Contradiction, principle of, 74

“Copernican turn,” and existentialism,

as criticism, 742

Cosmic piety, 277

Creation, 229, 265, 268; artistic, and con-

templative enjoyment, 708; idea of,

244, 656; of a work of art, 705; infi-

nite source of all, 289

Credo, German, 234

Critic, the, and spirit of philosophizing,

841

Cvitidsm, as scientific discipline, 742;

lit (nary, in Jaspers, 721; philosophical,

and public discussion, 840; true, re-

mains communication, 852

CriHque of Judgement (Kant), 144, 566

Critique of Practical Reason (Kant),

408, 857

893

Critique of Pure Reason (Kant), 408,

499

Cromwell, Oliver, 317, 322, 616

Cultures, of the East, 235; Secretary of,

67

Curtius, Dean Ludwig, 52

Cusanus, Nicolaus, 244, 310, 659; and
Goethe, 348; and logic, 166; his term

*coincidentia oppositorum/ 670; and
philosophy, 732; and essence of re-

ligion, 779f

Dante, and literature, 720

Dasein, 117, 152, 178, 284, 364n, 403, 704,

733; and Being, 403; and empirical

consciousness, 299; and nihilism, 684;

as cipher, 403; Existent and Sein, 404;

Heidegger and Jaspers, 402f; in Ger-

man philosophy, 669

Dasein analysis, faith and scientific lan-

guage, 810, 816

Data, and the psychologist, 485

Datum, a gift, 275

Day, Law of the, 107, 635

Death, 195; and being-in-the-world, 513;

and history, 586; and suffering, and

epistcmolo^, 582; and Transcendence,

824; and ultimate situations, 504f; and

uninformed knowledge, 505f; as fact or

circumstance, 820f; certainty of, 822;

‘existential’ conquest of, 315; future,

and existing man, 511; given with life,

831; idea of, and knowledge, 506; im-

manent, and man’s nature, 507; im-

manent, ground of being human, 823;

immanent, the one, 516; potential, and

becoming man, 823; potential, and

breaking through, 514; calm, and po-

tential, 518; potential and factual,

521f; potential and man’s being, 506;

potential, and origin of thinking, 509;

potential. Transcendence and Existenz,

823; singularity of, and history, 515

Deciphering of myths, 596f, 609

Decision, 99; ’existential,’ of each indi-

vidual, 806; Goethe and Kant, 865

Deduction, principles of, 135; rational,

Weber and Kant, 382; transcendental,

143

Deifiication of man, as unphilosophy,

683

Deity, 263, 265, 268

Demand, fundamental, of being human,

90

Dementia praecox (Schizophrena 1910),

study and assumptions concerning, 13,

440
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Demonic, the, 682; characterization of,

383; and Jaspers’ style, 434; and Max
Weber, 384; and shells, 383; and

understanding, 383f; prototype of, 381-

385; type, 415; the work of, 383

Demonism, and human intention, 689

Demonology, 68 Iff

Demythologizing, 334, 658, 782

Descartes, RemS, 82, 86, 121, 130, 270,

643, 646; and Jaspers, 583; and Jas-

pers’ severity, 405; and tradition, 607;

and ultimate situations, 186; attitude

toward science, 115; Jaspers’ critique

of, 843; objectivity, 390, 831; philoso-

phize against, 776; source of over-eval-

uation of science, 122; critique by

Hennig, 844; Cartesian God, 122; ideal,

129; science and philosophy, 120f;

metaphysics, 630; physics, 121; spirit,

104; Cartesianism, 607

Determination, and basis of values, 574;

conception of, 569; double meaning
of, 570

Devotion, ethics of free, 280

Dewey, John, 248, 355n, 363

Dialectic, 149

Dialektik des Nichtwissens, by Ernst

Mayer, 45

Dialogue, universal, 597

Dibelius, Martin, 49

Diels, Otto, 413

Dilthey, Wilhelm. 101, 128. 587u; and
Spranger, 475; and understanding,

578; "descriptive and analytic psy-

chology," 18; psychologizing, 411

Dionysian affirmation. Stoics’ acceptance

of, 415

Dionysius, Nietzsche and life, 415
Disaster and experience of Being, 405
Disciplines, humanistic, 129

Discourse, philosophic, 109

Divine Transcendence at root of human
existence, 611

Docta ignorantia, and true philosophy,

371

Doing, pole of, 604

Don Carlos, 427

Don Juan, 639

Doney, Richard J,, 55In

Dostoevski, Feodor, 214; and hell, 292;

The Idiot, 421

Doubt, God and Transcendence, 677

Dreaming, as insight, 37

Dufrenne, M., 202, 208n
Duty and necessity, 637; Kantian theory

of, 347

Earle, William, essay by, 523-538; reply

to, 798f, 805, 817-820

East, truth of, 664

Easter, and Faust, 290

Ebbinghaus* law, 486

Ecce Homo (Nietzsche), 415, 421, 435

Ecclesiastes, 657

Eckhart, Meister, and tragic situation,

397

Education, historical, and transparency,

583f

Ego, 271; and egos, 225; to alter ego,

226; Kant’s intelligible, 220

Eheye asher Eheye, 222, 26 If

Ehrlich and Weigert (Psychologists),

441

Eidos, 243

Either-or, 72

Elan vital, 111

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 343n, 359f

Emminghaus, 448

Emotional freedom, and criticism, 745

Empathy, and genetic understanding,

443; Goethe’s work, example of com-
munication, 279

Empire, Second, 64

Empirical attitude, of psychopathology,

20; materials, 137; matter, 233; object,

99; realities of psychology, 483; respect

for facts, 117; science, Max Weber and
its limits, 371

Empiricism,, absolute, 27

1

Empiriological analysis of nature (Mari-

tain’s), 139

Empty concept, 101

Encompassing, the (Umgreifende, das),

71, 73, 75, 104ff, 131£, 134f, 140-153,

230; all-encompassing, 89f, 222; and
’existential’ relevance, 739; and Exis^-

tenz, 789; and the origins, 376f; and
our contemporary situation, 167-171;

and a psychologist, 8 Ilf; and psycho-

therapy, 463f; and scientific knowl-

edge, 168f, 650; concept of, 141-JL75,

800-804; in history, 162-165; in logic,

165ff; in the world, 161f; seven man-
ners of it, 152ff, 161; spirit, as third

mode of, 154; encounter of man with

God, 656£; passim

Endurance, and the leap, 329f; passive

vs, active, 330

England, 63

English history, 82

Enlightenment, 100

Epimenides, 166

Epistemology, 103, 110, 119, 241; tradi-

tional, subject-object, 370
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Epoch (s), and dialogue, 397; picture of,

356; scientific, modern living in, 119

Eros, 111; and Agape, conflict between,

651; of the Symposium, 292
Ersatzphilosophie, perversions of philos-

ophy, 847

Eschatology, and clericalism, 641

Esperanto, world citizen, 546
Essence (s), objective, 617; (Wesenschau),

rejection of Husserrs theory of, 18

Est quod Est, 222, 270

Esthetic, see Aesthetics

Eternalization, cipher of, 321

Eternity, and death, 512; and uncon-
ditioned act, 301; as willed by Exis-

tenz, 737; union with time, 102

Ethics, 103; opposed to religion, 616;

confronts mysticism, 613

Ethos, philosophical, of an amor inteU

lectualis, 278

Eugenic intervention, and knowledge,

809 I

Europe, its fate, 56 (

Euathlus, 166

Evil, 72, 632; absolute, and Kant, 366;

absolute, and Transcendence, 350; as

absolute self-will, 87; and animality,

343; and free choice, 351; and human-
ity, 343; and Naught, 348; and person-

ality, 343, 345; and pure Being, 349;

as radical, 350; critique of practical,

345; discussion with Baumgarten, 864f;

experience of, 338; liberation from,

352; man, as seK-enclosed, 396; mech-

anics of, and Marx, 367; origin of, in

freedom, 365; phenomenon, 354; prob-

lem of, and content, 8S9ff; problem

of, and method, 339; radical, surpasses

Kant*s concept, 340; radical, Weber

and Nietzsche, 341

Exception, the, 221, 388; and philo-

sophizing, 341; existence, 363f; au-

thority and Transcendence, 397£; foun-

dering of .absolute, 388; the function

of, 396; Kierkegaard and Nietzsche,

363f, 394; meaning of, as ambiguous,

386; qua exception, 395

Exist, to, and ultimate situation, 189

Existence (Dasein), 99, 105, 109, 117,

152f; and Existenz, 507, 510, 530; and

situation, 187; as the cipher of Tran-

scendence, 634; concept of, 86; con-

crete, human, 195; conscious, 732;

definition as ‘‘being in situations,” 187;

free, 136, 321; human, 91, 99, 111, 116,

124. 491; patterns of human, 492f;

individual, 103; in Heidegger, 393;

mode of existence, 116; of individual,

95; of mysteries, 561; one way we
participate in the world, 155; relation-

ship to Transcendence, 107; terror of,

67; theory of, 402f; transformed to

Existenz, 501; we are, 153; passim

Existential, potentialities, 205, 508f;

propositions, 534-538; Existentielle Be-

zuge zur Transzendenz, 619; passim

Existentialism, 28; and freedom, 670;

and modem man, 574; as attitude

towards, 691; attitude of, combatting

nihilism, 740; contemporary, 266; ex-

perience of freedom, 742; humanistic

mission of, 746; its demands, 746;

Jaspers, Heidegger and Sartre, 569;

phenomenological and Thomistic, 241;

radical, 98; passim

Existentialist freedom, 328

Existentially, 96; real, for us, 153

Existenz(en), 99ff, 102f, 107f, 121f, ISOf,

134f, 152f, 220ff, 226f, 267f, 529-534;

and freedom, 67 Iff; and historical

consciousness, 579f; and philosophic

texts, 819f; and Transcendence, 160,

298-307, 332, 375, 618f; as absolute

non-objectivity, 528f; as not objective,

526f, 530; concept of, 329-334; empiri-

cal reality and potential, 568f; foun-

dering and shipwreck, 320f; illumina-

tion of, 92, 182, 204, 510, 537f, 613,

780, 817; potential, and illumination

of Existenz, 202f; potential, life and

death, 83 If; passim

Existenzerhellung (second volume of

Philosophie), 39

Existenzphilosophie, 104, 146, 629

Existing, from Kierkegaard, 644

Experience, aesthetic, and freedom

through catharsis, 742; artistic, as

communication, 246; and behavior,

critique, 493f; as incomplete, 161; au-

thentic, of limitation, 212; ecstatic,

512; of faith, 651; of foundering, 333;

immediate, 332; inner, 253; living:, 179;

modem ages, and literary criticism,

724; mystic and “now,” 302; outer,

253; religious, 246; scientific, 246;

supra-aesthetic, 705; unity of, 246
.

Explanation, 475£; causal, scientific

understanding, 471; cause and effect,

476

Expression, freedom of, 59

Ex-sisting, 234

Ezdkiel, 761; and communication, 583;

conception of law, 590; and law of

God, 831
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Fail, will to, 320

Faith, 150, 268; against faith, 835; <ind

Existent, 332; and the Encompassing,

378; and ideas, as reciprocal terms,

382; and nihilism, 686; and philo-

cophical faith, 511; and Transcend-

ence, 780; and unfaith, 381; and

universal validity, 764f; as life out of

the Encompassing, 739; assertion of,

as historical, 764; biblical, and philo-

sophical, 756; Christian, a heritage,

320; Christian, and content, 839; con-

cept of, and doctrinal, 332; confes-

sions of, as history, 764; contents of,

are of expressible nature, 764; for

Kierkegaard, 615; in communication,

786; genuine, and philosophical re-

jection, 763; and psychoanalysis, 459;

in keeping treaties, 753; in revelation,

and metaphysical speculation, 784;

insight of, not universally valid, 764;

knowledge and philosophy, 830; na-

ture of philosophical, symbolized, 386;

negating, nihilism and Kierkegaard,

386; objective and subjective sides of,

678; philosophical, and Christian, 563,

756; philosophic, as meaning of the

philosophic doctrine, 81; philosophi-

cal, Bible and philosophic tradition,

839; philosophical, knowledge and be-

lief, 677f; philosophical, its strength

and weaknesses, 652; philosophical, in

tension, 651; philosophical, seeking to

apprehend “truth,’* 740; religious and

philosophical, difference between, 621;

repetition and mode of succession,

386f; theology and philosophical faith,

75; true forms of, and the faithless,

808; true, tradition and history, 807;

without revelation, 669

Fallacy, naturalistic, 130

Fanaticism, 763

Fascism, 60

Faust, and poetry, 289

Fear and Trembling, (Kierkegaard), 621

Fechner, Gustav Th., 86, 255

Festschrift, 45

Feuerbach, Ludwig, 644f; against Hegel,

358

Fichte, J. G., 355n, 520n; and absolute

ego, 300; and principle of Being, 801;

and romanticists, 719; and style, 433;

and the Enlightenment, 427; com-

pared with Jaspers, 720f; mission of

philosophy, 721; Reden an die deutsche

Nation, 519, 720

Finite, consciousness of (he, kept awake,

im
Finileucss, of man and thinking, Jaspers

accused of, 794 f

Finitude, as ontological notion, (532

Fischer, Kuno, 47

Flaubert, Gustave, 236

Flux, 107

Forensic-psych i;i trie Society, in Heidel-

berg, 16

Formalization, logic and the Encompas-

sing, 804

Foundation, of man’s being, and poten-

tial death, 513

Foundering, actual, and interpretation,

319; actual, meaning of, 315; and
contrast of Day and Night, 376; and
eternalization, 319; and purity of

Kantian law, 357; as a cipher for

Being, 324-327; as cipher, 321; as

“coming up against a wall,’’ 314f; as

decisive cipher of Transccufience,

376; as essential to Existent, 322; as

experience, 297; as foundation of all

ciphers, 327; as security, 333; becomes
iininterprelahle, 324; cipher of, 312-

332; cii>hcr of, and ground in tran-

scendence, 320; emergence of, 302;

enumeration of the forms of, 317;

factual, as a cipher, 312; foundation
of, 319; free prehending of, 820; in

Philosophic, 297; incvitablcness of,

373; justification for, 321; modes of,

enumeration, 316; multiple meaning
of, 317-320; necessity of, its interpreta-

tion, 319, 321 ff; of Existent, and refer-

ence to Transcendence, 317; philoso-

phy of, Thyssen, 831; potential ulti-

mate, 319; primordial, and Being,

323; Transcendence and ciphers, 327;

ultimate, and cipher, 330f; ultimate,

and Transcendence, 321; ultimate, be-

fore nothingness, 333; ultimate, con-

cept of, 323f; passim

Fraenkel, Albert, 9

Frames, as Weltanschauungen, 489

Francis, St., of Assisi, 661n
Franco, and the Vatican, 756

Frank, E., and the conception of no-

thingness, 514, 514n

Fraternities, and student corps, 46; Jas-

pers* attitude towards, 46; school of

experiences, 6

Frederick H, of Hohenstauffen, and
superman, 422

Free, historical, Existent, and hidden
being, 618; human activity, and realm
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of psychology, 815; human spirit, 701

Freedom, 29, lOOff, 108, 130f, 134ff; aca-

demic, in University, 51; actuality of,

and proof, 503f; an existing center of,

134; and accidental being, 758; and
being, through-myself, 507f; and com-

mitment of ExistenZj 64; and con-

sciousness of its truth, 838; and con-

tract, 810; and eugenic intervention,

809; and Existent, 501; and Kant, 497;

and my being, 300; and nature, anti-

thesis, 322; and necessity, 637; and
object of science, 563; and objective

redemption, 504; and objectivity, 553;

and one who philosophizes, 837f; and
our heritage, 776; and philosophical

faith, 553; and political propaganda,

834; and potential Existent, 325f; a

psychic fact, 690; and psychology, 496;

and rebellion, 595; and responsibility,

554; and scientific psychology, 825;

and selfhood, 227; and spirit, knowl-

edge of, 671; and status of being, 300;

and the future, 368; and tradition,

594; and “ultimate situation,” 156;

and uncertainty, 135; annihilates itself

in Wholly-Other, 637; antinomy of,

322; as a cipher, 038; as a faith front,

835; as absolute energy, 607; as ex-

perienced, 671; as never complete,

634; as ‘petrified’ by religion, 613; as

philosophical problem, 120; as tem-

poral possibilities, 163; as the choice

of my Self, 635; as transcendentally

granted, 508; aspire to transcendence,

322; authentic, and choice, 637; au-

thentic, and comic relief, 745; being

granted one's self, 823; burden of, and

the cult, 617; category of, 100; com-

plete, 53; concept of, 551; criterion of,

aspects of religion, 616; Descartes' re-

spect for, 121; despondency of, and

Existent, 835; doctrine of, and empiri-

cism, 690; “existential,” 101, 108; ex-

istential, its limitations, 101; experi-

ence of, and Existent, 318; form of,

and potential Existent, 776; gentle

force of, 837; Golo Mann on, 755;

“grace” and “election,” 638; ground

for, 99; human, 124; human, its power,

837; human, socialism, 557f; human,

struggle for, 752; in history, 163; inner,

273; inner reality of, 131; intellectual

freedom of University, 49; loss of,

590; notion of. Transcendence as a

“wall”, 304f, of a substance, 608; of

being human, Psychopathologie, 458;

of being one’s self, 90; of decision,

248; of Existent, 306; of Existent,

through communication, 218; of man,

69; of personal life, 56; of the pro-

fessor, 53; of Socratic doubt, 642; of

students, 46; of study, 47; of the will,

101; political idea of, 756; problem of,

points to transcendence, 780; psychol-

ogy of, 496; real, and paradoxical, 672;

salvation of, and question of appear-

ance to Being, 631; source of, and

death, 518; ultimate, and choice, 636;

will to, as Existent, 737; passim

Free-self, authentic, and tragic, 714

French, army, 39; occupation by, 57;

philosophy, and Jaspers, 434; and

psychiatry, 440; Revolution, 374

Freud ('s), Sigmund, 18, 25, 124f; and

conceptions of the self, 538; and de-

generated universal science, 552£; and

Nietzsche, 863; and training analysis,

462; and Wernicke, theories of, 19;

as a medical man, 460; as a theorist,

460; as heir of Nietzsche, 429f; central

intentions, 431; critique of, 808; radi-

cal individualism, 429; Sex Theory

of, fanaticism, 464; influence limited

to small circles in 1910, 15f; Intro-

duction to Psychoanalysis, 430; Jaspers'

judgment of, 442f; total knowledge of

man, 460, 806

Friedrich, Carl Joachim, 549n

Fries, Jakob F., and Kant, 793

Galileo, 616; and science, 831; contro-

versy with the church, 641

Gantxverdenwalien, 193

Gartenlaube, 32

Gaupp, Robert E., 440

Gebsattel, V. E. von, 457, 493n

Gehlen, A., 590n

Geistige Situation der Zeit (Man in the

Modern Age), (Jaspers), 39, 60, 558,

757

General Psychopathology, (Jaspers), 441,

446f, 451, 458, 462, 466, passim

Genesis I, 246; myth of creation, 544

Geneva, 79

George, Stefan, 730, 855; and Nietzsche,

416, 418, 423; Circle, the, and Jaspers,

418, 423, 431

German (s), 61, 68; academic life, tradi-

tions of, at Heidelberg, 14; being-

German, 63f; culture, 58; guilt, the

question of, 655; language, 101, 228,

231; meaning of the word, 65; miUtary

reestablishment, 50; people and Swiss
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perspective, 290; people, their honor,

51; philosophy, 28, 100, 231, 565;

philosophy of history, 101; reeduca-

tion and the Bible, 656; Republic

and Weimar, 427; Romantics, 107;

soldiers, in time of national socialism,

771; therapy in psychiatric clinics, in

1910, state of, 16; unity, 65; universi-

ties 119

Germany, SGf, 59f, 63f, 66iF, 71 f; freedom

perishes, 759; in 1936, 426; withdrawal

from the West, 407

Gestalt, and denial of freedom, 556

Gestapo, 54, 62

Geworfenheit, 101

Gilson, Etienne, xv, 262

Gneisenau, Count August von, 57

God, 61, 121, 131, 139, 221, 231, 233, 239,

243f, 248, 257, 264, 270f, 274, 605,

764; a loving, 787; and cipher for

Existent, 787; and consciousness-as-

such, 783; and faith, 654, 669; and
hiddenness, 673; and ideas, 682; and
immanent death, 824; and Lucifer and
philosophy, 848; and man, 273; and
nature, 676; and Neo-Platonism, 676;

and Nihilism, 684f; and our enemies,

213; and speculation, 661; and tran-

scendence, 676; argument for exist-

ence, 331; as the absolute, 676; as the

all-Encompassing, 715; as an object,

676; as “dead”, 606; as Elohim and
Shaddai, 265; as hidden, 675; as love,

256; as object of faith, 675; as philo-

sophic problem, 120; as proved, 676;

as Transcendence, 286, 640, 662, 686;

or tranwscendcnce, perceiving, 690; as

transcendence and the ground, 680;

Christian relationship to, 145; com-
mandments, 657; -concept, 693ff, 701;

concept of, and anthropomorphism,
694; concept of, and picture of man,
173; concept of, as the reality, 693;

creation and transcendence, 685; de-

mand for truthfulness, 656; existence

without, 611; experience of, opposed
to knowledge of, 663; grace of, 670;

Godhead, and other, 100, 105, 833;

his direct revelation, 784; his guid-

ance, 76; idea of, in thought, 659;

idea of, philosophical view of, 674;

image of, taboo. 660; “God is,” 676;

is Being itself, 225; Kierkegaards prob-

lem, 276; knowledge and cipher, 783;

knowledge of, 92; love in, as com-
munity, 267; -man, as absurdity, 624;

-man, criticism of, 623f; mixed in

human conduct, 616; object of faith or

knowledge, 6761; of Abraham, 661; of

Aristotle, 661; of the Covenatu, 262;

the One God, 656; one and expericMicc,

514; philosophical idea of, 661; re-

duced to status of object, 121; speaks

to Jesus Christ, 600; revealing Him-
self, 717; uniting all men to, 762

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 31, 107,

128, 267, 270, 364, 648IT. 652f, 6()2. 725;

aifinity to Jaspers, 746; against Kant

and Kierkegaard, 341; and classics,

367; and Critique of Judgment, 862;

and death, 821; and Freni 429; and
German Romantics, 418; and human
Existent, 726; and Kant, Baumgarten,

867; and Kant on Evil, 344; and
Kantian moral law, 349; and Kant's

Radical Evil, 365; and nationalism,

427; and Newton, 583; and poetry,

716, 741; and self sacrifice, 346; and
superman, 422; and wickedness, 345;

communication between the self and
its thou, 279; conception of fidelity,

590, 831; God and evil, 347, 349;

Frankfurt Prize given to Jaspers, 725;

Jaspers critique of, 843; Jaspers' de-

cision against, 338; Jaspers’ lecture on,

431 f; Kant and mediation, 366; lec-

ture, **Unsere Zukunft und Goethe/*

725; limitations and Newton, 342;

philosophical faith and reason, 777;

“Philosophy of Evil,” 348; sacrificed

to Kant, 864; studies of nature and

art, 729; Reason and Becoming, 744;

thought derived from Spinoza, 228;

understanding of, 863; unique realiza-

tion of human Existent, 727; vs. Kant,

337

Golgatha, 657

Gospel, Kant and truth, 348

Gottlieb, Dean, (Heidelberg), 23

Grace, as part of nature, 671; Kant and
evil, 352

Gradenwitz, Professor, (Heidelberg), 49

Greece, 560; and history, 545; myths of,

638f

Greek, 116, 143; agape, 257; ethics of

self-realization, 227; Idealism, 234;

philosophers, 132, 141; philosophy,

643f; tradition, 222; their clarity, 337;

literature, 728

Grenten der naturwissenschaftUchen Be-

griffsbildung, (Heinrich Rickert), 32

Greifswald, University of, 7; Jaspers

called to University of, 33
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Griesinger, (psychopathologist), 13, 17,

440

Groningen, 146; lectures, 71

Grotius, political philosophy, 213
Gruhle, Dr., 14, 21, 29, 449, 455
Grundtvig, Svend H., 689; view of his-

tory, 761

Grundziige des gegenwdrtigen Zeitalters,

720

Guilt, 195; and faith, 63 If; and finitude,

a confusion between, 632; and life,

315; and malady of freedom, 634; and
man’s finite nature 780; as betrayal of

the passion for the night, 635; as ulti-

mate situation, 632ff; as inevitable,

633; consciousness of, 757; ‘existential,*

101; existential, and choosing, 318;

inevitable, and philosophical faith,

636; primordial, and foundering, 323;

problem of, and problem of freedom,

780; problem of, not the center, 780;

problem of, theory of character, 632

Gumbel, Privatdozent, 50, 52

Gundolf, Ernst, 418, 855

Gundolf, Friedrich, and Shakespeare,

422, 862

Halevi, Jehuda, 661

Hamann, J. G., 100, 217f

Hamlet, 360n; and mankind, 547

Happiness, and Nietzsche, 414; for Kant,

357

Hartt, J. N., challenges Jaspers, 694;

criticism of symbol, 697f

Hartmann, Nicolai, his Seinsstufen, 98

Hayek, F. H., 289n; neo-liberals, 557

Heaven, and communication, 292; and

God, 717

Hegel, G. W. F., 70, 96f, 109, 137, 242,

358, 365, 393, 615, 621, 625, 630, 644ff,

658, 669, 689; absolute freedom, 101;

agreement with Hannah Arendt, 754;

and absolute Ego, 300; and being and

thought, 514; and education, 417; and

the enlightenment, 427; and ground

of being, 801; and Goethe, 348; and

Heidegger, 404; and his influence, 719;

and Jaspers, 565; and Kant, 755; and

misunderstanding, 543; and philos-

ophy, 732; and politics, 753; and struc-

ture of existential thinking, 744; and

style, 433; being and nothingness, 823;

Christian philosophy, 544; closed sys-

tem, 313; concept of alienation, 283f;

Courage of Truth, 853; critique of,

850; his system and Jaspers*, 332;

importance for Jaspers, 379; method

of, 533; notion of world history, 547;

Spirit, 642; state, religion, 615; sys-

tem, 623

Heidegger, Martin, 146f, 266f, 274, 493n,

649n; and analysis, 502, 810; and

Binswanger, 465; and everyman, 300;

and freedom, 328; and guilt, 315; and

Holzwege, 401; and Jaspers compared,

216, 404; and matter, 518n; and ontol-

ogy, 457; and repetition, 380; and the

world, 306; and world views, 184;

conception of guilt, 323; concepts of

Jemeinigkeit and Geworfenheit, 101;

Daseinssnalytic, Jaspers* rejection of,

504; experience and existence, 339;

his term geworfen, 299; Jaspers and
others, 291; ontology, being and Tran-

scendence, 501; phases of philosophy,

405f; philosophy, pivotal age, 565;

theory of the world, 402; thought and

being, 517

Heidelberg, 23, 34, 43, 47, 54, 58, 61,

63, 66, 68, 119, 212, 272, 425, 437f,

449, 864; hospital of University of, 7,

12f, 24; University of, 33, 36; Weber
and Jaspers in, 29

Heine, Heinrich, and Freud, 429; and

naturalism, 427

Heinemann, F., 700n

Helena and Faust, 290

Hennig, John, essay by, 565-591; reply

to, 756f

Herder, J. G., 217; and Goethe, 342;

rehabilitation of Spinozism, 278

Heredity, and biological knowledge, 826

Herodotus, 413; and Nietzsche, 413

Heroic, the, 421

Hersch, Jeanne, essay by, 593-610; reply

to, 770-777, 834ff

Hesse, Hermann, 273n

Hidden transcendence, reverential love

for, 617

Hildebrandt, Kurt, and the George Cir-

cle, 419

Hindu, 664; philosophy and illusion,

397

Hippocrates, 444

Historia and Geschichte, 566

Historical, 103; being and myseM, 572;

communication and the aesthetic, 590;

consciousness, 576, 657; consciousness

and Jaspers, 590f; concretion and ulti-

mate situation, 567; differences and

time, 597; era, its domination by

science, 132; habitat, 309; interpreta-

tion, 141f; knowledge, foundation of,

761; laws and events, 515; meaning.
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585; past and comminiicaLion, 574;

periods, 589; present characters and

consciousness, 570; rclalionism, 570;

sciences and commimicaiion, 575; situ-

ation, 96; truths and self-realization,

568; as the consciousness of mankind,

768

Historicity, and Existenz, 403; categories

of, 100; claim of, 768; concept of, 103;

conception of, and time, 569; deriva-

tion of histoi7 from, 585; Jaspers and
Heidegger, 403; of the past, 587; spec-

ific, each man’s, 772; universal, and
existence, 577

History, Anglo-Saxon view of, 101; and
philosophical tradition, 174; and prac-

tice of reason, 386; and responsibility,

767f; and science, 553; and scientific

prediction, 553; and subject-object,

587; and works of art, 586; as a live

issue, 760; as science, 577; as a whole,

766; concept (ion) of, 163, 545, 567;

experience of, 93; knowledge of, 591,

766; law of, 69; meaning of, 577;

metaphysical view of, 101; of philos-

ophy, 90; road of, 773; standards of

defining, 575; teaches us, 760; theories

of, 588; world, axis of, 545, 560; world,

crises of, 774; world, Jaspers and
Hegel, 548; what it is not, 767

Hitler, Adolf, 57, 282, 665; and nihil-

ism, 685; and the Vatican, 66, 756;

Germany, 44, 63f, 452; his defeat, 430;

Jaspers’ reaction to, 285

Hobbes, Thomas, 253

Hoche (psychologist), 16, 25

Hdffding, Harald, 667

Hoffman, Kurt, essay by, 95-113; reply

to, 853

Hofmannsthal, Hugo von, 730

Holderlin, J, C. F., 212n; and Heideg-

ger, 405; and mental disease, 465; and
objectivity of a mythical world, 723;

and pathographic analysis, 722; and
Strindberg und Van Gogh, 446; his

schizophrenia, 722; object of appraisal,

728

Holm, S0ren, essay by, 667-692; reply to,

781f

Holland, Ernst Mayer in, 44, 54, 64

Homburger, (Histologist), 14f

Homer, and history, 545

“Homesickness and Crime,” Nissl’s satis-

faction with, 22

Hopkins, Gerard M„ 230

Horizon, 127

Hubbard, Stanley, 337n

Human, being, as object, 130; communi-

cation, 231; exislenco, 102, 131; exis-

tence and modes of the Kncoinpassing,

153; existence, truth and belief, 070;

ExisUmz, 22.3, 200; fate, 55; freedom,

55; history and temiioral existence,

164; idea of freetlom and jnstiee, 750;

language and comuuuiicatiou, 218;

life, 220, 244; life, betw(*en iwt) poles,

601; mind, 130, 130; miml, transcend-

ence and cipluM' reading, 003; nature

and transcendence, 514; concept of,

and metluxlology, 524; nature, im-

manent interpretation of, 521; natnn%
potentiality of. 508; nature, will to

knowledge and autltcntic impulse of,

124; potentialities, limits of, 85; pre-

hension, 230; reality, 09; reason, 232;

rights, 69

Humanism (ist), 79; accessible to all,

757; vital, and communication, 584;

now, and Goethe, 720; tradition, its

idealism, 541

Ilumanity(ies), 08; like historical science,

554; origin of, in Genesis, .544; reli-

gious ground of, 024 f

Htimc, David, and conception of .self,

538

Ihmux'l Edmund, 120, 147, 225, 230.

271 f, 473n; and idea of philosophical

reduction, 374; and intontionalily,

309; and psychology, 473; Jaspers

adopts method, 18; Cdrtasianische

Meditationen, 120

“I am that I am,” 262

I am, as spirit, 160; as consciousness- as-

such, 160

I, and Thou, 220, 231,247f

I-aspccts, and self-knowledge, 530

“I,” concept of, in Philosophic, 830; qua

Existenz, 305; (subject), 223

lago, 294

I-Ching, 235

Idea(s), and Existenz, distinctioti be-

tween, 100; arc an Encompassing, 706;

concept of, I42f, 145; history of, 143;

Kant and Jaspers, 791; Kantian, 706;

world as, 105; in work of art, 706

Ideas concerning a pure phenomenology
and phenomenological philosophy

(Husserl), 271

Idea of the Ideas, 142

Ideal, constructions, 105; type, and
Weber, 864

Idealism, 98, 120, 644
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Illumination, philosophical, of Existenz,

798

Imagination, flaw of, 37

Immortality, knowledge of, 92; proofs,

of, 315

Indeterminism, freedom, 101

India, 80, 83, 560, 565; and philosophy,
546

Indian world, 63

Individual (s), 84, 94, 96, 101, 104; and
communication, 672; as Existenz, 739;
concrete, 99; Existenz, 100; free, 138;

meaning of, 110; relation to being,

123; singularity of and psychology.

492; unity of the, 102

Infirma species, 103

Infinite, 256, 275

Injustice, 65

Inquiry, scientific, 126, 129
hmewerden, 106

Insolubles, candor towards, 657
Institutions, human. Church, 76
Integration, principle of, 124
Integrity, Max Weber, 340; two kinds of,

359£

Inienlionality, 242, 309; concept of, 147
Interpretation, faith and Existenz, 334
Intolerance, 763

lUluiJii^n, and pictu 531jE; gives us^
to ourselves, 531;"rirystic-and Bergson,

,

288'"'

intuTtive pcrc^tion, beneath the em-
’ pi rical,*jp"7

Invalidity of tautologies, principle of, 74
Investigation, object of — man himself,

20

Investigator, and investigated, 811; activ-

ity of historical, 769

Immanence, 105; as immanent Tran-
scendence, 681; ongoing and potential

death, 507

Immanent Transcendence, and Kierke-

gaard, 621

Imperative, ‘Existentiar, 275

Imperialism, scientistic, 124

Impulse of justice and love, 760

Irrationalism, 130

Irrationality, 102

Isaiah, 656

Israel, 560, 660

Italy, beauty in, 8

Jacobi. F, H., 100, 217

Jaensch and psychology, 491

James, William, 248, 644, 689; religious

pragmatism, 645

Jaspers, Gertrude (Mrs. Karl, nee

Mayer), Ilf; during National Social*

ism, 62, 452; passim

Jaspers, Karl, Biographical data, 5-94;

doctrines, cf. under specific categories

e.g. Existenz; agnosticism, 266; agree*

ment with Bertram, 420; agreement
with George Circle, 41 9f; agreement
with Marcel, 132; and Nietzsche and
Kant, 410; and world federation, 561;

and socialism, 561; anti-catholic trait,

690; anti-religious motivation, 612;

amazement of general psychology,

47 If; as challenge to contemporary
psychology, 470; inspired by Weber,
319; as a philosopher of religion, 668;

as a psychopathologist, 451; impor-
tance of, as a psycho-pathologist, 437-

458; attitude as philosopher, 828f;

attitude toward Nietzsche and Kant,

407-410; attitude toward religion,

777ff; Christianity and Kierkegaard,

399; conception of philosophy, 109-

113; contra Freud, 429ff; contribution

to general psychology, 470f; Heidegger
and being, 401-406; his place as

psychopathologist today, 462-466; in-

fluence and criticism, 719f; meta-

physics, 327f; metaphysics and ciphers,

297; mysticism and cipher reading,

321; Nietzsche and George Circle, 417-

425; Nietzsche and the Nazis, 425; on
Kant and Goethe, 337f; psychological

thesis, 795fE; quest of philosophy, 465;

versus Nietzsche, 433-436; passim

Jaspers’ reply to, Arendt, 751-755; Baum-
garten, 863-869; Collins, 745f, 797, 799;

Earle, 798f, 805, 817-820; Hennig, 756f.

760-770, 779, 830£, 843f; Hersch, 770-

777, 834ff; Hoffman, 853; Holm, 778,

781f, 784f; Fritz Kaufmann, 756-760,

785-797, 828ff, 833, 838, 843; Walter

Kaufmann, 845, 856-863; Kolle, 805-

810, 812-815; Knauss, 800-804; Kunz,

805, 820-828; Latzel, 842f, 853f, 862;

Lowenstein, 854fE; Lefebre, 805, 810-

817, 820; Lichtigfeld, 783; Manasse,

854f; Mann, 755f, 834, 839; Pfeiffer,

783ff, 857; Ricoeur, 778-781; Rehder,

857; Thyssen, 783, 797ff, 831fiE, 856

Jefferson, Thomas, 365n

Jeremiah, 655

Jesuits, their exercises, 807

Jesus, 761; and Christian God, 399; and

superman, 422; as last of Jewish

prophets, 768; resurrection of, 764; the

Scriptures and Jaspers, 399

Jever, (District in Oldenburg), 6
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Jcwish-Christian Age, 229; concept of

the self, 227; faith of Jaspers’ wife,

78; God, 261; mysticism, 229; prophets,

78; teaching, 274

Jews, 62; annihilation of, 665; dedicated,

856; fleeing from Germany, 66; mur-

dered, 61; murder of (by Hitler in

Germany), 57; under Nazism, 643

Joachim of Fiori, 661n

Job, 244, 655; the way of, 777

John the Baptist, 423, 764

Judaism, 643ff; in Jaspers thought, 654;

obedience to the law, 657; of the

Bible, 643

Jiinger, Ernst, 59

Jung, Carl G., and psychology, 491; on
phantasy, 494f

Justice, in the condition of life, 757;

two impulses towards, 758fl:

Justification, and refutation, 774

Kafka, Franz, 218, 223, 273, 653

Kaiser (German), 55, 58; foreign affairs,

56

Kant('s), Immanuel, 26, 70, 79, 81, 86f,

91, 94, 107f, 126, 143, 147f, 171, 212

220, 234, 239, 246, 264, 264u, 612, 628,

643-648, 652f, 662, 665, 725; and ana-

logies, 783; and Hannah Arcndt, 754f;

and Aristotle, 434; and art, 706, 717;

and Being, 799; and classics, 367; and
cognition, 503; and communication,

788; and concept of time, 301; and
European laws, 539f; and experience

of evil, 366; and his followers, 793;

and freedom, 690; and German ideal-

ism, 744; and German philosophical

tradition, 543; and God, 499; and
Goethe disagree, 345; and Goethe, de-

cision between, 339; and happiness,

414; and history, 762; and immortal-

ity, 499; and impetus, 417; and in-

telligible egos, 323; and Jaspers, 400

409; and Walter Kaufmann, 856f, 862;

and knowledge, 479; and language of

symbols, 793; and metaphysics, 688;

and philosophy, 732; and Plato, 426;

and politics, 753; and practical reason,

499; and predisposition to personality,

345; and proof, 499; and proof of

material world, 169; and Radical Evil,

339, 341, 346, 351f; and the self, 743;

and space, 162; and subjective maxims,

353; and Vernunft and Verstand, 565;

and voluntary corruption, 352; and
Max Weber, 381, 387; as exception

and prototype, 381, 386; as philosopher

par excellence, 381, 424; categorical

imperative, 291 n, 356; concept of good

will, 548f; concept of mankind, 547;

criticism of Goethe and, 363; ’de-

monic,’ an exception, 386; Doctrine of

Ideas, 44, 791; ethics and Radical Evil,

347; ’’faculty of the idea,” 157; foun-

dation of ethics, 346; God postulate,

354f; heritage, Jaspers follows, 435;

history of mankind, 549; importance

for Jaspers, 379; Jaspers’ derivation

from, 856; Jaspers’ relation to, 369;

Jaspers’ uiulerstanding of, 389; knowl-

edge of Radical Evil, and Goethe, 342;

metaphysics of scientific experience,

245; method, 792f; philosophical faith

and reason, 777; philosophy and Jas-

pers’ psychology, 444; on the nature

of reason, 507; on political philosophy,

213; predisposition to humanity, 344;

relation to Jaspers, 380; style, 433;

Theory of Ideas, 86, 143; theory of

knowledge and Jaspers, 408; on time-

less freedom, 802; thought, 229; tra-

diliou of, 555; transccndcuialism, 720;

transcendental thinking, and the En-

compassing, 792; true mcuuing of.

381; understanding of, 863; unification

of mankind, 540; versus Cioethc, 337,

844; vision of lx‘ague of Nations, 427;

his works as fragments, 385; world-

history, 541

Kantian, and I'homistic positions com-
pared, 799f; antinomies, 97, 105; basis

for concept of God, 694; dichotomy,

138; distinction between appearance

and thing-in-itself, 139; distinction be-

tween science and philosophy, 137;

ethic and depth of evil, 340; heritage

and concept of God, 694; idealism,

100; idealism, Jaspers’ interpretation

of, 452; “I think,” 621, 642; opposed
to Neo-Kantianism, 856; philosophy,

its basic question, 167; philosophy and
Jaspers, 860; philosophy, form of real-

ity, 612; philosophy and quest for

Being, 298; philosophy and thinking,

174; position, as Jaspers’ 799; thought,

121, 143

Kantianism, 136

Kantorowicz’s Friedrich II, 862
Katharsis, 279

Kaufmann, Fritz, essay by, 209-295; re-

ply to, 756-760, 785-797, 828ff, 833,

838, 843

Kaufmann, Walter, essay by, 407-436;

reply to, 845, 856-863
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Kemp Smith, Norman, 499

Kiel, University of, 7, 33

Kierkegaard (’s), S0ren, 26, 70, 77, 80f,

86, 95, 100, 102, 105, 1431f, 220, 224,

226, 234, 260f, 272, 275, 343n, 413,

620flf, 625, 638f, 644, 652, 661; and
Abraham, 399; and Angst, 328; and
classics, 367; and communication, 786;

and direct, immediate experience, 332;

and eternal salvation, 657; and ‘ex-

ception,’ 386; and Existenz, 192, 650;

and foundering, 362; and God, 663,

688; and impetus, 417; and “indirect

communication,” 645; and Jaspers,

431, 691; and judgment, 727; and lazi-

ness of human heart, 588; and media-
tion of contrasts, 689f; and modes of
movement, 364; and Nietzsche com-
pared, 400; Nietzsche and evil, 360f;

Nietzsche and Jaspers, 853; and Reg-
ina, 615; and religion, 659; and self,

829; and Socrates and Plato, 390; and
suffering, 361; as “being exceptional,”

363, 395f; as demonic person, 384; as

religious writer, 434; authentic Exis-

tenz, 189; belief in Existenz, 340;

Christianity, worldlessness of, 276;

communication with God, 614; con-

cept of authenticity, 284; depth of

the Self, 219; either-or, 355, 357;

existential potentialities of, 388; on
freedom and love, 358; his mission,

171; his “school,” 215; influence, and
the Encompassing, 355; interpretation

of, 212; Jaspers' interpretation of, 216;

Jaspers as progeny of, 408; Jaspers’

relation to, 369; Jaspers’ spiritual an-

cestor, 379; Jaspers’ understanding of,

389; Kant and Nietzsche, a single

truth, 844; opponent of Martensen,

76; related to Nietzsche, 386; relation

to Jaspers, 380; on self-realization,

396; tragic philosopher, 397; view of

Lessing, 418

Kierkegaardian, absurdity, 624, 679;

'exception,' 237; influence in religious

problems, 637f; hierarchy, 339; Self,

278

Kipling’s (Rudyard) Junglebook, 428

Klagcs, Ludwig, 11; and psychology, 478;

irrationalism and anti-Semitism, 425

Kleist, Hcnrich von, object of appraisal,

728

Knauss, Gerhard, essay by, HM75; reply

to, 800-804

Knowing, act of, and death, 506; process

903

of, as principle of Allgemeine Psycho-
pathologie, 20

Knowledge, 125f; and eugenic interven-

tion, 809; and psychology, 816f; and
Radical Evil, 342f; basic, 89, 91f, ISOff;

Jaspers’ aim, 84; limits of, unknow-
able, 526-529; object of, 98, 106, 126,

272; and communication, 534f; psycho-
logical, 482£; passim

Kohler, Wolfgang, and psychology, 478
Kolle, Kurt, essay by, 437-466; reply to,

805-810, 812-815

Kraepelin, Emil, 8, 23, 437, 441; and
dementia praecox, 440; at Heidelberg
Univ. hospital, 15; psychological ex-

periments of, 16; textbook, 13

Kretschmer, Ernst, 440, 448ff; his psy-

chology, 491; constitution theory,

482n; criticism of, 448-451

Kulpe, Oswald, 23, 473

Kungfutse (Confucius), social piety of,

277

Kunz, Hans, essay by, 499-522; 49Sn,

506n; reply to, 805, 820-828

Kuo Jo-Hsu, 249, 249n

Lange, F. A., 860

Language (s), 88, 231, 626; and being,

713; and communication, 786f; and
history, 597; communicative, 232, 270;

meditation as ciphers, 624; more
deeply grounded than science, 762;

mythical, 626; of abstraction, 243; of

God, reason, love and Existenz, 157; of

men, and religion, 626; of tradition,

and epoch, 597; of Transcendence,

freedom of, 762; universal, 712

Lao-tse, 88, 408n
Larson, G., 514

I.ask, and Kant, 793

Latzel, Edwin, essay by, 177-208; 504;

and ultimate situations, 304; reply to,

820, 842f, 853f, 862

Law, 101; of autonomy, 98; of causality,

100; of the Day, 635; study of, 7; and

Weber, 376, 388

Leap, the, and history, 586; and nothing-

ness, 328; experience of, and contact

with Transcendence, 328ff; first form

of, 190; from anguish and calm, 317;

from immanence to Transcendence,

673; second step, 194; third step, 191

Lcfebre, Ludwig, xiiif; essay by, 469-497;

reply to, 805, 810-817. 820

Lehmann, K„ 504

Leibniz, G. W., 105, 129. 240, 245, 260;

analogy to, and Descartes, 585; and
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the hnonaclizing* of the world, 280

Lenin, man of action, 336

Leonardo, and supenuan, 422

Leonidas, and testimony of Simonides,

588

Leopardi, Conte G., 360

Lessing, G., 87, 272, 625, 725; and his-

tory, 762; and nationalism, 427; philo-

sophical faith and reason, 777; Nathan

the Wise, 215

Lewin, Kurt, 494

Liberty of the Christian Man, The
(Luther), 274

Lichtigfeld, A., essay by, 693-701; reply

to, 783

Life, 87, 123, 275; communicative, on

various levels, 215; evaluating develop-

ment of, 138; genuine illumination of,

806; meaning of, 87f; moral, ultimate

goals, 133; and of the nothing, 776;

-realization, 79; spiritual dignity of,

260

“Limit,” beyond consciousness in exist-

ence, 188

Limiting concept, 104

Limits of thought, 314

Linguistic-artistic discipline, 713; tlidi-

culties, historical philosophy, 365

Lippmann, Walter, 281; and neo-Iib-

crals, 557

Lipps, Theodor, 9, 253

Literary critics, and fundamental mood
in Jaspers, 745; and philosophical

faith, 738f; and Psychologie der Welt-

anschauungen, 724

Literary criticism, 719-746; and 'exis-

tential' philosophy, 728, 742; existen-

tialist, and consciousness of human
existence, 741; its philosophical pur-

pose, 741; modern, and aesthetic

evaluation, 729; premisses of, and
philosophical implications, 723; prob-

lems of, 725

I.ocke, John, 212; and concept of the

self, 538

Ldwenstein, Julius, essay by, 643-666;

reply to, 854-857

Logic, 36, 72, 96; and possibilities, 165;

an encompassing, a demand for, 804;

as the universal science, 165; funda-

mental operation is disjunction, 165;

its laws, 98; its scope, 552; of the

Encompassing, 170; of the sciences,

137; philosophical, 71f, 74, 83

Logical object, and the Encompassing,

166

Logik, Philosophische, 857; passim

Logos, 30, 230, 243; and (he worhl, 801;

movement of, 222

Lotz, II.. challenges Jasp<ns, 694; criti-

cism of (iod concept, 61)511’; principle

of analogy, 696

Lot/e, Hermann, 120

Love, 29, 269; and determination, 574;

in communication, 275; power of, self-

assertion, 771; subject atul object, 571;

xinconditional guidance of (and rea-

son), 87; what it is not, 651

Loyc, Fritz zur, 10

Ludferic existcnc(!s, 238

LudendorfF, Erich von, 56, 59

Luther, Martin, 81, 274, 261, 661, 669;

and communication with (iod, 787;

and inwardness, 347; De Sert'a Arhit-

riOf 670; on the commandments, 425

T.uthcran, 620

Magdeburg, Mcchthihl von, 72

Maicr, Tteinricli, vacates chair of philos-

ophy, 33

Man ('s), 104, 485; and causal (hitenuin-

ism, 496; and freedom, 553; ami
knowledge, 524; and ouihrcuk of free-

dom, 524f; as believer and nou-be-
^

Hever, 658; as authentic being, 524;

as Exislenz and individual, 525;"^ as

conceptual object, 470; as fachmdum,
163; as man, 86; as a moment of his

ago, 87; as object, 525; as object of

knowledge, 479£; as object of research,

482f; as potentially incarnate, 496;

authenticity of, 282; being and 'rran-

scondcnce, 504; being alive, 495f; can-

not be known, 471; concept of, and
planning, 557; chaotic and demonic,

415; definition of, 523; essence of, its

self-consciousncss, 84; existence and
philosophy, 132; free, and Transcend-

ence, 836; future and science, 553;

history, construction of, 377f; idea of,

163; inner factor in, 494; interest in,

28; knowledge of, 21; language of,

109; malevolence of, and Kant, 867;

modes of contemplating, and psy-

chology, 485; nature of, 151; nature of,

and factual death, 51 If; nature of,

determined, 501; natttre of, and loss

of Transcendence, 519; object of in-

vestigation, 20; the one, and demonol-
ogy, 682£; potentialities of, 525; power
of passionate, 434; purity of, 349; re-

ligious, as an individualist, 680; situa-

tion of, 29; temporal condition of, 103;
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totality of, 19; what he is, 394; wise,

and material ethics, 722
Man in the Modern Age (Jaspers), 60,

92, 117, 452, 459f, 759
Managerial Revolution, 556
Manasse, Ernst Moritz, essay by, 369-

391; reply to, 854f

Manipulation, psychology of, 496
Mankind, for Hegel, 548; for Kant, 547f;

history of, Jaspers and Hegel, 549;
philosophy of, 547; solidarity of, 540f;

unity of, and communication system,
546

Mann, Golo, essay by, 551-564; reply to,

755f, 834, 839

Mann, Thomas, 212, 214, 234, 261, 294
Marcel, Gabriel, 132, 208n, 249, 635; and
communication, 520; and death, 519;

niysUre ontologique, relation to £x-
istenZf 110

Maritain, Jacques, xv; agreement with
Jaspers, 139; and Jaspers, 797

Marriage, Gertrud (Mayer) and Jaspers

(1910), 12

Martensen, H. L,, 76

Martins, Gcheimrat Professor, in Kiel,

28

Martins, Conrad Hedwig, 242
Martyrdom, idea of, in Christianity, 399
Martyrs, 761

Marx, Karl, 124, 611, 615, 658; and con-
cept of freedom, 551; and degenerated
universal science, 552f; and Kierke-
gaard, 400; and politics, 755; and
world history, 548; on Biblical ground,
839; criticism of, 555; desire for jus-

tice, 760; philosophy of history, 767;

Weber and politics, 367

Marxism (ists), 124, 250, 648; and racism,

429; and totalitarian thinking, 847;

as guiding philosophy, 730; its faith,

807

Material, things, 128

Materialism, 614

Mathematical, knowledge, 118; physics,

128

Matter, 127, 138

Mayer, Gertrud (Mrs, Karl Jaspers), Ilf;

passim

Mayer, Ernst, brother of Gertrud, 39-

45, 49, 93, 649f; connection between,

and Jaspers’ works, 45

Mayer-Gross (Professor), 14

McDougall, William, and psychology,

478

Meaning, 30; of Being as One, 629; of

history, 165; of poetry, 713; of right

and wrong and psychology, 485£

Medicine, study of, 78

Mediation, between Transcendence and

human existence, 624

Meditation, 37

Memory, and historicity, 587

Mensching, G., 326n

Mental, apparatus and the psychologists,

485; diseases and brain pathology,

440; illness, 438; illness as disease of

the brain, 13; life, mental phenomena
and Verstehen, 475

Merleau-Ponty, M., 240, 240n

Metaphor, philosophical, 109

Metaphysical, 123, 145; art and imma-
nent transcendence, 627; doctrine, 244;

judgment, 139; knowledge and think-

ing in the Encompassing, 168; ques-

tion, 110; realism, 188; speculation

and God, 717, 783f; speculation and
religion, 611; synopsis, 231; thinking

and art, 710; total process, 89; tran-

scendence, 140, 228; understanding

and cipher script of Being, 707; urge,

111

Metaphysics, 36, 96, 103, 106ff, 134, 140,

255; and Fichte, 720; and supranatura,

687; as attitude of the spirit, 688;

general, 246, 253; general, and com-
munication, 280; grounded, 139; Ideal-

ist, 630; illumination of, 92; in Phih
osophie, 39; Jaspers’ view of, 135; of

art, 709; of ciphers, 313; of ciphers

similar to Spinoza, 621; of the will,

267; purity of, 75; second level of,

626; the three parts of, 316

Metaphysique, Journal de, 635

Methods, arrangement according to, psy-

chology, 482f; critique of, and all

theories, 486; critique of, in general,

481f; of nihilism, 684; phenomeno-
logical. 473f; scientific, 120, 123, 125;

theory of, 75

Meyer, C. F., and history, 766£

Michelangelo, 283, 627

Middle Ages, 64, 721

Middle, principle of excluded, 74

Military spirit, 58

Mimesis, 253
Mind, 245; aspect of, and psychology,

484; essential aspects of, and knowl-

edge, 471; as experiencing conscious-

ness, 703; human, 129, 134; manifesta-

tion of, 469; objective phenomena of,

473; scientific, 125; subjective experi-

ences of, 473

Mode, determinate of being, 139; of the
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Encompassing, 105, 159, 161, 171, 175,

650; of knowledge, 106

Modem, Christianity, bankruptcy of,

615; philosophy, lectures on, 81;

thought, 729

Monism, 98; absolute, 228; of method,

Descartes', 121; rejection of, 98; of

scientific method, 137

Monotheism, 263

Moral, law, freedom and reason, 350;

state, 138

Morike, Eduard, 291 n; object of ap-

praisal, 728

Moritz, K. Ph., 278

Motion, potential laws of, 517f

Motor, 'existential,' 258

Movement, reflexive, 99

Mozart, and the Enlightenment, 427

Munsterberg, Hugo, k)

Murry, John Middleton, 651, 65 In

Music, and cipher script, 711

Myshkin, Prince, 421

Mystic (s), 150; and demonic philos-

ophers, 385; endurance and leap, 330;

and suicide, 613

Mysticism (cal), 29; and positivism con-

trasted, 680; value Jaspers puts on,

679f; vision and rransccndencc, 652

Myth(s), 106; and demonism, 682; and
medium of history, 578; and philos-

ophies, 109; as "historical," 625; con-

tents of, 679; creation of, 610; critique

of, common root of religion, poetry

and art, 626; of Christianity, 638f;

of the fall of man, freedom and guilt,

655; of India, 638f; of religion, three

stages, 626f; openness to, 782

Mythical, conception and cipher, 323;

ciphers as speculative ciphers, 628

Napoleon, his defeat, 753

Narrenfreiheit, 30

National Socialism, 7, 54, 57, 60, 62,

70f, 864; and Hitler, 452; and Nietz-

sche, 426f, 859; days of, with Gertrud,

12; German State, 62; rise of, and
when, 372; to power, 52; state crim-

inal, 84

Nationalistic professors, 50

Nationalists, liberal, 48
Natorp, Paul, 289n

Natura naturans, 267, 277

Natura, relationship to supranatura, 670

Natural laws, predicted as potentialities,

305

Natural sciences and humanities, dis-

tinction between, 128

Naturalism, 137£, 230, 248; American,

136

Nature, ami denu)iu)logy, 683; and spirit,

562; as spiritless, 155; evil and free-

dom, 562; cipher of, 235; law of, 69;

real commimication with, 236; unity

of human, an idea not an object,, 826;

unity of human, and psvchology, 826

Nazi(s) 62. 72, 654; and Nietzsche, 859f;

e<iucation and picture of Nictzsclu*,

426; (iermany, 124; regime, 643, 655;

suspect Jaspers, 425

Nazism, 643, 646; and Nietzsche, 427

Ncbel, Gerhard, 715n

Negation, of the will, Buddhist, 414;

theology of and aflirmativc theology,

694

Negative theology, 628, 699f; Being and
symbols, 326f

"Negative hero," Kierkegaardiau con-

ception of, 015

Nco-UegcUan, 103

Nco-Kantian school, 272

Neo-Kantianism, 249; Jaspers' associa-

tion with, 334; Marburg School, (>84

Nco-Liherals, and Jaspers, 558

Neo- Platonic metaphysics, 630

Neo-Stoicism, 639

Neurosis, Jaspers and Preud, 461

Neutrality, 'existential,' 107

Newum, 265; and Goethe’s limitations,

844

Newtonian physics, 136

Niebuhr, Rciuhold, and Christian phi-

losophy, 563; and nature of history,

562; goals and methods, 561

Nietzsche (’s), 26, 44, 61, 70, 81, 95, 124,

145, 212, 221, 226, 260f, 260, 274, 343n,

355n, 393n, 412, 611, 622, 639, 644,

677, 680; ambiguity, 432; amor fath

639; and a critique of Jaspers, 407;

authentic problems, 431; and authen-

ticity, 284; and conceptual thinking

435; and confinement in 'shell,' 419;

and classics, 367; and Existenz philos-

ophy, 422f; and Freud, 429; and Ger-

man Romanticism, 621; and God, 665;

and Goethe, 427; and Heidegger, 404 f;

and history, 521; and impetus, 417;

and Jaspers, 560, 860; and judgment,

727; and Kant, 40811:; and love, 852;

and mental disease, 465; ami Nazis,

425; and nihilism, 684; and nihilism

and psychoses, 451; and psychology,

410; and religion, 660; and Schopen-
hauer, 417; and self, 829; and Socrates,

390, 409; and style, 433; and the self,
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559; and truth as interpretation, 645;

and values, 414; and Walter Kauf-

mann, 857; as a radical, 358; as an
act of courage, 425; as an exception,

395f; as demonic person, 384; as 'exis-

tential' dilemma, 729; as proto-Nazi,

425; attack on science, 122; central in-

tentions, 431; conception of, 407, 419;

concept of resentment, 412f; critique

of science, 123; epochs of development,

859; Dionysian philosophy, 408; dis-

counting of, 423; existential potential-

ities of, 388; Eternal Return, 637;

fault, 428; foundering, 844f; George
and Bertram, 420; his essential con-

tradictions, 426; his poetic utterances,

728; his use of communication, 217;

his value, 426; immanent absolute for,

123; integrity and Kierkegaard, 358£,

362; Jaspers and N., "demonic ro-

mantic," 416; Jaspers' book on, re-

jected, 857-866; Jaspers’ criticism of,

123, 843; Jaspers’ relation to, 369;

Jaspers* spiritual ancestor, 379; Jas-

pers’ understanding of, 389; lonely

seeker after truth, 426; philosophy of,

861; picture of George Circle, 422;

picturing of Jesus, 420f; positive, 858;

psychology of the will to power, 412f;

-quotation, and Max Weber, 869; rad-

icalism, integrity of, 361; relation to

Jaspers, 380; self-contradictions, 858;

theory of role of resentment, 387;

tragic philosopher, 397; vision of the

superman, 422; Weber and Radical

Evil, 340

Nietzsche-Archiv, 425

Nietzsche (Jaspers) (1936), 21, 34, 82,

407, 418, 420, 426, 428, 432, 435, 453,

834, 859

Nietzsche: Attempt at a Mythology (Ber-

tram), 418

Nietzsche und das Christentum (Jaspers),

423, 431

Night, passion for the, and Transcend-

ence, 107, 510

"The Night," theme of, 634

Nihilism, 29, 62, 683ff, 687; absolute, is

psychosis, 451; and absence of faith,

520; and affirmation, 424f; and Nietz-

sche, 424f; and personal conversion

of men, 605; and potential death, 520;

attitude of modern, 725; as justifiable,

685f

Nilssen, view of history, 761

Nissl, Franz, 13, 16f, 23ff, 31, 437; his

criticism and help, 22; his personality.

13f; self-criticism of, 13

Non-objective, the, and objects, 795

Normative statements reduced to factual

statements, 138

North Sea, 7

Nothing, pure, ineffable, 371

Nothingness, absolute, and picture of

the whole, 773; claim of, 770; leap

and anguish, 325; of Sartre, 606; un-

interpretable, 324

Naught and Being, experience of, 517;

and creation of pardon, 775

Novalis, 107

Obedience, absolute, 359f

Object (s), 107, 147ff, 152, 571; and logi-

cal paradoxes, 166; and philosophy,

790f; as knowable, 125; as physical

things, 798; as synthesis, 327; -being,

125ff. 130, 135, 137ff, 152; -being and

beings as freedom, 672; conception of,

372; concepts and objectivity, 798;

existing and other objects, 328; for

knowledge, 125; empirical in each

science, 352; in the world, 126, 136;

historical position of, 582; idea of

subjection, 572; in general, 527f; in

the world, ourselves as, 153; Jaspers*

two concepts of, 527; knowable, 124;

knowledge of, basic question, 793;

meaning of, 527; of faith, as jeweils

einzig, 600; of knowledge, 126, 140;

of knowledge, human existence, 99;

of knowledge, metaphysical interpre-

tation, 139; of perception, 241; of

psychological research, extension of,

811; of pure reason, 382; of scientific

inquiry, 127; of thought, 97; of uni-

versal science, 98; realms of, 127;

realms of, and cognition, 502f; region

of, 130; second universe of, 109; the

present as, 571; universe of, 107; what

we encounter, 527; world of, and

being, 302; world of, as objectivity,

529

Objectification, Jaspers’ criticism of, 174;

symbols and participation in Being,

714

Objective, 73, 101; appearance, 139f;

and existential thought, 589; and

knowledge, 805, 817; being, 127f;

entity, 106, 108; knowledge, 75, 106;

historical consciousness and knowledge

of history, 371; metaphysics, Kant,

377, 381; reality, 100; truth, 150f;

universal and religion, 625; world.
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sdeiUHic knowledge of, I3*lf; world,

unreality, 367

Objectivity, 247, 576; as immanence, 629;

condition of, 134f; its existential sig-

nificance, 582; indispensible medium
of all speaking, 849; rational, 126f

Obligation, and demonology, 683; and

nihilism, 684; moral, 138

Observations, as method, 29; in psychol-

ogy and falsification, 480

Observer, impartial, as human being,

697f

Occident (al), 6411, 77, 80, 83, 85, 90;

and history, 546; historical foundation

of (religion), 78; idea of universality,

48f, 53

Old Testament, 635; Jew, 655

Oldenburg, City of, 5; city council, 53;

Province of, 54f, 58

Olympics, (1936), in Berlin, 66

Oncken, Hermann, 59

One, the. 98, 152, 221, 223, 244. 256.

266, 268, 270, 273; all-surpassing, 245;

and individuals, 51 5f; and unity, 828;

as Existent, 87; as limit and unity,

406; idea of, 142; idealists and positiv-

ists, 404; the appearance and similies,

802; meaning of, 92; mode of Being,

243; of being, 228; of 'rransccndence,

231, 237, 255; search for, 133f

Ontic, character of man, 509; -ontologi-

cal difference, 146

Ontological, analysis of nature, (Mari-

tains’), 139; argument, as possible

cipher, 630; function of art, 239; idea

of God, 305; knowledge, 501; meaning
of communication, 786; movement,

239; responsibility, 607; systems, 109;

truth and existential truth, 401 f

Ontology, 228; and positivism, 169; as

deontology, 403; as potentiality, 502;

contemporary, 401

Operationalist, 136, 139

Optimism, and reality, 832

Order, empirical, 102; moral-political,

lies as possibility in man, 752

Organic life, 97

Orexis, 252f

Origin and Goal of History, The (Jas-

pers), 69, 117, 146, 285

Origin, of art, as the illumination of

Existenz and of being, 132; in freedom,

(Kant), 357f; unknown, 877

Othello, 293£

Other self, and self, 99; selves in com-
munity, 221

Otto, Waiter, view of history, 749, 761

Pan-psychism, 98

Pantheism, and mysticism, (iSO; its ori-

gin, 15Gf

Ihinthcisiic immanoucc, 122

Paradox and non-coniradiciion. 'Thomis-

tic vs. Kantian, 799f

Paralytics, histopalhology of cerebral

cortex, 13

Parliament, 343, 751

Parmenides, 222, 243, 395n. 413, 644,

646; and notliingncss, 397

Pascal, Blaise, 434, 644, (>46, 652, 661.

663

Passion for the night, and Exist tin, 317

Past, and death, 586

Pathos, existential, 715

Patient, and suhjcct-ohject decision, 811;

reactions between physician and, 445

Paul, St., 634, 780

Peace, and war 1914, 59

Pedagogical will, 94

Peirce, Charles S., “Firstness,” 287

Perception, 240C; and faith, the tension

between, 717; of imagination, 709

Perceptual presentation, 709

Perennial Scope of Philosopfiy, The (l)er

Philosophische Claubr), (jas|)t*rs), 81,

146, 151, 172, 211, 332, 378, 463, 669,

677

Periechon, concept of, M2f
Pericchontology, 228; its difi'crence from
ordinary ontology, 167

Persia, 560; and history, 525

Person. 105; philosophizing— inseparable

from his philosophic thoughts, 39; the

thinking, 145

Personal Existent, 235; co‘Existcnt, 237;

truth. 225

Personality (ics), 29, 263; phases of, 722;

“total” structure of, 722

Pfeiffer, Johannes, essay by, 703-717;

reply to, 783fr

Phaedo, 243

Phantasm, 245

Phenomena, 240; time free, 506

Phenomenalism, Jaspers’, 1 10

Phenomenological contribution to psy-

chopathology, 438f; fact, 225

Phenomenology, 120, 147; and knowl-
edge, 139; as a method for resctirch,

18; as empirical method, 473; psycho-

logical method in, 474; as static ver-

sion of Verstehen, 474; ideal of, 474;

Jaspers’ usage, 473; Nissl's comments
on, 225; in psychopathology, 473

Phenomenology of the Spirit, (Hegel),

433
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Philo, 262

Philosopher (s), of foundering, 834f; task

of, 81; passim

Philosophical, criticism, a critique of,

851f; explanations, 124-127; faith, 77,

80, 113, 150, 229, 267, 271f; truth, 38,

79, 125, 224; passim

Philosophical Logic (Philosophische Lo-
gik), (Jaspers), 71, 75, 104, 152, 183,

205, 453

Philosophical systematics, 71, 146

Philosophie (Jaspers), 34-40, 42f, 60, 71f,

81, 92, 104, 115, 146, 167, 182ff, 190,

194ff, 202, 207, 267, 297, 302, 375ff,

401, 452, 511, 529, 531, 634, 537, 567,

612f. 618ff, 632, 638, 703, 707, 712, 786,

791, 799, 826, 834, 838, 857

Philosophizing, as rejection of philoso-

phy, 793f; Ernst Mayer’s, 44f; freedom
of, 836f; passim

Philosophy, and freedom, 837f; and posi-

tive content, 838f; and religion, 77,

80, 674fE; and religion, mutual need,

659f; and religion, relationship, 611-

(vl2; its origin in philosophical faith,

847f; passim

Physician (s), experience, 807; Jaspers*

justification in society, 8

Physics, 98; modern, 579; post-classical,

137

Physique and Character, (Kretschmer),

449

Piety, cosmic, 233; Goethe’s, 366

Piper, Klaus, 45

Plato, 26, 70, 79, 82, 86, 109, 142ff, 147,

151, 171, 212, 243, 413; and conceptual

thinking, 435; and God, 784; and

Phaedrus, 433; and idea of the moral

state, 759; and Jaspers, 400; and logic,

166; and philosophy, 732; and philos-

ophy of mankind, 347; and problems,

434; the Self, 219; and Socrates, 370,

390, 854; and the Sophists, 428; Alle-

gory of the Cave, 112; image of crea-

tive spirit, 283; and the virtues, 414;

and Max Weber, 854; and ultimate

situations, 186; theory of ideas, 371;

Jaspers and Sartre, 691; philosophical

faith and reason, 777; and the will to

know, 503

Platonic, dialogues, 87; eidos, 245; Idea,

106; ideas, and existence, of God, 688;

metaphysics, 630; Parmenides, 175;

philosophy, 142; societies, 145; teach-

ing, 250

Plotinus, 70, 86, 88, 222, 612, 630; and

Goethe, 348; and philosophy, 732; and

essence of religion, 779; as the mystic

type, 385

Pluralism, 98; absolute, 228
Poetry, 88, 93; and ciphers, 711; its

being-true, 714; nature of, Goethe and
Schiller, 741; interpretation of, and
Existenz, 740f

’’Pole,” history of the term, 689; sub-

jective, 272

Political, ideas, 53; stupidity, 56

Politics, 69f; and philosophy, 539f; and
perfection, 357; can exist only in free-

dom, 57; Jaspers heard of, in child-

hood, 53; on a grand scale, 56

Pope Innocent III, 767

Positivism, 98; and idealism, the con-

tradiction, 561; and metaphysics, the

struggle between, 169; critique, 650

Possibility, existential, 107

Potsdam (er), 65; Platz, 43

Prayer, and communication, 639; and
Existenz, 617; as ‘existential* contem-

plation, 628; criticism of, 616; its para-

dox, 640

Predestination, problem of, 620

Present, and future, and criticism, 555;

picture of the, as the picture, 770

‘Present-mindedness,* 223

Pre-Socratics, 115, 143, 145

Presupposition, 803

Probability, 136

Process of communication, and selfhood,

214

Progress, 131, 138; Jaspers’ idea of, 559

Prophets, and history, 545

Propositions, 74; existential and logically

cogent, 537

Protestant (ism), theology, 79f; its inter-

nal and external split, 765; tradition,

261

Proust, Marcel, 236

Prussia (n), 58, 64; militarism, 54

Psychiatric, Dajein^analysis, and being-

in-the-world, 812; education, 449;

method, 128; and psychological object,

813

Psychiatry (ists), 137; in biographical

method, 437; object of, 17; situation

in, 439

Psychoanalysis, 124; and Marxism and

Nazism, 459; and neurosis, 461; battle

against, 458-462; criticism of, 462;

faithless, and illuminating exercises,

807; of Sigmund Freud, 440

Psychological, 145; analysis and artistic

wisdom, 240; center, 486; concepts

refer to the mind, 484; data, 478;
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datum, as considered, 484; knowledge,

480; states and "facts,” 822; thinking,

480, 483; training analysis, 807f; uni-

versal, conception of youth, 71

Psychologic der Weltanschammgcn (Jas-

pers), 24-30, 32, 34£, 71, 92, 143, 183,

185, 194, 205f, 313, 379, 410, 413f, 416f,

451, 464, 488-492, 541f, 671, 703f. 706,

724, 791, 834, 857; outline of, I95ff

Psychologist, and knowledge, 810; and
psychology, 478, 810, 814; and psycho-

therapist, 812; conception of mind,

486f; experience of, 494; modern, and
metaphysics, 721; object of, 480; philo-

sophically self-illuminating, 814; pro-

gress of knowledge, 487

Psychology, 98, 119; and its transform-

ing powers, 814; and human existence,

411; and objective causal relations,

474f; and philosophy, 495 ff; and psy-

chologist, distinction, 494; and science,

469; and Transcendence, 820; change

of locale, 483-488; conditions of gen-

eral, 474fT; critique of all, 481; con-

cepts as frames of, 484; demarcation

agent, 26f; disunited character of, 469;

of freedom, 816; of the individual,

488ff; the limits of, 805; localization

of, 485; object of, 484f, 488, 814f;

philosophical aspects of, 497; in the

psychologist, 486; of the real man, 470;

of religion, 25, 75; subject of, as mind,

469; teaching of, 24; undogmatic, 487;

unification of, 487; Verstehende, 440,

443, 470

Psychopathological education, 462

Psychopathologie, Allgemeine, see: Allge-

meine Psychopathologie

Psychopathology, and fanaticism, 464;

effect of, 437f; judgment of, Jaspers*,

457f; Weber's influence, 29

Psychotherapy (ist), and training, 461f;

tolerant in action, 806; what it docs,

457

Public, consciousness, 90f; world of ob-

jects, 126

Question of German Guilt, The, (Jas-

pers), 69

Questioning of all belief, scientific, 117

Race, concept of pure, 124

Racism, 124; its faith, 807

Radhakrishnan, Sir Sarvepalli, 664n

Radical, evil and God, 350; evil and
Kant, 360, 357; evil and Max Weber’s

philosophy, 339; evil as Kantian good,

355; evil, ullimaie decision, 338; evil,

Weljcr and Nietzsche, 341

Ramakrishna, 213

Ranke, Johannes, 11, 17

Ranke, Leopold von, 100, 581, 7()9; his-

toric, 578; and history, 571; and Jas-

pers, 559

Rational, as a realm, fiOO; self enclosure

of, 74

Rationalism and irrationalism, the dis-

pute, 130

Real, 87, 106, 138; as coextensive with

totality of objects, 125; authentically,

177; authentically as such, 192; dis-

closure of the, 29; limits of, as limits

of scientific, 120£

Renlitas, formalis, 243; objective, 243

Reality, 98; absolule, and I qua Exist eu7^,

305; actual, in insanity, 723; and "ci-

pher-script,” 673; and the Encompas-
sing, 790; authentic and possibility,

638; authentic and ultimate situations,

188; authentic, not reality of existence

or objective world of science, 178;

authentic, where it is found, 179; calm
in, and transcendence, 518; empirical,

103; existentially relevant, 739; histori-

cal, 70; historical, inexhaustible, 769;

Jaspers' thesis of, 790; metaphysical,

109; objective and Existenz, 736; of

God, as knowablc object, 783; total,

129; of transcendence and thought,

782; speaks through cipher, 782;

spheres of, 97; zone of, 138

Realization, historical and psychological

theory, 584

Realm, 87; of existence, 222; of mysti-

cism, 679; of the spirit, 154

JReason, 87, 96, 109, 130, 152, 158, 222,

243, 256; and air, 835f; and Anti-

Reason in our Time, 430; and awak-
ened Existent, 836; and Existent, their

relationship, 160; aiidT the ground of

"evil, 352; as a major term, 282; as the

Encompassing, 740; as intellect, 157;

as name of the movement towards

the One, 620; as unifying modes of

transcendence, ICO; concept of, as

center of Jaspers' thinking, 838; e-

quated with the will to absolute

communication, 282; governing exis-

tence, 157; Plegelian concepts of, 100;

human and Jaspers, 463; its connec-

tion with 282; its founder-

ing, “function, 157; its modify-

ing, 353; its self-assurance, 91; para-

dox, and problem for, 533; philosophy
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of, as substitute for existential philos-

ophy, 740; pure, and freedom, 349;
self-consciousness of, 73; unconditional
guidance of (and love), 87; voluntary
act and choice, 351; will to, 93; passim

Reason and Existenz, (Jaspers), 71, 146,
“*"160, 2B2, 350, 3637377, 379, 453*

Recklinghausen, Friedrich D. von, 15

Recurrence, doctrine of eternal, 419;

lawful, nature and historical laws,

5I4f

Reden an die Deutsche Nation, (Fichte),

720

Reductionism, 138

Reflection, philosophical, 135

Reflections of an Unpolitical Man,
(Mann), 261

Reich, third, and Jaspers* influence, 720

Religion, 76, 677-681; and cipher script,

675; and the cult, 680, 779; and de-

cision, 675; and philosophy, reinte-

grated by means of myth, 625; and
science, relation of, 81; the annexation

of, ])y philosophy, 624-630; as man’s

attitude in total towards life, 669; as

mythical figures, 628; as not unam-
biguous, 778; biblical, the representa-

tion of the idea, 774; children’s atti-

tude toward, 600ff; criticism of, as

exalting human freedom, 617; demyth-

ologizing of, 679; essence of, according

to Ricoeur, 779; estranged form and

true nature, 779; its historical magni-

tude, 615; its myth and cult, 674;

mysticism and authority, 613; philos-

ophy of, 667; philosophy of, and Jas-

pers’ philosophy, 778; positive and

atheistic humanisms, 611; reaction of

man to transcendence, 778; sociology

of Max Weber, 313; vanity and free-

dom, 640

Religious, experience, as cooperation

with the Divine, 286; faith and philo-

sophical faith, 618-624; and Pascal

and Kierkegaard, 856; reverence, 277;

state, 138

Rembrandt, 250, 627

Renaissance, 641

Repetition and ‘exception,’ 308; and

Kant, 381-385; in Kierkegaard and

Nietzsche, 385-389; and Max Weber,

379ff

Republic, Roman, and treaties, 752

Res, cogitans, 270; extensa, 270

Research, as a process, 552; as conscious-

ness-as-such, 552; historical, 580f; his-

torical, Jaspers’ attitude toward his-

tory, 582; problems in historical, 579;

scientific, its spirit, 118

Responsibility, and determination by the

past, 770; assumed by the subject, 399;

demonic man motivated by, 383; mor-
al, as philosophic problem, 120; of

philosophy, 31; of university, 48
Revelation, 229; and being, 640; and

inspiration, 690; and symbolism of the

ciphers, 640; event of, 616; Existenz

and transcendence, 640; of God, and
universal secret of history, 784f

Richter, Eugen, 54

Rickert, Heinrich, 25, 30f, 33f, 37f, 41;

becomes Jaspers’ enemy, 33; Head of

Department of Philosophy in Heidel-

berg, 30; philosophy of, 31; self-con-

fidence, 32

Ricoeur, Paul, essay by, 611-642; 202,

208n; reply to, 778-781

Riecke, Carl Viktor Eduard, 11

Right (s) of all men qua men, 758; of

being human being, 757

Rig-Veda and logic, 166

Rilke, Rainer Maria, 232, 239f, 254f,

264n, 267n, 277; object of appraisal,

728

Rintelen, F. J. von, challenges Jaspers,

694; criticism of cipher, 698

Risk, infinite, 391, 394

Robbers, (Schiller), 427

Roepke, W., and new liberals, 289n, 557

Romantic and Dionysian, 415

Romanticism, German, 107

Rosenstock, Eugen, 214

Rosenzweig, Franz, 214, 229, 649n, 658

Ruedin, Pupil of Kraepelin, 441

Rupture, 111

Russell, Bertrand, and positivism, 563;

and German philosophy, 428

Russia, 59; her power, 57

Russian (s), 69; under domination of,

57; whip, 55

Sacrifice, and exception, 388

Salditt, Maria, 72

Santayana, George, and German philos-

ophy, 428

Sartre (’s), Jean Paul, 249, 606; and am-

biguity, 420, 432; and essence of free-

dom, 328n; and existentialism, 691;

condemning tradition, 607; Uetre et le

niant, 605, 612; experience and exist-

ence, 329; free choice of the subject,

for, 606f; "free engagement" of, 249;

subject as nothing, 608; truth and

nothing, 593
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Savonarola, G., 35911

Saxony, Lower, 55

SchcUing, F. W. J. von, 100, 151, 244,

205f, 271, 621, 625, 689; and art, 709;

and history, 768; and philosophy, 732;

and “philosophical religion,” 778; and
question o£ creation, 803

Schcler, Max, 30, 288u
Schiller, F. C. S., 664

Schiller, Friedrich von, 231; aesthetic

experience, 742; and poetry, 741

Schilpp, Paul A., 5, 337n, 839; -volumes,

848

Schizophrenia, and genuineness, 724; and
modern culture, 446

Schizophrenic (s), reproduction of, 809f;

style, typical for our cultural epoch,

447; tendencies, in modern times, 723

Schlegel, Friedrich, and Jaspers, 431;

view of Lessing, 418

Schleiermacher, Friedrich, 262; compared

to Jaspers, 335

Schneider, Kurt, 444

School, Jasspers’ early, 6

Schopenhauer, Artliur, 86, 360n, SiHn;

and multiplicity of individuals, 323

SchiJpfung, Milwisunuschaft mil ejer, 251,

283

SchiUe, theory of mental disease, 17

Science, absolute limitations of, 97; ac-

tual limits of, 97; age of, and tech-

nology, 117; aims at certainty, 118;

and philosophy, 115f, 124, 130-139, 170,

457, 500, 785; and rationality, 817;

and solution of human problems, 562;

as empiricism, comes to an end, 456;

as a means, 81; as mode of truth, 122;

as model for philosophizing, 120; as

perspective on the world, 127; con-

ception of, 118; effort to universalize

the method and categories, 118; empir-

ical and philosophical faith, 353; false,

and superstitious powers, 357; mean-
ing of, 122, 124-130; modern, philoso-

phizing, 794; nature of, 115; philoso-

phy as not, 70; perversion of, 125;

principles of selection in historical,

588; purity of, 38; purpose of histor-

ical, 576; status of, and human prob-

lems, 730; “superstition of,” 122; tends

towards systematic interconnection of

methods & categories, ll9f; unity of,

Descartes’ belief in, 121; universally

valid knowledge, 177

Scientific, approach, 116; attitude, hall-

mark of, 117; claim, 144; comprehen-
sion, and freedom, 352; concrete, set-

ting, 117; ethos, 278; inquiry, 138; as

intentional, 127; knowledge, 130, 134-

137, 139, 500, 790; knowledge, and art,

500, 706; knowledge, and the En-
compassing, 648; knowledge, more
than pure methodology, 12(>; meaning,

132; methods, 128, 136; objects, 138;

psychology, and falsification, 480; re-

search, limits of, 126; shaping of

history, 362; striving of man Cor him-
self, 456; system of the world, 130;

thinking, 117; thought, its scope, 131,

135; understanding, 129; validity, and
potential Existmz, 8l8f

Scientism, 129f, 136; claims of, 133; phil-

osophical, 128

Seidenberg, Roderick, 55611

Seiendrs (Dhiga), 146

Sifimursprmgliches Dcnken, 270
Sein und (Heidegger), 810
Self (ves), 102, 139, 220, 224, 227, 230, 232,

244, 256, 260, 264, 267, 269, 275; and
ascent towards Transcendence, 286; and
eternity, 397; aiul knowahlo, 530; and
loving struggle, 290; and nihilism,

740; and paradox, 535; and selves, 213,

230, 259, 290f, 818; and vanity, 63(>; art

and ciphers, 711; as object, 299; as

real, 571; as relation which is self-

rclating, 394; -assertion, 71; aiuhentic,

180. 319; -awareness, 150, 279; -being,

103, 311, 329; birth and rebirth, 290;

commimicatiou of, 219, 396; conajpt

of, 235, 537f, 829; concern for, and
guilt, 635; conduct, “existing,” 650;

-consciousness, 82f, 572; creating one's

self, 29; “the exceptional,” 261; free-

dom of, 111, 257, 285; free, and Exts*

tent, 289; -hood, 220, 223, 226, 233.

292, 362; human, possibilities, 727;

human, reduced to object, 121; idea

of, 260; identification with the oppo-
nent, 421; -illumination, 462; indepen-
dence of, 260, 275; individual, 99, 224,

272, 280; insularity of, 213; intuition,

of individual, 531; its alienation from
nature, 234, 284; -limitation, in poli-

tics, 56; making of, 27Bf; objective and
subjective, r)35£; problem of, Fichte’s

and Jaspers’ concern, 720; real, and
consciousness-as-such, 559; related to

Transceutlcnce, 396f; relation to God,
121; sin of estrangement, 292; solittule

of, 261; total, 130; uniqueness of, 285
Self-evident, 162

Self-realization, 99, 273 ff; among indi-

vidual selves, 280; and authentically
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real, 177; and immanent death, 827f;

and others, 192; as coincident with

experience of Being, 180; demand for,

291; direct goal, 180; ethics of, 258,

280; process of, 290; through philoso-

phizing, 193; will toward, 730; with

prudential Thou, 277; urge for, and
others, 291

Sense, human, impi'cssions, and Existenz,

329

Sense-data, 240ff

Sensible things, 140

Separation, Existenz and Transcendence,

402

Shakespeare, William, 82, 214, 250, 294,

344, 605, 614, 621, 728, 867; Schlegel-

Tieck translation of, 422; und der

deutsche Geist, 422

Sheldon, W. H., and psychology, 491

Shell (s), 29; and values, 414; as petrified

world views, 491n; conception of, its

importance, 414

Shipwreck, 101, 273

Sig7ia, 99, 108

Silence, and mythology, 594; holy, and

interpretation, 326

Sils Maria (Engadin), 7f, 23

Simile (s), and ideas, 802; of participa-

tion, 249f

Simmel, Georg, 128, 681; and immanent
Transcendence, 519

Simplizissimtis (magazine), 55

Sin, Christian idea of, undermined, 636;

in Jaspers, 394n; Jaspers’ interpreta-

tion, 634

Situation (s), 55, 102; absolute, 101; as

meaningful reality, 187; basis of re-

sponsibility, 753; “communicative,”

230; concept of ultimate, Jaspers'

formulation, 184; concrete, 103, 188;

contingent, 101; German, 579; histori-

cal, 116f, 766; of one’s own age, 88;

our own and Being, 298; scientific,

since Kant, 246; ultimate, 101, 107,

183, 188, 700, 738

Social, action, 259; action and Existenz,

400; conscience, 258; sciences, founda-

tion of, 372; welfare, and planning,

557

Socialism, National, 54f; National, in

Germany, 838

Socialist government, 51

Sociological, 145; investigation, 554;

powers behind theologies, 79; research,

554f

Sociologists, 137

Sociology, of religion, Weber, 29

Socrates, S65n, 645, 652, 709; analogy to

855; and impetus, 417; and Nietzsche,

421, 433; and Plato’s theory of ideas,

391; and supermen, 422; and tradition,

594; and Weber, 370; as demonic type,

384; as exception, 396; his philosophic

meaning, 370; philosophical Existenz,

and Plato, 377

Socratic, silence, 593; thorn, 112

Sodom and Gomorrah, 248, 777

Solidarity, of mankind, 541; negative, of

the world, 541

Solitude, and Jaspers’ philosophy, 543

Somatic therapy, and mental, 445

Sophists, 142

Soul, as a consciousness, 127; as inner

experience, 97; as philosophical prob-

lems, 120; human, Christianity’s con-

cept of, 145; ongoings of, 827; Pla-

tonic-Christian interpretation, 518

Sovereignty, absolute, claim to, 66

Space, 98; as spatial experience, 162

“Speculation,” and philosophy, 627

Spengler, Oswald, 284, 730; and concept

of freedom, 551; and the future, 556

Spinoza, B., 7, 31, 70, 78, 86, 121, 253,

257, 267, 395, 612, 616, 625, 630; and

conceptual thinking, 435; and essence

of religion, 779; and freedom, 767;

and Goethe, 348; and metaphysics,

688; duty, 787; influence on Jaspers,

78; naturalism, 277; on Biblical

ground, 839; philosophical faith and

reason, 777; third kind of knowledge,

621

Spinozistic, concept of causa sui, 149

Spirit (Geist), 97f, 100, 105, 127, 152f;

as consciousness of meaning, 703; as

temporal occurrence, 154; as third

mode of Encompassing, 154; influence

of, 133; life of, spiritual types, 488-

491; of radical liberalism, 55f; of the

public, 90; of the university, 53; one

way we participate in world, 155

Spiritual, development of Jaspers, 84;

experiences, one’s, 94

“Sprachdenken,** 231

Springer, Ferdinand, 14, 455

Sprung (break-cleavage), 229; (leap), 229

Stages of Lifers Way (Kierkegaard), 614

Stalinism, 608

Standards, objective, as material, 575

Statements, factual, 138

Stein, Baron H. F. K. von, 57

Stein, Edith, 263n, 242

Stem, W., 495n

Stevens, Wallace, 283
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Stocrring, 448

Stoic (s), 88, 259; Nietzsche and Kant,

414; philosophy, (554; teachings, 233;

and ultimate situations, 186; and

Weber, 370

Stoicism, apathy of, 614

Sti-indberg, August, 393n; analysis of,

446; and Goethe’s essays, 728; and

pathographic analysis, 722; his plays

and criticism, 723; study, as guide for

literary criticism, 724

Strindberg xind Va?i Gogh (Jaspers), 21,

35, 417, 421, 446. 453

Struggle, 195; “loving,” and communica-

tion, 289

Student (s), of medicine, 7; of jurispru-

dence, 7; actualize idea of university,

52; Jaspers’ attitude towards, 46; Jas-

pers’ opinion of, 47; with Fritz zur

Loye, 11

Subject, 107, 147f; and freedom, 607f;

and object, 130, 264, 270, 309, 488,

494; and phenomenal object, polar re-

lation, 125; -being, 152; ideally free,

as nothingness of substance, 606; in-

dividual, 225; knowing, 125f; possi-

bility of being, 155

Subjective, “thinker,” and Christianity,

615; truth, 150; and objective, 143;

and objective factors in knowledge,

131

Subjectivity, 102; and free human being,

816; impulsion towards, 393

Subject-object, bifurcation, 126; cleavage,

critique, 492f; and consciousness-as-

such, 163; dichotomy, 146-152; divi-

sion, 148, 171, 783, 811, 815f; relation,

488f, 566, 788

Sublimation, key to Nietzsche, 431; pro-

cess of, in Nietzsche, 857f

Substance, loss of, 771

Suffer (ing). Biblical man overcomes, 657;

readiness to, 359

Sufladent reason, prindple of, 74

Sum qui sum, 222, 262f, 270

Super Ego, 270

“Superman,” concept of, 260; critique,

431

Superrational, 102

Swpranatura, and Existent, 675

Swedenborg, Emanuel, and HSlderlin,

21; and pathographic analysis, 722;

and Strindberg und Van Gogh, 446
Swiss, 49, 55, 65

Switzerland, 64; federated life, 752

Symbol (s), 106, 108; and concept of

Transcendence, 652f; and God, 716;

as not Being itself, 782; as language

of transcendental reality, 763; Being

and poetry, 714; of cominunieation,

and reality, 785, 788; genuine, partici-

pation in Being, 715; language of,

785; qua appearance of 'I ranscend-

ence, 310

Symbolic, cipher script, 686; form, and
penetration of Being, 709

Syncretic, experience, and Vcrslehm, 495

System, which doses itself, 91; of world-

knowledge, 129

Systematic, meaning, 91; offenhaltendcy

95; philosophy, 08; of reason, 92

“Syntlicsis,” of knowledge, 763

Talmud, 659; and God the Creator, 288

Tantzen, Theodor, 54

Tell, Wilhelm, 427

Tension, 677

Testimonies, 764f

Theism, 263

Theologians, and a way of philosophiz-

ing, 778

Theological virtues, 257

Theology, 75, 78, 106; and positivism,

563; culpability of, 641; Jaspers* inter-

est in, 77

Think, as intended objects, 73

Thinking, Heidegger and Jaspers, 405;

linear and syncretic experience, cri-

tique, 4941; philosophic, 38, 71, 92, 732;

philosophic, not opposed to science,

38; philosophical, different ways of

doing it (in Philosophie), 39; unity

of Jaspers’, 92

Theories, critique of, psychology, 481

Thomism (ists), see Aquinas
Thomas, Aquinas, St., see Aquinas
Thorndike, Edward L., 478

Thou, the, 220, 223, 275; the order of,

281; the recognition of, 281; supreme,

and religion, 613

Thought, absolute, and freedom, 306;

and intuition, 327; human, 134; re-

flexive, 106; way of, 40

Thucydides, 413; as historian, 578

Tillich, Paul, 675, 677, 686f, 689; and
freedom, 672

Time, 98, 108; appearance as spatial,

162; and the abstract “now,” 569;

and history, Hennig’s claims, 766; and
its meaning, 29; Kant and Jaspers,

801; union with eternity, 102

Tocqucville, A., Comte dc, and Jaspers,

560; liberii humaine, 568

Tonnics, Ferdinand, 284
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Totality, 89, 143; of human events, poli-

tics, 56; of the universe, 98

Totalitarianism, 57, 67, 82

Toynbee, Arnold, concept of ‘'pivotal

age,” 561

Traces of God, as His ciphers, 624

Tradition, and human destiny, 594; and
ideologies, 595; and Jaspers, 595; and
its meaning, 594£; and ultimate situa-

tion, 594; as datum, ‘594£; as an object,

770; attempt to find, 77 If; bequests

of, 596f; classical, 243; existence and

the past, 596; history and meaning,

609; its religious domain, 602; both

internal and external, 607; its social

effectiveness, 609; Jaspers attitude to-

wards, 604; precious substance of, 610;

transcendence and Existent, 596f;

transparency of, 761; total of all man-
kind, 772; vs. freedom, and the En-

compassing, 775

Tragedy, and authentic Being, 614; in

world of sense and time, 618; study of,

632

Tragic, and human existence, 745; ex-

perience of, and temporal existence,

715

Transcendence, 73, 90, 93, 98f, 102, 105f,

108, 111U13, 131f, 135f, ISlff, 221, 223,

229, 233, 235, 244ff, 255f, 264, 266f,

271; and being, 670f; and essential

definition of Existent, 302f; and foun-

dering, 516f; and the leap, 516f; and

relation between philosophy and re-

ligion, 668-671; and self, 397, 823f;

ciphers’^ of, 307-312;
“Concept^of,?

499-52^ : for Existent, 404f; formal,

2867^16, 630; formal, and under-

standing God, 313; passim

Trinity, idea of, 263

Troeltsch, Ernst, 289n

Trojan horse, 64

Trotsky, Leon, man of action, 556

True, the, 29; is the truth, 378

Truth (s), 72, 104, 112, 130, 136, 145,

147, 256; absolute, 104, 123; authenti-

cated, 224; and authoritative ground,

398; and communication, 543; and

falsity, and knowledge of self, 818;

and foundering Existent, 330; and its

expression, 544; and all philosophy,

687; and rank of philosopher, 86; and

verification, 224; as communication,

542; as ‘existential/ 260, 271, 645;

cipher of absolute, 378; claim to, 31;

criterion of, 166; Heidegger and Jas-

pers, 401f; historicity of, 103; its cri-

terion, 149; individual historical, 111;

metaphysical, 123; necessary and uni-

versal, 126; of deification of man,

685f; of revelation, 398; objective, 96;

philosophical, 112, 135; philosophical,

Nietzsche’s conception of, 123; search

for, 123; temporality and historicity

of, 110; universally valid, and histor-

icity, 580; will to, 122

Turning, phenomena of, and communi-
cation, 292f

Types, chaotic, 416

Uebergreifen, 144

Ultimate situation (s), 84f, 182ff, 194,

604; and absolute consciousness, 304;

and death, 504ff; and Existent, 188;

and experience of being in flight to

Encompassing, 158; and freedom, 156;

and guilt, 633; and Jaspers as a phi-

losopher, 186; and situations in gen-

eral-distinction between, 203; as in-

dex, as signa, 203; cannot be sought

out, 192; conscious experience of, 185;

dual aspect of, 199; ‘existential’ neces-

sity of, 205f; experience of, 191; func-

tion of Existent in, 193; my existence

in, 190; object for my consideration,

191; particular situations, 195ff; phi-

losophy of, 192ff; prototyped intuition

of, 186; separate oneself from, 191;

philosophy of, 192ff; tension, 654;

what examination discloses about, 197

Umgreifende, das, see ‘Encompassing’

Unauthentic, and foundering, 832

Unbelief, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche,

heroes of, 386

Unconditional, the, 143

Unconditioned, the, and the one, 867;

unity, and ‘existential* irruption, 400

Understanding, analysis of, 373; con-

ception of, in history, 579; intellectual,

and non-knowing, 777; literary work

of art, 723; metaphysical, and the

absolute, 707; of tradition, 772; of

fellowmen, 85

Undset, Sigrid, 725

Uninterpretable, the, as ultimate cipher,

327

Union of Existent and Transcendence,

402-405

Union of subjective and objective fac-

tors, 131

Unique Personal Self, with other Selves,

282

Unique universal, and religion, 625

United States of America, 63, 752
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Uiiily, absolute, 251; and transcendence,

222; comprehensive o£ whole, 92; ob-

jects and methods, 552; in spirit, 208;

of Being, 147; o£ the Creative spirit,

251; oi’ mankind, and limitless com-

munication, 54211’; o£ the one Being,

and ciphers, iUO; o£ science, 120, 129;

o£ 'rransccndence, and language o£

ciphers, 311; principle of, for system-

atic knowledge, 129

Universal (s), 98£; concrete, notion of,

103; concurrence, 31; history, 010;

history o£ philosophy and knowledge,

559; human, 90; relative-and religion,

025; science, 98; and psychology, 814;

its job, 552; ultimate situation of all

existence, 198; validation, put into

question, 015; validity, of objective

knowledge, 224

Universality, historical, 231; idea of, 35,

45, 122; of philosophizing, 89; three-

fold function of, 203

Universally valid, 120, 134; thinking not

scieiitiQc, 38

Universe of modern science, 241

University, 45, 80; as a tradition, 40; as

institution of learning, 47; as

instance of truth as such, 48; etcriud

idea of, ^18; idea of, where it lives,

52; instructors in, disappointment for

Jaspers, 48; status of, 49

University, of Groningen, 282; of Heidel-

berg, and death of Weber, 372

Unknowing (non-knowledge), 135

Unknown, leap to the, and psychological

theory, 443f

Unmoved mover, 255

Unphilosophy, rejection of, 687; and

unbelief, 081; and un-rcligion, 681;

and rejection of Transcendence, 681

Unum necessariurn, 227

Upanishads, and history, 545

Ur-sprung, 228

Ursprung und Ziel der Geschichtet Vom,
('Origin and Goal of History), (Jas-

pers), 539

Utopia, and art of government, 557

Vaihinger, Hans, and metaphysics, 688

Validity, universal, 70, 109; of concept-

ual schemata aiul ExiUenz, 819; of

objectively correct statements, and
psychology, 486

Value, 134; absolute, ideas or men, 464;

emergence of new, 138; problem of,

138; realm of, 138; and science, 731;

six areas, 32; systems t)f, 30; -theory,

31

Van Gogh, Vincent, 393n, ()26f; anti

cipher, 308; and contemporary paint-

ers, 433; and exj)eiicnc:e, 307; Ucideg-

gcr and Jaspers, 405; and mental

disease, 465; and metaphysical signih-

cance, 309; and pathographic analysis,

722; and pathoUigical proccvss, 723;

and ultimate source of Exist enz, 447

Vatican, Cloncordat with Hitler, 66; the,

756

Vernuuft und Existenz, sec Rrason and
Existanz

Versailles, peace- treaty, 48

Varstehen, 71, 476; and causal question-

ing, 476; and dimension of cognition,

478; and explanation, 476, 494, 812;

and sources of knowledge, 478; and
syncretic experience, 813; as “acaiisal,"’

488; inner causality, 476; meaning of,

372; the method of, 128f; a methodol-
ogy of understanding, 722; procedure
of psychoU)gist, 477; process of, aiul

syncretic experic'iico, 495; sociology

and psychology, 373

Vvrstchende movement, the philosophic

side of, 827

Verstvhendv, Psychologic, 18, 25, 27;

psychology, and consciousness of death,

822; aiul I)«.vriw,v-analysis, 812; and
illumination of Existenz, 704; and
Max Weber, 372f; its scope, 451; Jas-

pers' point of view, 183

Vcrslchcnde psychotherapy, und Jaspers,

4G3f

Verstehende sociology, \Vebcr, 372

Virchow, R., 9

Vital process, and ultimate situations,

185f

Vogt, Oscar, 441

Void, the, and creation of future, 770
Voltaire, F., 360n

Voluntarism, absolute, 265 f
^

Von Bowen, Maria, Ernst Mayer, con-

cealed by, 44

Von der Wahrlieit (Jaspers), 45, 75, 92,

104, 107, 115, 146,^183, 310, 317, 378f,

453, 527, 61 2f, 617, 620, 622, 624, 626,

631, 638f, 703, 712, 720, 801, 834, 993

Vox popnli vox dei, 58

Vuillcman,
J., 40Bu

Wahl, Jean, essay by, 393-406; 11 On
Die Wandlung, periodical, 725

War, enthusiasm for, 58; ''War for the
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German Culture,’' 58; outbreak of, in

1914, 55

Wassermann, August von, syphilitic

brain diseases, 441

Weber, Alfred, 58

Weber, Marianne, 389

Weber, Max, 23, 31-34, 38, 56-59, 63,

67, 128, 212, 259, 363n, 369, 373, 654;

a challenge, 370; and choices, 339; and
communication, 369; and evil, 367;

and Jaspers, 560, 854f; and Jaspers,

Haumgarten’s Critique, 868f; and Jas-

pers’ divination, 340; and Jaspers’

philosophy, 338, 391; and Socrates,

371; and value theory, 371; as a per-

son, 29; as last genuine national Ger-

man, 57; as image of demonic person,

385; as prototype and exception, 387;

as Socrates, 369; attitude on his own
foundering, 388; death of, recounted

effect on Jaspers, 32; ethics of re-

sponsibility, 754; faith and communi-

cation, 382; foundering, 376, 388; his

personal qualities, 390; idea of philo-

sophical Existenz, 380, 389f; in Jas-

pcM's’ work, 369; influence upon Jas-

pers, 29, 55; Kant and evil, 865;

Nietzsche and Kierkegaard, 362, 365;

Nietzsche, Homer and Hebrew proph-

ets, 387; personality and Jaspers, 372;

personality of, and ‘existential’ pos-

sibility, 375; philosophical Existenz,

373, 377ff; sociological investigation,

372; understanding of, 863; value dis-

cussion, 866

Weil, Simone, 284

Weimar, 65

Weizsiicker, W. von, 457

Welcker, view of history. 761

Welfare, social, and Existenz, 757

Wells. H. G., 357

Weltanschauung, 79, 490; and ‘existen-

tial’ truth, 368; and mental state,

589f; and philosophy, 503; as a devel-

opment of psychology, 26; deprived

of right to teach on grounds of, 50;

Nietzsche and Jaspers, 414; and ulti-

mate situations, 185; problem of, 374

Wclte, B., 208n, 693n

Werner, Alfred, syncretic experience,

495

Wernicke, Carl, and Freud, 19

Wertheimer, Max, and Gestalt, 478

Weser-dyke, 54

Western civilization, 117

Wetzel (Professor), 14, 22

Whitehead, Alfred North, 245, 251, 255;

philosophy of, 235

Whole, the, 96; must be disintegrated,

352; picture of, its impossibility, 773

Wurzburg school of psychology, 473

Will, 267f; absolute, 267f, 270; and au-

thenticity, 194; and law, 351; philos-

ophy of the individual, 830; to be it-

self, 227; to communication, 281; to

illusion, 123; to knowledge, not the

will to power, 124; to power, 123,

266, 415; intellectual, to power, 112;

to power, opposition to will to truth,

123; to unification, 266; unconditional,

73

William II (Kaiser), his empire, 56f

Williams, Forrest W., 393n, 593n, 61 In

Wilmanns (Professor), 15f; invitation to

write text, 17; Jaspers’ teacher, 14

Wilder, Thornton, 343n

Windelband, Wilhelm, 23; death (1916),

30; delimitation of psychology, 25

Wisdom, basic concept and psychological

experience, 721; revealed, guarantee

of, 623

Wissen des Umgreifenden, 152

Witness, testimony, 764

Wittgenstein, Ludwig, and formalization

of failure of thinking, 804

Wonder, letting-be, and emotion of, 303

Word, the, entelechy and Being, 288

World, the, 29, 97ff, 103, 108, 111, 139,

152f, 229, 271; and investigation, 162;

and its contents, and Radical Evil,

354; antinomial structure of, 381; as

Being-in-itself, 676; as chaos, 157; as

closed experience, 162; as encompass-

ing Being, 181n; as the Encompassing

which we are not, 156; as encompas-

sing whole, 178; as objective being,

672; as single whole of being, 124; as

a whole, not an object of science, 178;

-citizen, 69; depends upon the indi-

vidual, 94; empirical, lOlf; empirical,

as transparent, 306; empirical incom-

pleteness of, 107; external being, 105;

historicity of, 103; history, plan for,

and Jaspers, 581; history of philos-

ophy, 81; idea of, 129; idea of, as

unity of our experience, 162; know-

ability of, 125; knowledge of, 92; loss

of, and factual and actual death, 513;

of nature, and consciousness-as-such,

179; one, and communication, 290;

-order, as utopian, 751; -order, ‘closed,*

98; -orientation, 97; -orientation, as

foundering, 315; -orientation, philo-
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sophical and situations, 187£; object of

consciousness, 109f; objective, 181;

pliilosophy, 84; philosophy, of late

antiquity, 88; rational idea of, 133;

situation, 55; -spirit, and Hegel, 548;

-state, and world-empire, 539; theory

of, Jaspers and Heidegger, 402; unique

and the One, 404; -views, as abstrac-

tions, 184; (modern) Western, 117;

"of ciphers,' place of art, 626; War I,

571f, 86, 646

Wreckage, of our projects, 273

Wundt, Max, and metaphysics, 688

Wundt, Wilhelm, 16, 86

Xenophon, and Cod, 784; and Socrates,

390

Zarathiistra, and beauty of language,

428; and history, 545

Zedakah, 261; Hesed, Ahawah, Jewish,

257

Zen Uuddhism, and logic, 166

Zeppelin, 58

Zerrissenheit, 228

Zimmer, Heinrich, the Indologist, 63

Ziirich group, 440




